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"THE
A

MIRACLE
By George M. Cohan

GEORGE

LOANE

MAN"
TUCKER

production
Would you rather be inspired than entertained ?
"The Miracle Man" will do both for you.
The photoplay with an amazing soul.
A PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT PICTURE
GEORGE I.OANE TICKER

No

Miracles

Today

?

Ask the Girl, the Frog, the Dope
and the Confidence Man, or any of
the millions who will flock to see
"THE MIRACLE MAN"
The picture worth while of the
things worth while.
This George Loane Tucker production, the first Paramount-Art craft Picture, may be seen at your
exchange now. It is wonderful !
See and judge !

From the play by George M. Cohan
Directed and produced by George Loane Tucker
Presented by Mayflower Photoplay Corporation

9 FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
AOOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L.LASKY
SEW VicePns.
YORJU CECIL B.DE MILLE Director Central.

THE

FIRST

FARCE-COMEDY
THE MISLEADING WIDOW" is the first a vehicle that gives her increased
Billie Burke picture to be released opportunity for appealing to picture
in six months. Miss Burke, whose per- audiences.
sonality and charm have proved a big
This farce-comedy is full of laughs.
box-office asset to exhibitors all over As the first farce of the new season
the country, is today more popular than it sets a pace for all productions of
ever.
the year. The scenario by Frances
In her first picture for the new sea- Marion; the direction by John S.
son, to be released September 7, the Robertson. You can see the picture
charming star has been provided with now at your exchange.

FAMOUS PLAYERS LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres. JESSE L. LASKY
HEW V,cePres.
YORIL CECIL B. DE MILLE Crector General.

Cparamountyirtcrafl

Thomas

U. Inee presents

DOROTUY

DALTON

Market

of Sou

Is

luxury of the setting, the heart-interest
of the story, the wonder of
the acting, the artistic direction, the splendor of the
ns
and scenes — make
gow
this one of the finest photoplays ever produced bv
Thomas H. Ince.
THE

It is fitting that it should
be Mr. Ince's first picture
under the Selective Booking Plan.
Story by 'John Lynch. Scenario by C. Gardner
Sullivan. Directed by Joseph de Grasse. Photographed byJohn Sturnar.
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince.
You can see it and
book it now

Qietures
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In an attempt to "show up" Hearst News, Universal Current Events and International News,
the giant three of the news weekly field, a News Weekly competitor publishes an advertisement in a film trade paper which supposedly answers our big announcement of previous issue
wherein THE BIG THREE printed and described 10 sensational complete news "Scoops" and
8 absolutely out and out "beats" accomplished in the space of a few short weeks. This competitor claims that he really and actually had a strip of "fillum" showing one of the news
pictures we advertised as a scoop. In 18 times we licked 'em all to a frazzle with our sensational accomplishments in being "FIRST" as. usual, with scoops and beats, including the one
shot they mention which was that of Pres. Wilson's trip thru war ruined Belgium with King
Albert and Queen Elizabeth. International News No. 27 issued July 3rd showed these pictures; 6days later, on July 9th, this so-called competitor showed them, proving that we ARE
Releasing —
Three
Either
Single

Mighty
One
Reel

News

Bigger
News

Reels
Than

Per

Week,

Any

Other

Weekly

on

the

Market
Not one word was mentioned in this competitor's advertisement about the remaining 17 times that we beat 'em
and scooped 'em. Nary a word. Absolute quiet regarding 17 sensational news picture achievements that topped
'em every
week forces
as regularly
as clockwork.
news
gathering
with THE
BIG THREE?And why shouldn't we do it regularly? Who can compare picture
Hearst

News —

Universal

International
Current

News

Events

Who can show a record of such sensational news picture scoops and beats regularly as THE BIG THREE?
.What single news reel can ever hope to compare with THREE great big individual news reels secured, prepared and released by the biggest combination of talent in the news reel industry? ANSWER IT YOURSELF ! ! !
All of which enables us to repeat it again and again as we have many times before, i. e. — IF YOU WANT TO
PUT YOUR HOUSE ON THE MAP WITH THE EXCLU SI VE NEWS BEATS AND SCOOPS OF THE ''BIG
THREE"
AND GIVE YOUR PATRONS ALL THE BIG NEWS FIRST BOOK AND SHOW THE "BIG THREE"
EVERY WEEK.
Produced

by International — Released

by UNIVERSAL
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9

cents

The Cincinnati "Commercial
Tribune* 9 is a conservative
newspaper.
It gives credit only
credit is due
whose

where

irrespective of

production

it reviews.

DODOTWV
PMILLIPS
Please read their criticism, a [review of
splendid character that allows you to
figure what you CAN DO with "The
Heart of Humanity" in your city.
Carl Laemmle
offers

Allen

Uolubar'9

Overproduction
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tlll

yeSrS

ffctmfe

biggest
The Cincinnati "Commercial
"The Heart
"HEART
FILM

OF

Tribune"

says of the

of Humanity"
HUMANITY"

MASTERPIECE

A play destined to live forever in the hearts of those who see it is "THE HEART
OF
engagement
Lyric Sunday.
That HUMANITY,"
master mind ofwhich
Allen opened
Holubar a hasweek's
so skillfully
handledat the
his appealing
story
that even its spectacular background is overshadowed completely by the charming
romance
which
is
the
picture's
main
theme.
Yet
scarcely
secondary
to
this
is the optimistic illumination it sheds on the great vital problem that touches
on the duty owed by humanity to children wrecked and orphaned by the war.
The clarity of the titles is a delight, and this, coupled with the subtle handling
of the plot, makes the production a masterpiece, for Allen Holubar, the director,
knows the value of contrast and has used his knowledge with the highest degree
of success. As Nanette, the character who depicts the glory accomplished by
women in the hour of need, Dorothy Phillips proves herself to be one of the
screen's
greatest players. Rarely have such superb heights been reached as
she
displays.

'Productions m
l60O Broddx/dy. 'Mcv'V&rk Q\ty

Proof that
"THE HEARTproven
OF HUMANITY"
is still
biggest
picture
is undisputably
by the constant
floodtheof screen's
congratulatory
letters that pour into the home offices of Universal-Jewel. Exhibitors
continue
clean played
up withit yet?
"THE HEART OF HUMANITY" for years
towillcome.
Haveto YOU

iHff
The

Picture

ver
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A PRODUCTION that towers like a Goliath over the
average feature productions. A truly extraordinary
picture that brings to you Dorothy Phillips, brilliant
star of "The Heart of Humanity," with Dorothy Phillips' many
millions of admirers.
A story of a dream of colossal power
a gripping twist in the ending that sends
talking, talking, talking; spreading
mouth-to-mouth advertising that packs
home the profits to you.

that came true, with
your audiences away
that unpurchasable
theatres and brings

"DESTINY" is destined to sweep the country. With a
supporting cast of William Stowell and other star players you
may expect something decidedly unusual. We urge a private
review of "DESTINY" at your nearest Universal - Jewel
exchange.
UNIVERSAL— JEWEL
1600 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
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LINCOLN

In justice to yourself DO NOT book any other
serial on the market until you've seen the tremendous money-making possibilities of Elmo
Lincoln in "ELMO THE MIGHTY." Imagine
the value and advertising power of Lincoln's
reputation as Tarzan in that sensational
success, "Tarzan of the Apes," and his reputation as the blacksmith in "The Kaiser, the
Beast of Berlin."
BOOK

INSTANTLY

THRU

WATCH our ad next week. We are going to
publish a letter from one of the biggest theatre owners in all America. We want you
to read what he says of "ELMO THE
MIGHTY." You'll read why HE booked this
serial. You'll read what he says about how
his patrons took this serial. You'll get firsthand, "inside" information about this smashing serial winner.
ANY

UNIVERSAL

EXCHANGE

610
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like

Pictures
of

hundreds

Houses -Now

EDDIE

OF all accomplishments in the moving picture industry within the last
five years these famous CYCLONE SMITH STORIES, featuring the
great POLO, seem to be among the biggest.
Biggest because with these two-reel (2) pictures exhibitors are drawing
as much money and packing in as big crowds as their 5-reel, big productions,
proving beyond the shadow of a doubt that the RIGHT KIND of 2-reel pictures, specially produced, specially titled and handled like big features, draw
just as big as the big features. Yet compare the costs in bookings, then
figure up your profits. There are ten simply wonderful stories in this
CYCLONE SMITH series. Book all ten and handle them exactly the same
as you do your 5-reel productions. Advertise them and boost them BIG.
THEN WATCH YOUR RESULTS
Now

Booking

Thru

All

Universal

Exchanges

in

Bunkered

Ready,

camera,

shoot!

1XTRS. SIDNEY DREW is the heart, the
brains and the soul of the inimitable Paramount Drew Comedies. That's why they are a
guarantee of excellence for exhibitors.
"Thank goodness," the New York Tribune
says, "Mrs. Drew is going to keep on writing
and producing these comedies, for there is no
other to take her place."
Book "Bunkered" and thank goodness, too.
By EMMA MORRISON WHITMAN
Produced by V. B. K. FILM CORPORATION
Under personal supervision of MRS. SIDNEY DREW
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Smiling

Bill

PARSONS
in

Thei/re
>»•§•-,

Off

D PES a loop the loop with the public. You just can't remain a
normal, stay-in-your seat fan when you see this new farce.
It appears that Bill went down to Coney Island and looped the loop,
slid the slide, bumped the bumps, shot the shoots, and did everything
that was to be done, from eating hot frankfurters to watching the pic
tures in the old mill. From one thing to another, you're sent breathlaughing, for again and again "they're off" in this capital
Capitol lessly
Comedy.
You won't be far off if you give this "Smiling Bill" pidure a showing
— it's full of everything that you want for producing laughs.
GOLDWYNCORPORATION
DISTRIBUTING Jfj
Samuel Goldwyn President
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TKe

EXHIBITOR

REALART

and

PICTURES

Realart Pictures means vastly more than me
presentation of great stars and me production
of fine photoplays. Of first importance is me
establishment of relations \tfith me Exhibitors as
business associates and trie foundation of Realart
Pictures is being laid with that idea in mind.
Criticisms and suggestions will be received as me
advice of one partner to another. Mutual interest
dictates that me product must be good, the price
fair to both and business relations based on me
square deal. On this platform, Realart Pictures
has assurance of widespread and lasting Exhibitor
alliances.
Tl\e three great stars already secured for Realart
Pictures and the tremendously important vehicles
selected for their initial productions, form an
absolute guarantee that it is keeping faith with
the Exhibitor and his public.

ALICE
BRADY
IDOL OF STAGE AMD SCREEN
"There'j
u«e sayinggirtsthaton Alice
Brady is onestage.of
the most noremarkable
the American
The critics ha\>e said that, and the public knows it.
At twenty-four she has reached a position in the
theatrical world that many" a player twice her age
might envy\"
— AVu? to rk E-vening Mail of
January
4, J01Q.
Realart Pictures presents Alice Brady as a
star of tremendous achievements. What she
has accomplished on the stage and in pictures
has made her name a household word — a
synonym for rare excellence. What she is
yet to accomplish will he the fruition of her
earlier efforts — her hardest of success.
Vehicles are being chosen w'hich give full
scope to Miss Brady's wonderful dramatic
powers — photoplays based on novels and
stage plays of world-wide fame. As an
earnest of this policy, the first is to be
"SINNERS," the season-run New York
stage success by* Owen Dav*is.

The

Men

CIXTEEN

in

the

out of twenty

Field
branch

exchanges for Realart Pictures have
already teen opened.
and

The

character

qualifications of the managers

chosen are sure guarantee that the high
purposes of the organization

^iil be

faithfully carried out.

The following exchanges -are now moderation :
CITY
STREET AND ADDRESS
MANAGER
BOSTON
5 Isabella Street
Walter R. Scales
BUFFALO 221 Franklin Street
Henry E. Wilkinson
CHICAGO Room 1204 Consumers Building, 220 So. State Street
Harry
W. Willard
CINCINNATI Room 910 Mercantile Library Building
Mark Goldman
James B. Reiley
CLEVELAND Suite 200 Bangor Building
Diaz Callahan
DALLAS
Hotel Jefferson (Temporary address)
DENVER
1742 Glenarm Street
Bert R. LatzG. Kingsley
Cornelius
DETROIT Room 607 Joseph Mack Building
KANSAS CITY Rooms 509- 10 Republic Building, Cor. 1 Oth and Walnut Streets Graham Richard Sirwell
MINNEAPOLIS Film Exchange Building, 16 North 4th Street
Harry
NEW YORK
729 Seventh Avenue
Lester LW. Hollander
Adter
OMAHA
1214 Farnam Street
Robert A. Lucas
PITTSBURGH 4 ! 2 Ferry Street
ST. LOUIS
3626 Olive Street
J.NatC. Barach
Ragland
SEATTLE To be announced
Albert
Eden
Wm.
H.W. Rippard
WASHINGTON Mather Building. 916-18 G Street. N. W.
REALART

PICTURES CORPORATION
ARTHUR, S. KANE, Pr«sider>t
1KM2-14 West 42nd Street, New York Cky

■BBH

t

Snow! Sleet! Storm!
e Y LuDay
m-s
RD
inZAth
BLIZ
ber Camps. There
is enough cold and
stormy weather in
"Man's Desire" to reduce
the temperature in your
house 20°. Besides it's a
corking good picture
with a star cast that includes Lewis Stone, Jane
Novak, Bill Dyer, Jack
Curtis, George Pearce
and Joe Bennett.

D.-tributed by
Exhibitors Mutual

Robertson-Cole Company
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Pajamas,
the

R

Hew

at

619
2.30

CLTTl.

York

A

Moe
Mark,
President of
America's
First Great
Motion
Picture Theatre,
Contracts for
Be nj aminB.
Great

H amptorVs

Authors Pictures Inc.
production

WESTERN
The photoplay of the novel by
STEWART EDWARD WHITE
Tremendously directed by
EDWARD SLOMAN
With an all-star cast :
ROY STEWART
MILDRED MANNING
WILFRED LUCAS
ROBERT McKIM
FRANKIE LEE
MARY JANE IRVING
GRAHAM PETTI E

Backed by powerful advertising and exploitation
and linked up with a Grosset & Dunlap book-store
campaign in 215 New York book and drug stores.
See the news columns of this week's trade papers.
Playing date: Week of August 10.
Just the kind of big production that the biggest
theatres require and demand.
Available thru all Hodkinson managers for prerelease showings now.
W.

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty
Distributing- through PAl Hh Exchange, Incorporated
Foreign Distributor. J. Frank Brockliss.Inxr.729-7!* Ave.

620
Robert

Brtmton
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presents

wmS

CHANCE

From the Munsey Magazine Story by
Johnston McCulley
Directed by Ernest C. Warde
A Robert Brunton Production
Have you as an exhibitor
ever stopped to think of
the enduring and growing
value of this star?
Years in pictures; still
youthful, handsome,
virile and appealing.
Still a star of the masses;
still liked and admired;
still drawing his big
following
of "regulars"
into
theatres.

Now consider the new J.
Warren Kerrigan with his
own company plus the
sustained popularity of
the earlier Kerrigan.
To be seen henceforth
only in well known stories ;
properly and
vertised;sanely
backed by adbig
publicity and stepping
upward again into the
big first run houses.

W.H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York. City
Distributing: through PATH£ Exchange, Incorporated

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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es

Rhod
By

BONhMLT
Directed by

E. Magnus
Ingletorh

Chaudet
has a romantic American drama
with a touch of melodrama in it.
with a smile and a tear in it.
with a wide variety in it.
with something in it that is quite
different from the general run of
even the good screen stories.
Big exhibitors from "all over" are
asking
aboutor it.
released in
late August
earlyIt'sSeptember.
Produced and Presented by The
National Film Corp. of America,
Wm. Parsons, President.
W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing through PATHE Exchange.Incorporated

I
I

TeWep

&

MAXWELL,

ftettep

KARGER

Pictures!!

©iTOCfo/> general

METRO

BIG

COMPEIXINCTREA

SONS

WHY

YOU

KEEP

YOUR

OPEN

FOR

Tair and

Warmer

SHOULD

SCHEDULE
1919

'"SO

The heart of a Child*
Wholly innocence
Lpmnaraiikja.
*
lunouy
jnnocence *
*
Q>mhardi,Qtd.
Vlease Qet Married The Brat*
y *
The Willow Tree
* Q'Homme 'Riche*
Shore Acres
* * The fellow T)oVe
The Temple of TiatOn Along Came %ith
thefillrhertilles
yosemite
The %igkt of Way < "ike Walk Qffs * *
Ql Maison de dances Someone in the House
The JVatiVe *Born

i %e Rermit Doctor of gaya

-And Sixteen Other great ^ox-Office
Attractions With One Hundred Per*
Cent

Advertising

BEGINNING

Values.

SEPTEMBER

METRO

1st
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This is the
First National

Announcement

for Season 1919-1920
It is not a confession of errors
— nor a promise of atonement
First National brought about open booking

and will continue it.

First National first announced "bigger and better" pictures
and will continue to release than.
First National at its inception instituted individual and star series booking
and zvill continue along these lines.
First National was first to give independent producers a chance
and will continue to support them.
First National's responsibility began in its own theatres

the same condition zvill obtain.

First National blazed the trail
they are all attempting to follow
.'hid that's all zve have to say about "Policy."
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Forthcoming
First

National

Attractions

Season 1919-1920
Commencing

Now

Mary Pickford
2 Productions.

Charles Chaplin
5 Productions.

Anita Stewart
8 Productions.

ConstanceTalmadge
John Emerson- Anita Loos
4 Productions.
We hold contracts for 8 more.

Norma Talmadge
4 Productions.
We hold contracts for 8 more.
D. W. Griffith
3 Productions.

Marshall Neilan
4 Productions.
We hold contracts for 4 more.

Jack Pickford
2 Productions.

Lehrm an Comedies
12 Productions
Charles Ray
6 Productions.
And Approximately
6 Independent Super-Specials

Such as "Tarzan," "4 Years in Germany," or "Auction of Souls."

625

VICTOR
y^/ZA/

amis

OF

P
I
C

in

KREMEP
FEATUQES

hiluullaij

LAUGHTER

EVERYONE'S
featuring theA
famous RATTLER
SLIPPERY
SOPHIE

CLUTTS

SLIM

- MUSTANG

PETE

10 side-splitting comedies. Released Aug. 4
At the same time
10 George Ade Fables in Slang
10 Broncho Billy Western Dramas
New Prints — 1 & 3 sheets — 11x14 photos
Slides on every picture.
These one reel classics will
sell themselves. Get in first
NEW yoRK
CHICAGO
LOSANGEIES
SAtt DIEGO

on the rush — Wire
VICTOR KREMER FILM FEATURES
Chicago
Edgewater 2476
1333 Argyle Street
New
York
City
165 West 40th St.
Bryant 8352

IN

Fran.it
KSeenan
Jhe Masterly, in

The
sinister figures
Unrest
and Discontent
areof abroad
*
e
in
the
world;
a
new
conception
m
fla
A
of RIGHTS
& WROMGS has
bitten into the minds of many
men relations
.many Peoples;
oldtime
between the
Capital
and Labor has been disturbed
and the disturbance qrows;
Mr.KEEriAH has created a
triumphant production which
offers a simple sensible solution
to the Question which aqitates
the wisest men.; — Every
working man and his family.
Everywant
Employer
his famiLy.
Will
to see and
it for
it not
onlyWHALE
SHOWS ofHOW
but it'sj a
a picture

,^jf\
l*Yy

constant
succession
of
breathless
climaxes
PRODUCED BY VESTERN PHOTOPLAYS, Inc.

o
few

amazing'
in its sensations that* even
the
serial skeptics
will

stay to applaud ! % « » « 0
Written
and directed
by
Joseph
A. Golden
0 %r

IS a proven phenomenal success cjood enough ibr you?
A play that captivated Broadway for month after
month;that swept the country with a record of
success after success;that critics unanimously praised
and the public raved over;that is the play that was
written by Bayard Veiller and adapted and
directed by Leonce Perret , — the Biq Special.
Yvonne

Deiva
in

& Crenjliton

Hate

TMrteenttiChair
Produced

by Acme

Pictures

coming

in

Corporation

August

PATHE
Distributors

✓

"SHADOWS
SEE

OF

ANITA

THE

PAST

STEWART

in this UNUSUAL STORY of power and punch.
This compelling drama of a woman who followed the dim pathway of
sacrifice, out through the shadows to the sunny highway of Love and Trust,
will THRILL you, will get your attention and HOLD IT as few stone*
have done.
Directed by
RALPH

C2S
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SALES

RECORDS

SMASHED
BY

"VIRTUOUS

T. E. LARSON

MEN

of Tulsa-Oklahoma
BUYS

Minnesota
North Dakota
South Dakota
Iowa

Nebraska
Washington
Texas
Montana
Idaho

ARTHUR H. SAWYER
HERBERT LUBIN

W I ft
81HJ
PICTURES

Oregon
Wisconsin
Arkansas
Oklahoma

1476 BR0ADWAY< NEW YORK
3271 BRYANT

THE MOVING
LOUISIANA
VERRETT & JOHNSTON 1MISSISSIPPI
NEW ORLEANS

632

PICTURE WORLD

I/• DBMARYLAND
VIRGINIA
) NORTH CAROLINA
SUPREME PHOTOPLAYS \I UTAH
COLORADO
CORP.COLO.
WYOMING
)( NEW
MEXICO
DENVER.

August 2, 1919
' NEVADA

NAT MAGNER
H. C. SIMERAL
CO-PARTNER
ATTRACTIONS
EAST LIBERTY,
PA.

EMPIRE FILM DIS. CO.
WASHINGTON, D. C.

> ARIZONA
) CALIFORNIA
\( OHIO
WEST. PENNSYLVANIA
' KENTUCKY
( WEST VIRGINIA

A. M. FABIAN \
729FIRST
SEVENTH
AVE., NEW YORK
NAT. EXHIBITORS
CIR. I('N'KW JERSEY

DUBINSKY BROS.
KANSAS CITY. KAN.

KANSAS
MISSOURI

M. ROSE

ARTHUR
HYMAN (I Michigan
ARTHUR
S. HYMANS. MICH.
ATTRACTIONS
ILLINOIS
DETROIT,
I INDIANA

HERMAN RIFKIN
EASTERNBOSTON.
FEATUREMASS.FILM CO.

J. FRANK NEWBROCKLISS,
YORK CITYINC.^eign
COUNTRIES

"THAT'S WHAT

ARTHUR H. SAWYER

CONNECTICUT
MAINE
MASSACHUSETTS
RHODE
ISLAND
VERMONT
NEW
HAMPSHIRE

THEY ALL SAY"

1476 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
3271 BRYANT

HERBERT LUBIN
PICTI

2, 1919
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MEN"

VIRTUOUS
STARRING

E.

K.

LINCOLN

SOLD

FOR

THE

ENTIRE

WORLD

With the Exception of the Following Territories

NEW
EASTERN

YORK

FLORIDA

PENNSYLVANIA

TENNESSEE
GEORGIA

ALABAMA
SOUTH

We Invite Bids for This Remaining

ARTHUR H. SAWYER
HERBERT LUBIN

CAROLINA

Territory

■■■■
1476 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
WMw^M
3271 BRYANT
PICTURES
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YBODY
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S "in the spring a young
man's fancy lightly turns
to thoughts of love" —
so in the Summer Time the Big
Distributing Companies
desperate

begin a

Flirtation with

Exhibitor. Trade

the

Papers bulge

with lurid Advertising — Dictionaries are stripped of every Adjective— and "Promises"
fired right and left !

are

Q It's the same Old Story told
in the same old way — only
more so !
Digest from the Daily Press,

e
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EQUITY
PICTURES
HKS„nbor,v^ CORPORATION^, Schniizc,

ENTERS the field with "the goods"
minus the " PROMISE " — 18 Karat
"money getting" Stars— in "sure-fire"
Plays and Stories— framed in unlimited
magnificent Productions. EQUITY
PICTURES CORPORATION will
not build on inflated Advertising or, un^
fulfilled "Promises"— just Quality instead
of Quantity— sold on the solid foundation the name implies — Equity !
Ten Big Perfect Productions a yearFour with CLARA KIMBALL
YOUNG, the first, "EYES OF
YOUTH" to be released in OctoberFour with another IMPORTANT
STAR (name to be announced soon)—
and TWO SURPRISE SUPER PRODUCTIONS!
33 W. 42nd St.

New York

August 2, 1919
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DORF
ILAYS

SUPREME
FOR

IMMEDIATE

RELEASE

"WHERE
ARE
Adapted
the screenBONDS
L. Grant
Watson's
famousof LOOSED"
bookyear.
of theA same
name. A forproduction
infrom
truthE. the
photoplay
sensation
the
production that brings to the screen a triumph of photoplay realism and superb
technique. A production that has everything the word SUPREME can
convey. A production that will be a rich plum
FOR THE STATE RIGHT BUYER
secures the rights for his territory.
For terms and all other information —
WIRE— WRITE— OR— CALL :

WHO

WALDORF
PHOTOPLAYS
DEPARTMENT OF SALES
229 W. 42nd STREET, NEW YORK, N. Y. BRYANT, 6737
SELWYX THEATRE BLDG..

E. L. GRANT — WATSON,
Author
OF —
"WHERE BONDS ARK LOOSED"
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ADVERTISE!

Increase

your

advertising

power of advertising proput
you
WHEN
motion and
its the
great selling economies back
of your own business, you spread the spirit
of optimism and good will.
To advertise is the surest, quickest, and most economical business developer known to the industry.
BUT!
When you do advertise, study the merits of the papers
soliciting your business. The journal that should be
most seriously considered is that which can show
the largest net paid trade circulation, and greatest
reader interest.
The World is the oldest, most reliable and strongest
trade paper in the industry to-day.
Reader confidence is centered on the
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MacManjus

Reproduces and Presents
The Year's Most

The

Lost

Remarkable

Production

Battalion

Re -enacted by the Heroic Survivors
including
Major General Robert Alexander, U. S. A.
Lt. Colonel Charles W. Whittlesey
Major G. G. McMurtr9
Captain Wm. J. Cullen
Lieut. Arthur F. McKeogh
Lieut. Augustus Kaiser
and eS)er>) survivor of "The Lost Battalion"
The Keynote-"TO SEE THE STORY OF THE LOST
BATTALION* IS LIKE VIEWING THE BIRTH OF A
NATION' WITH ITS ORIGINAL CAST OF CIVIL
WAR HEROES."-Mormng Telegraph.
THE PROVING

GROUND

- 2 West 47tK St., New York Citf

641
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PICWJ(FWOED
Founded by J. P. CHALMERS 1907

Will Provide

Summer

Comfort with Ammonia Cooling Plant
of fifteen or and entrances. The Byers will feature
buildintog cost
officestories,
AN twenty
upward of long run films at 50 cents or $1 admisa million dollars, will be consion.stalled
A $20,000
pipe will
organbe isa being
inand there
sixteenstructed by E. H. Hulsey, in connection
with his proposed million-dollar moving piece orchestra.
picture theatre for Dallas.
Mr. Hulsey announced late in July that
he had secured additional property at Texas Houses May Show
Elm and Ervay streets— the busiest corner in the downtown district — on a
Much-Discussed Fight Film
ninety-nine year lease. The transac- THE Texas house of representatives
tion
amounts
to
the
payment
of
$2,000,in special session late in July
000 and gives the Hulsey interests a
passed a resolution urging exhibitsolid block 200 by 200 feet in the heart
of the town.
ors to refuse to display the WillardDempseyto the
fightTexas
picture
the state.
Toing a sweeping
give his theatre
laws in
governing
the
frontage,andMr. office
Hulseybuildwill Owing question
no film has ever been
widen Ervay street in front of his im- color
shown in the state which.portrayed Jack
provements,
making
an
ideal
park
plot
in front of the theatre with a concrete Johnson in action. There is no law,
areaway for the parking of automobiles. however, against the display of a white
The additional space secured by Mr. men's boxing contest.
Despite the resolution
of going
the legislaHulsey latimakes
it possible
the instalpictures
on of a theatre
within fora theatre.
shownture theinfight
various
Texasarecities.
W.to beL.
To Install Children's Theatre.
Merrill, of sociation,
the calledFilm
Clearing
House
the. Dallas board As-of
A complete
theatre
will beat censors and statedon that
he had arranged
installed
withinchildren's
the main
building
which special performances will be to show the fight films. The censors
given. It will also be used for running had no objection.
The pictures will be shown in this
off filmtureattheatre
private
The 150.
minia-A
is toshowing.
seat about
territory without much delay, it is exchildren's
performance
will beshow.given pected.
daily
in addition
to the regular
The rental of the new property gives
the Hulsey theatre three entrances on Washington Exchange Heads
three different streets. The play house
will have two lobbies and an immense
Abolish C. 0. D. Shipments
auditorium seating 3,000 persons.
Plans for a unique cooling plant for AT A meeting of the Exchange ManWashington,
the theatre have been perfected. An
D. C, agers'
last Association
week, itof was
unanimammonia pipe system will be installed
ously
agreed
that
all
C.
O.
D.
in such a manner that the temperature
should be discontinued.shipments
A new
of the playhouse during the hot Texas ofrulefilms
was adopted providing that remitsummer can be brought down to any
tances
covering
shows
and
advertising
degree which may be agreeable. The matter must positively be in the office
pipes in the winter will be used for of the exchange supplying the same prior
heating the building.
of shipment. Where the
In the lobby of the theatre during the to the time
not so received shipment will
summer months ice-coated ammonia check ismade.
pipes will display the name of the the- notThebe proposed
rule will become effecatre in crystal white front. The pipes
tive about the middle of August. It has
will be so low that theatre patrons can already
been
approved
by the home oftouch them as they pass through the
lobby.
Ground will be broken for the theatre
early
August. It will be completed
Was Tired of Railroad Stuff;
in May,in 1920.
Couldn't Use "Red Lantern"
Movies for Fort Worth House.
LOUNational
BICKEL,manager
Aletro ofandDallas,
First
Pierre L. Levy, of Fort Worth, who
sent out a few telegrams to
recently purchased the Byers Opera
exhibitors
the
other
day
asking
House, one of the historic theatres of
when they wanted to book "The
Texts, for $200,000, is now remodeling
that playhouse for moving pictures.
Red"Can't
Lantern."
use 'Red Lantern' here.
The cost of the remodeling will be apI don't
want any railroad films,"
proximately $30,000. Mitchell and Holwas
baugh of Chicago are the theatrical
Ark. the reply from Blossomdale,
architects employed. They will decorate
the entire theatre and change the lobby

ficers of Vitagraph, Famous Players,
Fox, Metro, World, Exhibitors Mutual,
and Universal, and adopted by the following local concerns, Super Films Attractions,
Exhibitors'
ExCapitolInc.,Corporation.
Film
ExchangeFilm
and Varietychange,
Pictures
It
is
proposed
that
after
August
not more than one show will be sent18,
"open" hibitor
upon
assurance
the and
exthat histhecheck
is in theof mail,
thereafter
the rule will be rigidly observed.
The exchange managers have been
subjected to untold annoyance because
ofunder
the consideration
C. O. D. privileges
and have
for some
time had
the
proposal
to
discontinue
this
method
marketing their product. They hesitatedof
taking any action that might not be apby theirbut respective
homeYork
offices,provedhowever,
now that New
is for the plan, it is to be put into
operation.
Hugh Ford Signs for Long
Term with Famous Players

for
Famous
Players-L
Corporaspecialaskydirector
FORD,
HUGH
just that
signedcompany.
a new longterm contracttion, haswith
During the summer, Mr. Ford, who
recently arrived in New York from Calihe Lasky
has juststudio,
finished
Mizzoura"fornia,atwhere the
will "Inbe
in daily matists
conference
with are
authors,
and others who
activedra-in
formulating plans for the stage presentations contemplated by Famous Players.
Throughout
his stage
and amotion
ture career, which
covers
period pic-of
about twenty years, he has figured in
one big success after another.
Sparrows Raise Family in
Pipe of Queen's Big Organ
M ATheatre,
SMITH, Dallas,
organistis infor a thequandary
Queen
• owing to the fact that a thriving
familying in one
of English
sparrows
are
maturof the big diapason pipes of
his $30,000 jazz thunderer.
Smith, a kind-hearted musician, was
rippling out a merry little Bach composition the other day when an astonishing chorus of tweets and chirps threw
him off tone. He investigated and
found
bird's thenestC sharp
populated
by five.
Now hea shuns
key and
will
skip octaves until such time as the
feathered
movie
fans
are
old
enough
to shift for themselves.
Fifty More Theatres for Loew.
According to an announcement received by the Moving Picture World,
Marcus Loew is building nineteen new
theatres in the United States and Canaand is fifty
buying or leasing others. He
will da,ofhave
end
this vear.new theatres before the
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Rumor of Possible Competition Between
Film Concerns Interests North Carolina
of theatres president Frank A. Garbutt representchains
new
of
RS considerable interes
RUMO
t in
gained
ing thetion.Famous
Players-Lasky
North Carolina the week
of July
The contract
calls for Corporathe delivery of nine pictures to be made within
20, when various motion picture leaders
a period not to exceed two years.
al
in the princip
towns
of
the
state
received personal letters from William
According
to the toterms
the contract the limitations
exact offootage
are
Fox, asking for first bid on any of their removed
and the pictures will deal with
s which they contemplated leastheatre
outdoor
subjects.
The
producing
organor
selling.
was thenot smaller
thoughttowns
that
ization of Mr. Hart remains intact.
Fox ingwould
come Itinto
such as North Carolina has, hence these
letters created some surprise, not to say Indiana Theatre Commences
consternation,
sinceintimat
it gave
exion some
hibitors their first
that the
Fight for Sunday Showing
Paramount group would find competition
entering their hitherto clear field. The ACTIO
Grant
started
N was
Marion,
courtin at,theJuly
superior
county
S. A. Lynch interests, closely
aligned
12,
afternoon
Saturday
tcraft, have been by theInd.,
with Paramount-Arout
which
Company,
Theatre
Mutual
very active through North and South
a recently, and small indeed is operates the Lyric, Indiana and RoyalCarolin
the hamlet that has not heard the rumor Grand theatres at Marion, for a temporary restraining order to prevent the
thatLynch
"Lynchhas isrecently
coming here."
acquired
entireat city officials from interfering with the
control
of the theatrical
situation
n of picture theatres on Sunoperatio
Spartanburg, S. C, and at present has days.
The lowsaction
of theon theatre
three of the Charlotte theatres, includthe arrest
Sunday, officials
July 6,fol-of
ing a new one. It is currently reported
on good authority that Durham is the George Spurr, cashier of the Indiana
he hadTheopened
the filed
thenext city in the state that he will enter. theatre, after
business.
case was
The readjustment of Paramount-Art- in cityatre forcourt,
but was appealed to the
craft
territory,
made
through
the
openSpurrBatchelor
waived and
arraigning of an office in Charlotte, will give highermentcourt.
before Mayor
then
the Lynch interests additional territory took the
appeal.
under the supervision of their Atlanta
The
suit
filed
by
the
theatre
officials
exchange, which was formerly handled
from the Washington office, and this to is against the mayor of Marion, the
the three police commany is seen as a master stroke by chief of police,
mis ioners and the prosecuting attorLynch
to control
the toservice
in the
towns which
he wishes
enter with
his
ney.
Hearing
on
injunction will be held the
latertemporary
in the month.
theatrical chain.
Several attempts have been made by
the exhibitors of Marion to operate
Mystery Shrouds Death of
their theatres on Sundays, but all have
been
unsuccessful. At the beginning of
Bijou Theatre Employes
Mayor Batchelor's
MASTERY
surrounds
the
supposed
attempt
was made toadministration,
open the Royal-an
death in the Pawtucket river of Grand theatre
on
Sunday
and the manMr. and Mrs. Frank Kempton,
He was convicted
employes of the Bijou picture theatre, beforeagerthewas arrested.
mayor and was fined $10 and
Pawtucket, R. I.
Mrs. Kempton was the ticket seller at costs.
the theatre. Her husband was night
usher. They were married recently.
Davis Made New England
As they left the theatre the young
Head for Goldwyn Pictures
couple talked with Duncan Read, the
manager. They told him that they HM. DAVIS has become manager
planned to take a vacation trip in their
of the New England office of the
motor launch and were going down to
Goldwynin Boston.
PicturesThroughout
Corporation,
get it ready. Later they were seen to with •offices
his
enter
a
rowboat
and
put
out
to
the
career
in
the
moving
picture
business
launch.
The following day Mrs. Kempton did
not appear at the theatre box office at
Locked Behind Gates
her regular time and a messenger was
sent by Manager Read to her home. An
from Sunset to Sunrise
investigation revealed the rowboat floating upside down in the Pawtucket river.
ence of the
in the
nightly experithe dwellers
SUCH
The
Ghettowasof old.
later. bodies were recovered two days
But
New
York's
Ghetto
on itsor
Lower East Side has no locks
Hart to Make Nine Pictures
gates, even though it is walled in
by the canyons of its buildings.
for Famous Players-Lasky
It spills its torrent of humanity
WILLIAM S. HART will make nine
over
narrow streets, overflowing
with life.
big productions for the Famous
What
are the likes and dislikes
Players-Lasky
Corporation
within the next two years.
of this human torrent in a moving
This definite announcement was repicture
way?
ceived in a telegram which reached the
Read the story, "Getting Dough
homeSaturday,
office ofJulyFamous
from thefromGhetto,"
of theto
on
19. Players-Lasky
letters
Bill inanother
Manhattan
According to the information received
Joe in Dillsburg (on page 649).
from Los Angeles, Mr. Hart on Friday
July 18, signed a contract with vice-

August 2, 1919
Mr. Davis has been known to his many
friends
as "Chubby."
Mr. Davis
knows the moving picture
industry from top to bottom. Besides
being an expert salesman he has been
an exhibitor, having had Town Hall in
Saybrook,Conn.
Conn.,HeandwasSnow's
Hall forin
Clinton,
salesman
Unicorn,came World
and the
Universal.
besalesman for
GoldwynHecompany here six months ago.
His popularity and ability, both in and
out of the Goldwyn office, should aid
him
in making a success of his
new greatly
undertaking.
Dallas Didn't Like "Sunnyside."
Loud cries of disgust went up from
local dramatic critics when they saw
Charlie Chaplin in "Sunnyside" in midthis be comedy,
give us drama,"
July.
one"Ifnewspaper
critic wrote.
"Judging from the way he acted, Chaplin's role is the payroll," another newsDallas
newspapers,
who co-operate
heartilypaper said.with
the exhibitors
and film
men, seemed to be of one accord in
branding
"Sunnyside"
as
an
imposition
and a joke. The film drew for a couple
of days and then fell flat.
Lois Weber Signs with
Famous Players-Lasky
rector, will produce
diwomanof big
well-knbyaownseries
WEBER,
LOIS
the Famous
for release
pictures
tion
-Lasky
the
during
Corpora
Players
coming year.
Announcement to this effect was made
at the offices of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation
cently. The pictures in
are New
to be York
known re-as
"Lois Weber Productions" and will be
distributed by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation
as Paramount Artcraft pictures.
£. H. Hulsey Denies Report.
Ephatic denial is made by E. H. Hulsey,itors'
ownerCircuit
of franchise
the First National
for Texas,Exhibof a
reportvillepublished
last
week
in a vaudepaper that he had disposed
of his
theatre interests to Famous PlayersLasky Company or any other group of
producer-distributors
who were about to
enter the exhibiting field.
"Instead of disposing of any of my
theatre interests, I am buying more
houses," Mr. Hulsey stated in denying
the report. "No paper, in or out of the
industry, has any authority to make announcements regarding my properties."
Cohen Leaves for Home.
Octavus Roy Cohen, who recently
signed*a five-year contract to write photoplays exclusively
for Goldwyn,
left
for his home
in Birmingham,
Ala., last
week wynto story.
beginDuring
work his
on his
Gold-in
shortfirststay
New York, Mr. Cohen had the opportunity to attend the "first night" of his
first play,
"The inCrimson
Alibi," which
was
written
collaboration
with
George
Broadhurst.
The nature
of his first stories has not
been revealed beyond the information
that in none of them will the comic interest be slighted.
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Fight

Into New
York
State League
In Belligerent Letter President of National Exhibitors Questions Motives and
Good Faith of Sydney Cohen and His Associates — Says Agreement
Between Old League and Trade Review Was Ill-Advised —
Intimates "Interests" May Be Seeking Toe Hold
charge of New York State in this
to help us get open Sundays in -retake
To the Exhibitors of the United States : done
taxation campaign. The answer from
since the bill was passed?
tunately, I am Utica
him, you have read it.
ONCE more, unfor
Nothing
as
far
as
I
know.
Has
the
open Park Theatre been consulted in this at- Issues Defiance As to Producer Attitude.
the "final
to tive
replyexecu
forced ofto the
commi" ttee
letter
tempt to destroy unity of action and the
itors
Exhib
State
York
Now ciatIes to disprove
defy Mr. that
Cohenthe and
his asso-of
of
ies' Organization
contrrovers
trade paper
perfecting
of(which
a National
Ifsting
ue. New
Leagthe
committee
heaven Exhibitors'
knows we
this
of
to each reade
are ase disgu
need if many of us are to remain in the exhibitors, Messrs, Schaefer, Blumenas they are to the writer, you theatre
articl
business twelve months hence)?
thal and myself, had more to do with reThe
nal feelings. ca,
persoitors
ne my
can
20 perthancent,theadmisn Pictu
re Exhib
No, we have not been consulted, and
of Ameri
Motioimagi
sionbinedducing
tax forces
tothe proposed
10of per
cent,
comced
this
same
committee
which
sees
fit
malirly
finan
prope
be
to
going
not
is
all
others.
Inc.,
and its organization perfected by such
ly to criticisewhich
arbitrarily
is adoptI defy them to deny that while we
ing suchciousmethods
time alone
will were
controversies, but I cannodt remain pasmembers of the National Associav- tell howterests itof some
may ataffect
personal
unpromen
and of
unwarofrante
the ions
siveableunderaccusat
tion Ifought the producing interests at
least, the
of its
members.inone set
turn in their various unfair attiwhose ulterior motives and good faith Trade Review Agreement 111-Advised. every tudes
toward exhibitors, so much so that
I now openly question.
I was considered by the producers little
It is quite apparent that under their
It is not the purpose of this letter to better
than
and when we
hold any brief for Mr. L. F. Blumenthal. couldn't get ana anarchist,
"rule
orto ruin
policy"
they
would inmuch
fifty-fifty was
breakactive
in the
He
was
elected
to
the
chairmanship
of
prefer
see
every
exhibitor
the
affairs
of
the
industry
United States lose the money to be the taxation committee by the conven- withdrawing and organizing indepen-in
tion that elected me as president. I
saved by the elimination of unjust taxadent of the producing interests.
tion thanhibitotors of America,
see the Motion
Ex- have known him, however, for several
I defy them to show one instance
Inc., getPicture
the credit
years, andandI have
foundbusiness
him one men
of theI where
I have ever worked against the
of such elimination, realizing that if we fairest
cleanest
exhibitor's interests.
do (and right
Ex- have ever met.
Asks
for
One Instance of Unfairness.
hibitors or no here,
New New
YorkYork
StateState
ExhibiThe agreement between the old Extors, that is just what we are going to
League and theTheTrade
Review
Instead of these underhanded slurs I
do) nothing can prevent the success of was very hibitors'
ill
advised.
League
did
ask them openly to state one instance
our national organization. Does the not assist the Trade Review financially w;here
Loew, Wells, Schaefer,
New York state committee realize that
agreed upon. The agreement was Xolan, Messrs.
Horstmann or any
their action is giving members of as
the cause of the animosity shown member Rembusch,
of the executive committee has
towardmost
it by direct
the other
trade
papers
and
Congress the impression that the exhib- the
done
anything
unfair
to exhibitors'
means
of
the
old
itorsnaar-etion odivided
in obtaining the elimiterests. In fact, I believe
these meninf unjust taxation?
League'sReview,
failure.as ItI understand
nearly brpkeit, the
during
the
coming
year
will
do
much in
Charges New Yorkers With Bad Faith. Trade
bethe exhibitors of this country
cause the stock that the League con- assisting
At the St. Louis Convention, I stated,
them.
in
the
difficult
problems
now
facing
trolled,
then
worthless,
prevented
the
upon accepting the Presidency, that I paper from refinancing.
would get results and make my promises
I
have
made
no
appointments
of
any
New Yorkers Voted Stocks Return. kind as yet; is it not well to wait until
afterward,
tion relief isbutso our
well campaign
under wayforthattaxawe Says
I do before criticism is passed?
I
conscientiously
believed
it
a
wise
only need
co-operation
The old methods of state voting
move to return it and so voted at the helped
itors of thethe United
States oftothewinexhibout, Boston
ruin the old League, and it was
convention in which Mr. Cohen, New York
Illinois and the large
and I dence
don't
propose
to
have
the
confiMr.
Berman
and
other
New
York
men
in our efforts even shaken by also voted. If this was wrong why states that State,
were largely
responsible by
methods that are unworthy of the men
playing
politics.
We
arehonest
not infallible,
didn't
they
bring
it
before
the
Boston
but
we
are
certainly
in our
making such cumstances
attempt.
Under
these
cirmay I be pardoned from convention and not wait until now to efforts
to make
the
Motion
Pictures
Exhibitors
of
America,
"yank
up
the
dead?"
Ammunition
must
Inc.,
a
success
breaking
away
just
once
from
my
platbe short. The Motion Picture Industry
form?
new methods, and it is dolThe New York letter states that it of all industries is living in "futures," underlars the
andhibitcents
in
the
hands
of
every
this country to help us do ex-it.
has never acknowledged our jurisdic- notThis
in "pasts."
same Blumenthal and Mr. Get unity or infirst,
tion. Iopenly charge these gentlemen
the method of operating
with bad faith, as their representatives William Fox, Mr. Cohen's very good honest
is immaterial, and if the officials are
entered the convention as members friend,
the method can easily be
were the leading factors in givthereof but apparently with instructions
changed, if advisable, to fit conditions as
Messrs. Cohen, O'Reilly
Berman
dinner.and Fine
ap- they exist at any time.
to control according to their own idea theiring complimentary
preciation, this personal, attack.
or
to
adopt
the
"rule
or
ruin
policy"
Asks and Will Give No Quarter.
which was
Blumenthal Paying Expenses.
carried
out. immediately done and since
This same Blumenthal is paying Mr.
Now
for a is"close-up":
Says Utica Is Now Ignored.
The letter
long, for which I apoloMcClellan, as campaign manager for the
gize. We implore peace, but, if neceselimination of unjust taxation, besides
Why
didn't
they
act
like
men
and
be
will the
not fight
only fight toNewthe York
last,
square with themselves? What has Mr. traveling expenses, postage, stenog- but willsary, wetake
Cohen and his associates ever done to
raphers and desk room, upon the confi- State League, and I so togivetheopen
notice.
warrant the confidence of the exhibitors
dence that the Motion Picture Exhibi- Our
officials are confident that our oroutside of New York State? I ask
tors of America will be able to reimganization wil be what every exhibitor
them, as a member of this same New
burse him. Give him credit for taking in the United
this chance in your behalf and before we
York State
League,
owning
a
large
inmust have. States wants and knows
terest in and representing the Park you put your money in to assist. The
Theatre in Utica, N. Y., what have they very first thing, he asked Mr. Cohen to
I urge as strongly as the English
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National Board of Review has just
selected some 650 educational films for
the educators of the United States, and
most of these, with slight modifications,
might
missionary
classes behouses.
andusedso forforthsermons,
in churches
and
church
Half of Product Available for Churches.
"Somekindthreeof years
in its listforof the
the
finest
selectedago,pictures
family, the National Board included 26
METHODISTS USE WORLD'S BIG SCREEN
per cent, of the entire output for the
Churchmen at Columbus Centenary Entertained
year.
Thisuntil
percentage
of fine
increased
during the
pastfilms
year has48
by Pictures 75 Feet High and 100 Feet Wide
per
cent,
were
adjudged
to
be
pictures. He and Dr. Marshall went enough quality to be included in ofsuchfinea
Celebra-, about
THE Methodis
the task of choosing the subjects
held aty Columbus
tion, which twasCentenar
Mr. Cocks closed his address with the
Ohio, from June 20 to July 13, saw far in advance of the celebration. To
the moving picture for the first time in supplement their own knowledge of the following :
its history occupy a prominent place on matter representatives from the differ"While
it is most
important
that very
the
trade papers were invited to add church should
be served
with the
the conprogram
the entertai
d thatof over
t is estimate
one theirentfamiliarity
vention. Inment
with
the
most
suitable
finest
films
adapted
as
completely
as
million members of the Methodist pictures for such an occasion to the list. possible to the needs of parishioners, it
on, which immediate
The response
to
this
invitation
was
celebrati
the
attended
is
also
necessary
that
the
rank
and
file
society
and the reviewers who met oflist."the American people should be perwas held at the Ohio State Fair
Grounds. A surprisingly large number the committee were able to suggest the
mit ed tainment
to enjoy
thosecrave.
forms There
of enterwhich they
are
ci the members saw a moving picture best pictures for the purpose. The cooperation of the National Association some things which the entire American
-for the first time in their lives at these
,
meetings including four bishops. They alreadybers kepthadthebeen
secured supplied
and its memto beWithindecent,
imcelebration
with people moralrecognize
and improper.
the excluall expressed unbounded delight at their the pictures
sion of these there still remains a numasked for throughout the
• experience. On the evening of July 4 entire
meetings.
ber of subjects with which the church
the largest movie crowd ever assembled
is not primarily concerned.
John Flinn Makes Address.
watched a moving picture thrown on the
"A
vast number
dramatic
Jargest screen ever erected.
On
July
8,
John
S.
Flinn,
director
of
have ofbeen
made and
enThis screen was 115 feet square, the
and advertising for Famous comic tirelysubjects
for entertainment. These do no
picture measured 100 feet wide by 75 publicity
Players-Lasky,
attended
the
centenary
harm, while they furnish rest and
feet high and the crowd in front of as the representative of the National relaxation
to many people with many
•the screen was over 40,000 in number. Association, and addressed a meeting in tastes. Inevitably
the more artistic, the
The pictures are reported to have been the main auditorium on "Motion Pic- more subtle and sincere,
as well as the
"remarkably clear and sharp. The
tures
and
the
Church."
During
his
remore
powerful,
dramatic
pictures
marks
he
pointed
out
the
large
part
the
iblinking
shown intwoa
continue.
Out
from
among
these will
the
*close up ofwasa man's
plainlyeyes
discernible
suplying
substi- church should develop the means
of
Iblocks away. The pictures as a whole screentute forwillthe have
saloonin now
that anational
constant selections which shall
were easily seen from a distance of six prohibition has been established, dwelt making
be
used
to
drive
home
the
truth
as
it
is
upon the duty of the church to help the
blocks."Success Due to Three Men.
moving picture in every way possible.
At the same meeting Orrin G. Cocks, in Christ."Film Thefts in Dallas.
The three men responsible for the
success of these picture showings are of the National Board of Review, delivFilm thefts during the past few weeks
Dr. Christian F. Reisner, Dr. Chester C.
ered an address on "The Motion Picture
Marshall and Samuel P. Vinton. They in the Church." Among the things he have been
change worrying
managers. several Dallas exwere members of a committee having said was : "The screen is now being recOne of the last thefts of this nature
ognimaiden
zed .in splendid
fashion
as
a
handthe selection of the pictures in charge
to the social work of the reported was that of "Her Code of
and also directed the showing of the
whichCorporation.
was stolenFilm
fromstolen
the
Mr. Cocks also called atten- Honor,"
pictures in Columbus. Dr. Reisner, who church."
Film
tion to themotion
fact "that
a vast now
numberexistof World
has
enthuastic
inroutes
Texasacross
usuallythefinds
itsGrande.
way by devious
pictures
the long
use ofbeenthe anscreen
in theadvocate
church, ofis splendid
Rio
familiar with the proper projection of which are available for the church. The
language will command to give us your
immediate
co-operation
ignoreno
these
malicious
attacks.andWe to ask
■quarter mitteefrom
the
New
York
State
Comand we will give none.
We shall watch closely the claim made
to us that their attack is an underground means for certain friendly pro-

ducing interests, buying theatres, to
break up the organization and get a
toe hold in exhibitors' ranks. Maybe it
is, and maybe it isn't, but time alone
will tell and the
"devil S.willBLACK,
out."
ALFRED
President Motion Picture Exhibitors of
America, Inc.

Two 115Views
of the Gigantic
for wide
Motionby Pictures
at the The
Methodist
in Columbus,
The screen,
feet square,
showed a Screen
picture Used
100 feet
75 feet high.
picturesCentenary
were easily
visible six Ohio.
blocks away.
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Theatre Chain and Distributing Finn, Which Now Predominates in Canada,
Marks Expansion Into This Country by Construction of Million-Dollar
House in Cleveland and One Worth $600,000 in Detroit.
tant new factor
HIGHLYthe impor
A enters
field of American mopicture exhibition with the
tion
announcement from Messrs. Jule and
Theatre EnterJay J. Allen,withof the Allen
prises, headquarters in Toronto,
that they have decided to invade the
United States. Not only is the Allen
company the dominant organization in
motion pictures in Canada, owning and
operating forty-five first class houses
and having ,a large number of others in
construction but it is claimed to be the
largest single owner of film theatres,
whether from point of view of size or
importance of the houses, in the entire
world.
Built First Two Houses.
Cleveland and Detroit are to be the
first two cities below the Canadian line
to have Allen theatres. Sites have been
secured, the plans completed and work
will start within a short time, prepartions land
being
made totwobegin
Cleve-to
house within
weeksthe and
start the Detroit structure a few days
later. The Cleveland house will seat
3,000 andresentthe
investment
will repan even
million there
dollars.
The
Detroit house will be still larger, seating 3,500, making it one of the three

Barney Allen
President ofToronto,
Allen Theatre
Canada. Enterprises,

largest
the cost
wholein world.
building alonein will
excess ofThe$600,000.
Plans for these two cities have been
under way for some weeks, but the
Aliens have been desirous of securing
the choicest locations for their theatres, andceededthejbelieve thethat best.
they have
sucin getting
In both
cities the theatres will be located on
the main streets and at points that are
consideredThethe Detroit
very center
cities'
growth.
house ofwillthe occupy

Jule Allen
Secretary-treasurer
of Allen Theatre
Enterprises.
the Chalmers property on Woodward
avenue, the one street that bisects the
entire city and which is the unquestioned
center
Detroit's Watson
civic life.
will be
located ofbetween
andIt Erskine
streets, and its direct neighbor will be
the New Orchestral Hall, which is bebuilt bybe citizens
of Detroit
and
whiching will
in the nature
of a civic
institution.
Good Cleveland Site.
In Cleveland the new theatre will be
on Euclid avenue, the one principal
street, directly at the intersection of
Huron Road and directly opposite the
new Hanna building, which will be the
largesttion is declared
office structure
there. real
This estate
locaby Cleveland
men to be the best one in the city, and
this isamusement
proved by interests
the fact made
that several
other
efforts
to secure it.

Disparity in the cost of the two buildings is explained by the fact that all
of the ground space for the Detroit
house, 133 feet on Woodward avenue
running back 200 feet, will be occupied
by the theatre, except for six shallow
stores on the front and a score of offices on the second floor front. The
Cleveland plot, however, has a frontage
of 100 feet on Euclid avenue and runs
back 445 feet to Dodge Court. In the
front there will be a six-story office
building, and in the rear a twelve-story
garage, facing on Dodge court. In the
case of the Cleveland theatre it is expected a novelty will be introduced
whereby patrons will be able to run,
their cars into the garage and, leaving
them there, enter the theatre through
a special entrance.
C. H. Crane Is Architect.
C. Howard Crane, of Detroit, is the
architect for both of the houses, which
will bear the name of the owners — the
Allen, in each case. Mr. Crane is preparing the plans
for all of the new
Allen theatres
in Canada.
An innovation of the greatest importance is planned for both theatres. The
owners decline to give even the slightest
hint of this, for it is such a radical
departure from anything that has been;
included in motion picture theatre construction that they intend to wait for

Jay J.ofAllen
Vice-president
Allen Theatre
Enterprises.

648
the actual
openings of the houses to
reveal
the secret.
Plan Special Music.
Music will be on of the big features
of the two theatres, far surpassing anything that has been done in either
city. Orchestras of fifty pieces will
be provided in each house, both under
direction of leaders of national fame.
Two of the largest organs ever built
have been ordered, and in addition there
will be soloists of the highest order,
since the Aliens will be able to promise
these artists engagements for the entire
year, on account of the number of their
first run houses, and at the same time
each artist will appear in each house
only one week during a year, thereby
affording a variety.
Plans are being made for the opening
of both theatres, probably at the same
time, in the early spring.
Aliens' Rise Is Rapid.
ago with
Barney
Allen
andOnlyhis twelve
two sonsyears
started
a motion
picture theatre in Brantford, Ontario.
Although then a city of less than 15,000,
it was the only place outside of Toronto
and Montreal
where pictures
larly shown. Although
at that were
time regumost
of the men who were going into the
"movie"
businessof regarded
as only
passing fancy
the publicitand
deter-a
m
i
n
e
d
t
o
get
the
"easy
money"
while
was
there,hadthe theAliens
amongfuture.
theit
few who
visionwereof the
Concern Moves West.
The Brantford house was followed by
another and better one in the same city,
and these two grew into a small chain
through western Canada. But though
they had scored a success there the
Aliens saw a bigger and better field towardtario
the west
and, they
sellingmade
out their
Onenterprise,
Calgary
their headquarters. Within a short time
they developed a string of theatres
through
provinces,"
centering aroundthethe"prairie
Allen Theatre
in Calgary,
the first really modern house in Canada.
But while the theatres were growing,
the exchange idea became dominant and
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a series of exchanges through the Dominion followed, through which the Aliens distributed Universal and other
productions.
Move Headquarters East.
This end of the business became so
important that the Aliens decided their
headquarters should be in Toronto and
so they moved back to Ontario province. There they organized the Famous
Players Film Service, handling the product now known as Famous PlayersLasky and then the Monarch Film Company, which handled independent and
other offerings. But after all their success with the exchanges the pendulum
swung back again and exhibition began
to become the stronger appeal. There
came from this the Allen Theatre in
Toronto, one of the handsomest in the
country, and within a few months ten
other houses in the eastern section were
built or acquired, making them as strong
in the
the
West.eastern section as they were in
Recent Expansion.
Since that time the expansion has
gone on with increasing rapidity. It
was only a nounfew
weeksin these
ago that
ancement was made
columns
that the Aliens had taken over the Shuberg interests in western Canada, eleven
theatres including three leading houses
in Winnipeg, three in Vancouver and
two in Victoria. Only a few days ago
the Aliens paid $800,000 for the site for
still another new theatre in Vancouver
whichlion will
dollars. cost in excess of a half milAs stated, the Aliens now have in actual operation
principal
Canadianforty-five
cities. theatres
Before thein
end of the year a dozen more will be
opened and by spring the number will
be greatly increased.
Investments Run Into Tens of Millions.
Investments planned for this year and
those
actually
under way,
will run With
into
the tens
of millions
of dollars.
the houses actually under construction
they will have in operation in six months
first run theatres in all of the principal

Ralph De Palma Reviews the Lee Infant-ry at Sheepshead Bay.
Jane Rogers
and Katherine
take a littleDerecreation
from their two-reel playlets for
Film by Lee
congratulating
Sheepshead Palma
Classics.on his victory at the recent
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cities from British Columbia to Nova
Scotia,
literally
spanning the Dominion
from coast
to coast.
Some of the principal houses now in
operation are The Allen, Allen's Beaver,
Allen's Bloor
Street, Ottawa;
Allen's Royal
Toronto;
the Regent,
Majestic,in
London; Temple, Hamilton; Windsor,
Windsor; Allen and Roma, Kitchener;
Allen, Cobourg; Allen and New Grand,
Montreal; Allen and Auditorium, Quebec; Province, Dominion, Gaiety, Bijou
and Rex in Winnipeg; Rex, Dominion,
Globe and Broadway in Vancouver;
Royal Victoria and Dominion in Nanaimo; Allen in Calgary; Allen and Monarch in Edmonton ; Allen and Rex in Regina;
Brandon,Allen
and inmanyMoose
others.Jaw; Allen in
Allen theatres are under construction
in Winnipeg, London, Halifax, St. John
and Vancouver, including a downtown
house in Montreal. Besides there are
half a dozen neighborhood theatres of
the most modern style being built in
Toronto and equally handsome strucgoing up in a number of other
smallertures arecities.
Do Not Seek Monopoly.
It is not the policy of the Aliens to
seek to control of all the theatres in
various communities, as with the chain
system in the United States, but rather
to own the leading theatres in each of
the leading cities. This policy gives
them a control of first run theatres that
gives them easily the dominant position
in the Canadian field. It is said that the
same policy will be followed in any further
on this the
side Detroit
of the border. Inventures
announcing
and
Cleveland theatres they are outspoken
in thevidestatement
that
they
mean
to
proAllen theatres there that will be
far superior to any others, and that they
will aim at the same mark anywhere else
they may
decide and
to build.
A Father
Son Concern.
Barney
Allen,
the
father,
is president
of the Allen Enterprises, with
Jay J.
Allen, vice-president
and
Jule
retary and treasurer. FatherAllen,
and sectwo
sons make a remarkable combination,
for each of the three has a particular
field and the work is so divided and
at the nated
samethat their
time vast
so perfectly
co-ordienterprises
are
cared for with the greatest efficiency
and without the slightest friction.
In regard to their film plans for the
coming year the Aliens have yet made
no definite announcement. After September 1they will no longer handle the
Famous Players-Lasky output, but it is
stated that
ments havemost
beensatisfactory
made forarrangeservice
which will include some of the greatest
productions made. With first run possibilities such as no other exhibition orn offer satisfactory.
they consider the
outlook moreganization cathan
Reading Joins Big "U" Press Staff.
Hughtorial Reading,
of theof ediand promotionformerly
department
the
Milwaukee
Journal,
has
been
madeof publicity and exploitation manager
the
Milwaukee exchange of Universal. Mr.
Reading is well-known among Milwaukee newspaper and theatrical circles.
For Sale and To Rent are business opportunities often appearing
in The road
World'sto
Classified department
— a quick
prompt and profitable action.
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You Can Write It on the Cuff, Joe, That It's a
Tough Job — And You'd Better Stay in Dillsburg
Where the Pushcarts and Whiskers Ain't So Thick
the Sunday, Mack ladies
Sennettwhatdivin'romps
squadthrough
or the brooJOE: d,Get I out
game for the opposition. A nickel for
R Raymon
DEAcuff,
them the
wanna give you net
and war
a dime
grown-ups,
a tip to study for some time. I little tank towns in Africa.
with kids
a cent
tax for
thownthe in,
is about
as ironclad a rule as was ever put in
know you're restless out there in DillsIt's
a
Different
Field,
Joe.
iron. On the East Side, Clayton, they
Joe.
burg,
I
gotta
hunch
things
ain't
been keys
breakinput' right
sinceorgan
you had
outvaudeville,
and seeanda all
whole
picThey down
have there,
different
new
onto the
and them
your things
Joe. ways
In fact,adoin'
you can go tures,
for show,
seventeen
gotta pay more attention to what the cents or a quarter. The guy who once
okin'
good-lo
cashier
flopped
to
the
opn.
positio
sixteen
picture ad-in
noospaper
likes of yourwriters
patronscallonthe-likes-and-disthe Lower East charged mission,
Cholly, iscents
now foron aexhibition
take ato tipyou,fromHenry.
a fellaStay
what where
ain't Side
a But
stranger
than you yourself do with them the Museum of Natural History. They
School teachers of yourn out in got him among the nuts.
you are and don't leave Ioway for the Sunday
You gotta learn how to cater
East.comeWorst
disgusted
Another big allissue,
Sol,
is about they
adverand
here oftoall,Noodon't
Yorkgetlooking
for toDillsburg.
them, Xerxes. You gotta watch the tisin'.
advertisin'
fronts ofthetheir
theatres. Oncedo
little
box
office
ticket lika bird whose is on theAbout
a picture
housemight
to run.
I ain't
sayin'
but
what you
find one,
Mowbray,
put his last copper inta the oil in a while they put an ad in the Yidbut if you did it would be the rooin just
question. And just when you think disher newspapers but mostly an' exof your langwidge, your tortuss shell you
got
trained into the pinka cloosively they use the well-known
specktacles, and that latest improved condition, them
louderWhen
the lobby
and the six-cents admissions lobby.
Patrick, An'
the thebetter.
I tell talks,
you,
cash register o' yourn.
isthecomin'
in
by
the
raftload,
alongandcomes
summer and Coney
Island
puts Cholly, that there is more people on
Bregstein a Big League Guide.
Delancey
street
alone
than
there
is
in
your
picture
house
on
the
same
level
as
I been down in this East Side sector
laprobe business in the Equa- all the state of Ioway, you will see why
lately, Joe, with Nat Bregstein, the fella a bearskin
they
don't
figure
on
extensive
exploitabelt. And that ain't the least of
who rides in the Pullmens for the Mov- your torworries,
tions andbooks
far-reachin'
that.Nat Bregstein and the press
ing Picture World. And I wanna record
talk of. campaigns what
Like I said, atJoe,
myself as sayin', Toto, that this here me talked with a lotta exhibitors on the
Society
DramayouBill-of
Nat Bregstein's a guide for the East Lower East Side. When it came to
what would
say, -Fare.
Baron, was
Side what'd make a guy from the Cook's agreein' on the big points of the busi- theAndkinda
play most liked on the Lower
Tourin'
Unionandlookmostlikadistant
pinch hitter
in their sector, Peyton, they were
the thickest
removedin more nessunanimous
East
Side?
Shoot-em-up
Wild
West?
than
a
Belgian
jury
thickets of the bush leagues.
on that tintype you had taken that
We metta lotta exhibitors, Joe. Nat would be on the best way to feed the Not
day
of
the
circus
!
Society
drama
is
Moe,& I'm
tellin' you
we talked
would talk the sign langwidge to them Kaiser.
like tobest,
kinda with
picwith Mayer
Schneider,
I guess
about what turethey
they like
see and
on thethe menu,
and
get
the
idea
over
that
we
wasn't
the
biggest
exhibitors
on
the
East
Side,
fillim salesmen, plain clothes men or with thirteen houses on the string. And some serial as an extra thrown in.
birds with apartment.
subpoeney
the fire was
de- we talked with Louis Goidal, who runs Wherever you go, Max, Clinton street,
After these from
formalities
house on Houston street where Avenue A, the Bowery, you find such
over with, the exhibitor would chase the
Marcus Loew got his first start. And to be true.
away the kids what had been clustered we
I met vaudeville
one bird, Joe,
a Yidtalked with Mazie, of the Venice disher
housewhoandranpictures.
around the lobby, listenin' to the racket, Theatre on Chatham Square, which
and then we'd all get down to business. Venice she not only operates, but ticket- Only he didn't run it. "The manager is
the saidI heard
tip I wanna
pass into and
he told Bregstein and me, "and
takes,everything.
telephone-answers, bum-bounces, oudt,"
you,Here's
Xenophon.
a lotta dope
I ain't supposed to give you the inforthese
fillum
trades
papers
about
" Joe, weandhadthatjustwasasked
how businessmations.was
what himhe
outa town exhibitor could come tohowNooa
Agreed Just Like the Senate.
told us. Can you imagine anybody in
York and make the city fella look like
Cholly,
I'm
tellin'
you
they
were
unania phoney nickel in a Automat change
on the big issues — like our worst this fillim business who ain't willin' to
drawer.
outa public mousspeakers
say. I guess the first admit he's on the road to bein' a miltown
bird But
wouldhonesta
have asOscar,
much achance
lionaire? He was
unbig issues
that isprice-raisin'
on the Lower East Side as a old does of
on them
the Lower
Eastis Side
about as
conscious
humorist,what
Joe, you
one callof athem
man would have for makin' a livin' offa popular as a umpire workin' the ball kind who says funny things and don't

We Are Greatly Indebted to These Three Fox Sunshine Girls for the Beautifying of This Page.
In fact, we are just about to dictate a letter of appreciation. Have you a little Fox Sunshine Comedy in your theatre?
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know it, and then when you laugh at projection room is lika hotel suite with
him,
readysometo more
sue yeu.aboutI atruth.
bath. Max
And Cohen
that bath
remark
shouldhe'slikealmost
to write
is a live
wireisofthea
him, as also about Mazie, who runs the manager, and Julius Berger is some
Venice. If you had Mazie for your clever acrobat about the twin Simplexes.
cashier, Nathan, you could afford to lose Nathan Bloch at the Orpheum on Secausta
dozenlooklikepretty
the dame
who ond
is an old-timer
has way
the
and yougetjustthelostchange
East avenue
Side doped
out from who
a long
wrong.
back. And Jack Printz, who manages
„
t\ ■ ' Good
r> j Th.ng
tl- s.
Freedman's
Stand under the ManM. &o S.0 Houses
Do.n
BridgeNew lookg
^ h;s battm,
An' speakin of houses, Joe, Mayer & average will stay amongst the leaders.
Schneider is doin' a lotta fine things for
It was some trip, Joe, and if I could
the East Side. Take their Clinton The- only speak the langwidge, I'd write
atre,
on Clinton
for instance.
It's mous
some the
stories
what'dfiremen
make would
me so dust
faa classy
picture street,
theatre,
with marble
Dillsburg
trimmin's, indirect light, seven-piece or- off the red shirts when I came to town,
chestra, upholstered seats and every- Then I'd be gettin' the dough from the
thin'.
a soda
waterandfounGhetto myself, eh, Joe?
tain in Ittheeven
back hasof the
balcony,
the
BILL.
FILM
EXPORTING
ON
THE INCREASE
Department of Commerce Report Shows That
Removal of War Restrictions Has Helped U. S.
EXPORTS
of motion pictures are In exposed films, as shown by the fol( gradually
as the
lowing table,followed
Englandby is Canada
our heaviest
tions whichincreasing
were placed
uponrestricthem customer,
and
during the war are removed. Figures France:
of the May business have just been seMotion Picture
cured by the Washington Bureau of
Films Exposed,
the Moving Picture World from the Countries. L*"n^« D°X™
Department
of
Commerce
and
show
^™
\!* ] \ ]!! \! \ \ \ \\ ll[Z 55,671
till
that 1,562,617 linear feet of unexposed
film, valued at $47,560, and 8,061,502 feet France
Greece ................ 266,174
93^64 9,000
of exposed film, valued at $484,403, were Italy
200,000 14^000
shipped during the month.
Norway
738,600 37,200
While exposed films are being ex- Spain
369,370 19,900
ported to more than thirty-five foreign Sweden
87,720 3,000
countries
our
export
business
is
unexEngland
8^J2«
69.976
posed
film
has
been
limited
to
about
ten
-tl^*
onVn^
rmarkets.
. . Of
-~,r the
,,ten, Argentina
.
.. Costa
Canada
907,1 500
03< rAII
64,350
is the
Rica
75
most
during Nicaragua
Guatemala
24,501
May, important,
535,159 feet,having
valuedtaken,
at $15,374.
14,000 1,500
700
Japan, with 381,606 feet, valued at $10,074, Panama
73,000 4,525
stood second. Other exports were 246,- Mexico
372,943 16.514
340 feet, valued at $9,228, were Newfoundland and Lab19!'°°°
•■■
• • ■ • ■ Tobago..
*»f J* • and
120,000T a-feet, valued
made «oo to Canada;t> -r,u
244
5,000 14'J"
i-)7nn^ „,Trinidad
atfeet, $3,842,
Britishto Mexico;
India; 127,996
6 40549^25
146 162^16
261
valued toat $3,725,
114,000 Cuba
Dominican Republic;!;;
feet,
Brazil 10,400
; 22,- Chile
Brazil
160,859 9,347
8,425
116 feet,valued
valuedat at$3,453,
$1,113 toto Cuba;
172,954
feet, valued at $679, to Peru; 4,000 feet, Colombia
64,394 5,164
valued at $40, to Trinidad and Tobago, Peru
74,613 4,225
and 1,000! feet,!
valued at $32,
16,000 8,379
1,770
__1 to Greece. Uruguay
China
153,732
British Settlements
India
65,002 10,273
3,215
Straits
305,878
Dutch East Indies 145,071 3,618
Japan
625,799 21,568
Russia in Asia
90,000 4,700
Australia
747,735 38.S23
New Zealand
197,429 10,962
Other British Oceania.. 33,240 1,779
Philippine
British SouthIslands
Africa. .. . 324,780
25,110 12,806
2,410
Total
8,061,502 484,403
Portland Circuit Has Meeting.
The first Portland meeting of the
Northwest Film Circuit was held July
11 when J. Q. Clemmer came down from
Seattle to preside at the gathering at the
Peoples Theatre.
The Circuit is getting right down to
business and the first meeting was well
attended. C. F. Hill, president of the
Globe Theatres Company, Albany, Roseburg and Medford, R. Kuhn, Lebanon,
and Ross Nelson, Independence, were
among landthe
exhibitors
traveling
to Portfor the
occasion.
A committee
viewedpose ofseveral
productions
for
the purbooking.
Best here
knownto appear
actorA. inGomes.
and Brazil,
in Portugal
motion pictures.

Reviews in Moving Picture World are
written from the screen — not press books.
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Realart's Sales Manager
Arrives on Pacific Coast

ager for Realart
Pictures
mansalesCorpogeneral
WOODY,
JS.
* ration,
has reached
the
Pacific
coast.
His
first
port
of
call
wras
Seattle,
,
where he arrived on Saturday July 19.
This is familiar ground to Mr. Woody,
as he made his headquarters in Seattle
for several years while he was Pacific
Northwest Manager for Mutual Film
Corporation, and later Pacific Northwest
general manager for Select Pictures
Corporat
Upon ion.
his arrival in the metropolis of
the Northwest coast country, his first
return there since he had been elevated
to theager forposition
of general
manSelect, and,
later, to sales
his present
position,
grand
and
lofty
doings
were
the order of the day.
Mr. Woody
later
departed
for
San
Francisco, from where he expects to proceed
to LosEast.
Angeles and then hit the trailback
Starting out the middle of June, Realart's General Sales Manager has visited
the following
citiesChicago,
and established
exchanges there:
Kansas City,
St. Louis, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit,
Minneapolis, Omaha, Denver, Seattle,
San Francisco.
He also stopped over in Salt Lake
City between
and Seattle
order
to conferDenver
with George
Mayne,in
of the American Theatre, George Carpenter, of the Paramount-Empress, and
other friends.
St. Louis Theatres Take Music Back.
Practically all of the St. Louis picture
theatres now have put back music as a
result of the temporary settlement of
Union
and the theatre
The
the controversy
between managers.
the Musicians'"
present
contract
between
musicians1.
and theatre
men runs
until theSeptember
The question of whether a permanent
settlement
be made
the ormusicians will bewill
known
withinwith
a week
ten
days. If their demands are exorbitant,
the theatres
will
refuse
to
sign
new
contracts but will take the music out of
their houses.

Fred C. Quimby.
Aggressive
of exchanges
Pathe indirector
a directorial
mood. for
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GRIEF"
MEASURED
BY GOLDEN
RULE
Troubles of Picture-Showmen, Exchange Men and Home
Office May Be Greatly Lessened if Everybody Would
Do Their Full Dutv bv Each Other in Handling Film
thousand feet of valuable film could be
rea fewsport
By James B. Kelly
I PROMISED
ruined before it could be found out.
greatyouindoor
marks on theto give
("Smiling Jimmy")
Good Treatment Pays Dividends.
around a film exchange labeled
h
the
"Grief,"
Treat your inspectors like human bealways
article that
of thisI realize
sharealthoug
greater and
from all exhibitors, there will always
ings and employ enough of them and
falls to a film exchange branch man- be grief around a film exchange.
you will very soon reap the benefit
d thatbutan nine
Another big kick on the part of the that is coming to you. It is better to
exbe concede
ager it ishibitortoalso has
his share,
exhibitors is the condition of poor film, have one too many inspectors than not
out of ten cases of "Grief" we also know and to thoroughly eliminate this it is enough.
Careful routing of films, and bringing
ad"
some
of
"bonehe
some
by
caused
are
going
take the operators,
combined co-operaother exhibitor or one of his employes,
tiontoof exhibitors,
exchange them back to the exchange after each
even though the exchange gets the managers
booking
for inspection also tends to
and
home
offices
I
mention
blame.
the latter, for in many instances the increase the life of a film. Although
Right at the start allow me to pre- poor condition of film may be accredited your rentals will not be as large as
"cure"griefthatin will
per to the lack of inspection caused by the if you worked the film every day, in
cent, ofscribe athe
this eliminate
industry. 90First,
home office not allowing the branch the long run your gross rentals on the
Mr. Exhibitor, don't leave the most im- manager to secure enough competent print in question will be a great deal
more than if you allowed the film to
portant thing to some underpaid hire- help to inspect the films.
work five and six days a week.
ling— and the most important thing in
Blames Poor Inspection.
this business is the prompt and intelliThis feature is up to the branch mangent shipping of films, either back to
ager, and any B. M. who allows his film
I
have
seen
this
great
catastrophe
in
the exchange
or to have
some toother
be worked more than three days a
or. If those films
go offexhibiton a many exchanges, and although the film to
week
his company's good
inspectoran isexchange,
the leastthe paid
employe — money istothrowing
midnight train attend to them yourself; around
the
"birdies."
you ever
film companies
and the extra hour that you have to try to crowd
hear
a
B.
M.
brag
aDidcertain
film
too
much
work
on
each
stay up in order to see that films are inspector with the results that the films was being used five that
a week? He
properly shipped will be repaid to you are poorly inspected and in the long run seems to be proud ofdays
the fact, whereas
-tenfold some time by another exhibitor they lose a great deal more by having the film he is talking about is gradually
•who ships your films at night and gets
suicide.
their positives
wear out before their al- committing
Now I know
some of the real wise
•them to you in time for your matinee.
lotted
time.
boys
will
say
telling a lot of
Do as You Would Be Done By.
To properly inspect film a branch stuff that theythathaveI amknown
for years;
manager should have sufficient regular and they may have. But believe
If
we
would
live
up
to
the
"Golden
me, if
Rule" a whole lot more and not be so inspectors, and then have on a list three I were in their place I would be ashamed
blooming selfish, it would save the in- or four girls who possibly go to school to own up to it. They have not folin the morning that they can secure as
y in general
much exhibitors
"grief." Howlowed out this knowledge in a very ineverdustrthere
are many
who extra inspectors by the day when they
manner, and on that account
them. He should apportion a have a lottelligent
live on in a selfish way and don't care need
of junk back in the vault that
definite
number
of
reels
a
day
to
each
who
gets
"blowed
up"
just
so
they
get
ought
to
be
in
good condition and earntheir film. They leave the shipping of inspector, and then instruct them to
ing Hints
money right
now. Showmen.
film to some boy, or jitney driver who take their time and have every reel they
to
Picture
lias no interest in the business at all, and inspect leave their hands in first class
they never worry one bit when they fail condition.
Mr.
Exhibitor
to
"hop" on you, first of
to get the film off properly. But Oh,
Make your inspectors take pride in all I would make it the most important
Boy! when they fail to get their own their
work, arouse their enthusiasm by feature of your operator's job to inspect every inch of film that comes into
competition,
and that
abovethey
all
film, everything
don't they else
howl! and threaten suit be
and
sure and prizes,
let themetc.,realize
beforeimportant
it is put precaution
on a machine. This very
To eliminate this, we should all pull hold an important position with a great your theatre
together and be just as particular about responsibility attached. Did you ever will eliminate many dollars' worth of
the next man getting his film as we realize that a crew of ten inspectors trouble not only to yourself, but to
are about our own pictures arriving on could badly cripple an exchange if they other exhibitors.
Did you know, Mr. Manager, that one
time. Until we secure this co-operation were careless in their work? Several

Fannie
Ward dramatic
in "Our glimpses
Better Selves"
Our "Selves"
May that
Be Made
Better has
by Brilliant
These three
of her Believes
newest Pathe
feature show
the picture
a powerfulClothes.
story.
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little nick in a film not one-quarter of
an inch deep or one sprocket hole torn
out will, in most cases, cause you to
destroy Infromsome
ten tocases
one that
hundred
film?
littlefeetnickof
will cause a fire that might burn down
your theatre; whereas if your operator
had inspected the film he could have
either cut the nick out with a pair
of scissors
teen seconds.or mended the film in fifThe trouble is, Mr. Exhibitor, you are
paying
much enough
attention tothethatcondi"box
office"tion oftoo
and
the not
film that youto are
making
money with. Get wise to yourself and
change
your success
tactics ifin you
a continued
this expect
business.to be
Praise for Good Operators.
If I were running a show an operator
an
operator
"knows
his work
business,"
studies
everywhoangle
of his
and
takes a pride in the condition of his
film, its projection, prompt shipments
and above all good conscientious work
that knows
with one
thought
only, noto "hours"
give his and
employer
and
the exchanges who own the film full
value for their money.
I werekindrunning
showworth
an operator
ofIf this
would a be
double
the salary that he ordinarily secures,
as he is dustry.
a real
godsend
to
the
film
inThink this over Mr. Exhibitor!
I could write a whole book I believe on
"Grief,"
but willoffices
sum :matters
up asB. follows : Home
Give your
M.
more leeway regarding inspectors and
see that their inspection force is letter
perfect.
Advice to Branch Managers.
Branch Managers : Watch your inspection
inspectors, treatcloser;themdon'tlikecrowd
human your
beings.
Don't
try
to
personally
answer
all
the
mail that comes into your office. Have
an assistant
or "office
to attend to the routine
mail,manager"
and to also
at-
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office. tend to the small details around your
Remember that in addition to being
B. M. you ception
are Committee,
also Chairman
RePublicityof the
Expert,
Sales Manager and City Salesman, and
unlesssmaller
you shift
the onresponsibility
the
matters
to some oneof
else's
and only you
attend
the
real bigshoulders
things yourself,
are togoing
toandworry
yourself
to
death
with
"Grief"
very soon your value to your company will be null and void.
Last Words to Exhibitors.
Two hours a day with the mail and
dictation is an ample sufficiency, the
other "six"hibitors,should
be spent and
with sales
exsalesmen, publicity
promotion,
and
above
all
"knock
off"
5.30 p. m. and go home with a clearat
head and forget all about film until
the next morning. Anybody that says
this
himself.latter cannot be done is kidding
Exhibitors : I have explained nearly
all to you as above, but if you want to
eliminate
"Grief" and
to yourself,
your
brother exhibitor
the exchange,
watch the condition of your film coming in ; instruct your operator to watch
his film every minute it is c-n the screen
(very important item) ; see that the film
leaves your theatre in even a better
condition than when it arrived, and last,
but most important, personally see that
the film is shipped as per instructions
from the exchange you are doing business with — your motto always being
"The Golden Rule."
Don't Be "Hard Boiled."
Let'sother
all getas together
folks. Affordas
each
much co-operation
possible. You road men and exchange
managers book your films to the ext "live and
live" the
prices.
Make
a specialhibitor aeffort
to seelet that
exhibitor
gets a tising
goodmatterprint
and that
his adver-In
is shipped
promptly.
return, Mr. Exhibitor, act like a hu-
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man being at all times, get away from
any "hard boiled" ideas, and you will
find that
better intreatment fromyouthewillfilmreceive
exchanges
the
matter of both price and service.
Equity Pictures Heads
Start on Extensive Tour
r, RNrespecti
vely
JoERTsephtI.K.Schnitze
HERBpresiden
r and
treasure
andSOMBO
of the
recently formed
Pictures
Equity
Corporation, wil leave New York within the
next few days on a tour of the impormoving
tant
pictureStates
distribu
centers of the United
andting
Canada.
return
there
Upon their
may
be
expected adetailed announcement of the
tion
tion
of
plan
distribu
and
exploita
which has been devised by the Equity
ons
people
and been
the made
importafornt theconnecti
which have
company.
The
trip
on
which
Messrs.
Somborn
and Schnitzer are leaving is intended
to close
a number
of important
contracts which
have already
been arranged
but which can be most conveniently
closed
in territory
outsideis ofinNewconstant
York.
President
Somborn
touch with the Clara Kimball Young organization on theonCoast,
and isproduction
informed
that the work
the first
to be handled by his company, "Eyes of
Youth," starring Miss Young, is well
under way. Pauline Stark has been eno play the
bill, yogi,
Vincentgaged tSerrano
will sister
appearin the
as the
Milton
Sills
as
"Louis
Martin,"
William
Courtleigh as the impresario, Gareth
Hughes as the brother, and Edmund
Lowe
the production
"lead." Albert
directingas the
from aParker
scenariois
provided by Charles E. Whittaker.
A research, publicity and advertising
department has been established and exhibitors throughout the country are being asked to express themselves as to
just how the film, which will be ready in
October, ought to be handled to get the
most money
their respective
territories. Theirinattention
is being called
to the remarkable box office strength
which
and onthetheplayroad.has shown in New York
Film On Care of Teeth for Army.
"Come Clean," a three and one-half
reel picture
teach oral
giene, shortlydesigned
will be toproduced
for hythe
benefiticalofMuseum.
the Army
by
the
Army
MedThe picture was made
under the supervision of Major Leonard
G. Mitchell, D. C, and is the outgrowth
of oralficershygiene
and men. lectures delivered to ofPrivate Tom Merrill is being ridiculed
for brushing his teeth. Some of his buddies hide his brush and a fistic encounter ensues after which Tom explains
whyViewshe takes
good wards
care ofat his
teeth.Reed
of several
Walter
Hospital
are
shown,
including
diseases with complications, cases
growingof
out of the neglect of teeth.
The picture then takes up the scienshowing why
how infection
fromtific part,pyorrhea
and andabcessed
teeth,
reaches different parts of the body, producing various diseases, the infection
being
showndrawings.
on its way by the use of
animated

Putting
onon athisStreet
Scenewhich
for "The
You
will the
soonFinishing
see InMaryherTouches
Pickford
will beHoodlum."
featured
next picture
for highway,
First National.

No lost copies, no delay, if you send $3
for antureannual
Moving PicWorld. Andsubscription
you save to$4.80.
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Bickel, Exchange Manager, Goes on the Road with
Film and by Taking Money They Might Have Had
Shows Small Town Exhibitors Error of Their Ways
Irishman who is going to help me con- Denison and Sherman. I'll use it, word
to me about smalltalk
DON'T trytowntoexploitation,"
vincehibitoryou fellows
small town
for word, line for line, and sheet for
tor.
the exhibi
can becomethatas awealthy
as a exbig sheet.
satisfyandthem
saying
from Denison, Texas, was
that the Perhaps
stunts wethat
do inwillDallas,
the
answered
Bickel,
wait"It won't work. The country people town ingshowman,"
for Billy to get on the line.
stuff. You
money
we
spend
to
pep
up
public interthat ballyhoo
won't fall for
hed
furnis
any
mahog
A
Business
Proposition.
your
est,
are
just
as
good
money-getters
in
the
in
s
sit
fellow
lot of pipe dreamsto
offices and get up a -town
"Little
business
proposition,
Billy,"
That
same
afternoon
Billy
arrived
in
tors
exhibi
smaller
towns."
small
us
expect
and
said Bickel when Saal finally got on the
It was after union hours and
carry them out with as much success line. "Come right over. This is quick Denison.
business
houses
were
closing.
But
it
all
e
You'r
tors.
town exhibi
as the, big
quittingin. time
for Billy.
The exhibitors listened mockingly wasn'tstarting
Bickel— entirely off on this subwrong
He hopped
a taxiHeto was
the
while Bickel outlined a proposition to just
of the local newspaper and found
Saal.
winked at one another. office
,C"Yep,Sherman.|
he's right,"
the tried
exhibitor
the editor occupied with the task of
work."wasThey
any Here
"I'vesaidnever
their chance to gloat over the writing
from
reato
stand
it
but
of this exploitation,
failure of a big-town
film concern,
the
dentanWilsoneditorial
back towelcoming
America. PresiBilly
That'sin Weisenheimers.
They shook
hands with
son it won't
didn't
stop
to
shake
hands.
all there
is to work.
it. If I It's
ownedlogic.
a house
Billy, wished him luck and went out of
An
Incredulous
Editor.
a town as bigbutas inDallas
exploit
my Bickel's office laughing. It would be
all the
a smallI'dtown
"I want to contract for about three
as much fun to see one of the
pictures, too,
exhibitor
can do is to announce his pic- almost
fail as it would be to them pages of advertising during the next
tures and pray that enough people will city-slickers
to
put
something
across,
they
figured.
fourcopy
days,"readysaidin Billy
have
come to pay expenses. I know! I "I've let you in for a real job," Bickel mv
an hourbriskly,
and my"I'llchecks
haven't been an exhibitor for five years explained
after the exhibitors had gone.
"Well,
well,"
interrupted
the
editor,
for nothing."
"I tried tomanshiptell
thoseforfellows
that inshowA Live Wire on the Wire.
will pay
exhibitors
the his eyes wide open, "are they going to
smaller Texas towns just as well, in have another Liberty Loan drive or
Bickel, who is manager of First Na- proportion,
it will in Dallas, Austin,
tional's Dallas exchange, gave the ex- or any other ascity.
"No,
putting onCan'Auction
They laughed at me.
rs apained through
glance. the
He pages
began runmotionI'm picture.
you let ofmeSouls,'
have
ning hishibitofinger
of a I don't like the idea of being a jester, asomething?"
particularly
for
the
benefit
of
exhibitors
"Y-e-e-e-s,"
hesitated
the
editor,
who
telephone
directory,
saying,
"Well,
if
you
fellows will give me thirty-six hours who are asleep to opportunity."
thatwill—"
space?" to be the business manalso
happened
Saal
Rises
to
Occasion.
I'll
refute
your
assertions
by
taking
ager. "If you think you want it. And
money
your later
own Bickel
town. was asking
A few from
minutes
"It doesn't look so hard," Saal re- can pay for it," he added sharply. "You
know this isn't a very large town and
sponded.
"Tell
you
what
I'll
do.
We've
the telephone
girl
at
the
Old
Mill
thejust concluded a mighty successful cam- I'm a little bit afraid you're buying too
atre to let him speak to Mr. Saal.
paign here in Dallas on the picture you
"Who ishibitors oSaal?"
f Bickel. asked one of the ex- wanted them to book. I'll lift the entire much space."
A Deputy Publicity Man.
exploitation,
bodily, and take it over to "Well, you let me worry about the
"Saal is a twelve-cylinder red-headed
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financing
of this picture
and I'll appoint
you
my
personal
publicity
tive to see
that the
columnsrepresentaof your
worthy Billy.
paper are chuck full of copy,"
replied
The editor promised to do his best to
■notify
citizenship
of Denison
a truly thewonderful
motion
picture that
was
coming
to their city. Heand began
news announcements
was writing
still at
this work when Billy returned with ad
copy and questions
regarding
the
whereabouts
of the local
billboard
•owner.
"He'sseeoutthere
fishing,"
the editor.
"You
hasn'treplied
been much
business for him lately, so he's out trying
to
snag
some
trout.
He'll
be
in
day
after to-morrow."
"Where'sSeeks
he fishing?"
asked
Billy.
the Billboarder.
And in fifteen minutes he was outward
Dound in a rented car to locate the man
who had a corner of all billboard space.
"You want
some billboard
space,"Billy
repeated the billboard
man, after
had completed introduction formalities.
"We-e-el, I got twelve. I guess you can
use about the regular three, can't you."
"Three nothing," replied Billy. "I want
all twelve and I'm going to help to glue
the paper tonight."
"Aw, his
no,"head.
said the
man, and
•shook
"It'llbillboard
be too late.
It'll
foe ten o'clock before we can get back
"WeBilly
can insisted
wait untilandtomorrow
afternoon."
the billboard
man
protested. Extra money was the winning argument and the billboards were
soon covered with advertising matter
heralding the coming of "Auction of
Souls."
To make a short story shorter, the
film scored the greatest success in the
history
of Denison.
A two-night's showin Denison
over ingand
above resulted
expenses. in clearing $350
Exhibitor Is Concinved.
The Denison exhibitor was astounded.
He couldn't
what manhad going
happened. Hereappreciate
was a Dallas
away with $350 of Denison money which
he might just as well have had.
But inthe
alone
his Denison
grief. Theexhibitor
same stuntwasn't
was
repeated in Sherman and another $350
clear profit was made.
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By this time exhibitors throughout the
"Those small town exhibitors will
state had heard of the exploitation suc- learn some day that exploitation will
cess in the small towns and they be- make them rich," Herschel told Billy.
staff needs
right here
sieging
Bickel toforprovide
prints of "Auc- "The
in Dallas
for you
you tooto much
be wandering
Souls"
them. manager
Buttion ofHerschel
Stuart,
of the around the country showing those felE. H. toHulsey
concern,job.was calling Billy
lows the light. You've done enough
back
his regular
humanitarian work, anyhow."
Paramount-A rtcraft A nnounces Second A nnual
National Advertising Week Starting in August
supply the names of theatres, plays
ANNOUNCEMENT
is madeCorporaby the will
and stars to the newspapers carrying
Famous
tion thatPlayers-Lasky
the second annual
Na- the full and half-page ads, as far in
tional Paramount-Artcraft Week will advance as possible and will see to the
be inaugurated Sunday, August 31. Every advertisement.
city and town in the United States, no proper okaying of this part of the
matter what its size so long as it conIn the smaller cities, the copy will be
tains a theatre, is provided for in the about
420 lines, probably five or six
exploitation campaign which involves inches
deep. No theatres will be listed
the showing
of
Paramount-Artcraft
picwith
this
copy,basis
whichwithwillthe benewspapers,
placed on
tures every exhibition day in as many a contingent
theatres as it is possible to supply.
Players-Lasky CorThe full page advertisement in the that is, theporationFamous
for the provided
Paramountadvertising,
the
Saturday nouEvening
Post last
an- Artcraft Weekwill pay
ncing the week proved
to beyear
of such
exhibitor runs beneath it his ad, using
great value that another page will be equal space. The newspaper list for
used this year for the first formal an- this advertising has been completed,
nouncement direct to the public. This mats and cuts have been prepared and
advertisement, which will bear con- the final details for the entire campaign
spicuously the catch lines, "A Drive for are practically completed.
BetterGreatest
Motion Motion
Pictures"Picture
and "Beginning
In towns under ten thousand poputhe
Season in
lation especially designed postcards will
the
the Screen,"
to exhibitors by the exin theHistory
issue ofof August
30, on will
the appear
stands be furnished
changes free of charge to send out to
Thursday, August 28. The line, "A Drive the exhibitor's mailing lists. In addifor slogan
Better ofMotion
Pictures," will be
tion, acomplete line of accessories has
the
the campaign.
been prepared.
The newspaper advertising schedule
provides for a full-page in about ninety
of the largest cities of the country.
Writes Song for "Destiny."
The copy calls for a general top-page
Dorothy
latest picture,
"Desdisplay with space beneath for a list of
t
" is to Philipps'
besonggiven
exploitation
all the theatres in the city co-operating. by the iny,new
hit wider
just issued
by the
This year, however, the campaign calls Jerome H. Remick & Company, with
for advertising in 375 other newspapers, the title "Destiny." The words were
in everylation icity
ten isthousand
popu-to written by Alfred Bryan, well known
n whichoverthere
a theatre
song bertwriter,
is by songs
HerSpencer, and
knownthe formusic
his many
present
properly
Paramount-Artcraft
pictures. In the larger of these cities in musical comedies and light operas.
Exhibitors throughout the country are
the advertisements will be of half-page
size, space being provided for the listing advised to get in touch with a Universal
exchange
or a branch office of the song
of theatres just
as inlargest
the full-page
vertisements inthe
centers. adAs
and and
obtain
in the former campaign, the exchanges publishers
ploit the song
the slides
picture.which ex-

"The Perfect Lover" Is One Who Spends Twenty-five Hours a Day at the Main Office.
So It would appear from these views of Eugene O'Brien in "The Perfect Lover," his first feature for Select.
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Discovered

When
Movie
The following story of "The Power of
the
was indicates,
written byhasan had
exhibitor
who, Screen"
asriencehis
tale
expein local
wellforas the
larger
politics.
The editor
can asvouch
standing
of
the writer as a manager and among his
contemporaries. The correct names of the
town and persons concerned are known
to us. The story will have interest for
those
who hesitate
to employentertainment
their screen
for other
than straight
purposes.
THE writer has heard that phrase,
"The
power ofat the
screen,"
used
by speakers,
movie
functions,
scores of times, and seen it in print
hundreds of times during the past
twelve years. On several occasions he
has noted the effect of its power when
intelligently applied, but regrets to note
the innumerable cases where exhibitors
miserably fail to utilize their legitimate
weapon of self-defense.
They never dream of using the screen
as an aggressive weapon ; don't seem
to realize it is the exhibitors' "Big
Stick,"
suffices
for a longwhere
time one
in a application
given locality.
But
such is the case to my actual knowledge,
as the following story will illustrate.
Bill Would Close Sunday Shows.
Ten years ago in a certain large city
one of the city fathers introduced an
ordinance to close the movies on Sundays. A movie manager with an operscreen ator: cartoonist promptly threw on the
This is a picture of Alderman Brown,
who wants to close this place on Sunthink ofdays.it.Tell Mister Brown what you
Brown, of course, was not his name,
but it will suffice. It so happened he
"ran"faction
the ward
for him
yearsin and
had
ahadstrong
against
his own
party headed by — we'll call him Green
(though
that Man
wasn't
name). of this,
The Movie
knewhisnothing
having been there but a short time,
neither
he know the primaries were
due that didweek.
The slide went on on Saturday. It
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Man
Got Right on the Job
Alderman Introduced a have a chance till Brown made that
break,"
big Saturday
and:
Sunday adding,
crowds "Your
have carried
it all over
Sunday Closing Bill — this ward and, by thunder, I owe you
One Slide Brought About something, mister!"
But Movie Man Wasn't in Politics— No.
"Mister" modestly explained he was
Withdrawal of Measure.
taking no part, intentionally, in politics
and
Green and his crowd retired very
was
a workingman's
showwasof what
aboutac-a
thousand
capacity. This
grateful.
The primary was a battle royal.
tually took place.'
"Get theandhookinelegant
for Brown
!" theyshowed
cried.
The issueswamped
was "Sunday
Catcalls
remarks
the Movies.""
nominathe manager at once what the people Browntion was
was equivalent toandelection.
The
thought of Brown. Now note this, you big show was packed that night — "on
who would aspire to be a power in your
Green after his election took care of
ward politically.
Brown wardasthanked
a "lame
duck." Man,
Brownand afterBrown Wanted to See that Slide.
the Movie
does
On Sunday about 7.30 Brown appeared, toGreen."
this day, his appointment being lucrative
and
permanent.
offered the manager a real cigar and
Green still makes a good city father
(after explaining to the astonished
Movie Man who he was) begged him to and the movie man has more "influence"
take the slide off. Brown said:
with bothNotthanonlyanythat.
man in the "Bloody
"I only introduced that ordinance for Sixth."
The story of that slide is well known
a "That
preachermeans
by request."
politician in that county and
that you are not the tothatevery
particular movie man is always
father
Man. of the child?" said the Movie the spokesman for his fellow-exhibitors,
always been
successful.
The "Big Stick"
"That's right," said Brown, "and and
has never
used since.
what's more it's dead so far as I am conTheodore Roosevelt's theory, in the
He expressed a desire, however, to writer's opinion, is easily applicable, but
cerned."
see the slide, but the Movie Man wanted the man who talks about the "power of
him to see its effect, so he shot the order the screen," but will not "under any
neverhis— run
up
the attubewhatand hepoor
turned Theall circumstances,
ought to foreverno —hold
peace.a slide,"
colors
heardBrown
and saw.
showman satisfied Brown by presenting
him with the glass cartoon, assuring
Detroit Film Censors Make Change.
him thattimentheof hiswaspatrons.
merely testing the senDetroit film censors, Messrs. Baker
are now censoring pictures
It was then poor Brown told of his and Potter, supervision
the auspices
RecreaCommission, and notofunder
fears of the results next night — primary undertionthe
of thecommission
police department,
as aheretofore.
night. Shortly after Brown's departure The
will
direct
campaign
Candidate Green appeared, cigar 'n against lurid posters.
everything.
The Movie Man did not know him
either. Green started with profuse
Reviews in Mozting Picture World gre~
thanks "for giving me a lift. I didn't written from the screen — not press books.

Ends of These Scenes from "Daring Hearts."
the Candle inat aBoth
Lighted
BeverlyTheBayne
fact and
that Francis
they are X.notBushman
afraid of Have
the flame
responsible,
theiris Vitagraph
feature. measure, for the "Daring" in the title of
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Rambles
WE'VE CAUGHT THE FEVER TOO—
HERE'S THE NEW RAMBLES POLICY.
NOWhis that
Walt Hill
vacation
up inis rambling
Maine andon
staging
a
daily
Keystone
oneact bathing suit, the office gang inisa gona
pull a Fillim President Act and announce
a complete change of policy.
For this and the succeeding issue,
Rambles will be strictly pro-Republican,
strong for the Sinn Feiners, absolutely
against prohibition, and sternly opposed
to the the
matching
oppose
League ofof quarters.
Nations, butWe'd
we
don't bleswant
to
take
the
support
Ramfrom behind the President, offearing
that such a move would be the opening
wedge for the Bolsheviks.
Anybody who owes Walt Hill money
can mail the check to "Rambles Round
Filmtown"
care ofwillit.
Bills sent toandthe we'll
same take
department
be given the business interpretation
of "immediate consideration" — that is,
thirty days. Walt'll be back by that
time.
— p o p—
"EVERYFILM," PLAY.
AN IMMORALITY
Below is the cast of our own immorality play,on"Everyfilm."
CastingPress
has
been going
for some time.
Agent wanted to take all the parts
himself,ment aseven
publishing
13-pageforstateto why
he wasa fitted
the
role self
of personally.
Vice and Truth, quoting himThe batting order — the order in which
they
spea': — as finally decided upon, is
as follows:
Reticence- — Press Agent.
Modesty — Empy News.
Wisdom — J. A. Quinn.
Beauty — Film
Innocence
— ThePresident.
Exhibitor.
Youth — The infant Industry.
Happiness
—
Open
Booking.Board.
Conscience — Censorship
Everyfilm — See the Film Salesman.
Passion— —Reviewer.
Wid's Daily.
Truth
Flattery — House Organ.
Sloth
Envy — | (Ask the Astor Bartender).
Greed
Bluff )\ — Say it yourself.
Pity — The Poor Rambler.
—2.75—
The classical owl on the M. P. W.
staff was reading an advance story from
the press agent of Aeschylus, father of
Greek tragedy, the other night. The
P. A. was working way back in the
B. C.'s with a limited number of referup awholine write
that
might encebeboo' s,usedbut byhe thedugboys
that clever stuff for the trade papers.
In describing a forthcoming release from
■the pen of Aeschylus, the enterprising
P.fear,A. jealousy,
styled it ashate,
"A rare
study inpathos
love,
sympathy,
and
revenge."
Not
so
bad
for
a
guy
'way bac there,—rye—
eh?
The Fewer Kinks the Better.
Kink of Bavaria
thoughtthehe other
was
In The
a Brownsville
rent eviction
day. They grabbed a dozen or so of his
castles
with only
he onlv and
wore 1 <a- f tfilmhimmagnate,
what one.
a goodIf
story
he'd
give
out
for
the
trade
papers!
Something- like this:
"This radical
is but another ofmanifestation of thestepdetermination
the
Bavarian Film Company to give the ex-
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Filmtown
PromotingLeslie
the League
of Trade J.Papers —
M. to William
With William J. Reilly
Say!
Savs
Leslie
M.
to
William
J.:
Tell me, pray,
hibitor
the
very
best
possible
in
screen
entertainment. I have given over my How you come to get that way.
castles to and
the variousplaced
Bavarian
producMy lad, run an "ad"
with You've
all itsing units,
marveloushaveinteriors
anda castle,
equipment,
makes me merry, makes me glad,
under the personal supervision of each That
But puts your common sense in bad.
one
of
my
twelve
directors.
No
expense
You
stuck
a claim in your swell sheet
will be spared.
for
a joke
is hard to beat.
"Personal sacrifice will be the keynote That
Some
men
are born
of Bavarian productions during the com- To blow their
ing year." (See any "announcement" for From night to horn
the rest).
morn
And claim the earth
— b e v o—
What Part'll You Take?
For all they're worth;
But what's the use
Elmer Pearson Say* Take 'Em All.
Pathe press sheet warns exhibitors to To go break loose
And poke your own neck in a noose
"Look out for 'The World Aflame' — in When
by a simple little trick
six parts." Elmer Pearson, the Gold From any
old arithmetic
Rooster
sales into
manager,
says about
there isn't
any
division
2.75 units
this We
all
can prove
right smart
Your
boast
of beating,
three toandone,quick
picture!
All
rival
sheets
is
pure
Why,
blesspatyou, son, bunk-um?
FOR TRADE PAPER EDITORS.
I call you
Fewer and Better Ratios.
And books
ask youarewhat
at?
—3 to WHE1V
1—
Our
openyou're
any getting
day
WHAT HAPPENS
GREEK
And
hey!the laugh to what you say.
To give
MEETS GREEK?
IT'S ALL GREEK TO ME, SAYS SYD.
The trade paper editors dined and 2.75ed I prithee heed, good William J.—
Syd Chaplin, Friday, July 18, at the The guy caught bluffing has to pay.
Claridge
(No advt.).
Syd was calledin upon
And the World moves calmly on. E. W.
ofto make
the facta few
that goodbye
he was remarks,
about to exitviewto
—a i 1—
the continent.
WALT HILL— PLEASE WRITE!
At the conclusion of a neatly framed
(SOME MORE)
speech,
which
Syd
said
was
his
first
offense (barring one), he announced that
Some guys have got a crust! Some
his studio manager would pass around
copies ofin the
addressStudio
whichmanager
had been
you
think have
there got
was a a crust
whole that't
stringmake
of union
prepared
advance.
was guys
bakers in their ancestral line-up. This
more
prompt
in
passing
'em
around
than
Congressional printers engrossing a Lodge guy, Walt Hill, goes away on his vacataunting us poor birds cooped up
speech.
Ye editors opened their neatly bound here tion,
in the office
aboutweeks.
having to run
his
Rambles
for two
booklets
and
found
that
Syd's
remarks
had been translated into Greek and printed
And
when
he
gets
up
in
Maine what
on the newspapers.
front page of one of Manhattan's does the dude do but sit down
in front
Greek
of
the
first
typewriter
he
meets and
"What's
all
this,
Syd?"
came
editorial
chorus.
write
us
two
pages
of
Rambles?
like an ordinary film guy! Gee!
"It's
GreekMr.to me,"
response.
It wasall then
Chaplinwas rang
for the Nerve
ambulances.
Well, print
we're gonna fool him! We're
— o—
gonna
Here's
what he'emwroteand: show him up.
Understand
that
Frank
Hall's
"Sun-Up"
Sunday, July
and Stuart
Blackton's
"Dawn" firstareshowboth
Dear Pinch-Hitters.
Mu.y(What-is-lt?)
I intrude?
trying
special
Alongside
of the —Bucksport
tannery.
ing attothearrange
Sunseta big
Theatre
in Portland,
Ore. Are they holding off for a total there is enough tanbark to revive the
eclipse or the repeal of the daylight sav- Forepaugh-Sells
P. S. — (This onetitle.for Tom North and
ing bill?
— s o d y—
other
Met circus
a man "kinkers.")
on the boat that used to
MR. FORD! CALL FOR MR.
live in Harlem.
HUGH FORD!
"Whatever,"
said he, who
"became
The London Daily Mail printed an fellow Sam Rothapfel,
used ofto that
run
interview with Al Kaufmann, on July 7,
concerning the British producing plans theBucksport
Regent?" has placed its new cinema
of Famous Players-Lasky.
near the wharf, where summer-folk from
Boston,
et al, ismayin read
the one-sheets.
The
article
reads
:
"Mr.
Kaufmann,
The
owner
a constant
contest of
whose official title is Production Man- competition
with himself.
ager (Right,
: . to. .the'I want
to make
our Pete
first?),filmsaidequal
best pictures
He runsalmost
the Bill
and
"Dusty"
exclusively, as theFarnum
boys
in America. All the actors and actresses were born here and
helped the late Dora
will be British, and we shall have no Wiley
and
Richard
Golden
make
the
town
famous.
WALTHILL.
Stars. Hugh Ford is coming over to
■— o —
—5.15—the Metro release
Want a full house? Try this one on
The me.'
foot" that rocks
your
organ: (Biograph).
help
Ace house
of Hearts
cradle wouldn't get very far into a
Ace
of
Diamonds
(Domino).
matrimonial bureau. Viola Dana's curAce of Spades (Puritan).
rent picture is "Some Bride," to be
Queen
of
Hearts
(Fox).
followed by "Please
Queen of Spades (Pathe).
—16 to Get
1— Married."
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"The Power of the Screen"
DON'T
thatwilltalefindof somewhere
the power inof this
the
screenoverlook
which you
issue. It was -written by one of the old warhorses, old but in no sense decrepit. Far from that.
He is up to the minute, aggressive, will fight at the
drop of the hat for exhibitors individually and collectively when any right is threatened, and knows the
officials of his home town well enough to call them
by their first names. And he possesses as well a sharp
tongue and a ready wit.
one example
: Incity
the fathers
same large
city where
thisHere's
exhibitor
resides the
had slipped
over
on the picture showmen an ordinance that would have
taken out of the box office receipts something over
$30,000 annually. Behind the movement were the
churches. Our friend was as usual chosen as the
spokesman for the exhibitors in an effort to have the
obnoxious measure repealed — and it is no easy matter
at any time to obtain a repeal. He secured from the
exchanges a complete list of accumulated educationals,
news weeklies and travel and kindred topics.
The spokesman asked of the opposing ministers if
they couldpearingmatch
such an "array
of silentoflecturers
apbefore hundreds
of thousands
the people
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of
One were
of hisnotopponents
thatthethisstatekindnightly."
of pictures
accessible explained
because
they
were
all
"worn
out."
The
spokesman
clinched
the argument and incidentally the repeal of the law
by calling attention to the fact that the exhibitors had
worn them out and delivered their educational messages to thousands who never went to church.
The exhibitor of whom we are writing asks if it is
not possible to collate an array of releases similar to
that which he found so effective and present it at
Washington by a real pleader. "Are we ourselves forever to be merely referring incidentally to this redeeming feature of our business, when such a mass of
educative and instructive stuff is being worn out weekly before the churches can get it?" he continues. "You
will get nowhere by pleading from the dollar standpoint alone. We should take this angle in the tax
fight, ment
spring
a big
educational
surprise,
from the
dollar
standpoint,
and weandwillsupplewin.
Give the Congressman a chance to discriminate."
President Black in Fighting Mood
THEExhibitors
soft-spoken
presidentis of
the Motion
Picture
of America
in fighting
mood.
Alfred
S.
Black's
reply
to
the
New
York
State
exhibitors, printed on Page 645, bristles with defiance.
While he admits the national body will not be financed
and its organization perfected while controversies
rage,
attack. he declares he will not remain passive under
The national president charges the New Yorkers
with bad faith in their statement that they never had
acknowledged jurisdiction. He deplores the agreement between the old League and the Trade Review
and says it was the cause of the animosity shown to
the League by other trade papers and the most direct
means of thepersonally
former League's
failure.
He expenses
says Mr.
Blumenthal
is now paying
League
upon the chance that later he will be reimbursed.
As to his personal relations toward the producers
Mr. Black defies the New York organization to deny
that while the present national executive was a member of the National Association of the Moving Picture
Industry, he did not fight the producing interests
whenever exhibitor problems in his opinion were getting unfair treatment and calls attention to the fact
that he was active in precipitating the withdrawal of
the League from the N. A. M. P. I.
The whole communication gives a new insight into
the character of the man at the head of the national
organization. The moving picture business never is
dull, but it looks as if the exhibitor branch of the industry in the coming weeks will supply its full quota
of lively doings.
"Every Cloud Has Its Silver Lining"
SO after all, as was predicted, prohibition is playing
into the .hands of the exhibitors of motion pictures. The lining of what many have looked upon
as
a
cloud
—
and picture
one considerably
larger
a man's
hand — is to the
showman the
addedthansilver
that
flows into his cash drawer in the box office. Minneapolis and St. Paul have been heard from, in spite of
dustry.
the
fact that prohibition as yet is but an infant inAlready in Minneapolis four of the five theatres that
represented the last of the "nickelodeons" — and what
a disagreeable sound that word always has had — have
gone the way of John Barleycorn. They are not out
of
but have
to the of
classtheofTwin
tencentbusiness,
admissions.
It isprogressed
well. Theatres
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Cities report a far greater business in the month of
July,ingthe
first month ofmonth
the "great
the corresponding
a yeardrouth,"
ago. than durJust listen to Frank Smoleski, proprietor of the
Mazda, one of the houses that raised, that doubled if
you
please,thing
its price
of admission
: "Prohibition
greatest
that ever
could have
happened tois the
the
moving picture game. We have raised our admission
prices and the audiences are larger than they were in
June, despite the heat. I have noticed an increase in
the number of men attending the shows. It has not
been a great increase, but just the same it's an increase
in the face of higher prices."
"Father is paying more attention to the family than
to the bartender now," says Harry Billings, general
manager of Ruben & Finkelstein's twenty-one houses.
"He takes out the missus and the kiddies to see a
wholesome moving picture show."
so ofgoesthisthesorttestimony
the few
line.months,
We'll
hearAnda lot
of talk indown
the next
if this story from the Northwest is any criterion. And
if we do we may be sure there will be gold as well as
silver to decorate the lining of the Cloud.
Macnamara Had Finger in That Pie
IN our issue of last week, in speaking of George
Loane
Picture Tucker
World and
was "Traffic
made toinsaySouls,"
that the
Mr. Moving
Tucker
wrote the scenario of this great melodrama himself.
We'll
wager athere
cigar isthat
somewhere
between
here from
and
Los Angeles
speeding
eastward
a letter
Walter Macnamara gently chiding the editor for letthe just-mentioned
statement
Walterting will
be absolutely right.
For "get
he hadby."
muchAndto
do with theat writing
"Traffic
in Souls."
If we recall
correctly,
the timeof the
subject
was released
there
was no question that the always entertaining Irishman
was the author.
And another word about "Traffic in Souls." In the
story referred to there was an allusion to the "first
million-dollar
American
sum mentioned
must
have to do
with thepicture."
money theTheproduction
made
for its distributors. The cost was roughly between
five and six thousand dollars — a figure not without
interest in these days of the high cost of film.
Good Luck to Sydney Chaplin
SYDNEY CHAPLIN is on the Atlantic, on his way
to France to make pictures. His small party
forms the vanguard of the friendly "American
invasion,"lowers.and
it is probable
he willhis have
many that
folMr. Chaplin
stated before
departure
his brother and Douglas Fairbanks were much interested in the outcome of his trip and that the idea of
making pictures abroad appealed strongly to both of
them. Unquestionably it will to many others.
Mr. Chaplin admits the question of locations is a
matter of concern in Los Angeles. To an American
producer abroad that will be one of the least of his
troubles. It is likely that just now one of the larger
elements militating against him will be the matter of
transportation — across country and between countries. But as to locations — these are practically endless. Americans never will tire of looking at American backgrounds so long as these are chosen with even
average discretion, but the foreign settings will add
the charm of variety and the fascination of viewing
scenes associated with the romances of yesterday.
The wide world is the camera's empire. The drawing
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power of the foreign scenic is conceded. Why should
not the lure be many times multiplied if these locatiotions
ns ? are employed for dramatic — or comedy — producThe Motion Picture Is Not a Joke
A NUMBER
the dailyconsiderable
newspapers space
in the tolarger
cities haveof devoted
the
misstatements given out by an exhibitor from
California who has been telling a lot of New York
clubwomen and other well meaning but poorly informed persons that "the motion picture as it stands
today is the biggest joke in the world." As to the
reliabilitywill
of such
intelligent
thought
settleantheassertion
matter aonmoment's
the negative
side.
The man who made the assertion may drop out of
sight but the industry will go on improving its product
without his aid or that of any other reformer perhaps
not oblivious to the lure of the limelight. A list of the
worthy pictures given to the public during the last
three years is all the proof that is necessary to refute
this exhibitor's statement.
The really regrettable part of the whole affair is
that some of the newspapers have published articles
upholding the stand this exhibitor has taken. The
following extract from an article in the Pittsburgh
Sun is the right view of the case :
The progress made during the last few years is earnest
that picture plays will continue to become better. But the
people, who are good judges, are pretty well satisfied that
in the films offered them now they are getting all that could
be reasonably expected. The photography is excellent; the
stories,
though overdrawn, generally amusing; and the acting satisfactory.
As for the stars, it is true one will not find on the screen
today actresses of the caliber of Sarah Bernhardt, Ellen
Terry, Charlotte Cushman, Maude Adams, Julia Marlowe;
but it must be remembered that there are no such tragic
and classic roles in the picture plays as gave the women
named their fame. The film stars are mostly called upon
to play the part of charming American girls, and they do
it with surprising cleverness.
The best brains in the industry are constantly striving to make the best pictures possible. They know
more about the difficulties in the way than any person
outside the business. They do not need any urging
from any outside source. They are very much alive
to the advantage of making the best pictures possible,
and their actual experience in making such pictures
is the only practical way to learn how to make them.
Dual Role Kills Realism

in Dart-in
of two theatres
MR. WALKER,
mouth and onemanager
in Imperoyal,
N. S., enters
this issue a complaint against the dual role.
He suggests that the appearance of a player in a dual
role is advertised as a wonderful feat, but insists that
not one in a thousand picturegoers is interested in any
performance in which this illusion-killing device is a
factor. He says truly that the playing of two parts
by one person takes out the realism. He is not quoting his own opinion ; he points out that he is expressing the views of his patrons.
We agree with Manager Walker. Once in a while,
a great while, we see a picture in which a dual role
may add to the novelty of a subject. But one swallow
does not make a summer. The number of subjects in
which we have had two brothers or two sisters played
by one person is legion. The number of these that
have been successful, that really have been satisfying,
have been comparatively few. There was a time when
the dual role was a novelty. That was a long time ago.
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e, of Kingston,
THEN. Y.,Keeney
taken over by O. S.
has beenTheatr
Hathaway, owner of an extensive
New York.
chain of theatres* in* central
*
For several months the Vitgraph distributing organization at 1600 Broadway
has been subject to many film thefts.
Detectives have been trailing the thieves
for some time and recently have placed
under arrest two or three persons employed in the same* *building.
*
The Metropolitan Theatre of Brooklyn has been purchased from Louis
T raub by Samuel * Grossman.
* *
A new director has been appointed by
the Capellani Pictures Corporation to
produce "The Right to Lie," featuring
Dolores
Cassineli.
The "Right
Lie"
was
written
by J. Murfin
and thetotheme
sustains the right to break the eighth
commandment
under certain circumstances.
* * *
The nished
Exhibitors
Mutualits has
and redecorated
New refurYork
projection room in cool tones, giving it
ahave
summer
garden
atmosphere.
The
walls
a trellis effect with artificial roses
entwined. Somebody suggested serving
iced teas and lemonade during the
showings. It was unanimously indorsed
by the reviewers.* * *
St. Swithin, according to one exhibitor in NewsiderateYork,
been the
so inconafter all.hasn't
He says
rainy
spell has filled his house every night
and he hopes it continues a little longer.
We would mention his name but we
wish him to be happy while the rain
falls.
* * *
Jacob Fabian, of the Regent, Paterson,
N. J.,tual
hasprogram
signedfor foronetheyear.
Exhibitors Mu* * *
Harry Newman, proprietor of the VictoriapoinTheatre,
Ossining,
N. Y.,Charles
has ap-D.
ted his former
organist,
Wagner,
as
manager
of
the
Victoria.
Mr. Newman found that the selection
of his program required all of his time.
On Saturdays he shows five acts of
vaudeville, and beginning September 1
he will introduce vaudeville in connection with his feature picture Friday and
Saturday. Another innovation he has
made
of women
ushers. is the employment
* * *
J. L. Reardon, repregentative of the
Famous Players-Lasky, has just reCincinnati
and business.
vicinity,
where heturnedhasfrom been
on official
He iston,contemplating
a
trip
to
WashingD. C.
* * *
Albert Capellani, on his return from
Europe in the fall, will start work on a
big
Marjorie Rambeau.production featuring
* * *
Billy Brandt is some stuntster. While
showing the "Man Who Turned White"
athadFeltman's,
his Coneyas anIsland
a man costumed
Arab,house,
his facehe
painted half black and half white. He
carried a spear and rode a dapple-gray
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By Sam Sped on
horse. The man rode through the
streets in the neighborhood and rode
back to the theatre, where he pointed
with his spear to a forty-eight sheet
poster, announcing
"The Maninside
Who—
Turned
White' now " showing
Don't Fail to See* Him."
* *
R. N. Abbey, the dean of moving picture
salesmen,
has joined the Mr.
PatheAbbey
feature staff
at Minneapolis.
has been selling features for over twelve
years. He has traveled all parts of the
world and while sojourning in Paris in
1895 saw the first public exhibition ever
given a Pathe film.* * *
The inspection of a number of special
features of the First National brought
the First National directors to New
York. M. Finkelstein, of Minneapolis,
representing
the first
firm toof arrive,
Ruben followed
& Finkelstein, was the
by Robert Lieber, president of the First
National and owner of the Circle Theatre of Indianapolis ; Seymour Tally, of
Los Angeles ; E. V. Richards, of the Sangerleans,Amusement
of New
Orand GeorgeCompany
W. Rendel,
general
manager
of
the
John
H.
Kunsky
interests of Detroit. * * *
Phil Ryan, assistant feature sales
manager for Pathe, has spent a week
at the home office in New York, preparatory to arranging an extraordinary exploitation campaign on "The World
Aflame."
Ryan thewillcampaign
leave thiswillweekbe
for
Detroit,Mr.where
launched.
* * *
Miss Gladys E. Mclntyre, one of the
Salvation Army doughnut sisters, who
will apppear in one of the Bloxbe AmericanriedSeries
of two-reel
was mar-of
to Lieut.
Russellpictures,
A. Harmon
Company
C,
104th
Regiment
of
the Mrs.
26th
New England Division. Mr. and
Harmonmond, Va.will make their home in Rich* * *
Leon Netter, from the Cleveland office of the Masterpiece Film Attractions, with George D. Jacobs, his associate, drove into New York in an autoSaturday, Wednesday,
July 19. They
tumobile
rned to onCleveland
July re23.
Mr.
Netter
says
:
"Ohio
is
ripe
big
features at the present time and for
I have
more than I can do in anticipation of
the fall trade." * * *
Peter
J. Schaefer
will pass
ing winter
in California.
He this
will comhave
had a matecool
summer
in
the
wintry
of Alaska and a warm winter cli-in
the summery climate of the Coast.
* * *
William G. Schmidt, branch manager
of the Exhibitors Mutual distributing
organization, is now the branch manager of the same *organization
at Albany.
* *
The SelecttablishiPictures
is esng new offices Corporation
at 679 Broadway,
Albany, N. Y., occupying the entire
building.
* * *
Willard Bradley has resigned as editor and staff of the "White Way" maga-
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Otherwise
zine. He is now engaged in special press
and scenario work.
The Paramount Theatre, Newark,
N.
Putnam for
and entire
Jacobsoutput
proprietors,
has J.,contracted
of the
Exhibitors Mutual for one year.
* * *
Allan Rock, publicity director of the
Capellani
Pictures hisCorporation,
ably will announce
entrance intoprobthe
producing
field in the
He has ofun-a
der consideration
the fall.
production
series of two-reel subjects.
* » *
Mr. Fennivessey, general manager of
the Strand and the Trojan theatres in
Troy, N. Y., owned by Harry Hall, is
contemplating a change in his activities.
Fred Elliott, of the Clinton Square
Theatre,
a newby
automobileAlbany,
whichhashepurchased
christened
using tionsit forinthetheusecollection
of
contribuof a fellow film man
in defraying his expenses to Denver,
w"here
he
is
obliged
go for his for
health.
Mr. Elliott is to be tocommended
the
ready response he gave to one in need
and we grudges
willFred gamble
that
no
one
his new car. We hopebe-it
gives him much pleasure and carries him
to still greater happiness and prosperity.
All branches of the industry in Albany
and
vicinitythat
were they
so pleased
with Fred's
example,
generously
reponded to his tocall
sum was sraised
meetand thea considerable
needs of the
friend in question.
Frank de Lorenzo, branch manager of
the Metro in Milwaukee, has resigned
and
has Exhibitors
been appointed
branch
manager
city.
of the
Mutual
in the
same
* * *
Frederick F. Hartick, branch manager
of the Vitagraph at Syracuse for four
years, has joined the Pathe exchange as
special representative of the feature department at Boston.
* * *
John ciatedDromey,
for several
years ofassowith the legal
department
the
Exhibitors Mutual, has been appointed
purchasing agent of the company.
* * *
Leo force
Landau
resigned
sales
of thehasFirst
Nationalfromand theis
now associated with the New York sales
force of the United Artists Distributing
Corporation.
Proctor,
general
of Ralph
the United
Artists,
is insales
Los manager
Angeles,
from which
point
he
will
visit
different cities in which the United the
Artists
exchanges have been established. The
circuit of exchanges is now complete
and Mr. Proctor will give them the
"once over"
and assist
in their organifor about zation.sixHis trip
weeks.will keep him away
B. Amsterdam, of the Philadelphia officetions,
of the
Masterpiece
Attracwas seen
breezing Film
through
the
lobby of the Hotel Astor, New York, on
Wednesday,
July
23.
Nothing
slow
about
those Philadelphia fellows.
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ROBERTSON-COLE AND MUTUAL IN COURT
Distributing Firm Seeks Injunction to Prevent
Termination of Contract with Producing Concern
terms and Mr. Clark embodies a copy
THECorporation
Exhibitorsfiled
Mutual
Distributing
an action
in the
financial
issued last Maylastwhich
showsstatethe
United States District Court on July of thementcompany's
assets of the corporation to be $1,874,19 against the Robertson-Cole Company 263
with liabilities of only $167,663 in his
to compel
the
latter
to
carry
out
a
contract executed November 18, 1918, under affidavit to refute the allegation.
the terms of which the Mutual became
is not insolvent
and since
has
not"Plaintiff
been insolvent
at any time
the distributing
Cole
releases for agency
a periodforof Robertsontwo years. the execution of the contract of NoThe Mutual alleges in the complaint
vember 18, 1918," the papers recite.
filed by Wing & Russell that the Rob- "Plaintiff is in all respects a solvent
going concern with a large and growCompany notified
the officials of theertson-Cole
distributing
company
on
ing business."
July 18 of its termination of the conQuoted.
tractbodianded in an
a copy
of the
letter istoem-by In support Figures
of the
contention
the
affidavit
subscribed
business
of
the
Mutual
is on athatsound
William
Clark,thepresident
of the Mu- basis and is expanding rapidly
the patual,, filedJ.with
bill of complaint.
pers set forth that the company has
Desires Contract Termination.
negotiated contracts with over three
In the letter contained in the affidavit thousand motion picture exhibitors and
that its income has increased from $30,assignsof 000
asthe theRobertson-Cole
reasons for theCompany
termination
weekly in January to $64,000 in May,
the contract the claim that the Mutual but unless the enforcement of the Robcompany is insolvent, that the Mutual
ertson-Cole contract is directed by the
has failed to perform certain terms of Court the business of the distributing
the contract and that the distributing company will be destroyed it is alleged.
company has discriminated in exploiting
films owned and to be acquired
films
ownedletterby follow:
its officials. Excerpts by"Thedefendant
(Robertson-Cole
Comfrom the
pany) are the productions
of a number
of high class artists, whose services are
"You
have
wholly
failed
to
comply
with your obligations to intensively and unique and which are exclusively control ed by the defendant or persons proenergetically
and procure
tracts for thesolicit
exhibition
of our conmoducingductions
films for
the saidexcept
procannot itbeandacquired
tion pictures, and to procure the best
prices therefor obtainable, and in no cites.
through
defendant,"
the
complaint
reevent to accept a price less than the
minimum specified by us, and have failed
Wants
Contract
Upheld.
to
same.properly exploit and distribute the
If the mitted
Robertson-Cole
to terminate theCompany
contractis perthe
"You
improperly
arranged
that
the
Mutual
company
alleges
its business
Chaplin
re-issues
should
be
acquired
by
your officers personally, instead of by will be seriously crippled, if not entirely
your company, and are preparing to destroyed, and the company will be
laid open to damage suits by exhibitors
distribute
same in ofviolation of the and
termsexploit
and conditions
the with whom it has contracted to furnish
films on a rental basis.
agreements between us."
The Mutual company asks that the
Insolvency Denied.
Robertson-Cole Company be enjoined
Both in the complaint and in Mr. from publishing announcements in the
of the contract
Clark's
affidavitasanto emphatic
denial of trade of its termination
the Mutual
allegation
that defendant
the Muthe
is set forththein insolvency
no uncertainof or circulating
tual is insolventstatements
and that the
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be enjoined
from
making
ments for the distributionotherof arrangeits films
and compelled to carry out the contract
which is the subject of the suit.
The trial of the issues involved in the
suit, which was expedited by the court
in the interest
of both
menced before Judge
Mack parties,
on July com23.
Press Representatives
Guests at Fox Luncheon
pointed
supervisorthe
of advertising
ARTHUR
JAMES,
apand publicity
for the newly
Fox Film
Corporation, was the host at a luncheon
given by the company Wednesday, July
23, to about twenty representatives of
the Paris.
trade publications at Rector's Cafe
de
The luncheon preceded the first of a
series of showings which will extend
over three days, covering three features,
as well as snorter subjects which are
now
readybeforreleased
the exhibitor
which
will not
for twobutmonths.
Mr. James explained that it will be the
policy of the Fox company to continue
to have pictures ready for showing at
least eight weeks in advance of release
and that exploitation details are being
worked out now on productions, some
of which will not be distributed for six
or eight months. This will be done in
order to assist the picture showmen in
preparing their
own advertising and exexhibition. ploitation campaigns well in advance of
Mr. James also introduced to the
guests Merritt Crawford, the new director of publicity; J. M. Lufboro, who will
be in charge of special exploitation, and
Tom
North, in charge of the Fox short
subjects.
Stahl to Direct Mollie King.
After running its first production,
"Greater Than Love," starring Mollie
King, Walter
Niebuhr, president of the
American Cinema Corporation, has
signed John M. Stahl to direct the next
five productions with Miss King. Work
on her second picture will begin within
two weeks. Title and author of her
next picture will be announced shortly.

Stewart
Evidentlyone Have
Kingdom
in "Her
Kingdomfor ofFirst
Dreams."
Tom Anita
Santschi
beardsWould
the bearded
at thetheright
in thisSupplanted
scene fromby thea Democracy
Anita Stewart
Production
National.
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Yourself
Keer
Well, Goodbye, Jim-Take
Is What Insurance Man Will Say to Jim Corbett When James Starts On
Features After Completing "Midnight" Serial.
By William J. Reilly
Round 21.— This round wasbut short.
Sulliber. een episodes will be released in Septemhe assumed
van was visibly distressed,
was the center of the occasion last week
the aggressive. He attempted to rush, but just
Jim's favorite
gesture,approximating
as shown at theno
luncheon,
is a motion
as his physical beauty and the other
face with terleft in his
Corbett's
received
like it does that of a trained
force of his body made him the
rific force.
It staggered
him and the Oig graceful
a defensive
attitudeis
corner. Corbett was cynosure of eyes at the New Orleans boxer assuming His
to his
fellowlikebacked
ring experience
now
a tiger.
He delivered blow after battle over twenty-six years ago. At 52 with his hands.
for
that,
of
course,
but the
the
blow * * * • Corbett swung his big there is not a gray hair in his head, responsible
has been encouraged during
whichsuteis adornment
still crowned
by the many
same days
hir- habit
right
hand him
to thethepoint
which many,
past six months more than ever. For it
lick made
hero ofofthethechin
day and
and that
the
world's champion.
ago won him the soubriquet of "Pompa- is during the past six months that Jim
has
been working,
day, onmay"Thebe
stage is in Jim dourCorbett
The
down.
is still the big, straight- assumed
go
Midnight
Man," noandevery
it safely
lights
THEroarin
Jim." well-proportioned
battling
bets were
g blackness, and the scene as-an-arrow,
man he overlooked that
in
any
episode.
shifts with amazing rapidity. The was
a quarter of a century ago. He has
Not one of the eighteen chapters goes
New Orleans, taken on weight, and his nose-glasses
ringside at the Olympiaa inscourg
e of 1892, give him the air of a college professor by but Jim wages fistic war on the vilgripped by the choler
lainous hordes of the And
picture,
survey. But undeniably there
s on edNew ofis social
Rector'
e
at
ringsid
s
the
become
ly or individually.
the collectivefights are
still that athletic poise about him
ay,
York's little own Broadw
in which
ition ofclutch
made the Clipper representative none of the rolling-on-the-ground, chairtheCorbett
grip of isthenotprohib
1919.
now crouching like a at the New Orleans ringside write :
throwing, punch-pulling kind. They are
waiting tiger
over Twenty-six
the form ofyears,
the ten
de"Corbett, tall, straight and shapely in variety,
of the stand-up-and-take-what's-coming
each one a classic in feinting,
throned Sullivan.
footwork,
and all the other
months, twelve days and nine minutes
arts of the ducking,
ring.
have
since fell
the before
moment the
Johnspeed
L.'s
ruggedelapsed
strength
Corbett Has Many Admirers.
and science of the marvelous young Corpersonally
conducted the ofwriter
bett. Gentleman Jim, instead of being
andJimseveral
other representatives
the
like a bit of cork in the trough of the
press turethrough
two
episodes ofprojection
the picwaves of yelling humanity at the New
in one of the Universal
Orleans arena, is surrounded by a quiet
rooms,
so Sam
the above
not Uconjecture.
little group of press representatives at
It was all
Zierler,is Big
exchange
Rector's and is ordering sliced peaches
manager,
could
do
to
keep
his entire
as theple withopening
round hunger.
of a midday grapoffice force out of the projection room
the demon
in which Jim was commenting on each
A Different Kind of Grapple.
trick of liveredtheinto the
villain
and each
punchserial
deanatomy
of some
The luncheon grapple was taking place
brutish one. And a lot of exhibitors
only a few doors below the offices of
who had come to book Big U pictures
the Clipper, from whose pages the above
and who met Corbett, undoubtedly went
account of the final round of the Corhome with a mental reservation to
bett-Sullivan conflict was taken.
pounce
Man" when
The setting was perfect. Jim Corbett,
he makeson his"ThedebutMidnight
in September.
having completed his serial, "The MidJim is not new to the acting game,
night
Man,"
for
Universal,
was
in
New
as
he
has
been
on
the
legitimate
stage
York for a vacation, and Lowell Cash of
and in vaudeville ever since he won the
the Big U publicity staff had co-starred
laurels
of the ofworld's
best fighter
with St. Swithin in getting a black, midthe Marquis
Queensbury
rules.under
His
night-like tohour asensconce
an appropriate
setbig
including
ting in which
this meeting
those following
who knew ofhimadmirers,
in his ring
days,
with "The Midnight Man" himself.
those who followed him on the stage,
St. Swithin
wasbarrels
supporting
the puband the
thosesporting
who readpage"Corbett's
licity
man
with
and
bucketfuls
on
of manyCorner"
large
of talent. It could not be seen which
dailies, will be augmented when his
was predominant, the barrels or the
"Gentleman
Jim"
Corbett
first
serial
starts
its
circuit
through
the
buckets. But, anyhow, the weather was
country in the fall.
Hasn't lost his smile, pompadour, pep
wuthering in that sheetlike formation of
punch
or
poise
in
Universal's
serial,
Will
Make
Five-Reelers.
"The Midnight Man."
rain which made so many congratulaAnd in the fall the big Californian is
tions pour into St. Swithin headquarters
back to his native heath to make
last week. And the clouds were many every line and curve looked the ideal going
features at Universal City. The
and of the blackest hue. And the thun- of the artist. Every muscle was grace- five-reel
first
item
on his working calendar will
der was supplying the incidental music
fully cut and laid in place with artistic be a visit to his insurance office.
for the occasion and leaping from one accuracy,
After
writing
out a few odd extra
and
each
curve
had
the
ideal
Broadway canyon to another in tone
and radius. His proportions thousands of insurance for Jim, the
deafening enough to remind the listener length
agent,
mindful
of
all the villains who are
everywhere
appeared
to
absolute
artistic
of Bvron's "Childe Harold."
bruised ribs and reflectiveperfection.
were graceEbony Setting for "Midnight."
ful, but thereHiswasmovements
a power behind
them stillly nursing
stroking
fatal
chin
points at UniverThe only appropriate, surrounding cir- that spoke volumes for the tremendous
sal City, will wipe away the tears from
cumstance which the publicity man had
eyes,
wring
Jim's
overlooked, was the fact that the meet- force wrapped up in that graceful ex- his
his own arm pumped off)hand
and (and
say: have
ing
with
"The
Midnight
Man"
had
not
"Well,
good-bve,
Jim.
Take
keer
yourWill
See
Same
Old
Jim.
been called at the moment of midnight. terior."
It was probably out of deference to the
Such day.wasAnd such,
the JimplusCorbett
of
yesterladies present, however, that Mr. Cash
Better opportunities are offered in The
a few units of
had put this thought out of his mind.
World'smedium
Classified
than inLarge
anv
is the Jim Corbett of to- other
knownadvertising
to the trade.
But such was the dark and lowering avoirdupois,
day,
the
Jim
whom
the
serial
fans
and
setting for the meeting with Gentleman the Corbett admirers will see in "The needs have been supplied by small advertisements. Think it over and then try it.
Jim Corbett, "The Midnight Man." He Midnight Man," the first of whose eightself."
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person as the sender may direct,
SHIPMENT BILL other
atamount
anotherof post
office, chargedpostage,
with theor
the forwarding
Before House Provides
it may be returned to the sender charged
with the return postage, when it bears
of Film Consignments
sender's and
pledge
for
forwarding
returnthatwillthebepostage
paid, such
is undeliverable to the addressee it may the
to
be
collected
on
delivery:
when such matter of a perishable nature postage
be returned to the sender charged with Provided further, That when the sender
the return postage : Provided, That refuses to furnishpledge,
such postage
in acthe acceptance
other undeliverable matter of the sec- from himcordanceofwith hisfurther
matter bearing
ond, third, and fourth classes may be
forwarded to the addressee or to such
such pledge may be refused."
of Movies
Field
the
in
Sphere
Feminine
Clara S. Beranger
Indeed,
Large that and Says
Is industries
F all the different
in many instances proving that the
have offered opportunities to female angle is worth serious considerao women,
none have given them
tion anduatithat
is in theup contriving
of sit-It
ons in building
a continuity.
the chance
motion pictures
true that women are the equal
says
Clara that
S. Beranger,
scenariohave,"
and ofis also
originaltoday
storiesin just
continuity writer.
as men
it is intruewriting
that women
the
"In every
of the that
industry
women
have department
shown an aptitude
has held of fiction are holding the reins. Na
man among the current successful
earned for them the appreciation of authors
has a larger following than
theirtialsuperiors
salaries. in the form of substan- Mary Roberts Rinehart or Gertrude
"If women had shown that their Atherton.
"In the
sphere was limited in pictures then the women
seemwriting
to haveofthepicture
call andstories
just
numbericalemployed
outside have
of purely
positions would
beenclerno why this should be is easily understood.
The
largest
proportion
of
motion
picgreater than
what
holds
in
other
commercial lines. But women have scored
ture 'fans' are women. Women writersknow men
betterfor what
pleases
their
sisters
as directors. They have shown a than
has it not been true since
marked value in the creation of scenic
ideas true
and that
artistic
It is time immemorial that men never underalso
womenstagewhosettings.
have invaded
stood women but the baby girl just bethe hitherto sacred precincts given over
gin ing to toddle knows men?"
to
handling exchanges, have
morementhanofsucceeded.
Films on Sericulture Are
Women Hold Reins in Fiction Field.
Needed by Chinese Trade
"In passing
judgment
on thewomen
value areof
pictures
for foreign
markets,
HE
United States "commerce renow being employed and so down the
port"mation
for July
givesonthetheinforlist. But in one particular branch T
quoted 11below
poswomen are more than holding their own
sibilities for American
educational
films
in China :
Thethisfollowing
letterthehasBritish
been received
office offrom
ofby Commerce
Chefoo, China: Chamber
a viewin tothisfostering
silkWithindustry
district the
and pongeeto enlighten the Chinese
in the development
ofas tothe thescrubpossibilities
oak and
cocoons, this
is desirous
of exhibiting chamber
cinema pictures
demonstrating
the process
of
cultivation
from
the
silkworm to thewould finished
article, and my servcomices inmittee
puttingdeeply
us in appreciate
touch with your
some one
who
thosecould
takensupply
fromsuchthepictures,
Chinese especially
field of
operation,tensify twhich
we
feel
sure would inh
e
interest.
As American
mills silk
are reeled
the principal
users
of the tussah
in this
district, the importance of this educational
movement
from
an
American
standpoint
will be readily appreciated.
[Firms who can supply motion pictures
on thiscate subject
are requested
with the American
consulto communior direct
with
the British
at Chefoo,
China.] Chamber of Commerce,

COMMITTEE
PASSES
Measure Soon to Come
Return or Forwarding
Ofe onon Post
Committe
THE House
July 21,
Roads,
fices and Post
d its chairman,
Congress
instructe
man Halvor Steenerson, to make a
Repreof
House
the
to
favorable report
sentatives of his bill authorizing the
return to the sender or the forwarding
of undeliverable second, third and fourth
class mail matter.
It develops that this legislation, which
will mean much to the industry, was
suggested
Sigmond,
counsel forbytheHarry
Northwest
Film general
Board
of Trade, of Seattle, who secured also
the assistance of Congressman John F.
Miller, of that State. The Post Office
Department has expressed its approval
of the proposed legislation and, in fact,
suggested the wording therefor.
Exchanges Now Deprived of Rent.
Under existing law matter other than
of the first class which cannot be delivered at the post office to which it is
addressed,
not be forwarded
to theat
addressee ormayreturned
to the sender
another post office until the postage for
its forwarding or return is first prepaid. This procedure necessitates the
holding of such undeliverable matter at
the office of original address pending
notification of the addressee or the
sender and the receipt of the required
postagematefordestination,
its transmission
to itswhich
ultiand the delay
necessarily is involved frequently causes
inconvenience, loss and hardship to the
sender or addressee, or both. In the
case ture
of films,
parcels
containing
the owners
are motion
deprived pic-of
the rental for the films during the period
they are being held for the forwarding
or return postage.
Matter to Bear Pledges.
The Post Office Department informed
Congressman Steenerson that under the
circumstances
is believed
provision should beit made
for thethatprompt
forwarding or return of undeliverable
perishableothermatter
and also for the rematterturn ofand
thatundeliverable
of the secondfourth-class
and third
classes bearing the pledge of the sender
to paytion of the
the collecsuch return
postagepostage,
to be made
upon
deliverypediteofthe handling
the matter.and This
would ex-of
disposition
such matter in the mails and would relieve the postal service of the labor and
expenseis ofheldsending
that the
matter
and willnotices
be returned
on
receipt of the postage.
"In view
and thefacility
widespreadofdemandthese
for facts
this postal
as evidenced by the numerous communications concerning the subject received by the Department," said Postmaster
General
Burleson,
"I am heartily
in favor
of thethe
forwarding
return
of
mail under
conditionsandindicated
and to this end recommend the enactment of legislation as follows :
Wording of New Bill.
"Thattions ashereafter,
under General
such regulathe Postmaster
may
prescribe, fourth-class matter of obvious
Do Not Lie.
value which is of a perishable nature 'Measured"Figures
by this viewcomedy
of Veragirl,
Stedman,
may be forwarded to the addressee at
Rainbow-Universal
another post office charged with the
old adage is still good. Vera
isthe
amount of the forwarding postage, and
"figuring" on a new kind of dive.

Anita Stewart in Vitagraph Film.
Vitagraph
that it is feature,
soon torelease an announces
Anita Stewart
"Shadows
of
the
Past."
As
the
title
would indicate, the story has to do with
the efforts
threenarrow
ex-convicts
the
straightof and
path. toAstread'
the
sympathy
spectatornaturally
is with them
throughoutof itthe follows
that
they were not guilty in the first place.
But the fact remains that they are jailbirds andharm.
the prey of those who would'
do them
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RUBBERNECKING
IN
FILMLAND
man will lead a director to a
in
Mix lias His Waterfall, Banty dozen ofcationeach
but a week
quiet ofweek,
A FAIRL
on short notice, but the
moment has hap-g
whichY much
His
Doughnuts,
and
May
pened and in which a burnin
combination
of
a nice roomy robbers'
cave
with
a
tame
d in a manner
settlejoy
on has
front door is rare. waterfall acting as a
questifills
Allison Her Make -Up
nd with
and knocks
Filmlabeen
that
That Wanders
A Fire Engine Waterfall.
the prepos
the propsterousfrom
ions ofr aof town
presumptanothe
in the
The
mountainside
made tastefully
of realnorthern part of the state.
looking rocks and was
boulders
By Giebler
D. W. Griffith is not going to arise and
with vines, bushes and other
depart from our fair city, as has been a ferocious look and a brace of guns, decorated
vegetable matter used by Mrs. Nature
rides through the waterfall down the in her best moments.
reported.
words
: Here are Mr. Griffith's own bosky
The opening that led to the cave, wide
dell
and
away.
"I'm not going to San Francisco to
and
high enough for awasmancompletely
to ride
The
mystery
of
the
bandits'
rendevous
through
loto
going
is
solved;
the
Tenderfoot
rides
up
the
not
I'm
and
make catepictures,
in the east, although there istwoa bed of the stream, straight through the screened onby horseback,
thousands
of
gallons
of
chance that I may go there for
falling water, down a long passage into water that tumbled over the rocks
twenty feet above. Two fire engines
stories that I have in mind."
.the
bandits'
cave
and
and
hornet's
nest
were used to keep the waterfall going,
of trouble.
Dave Isn't Frisky At All.
and used.
water enough to float a battleship
San Francisco
None of us took the
was
Oil
Paintings
'n
Everything.
Frisco
we knew that
seriously;
stuff
The
bandits,
who
have
been
robbing
We hadcation.quite
a little party
locould not frisk us for our Dave, but trains with especial attention to the
Sol Wuertzel,
manageron the
of the
many of us feared that Gotham might sleeping cars, have got the cavern studio, Mrs. Wuertzel, Howard Sheehan,
get him.
brother
to
Winnie,
of
New
York,
who
fitted up with Pullmanesque luxury,
Bobby Ver- ranging
just come to the coast as western
Charlie Murray,
from paper drinking cups to has
Tom non,Mix,
Kathleen Clifford, colored
Arbuckle,
district manager for Fox films, Mrs.
Fatty
porters.
Fred Niblo, Houdini and Will Rogers
Sheehan,
and Mrs. Tom Mix, who used
Of Tom
coursehasthe abandits
"pack"butguns,he to be Virginia
the benefit at the
put over
terribleall time,
Forde, were all there.
helped Opera
House on Sunday night and
Mason
Along
about
ten bells we all went over
outwits
the
Pullman
pirates,
saves
and
that brought in seven thousand dollars wins the "gell," played by Eva Novak, to the chuck wagon
staged an The
attack
on
the
coffee
andanddoughnuts.
car
every
And
Fund.
Actors'
the
for
and
makes
a
typical
Mix
mix-up
of
owner of the colony is throbbing with mystery, thrills and massive moments.
chuck wagon, which belongs exclusively
the
to
forward
looks
to
the
Tom
Mix
outfit,
and
follows
Tom
he
expectancofy theas day
Tom hurts himself again — I say again wherever he goes on location, is the real
when all speed feuds
coming
he manages to get bunged up in
will be settled at the Auto Classic race because
thing, and Tex Graham, the captain and
nearly
to be held at the Ascot Speedway— also time heevery
rode picture
too closehe tomakes.
the wallThisin J. D., his brother, as first mate, have
• an Actors' Fund benefit.
covered
many miles of the western
leading gash
to the bandits'
range
Players who heretofore have never the passageway
two-inch
his leftof cattle
went into
the with
movies.the outfit before it
been able to show what they could cave
knee and
whencuthea struck
the sharpin edge
surely knows how to make coffee.
really do with their cars because of an a property rock. If Tom doesn't stop HeTexdoes
not use percolators or any
unfeeling attitude on the part of the being so reckless with himself, people
be referring to him as the late Mr. fancy doings ; the coffee is boiled over
speed cops, are going to open her up, will
a long trench in the ground filled with
step on it and otherwise show how fast Mix one of these days.
greasewood
and as
sageinkbrush,
The waterfall was a remarkable ex- blazing
they
the coffee
is as black
and andas
rives. can go when that happy day ara
m
p
l
e
o
f
the
ingenuity
of
the
Fox
techstrong
as
a
mule,
but
ye
gods
!
how it
nical
department.
It
reminded
me
of
Cecil De Mille and Eddie Hearne are
the story of the Irishman, who upon does warm the cockles of the heart.
going
stagewillantakeautothe airplane
Mr. De toMille
course inrace.
the seeing a monkey for the first time in his
Making S. A. Lassies Jealous.
air while Hearne covers it on the life, scratched his head and sad, "Well,
ground, and Hal Roach, Charles Ray, well,
The
doughnuts were by Banty Colwhat
will
the
Frinch
do
next?"
Donald Crisp, Tom Mix and several Looking at the waterfall made me ask well. Banty's
doughnuts are as popular
others will tear up the track in their myself "What'll the movies do next?" are
around
thetheFoxfans.lot as Tom Mix's films
with
efforts to hang up a record.
The whole thing was man-made, as
Banty is a character actor and was
of course it had to be. Neither waterClothes, Melody, and Doughnuts.
falls nor caves are hard to find; any lo- working as one of the bandits the night
Clara Kimball Young is back with ten
trunks full of new clothes.
Fatty Arbuckle has written a song —
anI Irish
song called Rubbernecking
"Molly Malone." this
did considerable
week, called on the Metroites, and spent
part of a night on a Tom Mix location,
watching Tom ride his horse through a
waterfall,
doughnuts. and eating Banty Colwell's
Tom is making "A Hard Boiled Tenderfo t," aplay scenes
that calls
one inof the
the
most unusual
everforused
films. Tom wrote the story and is
directing himself, and you can always
trust
ferent. him to figure up something difThe Tenderfoot is trying to locate the
lair of a gang of bandits, and one moonlight night when he is riding Tony, his
trusty steed, down a mountain trail, he
comes upon a beautiful waterfall.
While Tom is getting an eyeful of the
sylvan beauty of the scene, the curtain
May
and director;
Bert Lytell
Just anda Question
Form
of water that falls from the racks high
At theAllison
right IsareWell
Jack Suited
Com way,
Bert Adds
Lytell,It'sstar,
Maxwell ofKarger,
above is disturbed, and a rough and
director-general,
who
say
that
"Lombardi.
Ltd.,"
Bert's
first
"fewer"
Metro, has unlimited possibilities.
rude looking person wearing a wide hat,
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we were presented to his pastry, but
that is merely a side line with him — Manager Walker Wonders Why
doughnuts
are Banty's real mission in
life.
Producers Feature Dual Roles
Banty does all the work on his doughnuts
personally,
story,
continuity,
direcwould certainly
learn muchdoes
to their
tion, hot grease, hole, everything; and
of thein they
manager
advantage.
The exhibitor
not
WALKER
Royal
and ,Classic
theatres
when they are done they are as tender HR.
by any means,
but he cer• Dartmouth,, N. S., and the Prin- know ittainlyallhas learned
as a hero's heart and as seductive as a
by experience
the
in
cess
Imperoyal
N.
S.,
makes
the
folvampire's
of the habit likes and dislikes of moving picture patThe day glance.
after the Mix location I went producerslowingaretimelyat criticism
rons.
After
all,
it
is
the
wishes
of
the
present
indulging
in
of
out
saw three
their stars in dual roles:
public that makes the picture industry.
films toonthetheMetro
fire atcamp
once.andViola
Dana casting
Why are so many stars playing a dual
The
"Gripping"
Scene.
is the question Mr. Walker asks.
was making
Married,"
John
Ince as"Please
director,GetAntrim
Shortwithas role?
Then again, my patrons have often
This, he points out, is advertised as a asked
lead, Margaret Campbell and Harry wonderful
about these long drawn-out
feat, but whom does it inter- scenes me
some person is supposed
Todd in the father and mother parts,
st?— perhaps the stars and directors, to be where
driven crazy through grief or
and Ralph Bell, Emmett King and but ecertainly
not
one
in
a
thousand
picThomas Ricketts in support.
expressions and actions alture fans. It only gives the impres- fear. Their
ways arouse an outburst of laughter
sion that there are not enough players
Director Harry Franklin was putting
the younger people, who look upon
the company to take the parts — from
Hale Hamilton through a scene of "The in
it
as
a
bit of comedy introduced for
something after the fashion of the oldFour
withConley
Ruth asStonehouse,
This kind of acting
Harry Flusher,"
Holden, Effie
a Spanish time traveling shows when three or their amusement.
that the star is a wondergirl, Frederick Malatesta, Louis Fitzroy four players would have to take a dozen may indicate
fully accomplished person who can
and young Robert Badger as assistant parts because there were not enough in
portray the actions of a crazy
interpreters of the action.
the company to put on the play properly. truthfully
person, but to whom does insanity make
A Blow at Realism.
Nothing Limited About Bert.
any
sort
of
appeal, I wonder?
Very few, if any, theatre patrons care
Bert Lytell was deep in the throes of
whether Pearl Prunella or Sap"Lombardi, Ltd," and from the looks of a cent phire
Whoosis not
can interest
carry two
things
goingjustto about
put theas piece
roles. It does
themor inthree
the Hodkinson Announces Six
on
the he's
screen
big asoverit least,
but
rather
tends
to
decrease
their
New Exchange Managers
went wayonfor the
stage. He's
Jack for
Con-a interest in the story. Patrons of the sia director,
AlicegotLake
lent drama like to get as much reality
leading lady, Juanita Hansen, Anna
of the pictures as possible. They FB. theWARREN,
vice president
May, Vera Lewis, Joseph Kilgour, Jean out
W.tion,W.announces
Hodkinson
Corpora-of
the appointment
Mendoza and George MacDonald as like to think of it as something that
support, the cutest little mustache you really could happen, and one person, of the following new managers :
ever saw, and Maxwell Karger lending particularly the star, playing two parts theChicago
— Sidney
J. Goldman,
a year
manager
of the
Chicago forGoldwyn
takes the realism out of the play for
his personal supervision.
most people. Surely the star can show office and more lately division manager
I've
heard
a
lot
about
this
personal
for Jewel productions,
has becomeE. th»C
accomplishments to ad- Hodkinson
supervision
stuff,manandcould
I havelendoften
won- off his orvantage inher
manager, succeeding
dered how one
anything
a dual role. a single part rather than in company.
Fielder, who has gone with another
more tionthan
the
most
perfunctory
attenShowmen Could Tell Them.
to two or three films all in course
New York — Marx Nathan has been
of production at the same time.
I keep in close touch with my patrons, promoted
the managership of the
and think that I am in a position to metropolitanto exchange,
Here's
Karger rehearses
manages it.a scene judge
succeeding Geo.
Usually how
a director
from
their
comments.
If
proF.
Lenchan,
who
joined another comducers, directors and stars themselves
two,
three, heor rehearses
a dozen times,
then scene
takes would condescend
to consult the exhib- pany.
it. Then
another
itor near at hand regarding their plays,
Cleveland— J. J. Mooney, of Cleveland,
and takes that. By this method it
is made the Hodkinson manager sucsometimes requires two or three hours
ceeding Carlos E. Moore, who goes
to shoot two or three scenes, with an
elsewhere. Mr. Mooney is a brother of
actual
Paul
C.
long time
division
minutes shooting
for each. time of only a few
manager Mooney,
in the central
states
and
The Metro method is to rehearse as
Pacific
Coast
for
Fox
Film
Corporamany scenes as can be done in a morntion.
ingfect,
or anand then
afternoon,
them along
letter perOmaha— R. H. Allan has taken over the
Kargergetcomes
and
Hodkinson management, succeeding A. J.
watches the final rehearsing and the
Huesman.
Mr. Allen was brought into
shooting, which takes only a very short
the
Hodkinson
time.
Pacific
Coast. organization from the
The players all like the new plan.
Albany — H. E. Thompson has been
madeing Hthe
Hodkinson manager, succeedA Wandering Make Up.
R. Wimsatt.
May Allison, who was working in
Oklahoma City— J. C. DeWalt has been
"Fair
under Director
appointed Hodkinson manager at this
Henry and
Otto, Warmer,"
was enthusiastic.
"Here
we
are,"
she
said,
"working
away on a number of scenes on a hot
point.
Melville Shauer Back from Europe.
day. We get all tired out, but it will
never show in the finished picture beThe motion picture industry is welcomingwithhometheanother
represen-in
cause this ofis only
get
a number
scenesrehearsal.
all ready We'll
to shoot
tatives
A. E. ofF. inits France
the
person
of
Lieutenant
Melville
A.
and
good morning
night's
rest then
and gocomehome,backget ina the
Shauer, formerly assistant studio manfresh as daisies, ready for the final takager
of
the
New
York
studio
of
the
ing. And the best part of it is that we
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation, and
can rehearse without make-up. Makethe son of Emil E. Shauer, assistant
up
has
an
aggravating
habit
of
moving
treasurer
the corporation.
around on the face in warm weather.
ant Shauerofserved
for more thanLieutena year
On many occasions, under the old sysas a member of the intelligence section
Tony.
Two
Chance-Takers
—
Tom
Mix
and
tem, Ihave found the make-up that I
of
the
309th
Infantry
of
the
Seventyeighth division. After a brief rest he
put on my forehead in the beginning
aPullman
waterfall will return to the Famous Players-Lasky
had maved down to my chin long before Tom's
and about
take
a tofallforride
outa through
of some
robbers
Fox
feature.
Corporation
wewere through."
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MEMBER OF PROMINENT FIRM MARRIES
P. J. Schaefer, of Jones, Linick & Schaefer,
of Chicago, Is Wedded to Mrs. Clara Arnold
of the firm of Mr. Laugmack stated that the past
SCHAEF
PETER
Schaefer, Chicago, year has been a banner year for Mil& ER,
Jones, J.Linick
waukee exhibitors, the hot weather of
ly
and national known in the trade
weeksrule.causing
the been
only ex-an
by his active interest in matters per- the last few
c
on to the
He has
ng moving pic- exhibitor eptisince
the exhibiti
1911 and has prospered.
Arnold, The Colonial seats
to Mrs. ofClara
tures,tainiwasng to married
860 and the Fern
also of Chicago, on July 16.
marriageroomceremony
held in
theTheFrench
of the wasBlackstone
Hotel, which was tastefully decorated
for the occasion, American beauty roses
predominating in the attractive scheme.
Judge
Joseph Sabath,
who has for
beenmany
the
fidus Achates
of Mr. Schaefer
years, officiated.
The
affair
was
exclusive, as only immediate relatives were
present in addition to Mr. and Mrs.
Aaron J. Jones and Mr. and Mrs. Adolph
Linick.
Dinner was served in an adjoining
room after the ceremony, and at 6:30
p. m. the bride and groom left for a
wedding tour of the Canadian Rockies.
They will continue their tour to Alaskan
points from Vancouver, B. C, on July
26, where it is expected they will spend
several weeks. On the home trip they
will visit Yellowstone Park and spend a
week at the Broadmoor Hotel, Colorado
Springs. They will afterwards sojourn
atwinter
Hot inSpring?,
Va., and will spend the
California.
Bride is Popular in Society Circles.
The bride, formerly of Oak Park, is well
known cietyandcircles,popular
in North
Shore so-is
and, like
her husband,
a golfnent aenthusiast.
She
has
been
promi-is
t the Country Club horse shows,
an accomplished equestrienne and is conPeter J. Schaefer.
ceded towomen.
be oneSheof has
Chicago's
beautiful
closed most
her former
residence at Bittersweet Place.
800
persons.
Both theatres use the prodMr. Schaefer is well known in club
uct of Metro,
First Nacircles and has made his home at the
tional and theGoldwyn,
World. Select,
The admissions
South Shore Country Club for the past are 11 and 17 cents, war tax included.
three years. He is also a member of the
Chicago Athletic Club.
In view of his marriage Mr. Schaefer Rights to Sennett Comedy
recently
resignedExhibitors
as president
of the
Purchased for Illinois
Motion Picture
Association
of America and also as president of the FL. BROCKELL and C. E. Elliott,
te managers of the Greater
associa
Allied Amusements Association, of Chi• Stars Productions, Inc., with headcago.
quarters In the Consumers Building, this
The Moving
Picture
World
takes
advantage of this occasion to wish Mr. city, announce that they have secured
and Mrs.life.Schaefer a long and happy the exclusive Illinois rights to "Yankee
married
sucMackdealSennett
Doodle incessfulBerlin,
comedy."The
was 'sclosed
Fienberg Buys Fern, Milwaukee.
in New York during the week of July
E. Laugmack, owner of the Colonial,
Sol Lesser— who owns the rights
Milwaukee, and David Fienberg, owner 7, with
this picture for the entire United
of the Fern, in the same city, were vis- to
Brockell and Elliott havMessrs.
States,
itomack
rs in Chicago
last the
week.FernMr. toLauging gone on to New York for that purrecently sold
Mr.
Fienberg, who has been connected with pose.
Messrs. Brockell and Elliott will
the Saxe Bros, enterprises for the past handle the comedy as a road show attwelve years, resigning on June 1.
traction, and it will be rented to mov-
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ing picture and dramatic theatres on a
percentage basis only.
The Chicago opening will be given at
the Ziegfeld Theatre July 28, and the
run will be continued at that house as
long as it proves a paying proposition.
"Whyreel,
Bathing
Beaches theAreSennett
Popular,"com-in
one
will precede
edy at all presentations, and Mack Sennett's famousthebathing
in Chicago
great girls
successwillwonrepeatby
them in New York and other large cities.
They will accompany the picture in all
the larger Illinois cities and possibly
in some of the smaller ones.
Messrs. Brockell and Elliott, very deserving youngin men,
are and
favorably
to the trade
Chicago
Illinois.known
Mr.
Brockell was manager of the Chicago
office of Famous Players-Lasky for a
number of years, while Mr. Elliott was
sales manager. They announce — without revealing the figure— that a high
cash price was paid for the Illinois
rights to this attraction, and admission
prices will be fixed by them accordingly.
Fox Chicago Office Makes
Enlargements to Its Staff
THEwas first
half ofby the
week, Manager
July 14,
devoted
Division
Eckhardt, of the Fox forces, to a
get-together
Chicago
office, of the meeting
salesmen inin the
Chicago
and
tributary territory, for the purpose of
becoming
thoroughly
familiarized
with
the new fall policies of the company.
Mr. Eckhardt has added Joe Lyons
to the Chicago sales force, as he is inexperiencetimately
with allacquainted
the through
leading long
exhibitors.
To the road forces he has added Howard
Boyle,
Great inWar,
in whichjusthereturned
served forfromfourtheyears,
the
British aviation service. He will represent Fox in Indiana and eastern Illinois territory. John Ploner, recently with
Universal, has been assigned territory
in southeastern Wisconsin, which was
formerly covered by M. Whitmoyre, who
has been transferred to central Illinois.
Salesman Parker will retain his former
territory in western Illinois, including
the Iowa river towns.
Rents Additional Space.
Mr. Eckhardt informed me that the
increasedsitatedvolume
had necesthe rentingof ofbusiness
1,000 square
feet
of additional space in the Mailers Building. The added space is on the fourth
floor, the main offices being on the fifth.
Mr. Eckhardt had just returned from
awhere
holiday
trip in northern
he traveled
1,500 milesMinnesota,
by auto,
and looked fit to undertake the most
strenuous tasks. He is at present negotiating principal Milwaukee,
runs for the and
Fox inproduct in Chicago,
the
important
key
cities,
in
Chicago
territory, along the lines of the fall policy,
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which he announces is being well received by many already interviewed.
To quote
Mr. toEckhardt
: "Our
fall
line-up
appeals
the smaller
as well
as the larger theatres. I expect to be
in a position to announce first run houses
in Chicago within the coming ten days."
Chicago Picture Thieves
in Clutch of the Law
CHICAGO film dcircles have been
much perturbe
the recent
elations in theby matter
of revfilm
thefts in the city. It is exceedingly
difficult to write anything definite at the
time about these thefts, owing to the
e
natural inclination of exchang
tione submanakeepenforce
all informa
rosa,
d reticenc
and togers tothe
of those
specially tigengaged
in
the
work
of
invesation for the theft committee of the
N. A. M. P. I.
Morris Titus, shipping clerk of the
Unity pingPhotoplays
Izzy Cohen,
shipclerk of the Co.;
Goldwyn
exchange;
Morris Kline, owner of a film exchange
and vendor of raincoats, and Albert
Leavinson, who carried the stolen films
from the Goldwyn offices to the Morris
Kline store, were arrested around
July
locked
up. trial
Theysetwere
released2 and
on bail
and their
for
Wednesday, July 16, before Judge Trude,
in the Chicago Avenue Police Court.
The trial was postponed, however, until
Thursday
July and
17. Leavinson
At this morning
trial Cohen
confessed that they were induced by
Morris Titus to engage in the unlawful
business as he showed them that considerable easy money could be made.
Judge
Trude inheld
grand jury,
bondsthe offour
$1,000meneach.for' the
Goldwyn Films Recovered
The Goldwyn
films have
all been
recovered by Manager
Ike Van
Ronkel.
The list includes "Freedom of the
World," "Thais," "The Manx Man" and
"Oh,IzzyJohnny
Cohen !"has worked in Chicago for
a number of years as shipping clerk.
He has been with Goldwyn for two
years for
and thepriorWorld
to that
clerk
and was
the shipping
Central
Film Company for several years. He
was always honest, so far as known, un-
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til he made his recent, great mistake.
Leavinson also, so far as known, has
been straight until this time.
Very mysteriously
been the
disappearance recently has
of three
Chaplin
films, owned by the Exhibitors Mutual
Distributing Corporation. One of these,
"The
two
months Cure,"
ago, on disappeared
the way fromabout
Freeport,
111., where it was shown at the Strand
Theatre by Proprietor Dittman, and
afterwards shipped by him to the Mutualother
officeChaplin
in Chicago,
by express.
disappeared
on JuneAn-2,
after it was shown at the Oak Theatre,
in Chicago, and another disappeared
about this
Junethird
10. The
shipper states
that
film night
was checked
in at
the
Mutual
office,
but
he
may
have been
mistaken.
About a month and a half ago "His
Birthright,"
featuring
Hayakawa,
disappeared
fromSessue
the Mutual
offices.ager Levey
The that
shipper
reported
to
foundNextthedayfilmitManand
that it was in the hevault.
had
disappeared. Manager Levey believes
that the shipper likely made a mistake
regarding this film also.
Exhibitor Placed Under $2,500 Bond
A short time ago Manager Levey was
given
that "The
had been
shown the
in atipcertain
ChicagoCure"theatre.
He
immediately got busy and succeeded in
securingpated wastheplaced
film.under
The exhibitor
incula bond of $2,500
Saturday, July 5, for his appearance.
Within the next few days (from the
time ingof before
writing) District
he will be given a when
hearthe date of the
his trial will Attorney
be set.
At the Magnet Exchange, this city,
where it is said films are unlawfully
handled, it is held that "The Red Lantern," "The Heart of Humanity," "The
Carter
"The Red Hart
Glove"andand Mary
also
featuresCase,"
of Fairbanks,
Pickford had been offered recently.
Within the week of Monday, July 14,
it was given out by reliable authority
that a large number of Sidney Drew
comedies, owned by Metro, were
missing
and ofthatthemthe inState's
Attorney
had
several
his possession.
At the trial for stolen Goldwyn pictures,
held July 17, in the Chicago Avenue
police court, my informant says that the
State's Attorney had several of these
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Drew comedies in the courtroom at the
time and that he had seen them there.
Indiana Operators Get
Charter from I. A. T. S. E.
theTGrand
Theatre,
operator n,at
GS, Washingto
STELLIN
ERNES
Ind., furnishes the information
that operators
of his city from
recently received charter
inf ice of the 554
ternational onumber
I. A. T. S. the
E. and
Moving
Picture
Machine
Operators
of
the United States and Canada.
Following are the officers of the new
Washington local: President, Will C.
Long; vice president, Harry M. Bray;
secretary-treasurer,
and
financial secretary,Ernest
Harry Stellings,
Palmer.
The other members of the local are
Maurice Whetsell, Robert Babrick, Virgil Grubb, Palmer Miller and Roy
Mr. Stellings sent P. M. O. for the
latest handbook, which he prizes as his
Queen.
bible on projection matters.
Venus Amusement Company
Formed at Gary, Indiana
exhibitors
Gary,Bikos,
Ind.,
A J. leading
OBRESHK
and inNick
have
combined
business
and •formed
the VenustheirAmusement
Company, Inc.., of which Mr. Obreshk is
president and Mr. Bikos vice president.
This company controls a chain of
seven theatres, which includes the Star
in Whiting, the Indiana, Venus, Gem,
Lyric, Cosmo and Royal in Gary, and
the Hegewisch, in Hegewisch, 111. The
Gem and Lyric, in Gary, were purchased
since the incorporation of the company.
Messrs Obreshk and Bikos have
adopted the policy of showing only the
best pictures at reasonable admissions.
Catherine Calvert Goes to Ince Studios.
Catherine Calvert passed through the
city last week on her way to the Ince
studios, where she will begin work on
"Americanism,"
a Famous
PlayersLasky
feature,
the ofdirection
Mr. Ince.
This isunder
the first
a series ofin
which
directionsheofwill
Mr. play
Ince.the lead, under the
Vivian Martin Pleases
Vivian
Martinat Orchestra
in "Louisiana"
drew
good
business
Hall during
the week of Monday, July 14. This is
considered her best work on the screen,
and
she won
a following
from
Orchestra
Hallquite
patrons.
The comedy,
the
"Unmovable
Guest,"
with
Flora
Finch, intractitwo
an added
on for thereels,
week was
of July
21. atFielder Joins "Big 4" Forces.
E. C. Fielder, who has been division
manager in the Middle West for the W.
W. Hodkinson Corporation for a year,
will resign that position to take up the
duties of sales manager and assistant
manager for the United Artists Corporation in the state of Ohio. His resignation takes effect July 26. He was
appointed to his new position by Ralph
O. Proctor, assistant general manager of
"Big. 4." His headquarters will be
intheCleveland.
Rupert Hughes Off to Culver City.
Rupert Hughes stopped in Chicago,
between trains, July 17, on his way to
Culver City, Cal., where "The Cup of
Fury,"
adapted
from hisforstory
of thatby
name, will
be produced
Goldwyn
the Eminent Authors' Pictures Corpora-
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co-operate with
-Mr. Hughes
tion.director
the
in thewillproduction of the MAY SELECT CENSOR COMMITTEE SOON
Siler Wanted in Chicago.
W.
P. Capes,
Secretary Personnel
of Mayors' Next
Conference,
Detectives are on the trail of E. E.
Hopes
to Announce
Week
Siler, a Chicago broker, who is wanted
censorship
was
advisable on account of
on a' warrant
charging
himof with
de- WTHI
Mayorbe the politics which
weeks will
nextoftwoSyracuse,
N theStone,
frauding Theodore
F. Brett,
the firm
Walter
would be sooner or
of Brett & Lenham, this city. Mr. Brett
in a position to announce the later injected, and which would work
e
chargescount Siler
with
having
failed
to
aca
distinct
hardship
against
the film promake-up
of
the
committe
which
will
ducer as well as the exhibitor.
for the 200 shares of stock in have within its province the settling, at
It is apparent, however, that the
least for the time being, of the sort
"The
Birth
of
a
Race"
picture,
which
were placed in his care for sale. Siler of censorship which in their opinion present agitation is either paving the
has left the city and was last heard of should prevail in New York State, and way toward the introduction of a cenin Indianapolis.
sorship bil at the next legislature, or of
the recommendations along this line
the atmosphere for the next
At the Randolph and Ziegfeld.
which will be made to the next legis- clearing
few
years
to come, by recommending to
Clara Kimball Young in "The Better lature.
the
legislature
that present day picW.
P.
Capes,
secretary
of
the
State
Wife,"
showed
to
good
business
at
the
tures
are
not
in need of further censorlast week.
next attraction
Mayors'
Conference,
todayor stated
that
ship and that the producers themselves,
already
had
some
eight
ten
names
atZiegfeld
this house
will beTheNorma
Talmadge he
which had been submitted to him for wise to the situation, will see to it that
in "The Way of a Woman" (Select.)
pictures which are turned out do not
consideration as members of the com- the
GavestTheatre
Me" drew
merit criticism which would eventually
Capes thehopes
to
receive
so"The
well Woman
at the Thou
Randolph
last more namesmittee. Mr.within
bring
the hardships of censorship.
next
week.
He
week that it has been held over for the will submit the list to Mayor Stone, who
succeeding week.
Mr.
Capes
returned
to his offi"c"e ofin this
city
today.
To a representative
the
will
mittee.choose the personnel of the com- Moving Picture World he stated that
Haas Is Head of Art Branch
According to Mr. Capes, the State with the exception of Corning, which
has tleenjoyed
Sunday
shows forthrough
some litMayors' Conference will go noandfurther
of Famous Players-Lasky
time council
past,
and
place
of the than to name the committee
a fewwhich
days ago decidedits
general ofmanage
NULTY,
JN. Easter
so far as cen- common
n studios
the r Famous before itsorshiptheexistssituation
approval
of their
in this State. It will to give official
tinuance. There
has been
littlecon-or
y
ation,
• Player
no suggestions to the committee nothing doing
ced a s-Lask
the personnel hasof make
change inCorpor
announ
among
the
cities
in setas
to
whether
or
not
censorship
is
the art department, necessitated by the needed, and if needed, the kind which
tling for themselves
the question of authorizing Sunday shows.
for Europe r of Richard Mur- should be recommended to the legisladepartureformerly
directo of the art and
phy,
GRANT.
technical department of the Famous ture. Cities Are Now Own Censors.
Players-Lasky , studios in Newt, York and
Fire
Marshal
Installs
Projector.
W. C. Menzies his assistan who have
Mr. Capes
is a member
the
of Al. Kaufman, in
gone to join the staff
H. H. Friedley, Indiana fire marshal,
Boardhimself
of Review
and has oftaken
charge of production with the Famous National
at the state house in Indianactive attitude along censor- with offices
s-Lasky British Producers, Ltd. _ ashiprather
Player
has purchased
matters
for
the
past
two
or
three
Robert M. Haas has been placed in years. Three years ago there was
chineapolis,for the
use of hisa projecting
department. macharge sistedofby W.thatE. department
and is as- adopted in this state a provision which
Plans are being completed for a series
Keller
in
architectual
the cities the individual right to of illustrated lectures on fire prevenwork. Associated with Mr. Haas is O. gives
pictures shown within their own and other
tion beforepublic
schools,
teachers'ininstitutes
O. Cecil, interior decorator and William censor
gatherings
the fall.
borders.
and Rochester are
Reilly, chief property man. Mr. Haas is doing this Syracuse
Several films devoted to fire prevennow, according to Mr. Capes,
a graduatesylvania,
of School
the ofUniversity
of
Penntion
subjects
will
be
added
to
the
equipthrough
their
commissioners
of
public
Architecture, and safety, who view any picture in the rement. Officials connected with the department
will
deliver
talks
in
connechad
a
number
of
years'
experience
in
spective
cities
before
it
is
shown,
protion
with
the
exhibitions.
designing and art work before becomviding that there has been any protest
with the Famous Players- made against
this picture, or in case
Laskying connected
Corporation.
that it has not been approved by the
National Board of Review. The scheme
is saidtory way.to be working out in a satisfacQuestions Before Committee.
Just where the proposed committee
will hold its first meeting is a matter
that will rest entirely with Mayor Stone.
Three
questions
committee.
Thesewillwillbe be:put up to the
"Is the National Board of Review covthe situation
todaywhatin betterment
a satisfactoryeringmanner,
and if not
is suggested? Are the penalties against
salacious
severeshould
enough,
ifincreased?
not, to pictur-es
what amount
they andbe
"Is there need of a state board of censorship in New York, and if so, how
large should be its personnel and what
should be the limitation of its powers?
"Should
the question
tutes amorally
good or ofbadwhat
film constibe left
to the community itself to decide, without regard to any previous attitude on
the part of the National Board of ReMayors Are Undecided.
view?"
Alma Rubens
Someencemembers
the Stateexpressed
Conferof Mayors ofrecently
Daniel Carson Goodman
WhoPathewill production
be "Paradiseof Annie"
in the
name
themselves
as
being
well
satisfied
in
Author
director with
of "Paradise
Annie,' leaving well enough alone, saying that
writtenCarson
and directed
bythatDaniel
a Patheandseen
Feature
Alma
Rubens,
Goodman.
across the page.
they did not believe a state board of
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Angeles
By A. H. GIERLER

and

to California Law Lengthens
Life of Actors' Contracts to Five Years
Councilhaveof been
Los Angeles
old
AN announcement
of in- City
sets that
erected toforhave
motion
terest to membersthat ofwillthebe moving
picture profession has been made picture purposes removed by order of
by Albert J. Kidder, Jr., a Los Angeles that body. The set erected on Sunset
attorney, regarding an amendment af- Boulevard in Hollywood and used by
fecting
employmentintocontracts
fornia,
which went
effect on inJulyCali21. D. W. Griffith in whichfilming
is no scenes
longer forin "Inuse
Heretofore, according to Attorney and which tolerance,"
has become
unsightly,
will
be the first to be ordered demolished if
Kidder, forniaanhas only
employment
contract
in
Calibeen enforceable against the suggestion is adopted.
a player for a period of two years from
Lehrman's Diffuser System
the
date
of
commencement
of employHenry Lehrman is equipping his new
ment.
This, however, was changed by the studio at Culver City with an ingenious
gives without
perfect proforty-third session of the legislature, diffuser system that
diffusers
the
held in 1919, and an amendment increas- necessity tectionof to the
a covered stage. Above the
ing the period from two to five years
went into effect on July 21.
center of the stage is a small A-shaped
Mr. Kidder says that the effect of this glass roof, under which all the diffusers
new law has made valid a considerable are pulled in case of rain, or when work
number of contracts of players who is finished at the end of the day. The
continued
in their
employment
beyond system fusers
is made
two setsallofmade
difmeeting inup theof center,
the date of
the 21st
that otherwise
so that they may be pulled in either
would
have
been
void,
or
if
not
void,
voidable and unenforceable if action to direction, so that light may be admitted
void them had been taken before the to any desired spot on the stage and
else. To keep out undesired
date the new amendment began func- nowhere
tioning. For instance, a player who has streaks of light, each diffuser is hung
anglea foot
and overlaps
its neighmade a contract for two years, with an at a slight
bors for about
on each side.
The
option on his services for three years
all in one contract, and who continued result is a stage covering that is absoThe
system
prolongs
his employment after July 21, can be the lifelutelyof light-tight.
great expanse of diffuser
compelled to finish the full term of five canvas, and a other
studio heads on the
years.
west
coast
are
plans for
Players executing contracts in the fu- using the system considering
on their open stages.
ture should take into consideration the
effect of the amendment and give carePlayers' Union Gives Dance.
ful thought to any contract whereby
At aat dance
the Players'
their services are to be required for Union
the old given
Horsleyby studio
at Main
more than two years.
and Washington streets last Saturday
City Asks Removal of Old Sets.
night
for
the
benefit
of
the
striking
teleA movement has been started by the
phone workers, more than a thousand
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Vicinity

members of the union and others were
present. The affair was designated as
an informal western dance, where conevening clothes
required.ventional
The Horsley
studio was
is at not
present
occupied by the Motive Motion Picture
Company,
road feature.which is making a big railMovie Dogs at Santa Barbara Show.
Among the famous movie dogs that
will probably be seen at the Dog Show
to be held in Santa Barbara on August
1 and 2, are Keystone Teddy, owned by
Mack Sennett; Killarney, Charles Ray's
terrier;
RoscoeSomeArbuckle's
and
many others.
of the filmLuke,
folk who
own dogs that are eligible for trophies
are Bessie
Barriscale,
Frederick, Tom Mix,
WallacePauline
Reid, Vivian
Martin, banksMargarita
Fisher, Douglas Fairand W. S. Hart.
Ince To Build Aviators' Lighthouse
Thomas H. Ince, whose recent prize
offer
a trans-Pacific
has
causedformuch
interest in air
flyingflight
circles,
has set aside the sum of $5,000 to build
a lighthouse
for aviators.
The lighthouse will be erected
on the Venice
field
and will bemountedsixty
feet
in
height
by a globe sixteen and
feetsur-in
diameter. Three thousand 10-watt
light's will
which
will bebe used
visiblein the
for illumination,
many miles
around. A nautical pennant at the top
of a 112-foot pole will be flown to show
the
aid toprevailing
aviators. air currents, as a further
Major Beith Leaves West
Major Ian Hay Beith, noted English
author, lecturer and soldier, left Los
Angeles
last week forsailNewforYork,
whereto
he will immediately
London

Panoramic View of the New Lehrman Studios in Los Angeles.
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report to military headquarters. During
Beith
his stay on the west coast Major
picturassisted Jeanie MacPherson in Admir"The
Barrie's
M.
izing Sir
Crichton" at the Lasky studio.
able James
his dishopesarmyto sosecure
Major Beith
that he may
charge from the
be free to devote at least part of his
time to motion pictures.
Home to Direct Pathe Serial.
recenthas just
W. Home,
James
J. Corbett
James
the who
has been engaged
for Universal,
serially completed
to produce a serial at the Astra studio
in Glendale for the Pathe program with
Warner Oland, Olga Grey and Eileen
Percy as the featured players.
Quinn Returns.
Quinn's
r of who
Quinn, onproprieto
J. A.Theatre,
has
Broadway,
Rialto
been in the east for several weeks in
the interests of an association for
better pictures, returned to his home in
Los Angeles on July 12 to remain only
a few days, when he will again depart
for New York to complete the organizaof a company
produceof pictiontures
according to that
the
standards
the will
better pictures
the return
of his
promotersment. After
trip,
from thismoveCanada
through
travelto the
now
one that
mission
similar will
onMr.a Quinn
takes him east.
Visitor From Kansas City
Nugent Exhibitors
C. Flynn, owner
the Firstin
National
Circuit offranchise
Kansas City and surrounding territory,
has been a visitor at several of the Los
Angeles studios during the past few
weeks.
Seymour Tally Off to New York
Seymour Tally, son of T. L. Tally,
vice-president
the 15First
National
Exhibitors, left of
on July
to attend
the
directors
meeting
of
the
First
Exhibitors that will be held National
in New
York on July 21.
Cosmo to Build New Studio.
The Cosmo Pictures Corporation has
announced,
that a new through
studio willa berepresentative,
built in the
near future for the company in Los
Angeles, on a site not yet decided upon.
While the studio is in course of construction, Jules Ratzkowski,
vice-president and director
of the company,
will
take a number of his players to Palestine and Egypt, where he will film a
special production. Mr. Ratzkowski left
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last week for New York, accompanied
by his wife
and daughter.
Ratzkowski has played
in variousMisspictures
produced by French and Italian
companies before France and Italy were
plunged inportantwar,
and sheproduction
will play anto im-be
filmed abroad.part inThethecompany
expects to
sail August 1 and to remain away five
months.
Stone Films Scenes in Wyoming.
Fred Stone, with his director, Frank
Borzage, and several members of his
company, including Vola Vale and Josie
Sedwick, made a trip to Cheyenne,
Wyoming, last week to participate in
the annual Frontier Day Celebration
held in that city from July 23 to 26.
Scenes of the various events in which
Stone took part will be incorporated in
his current film production.
Studio Shots
ined ofa
ORD atenterta
MARYparty PICKF
of friends
a preview
her newest picture for the First
rs, "The
National
Exhibito
the
Brunton
studio
one Hoodlum
evening," lastat
week.
Vera Lewis is taking the part of Molly
in "Lombardi, Ltd.," now being filmed at
Metro.
Mabel Normand started work last
week as a circus waif in a new Goldwyn
production.
Among the film players who attended
the Seattle motion picture convention
were Bessie Love, Fay Tincher, Frank
Keenan and Wallace Reid.
Art Acord, who was recently divorced
from Edith Sterling, was married last
week to Miss Edna Nores, of Pasadena.
Louis King, who has been playing in
Fox productions, is now a member of
the Gale Henry Model Comedy Company.
Bessie Love will begin work on an
Irish story written for her by Gerald
C. Duffy, immediately upon her return
to
tion.Vitagraph from the Seattle convenMrs. Alma Fern Carey has applied for
a divorce from Harry Carey, Universal
star.
Henry Walthall will soon be working
in "The Kentucky Colonel," his next
National production following "The
Confession."
The film
rights to "Overland
Red," se-by
Henry
been
curedHerbert
by GoldwynKnibbs,
for WillhaveRogers.

They Will Be Operated as a Community Production Center.
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Production
on
"The
Pleasant
Devil,"
the first of the Lew Cody productions
for
began atlasttheweek.
Louis Gasnier
studioPathe,
in Glendale
Al
Green,
of
the
Marshall
NeilanHyland
staff
of directors, will direct Peggy
in a Foxsence in Europe.
feature during Mr. Neilan's abThe Universal
defeated the Thos. H.CityIncebaseball
nine inteam
a score
of 5 to 4 at Vernon last Sunday.
George Beban is making preparations
to begin production on his second independent Mayo
venture. is playing an importChristine
ant role in "Fair and Warmer," in support of MayHochberg
Allison. has been appointed
Charles
film editor of the forthcoming Lehrman
comedies for the First National Exhibitors.
Rupert Hughes is expected at the
Goldwyn plant in Culver City within a
few days to supervise the filming of his
story,ture t"The
Cup byof theFury,"
the first
picmade
Eminent
Authors
Pictures,o be Inc.
Jack andMower,
Eileen
Percy,are Doris
Pawn
Kathleen
Kirkham
cast
in important parts in the new Lew Cody
picture for Pathe.
J. Warren
Kerrigan's
picture
under
the Robert
Bruntonsecond
management
lias been given the title of "The Joyous
Tom Geraghty
severedB.hisMayer
connection with thehas Louis
Company,
to
accept
an
offer
on
editorial staff at the Lasky studio. the
A ard
sonMcConville,
was bornscenario
to the writer,
wife ofonBernJuly
10.Liar."
Earle Williams began production last
week on a new Vitagraph feature enThe Black
story bytitled "OnHilliard
Booth.Gate," from the
Thomas Meighan has gone to Pittsburgh to visit his mother, who is seriously il .
Marguerite Clark and her husband,
H. Palmerston Williams, spent last
week-end at Catalina.
Kathlyn Williams will play an important part in Marguerite
Clark's new picNamed Mary,"
filmed ture,at"A Girl
the Morosco
studio. now being
Sarah Y. Mason, of the Brentwood
scenario department, has organized a
feminine Ping Pong club, which she
hopes will become a formidable rival of
Brentwood's masculine golf club.
Clara Kimball Young returned from
New York last week, and is getting
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"Eyes of Youth," at her
to film
readystudio
in Glendale.
new
Winifred Westover
is spending a vaSan Francisco since finishing
her wor<<cation in in the recent William S. Hart
picture.
Harvey Thew, photoplaywright and
continuity writer, has become a free
lance.
Larry Semon, with Lucille Carlisle as
his Trouble,"
leading lady, is Big
producing
"A Heap
of
comedy.
The Marya new
Pickford V Company,
in
charge of Director Sydney Franklin, has
gone to Big Bear to make scenes for
"Heart
the Hills."
Eugeneof Pallette
has been signed up by
Metro to play with May Allison in
"Fair
and
Warmer."
Eddie Flannagan and Neely Edwards
will soon begin on the fifth of the Hall
Room Boys series of comedies at the
National studios under the direction of
Harry Edwards.
Geraldine Farrar and her husband,
Lou
Santa Tellegen,
Barbara, spent
going last
by week-end
motor fromin
Culver City.
Vivian Martin, who has just finished
"His
Official Fiancee," at the Lasky
studio,
vacation.has departed for New York on a
Frederick Malatesta, of the Metro
company, is one of three candidates for
the appointment of consul in Los
Angeles
the Italian will
government.
Wallaceby MacDonald
play opposite
Marguerite Clark in "A Girl Named
W. Christy Cabanne will direct Lew
Mary."
Cody in his first Astra-Pathe picture,
"The
PeggyPleasant
Wood Devil."
will return to New York
to fill a stage engagement as soon as
her work in the Will Rogers picture for
Goldwyn is completed.
Louis J. Gasnier is planning to start
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a serial early in August in which Olga
Grey, Warner Oland and Eileen Percy
will be featured.
James
Kirkwood,
ing pictures
for thewhopasthastwobeenor directthree
years, will play one of the principal
roles in a coming Allan Dwan production.
Spitzer,inofAugust,
Bulls-Eye,
to Nat
San H.Francisco
to lookwillovergo
the Bay city with the idea of possibly
building
Williama studio
Farnumthere.and his company
have returned
from a three
week'sAfter
loca-a
tion stay at Catalina
Island.
few days'
work
at
the
studio
the
company will go to Balboa Beach to make
shipwreck scenes for "The Wings of
theHalMorning."
Rosson, former cameraman, just
recently landed in New York with the
overseas forces from France, has been
engaged
Allan
Dwan.as cameraman by wire for
Jay
Mulhauser,
Cohen
and Harris,
is nowformerly
writingwithtitles
for
Bulls-Eye productions.
Opens Atlanta Exchange for Realart.
Like a home coming was the return
on Julyager 17for Realart
of Ben F.Pictures
Simpson, tofield
manAtlanta.
Four years
ago
and
for
some
time
previously, Mr. Simpson represented George
Kleine
in
the
Southern
territory.
The
result was that his arrival last week took
liim back among many friends.
After several days in Atlanta establishstianlginagna manager,
exchange for
init isRealart
expectedand that
Mr. Simpson will return North.
to this time, exchanges
Realart's fieldat manager
hasUp established
Boston,
Buffalo, Pittsburgh, Washington and Atlanta.
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
written from the screen — not press books.

Arthur Loew and Mildred Zukor, Whose Engagement Was
Recently Announcel.
Arthur Loew is the son of Marcus Loew, and Miss Zukor is the daughter of
Adolph Zukor.
Two
great
houses— —will
one an exhibiting
and the other a
producing corporation
under the
samesoon
root. be represented
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Buffalo's Academy Theatre
Sold to Western Syndicate
l Buffalo,
one
institutions
oldest theatrica
Academy
THEofin the
State, has been sold
York Theatre,
New
to a Western syndicate, represented by
on
theatre the
first called
The was
S.theLevy,
street site
Mainof Detroit.
Metropolitan and was built in 1864. Five
years afterward, it was named the
Academy of Music. The building burned
was rebuilt and
September 1, 1895.
ma Ituntil
melodra
housed
s took
years
it overtheten MarkBrock interest
the new management the
ago. Under
Academy will be a burlesque house
showing plays on the second Columbia
wheel.
At present the house is presenting feature motion
picture
plays
andforstock
musketches.
housemanaged
the bypast
severalsicalyears
hasThebeen
J.
H.
Michael who came to Buffalo from
Detroit.
The Academy will close Sunday night,
July 27, for a two week period, during
which it will be redecorated and renovated and will reopen August 23. It is
possible that the Mark-Brock interests
may move their Academy shows to another downtown house, but nothing defition. nite has been decided on this proposiUniversal Resumes Use
of Studios in New Jersey
dument
ce in the
UNIVERSAL
isEast.
oncetheThis
more
toof prowas made
weekannounceJuly
20 at the Universal home office.
Tarkington
Baker,
Universal's
general
manager,
announcement,
states thatwhothemade
entirethe studio
is to be
overhauled and re-equipped with all
modern appliances, including a new
heating plant. It has been some time
since Universal produced at the Fort
Lee
in thestudio,
East. which is one of the largest
The
plan
of producing
at the Fort Lee
studio has been
under consideration
for
some time by Universal officials. The
plans as outlined now are to produce a
number of short features there, especially comedies, which will be made
under
Baker. the supervision of Tarkington
Work on the new comedies is exstartnewthiscomedies
week and
details ofpected tothe
to befurther
made
there
will
be
made
known
within a
short time.
In opening the Fort Lee studio again
Universal will have studio space to let
for any other producing company that
may wish the use of an Eastern studio.
Krows Joins Vitagraph.
George Randolph Chester, Vitagraph
production editor, has by special arenlisted the
of Arthur Edwinrangement
Krows,
who services
will adapt
for
the screen
several
literary
works
purchased by Vitagraph.
Mr. Krows was for a number of years
associated
with Winthrop
at theof
Little Theatre.
He is theAmes
author
several works dealing with the theatre
and the screen. His first work for Vitagraph is the Woman,"
screen adaptation
of story,
"The
Winchester
a magazine
now being produced
under
the direction
of Wesley
with Alice Joyce in
the
stellar Ruggles,
role.
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Visit World
of Firm's
to Europe
Convinces
Them
Looks Heads
to America
for Entertainment
W
illiam
Fox,
who
is a pioneer in the
for
d
gn deman
THEAmeristron
can-mgadeforeimotion
pictures is foreign field and who from the first has
adopted
the
policy
of
dealing direct and
wide
ated
polillustr by the worldicy of distribution which has just been cutting out the middleman, has found
adopted by Fox Film Corporation. This that this policy is more satisfactory.
New York Department.
policy is the result of requests for Fox
pictures from all parts of the globe.
In New York the Fox foreign departWilliam Fox, head of Fox Film Corment
carries a corps of seventy-six, of
poration, and Winfield
Sheehan,
gen- whom forty-six
are pictures
experts onand foreign
eral manager,
recently R.went
to Europe
relations
in motion
thirty
to survey the foreign situation. They have a command
foreign languages.
found that the return of peace had left In the new Fox ofbuilding
is to
the entire civilized world looking toward opened at Fifty-fifth and which
Fifty-sixth
the United States not only for food and streets and Tenth avenue, special
emother supplies, but for entertainment.
phasis will be placed upon the foreign
department. A large section is to be
Seventeen Foreign Offices.
foreign interests in motion
Investigation made by Mr. Fox and set aside for
and here will be reference
Mr. Sheehan caused them to arrange for pictures,
rooms,
des!<s
foreign visitors, and
important
extension
their were
foreignopened
ser- stenographers for
to ta.<e dictation in any
vice. Sixteen
branch ofoffices
department
be conabroad and three in Canada. Thus the language.ducted as aThisspecial
feature will
of the
Fox
Fox corporation was put in touch with
foreign
buyers
and
exhibitpractically every corner of the globe, serviceors, sofor
that their visits to New York
and
thus
the
Fox
plan
for
contact
with
exhibitors all over the world realized. may be made as agreeable as possible.
In two specialforeign
projection
rooms will
atEight men at present are handling the
department
Fox foreign
super- be showntached to the
pictures titled according to
vision of Mr.interests,
Fox andunderMr. theSheehan.
the Fox
languages
the countries
They are Abraham
rep- the
interestof intend
to featurein which
them.
resentative of Fox Carlos,
Film general
Corporation
and supervisor of the foreign exchanges,
headquarters Paris; Ernest Reed, man- All United Artists' Sales
aging director for the United Kingdom;
Managers Now Appointed
Fred W. Lange, foreign manager for
Fox Film Corporation ; Joseph R. Dar- THE seventeen sales managers to
head the distributing depots of
ling, foreign representative; Joseph P.
United Artists Corporation have
Ryan,ica,district
manager
South; Alberto
Amerheadquarters
BuenosforAires
all been appointed. This week Hiram
Rosenwald, manager for Brazil, head- Abrams named the last three lieutenquarters Rio de Janeiro ; Aquileo C.
required
to round and
out the
Calve, manager for Central America, Four's"ants stillsales
organization
the "Big
enheadquarters Mexico City; Sidney E.
tire staff is now
in operation
through
Abel, foreign representative.
seventeen
offices.
The Fox foreign chain is to be further theJ. company's
Luckett goes to the Dallas office,
increased. The new offices will be es- J. F.E.Brett
goes to Minneapolis and M.
tablished inaddition to the sixteen just C. Coyne to Atlanta.
added and all will be based on the idea
Mr. Luckett, who goes to Dallas, is a
of direct contact with the exhibitor. native of Richmond. Ya. He was orig-
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inally a newspaper man in Washington,
D. C, agerandof thethenColumbus
became owner
and
manTheatre in that
city.
four years
has represented
D. W. ForGriffith
in thehe handling
of the
Griffith
productions.
Mr. iencBrett
has
actual
theatre
e as a basis for the handling ofexperfilm
rental. For seven years he was general
manager of the South Side Theatres
Company,theChicago,
well as
owning
Monroe,managing
Marlowe, asWindsor
Parle, Independent, Victoria, Rich, Ellis,
Apollo
and President
theatres.
Leavingas
the theatre
field Mr. Brett
embarked
a film salesman and advanced to managerial positions in several of the larger
companies.
Atlanta will have a native of the
South
charge ofof M.
its "Big
Four" office,
in
the inperson
C. Coyne.
For
eight years Mr. Coyne was in the theatrical
field
doing
advance
work
and
looking after the business interests of a
number of the largest companies in the
"legitimate"
He operated
an independent filmfield.
exchange
for a time
and
later became
D.
W.
Griffith's
representative in the south-eastern territory.
Holt Does Thrilling Stunt
in Robertson-Cole Film
gather at thesociety
Midwick
Country
CALIFORNIA'S
leaders
who
Club
near Pasadena
tomed to thrills
but none arehasaccusever
equalled
that during
was their's
recently the
whensensation
Jack Holt,
the
filming of "The Woman Michael Marrutediedby", aExhibitors
Robertson-Cole
feature
distribMutual, staged a fall
from a fast traveling mount during a
game
of
polo.
The death-defying fall was recorded
by threeences willcameras,
receive sothethat
samepicture
thrill audithat
was conveyed the elite of California at
the Pasadena club when Holt slipped
from his pony, crashed to the ground
and was nearly crushed under the feet
of the mounts racing down the field in
pursuit of the white ball.
Henry Kolker directed the picture.

North, South, East, West Fall Within the Distribution Compass of the Corps of Fox Film.
Her(k^iesomlroreign
of.the representative;
men who represent
the various
fields: Topforeign
row, left
to right: and
AlbertA. Carlos,
Rosenvald,
manager
in Brazil; Paris,
Joseph R
waningbottom
Fred
Lange, manager
department;
general
representative.
row, kidney
Joseph A.P. Abel,
Ryan, special
South W.American
districtandmanager;
Ernestspecial
Reed,representative,
managing director.
representative;
A. C. Calvo,
Mexico United
City. Kingdom-
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GOLDWYN HAS BIG EXPLOITATION CORPS
Fourteen Field Service and Publicity Men Are
Engaged with Seven More Shortly Joining Staff
on to all the men in the field with
RECENT
announcement
by thefollowed
Gold- itsuggestions
wyn organization
has been
for local application. In
by the appointment of fourteen this way the press and service man will
exploitation and publicity men who are be the personal representative of the
already at their desks in the Goldwyn Goldwyn office among local newspapers
branch offices. By July 29 seven more and magazines, and the personal adverwill begin work, and the entire staff
tising
adviser to the indiwill be under the general direction of
vidualand publicity
Goldwyn exhibitor.
Charles
D.
Isaacson,
who
has
appointed
Distribution
of
Material.
Morton Blumenstock to assist him in
The will
plan take
of the
home
departments
keeping the men in the field informed of which
care
of
men in the
the plans of the organization and to field is so organized that the
service
and exsupply tation
themmatterwith
publicity
and
exploiploitation
matter
will
be
furnished
for the various Goldwyn the present service department, underby
productions.
the direction of Hunt Stromberg, who
Force Is Co-ordinated.
will give his material to Mr. Isaacson.
It will then reach his assistant, Mr.
According to the ideas outlined by Blumenstock
for final distribution to
Mr. Isaacson, the duties of the men in
service and press men in the
the field will, on the one hand, bring the
branches.
In
a similar way, press mathem in personal contact with Goldwyn
terialwhicharising
inunder
the the
homedirectorship
editorial of-of
exhibitors, and on the other, with the
fice,
is
newspaper and other advertising and
will
be
sent
to
Mr. Isaac-to
publicity mediums in their particular Ralphson,Block,
who will distribute it according
districts. Besides consulting with the
individual exhibitor as to the best meth- the plan outlined.
od to pursue in exploiting a particular
Bret to Title Lee Kiddies Comedy.
picture, the individual press and service
Tom Bret has been engaged by Lou
men will be equipped to offer to the Rogers,
president of the Rogers Film
exhibitor the experience of every other
and KathGoldwyn press man in the organization Corporation,
erine
Lee
in presenting
a series ofJane
two-reel
comRegular Reports.
edy playlets, to write the titles for the
A series of daily and weekly reports, entire series of pictures. Mr. Bret has
embodying suggestions and plans has had a long experience in this angle of
been ficeinstituted
the stream
home of-of the business.
will receive whereby
a constant
information from the branches regardFilmingcastRoche
WithBig an"U"all-star
headedNovel.
by Ora
ing the feasibility
publicity
ad- Carew
and Darrel Foss, Arthur Somers
vertising methodsof and
otherstunts,
material
which will be of interest to a Gold- Roche's melodramatic mystery novel of
wyn exhibitor anywhere. This matter
life is now feature
being made
into a sixreel underworld
by Universal.
will come to Mr. Isaacson, who will pass crook

Francis Ford Has a Few Sharp Remarks Addressed at Him in
"The Mystery
of '13'."
This one
so well serial's
directed,
but it might
fromwasn't
the Burston
andhave
she been
doesn'tworselook— inlikethisa scene
"cutting" fifth
kindepisode,
of a girl,
either.
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Scandinavia Builds Five
Motion Picture Houses
aces erected
America
THE scores
of throughout
motion picture
palin recent years to provide the
proper sort of presentation for motion
pictures have encouraged foreign exhibitors to compete with their American
brothers in providing artistic theatres.
This isnavianespecially
countries. true in the ScandiOne of their finest examples of modern motion picture theatre is the Balladian of Stockholm. This magnificent
picture house is controlled by Lars
Bjorck, oneandof the
exhibitorsFilmof
Sweden,
the leading
Scandinavisk
Central. It has a seating capacity of
1.200 and was erected at a cost of 3,000,000 kroner, or approximately $850,000 in
American money. Here Paramount and
Artcraft pictures are shown regularly,
each
week'sor program
consisting
Paramount
Artcraft
feature, anofas-a
sortment of short
subjects.
Another modern motion picture
house is the Palads Theatre of Copenhagen, which shows Paramount and
Artcraft productions frequently. The
World Cinema, Circus Variete, of Coone of Denmark's
most
sightly andpenhagen isalso
attractive
motion picture
theatres. Paramount and Artcraft pictures
are
exhibited
there
practically
every week.
Hampton Picks Strong Cast
for Blanche Sweet Picture
NO signed
sooner thehadcontract
Joseph with
D. Hampton
Blanche
Sweet to appear under his mana
g
e
m
e
n
t
,
a
n
d
with
Pathe
Exchange,
Inc. for distribution, than he selected a
strong supporting cast.
Miss Sweet's initial production as already announced will be "A Woman of
Pleasure," from the London melodrama
by James
Willard, ofanditsselected
particularly on account
tense dramatic
values, unusual plot and stirring action.
Wallace Worsley directs the feature
under
Mr. Oakman,
Hampton'sWesley
supervision.
Wheeler
Barry, Wilfred Lucas, Walter Perry and Carmen.
Phillips, will be in the supporting cast.
Briggs Supervises His Comedies.
So that he will be sure the atmosphere which he has made famous in his
cartoons will be preserved in his motion,
pictures, Clare A. Briggs, the cartoonist, supervises every one of the Paramount-Briggs Comedies, which are
screen adaptations of the stories told
in the Briggs cartoons.
Mr.ing Briggs
of every
workday at thespends
Ideal part
Studio,
in Hudson
Heights, N. J., where the ParamountBriggs Comedies are produced, working
in the closest co-operation with John
William
tures. Kellette, director of the picMajor Beith Returns to London.
Major Ian Hay Beith, noted British
author and playwright, has deserted
the Los Angeles film colony and is now
en route to London, where he will report for military duty. During his stay
in southern California, Major Beith has
been a member of Cecil B. De Mille's
literary staff in the production of "Male
and Female (Created He Them)."
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GRIFFITH'S
"THE
FALL
OF
BABYLON'
Novel Combination of Screen and Stage Forms Entertainment Which Includes Dancing and Singing and
Reveals Impressive Replica of Early Civilization
M.
the enemy brings up battering-rams,
the George
ion , atMonday
By Edward Weitzel
product
THECohan
Theatre
evening,
towerstion, andandhurlother
of destrucstonesengines
and arrows
at the
,"
of "Thenumber
Fall of ofBabylon
of
Bel
because
the
Babydefenders
of
the
city.
The
markedJulythe21,second
the D. High Priest
lonians worship Ishtar, Goddess of Love, Girl takes her place near theMountain
Prince
W. Griffith repertory season in
New
is
also
disclosed.
with with
the best
of his
York. The theatre was crowded by a
During a feast given by Belshazzar and
men.fights
The equally
act ends
the defeat
body nentoffilmspectat
mades and
up ofthepromito his favorite, Attarea, the action is of the Persians.
ntative
represeors
usual transferred
the screen to the stage
Big onFeature.
first nighters that are to be found at by a clever from
of theseemslights,an
WhenKyras
the Dance
curtain arises
the second
the principal Broadway openings. There
the dancearrangement
which follows
act, the stage represents a hall in a
were none of the special decorations, and
appropriate part of the story. It is Babylonian palace in which a number
attractively costumed ushers and smell called
the shawl dance, and, as per- of handmaidens assist in a characterof incense which greeted the spectator
istic dance led by Betty Kaye. A solo
formed
Kyra, and
is adexterity.
remarkable exduringms;"
the engagement ofment
"Broken
hibition byof grace
is also introduced in the same surroundBlosso
but
the
manage
had
ings. The other stage number is the
Mountain Girl Fights with Men.
promised a style of entertainment that
"Danceis even
of Undulation"
given bythanKyra.
tion of movwas ingentirely
new,
a
combina
The
second
screen
episode
shows
the
This
more remarkable
her
pictures, singing and dancing which
of Cyrus, King of the Persians, first exhibition, and it received the
should help to interpret the story shown camp
and
reveals
his
determination
to
overheartiest
applause
of
the
evening.
It
m
on the screen. The progra gives the
Babylon with the help of his is a weirdly fascinating performance,
synopsis of the entertainment as follows : army. throw
Then
comes
a
love
scene
beAct I.
the
dancer's
imitation
of
the
movements
tween the mountain girl and a young of. a pair of serpents being realistic
OX THE STAGE
to make some spectators more
Betty Kaye poet, whose suit was looked upon with enough
ON Introduction
THE SCREEN
favor by the girl until the prince won reconciled to the dry laws.
her heart. The two are sitting by the
Babylon — "The glory of kingdoms, the side,
Rush of Army of Cyrus.
of the road during the scene as
the Chaldees' excellency."
ONbeauty
THE ofSTAGE
The remaining screen episodes show
the action is again changed to the stage,
Shawl Dance
KYRA and
a duet is introduced, sung by Mar- the Feast of Belshazzar, the sending of
ON THE SCREEN
Samuel Critcherson, the poet with a message to Cyrus by
Theoverthrow
High Priests
conspire with Cyrus made upgaret asFrittztheandcharacters
just shown.as the High Priest that he will open the
to
Belshazzar.
This effect is not as successful
ON THE STAGE
great gate, the mad race of the Mountain Girl in a chariot after the poet,
the
dancing,
the
singing
not
blending
Duet — "Love.
Love,
Love".
.
.Margaret
Fritts and Samuel Critcherson properly with the feeling engendered
that never-to-be-forgotten onrush of
ON THE SCREEN
by
the
shadow
drama.
The
closing
epithe
army
Cyrusdevised),
(the greatest
specThe hordes of Cyrus descend on Babylon.
sode of the first act is full of movetacular of
effect ever
the entrance
ment and interest, as the army of Cyrus of the Persians into the city, and the
INTERMISSION OF TEN MINUTES
attacks the city of Belshazzar and the overthrow of the Babylonians. ConAct a.
soldiers on both sides fight with the
trary tothetheMountain
ending ofGirlthe isoriginal
verON THE STAGE
sion,
not killed,
greatest bravery. The massive walls
A Hall in Babylon. Ensemble.
of Babylon are lined with troops and but accepts the love of the poet and
Song — "The Mountain Maid". .Margaret
Fritts
ON THE SCREEN
Persian
Army
is
repulsed
by
the
Babylonians.
ON THE STAGE
of Undulation KYRA
ONDance
THE SCREEN
The
Feast
of Belshazzar
is at its height
when Babylon
falls.
It is generally known that "The Fall
of
Babylon" episodes
is an amplification
of the
Babylonian
used in the Griffith
spectacle,
"Intolerance."
The
curtain
rises on a totally dark stage. Out of
the gloom a globe representing the earth
gradually appears, the figure of a woman
typifying ancient Babylon, showing
among the clouds above it. Upon this
globe is thrown a series of moving pictures illustrating the life of today in
the greatest city of the western world.
This scene — the introduction of the program—fades from view and is followed
by the lonian
firststory. screen episode of the BabyFidelity in Ancient Settings.
The mighty city on the Euphrates,
in the year 539 B. C., with its varied
activities of peace and war which has
been reproduced with such marvelous
fidelity, is contrasted with the civilization of the twentieth century, and is
the scene of the love of the Mountain
Girl for Prince Belshazzar after he has
Glimpse
the Pagan
Power and Beauty in "The Fall of Babylon."
saved her from being sold in the Mar- Alfred APaget
is seenof his
here
as Belshazzar
D. W.Cohan
Griffith
production, the second
repertory
scheduleIn the
at the
Theatre.
riage Market. The jealousy of the great
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something new and to add to the scope
Testimonials
of the screen. The atmospheric back- Governors'
Aid Cleveland Tax Repeal
grounds he used with sub-titles and
scenes
have again
been
utilizedin in"Broken
this Blossoms"
picture, and
of given
states
THE governors
expressions
by concerning
thirty-five
demonstrate their artistic value.
education
value
of the
screen on
Constance Talmadge Delights.
of the recent visit to AmerConstance Talmadge, as the Mountain the occasion
ica
of
Charles
Pathe,
was
a
big
factor
Girl, improves on being reintroduced.
defeating the proposition to tax the
The new version gives her considerably inmotion
picture theatres of Cleveland.
more to do and she does it all with
Strong opposition, to which a number
that delightful independence and charm
of person which won her so much praise of clergymen
tors, developedwere
to theenergetic
plan to contributake the
when she was first seen in the part.
the film theatres, but the comTully Marshall as the High Priest, tax of mittee
the exhibitors went
Elmer Clifton as the poet, Alfred Paget ahead with representing
the argument and won. In
as Belshazzar, Seena Owen as Attarea,
theCouncil
tax ordinance,
Cleve-in
and George Stegmann as Cyrus, also repealing
land
City
went on the
record
benefit by better acquaintance.
recognizing
the
screen
as
a
powerful
It
is
interesting
to
find
among
the
in the education of all classes
minor names of the cast those of Alma instrument
of all ages.
Rubens, Mildred Harris and Pauline andGovernor
Cox, of Ohio, was among
Stark.
the executives who gave expression of
the high regard with which they held
the
cinema, ofsaying:
remarkable
FAY TINCHER LEADS SEATTLE PARADE
development
motion "The
photography
has
been given no better exposition than
Accompanied by Squad of Horsemen She Opens
in the portrayal of world events in the
Northwest Convention with Revolver Salvos
In a letter of appreciation to Paul
Studio in Los Angeles, Brunet,
the main streets of to the Christie will
and general
manNG through
RIDISeattle
make
personal
apager ofvice-president
Pathe, Sam Bullock,
executive
on a fiery pony and accom- Miss Tincher
making."
s at the Clemmer Theatre in secretary
paniedn by Chief of Policed Warren Seattle, andpearancewill
of
the
exhibitors,
says
:
also
stop
in
Portland,
and a squadro of his mounte officers
plea, prepared as above stated, "Our
and
in wild Western garb, Fay Tincher, Tacoma, San Francisco and other large sole
supplemented
by our
governmental
testi-in
cities
along
the
Pacific
Coast.
Comof
gun
opening
the
fired
Christie star,
mony
regarding
screen
value
pleting
her
tour
in
San
Francisco,
Miss
ion
est
Film
the convent of the Northw
will go to Sacramento, where educational war work was, 'You cannot
Trade Board by her spectacular entry Tincher
institution.'of
she will be taken to Los Angeles in an legally tax ofan theeducational
into the city.
strong opposition
Miss Tincher was met at the train by airplane of the Syd Chaplin Aircraft aRegardless
of clergymen, the Cleveland
Corporation, piloted by Lieut. Howard citynumber
the Chief of Police and his escort; Jack Wells.
fathers
went uponthus
record
and reLannon, of Greater Features, Inc.;
pealed the ordinance,
recognizing
L. O. Lukan, president of the Northwest
the educative value of the sometimes
Change
Title
of
Vitagraph
Film.
Film Board; W. J. Drummond, directordespised movie.
The title
of Gladys
Leslie's
next Vitageneral
"Your States
rostergovernors
of someattesting
thirty-five
feature
has been
changed
from United
son, sonofof the
the convention;
noted Seattle Teddy
mayor,HanOle graph
the
Hanson,bilesand
a long
parade
ofexhibitors
automo- "Belinda Puts Her Hair Up" to "The screen's value in this respect is a 'knockcontaining
the
leading
Girl
Woman."
The
play
was
taken
from
out.'
We
should
go
to
Washington
upon
and film men of the Northwest. The the story by A. Van Buren Powell, un- this basis for a repeal of movie taxes.
der the title of "Belinda Puts Her Hair
Tincher
through
streets ofparade
Seattlepassed
with the
chief theof Up," but Vitagraph felt that the original No other business can make such a
title, attractive as it was, did not fit the
police and Miss Tincher firing dozens picture
to convey
of cartridges and "putting the show on the ideaasofit ahadlighta tendency
comedy. The play,
Universal Makes Plans.
quite the contrary, is serious drama.
Train
Held
Up.
wild."
Five Universal stars will be featured
On the eve of the big convention, the
Universal
Sells
Supply.
Christie star was entertained by Jack
thirty-four special attracThe entire supply department of in at tionsleast
within the
year isLaemmle,
the anLannon,officials
J. T. Sheffield
W. W. KoK, Universal Exchange, 118 West
nouncement,coming
made by Carl
feldt,
of GreaterandFeatures,
and Branch
street, Oklahoma City, has been Universal's
on July 17 by Alexander Pantages, in Second
president,
late
last
week.
The
announcement
states
that
there
plea."
sold to the Kelley Theatre Supply Deanhomeimpromptu
party ofon his
the circuit.
stage of the city.
partment, North
7
Dewey street, of that will be four Monroe Salisbury attracoffice theatre
tions, eight pictures in which Mrs. Seswas given
sendoffMiss
fromTincher
Los Angeles
on athegreat
northern
sue Hayakawa
(Tsuru Aoki)
will beMacfeawith eight
Mary
trip when her train out of Southern
Alma Rubens in "Paradise Annie."
Laren intured, sixtheattractions
leading role,
dramas
California was held up at the Newhall
Alma
Rubens,
in
"Paradise
Annie,"
will
starring
Harry
Carey,
the
Western
star,
soon be released by Pathe. Dan Carson
Tunnel,boys,where
forty of completing
her own cowand
picturescompleted
for James hisJ. Corstill on location
the Goodman has written the story.
bett, selected
who recently
first
remaining scenes of her newest Christie
'!. 'in ' i ; ' ■!ir,nr ■:' :: -i: -i1- ■"■ ■ ^
:ni:''i^ serial production.
Special,
"Dangerous
Nan
McGrew,"
roped formtheand presented
star on theherobservation
platwith a diamond
| "Calling Up a Fog—
horseshoe pin.
Binney to Begin Screen Work
The balance
of the trip north
was comNight" | Constance
Constance Binney will attempt to
pleted under difficulties.
A wreck
near B — And a"a Moonlight
series
of
scenes
as
thor§j
"steal"
time
enough from her appearAshland,lowed Ore.,
the first ofhold-up,
fol- g oughly English as the chimney- g
by the was
quarantine
the train
ances nowin "39playing
East," atthethecurrent
stage success
gH potsIt's of notPortman
Square."
at
Portland,
when
a
case
of
smallpox
veryfollow
often a youdirector
get ||g Theatre in New York, to Maxine
make herElliott
first
was discovered on board.
M
a
chance
to
Miss Tincher was featured at the clos- g through a production from rehear- §j production for Realart. She will make
ing affair of the convention when she
to final cutting.
the start
by beginning
work ofonthe"Erstled the grand ball with Governor Hart g§ hal"Watching
whilecessful
Susan,"
picturization
sucFitzmaurice in Ac- g
stageaplay
of the same
name,
of thenal honor
Statecame
of Washington.
This
sigg
tion"
is
just
what
you
want
—
a
g
which
served
Mrs.
Fiske
as a starring
as a surprise to the g story by Edward Weitzel on the g vehicle for a few seasons ago.
star, who was completely overwhelmed
Production will be started at her New
of Elsie(on page
Ferguson's
by
ovation
given her by the film gg making
Society Exile"
683). "A g York studios on Monday, July 28, under
men theof the
Northwest.
the
direction of John S. Robertson.
Before leaving the territory to return
674
goes
with him to her old home in the
mountains.
Romance Does Not Strongly Grip.
Separated from the other stories of
"Intolerance"
the
Mountain Girl and
builttheup character
into a starofpart,
it is now possible to get a correct line
on the human interest in "The Fall of
Babylon."
Like most
stories in which
the spectacular
predominates,
romance does not take
a very strongits grip
on the spectator. Its theme is the fall
of Babylon, and the fate of a nation
is what fills the mind, not the outcome
of a single love affair. Just how far
such a combination of screen and stage
inin the
story may
be carriedto
the telling
future ofita would
be foolish
conjecture; but there is still room for
improvement.
The novelty
mend it, and ofD. the
W. method
Griffith will
is tocom-be
applauded for his willingness to try
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Abound
Opportunities
Neglected
in
Undervaluing
the Press Book
distributors maintain a large and expenfurbooks
press
the
WE find innished to exhibito
By Walter K. Hill
rs by
Famous
sive system ofstories
"firing"
mats,
of allpictures,
sorts broadPlayers-Lasky as series of "Ques- Ask him whether he wants them in electroscast toand
the
photoplay
editors.
This
per- electro or mat form.
that arecingso some
tions
amounts to the same thing as the much
that weAsked"
are reprodu
tinentOften
of them here and now for the benefit
Illustrations Are Very Important.
vaunted
"national
advertising"
some
distributors talk so much about. The
of picture-showmen who do not receive
Judge sonally
for yourself
not per-of elephant hunt is conducted with birdthem direct from F. P.-L. ; and because
attracted by— are
the you
presence
they are of sufficient importance to the illustrations
a news story or novelette shot rammed into the weapon of "degeneral promotion of the business of that your eyein strikes
in the papers
Communities of only a few thousand
exhibiting photoplays that the space you read? So will upon
it be with your struction."
(sometimes as limited as 2,000) have
occupied would seem to be well em- patrons who see "stories"
aboutScene
the not
dailyunusual
papers; and thetowns.
semi-weekly
-Lasky declare movies in the papers they read.
Famous
Players
ployed.
And thereis
their purpose to revise these lists of cuts, personal pictures of stars and are usually intwosmaller
or
three
publishers
to
questions frequently.
players and illustrations will
for the subscriptions of their
The very question that is on your mind prominent
first catch the eye and then center at- contest
fellow-citizens.
In
some
of
these
newsmay be lowing
answered
in
some
of
the
foltention on the printed matter accomoffices can be found a bright
paragraphs. If you have any
pictures. On this point F. young paper
questions to ask, send them along, and P.-L. presspanying thebooks
chapwho would
with beimagination
and amhave this to say:
bition
glad to handle
the
Moving Picture World will provide you
Q.— What is a mat? A.— A mat is a matter of advertising
and
publicity
with an expert answer and full ex- papier
mache mould from which the the small-town showman — and give for
his
p
l
a
n
a
t
i
o
n
.
N
o
t
every
exhibitor
of
picin printing newspapers are
service and produce results.
tures possesses the proper initiative to plates used
It needs a special machine to intelligent
get the most for his advertising money made.
Find
the
Right
Young
Man.
these plates and you should make
out of thenounceslocal
paper in which
an- make
sure that your paper has one before
The compensation this young chap
his attractions.
The henewsmats.
might require would surely be modest,
pa ersare
. of such great importance youQ.—order
What is an electro? A.— An elec- and his employment would unquestionthat every
picture-showman
should
contro is a metal plate from which prosider the matter as of vital moment in
mean increased attendance at the
grams, circulars and small newspapers theatreably where
he is employed. He could
getting the greatest possible number of are printed.
Order electros for your
people into his theatre.
do
your
work
the hisside"
innewspaper
when
it
is
a
small
shop
that
way"onwith
mainandoccuuse mats.
patteirofneraesinano newspaper
employee.
Here Are Some F. P.-L. "Q's and A's." cannot
Q.
—
Do
editors
want
long
or
short
There is no picture-showman in any
What you
is thehowpressto book
A.— stories? A. — They want both. Take long
ToQ.—show
make for?
a larger
comwho cannothowthussmall
affordhisa press
profit on the picture it exploits by means stories to the editor when you order town, nomunity^matter
of publicity and advertising.
agent; and there is no picture theatre
your
advertising.
Send
"shorts"
from
page headed "Publicity Notes For that does not require a press agent.
Q. — How can I get publicity for my the
the work of advertising removed
theatre?
By going
the editor of Live-Wire Exhibitors." Keep him well With
your paperA. —and
makingto arrangements
supplied
with a the
that bottom
when- from the responsibilities of management,
ever he has
little"shorts"
room atso the
with him to (a) give you space in his of a column
the
house-owner
or manager
dehe
can
run
one
of
them
in.
vote himself to keeping
his placecanclean,
reading columns in proportion to your
bright and attractive. After the press
advertising space, (b) by convincing him
Attend to Your Own Publicity.
chat his people want to read news about
agent "gets
in" istheresponsible
manager orto
There is everyture-showman
reason
why the
of thethem
theatre
motion pictures.
should attend
to picthe owner
himself and his public.
Q. — How can I convince him on that? handling and placing
of
his
own
puband water; fresh paint and fresh
A.— Tell him that there are 40,000,000
licity with local papers. Some picture- air;Soapcourtesy
and conveniences;
cheermotion
"fans"proportion
in this country,
and tellpicture
him what
of the
— and the greatest
Watch
your
own
business.
Know
what
40,000,000 are yours. You can do this the opposition is doing, but don't worry of thesefulnessisand ambition
soap and water! Hire a
from your box-office records. His judg- about it. If you can't keep your mind press agent — if you can only afford a
ment will tell him that these people off the other fellow, sell out before the few dollars pocket-money for some
sells you out.
want to know what's what in moving sheriff
young theatre
newspaper
chap—all andthatthenhe
pictures.
Your lobby is your show window bright your
realize
Q.— Will he want anything but the zvhether you dress it or not, but the good make
may claim for it. The press book is
publicity
A. — Yes.them
He with.
will merchant not only dresses his windows but wasted paper if it is not used — and
want
good stories?
cuts to illustrate
used to the fullness of its possibilities.
makes frequent changes.

the Moonlight," with Monroe Salisbury.
As Indicated
Above, There
Is Much ofto theabject
Picturesque in is"The
Main its three
His transition
from moonlight
haughtiness
seendoes
did it, as thesubmission
moonlight often
in picturesstages
and infrom
life. left to ght. The
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CITY NOW
LOS ANGELES SUBURB
Neilan in Taxiplane Reduces Running Time to
Four and a Half Hours and Saves a Lot of Money
tion in Chicago two years ago, embitFOLLOWING the completion of some
teredzation.him Butagainst
the national
exterior scenes for "In Old Kenit is believed
that his organifriends
at Santa Cruz,
Cal., whichof can persuade
him to stand for a run.
the presence
did nottucky"require
Jake Wells has taken an active inAnita Stewart, Marshall Neilan received
terest in the national organization dura wire telling him his sets were all
ing the past three years and was inthe taking
his star atawaited
readysomeandinteriors
This
the studio.
of
strumental inbringing the next conventionthe country,
South. He and
is well aknown
wire was received late Sunday night and
out
powerfulthroughfigure
the earliest time Mr. Neilan could ar- in the trade ; it is istherefore
believed
rive in Lon Angeles by train was six that he will be forced into the
race
what for the presidency of the new assoread claims
the ednexttheday.
o'clock
boastful
ratherHaving
he consider
ciation.
company that it was runof an aviation
ning an aerial taxiline he decided to give
it a try, so he phoned the home office Hollander Heads Realart
of the company at Los Angeles, and said
nce
with affected
at Minneapolis Branch
e to nonchala
the mefirsta
San Francisc: o"Send
taxiplan
who hasof
L. HOLLANinDER,
Y engaged
be outNot to nce
morningof." nonchala
the matter
thing doneinin the
the selling
the HARRbeen
s'
man at the other end of the wire merely has been
photoplay
for
the
past
five
appointed manager ofyears,
the
sir."
saidIn "Yes,
exchange of Realart PicSan Francisco
the company keeps MinneapolisCorporation
tures
by
J.
S.
Woody,
genseveralcies, andplanes
for just
such emergeneral sales manager. He started in his
the driver,
Lieutenant
Pikup, new position
on July 14.
pulled
Mr.
Neilan
out
of
bed
at
6
o'clock
Starting with Fox, with whom he rethe next morning with the news that
the taxiplane awaited without. At 6.30
the lieutenant and his fare got off, as
you might say, to a flying start, and at
11 o'clock
they hovered
and and
landedat
near
the Anita
Stewart over
Studios,
11.15 Mr. Neilan, still preserving his
nonchalance, walked on the set and said
"AllBy ready,
Camera!"
the useMissof Stewart.
the taxiplane,
which
cost $500, it is figured by the business
manager of the Stewart Company that
Mr. Neilan
thousand
lars which saved
would several
have been
lost dolhad
the company remained idle during the
remainder of the day.
A Prophecy About the Next
President of Exhibitors
IF there
their will
friends
havecandidates
any influence
be two
from
the
South
for
presidential
honors
when the Motion Picture Exhibitors
meet in annual convention at Ocean
View, Va., next year. These will be
Jake Wells, of Richmond, Va., and
Henry B. Varner, of Lexington, Ky.
Neither of the men has been intersubject,
and anxious
it is presumedviewedthaton the
neither
will be
for
the office. However, it is thought that
the fact of the convention being held
in the South for the first time should
be incentive enough to bring candidates
from below the Mason and Dixon line
to the front, and it is known that
Varner and Wells are two of the most
popular,
influential
men of the
South. and powerful showVarner,
who
first exhibitor organizationstarted
in Norththe Carolina
and
has steadfastly fathered it for five
years, has recently become somewhat
discouraged by the inertia displayed by
his supporters, in fact he declared
against acceptance of an office in the
state league at the annual convention
in June. However the secretaryship
was forced upon him. Varner, it is
known, will
the national
presidency. Hisnotfirstwant
experience
in motion
picture politics at the farcical conven-
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exhibitors and acquaint them with the
productions and plans of Realart.
Retain Original Title of
"Her Kingdom of Dreams"
the
weeksty of discussion
advisabili
changing astheto title
AFTER
of the next Anita Stewart Production, it has been definitely decided to
keep the original title of the story on
which the production is founded, name- •
lyNumerous
"Her Kingdom
of Dreams."
other titles
were suggested,
but none of them seemed adequate until Mr. Mayer
Way of not
the
World."
This hittitleuponwas"The
considered
only
appropriate,
but
also
conveyed
the
idea of immensity which characterized
the production. This title was sent to
the New York office, and to say that it
caused a shock is putting it mildly. A
complete advertising campaign had been
planned onof Dreams,"
the original title
of "Her
Kingdom
had
already
written a song Miss
to be Stewart
used in connection
with
the
exploitation
of
the
picture, and exhibitors generally had come
to expect the production under the title
of Mr."HerMayer
Kingdom
Dreams." telegram
sent theof following
in reply to this contention :
"You are wrong on title "Her Kingdom
of
Dreams."
big for
whimsical
title.Production
It is a great too
tremendous
story
and for
needspublicity,
a tremendous
title. from
This life,
is not
but a
fact. I'llductistake
on the bypro-all
on, and my everything
opinion is shared
who have seen it. Absolutely do not release it until the first week in September, as it is too big and expensive
to Attakethisanypoint
chances."
the copyright office at
Washington announced that the title
which Mr. Mayer wanted had been copyrighted and used. When informed of
this Mr. Mayer bowed to the inevitable,
and the next Stewart production will be
known by its original title of "Her Kingdom of Dreams."
"The Gray Horizon" Has
Mountain Cloud Effect

H. L. Hollander
Goes tomanager
Minneapolis
as exchange
for Realart.
mained three years, Mr. Hollander has
been associated with some of the biggest motion picture companies. In the
sales organization
of Fox,
was connected with the New
Yorkhe exchange,
later being transferred to Minneapolis.
Mr. Hollander's
his
long
term with next
Fox, affiliation
was withafter
Select,
where he remained for a year as a sales
representative,
Minneapolis branch.operating
Prior to from
joiningthe forces
with Realart, he was connected with
theAs First
National Exhibitors'
Circuit.
Mr. Hollander
has spent the
major
portion of the time he has been an
active member
of
the
photoplay
profes ion in Minneapolis, the territory
which he will handle for Realart is
familiar ground.
Offices have been established in the
Film Exchange Building at 16 North
Fourth street, where Mr. Hollander will
be glad to meet his many friends among

THE "Thelatest
Sessue
Hayakawa
film
Horizon"
is one of ever
the
most Gray
artistic
photoplays
made by Robertson-Cole and distributed
by Exhibition Mutual.
The greater part of the production
was made out of doors, and it has as its
background
the splendor
the SierraNevada Mountains.
The ofentire
locale
is located
in
the
hills,
and
every
advantage was taken of the extraordinary
light and cloud formations that at times
take place in these famous mountains.
To get the desired effect in some of
the scenes, the entire company had to
be transported by mule packs through
the narrow mountain trails to an elevation of nearly 5,000 feet. It is at this
heighting thatinthethecloud
earlybanks
hours areof found,
the mornand
it was the good fortune of the Haworth
players to get one scene that was so
necessary to convey the full meaning of
the name of the story. This is used as
the opening scene and is followed by
many that are colorful.
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
best used as press work in your papers.

THE
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Fingers

Is Charity

Says
Showmen,
from
Scenes
were
filmed
so
that
a billboard
goare
y
countr
EXHIBITOtoRS of the ng"
or some other medium advertising a
of films
"editi
ing doerssome
a brand of shoes, chewing gum
ue the practi
ce orcereal,
contin
if produc
some other product would appear in
fees from
advertising
ing sts
fat withou
of accept
t consideration the background.
e intere
outsid
exhibitors did not realizeMany
what ofwasthedone,
but
for the medium that makes this source the matter
taken up at the national
of revenue possible, is the opinion of convention was
and we are now working out
rlain of Minneapolis, memDan Chambe
bers of the ways and means committee a campaign to see that the exhibitor
of thea, Motion Picture Exhibitors of gets a square deal.
Americ Inc.
Must Split Fifty-fifty.
Will Act in September.
"If thein producers
are to continue
slipping
advertisements,
Home from the St. Louis convention of
arethese
harmless
enough andmostdo
of the national exhibitors, Mr. Cham- not which
detract in any way from the value
berlain,
together
with
the
other
members of this committee, Chairman Jake of the screen subject, they must split
Wells of Virginia, Alfred Black of fifty-fifty with
the
exhibitor.
adscenes have
beenThese
artfully
Maine, Harry Lustig of Cleveland and slipped intovertising
the pictures. They are a
Marcus Loew of New York, is working
of atmosphere
every day life
perhaps
lend
on plans to see that the exhibitor gets part
of and
realism
at times,
a square deal from the producer in this tobut the
the exhibitor is entitled to his share
advertising proposition.
The advertising
only problem
According to Mr. Chamberlain, a of this revenue.
maining is how this
moneyremeeting of the committee will be called
should
be
apportioned
between
the
in New York by President Black, probducer and exhibitor. That is what prowe
in September,
advertis-up are working
on now, and we will be
ingably proposition
will when
be putthesquarely
prepared
to
make
more
explicit
demands
to the producers.
later.
Large Amount Involved.
Scenes May Be Cut.
"If
the
producer
insistsis going
on hogging
"During
the
last
year
the
producers
exhibitor
to do ita
netted $3,000,000 from the advertising of all, then the
various products of outside interests in little editing of the films. He is going
scenes that appeared in moving picture to cut out the scenes which carry these
advertisements. The ways and means
plays,"
said Mr.
Chamberlain.
"It was
a neat graft
the way
it was worked
and committee will notify the advertiser
was thrust upon the exhibitor without that thesultedexhibitors
not been conabout these have
advertisements
and
his consent or without consulting him.

Chamberlin
that inasmuch as no arrangements have
been made to carry them the advertising
scenes will be cut out of the picture.
This would effectively kill the graft of
the producers.
exhibitors would Realizing
no longerthatrunthethese
scenes,advertising.
the advertisers would withdraw
their
wouldscenes
be legitimate
business
run"Itthese
if the producer
wouldto
only
play
fair
with
the
exhibitor,
and
thing.
we propose to make him do that very
A Case of Free Advertising.
"Who ever heard of a newspaper running anparty
advertisement
which anforout-its
side
received theforpayment
publication? Who ever heard of a first
class newspaper printing a news story
with a strong advertising angle to it?
The
newspaper
editor who
I newstory
his
business
would perhaps
run the
with the advertising angle eliminated.
And so the exhibitor will show his film,
cutting out all advertising scenes unless
they are paid for.
Hopes for Settlement.
"There is absolutely no reason why
this practice
be allowed tofor continue without should
any remuneration
the
exhibitor. It has gone along too far aland nowexhibitors
is the timeof totheact."United
Withreadythe
States back of the national association
in its demands Mr. Chamberlain said he
felt certain
some would
satisfactory
ment of the matter
be madeadjustwith
the producers.

Left: A Group of Members of tbe Miami Valley Exhibitors' League, Dayton, Ohio, and, at the Right, Their Officers.
The executive group aturer.theThe League
right reads
from members
left to right:
TP. Klnzeler,
John Kentucky
Siefert, president;
and Bert Fiala, treasnow has
in fourA. states,
Ohio, secretary;
West Virginia,
and Indiana.
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eight Realart productions the coming
WOULD SUPPRESS
UNDESIRABLE FILMS
year. Four
picturesand willLos beAngeles,
divided and
between New York
four
Chicago.among Boston, Philadelphia and
Congressman Walsh Introduces Measure in House
Whereby Certain Pictures Will Be Denied Mails
Miss Brady's entourage will include
and but
staffsalsocon-all
ONGRESSMAN
WALSH,
of Massastage play,
After" at night. This will mean "on not onlynected withthetheplayers
c
h
u
s
e
t
s
,
o
n
e
of
the
most
ardent
the jump"untilfromafterbefore
in the the principal people associated with her
C motion picture fans in the House morning
eleveneight
at night.
motion picture productions, including
of Representatives, has introduced a
The route
will take her director, his assistant, supporting
Bradyof to"Forever
Boston,After"
Philadelphia,
bill to amend section 245 of the penal Miss
cameramen, business and techcode of the United States so as to give Chicago, Los Angeles and other large players,nical staffs.
jurisdiction
are well equipped photoThe appearance of Miss Brady in
obscene
films. to the Government over cities.play There
studios in all the cities mentioned, "Forever
After" will have the effect of
of Boston, where exIn an interview with the Moving Pic- with theteriorexception
the at
photos can be made and special arrange- personalplays appearances
which
are cities
being for
shown
the
ture
World
correspondent
in
Washingsame
time
in
the
where
the
stage
ton Congressman Walsh declared that contractments made
for
interiors.
Miss
Brady's
calls for her appearance in play is scheduled to appear.
the motion picture business has reached
the stage where it has become necessary
to prohibit unscrupulous producers and Moore Postpones Regular Bill to Accommodate
exploiters from dealing in a type of
pictures that "should never be perFour-Hour Return Date of "Daddy Long Legs'
mit ed to be exhibited."
nearing completion at Wilson,
SUSPENDING
his regular
Tom Moore, manager
of theprogram,
Rialto rapidly
Not Many Bad Pictures.
N. C, and it is expected to open within
Theatre, Washington, D. C, ar- the
next few months. It is being built
"The pictures
exploitersareof very
obscene,
a four-hour return date for by interests of which H. R. Mason, of
filthy
muchindecent,
in the "Daddy rangedLong
Legs," starring Mary Goldsboro, and H. F. Stallings, of Kingsminority," declared Congressman Walsh. Pickford, and released by First Na- ston, are leaders, and will give this town
"We
cannot
be
too
careful,
in
view
of
active theatres, although there is
tional
Exhibitors'
in honor
of a three
the millions of people, including such recent visit of Mrs.Circuit,
Charlotte
Pickford,
some local opinion that two houses are
a vast number with immature minds — Mary's mother, to Washington.
sufficient
for the population. It is exchildren — who attend these motion picPerforming some lightning work,
pected the battle for business will be
tureture exhibitions, to safeguard them
keen
once
the new house is opened.
from exhibitions of such films. The
legislation
proposed
would
impose
a
penalty upon the shipper of obscene, filthy
Pathe's Washington Head
and improper motion picture films as is
Is Assaulted by Negroes
now
imposedsimilar
upon matter.
still pictures,
and other
Whenbooks
the
law was written, motion pictures were
ER.manager
CHAMPION,
Washington
for Pathe,
Inc., is City
renot
thought
my bill
to amend
• ceiving
congratulations
from
his
the law
so as ofto and
include
them is with
these
friends
in
the
industry
upon
his
narrow
other things.
escape from death. After calling upon
Davis,
of the Jewel
Theatre
Limit of Government Interference.
inManager
Southwest
Washington
recently,
Mr.
Champion,
who
is
not
very
well
ac"I thinkernmentthatought tothisgo.is asIn far
as
the
Govquainted with that section of the city,
prohibiting the
started to walk toward the capitol. He
shipment of indecent films through the
had not proceeded far when he was
mails or by common carriers, with the
law properly enforced, the Government
approached by a young negro who asked
would make unnecessary national superhim film
if hemanwanted
"likker."
The
repliedto inbuythesome
negative
and
vision in that
thetheway matter
of censorship.
I bewalkedtent andaway.
was apersislieve
of censorship
after The
both negro
had gone
short
should be left to the police power of
distance, asked the same question again.
theMr.several
Mr. section
Championof the
realized
Walsh states."
is a member of the House
a
bad
town that
and heso was
turnedin
Committee
the referred.
Judiciary, This
to which
down another street with a view to
his
bill has onbeen
fact
reaching a car line. He had walked but
practically insures its adoption by the
a verytionshort
new indireclower ablybranch
of
Congress,
and
it
probwhen thedistance
negro inputthisa gun
his
will meet with no oppositionLINZ.
in the
face, commanding him to move his hands
Senate.
skyward
and
not
to
make
an
outcry,
Congressman Joseph Walsh.
while two other huskies stepped from
behind
a treemanandgrasped
started the
to "frisk"
Moore
arranged
for
the
afternoon
newsThe film
gun inhim.
his
Alice Brady Will Tour and
pthe
apers to carry
hisin ads
notifying patleft
hand,
punched
one
of
the
big felrons
of
change
arrangements
and
Act for Film at Same Time also that the mother of Mary Picklows
in
the
vicinity
of
the
knock-out
spot and then hit the third man over
ford would be a guest at the Rialto.
FORof the
the amusement
first time world
in thea history
the head with a heavy cane he was carrystar of
"The
regular
program
will
be
resumed
In the meantime, he held on to the
both the stage and the screen will tomorrow," Moore's advertisement read, gun. ing.The
was a bad could
custhe
above
arrangements
meeting
make photoplays while touring the coun- "and
tomer
and little
beforenegro
Mr. Champion
the desire of Mrs. Pickford to personally
try with This
her last
season'swillBroadway
much to him, the gun exploded and
success.
innovation
be ini- witness the Rialto's presentation will do
charge in his hand,
tiated by Alice Brady, star in Realart also afford opportunity to thousands he receivedtwothefingers.
With the report
Pictures, when she goes on the road who missed this attraction which broke ofmutilating
the gun, the film manager, who had
all attendance records in America."
in Miss
the early
fall
in
"Forever
After."
the two
others hors ofd'combat,
made
Brady will make a number of
By box office figures "Daddy Long put
getaway.
repictures during the summer in New Legs"
and started One
to chase the
him,men
whereplayed to nearly
100,000 upon
its a hasty covered
presentation
in
Washington
at
the
York. This work will be in the nature first
upon
the
heavy
cane
was
again
brought
Rialto.
of a vacation as compared with what
into action, there came a report as wood
she will do on the road later on. When
hit flesh and bone, and Mr. Champion
New House for North Carolina.
hurried to a drugstore for first aid and
that happy time comes, she will have
then to a hospital. He may lose one of
to travel, work at pictures by day and
A new motion picture theatre, to be his
fingers as a result of the scrimmage.
on Sundays, and appear in "Forever one of the most modern in the state, i$
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What
"Heff" Did
with Picture
Section
Blazed
Trail for Michigan
Writers
effective August 4, to accept
lific enough to warrant appreciable becomes
successeffort
of
years
AFTER two
the
important
post.
space, the editors turned to the Detroit
fully applied to convincing the News
An office already has been added to
motion picture section for the
the edi-n additional
Detroit
material necessary to make the suite which form the Detroit headper and
of everye ofnewspa
in Michiga
torspopulac
quarters of the First National, which
screen iondeserves the same ser- up a department of respectable size. Mr. Heffernan
that the considerat
will occupy immediately
that is given to the Heffernan's stories about stars, his feaious
ture articles on the trend of the in- upon leaving the staff of the News.
legitimate stage, Harold Heffernan —
When
an
exhibitor
books a First Nadustry,
his
practice
of
writing
things
known as "Heff" to every exhibitor and about the business side of the screen
attraction, Mr. Heffernan will
staters— andto ac-be as well as the entertainment side, were have a tional
in the
newspaper reader
detailed knowledge of the proemploye
knowledged by his
the highest salaried man in the United clipped bodily and reprinted, with credit
duction's value in of
exploitation
and an
equal knowledge
every condition
given to "HefT," in scores of dailies.
held — has
he has editor
positionpicture
States dfor asthemotion
surrounding the exhibitor. Then when
for
resigne
Built
Up
a
Reputation.
will offer suggestions
the Detroit News to become director of
Mr. Heffernan purposely accomplished called upontheheproper
punch and if necexploitation for the First National Ex- one thing, and unconsciously succeeded containing
essary
personally
direct a campaign of
hibitors' Circuit exchange in that terri- in another, by his policy of editing his exploitation designed
to show the real
tory.
department
up
to
a
standard
instead
of
worth
of
the
attraction.
Beginning his fight for an intelligent down to an ad. He won not only local
recognition of motion pictures with a recognition for the motion picture,
column published semi-weekly in the backed by the power and influence of
Detroitally forced
News,theMr.industry
Heffernan
has graduthe Detroit News, but he won state Reader Returns to France ;
upward
in the recognition
for it in ultra-conservative
to Sell Vitagraph Films
estimation of the men who control the papers
whose editors figured that whatpublicity
channels
of
the
state
by
methods and tactics which established his deDONALD
formerlyCom-at
the headA. ofREADER,
the Vitagraph
partment as one of the best in the counpany in Paris, has sailed for
try, until
today
there
is
not
a
represenFrance,
where
he
will
open
a
number of
tative newspaper in Michigan which
sales offices for the renting of Vitahad not been encouraged to follow the
graoh
films
in
that
country.
lead oftions the
in removing
restricWhile abroad, Mr. Reader will make
from theNews
amount
of space devoted
an exhaustive
study offield,
post-war
condi-in
to screen news.
tions in the picture
not only
Exhibitors Men of Consequence.
France,tries.but
in
England
and
other
He is thoroughly conversant counwith
Convinced that exhibitors are men of
the European field, both as it concerns
public consequence, Mr. Heffernan has
the
native
and
the
American-made
product.
proven that this is an essential viewpoint for the editor of any motion picIn
addition
to
a
general
office
in
Paris,
ture department in a daily if that space
Mr. Reader will open offices in Marcontribution to public interest in the inseilles, Bordeaux, Dunkirk, Havre,
d
u
s
t
r
y
i
s
to
become
valuable
and
influLvons,
Rouen,cities.Toulon and possiential.
blv otherNice,
French
Today this section of the Detroit
The foreign field for motion pictures
News is composed of from four to eight
having been made practically sterile at
pages of original material in the Sunthe outbreak of the war, Mr. Reader returned to this country after a residence
day editions, and space without limit
in the daily issues. Screen comment has
in Paris of several years. He has since
become as regular and important a part
been
business
Brooklyn
studio.manager at Vitagraph's
of the daily contents of the News as is
the stock market reports, Washington
dispatches
Lee Kiddies Start Second Picture.
ress of the andFordstories
libel about
suit. the progAs in all other territories, editors
With the completion of their first
of the smaller newspapers in cities and
comedy
playlet,their
Janesecond
and Katherine
Harold Heffernan
have started
picture. Lee
No
towns throughout Michigan are guided
to an extent by the editorial policies Formerly of the Detroit News, sometimes titles has yet been selected for the
and important featured departments of
first production. Tefft Johnson will
called
"The
Michigan
Thunderer."
direct.
the biggest paper in the state. The
situation in the newspaper game is iden- ever the News did must be in accord
"Exhibitors will be greatly assisted
tical with that in the film business,
public interest. The reprinting of by the publicity campaign which will
whereby exhibitors are guided largely with
his
stories
and
reviews,
with
his
name
be
to Janepresident
and Katherine
Lee,"
by the bookings of the big first run ac- used as the credit, gave him a reputa- said given
Lou Rogers,
of the Rogers
Corporation,
"and
as
it
will
be
one
tion which grew without his knowledge. Film
ritory. counts in the principal city in each terit should increase
Exhibitors throughout the state long direct to the public,Though
the youngOther Motion Picture Editors Influenced since have made it plan to film sales- their popularity.
sters
have
not
worked
for
several
men and exchange managers that any months prior to this, still the flood of
True to the practice, the effect of Mr.
productionwaswhich
had earned
"Heff's"to 'fan' letters come pouring in with queries
Heffernan's
work
as
motion
picture
ediapproval
a release
they wanted
tor of the Detroit News soon began to
and that any attraction which of their next picture."
have its effect in various parts of the book,
the entertainment
Detroit News'wasStandstate. Shrewd exhibitors, who knew went ard below
less
Beck Signs Stuart Holmes.
the rating local editors gave to the useful forto screen
them than a lemon in orange
Another motion picture star to be
News,
used
Heffernan's
department,
with
its gradual increase in size, as an ar- juice. Will Aid Michigan Exhibitors.
added to the list contributing to the
Droduction activities of Arthur F. Beck
gument for a local recognition of the
Harry Scott, manager of First Nation- is announced in Stuart Holmes. The
screen. One by one Michigan editors
features starring Holmes will be refollowed
the
lead
set
by
"Heff."
al's
Michigan
exchange,
created
the
deThen, because screen news in the
partment of exploitation and finally inon the Pathe program. Mr.
duced Mr. Heffernan, whose resignation Holmes' leased
smaller cities and towns was not procontract is for two years.
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Inspector Make Surprising Statement About
Conditions in Salt Lake Projection Rooms
rooms in the moving film after 1 a. m. and signed his conATINGtheatres
OPERpicture
of Salt Lake were
tract as 2:15 a. m., displacing one picinspected this week by J. L. Chat- others. ture entirely and setting back two
inspector for the state intron, factory commission,
The following morning the print was
and Dr. .T. B. Beat- placed
dustrial
in initial rehearsal with the
In some
commisonssioner
healthconditi
statehouses
ty,
said Strand orchestra under the direction of
have been
of the
Carl Edouard and Jack Eaton.
d
requirethe standar
not to mentsbeand upthe toinspect
ion
madeon ofin
attenti
order to call defects to the was
the theatre managers. Mr. Chattron re- Cohen Is Appointed Head
ports that about 28 per cent, of motion
of Select's Denver Branch
and that
picture operators are tubercular ons
many work under such conditing that BEN S. COHEN has been appointed
when they leave the operati rooms
to the position of manager of Sethey are almost unable to walk for from
lect Pictures
Corporation's
Denver exchange.
Mr. Cohen
took charge
twenty to thirty minutes.
July
21between
and in the
the Denver
future will
divide
his
time
office
and
the
[The report of J. L. Chattron, factory
high spots in the Denver territory.
inspector
for
state
industrial
commission, Salt Lake City, Utah, that 28 per Oren F. Woody, who formerly held the
cent, of projectionists — presumably of position of branch manager at Denver,
Salt Lake City — are tubercular is quite istion.being retained in the Select organizapossibly
true;theatres
projection
roomsuchcondiBefore the organization of Select, Air.
tions in many
are still
tubercular
trouble is fostered.
But that
Mr. Cohen was affiliated with President
Lewis
J.ganized
Selznick
when theIncorporated.
latter orChattron's
— if he actually
Selznick Pictures,
made
— thatstatement
many projectionists
under itsuch
conditions
that when work
they He was the first Selznick manager at
Philadelphia. Later he was transferred
leave most
theunable
projection
al- to
a traveling position and organized
to walk roomis puretheybunk,are and
absurd to the point of being ridiculous. several of the Selznick exchanges
Projection rooms should be amply throughout the west. He was also at
ventilated by the circulation of fresh air one time manager of the Denver exchange for Selznick.
from out of doors. Lack of such ventilation is, as the projection department of
this paper has time and again pointed
Weaver Writes for Goldwynner.
out, little less than a crime. The CaliJay W. Weaver, artist for the New
fornia state board of health made an ex- York
Strand Theatre, whose lobby dechaustive examination of projection room
have been copied by theatres
conditions of that state about two years in every orations
section of the country, and
ago and reported that conditions therein whose experience
theatrical display
were, except for the properly ventilated advertising covers ainperiod
of ten years,
ones — a relatively small percentage of has begun a series of monthly
articles
the
wholeandat that
that such
time conditions
— decidedlymade
unhealthful
for tubercular trouble.
Just what percentage of projectionists
have such trouble I do not know. Unthe percentage
is high,room
because until dofoubtedly late
years projection
ventilation existed mostly in imagination.
The best
availabledepartment
statistics, some
published in the
projection
time since, placed the annual death rate
of projectionists in this country and
Canada at between 600 and 700, if I
rightly remember. The report credited
to Inspector Chattron contains nothing
unreasonable except the last half of its
last sentence. — F. H. Richardson.]
New York Strand President
Books Film After Midnight
D WHITE'S "The
EDWAR
RTers,"
STEWA
Western
then firstproduct
of theions
Benjamin B. Hampto
for
Great Authors Pictures, Inc., and distributed exclusively by the W. W. Hodion, has been boo'<ed by
kinsonNewCorporat
the
York
Strand
and will
preng beAugust
for
sented
the
week beginni
10.
Moe H.interests
Mark, president
MarkStrand
in the East,of isthevirtually
commuting between three big eastern
cities, owing to the building activities
Will Win It?
of his firm which is now rushing to Bud Fisher Who
is offering this nifty cup to
completion houses in Brooklyn and the Fox salesman
who puts over the
Albany. He arrived in New York from
greatest
amount
of business
Buffalo, izthe
headquarters
of
his
organthe
Mutt
and
Jeff
Cartoons. on
ation, at midnight, held a showing of
They're off!

August 2, 1919
devoted to the details of his craft.
They will be published in the Goldwynner, the magazine
the Goldwyn Pictures
Corporationwhich
supplies
to its
exhibitors.
The first
Mr. 15th
Weaver's
printed
in theof July
number articles,
of the
Goldwynner, is devoted to suggestions
to architects and builders of motion
picture theatres.
Rialto Drummer Designs
Sound Effect for Cartoons

the queeres
prehas tbeenmusical
ever devised
scoreBLY
PROBA
pared in conjunction with the Mutt
and Jeff Animated Cartoon production
release by William Fox. It is really a
"sound sheet," since it applies to noises
rather thanfor to music. It has been developed Mr. Fox by Max H. Manne,
trap drummer at the Rivoli Theatre,
New York.
Mr. Manne virtually makes Mutt and
Jeff live and talk. There is not a sound,
human duceorfromotherwise,
he cannot
prothe amazingthat medley
of traps
he has invented. He has a laugh-makingtion contraption
to accompany
every moon the screen,
and so interpret
for
the ear what the eye is registering.
In getting Mr. Manne to write the
"sound mated
sheet"
for William
the Mutt Fox
and Jeff
Cartoons,
seeksAni-to
give audiences throughout the country
the same delight as those at the Rivoli
experience. On his part, Mr. Manne
generously agreed to reveal the secrets
ofof his
to otherwithdrummers,
the traps
enthusiasm
which hisbecause
efforts
have been received.
"Much, of course, will depend upon
the adaptability and interest of the insays Mr. Manne,
"but if hedividual
triesdrummer,"
conscientiously
he can
add muchdience.
to Personally
the amusement
of his
auI study the
picture
on Sunday
figureto out
whatantics
instru-of
ments must and
be used
fit the
these drawn puppets. By Monday I
have my store down pat and thereafter
it is a case of concentrating on the picture and taking my sound cues."
E. Roth toShows
"Sahara"
California
Shriners

nies of the who
tiROTH,
Californi
the desguidesa d Theatre,
EUGENE
, contracte
San Francisco
to run
"Sahara"
for
the
week
of
August
3 anda
took time by the forelock by giving
special invitation showing to California
Shriners on July 10, their annual day for
merrymaking in their Temple auditorium.
This event
at midnight
lowing the was
finalstaged
performance
at folthe
California, thus allowing Mr. Roth the
services of his forty-piece orchestra for
the delectation of the Masonic organization.
Mr. among
Roth's special
audienceof numbered
500,
them
some
the best
known
men
in
the
professional
and industrial life of civic,
the Golden
State.
Many of the Shriners were accompanied
by
their
wives,
and,
though
the
program
was not concluded until the wee hours
of the morn, they kept their seats until
the
the desert scenes making a
strongend,appeal.
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"SKINNAY"
ANSWERS
CALL
OF SCREEN
The Kid Born in Briggs Cartoons Becomes Principal in
Screen Comedies That Tell Stories of Boyhood Days and
Childhood "Love" with an Appeal That Reaches the Heart
but
y known,
"board of education," and others who
generall
IT itmay
By Walter K. Hill
John J.
General
is anotfactbe that
simply provide the proper atmosphere.
ly
that
saw
Skinnay
at
his
tricks
and
responindirect
been
has
Pershing
Stephen and Rosemary Carr are
,
ds
for
sible millions of chuckles thousan
watched that blissful disease, love, take theJohnprincipal
"kids" — and they act the
of miles of smiles and unending "foot- the kid into thralldom when "Her" — role
of
"kids"
artifices. that
It's
the naturalnesswithout
of theany juveniles
THE
girl
—
came
into
his
young
life
and,
ons
of
rotund
the
athwart
inundati
age"
midriff of our most distinguished citi- by a process cruel to imagine, sent him —willunless
make
Briggs'
comedies
"go
over"
human
nature
does
a
complete
as consort for father,
have to the woodshed
soldiers
Pershing's
zens. Whileover
the off-hand
won
a two
strap weeks
idly at Briggs
his side. found unheard-of
somersault and
ga made whoIn swung
poise."flops" into a new and
J. J.Hun,Pershin
Professor the
remarkvictory
those
to a student in the Nebrask State encouragement to go on with
his picture
The author of the ideas is a countryventure.
The
other
day
the
World
man
ity
vicin joyousGrouch
resulted
has forces
Universtories over the
town product — from a place so small
of General
sat with Briggs — and McCarthy and when
that hehesimply
in Wisconsin"
and Field Marshal Blues.
was said
asked"born
whence
he came.
with tionYokel
—
in
the
Paramount
projecroom and watched Skinnay act out "I've also lived in Illinois," Briggs
Underdone
eggs and
overbakedtheircantaloupes have failed
to register
full upon the screen. McCarthy, as we have added, " — and in Nebraska."
But his majority years have been spent
is a publicist, and Yokel, here
effect at the world's breakfast-table, be- said,
cause "Prof" Pershing said to Clare A. mentioned, is the showman who led in big-town newspaper offices drawing
Briggs, off-hand:
Briggs into the way he should go as cartoons — in creating "Skinnay" and
creator. Yokel proved that demonstrating the thousand and one
"Briggs, stand aside. You don't know ahe picture
was nothing of the sort in picking
"When a Feller Needs a
anything."
Out of sixty students in a class of out Briggs and bringing his cartoon occasions
Friend."
Hishisfame
is fixedwillforcome
"movieas
geometry, Pershing, then the teacher of ideas to the screen.
fans"
—
and
comedies
mathematics in the State University at
For,
be
it
remembered,
these
are
not
a
wholesome
breath
of
refreshing
enLincoln, Neb., had picked young Briggs
tertainment into any program where
pictures at all. They are stories
to give a blackboard demonstration of cartoon
introducing
Skinnay,
his
best
girl
what he knew about signs and symbols. ("Her"), his pal, Bud, and his joyously they may land.
Briggs drew a lot of impersonations of
Exchange Board Meets.
appealingly
half-moons, cheeseboxes, gables, tri- youthful
ings on" and
in school
andideas
out.natural
They "goare
The Detroit board of exchange manangles
and
zig-zags
that
meant
nothing
amplifications
of
the
Briggs
has
agers,elaetctits
meeting,which
reto Professor Pershing and called forth drawn in cartoon designs for newsed al ofrecent
the annual
old officers,
the military order to let somebody get
papers— reducedwithto smiles,
the nthchuckles
degree andof means J. E. Flynn, Goldwyn, president;
at the blackboard who could trig, geom, entertainment,
vice-president, Vitagraph ;
fraction and figger according to the midriff inundations carried irresistibly J.J. M.C. Duncan,
Fishman,
Standard, treasurer.
Hoyle of mathematics.
through the narratives. While youth re-electing
these
the membersIn
P. A. Says the Professor Was Right. remains youth, these comedies will ap- complimented themofficers,
very
highly
for the
peal— and when youth grows up, those efficient work they performed during
the
Such a deep impression did Professor
priceless
memories
of
by-gone
days
will
past
year.
J.
E.
Flynn
read
his
annual
Pershing's remarks make upon Briggs be recalled with all the mellow joy c report reviewing the work of the
as(who theat the
time wasState
"carrying
a route"
sociation, since its organization in June,
for
Nebraska
Journal),
that reveries borrowed from the misty past. 1918.
Real Life— Kidhood— Not Acting.
Briggs put the same scrawls, flashes and
zig-zags into the screen comedy he
and his producers have done Present Plunkett with Platinum Watch.
lately turned out — decorating the black- a Briggs
common
sense
thingandin turning
taking them
chilboard
in
a
school-room
scene
exactly
dren
as
their
principals
In appreciation of his services as
as he had chalked up the fateful scrawls loose to do natural
things. Young men managing
director of the Strand Theathat
caused
"Prof"
Pershing
to
take
his
tre, Newsigned,York,
Joseph with
L. Plunkett,
madeensembles.
up to appear
"kids" areare nottherein
mathematical measure in one sentence. the
was presented
a handsomereThe asgrown-ups
Charles E. McCarthy is an expert "frac- only to enact their necessary roles — platinum watch by the Mitchel H. Mark
tioner,"
and he— said
the father, mother, the school-mam, doctor. Realty Corporation.
Briggs comedy
which(after
the seeing
same McCarthy is press agenting for F. P.-L.)
that Pershing was unquestionably a
good judge of poor mathematics.
But all this is getting off to a bad
start on what is intended to be a clarion
call to the youth and maturity of our
land
"stand by"
good
that isto coming
theirforwaysomething
via comedies
made from the Briggs cartoons — "When
a Feller Needs a Friend." Newspaper
B*
* 1 ^^^^
who and"take"
one ofin nearly
areaders
hundred
fiftyanydailies
which
the Briggs
cartoons
"syndicated,"
1l
* 1
know
all about
Skinnayare— the
kid who
is a real kid; hundred per cent, kid;
i
regular kid and just all kid.
Skinnay Going Into Pictures.
Clare Briggs is "putting 'Skinnay' into
pictures." them
Famousto Players-Lasky
will
distribute
exhibitors starting
1
early in September. They will be tworeelers.
haveNewonlyYork
beenStrandshown
two
weeksThey
at the
John Carr ("Skinnay"),Briggs
Rosemary
Carr ("Her"), and Clare A.
as a "try out" on the audience.
(Himself).
recorded
that "being
goat"
Clare Briggs
A. Briggs,
creatoris ofseenthe here
Briggs
the Tribune
Paramountcomedies,
withcartoons
the two inprincipals
of hisandpictures.
wasIt ais happy
occupation
for thethecrowds
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three Universal features and two World
THEFT COMMITTEE KEEPS ON THE JOB
features; S. A. Huffman, Syracuse, arrested for receiving stolen films in Chicago— by co-operation with the State
New York Broker Is Held at Syracuse Pending
Attorney's
aided by recovered
four city
detectives, office
the and
committee
Action by Grand Jury— Bail Placed at $5,000
a local ring many stolen films and
DEVELOPMENTS in the case of added to previous arrests and indict- from
Hans Frohman, New York film
ments of film thieves, will advertise to secured the arrest of four of the ringbroker, who was held at Syracuse such persons the determination of the leaders.
The committee has assured the execuon July 16 for action by the Grand National Association to stamp out this
tive committee
entirely. The extent of thefts
Jury in $5,000 bail, followed the re- traffic
this is ofonlythe a National
beginning.AssociaThey
covery in June of $80,000 worth of films, may be estimated from the statements want tionitthatunderstood
by friends and foes
which, it is charged were stolen in made by motion picture officials that
transit and received by him at greatly thousands of films, most of them good alike
that
they
are
"on
the
job"
until
throughout the country
reduced prices. John R. Van Arnam, prints, have been stolen from July 1, film thieves
thoroughly that the occupation
former Syracuse University football star 1918, to May 1, 1919. They were taken realize
is unhealthy.
and now under bail, is awaiting action from offices, trucks, elevators, and in
cases, delivery wagons, the total
by theFrohman.
Grand Jury, accused of acting some
with
Pathe Opens Exchange at
value being given at over $250,000.
National Association Active.
Syracuse
hasringbeen
named as
"fence"
Little Rock, Arkansas
office
for
a
of
thieves
whose
acFrederick H. Elliott, executive secreextended to other cities and
tary of the National Association, was states, tivities
changes for Pathe director
Exchange,of Inc.,
C.
exincluding Albany, Rochester, FRED
now on aQUIMBY,
tour of the United States,
present Benjamin
at Frohman's
Buffalo,
Harrisburg and Wilkes-Barre has opened
Justice
J. Shove,hearing
of the before
Court in
a
new
branch
office
for
Pennsylvania.
of Special Sessions, accompanied by
Pathe in Little Rock, Ark. The Little
The film theft committee of the Na- Rock
John J. Mclnerney, of Rochester, attorterritory will consist of Arkansas,
tional Association, composed of H. the northwestern
ney. The two detectives who gave tes- Minot Pitman,
part of Mississippi
chairman (Famous Play- and western Tennessee,
timony, Charles P. Jordan and Irving ers-Lasky); Bert
Dunklin
Adler
(Inter-Ocean
I. Brown, will remain upstate for the Film) ; E. L. Franconi (Pathe Exchange, and Pemiscot counties in and
the southern
moving picture interests, to follow leads Inc.); Tarkington Baker (Universal Film part of Missouri.
furnished by statements of the men in Manufacturing); Samuel Eckman, Jr.
"We have opened this office," said Mr.
the alleged plots.
(Goldwyn Pictures) ; and William Qufmby,
a view toin giving
betterof
service to"with
the exhibitors
the State
Amongtativesthepresentfilmat the
companies'
(Vitagraph, Inc.), has done ster- Arkansas
hearing represenat Syra- Wrightling work
and the surrounding territory.
during
its
brief
existence.
cuse, last week, were E. H. Goldstein,
Those Incriminated.
We have taken part of the territories
New York office of Universal; F. S.
addition to the cases of Frohman away from the St. Louis, New Orleans,
Hopkins, Buffalo manager Universal; andIn Van
Dallas, Oklahoma City, Kansas City and
Arnam,
just
held,
the
comRobert C. Fox, Buffalo manager Famous
branches. This will now conmittee's investigations
have
resulted
in Atlanta stitute
the territory served by Little
Players-Lasky; Charles P. Jordan, man- the following
arrests:
William
Burns,
ager inventories, Famous Players-Lasky; New York, for larceny of a five-reel Rock. This office makes Pathe's thirtyB. M. Moran, Albany manager, Pathe; feature from Universal; Frank Dolan, first in the United States."
Mr. Dobson, sales department, Famous New York, for larceny of a film beV. H. Hodupp will be appointed manPlayers-Lasky;
and G. ofM. Universal.
Blackman,
agerteredof the
Little Rock inoffice.
He en-as
longing to Famous Players-Lasky ; H.
Syracuse
representative
this organization
May, 1914,
W.
Fowzer,
New
York
County,
indicted
a
salesman for the Pathe News in
Future Thievery Discouraged.
on bench warrant issued for arrest; W.
attorney of Wilkes-Barre, Jersey City. Later the same year he
Aside from its importance as a spe- R.Pa.,Casterline,
arrested and held on bail for action was appointed salesman in the Syracuse
cific deterrent
illegalof
activities,
the offilmfurther
theft alleged
committee
of Grand Jury; Davis Film Exchange, inoffice,
after heseveral
months' branch
service
this and,
capacity,
was appointed
the National Association is certain that Lee Park, Pa.— there were recovered
manager of the Pathe Syracuse exthe result of the present action, when from this concern one Pathe feature, change.
In 1915, Mr. Hodupp was appointed
branch manager of the Chicago exchange, remaining
year.
He was later
called there
to theover
homea office
and appointed special representative.
Recently
has been tovisiting
various Patheheexchanges
promotethe better
service for exhibitors.
Union Contract Expires Soon.
Will the Portland theatrical unions
make
new thedemands
the theatre
ownersanywhen
contractuponbetween
these
parties tembeexpires
about
the
first
of Sepr?
The reason for the speculation is that
in thetractpastperiodsatnewthe demands
expirationby ofthetheunions
conwere invariably objected to by the manAs far atrical
as the
end of ittheis theagers.
businessexhibiting
is concerned,
not
believed that the unions will have much
cause forceivedcomplaint
as
to
treatment
reduring the past year. Theatres
have been classified by the unions and
operators
getting
week in thearebest
class asof high
houses.as $55 a
Up to date Portland picture theatres
have succeeded in putting on their shows
without the use of orchestras. Organists are being featured and usually
receive wages far above the union scale
so that the Musicians Union will have
George
LeGuere
Lucy Cottonof Render
Tribute first
to theproduction
Sunrise for
in "Sun-Up.'
if any claims to make on the first
"Sun-Up"
is the andattractive
Gerald Independent
Bacon's
release
offewSeptember.
by Frank title
Hall through
Sa'es.
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FITZMAURICE
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IN

ACTION

Methods of the Director of the Next Paramount- Artcraft Picture for Elsie Ferguson Are Studied While
Exile"
He Rehearses, Assembles and Edits "A Society
But the unexpected often happens to
t no moving picture
By
Edward
Weitzel
to theer presen
UP produc
of a London
needrising
a director's
calculations:
The top
enough fogto lives of those whose names are to be upset
has been inenterp
ofabove
a Jersey
a cut Central
in the freight
distancetrain
just showed
as the
found
in
the
English
social
register.
hasn't
er
produc
the
But fog, for the good and The reproduction of "the correct thing" camera man started to grind, and the
import one.t his
5one
nt reason that
his director is able is the chief aim of a moving picture di- scene had to be taken over again.
sufficiewithou
rector when working on what is known
a perfect imitation of the real
to create
Ready" Process.
AndTheso "Getting
it goes constantly
during the
article without leaving the studio. on the stage as a society drama. Past
of a picture. Eternal vigilance
Sounds like a bit of magic, but after experience enables George Fitzmaurice making
the price of correct detail of every
ivatching Director George Fitzmaurice to keep all details of architecture, land- isdescription.
A stranger visiting a studio
scape effect and social usage belonging
night on one
;all up a fog, a moonlight
ii the canals of Venice, and a series of to the kingdom of George V. eminently for the first time would be more than
likely
to
come
awayandwith
impresscenes that were as thoroughly English proper
absolute
form. in the
sion that a director
thosetheunder
him
There andis one
seriesgood
of scenes
is the chimney pots of Portman Square
spend
hours
getting
ready
to
do
a
mines
English
nobleman
who
marind all within the confin of the Fa- home riesofthe the
American girl, played by Elsie
ute's work.theInwhole
realitything.
"getting
Fiftymous Players
almost
To ready"
watch
ed Ferguson, that shows a reception hall isDirector
I was onremind
York,studio
New -Lasky
'sixth street,
Fitzmaurice go over a scene
drawing-room
which
is
enpf the cigar salesman who explained his adjoiningtered byamounting
with
Elsie
Ferguson
and
a
member
of
a
short
flight
of
his rivals
|i ability
supporttried
and makes
explain one
certain
r in byNewremark
rooms arebutnotareonlysingularly
impres- her
York- steps.sive inThe
had lla brothe
ng thatto heunderse
he wants
feel changes
like an
themselves,
Lvho made a fine imported cigar.
is all soa quiet
andprivate
conwell adapted to the action which is here eavesdropper.
The Magic Rain Storm.
fidential that itItBut
seems
the most dramatic in the picture. The conversation.
when bittheof director
A
trip
to
New
Jersey
with
this
same
method
by
which
the
action
is
shifted
Lvizard of the screen revealed another from one room to the other without says, "Try it, please," and the star turns
William P. Caiieton with tears in
Imarvel. The objective point was a coun- slacking up the tension is admirable and to
try residence of the perfect English
her eyes and shows that her heart is
Itnanor type. The scenario called for illustrates the care required to spread breaking at the thought of losing his
(such an exterior but stipulated that it
love,
you note
effective
should be shown at night while a storm
the scene
is thishowtimemuch
and more
you are
quite
sure Mr. Fitzmaurice is going to give
-aged and the rain beat upon the roof
the signal to the cameraman to take it.
ind drove against the latticed windowdoesn't.
walksBritish
quietly
over
panes.
toButthehe tall
officer Hein the
uniform
Atmospheric conditions were just the
and the beautifully gowned woman at
•everse. Not a cloud in the sky and not
his side and resumes his confidential
|i
rain — untilthetheactors
masterin magijtiandrophadof rehearsed
their
manner and his pleasant little chat.
part of the business. Then, at the word
Later
is done.on, when he's satisfied, the thing
pf
command,
the
torrent
broke
and
one
hide of the house was enveloped in
Up incietytheExile"cutting
room
where George
"A So;torm and darkness, while the other side
wasanother
assembled,
I stood out against the moonlight and
Fitzmaurice
gave
exhibition of
his many-sided profession. Surroundpave no hint of the sinister scene that
ing him were the strips of film, 638 in
J.vas being enacted on its west front.
number, which had been taken for the
Rhearsing "A Society Exile."
picture. On the winding table lay the
It is not my intention to disclose how
working scenario. An assistant helped
iny of these mysteries were brought
him to select the strip he wanted next.
ibout,
but to give
The rapidity with which this was done
he manifold
dutiesa slight
whichsuggestion
fall to theof
and the ease with which the director
share
of a moving
picture director
and
was able to recall the scenes that had
he extent
of the information
he must
been taken,
the sce-to
lave on any and all subjects relating to
nario, was awithout
source consulting
of wonderment
he storytohetheis film.
transferring from the
the onlooker. A quick glance at a strip,
scenario
its length was as quickly determined
George Fitzmaurice.
With this object in view I haunted
theandpiece
he Fifty-sixth street studio during the the movement of the characters over upon,
woundof film
on thetornreel.off, pinned
naking of the Elsie Ferguson picture, two large spaces and keep the tempo of in place Inspecting
the
First Run.
'A Society
Exile," andtheimproved
up to the mark.
A few days later I sat in the studio
thance
to accompany
director every
when the situation
An
Unwelcome
Freight
Train.
projection
room
in
company
with the
'on location"
became
order offrom
the
Arriving at a location which called for director and his assistants and watched
lay.
The picture,
whichtheis adapted
exterior swimming pool, Director the picture run off for the first time.
i stage play by Sir Henry Arthur Jones, an
noted the elaborately
had expected to find the continuity
called "We Can't Be As Bad As All Fitzmaurice
carved marble work that railed it in Irather
disjointed, but it proved to be
That,"
opens
in
Venice
and
then
moves
and
the
fine
sweep
of
its
surface;
then
surprisingly
smooth when the circumts scene of action to England, social stepped back and surveyed the surstances are considered. Changes were
ife in town and country forming the
ordered
in
the
way of cuts, new titles
r
o
u
n
d
i
n
g
s
o
f
the
pool.
As
he
did
so
Jackground
of theversion.
story. Ouida Bergere the satisfied look left his face.
and tinting of scenes during a running
nade the screen
"Won't the place do, Mr. Fitz- fire of comments.
The Local Color Test.
maurice?" asked the location man anx- Director
"How do you like thewhenpicture?"
the lastasked
reel
The man who is given a scenario and iously.
came to anFitzmaurice,
end.
leld responsible for its production has
"Not
if,
we
shoot
it
from
this
side,"
me test which must be applied to every was the reply. "Those buildings in the
"The
interest
isinstant
held allgetsthrough,
neverwas
formyan reply.
out of andits
tharacter and to every object, animate background are altogether too Ameri- itclass,"
ind inanimate, in the story — namely,
can
to
belong
on
an
English
estate."
ocal color. Less favored mortals always
"It came precious near it the dav that
"How inspection
about the revealed
other side?"
An
nothing to
Central freight train poked herlave been given to understand that "the shatter
the correct atmosphere if the Jersey
torrect
thing"
is
the
first
commandment
self into the background," laughed the
director.
n the book of laws which regulates the "shot" were taken from one certain spot.
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vision, men in the picture world will
welcome the counsel of Mr. Hills to his
MOVIES
NOT
INJURIOUS
TO EYESIGHT
fellows that they perform a splendid
duty
helping
patrons
have theatre.
better
Oculist Says Eyestrain from Viewing Films May
vision inboth
in and
out ofto the
Indicate Ocular Trouble, Not Poor Projection
And they will further welcome his sumBy Frank H. Madison
statementharm
that and
"there
reportmary
of specific
but isfewnocomlose business by advertising pictures as
plaints
of
slight
inconvenience
from
"Good
ising
advert
are
ISTS
OCULEyesight — Good Movies." How "gripping"; for he points out that focus- viewing motion pictures."
the eyes sharply
is tiringby toviewing
them.
y wasintoit that
recentl
oc- Such ingfocusing
is occasioned
ulists who broke
printthewereonlythose
who declared the moving picture was pictures in which interest is intense.
In discussing the effect of moving Huffman, Overlooker, Is
blinding the nation !
A prominent
New York
of ocu- pictures on the eyes he shows that the
Now Showing 'Em Sundays
lists and optometrists
are firm
emphasizing
physical,
mental
or nervous
make-up
person
may
a condition
the delights
watchingas the
most
famous ofcomedian
one screen's
of the ofwilltheinterfere
with cause
the enjoyment
ofthata SIDNEY
used to A.be aHUFFMAN,
Manhattanite,exhibitor,
but he
must have followed the trail of the
but may
only a sign
that theor
reasons why people should see if their show
individual
shouldbe consult
an oculist
eyes need attention.
Catskill aqueduct up to Saugerties, N. Y.
Saugerties has a population of 4,000, and
"If your eyes become tired from con- optometrist.
it overlooks the Hudson. It also overstant focusing on the screen," says this
Comfort a Big Factor.
firm's
advertising,
"or
if
you
are
inclined
looks EsopuscomesCreek,
from whose
headAmong
the
conditions
which
would
to have a headache after an evening at
the aqua
pura which
the theatre, it is a fair indication that contribute to eye annoyance are sev- Greater waters
New York now quaffs in more
eral
that
could
be
remedied
by
the
manthan ever.
j'ou
needis glasses."
ager— and these conditions are seldom abundance
There
little doubt that in days gone
But Sidney A. Huffman overlooks
progressive house. Com- nothing.
by a great many persons discovered foundfort isina bigthefactor
Looking
over the matter of
— comfort as provided Sunday opening, however,
when they went to a picture show their
Sidney forA.
eyes could hurt them.
by proper
seatingandwhich
allows the specfound
that
the
board
of directors
tator
to
relax
by
ventilation
that
Then the pictures could rightly be permits normal breathing and keeps Saugerties township was
split three
blamed,
projection But
" 'n everything"
was at asince
low standard.
now, if you the blood circulating normally. The "for" and three "against" after the bill
go to a legitimate moving picture show illumination too is important — poorly had gone through Albany.
or ceiling
lights may conand your eyes hurt you, it is better to placed wall
So when
said:
tribute no little
discomfort.
"We'll
put itthe
to athree
vote,""against"
Mr. Huffman,
worry about them and not about the
Withtion andthefilms,
present
standard
of projecprojection.
overlooking
nothing,
saidfor"Wea special
Will."
the
average
theatre
has
The
polls
were
opened
The Eye at Fault, Not the Pictures.
election one balmy summer evening
few things
guardor against.
jectiontomachinery
scratched Poor
films proare from 4 until 7, and during those 180
In fact, George T. Hills, of Youngscited as really injurious. If the spec- minutesbued with1,127thecitizens
imtown,nalOhio,
writing
in
the
Optical
Jourprincipleof Saugerties,
of life, liberty,
and Review of Optometry says:
tator has any defect of vision the flickand the pursuit of the movies, walked
ering
film
is
declared
to
be
"distinctly
"Withard thatthethey
picture
shows
at
the
standinto the booths and registered their
are kept in most places,
a film is also pro- right
of suffrage.
the care in seating, mechanism, screen harmful."nouncedAndannoyingsuch
with norm-in
The properto persons
recommendation
and films and the science of photography thisal eyes.
Said rights, being duly and lawfully
case is that the individual hunt up counted,
in its present state, we find the eye a better
showed a win by four votes
picture show.
for Sunday pictures. Whereupon the
more
often at hefaultsaysthanthattheif pictures."
Furthermore
township board, acting like a typical
Thirty Films a Week Uninjurious.
under
favorable conditions hasa picture
caused
Congress, flopped over, and voted against
If ingpatrons
worryeveryas night
to whether
proposition four to two.
"annoyance,
fatigue toor pre-existing
pain, the show
the new bill
is goingsee-to theButSabbath
has larcalled
attention
ocuSidney A. Huffman overlooks
defects that have heretofore passed result disastrously to their eyesight,
exhibitors
might
quote
this
optical
aunothing.
So
he didn't
overlook the
unnoticed."
And he ofadds
that thereally
maof Saugerties
had, factby
thority to the effect that if their vision that the people
jority who complain
discomfort
is normal they can easily see thirty reels the great American ballot, registered
have
defective
vision
of
which
they
had
been unaware.
a week and be free of all fear of in- the fact
that they wanted Sunday motion pictures.
jury to eyesight.
Evil in "Gripping" Pictures.
Inasmuch
as there has been in the past
Result: Saugerties is having its moIf all patrons had been in consultation
in regard
to theuponinjurition
picturesanevery
Sunday. Mr. Huffwith this eye specialist, exhibitors might muchous publicity
effect of moving
pictures
the
man is not
overlooker.

The Transition
Normand shein pined
"Upstairs,"
Showing
Howat romance,
the Scullery Maid's Wish to Jazz Upstairs Was Granted.
Down inin theMabel
sub-kitchen
for justthis,
one herflingnext
Goldwyn. and the fling flung itself at her in
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Crystal. "More workingmen are bringARIDITY HELPS NORTHWEST THEATRES
to thethetheatre.
know,ing their
butfamilies
I suppose
reason isI don't
that
many of them no longer have the saloons
Twin City Exhibitors Report That Closing of
in
which
to
spend
their
time.
Business
Drinkeries by National Law Increases Receipts
is bound to be better and I predict that
playing into the falling off in business, which has in- the fall will be a recordbreaker."
is
N
BITIO
PROHIhands
creased, and I look for a boom season
of the moving picture game
More Family Items.
in the Northwest. Slowly but in the fall. The men who formerly
Harry Billings, general manager of
spent most of their time in the saloon Ruben
surelycornsince
July
1,
when
John
Barley& Finkelstein's
twenty-one
movpassed out, larger audiences passed
come Prices
to the Work
movies."
ing picture
a perceptible
Increased
Well.
into the moving picture theatres of will now
increase
in houses,
the sizereports
of audiences
since
Minneapolis and St. Paul, exhibitors say.
"Prohibition is the greatest thing that July
1. "There isn't any question but
But what perhaps is the most sig- ever
could have happened to the mov- that prohibition is sending more people
nificant development of all is the passourof theatres,"
said.report
"Sincea the
ing picture game," said Frank Smoleski, to
the month hebanks
big
ing ofatres,thethe five
father
moving Four
picture
the- proprietor
of the Mazda.
"We
have first
increase in savings deposits. Father is
centofhouse.
of these
raised our
admission
price
and
the
audiences are larger than they were in paying
more
attention
to
the
family
than
theatres are out of existence as "nickeldespite the heat. We could not to the bartender now. He takes out the
odeons," theirwhen
admission
price advancing
to 10 cents
the larger
audiences June,
hope to have a better patronage in such missus and the kiddies to see a good
made such a step possible. Taxes and weather as we have been experiencing. wholesome moving picture show."
the higher cost of films in these days, of
an increase in the numSummer Audiences.
course, had something to do with the I havebers noticed
of men attending the shows. It Billy Good
B. Watson, manager of the V. B.
advance of price, but back of it all was has not been a great increase, but just
Idle Lea,
Hour Minn.,
and Broadway
prohibition.
the
it's an increase in the face of Valleau's
tres at Albert
is another theawho
highersameprices.
One Nickel House Remains.
waxes
optimistic
over
the
first evidences
"Our
following
consists
mostly
of
perThe theatres which made this change
of the effect of prohibition on moving
sons
of
modest
means,
but,
with
the
inand assured the use of better pictures
creased cost of films and taxes, we
in the future were the Cyril, Mazda,
"I have audiences
been noticing
summer-in
not continue doing business on a pictures.
growing these
gradually
Gem and National. Their action left could
five
cent
basis. Working people are size," time
only one Minneapolis house continuing making better
he
said.
"They
are
not
enormous
pay
now
than
ever
before
that would be unnatural in this weather. ;
the 5 cent admission charge — the Bijou and are saving more as a result of But
Theatre.
they are unquestionably growing.
The four theatres which have taken prohibition."
It means portsimply
that a considerable
proAridity
Increases
Business.
ion of the population
is adjusting
a step to elevate the photoplay to a
to
a
new
condition
and
is
finding
"I have noticed that business has be- itself
higher
and
more
dignified
plane
are
all
in the movies what it could never find
located in or near what is known as the said A. comeH.better
since proprietor
the town ofwent
Janson,
the dry,"
New
Gateway district,
which in days
abounded
with saloons.
It is gone
in theby
in the saloon."
Gateway district that thousands of tran- Nazimova Performs Decorative Rabbit Dance
sient laborers, harvest hands and lumberjacks congregate before "shipping
out"
market.from the Northwest's great labor
Before
in "The byBrat"
choreanSetting
performed
NaziNAZIMOVA'S
talents
a Decorative
dancerin mova.
have opportunity
foras display
It number
is described
as more fantastic
Soft Drinks Not Popular.
and
fascinating
than
the sword dance,
"The
Brat,"
her
own
and
Charles
Theseselves sons
of
toil
are
adjusting
themto the new order of life. The soft stage
"dance
of death,"
that Nazimova
did
Bryant's
adaptation
Maude
Fulton's
success,
in whichof the
Russian
star or
as the
Bedouin
girl Hassouna,
in Henry
drink
many doof not
the is presented
by Richard A. Rowland and Kistemaecker's drama, "Eye for Eye."
saloonsparlors
have into
been which
converted
is announced for reHerbert Blache, director, spent sevseem to hold any spell over them. The MaxwellleaseKarger,
September by1 and
atmosphere of the saloon, with its cusdays filming
uted exclusively
Metro.will be distrib- dance, eralwhich
the starNazimova's
performed onrabbit
the
tomary bar, shining footrail, polished
"The rabbit dance" is the terpsi- complete
glasses and mirrors, remains, but the
stage
of
the
"Nazimova
—a
theatre erected onTheatre"
the light
harvest hand or lumberjack cannot
stage atwood,the
in Holly-of
stand more than one or two glasses of
and soNazimova
named instudios
recognition
pop or buttermilk, and soon seeks new
the
star,
who
assisted
M.
P.
Staulcup
in
diversion. He is turning to the movies
itsFor
design
decorative
and finding it, according to the exhibthe andrabbit
dance scheme.
Nazimova was
itors.
clad in an ingenious rabbit costume of
Movies Are Prosperous.
gray plush, with a Baby Bunting hood,
huge ears
bristling
The weather has been excessively hot
kers. Sheandtripped
the feelers
number ortowhisthe
this summer, hotter in fact than it has
strains
of
"Anitra's
Dance,"
from with
the
jbeen
years,a great
and rush
consequently
there
"Per Gynt" suite by Grieg,
has notin been
to the theatres
Dvorak's
"Humoresque"
serving
as
a
since
July
1,
but
there
has
been
a
steady,
brief introduction.
gradual increase.
Other scenes show debutantes,
All houses report a far greater busidressed in inconsequential costumes of
ness in July to date than during the
classic
a "Greek"
same month a year ago. The coming of
dance in gossamer,
the approveddoing
manner.
Many
.peace followed by the clamping of the
scenes
"behind
the
scenes"
were
taken,
dry lid has been responsible, they say;
for
much
clever
action
transpiring
in
the
the real test of the effect of prohibition
wings and the dressing rooms of the
will come in the fall, and all predict the
chorus
girls
was
interpolated
by
June
^greatest film season ev.er recorded in
Mathis in her scenarization of the
(history.
comedy drama.
Edwards Is Optimistic.
Other days were devoted to the
chorus rehearsal, during which "the
"There
has
certainly
been
a
chango
brat's" experiences
a "pony"
are dis-of
for the better since July 1," said H. M.
closed. For these asscenes
a troupe
IEdwards, proprietor of the Gem. "There
professionals were engaged. A feature
lias not been a great rush, but business
Alice Brady
of this part of the production is the
has picked up. I have noticed that there
solid glass runway, constructed in the
have been more men than usual at the
Celebrates
herby recently
theatre aisle. Fifty Klieg arcs, used
contractattractive
givingpicture.
ussigned
this Realart
new,
[showings. The raising of the price to
from
below, lighted up this runway.
^0 cents has not been followed bv a
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Famous Players Announce
Releases Ready
anare sky
s rs-La
produsction
TWO morenounced by Famou
Playe
n
ratio
inspec
for
ready
as
Corpo
h
nges
us
tion at the vario branc excha y to ive
mber They
e inngSepte
minar
unreleasbooki
prelider the select
plan.
are Billie Burke in "The Misleading
Widow" and" Vivian Martin ines "The
have
pictur
Kiss. atBoththe these
Third
projection
private
been shown
room at the home office at 485 Fifth aveenthusiastic
York,by and
nue, Newreceived
of the
executives
the were
ally
corporation and the members of the
exploitation department who saw them.
"The ofMisleading
Widow"to the
marksscreen
the
return
Billie Burke
after a period of several months, and is
the first production made since the arrangement withwhereby
FloMiss
Ziegfeld
summated
Burke,wasundercon-a
new contract, will continue as a Famous
Players-Lasky star. It is an adaptation
ofJessethe and
play,H."Billeted,"
by F. TennysonM. Harwood.
Is Not a Military Subject.
Althoughterm,theit word
"Billeted"
is a
military
must not
be inferred,
Famous Players-Lasky states, that the
picture or the play from which it is
adapted is a war or military subject.
The fact is, it is pointed out, there is
not a particle of war or even military
atmosphere in the entire story. That
is, if an exception be made of the army
uniformsacterswhich
the comedy,
leading charwear. It two
is a offarce
pure
and simple, with all the scenes laid in
and about a little home in a New England village. The new title, "The Misperfectly.leading Widow," it is said, fits the story
The
pictureand wasFrances
directedMarion
by John
Robertson
wroteS.
the scenario.
Miss Burke's
leading manin the
is James
Crane.
Others prominent
cast areL.
Frank Mills, Madeline Clare, Fred
Hearn, Mrs.
Priestly Morrison and
Frederic
Esmelton.
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Two More September
for Inspection and Booking
In the
pastconfined
Miss Martin's
work and
has
been
largely
to the sweet
dainty type
of
picture
pretty
and
sentimental, but possessing but little drama.
In "The Third Kiss," it is stated, the best
qualities
pictures
that
served to ofgainherherprevious
her present
position
in the world of film favorites has been
retained, but added to them is a vein
ofits absorbing
drama
sufficient
todrama—
hold the
spectator
everyin
footstrength
of the way.
The story, by Heliadore Tenno, takes
the eternal triangle and squares it with
still another— a fourth character.
The possibilities of the situations have
been fully realized under the careful
handling of Edith M. Kennedy, the sceand RobertFordG. Vignola,
the director.narist,Harrison
and Robert
Ellis
have
two
of
the
principal
supporting
roles.

Exhibitors Appoint Heads
for Tax Repeal Campaign
ee on
the committMotion
suggest
THElegislat
ion ionand oftax
ors ofoftheAmerica
,
Picture Exhibit
Inc., that exhibitors in each state get tot specialr meeting
camrepealconventhe taxs and
tionsgethtoer aconside
paign is meeting with immediate response.
A special
meeting was
of the
League
of Maryland
held Exhibitors'
on July 22
at Baltimore, when the repeal campaign
plans for that state were outlined to
the exhibitors by Thomas D. Goldberg,
state director of the campaign in Maryland.
The Virginia exhibitors will convene
at Ocean
Va., on objects
August in13-14calling
and
one
of theView,
principal
it is to take up the tax fight. State
Director Jake Wells of Richmond, Va.,
has invited delegations from Delaware,
Maryland, District of Columbia and
North
cussion.Carolina to attend for general disVivian Martin in "Third Kiss."
Theodore L. Hays, who made a deterMinne"The Third
Martin's Paraconsota forminedtheand successful
exhibitors fight
in the inmusic
tax
tribution to theKiss,"
list Vivian
of September
mount-Artcraf t releases, is, in the con- matter, has accepted the state directorship
for
that
State.
He
considers
this
sensus
of
the
Famous
Players-Las'cy
executives,
will bring exhibitors closer
Martin has the
ever best
done.picture which Miss campaign
together than ever.

At the Left Is William; Center Is Billie; Right Is Bill.
Three charming views of Billie Burke, who will star in the Paramount-Artcraf t
picture, "The Misleading Widow."

August 2, 1919
The Governor of New Hampshire,
John H. Bartlett, of Portsmouth, N. H.,
has
districtE. leader
underbeen
Stateappointed
Director aCharles
Bean,
president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors'
League
of
New
Hampshire.
Harry Crandall, of Washington, D. C,
accepted the directorship for his district.
"Mystery
Press Soon
Book ofTo '13'
Be "Ready

the
sponsor
'13,"
ofthirteen
Myster
r ofedin"The
produce
N, who
S BURSTO
LOUI
the
insert
page
unique
e that
announc
to
World
Picture
Moving
new Francis Ford serial, has strong
ideas ons the subject of advertising. He
contend that the idea of a thirteen
l
page
showed
page, practica
blankmade
of a was
the usewhich
only byinsert,
the exhibitor by the force of example
how by sticking to one main theme,
el advertis
a powerfu
that ofment"thirtee
h there
could ben,"created
althoug
was but little reading matter for the
is the
insert.
size of the
on nearly
and en,"
serial,"Thirte
of the
keynote
cement it was
announ
the
of
page
every
driven home not once, but several
times.
In the forthcoming campaign book,
which Mr.hibitor's
Burston
titledare"Theclearly
ExBook" thesehas facts
brought out, so that the exhibitor will
find not only stills and a story, but also
helpfulit isways
after
booked.to advertise the serial
The atmosphere of the picture is
vividly presented; the stock and episode
paper is faithfully presented in miniature color reproductions; the ready-preadvertisementsis and
publicityvarious
matter forpared
newspapers
included;
clever publicity stunts are described;
slogans fortisementsprogram
adverare provided,andand other
the various
advertising props are shown both by
printed word and illustration.
Fred Stone Will Be Guest at
Wyoming Frontier Day
minary, left Los
Fridayluandin screen
stage Angeles
STONE,
FRED
morning
to participate
the great
annual Frontier Day celebrations at
Cheyenne, Wyo., as a guest, with the
best of the Western riders and ropers.
He will not leave his work, but will
take it along. Having just completed
"Billy Jim," his first photoplay as an independentbeginproducer,
Stoneintowillwhich
immediately
his Mr.
second
he has interpolated scenes which are
to be "shot"
the various
titive eventsduring
at Cheyenne
next compeweek.
He expects to enter the roping and
broncho-busting championship events.
Accompanying Mr. Stone will be a
company
of twenty-five,
including Frank
Manager Andrew
Callaghan, Director
Borzage,
Josie
Sedgwick
and
Vola
Dale,
the two feminine members of the Stone
men.
company,
and a number of expert horseThe company will be quartered at
Fort D. A. Russell, near which the ranch
scenes of the picture will be made.
Owen Moore to Produce Soon.
Owen Moore, who went to the Pacific
Coast recently with Myron Selznick, is
settling his business affairs before returning to New York to be in work on
his first Selznick production.
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the
usual
line
of
film
star
talks
and
epiSEYMOUR HAS WHOLE TOWN TO HIMSELF
grams on life in general, and discussed
the capital and labor situation.
"If nessI ofcould
convey toandyoumake
the seriousHis Company Buys the Only Other Theatre in
the condition
you see
as I do that an honest, uncamouflaged
Saranac Lake — Relies on Moving Picture World
team
work
between
capital
and
labor is
and theproductions.
Northwest as a loca- the solution to the biggest problem
dack Mounthat
Adiron
WAY up intains, atthe
c Lake,
tion for filming
N. Y., Spokane
Sarana
confronts us today, my reputation as a
Dave Seymour is piloting the
film
star
might
go
hang.
A
partnership
"Los
Angeles
was
made
by
the
picoperation of the Pontiac Theatre, a
tures and there is no reason why Spo- of democracy, not of autocracy and pahandsome $99,000 picture theatre with
before
be," said Miss Alcorn. tronization,
a seating capacity of 800. He calls it "It maykanebeshouldn't
that is must
hittingobtain
at the
rootstheoffricall
thatbecause
I am amylittle
homeprejudiced
is near thingstion American
"The
e is inheretheinmatter
theatrtradethe has
but and
title, ful"
this Beauti
markedHouse
is
eliminated."
In an interview Mr. Keenan said:
St.
Maries,
Idaho,
but
neverthe. Seyles it is my opinion that nowhere else
business-like as well as pretty
year I speaking
intend to makein picture
a tour
is now the vice-pingresident ny
and ina in the world are there locations better of "Next
the country,
the operat compa
directormourionof
but in the largestnothalls,
giving
suited
to the needs of the picture busi- theatres,
success to the late L. Bernstein. This
all ideas of the screen as an art and as
company has taken over a lease of the
Mr. Keenan deviated radically from
an industry."
only other theatre in the town, the Colonial Theatre, and has closed it entire- ness."
on
the
Ponhave the
being totheatre
ly,tiac as intenti
in town.
the only picture
Triangle to Film Sir Henry Irving's Success,
Books on Open Market.
"The Lyons Mail/' Starring H. B. Irving
Manager Seymour books on the open
environment
and yet
remarket and refuses to sign continuous AMONG the important features to be charactersembleand
each other
so perfectly
in face
d by Triangle in the near
contracts as he wants to pick every
presente
future is one which promises to and figure that suspense is maintained
picture that he presents.
a valuable addition to the list of throughout the five reels.
"Of course, I do not get a chance to be
The clever twist to the plot which
successful stage dramas recorded by the frees
see all my pictures before I show them," camera.
the hero and seals the doom of
It is an elaborately staged pro- the rogue
he says,of "but
I get after
a goodI read
idea Moving
of the
is said to be so much more
worth
a picture
f
o
n
o
i
t
c
u
d
the
drama
"The
Lyons
Mail,"
effective
told by the camera than
Picture World and other papers. I rely made doubly famous as Sir Henry Irv- in the morewhenlimited
sphere of stage craft
upon Moving Picture World to tell me with ing's
favorite
vehicle
and
played
by
him
that
the
drama
ends with even more of
.
big
success
on
Broadway
what's what about a release and I do
Few
dramas
of
recognized
greatness
a
punch
than
was
possible in its orignot Keeps
go veryClose
far astray."
inal form.
present the picture producer with such
Watch on Receipts.
H.
B.
Irving
appears
in the dual role
opportunities
for
thrilling
situations
and
Seymour points out that he knows ex- big spectacular scenes as this classic on the screen where by means
of doublecan pay
exposure show
photography
his character
Opening with a sensational drawings
tureactlyand howhemuch
keepshewithin
the for
limit.a picHe melodrama.
to
advantage.
robbery
of
the
mails
followed
by
a
foul
keeps close watch on his receipts and murder, the story suddenly develops
expenditures and his little note book an unusually absorbing plot by fixing
shows exactly how each star will draw the crimes upon a man of excellent rep- Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa Is
patronage. Heinalso
ute who bears an uncanny likeness to
Newest of Universal Stars
thermometer
the keeps
theatrean eye
and onhe theis
continually drawing attention to the theA criminal.
series
of
interesting
incidents
before
comfort in which patrons can watch a and after the robbery prove beyond a TSURU AOKI
d byHayaCarl
announce
kawa) it is (Mrs.
Sessue
performance. One of his slogans is: doubt to the police and even to the
, Universal's president,
Laemmle
"The air is cool and sweet; there's a innocent man's proud old father that he has signed
apto
contract
term
long
a
pear in Universal productions.
mushroom
under Program
your seat."Daily.
is guilty.
The role
two characters
In all probability her first production
Changes
ing the dual
played by constitutthe star
The policy of the theatre is to change are so widely removed in reputation, will be "The Breath of the Gods," written by Sydney McCall (Mar McNeal).
programs
is a Lake
continuous flow ofdaily
reelsandto there
Saranac
for
She
has written
many books and articles
on China
and Japan.
presentation at the Pontiac. Saranac
Mrs. Hayakawa, who has played opLake has a great floating population,
posite her husband in several Japanese
but there are generally about 5,000 perproductions,
was born
Tokio, Japan.
sons in and around the town, includShe
was
educated
in ainconvent
in the
ing tourists, as prospective patrons.
United States. The diminutive actress
Many of these are aristocratic visitors
has
been
with
the
Lasky
company,
and Seymour caters to the best patLasky-Paramount, Essanay and more
by refusing to screen so-called
recently with the Haworth Pictures Corproblem ronagefeatures.
W. M. Gladish, Canadian representaMr. Laemmle announced that the best
poration.
tive of Moving Picture World, recently
of plays would be used for Mrs. Hayaspent a brief vacation at Saranac Lake
kawa's
A number and
of them
and hobnobbed
with
Seymour
to
exwill haveproductions.
Japanese atmosphere,
poschange ideas.
lected. sibly some American themes will be seMovie Personages Speak at
Editors
See "The
Volcano."Thomas,
Spokane Commercial Lunch
At the
invitation
of Augustus
the author, an audience of thirty or
THE presence
of
Frank
Keenan,
picture actor, Olive Ann Alcorn, who
more editors of the leading Jewish
is seen in the latest Chaplin redaily
newspapers
periodicals
New York
saw hisandlatest
Four Starin
lease, Fred C. Quimby, director of exchanges for Pathe Exchange, Ellis Perscreen
drama,
"The
Volcano,"
lee, advance man for the Ellison White
Leah Baird, in a private projectionstarring
room
in New York just prior to the shipment
Chautauqua company, and Clarke
Walker, gave a movie atmosphere to the
of
prints
to
the
Hodkinson
managers
throughout America.
noon luncheon of the Spokane Chamber
The film is a drama of radicalism in
of Commerce today.
Afraid of the Other Side of the Door.
America.
It was produced by Harry
Miss Alcorn, who is also the repreIrene Castle about to gro under fire in
Irving.
Raver
under the direction of George
sentative ofa film location company, enher Paramount-Artcraft, "The
thusiastical y praised the possibilities of
Firing Line."
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Lardner, Reeve and Grey Collaborate in
New Series of Comedy-Travel Pictures
WHATmost they
claimseries
to be ofonecomedies
of the Grim Game,"
has just
been studio
comoriginal
pleted at thewhich
Famous
Players
they have produced in a long in Hollywood.
time will be distributed next season by
the Famous
This
series, itPlayers-Lasky
was announcedCorporation.
this week Patsey De Forest Will
by Nathan H. Friend, head of the eduAppear in Philipp Films
cational department of Famous Players
INthetheAdolf
makingPhilipp
of theFilmfirstCorporation,
picture by
will will
be called
This work
Is America
and
be the "So
combined
of Ring!"
Adolf Philipp has secured the serW. Lardner, humorist; Arthur B. Reeve,
vices of Miss Patsey De Forest, forauthor of the Craig Kennedy stories,
as ingenue with a stock
and John W. Grey, screen writer and companymerly inaffiliated
Pittsburgh and later a screen
producer.
lead
with
a
number
the most promiThe pictures, one of which already
nent concerns in the ofcountry.
has
been
completed,
will
be
one-reel
Years
ago
the
young
became
subjects and will be distributed on a acquainted with Orme actress
Hawley, then
one-a-month basis beginning Septem- starring for Lubin and through Miss
ber 1. They will be a series of comedy Hawley was introduced to Director
travelknown
subjects
whichbe aseen
company
This director engaged
well
actorsin will
in come-of Percy Winter.
Forest for a semi-lead oppodies staged in various parts of the coun- Miss siteDeClarence
Elmer
for the "Patsy Bolitry. The first of the pictures, which has
Series," which was the first serial
as its theme the adventures of a re- ever varproduced.
The movie fans will remember Miss
turned soldier, has Denver as its locale,
and other subjects in the series will De Forest for the leads in the O. Henry
stories.
have
other
cities
and
well
known
places
as background.
Jack Gardner to Play Lead.
Jack Gardner, stage and screen star,
will play the lead. Arvid E. Gillstrom
will direct. Mr. Gillstrom has been
identified with the comedy end of the
film profession for year; he directed
Jane
and comedies.
Katherine Lee in a number
of their
Ring Lardner will write the sub-titles.
Mr. Lardner today ranks as one of the
leading American humorists. This is
the first
he has ever done anything for time
the screen.
Arthur B. Reeve, as the creator of
Craig Kennedy, is best known as a
writer of detective stories; but the
facility which enables him to concoct
the most intricate detective plots has
enabled him to devise comedy situations.
In the writing of the scenarios, Mr.
Reeve will collaborate with John W.
Gray, who has been associated with Mr.
Reeve for some time in the writing of
photoplays. Mr. Grey collaborated with
Mr. Reeve on the Houdini picture, "The
"Pass Good Word Along"
Is Joe's Policy with World
the exhibitin
yearshavein served
NINE
business
to whetg
tion
Joe
Steed's
apprecia
good reading matter. And whenof
Joe finds a good thing he likes to
pass it on. He is keeping, of course,
his three
ham, Ala. good theatres in BirmingBut every week when Joe is
through
reading
the Moving
ture World
from cover
to coverPic-he
takes it over to the Public Library
and puts it on the magazine table.
He has been doing so for years.
The magazine table would be
lonesome without it. Readers would
miss it. And Joe would consider
himself
a thief for robbing
some-if
one of substantial
information
helibrary
didn'teach
passweek.
on the World to the

C. G. Kingsley
Recently appointed exchange manager for
Realart's Detroit branch.

August 2, 1919
Attractions
at July
New 20York
Theatres
RIALTO—
"The Better Wife."
Select Picture.
Featuring Clara Kimball Young.
RIVOLI
— "Louisiana."
Paramount
Attraction.
Starring Vivian Martin.
STRAND— "Through the Wrong
Goldwyn
Feature.Kennedy.
Starring Madge
BROADWAY— "Yankee Doodle in
Sol Lesser Attraction.
Door."Mack Sennett's Bathing
WithBeauties.
Berlin."
Engage Prominent Players
for Cast of "The Bandbox"
have been en-to
playersh-Beck,
by Deitric
gagedDoris
NENT
PROMI
support
Kenyon in herInc.,
Louis
Joseph
Vance William
story, "The
Bandbox,"d
directed
for releaseby inR. the
early Neill,
Fall byschedule
W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation.
Prominent in support of Miss Kenyon
are Alexander Gaidon, Walter McEwan,
Helen Montrose, Maggie Weston,
Logan Paul and William Brotherhood,
along with
several others to be announced shortly.
Theodore C. Deitrich, general manager of Deitrich-Beck, Inc., also announces the engagement
of two assistant directors
for the production.
They
are Edward James and Thomas Walsh,
the latter having been associated with
Director
Neillproductions.
all during the latter's
work
on Ince
The
Kenyon
Company,
has been
at work on exteriors at which
Lake Mohegan
the past ten days, leaves the fore part
of the week for Jacksonville, Fla., where
the production will be completed.
Proctor Tours "Big Four" Depots.
Now that Hiram Abrams has apl seventeenArtists
of the Corporation,
sales managerspoiofnted aUnited
Ralph O. Proctor, assistant general
manager
the "Big
on a tourof that
will Four,"
cover has
all started
of the
company's
branch
offices.
Practically all of the distributing denow been
in operation
Proctorpots arehas
sent out and
by Mr.
Mr.
Abrams to see that everything is in
readiness for the prompt and efficient
handling of the business in connection
with
company's picture
first production,
Douglasthe Fairbanks
which will thebe
released on September 1.

Levison Spends Day in New York.
Leo F. Levison, branch manager for
Select burgh,
Pictures
at Pittscame to NewCorporation
York last week
and
spent a day in conference with home
office executives of Select. He reported
Hampton Engages Arthur Clayton.
a gratifying increase in the business of
Lieut. Arthur Clayton, who for nearly
Select's
Pittsburgh
exchange,
bringing
twenty
years laid his life upon the altar
additional first-hand testimony that
Mars and fought in almost every war
added materially to the optimistic note ofduring
that and
period,
which pervades the Select organization. the sword
has has
beenbrushed
engagedasideby
Jesse
D.
Hampton
to
assist
in the production of H. B. Warner productions
McCloskey to Title Pearson Film.
Lawrence McCloskey has been en- for
Robertson-Cole,
which
Exhibitors'
Mutual
distribute.
gaged to write the titles for the second
Clayton is giving the benefit of his
Virginia Pearson production, "Impos- knowledge
of situations, the life and
sible Catherine,"
will be Mr.
released
ofin the
the different
sometime
in the which
near future.
Mc- manners
countries
whichpeople
the inWarner
stories
C
l
o
s
k
e
y
h
a
s
long
been
prominent
in
the
will
be
set.
scenario field.
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NAZIMOVA
IN INDIAN EMPIRE LOCALE
Brilliant Russian Star Commences Work on Play
Derived from Wylie's "The Hermit Doctor of Gaya"
the Empire Theatre. Moving
yAZIMOYA has started work be- opened
and onerecognized
day in Mr.
a Fox
fore the camera in "The Hermit pictures
N J Doctor
Productioncame
Mr. Lewis
De
of
Gava,"
a
screen
version
Carlton
on the screen.
of the novel by I. A. R. Wylie. This
Still
more
years
passed
on.
George
De
Nazimova
will follow
"The
Brat"
in theproduction
release schedule
of Metro
Goldwyn Pictures representing
Corporation in Newthe Hampshire
and
Pictures Corporation, exclusive distribu- Carlton,
Vermont, called to see the manager of
tors of the Bryant
brilliant adapted
Russian'sthispictures.
Charles
picture, the Empire Theatre.
Mr. nized
Lewis
and Mr.
De Carltonalthough
recog[and also wrote the scenario. In the
each other
immediately,
capacitysumes of
players,maleMr.roleBryant
as- they had
not met in the long span of
the leading
opposite
|the
star — that
MajorEnglishman,
Tristram.
Mr. Bryant
is a of
versatile
and as Tristram, a British major sta- J. B. Reilly Is Appointed
tioned in India, he has a role that should
fit him well.
Realart's Cleveland Head
Cast of Picture.
the management
of its Cleveland
After selection with a view to obtain- FORexchange,
Pictures
ing the precise types depicted in Miss
ation has Realart
appointed
J. B. CorporReilly.
Wylie's novel, Maxwell Karger, Nazi- The appointment followed the visit to
mova's
director
general,
announces
that
J. B. Woody, Realart's genthe supporting cast for the production, Cleveland
eral sales ofmanager.
tin addition to Mr. Bryant includes
Mr. Reilly is an "old timer" in film
Charles W. French, as Colonel Boucicault; Margaret McYVade as Mrs. Boucicault; Herbert Prior as Barclay; Millie
■i Davenport
Smithers
Bhogwan Singh asas Mrs.
Ayeshi.
Herbertand Blache
is directing.
The author of the novel is at present
on the Pacific coast and has availed
herselftion to beof present
Nazimova's
at thepersonal
studios invitaduring
the making of the production. The star
, eagerlytions welcomed
Missknowledge
Wylie's suggesand her minute
of India, the scene of the story.
Incorporations at Albany
Showed Decrease Last Week
Albany, July 21
THE last few days have brought a
let-up in the number of concerns
which have been incorporating in
INew York State week after week in unusually large numbers. In fact only
four concerns were incorporated during
Ithe past six days, the number including
the Truart Pictures, at $36,000, and naming among its incorporators Benjamin
'Altman, Stanislaus Dyktor and Charles
Entmacher; the Distributors' Films
Syndicate, which incorporated at $50,000,
jand
namingandBernard
Mills, Jacob
Berkowitz
BenjaminH. Milberg
as its
head. The Step-in was incorporated at
$50,000 by Edwin E. Kohn, Lloyd V.
Koontz and Anton Scibitz, for the purpose of entering the motion picture
field. The Al St. John Comedies, incorporating at$35,000, filed its papers with
Secretary of State Hugo the past week,
the
incorporators
C. Thomas,
A. M. Jacobs and being
Alary Abel
E. Smith.

J. B. Reilly
Managing Cleveland
Realart. exchange for
circles, having been identified with the
profession in various capacities almost
since its infancy. His first photoplay
connection was with O. T. Crawford as
a salesman out of the New Orleans
branch. This was in 1908. Following
that engagement, Mr. Reilly became
manager
of theof Colonial
at JoLewis and De Carlton Meet
liet,
111., one
fourteen Theatre
houses owned
by
the
Colonial
Theatre
Company.
After Long Span of Years the management of one theatre heFrom
was
THIRTY years back Samuel Lewis promoted to the post of general manwas
manager
of
the
Opera
House,
Claremont, N. H. There came to ager.
After the long experience gained from
town the Great Repertoire Company managing
theatres for others, Mr. Reilly
and
George
and managed two theatres, the
England actor.De Carlton, popular New bought
Electric at Manteno, 111., and the Princess at Kankakee, 111. He retained his
| Years passed on. Mr. Lewis became
jcontinued
president ofhif ainterest
bank ininthat
but still two houses until he was offered the pothe city
sition of sales manager of the Chicago
theatre. He

branch of Triangle. He stayed with Tria year,a after
joined
Metro. angleAfter
period which
with thehe Chicago
forces of Metro, Mr. Reilly was sent to
Cleveland as sales manager of that
branch which position he has held until
his present appointment.
Offices have been in operation since
July 14 in the Bangor Building where
Mr. Reilly can be found at Suite 200.
Schwartz Building Fifth
Motion Picture Theatre

theatre
fourth onpicture
his completi
in Brooklyn
WITHA.nearing
H. Schwartz is just starting a
fifth structure in Jamaica, in the adjoining borough of Queens. In Flatbush his
in comcentered
present pletinactivities
g a2,500 seatandare
at Flatbush
house
road, inanda
Farragut
Rogers avenue
amusemenhast
section
1910 Mr.withSchwartz
Since peopled
seekers.thickly
been supplying Brooklyn showgoers with
picture theatres of modern construction
and equipment.
The Linden, in Flatbush, was his first
venture. In 1915, after overcoming many
difficulties the Rialto Theatre was completed. Then came his greatest venture
in constructing
Brevoort,
at Bedford avenue andtheFulton
street.
This
theatre is considered the leading picture-palace of the borough across the
East River,
and its success
encouraged Mr. Schwartz
to buildhasmore
and
larger houses in and around Broklyn.
Marcus Loew will further extend his
already large holdings in the theatrical
field of Greater New York through purchase of the Brevoort Theatre, a house
devoted exclusively to pictures, at Bedford avenue and Brevoort place, Brooklyn. While the deal has not been definitely consummated, it is understood
that the negotiations between Mr. Loew
and the corporation, headed by A. A.
Schwartz, which built the Brevoort and
opened it last May, have led to a definite
agreement.
The Brevoort is valued at half a million dollars, and it is understood that
Mr. Loew will pay something in the
neighborhood of that figure for the
property. It is one of the finest of
Brooklyn's picture theatres.
Print of
Sent"Desert
East toGold"
New York
tinge F. B.Warner,
producers
BENJAMIN
HAMPTON
and El-of
Zane Grey Pictures for W. W.
Hodkinson distribution have completed
in California and shipped to New York
this week their first Zane Grey picture
"Desert
shortly. Gold", which will be released
Upon the arrival of the negative in
New York and its delivery to the Hodkinson organization the laboratory
work will be done slowly and with the
greatest care and technical supervision
to attain printing perfection and proper
"Desert Gold"
will andbe ordered
shipped
totinting.
the Hodkinson
branches
subject
to
pre-release
when
everyone
connected with its final preparation is
convinced that no further quality can
be imparted to it.
The picture was directed by T. Haves
Hunter.
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Striking Exchange Employes Request Mayor's
Intervention, But Managers Deny Need for It
Exchange Em- sent out by the exchanges whose emALTHOUGH ployes'theUnionFilm
ployes are out.
formally
d underhasna been
organize
Personnel of Union.
the American Federatio ofcharter
Labor from
and
The
new
union was organized as the
union officialswith still are hopeful of a set- Film Exchange
Local Union
tlement the managers which will No. 16,701, and Employes
the following officers
allow
them
to
claim
a
victory,
there
are indications that the trouble will
made
that
tentative
have"Tbeenu .u£S
SHtrik.
before offers
:rtinbg
privately by some of the former employes of the exchanges
to their
reinstatement
under the looking
conditions
that
obtained previous to the formation of
the union, and the managers believe it
is only a question of a few days before
a stampede in this direction is evidenced. Just what their attitude will
be under such circumstances, the managers refuse to state, although they
point to the fact that at no time during the trouble have they been more
than slightly inconvenienced, and that
their
have been
filled onprograms
scheduleinvariably
time.
Refuse to Deal with Union.
They refuse to have any dealings with
the union, and from all appearances,
will maintain that stand to the end.
During the past week the Motion Picture Operators'
a meeting
and voted
to giveUnion
their held
support
to the
Film Exchange
Employes'
Union.
ward Kirsch, business agent of the Edoperators' union, said:
"We
decided
not
to
run
any
of
the
films for the exchanges whose employes
are locked out, except those films which
were contracted for by managers of
theatres before the lockout."
A Passing of the Buck.
While on the face of this declaration
it appears
be a whole-hearted
port for theto union,
it is pointed supout
that this is merely a camouflaged att
e
m
p
t
t
o
"pass
the
buck,"
and
affords
the
operators a chance to get out from under in case of trouble. The only real
action
by out
the ofoperators'
union
was thetaken
calling
one operator
who was employed by one of the exchanges to run films for the private
view of theatre managers. It is also
stated that the members of the Film
Employes'benefit
Unionof $12
received
their
first
weekly
during
the past
week,
but no information
is available
as
to where this money came from.
Mayor Will Not Arbitrate.
During the week, the union officials
are said to have asked the intervention
of the mayor, or at least his services
in an effort to adjust the difficulty. His
honor, thinghowever,
to do with refused
the matterto have
unless anythe
request for intervention comes from
both sides, a contingency which is said
to be very remote. The exchange managers called upon the mayor and informed him that they had nothing to
arbitrate, and that from their point of
view everything was very satisfactory.
The business agent of the operators'
union
Exhibitors'to League
that heinformed
had beentheinstructed
inform
them that the members of the union
would not repair any films that were
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were elected : President, J. W. Patton ;
vice-president,responding
Edward
corsecretary, C.Altvater;
Pendergast;
financial secretary, Miss Beatrice Fox,
guide, win;John
Mess;
W.M. C.King
IrMiss guardian,
N.It Malloy,
and Miss trustees,
A. Kettel.
is said that
this
union will be represented by five delegates in the Central Labor Council. The
next move in the matter at present is
shrouded in mystery. As one of the exchange managers put it, "They now have
their union, but no jobs."

Plans Production and
Famous Play ws-Lasky
Distribution of Non-Theatrical Pictures
following
the news
Assisting
Mr. Niles are Carl who
H. CarI LOSELY
the Methodist
Episcopal
Church,that
at sons,
a well-known
will
the
picture fromeducator,
the pedagogical
its centenary convention in Colum- edit
Edward
Lipkin,
formerly
bus, Ohio, had accepted the motion pic- standpoint;
tor of social and civic activities di-in
ture as a means of education, it was an- several recbig
charitable
instinounced that the Famous Players-Lasky
whoNew
will York
supervise
the pictures
Corporation has completed comprehen- from thetutions,standpoint
of non-educational
sive plans for the production and distri- public institutions; Miss
Tapley,
bution of non-theatrical pictures to who will carry on motion Rose
picture work
schools,
churches,
social centers and colleges,
other public
institutions.
before
women's
clubs
and
kindred
organizations, and Miss Margaret BrotherThe picture that will be distributed to ton.
these institutions, it is stated, will not
Will Not Replace Text-Books.
be of the type that would put schools,
The educational
subjects
nonsocial centers and such non-theatrical theatrical
group are
beingin the
arranged
enterprises in competition with motion along
courses which have been formupicture exhibitors. On the contrary
lated by some of the foremost educathese pictures will be strictly non-theattional authorities in the country. Alrical and educational and are being disthough the pictures will be strictly edut
r
i
b
u
t
e
d
t
o
satisfy
the
growing
demand
cational, they will in no way, it is stated,
for the exhibition of films of this nature
replace
text-books,
but facilities.
will suppleto people
who
are
interested
in
educament the
the present
teaching
tional and civic affairs.
The non-theatrical subjects will be
Niles in Charge of Department.
from the regular twenty-eight
The department for the production handled Players-Lasky
exchanges in this
and distribution of such pictures is in Famous
country, special representatives being
charge of David K. Niles, widely known assigned
to
each
exchange
to care for
for his work in the educational film their distribution to public institutions.
field. For the last three years Mr. Niles
has been motion picture director for the "Sahara" Is Booked by
Milwaukee schools, and during the war
had charge of the motion picture section
the Saenger Circuit
of the Department of Labor. He also
was chairman of the joint conference VIRTUALLY
the lastin big
picturecame
circuit
of theatres
Amerca
of motion picture activities of the
into camp during the past week
United States Government and Allied and booked
"Sahara"
the
J.
Parker,
Jr.,
organizations.
production starring Louise Glaum and
directed by Allan Dwan when the
Saenger chain in New Orleans signed
contracts
with the Hodkinson corporation representative.
This booking was made personally by
Julius
of his
general Saenger
manager,in E.theV. absence
Richards,
and the first run of the picture will Jr.,
be
held
week of August 3 at the Strand,
-New the
Orleans.
Immediate playing dates
will follow throughout the territory on
the Louisiana and Mississippi cities and
towns booked by that organization.
points included in the booking
areThe Shreveport,
Pensacola, Jackson,
Baton Rouge, Alexandria,
Hattiesburg,
Lake Charles, Meridian, New
Iberia,
Monroe, Texarkana, Greenwood, Clarksdale, Greenville, Natchez, Columbus,
Plaquemine, McComb, Gulfport, Donaldsville,
Natchitoches,
Lafayette and
Vicksburg. Thibodeaux
Among the other important first run
contracts signed during the week by
Hodkinson managers
the Tudor
Theatre. Atlanta, Ga., are
the Unique, El
Paso, erty
Texas,
Elizabeth
Johnson's
Libthe
Crescent Theatre,
Austin, Houston,
Texas; theTexas;
Orpheum,
Gypsies,
Guitars,
Ginger,
and
Gladys.
Waco Texas; the Jefferson, Dallas,
A poetic
view
of
Gladys
Brockwell
Lorn Furmss;
from her pypsy picture for
DuluthBeaumont
; the Empire,
Mobile
and theRex,Liberty,
Fox, "The Sneak."

CARL LAEMMLE has the distinguished
honor of announcing and presenting the
Stage U omen's productions
W ar Relief inseries
photodramatic
ichichofareincit
pre-e
sented the foremost Stage celebrities of the
present day. Jeuel-l nicer sal recognizes
the signal honor conferred upon it in being
chosen from among all producing and distributors ofmotion pictures as the exclusive
distributors of these extraordinary cinema
achievements to the fraternity of exhibitors
throughout the entire world. In every
country on earth, the trade will recognize in
such a distinguished galaxy of celebrated
Stage Stars as
Flo Segfda
Taliaferro
David Belasco Paul
Violet Gilmore
llemina Mabel
Galli-Curci
Otis Skinner Tyrone Poner Julia Dean
J u I in Arthur Nance
Robert OWeil
Edeson
Bates
Henry Miller
CourtenayBlanche
Cyril Maude William
and forty other distinguished actors, famous
in the present day annals of the Imerican
Stage, a truly tremendous achievement in
the history of the cinema art. These great
players through the efforts of the Stage
Women's
W ar their
Relieftime
u ereandbrought
and
tendered
laborstogether
voluntarily to aid in the noble cause.
These productions will be released one
each month for twelve consecutive months.
Presented in this brochure are portraits
and names of these gentlewomen and
gentlemen whose appearance in these plays
adds caste, character and distinguished
dignity to cinema industry.
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF

DAVID BELASCO and
ELIZABETH RISDON
In "A McRae.
Star Over
Night,"
assistedHamilton
by the Revelle,
followingHilda
celebrities:
Bruce
Edward
Martindel,
Spong,
Gladys Morris, Kathleen Nesbit and Mrs. Nate Rothschild.
Written byby Universal-Jewel.
Ann Irish. Stage Women's War Relief Series
Released

CYRIL

MAUDE

and VIOLET

HEMING

In "Winning
Wife,"Fredassisted
the following
Mrs.
Sam
Harris, His
Captain
Lloyd,by David
Bispham,celebrities:
Mrs. Charles
King, Louise Closser Hale. Written by Katherine Kavanaugh.
Stage Women's War Relief Series. Released by Universal-Jewel.

MACLYN
and JOHN

ARBUCKLE
J. McGRAW

In " Fighting
Mad," DeHarte.
assisted byWritten
the following
Percy
Haswell
and Dana
by Samuelcelebrities:
Hopkins Adams.
Stage Women's War Relief Series. Released by Universal-Jewel.

JULIA

DEAN

and SHELLEY

HULL

In "An Guilbert,
Honorable
Cad,"Breese,
assistedEthelbert
by the Hales,
following
celebrities:
Yvette
Edmund
Phoebe
Foster.
Frederick byA.Universal-Jewel.
Kummer. Stage Women's War Relief Series.
Released

ROBERT EDESON and
MABEL TALIAFERRO
In
"TheRobinson,
Mite ofMargaret
Love," assisted
by theMoore,
following
Forest
Leslie, Lucia
Ralphcelebrities
Morgan :
and Mrs. Russ Whital. Written by Kachel Crothers. Stage
Women's War Relief Series. Released by UniversaLJewel.

1

MONTAGU

LOVE

and ENID

MARKEY

In
"She'sYurka,
Everywhere,"
assisted
by theTruesdell,
followinghredcelebrities:
Blanche
Adele Roland,
Frederick
Nichols,
Harry Davenport, Maude Von Turk, Helen Duggan and Robert
Lowell. Released
Written byby Universal-Jewel.
Jack Larric. Stage Women's War Relief
Series.

TOM

WISE

and GAIL

KANE

In "Romeo's
Dad,''Nagel,
assisted
the following
Stanard,
Conrad
Jackby Devereaux,
Jack
Beamish, Malcolm Bradley, Theodore Westman,
Lowell.
WrittenReleased
by Calder
Johnstone. Stage
Kelief Series.
by UniversahJewel

celebrities:
Ethel
Cagwin, Frank
Jr., and Helen
Women's War

GALLLCUKC1. HELEN MACKELLAK,
JEANNE EAGLES and
HOLBFnOKE blinn
In "TheIntropidi.
MadonnaLouisof the
Slums."Victor
assistedSutherland.
by the following
celebrities:
Ethel
Alberni.
)ohn Morns
and
lessie
Ralph.
Written
by
Jessie
Bonstelle.
Stage
Women's
War
Relief Series. Released by Universal-Jewel.

NANCE

O'NEIL, TYRONE POWER
and PAUL GILMORE
In "TheHickman.
Mad Woman."
the following
Alfred
Madamoiselleassisted
Mathildeby Cottrelly.
Mildredcelebrities:
Holland,
Thamara Swirskaya and Russian Quartette, Written by Howard
E. Miller. Stage Women's War Relief Series. Released by
UniversahJewel.
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in
pjctures
to the
exhibitor.
He supplying
was with the
Fox Film
Company
for
UNITED ARTISTS OPEN
BOSTON DEPOT
some
years
and
then
became
sales
manager for the George Kleine system in
William H. Jenner, Formerly of Goldwyn, Signs
Chicago. Here Mr. Jenner has the task
Contracts While Carpenters Construct Office
of
■
^'organizing
separate
troubles of the exhibitor when he was braJ-hes over whicheighteen
he had direct suIAM H. JEXXER, one of the an
WILL"live
exhibitor
himself
in
Chicago
—
at
the
p
e
r
v
i
s
i
o
n
.
H
e
is
now
secretary
of the
picmoving
the
of
wires"
Xew Vista, Marlow, Xew England Film Exchange Managers'
ture industry in New England, Windsor Park,
and Munroe theatres.
Association. Every exchange manager
has been appointed manager of the Shakespear
Mr. Jenner has also had experience in Boston is a member.
New England distributing depot of the
tion. Mr. JenCorporawith
Artistswatched
Unitedner is being
on
interest
account of his connection with the
screen stars — Griffith, Fairbanks, Chaplin Metro Receives Many Letters and Telegrams
Mr. Jenner
and Pickford
for Bookings on Screen Classic Productions
states.repreXew England
sents in the six— whom
Resigning from the Goldwyn Film Cor- EXHIBITORS
throughout
the advance
country along
in "Please
have already created a big
len-Browne
farce. Get Married," the Culporation, where he had been manager
for seven months, Mr. Jenner carried
demand
for
bookings
of
the
forthOfficials of the company intend that
coming Screen Classics, Inc., feature
with berhim
the
good
wishes
of
every
memthe
big
Screen
of the Goldwyn Xew England force. productions to be made from stage suctions shall stand Classics,
on the Inc.,
basis producof the
cesses
and
popular
novels
and
distribfame
of
their
authors,
the
prestige and
This was
emphasized
when
they
preuted exclusively by Metro.
sented Mr. Jenner with a handsome and
stars and the artistic qualThis demand comes just when the ex- skill ityofof their
the features
themselves.areTheto
serviceable
penecutive
organizations
in hasthe been
Metrotuned
of- fundamentals
cil to match,goldandfountain
a box ofpen,goodwithcigars.
of salesmanship
fices
at
1476
Broadway
This tribute touched Mr. Jenner. The
govern
Metro
in
its
dealings
with exhibitors.
highest
for theonexploitapen and pencil are among his prize pos- up totionthe
of these
screenpitch
offerings
a large
s
e
s
i
o
n
s
,
f
o
r
he
feels
that
they
repreTo
Give
Pre-Release
Views.
scale. Xowmanager,
W. E.finds
Atkinson,
Metrodeluged
genhis desk
In the first place, it is announced that
with senthim.the goodwill of those who worked with eral
letters and telegrams from every finished prints of each of the big proWas in Stage Business.
ductions wil be in the hands of Metro
section of the country, in which exIn daysterestedgone
by Mr. business
Jenner was
exchange
time before
in the theatre
and inhe
the
releasemanagers
date, so inthatample
exhibitors
may
knows all about "putting up the scensee them run. The judgment of the exery."
So
when
he
assumed
the
managerhibitor
himself
will
be
the
primary
facship of the Xew England depot of the
tor in deciding whether he shall book
United Artists he set about in systemthe
special.
atic manner to establish an office — he
Metro'sscale.
exploitation
plans things,
are laidtheseon
a large
Among other
calls
a "depot."brick building at 41 and
The ittwo-story
plans include extensive national adver43 Winchester street, Boston, was
tising and a big advance in the arrangeleased. Option was also taken on
ment and volume of press material, photwo other buildings so that when the
suggestionsby and
advertising tographs,
aidsstunt prepared
expertsotherto
businesstendedgrows
depot can be exto larger the
quarters.
make ingcertain
that
every
exhibitor
showthe Screen Classics, Inc., specials
Makes Improvements.
shall
reap
their
great
money-coining
Having found a building, Mr. Jenner
possibilities to the full.
set out to break all records in setting up
the office and plant. Carpenters were
put
to
work
;
next
came
the
redecorPost Office Reports Old
ators ; then the sign painters and the
telephone
men.furniture
Carpets arrived.
were beingIt was
laid
Containers Still Are Used
as the office
promptly put in place. The draperies
sent
E thetwoorders
DESPIT
out some
monthswhichago were
prohibitwere hung up and Mr. Jenner began to
ing the shipping of films through
write contracts. It took just one week
the mails in old and worn out containfor Mr. Jenner to "put up the scenery."
nt coners,tithenues toPost
The
receiveOffice
reportsDepartme
froms postmasany. office is finished entirely in mahogthat
ters
such
^'d
container
are still
The hardest part of the undertaking
extensively used.
still confronts the new manager. This
During
the
morwh
of
May
instrucis the gathering of an office and selling
tions were sent out to all oostmasters
Willi H. jenner.
force. There are going to be about thirand
postal
employes
that,
in
accepting
ty-five or forty positions to fill.
hibitors seek to book solid the entire motion picture films for shipment in the
Has Large Territory.
thirty-six productions announced as the mails, special care be taken to see that
Mr. Stamford,
Jenner's Conn.,
territory
is toCanadianextend first to be made by Screen Classics, Inc., the containers are in good condition and
from
to the
under
the
tion" label.parcels bear the proper "Caupolicy. "fewer, bigger and better" thatInstructions
Xew England international boundary picturesMetro's
have now been sent out
line. He has all of the six Xew England
Three
Big
Pictures
Under
Way.
by the Second Assistant Postmaster
states with the exception of a small
that postmasters and railway
Metro is gratified by the remarkable General
strip
of
Connecticut
near
the
Xew
York
clerks must report all cases of
state line.
response to its recent announcement of postal
films shipped in worn out and improper
expansion.
The
announcement
The new manager said he opened up policy
containers.
These reports must give
was
deferred
until
all
plans
had
been
with a number of contracts all signed.
names and addresses of the sender
These came over from the Xew York carefully matured to insure its success. the
and
addressee,
the intention of
office. A number of New England ex- The
Pacific the department ittobeing
take the matter up
coast company's
have been studios
several on
timestheenlarged
hibitors dropped in before Mr. Jenner since
direct
with
the
exchanges
and attempt
the
completion
of
the
original
had his office ready. One impatient exto secure their co-operation.
hibitor would not wait, Mr. Jenner said,
These
instructions
do
not
apply
to moProduction
of
three
of
the
big
offerand
insisted that they get out on the plant.
tionas picture
films
made
of celluose
acetsidewalk.
ings is under way. May Allison is workate,
such
films
are
not
inflammable,
ing
in
a
picturization
of
Avery
HopHas Had Exhibitor Experience.
but
parcels
containing
noninflammable
wood's
"Fair
and
Warmer"
Bert
Lytell
Mr. Jenner has had experience as an
started the Hatton comedy "Lom- films must be marked to show that they
exhibitor. He learned all about the has
bardi, Ltd.," and Viola Dana is well are noninflammable.
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the
pictures
has
been
used several
Realart Pictures Corporation to Move to Larger
times
timore. at the Parkway Theatre in BalQuarters— Takes Fourth Floor
infor Winfield
Building
funeral of Mr. Webb took place
hearing on the
appeal at on The
ES will shortly scheduled
PICTUR
Wednesday,
9. Internment
ARTto more
REAL
theBefore
September
term.
in
Druid
Ridge July
Cemetery.
Henry was
W.
betand
comodious
move
in which the jury Webb, president
ter situated quarters frol its disagreed, thethetrial,
of
the
Parkway
Thearepresentatives of the
114
tre
Company
and
a
brother,
was
one
FortyWest
110-112offices,
presept
second street, New York. The entire Ministerial Association are alleged to
the pallbearers. He is survived by
fourth floor in the Winfield Building, have told Mr. Walters that if they had of
his widow, two daughters, five sisters
fair trial in the case, no further action and
avenue at the northeast cor- awould
469 Fifth
two brothers.
be
taken
against
him.
The
jury
ner of Fortieth street, has been rented
case, which was unable to reach
on a long term lease. The change of anin the
agreement
on
July
4,
after
being
out
Metro
Completes Changes
as
soon
just as
placemade.
take been
address
alterationswillhave
for twenty-four hours, was a satisfacin Personnel of Exchanges
As a matter of fact, Realart officials
tory one,clusion othe
ministers
said
at
the
conf the case.
intended to have permanent offices at
el
469
the start.as
personn
of RAL
Metro changes
branches inhavethe been
comSEVE
The Fifth
fourthavenue
floor right
there from
was leased
Tilzer Opens New York
pleted. W. E. Atkinson, general
soon as Realart went into business, but Von Office
Metro, who has direct perfor United Artists managersonalofsupervision
the term did not begin until May 1,
overmanager
exchangine charge
activi1920. Temporary offices were estab- THE New York branch office of
has
ties,
placed
a new
lished at 110-112-114 West Forty-second
e.
co
of
Metro's
San
Francis
exchang
He
United
Artists
Corporation
—
the
street. During the past week, Realart
Fred asW.a salesma
Voight,n who
been coast
with
"Bigfloor,
Four"at— 729
is inSeventh
full swing
on isMetro
received notice from the agents of the the ninth
in thehasPacific
avenue,
building that the fourth floor would be with Jack Von Tilzer presiding as sales metropolis office for three years. He
vacated immediately. This floor had manager.
succeeds L. Reichert.
been used
by activities
one of the were
Government
bu-to
Mr. Von Tilzer, who is a member of
Mr. Metro's
Voight'sestablished
promotionpolicy
wasof ingiving
line
reaus
whose
brought
the
well
known
musical
family,
came
with
a close.
into the motion picture business two its salesmen a chance to become managers when a vacancy occurs, instead of
years ago. His rise in the exchange
10,000 Square Feet of Space.
The Winfield Building is a ten-story field is due not only to his sterling qual- going
material.outside of the organization for
building ticallyof new,thehaving
modernbeentypecompleted
and is pracJ. Grauman is now under full steam
only
ofWabash
Metro's avenue.
Chicago Mr.
exchange
a littletures
overCorporation
a yearwillago.haveRealart
Pic-of
atin 5charge
South
Grauplenty
man
was
recently
transferred
to
room in which to be comfortable. The
from Milwaukee. His successor Chicago
in the
fourth floor
an areafeetclosely
Wisconsin
city
Conway,
anotherof
mating 10,000hassquare
and itapproxiis light
salesmanmanager.
raisedis H.toL. the
position
branch
and airy, being open on three sides.
Arthur S. Kane, the president and
Another recent transfer was that of
organizer of the corporation, will have
W. N. Skirboll, from Omaha, Neb., to
his
office
in
the
corner
formed
by
Fifth
Detroit.
Skirboll's
transfer
made
avenue and Fortieth street. There will
an
openingMr.
S. Maclntyre,
a former
be a large reception room and offices
salesman,
to for
become
branch manager
in
for the following departments of the
Omaha. The offices of the Dallas, Texas,
company: Publicity, John Pond Fritts,
branch have been moved from Commerce
director, and his assistant, Hugh Harvey;
street to 1924 Main street.
sales and staff, in charge of J. S. Woody,
general sales manager; financial, acDaily Circulates Film of
ounting and auditing,
undercontroller.
the supervision of cDario
L. Faralla,
Cartoonist Briggs at Work
Since his duties will generally take
and keep him far afield, not much will
est whichof the
public public
has ininterhis
SE
be seen of Ben F. Simpson at the exBECAU
cartoons
andthe hisgreat
motion pictures,
ecutive offices. However, a place will
always be found for the general field
Clare
A.
Briggs,
producer
of
the
Paramount-Briggs Comedies, will be released
manager on his infrequent visits to New
York.
on a wee kly basis beginning September
Lasky
A large, well appointed projection
1 by the
Playersrecently turned
tion, Famous
actor whenCorporahe was
room will occupy the center of the
phed for a special picture which
photogra
floor. Just as soon as this feature is
ducing.Philadelphia Public Ledger is prothe
completed all will be in readiness.
Jack Von Tilzer.
Sales manager,
The Public Ledger, one of the leading
Artists' New
branch.York United
newspapers in Philadelphia, makes a
Sunday Showing Case in
feature
the Briggs the
cartoons.
To inities amusement
but li'-ewisebusiness.
to his experience in
creaofse its circulation,
Public Ledger
Indiana Town Is Reopened the
is
producing
a
special
one-reel
picture
Music
publishing
is
so
closely
allied
to
THEpicture
fightshows
againstat Sunday
field that Mr. Von Tilzer showing toon.Briggs
at work subject
drawingwill
a car-be
Hartfordmotion
City, the theatrical
This one-reel
equipped with the experience and
thought to have been concluded was
in NewallJersey,
the theatres
in
Pennsylacquaintances that have stood him shown vania,
with the disagreement of the jury in the the
case of the state against F. D. Wal- in such good stead as exchange man.
and other districts Delaware,
within scopeMaryland
of the
ters, proprietor of the Orpheum Theapaper's
circulation.
George
R.
Webb
Dies.
tre
at
that
place,
has
been
started
all
While
this
motion
picture
has
nothing
over again.
George R. Webb, inventor of the Webb
the Paramount-Briggs ComA new charge was filed in city court talking motion pictures and the Webb to do with
edialles, itover
is pointed
out that ofits the
distribuagainst Walters last week by Marshal method of music by wire to the home,
tion
the territory
pubKeely in the interest of the Ministerial died shortly aften one o'clock on Monl
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
w
i
l
be
of
big
assistance
to exAssociation of the city. He was arday morning, July 7, from an affection Comedies.hibitors booking the Paramount-Briggs
raigned before Mayor McAtee and was of the heart, at his home, 2742 North
The New York Tribune is conducting
fined $1 and costs. The prosecuting at- Charles street, Baltimore. He was sixty
newspaper and billboard advertising
torney
took exception
tomaximum
the court's
years inoldbadandhealth.
for several month's had acampaign
been
on the strength of Briggs.
finding,
arguing
that
the
penalty of $10 and cost be assessed.
The Webb talking pictures, which is The Chicago Tribune also is advertisCounsel for Walters appealed the case a method of using the megaphone and billboard
ing
Briggs
heavily, by newspaper and
displays.
to the circuit court and it has been synchronizing the music of the record
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SELLS UNIVERSALLY
ROBERTSON -COLE
Products Spread to Every Civilized Country
Except the West Indies, Mexico and Brazil
the Indianseries
Films,for Ltd.,
the
ent callingson-at- rights;
a statem
FOLLOWINGtention to the
Robertson-Cole
India,haveBurma
riseic ofpictur
Robert
e world and Ceylon ; the rights to Africa, below
Cole in the domest
year of its exist- the equator, is controlled by the African
the firstis half
duringence a resume
issued this week show- Film Trust.
ing that Robertson-Cole productions
are
Special Contracts.
in every civilized counbe found
now trytoin the
Numerous special contracts have also
world with the exception of been
negotiated by theTheRobertson-Cole
Mexico,s are
WestnowIndies
Brazilng. NegoF. M. Furio
tiation
pendinandg coveri
these foreign department.
purchased the rights on the
countries which, when consummated, Company
Hayakawa series for Argentine.
will result in the entire Robertson-Cole first
Paraguay, Uraguay, Chile, Peru, Bolivia
output
lands. being disposed of in all foreign and Ecuador; Martin Johnson's "Cannibals of theUnited
South Kingdom
Seas" wereby taken
over
Foreign Contracts.
for the
the Ideal
Film Renting Corporation, Ltd., and
Starting with the contract which gave have
created a sensation wherever
Jury's
Imperial Pictures,
the whole
Robertson-Cole
series ofLtd.,
offerings
for shown in the Kingdom; Gihl and Comthe pictures for Scandinavia,
1919 for distribution in the United King- while panythehaveBritish
and Continental Traddom, the: following contracts have been
recorded
ing Company have bought them for
Chester Beecroft, representing the France, Switzerland, Belgium, Holland,
Scandinavian Film Agency of Copen- Germany and German Austria. This
closed with
for firm now controls "The Turn in the
its entirehagen,output
for Robertson-Cole
Continental Europe
Road," "Better
Times" and "Just Squaw"
same territory.
and Egypt; the Australasian Films, Ltd., forIn the
to the Robertson-Cole star
has taken over all the Robertson-Cole series,addition
Chester Beecroft has contracted
star series for Australia and Xew Zea- for twenty-six
Comedies, for
distribution
for RobCan- Continental EuropeCapital
and Switzerland,
Scandinavia exada land;
havethebeen
secured rights
on all the
c
l
u
s
i
v
e
o
f
France
and
ertson-Cole attractions by the Exhibit- behalf of the Scandinavian Film Agency.on
ors' Distributing Corporation, with of- He
has also taken over the entire second
minion.fices in every important city in the Do- series of Jester comedies for Scandinavia and fifty-two Billie Rhodes comeSaenz and Mai have purchased the
rights to the Hayakawa, Warner, Bar- Europe.dies for Scandinavia and Continental
riscale, and Desmond series for Argentine, Paraguay and Uraguay. The rights
Rights to Features.
for the same territory on all other RobZimmerman has been accorded
ertson-Cole offerings, including Rhodes, theLouis
United Kingdom and Continental
Walthall, Kerrigan and Rubens have
been taken over by the North American rights to the Jesters. Forty-two Klever
Comedies were sold to the Charles UrMotion Pictures, Ltd.
ban Trading Company of London, for
In the Orient.
the United
Kingdom, Continental Europe and Egypt.
The Oriental Trading Company conAll the Kerrigan features have been
trols al the Robertson-Cole pictures for disposed
of in the United Kingdom,
the Dutch East Indies, and the FedScandinavia, Canada, India, Burma, CeyMalay Shasin
States ; Kaisha
in Japan,control
the Nippon erated
Matsudo
the
lon, Egypt, South Africa, Australia and

New Zealand. Dutch East Indies, Argentine,tinental
Paraguay
Europe. and Uraguay, and ConIn additionertson-Cole
to foreign
thesedepartment,
sales, the acting
Robas American representative of Sir Wilpurchased
for his
tionliamtheJury,United
Kingdom
rightsorganizato the
Maurice
Tourneur
productions,
an" and "The White Heather." "WomEarl Metcalfe to Play
Leading aRole
inattack
"Battler"
severe
BY reason ofmatism,
Montagu Love
hasof rheubeen
compelled to retire from the cast
"The Battler,"
Picture,
aof number
of scenesa World
had been
made.afterIn
view of the fact that this picture had
been announced for release, the World
Film Corporation found it necessary to
secure the services of an artist ton. replace Mr. Love for this productio In
looking over the list of actors whose
work acinter to warrant
the pastthehasintrusting
been of ofa acharrole
requiring
unusual
ability
choice fell on
Earl Metcalfe.
Mr. Metcalfe, or rather Lieutenant
Metcalfe,chargedwas
disfrom thelately
Unitedhonorably
States Army
after having been cited by General
Pershing. He began his stage career in
stock and after having played seven
years with a leading stock organization
of this country was prominent in a number oftions.
NewHis screen
York career
Broadway
beganproducwith
Lubin, with whom he served four years.
He has not alone played in important
screen productions, but has also been
a director and lately produced a number of James Montgomery Flagg Comedies. His last appearance was in support of June Elvidge in "Coax Me."
Blackton
for "Dawn."
With theCompletes
signing ofCastGeorge
Bunny,
brother of the late comedian, John
Bunny, George Pauncefort and Robert
Milasch. J. Stuart Blackton has completed the roster of players who will int on theof screen
a novel
from theterprepen
Eleanor"Dawn,"
H. Porter.

Desmond
Says:war "Sherman
Right.'
enjoying a peaceful scene at Bill
the left
when the
started, andWasthings
began to hapuen as they do at the right.
Scenes from "A Sagebrush Hamlet." a Robertson-Cole feature distributed by Exhibitors Mutual.
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"Met in the Tall Grass"
By Smiling Jimmy Kelly.
RS, who own and
ER BROTHE
TUCKcontrol
several theatres
throughthe
out Oklahoma,
have leased
University Theatre, Norman, Okla., for
the summer months from Ray C. Berry.
* * *
E. Curry
is
operating
the Lyric
Theatre, Barletsville, running
vaudeville
and pictures.
* * *
Among the more important visitors to
Tulsa lately were George Hockwald, the
Chicago showman and producer, and the
writer, Harold Bell Wright. Both of these
men were ostentatiously entertained by
Glenn Condon, the genial and popular
manager of the Majestic
* * * Theatre, Tulsa.
Frank E. Morrison, a "boy from over
there,"
Theatre,hasForttaken
Smith,charge
Ark.,ofandthe isVictory
securing
large
results
with
big feature productions.
* * *
J. H. (Speedy) Molder, proprietor of
theatres in Northern Oklahoma, has
leased
Denis Theatre at Sapulpa
to Miss hisM. St.A. Arnold.
* * *
John C. Feeney, proprietor of the
Cozy and Airdome Theatres, Ochmulgee,
has broken ground for his new $200,000
theatre, which will be one of the most
elaborate showhouses in the entire
Southwest.
* * *
Charles Kimball, Pope and Queen
Theatres, McKinney, has ordered plans
for a theatre
that will cost in the neighborho d of $150,000.
* * *
Among recent visitors to Dallas were
H. T. Hodge, Gem Theatre, Abeline,
Texas; B. S. Bell, Gem Theatre, Palestine, and A. W. (Jack) Lilly, Hippodrome
Theatre, Commerce,
* * Texas.
*
J. A. Hughes, who recently opened the
Liberty Theatre, Sanger, Texas, reports
success with big feature productions.
Pierre Levy, owner of the Hippodrome
and Strand Theatre, Fort Worth, Texas,
recently purchased the Byers Theatre of
that city. It is understood the considerin the neighborhood
of a quarter ation
of a wasmillion
*dollars.
* *
Messrs. Jones & Juby opened their
new $10,000 theatre, the Empress, at
Beggs, Okla., showing vaudeville and
pictures.
* * *
Foster McSwain, proprietor of the
American and Liberty Theatres at Ada,
has drawn up plans for a new theatre,
which will cost in the neighborhood of
$15,000.
* * *
M. C. Kemp
is .now running the Grand
Theatre,
at Lehigh.
* * *
W. F. Kaschke, has leased the Royal
Theatre, Caddo, and reports very nice
results with big feature productions.
Jackson Writes Serial for Wharton.
Fred Jackson, author of a score of
Broadway successes, has come back to
the fold of writers for the cinema.
He is the author of "The Crooked Dagger,"
serial toforbetheproduced
Theodorethe Wharton
Pathe byprogram,
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and in which Jack Norworth, the star
of vaudeville and musical comedy stage, Universal Introduces
plays the leading role.
Two New Western Actors
"The Crooked Dagger" is based on
one of Mr. Jackson's magazine stories WITH the tacular
meloofat four
specentitledcerns"The
Money ofMakers."
condraselection
mas to betwo-reel
madeWestern
Universal
the activities
his best Itknown
character, Lloyd Demarest, a notorious City, Universal introduces Jack Perrin
gentleman crook who, after proving too and Josephine Hill, two new Western
much entsforover the
his and
tal- stars.
to theauthorities,
pursuit ofturns'
a gang
The titles of the subjects are "Fighting
becomes an equally successful detective. Blood,"
"The Four-Bit Man," "At the
Point of a Gun" and "The Jack of
Reeves Eason is directing the productions.
Jack
particularly
knownin
Hearts."
for hisPerrin
work is with
Olive well
Thomas
"Toton
the
Apache,"
as
well
as
been featured in a number of having
other
Triangle special productions.
Josephine Hill broke into pictures
from the vaudeville stage. Her first
big picture was with Edgar Lewis in
Love and
Law." She
to"TheUniversal
to dothecomedies
with came
Neal
Burns,
but
showed
such
dramatic
ability that she was chosen for the feminine
star of two-reel Westerns.
In the first two of the Perrin-Hill
series of Westerns, Laura Trainor, the
girl whosoula, rode
horseback Cal.,
fromis MisMont., toonHollywood,
seen
in support of Perrin and Miss Hill.
Gertrude Atherton Leaves
to Assist with Production
C->y ERTRUDE
ATHERTON
will leave
New inYorkbehalf
July of24 her
for first
Culver
City,
■* Cal.
picture
for Eminent Authors, based on her novof Montana
life entitled
of
the elDevil."
to the"Perch
Goldwyn
studios
to goSheoverwillthego scenario
now in
preparation by the regular staff under
J. G. Hawks, chief scenario editor at
Culverin the
City,selecting
and willof have
an author's
part
the cast
and the
preparation of the production.
A second Gertrude Atherton picture
will also be brought to the fore during
her stay there, but the novelist is
obliged to return to New York in
August to fullfil various engagements
with current periodicals. After that she
plans tion,to andreturn
for thethesecond
then launch
writingproducof a
new novel, a subject of the present day
in America that is very much on her
mind. This novel will also be adapted
for Eminent Authors pictures.
O'Brien Assembling "Impossible CathThe release date for "Impossible Catherine,d"uctthieonsecond
Virginia Pearson
pro, wil be announced
in the near
erine."
future.
Johncompany,
J. O'Brien, director
eral sonal
of the
whose genpersupervision theunder
production
was
made, is sdirecting
the
cutting
and
ase
m
b
l
i
n
g
o
f
the
picture
at
the
Yonkers
Studio.

Cecil and His "Gang" on Location
at Catalina for scenes from "Man and
WomanCecil(Created
He Them)."
Artcraft.
Top,
B. DeMille
and Roberts
Gloriaan Swanson,
surfing; then
Theodore
caught
napping; Gloria Swanson and Mildred
Reardon; bottom, "DeMille the Iron Man."

"Blue Bonnet" Being Delivered.
TelegramsA. received
New Yorkoffrom
William
Parsons, inpresident
the
National Film Corporation of America
bring
the
news
that
he
is
preparing
leave for New York to deliver to theto
Hodkinson organization the first Billie
Rhodes
Hodkinson hasproduction,
"The
Blue tionBonnet,"
been in producsince earlywhich
in the spring.
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'When Bear Cat Went Dry" Is to Be Released
by World Film as a Special Feature Picture
Cumberland mountains as a setting
THEone World
Corporation
of the Film
big plums
of the plucked
season makes the pjcture teem with constant
and punches.
when it signed contracts on Sat- action
It is the intention of World Pictures
urday, July 19, for the distribution of
the picturization of Charles Neville in putting this feature out as a special
in theinterest.
showing
Buck's novel, "When Bear Cat Went to
thosegivewhopreference
first manifest
Thereto
Dry." obtained
The announcement
that thebe are
World
the picture should
to be no strings tied to the release
welcome news to exhibitors throughout nor will it be necessary to take on other
the country who have followed the nu- pictures or to assume other contracts
merous stories concerning the production and completion of the picture. They to get a chance to cash in on "When
can now make their plans for the show- Bear Cat Went Dry."
ing of this
interesting picture novelty New Building Will Have
in their
houses.
If there be any value in advertising
Theatre with Roof Garden
and publicity, then "When Bear Cat MINNEAPOLIS will soon see the
Went
Dry"
should
have
an
audience
opening of a $400,000 building which
waiting for it.
will include a motion picture theIt will be released in the near fuatre
with a roof garden.
ture and a complete line of printing will
Work
on the
the breaking
project was
begun re-at
be provided from twenty-four sheet
cently
of ground
stands to one sheets, including all the Fourteenthwith street
and Nicollet
avenue.
other
accessories
necessary
to
help
the
The building is to be known as the Winexhibitor to cash in.
ter Garden, and will be built for use
Bear Cat
just throughout the year.
off"When
the presses
whenWent
the Dry"
picturewasrights
The sky will serve as a canopy for the
were sold. As the work progressed in roof
in the summer, while a
filming the novel, it was apparent that glass garden
inclosure will afford protection in
a bigger and more interesting story the winter.
The
roof garden will be
would be shown on the screen than ap- given over to dancing
and cabaret perpeared on the printed pages of the formances.
book. Ollie L. Sellers, the director, fully
appreciating the picture worth of the
The plans were made by Kees and Colscenario, gave the best that was in burn, architects, and their acceptance
him to make a record for his efforts. has been announced by I. H. Ruben, of
Twin City Amusement Trust Estate,
It was also to the credit of the producers ofthe which
Finkelstein and Ruben, owners
that a sense of discernment was shown
in the selection of the cast to secure of the First National Exhibitors' Circuit
the proper types to give the greatest franchise for Minnesota, are manager.
The building, which is to be 100 by 170
strength in presenting a virile story
full of drama. The back ground of the feet and four stories high, will be ready

Heard of the Mud Hen, Haven't You? Here Is the Male of the Mud Species.
Director McNamara
Reginald Barker
the "The
preparation
for the personally
mud
scenesfor"supervises"
ofGoldwyn.
Rex Beach's
Girl fromof Walter
Outside"
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for business by December 15, according
to Mr. Ruben. The theatre will have a
seating capacity of 1,800, and a big pipe
organ,
an orchestrasystem.
and the most up-todate ventilation
Prizma Pictures Contracted
for by Saenger Circuit
volved in a contract
MANY thousands
of dollars that
were was
insigned this week between World
Pictures and the Saenger Amusement
Corporation. The contract had to do
with the presentation at the theatres in
the Saenger Amusement circuit for the
coming year of Prizma Natural Color
Pictures. This is one of the most important deals so far put through by
World Pictures for Prizma. The Saenger Amusement Company, through Mr.
Richards, its general manager, gave
Prizma ough- natural
colorseveral
picturesmonths
a thor-at
trial covering
the Strand Theatre, New Orleans.
Mr. Richards was convinced when he
first saw Prizma pictures that they had
a value over black and white, but he
wanted to be convinced that the public
appreciated the superiority before taking on the pictures for the several
houses of the circuit. So pronounced
was the success in New Orleans evidenced by the box office statements
with Prizma Pictures featured that the
Saenger Amusement Company will now
show
them -Baton
in Pensacola,
Shreveport,
Rouge andMeriden,
other
prominent
cities
in
which
this company
maintains and operates theatres.
Lillian Walker Joins Ranks
of Pathe Serial Players
LILLIAN
WALKER,
of the best
known women
stars one
in pictures,
last
week became one of the long list of
players who will appear in serials under
the Pathe banner when she affixed her
signature to a contract with H. H. Grossman,
of the Grossman Pictures, Incpresident
.
For some time, Miss Walker has headed her own company, the Lillian Walker
Pictures Corporation, but following the
general trend toward serials, determined
to enter this field which is practically
new to her. The serial in which she
will be starred by Mr. Grossman and
which will be released through Pathe
Exchange, Inc., is entitled "One Million
Dollarsthur B.Reward."
are ArReeve and TheJohnauthors
W. Gray.
The Grossman serial will be made at
the Wharton studio at Ithaca, N. Y.
MissCoitWalker's
supporting
is headed
by
Albertson,
Barney cast
Randall,
Joe
Marba, Charles Middleton and Leo Spellman.
George
Lessey
will
direct
the
serial.

Metro Changes Dates of Two Releases.
A change in the August release dates
of the last two of its All Star Series
productions is announced by Metro.
This change involves two pictures, 'A
Favor to a Friend," starring Emmy
\\ ehlenHamilton
and "The
Fourstar.
Flusher,"
with
Hale
as the
Miss Wehlen's new
to beAugust
released
August 11,vehicle
insteadis of
18, onas
Metro recently announced; while Hamilton's picture will be released on
August
The date for "The Four
Flusher" 18.
originally was set for August
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them running half a column. Ever since
assumed hethehasmanagement
ofMr. theJohnson
New Garrick
made it a
point to keep in close touch with his
newspaper
friends.
Another feature of the New Garrick
campaign
was mailed
a specially
devised
herald which was
to 10,000
residents,
7,000
names
being
added
to
the
regular
mailing list.
Mr. Johnson composed a special orchestration for the production and anothersistinforg of athebeautiful
prelude setting
he staged,
conof Cairo,
the feature of which was a skilful simulation of the Palace of the Dawn, one
ofture.the most imposing scenes in the pic-

Manager Julius Johnson of Minneapolis
New Garrick Proves Himself an Exploiter
but on every day during the
STEIN, foremost
FINKEL
&
N
RUBE
t, opening,
among showmen of the Northwes
advertising was continued, even
have further cause to congratulate run,
though
the
New Garrick was crowded
themselves on their choice of Julius to the doors at every performance.
Johnson, formerly musical director of Each advertisement was individual. It
lis, as man- isn't the Johnson way to run big adMinneapo
the Newaging Garrick,
directorof oftheatres
the biggest
spreads day after day with
in thehouseTwinin only a linevertising
their chain
or two to differentiate one
Cities.
from the other.
New new
Garrick
announcement hadEvery
something
to tell.
"Sahara,"
duction,J.starringParker
Louise Reed,
Glaum Jr.'s,
and prodisFriends in the Press.
tributed by W. W. Hodkinson, is reMr. Johnson secured a ream of
le for thethefirm's
newest vote
confidencesponsibin
enterprising
youngof "readers" from newspapers, many of
managerbroke
of theallNewRuben
Garrick.
The film,
which
& Finkelstein
summer attendance records, and inci- H. B. Warner Again Changes Color in Picture
dentally equalled many of their biggest
wintercessweeks'
engagements,
was a sucof Chinese Tongs
"Thethe Pagan
record attracted
attention God'
of Trimainly because
of the exploitation
set by Entitled
standard
theTurned
SING
angle officials. He was first placed in
campaign Mr. Johnson had mapped out SURPAS
his
White,"
Who
Man
"The
charge
of
the
New
Orleans
branch
and
weeks in advance and which he put into
firstH. Robertson-Cole Superior Pic- was later transferred to Dallas, where
ture, B. Warner has achieved more he was manager for two years. He has
operation ten days before presentation
Advance Advertising Used.
Pagans God,"
laurels
away from Dallas for only the past
under theof been
made second
production
his seriesin of"The
In his campaign IJJr. Johnson deviated direction
five months, having been temporarily
disand
Hampton
D.
Jesse
of
somewhat kelstein
fromcustomthe^
& Finmanaging changethe
Mutual.
tributed by Exhibitors
ot usual
bendingRuben
all energy
s in thatDenver
time. and Cleveland exIt is a story
of China,' its
intrigue and
to the exploitation
of the
current prosubtleness, and shows Warner in the
Upon
his
arrival
in Dallas,
duction. Grasping the
possibilities
for its
han will establish offices
in theMr.filmCalladisrole of an American diplomatic agent,
window display advertising, the man- who
trict. Until a permanent location is
totians, isfoil
an
outbreak
against
Chrisager lined up scores of prominent Henfound,
he
will
make
the
Jefferson
Hotel
compelled
to
risk
his
life
among
there his temporary headquarters.
nepincedented
avenue window
merchants
for an aunpreplotters.
display splurge
week the Chinese
production is spectacular. From Sam Hardy Engaged by World Pictures.
in advance of the opening. On one theTheevening
garb
of
an
American
diplostreet alone three big department stores
matic representative to the flowing
World Pictures announces the engagefeatured displays.
gowns of a Chinaman bent on taking
ment of Sam Handy as leading man for
A Candy Store Display.
the life of every white person in China, June Elvidge in "His Father's Wife."
is
the
change
made
by
Warner
in
this
This
will
be since
Mr. Hardy's
picture
Norplaywere
Mr. confined
Johnson'sto window
disoperations
department
appearingfirst
in Charles
Warner is supported by a cast which engagement
stores alone. Perhaps the finest and production.
Dillingham's
musical
comedy
success,
includes Carmen Phillips, Ed Piel, Jack "The Canary," in which he was feamost attractive display of the lot was Abbe,
Carl Stockdale and Margurite De
tured with Julia Sanderson and Joseph
the one in a thirty-foot window of the
Motte, the young Los Angeles girl Cawthorn.
largest downtown confectionery store La
who
has
proved one of the finds of the
His first picture engagement was some
in Minneapolis. There the manager year in California
film circles.
arranged a big desert scene, its chief inago with Marie Cahill. His BroadThe production was accomplished on years way
have beenin so
conchocolates. gredients being white bon-bons and a large scale. Entire Chinese streets
stant engagements
thatfew.
his appearance
pictures
had to be erected on the Hampton lot have been
Campaign Continued.
production. Hundreds of ChinaNot only on the day preceding the for themen were
scenes. engaged to appear in the big
The story was written by F. McGrew
Willis, who made an exhaustive study
of Chinese conditions before beginning
the piece. It was whipped into form for
screen production by George Elwood
Tenks.
Callahan Is Selected as
Realart's Dallas Manager
DIAZconnected
CALLAHAN,
has been
with thewho
zation of several
ofsales
the organilarger
film companies, has been appointed
manager of the Dallas exchange of
Realart Pictures
Corporation.
pointment followed
the recent The
visit apto
Cleveland of J. S. Woody, general sales
manager of Realart.
Mr. Callahan first entered film circles
as a sales representative of the Chattanooga office of the old Famous Players
organization (before the consolidation
with Lasky).
Following
ment, Mr. Callahan
joined this
the engageAtlanta
sales staff of the General Film Company.
He then joined Paramount and was sent
to Dallas as salesman, after which he
Jack Norworth
joined the sales forces of Metro, coverDiaz Callahan.
musicalIn the
comHis first name is good for Texas. Going mount.ing the same territory as with Para- Well-known
edy star whovaudeville
will be and
featured
Wharton
serial,
"The
Crooked Dagto Dallas asmanager.
Realart's exchange
ger"
for
Pathe.
By this time, Mr. Callahan's sales
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Pathe Announces Winners
of Big Salesmen's Contest
en areat
s crack
of Pathe'
ive fling
FIVEto take
ehenssalesm
a compr
Broadway during the week of
the orsalesm
resultby ofDirect
as auted
Augustt 4instit
Exofg en's
contes
y
Fred Quimb
the
their chief,
in honor of durin
lune C.
month of changes
Charles Pathe, who was at thats time on
a visit to America. The winner of the
contest have just been selected and they
are Jack Auslett, of the New Orleans
branch ; H. P. Calloway, of the Cincinof the
; March; D.Wood,
natihomabranch
, ofOklaCity branch
the
C. Sterns
Cleveland branch, and Harry Taylor, of
the Kansas City branch.
These men topped the entire list of
200 Pathe salesmen during Pathe Honor
Month and are now to reap the fruits
of their hard labor. They will arrive
in New York on Sunday, August 3, and
starting Monday morning, August 4, they
will be the guests of the Pathe home
office on a continuous round of gaiety
which has been planned to include every
point
joy onbe Broadway.
As itof will
the first visit to New
York of each of these men they may be
expected to have the time of their
young lives. The Reception Committee
will consist of Elmer R. Pearson, feature sales manager; Walter S. Wessling,
short subject sales manager, and Frank
V. Bruner, manager of serial publicity.
Van Runkle Visits New York.
S. L. Van Runkle, of Van Runkle
Brothers, Chicago, is now in New York
where he isductiinspecting
proons. He is anxioussometo recent
land some
good pictures that has advertising value
and publicity exploitation of a novel and
an attractive character. Mr. Van Runkle has been associated with the moving
picture industry since the palmy days
ofandtheexhibitor.
General Film as an exchange man
Alexander Gaden Returns to the Screen.
After a year in vaudeville, Alexander
Gaden has affixed his signature to a contract with Arthur F. Beck, president of
the Arthur F. Beck Serial Productions,
Inc.
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Mr. Gaden's
initial appearance
on his
return
to the screen
will be as leading
man for Doris Kenyon in the first Dietrich-Beck production, starring Miss
Kenyon, "The Bandbox," by Louis
Joseph Vance.
"Fit to Win" Shows in Dallas.
"Fit to Win," the venereal disease film
which is being exploited as a moneymaking proposition in this territory, will
be shown in Dallas at the Jefferson Theatrementlatethe infilm,July.
whichAfter
was weeks
boostedof byarguthe
board of health, got by the censors after
the shears had been used freely. Miss
Aleicia Brown, Dallas welfare director,
has given orders that no minors shall be
admitted to any performances held here.
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Uniontown, Pennsylvania,
Will Have $225,000 House

thata
in the nearis future,
theatre,
toas have
TOWN,
UNIONwill
well as
book roadPA.,shows
ns.
attractio
picture
special
C. H. and
Gorley,
prominent
real estate
owner
coal aoperator
of Uniontown,
has heart
purchased
80 by district
ISO feet,at ina
the
of thea lot,
business
cost of $150,000, and expects to give
Uniontown a theatre that will eclipse
any in the state seating 2,500. It will
cost $225,000.
Mr. Gorley is now arranging to take
an extended trip for the purpose of
inspecting various theatres. He will
visit
prominent
and conveniences
bring back
the most
modern cities
ideas and
for the completion of a house that will
beenterprise.
a credit to the picture and theatrical
Work on the theatre will commence
infor thean early
and it will be ready
early spring,
fall opening.

Kirkland to Direct "The Bachelor"
David Kirkland, who directed "A Temperamental Wife," the first of Constance
Talmadge's
Emerson-Loos
for First National,
has just Productions
been signed
by
Joseph
M. Schenck
direct the
second
Constance
Talmadgeto Production,
Noble Becomes a Vitagraph Director
"The
Bachelor"
which
has
been
adapted
John W. Noble has been added to the
for the screen by John Emerson
and
Anita Loos from the Clyde Fitch play studio
staff of in
directors
at Vitagraph's
Brooklyn
and will eastern
direct
by the same name. Conway Tearle will
Leslie's
in
"Fate
the Balance."
play opposite Miss Talmadge in "The Gladys
Mr. Xoble, known toin his
intimate
friends
as Jack,
was born
Bachelor."
and
educated
at West
Point. in Virginia
He served for nearly eight years in
Frances Mann Signed by Beck
the army as a lieutenant, seeing active
Arthur F. Beck announces the signing service in the Philippines and China,
of a long term contract with Frances and later was an engineer in Mexico.
Mann, to star in a series of productions,
Later he spent a few years on the
which will be released through the "legitimate" stage and then began his
career as a director. He has been at
Pathe Exchange.
Miss Mann is the third woman star various times employed by Thanhauser,
to be signed by Mr. Beck within the Biograph, Universal, Mutual, Metro and
past four weeks, Leah Baird and Doris Frohman.
Kenyon being the first two.
The initial production for Miss Mann
is already well under way at the Crystal Woodruff on Select's Exploitation Staff.
Studios, in New York.
Lorenzo F. Woodruff has been
appointed exploitation representative
for Select. His headquarters will be at
Title First Louise Huff Picture.
the Atlanta branch, but he will serve
ritory.
exhibitors throughout the Southern terThe title
of now
Louisemaking
Huff'sforfirstthe picture,
which
she
is
American Cinema Corporation at its studio
Mr. Woodruff brings to his new post
a wide range of general newspaper and
in Glendale,
which
is fromL. I.,theis "The
pen ofStormy
GeorgePetrel,"
Mid- ofpublicity
seventeenexperience,
years. covering a period
dleton, author of "Polly with a Past."

Did You Say "A Favor to a Friend?"
Emmy Wehlen, when she isn't
with wegiddymustfemale
things,thisisiscertainly
inclined
toward chaps with hats and
whitedisporting
cuffs. Still,
say that
"A Favor notto afavorably
Friend," her
next Metro.
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expressly denies that he has certain,
BULLS-EYE DENIES WEST HAS WON SUIT unique and peculiar characteristics as
comedian, and denies that these pecularities are well known to the motion picAmplifying Statement Says Issue Will Be Decided
ture trade, and to the people who attend
at Trial — No Witnesses Called at Chicago Hearing
motion ther,picture
theatres
deniesgofur-to
that a great
many; andpeople
the time for which it is effective, be the motion pictures
THEwhichBulls-Eye
Film
Corporation,
when they see a Billy
is engaged in a suit in the practical enforcement of a contract for West comedy advertised;
and answering
Chicago Federal Courts against personal service, greater circumspection
Billy West for the alleged breaking of should be exercised in its allowance further, denies that his humor appeals
a contract, has come forward with a than where rights concerning physical to Mr.a great
West many
had filled
three "months of a
audiences.'
statement to supplement those which property are alone involved."
contract for
withthem
Bulls-Eye, makThe actual trial, at which witnesses two-year
appeared
in
recent
issues
of
the
Moving
ing
four
pictures
that
Picture World.
will be called, and which will be held time. When West went with during
thesuitEmerAccording to the Bulls-Eye statement, probablymine thein issue
the near
future,
will
deterald
Motion
Picture
Company,
Billy West,fessionalwho
pro- Bulls-Eye officials. finally, according to brought by Bulls-Eye to prevent was
him
circles asis known
Roy B. outside
Weissberg,
has not won the suit as some of his asOn this point of the question the from appearing in any other pictures.
sertions have led the public to believe. Bulls-Eye statement says : "An an- He had made three for Emerald.
While it is true, Bulls-Eye says, that
nouncement that Billy
awarded
to theWest's
Emeraldservices
Mo- Washington Race Riots
the injunction for which they asked, re- had been
tion
Picture
Company
is
erroneous,
as
straining
West
from
appearing
in
pictures for the Emerald Motion Picture this will be determined at the Court at
Injure Movie Business
Company, was denied in the hearing at the trial to be held.
Chicago,
this
was
by
no
means
the
final
Only Temporary Injunction Asked.
THEWashington,
motion picture
D. C, hasbusiness
been hurtof
settlement of the case.
fully sixty per cent., according to
"Thea temporary
injunction injunction,
that was denied
Trial Will Settle Issue.
M. raceCrandall.
because
of
cononly
and notwasa Harry tinued
For a number theof days
The hearing at which the injunction final injunction. Billy West had adver- recently thereriots.
have been serious clashes
was refused was only a preliminary one,
tised
that
he
is
the
'magnet
of
the
the white and black population
based upon affidavits only, the company screen' and 'America's own comedian'; between
Washington. These fights are the
yet, under oath, and in an affadavit of
declares. No witnesses were called, and and
outgrowth
of criminal assaults upon
sworn
to
and
presented
to
the
Court
in
Judge
in hiswhere
opinion
white women made by negroes, these
a case Alschuler,
of this nature,
the said,
grant "Inof this hearing, he swore as follows :
numbering about a dozen. At night,
the temporary injunction would, during
" 'This defendant, further answering, now
swarms of soldiers, sailors and marines
set forth to right these wrongs by
mob violence.
The situation has become so serious
Eugene Zukor Named Assistant
that the. exhibitors are considering urging the authorities to greater activities.
It really looked at one time as though
to President of Famous Players
the police are powerless to maintain
order. One of the troubles, it is deAFTER a schooling of every branch of the motion picture industry,
, isthat the
police tohaveillicit
been liquor
payextending over a period of more than three years, Eugene Zukor,
ing tooclaredmuch
attention
son
Zukor,appointed
presidentasofassistant
Famous toPlayers-Lasky
vending and have slackened up on their
tion, has ofbeenAdolph
formally
the presidentCorporaof the
other work.
company. The younger Mr. Zukor will take up his duties immediately
As conditions stand at this time, the
with headquarters at the home office
women patrons of the theatres who go
of
the
corporation,
485
Fifth
avenue,
to the neighborhood houses will not
New York.
venture out alone at night; the men
With the exception of last year,
will not leave the women alone at home,
when Mr. Zukor was in the navy, he
and even
couples
hesitatewhencoming
has been engaged in the different
town to the
theatres
theredownis a
departments of the corporation since
possibility of becoming caught in the
the Famous Players Film Company
first occupied the studio in West
center of some free-for-all.
Fifty-sixth street. At that time, havOn Wednesday,
the Wartroops
Department assignedJuly
two 23,
thousand
ingteredcompleted
his schooling,
enthe publicity
departmenthe and
to
aid
the
police
authorities
in
establishing order, with the result that the
through this connection made a wide
acquaintance, not only among artists,
day and cidnight
passed the
without
ent. Itis believed
troublespecial
is over.inauthors and directors engaged in producing
the
pictures,
but
also
in
outside fields among newspaper men,
Warners to Make Comedies
trade paper editors and national magazine editors.
for Famous Players-Lasky
Subsequently Mr. Zukor handled a
division of the home office sales designed a
concern RShas announce
that
ERtheir BROTHE
WARN
partment under Al Lichtman, general
contract with Famous Playersmanager,
and
learned
at
first
hand
Lasky for the production of two-reel
the intricacies of distribution. He
to his re-an
prior signed
L. Warner,
comedies
has been employed for the past year
last week,
turn to.theJ. Coast
at the New York exchange under
t
calling
Players
Famous
with
agreemen
A. G. Whyte, district manager, and
two-reel comedies a year for
for eightyears.
his work there has run the gamut of
several
exchange
activities,
from
shipping
Al St. John, one of the original Keyroom to salesmen.
stone
a familiar
coworker withcomedians
Fatty and
Arbuckle,
will be the
The expansion of theto company's
presi- Eugene Zukor.
brought antheunprecefeaturedas player.
TheJohncompany
willInc.,
be
activities
dent of thehascorporation
known
the
Al
St.
Comedies,
dented amount of detail of work, making it essential that he select an
with
J.
L.
Warner
as
its
president
and
assistant in his executive office. To the many friends of Eugene Zukor
general manager in charge of production.
in the company it was a source of gratification that he should be chosen
by his father for this important new work. Eugene Zukor is a member
The first release will be ready for
of the Board of Directors of the Corporation.
presentation
to Famous Players-Lasky
early in September.
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Advertising
for
Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
Freshen for Fall.
EVEN
your house
need though
no renovation,
makemaysomeseemmoveto
in this direction the latter part of
August, nouncethat
anthe fact,youor may
hold be
backable
untilto later
in the season for a fall reopening. You
can at least touch up the bare spots with
the screen,
you have
apaint,
patentrecoat
surface,
and giveunless
a more
than
usual cleaning.
Ifwithyouyou,canit get
yourbe
opposition
to
work
would
a good scheme to shut down for a week
while these
renovations
going on and
leave
the town
withoutareamusement
for
seven
days.
They
will
appreciate
the
more when you reopen. But do not itclose
if it isto too
to get over
place
see easy
the shows.
If youto area large
in a
small town close to a larger place, you
cannot
afford
to
let
your
patrons
into the habit of running Into town get
for
the big show. But in any event, make
some
few
repairs
and
be
ready
to
start
the fall season with a clean house.
From Dallas.
Here is an odd layout from Dallas,
Texas,ton. Itbyis aMr.threeRenaud,
of theoffers
"Washingnines which
some
good suggestions, the best being the two
panels "For the He's — " and "For the
She's — ." These boxes give the masculine

they would not have fought it had there
merely
been gained
type. In the same
they
would linehave
for thewayunderhad that beendisplay
left unboxed.
The
long panel fights the two smaller ones.
Dropping the rule would have increased
the prominence.
Type and Hand Lettering.
The Dayton Theatre took a full page
for The Unpardonable Sin, but they did
not getdidasfrom
much thisfromfourthe tens.
full space
they
This asis
far and away ahead of their old handlettered
stuff, andenough
it rules
the page.
The
title is strong
to catch
and hold
the
attention,
and
the
brief
description
and run record do the rest. For a time

"TH
ALL
NEXT
E WEEK
AT THE DAYTON

UNPARDONABLE

in Detroit
inThreeChicagoConsecutive Week*
Three
and StillWeeksin
RunningNew York

Mary

MacLaren

"Ike
ForlheSkei- Amazing Wife"
Coming Thursday —
Aim. Rubens in$10,000"DianePrize Story
of th« Gr«u Van"
WASHINGTON
THEATRE
A Three Nines with an Odd Layout.
and
angles to the story.not Theso
panelsfeminine
just below
satisfactory.
We thinkthe thatcutit are
would have
looked better without the panels. It
makes an effort to preserve the contrast
of sex rectorbyand star
showing
that theunderauthor,
diare women
the line
"All
women,"
to
balance
which
they
give
"HE
saved
the honor
the wife
he had
neveridea,
married."
This ofhardly
carries
the
but it works
fairly well.
Itoutis
most
always
a
mistake
to
give
a
light
panel too close to a heavy design. These
two boxes detract from the portrait, where

down
"next week"That
to get
a larger
line forthe Nazimova.
should
have
been a four or five line letter and this
could have been done by cutting down
the underline slightly, particularly where
the underline has a cross page two Just
below
it. ThethatRedcanLantern
the booming
be givenis worth
it. all
A Stuffed Page.
Sometimes it pays to take a full page
just
for the
moralthe effect
sizethat
alone,is
but even
where
size isof all
wanted it is a good plan to make the page
work as hard as possible, because you
might be able to get an effect other than
that of '"^SffiritY. The Rex, Vancouver,

Unpenolgqghes'PowerIdIMaj. Story
Brutality and
Injustice ol Man Toward
Wimaii, tnUolUabeUevatlt
Unlninkable ThriUs.

A Four Tens from the Dayton Theatre
SIN"
Which Was Better Than a Full Page.
A Full Page Which Tells Little.
the Dayton used all hand drawn displays,
but
this
straight
type
gives
them
greater
prominence
at
smaller
cost.
Only
a
three
took
full page and stuffed it full of
sevens was used for Nazimova on the cuts, awriting
captions
lessthisto
For selling
talk itmoretellsorthat
opening
day, attraction,
the rest of but
the the
spaceformgoingof suit.
tothe the
next
is
the
first
picture
made
by
Miss
Pickford
advertisement holds It well above the in her own studio, that it is the first made
for
Firstrights
National,
that itshewaspaidwritten
$40,000 the
for the
and that
by
Jean
Webster
and
run
in
the
Ladies
Home
Journal.
the success
of theThere
stag& . |bfft&ynothing
and noabout
real
argument
for
the
so<feen
version
other
Mac*
SeTlrettsJTL-*-^Js*;
I
"The Rei Lantern"
Yankee Doodle ijffifj than three lines of eigbt point Just below
the portrait
cut. With soit much
said
NAZIMOVA
about
this production
seems toa bewaste
ofthirdspace
to
use
mostly
cuts.
Taking
The UnianWblE Sin"
of the space for talk would havea
brought
w
was donethein money
some ofback.
the Better
smaller work
displays,
including
a
full
length
two
columns,
but one of these two fulls would
have
u*«w- "THE UNPARDONABLE SIN""^ been better had it been run across the
page
of upto and
the
displayinstead
was set
run down,
up thesince
column.
A Three Sevens
Fights Down a This
is supposed
to make
DrawnWhich
Display.
look device
at it because
of the
oddityeveryone
of the
but it Adoesspecial
not always
work
drawn display for the bathing girls, even placement,
that way.
performance
with cuts of the girls used for attractors. out given
for school children the Saturday
At first glance, the Keith space seems to was
before
the
opening.
This
sent
the
kiddies
be a part
of awecigarette
advertisement
above
it. But
think that
with that out to tell everyone else how good the
space at command we would have cut show was. This is a device worth much
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this is all given the house display, and
we do not recall a similar space taken
by
reduction
thata oftheatre.
a doubleThecolumn
spacemight
for allbe
appearance
counts,
for
the
double
page
was
a good
smallMostadvertisement
set onsimply
a larger
scale.
good page
and half page displays would look as
well
smallernot spaces,
the additional
spacein does
mean offorcarrying
several
thousand
extra
words
argument.
use of the larger space is merely to The
get
the moral
effect which
from bigness. You cannot
get the comes
same impression
from a half page that you can from a
double
but youspace.
can tell
much inpage,
the smaller
Thisjust
seemsas
tobe hold
the
record,
and
we
think
it
will
some time before another comes with
a three-page display. This does not, of
~ AT THE THEATERS 3 J course,
special ofsections
some.Regent Washington Wenonah
timescount
given thetheopening
a new house,
orone eight
pages may be pracCorione Griffith where six
t
i
c
a
l
y
a
l
advertisement.
WmXrlart Anita Stewart Unknown
"--was/Quantity
—"
Improved.
Branding Broadway
Conkl
in
'Mary Regan' Chester
Turn back in your files to some of the
His
First
False
Step
police
circular
cuts
used by the Picture
Mae Marsh
Garden,withBaltimore,
those
the new and
routedthen
cuts.compare
These
Spotlight Sadie Harris' Orchestra PEARL WHnV
certainly present
a
more
attractive
pearance and catch and hold the apeye

better. It costs a little more to rout the
cuts, but it is worth the difference in price
to escapeheretheasformal
cuts recently
offered
horribleoblong
examples.
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Pittsburgh Advertising.
Samuel Sivitz, of the Rowland and
Clark theatres,
samples
and adds:Pittsburgh, sends in some
Pittsburgh boasts of five Sunday
and
daily newspapers.
The rates
are four
extremely
particularly
that
number of high,
publications.
But forIt
is the old story. Your newspapers
bring
results,
that
is .the youmainbox-office
objective.
The andRegent
and Liberty ads are two columns,
although
occasionally
I
use
a
four
column spread. My main desire is to
-get sharp
contrast andin inject
an elementlieveofI the
behavenovelty,
succeeded which
when I one
considers my limitations as to space.
An interesting incident occurred
recently which worked directly to the
benefit ofterestslocal
Our intook overnewspapers.
the Cameraphone
Theatre, theatre
probablyever th«erected
firstin motion
picture
Pittsburgh. Houses
of immediate
even greatervicinity,
seating
capacity
in
the
which is in the downtown district,
seldom, if ever, advertised in newscharge I papers.
threw Immediately
a frightafterintotaking
the
others bytrated piececoming
out with
illusof copy,
four ancolumns
by
inches, andwhichfourappeared
threeeightmorning
afternoonin
papers. The following Sunday each
and every one of these exhibitors
who previously
advertising, real
appearedrefrained
on theads.fromphotoplay
page
with
sized
pleased at the result, as it givesI felt
the
motion andpicture
the desired
dress
is boundpagesto attract
more
readers to this department.
This tiissing thegood
for the
more adverpaperswork,
receive
the more
kindly
they
will
feel
toward
the
picture
shows,
while on the other hand the newspaper
advertising, in competition with the
drama houses,
servesandtodignity.
convey the
imThe like
old
store showpres ion of solidity
neither looked
nor acted
a regular theatre, and it suffered a bad
reputation. The modern houses not only
take terlarger
displays,
make betuse of their
space.but they
The Pittsburgh
papers take half tones nicely; at least
according to the samples Mr. Sivitz sends
in, and this helps a lot. It gives good
displays.
do not likeall the
letterused inWeseems
practically
of thehandcuts,
but'
the ingartist
to understand
handling
masses ofsuaded to color,
and
if
he
could
be
perletter more
resultof
would be better
yet. clearly
The firstthepair
displays gives 105 lines, double column,

DIRECTED IN PERSON
ES'
ASTOUNDING
STORY
RUPERT HUGH
.^MARSHALL NtlLAN
A Double Page Display from Seattle
WhichSpace.
Would Look as Well in a Double
Column

ble 105 Lines and a Double 100 for
Two Pittsburgh Theatres.
tothe the
RegentTheandlatter
a double
Liberty.
offers hundred
the featureto
for a full week, but the Regent doubles
the bill,
givingThethebreak
attrac-is
tion forthethelower
latterhalfhalf.
indicated by the circular pimple just to
the east of the Elsie, while the last three

more the
than guest
severalof the
full management,
pages. Teachers
were
but
the
kiddies
paid
their
ten-cent
and
most of them came back andpieces,
brought
their parents the following week.
A Triple.
The Regent, Washington and Wenona,
Bay City,plenty
Mich.,
run in fora all
single
getting
of display
threepanel,
bills
through a good choice of types. The
space below the triple is given to the
coming
of "Daddy
Legs" and is
oddly handled
in thatLong
successive
the picture
of the displays
houses.
Inassign
the sample
shownto ittwois announced
that

Mor^Pkiford'i onheiesquarter
! pictureo,f a"TbJdy
bdr>g >hownJn
Washingtonso n.
■A Wj*ft«d«rtrihutors
mil ion Lonijdol arsL*liS^
. To nowbe shown
tn Regent^Theatre
A Four Seven3 and a Halfs with Three
Theatres and an Underline.
the
picture
shownWashington.
in Detroit The
and
will soon be isseenbeingat the
previous
day
the
same
space
announced
the coming of the picture to the Regent.
The thespaceWenona
is veryspace
well a setbetter
exceptdisplay
that
in
could
have
been
gained
through
the
of roman for the small lines instead useof
boldface.
Heavy
lettering and
is not necesfor the
black saryhurts
thelesser
main facts
display. too much
Claims a Record.
J. W. Sayre, of the Jensen and Von
Herberg houses in Seattle, sends in a
doubleaddspagethatforhe"The
Sin,"
and
thinksUnpardonable
that 363 inches
for doa single
is a Double
record.
We
not knowadvertisement
to the contrary.
page
been byinfrequent
where displays
the spacehavewasnottaken
outside
firms hooking up to a play or a title, but

HAROLD
LOCKWOOD
and NAOMI CH1LDERS in
"Shadows of Suspicion"
#

THEDA BARA

A Two Fours with Routed Cuts Which
Should Be Compared with Some of
the EarlierSameExamples
House. from the
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is
first
of
all
to
tell
what you have to
days are lettered in the curve of the J. In sell and to tell it interestingly.
Kerrigan's
name.
Eachcutline
is about
particularly true of special features.This is
eight points
high.
The
of
Miss
Ferhas beento bring
very nicely
One War —
a solid gusonblack
up the treated
outline with
and
yet not so much black as to smear the
J. L. Johnston, of Minneapolis, in senddesign, with a line design on the opposite
pencilsinstead
on this,of "One
side so that the black has the greater way ingtoin some
get a displays
double smash
runvalue,
the mass
eye turns
instinctively
ads half-size
separately."
It's
one
this. Aandblack
all around
the panelto way, ning
but
we
do
not
think
it
ia
a
very
would
worked
as well,thebutvalueby good way. The current attraction gets
workingnotofthave
to the
line effect
of the ismass
retained.
The theLiberty
display
not asis well
done and
hand
lettered panel is too solid. A smaller
letter
and
more
space
between
the
lines
would have been more effective. For that
matter have
a lighterline
for the lettering
would
been anhas
improvement.
Apparently
the
circuit
no
spaces,
for
the second cut shows 110setlines
for the

A Four Nines in Which the Underline
gets Much the Best of the Display.
the
ink, that
but the
muchblack
clearer
the type
readerdisplay
who isdoesso
not
know
that
"The
New
Moon"
the Lyric will be apt to overlookis theat
"now
at the bottom
the cutshowing"
as ornamental,
readingandtheregard
more
clearly
displayed
type
display
right,a
where the immediate undelineto isthemade
tag to theticulaSunday
rly like this show.
layout. We do not parMore Than Half.
the City,
andAnnabel
Strand,Davidson,
Brockton, ofMass.,
sendsRialto
in a
page
from
the
local
paper
in
which her
attractions take 94 out of about
140
column inches, which is going strong, but
she is still taking any cut they send her
instead of holding out for what will work
or else mount
going
to type.
the Paranews cuts
work Most
well inof any
form,
but they are muddy here, which suggests
that
the
paper
is
hopeless
for
anything
but
line work. Line work is not as pretty,
but
as
between
a
pretty
half-tone
that
looks like a blot of ink and a line-cut that

Another Pair of Houses.
Displays for the Same
Liberty
only
for thespace
Regent,
but
a portionandof announcement
the 85Liberty
for
Missis outtaken
Pick-as
ford.advance
Here the cuts do notofcome
well as serve
in theas first
examples,
merely
attractors
and butdo they
well
enough. There seems to be little value
in
the
selling
talk
for
"Boots,"
which
merely unscathed,"
reads, "camebutthrough
thethiscensor's
hands
possiblyPennsylvania
is offered as a rarity, for
those
keepareterribly
busy. Theoff portions
ofcensors
the bill
better marked
in these
spaces, particularly the Liberty, which
offers
a three-story
advertisement which
goes together
very nicely.
Cross Page.
The Washington, Detroit, took large Picture
spaces
for "Auction
of Souls,"
and, of
up. with
This
acourse,
cross cleaned
page eight
theexample
title onshows
one
Theatre
side and the selling talk on the other.
It takes up the ten dollars a seat angle.
Advertising
By EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
Conductor of Advertising for Exhibitor* In the
Moving Picture World

TEXT BOOK AND A HAND BOOK, a
compendium
and aabout
guide.
Itandtellstype-all
about advertising,
typehow
setting,
printing
and
paper,
run
anewspaper
house program,
how to framehowto your
advertisements,
to
write
form
letters,
posters
or
throwaways,
how to how
make toyourget house
advertisement,
maUneean
business,
special days.
schemesAll practical
for hot
weather
becauseyou.and
it hasByrainyhelped
others. ItI2.M.
will
help
mail,
postpaid,
Order from nearest office.

A Cross Page Eight for "Auction of
Souls." story, for this is
but it tells out
all about
something
of the theordinary
and needs
to be more fully explained than the
usual
five-reel
love
story.
The
well balanced, in spite of the display
fact thatis
the heavy title is not balanced by black
type on the other side, but such a balancing is not necessary
get a good
diseffectbecause
istogained
the MOVING PICTURE WORLD
14 pointplay. onA better
the left
It tellsfromsome516 Fifth Ave, New York
thing, and the essence of good advertising

you
can see,much
we would
She
is writing
better prefer
copy forthe herline.spaces
and
gettingthe better
layouts.
One space
advertises
coming
of
a
guessing
contest which seems to be the familiar back
view of prominent citizens. It Is still as
good as ever, though seldom used.
Lovett rrolileniM.
This is about
of the
recentof
specimens
sent Intheby best
J. Fred
Lovett,
the Royal, Providence, R. L Mr. Lovett
gets
muchthere
designis inlittle
mostroom
of hisforthree
fives,sothat
the
announcement
of
his
bill
in
proper
letters. But Mr. Lovett sticks tosized
his
designs and seems to feel that he gets
sufficient display from 12 to 18 point main
titles.
This
first
cut
gives
him
a
12
point
value for his lines, though it is probably
a 14 point. We think we would give

A ThreeTwelve
Fifteens
PointWhich
Value Gives
to the Only a
Main Titles.
Mary Pickford more prominence than
this,
but Mr. toLovett
has practically
a
neighborhood
himself
probably
trusts
to his other
workandin helobby
and
boards to get the people coming, and uses
the newspaper
randum. But ifspace
this merely
is the for
case,a memowe do
not see
why cuthe shows
needs athemore
drawncharacterdesign.
The
second
istic display in the same measure. Here
he gets a flat 12 point for his titles, but
by using- straight roman for his sn

Another Three Fifteens in Which the
Design Crowds the Display.
lines
gets a Ifbetter
display
used tohe gain.
you will
lookthan
at thehe
designulartwice
you
will
see
that
the
space and
is theis used
outlined
mapirreg-of
the Unitedwhite States
to advertise
Daly inshows
"My improvement
Own United along
States."
Mr.
Lovett
lines
he follows,
butbestwe display
think that
he hethe
willtakes
not
achieve
his
until
a regular frame which allows a maximum
ofcarries
space with
for his
Each cutdisplay
it aprogram.
two column
and
from
a
third
to
a
quarter
of
announcement, which is prettya column
generousof
treatment. As he goes on the Olneyville
local page he has not other spaces to
fight, and this also helps, but we think
Mr. him
Lovett's
other than
activities
do more
tothatbring
business
his newspaper
displays.
alonehouse
wouldknown
sell
few
seats, These
but he displays
makes his
through other channels.
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to take
Pipers.
tosomethe men
theatre,
but ittheir
makesmothers-in-law
a lot of talk.
Dan mensConnors
a fewhis more
of his ownsends
workin for
house,specithe The offer was made in connection with
Bessie
Barriscale
in
Josselyn's
Wife, whichIt
historic
Piper's
Opera
House,
Virginia
a vampinga lot
step-mother-in-law.
City, Nev. He started to set his own shows
of talk.
displays when the labor shortage drew probably made
Suns
for
Sunnyside.
printersthatto thetheprinter
large cannot
cities, and
hethe writes
suit now
him
L. Johnston, of Minneapolis, sends in
even when he lays the work out for him. a J.clever
Chaplin
He
knows
so
exactly
what
he
wants
that side. The campaign
first was ona two
sixes inon SunnyTueshe is not satisfied even with a reasonable
day preceding the Sunday opening, showadherence
to
his
layouts.
He
wants
just
what he wants, and he stands at the case
i
n
g
a
partly
risen
sun
with
merely
"Cominging daySunday,
see itdouble
for text.
followand gets it himself. We think that Dan
another
six The
showed
the
is the only manager who is not also a
above
the
horizon
and
Thursnewspaper owner, who sets his own type, sun dayhigher
had
a
two
tens.
In
the
cut
the
lower
and
he
writes
that
it
is
getting
easier
text has been eliminated
all
the time.
Not realize
many men
at the
case and
their canideasstandin
y gave a
type,
but
it
is
a
wonderful
way
where
it can be done. Often the difference of
amakecouple
of
points
in
the
spacing
will
a vastAnddifference
the appearance
of a job.
Dan is ingetting
better all
the time, not alone in typography, but
in copy, as well. The first two examples
are
two sixes,
but they
would make That
just
as
full forpages
in proportion.
on good
the left,
Nazimova,
is the better
of the twotitlebecause
it displays
the star
^9
and
to greater
advantage.
For
The play
Midnight Patrol
a bold
letter would
have been better were it available, but
Police
"The ! !
NAZIMOVA

Midnight

Patrol"
- Ey£iorEye
- — KsTomiGffr
Two Two Sixes from Daniel Connors.
the office doesof faces
not boast
assortment
and ofsomea- very
of itgreat
has
been in the cases for half a century and
more. The chief thing is that while the
spaces are pretty well crowded, every line
is easily read because the lines are kept
open with lead. No solid type anywhere
there,
and because
as a result,
you sodon't
anything,
it looks
hardskipto
read. This does not show as clearly in
the
reproduction,
but
you
can
get theon
idea cut.
if youTheputsecond
the magnifying
glass
the
example
is
a
advertisement run in advance of the scatter
show-

A Teaser Campaign for Chaplin Originated by J. L. Johnston.
three tens, the chief feature of which was
a typewritten portrait of the star done
by Mr.chineJohnston
free handThison seems
the ma-to
from a photograph.
be something
really cut.
new —Itatisleast
we cannot
recall
a
similar
exceptionally well done and a novelty. It has not
been
up, but letters
where black
masses
were touched
needed several
were struck,
one over the other. For the rest the
X,
I, O and
the lettersthanchiefly
used.
causedV were
more
any
other Itattractor
could comment
have done. The
same campaign was used for the Strand,
in Minneapolis, and the New Garrick, St.
Paul. In addition to the newspaper dishouse used
stand, play500each window
cards twenty
for street24-sheet
cars,
500 tack cards and 500 snipes. But that
typewritten
portrait
easily
stands
the
star
of the stunts.
Try This.
Johnny Mack, used
of the Hill Theatre,program
Newfront.ark,Therecently
program ais striking
a 6 by 9 and the
"you" is set in a ten-line letter, probtype.
It's worth holding
to untilablytimeposter
youwhen
can get
designon
some
you outwanta similar
to be certain
your program will be read. It Is not such
HILL

fggSS
EYE for $««kl
NAZI m MOVA
\foVft for eye s?ytJ
A Singe Column Scatter Ad for a
Coming Attraction.
ing. He seems to be using a lot of these
lately
for the
stuff.
It
all
helps,
andan better-than-usual
asincha and
rule, a two
ororthree
scatters
of
half
two
inches work better than a single display
of four to six inches.
Who Has the Nerve?
We clip this from an advertisement of
the Washington
Theatre, in some unknown town:
NOTICE: — The First Man That Brings
His
to See This Picture
—Presented
He Mother-in-Law
and With
His Mother-in-Law
a Season Pass. Will Be
They will have to raise the bid to get
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From Mr. Franklin.
Harold B. Franklin, of the Hippodrome,
Buffalo,mer, asisareusing
spacesBuffalo
for thehouses.
summostsmall
of the
His daily space is an inch and a half,
single, and his Sunday announcement runs
in accordance
with theLongvalueLegs,of for
his exattraction. For Daddy
ample, heinstead
took ofZV*hisinches
columns,
usual across
three five
or four.
After
the Sunday
showing
he dropped
the usual
space with
a chance
of copyto
daily.
We show
six week-day
runs. The
Mondayfourwasof the
a double
column

[ \\ / K^iTDrcdavs
PJ|WllH^r1E'
k.

PICKP0RD5

I //vDAopy / ...
Kwnc lazJ THIS
ALL
WEEK.

GREATEB.ST Franklin's Week-Day
\^^gof\ Harold
Four
for the Summer
lfpAII this week
ggpAdvertisements
Season.
reproduction
checkeach.for Hethe writes
play.
The
others wereof the
21 lines
that in spite of the heat the engagement
was
and they give
day ata cleanup
the Hippodrome,
too. six shows a
Good Work;.
This four tens was the main attack of
the Casino, Des Moines, la., and cleaned
up
it. ofIt'sgiving
a nicethe looking
and with
the idea
dictionarydisplay
rendition of "virtue"
"sinner"
and letting
the reader
draw hisand own
conclusions
is a
good one. The curiosity aroused is worth

uoux

INKERS
Wanda Hawley^Norman Kerry

4TT-, ABBL'Ck'Lt - -»^JY™«?_~

YOU
~ J

KEEP IT BANDY
There's Reason
WtH wu yoa why Mtr
g uYs s ?

Front and Back Pages of the Hill, Newark, N. J.
a bad idea to use in a program some time.
A huge "you"
will sections
gain attention
anywhere.
In some
it might almost
work
better in an advertisement than on a program,
for
where
there
is
only
a high
class
trade it is better to keep the
program
more polite and get sensational In the advertising.

A Four Tens from Des Moines.
SINOthe story would
CA
more
than theThe
recital
have been.
open ofcomposition
helps
much, but the advertisement would have
been ingimproved
by
breaking
that
line
namstars.
ThereInstead
is too ofmuchsetting
straight
acruss thethe
space.
the
names in a four-line letter, a two-line letter in two
lineshavewithbeenwhitejustspace
in between
would
as
prominent and would have looked much better.
Following
this for
Sunday
Mr. Helmts
used
two fives
the splash
three days
of the
run
and
had
twenty-five
24-sheet
stands
posted
for
ten
days
in
advance.
Although
it rained
right through
the engagement
the
house records
were broken.
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Projection
Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Rewinding 1,000 Feet of Film
Raymond
W. Fisher, Fairbury, Neb.,
orders
follows: lens charts and sends in data as
"On page 1048, May 17 issue, under
"SlowdoesActing
you toaskrewind
how
fast
a reel Rewinder,"
have to revolve
1,000 feet of film in six minutes. My own
rewinder,
described
to
you
some
time
ago,
revolves the reel one time a second. At
this rate it requires eleven minutes to rewind 1,000 feet of film. There are practic660 layersa 2,000
of filmfooton reel
a 1.5 itor requires
2" hub
reel.ally With
seventeen
minutes
to rewind,
supposing
reel
hub
to
be
the
same
diameter
as before.
"I
think
friend
Leny
can
figure
from this about how fast to run his out
rewinder. Only an operator would punch
ninety-seven
stars
in
a
film.
No
projecguilty of such
outrage.tionistAny would
manbe committing
such an
a crime
should, vokedifandfound
out,
have
his
license
rehis union
also if he behave
a union
man. card taken up
thingis:which
me
for"Another
a long time
Why has
cannotbothered
you have
our department printed on alternate pages
with advertisements pertaining to projection?
would not
only
help projectionists Thisbygrouping
advertisements
we are interested
in, butthewould
enable us
to clip out
we desire
serve. Assome
it nowarticles
is, nine
times toin preten,
when one desires to clip an article for
preservation
one
finds
another
equally
desirable article directly opposite it on other
side of the page. To keep the whole paper
is difficult,
they totakecarryup around
lots of ifroom;
also
are too asheavy
one
moves from one city to another. Then,
too, when one desires to look up some
particular
article through
it requiresperhaps
considerable
work
to search
dozens
of papers. From many viewpoints the
clipping
and
scrapbooking
of
such
articles
as seem desirable to preserve is best, and
with pages of projection
adverwith apparatus
department
we couldtisingdoalternating
it handily.
When one text
has
five years Moving Picture Worlds saved,
the manager begins to threaten dire
things if they be not removed from his
domain, I soam getsnatched
busy wtih
suggestion
before
bald this
headed!
Glad
to know of your recovery. Yours for advancement."
Asks for Suggestions.
What do the rest of you chaps think
about the advertising suggestions? If
enough favor, maybe it could be done. I
don't know.
if the suggestion
friend
Fisher IsButsufficiently
well indorsedof
—me,maybe.
it rather
but I amPersonally
not the one
who hasappeals
the sayto
in that sort of thing. As to the rewinder
data
we cordially that
think you.ratioI amwould
not so
certain,
the same however,
for 1.000 feet the
in six minutes. be
Can anyone of you tell us just how the
thing is figured, basing it on 660 layers
ofhub film
reel?to the thousand feet for a smallA Little Trouble
L. D. Lumpkin, Washington, Ga., says:
"Dear for
Brother
Richardson:
Just a little
trouble
you.screen,
Have andtwotwoSimplex
projectors, Minusa
Ft. Wayne
compensarcs running at 40 amperes. Use
A. C. special carbons. Objective is 6 inch

Important Notice
OWING
the mass ofit matter
awaitingto publication,
is imreply than
through
department inpos ible toless
two theor
three weeks. In order to give prompt
service, those sending four cents,
stamps (less than actual cost), will
receive carbon copy of the departreply, by by
mail,mailwithout
delay,
specialmentcannot
replies
onto matters
which
be
replied
in
the
department,
one dollar.
Both the first
and second sets of
questions are now ready and printed
in neat booklet form, the second
half being
seventy-sixbe had
in number.
Either
booklet
by remit ing 25 cents,maymoney
or stamps,
to the editor,
or bothstamps.
for 40 Every
cents.
Cannot
use Canadian
live,
progressive
operator
should
get
a copybe ofsurprised
these questions.
You
may
at the anumber
you
cannot
answer
without
lot
of
study.
Lens Charts for Framing.
28 issue,
containing
theThelensDecember
charts, was
exhausted
very
quickly.
The demand
lens charts
was so great
that weforhave
had a
limited number printed on heavy
paper,
size 11x17,
Covers amperage
25 tofor60 framing.
A. C. or
D. C, and Plano-convex or meniscus
bi-convex;
also
gives
necessary
projection lens diameter to avoid waste
and distance of revolving shutter
from aperture. Every progressive,
up-to-date
shouldto have
one.
Price, projectionist
50 cents, postpaid,
any
part
of
the
world.
Send
stamps or money order. U. S. 2-cent

I believe your trouble Is to be found in
the facttancethatbetweenyoucondenser
have not and
sufficient
disaperture.
You ing
should
once send
to the MovPictureatWorld
for a$4.50handbook
and
lens chart,
provided
thatof iftheyouWorld
have Dec
e
m
b
e
r
2
S
,
1918,
issue
will find the lens tables therein. For you40
amperes A. C. you need either two 6.5
condenser lenses, spaced so their apexes
are
of each other,
with 21"to
from within
center 1-16"
of condenser
combination
film, or one 6.5 meniscus and one 7.5 bispaced wtih 24.25"
from center of
condenserconvex,combination
to film.
If
you
canot
get
the
required
from condenser to film that is the distance
fault of
the projector itself — its construction. But
before taking
the
matter
up
wth
the
manufacturer would suggest that you loosen
the lamphouse
and
set
it
back
to
the
reit temporarily
in place quired
for distance,
trial.blocking
If it develops
that this
clears up the trouble you are then in positionturerto demand
of thebe projector
that the fault
remedied.manufacKindly
notify
me
as
to
results,
if you will be so
kind.
Increase of Amperage.
But there is a better, simpler solution,
viz.: Increase of amperage. Forty amperes
A.results.
C. is, inPersonally
my judgment,
too low
good
I would
not for
consider
anything less than 60, and I am sure the
improveml^ in results on the screen
would pensem<by Skj»nan
the atadded
ex(SfTjased Justify
patronage
the box
office.
For
"b0
A.
C.
amperes
you
would
need twoof 6.5
condensers,
with 18.5"to from
center
condenser
combination
film.
Your compensarc will give 60 amperes.
Suppose tancyou
try outindicated.
the 60 stunt,
dises as above
Maybewithfriend
manager will aprove of it, and I think
you
can getto pretty
close your
to 18.5"
from
condenser
film with
machine.
Please advise me as to results. But remember
that
in
applying
this
your
conindicated.denser lenses must be spaced as above

Gundlach.
of projection
72 feet.
Use
6.5 and Distance
7.5 condenser
lenses. Distance
Intermittent Speed
crater to arc lens surface 2.75". From
front condenser to aperture 13.5". From
"Think it about time the term 'Interaperture
to
back
surface
of
objective
3.25".
speed' be better understood.
Have tried two 6.5 and two 7.5 condenser Perusal ofmittentprojection
of a
lenses, but find the two 6.5 a little the certain trade journal department
of comparatively
best.
recent
date
prints
the infactthisthatregard.
there InIs
considerable
confusion
"Have
tried
spacing
condenser
lenses,
moving lamphouse and everything I know, the above publication we are told that a
but find it imposible to get a clear picture five to one movement means that the
—have
sharplevel
definition.
LensesPicture
are clean
and time required to change one picture for
projection.
is what
the next is just 1/5 as long as the time
you may
call
fair.
The
manager
is
satisduringless overwhich
the picture This
is held
fied
with
it,
but
I
am
not.
Have
good
is O.motionK. so
fellow to work for. Will buy anything far. and inthemyaperture.
opinion describes a true
that will improve results on screen. five to one movement,
but
the
writer
conHaven't a handbook, but intend ordering
tinupelasinaesd ifollows:
exn this way, 'Itby might
sayingalsothatbe with
a five to one intermittent the film is movone soon."Better Get the Handbook.
ing one-fifth of the time and is stationary
of theseen
time."that there Is wide
I'm going
to roastYouyousayjustyoua four-fifths
It is readily
weeAndbitnowBrother
Lumpkin.
difference
the two statements.
have a good fellow to work for — one who In the latter,between
the time
requiredfollowing
to changeis
will buysults.anything
improve
one picture for
the next
Well, are youtending
actingto quite
fair re-in exactly
one-fourth because
the time 1/5theis picture
failing to also invest in the knowledge ne- is held motionless,
1/4 of
es ary to the bebestonlyresults?
think it cwould
just rightDon't
for you
you 4/5ths. The latter is what is usually
toit over,
have aoldtextman!book on projection? Think considered as being a one to five movement, but is really a one to four move-
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uniontowns
projectionists.
most
ment. And anyhow, we think it about ofto employ
smaller
and even inIn many
time to drop the ratio term as applied to smallthe cities,
are either
the intermittent, along with the term not organized theat projectionists
all,
or
are
organized
so
'operator,'
adoptingthrough
in its which
stead the
ber of degrees
the numcam loosely that the union really amounts
little,
insofar
as
compelling
theapin revolves while engaged with the to very
tre managers and owners to respect their
star."
rights,
pay exclusively
decent wages
and to employ
I Fully Agree.
union men
is concerned.
With which latter I fully agree. Griffith
is right,
the 'one and
to five,'
'onemis-to
Projectionist Strikes Gold Mine
six,'
etc.,because
is ambiguous
easily
A projectionist
of want
Auckland,
New used,
Zeawe say the
intermitwho doesthe notother
tent sprocketunderstiso d. But ifstationary
through
300 writes land,from
sidehisof name
the world,
degrees, and moves through 60 degrees, thusly:
we then know precisely what is meant,
viz., that the picture is stationary over personal
"Dear Friend,
for despite
lack callof
acquaintance
I feel the
I may
the aperture
five
periods
tofiveone movement.
of movement,
which
is
a
one
to
We believe a part of the confusion which
undoubtedly does exist, came about
throughposed two
what viz.:
was supto be wordings
the same ofthing,
One
to Five,ment,which
isIN a five,
true which
one to isfivereally
move-a
and
one
one to four.
What says the projectionist to brother
Griffith's
Don'twesitmake
on your
coat tails suggestion?
in silence until
the
change,
and then Let
set upus a hear
chorusfrom
squawk
of objections!
you
NOW, or for ever and ever and ever
hold your peace!
Can't Be Done
M. Devitt, Carlinville, Illinois, wants
to J.know:
be located
one"Cansidetheof projection
center androom
a perfect
pictureto
be obtained? If it can be done, please
tellCanme youhowbendto the
do it." of a rifle, shoot
around a corner andbarrel
hit what you aim
at? One
proposition
is exactly
reason-set
able as the
other. The
instantas you
your projector
one distortion
side of center
screen
you set upto side
and sideof
keystone
effect.
See Figurepage66 154.
of handbook andeffect
last paragraph,
The
keystone
may be corrected
by filling
in the aperture of the machine on one
side, bothfilingtopsameand until
bottom,
caretop and
andForvery
bottom
light fully
on screen Is parallel.
detailedof
method of doing this, see page 156 of
handbook, copy of which you doubtless
all meanscannot
get onebe
athave.once.If not,
But then
the bydistortion
remedied. If the projector sets to right
ofsidescreen,
then anybe given
objecta onsimilar
left
larger
objectof screen
on thewillright
of thethanscreen,
the
amounttion to ofits enlargement
beingrightin propordistance
from
side
screen, distance of machine from screen,of
size
of picture
and distance
lens throw,
is out
of center
with screen.
On a long
with a small picture, the machine being
out of center somewhat would not be very
noticeable, though the picture would not
be
"perfect." On
aofshort
large
centerthrow,
showswithverya
quickly,picture,
and is out
increasingly
objectionable
as throw
becomes have
shorter or picture
me sizelarg-of
pictureer. Youandshould
distance lensgiven
to screen.
Union Projectionist
J. R. Perella,
Bryan, Texas, orders a
handbook
and inquires:
"Please
advise
me asare toforced
whether
motion picture houses
to haveall
union
operators."
In the
first place, officially, there is
now noto such
term
as and
"operator" as
applies
pictures
the Societymotion
of Motion
Picture projection,
Engineers
having officially, and by unanimous vote,
declared
"Projectionist"
to
be
the
correct
term
a man who projects
motion designating
pictures professionally.
Union Projectionist Not Always Required.
Replyingin tocities
youror question,
no. only
theatres
towns where
the
union controls the situation are obliged

in the departlettersin Australia,
seen ists
you that,
but
projection
ment fromI have
First
here goes.I struck
this city, aso gold
none from
mine
you of
I want to tellback.
over this
When taking
so
a year or departing
me
gave my
ist
job,
Imagine
Worlds.nuggets
of projection
a bigthecollection
therein
the
delight whenTheI found
and Advertis.
contained
have
cut nout.
Ivalue.
sProjectio
for Exhibitor
ingbeen
I wasTheyliterally
great
of
since
ed
pitchfork
into
the
business.
"An exhibitor friend came to me and
said: 'There is a man herecountry
who wants
show.
some one to erect and run a
You're the one,toso theget rule:
busy'! HisAnd fourteen
here is
an exception his operator, and believe
boy wasold man showed me enough
old little
yearthat
me
I
so that I jumped in andandtookhavea chance.
kick, until I nowgradually
firstposition
good
made
a
hold
my
improved
thoroughcoveted Queen Street (ourgetmain
it by creating
fare) job. And I didn't

a reputation for shadows on the screen
either! And that is enough about myself.
Twenty-six Theatres In City.
"Intheatres,
this citycityof and
120.000 we have Seven
twentysix
them are on the main suburban.
street. Most of theof
town
houses
are
up-to-date
structures,
using down
first run,
The
seven
town with
housesgoodrun music.
continuous,
11one a.hour
m. toand10 fifty
p. m.minutes.
AverageProjection
program is,is
on the
good.generator
City current
is 230
and
460 whole,
D. C. Motor
sets, mostly
English
make,
are
used
to
supply
current
to arc. The old German made Erneman
projector was much used here before the
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war,
but
latterly
the
Powers
have come into their own. OnlyandoneSimplex
house
has
projectors.
do not
mind twowaiting
while wePeople
changeherereels.
"Just to show you how far away we are,
Charlie
Chaplin's
Dog's
andreleased
'Tarzan
of the
Apes'In 'Ahave
just Life'
been
(April
Ed.).
the matter
of film
serviceia.NewWe3. Zeland
is
controlled
from
Australoperators.
Musicians,havefronta sound
of houseunion
and ofstage
hands,
each have a separate organization, but a
working
agreement
between
the
whole
being formulated. Our Arbitration Actis
compels
each aman,
except Wages
If he isarean fairly
owner, to become
member.
good,
approximating
$21$15forforcontinuous,
$20
for
night
show
and
suburban.
In common with other trades we intend
applying
a newworking
award, conditions.
at increased
rates and forbetter
Depended on United States for Supplies.
"During thealmostpast
few years
have deentirely
upon Iwethe
States forpendedsupplies
and film.
have United
never
heard
of
anyone
here
using
A.
C.
the
arc. Some houses have A. C. supply,at but
it is converted to D. C. Some of the trials
and tribulations of the projectionists of
your country are interesting. I wonder
what our exchangesrun would
if we dewithoutsay
But mostmanded offilm fittheto programs
go inspection?
on circuit
for lengthy periods.
"Every Maori village has its picture
show.
is with theus cows
here
also, but'Jimmy
in our thecaseUsher'
he spanks
(For
goodness
sake
what's
that?!?!
Ed.)
during daylight and after tea he tightens
his take-up, tension shoes, etc., and with
horny
hands
churns
the
butter
—
I
mean
film. Probably you know this is the land
of the cow. Without her we would be millions poorerEd.)each year. (Oh, I see the
point now!
Enclose Suggestions.
"In
the
hope
that ita may
some
of your tions.boysThe first
I enclose
couplebenefit
of suggesis
an
independent
take-up
device as installed on our own machines.
Instead of driving take from machine an
extra pulley
motor beltto totakeup.
a counterwhich orin aturn
this isshaft,claimed
a bigbelts
saving in wear Foron
projector, besides steadying the picture.
machine hasandbeen
running
three
and"Ourone-half
still
good.
second
is my years
method of isscraping
film The
for
joining. I keep ends of my scissors sharp
with a fine file. Straight edge gives a perstraighthave
line.oneHaven't
yet, butfectlywill
soon. aIs handbook
it necessary to tries?
add Would
extrathatpostage
counwe hadto anforeign
understudy
of yourselfMachine
here." News Surprises.
An interesting letter truly. Was a bit
surprised at the one machine news. Most
likely your people do not mind waiting because they don't know the
advantage
of
continuous
A stop
each reel of projection.
a feature breaks
thebetween
thread
ofmuchthe miss
story.that
Well,which
people,theyof course,
don't
knowin nothing of,framing
but hereand
we changeover
take pride
such
careful
from
one
machine to the other that the audience
knows absolutely
nothing
of
it.
As
I
unyou the law ofcompels
every Isworker to be daerstandmember
his union.
that
correct? The employers would throw
seven"
kinds
of
a
fit
if
that
were
even
proposed over here. Circuiting of films is
practiced in a limited way in some rural
sections
viewpoint.here. It is very bad from every
Received No Complaints on Handbook.
As to the suggestions, they are passed
along for the
of our projectionists. Thconsideration
e separate
here in a limited
way, sometakeup
years wasago, used
but
its use has,
been toabandoned. You sowillfarfindas theI know,
handbook
be a
good investment
— oritatis.least
many
sands of users sold
say
date,been,
ofthou-allso
the thousands
there hasTo not
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how
friend
McMahon
hit
a
large
Bull in a China Shop
far
as we hand
know,we acansingle
squarely on the head in the matter nailof
the other
show complaint.
letters galoreOn
The Canadian Moving Picture Digest lack
skill, whichfromdiscourages
from
handbook
users
declaring
it
to
be
department is publishing a
torofmanufacturers
putting eut projecequipworth to them many times its price. As projection
of questions on optics, with anment
which
they
well
know
the average
toage.extra postage on the $4.00 includes post- bundle swers
man
cannot
successfully
handle.
thereto,
one
a
week.
■
Projectionistsnue willof knowledge
do well to watch
as no aveNot long ago I Jumped all over the genshould them,
be overlooked.
To yourtending,union
I takeDirector
the liberty
of ex-of
eralcausemanager
manufacturer
beas Honorary
General
his first announcement Mr. McMahon,
they did ofnota large
send out
an adjustable
the projectionists union of the Argentine In
this
statement,
after
comshutter
with
their
machine.
Said
he:
"Yes,
Republic, South America, the hand of good editor, makes
of shutter blade width and have hell popping in two weeks, with
fellowship onganization,behalf
of thatmember
excellentof the
or- to speed mentofing on relation
complaints, kicks and howls enough to
movement:
and as a plain
doubt these intermittent
things will seem
strange"Noto drive
us crazy. Why, Richardson, some
you,
but
they
are
true,
projectionists'
organization
United projectionist will admit, asandanyif thorough
of
in projection rooms
States
and Canada,
I also takeof the
the liberty
the these
pro- couldtheno squareheads
more adjust
anthey
adjustable
shut-a
of extending, on behalf of that great body,
jectionist
understood
more
about
ter
intelligently
than
could put
best
wishes
and
the
handclasp
of
brotherthings itchineis manufacturers
safe to remark
that
the
mahood.
mainspring
in
a
watch.
They
haven't
would equip the brains enough or don't use them. And
mechanism
elaboratetheoptical
sys- when after their 'adjustment' was done
tem which with
wouldan increase
efficiency
and machine
there waswouldmoreget flicker
than Give
pictureus
of
the
projector
system
to
at
least
double
the blame.
A New English Carbon
its
present thecapacity,
they cannotcoulddo our
knowledge
and
intelligence
init allIn aprojecso because
average butprojectionist
Many
of
our
readers
will
remember
tion
rooms
as
we
now
have
comhandle intelligently such an expensive
R. W. Kiewert, formerly connected with not
paratshutter
ively few and
we'll itsend
out
an your
ad(but in the long run cheaper) and delicate
the Bio Company, which went out of optical
justable
so
quick
will
make
train, and it is simply a matter of
business
when the United
StatesKiewert
declaredis
war on Germany.
Well, Mr.
building a machine that the average pro- headThatswim!"
a verbatim quotation,man
but Itwasis
again in the
the limelight
virtue Company,
of having
pretty isn't
close
jectionist can handle."
formed
Carbon byImports
RIGHT.
And tothereit. youAndare.the The
whole
Matter of Building Right Machine.
with home office in New York City. This
industry
is
in
appreciable
measure
held
Some beof open
Brotherto serious
McMahon'squestion,
statement
organization handles an English made might
back through lack of expert knowledge in
but
the
projection
rooms
of
this
country,
take
carbon
bearing
the
trade
name
"Kinarko."
never dida hematter
say aoftruer
word athanmachine
"it is them as a whole.
The Kinarko comes in five eighths, simply
building
three quarters
seven foreights
inch cored
the average projectionist can hantwelve
inches inandlength
positive.
For which dle."
Progressive
is precisely
situation.
negative
something,at have had Thatthat
particularthething
flung atI R. E. Brian. Pekin, Illinois, says:
so
far asMr.thisKiewert
countrypresents
is concerned
me
time
and
again
in
different
forms
by
"Am
enclosing
slip Ishipment
sent to exchange
least, tiveentirely
new long
and untried.
projector
At present
manager
with each
of films.
is six inches
and comesThein negathree there
is no manufacturers.
such projector optical
system Have
no
questions
to
ask,
diameters,teenthsviz.:
five
sixteenths,
seven
sixas friend McMahon speaks of, nor will cents for lens charts, justbuttoenclose
be on fifty
the
and
half
inch
to
be
used
respecthere
probably
ever
be.
The
situation
safe
side.
Have
all
three
editions
tively with the above named sizes of does not, in my opinion, call for either handbook and have been a member of theof
positive.
a
delicate
or
costly
optical
train,
but
it
projection
department
The negative is copper coated on its
for deepsense.
study Iandthink
the asapplicasilent
one. for
five years.family,
You maythough
see bya
tioncallof common
outer diameter. This coating, Mr. Kie- does
head
that
my
projection
a condenser
as we will ever
care togood
use my letter
wert claims,
causes
no
pitting
of
the
conbad. Picture is 15 equipfeet 8
I believe,
not cost in excess of $5 a lens, and inches,ment iats not82 half
feet, using 40 Amperes D. C,
founded. denser.Mr.This claim
Kiewertis, also
claims well
the will
the
objective
ought
never
to
go
above
$100
and
if
I
do
say
it,
the
screen
result
is
good.
coating
to
be
equally
effective
with
other
or
at
most
$150.
There
is
not
and
I
think
metal coatings with which we are now never will be anything very delicate about Projection room is 12 feet by 12 feet, with
Head Evidence Reflects Brains.
foot ceiling."
familiar. ' This claim remains to be sub- the projector optical train of the pro- 10 Letter
stantiated.
Thethereport
blank
is excellent.
jector.
and
letter
head evidence
the factBoththatit
Hits
Nail
on
Head.
Peculiar Negative Carbon.
neighbor Brian is NOT paralyzed from his
The
knowledge
we
need
is
how
to
work
is upas tofollows:
date and progressive.
in fitting something pretty ears up, butreads
And now comes the peculiarity. In intelligently
to what we now have, with some The blank CAPITOL
the negative is a core which is formed close
THEATRE.
change
in
the
objective,
to
the
local
conand thenserted in the
coppercarbon
coated.
It is then
inProjection Department.
dition, and take and
it from
me that
for
and baked
in. Mr.
Film Exchange
knowledge,
involves
many calls
things.
Kiewert claims for this plan that it makes Ofrealcourse
if
we
want
to
consider
the
matfor steadiness
of
the
arc
without
objecGentlemen:
I
have
the
following
ter
of
intermittent
speed
as
a
part
of
the
increase in the arc gas stream optical train, then possibilities of increase to make on your Print report
from the tionable
negative.
six to one bring something which Loose Patches
So far as we were able to determine towilla true
be decidedly
to successfully
from abons careful
the well
car- handle.
But whiledelicate
intermittent
speed is Misframes
Condition of film
they are examination
of fine grainof and
intimately hooked up with the optics of Remarks
baked. The positive core is remarkably the
Pekins,
Illinois. R. E. I.Brian,
projector,
and
has
a
huge
bearing
,
A. T. Projectionist,
S. E. No. 434.
small as compared with our domestic thereon, still we would hardly exactly call
carbons.
The
letter head is also worthy of space.
it
a
part
of
the
optical
train.
But
anyIt
follows:
Mr. Kiewert claims a long burning
period for Kinarko. Loaded to normal
Equipment:
— Two tpyeVelvet
"S" Simplex,
G. E.
Rectifier, CAPITOL
Gardener
Fibre Screen
capacity,peres forwhich
is eighths,
set at 2242 toto 4060 amTHEATRE
the
five
for
Projection
Experience
the three quarters, and 60 to 100 for the
Raymond E. Brian
MOTION PICTURE
seven eighths sizes, positive, he claims
Member I.Projectionist
A. T. S. E. No. 434.
a burning
and sizes
onehalf
to fiveperiod
hours offorfrom
the four
different
HANDBOOK
Takes Pride In His Work.
positive and from two and a quarter to
take this
it from
the
For Managers and Operators
two and one half for the negatives.
manAndwhoyoudoesmaythings
way metakesthatpride
Following our usual custom in such
in his work. He is one of those who, in
By F. H. RICHARDSON
matters we shall have Kinarko tested by
days has
to come,
will forfeelthesorry
the man
projectionists in various parts of the
"Die recognized
book and
on theinstructions
work of pro-on
who
to work
unionfor minimum
country. Until reports from these tests
jection. Completestandard
descriptions
scale,
because inwhothe has
final not
settling
process
are in, we can say no more. We shall
ail
leading
machines
and
projection
equipment.
the
exhibitor
learned
the
ask the Vancouver, British Columbia,
lesson
of
rewarding
superior
merit
in the
There
isn't
a
projection
room
in
the
universe
In
Denver,
Colorado,
Baltimore,
Maryland,
which
this
carefully
compiled
book
will
not
save
its
pay ateenvelope,
will automatically
eliminand the Duluth, Minnesota unions to make
purchase price each month.
himself. Unions
and union minimum
the tests, sending report to me and copy
scales will most likely always be necesof it to the Carbon Imports Company,
Buy
It
Today
$4
the
Copy,
postpaid
sary,
but
more
and
more
the
real
112 West Forty-second street, New York.
tionist wil rise above the minimum projecscale,
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
leaving
its provisions
Important.
is intended
to take careforof,what
viz.: ittherightly
man
516
Fifth
Avenue.
New
York
City
of relatively
In making these tests it is important
Schiller CullcJing, Chicago. III.
change
their small
attitudeability
with (Unions
regard should
to the
that bon
the combination
projectionist
use
the
proper
carWright
&
Callender
Bldg..
Los
Angeles.
Cal.
for his amperage; also
scale and impress upon exhibitors the fact
To save time, order from nearest office.
that
he makeBurning
at leasta single
one fullsetdayis run
that it is notscalea "wage
MINIMUM
below scale"
which perhe se),
mustbutnota
on them.
not
sufficient.
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Everywhere

ZONING LAWS ARE CREATING TROUBLE
Erection of Large St. Louis Theatre May Be
Prevented Unless an Amendment Is Adopted
605. Mr. C. G. Kingsley is in charge of
UNLESS
amendments
zoning lawin Realart
and Robert J. Churchill in charge
in St. Louis
are made,to the
particularly
of
United. Both are now doing business.
the
clause
providing
for
a
rear
yard
space in all buildings, Director of Public
Scott Has New Plan.
Safety McKelvey announces he will have
Harry Scott,
of thecombination
First National,
to refuse a permit for a $600,000 moving working
out
new
bookingis
picturesouritheatre,
contemplated
by southwest
the Mis- plan for the asmall
Theatre
Company,
at
the
towns
where
heretofore
First
National
has
had
no
business.
corner of Grand and Lucas avenues.
In the applications for the new building Under the new plan the smaller exhibno provision was made for a rear yard stars. itors will be able to show First National
space, which McKelvey says must be done
to McKelvey
comply withsaysthethatzoning
ordinance.
Texas Guinan Rights Purchased.
the rear
yard space
Mundstuk, of the Strand Features,
is required by the ordinance to provide hasDavepurchased
the Michigan rights to a
light and air for all buildings. "It is a series of two-reel
Western
dramas
featrestriction
on
building
in
the
city,"
Mcuring
Texas
Guinan,
as well
as a series
"and has worth
forced meof buildings
to refuse of single reel comedies
featuring
Mark
permit Kelvey
forsays,$2,000,000
Swain.
recently." World Film Office Moves.
Manager Frank Gebhardt, of the Pathe
office, announces big business on his latest
The
World
Film
Corporation's
St.
Louis
special,
"The anyGreatprevious
Gamble."markHe expects
it to serials.
top
set by
office under the management of W. C. Car- Pathe
ters,agers,
one ofhas removed
the film circle's
popular manto
Washington
aveKunsky
Purchases
Summer
Home.
nue, oneTheblock
north of its former locaWorld
John pH.rises, haKunsky,
Kunsky home
Enter-in
door totion.the
Mutual.office is now located next
s purchasedof athesummer
Canada directly
Goldstein Transferred to San Francisco. Detroit.
He plansopposite
to erect Belle
a homeIsleat Park,
once
and to occupy same next season.
Samuel
Goldstein,
former office
roadman
working
out
of
the
St.
Louis
of
the
Fox
Detroit Opera House Leased.
Film Corporation, has been transferred to Arthur
S. Hyman, of the Arthur S.
Fox'sbeen
San successful
Francisco inoffice.
Mr. Goldstein Hyman Attractions,
has leased the Detroit
had
this territory.
Opera
House
for the summer months. He
Fox Manager Returns from Trip.
Manager McKean, of the Fox exchange opened it on July 13 with "Virtuous Men,"
in St. Louis,Tenn.,
just returning
from
a visit to
Memphis,
made hadthe changed
announcement
that several
houses
hands
there.
He learned
that the A. J. Lyons
enterprise had bought several new houses,
one from the Majestic Amusement Comcontrolspicture
six houses
phis,pany,five which
straight
houses inandMemone
legitimate
house.
One
of
houses was also taken overMarcus
by theLoew's
A. J.
Lyons
Mr. enterprise.
McKeon also announced that the
business of the Fox exchange in St. Louis
had
been
weather. good considering the extreme hot
United to Take Old World Quarters.
The United Theatres Picture Corporahas taken
temporary
quartetion,
rs in thewhich office
of Foxup Film
Corporation,
will shortly take over the office formerly
occupied by the World Film Corporation.
Detroit News Letter
Film Building Fills I p.
WITH the establishment of exchanges
by thetion andRealart
Pictures
Corporathe United
Artists
Corporation, the film building at 63 East
Elizabeth
street,
is
now
100
per
cent,
filled
up, and the next exchange firm that comes
along
is going intothefindcityit very
difficultthatto
get
of Detroit
Is upanything
to the city requirements.
Realart
Is locatedArtists
at 607areFilmon building,
United
the same while
floor theat
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ListeningTraverse
to the is Human
[adlaine
fearful ofPack.
these
wolves in her Fox feature, "Rose
of the West."

and did excellent business the first week.
The second week he showed "Wives of
Men."
It is hiswith
intention
only and
his
own features,
a largeto show
orchestra
short reeltinuous
subjects.
Performances
are
confrom 11 a. m. to 11 p. m., and
prices
cluded. are 20 and 35 cents, war tax inMead Leaves Film Business.
Charles Vitagraph
Mead, formerly
with Pathe,
Hodkinson,
exchanges,
in Detroit
and Dallas, has abandoned the film business entirely
to becomeforspecial
representative in Michigan
the Gillette
Tire Company.
Contracts for Stage Setting.
Phil Gleichman,
Broadway-Strand
Theatre,
Detroit, ofis theback
after a two
weeks' ttrip
in
the
East.
He has
conr
a
c
t
e
d
f
o
r
a
new
stage
setting,
a duplicate of that in the Riveria Theatre,
Chicago,
and
plans
a
lot
of
innovations
his theatre when the fall season opens.for
Stork Makes Visit.
The trade will be interested to learn
that on June 22 the stork brought a
baby girl
home Tex.,
of Mr.formerly
and Mrs.of
Dave
Prince,to oftheDallas,
Detroit.
Prince inwasDetroit,
with theand,Gen-in
eral andMr.
Triangle,
Dallas, is exchange manager for the S.
A. Lynch Enterprises.
Philadelphia News Letter
McAdoo Is Theatre less.
FIRE,
of incendiary
origin,
wiped believed
out the Lion
Theatre building,
South sylvaTamaqua
street, July
McAdoo,
nia, last Wednesday,
16. APennloss
of $11,000 was entailed in this and adjoining
properties.
The
destroyed
building was owned
Sidari, ofIt from
East
Diamond
avenue, bywhoPeterpurchased
Julia Anilosky,
husband,
deceased, erected whose
it. This
is thenowsecond
motion picture theatre in this town to
be destroyed
fire within
the past
few
weeks,
the firstby theatre
recently
reported
being the Blaine. McAdoo, with its two
former
theatres
is at present without
any burned
means ofdown,
amusement
for
its inhabitants.
United Artists Are Home Hunting.
C. S. Trowbridge and Ralph O. Procter,
of the United Artists Corporation, were
in Philadelphia last week, seeking temquarters.of Mr.
who
will haveporary
charge
this Trowbridge,
territory, is well
known
here,
having
had
charge
of
a
series
Government
pictures nearly
which two
wereyears
run
atof the
Forrest Theatre,
ago.
Eureka Theatre Is Sold.
Mrs. Macintosh reports that she has
sold the Eureka Theatre to a party in
Chester,
whose name
be divulged
at
the present
time. cannot
The Eureka
is a
modern
fire-proof
building
of
theoflatest
design,
having
a
seating
capacity
700. The house was sold for $60,000. over
Bennethum Purchases the Felton.
George Bennethum, who controls a chain
of theatres
upFelton
throughTheatre
the state,
leasehas forpur-a
number chasedof theyears.
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Rosemary Theby.
Appears in all-star cast with Francis
Ford in -the Burston serial, "The
Mystery of '13'."
Washington
News Schedule.
Letter Metropolitan Changes
C RANDALL'S
Metropolitan
Theatreopenhas
changed
its schedule
ing at 10:30
instead ofof atshows,
11 a. m. as
was formerly
the case.
is announced
that
the purpose
of thisIt change
is to
permit turetheby therendition
of the orchestra
special over-of
Metropiltan
twenty-five
piecesuntilthree
daily. The
theatre
open
p.times
m. time
Harry isCrandall
has11 from
to time
made a number of improvements in the
Metropolitan.
There
is
employed
a
Btentor who announces unsolicited house
what
seats
is a carriage
starterarewhoavailable,
lends aidandto there
the motorists
who
patronize this house.
Empire Will Be Improved.
The tween
Empire
on H street,
beNinth andTheatre
Tenth streets,
Northeast,
has been
closed
for
extensive
improvements to be later opened
underis thea member
present
Empire
ofmanagement.
the Tom MooreThe booking
circuit.
Sheild Joins Tom Moore.
Corbin Sheild, formerly manager of the
Leader west,Theatre
has joined ontheNinth
Tom street.
Moore Northforces,
and will devote himself to publicity work.
Mr. Sheilmond,has
managed
theatres
in
RichNorfolk, Lynchburg and Newport
News; Savannah and Augusta, Ga., and
Knoxville,
Tenn.
He
is
a
native
of
Richmond, and has been in the amusement
business for many years. The Leader w ir
closed some few weeks ago.
Crandall to Invade Maryland.
The Maryland motion picture field is
about to be invaded by Harry M. Crandall.
of thisment just
city,madeaccording
by him toof anfor
the announcebreaking
of ground
in
Cumberland,
erection of a theatre there that willtheinvolve
an investment
totalling
in
the
neighborhood of $250,000. It is understood that
this erected
is the first
of a string
of houses
be
or control
secured
in otherto
cities and
towns
in
Maryland
and
Virginia. In addition to his houses in Washington, D. C, Mr. Crandall controls the
Colonial Theatre, in Connellsville, Pennsylvania. When
York street
Theatre,
Georgia avenue
andtheQuebec
is com-at
pleted,
Mr.
Crandall
will
have
in
operation eight theatres in the Capital City.
Lust Is in Xnv Quarters.
SidneyAttractions.
B. Lust, president
Films
Inc., is nowof inthehisSuper
new
quarters in the Mather Building.
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PICTURE MEN TAKE A PROMINENT PART
In the Picnic of the Cincinnati Chamber of
Commerce and Land a Handsome Silver Trophy
the Cincinnati Chamber of Commerce at
AT THE berpicnic
of the Cincinnati
meeting of the Board of Directors
of Commerce,
held at ChamConey a recent organization.
Island, July 16, moving picture of that I Iterations
for the Ivenuet
men took a prominent part, and won for
themselves
many Managers
honors. The
A buildingin permit
has been
issuedat 122
for
Film Exchange
wereAssociated
awarded alterations
the Avenue
Theatre,
the
prize
offered
by
President
E.
C.
Gibbs
West
Fifth
street,
Cincinnati,
and
work
for the subsidiary organization having the will be started at once.
largest average representation in the
parade
preceding
outing.
The film
men had
averagetheofJack
98 perStewart
cent.,
and
Indiana News Letter
this
weekan President
and
Cfcnlmb] Will Build House.
Secretary C. V. Zimmerman are proudly
displaying the beautiful silver loving cup WC. QUIMBY. manager of the
awarded the organization.
e Fort
StrandWayne,
and Jefferson
theatres,
has purchased
prop-at
The
High
Balls
Got
'Em.
erty
on
Grand
River
avenue,
in
Detroit,
The versatility of the moving picture
expects theatre,
to erect aseating
handmen in Cincinnati was exemplified last Mich., on newwhich
motionhe picture
Sunday, when the managers and employes about some
2.500
and
costing,
including
the
of the exchanges played a ball game at about $300,000. Mr. Quimby, prior to land,
coma local park. The managers played the
Fort Wayne,
operated Ohio,
the Picsalesmen, the latter winning by the score toriuming to Theatre,
at Dennison,
and
of 23 to 13. The managers claim as an the Pastime, at Columbus,
Ohio. He says
alibi
the
fact
that
the
opposing
pitcher
he
does
not
intend
to
leave
Fort
Wayne,
constantly served high balls, and that they but will supervise the new theatre from
have had little practice against that sort that city.
of delivery, since the first of July.
\ Remodeled Theatre.
A \en .S10O.(t<M> House.
deal is in progress for the sale of
Plans are under way for the erection theA old
Madison
of a new moving picture theatre at the
cently condemned,Theatre,
to Ascherat Laporte,
Brothers, re-of
cornerton,ofOhio,Front
and
High
streets,
HamilChicago.
If
the
transaction
is
be known
Rialto the structure will be extensivelycompleted,
Theatre. Theto new
house isasto the
be erected
eled into a ground floor theatre.remodThe
by the Jewel Photoplay Company, of which Madison was known for several years as
John
A.
Schwalm
is
president;
John
H.
Hall's
opera
house.
Broomhall. secretary and treasurer. The
Rauli on Lafayette Journal.
building will contain S00 seats, and cost
Chester Johnson
Raub. formerly
connected withof
approximately $100,000.
Herbert
in the management
Runey Brings Home a Business.
the Luna Theatre, at Lafayette, and for
Clarence
of the
time connected
with the Doll-Van
Film
tion PictureRuney.
Company,
has Cincinnati
purchased Mothe aCorporation,
of Indianapolis,
has accepted
entire plant of the Motion Picturescope a position in the advertising department
Lafayette Journal.
Company,
of Chicago
nois, and the
business andwillRockford.
hereafter Illi-be of theFarrell
Comes to Indianapolis.
conducted
in Cincinnati.principally
The company
has
Albert Farrell, of Indianapolis, who has
been manufacturing
moving
representing Universal in Louisville,
picture projectors for homes, factories, etc. been
years, hasoffice.
been HetransRowland Joins Chamber of Commerce. for thefer edlast
to the five
Indianapolis
was
W. W. Rowland, Metro Pictures Cor- connected with the Indianapolis exchange
poration, was elected to membership in before being sent to Louisville.
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THEY SUGGEST A "HOSPITAL SUNDAY'
Montreal Exhibitors Want to Adopt Substitute
for Present Civic Tax Upon Admission Tickets
, Quebec, could afford to make an adjustment of
EXHIBI
the city institute the annual license schedule if the city
proposed ofthatMontreal
have TORS
grant toThethe mayor
theapurpose could tresnotfor make
the
for
Sunday"
"Hospital
a
loss ofa direct
business.
the local hospitals
of raising funds
passed the representing
buck to the the
committee
and
the
es infor place
g delegation
continuin
of
orphanag
and
civic tax. upon
with
interests next appearedmoving
beforepicture
that
have body.
exhibitorstickets
Thes admission
to thethe theatres
asked that all collection at local churches
The committee decided not to grant
over beto compensation,
turnednurses
Sunday
proposedfund
onthethehospital
Alderman W. B. Simpson,
and bethat
placed at the entrance to all theatres on chairman of the committee, announcing
city's
had adto secure donations from all thea- that the
the tredaypatrons.
vised the city notlegalto department
grant any relief.
It is the opinion of the exhibitors that
Among those
who
headed
the exhibitors'
deputation
were
M.
J.
Williamson,
National
the localerableinstitutions
would
derive
considrevenue from this plan and the Theatre; W. P. Wilson, Lyceum Theatre,
theatres would be relieved of one of many and Robert Kershaw, Osborne Theatre.
forms of taxation. The opinion is also
Allen Companies to Amalgamate.
expressed that the public would prefer
such
plan and thatthroughout
it would overcome
An amalgamation
of all joint-stock
commuch ainconvenience
the year
are operating
various
Allen
now
by the collection of a small theatrespaniesinwhichToronto
isissuehinted
in a forstatetax oncaused
all tickets.
ment
referring
to
an
of
stock
the
In connection with the suggestion, it
Allen's St. Clair Theatre, which is
is shown that Montreal exhibitors are sub- new
being
erected
in
the
North
End
of
the
city.
is intimated that most of the Allen
jectationto noat thelesspresent
than eleven
time. forms
They ofpaytax-a Ittheatres
instock
Toronto
are financed
byis separcompanies
and itthis
likely
property
tax,
business
tax.
vault
tax,
canthat atealljointinterests
will be pooled
year.
tax, electric
tax, boiler
tax, opywater
tax, sign
reel tax,
tax, motor
city license
fee
An
issue
of
$50,000
worth
of
seven
per
and
provincial
license
fee.
The
patrons
cent,
cumulative
preferred
stock
of
are also compelled to pay a tax on tickets new Allen's St. Clair Theatre, Limited, theis
and, in some instances, this tax is borne being offered locally at par with a bonus
byadmission
exhibitorsprice.
who include
in the regular
of twenty-five
per cent,
commona seating
stock.
Many itexhibitors
also The
St. Clair house
will have
donate
freely
to
charity
and
otherwise.
of 1,600.
No action has yet been taken
by the capacityClose
Theatres
for
Changes.
civic administration in the matter.
The Beach District of Toronto is getting
Winnipeg Exhibitors Refused Relief.
along as well as possible without two of
The
exhibitors
of
Winnipeg
made
one
its
moving picture theatres for the time
last bid for a reduction of civic license
both
the been
Family
and The
PeterFamily
Pan
fees for the forthcoming year as a relief being,
theatres
having
is
being
remodeled
andclosed.
enlarged
by the
from inglosses
sustained
because
of
the
clossix weeks
last Paramount Theatres, Limited, which acfall onof local
accounttheatres
of the for
influenza
epidemic.
quired the house
last spring.has been wiped
They appeared before Mayor Gray on July outTheto Peter
make Pan
roomTheatre
for the new Waverly
10 andket,subsequently
interviewed
the
marand J. J.which
Allen.is being constructed by Jule
city. license and relief committee of the theatre
The district has two other theatres, the
The suggestion was made that the city
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Coliseum and the Prince Edward, both of
which have been enjoying good business.
Jennings Is Promoted.
Herbitors inJennings,
of theof experience,
oldest exhib-is
Toronto, inonepoint
the manager
the Allen's
Theatre, Toronto, aoflarge
suburbanDanforth
house which
is just nearing completion. Jennings was
the
first
manager
of
Allen's
Bloor
Theatre,
having
charge lastof the
Bloor HeTheatre sincebeenits inopening
spring.
has
made such a success of the enterprise
that he forth.is Thebeing
transferred
to
the
Danlatter has almost 2,000 seats,
or more than double the seating capacity
of the Bloor Theatre. Jennings was previously the manager
tre, Ottawa,
Ontario. of the Strand TheaDisplays Correct Time Table.
Manager Robson, of the Strand Theatre,
Toronto, uses a printed sign each week
inwhenhis each
lobby picture
to showon thehisexact
minuteis
program
scheduled to start during the day. The
exact length of each picture is determined,
after which the time-table is printed in
figures cateswhich
are easily readable.
of this time-table
are in the Duplimanager's office, in the projection booth, at
the orchestra leader's desk and at the head
usher'slow these
post.schedules.
Every effort is made to folStrike Compels Postponement.
Announcement is made at Winnipeg that
the Starland
not be because
reconstructed this theatre
year,
aswill
intended,
oftheatre
the setback
in
labor
circles.
The
will be built next spring, itnewis
stated.
PiekfordPiekford
Visits was
Toronto.
Mrs.Mrs.Charlotte
a recent
visitor in Toronto, Ontario, the birthplace
ofpaidMary,
Jack
and
Lottie.
Mrs.
a visit to her sister, Mrs. L. Piekford
Watson,
Dusenson,street.
Her niece.
Miss Vernato Watreturned with
Mrs. Piekford
New
York, where she will study Russian dances.
Ouimet Travels to Roost.
L. E. Ouimet, of Montreal, president and
generalport,manager
of the Specialty
Film ImLimited, Canadian
Pathe distributors,
has
madeCoast
a trip tothrough
to the
Pacific
visit Canada
the Western
branches
of
the
company
and
to
examine
local conditions In the various centres.
Elliott Goes on Trip.
Will M. Elliott, manager of the Regent
Theatre, Toronto, broke away from work
for a week in July to pay a visit to Indianapolis.
Minneapolis News Letter
Minneapolis Soldiers Return.
THE popular
members
the Minneapolisvicefilm overseas
colony,
who ofhave
during
the seen
war, serare
back crosses,
in God's German
country helmets
again, distributing
iron
and other
battlefield relics among their friends.
Mannierivals in Minneapolis.
Gottlieb is oneBefore
of thejoining
latest the
ararmy
he
was
manager
of
the
Favorite
Film Company of Minneapolis. He was in
the service for twenty-three
months, servand
Italy.ing inHeEngland,
seems to France,
have an Germany
inexhaustible
supply
of
iron
crosses.
Bill Higgins, long connected with the
film industry in Minneapolis, recently arrived after a heyear's
service
France,
during
actionin onfront.
many
differentwhich
sectors ofwasthein western
Lew Francis, formerly associated with
the TheatreneapolisEquipment
Company, from
of Min, has been discharged
the
army nessandwith isJ. now
York on busiGeorgein New
Feinberg.
Realart to Open New Exchange.
Corporation Is to open
an Realart
exchangePictures
in Minneapolis.
J.
S.
Woody,
general
manager forto
the
was forinsalesthe
Minneapolis
makecorporation,
arrangements
new office,
which will building.
probably be located in the Film
Exchange
Harry Hollander, who has been affil-
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iated with the Minneapolis First National
Exchange,
was appointed
Woodyin OIL CITY WILL
HAVE
$100,000 HOUSE
tothis
act as branch
manager byfor Mr.
Realart
Columbia Amusement Company Will Remodel the
Mr. territory.
Hollander was associated with Fox
for three years and with Select for one
Present Opera House Possibly to Open Labor Day
year.
and D. toW. theGriffith.
He tendered
SEVERAL centlydeals
re- Chaplin
Watson to Kun Vatican's Theatre.
his resignation
Hodkinson
Service
which willhaveput been
Oil Citycloseon the
Billy B. Watson, assistant manager of
while on a visit to New York, the latter
moving
picture
and
amusement
map
part
of
the
week
of
July
7,
to
take
effect
the Garden,
Grand
and
Aster
in
Minnein
fine
shape.
apolis, hasFinkelstein
severed histo connection
with
on July 19.onTemporary
willfilmbe
The Columbia Amusement Company, established
Ruben and
become manager
the third quarters
floor of the
which
operates
theatres
in
Warren
and
building at 412 Ferry street,
of V. theatres
B. Valleau's
has purchased property on which exchange
Hour
at AlbertBroadway
Lea, Minn.and Idle Erie,
erect aof $100,000
theatre,
and with the Day exchange, July 21.
Watson,
who is thefameoriginal
Billy they
W. A. will
McCartney,
the Princess,
Oil City,
Filmograph Has Xew Manager.
B. Mr.
Watson,
of vaudeville
some years
J. Tuller,
a local House
busiRobertversal atGordon,
formerly
of has
the been
Uniago,
has for
beentheassociated
R. and ForF. together
ness man,withhas A.leased
the Opera
Universal
City, Cal..
interests
past elevenwithmonths.
and
is
already
enlarging
and
remodeling
secured
by
the
Filmograph
Company,
more
than
three
and
one-half
years
he
was
as a already
director and
generala manmanager
Garden when it was under theTheproperty.
Columbia Company has concluded Pittsburgh,
ager. He has
produced
fivethe controlof ofthe Universal.
negotiations
for
the
old
P.
W.
Geary
propreel
picture
and
arrangements
now
erty on Senecaits and
Elm streets,
and haveat being made to produce a series areof oneFinkelstein Goes to Xew York.
intention
to proceed
reel
comedies.
M. L. Finkelstein, president of the First announced
once
toward
the
erection
of
a
modern
Mr. Gordon did character work and
Nationalwest, hasExhibitors'
North- theatre on the site, which will be com- directing
for the Universal and has been
gone to NewCircuit
York offorthea conferpleted1,late 1920.
this fall, or not later than closely connected
with the show business
enc
tives.with New York First National execu- January
since
he was fifteen years old, when he
This
property
has
a
frontage
of
75
News Brevities.
worked as a clown with the Ringling
feet
on
both
Elm
and
Seneca
streets,
and
Brothers' circus.
The Presho
Amusement
Company South
was the length of the lot is 150 feet.
recently
incorporated
at Presho,
Gable and Claffys Unite.
The plans for the rehabilitation of the
Dakota,
with
a
capital
of
$4,000
by
W.
B.
M. H. Gable, owner of the Gable TheaVerbeckbeenAmusement
Hight,
completed, Company's
and it is building
planned
tre,
and
Claffy Pa.,
Brothers,
of the Alpha
son. N. Van Schaack and D. K. Knut- have
to put a corps
builders,
decorators
and Theatre, Sharon,
have combined
their
men toof work
shortly.
As plans
Joe Belair has purchased and taken over electrical
forces
and
formed
a
$100,000
corporation.
now
stand,
the
theatre
will
be
thrown
the management of the Dreael Theatre open to the public on Labor Day, and A part of the deal was the purchase
from Frank Henagen at Superior, Wiscon- when it is, it will be difficult to recog- the Thomas Theatre, a fine combinationof
sin.
house
of 1,000 capacity,
nize the place as the old opera house.
been extensively
remodeled.which
Therehasis just
one
J. P. Coffey has leased the former Grand
other house in the town, the Moyer, which
■With
increased
seating
capacity,
new
Theatre
building
at
Luverne,
Minnesota,
lobbies, a roomyrangements,
foyer,remodeleddifferent
aisle
armakes
a
total
of
four
good
theatres
in
tomotion
Glen picture
Duggan,housewhoin will
open
it
as
a
balconies and the town.
the near future.
redecorated
and
remodeled
front,
Film
Boosts
Civic
Bonds.
The Grand Opera House at Stanley, lobby,
nothing is to be overlooked by Messrs.
Wis., was andsoldGeorge
by Mathew
Gruber to Philip McCartney and Tuller in their efforts to
recent campaign for the approval
Goshaw
Broughton.
make the house one of the most com- of InthethePittsburgh
Bond Issue, motion picf
o
r
t
a
b
l
e
a
n
d
attractive
appearing
in
westL. F. Mulvey, of Madison, South Dakota,
tures
were utilized
with film
telling
ern
Pennsylvania.
explain
the
need.
The
was results
arrangedto
has
leased
the
Floto
Theatre,
at
De
Smet,
The house will be operated six days a
taking possession on July 1.
W. Brooks and W. D. Jones, entitled
week. The legitimate shows will have by"TheJ. Dawn
of abyNewthe Day
for Pittsburgh,"
their innings on an average of once a
Industrial
and Doweek, at least, and on other days the and produced
mestic
Film first
Company.
To our
Portland News Letter
highest-class
motion
pictures
will
be
prethis
is
the
time
the
film knowledge
has been
World Opens Portland Office.
sented to patrons. The new name has not applied to community building
and marks
another innovation.
definitely decided upon.
WITHfor the
leaseBurnside
July 11 yet beenMoore
with United Artists.
the signing
quartersof the
at 390
Keilt Likes the Quakers.
street, Portland, Ore., the World
CarlosService
E. Moore,
manager has
of the
HodHarry E. Reiff,
assistant
managermadeof
Film Corporation enters Portland as a full- kinson
in Pittsburgh,
accepted
exchange,
Pittsburgh,
fledged exchange. Jack Weil, district man- the position
of manager of the Pittsburgh athetripUniversal
tothe Philadelphia
recently,
to interager
,with
headquarters
in
Seattle,
was
in
office
of
the
United
Artists,
composed
of
view
censor
board
in
regard
to a
Portland
on the above date and made all Mary Pickford, Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie recent release. He was treated finely,
the arrangements.
especially
in
the
matter
of
the
picture
The
office
will
be
in
charge
of
George
question. He met a number of the filmin
E.of Jackson.
Nye F. Dobbs will be cashier
boys in the Quaker City and says they
the new exchange.
are
fine bunch
wonderof Brotherly
they call
Rosenberg Back from Trip.
them oneresidents
of —theno City
Love.
After
covering
the
territory
by
flivver
from the Pacific Ocean to the eastern
Buchanan Returns from Front.
boundaries of Montana, Louis Rosenberg,
J. B.man forBuchanan,
formerwholocalenlisted
camera-in
of the De Luxe Feature Company, sothe Universal,
journed in Portland
to rest
the army eighteen months ago, is back
up. Business
is gooda asfewfardaysas eastern
from France and is again located in PittsIdaho,
he said,
but inprospects
Montanaforthings
are
second
quiet, due
to poor
a wheat
lieutenantburgh.andHe went
came across
home asasa afirst.
He
crop. Mr. Rosenberg reports many bookwas connected with the aerial division of
ings
on
"Yankee
Doodle
in
Berlin"
and
the
films
and
had
charge
of
the
making
of
Tom Mix re-issues, however.
several Government films, including "UnLong Puts in Own Power Plant.
der Four Flags," "Wings of Victory," and
part of "America'3
Answer."
He also has
A. Long, his
Star own
Theatre,
City,
charge
of the Allied
War Review,
rehasW. installed
powerOregon
of
leasmercial
ed by Pathe.
He is now doing compopular
makeelectricity
and hereafter
willplant
depend
work.
on
his
own
to
operate
all
his
Xew House for Derry.
lights and machines. The Service Film
Company, of Portland, supplied the necesFrank Cordi is erecting a new house
and changes
at Derry, Pa., and has placed his order
to usesary60 equipment
volt current
instead were
of 110.made
at
the Hollis,
Morton projectors,
Company,
Parker Back from South.
Pittsburgh,
for Smith,
two Simplex
Minusa
Gold
Fibre
Screen,
booth,
frames,
J.
J.
Parker,
owner
of
the
Majestic
and other supplies.
Theatre, Portland, is back from an extenStUtwalker
Boosts
Film.
sive
tour
of
the
producing
centers.
He
spent several weeks in California, where
Jones, of Wilkinsburg, Pa., worked
he hobnobbed with the stars and direc"Step Alma
Right Rubens,
Up to the
Bar, over
Boys!"the a Paul
Says
looking
clever stunt in connection with tha
tors andmation
cameaboutback with first hand infor- crowd
in
"A
Man's
Country,"
a
Robertsonthe
big
pictures
showing
in
the
Cole
making in the Southland.
Mutual.feature distributed by Exhibitors He securedof "Daddy
a young LongfellowLegs"whorecently.
is an
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KANSAS CITY WILL
HAVE
NEW HOUSE
Grubel & Grubel Plan Theatre on Kansas
Side of City To Be Built During Next Spring
projection
be the room
largestis inbeing
the
EJ. GRUBEL and F. C. Grubel, city.
The room
new will
projection
, owners
the Kansas,
Electric Theatre,
outside
the
house
proper
on
a
shelf
Kansas ofCity,
have pur-in built
supported by steel trusses. It will be
chased theavenue,
property
at 628-30-32-34
nesota
on which
they intendMin-to arranged so that everything in it might
burn without the patrons inside the theaerect a newsideration wpicture
theatre.
The
conas $75,000.
This is the
largest realty
transfer
[nterior Will He Channcil.
on the
Kansas
side ofthisbusiness
year. property
The inside of the house will be entirely
Theers new
theatre
which
the
Grubel
brothwill erect will cost $250,000. It will different from that of the old theatre,
mezzanine
floor
and a balhave
a seating fireproof
capacity ofand2,500modern
and willin which had
cony. The abalcony
be retained,
be absolutely
mezzanine
will will
be converted
intobuta
every respect. The architecture and the
promenade and furnished with tables,
beauty will compare favorably with that .reading
and belounger
of any
movingThepicture
in this will
part notof chairs. lamps,
A row aoffireplace
loges will
built
the
country.
construction
across
the
front
of
the
balcony;
the loges
begin ings
untilexpirethein leases
on
the
present
buildand the boxes will be supported
by a
the
spring.
large steel truss. Heavy green carpets
The thenew Electric
theatre Theatre
will be operated
with
and the along
chain will
cover the entire house and the panels
of other theatres at Joplin, Saint Joseph, will
be hung in forblue.the There
will
entrances,
one beforthree
the
and Springfield, Mo.
lower floor one
and one for boxes,
the balcony.
This
His Projection Room for Garden.
will lessen the distance that
When the remodeling of the old Garden arrangement
each
patron
must
walk
to
his
seat
and
Theatre, the new acquisition of Marcus
relieve the congestion.
Loew in Kansas City, is completed, the helpThe tomanagement
to runprobably
a combination bil in the expects
new theatre,
(Continued from page 709)
five
acts
of
vaudeville
and
a
feature
picexpert stilt walker and dressed him up ture.
as Daddy Long Legs, and had him walk Tractor Demonstration Helps Business.
through bythe other
town.towns,
The same
lad can be
secured
and information
E. W. McAvoy, manager of the Mutual
concerningExchange,
him can Pittsburgh.
be had at the First Film
says that
the
tractor Company's
demonstrationoffices,
in Wichita
the week
National
of Julying pictures
14 attracted
business
to theMcAvoy
movPicture Buililinu Near Completion.
houses
also.
Mr.
The fourth
and Forbes
fifth floors
the Para- returned from a business trip in the westmount Building,
street,ofPittsburgh,
ern Kansas towns July 18. He reports
are rapidly
nearing
completion,
Man- that business in that territory is very
ager Bonistall says that within twoand weeks,
the moving process should be over.
good. T heat ret te G
Hullinger on Holiday.
proprietor of the Theatrette,
Hullinger, of the Pittsburgh Universal, FortD. Filizola,
Scott, Kansas, has done a large busiis offAtlantic
spendingCity.
his vacation
New Yorkhe
and
While inat Gotham
ness
with
"The
Lure
the Circus." adbecause of a simple
bit
ofofstarted
introductory
will call on the boys at the home office.
vertising.
When
he
the
series,
Rrennan Leaves for Iluffalo.
he realized that the boys would be the
H. P. Brennan, traveling auditor for best
boosters
the pictures.
So he prearthe
Julystay
14 forin
ranged for a ofspecial
complimentary
the Film
BuffaloClearing
office, House,
after aleftshort
Pittsburgh.
Miss Ley Marries.
Miss Emmy Ley, in charge of the inspection departmentPittsburgh,
of the Exhibitors'
Mutual Exchange,
resigned
her position
on July
to become
a bride.
Before
leaving,
Miss 1 Ley
was presented
with
a the
purseemployes
of gold asofa token
of esteem
from
the
Pittsburgh
Branch.
Griffith «ith Exhibitors' Mutual.
W. L. Griffith is a new addition to Man"Griff,"to
as he ageris Sliter's
knownsalesin organization.
film circles, comes
the
Exhibitors'
Mutualwhere
fromhe thehas Metro
Pictures
Corporation,
been
sales representative for the past two years.
Poster Shipper Joins Navy.
Richard Winterhalter, formerly poster
shipper
at the
Pittsburgh,
has First
joined National
the Navy.exchange.
He is
to report at Newport News, August 1.
I, anile on I'urelia^illy. Trip.

to the
Jack 1
:ion
exchange
road
He hasfon
ear's
serv-he
•h
time
ice in F
was with
the
Pittsburgh
Goldwyn
change and the Cleveland Universal. ex-

Nothing "Dead" About This Set.
i's quite a jolly scene for Marion Davies
and Cinema
Nigel Barrie
toa stage
in "The
Murder,"
Cosmopolitan
picture
for Artcraft.
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sentation for the boys of his community.
The day before the picture was to be
shown, he distributed free tickets to the
boys, between
at the schools.
good
5 and 7:30;Theand tickets
in that were
time
heeachranshowing
the two being
reels tothrough
three house.
times,
a
capacity
The Theatrette seats 400, so that there
were 1,200stal ment oboys
who insawa town
the offirst11,000.
inf the serial
Many
of thethatboys
to attend
samepersuaded
evening, their
so thatparents
they
saw
the were
show shown
twice. toAndfull thehouses,
following
episodes
too.
Fox Officials Visit Kansas City.
general comptroller
of the
FoxA. C.FilmWycoff.
is making
general
tourCorporation,
of the Foxwho offices,
visiteda
the
Kansas
City
office
July
11.
Herman
Robbins, assistant general manager of the
corporation,
in Kansas
his
way fromstopped
the coast
to NewCityYork,on
July 18.
Chanute Theatres Under One Control.
M. C. Wilson, of Chanute, Kansas, has
bought out the Barker interests in the
People's
This purchase
Mr. Wilson,Theatre.
who is already
owner ofgives
the
Hetrick and Grand, control of all the moving picture houses in Chanute.
Film Board of Trade Postpones Meetings.
Because of the hot weather the Film
Board of Trade has postponed its regular
Friday night meetings until the first of
August.
members, which
however,
ject to callThemeetings,
will arebe subheld
whenever
any question of importance calls
for
discussion.
New Corporation Chartered.
The Lone Star Picture Corporation, at
Fort
Texas, has beenJ. chartered
with Worth,
aSteincapital
Sims
John
and ofF. $150,000.
J. Carroll M.supplied
the finances.
Goodland Lyric Reopens.
The Lyric Theatre, at Goodland, Kan.,
opened again after being decorated and
painted.
new machine
other equipment wasAinstalled
in the and
operating
room.
Empress Will Have Organ.
T. M. Henneberry, of Fort Scott, Kansas, is now rengaged
in the preparatory
necessary ar-to
angements and alterations
installing
the
big
pipe-and-reed
organwhilehe
purchased
for
his
Empress
Theatre
in Chicago, recently.
XtMv House for Wichita Falls.
Wichita Falls, Texas, is to have a new
moving picture new
theatre.
It will be loPerkins-Timberlake
buildingcated onin theIndiana
avenue
and it will
cost
$125,000
to
furnish
itsouth
completely.
The
theatre
will
occupy
the
of the
building and is expected to be opened
about December 1.
Will Build Liberty Theatre.
Major L. termB.aster at Fort
Blauvelt.
quar-inBliss,constructing
has received
structions from Washington
to receive
bids for the construction, at Fort Bliss,
of a new post are
Liberty
Plans and
specifications
now Theatre.
being prepared
and
a $25,000 expenditure will be made.
I!
and Personal Items.
J.. Irwin
Lodson,
who toleftenter
the film insurbusinessance about
a
year
ago
to thethe
films as
salesman field,forhasthe returned
Film Clearing
House.
The Iris Theatre, of Topeka, is closed
until September
for redecorating
remodeling.
G. L.1 Hooper
is manager. and
The
work
on
the
motion
house
beingworkbuiltis expected
in Emporia
ispicture
progressing.
The
to
be
completed
of November. O. A. Kirkendallby
isthethefirstowner.
A newin motion
to be
located
the firstpicture
block theatre
on Mainis street,
in Hutchinson. The building is now occu-
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pied
by a ofstore.
B. F. Herr will be
manager
the newMrs.theatre.
HOW WINEGAR BACKS UP A GOOD FRONT
The
name
of
Cameron,
Mo.'s,
opera
housetre byhasA. been
changed
to
the
Royal
TheaBuffalo Manager Not Only Keeps His Patrons
E. Jarboe, manager.
Thebusiness.
Liberty, ofTheUnion,
Mo., hasis opened
Cool, but Also Impresses the Fact Upon Them
for
proprietor
Albert
the Central Park, which is now enjoying
Rabennech.
ELMER tor ofC.theWINEGAR,
managing
direc- extremely
Central Park
and Premier
good from
business.
A motion
machine
been inReturn
.Motor Tour.
stal ed in thepicture
auditorium
of thehasSouthwest
theatres,
completed
merizing"
ofeffect.
thehasformer
house thethe
withside"summostof
Texas
State
Normal
College,
at
San
Al
Becker,
manager
ofand
the Henry
Becker Carr,
Theattractive
Originally
Marcos.
atre
Supply
Company,
the Centraltractive
Parkappearance
presented
a far from
at- manager of Sheas Theatre,
have
returned
L.
W.
Brophy,
of
Muskogee,
is
planning
in
summer,
in
fact
from a motor trip to Manhattan Beach,
to remodel the Yale Theatre, of Tale, Okla. one look at the side of the red brick wall New
York and Boston, covering a distance
A new theatre, 50x100 feet, three stories conveyed the idea of warmth. It was an of 1,600
miles. While in New York, Mr.
high,
with
a
seating
arrangement
for
1,000
obstacle
that
Mr.
Winegar
decided
to
overBecker visited the projection rooms of
persons,
is
being
built
by
George
Skillett,
c
o
m
e
,
s
o
he
went
to
work
and
with
lattice
the bigin Broadway
Becker
Nowata, Okla.. at a cost of $35,000.
work, hanging ferns, flower tubs and new agent
western Newhouses.
York Mr.
for one
of theis
awnings produced the effect illustrated in leading makes
of
projecting
machines.
the
photograph.
Across
the
entrance
of
addition
to
his
regular
duties
he
hasIn
Short Items.
house he placed a large sign with charge of the projection of motion picJ. W. Ross, at Frederick, Okla., has the
the words. "Central Park Summer
tures in Sheas Theatre. He has secured
bought
the Queen
from J. E. Garden."
was unusually
satis- contracts
for machines in the new theatre
Thrush, former
ownerTheatre
and operator.
factoThe
ry, and Mr.result
Winegar
is the recipient
being
erected
byin theTriangle
South street.
Park AmuseThe opening of the Royal Theatre, at nightly of many favorable comments.
ment
Company
Bonner ponedSprings,
Kansas,
hasin the
beenarrival
post- He
also
extended
the the
"summarizing"
idea
Camera Man Killed.
because
of
the
delay
to
the
interior
of
house.
Japanhas been received in Buffalo from
of the chairs.
ese lanternscandescent
were
over the
in- theWordCommunity
bulbs, aplaced
new stage
setting
The Opera House, a moving picture
confirming the fearMotion
that thePicture
James Bureau
Ceary
put
in
consisting
of
lattice
work,
show, at Elk City, Okla., was badly dam- was
mentioned
in
A.
P.
dispatches
Prague
ferns
and
flowers
and
a
small
fountain
by fire.insurance.
Mr. Massey's loss was $4,000. in the centre. Throughout the house as having been killed in a from
hydroplane
with aged$1,100
accident
in
Prague
is
James
B.
McCreary,
wind bells were hung, so that
M. A. Haygood and H. L. Cobb, pro- Japanese
son
B. McCreary,
the least breeze produced a tinkling noise Jr.,
ietors of the sold
RoyaltheirTheatre,
is nowof Captain
with the James
Red Cross
in Paris.
showed patrons that here at least was who
ton, Mo., prhave
businessat toCarrollPercy and
The circles
deceasedwaswhoemployed
is well byknown
local
a
cool
spot.
Mr. Winegar believes in film
Jones,
the
former
owner.
The
price
paid
a Newin York
was $3,750.
making
his
patrons
think
in
"cool"
terms,
motion
picture
company
as
photographer
therefore
they
forget
about
the
heat.
Recently
openedPark
a large
lot abroad. He went to France in 1917 as an
San Francisco News Letter
in the rearMr. ofWinegar
the Central
for the
ambulance
an dlater
transr ed to thedriver,
aviation
service.wasRecently
parking of cars owned by motorist patrons. he was feconnected
Many Wurlitzer Instruments Sold.
with
the
motion
picture
War Possible.
IH. LYONS, manager of the San Fran- This wasThealsoMovie
a popular move, and this work. Sign with Frank Keenan.
, Cisco branch
Rudolphsales
"Wur-of class of patronage
litzer Company,of hasthe effected
Mr. and Mrs. Fred G. Andrews, formerly
increased
several large instruments for installation
ally. Mr. Winegar has
followedautomaticthe film
N. Y.,Keenan
have signed
in moving
houses ofinthethisPortola
terri- business in Buffalo for eleven years, start- of LilytractDale,
with Frank
to go ato conhis
tory. The picture
management
ing
as
manager
of
the
Grand
and
Bijou
Los
Angeles
studio.
Mr.
Andrews
Theatre recently placed an order for a Dream theatres, later going to the local Mr. Keenan's personal representativewill andbe
and then taking the
WurlitzerperialHope-Jones
organ,into
and line
the Immanager, and Mrs. Andrews will
Theatre has fallen
and Universal Exchange
of both the Premier and business
have charge of the scenario department,
ordered an instrument of this kind, being management
Central
Paik.
He
is
active
in
all
comediting
all
plays and ofstories.
Mr. Andrews
the last large Market street house in San
been manager
the Roycroft
Inn
munity doings. During the war he or- has
Francisco to join the Wurlitzer ranks.
Aurora,
the
town
discovered
by
ganized
severalprominent
soldiers' inrelief
associa- atthe East
An instrument
has
been
sold
for
installations
and
was
the
welcome
late
Elbert
Hubbard.
Mrs.
Gertrude
tion in the new Lincoln Theatre at Oak- home program for the ward in which the Nelson Andrews is well known as a
land,mento,
and the
Majesticone. Theatre, at Sacra- theatre is located. Commencing August prominent woman suffrage worker and
will install
1. he plans to augment the orchestra in public speaker.
Orphenm Official on World Tonr.
Charlesof theE. Bray,
assistant
general manOrpheum
from agerSan
Francisco
onCircuit,
a tourhas ofsailed
the
world to select attractions for this enterprise.
He
will
be
away
for
about
a
year
and will visit Hawaii, New Zealand, AusChina, Japan, and the principal
Europeantralia.centers.
Contracts Let for Theatre.
Contracts have been awarded for the
erection
the Merced
of Merced,
California,of and
work on Theatre,
this structure
will
bebefore
rushedthe infall
orderrains
to have
it
completed
commence.
This
house will be conducted by Charles H.
Douglass.
Poster Exchange Incorporated.
The incorporated
Exhibitors' atPoster
Exchange with
has
been
San$20,000
Francisco,
aCasaccia,
capitalBertstock
of
by
Julius
Leonard, Otto Laurelle and
A. Vivorio. Quarters have been secured
at 134-146 Golden Gate avenue.
Fred W. Voigt Receives Promotion.
Fred W. Voigt, who has been with the
San Francisco branch of the Metro PicCorporation offor salesman,
the past three
in theturescapacity
has years
been
made
branch
manager,
succeeding
Reichert. The appointment was madeLouisbv
special
Harry andLustig,
came hererepresentative
for this purpose
who who
will
remain until Mr. Voigt is thoroughly conversant with his new
duties.
Mr.
Voigt,
Summer Front of the Central Park of Buffalo.
before
associating
himself
with
Metro
was
manager changeforBoardtheof San
inegar's methodgoodof gently
that It would be a
Trade.Francisco Film Exidea to intimating
go inside andto the
cool passers-by
off.
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SUBURBAN HOUSES ARE BECOMING ACTIVE
And Prospects Are Looking Much Brighter in
the Outlying Theatre Sections of Louisville
ville, hastoalso
been employing a large
LOUISVILLE'S
theatresagain
are orchestra
advantage.
beginning to suburban
become active
Mueller Purchases Airdome.
andburbanprospects
are
for
a
few
new
suhouses before
many Stimmel
months. have
ArArthurcentlyE. purchased
Mueller,for of$3,200
Louisville,
has rethur V. Sheckler
and Harry
the Crescent
recently
reopened
the
old
Parkland
Theaand
adjoining
warehouse
on
tre, an attractive little suburban house, Airdome
Frankfort
avenue,
in
Crescent
Hill,
which
was closed
during
practically
theof property being sold by Judge George theA.
entire
war.
During
the
hot
weather
Breant, referee in bankruptcy, in the case
the past few days, when the thermometer against
Harry R. Whiteside, of Louisville.
almost handled
touched athegoodcentury
mark,
the airdomes
volume
of
business,
Change
Locale was
of "Inmade
Old Kentucky."
while the downtown houses suffered a
Announcement
at Frankfort,
slump.
Ky.,
on
July
15,
to
the
that the
A. C. Farrel, who was formerly in Anita Stewart Company willeffect
not come to
charge of
the
Louisville
Universal
exmakein the
the story
film "Inhaving
Old Kenchange, and later resident manager after Kentuckytucky,"tochanges
been
the local exchange was closed, has been
in theBlack
film being
made
transferred to the Indianapolis office, and made
in the which
West. results
Governor
had invited
D.Louisville
C. Adamsandhasthebeen
placed
in
charge
of
Miss
Stewart
to come
territory adjacent.
mansion
and spend
her totimethein Governor's
Kentucky
as his guest.
Plan for Negro Theatre Chain.
Louisville was somewhat interested in
Aurora
Mardiganian
Collapses.
recent announcement in the East to the
Miss Aurora Mardiganian, who recently
effect that E. C. Brown, of Philadelphia, appeared
at the Mary Anderson Theatre,
was
planning
a
negro
circuit,
with
negro
"Auction
Souls,"
was
theatres in which negroes would perform. while her atpicture,
fifty cents
a that
seat,ofshewas
in such
It was reported that a circuit comprising ashowing
nervous
stateFourth
collapsed
a number of towns, and including New athighly
the
corner
of
and
Walnut
York, Philadelphia,
Chicago, streets, when an automobile ran into a
Richmond,
Pittsburgh, Baltimore,
Norfolk, Louisville,
woman, The
who sight
was considerably
cut
Cincinnati and other large cities was be- young
bruised.
of blood caused
ing considered.
However,
it
is
hardly
be- and
Miss Mardiganian to faint outright, and
lieved in Louisville that such a theatre
prevented
her
from
making
a
talk
before
will come to the city. Louisville has two
colored vaudeville theatres, the Ruby and the Optimist's Club.
the
nearforTenth,
have Walnut,
been closed
months.both of which
Dolle Reports Good Business.
Baltimore News Letter
Fredville,Dolle,
ofbusiness
the Alamo
Theatre,
LouisMoney Is Raised for St. Mary's.
reports
as
being
good
with
for the
the Alamo
and theMr.entire
of Broadtaken up fund
for
of thewasrebuilding
benefit$2,000
way theatres.
Dollechainreports
that ABOUT
at theon
School
Industrial
Mary's
St.
business
as
a
whole
is
good
both
locally
two performances which were given
and
out
in
the
state,
where
from
reports
he is receiving, agricultural conditions Sunday
one atat the
night, andJulythe13,other
Grand
theisLoew's
have been Thegood,
resultedassociation
in good Hippodrom
own, which
under
Theatre, ine, Highlandt
business.
localandexhibitors
has not met for some months, as there the management of C. B. Councilman.
Hippothe
at
collected
was
is nothing of importance to discuss, and Nearly $1,500
where John H. presided,
campaign
Mooney, while
the Kentucky
of the
Pic- director drome,
the
ture League hasbranch
not met
for Moving
about three
was received
remainderfor ofthethefund,amount
years or more.
movof
program
A
Theatre.
Grand
the
at
Strand Has Large Orchestra.
ing pictures and vaudeville and music was
The Strand Theatre, Lexington, has been
at each theatre.
employing a large orchestra of about given
A
for this same fund
was
twenty pieces, which has proven popular in Morrell
givenperformance
at Park,
the Lincoln
Theatre,
through Highway
the courtesy
of
that city. The Walnut Theatre, Louis-

Tom Moore in the Night Before and Then in the Morning After.
Showing Tom at the left as he appears, Inebriated, at the masque ball in the forthcoming Goldwyn, "Lord and Lady Algy."
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the
management
on
Sunday,
20.
Music and the
several
reels of motion July
pictures
furnished
entertainment.
Hippodrome Is Clear of Debt.
E. Tome
andA deed
othersandas release
trustees from
to thePeter
Hippodrome
Company,
owners
of
the
Hippodrome
Theatre,
of which
Is
the
manager,
for theGeorge
groundA. McDermitt
and building
on which
was
filed
for
record
in the
the theatre
office ofstands
the Clerk
of the
Court,
on Wednesday,
July 9. A Company
deed of
trust made
by the Hippodrome
on650 June
22, 1915,
cover thebonds
issuance
six per
cent, tomortgage
to theof
value
of
$125,000,
is
cancelled
by
this
deed
and release. It is stated in this paper
that this
mortgage
has been
paid in full.as
This
theatre
is known
in Baltimore
Loew's
Hippodrome,
and for byseveral
it has been
ably managed
GeorgeyearsA.
McDermitt.
Show Educational Pictures.
Since menttheof anfirsteducational
moving picture entertainwas
shown at the auditorium of character
the West Park
Recreation
Center
in
Hampden,
on
Thursday, June 26,Rev.
the Charles
affairs have
successful.
Hewitt,beenof very
the
Hampden
Baptist
Church,
has isloaned
the
machine
for
the
occasion
and
supervising the exhibitions,
assisted
by attended
Charles
Hoshall.
Five
hundred
persons
the event given on Thursday night, July
17. Mr. Hewitt recently returned from
France.
Lafayette Is Improved.
The etteLafayette
Theatre,
1433 the
WestmanageLafayavenue,
which
under
ment of Eugene
B.is McCurdy,
has been
enlarged by extending the rear of the
twenty have
feet. The repainted
Interior
asbuilding
as back
the exterior
andwellredecorated.
The lightingbeensystem
has
been changed and a new screen installed.
Several Tax Rates.
The tax rate for Caroline County, Md.,
has ersbeen
fixed
countyis commissionat $1.17 for by1919the which
a reduction
.of 2 cents from the 1918 rate.
The 1919 tax rate for Wicomico county,
Md.,
which ishasthebeenhighest
ever levied in
that county,
commissioners
at $2. fixed by the county
The county commissioners for Queen
Anne's
1919 at County
$1.23. have fixed the tax rate for
Out-of-Town Notes.
The Republic Theatre at Annapolis,
which is under the management of Phillip
Miller,
remodeled.
The Istheatre
will haveis atonewbe front,
the interior
to be
rearranged.
The cost $25,000.
of reconstruction
will be approximately
Through
courtesyTheatre,
of the Pocomoke
management of thetheEmpire
City, a pmeeting
of
the
residents
and
ayers of the section will be held in taxthis
playhouse
on Wednesday,
July 22, to ofdis-a
cuss the plans
for the construction
drawbridge across the Pocomoke River.
are now
for a hall
andPlanstheatre
to bebeingbuiltprepared
at Germantown,
Maryland,
by
Evard
Kepner,
of
Frederick.
The building
be one story high and
will
cost aboutwill$20,000.
A
moving
picture
be builtby
in Cumberland in theatre
the nearIs tofuture
Harry Crandall,
of
Washington.
It
understo d tproject
hat Cumberland
men are isinterested in the
financially.
Start Work on "The Trembling Hour."
"The Trembling Hour," a mystery play,
by Kenneth B. Clark, was started last
week at Universal City under the direction of George
Seigmann,
with a promiheaded
and
Kennethnent castHarlan.
Itbyis Helen
to be Eddy
made into
aincludes
six-reelGertrude
feature.Astor,
The Anna
supporting
cast
May WalEdna Shipman, Henry Barrow
and
Clyde thall,
Hopkins.
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Sidelights and Reflections
at times, when at
ITa ISN'T
picturea bad
show,ideato listen to what
your neighbors
say
about the picture
enterI in a Broadway
tainment. was
beand
ago
long
very
so
theatrecame not
interested in the frankly expressed
besat
who
chap
young
a
of
opinions
hind me. He was there with his girl and
ed the average type of specrepresent
who asks nothing of a moving pictator except
ture
that it hold his attention.
The feature failed to do this by reason
of its slow development, so he amused
himself and his companion by turning
his limited critical powers loose on the
plot situations
and deriding
out
whichthehadcarefully
cost the thought
author
so much effort.
"That's all wrong!" was the young
chap's
comment, "no fellow
would actfavorite
like that."
The lack of suspense in the story left
the mind of the amateur critic free to
follow its own line of thought and his
impulse was to make fun of a plot that
couldn't tention
movewhere fast
enough toandfix prevent
his atit belonged
him from turning to his girl and amusing her by a display of his own insight
into the picture's shortcomings.
It was to prevent this very thing that
the craft of the dramatist was built up.
When it was first recognized that an
acted story must be so constructed that
the attention of a body of spectators
would be held so firmly that there would
be no chance for the mind of anyone
present to become critical when it
should remain merely receptive the
great principle
playwriting
discovered. It isofthis
conditionwaswhich
makes it possible for melodrama to hold
its
grip never
on thehastheatre,
There
been year
a timeafterwhenyear.a
good tunemelodrama
could
not
make a foron the when
stage.it And
be a time
will there
not benever
ablewillto
do the same thing on the screen. It is
the popular form of drama for the
average
just notso
long as amusement-seeker,
it is built so that and
it does
permit the spectator to do any thinking
for himself while the curtain is up it
doesn't
matterthinks
whatabout
the the
man show
who after
paid
for
his seat
it is over. If it has held his attention
for the time he's been in the theatre its
a goodwithshow,
and that.
he won't bother his
head
it after
The screen needs dramatists who can
construct their plots with equal skill.
We have too many screen novels and
not enough screen dramas.
By the way, the first stage plays of
the coming season are melodramas.
They have scored big and several more
are announced for early production.
Will screen producers take WEITZEL.
the hint?
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The Microbe (Metro).
Open Your Eyes (Warner).
Through
wyn). the Wrong Door (GoldA Cole).
Sagebrush Hamlet (RobertsonLouisiana (Paramount).
The Lyon's Mail (Triangle).
This Hero Stuff (Pathe-Amerlcan).
The City of Comrades (Goldwyn).
The Gamblers (Vitagraph).
es rethe pictur
sviewed ofin this
department
THEare storie
written from the pictures
themselves and not from the press
books, and are correct in every
case.

"The Microbe"
Five-Reel Metro Production Features
Viola Dana
Interestin Pretty
Story. Heart
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
dealel of plot
greatfive-re
not athis
E isabout
THER
novelty
Metro
Microbe
d
"The
entitle
ion
product
tedly,"
but
story
its
undoub
one
that
will
is
touch the hearts of the masses and will
larlyis please
perhap
and
childresn. particu
The tale
one of women
the pretty,
sentimental type, resembling plays like
"The PrinceBeliev
Chap"
books like
e." and has
"Molly-Makepethe
culiar quality known as Itheart
interest
and gets over nicely, although it makes
no pretenses whatever to drama or
suspense.
Viola Dana plays the leading role,
that of a girl street gamin, who sells
newspapers,
clothes, one.
and
is well able toattired
look inoutboy's
for number
Kenneth Harlan plays the role of a
young novelist, who has degenerated
through
of drugs,
and whoa street
takes
the child thehomeuse with
him during
brawl. It is not until the next morning
that he learns that his charge, known
as "The
a girl,determine
and he andto
his
three Microbe,"
bachelor isfriends
care for her. This leads to the obvious
conclusion of a marriage between the
girl and the author in due time, all
of which is consistently and convincbrought asabout.
The ingly
subject
a whole is attractively
pictured and is one of simple, direct
Cast.
appeal.Microbe
The
Viola Dana
De
Witt
Spense
Robert Breton Kenneth
Arthur Harlan
Maude
Judith
Hill
Norman Winthrope
Slade
NedBonnie
Norworth
Mrs. Risden
Lucy Donahue
Story
Atermus.
Directedby byHenryHenry
Otto.
The Story.
Happygamin
O'Brien,
"Thenewspapers
Microbe,"
is Miss
a street
who insells
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and
dresses
garments.
She Is
picked
up by inain boy's
young
author,ofnamed
Witt Spense,
the course
a streetDe
fight,
and
taken
to
his
apartments.
is greatly surprised,
as well
asfindThehisthatauthor
housekeeper,
next morning,
the supposedthe newsboy
is reallyto
ato girl.
her at breakfast
some ofHeconference,
hisintroduces
bachelor announces
friends,
andthatafterhe
a hurried
intends to give her a home. Mike, as
the girl is called
forhomeshort,
blossoms
wonderfully
underfriend
and out
shein
and her author
aretraining,
very happy
an innocent, platonic way. He teaches the
girl to tread
they become greatly atached to oneandanother.
But the
timethatcomes
Spense's
friends
decide
girlwhen
a bad influence overthe him,
asis exercising
he is no
longer estedwriting
and They
seemsputinterin nothing fiction
but her.
the
situation
plainly
before thewithgirl,a andfarewell
Mike
leaves
the
apartments,
note to her friend.
Mike finds employment and is fairly
happy,
though she
Spense. Abouta
this
lattermisses
begins
numbertimeof themysterious
lettersreceiving
from one
who
signs
herself
"Bianca."
The this,
letters
inspire
him
to
write
a
book,
and
the course of time, leads him back toin
Mike,
who
is,
of
course,
the
author
of
the letters.
Program
and
Exploitation
Catchllnesi
Viola
DanaGamin,in That
a Story
Street
Will ofToucha Little
Your
Heart Strings.
A Pretty, Sentimental Little Story That
Will Appeal
larly Women toand Everybody,
Children. ParticuHow a Little Waif of the Streets Was
Befriended
by
a
Young Happiness
Novelist,
Which Eventually Brought
and Romance into Two Lives.
Viola Dana in Wonderfully Sympathetic
Role
of "Happy"The O'Brien."
Why Is
She Called
Microbe?"
Photostory
Will TellPlay
You. up the This
Advertising
Angles:
star
for
chief Tell
salesthat
pointit isandtaken
hang from
the
storyyour
on her.
Ainslee's
magazine.
For
a
lobby
novelty
rig
a peep ofholeMissboxDanain your
lobby
with upa picture
in costume
and the proper announcement. On the
outside,
paint
"ever
Take
afeetlook."
Have
the see
peepa a microbe?
hole
about
five
from
the floor
stool
for children to stand
on. with
For the
program
try
"He
thought
it awasgirla microbe
boy microbe,
but
really,
it
was
and
she
turned out to be the microbe of love.
Come and get infected."
"Open Your Eyes"
Warnerture Brothers'
Social
Hygiene
Dealsof Frankly
with the
DangersPicSexual Diseases.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
dorsed by the as
United
StatesbeenPublic
ADVERTISED
having
inHealth Bureau the Warner Brothers' social Hygiene picture, "Open Your
Eyes,"
franklyThewithstory
the iedangers
sexual deals
diseases.
not un-of
necessarily
objectionable
and
the posinormation itcarries should
be in the
ses ion(Continued
of feveryone
onwhen
page the
714) proper age
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is reached. That such is not the case,
is the excuse for the existence of "Open
Your
Eyes."a Properly
exploitedof itgood.
will
accomplish
certain amount
Itdisease
not only
shows
the
effe'ct
of
sexual
on those who live vicious lives,
but
related theto
the upon
men theandinnocent
women victims
who break
moral law. The fake doctors who thrive
upon false promises of a cure and attract patients by lying advertisements
are also exposed.
On its artistic side the picture is fairly
well acted and produced. The story has
little merit outside of its propaganda
nature and is told so that it will be understo d by the most
Cast. limited mentality.
Kitty Walton, a sweet girl ofFaire
sixteen,Binney
Mrs.
Walton,
Kitty's
mother.
.Mrs.
Joupert
Mr. Walton, Kitty's father. .Jack Hopkins
Doctor
Bennett,andthefriend.
Walton's
familyBrown
physician
.Halbert
Eddie Samson, Kitty's sweetheart,
Eddie Beryll
Prances Forrester, an unsophisticated
girl of sixteen Emily Marceau
Mrs. social
Forrester,
Frances' Mrs.mother,
climber
Viola aAllen
Harold Connors, Frances' sweetheart,
Ben Lyons
Directed by Gilbert P. Hamilton.
the Wrong
A"Through
Snappy Goldwyn
Comedy Door"
with
Madge Kennedy Delightful
in the Leading Role.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
, gay and amusing in its main
LIGHT
situation, "Through the Wrong
and
compose
is frankly
Door"
away,d and
dull care
produced to chase
it is so well interpreted by Madge
Kennedy and the cast in general that
the effect is a very pleasant one. Miss
her opbeyondg manner
Kennedy, however,
portunities ina mostgoesappealin
during love scenes. Like many another
e young lady of screen promiattractivnence,
she is aware of her charming
smile and inclined to use it to the detriment of her role, but in thiss brisk Goldwyn product she dispense with it to
the very decided advantage of her impersonation. She softens and beautifies by some very fine acting the role
of a bright young girl who throws over
her fiance and elopes with a man she
scarcely knows.
In the pathizes
newwith dignity
who father
symthe manof herone own
has deliberately tried to ruin, whom she
is assisting to achieve natural justice,
she plays the part so convincingly that
the sudden change of mind and heart
is not only excused but approved most
cordially.
Bowers,
in support,
manly and John
effective,
and the
remainderis
of the cast is admirably typed. A gloomchasing comedy without a dull moment,
"Through
Wrong
enjoyed by a the
crowded
houseDoor"
at thewas
Strand.
Cast.
Isabel
Carter Madge
Burt Radcliffe
John Kennedy
Bowers
Haskell Carter Herbert Standing
Gerald Hopkins
J. b. Manly
James
Mrs. Carter RobertKateKo'rtman
Lester
Mrs. Lippin
Vera
Lippin Beulah
Betty Peyton
Schade
■ Story Scenario
by Josephby Rex
LynchTaylor.
Williams.
Directed by Clarence G. Badger.
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ADVERTISING
AIDS
(Continued)
The Story.
and Happiness Lead "Through the
Isabel
Carter
goesnight,
"through
thethewrong
Advertising
Angles: Appeal to Miss
Wrong
Door."
door"
one
stormy
when
rain
Kennedy's
admirers.
Play on the title.
is falling
in torrents,
the accident
occurGet
out
door-knobs
reading,
"This wrong
is the
ring
because
of
a
mistaken
address.
She
wrong atWrong
Door.
See
has dismissed her taxicab and is so door
the Blank TheatrethenextrightTuesday.
blinded
by
the
storm
that
she
hands
her
With
dainty
Madge
Kennedy,
who
never
wraps to the gentleman who admits her,
mistaking him for a servant, and goes hand
could cut-out
tell theforright
Get showing
a large
your door."
lobby the
directly
to
the
drawing-room
fire
to
dry
her wet satin shoes. She then discovers day, reading, "This is the right door for
that she is in the house of Burt Radcliffe, the
Door,"Take
letting
the first
to theWrong
entrance.
the same
idea point
intff
aAVest,
youngwhomining
she amettreein into
the your
newspaper advertising.
rescuedengineer
her from
which she had climbed to escape a tame
bear.
They know
eachdiscovers
other onlywhen
by their
A Sage Brush Hamlet
first names,
but he
she
goes to use the telephone, that she is William Desmond Feature Released by
the
daughter
of
wealthy
Haskell
Carter,
Robertson-Cole
Is of Stirring
Western Quality.
who has swindled him out of valuable
mining property.
Reviewed
by
Margaret
I. MacDonald.
This deliberate fraud, though protected
by
the
law,
has
ruined
the
young
man
Brush
Hamlet,"
by
and broken off his engagement to a young THESage
feature,
Desmond
William
n-Cole
Robertso
throughreleased
the Ex-"A
lady
was intent
on marrying
him
hibitors Mutual, is of that stirring Westfor hiswhomoney.
He cits
the telephone
never productio
fails to n,entertain.
wire,outer
shutting
with It is ernnottype athat
faultless
by any
the
world,offbutcommunication
he is very gentle
with his pr saner, giving her a supper means. It might be suggested that more
and lending hsr h s slipp?rs and stockings expert subtitling, for instance, would
be an improvement, and at times its
comedy moments are a little forced. But
the genuine Western atmosphere, the
fine cast of characters, and the consistent and thrilling quality of the action, hold the interest of, the spectator.
There with
mightregard
be some*
opinion
to the difference
frequent ap-of
in herin which
night
clothes. Butpearance ofattheleastheroine
the scenes
she appears thus attired are free from
vulgarin suggestion,
put
over
a manner to and
whichhaveno been
objection
should be raised. An unusually beautiful young actress, Marguerite de La
Motte betrays considerable talent in
handling the role of Dora Lawrence,
and it might not be amiss to predict
that the future may find her a place
among the feminine screen stars.
William Desmond plays a clean, heroic
type
his usualFrank
good Lanning,
style ; andWalter
Florence inGibson,
Perry
and
Edward
Piel
are
among
noticeable members of the cast. the
Cast.
i.arry Lawrence
Mother
Delan William
FlorenceDesmond
Gibson
Olando Dutton
Edward Peil
Two-Gun
Dan
Frank
Lanning
Sheriff John Bee
Walter Perry
MisterLawrence
BlankMarguerite
Fairish
Ingram
Dora
de LaMotte
Padra
George Fields
Larry'sDirected
Pal
Bill Patton
byThe Joseph
Madge Kennedy
Story. D. Franz.
Tries unsuccessfully to disguise her
self in "Through the Wrong Door."
Larry Hamlet,"
Lawrence, lives
the hero
Sage
Brush
on hisof "A
Western
ranch,punchers,
surrounded'
byin the
a lively
gang
t) wear while her own are drying before cow
expert
use
of
the
gun.of
the fire.
The other
two become
his boyhood,
Larry
saw
his
father
ested in each
while herdeeply
father,interher shotIn down
him; and carrying the
stupid fiance and several policemen are memory of beside
tracing her through all sorts of difficulties. death. derer with the
him,face
he ofliveshis tofather's
avengemur-his
They citedarefatherinandlovefiance
by thearrive,
time and
the ex-all
In the meantime,
man who
<lili
committed
the crime,Dutton,
keepsthewithin
the
I'niKnim anil Kxploitiith
bounds of Bottle Canyon, the neck of
which is guarded night and day by his
Comedy
Drama
That
Will
Keep
You
men. Two-Gun Dan, his henchman, failContinually Smiling.
an attempt tocabin,"get"
Madge Kennedylightfully
in Human
Another
of Her De- kickeding infrom
whileLarry,
Duttonis
Characterizations
decidesDutton's
to do the trick
himself.
That
Make You Forget the High Afinally
raid on the Lawrence ranch in the
Cost Will
of Living.
of byLarry's
men, is onmade
more
In Which a Breezy Young Westerner absence
the presence
the scene
and a Charming Eastern Girl Found ofinteresting
Dora guardianship
Lawrence, Larry's
pretty
cousin,
Happiness Because of an Odd Error. whose
{Continued onhaspagebeen715) wished on
Madge play
Kennedy
Fascinating
Wherein thein Right
Way toPhotoLove
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him
relatives,
a sum inofhismoney
whichby ishisknown
to beandhidden
bed.
■While
Pedro,
a
cut-throat
holds
Dora and Dutton searches Mexican,
for the money
Larry
enters,
and
in
a
fight
which
more or less a game of wits, shootsis
Dutton.
The story, which is made more interesting by the performance
of Larry's
Irish
of Dorahousekeeper,
and Larry.ends with the bethrothal
Program and Exploitation Cntehline»:
Dashing Dare-Devil
in Delightful Drama of theDesmond
Great West.
HowCharming
a "Sage-Brush
Hamlet"
Saved
His
Band of DesperWard
adoes and WonfromHera Love.
How
a
Sage-Brush
Hero,
Emulating
Hamlet Revenged the Murder of His
Father, Told in a Thrilling Drama.
Attractive Photoplay Starring Dashing
WilliamtifulDesmond
and LaMotte,
Featuring Whose
BeauCharming Marguerite
Acting deYou
Will Surely
Enjoy.
Advertising Angles: Advertise Desmond
and give a hint of the story to show its
possibilities. Then explain the title with
some such phrase as "No, he doesn't play
a backwoods Dane,
actor, hebutseeks
like toShakespeare's
melancholy
avenge his
father's murder, and he does it in true
Western recfashion."
Emphasize
cortnes of the atmosphere and the
tell that
here is a Western story truly Western.
"Louisiana"
A Paramount Picture Adapted from the
Novel of Francis H. Burnett and
Starring Vivian Martin.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
that the daughter
to show eer
ED mountain
INTEND
may rise out
of a rude
ent
acenvironm
dull
of her
brighter
corded achance to mix with awhen
a"
d
"Louisian
circle,
cultivate
more
and
depends chiefly for its interest on some
life sof
narrow
the his
picturingeerof and
capable
motherles
an old mountain
symViviann ofMartin's
and on
daughter, pathetic
impersonatio
the leading
role.
The director and entire cast have
done not a little to qpliven this Paramount photonovel,carries
but Miss
Martin'sinown personality
far more
terest
than
the
story
itself.
The
girl
of the novel does not fit into her new
surroundings until taken in hand by
the sister of a playwright as more or
less of a joke on him, and, even then,
Louisiana tries to palm off her rude
old father as a stranger to her new
acquaintances. The attempt at melodrama, far from exciting terror, brought
forth some amused laughs at the Rialto.
where the picture was shown. No particular reason is given why the girl
should deeply interest a young and successful playwright other than his fancy
for her based entirely upon their chance
meeting under favoring circumstances.
Aside from Vivian Martin's conscienimpersonation, "Louisiana" is only
a fair tious
entertainment.
Cast.
Louisiana Rogers Vivian Martin
Laurence Ferol
Robert Ellis
Lem Rogers
Noah Beerv
Cass Floyd
Arthur Allardt
Olivia Ferol
Lillian West
AuntStory
Casandry
LillianBurnett.
Leighton
by Frances Hodgson
Scenario by Alice Eyton.
Directed by Robert G. Vignola.
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AIDS
(Continued)
hammer hardest on the star. This is about
The Storv.
the best line to use, and it would be well
"Louisiana" a iswidower
the daughter
a rude
not to lay too heavy an emphasis on
mountaineer,
unawareof that
his the
production.
child has a refinement superior to his own,
though
rural suitor
her
hand. Hehe isrejects
well aenough
off to for
let her
Lyons Mail"
enjoy
avalley,
brief visit
to a fashionable
resortan Triangle"The
Screen Version of Famous Play
in thecolored
and there
goes with
old
woman,
AuntsheCassadry,
only
Features
H.
B. Irving, Son of
tothe find
that she
she wears.
is an outsider
because outof
the Illustrious Actor.
clothes
She is helped
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
of this difficulty by Olivia Ferol. Olivia
has anbrother.
object Laurence,
in view. aSheplaywright,
wishes to who
test
her
developme
in America
addsntto ofthescreen
diffiregardsuct.allLaurence
mountaineers
raw prod- THEart rapid
arrives andas isa introduced
culty of enthusing
overafter
a foreignto Louisiana and accepts her socially as made production
fashioned
rather
ato refined
of his attentions
her. he girl.
is shotBecause
from ambuscade
by the conventional English methods. "The
Mail," bya stage
play Henry
made famous
rural suitor. He is nursed back to his Lyons
in English
the late
Irving
normal state and goes with his sister and and
the most popular French melodrama
Louisiana
on
a
motor
trip
in
the
mountains.
ever
written,
as
presented
by
the
angle Distributing Corporation, withTri-H.
A motor accident compels them to seek
B.
Irving,
of the illustrious actor,
assistance
of
Louisiana's
father,
whom
she induces to act as a stranger, but her in the dual son
role formerly played by his
ruse is discovered. In her shame she father, suffers
certain extent by
refuses mainstowithreturn
to thehehotel.
She her
re- comparison with tothea best
American
proher father,
consoling
ns. The tragic situation
on which
for separation from her valley friends the play isductiobased,
however, defies even
with anasome
new
parlor
furniture.
Louisidoesances,nottheir letters
hear frombeingher intercepted
new acquaint-by the stagiest of the players to destroy its
or the interest which the
the rural suitor, until they come to visit intensity,
spectator is bound to
of a man condemned tofeeldieinforthea plight
crime
committed by his double.
H. B. Irving is scarcely at ease in the
opening scenes of the picture, and finds
it difficult to keep his eyes off the
camera. Later he gains confidence, and
does an admirable bit of acting in the
role of the villain, Dubosc. The role
of Lesurques seems less suited to his
talents. socThe
characters
Dubosc's and
asiates incrime
are well ofportrayed,
that
of
the
"fop"
is
particularly
well
done. The atmosphere of the play is
well sustained, and the mob scenes are
realistic. The production gains strength
as it approaches its climax where a
wealth of suspense is obtained. A cast
of unusually talented actors support the
star. The picture would gain by being
retitled,titlesand
by the
where the
actionelimination
explains of
itself.subLesurques J] Cast.
H. B. Irving
Pubosc
Jannette
Nancy Price
Courriol
James Lindsay
Durochat
NelsonWelchman
Ramsay
Andre
Harry
Choppard
Windham
Guise
Fouinard
Tom Reynolds
Jerome
Alfred Brydone
Vivian Martin
julie
Violet
Campbell
States that she is perfectly happy in her
The Story.
stately-titled picture, "Louisiana."
story
of of"Thethe Lyons
ishunset
her. There is another attempt on the part in The
the
vicinity
Parisas Mail"
ofitsonecentral
dred
years
ago.
It
has
of the country
boy
to
shoot
the
playwright, but he is prevented from doing and Dubosc,
two men.
Lesurques.
a gentleman,
a criminal
and head
of a gang
so by Louisiana and her father. Louisiana figures
of thieves, who are identical in physical
and Laurence
standing at theFerolfinish.have the right under- appearance. The crime of robbing of the
Program
and Exploitation
Catehlines: Lyons
Mail ofon theits courier
way to byParis,
and and
the
murdering
Dubosc
Dainty Vivian
Martin in Delightfully
Human and Sympathetic Role of a ahisbroken
gang, spur
is laid
to Lesurques,
because
belonging
to
him
is
found
Mountaineer's
Daughter. of a Rude
Though
Only the
Lesurques'
Mountaineer
She Daughter
Captured the Heart near
passingtheat scene.
the time,
is shot inoldthefather,
arm
of a Successful
Playwright.
By Dubosc,
and men
the similarity
into appeara
n
c
e
o
f
the
two
causes
him
believe
Frances
Hodgson
Burnett's
Wonderfully
Sympathetic Story Transferred to the that his own son has committed the
Screening Fashion.
in a Wonderfully Entertain- crime.
When Lesurques is about to step to the
Dubosc.
A Girl
PrettyandLittlea Romance
of a Mountain
follows theJannette,
dictates theof wife
her ofconscience,
City Fellow.
Starring guillotine.
stealing from
the room
where
Duboscof
Dainty andAngles:
Petite Divide
Vivian your
Martin.
is gleefully
watching
the
execution
Advertising
appeal and
(.Continued on paye 716)
between the star and the author, but
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his ownrestedassociates,
who she
havemakes
been her
arwith Lasurques,
way
to thevictim.
guillotine in time to save the
innocent
Incidental to the main theme is the love
storytheof daughter
the son ofof theLesurques.
murdered courier
and
Program
and
Exploitation
Thrilling Screen Version ofCatchlines:
One of
the Most Popular of Stage Melodramas.
H. theB. Irving
in
Photoplay
Adapted
from
Most Celebrated
His
Illustrious
Father, SirSuccess
Henry of
Irving.
\ Thrills
Story andFilledSuspense
to Overflowing
with
That Will Surely
Please goersYoufor theas ItLastHasHalf
Thrilled
TheatreCentury.
A Production
in Which Action,
Suspense,
and Thrills Continue to Increase Until
a Smashing Climax Is Reached.
Advertise "Henry
Advertise
Irving's
son Angles:
in Henry
Irving's
play."
Play
up
the
story
asevery
onegreatest
of the
classics
person
should see.of theWorkstageon which
the English
classes
in the schools when term begins.
"This Hero Stuff"
William Russell Production Distributed
by Action
Pathe butStrong
Short onon Muscular
Drama.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
awaken to
somebaodystarwillcannot
day that
SOME
the fact
make
a picture without a story, that
a
not make
do that
utesstar,
attrib
pugilisticcessful
tly
dramatic
a perfecsucgood cast cannot sit around and do
g
nothin
whileerstheofhero
glorys
on
the should
a mobridesor topunche
s
ghts"
the
"dayli
out
of
villain
and
others.
William Russell is too well-tried a picture player to waste his efforts on a
week-kneed story
such as "This
Hero
ed distri
Stuff,"tions
producand
by thebuted
Willia
Produc
by mtheRussel
Pathel
Exchange, Inc.; and it would be a treat
ed
to see him in a picture alwhich requir
mental as well as physic adroitness.
"This Hero Stuff" has one highly enjoyable character, well portrayed by
Harvey
Pillsbury, whoClark.
has aThis
tenderis Jonathan
leaning toward
his "Scotch," and who, through an exchangeporarily
of suitdamage
cases,
tem-a
the manages
reputationto of
respectable citizen.
If the spectator is looking for action
he will be satisfied, for the production
supplies plenty of it. If he is looking
for strong comedy situations, or a firm
dramatic foundation, he will be disappointed.
Cast.
Captain November Jones. .William Russell
Nedra
Joseph
Westover
Jackson
J. Joseph Winifred
J.Chas.
Barney
Sherry
Samuel Barnes
K. French
Teddy
Craig
Mary
Thurman
Jonathan
Pillsbury
Clark
Softnose Smith
J. FarrelHarvey
MacDonald
Story
by
Stephen
Fox.
Scenario
Fox.
Directed byby Stephen
Henry King.
The Story.
The one,
story Captain
of "ThisNovember
Hero Stuff"
about
Jones,centers
who
arrives raintions for this
country
laden withfamous
decobravery,
and especially
in connection with the rescue of "The
LostUnwilling
Battalion."
to submit
the he
publicity
heroism, in his
h.ome totown,
tried ofto
evade
the
welcome
prepared
for
by .disguising himself in a beard. In him
the
act
run
over ofby rescuing
a train, athechild
beardfromis being
torn from
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his
face, ofandthehe throng.
is obliged to receive the is led by looking into the eyes of the
plaudits
heroine to stop drinking and to go to
An ionopportunity
reverse
comes to him towhen
he ispublic
madeopinthe work at his profession. Later on, he
tool of a couple of swindlers. In rescuing finds
he has
abouta rival,
the but
girl.doesn't
There give
are upa
the woman
of she
the threatens
team in atofake
run- thinking
few complications in the story, but
away
accident,
puncture
his reputation if he refuses to aid her in they are told without any attempt to
fighting
is trying
them dramatic.
to swindlea man
her who
out ofshea tells
certainhim rich
mine. make
The best feature of the picture is the
He
jumps
at
the
chance
and
straightway
acting
of Tom Moore, Seena Owen and
takes side with the supposed villain. The
Hoffman. They force respect for
daughter of the mine owner takes a minor Otto
the
characters
they represent by the
part in the affair, and considerable gun
of will
their bework.
"ThebyCitythoseof
play and maindefist
r of the fighting
plot. comprises the re- sincerity
Comrades"
enjoyed
mildly
Program and Exploitation Catchlines: who want their entertainment
William Russell
in Screen
StoryExploits.
Brim- exciting and care more for the study
Action and
character
thanto for
good love story
Howfull aon Modest
Hero Thrilling
in Seeking
to of
with
some
kick
it.
Escape the Plaudits of His Fellow
Townsmen Was Precipitated Into an Frank Melbury
Cast.
Tom Moore
Amazing Adventure.
Regina
Barry OttoSeenaHoffman
Owen
TheTried
Storyto ofGeta Returned
War
Hero
Who
"Dovey"
Away butfromWithout
the Worship
Cantyre
Al
Roscoe
of the Multitude,
Avail. Stephen
Elsie Coningsby Mary Warren
Amusing Story, with Plenty of Thrills, Andy
Christian Alec Kate
B. Francis
Dealing
a Returned
Barry
Lester
Who
Was with
Ensnared
by Cupid.War Hero Mrs.
Ralph Directed
Coningsby
Robert
Walker
Advertising
Angles:
Take
your
cue
byTheHarry
from the criticism and advertise Russell
Story. Beaumont.
in a play of action. Stress this phase
and go easy on the story angle and a weaklings
Frank Melbury
and an"Lovey"
are two
who neglect
opportunity
for
majority
will angle
note
the
lack ofofplot.your Playpatrons
up the hero
regeneration
in
"The
City
of
Comrades,"
social welfare house, until they are
with such lines as, "You can't hide a D. adesperately
decidesHe
S. C. under a set of false whiskers," "It's to begin thehungry,
careerwhenof aMelbury
burglar.
finds it easy to enter the house of Regina
Barry
andtable.
picks Heup descends
a necklace fromto her
dressing
the
kitchen, where
he eats his fillsafely
and stows
in
his
pocket
enough
for
"Lovey."
His
appetite appeased, he becomes repentant
and goeshears toReginareturn
He Elsie,
oversay tothe
hernecklace.
companion,
that she cannot
marry
Young Doctor
Cantyrefrom— shethewants
a man who is "differ.ent"
Melbury writesordinary
a note run.
saying that there
are
men, and Sheputscatches
it on him
the intable
with such
her necklace.
her
room and questions him coolly as to his
peculiarterest inconduct,
exhibiting
curious
inthe shabby burglar. He leaves
her in penitent mood and decides to
undertake
his City
own ofandComrades."
Lovey's redemption at "The
He is
assisted
by others,
especially by Doctor
Cantyre, until he is on his feet, so changed
in appearance
does not though
recognize him when that
theyRegina
meet socially,
her curiosity
is aroused
half-remembrance. Melbury
reveals hisby identity
later,
and attempts to gain her counsel to marry
him, but, failing, he enlists in Canada,
where he is blinded in the Halifax explosion.
William Russell
Regina is engaged to Doctor Cantyre,
Telling her how he put it over in a
but she goes to nurse Melbury. On the
. heroic moment from "This Hero
latter's
she consents
becometo
his wife,recovery,
and Doctor
Cantyre toyields
the
power
of
love
he
cannot
evoke,
which
fierce
to bea local
a heroman
— after
over." tryIf unites Melbury and Regina.
you have
withit'sa medal
Program
and
Exploitation
Catchlines:
todiscomforts
get him toof being
giveStuff."
a a short
talk
on
the
Lady.
Unique
Love
Story
of
an
Amateur
hero.
Burglar Who Won the Heart of a
Tom Moore as the Romantic Hero of
a
SplendidStoryScreen
DramaKing.
Founded on
"The Photostory
City of with
Comrades"
Popular
by Basil
Goldwyn
Tom Moore
Howby atheSelf-Made
Failure,
on
and Seena Owen in the Leading
a GoodSpurred
Woman,
Roles Is Mild Entertainment.
Achieved Interest
His Ownof Reformation
and
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Finally Won the Evening
Girl's Love. Story
Popular
King's"
PresentedSaturday
as an Attractive Post
Photoplay
screen"Theversion
THEnovel,
City ofof Basil
Comrades,
with
Tom
Moore
in
Role.a
muchevidently
steam ofcar-a
Advertising Angles: theYou Leading
can get
dramaticdoesn't
sort, get
the up
author
number
of
good
advertising
suggestions
ing more about his institution for re- from the press sheet. Use them, particuclaiming fallen humanity than in workthe Salvation Army slogan. Play
ing out a good romance. There are a up thelarly star,
almost
much
noise over the but
fact make
that this
was asa recent
number of time-honored situations used, serial
in the
Saturdayon page
Evening
Post.
the story opening with the -out
lady-and(Continued
717)
burglar motive. The down-and
hero
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sort, but unusually enjoyable. It is nip
associates as to who would shoulder the and
tuck between Lloyd and the dog for
blame of the banking deal. You might get
"The Gamblers"
out an ace-of-spades post card bearing a comedy honors. The pup is a clever one.
Picin
Feature
Slow
Has
Vitagraph
THE PISTOL'S POINT (Pathe), July
big question
theof name
Gamb- 20.AT— Chapter
turization of Klein Play with
lers" and ofthemark,
your "The
house,
"The Tiger's
the date
thenameattraction.
The acewithof This
opens with14 a ofthrilling
rescue ofTrail."
Belle
Harry Morey.
spades
idea
could
also
be
employed
in
a
and
Jack
from
the
"Place
of Jack
Eternalis
Reviewed by William J. Rellly.
teaser
campaign.
Morey
has
a
good
folFires"
by
Sheriff
Peter
Strong.
blame
to
not
is
EY
then made captive by Gordon and Hilda.
lowing; use his name largely.
Y seMOR
HARRbecau
Belle succeeds in getting the idol from
his latest Vitagraph featGordon, but the treacherous Hilda holds
ers,"Ther
t
"The
almos
drags
Gambl
ure,
too
e are
her up with a revolver and makes her
end.
from beginning to much
and
give intrigue.
it up. The number is full of action
ture,
furni
too
rs,
butle
many
COMMENTS
and
sub-titles. The
altogether too many
THE
TIGER FACE (Pathe), July 27.—
n
durscree
the
ed
on
r
flash
word matte
This final
of happenings
"The Tiger'sof
wouldIt
"The
h ofprun
Trail,"
No. One15,instalment
is filled
with
cutting.
and lers
ing Gamb
lot of
standing thea lengt
Fox
Film
Corporation.
moment.
of
these
pictures
shows the
.
And
ense
susp
kills
it
d
and
is not neede est could be given more
in which the stripes are removed
DOWNSTAIRS AND UP (Fox), July 13. manner
from
Tiger
Face,
who
turns
out
to be the
thegelovetheinter
iffoota
—
A
Mutt
and
Jeff
animated
in
which
the
picture would hold. _ two attempt to move furniture for a gum- father of Peter Strong, Jr. The Pact of
s chewing damsel. They drive their van Three is recovered, and Hilda kills RanThe plot, picturing Charles Klein
dolph
Gordon.manyBellethrilling
and Jack
are reand the
leaveusual
the smiles.
furnitechnicaliesbank- to theture wrong
aboutheroa ine
play,ingrevol
united after
experiences,
there. Thishousebrings
." The
"stealves
the
marrman was
and
the
serial
winds
up
with
their
A
PRIZE
FIGHT
(Fox),
June
29.—
right
se
the
becau
wrong manmaking money. The heroine, Mutt and Jeff appear in this as prize on a honeymoon. The production start
as a
too busy
fighters, Mutt being the challenger to a whole has been consistently well made and
played by Helen Ferguson, is given little certain champion and Jeff his sparring full of exciting incidents.
TOUCHED ME (Rolin-Pathe),
in- partner.twe n tJeff
ator'ys the
himself and
caught
be- JulyNEVER
to e,get shethe isspect
opportunity
to marr
he two finds
opponents,
endures
terest. Of cours
27. — Thisknockabout
number contains
a wealth
on
of
laughable
situations,
most
Scard
Paul
end.
the
in
man
right
directed.
of
which
occur
in
the
Killjoy
Cafe.
HarCast.
old
Lloyd,
Harry
Pollard
and
Bebe
Daniels
are featured. The subject is a typical one
Wilbur Emerson Harry Morey
for this clever combination and gets over
nicely.
John Emerson
Charles Kent
Isabel Emerson Agnes Ayres
Catherine Ames
Helen Ferguson
Universal Film Company.
James Darwin
Eric Mayne
GeorgeRaymond
Cowper George
RUN TO EARTH, July 14.— This is the
Giles
GeorgeMajerone
Backus
eighteenth two
and final
chapter
of "The with
Red
The Story
Glove"
reels.
It isthatpacked
the samein actexciting
action
hasIt charIn
Vitagraph's
"The
Gamblers,"
Wilbur
e
r
i
z
e
d
t
h
i
s
serial
throughout.
sees
Emerson, busy fighting the money crowd,
the
of StarrandWiley
and thethe way
leaderin
neglects
Catherine
Ames, andconnected
she marries
of thedeath
Vultures,
pictures
James Darwin,
an attorney
with
which
Billie
comes
into
her
inheritance;
the Federal authorities. Wilbur persuades
also her engagement to Vernon. This has
several men, including his father, to break
been
and
the
banking
law
on
borrowing
in
order
reflectsa clean-cut,
credit uponentertaining
the cast serial
and proto meet the demands of the financial
ducers.
struggle.
ELMO, THE MIGHTY, June 30.— Epiwife's respectof
forDarwin,
Wilbur,jealous
starts ofanhisinvestigation
Hate."
This
opens sode
withNo. 3,both"Flames
Bob and ofLucille
captured
Emerson's bank, finds the unlawful situaby the tured,Madand Lucille,
Mountainto save
gang.him,Bobpromises
is tortion,forced
and attempts
to showfromWilbur's
hand
by
a
confession
one
of
his
to tell where the satchel is hidden, not
associates.
knowingstream.
herself that
it has floated
The associate, George Cowper, delivers
down
A realistic
forestaway
fire
the incriminating notes to Darwin on the
threatens the cabin, and later Bob and
promise of security. Emerson discovers
Lucille
escape.
They
take
a
picturesque
this and Darwin,
goes to suddenly
Darwin's returning
house forfrom
the
ride
down a river on a raft, followed by
papers.
members
aEmerson
contemplated
town, finds
of interest.of the gang. The episode is full
in his trip
house,outandof accuses
his
wife ofto being
unfaithful.
ELMO, THE MIGHTY, July 7.— -Episode
notes
Emerson
the nextSheday.delivers the
No.
Fiendishepisodes
Revenge."
This inis any
one
of the4, "Astrongest
appearing
A card game decides which one of the
serial
for a long time. It contains one
Harry
Morey
"gamblers"
shall
assume
responsibility
for
the banking deal. Emerson stacks the Standing pat in this scene from "The very
hero "suspensef
climbs up ul"thesituation
shaft ofin awhich
mine theto
■cards ineandpromises
sends tohimself
to prison.
safety
and girlthenup makes
a gallant
effort
to
be free
from CatherDarwin
Gamblers."
draw
the
after
him
while
within a short time, and also promises some hard punishment. This furnishes a life and death battle with the fighting
villain
toProgram
wait forandEmerson's
release.
the
usual
smiles.
his free arm. The Phantom Menace
Exploitation Catch Lines:
PLEASANT. PLEASE (Fox), July with
to his
aid in This
this extremity
Harry Morey Takes Principal Part in 6. —LOOK
A typically
funny
Muttdesert
and their
Jeff jobs
ani- comes
saves the
situation.
episode is and
one
Picturization
of
BigKlein
Play.
m
a
t
e
d
i
n
which
the
pair
tremendous strength.
He Stacked the Cards to Send Himself as bookkeepers and start a photograph of THE
BORDER TERROR (Western),
to Prison. The Story of Sacrifice in gallerv. The incidents are laughable in
Jan. 25.the— This
two-reel
Western
/7 above
average
in interest
and story
capablyis
Too"TheBusyGamblers."
to Make Love, He Soon Found this.
acted. It concerns the love of a bandit
That She Had Married Another. See
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Harry Morey Fight Another Battle
named
"The
Cisco
Kid"
for
a
beautiful
A JAZZED
HONEYMOON
(Rolin).—
This young Carmen of the border country.
in "The Gamblers."
comedy
features
Harold Lloyd
and Bebe
The sheriff also falls in love with her,
He SentGambled
Lost Hea Won
Wife —in Was
as a pair of newlyweds starting and
to Prison.All — But
the onDaniels
a trick costs
that
a boat
trip. and
Haroldis thrown
becomes down
separated
resultsthe injealous
his own"Kid"
deathplans
and almost
from
his
wife
into
End.
Harry
Morey
in
"The
Gamblers"
at the Regent.
the
girl
hers.
Something
rather
indifferthe
engine
room
and
put
to
work
with
The Ace of Spades Sent Him to Prison. the stokers. The situations are laugh- ent.
able and full of knockabout action.
CURRENTvalescentEVENTS
NO. a 25.Maryland
— ConSee the "How"
at theAdvertise
Regent Tonight.
Advertising
Angles:
this as
soldier boys on
COUNT
CHANGE
(Rolin).—
farm, a Chinese baby show in Portland,
ofhero
the becomes
HaroldYOURLloyd
comedies
in clever
which One
the Ore.,
an
adaptation
from
"The
Gamblers"
by
the
victim
of
a
bull
American
women
aiding
homeless
•Charles Klein. You remember his "Lion
France, Westchester County Horse Show,in
and
the Mouse."
The byaceHarry
of spades
wasto pup ouswhoplaces.chases
and included
numerous inother
entertaining features
There himis notin and
much outplotof tovarithe are
the
fatal
card
dealt
Morey
this number.
.himself when he was gambling with his comedy, which is of the rough and tumble
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Independent
Conducted by C. S. SEWELL

Producers

NEW STATE RIGHT COMPANY ORGANIZED
Waldorf Photoplays Will Make and Distribute Its
Own Productions — Now Building Studio in Boston
organization to enter the with the possible view of moving to that
THEstatelatest
right producing and distrib- point.
At thepanies
present
are four plant,
comworking attimethethere
Hollywood
uting field is the Waldorf Photoplays, of which .David G. Fischer is the while a fifth is in the process of organiza-general
companyand controls
is now tion.
chain of Waldorf Thetheatres,
adirector
constructing extensive studios in Boston
which will be ready for use within Many State Rights Sold
three weeks.
on Helen Holmes Serial
Mr. Fischer is well known in the motion picture
having and
beenthea NOTWITHSTANDING the fact that only
director
for industry,
the American
a
short
time has elapsed
initial announcement
that since
the S. theL.
Essanay companies. He has to his
credit a number of feature productions, K. Serial Corporation is producing a serial
which Helen
Holmes "issales
starred,havealready
hisInlatest
beingto"The
of Nature."
of territorial
been
addition
Mr. Law
Fischer,
the fol- ain number
on this production.
lowing are officers of the company : made
The
following
territory
has
been
William J. Reid, president; John K.
six NewFilmEngland
statesdis-60to
Feature
Company,
Allen, vice-president: Harry S. Kelsey, Americanposed of: The
treasurer;
Charles
F. A. Smith,
tary. All are
prominent
businesssecre-or
professional men, Mr. Reid being in
charge of the Van Camp Products Company of New England, while Mr. Kelsey
is president
the Waldorf
Lunchis head
System of New ofEngland;
Mr. Allen
of a prominent banking firm in Boston,
and Mr. Smith is a well-known attorney there.
First Picture Based on Watson Novel.
The first production of the new company will from
be "Where
Bonds ofAre the
Loosed,"
adapted
the novel
same
name by E. L. Grant Watson, the wellknown ishedEnglish
author.
It
is
now
and ready for the market. finMr. Fischer announces, "We are going
to give the
buyer with
big productions anstate
d shall right
deal direct
him.
Our productions will not be offered to
any program or distributing company
first, but will go direct from the studio
to the buyers. The story, not the star,
is the main essential; the public always
appreciates a good,
vital
draThis story,
has
been
demonstratedmatically
in presented.
the theatrical
business.
When a producer puts on a play, it lives
according to its entertaining value; so
it will beducer, with
motion
and the thestate
rightpicture
marketpro-is
Jack Levering
ourThemedium."
offices of the company which will
Helen Holmes in her S-L-K
handle only its own productions is lo- Who supports
serial. "The Fatal Fortune."
cated at 229 West Forty-second street,
New York.
Church vaniastreet.
Boston;Neweastern
and southern
JerseyPennsylto the
ArrowernFilm
Exchange,
Philadelphia;
Pennsylvania and West Virginiawest-to
Bulls Eye May Move Studio the Quality
Pittsburgh;
NAT BullsH. SPITZER,
studio managerat Hollyof the New York CityFilmandExchange,
northern New
Jersey
Eyewood,Film
Corporation
Exchange,
New
York;
announces
that on account to Elkland,FilmDelaware,
of ColumbiaMaryand
of the increase in production activities of Virginia to ArrowDistrict
Film Exchange,
Philathe
company
it will
be September.
necessary to Hesecure
delphia;
Georgia,
Florida,
Alabama,
North
larger
quarters
before
will
South Exchange,
Carolina and
Tennessee
therefore leave for San Francisco in Carolina,
National
Atlanta;
Ohio toto
August to look over the situation there. First
D. Warner, Cleveland.

Another Sale for "Once to Every Man."
Rights
the feature
production,
toOklahoma
Every toMan,"
for Texas,
Arkansasby"Once
and
purchased
SouthwesternhaveFilmbeenCorporation,
and the
the
Frohman nouncesAmusement
Corporation
anthat
this
sale
disposes
of
the
entire
for theworld
state rights
of Ohio.to this picture, except
Heavy Bookings Reported
on S-L's "Virtuous Men"
VARIOUS
of state rights
"Virtuouspurchasers
Men,"
Incehave
at-on
traction
starring the
E. K.Ralph
Lincoln,
reported
to
the
S-L
offices
an
unusually
large number of bookings on this the
first Sawyer-Lubin production. Despite
the usual
hot
unsettledcontracted
booking weather
conditionsslump
many andexhibitors have
far into
the future. for this production
Arthur
S. Hyman,Illinois
handling
"Virtuous
Men"
in bookings
Indiana,
and
Michigan,
reports
running
into
This is exclusive of the state of October.
Illinois
and lower
part
of
Michigan.
Similar
reports are also furnished by H. C. Simeral,
of Co-Partner Attractions, Pittsburgh,
handling this picture in Ohio and western
Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and Kentucky.
William Nigh to Direct
Johnny Dooley Comedies
CL.Dooley
BACH,
Johnny
Film president
Comedies,ofInc.,
an* nounces
the ofsigning
ofWilliam
a contract
under
the terms
which
Nigh
will
direct
a number
of comedies
with
Johnny Dooley as the star.
Mr. Nigh is well known as a director,
having produced pictures with prominent
stars, dies
as andwellfeature
as a series
of Majesticincluding
comeproductions,
"MyJohnny
Four Dooley
Years inwas
Germany."
formerly featured
in "Listen
Lester,"
arunmusical
comedy that
has
enjoyed
a
long
on Broadway,
and
now Zeigfeld
a prominent
member
of the cast
ofis Mr.
the
Follies.
Bach announces that there will be
no exaggerated slapstick in the Johnny
will thereThe beprogram
a rush
toDooley
turnbe pictures,
out
cheaptonorcomedies.
will
limited
twelve pictures
a year,
and a full month will be devoted to each
subject.
Several Unusual Features
in "Everybody's Business"
ACCORDING
to a statement
the
W. H. Productions
Company, from
the sixreel
photoplay,
"Everybody's
Business,"
which
is
now
in
final
preparation
for distribution, is remarkable in many
The story
the elements
ofways.
a serial
picturepossesses
being crowded
with
pep,
punch
and
power,
and
it
also has feathe
touch of romance and the contrasting
tures of intrigue, adventure and sensationalism.
Added to this there is another phase,
announces
that fact
predestines
it success, theandproducers,
that is the
that it
lendsing itself
to
unusual
exploitation,
havextraordinary
advertising
possibilities,
and it is predicted that it will be one of
the most talked of films in recent years.
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Pioneer Signs Grace Davison for Six Productions
Fable
and
PREPARATIONS
are being made
the
seen ofonNapoleon
the farm,andalsothe inBumps.'
his studio
Pioneer Film
Corporation
for inthebywhich
ex- Iswriting
fables,
and
In
other
phases
of
p
l
o
i
t
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
six
features
Grace Davison is to be the featured life.
player.
firsttitle
is nearing
completion,
"Every Billy
lover ofpictures,
the Westandknows
of the
the
Broncho
as
for
but no The
definite
has been
decided Snakevilles
there are few pictures that
upon. honors
In thiswithpicture
shares
Grace Conway
Davison Tearle
as co- tions.
equal them for laugh-provoking situastar.
is anyone
who
Each picture orwillsuccessful
be based upon
not notbe believe
glad to there
see them
a second
known
story.astarwellTheto will"I do
contract novel
calls for a different male
time. However, as they have not been
shown
for
a
long
time,
and
the
motion
appear
Davison in each production.Severalopposite
well known names are under picture public has changed greatly, they
consideration, and as soon as a decision will be new to a great mass of people."
is reached as to the nature of the second
Making
picture one of the men stars will be signed M. H. Hoffman
Tour of Central States
up for the second picture.
To secure the best and highest type of
story material a committee composed of TO which
make tofirst-hand
guide bothobservation
himself andwith
his
members of Miss
staffscourand
associates in the formulation of plans
representatives
of UptheDavison's
Pioneer
are
for the coming season, M. H. Hoffman,
ing
the
market.
to
the
present
the
general manager,
is now tourcommittee has reported favorably upon Pioneer's
ing thecago.section
of atandclose
including
Chitwo of the latest novels and one play
He willof east
study
which had a highly successful run in New possibilities
the market, sorange
that theno
York during the past season.
time
may be lost in meeting new conditions.
Within a few weeks several large and
"Virtuous Men" Is Sold
now in nearing
on on the Coast and
the East comwill
for Two Southern States notable pletiproductions
J. Robert Pauline
be delivered to Pioneer, and then will beThe hypnotist,
who
will
be
starred
by
SidFOLLOWING
the
record
sale
of
thirteen
gin
what
is
said
to
be
the
most
extensive
ney Reynolds,
of
Supreme
Pictures,
states tures
for announces
"Virtuousthe Men,"
S-L Pic-of and thorough sales campaign ever proInc., in a serial.
disposition
jected by any will
statebe rights
rights to this special feature which stars
back athouse.
his desk in
E.
K.
Lincoln,
for
Louisiana
and
Missis- timeMr. toHoffman
Rifkin to Handle Pioneer
open the fall campaign and assume
sip i to Verret
&
Johnston,
who
are
discommand
of
the
exploitation
operations.
four other special production,
Features in New England and added tributing"Virtuous
theirthorlist
PIONEER nounces
FILM
CORPORATION
an- only after a visit to NewMen"Yorkto and
the
conclusion
of
arrangeough
scanning
of available state rights Bulls Eye Making Comedies
ments by which Herman Rifkin, of the features.
Starring Charles Dorety
Eastern
Film franchise
Company, forBoston,
Following the method of various other
tudios
of the Bulls
acquires Feature
the Pioneer
New purchasers
-ation announce
that
of "Virtuous
Men,"
Verrer as&
England. The contract is to run several Johnstone
m
e
will
present
this
attraction
Ey
Fil
is
to
be
featured in.
a
road
show
for
several
weeks
on
an
exyears,rentand
covers
the
exploitation
of
cur?hai
nedies,
the
first
and forthcoming
productions.
scale prior to releasing it on a which is already beingng filmed under theof
This deal
will have the
effect of adding straight tensive
rental basis. They have placed direction
ofHollCharles
Par•arrott.
yw pantom
exploitation
sup- -type
to Mr. Rifkin's list of attractions for New a largeplies,order
mine isMr.saidDorety's
to be
THEof different
screen
includingforoilspecial
paintings
for the lobby,
England exhibitors "The Boomerang," electrical
entirely
from i the average comewindow
novelty
displays,
mo"The Long Arm of Mannister" and "Contion
picture
trailers
to
be
used
in
place
dian.
al starring
HenryChildren,"
B. Walthall;
The stories for these comedies are beand several thousand blotters
also "Thefes ion." Sins
of the
with of slides
writtenHarris
by Jay
Mulhauser. of the
distributed in advance of the show. Cohaningand
Alma Hanlon and Stuart Holmes; "The toFullbe size
orchestras,
together
with
adGirl
from
Nowhere,"
with
Cleo
Madison
will also write
the forces.
subtitles.Mr. Mulhauser
Si
and Wilfred Lucas; "Virtuous
vance
men
and
a
working
crew,
have
with Wanda Hawley, and Grace Davison been engaged for the tour, which will
and Conway Tearle i n their new produc- open within the next month. Verrer &
tions.
Mr. Rifkin has been in New York for Johnstone contemplate sending on the
several days working out the details of road four companies with "Virtuous
the sales activities. Special Pioneer
With the sale of Louisiana and Missisrepresentatives will tour New England,
"Virtuous
Men"
remains
unsold sippi,
forvania,NewFlorida.
YorkGeorgia,
State,still
eastern
Pennsylblazing
the
trail
for
Mr.
Rifkin's
force.
Men."
He has arranged to enlarge his office at 57
Tennessee,
South
Carolina
and
Alabama.
Church
street,
Boston,
also
to
add
several
salesmen to his force, and will himself
take the field for a short time in order
to startsonaloffsupervision.
the campaign under his per- Many Contracts Closed
on Reissued Essanays
SEVERAL
contracts for state
rights
Additional Sales Reported
have
already
three
blocks of tenbeeneachsigned
Fablesfor inthe Slang,
on Frohman Short Subjects by George Ade; Broncho Billy Western
and Snakeville
come-by
AFTER
first of the
dies, produced
by Essanay Western
and reissued
Guinanviewing
two-reeltheWesterns
and Texas
Mack dramas,
Victor Kremer, and a large number of
Swain
single-reel
comedies
in
one
of
inquiries are being received at Mr.
the Broadway
theatres.
Phil Goldstone,
the
FilmFrohman
Exchange,
Omaha,of Chicago.
Kremer's headquarters, 1333 Argyle street,
boughtSterling
from the
Amusement
Corporation the rights to both series of
demand that
for pictures
these pictures
productions for Missouri, Kansas, Iowa my"The
of real proves
worth
and Nebraska, although it is announced are contention
not
dead
with
one
issuance,"
says good
Mr.
that his original intention was to secure K. Kremer. "Good pictures, like
onlyMr. theGoldstone
rights towilltheretain
two the
latterIowastates.
or rare paintings, have a constant
and books
value,
and
the
public
is
always
glad
them back. These pictures standto
Nebraska
rights,
operating
Omaha office,
and will
arrangefrom
with hisa welcome
for
something
Americanchord.
life,
and therefore distinctive
strike a inuniversal
Kansas City exchange for the exploitation The
fables are of especial interest. George
of these subjects in Missouri and Kansas.
Announcement
also made byof thetheFrohwritings, while
in the slang element
of the
Sidney Reynolds
man Amusement isCorporation
sale Ade's
present,
that vital
that will contain
make them
live a^shuman
long as men President of ;rial J. Robert Pauline,
of rights towesternthese
two series to for
the SouthFilm
Corporation
Texas,
wish
to
gain
relaxation
with
a
laugh.
He
the hypnotist.
Oklahoma and Arkansas.
appear/' personally in one of them, 'The
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Helen Holmes Serial Is Titled "The Fatal Fortune"
andthe Nebraska,
"Yankee
Doodle in
AS tothesecure
result forof the
several
effort Iowa
Berlin,"
Mack Sennett
feature
new weeks
Helen ofHolmes
This production
will be put
on ascomedy.
a big
serial
a
title
that
would
comprehenroad
show,
with
the
bathing
girls
appearsively cover athepunch,
story theandS. atL. the
same
ing
in
person,
commencing
in
September,
time contain
K. Serial
while two other road shows without the
Corporation announces that the produc- girls
play ofthe thesmaller
towns.are Nick
tionstory,
will be called
"The
Fatal Fortune."
The will
officers
company
The
written
by
Walter
Richard
president;
Paul
viceHall, deals with a fortune buried on Abramson,
and N. N. Frudenfeld,Fine,
secretary
Devil's
in the South
The president,
and treasurer.
father ofIsland
the character
played Sea.
by Helen
Holmesner. Hewasdeserted
doublehiscrossed
by his
partwife and
children,
Reynolds Announces Serial
amassed left
a fortune,
buried
itlocation
on Devil's
Island,
a
map
of
the
and
Starring J. Robert Pauline
started
out
to
find
his
former
partner
and
is himself killed.
INC., Reynolds
a new com-is
Helen Holmes, a newspaper reporter, SUPREME pany,PICTURES,
of which Sidney
sees
the tragedy
and learns
the
man
isa
president, has just commenced a fifher
father.
She
secures
the
map,
but
teen-episode
serial
starring
J. Robert
character known as the Faceless Terror Pauline, the well-known hypnotist
and
appears
and
takes
it
away.
She
secures
vaudeville
headliner
known
to
audiences
half
of
it
again.
Then
begins
a
battle
of
throughout
the
country
as
"Pauline."
wits
episode will be in two reels. The
secure between
the otherthehalf.two, each seeking to Each
permanent title of the production has
situations
Miss most
Holmesthrilling
goes through
areThesaid
to be the
of her notForyetthebeenlastselected.
monthsDavis,
Mr. have
Reynolds
career. She is supported by Lieutenant and his director, four
William
been
Jack ingLevering
and a strong
working
on
the
story,
selecting
theon cast
Frank Wunderlee
as thecast,
heavyincludand and
putting
the
finishing
touches
Leslie inKing,
the creatorShadow"
of "One-Lamp
new
studioL. I.which has been erected theat
Louis"
the "Shielding
serial.
Flushing,
In selecting
Reynolds feels thatJ. Robert
he has Pauline,
achieved Mr.a scoop
Bert Lubin in Hospital
from
the
viewpoint
of
advertising
and
exBERTS-L LUBIN,
sales manager
ploitation advantages to the exhibitor, and
Pictures,general
who returned
to Newof at the same
timepersonality,
has acquired
an
York
a
few
days
ago
after
a
successartist
whose
unique
magnetic
ful sales trip during which he disposed of powers and ability will establish a departure in motion
picturealmost
individualities.
rights to twenty-five states on "Virtuous
Possessing
a weird,
uncanny
Men,"
is nowon athisStern's
sanitarium
for an power
operation
and
throat.
this
star
has
appeared
will
necessitate
thenose
postponing
of the This
trip during tothehypnotize,
past
ten
years
in
all
the
planned
the remaining
purpose of open
disposing
houses of the country, large
and
the few for
states
on thisof vaudeville
practically
every representativespace
news-to
production.
However,
it
is
expected
that
paper
has
devoted
Mr. Lubin will be able to travel within him and his work. considerable
He is said to have
about two weeks.
one of theandhighest
salaried
inbeenvaudeville,
to have
brokenartists
the
Keith
Circuit
record
by
appearing
New State Rights Company
consecutive weeks in one theatre. for six
"This serial," says Mr. Reynolds, "will,
Opens Offices in Omaha bring
out dMr.
startlingmost
inividuality and Pauline's
magnetic powers
A NEWCOMER
in
the
state
rights
field
is the F. A. F. Enterprises, Inc., forcibly, commonplace material will be
which
has
opened
offices
at
214
South
avoided,
mother-love,
romance,
adventure,
Fourteenth
Omaha,for and
and love and
big situations
will
be the outstanding
features,
together with
as its first street,
attraction
the announces
states of mystery

"A Flirt There Was" and She Caught a Gink (Somewhat Like You and I).
The reason
pup accompanying
the and
lady fair remembers
the bone andThe hank
That's the
there
cause ofofhair.
may he'sseemlyingrather
misty, patiently
but it all waiting
refers tonearby.
a two-reel Christie,
"AthisFlirtrhyme
There Was" with Dotty DeVore, Jay Belasco and the pup at the door.
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George Ade
in Slang,"released
produced by Essanay,"Fables
are
now
tor Kremer. being
Mr. Ade appearsby VicIn
the "Napoleonfable.
and the Mumps"
terrific surprises. Logic will be a notable
feature,
and each power
episodeusually
will have
art
and dramatic
given theto
a five-reel
feature.
Many exclusive ideas are being worked
into the production,
has aa
surprise
awaiting it and
whenthe itpublic
observes
genuine
hypnotist
of
stage
tradition
In
screen action.
Director
William
S.
Davis
has
been
assonumberhasofdirected
stage successes,
and on ciatedthewith ascreen
some of
the most celebrated of motion picture
stars.
Unusually Elaborate Sets
for Helen Holmes Serial
IT is claimed
by S.manager
L. Krellberg,
dent and general
of the presiS. L.
K. tingsSerial
Corporation,
that theserial
setfor
the
new
Helen
Holmes
are the finest ever built for a serial. In
the main section alone the props are
valued atusually$25,000,
and are said toThere
be un-Is
massive and
one oil painting
valuedbeautiful.
at $3,000.
Many of the settings, including paintings and furniture, are announced as coming fromstance, a dining
New York
mansions;
as an $12,inset valued
000 consisting
of room
a table,
buffet, atserving
table
and eight chairs is used in some of
the scenes.
Bessie Love Working on a Love Story.
Bessie Love, who has been attending the
convention
the motion
picture
exhibitors of the ofPacific
Northwest
at Seattle,
has returned
to Vitagraph's
studio
at Hollywood
to continueWesther Coast
new
feature,
the Garden
described"Over
by her
director,Wall,"
Davidwhich
Smith,is
asGarden
a typical Love love
story.
"Over the
written
especially
for
Miss LoveWall"by was
Millicent
Evison,
and was
picturized
by
Sam
Taylor.
Among
the
better
known
players
supporting
Miss
Love are Myrtle Reeves, Willis Marks,
James
Blackwell,
Edward Hearn,
Truman
Van Dyke,
Allen Forrest,
Anne Schaefer,
Jay Morley and Otto Lederer.
"Sunnyside" Plays to Big Business.
Despite the hottest week of Colorado
weather
in theChaplin's
last fewthird
years, "Sunnyside,"larCharles
dolcomedy released
by Firstmillion
National
Exhibitors' Circuit, played to the biggest
grossica receipts
in
the
history
of
the
AmerTheatre, of Denver, recently.
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Metro Prepares Paper for
Mystery Play Exploitation
METRO
of the
ScreenPictures,
Classics,distributors
Inc., production,
"The
Man
Who
Stayed
at
Home,"
already has supplied its exchanges with
elaborate facilities for exploiting this feature, which
is
listed
for
release
in
September. The exploitation and promotion
material, together with accessories, is des
c
r
i
b
ed by W. E.as Atkinson,
general manager,
the most Metro's
voluminous
and complete
ever
put
out
by
the
organization for any of its big releases.
In the preparation of this material the
fact is ishammered
uponLechmere
that the Worrall
screen
drama
taken from
and
J.
E.
Harold
Terry's
stage
sensation,
which York
ran inforLondon
New
two. for four years and in
A flashy press sheet printed in two
colors andgestionscontaining
wealth of sugfor newspapera advertising
and
exploitation
of
the
super-feature
and
for
lobby
displays
and
other
stunts
is
among
the exhibitor aids. These comprise a
smashingwhich
84-sheet,
and six three-and-one
sheets,
are attractive
as they were
made fromduction thataction
conveypictures
a vividfromideatheof prothe
mystery, suspense and dramatic quality.
Alligator Hunt Picturized
Latest Prizma Release
PRIZMA topictures
announces
that Prizma
'"Gars" is its latest
release.
photographers
Floridabe
to secure
the materialhavefor gone
what toshould
a most interesting picture and have used
alligators as the subject matter of this
film. They enlisted the services of an
alligator hunter who before the camera
leaped a into
Floridaalligator
streamalive.
in order to
catch
full agrown
This picture
brings
to
light
some interesting facts concerning these sirenians.
Like
chickens,
they
come
from
eggs
which
are laid in nests built of leaves and sticks.
The heat of thecompositiontropical
sun
and
the
deof the vegetable matter
hatches the eggs. For the first two years
alligators grow very slowly. Even when
they aarenumber
five months
is possible
hold
of themold init your
hands toat
one time. They live to be very old, and
some have
be strong and
active
at thebeenageknown
of 275 toyears.
In this
release,
in
addition
the capequallyin toFlorida
interesting
scenestureofof anan alligator,
alligator farm
are
reproducedprocess
in Nature's
full colors
by phothe
Prizma
of
color
motion
tography.
New Universal Westerns Going- Big.
Universal's
Westernheavier
tworeel
dramas new
are series
being ofbooked
than was ever expected by the producers.
This is the Marie Walcamp series, which
has
titled "The
Spur been
andnewdefinitely
Saddle
Stories."
These Famous
Westmaterial,
gobd clean,
snappy
storieserns arewith
action
throughout.
Universal's well-known group
of horsemen are
employed
Walcamp inis these
cast asproductions,
the heroineandin Marie
each
of the plots. Universal may in the near
future produce more of this series, which
was produced under the title of "The
Tempest Cody" series.
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Distributors'

Meets a Friend.
Tom TheMooreDirelict
is a veritable
comrade to
this "The
down-and-out
in Goldwyn's
City of Comrades."
Derby Day Race Filmed
in "Lord and Lady Algy"
TN Tom Moore's latest Goldwyn producJ. tion,
"Lord and
Lady woman
Algy," in which
Mr. Moore's
leading
Childers,
the action
of the story,is Naomi
which
asWilliam
a play furnished
a
starring
vehiclein fora
Faversham, culminates
thrilling horse race on the result of which
young Lord Algy has staked his fortune.
Whenband hasLady
Algy learnshe that
bet everything
ownsheron husthe
chances
of
his
pet
racehorse,
she animal
learns
that a dark horse is the swiftest
in the coming Derby. So, to offset her
husband's
plunging,
she friendship
does a little
her
own. The
delightful
of theof
informally
husband when
and Lord
wife
breaks the separated
bonds of reserve
Algy makes a fool of himself at a brilliant
masked ball which is a prelude to the
great panyrace.
Comwent to For
the this
race the
courseGoldwyn
and secured
permission
to
stage
a
race
in
the
morning. Allinthetheprinciples
the
paddock,
stands andare onseen
the inlawns.
In all, about 1,000 people are photographed
watching
the race. gives a portrayal of
Naomi Childers
Lady
Algy,
Williamand Burress,
Alec
Francis, Mabeland Ballin
Kate Lester
work in support of the star.
Elsie Jnnis at A\ ork on Selznick Picture.
The initial scenes of Elsie Janis" first
Selznick heart,"production,
"Everybody's
werein taken
recently
at the
theSweetSelznickof studio
the
Bronx,
under
direction
James
Young,
and
the
production
is now well under way. Matt Moore is
Miss
leading man.
writtenJanis'
by Edmund
Goldin. The story was

News

Hart and Dorothy Gish Star
in Widely Divergent Films
TWOare popular
of theof widely
screen
starred infavorites
productions
divergent
scheduled for releasecharacter
July 27 which
by theareFamous
Players-Lasky Corporation. They are
■\Villiam S. Hart, who will be seen in the
Thomas anH.Artcraft
Ince production,
"Wagon
Tracks,"
release, and Dorothy
Gish, whose Paramount vehicle is "Nugget
"Wagon
Hart aportrays
a Inguide
in theTracks"
fifties Mr.leading
wagon
train
across
the
deserts
and
toward the Golden West by waymountains
of the
historic
trail. Lambert
C. GardnerHillyer
SulNell." livanSanta
wrote theFe story.
directed and Joe August did the camera
work. Jane Novak plays the heroine.
"Nugget
was R.written
expressly
for
Miss directed.
GishNell"
by John
Elmer
Cliffton
The storyCornish.
is a travesty
on
wild
Western
pictures
and
is
said
to
be chock full of fun.
Familiar faces as well as some new
ones will b^ seen in the cast, the list
including
DavidNigeby.
Butler, Emily Raymond
Chichester Cannon,
and Wilbur
One of the new faces — one never before
seen on Sarle.
any screen, in fact — is that of
Regina
Production Commenced on
"The Dangerous Talent"
rest in Los ofAngeles,
following
the completion
a week's
scenes
AFTER
ng picture,
for Margarita
her forthcomi
"The
Hellion,"
Fisher
has
returned
to the American studios in Santa Barbara.
There she is engaged on a new special
feature tentatively titled "The Dangerous
The story on which this picture Is
based with
was written
by adaptation
Daniel F. WhitTalent."
comb,
screen
ited to Lois the
Zellner.
The productioncred-Is
being directed by George L. Cox, who had
the
of Miss Fisher's July release,
"Thedirection
Tiger-Lily."
Miss rapheFisher
the role
a stenog-of
r— a far plays
cry from
the ofheroines
picturesque
callingplays.
whom Harry
she has
portrayed in recent
Hilliard
appears
opposite
her
in
the
part
of
wealthy philanthropist. Mr. Hilliard Isa
likewiseEmory
new Johnson
in Miss Fisher's
experience,
since
is the leading
man
whoIn the
has supporting
previously cast
been areher Beatrice
vis-a-vis.Van,
Mary Talbot, Harvey Clark, Neil Hardin
and George Periolat.
Carey Appears in "Eternal Savage."
"Paynewest
Day"
are"Thethe Eternal
tentativeSavage"
titles and
of the
Harry
Carey recently
production,at work
on which
was started
Universal
City.
This
is the
story which
was Iswritten
the star
himself.
Jack Ford
directingby
the production.
Kathleen O'Connor is Carey's leading
woman.
J. Barney
Harry VanTitus,Meter,
Johnnie
Cooke,Sherry,
Lydia Yeamans
Joe
Harris and Ted Brooke, have prominent
parts in the production.

THE

Charles D. Isaacson
In charge for
of field
exploitation
Goldwyn
Pictures.department
Cartoons Are Feature of
Paramount Magazine
popularof aniseriesbe offeatures
SEVERAL, matedstrong
cartoons will
the
Paramount Magazine, according to
n
Friend,
H.
Nathan
of
plans
productio
the
head of the educational department of the
ion. Ten
Famous Players-Lasky Corporat
nt
Paramou
subjects
beginning
weekly Magazine,
which willof betheissued
September 1, already have been completed.
The
"Farmer
Al
Falfa"
cartoons
byonePaulof
Terryfeatures
will beof seen
regularly asMagazine.
the
the Paramount
These cartoons are the first public modoneduring
by Mr.theTerry
more tionthanpicturea work
year, for
war hein
did special motion picture work for the
surgeon general's department in Washington.
Besides this series there will be a new
series of animated drawings entitled "Bud
and Susan,"
bywellFrank
Moser. Pat Sullivan, another
known
will have
a series
in which,cartoonist,
animals also
will
provide
an
unusual
amount
of
Besides the cartoons and the comedy.
epigrams
of the Smart Set Magazine and Helen
Rowland,
who has
achieved
a country-in
wide reputation
through
her writings
the Newcate papers,
York Mr.Evening
FriendWorld
also and
has syndimade
affiliations
which
will
supply
the
mount Magazine with some of the Parabest
photographic
the world. material from all parts of
Madgt
edy in :i Dramatic Vehicle.
which chuckled at Madge
The
Kennedy
in
"Daughter
of Mine"
and in
"Leave
to Susan,"
her anlast
two Goldwyn
pictures,It will
now have
opportunity
to
admire maticthestory than
winsome
in a more
draeitherstarof those
two tales.
"Throughhas,theof Wrong
Door,"
new
vehicle,
course,
same her
delightful Kennedy
smile
whichinthethe
brought
smiles
to the
box offices
and
box offices,
but
the major
of the picture Is
dramatic
rather premise
than comical.
Poll Circuit Books "Topics of the Day."
The S.trol ingZ.achain
Poll ofVaudeville
Circuit,in convariety theatres
the
eastern part of the United States, has
booked
"Topics
of the Day,"
thecomment
screen
presentation
of
editorial
wit
and
selected from the press of the world by
"The Literary Digest."
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New Faces Appear on UniversaPs Acting Staff
Climbers." the play by the late Clyde
IN releases
the producing
of Universal's
new ago,
fall Fitch.
as announced
some time
Bramble
Bush" girl
tellswhothe comes
story ofto
Universal has signed some new players, an "The
innocent
Southern
re-engaged
its directors others
to newandfields.assigned some of New York to make her fortune.
Forfith her
supporting
GrifSome of the
players and new ashas Julia
Swayne company
Gordon, Miss
Constance
signments are newer
Carlin Miller,
Mildred Harris
severalwhoof supported
her Lois Beaumar. Denton Vane, Frank Mills and
Frazer.
Weber
who wasin Robert recW.
ted by Tom
Terriss.The picture was direcentlyJewel
seen productions,
with AnitaandStewart
"Mary tion,Regan,"
a
First
National
producwill play opposite Marie Walcamp
in theSaddle
continuation
of "The Famous
Spur "The Trap" Shows New York
and
Stories"
Western dramas
whichseries
are ofnowtwo-reel
being
Is Safer Place Than Yukon
made
under
George
Holt's
direction.
Kathleen
O'Connor,
playedcompleted
opposite
James
Corbett
in his who
recently
in the scenes
Yukon ofregion
Alaska,
THElaidopening
"The ofTrap"
are
andues in the
half of until
the drama
conserial, "The Midnight Man," has been rethis first
atmosphere
it
changes
new leading
woman inengaged to behisHarry
newestCarey's
Western
drama, to the tinscenery
of New York City. The
"The
EternalHarlan,
Savage."who supported Mae story depicts the struggle of a young
Kenneth
New York girl who has been reared in
Murray,
Mary
MacLaren
and
Carmel
Myers
surroundings to escape the terriblein Universal productions before joining select
marriage with a reprothe army, has returned to Universal City ness ofbate ofathesudden
Northern
country.
actotioned.
be featured in the production just mention of the drama
is intense,
and The
through
the story she is brought back to the city
Helen Eddy ,who played opposite Mon- of
her childhood, where she eventually
roe Salisbury
in has
"ThebeenBlinding
and finds real happiness.
"Hands
Down,"role
engagedTrail"
to play
Jere Austin
in a role ofHepromthe
leading
in an all-star
producinence, as is isRodcast LaRocque.
has
tion,
"Who
Knows?"
which
Director
played
opposite
Mabel
opposite
George Seigmann is producing from the Mae Marsh in "Hidden Normand,
Fires"
and
oppostory
by
Kenneth
B.
Clark.
site
Madge
Kennedy.
In
this
film
he
is
J. Barney Sherry, who supported Frank
villain, this being the first time in two
Mayo and Kathryn Adams in Lynn Rey- ayears
that he has not had the hero role.
nolds production,
Burke,
who inhasmany
the ofpartthe■ ofFlagg
the
father,
appeared
the Rich,"
is playing"Thein Little
supportBrother
of Harryof Joseph
comedieshas and
in some
Famous
Players
Carey
in
"The
Eternal
Savage."
AnnaandMaywellWalthal,
Henry work
Wal- productions with John Emerson and Anita
thal,
known sister
for herof recent
Loos. Others who have important roles
productionandareEarl
Sidney
Mason, Talinbeenthe cast
Careyfor production,
"Bare
Fists,"
has inlulahthisBankhead
Schenck.
an
important
part
in
"Who
Astor, inwhosupport
was lastof
inKnows?"
UniversalGertrude
productions
Priscilla
Dean
in "Pretty
Smooth,"in has
"This Hero Stuff" »arin>; Helense.
been given
a role
of prominence
the
American announces the completion of
same
production.
George Holt, who has been directing comedy
work onin "This
Herostarring
Stuff,"William
a satirical
Pete
Morrison has
and been
Magdagiven
Lanedirectorial
in twosell, basedfive
onbyacts,
theHenry
storyKing.
by Stephen RusFox,
reel Westerns,
and
directed
tutelageJaccard.
over Marie
Jac-.
The
story
is
a
post-war
narrative
that
ques
who Walcamp,
previouslywhile
directed
the homecoming of the athletic
Miss Walcamp,
been assigned to pro- pictures
hero, fresh from the big fight, covered
duce a five-reel hasfeature.
with medals
able citations.and loaded down with honorWinifred
is Russell'sJ. leading
woman,
andWestover
Mary Thurman,
Barney
George Walsh Goes Back
Charles MacDonald
K. French, are
Harvey
Clark
and J. Farrell
prominent
to College in Fox Feature Pherry,
in the cast.
A FEW years
ago named
at Fordham
versity a youth
Walsh Uniwas
making
name andandfamealsoon inthe track
grid- Kiddies See "Daddy Lone Leus" at the Bex.
iron and diamond,
Following an exploitation campaign
athletics. His burning ambition then was featured
by a strong
appealMich.,
to children,
to be the best athlete in his school. To- the Rex Theatre,
Jackson.
became
day
George
Walsh
is
one
of
the
William
Fox stars, and in his latest Fox picture, the rendezvouz for hundreds of children
of
that
city
during
the
five-day
run of
"The
Winning
Stroke,"
he
is
living
over
again
college days
when he was a ford,
"Daddyproduced
Long Legs,"
Mary Pick-by
by herstarring
and released
star in hisa different
firmament.
Exhibitors'
Walshman, Buck
playsSimmons,
the partstroke
of a college
oars- First
The National
Rex Theatre
previouslyCircuit.
had catered
of the great
to children with reduced prices at certain
Yale binecrew.
Unscrupulous
students
commatinees.
However,
before
the
manage-for
with
a
crooked
gambler
in
an
effort
could announce a free matinee
discreditthem
and anddishonor
but kids thement children
were reserving box seats
hpto outwits
triumphsSimmons,
in the end.
with
such
enthusiasm
that
no
The
film
is
urged
as
a
good
proposition
pricesfreewerelist offered,
but on suspended.
the otherspecial
hand
for the exhibitor because it contains so the
was entirely
many interesting sidelights, particularly
views
of
this
year's
great
Yale-Harvard
race at New London, Conn. The Fox ComHart in Story of Logging Camp.
menpanyto sentNewa corps
Londonof experienced
for the big cameraregatta,
The William S. Hart company is now
and
they
snapped
it
from
every
angle.
Santa Cruz filming logging scenes for
The result is a number of remarkable in"John
the
newestactorArtcraft
"shots" of this great water classic.
film
in Petticoats,"
whichThese
the scenes
Western
is toa
be starred.
will include
stunt
wherein
the
star
will
ride
a
log
"The Bramble Bush" Completed.
down a swift current, seated astride. Bill
as a rough lumberman who is
Corinne Griffith, now that she has com- appears
a modiste's
her new Vitagraph
feature,
"The —suddenly
which heprojected
inherits.intoLambert
Hillyershop
diBramblepletedBush,"
taking a her
wellnext
merited
vacation
before isbeginning
pic- Sullivan. rected, and the story is by C. Gardner
ture. Her next feature will be "The
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Select Announces One Special and Two Star
Series Attractions for Release During August
a story byin Albert
Payson Evening
Terhune, Post.
which
EMPET in his forth- appeared
SERGEANTcomingGUY
the Saturday
Select Pictures
special attracTorrence
is
chief
in
support
ent"; Olive theDavid
"The
Undercurr
tion,
star. Vallie Belasco Martin, a cousinof
Thomas' Selznick picture, "The Spite of David
Belasco,
the screen
his first
O'Brien
Eugene
Bride," and
heart of the
star. plays
Charles
Haskins,sweetwho
Ince inproduction,
a Ralph
picture,
Selznick
is seen as the theatre manager, is well
of
list
the
comprise
Lover,"
Perfect
"The
known
for
his
screen
portrayals
which
anPicture
Select the
which during
attractionnounsces for release
back to the Lubin pictures made in
month of date
Philadelphia.
August.
Otherthur members
the cast
include
ArIn "Thenounced asUndercurrent,"
which
is
anRankin, Dan ofDuffy,
Francis
Pierlot,
a photodrama of today, Ser- Roger Fowler,
James Loughnan, Frank
geant
Empey
will
be
supported
by
FlorEdmund Carroll and Harrv Engence Evelyn Martin. William Addison Killian.
Lathrop
the scenario
from thethe direcorig- lish.
inal storywrote
by Guy
Empey, and
tion was curbyent" is a Wilfrid
North.
"The UnderReceive Good Reports on
story ofwith
the which
returned
and the conditions
he soldier
is met
upon his return to this country from
Challenge of Chance"
"over
there."Courtot,
In the Betty
supporting
are THE"The
OF CHANCE,"
Frank
Marguerite
Blythe,castSally
G. CHALLENGE
Hall's
seven-reel
special Pretty
starring Jess Willard
and Arline
Crute, William Dunn, Charles A. Steven- in a Western
drama of love, mystery and
son, gene
Vera Strong,
Boehm.Frederick
Betty Hutchinson,
Euis reported to be playing to
R. Buckley,
Arthur Donaldson, Frank Norcross
and adventure,
big the
business
by exhibitors
of
country.
Accordingin allto sections
reports
Harry Lee.
"The
Spite
Bride,"
in
which
Olive
from
Independent
Thomas will be seen, is a story by Louise branch managers the Sales
featureCorporation's
is accepted
by the fans as a Western drama of merit.
Winter, directed
CharlesDoyle,
Giblyn.and Miss
Thomas
is seen asby Tessa
her Throughout
the South where this picture
leading man is Jack Ellis. Miss Thomas, has played in all the larger cities the
reports indicate that the feature has
asa young
Tessa Doyle,
falls
prey
to
Billy
Swain,
wants onto hisget erstwhile
married given the utmost satisfaction.
in order tomanturn who
the tables
Mr. tionHall,
is handling
the distribufiancee. Miss Thomas is supported by
of the who
picture,
announces
that 114
Jack Mulhall, Claire Du Brey, Irene Rich, prints are now working. During the
Dorothy
Wallace,
Lamar
Johnston
and
second
week
of
July
these
prints
were
Katherine Griffith.
working prissolid,
the country.
territory covered coming the entire
Eugene
O'Brien's
first
Selznick
picture,
"The
Lover," role
finds heMr.hasO'Brien
in thePerfect
most suitable
ever
of Animals in New
essayed on the screen. As Brian Lazar, Semon Has Aid Comedy.
a healthy, handsome, small-town artist,
a white rat and a kitten
heHawthorne.
worships his art and one other — Eileen areA chimpanzee,
leading aids to Larry Semon in his
new soon
comedy,
"Betweenby theVitagraph.
Acts," which
"The Perfect
Burton will
be released
The
Wells,
and the Lover"
scenariois byis Leile
by Edmund
finishedCoast
picture
has and
reached
here have
from seen
the
Goulding.
The
cast
includes
.Lucille
Lee
West
studio,
all
who
Stewart,
Marguerite
Courtot,
Mary
Boland,
it
agree
that
it
is
quite
the
cleverest
Martha Mansfield and Tom McRayne.
comedy yet presented by the comedian.
As the title would indicate, "Between
Into "Checkers" Fox Puts
Many Sensational Thrills
WILLIAM FOX, in announcing to the
exhibitorsduction aof themotion
picture stage
prosensational
success,
"Checkers,"
emphasizes
the
that theformpresentation
this makes
playfactinit
screen
is on a scaleof that
more sensational than the stage version.
It isstage
announced
the
play. as a "glorified edition" of
Tremendous scenes — scenes that could
not
be into
attempted
on theForstage
— are
crowded
the picture.
example,
at one point a seaplane swoops down over
the river and picks up Checkers, the
heroine, ward.from
and carries
skyThere isa adorysensational
trainherwreck,
aracebigtrack
gambling
scene
and
a
wonderful
scene.
Richard Stanton directed the production
of
Henry
melodrama,
and M.itbyBlossom,
wasThomas
made Jr.'s,
anracing
allstar Jean
cast Acker.
headed
J.by Carrigan
and
Coincident with this production of
"Checkers" comes publication of a song
entitledwards"Checkers,"
written
by Lee Ed-by
and Edgar Allen,
and published
McCarthy
&
Fisher,
Inc.
It
is dedicated
to the hero of the racing melodrama.

72$
the
has
do with
theatre.
The Acts"
action
takesto place
duringthe
ville performance.
There
is aa vaudestage
within tional
a stage.
Sometimes,
to add ofaddiinterest, Semon
is a member
the
audience and works in comedy from in
front of the house. His main role, howertyever, ismana combination
backstage. call-boy and propNow Filming Part Two
of "Mothers of Men"
THEfirstfirstof half
of "Mothers
Men," the
the Edward
Jose ofProductions
for Film Specials, Inc., featuring
Claire Whitney and Lumsden Hare, has
just
completed.
the
Germanbeenepisodes
of theThis
book.takesPartin two,
which is composed of the French episodes
ofand this
novel by Henry
William recently,
Warner
with DeWitte
Martha Kaplan,
Mansfieldwasin started
the role of the
French
This isgirl,the "Paulette."
part originally assigned to
Marguerite Courtot, but Miss Courtot could
not be released on time by Chester
Withey,
who hasFilmbeenCorporation
loaned byto the
Norma Talmadge
the
Famous Players. Gaston Glass, the French
actor,
will
play
the
part
of
Maurice,
the
French officer. William Gaxton, recently
seen ondies, alsoBroadway
in A. H. Woods
has an important
role. comeNolan to Give "Snnnyside" Lone Run.
J. R. Nolan, manager of the Bijou
Dream, oneond-runofhouses,Cleveland's
downtown
secis making
preparations
for an extensive
run
of the First
National
attraction,
"Sunnyside,"
starring
Charles
Chaplin.
"Our audiences
vary
from day
to
Because
ours greatly
isfroma downtown
houseday.
we draw
patronage
the entire
population
of
the
city.
Men
drop
lunch, and women, having finishedin after
their
shopping
early,home.
come in for an hour before starting
"However,
some topeople
make express
trips
to our house
see Chaplin
two or
three times."
Lee Kiddies Go to Oil City for Interiors.
In order to make the picture as realistic
as
possible
sparinprcomedy
no expense,
though
it is aandtwo-reel
playlet,
Lou Rogers, president of the Rogers Film
Corporation,
has
sent
Jane
and
Katherine
Lee and the entire company to Oil City,
Pa., for exterior
complete the remaining touches work
to theto picture.
The first exteriors were taken at Winso'cket,
R.
L,
in
conjunction
the
presentation of the Sells FlotowithCircus,
which
played
there
that
week.
This
is
circus picture in the main, but it has aa
peculiar
climaxfromwhich
keep spectators guessing
start will
to finish.
Carey's Latest I* a slri>11(. Western.
A western picture filled with unusual
thrills isversale
"Thenewest Ace
of thephotodrama
Saddle," Uniwestern
fea-

Mounta'ins
and plot
plainsof serve
as a circles
background and the
the story
around
a
cattle
owner's
ranch,
which
located on the line between two counties.is
Peggy Pearce plays opposite Carey.
Other
whoKing
haveFisher
important
are Dukeplayers
R. Lee.
Jones, roles
Joe
Harris, Zoe and Howard Enstedt.
••From Now On" Is Next George Walsh.
Fox Film Corporation announces that
the next George Walsh picture will be
the storyR."From
Now will
On," direct
by Frank
First Truex Two-Reelble Cast.
Comedy Has CapaL.fromPackard.
A. Walsh
the
production,
and
has
already
begun
castErnest Truex is supported by a capable
ing
for
it.
He
is
a
brother
of
George
cast
in hisJoseph
first two-reel
directedJ.
Walsh, so that this picture brings the
A Moment When Fear Is Winning.
by John
Harvey comedy
for Amedee
brothers
as starpublished
and direc-in
Van Beuren. Mrs. Sidney Drew adapted Pauline Frederick still fights, however, in combination
tor. "From ofNow
On" was
the All-Story
Magazine.
the scenario from "The Night of the Dub."
her Goldwyn, "The Fear Woman."
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The Perfect Projection Screen
OVER 12,000 IN USE
Write for Sample and Quotations
H. C. GENTER & CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.

Automatically
such voltage
arc
requires.
Nosupplies
wasteELECTRIC
ofonlycurrent
in ballast.as
HERTNER
CO.
West 114th Street. Cleveland. Ohio
AMERICAN
Jfotoplaper
(Trade
Berist.red)for Catalogue
The Musical
MarvelMark
AMERICAN
PHOTOWritePLAYER
CO.
62 West 45th Street New York City
For Color EffectsJ
"Downsuddenly
the Hillside Twisted
the fell
Gleaming
of German
Bayonets"
—
When
scenery
in andwereRibbon
disclosed
hoax.burlesque
Shakespeare
would turn a tohunka
bathing:
girl comedies
he to seethe this
in "Shades of Shakespeare," a forthcoming Christie special.
Five Four-Reel Features on World List for August
Five of the principals made the
WORLD PICTURES announces that its Alaska.
trip the
to the
land ofweregoldassisted
and glaciers
to
August releases include four five- film
story,
by native
reel features. The stars repre- Alaskans
for and
the smaller parts.
Aside
sented in that month's issue are June from the interesting
narrative
picElvidge in "Coax Me," Dorothy Green and
res of gold ofhunting
views told
are inshown
Arthur Kruse
Ashleyin in"The"TheGirlPraise
Agent,"
of the tuscenics
this land.
Lottie
Alaska"
and
John Lowell, with Corene Uzelle and
25 is the release indatewhich
for John
"The
ManAugust
Without
Edgar Keller, in "The Man Without a Lowell
is the astar,Name,"
and features Corene
Name."
Uzelle
and
Edgar
Keller.
It
is
a
tale
of
"Coax
Me"
was
adapted
by
Philip
Lonergan and Will C. Murphey from a the Northern woods made during the
popular
play.
It
was
directed
by
Gilbert
heart
of
the
winter.
It
is
a
virile
exposiHamilton, and Miss Elvidge, the star, is
tion of lumber camp life, and the story,
supported by a cast of unusual excellence, although elemental, has the tensity requisite to suspense and sustained interest.
which includes
Earl where
Metcalfe,
lately asre-a
turned
from
France,
he
served
Amongleased by the
the World
specialsduring
that thewillmonth
be re-of
first lieutenant
American
Arthur
Donaldsonin andthe Lillian
Hall. Army;
is a one-reel Judge Brown story,
August 11 is the date set for the release August
"The Demand of Dugan." It is another
of "TheandPraise
Agent,"
torn from Judge
Brown's book
of exGreen
Arthur
Ashleyin which
are theDorothy
stars. leaf
while conducting
a juvenile
court in SaltperiencesLake
City.
This marks
the
second
of
a
series
of
picTo those interested in Prizma natural
tures they are making for the World Film
Corporation under their contract. The color pictures an addition will be made
story
is by notEarlealoneMitchell,
increasing list of subjects
Broadway
as an well
actor,known
but theto to its " rapidly
'Gators" will be released. This is
author of several pronounced dramatic when
a
picture
of
alligator
hunting and allihits. It was directed by Frank Crane. Mr. cogator
. filmed in nature's
farms inrs
Florida
Crane viwas
fortunate
the ser- 'Whose lo
ces of Jack
Drumier,in securing
Lucille LaVerne,
Baby" Comedy.
Title < Lyons-Mornn
J.LolaW. Frink
Johnston,
Mrs. Priestly
MorrisonIt isanda
to support
the stars.
comedy, and offers special interest to the comedv
The title
of
the
made under thefirst
new Lyons-Moran
program of
patrons
of motion
ing the heated
term.picture theatres dur- the year by the two side-shakers is
"Whose
Baby."
Mildred
Moore
is the
Lottie
Kruse
in
"The
Girl
Alaska"
is
leading
woman in the first one of
the
the release
for August
is prob-in new
ably the first
picture 18.
featureThis made
program.
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"Strictly Confidential"
Shows Curse of Nobility
MADGE KENNEDY'S latest Goldwyn
picture,
the film"Strictly
version Confidential,"
of Jerome K.is
Jerome's humorous story, "Fanny and the
Servant Problem." The story was first
made into a play under the title of "The
New Lady Bantock,"
this formin
entertained
thousands and
of inplaygoers
England and America. It deals with the
many dilemmas of the young actress in a
touringonlycompany
who allmarries
an English
lord
to find that
her servants
are
her
relatives.
As
played
by
Madge
Kennedy
and
John
Bowers the film is a delightful example of
fine comedy
played story
that
every
shade of sohumordelicately
in the original
ispense.
emphasized with charm and comic susIn support
of Miss
Kennedy, ofRobert
Bolder
gives
interpretation
the
manager
of the antraveling
theatrical troupe
whose tressfatherly
interest
in
the
young
acNazimova in a Few of Her Many Moods as She Starts on "The
leads to some of the inexplicable
dilemmas of his ward when she has beDoctor onoftheGaya."
Metro's
noted screen starHermit
has started
above named novel of India
c
o
m
e
a
noblewoman.
Again
Lydia
Teamans Titus scores in a small part, that
after
the
completion
of "The Brat."
of the wife of the butler who terrorizes
the household
of observing
the castle ofwithtraditional
his insistence upon the
conventions.
Herbert
Standing as the Vitagraph Soon to Release
"The
Gamblers"
with fine finesse,
and sympathy
butler furnishes some dry screen comedy. THE finishing touches have been put written
him has been maintained throughout,
on "The Gamblers,"
pic- for
nothwithstanding
his
neglect
of his fiancee
turization
of the play Vitagraph's
of high finance,
jealousy Klein.
and political ambition by the late and his questionable financial dealings.
Desmond's Latest Is a Strong Release.
Mr. Morey,
who
assumes
the
role
of EmerProbably the most vigorous of all the Charles
gotten completely into the
spirit
"The cGamblers"
was andpeculiarly
sus- of theson, hascharacter
Desmond plays is his latest Robertsonandhisgives
onecareer.
of the
eptible to picturization,
the adapters
Cole
production,
"A
Sagebrush
Hamlet,"
best
performances
of
notable
—taken
Sam advantage
Taylor and ofLucien
Hubbard
—
have
distributed
by
Exhibitors
Mutual,
in
which
opportunity to
all of his rollicking fun making qualities visualize many tense every
and exciting scenes Bessie Barriscale Proves Her Versatility.
are
chancethroughout
while theandcurrent
were only referred to in the stage
Bessie Barriscale. the Robertson-Cole
real given
drama a runs
permitsof which
version.
of some strong situations. Desmond is The adapters closely have followed the star, has never had a better opportunity
supported by a strong cast in which are original
to
show Michael
her versatility
thanherin latest
"The
play
by
Mr.
Klein,
making
only
Marguerite De LaMotte and Frank Lan- such changes in the action as would im- Woman
Robertson
- Cole Married."
production
released
ning.
prove
the
story
for
screen
purposes.
A
through
Exhibitors
Mutual.
In
the
role
somewhat radical change has also been Mira, the professional swimmer, Missof
made intorneytlie
of the and
district
at- Barriscale astonished even her director
CONDENSER
in hismotive
prosecution
almost
STOPPED
with her diving and swimming.
byfit*BREAKAGE
using
the
Freddy
Mount;
persecution
of
the
gamblers.
In the story, Miss Barriscale changes
anysimplelampand inrugged,
a moment
with chamelon like swiftness from an unIn
the
acted
play
the
district
attorney
Very
rays
for ltaelfever. InGet circular.
a week. Lasts
forwas
instigated
by
political
ambition;
in
sophisticated lit le swindler
charmPositively
ing society woman
who wearsto abeautiful
the screen version it is jealousy of his
•topseverywhere.
breaking. Condenser
Price W.50.
wife, who previously had been engaged to gowns with grace and ease as the wife
Used
pW.enses enG.ded orPREDDY
money back.exone of the legally, if not morally, of Michael Ordsay, the rich young clubFranclico. Cal. marry
man,tionalandoperathen
to a celebrated internaguilty
Then, too,
the has
dominant
669 Halght St..
singer.
charactermen.
of Wilbur
Emerson
been

FILM
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Write for our up-to-date price Hat.
Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealer* to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 Sooth Wabash Ave.
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Moving Picture _
Mlntua Screens and Everything for the Theatre
WE SELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN

So We Secured Three Pictures of Wesley Barry, Who Appears in
"The Eternal Three."
The boy
actor who Sin,"
has leaped
tohehonors
seen inas"Daddy
he is, asDonghe Legs."
appeared in "The
Unpardonable
and
appeared
Eternal Three"
isas Marshall
Neilan's
first independent "The
production
for First
National.
Clever Ford Sterling and First Holmes
European Travelogue on Paramount Bill
the first
for the "twist"
second
AMONG
THOSEnewest
PRESENT"
is the title for
the histrionic
ability andwhichthe Rogers
of the
Paramount-Mack
Sennett comedy which is listed displays. In this picture the kumorist
among the short subjects released July actor
shows with
that anhe intellectual
is an actor grasp
as wellof— hisan
20 by theration. In Famous
Players-Lasky
and character and the personality
this comedy
Ford SterlingCorpoand tomedium
express his understanding with clarity
Phyllis
featuredof players,
and
thereHaver
is theareusualthe amount
Sennett and force and humor! Rogers plays the
parts of the homely village school teacher
rapid-fire
action.
In the Paramount-Burton
Holmes Trav- who
"accidentally"that
getshismarried
finds
out immediately
troublesand begin.
elogue,
"American
Women
in
France,"
which also is released July 20, Burton
In his depiction of the ugly yet exand that
humorous
schoolHolmestudeadds
bit to the debt
gratimastertremely
Rogerslikable
shows
he can impress
owed byhiscivilization
to theof American women who went to France during his personality on the screen as when in
the last
years Fund
of the forwar.French
They wounded
founded flesh heported ruled
the Follies.
the
American
by an excellent
cast. He is supand
administered
its activities,
comforts
to the wounded
at the carrying
front.
Alice Lake Has Third
are — Nursing
theAmong
woundedthe atscenes
Neuillyshown
and Auteuil
at the
Leading Role with Lytell
base hospitals; the American girls on duty
atin the
old Casinoworks
in Aix-le-Bains;
scenes
ALICE
LAKE'SScreen
appearance
the
forthcoming
Classics,in Inc.,
the
munition
around
Paris,
and
others.
production
of
the
Hattons'
stage
comIn theleased JulyParamount-Bray
Pictograph
reLtd.," will
markhastheplayed
third
that"Lombardi,
this screen
actress
20, is embodied a feature which time edy,
is one of a series on "Little Known New leading business in support of Bert LyYork." This number is titled "The Old
tell.
Lytell's
big newbystarring
vehtures
icle is Mr.toCorporation.
be distributed
Metro PicClothes Curb Market," and shows how
the
trade,"OldhowClo'the" man
used gathers
garmentshisarestock
sortedin as InNorah
"Lombardi,
Ltd.,"
Miss
Lake
is
cast
the devoted
little shop
and
someto ofbethem
their way into assistant toBlake,
the Italian
male modiste.
smallhowshops
sold find
as new.
Harold Lloyd in "Never Touched Me."
"Almost a Husband" Is Rogers' Latest.
Harold Lloyd in another Rolin Film
A comedy drama with a really unique
the July
Pathe27.Ex-It
twist is such a rarity that the plot of "Al- comedy cishange, Iannounced
nc., for releasebyonly
molsetasae Husband,"
the
new
Goldwyn
rein which Will Rogers is starred, is titled "Never Touched Me," and precomes as a pleasure, a double pleasure;
sents, besides the star, Harry Pollard and

We do not CUT prices
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DEVELOPING—
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Cameramen Furnished — All Work Guaranteed
STANDARD MOTION PICTURE CO.
1007 Mailers Bldg., Chicago— Telephone: Central 2347
PERFECTION LN PROJECTION
Gold King Screen
10 Days'
Trial
No. 1 Grade,
75c: No.
2 Grade. 50c.
Stretchers
Included
Trythebefore
you supply
buy. Sold
by
all
leading
throughout the country. dealers
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA
GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 25.300; by States, Per13.50.M.
1.500manufacturers
film exchange*
11.06
313
and studios
368 machine
and supply
dealers 2.00
2.60
Further Particular!:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St.,Chicago
Bebe Daniels, two accomplices whom Lloyd
has in the job of making an audience
laugh.
The scenes are placed in the Killjoy
Cafe,thewhere
is first class except
food "everything
and the service.

Human
Life
Visualized
At
Last
PORTER installs LARGE TYPE S SIMPLEX PROJECTO RS and ROBIN TIME and SPEED INDICATORS at the GEO. M.
COHAN
THEATRELIVESfor onD. the
W. SCREEN.
GRIFFITH'SEvery
GREATEST
TRIUMPH,
PRACTICALLY
EXHIBITOR
should "BROKEN
see it. BLOSSOMS." This MARVELOUS PICTURJ5
For machines and accessories and perfect projection consult PORTER, the man who made installations for all of
D. \V. GRIFFITH'S BROADWAY PRESENTATIONS OF "THE BIRTH OF A NATION," "INTOLERANCE," "HEARTS OF
THE WORLD" and "BROKEN BLOSSOMS." THE MASTER PRODUCER ALWAYS DEMANDS THE MOST PERFECT
EQUIPMENT.
B. F. PORTER, 729 Seventh Avenue at 49th Street, NEW YORK
THE ONLY DISTRIBUTOR OF SIMPLEX FOR NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
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SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
Your anyown printine.
»pecial
Ticket,
any
colors, every
accuratelyroll
numbered:
guaranteed.
Coupon
Tickets 5.000.
for $S.tlo
Prize
Drawings;
•rimipt
shipments.
Cash
with
be Older.diagramGot for
the samples.
Send
Reserved
Seat
Coupon
Tickets,
serial
dated.regulation
All ticketsand mustbearconform
to Govern Bitadmission
and tax paid. established price
SPECIAL
TICKET
PRICES
Five
Thousand
$1.50
Ten
3.00
FifteenThousand
Thousand
Twentv-five
Thousand 4.00
6.00
Fifty
Thousand
8-00
One Hundred Thousand 12.00
National Ticket Co., Shamokin, Pa.

THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has Great
the quality circulation
ofDominion!.
the trade
inAll
the
OfficialBritain
Noticesto andand
News
from are
the
ASSOCIATION
ita
members
published exclusively
in
this
Journal
YEARLYWEEKLY.
RATE: $7.25
POSTPAID.
8AM PLERATES
COPY ONANDREQUEST
ADVERTISING
Appointed by Agreement Dated 7|8|14
THE OFFICIAL ORGAN OF

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set.
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
movinging. picture
work current,
and theatre
lightno nicker.
Portable Smooth,
type steady
with cooling
radiator
all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 2«
Universal Motor Co.
OSHKOSH, wise.

Demonstrates
Boys Like
in Hiscollege
Next. picture,
TheGeorge
athleticWalsh
Fox star
is seen "The
in a "Why
varsity
in thisCollege"
forthcoming
WinningroleStroke."
Pathe Reports Capellani's "Oh Boy!" Going
Strong All Over-Is Given Bio
Exploitation
In spite
of its location,
THE first of duthe
Capellaniof proctions, the Albert
film version
the the
nhouse.
direct The
competition
houf
picturedowi
picture iswithto
the
country-wide musical comedy suc- run
an
<
week and will inaugurate
cess,
"Oh,
Boy,"
is
taking
the
big
houses
by storm
and receiving
a surpassingaccording
meas- advance
their nei prices. y of big pictures only at
ure of promotion
and publicity,
to information
furnished
by
Pathe.
Folare posting 100 eight-sheet
stands,
lowing its starttheof smashing
two weeks ofat records
the Zieg-at and
10They
twenty-four
500 window sheets,
cards. 1,000 one-sheets
field, Chicago,
Mr.
Ballentino,
of
the
Muse,
with
the
the
Rialto,
in
Denver;
the
Colonial,
Indianapolis. and the Rialto, Des Moines, aid of Manager Graham, of the Pathe
it is predicted from Omaha tha it will Omaha
branch, has arranged a campaign
do
there
with the
department
storesandandthe musicit is even
bookedgreater
at the business
Muse. Contra
stores
Boy." music,
prinjust been closed with the Liberty
cipalonsoda"Oh
fountains
will soon
be selling
of Spokane, for a showing then
an
"Oh
Boy"
fizz.
The
orchestra at the
August
10,
11,
12
and
13,
and
Muse
is playing selectionsalthough
from "Oh Boy"
of
Exchanges
Quimby,
sen
at every
to the
home office,
tellswhoof the
ture does performance,
not open until August 3.the picappeal
of
the
Capellani
special
throu
out the West.
Mary Mclvor Has Part
Despite the warmest weather Salt l>ul
L
City
had in Theatre,
many years,
at the hasAmerican
played "Oh
to capB(
in "Chasing Rain-Beaux"
city
It is reported
MARY McIVOR plays two parts in the
Maymebusiness.
and Swanson,
of the that
house,Mesw
cast
presentscomedy,
"Smiling"Chasing
Bill's"
comedy
highly elated, thdeclaring the "Filmusb
latest which
Capitol
Rain-Beaux,"
which Goldwyn
distributes.
some cor
As
the
wife
of
"Smiling
Bill,"
Mary
Mclvorencepoutswhenandsherants
with her
unusual
veheminandThe
roarsthatC
believes
husband
is
ini
product
will
get
high
to impression
her, and later
whenand hegoesformson
voltage
tising and exploitation not untrue
a
similar
of
her
only in Omaha, but also in Cleveland,
rampage she is the terrified creature
where it has been booked at the Opera aseeking
only controllable
a waywrath.ofAsescaping
unher ownhis twin
House, which has a seating capacity of
readily
agreed sister, she is the affectionate spouse of a
to2,500.
spendThein management
local newspaper
advertising
big, missions
lumbering,in good-natured
man love
whoseto
two
life are to make
between
tion, the $2,500
Opera and
House$3,000.
havingAnd,aboutin addiforty his wife and to avoid the clutches of a
24-sheet
stands
at
advantageous
points
zealous
process
server.
about the city, these will be occupied by
The other members of the cast, espetheThe"Oh Muse,
Boy" atposter.
cial y the "Jess Willard" giant who plays
Omaha,
is
a
suburban
the
twin sister'sthehusband,
their share
theatre, eight blocks from the downtown
advancing
comedy dospirit.
They
district, and it is interesting to know the in
lighten
the
work
of
"Smiling
Bill"
by actin which it is planned to put the
ing as foils.
La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera
Ofitid Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 15th AND Mth OF EACH MONTH
Foreign Subscription : 20 francs per annum
KiSEf St.. Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
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The
New
Promise totowring
Wreckthisthepromise
Head from
Waiter's
It takes"Ia Sincerely
lot of persuasion
Bill Right
Russell,Eye."
but Bill is
a modern superman in his American feature, "This Hero Stuff."

Moving

Picture

Projector

WILL

BE

INTRODUCED
SOON!

MASTER
Machine Tool Co.
mc.
2638-2640 Park Ave.
Phones Melrose 362-363
NEW YORK

Maxwell Karger Chooses Next Starring Vehicles
for Viola Dana, Bert Lytell and May Allison
industry ofis carefully
MAXWELL,
KARGER,
Classics, hat-making
from the gathering
the strawfollowed
to the
Inc.,
director
general,Screen
blocking and marketing of the
the starring vehicles
for has
Violaselected
Dana, weaving,
hats
that
have
made
the
little town faBert Lytell and May Allison that will fol- mous.
low respectively
Get
Married,"
"God's Handiwork"
presents where
the wonLtd.,"three
and"Please
"Fair are
aridnowWarmer,"
Canadian Rockies,
the
in"Lombardi,
which these
stars
work- hand dersofof the
man has not disfigured the sheer
ingcificat the
company's
studios
on
the
Pamountain crags that stretch their stragcoast.
gling peaks effects
heavenward.
Tree" and
beautiful
of the sunTheat strange
various
are"Theto beWillow
the second
and "Shore
third ofAcres"
Miss and
levels creates a series of lovely pictures.
Dana's
plays
produced
by
Screen
Classics,
The lakes
in
the
distance,
the
plains
far
Inc., and distributed by Metro under its below,
clouds on the mountain tops,
"fewer, bigger and better" pictures policy. all pass thein panorama
before the relentless
eye
of
the
camera.
Bert
Lytell
is
to
follow
"Lombardi,
Ltd."
with "Someone in the House," Larry
Evans' mystery drama which enjoyed a
Broadway run. For Miss Allison's sec- "Teeth of the Tiger"
ond picturefrom
Karger
has ofselected
Walk-Offs,"
the pens
Frederic "The
and
Has an All Star Cast
Fanny
"The Hatton.
Willow Tree," a Japanese fantasy
in three
acts
by
J.
H.
Benrimo
and
HarriTHE
production
featuring
Powellof the
andTiger,"
MarRhodes, wastheatrical
one of the
sensations
guerite David
Courtot, "Teeth
is nearing
completion,
the son1917-1918
season,
when ofit under direction
of
Chet
Withey
at
the
played an extended engagement at the Famous Players-Lasky studio in New
Cohan selected
and Harris
Theatre.
also
for Miss
Dana,"Shore
is to Acres,"
be an York.
The
production
is
a
detective
story
elaborate screen version of James . A. Maurice LeBlanc, creator of the characterby
Heme's success of the stage, which has of Arsene Lupin. This story deals with
has suphad aicanvogue
audiences.of thirty years before Amer- the returnposedly ofmet hisArsene
death.Lupin,
The who
scenario
was
written
Roy plays
Somerville.
David byPowell
the part of Arsene
Lupin,enceMarguerite
Courtot
portrays
Ford Educationals Show
Fauville, Myrtle
Stedman
playsFlorthe
Fauville,
Saxe ap-as
Rockies and Canal Zone role ofpearsMarie
as Antoine
Weber,Templar
Riley Hatch,
Mazeroux,
is
in
a
part
well
suited
to
him;
Ford Educationa
TWOare new
as the Chief of
by the Charles L. isMacdonald,
for releasel Weeklies
announced
makingCharles
his second
ng Corporation. Detectives,
Distributi
Goldwyn
pictures;
Girardventure
takes
Panama inthe motion
One is a story of the city where
part
of
Gaston
Sauverand.
hats originated; the other is a trip recting.
Al Ligouri is cameraman and M. L. F.
through the Canadian Rockies.
Webb is assisting Mr. Withey in the diIn "Ain the
Panama
the cameraman
lands
city ofHat,"
the
native customs
of Panama
this old and
city reveals
in the
Canal Zone. The sweeping changes which To Start Work on "His Father's Wife."
the coming of the Canal have brought to
having
completed
"Loveof
this
disease-infected
townWhat
are andJunethe Elvidge,
under
the next
direction
flashedformerly
alluringly
on the screen.
P.Woman"
Hamilton,
starts
Monday
was formerly a straggling town is now a Gilbert
at
the
World
Studio
at
Fort
Lee
in a
flourishingcilities city
with modern
schools,public
fa- new picture entitled "His Father's Wife,"
for sanitation,
beautiful
buildings, parks and modern villas. The and will be directed by Frank Crane.
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Tke Fotoplaijer is tuilt expressly for motion pictures — therefore
assuring an absolutely correct musical
interpretation of screen action.

1**^

CAI3TOONIS1

The Fotoplaijer is designed and
constructed to withstand the wear of
continuous use.
The Fotoplaijer is easily played —
eitker operated by tke patented
double
ally. tracker device using tke ordinary roll or may be played manuThe beautiful organ tones, tke
piano and orckestral effects produce
a real, human and artistic performance.
There is a Fotoplauer in power
and range of musical expression to fit
your pit at a price to fit your purse —
also terms. Write us.

Hurfi£ & Seamon Circuit

The only musical instrument registered and protected and known as The
"Foioplayer" is made by
THE AMERICAN
PHOTO PLAYER COMPANY

The American
Pholo
Player Co.
NEW YORK CITY
CHICAGO, ILL.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
62 WEST .45 STREET
v
64 E.JACKSON BLVD.
109 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
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Dates

Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
DREW COMEDIES.
June
1 — The
Fear ofWoman
(Pauline Frederick).
June
Thenedy).
City
Moore).Ken(.Two-Reel Comedies)
July 226 —— Through
the Comrades
Wrong Door(Tom(Madge
Fox Film Corporation
June
15
—
Squared.
July 13 — Bunkered.
BENNISON STAR SERIES.
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
BIG TIMELY PICTURES.
Sandy
Burke
of the U-Bar-U
(Betzwood).
Paramount Features.
Mar.
23—
Queen of the Sea (Annette Kellerman).
Road Speedy
Called Meade
Straight(Betzwood).
(Betzwood).
June
Fired (Wallace
Reid). (Vivian The
Aug.
15
—
High
Pockets.
June 8—
8— You're
An Martin).
Innocent
Adventuress
Oct. 1 — Lord Jim.
STANDARD PICTURES.
June 15 — Men,ton).Women and Money (Ethel ClayGOLDWYN SPECIALS.
June
1
—
A
Woman
There
Was
(Theda
Bara).
The Bosworth
Border Legion
(Blanche Bates and Hobart
June 22—
15r— Hay
Other Foot,
Men'sStraw
WivesFoot(Dorothy
Dalton).
June
Little
SisterRanger
(Evelyn(William
Nesbit). Far- June
— Six Parts).
(Charles
Ray).
June 1529—— My
Thenum).
Lone Star
Drama).
For
the
Freedom
of
World (Seven Parts —
June
22
—
A
Daughter
of
the
Wolf
(Lila
Lee).
June 29—
29— The
Rose Out
of Granada
(Lina Cavalieri). For the Freedom of thethe East
(Lady Tsen Mel —
June
Stepping
(Enid
Bennett).
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
Seven
Reels).
June
Clark).Man (Bryant The Eternal Magdalene.
Aug. 10 — Wolves of the Night.
July 29—
6— AGirlsWashburn).
Very(Marguerite
Good Young
CAPITOL
COMEDIES.
July
1.3 — NuggetLoveNellBurglar
(Dorothy(Wallace
Gish). Reid).
TOM MIX SERIES.
(Two Reels Each)
July
Aug. 24 — Roughriding Romance.
July
2(11320 ——— The
Louisiana
(Vivian
Martin).
May
Sea Woof. Evidence.
July
Rose
of
the
River
(Lila
Lee).
May
1841——— The
Circumstantial
THEDA BAR A SERIES.
July 27 — A Sporting
Chance
(Ethel
Clayton).
June
In
a
Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
Haven).
Artcraft Pictures.
sons). Night (Smiling Bill ParJune 1 — Theso).Splendid Romance (Enrico Caru- June 15 — A Wonderful
Rest (Mr. and Mrs.
EXCEL PICTURES.
June
1— True
Heart
(D. W. (William
Griffith). S. June 29 — TheirCarterDay De ofHaven).
Hart).
June 8—
Square
Deal Susie
Sanderson
May 186—— Words
and Music (Albert Ray).
July
1327—— Chasing
Rainbeaux
(Parsons).Haven).
June
When
July
After
the
Bawl
(Carter
verse).Fate Decides (Madelaine Tra- June
The Avalanche
( Elsie Ferguson)..
Aug. 24 — Honeymooning (Carter DeDe Haven).
July 2022—— Wagon
Tracks (William
S. Hart).
June
15
—
Cowardice
Court
(Peggy
Hyland).
"Go
Get
'Em,
Potts"
Series.
June
29 — Rose
Be a ofLittle
Sport (Albert Ray).
PARAMOUNT- ARTCRAFT SPECIALS.
Mar. 23— The Potum of Swat.
July 20—
15
—
Secret
Service
(Robert
Warwick).
verse). the West (Madelaine Tra- June
Apr.
6—
The
Midnight
Alarm.
June 29 — The White Heather (Maurice TourAug.
Herself(Ray(Peggy
Hyland).
FORD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY.
Aug. 17143——— Cheating
Love
Is Love
Fair). Tra- July 0— The Firing Line (Irene Castle).
WildMudGooseDug.Chase.
Sept.
Theverse).
Splendid
Sin and
(Madelaine
May
2518—1—— AFrom
July 13— The Career
of Katherine Bush (Cather- May
ine Calvert).
June
The
Land
of IstheRed.Ukelele.
June
8
—
When
BlackWay.
July 27— The Dark Star.
VICTORY PICTURES.
June
15—
The
Only
PARAMOUNT-FLAGG
COMEDIES.
May 2522—— The
Divorce
Brockwell).
(Tim Reels Each)
June
Putting
One Trap
OverTrail(Gladys
(George
July
6— The
The
Wilderness
(Tom Walsh).
Mix).
June
29 — The
The "Con"
in Economy.
W. W. Hodkinson
July
2ll—
Sneak
(Gladys
Brockwell).
.July
27—
Immovable
Guest.
July
27—3 — The
Sneak
(Gladys
Brockwell).
Aug.
The
Seventh
Person
(George
Walsh).
SUCCESS
SERIES
(RE-ISSUES.)
Distributed Through Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Aug. 10 — The Winning Stroke (George Walsh). June 8— Still Waters (Maguerite Clark).
STAR SERIES.
June
the Scenes
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
June 1522—— Behind
Redemption
of David(Mary
CoraonPickford).
(William The
Best(Louise
Man (J.Glaum).
Warren Kerrigan).
Farnum).
Sahara
May
25
—
Virtuous
Husbands.
June
296—— Warrens
of Virginia
(Special).
The Blue
Bonnet
(Billie
Rhodes).
June
156—— Merry
DabblingJailbirds
in Society.
July
Sapho
(Pauline
Frederick).
You
Never
Know
Your
Luck
(House Peters).
July
(Two
Parts).
Julv 13 — Maria Rosa (Geraldine Farrar).
July
6— Merry
Jail Kiss.
Birds.
A White Man'sMade
Chancein (J.America.
Warren Kerrigan).
July
20—
The
Clown
(Victor
Moore).
Aug.
31—
Her
First
July 27 — Esmeralda (Mary Pickford).
Sept. 14— Dabbling in Society.
Ashley Miller Productions — One Reel— Patriotic.
\ MOUNT-BURTON HOLMES.
MUTT & JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS. June P\|{1— With
No. 3,4, "The
Rookie." in the Making."
Uncle
Sam's
Submarine
Chasers.
May
11
—
Sir
Sidney.
June
8—— The
Silken
Citiesto oftheSuwako.
No. 5, "Victory
"Building Army
the Soldier."
May
18 — The
Left Shell
at the Game.
Post.
June
15
From
the
Tiber
Piave.
No.
G,
"The
Hated
P."
May
25—
June 22—
Frocks
andThierry
Frills and
of theBeyond.
Philippines. No. 7, "Overseas toK.Victory."
June
1
—
Oh.
Teacher!
June
29
—
Chateau
No.
8,
"Forward
—
Always
Forward."
June
8
—
Hands
Up
!
July
6
—
Up
the
Upper
Parana.
ARTCO
PRODUCTIONS.
June
1522 —— Sweet
Papa.Pests.
July
13 —— The
Cataracts
of the
Iguassu.
June
Pets
and
As
a
Man
Thinks
(Harry
Raver-Augustus
Julv
20
American
Women
in
France.
Thomas-Leah Baird).
June
29(5—— Look
A PrizePleasant,
Fight. Please.
July 27— The Miracle of Montcir.
July
The Leah
Volcano
(Harry Raver-Augustus ThomasBaird).
July
13
—
Downstairs
and
Up.
PUS
IMOUNT-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS.
Aug 24— Mutt Frozen
and Jeff in London.
June
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
rd of Commerce ; Interior DecoraAug.
June 15- Beans
Sept. 317—— The
Mutt and JeffNorth.
in Paris.
(All-Star Cast — Benjamin B. Hamp; Putting Nature Under Glass; Desert Gold
ton Production).
THE GREAT NINE.
Cartoon.
22
—
Mysteries
of
Snow
;
With
Rod
and
GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES.
Feb. 23—
10— The
DarlingBlindof Paris
(ThedaFarnum).
Bara).
; Cartoon.
Feb.
Hoodman
(William
Westerners
(Roy Stewart — Benjamin B.
June
Growth
; Columbian Highway ; The Hampton
July 29 — PlantReel
Production).
Cartoon.
July 0— Charting the Sky ; A Fort of Mediaeval
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY.
France
;
Cartoon.
Salome (Theda
Bara—
Parts).
July 13— Salvaging Torpedoed Millions; Little
Cleopatra
(Theda(William
Bara Eight
— Eight
Independent Sales Corp.
KnownandNewYourYorkCamera
(1) ; Cartoon.
Les Miserables
Farnum).Parts).
20 — Science
; The New
York
Curb
Market
;
Cartoon.
(Releasing
Through Film Clearing House.)
27— LittleCutting
Knownand Polishing;
New York Cartoon.
(2) ; Gem
SPECIALS.
Famous Players-Lasky
When
My
Ship
A House
Divided Comes
(HerbertIn. Rawlinson and Sylvia
Breamer).
P\H VMOTXT-SEXXETT COMEDIES.
. Wife (Stuart Holmes and Ellen
(Two Reels Each)
Other Man's
|GoMwyn Distributing Corp. | The Cassidy)
June
8— Hearts
and toFlowers.
The Challenge of Chance (Jess Willard).
June
22—
No
Mother
Guide
Him.
STAR
SERIES
PRODUCTIONS.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES.
July
6— Trying
Get Along.
May 114—— One
July 20—
Among toThose
Present.
Greatest(Steger).
Problem (Blackton).
May
Leaveof ItthetoFinest
Susan (Tom
(MadgeMoore).
Kennedy). Life'sMistake
May 18 — TheSixCrimson
Gardenia (Rex Beach — AHerWoman's
P 1R IMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES.
Parts).
Experience (Bacon-Backer).
Suspense (Reieher).
(Two Reels Each)
May
25
—
When
Doctors
Disagree
(Mabel
Normand).
(Continued on page 732)
June 1 — A Desert Hero.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSI Fl ED
PER
WORD
FOR
SITUATIONS
WANTED AND HELP WANTED
5r *» COMMERCIAL
PER WORD $1.00
FOR ADS.
ALL
MINIMUM,
MINIMUM, $0.50
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooo-o 0000000
C
THE CAMERA THAT ALWAYS WINS. That
SITUATIONS3 WANTED.
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
the pictures
noa matter
how hard
the conditions. That has
newon built-in
dissolve,
the
THEATRE
age lines.
33, openRecently
for propoREADY HEFOR
YOU. THEEVERMOSTPUBLISHED,
COMPRE- gets
most
effective
dissolve
theandmarket.
That
N
S
I
V
E
M
.
P.
CATALOG
sition, 7charged
yearsfromMANAGER,
experience
all
disstands
all
kinds
of
hardships
rough
usage
camp.
A-l advertiser
and Address
booker. OF TREMENDOUSTEMPLATINGVALUE
TO
ANY
ONE
CONGoG, care
anywhere.
What
have
you
to
offer?
out of order.
Thatmotion
was used
MAKING MOTION PICTURES, without
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
S.getting
Government
make
picturesby
OF SPECIAL
INTEREST
TO THEATRECAMERAS
OWN- ofthe theU. Great
ERS. CONTAINS
ALL STANDARD
War.
Thatto film
is usedmakers.
by prominent
FILM EXCHANGE EXECUTIVE, understands NEW AND
explorers
and
educational
IS
THE
USED
AT
LOWEST
PRICES.
DEthe business
booking
manageMOTION PICTURE CAMERA.
HINTS ONOF MAKING
ment Just you
outthoroughly,
ofto camp.
Open
for orE.proposition.
TURSIRABLE
ES. A COPY
THIS BOOKMOTION
WILL PICBE UNIVERSAL
This
camera
isbeingthe directly
one-piececonnected
machine, toevery
What
have
offer?
Address
W„
care
SENT
FREE
ON
REQUEST.
WE
HAVE
FOR
moving
part
one
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
IMMEDIATE CLEARANCE
THE
FOLLOWING
casting.
are no bulky
or protruding
parts
andmaking
everyThere
refinement
of motion
picture
BARGAINS
INft. MOTION
PIC-S. main
CAMERAMAN of long experience with some WONDERFUL
TURE
CAMERAS
:
1st.
200
capacity
U.
camera
has
been
built
into
this
maof the leading
film manufacturers.
Just Best
dis- Compact, slightly used, fitted with cam and shutter
chine,
withUniversal
the ruggedness
and
charged from army.
Will go anywhere.
strength
thatthatcombined
makewouldthe
stand up out
under
direct
focus, 2-inch
Voightlander
references. "J," care M. P. World, N. Y. City. intermittent,
treatment
put
other
cameras
Helomar
F
:3.2
lens,
complete
with
carrying
case.
YOUNG MAN, Good
age 20,knowledge
would like
to learn
business.itsConsidering
the features,
high quality
of thisofIs
Price $82.50. 2d. 400 ft. capacity Williamson camera,
cinematography.
of lenses
and Deluxe,
many
unique
the price
trickoutsidecrank,
forwardBeautifully
and reversebalanced
move- surprisingly
elementary
chemistry
—
high
school
education.
low.
COMPLETE
AT
$467.00.
ments,
focusing.
Will go anywhere.
do myWilling,
best, ifcare
oppor-M. $150.00.
movement.3d. Price
with
Tessar Model
lens Telegraphic
orders DAVID
shippedSTERN
the sameCOMPANY,
day we reme. Will
Address
ceive yoursince
wire.
400 offt.complete
capacity
Ernemann
P. World,tunity is given
N. Y. City.
business
1885, Pioneers
in the M. P.in
B, De Luxe.withOne
the
bestto cameras
ever made,
Camera
Field,
Chicago,
U.
S.
A.
complete
lens,
ready
use.
$350.00.
4th.
PIANIST of thorough picture and vaudeville 400 ft. capacity Bell & Howell, fitted with 50 &
experience
positionorchestra.
— work either
either 75 M.M. Carl Zeiss Tessar F : lens, 6 inch TeleRECEIVER'S
piano reader.
alonewants
orLocate
with
Experienced
complete
with Model
tripod Universal
and extra M.mag-P. F. K. McBROOM,
receiver ofSALE.
the Washington
sight
anywhere.P. Sullivan,
Will
pay Gen-my photo lens,
azine,complete
$900.00.
5th.with1917
own eral
fare.Delivery,Address
Randolph
Motion
Picture
Corporation,
of Spokane,
WashCamera,
all
latest
improvements,
i
n
g
t
o
n
,
w
i
l
receive
sealed
bids
for the
Davenport, Iowa.
fitted
with
50
M.M.
Tessar
F
:
lens.
Condition
its
studio
and
lease
at
Minnehaha
Parksalefromof
like
new
in
every
way.
List
$420.00.
Price,
AT LIBERTY — Experienced
photographer, $325.00. Heavy panarom and tilting top tripod. July 9 to August 19, 1919, inclusive. This
highest
for still
Robinson. references,
233 East 33dopenstreet,
N.anyY. proposition.
City.
Worth ment$100.00.
Price $50.00.
Immediate
ship- studio tory,consists
outdoorequipped.
andof administration
indoor
andbuilding,
garage,laboracom- ;
of your our
order.
Bass service
andthe values
UNION OPERATOR would like a position in have satisfied
pletely
It stage,
is astage
three-company
plant
customers
all
over
world
floor
area
of
indoor
60x100
feet
; outdoor
Connecticut.
Seven
years'
experience
andavenue,
best and
we
can
undoubtedly
satisfy
you.
Write
or
ofTaftville,
references.
Louis
E.
Pratte,
Hunter
60x80 feet.MotorCooper-Hewitt
and220-110Wohl
wire today.
CAMERA
COMPANY, stage,
Conn.
CHARLES
BASS, BASS
PRESIDENT,
109 DEARBORN
75lighting
K.dressing
W. system.
A. rooms
C. and and
D. C.2generator
Complete sethalls.
laboratory.
STREET, CHICAGO,
ILL.
PROJECTIONIST,
ten years'
experience,
high
10administration
dressing
class
projection
guaranteed
on
all
machines
and
and laboratory buildings The
are
current. Fred C. Shivers, Lexington, Neb.
WANTED — Used Debrie or small Gillon owned by the City
of owned
Spokane.
TheWashington
remainder
EXPERIENCED motion picture and vaude- camera.
of
the
buildings
are
by the
Give
particulars
—
immediate.
Address
Motion
Picture
Corporation.
This
plant
ville
manager,
eight
years'
experience,
am
now
Student,
care
M.
P.
World,
N.
Y.
City.
booking
and taking
charge
threeproposition
theatres ;
located on a large tract of ground leased fromIs
would
consider
a change
if best
firstofofclass
the City
The lease191!),
expires
one
was
offered.
Can
furnish
references
and
FOR
SALE—
Five
and
six-reel
features
:
year
from oftheSpokane.
first of December,
but can
bond. S. J., care M. P. World, N. Y. City.
"Heart
of
a
Police
Officer,"
World,
all
star
cast
;
be
renewed
by
the
City
Park
Board
for
threeMadeEltinge
Good," Special.Sheep,"
Cissy Selig
Fitz- ; year periods.
ORGANIST,
sevenposition.
years' experience
$150.00SALE:
per month.
pictures,
desires
Unusuallyplaying
large "How gMolly
DITIONSbidder
ANDRental,
TERMS
To$25,000.00
beCONsold
erald aLuck,"
nd Julian
tocash,highest
for notOF less
than
Edison, all: "Black
star cast ; "Cloister
N.repertoire
Y. City. reference. "B," care M. P. World, "Cohen's
without
redemption,
and
free
and
clearby
on
the
Hearth,"
Hepworth,
all
star
cast
;
of
encumbrance.
Subject
to
confirmation
"Dante's
Inferno,"
Milano,
all
star
cast;
WANTED—StateCopy
Neptune's
and "Divorcons," K. E., all star cast; "Infatuation," court. Sealed bids received by receiver, F. K.
Spectre
condition,
numberDaughter
reels, paper,
McBroom, Washington,
at No. 215 Exchange
Building,19,
Mutual, Marguerite
Fischer;Tom"InMixthe; "Isle
Days ofof Spokane,
N.etc.Y. Whitelaw
City. Sales Co., 145 West 45th street, Thundering
July 10 Bank
to byAugust
Herd,"
Selig,
inclusive.
Bids
to
be
accompanied
certifiedon
Love," Mutual,
all West
star
cast.
FederalN. Y.Feature
FIRST-CLASS
ORGANIST
desires
engageExchange,
Inc.,
145
45th
street,
City.
check for $2,000.00, which shall be applied
ment.Fine
Experienced.
Reliable.
Accomplished
musician.
picture
player
and
recitalist.
purchase
price
in
event
of
sale.
Detailed
inofficeopened
of receiver
HAND FORSTOCK
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY,
Splendid library. Edward
Pipe organ and good salary THEON LARGEST
of ventory
clerkmay beof seen
courtat Bids
and saleor
essential.
OF THE
NEW UNI-OR office
made
on
August
20,
1919,
and
presented
to
VERSALSOPERATED
WITH INTERNAL
AUTOMATIC
Hagerstown,Arthur
Maryland. Jones, Hotel Dagmar, HAND
SHUTTER
DISSOLVE.ON THE
court forafter. Thisconfirmation
withininspected
five daysandthereDISSOLVE
BRINGS
THE
UNIVERSAL
PAR
plant
has
been
proTHEATRES FOR SALE OR RENT.
nounced by experienced motion picture men to
THE LESS
HIGHEST
PRICEDTHE CAMERAS
FOR LEASE nine
— Finest picture
house
inequipped.
Pensa- WITH
MADE FOR
THAN HALF
MONEY. be asing itcomplete
and beup-to-date
plant,
considercola,
fully Cleveland,
size, asbecan
found in athe$60,000.00.
country.
The
The
200-ft.dissolve,
capacityTessar
Universal,
complete,
with plant scannot
C.Ohio.H.Florida,
Stewart, 602hundred
Garfieldseats,Bldg.,
internal
lens
and
two
magasale will be madeduplicated
with fullfor authority
of The
the
z
i
n
e
s
;
list
price,
$520.00
;
at
the
rock
bottom
price
of
$467.00.
Terms
cash,
or
will
ship
C.
court
having
jurisdiction
over
the
matter.
FOR
SALE—
Only
motion
picture
theatre
in
vestors are invited to send representatives In-to
Wisconsin
City,
two
thousand.
Brick
building,
O.
D.
on
receipt
of
deposit.
Write
or
wire.
Bass
Camera
Company,
Charles
Bass,
Pres.,
109
No.
seats
proposition
books show it. P. Dearborn St., Chicago, 111.
inspect the Receiver,
same 215
and Exchange
submit bids.
K. McBank F.Building,
T., care250.M. Fine
P. World,
N. Y. — City.
Spokane, Broom,Washington.
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Release

«
N.\
Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five
FIRST ROTH VPFEL UNIT PROGRAM.
A Jazzed
Honeymoon
— Comedy
—No.Rolin15 )(Educational).
. (Harold Lloyd — One Reel
The Wood
of Pair(Novelty
Water (Scenic).
Pathe
Review
231——— False
The
Last
Hour
with
Music).
Pathe
News
No.
64
(Topical).
Gods (Dramatic (Epigram).
Feature).
Pathe News No. 65 (Topical).
45—— AWildThought
Flowersof Equity
(Comedy).
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 10.
The Doom"
Great Gamble
(Episode No. 2, "The Clock of
— Three
Metro Pictures Corporation, I Photoplays,
Inc.). Reels — Drama — Western
CountComedy
Your — Change
(Harold Lloyd— One ReelMETRO ALL-STAR SERIES.
TopicsDigest).
of theRolin)
Day . No. 15 (Topical— Literary
June
9
—
Some
Bride
(Viola
Dana).
June 16 — -FoolsWehlen).
and their Money (Emmy Pathe
Pathe News
No. 6667 (Topical).
(Topical).
News No.
June 23 — One Lytell).
Thing at a Time O'Day (Bert
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY.
June 30 — The Uplifters (Mary Allison).
(Released by Pathe.)
July
7— God's
(Francis
Bushman).
Bachelor's Wife (Mary Miles MinJuly 14—
In ton).
HisOutlaw
Brother's
PlaceX.(Hale
Hamil- June 1 — A ter).
Fisher).from Broadway (Margarita
June 15 — Trixie
July
Microbe
July 2128 —— The
The Wehlen).
Belle of(Violathe Dana).
Season (Emmy A Sporting Chance
ter).
July
13
—
Yvonne
from(William
Paris Russell).
(Mary Miles MinAug. 114—— The
Easy Four
to Make
Money(Hale(BertHamilton).
Lytell).
Aug.
Flusher
The
Tiger
Lily
(Margarita
Fisher).
Aug. 18 — A Favor to a Friend (Emmy Wehlen). Six Feet Four (William Russell).
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS.
StuffHellion.
of Heroes (William Russell).
The Fall
Greatof Victory,
Wilson or the Kaiser, the The
The Other Side of Eden.
the Hohenzollerns.
Why Parts).
Germany Must Pay (All-Star Cast— Six The Dangerous Talent.
The Parts).
Great Romance (Harold Lockwood— Six
Suspicion
Lockwood).
AShadows
Man ofofHonor
(Harold(Harold
Lockwood).
The Seven
Man Who
Parts).Stayed at Home (All-Star Cast —
ROBERTSON-COLE FEATURES.
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
May —— His
Debt (Sessue
Hayakawa).Rhodes).
Toys
of Fate
(Seven Parts
Parts —— Drama).
Drama).
June
In Search
of Arcady
Eye
for
Eye
(Seven
June — The
Manner).Who
Turned (Billie
White (H. B. WarOut ofRedtheLantern
Fog (Seven
The
(Seven Parts).
Parts).
June
Threads (Bessie Barriscale).
June —— Broken
Bare-Fisted
mond). Gallagher (William DesJune —— The
BetterManTimes
(A Brentwood
Production).
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
July
Beneath
(Sessue Hayakawa).
July
—
A
Man's
Country
(Alma
Rubens).
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 6.
July — The Woman Michael Married (Bessie
GatesDrama).
of Brass (Frank Keenan — Five Parts — July — Man's Barriscale).
Desire (All-star cast with Lewis
Stone).
The Amazons"
Tiger's Trail
(Episode
No. 12,— Astra).
"The Two August — A Sage-Brush
Hamlet (William Desmond).
—
Two
Parts
—
Drama
Billy Blazes,— Rolin.)
Esq. (Harold Lloyd— One Reel — August— The Pagan God (H. B. Warner).
August — The Gray Horizon (Sessue Hayakawa).
PatheComedy
Review No. 13 (Educational).
Topicsgest).of the Day No. 10 (Topical-Literary DiSTRAND COMEDIES.
(One-Reel Comedies.)
Pathe
News No.
No. 5756 (Topical).
(Topical).
Pathe News
June
1
—
Hearts
Hats.
June 8— Betty s and
Bolsheviki.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 13.
June
15—
Little
Lucy's
Lion.
The Idol"
Tiger's
(Episode
No.— Astra).
13, "The False June
June 2229—— Little
'Twas Miss
Harry'sPinkerton.
Fault.
— TwoTrailParts
— DramaLloyd
JustComedy
Neighbors
(Harold
—
One
Reel
—
July
6—
Oh,
What
a
Jam
!
—
Rolin).
July
13
—
Fancy
Fooling
Topics
of the Day No. 11 (Topical-Literary July 2ft — Jimmie's DoggoneFather.
Luck.
Digest).
July
27—
Winning
Him
Back.
Pathe News
Pathe
News No.
No. 5859 (Topical).
(Topical).
ROTHACKER OUTDOOR SUBJECTS.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 20. Mar. 16 — In Pyramid Land.
Mar. 3023 —— Glimpsing
Mid Sahara'sGondolas.
Sands.
The Pistol's
Tiger'sPoint"
Trail— Two
(Episode
14, —"At
the Mar.
Parts —No.Lloyd—
Drama
At the— Comedy
Old Stage
Door (Harold
OneAstra).
Reel April 6 — A Palestine Pilgrimage.
—
Rolin).
Pathe Review No. 14 (Educational).
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 12 (Topical — Literary
Select Pictures
Pathe
News No.
No. 6160 (Topical).
(Topical).
Pathe News
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 27.
June — Happiness
madge).a la Mode (Constance TalOur Drama
Better — Selves
Astra). (Fannie Ward — Five Parts — June— His Bridal Night (Alice Brady).
July—
The
Way
of a Woman (Norma Talmadge).
The Face"
Tiger's— Two
TrailParts
(Episode
No.
15,
"The
Tiger
— DramaLloyd
— Astra).
stein). Cousin (Elaine HammerNeverComedy
Touched
Me ) . (Harold
— One Reel — July — The Country
—
Rolin
The Spite Bride (Olive Thomas).
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 13 (Topical — Literary July—
July — Everybody's Sweetheart (Elsie Janis).
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6263 (Topical).
SELZNICK PICTURES.
Pathe
(Topical).
(Distributed ThroughtionSelect
Exchanges.)Pictures CorporaRELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 3.
Upstairs
and
Down
(Olive
Thomas).
The Gamble"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.
1,
"The
Great
or Fame (Elaine Hammerstein).
Photoplays,— Three
Inc.). Reels — Drama — Western Love
The Perfect Lover (Eugene O'Brien).

Dates

„:.!.,...,;,.' !
Reel Dramas

; „

:„., ,a&a

Triangle Film Corporationo
TRIANGLE PRODUCTIONS.
cial).
June
15 — Lady
Fan (All-star
June 22—
Upside Windemere's
Down (Taylor
Holmes—Cast).
SpeReels). & Son (All-star Cast — Six
June 29— Dombey
—Special).
July 6— Prudence of Broadway (Olive Thomas
July
13 — Muggsy
July 20—
Mistaken (Jackie
IdentitySaunders).
(Anita King).
July 27 — TheWestern
UnbrokenDrama).
Promise (Jane Miller —
Aug.
3— The
Lyons
Mail (Henry
B. Irving).
Aug. 1710—
FruitsAgainst
of Passion
(Alice
Aug.
(Anita Mann).
King). (Ellen
Aug. 24 —— One
Her Terry).
GreatestManyPerformance
Aug. 31— Black Eyes (Taylor Holmes— Special).
j Universal Film Mfg. Co.
CENTURY COMEDY.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
June 25 — Howling
Lions Bill
and Circus Queens
(Dot
Animals)Farley,
— 03785. Beban and Wild
July 30— A Lion Special (Animal Comedy) —
03842.
HEARST
L-KO.NEWS.
Issued Every
Monday.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
July 2 — The Harry
SpottedKeston)
Nag — 03796.
(Lois Neilson and
July 9— A Pair
of Deuces
Orient)—
03809. (Charlie from the
July 16 — Two-Gun
Russell)—Trixie03820. (Mr. and Mrs. Dan
July 23— BrownNeilson,'
Eyes and Bank Notes (Lois
03831. Paco and Bob Brownie) —
Aug. 6— A Puppy
Panic (Lois
CarolineLoveWright)—
03952. Nelson and
Aug. 13— Sirens
of the03862.
Sea (Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Russell)—
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTION.
July 7 — The Carey—
OutcastsSix Parts)
of Poker
Flat (Harry
— 03801.
July 14 — A Little
Brother
of the Rich
(Frank
May
and
Kathryn
Adams—
Six
Parts)— 03814.
July 21— TheSixSpitfire
of
Seville
(Hedda
NovaParts)— 03826.
July 28— The Salisbury—
Man in Six
the Parts)
Moonlight
— 03836.(Munroe
Aug. 4— A Laren—
Petal onSixtheParts)(l3848.
Current (Mary MacAug. 11— A Little
of the Rich
(FrankSix
Mayo Brother
and03858. Kathryn
Adams—
Parts)—
NEWIssued
SCREEN
MAGAZINE.
Every Friday.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS.
Issued Every Wednesday.
JEWEL.
July 7— Home03806.(Mildred Harris— Six Parts) —
Joe Martin Comedy Series — Two Reels Each.
July 21—
7— The
MonkeyJazz Stuff—
03807.03827.
July
Monkey—
UNIVERSALCyclone
SPECIAL
Smith.FEATURE.
(Drama — Each Polo
Episode
in Two Parts — Eddie
Featured.)
June 16— No. 6,^Cyclone Smith Plays Trump"
June
June 3023—— No.
No. 7,8, "The
"Down,Missing
but NotBullet"—
Out" —03783.
03794.
July 7— No. 03805.
9, "Cyclone Smith's Partner"—
July 14— No.{Continued
10, "For Life"—
03825.
on page 734)
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Right photographically.
Will not go to pieces in
the projector.

PICTURE WORLD

Before building — purchase
"Modern Theatre Construction"
By EDWARD BERNARD KINSILA
s,
architect.
your
ligentlygoodwithdesign
intelSelect
TALK
know that the projection room,
screen and stage are going to be
satisfactory. Have the right lightaproper Consider
decorthe
settings;
ing; tions.
ofictime
aheadartist
safety and comfort of patrons. Be
enlightened as to the building requirements, construction laws, etc.,
etc.

Made by

This 269-page illustrated work sent
postage prepaid on receipt of $3.00

The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing Company

CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
917 Chicago.
Schiller III.Bid*.
516 Fifth Avenue
New York City
Wright & Callender BIdgr. Los Angeles, Cal.

Verona, New Jersey

PERFECT PROJECTION
With a Portable Machine
IS ACCOMPLISHED BY
PRODUCERS OF
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone Audubon 3716
ERBOGRAPH
CO.
ERB, President
■
G. I .STREET.
NEW YORK
B
203-211LUDWIG
WEST I46TI

The American Pro jectoscope
Shows film backward or forward
Any single picture can be stepped on the screen
ASK FOR DEMONSTRATION
Motion Picture Apparatus Co., Inc.
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTORS
New York
110 W. 32nd St
Farragut 4779
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Release

Dates
li.i i :lhu: lliuil, ■ i,,,.;; „.,i!,i i i i :;i i |i :|[fij

Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Fire
Harems and Hokum (Two Parts).
The Red Glove.
Flips andand Flops
(James Aubrey — Two Parts).
(Drama — EachWalcamp
Episode Features.)
in Two Parts — Marie Zip
Parts). Zest (Montgomery and Rock — Two
June 23 — No. 03780.
15, "The Mysterious Message" —
Perils of Thunder Mountain.
Julv
7— No.
of Death"—
(Drama
— Fifteen
Episodes — Antonio
Two Parts Each
July 14—
No. 17,
18, "The
"Run Rope
to Earth"—
03815.03802.
released
weekly
Featuring
Elmo the Mighty.
with —Carol
Halloway.) Moreno,
June 16 — No. 1, "The
1, "The Spear of Malice."
tain"—03769.Mystery of Mad Moun- No.
No. 2, "The Bridge Trap."
June
23—
No.
2, "Flames
"Buried Alive"—
03781.
No.
3,
"The Teeth of Steel."
June
30—
No.
3,
of
Hate"—
03792.
July
7— No.
4,5, "A"TheFiendish
Revenge"—
03803.
No.
4,5, "Cave
of Terror."
Julv
14—
No.
Phantom
Rescue"—
03816.
No.
"The
Cliff
of Treachery."
July
21—
No.
6,7, "The
Puma
s Paws"—
03S28.03837. No. 6, "The Tree
of Torture."
Julv
28—
No.
"The
Masked
Pursuer"—
Aug.
4—
No.
S,
"The
Flaming
Pit"—
03849.
No.
7,
"The
Lightning
Lure."
Aug. 11 — No. 9, "TheturesHouse
8, "The Iron Clutch."
"—03859. of a Thousand Tor- No.
No.
9,
"Prisoner
of
the
Deep."
Major Allen's Animal Hunt.
No. 10, "The Flaming Sacrifice."
June
30—6 — Trailing
the Leopard—
03847. 03954.
No. 11, "In the Ocean's Grip."
Aug.
Bear
Trapping
(One
Reel)—
No. 12, "The Rushing Horror."
Aug. 13 — Lion Trapping — 03864.
No. 13. "The River of Dread."
No. 14. "The Hunt of Disaster."
July 28— TheReel).
Heart Punch (Jess Willard— One No. 15, "Fate's Verdict."
July 28— Hiding
Holland (The Crown Prince
—One in Reel).
CIRREXT EVENTS.
World Pictures Corp.
Issued Every Friday.
OKEH KOMEDIES.
July 7— The andAmerican
Way (Arthur Ashley
Dorothy Green).
-Too Tired (Neal Burns) —
July
14
—
Dust
of
Desire
(Ruby
DeRemer).
July 28—
21 — Bringing
A BroadwayUp Betty
Saint (Evelyn
(Montagu
Love).
STAR COMEDIES.
July
Greeley).
Aug. 11—
4— The
Coax Praise
Me (June
Aug.
AgentElvidge).
(Arthur Ashley and
Dorothy
Green).
July
& Half— 03804.
July 147—— Half
Temporary
03817. Alimonv (Neal Burns) — Aug. 18— The Girl Alaska (Lottie Kruse).
SUPER-SPECIAL RELEASE.
July
21— All
Bound
'Round—(Jack
03829.
July
Tea atHound
Ghost
of Slumber
(One Reel).except
Aug. 28—
4— The
Waiting
the Church— Dillon)—
03850. 03838. The
Buffalo).
Little
Orphant
Annie Mountain
( in all territories
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS.
(Two Reels Each.)
DIM SERIAL.
July 5— The—03800.
Four-Gun Bandit (Pete Morrison)
The Master Mystery.
July 11— To the Tune
of
Bullets
(Pete
Morri(Drama — Fifteen Episodes — Two Parts Each.)
son)—03813.
Omaha,
City,Francisco,
St. Louis,
Denver,
July 19 — The—03824.
Jaws of Justice (Pete Morrison) (In Salt
Lake Kansas
City,
Los Angeles,
Minneapolis
and SanSeattle.)
July
26—
Gun
Magic
(Pete
Morrison)—
03835.
A.ug. 2 — NeckMagda
and Lane)
Noose— (Peter
Morrison
and
JUDGE BROWN SERIES.
03846.
Aug. 9 — A Western
Wooing 03957.
(Pete Morrison and July 14— Shift the Gear Freck (One Reel).
Magda Lane)—
Aug. 11— The Demand of Dugan (One Reel).
CHAPLIN.
Vitagraph
Triple
Trouble
(Two
Parts).
PoliceBank(Two(TwoParts—
Reissue).
The
Parts—
Reissue).
AShanghaied
Night at the
Parts— Reissue).
VITA GRAPH FEATURES.
(TwoShow
Parts—(TwoReissue).
The Hornet's
NestWon (Earle
Williams).
The
Man
Who
(Harry
T.
Morey).
SIMM
I
VI,
RELEASE.
The
Girl
WomanBush(Gladys
Leslie).
The
Bramble
(Corinne
Griffith).
Conquered
Hearts(Seven
(SevenParts).
Parts).
The
Unbeliever
The
Gamblers
(Harry
T.
Morey).
The
Unchastened
Woman
(Seven Parts).
Over
the
Garden
Wall
(Bessie
Love).
The
(Earle (Bessie
Williams).Love).
CupidWolf
Forecloses
KINOGK VMS.
Issued every (Topical).
Tuesday and Saturdaj
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS.
The
Third
Degree
(Alice
JoyceStewart).
— Seven Parts).
PRIZM
V.
The
Painted
World
(Anita
Shadows Hearts
of the (Francis
Past (AnitaX. Stewart).
Daring
Bushman and Bev- Kilauea.
Catalina Islands.
erly Bayne— Six Parts).
"Skyland," awithTalePrizma.
of the Northwest.
Everywhere
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
Trout.
Kiddies.
The
Star
Boarder
(Two
Parts).
Model
Girls.
His
(Two Parts)
China.
The Home
Simple Sweet
Life Home
(Two Parts).
Birds
Flowers.
AlaskanandPark.
Revelations.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES.
Glacier
Hawaii.Apache Trail.
The
Healthy and Happy.
Old Faithful.

Reel Draaaas
Feature Releases
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Indianapolis, Ind.
(Tico Reels Each.)
Runningby Wild.
Struck
Lightning.
Secret
Dan.
FaithfulService
Unto Death.
Escaped
The SquareConvict.
Gambler.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
A CheerfulHoldup.
Liar.
Cupid's
Lobster
Dressing.
Love
Hurry.
Reno —— inAlla Change.
CHRISTIE SPECIALS.
— Two Blighted
Parts). Career (Fay Tincher
April 20— Sally's
Rowdy Ann.
Mary Moves In (Fay Tincher — Two Parts).
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS.
Sunnyside
(CharliePickford).
Chaplin — Three Parts).
In Wrong (Jack
Mary
Regan
(Anita(Mary
Stewart—
Parts).
Daddy
Long
Legs
PickfordSix —(Seven
Seven Parts).
Whom
Gods Would
Parts).
Auction theof Souls
(Eight Destroy
Parts).
June 25 — BillSixApperson's
Parts). Boy (Jack Pickford —
A Temperamental Wife (Constance Talmadge).
SOL LESSER.
Yankee Doodle in Berlin (Five Parts).
EDWARD A. M ACM ANUS.
Two West Forty-Seventh Street.
MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
When Bearcat Went Dry.
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES.
Distributed through First National Exchanges
(except Omaha, Denver, Boston, Pittsburgh,
Chicago and Detroit.)
Wrangling
Here
Comes Dudes.
the Groom.
Piking
After
Pizarro.Aboard.
Mr. Outing Climbs
June
22
—
Getting
Cassiar's Goat.
June 29 — Thev Growthe Evervwhere.
July 136—— AA Haitian
Night'sJourney.
Tale.
July
Hair
Raising
July
20—
Put Your
Cares
on Ice.
July
27
—
Mr.
Outing
Instructs.
Aug. 3 — The Ghost Coast.
LEOXCE FERRET PRODUCTIONS.
1402 Broadway, New York.
A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli).
Fit to Win.PUBLIC HE VI, TH FILMS.
WILLIAM L. SHERRY SERVICE.
729 SeventhFeatures.
Avenue, N. Y. City.
The Troop Train (Six Parts).
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES.
June 8— Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon).
ZION FILMS.
Khavah.
(Continued on page 'i36)
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Langstadt- Meyer
Electric Generating
Units are made in
three sizes, 4, 5 and
6 Kilowatts, and are
ideal for moving
picture work. Units
are self - contained
and portable.
Ask for Bulletin

J. F. ANCONA
CONSULTING ENGINEER
CUTLER BUILDING ROCHESTER, NEW YORK
CONSULTATION— PLANS— FIRE PROTECTION
OF EXCHANGE BUILDINGS
LANGSTADT

- MEYER

No. 12-M. Wis.
CO., Appleton,

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty
PATENTS
William
N. Moore
PATENT ATTORNEY
LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The
first
Important
step ofis your
to learn
whetherwithyou$5.00canandobtain
a
patent
Plea»e patent
send sketch
invenUon
examine
records
inform
whether youI will
are
entitled tothea patent,
the
cost and
and manner
ofyouprocedure.
Personal Attention
Established 25 Years
Second Hand Projectors
At Attractive Prices
The following machines were taken in
trade wefor offer
new them
"SIMPLEX"
MACHINES,
and
sale at
special
Low6B, Prices
: forwithquick
2 PowersLenses.
complete,
Motors and
3 Motiographs,
1916 Model, with Motors
and Lenses.
1 Motiograph.
1912 Model, with Motors
and
Lenses.
1 Motiograph,
1913 Model, with Motors
and Lenses.
2 Motiogrraphs,
1916 Model, with Motors,
less
Lenses.
2 Powers No. 6 Machines, Hand Driven.
Prices
vary from
to $250
All
these
are in good
good$60working
order,
and further
they aremachines
exceptionally
for
particulars
and prices.bargains. Write
THE ARGUS THEATRE.
DIV. Inc.
of SUPPLY
The Argus Enterprises,
815-823 Prospect Ave., Cleveland
WRITE FOR OUR BIG PRICE LIST. WE SUPPLY THE MAJORITY OF SOUTHERN
EXHIBITORS WITH THEIR W ANTS
SOLE
SOUTHERN
PROJECTORS
1 DISTRIBUTORS
THEATRE^ ACCESSORIES
jTHEAfSsnnrai

Independent Producers
desiring to release their productions through
42 FILM

EXCHANGES

communicate with
SUPERB

FILM CORPORATION
MIAMI, FLA.

The

Eureka Screen
The only one on the market that
eliminates eye strain and shows
the picture in pleasing tints.

Now 86th
in use
at — The
Loew's
Loew's
St., and
PlazaCircle,
theatres
FOR INFORMATION APPLY
WM. H. CURRIE
Suite 207
Phone: Vanderbilt 1748
17 West 42nd Street, New York City

creencraft
BY LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
Of great interest too to the individual who is
watching the development of "the silent dram."
$2.00 PER COPY, POSTPAID
Published and for Sale by
Moving Picture World
516 FIFTH AVENUE,
NEW YORK CrTY
Schtler Building. Chicago. Illinois
Wright (r Callender BuUrhng Los Angeles. Cad.
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State Right Releases
HIRAM ABRAMS.
1476 Broadway, New York.
HeartsDrama).
of Men (George Beban— Six Parts —
ALPHA PICTURES, INC.
Reclaimed. 130 West Forty-sixth Street.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
6227 Broadway, Chicago.
Damaged Goods (Richard Bennett — Seven Parts).
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
Times Kerrigan
Building, Reissues
New York.(Two Reels
Ten Each).
J. Warren
Four
Allison-Lockwood
Reissues.
Thirty-two
Unique (Crane
ComediesWilbur(One— SixReel).Parts).
Finger
of Justice
The
Profiteer
(Alma
Hanlon).
The
Commercial
Pirates
(Mile. Valkyrien).
Miss
Arizona.
Mysterious
Mr.
Browning.
When
the ofDesert
Smiled (Neal Hart).
The
Intrigue.
HumanWeb
Shuttle.
Fires
of
Hope.
The Shadow of Fear.
Hearts of Love (Six Parts — Drama).
Young America.
(Series of Twelve Two-Reelers.)
Lone Star Dramas.
(Series of Two-Reel Westerns.)
The Masked Rider.
(Serial — Featuring
house andHarry
Paul Meyers,
Panzer.) Ruth StoneAYWON FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
The Kolker).
Eternal Penalty (Christine Mayo — Henry
Roses
Thorns
(Lenore Ulrich).
In thePaysandDays(Julia
of Daring
She
Dean). (Tom Mix).
Justice
(Cecil
Scott).
Guilty Woman (Marie Empress).
WILLIAM A. BRADY.
Playhouse,
Stolen
Orders. Forty-eighth Street, N. Y. City.
BULLS EYE FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
(Two-Reel ComediesGaleevery
two weeks, featuring
Henry.)
The
Stung.Wild Woman.
(SeriesSeeof Us.One-Reel Monkey Comedies.)
As Others
Their
FirstChinatown.
Flivver.
Dreamy
Film Fairies.
Stopping
Bullets.
Caught ofwiththe theBeach.
Goods.
Perils
The
Deserter.
Behind the Scenes.
Billy West Comedies.
Out of Tune (Two Parts).
BURSTON FILMS, INC.
The Mystery1476of Broadway,
13 (FrancisNewFordYork.
— Serial).
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.
126HeartWestof Texas
Forty-sixth
N. Y. City.
The
Ryan. Street,
The Chosen
Path (Margaret
Leslie).
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
403 Times Building, N. Y. City.
The dition).
Wonderland of Peru (Capt. Besley ExpeThe Scott
Undying
StoryExpedition).
of Captain Scott (Capt.
Animal LifeAntarctic
inExpedition).
the Antarctic (Capt. Scott Antarctic
The House Without Children.

PICTURE WORLD
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FROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
Times Building, N. Y. City.
Once to Everyman.
Western Dramas.
(Twenty-sixTexasTwo-reelers
Guinan. ) Featuring
SouthSheof Wolf.
Santa Fe.
The
Poppy Comedies
Comedies.Featuring Mack
(Twenty-six Swain
One-Reel
— Weekly Release.
)
Ambrose's
Day
Off.
Daddy Ambrose.
FILM SPECIALS, INC.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, N. Y. City.
Selig Masterpiece*.
Brown of Harvard (Tom Moore).
HARRY GARSON.
Aeolian Building, N. Y. City.
The Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet).
GAUMONT COMPANY.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont
News
Gaumont
Graphic— Released
— ReleasedeveryeveryTuesday.
Friday.
Pictorial Life.
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Ashes of Love.
The
Some Echo
One ofMustYouth.
Pay.
H. & H. PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Love Wins (Violet Mersereau).
J. FRANK HATCH.
912 Longacre Building, N. Y. City.
Tempest and Sunshine.
HILLER AND WTLK, INC.
The Silent Mystery
Serial).
Twenty-eight
Triangle(Francis
reissues Ford
starring
William
S. Hart,banks andNorma
Talmadge, Douglas FairFrank
Keenan.
The
Wrath
of
the
Gods.
The Battle of Gettysburg.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
JANS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
(Forty SingleReel Tom, Mix Westerns.)
Stingaree (Serial — Fifteen Episodes).
JUVENILE PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Boys' Life Screen Review.
VICTOR KREMER.
105 West Fortieth Street, N. Y. City.
(Shorty
Hamilton Series — Five-Part Comedies.)
The
Ranger.
DennyPenfrom
Ireland.
The
The
Snail.Vulture.
Ten
George
Ade
Fables
Ten
Dramas(Essanay
(EssanayReissue).
Reissue).
Ten Broncho
SnakevilleBillyComedies
(Essanay
Reissue).
OLIVER FILMS, INC.
308 East Forty-eighth
The Carter Street,
Case. N. Y. City.
A Serial
in
Fifteen
Episodes
of twoand reels
each,
featuring Herbert Rawlinson
Margaret
Marsh.
No.
1
—
The
Phosgene
Bullet.
No. 32—— The
The Vacuum
No.
Terror.Room.
No.
4— The Air
Dungeon.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, N. Y. City.
The
Boomerang
(Walthall).
Virtuous
(Wanda
Sins Holmes).
of theSinners
Children
(AlmaHawley).
Hanlon and Stuart
The
Long ofArmthe ofDugout
Mannister
(Henry Walthall).
The
Lady
(Al
The Girl from Nowhere (Cleo Jennings).
Madison).

Dates

I

HARRY RAVER.
1402 Broadway, N. Y. City.
The Master Crook.
The Liberator (Serial Starring "Maciste").
RENCO FILM COMPANY.
29 South La Salle Street, Chicago.
Birth of a Race.
»
ROMAYNE SUPERFILMS.
Marsh-Strong
Building,
Los
Angeles.
Me and Gott (Five Parts).
The baseball
Sage-Brush
comedy).League (Five-Part Western
S. L. PICTURES.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Virtuous Men (E. K. Lincoln — Seven Parts).
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
(Helen Holmes Serial — Fifteen Episodes.)
SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION.
The wick,
SolitaryPauline
Sin (Jack
Curley).Mulhall, Helene ChadSOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton— Six Parts).
TERRITORIAL SALES CORPORATION.
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.
(Jester Comedies — Two
Month.)Reels — Issued Twice a
The
Tenderfoot.
A Mexican Mixup.
The
Gee Wisest
Whiz ! Fool.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Sporting
Life States
(through
in United
and Famous
Canada). Players-Lasky
Woman.
The Lasky
White inHeather
(through
United States and Famous
Canada).PlayersMyBroken
Lady's
Garter.
Butterfly.
Romany Rye.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
And
the
Children
Pay.
Your
and Mine
HumanWifePassions
(Six (Seven
Parts). Parts).
The Red Viper (Garrett Hughes — Six Parts).
UNIVERSAL FILM COMPANY.
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Song Hits 1600
in Photoplays.
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West Twenty-third Street, N. Y. City.
Mickey (Seven Parts).
SeriesKeystone
of twenty-eight
Mack Sennett
comedies. onetwo-reel
Series of twenty-six
and two-reel Charlie
Chaplin
comedies.
Seriescomedies.
of twenty-four single-reel Fatty Arbuckle
Seriesstones.
of twenty-eight single-reel Liberty KeySeriesstones.
of twenty-eight single-reel Eagle KeySeriesdramas.
of fifteen two-reel Union-Kay-Bee Western
SeriesWestern
of fifteen
Dramas. two-reel Columbia-Kay-Bee
Everybody's Business (Special).
Tower Brand.
Custer's
Fight of(Three
Parts).
May 15— Last
His TwoHour
Parts).Manhood (W. S. HartParts).
June 1 — Jim Cameron's Wife (W S. Hart — Two
WARNER BROTHERS.
220 West Forty-second Street, N. Y. City.
The Kaiser's
Finish.
Open
Your
Beware. Eyes.
LLOYD WILLIS.
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.
The Greater Sinner (James K. Hackett).
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Automaticket
Systems
BOYLAN

EVEN

TENSION

REEL

is a combination reel and tension take-up
device which absolutely eliminates all tension
take-up troubles. It requires no attention and
is positively automatic and fool proof.
It will save you trouble and money.
Gentlemen :
We wishplacing
to take
opportunity
to thank
the this
Boylan
Reel
onyouthefor
market
which
I amloop,sureEven
is theTension
best
remedy
for
loss
of
lower
checked
sprocket
holes, undercut sprockets.
usingfirmlythe believe
reels I that
have innotthe hadneara future
single
stopSinceand
they
willinIbethe
a country.
part of theThe
equipment
of everyall
theatre
reels
are
doing
you promised for them.
Yours respectfully,
THE ORPHEUM THEATRE CO.,
Carl E. Forbush, Projectionist.
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 30, 1919.
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A Convincing Record
The Automaticket
Register
outsellsalmost
all com-all
registers,theatres
and
is used
of the bigpetitivechain
in theby countryThere
alwaysit isa the
reasonoutstanding
for a big merit
success.of
In cur iscase
the
New Perfected
Automaticket Register
Let
us send
you the
fullyou facts
ondecide,
what asit
will
forthousands
you,
andwho
lave dothe
usewillit,
that you
•an't
afford
to
do
business
without
the
Automaticket Register.
Write us at once
AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING AND
CASH REGISTER CO.
1737 Broadway New York

Ask your dealer or write to
AUTOMATIC
REEL CO.
203 Evans Building, Washington, D. C.
The Automatic Ticket Sellind
ir31 BROADWAY
& Cask RegisterNEWCo.YORK
°
Hand
Electric
Generator
for
Motion
Picture
Projectors
Ruilt
primarily for
the Pathescope,
this portable
generator and our
specialbe Tused
E lamps
can
with
any ingprojector
havstandard lamp
sockets and a filament adjustment
height of 2%
inches from lamp
base.
Pictures up to 10
feet wide at any
distance up to 75
feet. Weight with
Selected by Martin Johnson
folding stand,
infrom Sydney:
machine
•who• writes
• is giving
excellent"Thesatisfaction,
voltmeter,cluding
onlyWeston45
^d^I am in hopes of sending
some
operationyouamong
pounds. Price,
$150.
The Pathescope Co.
, Inc.
Dept. M.W., Aeolian Hall, 35 Westof42ndAmerica
St., New York City

As pioneers in the manufacture
of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made motion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from
the beginning been identified with
the success of the motion picture
industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.
the film"Eastman
margin " and "Kodak'
Identifiable by theinwords
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The Essential Requirements
FOR
Improved

Projection
ARE
SPEER CARBONS

Gundlach
Projection

Lenses

Can not be surpassed for critical definition, flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination,
and we maintain absolute uniformity of quality.
That's
reason
are used
in nearly every
theatre the
in the
UnitedtheyStates
and Canada.

Speer Alterno Combinations
for A. C. Work
AND
Speer Hold-Ark Combinations
for D. C. Work
Produce Incomparable Results
Wri e to-day for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions of operators.
Place an order now with your Supply House

Gundlacii- Manhattan Optical Co.
80S So. Clinton Ave., Rochester. N.Y.

Projection

Absolute portability, combined with ease of
operation, and perfected projection, has made
The DeVry Portable Projector
the recognized standard of the portable field.
Devoid of all superfluities, and built to last, its
sterling qualities engender the admiration of all
its users;change—and the
country's
theatre
men. leading producers, exWrite today for our new descriptive catalog.
It tells of the successful application of the DeVry
Projector to various needs, and how you, too, can
benefit by its use. Address,
THE DeVRY
1256 Marianna Street

CORPORATION
CHICAGO, ILL.

'The Carbons with a Guarantee
MANUFACTURED BT
SPEER CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.

Created in Every Picture by

PRODUCED WITH

CARBONS
"A Carbon made specially
for particular operators"
YOUR DEALER
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42d St.
NEW YORK
KINARKO
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SIMPLEX

GOOD

PROJECTORS

WHISKEY

!!

(THEY'RE BOTH HARD TO FIND)
In visiting the numerous theatre supply house repair shops
throughout the country have you not noticed the absence of SIMPLEX PROJECTORS?
If you are unaware of this condition, drop in at your nearest
repair shop and inquire about how many Simplexes are repaired there
as compared with other projectors.
The man in charge will tell you that so well is the Simplex con
structed with its high grade material plus the unexcelled workmanship that its appearance at the repair shop is alarming!}7 infrequent.
When We Build a Simplex We Figure That Its Place
Is the Projection Room — Not the Repair Shop
AND—
Have you ever wondered why a second-hand Simplex is seldom
seen on the supply house floor?
It's because a Simplex — even after years of service — is still regarded as a good investment, so much so, in fact, that they are
invariably purchased as eagerly as are other new projectors — and at
almost the same prices.
DOES

THIS NOT

INDICATE

SIMPLEX

SERVICE?

Read what Fred Cosman, one of the first three projectionists
in America, thinks of the Extralite Shutter:
Precision Machine Co., Inc.:
t much iharpei
It stands without question the Extralite Shutter 1
flutter.
any of the other shutters, as well as a brighter pictun
Yours very truly,
and U"
FRED COSMAN, Manager,
Electric Theatre, St. .1,
eph, Mo.

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc. ||
317 East 34 th: St- Now York
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FULTON BUILDING CO. Inc.. (Owe
east Stsrect: aaad Broadway
WEW YORK
July
19 Seventh
19
Nicholas
Power Co.,
90
City.Gold St.,
gentlemen:
Attention Mr. W. C. Smith
The
projector
which
instal ed in our office
for such
theyougood
screening of pictures
is doing
work,
that I want to take this opportunity
of
thanking
you
for
the
attention
you
have given it.
We are not surprised at this
for we have been using two of your
machines for the past five years and
they have at no time failed us.
When we purchased these machines,
we did not believe that any one could
give
us
the good
service given.
that you have
at all times
cheerfully
projection
you together
know is
consideredOur the
best and asthis
with having absolutely no trouble with
your machines, gives us an installation
which cannot be excelled.
Yours very truly.

ALS/GD

Managing Director
EIGHTY FIRST STREET THEATRE

15 yives complete details

August 2. 1919

ol. 41.

No.

J he

6

AUGUST

worlds

9, 1919

Greatest

Price

15 Cents

^Actress

PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY BY
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Subscription
Price: Entered
Unitedas States
Possessions,
andthe Cuba,
$3 a year:
year;theForeign
(postpaid),
$4 a year.
second andclassitsmatter
June 1919,
17,Mexico,
1908,
Post Office
at NewCanada,
York, N.*3.50Y., aunder
Act of Countries
March 3, lf7».
Copyright.
by theat Chalmers
Publishing
Company
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HI
i
HPhe

Essanay-Chaplin

Comedies

*■ are doing more to fill theatres
during the hot spell than any
other
any

pictures*
World

To

Film

get results
Exchange

ask
for

"A Night in the Show," "Police," "The
Bank," "Shanghaied;' "Triple Trouble."
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Ty Cobb is a piker compared with me.

743

a clearvup, the Universal stockholders are buying
P\olls'P\oyces and all on account of me. The

on,y timeinto1 §et
is only a little over .300. written
His
scenario- good to eat is^hen it's
the anything
THOUSAND.
is ONEaverage
Mine batting
And migawd !

I made one hell of a mistake when I sold myself
body, soul and whiskers to this moving
Have you heard the prices the boss of the picture outfit. 1 should have consulted McAdoo.
Universal is getting for my pictures ? The highest He'd have shown me how to work it so 1 could
put the boss in my cage and then sit myself down
that have ever been asked for two reelers ! !
on my back in his swivel chair and watch the
dividends divvy.
And the big stiff is getting away with it.
With the whole world laughing at my pictures
He's soaking
the dearlyExhibitor
beloved seems
exhibitortohiplikeandit
thigh,
and Brother
"Monkey Stuff" and "The Jazz Monkey", all I
get is the grand laugh from the rest of the guys in
because his dearly beloved patrons are plum crazy the
Universal zoo.
about Joe Martin. That's me.
Wouldn't that make you sick ! My boss is making

Hell !
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FIRST
he Rotunda of the Illinois Trust
and Savings Bank after
ihe Catastrophe)

(The Fatal Dhigible in
Grant Park,Chfcago~
before it's fatal
flight)

International
No.30
if

(The Shy light
through which the
fatal Blimp fell)

July

News
23rd.

(Firemen taking bodies
from ruins)

THE

August 9, 1919

First
beats

Again!
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As

BIG
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Usual

THREE.

In

are

the

News

International

News

issued on July 23rd and exhibited on July 24th occurred the showing of news
pictures of the fatal dirigible disaster. Three days later — on July 26th — our nearest "would
be" "competitor"
showedthe scenes
of this were
big news
event. This is just one instance that occurs and has occurred
every
week ever since
BIG THREE
organized.

ularly and how often we scoop them and "beat" them,
just get these figures planted. In 93 news events in weekly news pictures THE
BIG
THREEjusteither
scooped
beat competition
32 atimes,
while
beat beating
THE
BIG THREE
twice out
of 162 or
subjects.
Imagine that for
minute.
Theythisbeat"competition"
us 2 times to our
and scooping them 32 times— AND WE HAVE THE FACTS AND FIGURES DOWN IN BLACK AND WHITE
TO PROVE OUR ASSERTIONS, on—
HEARST

NEWS

INTERNATIONAL
UNIVERSAL

NEWS

CURRENT
or

EVENTS
a

list of a few of THE BIG THREE
Scoops and beats in
ads to come. We are going to get this thing settled once for all. We are not
for one minute going to allow any competitor to get away with anything but the truth, and
when vou know "the truth" vou'll ignore everv news weekly except the Big Three if vou w ant THE LATEST
NEWS
EVERV
WEEK.
News' inseen.
papers
is news
NEW. thenWhen
simply THE
"old
stuff" that
millions
have alreadv
So we
repeat ONLY
it againWHEN
— then ITonceIS more,
againit's
— IFold,YOUit's WANT
LATEST AND GREATEST WEEKLY NEWS PICTURF EVERY WEEK, book the "BIG THREE."
Produced

by

International

—

Released

by

Universal
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Week

npHE first purpose of Paramount-Artcraft Week is to make money
for the exhibitor. Its secondary purpose is to show the exhibito
and the huge motion picture public what Paramount-Artcraft really
means in the field of the photoplay.
There is one way to accomplish these two purposes. That way is to make the
Paramount-Artcraft Week for 1919, sure-fire in financial and artistic success.
by|giving the public the best entertainment in motion pictures to be had
anywhere; and to show by exploitation where to get that entertainment.
FAMOUS
ADOLPH ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE L.LASKY-LASKY
Vice Pres CECILCORPORATION
B. DE MILLE Director General
y
<-~NEW YOHIO •
J

The Paramount-Artcraft Girl
Who is she?

in

the

History

that s the reason for- —
Advertising in 453 cities.
Ninety full page newspaper advertisements.
Full page announcement in Saturday Evening Post.
Free lithographs, including special 24 sheet.
Special announcement trailers.

of

the

Screen

Additional advertising in the smallest towns.
An exhibitor demonstration of enormous proThe portions.
riddle of the Paramount-Artcraft girl.
Broadsides, special slides, special music,
special small cuts and —

— miss
$10,000
being in on it!
Ask $10,000
your exchange —
aboutTen
it now thousand dollars worth of accessories free!Don't
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKY
CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZVOSORPres.
JESSE L.LASKY
Pres. CECIL
B.DE MULE DirectorJGeneral
<mw VixYORIO
•
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NATIONAL

Cparamount-^rtcrafft
UtllllllJlJllllilljlMiillllHIIIIIIIIIIIN

WEEK
SUN.
AUG.
31

BOOK

—

September
1919
SAT.
FRI.
MON. TUE. WED. THU.
2

1
r

3

4

5

^

)

6

\

THE
YOUR
PICTURES
ONLY"
KitWeParamount-Artcraft
WeekParamount-Artcraft
in this theatre is
beg toin the
ad'
everyWe week
have isusedParamount-Artcraft
nothing but
features
for year
ery week
We are thorough
sympathy
with your efforts to putWeek
over with
a Para-us.
nt-Artcraff
Week, "from
but can
only
pointto toprove
the what
fact wethatthinkwe
exhibit
solely
pictures
your
company
of your services.
J. A. PARTINGTON. Imperial Theatre, Han Franeisco, Cal.
FAILURE
TO theSUCCESS"
This
was a"FROM
1917,
andbooked
owners
had about
decided
toParamount-Artcraft
close house
up when
I loser
steppeduntilinwith
andinstantaneous
an exclusive
Pictures,
success.
Iprogram
amkeephappytheof
togoodextend
my
best
wishes
to
you,
and
I
hope
that
you
will
in thework
future.up by handing me some more of your great productions
SAMUEL DAVIDSON, Apollo Theatre, Nantasket, Mas*.
BEST CLASS" last year. Used them
I had greatPaisi ss with"THEParamount-Artcraft
exclusively.
>unt-Artcraft appeals to a good
class of people.
The
best class.
P. MAGARO, Regent Theatre, Harrisburg, Pa.
"GOTlast THE
got the itbusiness
year BUSINESS"
(Paramount-Artcraft
Week I and
the Weimpression
has lasted
ever
RUDYcreated
SCHLEfSENEB,
i since.Theatre, Alhainbra, Cal.
ON MARKET"
I havetheymadeare the
money "BEST
with
Pictures. In m
opinion,
on theParamount-Artcraft
market.Bencyn Theatre,
HARRIETbestZIMMERMAN,
Berwyn, Pa.
"PATRONS
PLEASED"
fereDANpleased
at seeing
the better
of pictures.
MYERS,
Broadway
Theatre,classMuskogee,
Okla.
"FULL
WEEK"
Have years.
had Paramount-Artcraft
Weekweekpractically
week forit
several
Will try to run
full
of Augustevery
31, though
entails
cancellation
bookings.
HENRYof W.otherGAUDING,
Lincohl Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
"NOTHING BUT PARAMOUNT"
Last that
year wetheranParamount-Artcraft
Week was so successful
ourwe
theatre
only Paramount-Artcraft
year.weatIfshall
are
assured
of
such
courteous
treatment for thePicures
comingallyear,
repeat for next year.
ARTHUR h. MORTENSEN, Y. M. C. A., Nazareth, Pa.
"ON forA BIG
SCALE"
Havecraft Week.
requested
bookings
nine
pictures
duringsheets,
Paramount-ArtWe
are
going
to
use
your
twenty-four
and ones all over Watcrtown,
and
will
put
the
week
over
on sixes,
a bigN.threes
scale.
JAMES P. PAPAYANAKOS, Watcrtown,
Y.

FULL
WEEK
"GLAD
TO
CO-OPERATE"
Last year there were three papers here, and we used all daily.
We advertise every
day.advertisingI amheregladthisyouyear,are and
goingassure
to useyousomewe Paramount-Artcraft
will
co-operate inW.every
way. Vaudctte Amusement Co.,
W. WATTS,
Springfield, III. 1
"WENT
OVER BIG"
isI considered
needless to itsaya privilege
that
Paramount-Artcraft
over big,
whenIt mail.
and a pleasure toWeek
sign went
and return
by
next
G. H. COOKE, Hub Theatre, Mill Valley, Cal.
"GREAT"
I think the Paramount-Artcraft
Week idea is great, and I know
it will help keep these
belong —St.at Johnsbury,
the head ofVt.all.
F. C. pictures
GILSON, where
Please-UthevTheatre,
"EVERY WEEK"
Every associations
week is Paramount-Artcraft
with us, and I hope our
pleasant
continue inOrpheum
theWeekfuture.
G. A.mayBAMSDELL,
Theatre, Maiden, Mass.
"A
BIG
WEEK"
intendwhich
to mention
in all ourtwicenewspaper
the 100programs,
special
oneWesheets
we andget ofitprinted
week, ads,
on allonyourour
newspaper
writeups,
course on tothea aslides.
With
advertising
assistance,
we are A.looking
forward
big
week.
C. KABSKI, Royal Theatre, San Francisco, Cal.
SUCCESS" the same this year. I hope
I every
had good
success
last "GOOD
year,
that
brother
exhibitor
willandand
havestillexpect
thehave.same success with ParamountArtcraft
Pictures
that
I
had
A. FISHER, Grail Opera
House, St. Anthony, Idaho.
"EVERY
WEEK"
Every and
weekeveryis aweekParamount-Artcraft
Weekweekat inthetheParamountEmpress,
is a pretty successful
bargain.
GEORGE E. CARPENTER. Mar., Parammmt-Empress, Salt Lake City.
"GREAT TONIC"
My sideParamount-Artcraft
Week last yearbusiness.
was a great success.
r
i
t
a
great
tonic
for
same goesI confor
any season, for that matter.out-of-season
It is really a wonderfulThe opportunity
for
an exhibitor.
W. H. MILLER, Olympia Theatre, Cleveland, Ohio.
"SHOULD BEshould
EVERYmakeWEEK"
The exhibitor
everya week
ParamountArtcraft
Week.receipts,
Ifwhoany letknows
exhibitor
wants
to make
success
and swell
his
box-office
him
tell
the
public
that
he
has
ParamountArtcraft Pictures. MELTON
Enough PHELOS.
said. Elyria Theatres Co., Elyria,
Ohio.

FAMOUS
/«, ADOLPH
ZUKOR PLAYERS
Pres. JESSE L.LASKY-LASKY
Vice Pres. CECILCORPORATION
B.DE M1LLE Director General
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MON.

TUE.

WED.

THU.

FRI.

SAT.

1

2

3

4

5

6

r

>

JOIN
IN
THE
CHORUS
"SURE
SUCCEEDED"
HAS
RUN "EVERY
REEL"
Have years.
had Paramount-Artcraft
practicallyhas every
week for
For last ityear's
Week we hadin two
billboards
several
Have
run
every
reel Week
your
company
advertising
a special
monthParamount-Artcraft
ahead,
also double
the
papers
FamousPlayers
was
first
organized.
Will
trybookings.
to run theproduced
full weeksinceof
everv dav and
handbills.
And weadvertising
sure succeededall that
week.
August
31.
This
entails
cancelling
of
other
advertising to put the week over this year
HENRY W. GAUDING. Lincoln Theatre, Pittsburgh, Pa.
asWe wewilldid"dolast.all the local SAM
EPSTEIN, Besse Theatre, Omaha, Neb.
"HUGE weSUCCESS"
Judging from the comments
received from our patrons, aud
"SHOW EVERY
Bookings
for the
preceding
month UpFEATURE"
(August)
show only
one picture
also
from Week
the box-office
receipts,
I cansuccess.
truthfullyWe saytiedthatup Paramountfrom
other
than
your
organization.
to
the
present
bookings,
every
Artcraft
last
vear
was
a huge
our theatre
or released by your organization has been shown
with
your
nation-wide
campaign,
using
fifteen
twenty-four sheet boards
atfeature
the F.Artproduced
Theatre.
and
several
pages
of
advertising
in
the
local
R. FANCHER. Pavilion and Art Theatres. Redotido Beach, Cal.
STANLEY CHAMBERS. Palacenewspapers.
Theatre, Wichita, Kan.
"BROUGHT 100 THE
"ALL THERE 1918WASParamount-Artcraft
IN IT"
Last year we advertised
per RESULTS"
cent. Paramount-Artcraft, an
and
youWebet took
we gotadvantage
all there ofwasyour
in it. We covered every barn, Week,
fence and
with
the week
giventheby year.
your local exchange, w
playedthe'to publicity
one of the tobiggest
weeks
pole, sent
post
cards
through
the
mails,
used
C. H. ROSS. ofLancaster
Theatre, Boston, Mass.
bills, autos with banners, and sent up balloons.one and six sheets, handF. C. HALL, Hall's Opera House, Belmont, N. H.
"WON OVER
Webold.
did We
extrawonadvertising,
makingHUNDREDS"
Paramount-Artcraft
Week
stand
"PHENOMENAL
out
over
hundreds
of
people
who
knew
little
about
last yearhaveSUCCESS"
wasbeena phenomenal
for
your pictures before. L.A O'BRIEN.
great idea.Pavilion Theatre. Peaks Island, Me.
my Paramount-Artcraft
theatre.tisementsSince
then Week
mystreet
patrons
following
upForsuccess
mytheadvero
n
billboards,
cars,largernewspapers,
etc.
1919
Week,
I
expect
to
work
on
a
much
scale,
and
I
hope
I
will
meet
with the same successMARCUS
as I didBENN,
in 1918.Benn Theatre, Philadelphia, Pa.
"BEAT
ALLto seeRECEIPTS"
My tupeople
were sureThe
hungry
one solidforweek
of the best picres in the world.
box-office
receipts
Paramount-Artcraft
Week
proved
that
to
me.
These
were
way
in
advance
of
any
week
priorhaveto oralsosince.
year I amSeptember
not only tyingParamount-Artcraft.
up with the week
WEEKare INgoing
TEN toYEARS"
but
bookedThisAugust
I am Week
pleasedthisto "BEST
hear you
have foranother
ParamountH. S. and
RENTZ, San ToysolidTheatre,
Readina, Pa.
Artcraft
It will belastgreatyear.
news
my patrons,
I know were
very year.
much pleased
This week
was onewhoof
the
biggest
I
have
had
in
ten
years,
due
in
great
measure
to
theover
adver-an
"GOOD
IDEA"
tising
and
the
class
of
pictures
shown.
I
used
billboards
I foundto doyourthe Paramount-Artcraft
Week
lasttheyearParamount-Artcraft
a good idea, and
area
of fourteen
miles, advertising
slides, newspaper
adswould
and belobbyverydisplay.
As
IPictures
expect
same
this
year.
As
1
use
all
you
have
a
wonderful
staff,
I
pleased
in mv house E.I amH. ROYER,
running Franklin
four and Theatre,
five davs Philadelphia,
solid all the time.
vou would putJ. B.me KINCADE,
on vour listNorth
for vour
for this vear.Mass. if
Pa.
Shore accessories
Theatre, Gloucester,
"OVER THE
TOP" General advertising good,
"FILLED Week
THE weHOUSE"
Paramount-Artcraft
Week
thea top.
Paramount-Artcraft
filled the house every nighL
backed
by "the goods."
EveryoverweekSkagit
Paramount-Artcraft
OurDuring
onlv complaint
wasIRA ourG. small
C. W. YOAKUM,
Theatre, Clear Lake,Week.
Wash.
BETTS,seating
Varsitycapacity.
Theatre, Palo Alto, Cal.
"GLAD
TO
DO
IT
AGAIN"
"BOOSTED
SINCE THE FIRST"
Wequiteare successful.
pleased to state that Paramount-Artcraft
last year
The Garden
Theatre
is Paramount-Artcraft
everyParamount-ArtcrafL
week, and we are
was
solidheartiest
week Week
of co-operation
Paramountalready
arranging
to make
another
of ourandtheatres
Artcraft
Pictures againWethisshallyear,gladlyand book
offera our
We
are
one
of
your
oldest
accounts,
have boosted
Paramountmaking it a success.Week
A Paramount-Artcraft
Week pays, because it's
Artcraft
since
the
first
five-reel
picture
was
made.
ain Paramount-Artcraft
nationally
advertised.
S. E. GREENBAUM. Garden Theatre Amusement Co., Davenport, Iotca.
J. D. PHILLIPS, Art Theatre, Seymour, Conn.
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of

SYDNEY

on the occasion

August 9, 1919

CHAPLIN

of a luncheon

given by the Famous

Players-Lasky Corporation in his honor prior to his
departure for Paris and points adjacent:
'O Xofos too x. >Ioptwco
01 x.tct^i;
'Yrcovoyol
£^oc6ov
tujv ex Euupviic;
jrXngfWpogUyv,
xAr\Qv^
hmv.QOx€i
r\b\] yvoioiv
iv negyduq),
rvfla £Xr)q^t]oav
oAa xav.oft'
ueroaac
xatd xcov auuuopicov. 'Ex AtxeX(f\ dmaxaliqaav Turjuata oToatou elc; FlEQya(xov xa! uetd fejravgiknuusvag ovyv-Qomsig ustd xwv dtdxTcov ou^tooiaiv <SicoxoQJuaav cavTa;. At dnoykzmi ua; eIvcxi 1 d^icouarixo; xa! 3 ojdiTcu ve
ygol, ladpi-fruoi 6e TQauuctr'ai. At ouauoQicu vniaxr\aav jravojAeiipiccv.
01 'Ynovgyo! £Aa6ov xatojuv djcoqpaoijv Jteol djroaToA% dliwucmy.iov;
dc; eavotTocn'a. (laughter
, ^ and, cheers)
. .
This message

of hope for the exhibitors of America

will find a ready

response

keenly looking forward
SYDNEY

from

all those

who

are

to the first of the

CHAPLIN

PRODUCTIONS

* Free translation — (very free) :
"I'mThegoing
thattootfairsweet
land —grows ;
land away
whereto the
Where the comic spirit has not been canned
And the fair flower finnee blows.
"Ah, well-a-day, it's au revoir ;
The ocean's very wet ;
But I'm coming back esprit dc corps
With film you'll want to get."
FAMOUS
PLAYERS-LASKY
ADOLPH
ZUKORPres.
JESSE L.LAfiKYf/seJ'ms. CECILCORPORATION
B.DEMILLE Direetorfaneral ^ 1

The

First

Ten

(season 1919-1920)
Adolph Zukor presents
ELSIE FERGUSON
in Directed
" The Witness
the Defense"
by George for
Fitzmaurice
By A. E. W. Mason
Scenario by Ouida Bergere
Jesse L. Lasky presents
WALLACE REID
in Directed
" 'The Valley
by James of
Cruzethe Giants"
By Peter B. Kyne
Scenario by Marion Fairfax
Adolph Zukor presents
BILLIE BURKE
in Directed
i(The Misleading
Widow"
by John S. Robertson
Scenario by Frances Marion
FromF. Tennyson
the Play "Billeted"
Jesse and H. byM. Harvvood
Thomas H. Ince presents
DOROTHY DALTON
in By"The
MarketSullivan
of Souls"
C. Gardner
Photographed by John Stumar
Directed by Joseph de Grasse
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation presents
GEORGE LOANE
TUCKER'S
production,
By George M."The
CohanMiracle Man"
From the story by Frank L. Packard
Produced
Tucker and Directed by George Loane

Jesse L. Laskv presents
VIVIAN MARTIN
in "The Third Kiss"
By
Heliodore
TennoKennedy
Scenario
by Edith
Directed by Robert G. Vignola
Thomas H. Ince presents
ENID BENNETT
in By"Stepping
C. Gardner Out"
Sullivan
Directed by Fred Niblo
Photographed by George Barnes
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince
Jesse L. Laskv presents
ROBERT WARWICK
in "Told in the Hills"
By Marah Ellis Ryan
Scenario b\ Will M. Ritchey
Directed by George Melford
Adolph Zukor presents
MARGUERITE

CLARK

in By"Widow
Proxy"
Catherine by
Chisholm
Cushing
Scenario by Julia Crawford Ivers
Directed by Walter Edwards
Thomas H. Ince presents
CHARLES RAY
in "The Egg Crate Wallop"
By Julien Josephson
Photographed by Chester Lyons
Directed b\ Jerome Storm
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince

For the DEFENSE
By A.E. V Mason. Scpnano 6/Ouida Bergei'e Directed by GEORGE FiTZMAUQjCE-j
j$ paramount rfrtera/ttyiclure

te

IN one of the most absorbficmod, ern
Fergofuson
tion,ingElsieplays
whose
rm and fasciexquisite cha
nating beauty have awed
the world, finds unchallenged opportunity in the
dramatic situations for the
on onal
essiemoti
exprful
her wonderof self.
■ ThesetWuneu
for the
Defense"
will
the "better
picture
pcice
for ine whole ycjr

Released August 31

Released September

7

Released September

7

resents

DORQlSiS)

MarkeToT
By John Lynch

Scenario

ALTON

Souls

by C. Gardner

Sullivan

jrf &aramountr&rtcraftQ>icture
Directed
by Joseph De Grasse
tqeauty, luxury, drama,
JD thrills. The best Dorothy Dalton picture ever
made. AThomasH. Ince
Production. See it.
: FAMOUS PLAYERS - LASKY CORPORATION

Released September
MAYFLOWER

GEORGE

"THE

PHOTOPLAY

CORPORATION

PRODUCTION
LOAKE

14

PRESENTS

TUCKER'S

BY GEORGE
M. COHAN
MIRACLE
MAN"
, &g>aramounL0rtcraftC/>icture

Released September

0:
One!

Two!

Three!

A triple distilled, three- ply box- office success.
A comedy drama of today, combining
humor, suspense, a most entertaining story and
Vivian Martin in a part that blends drama
and charm.
FAMOUS
-LASKYCECILCORPORATION
ADOLPM ZUKOR Pr*iPLAYERS
JESSELLASKYi-.ee/Wi
B.DE MILLE 0"*ctorC?ntrot-

14

Released September 21

Released September

ThomaS

H. /nCe

Presents

Stepping Out
3y C Gardner Sullivan
Directed by — Fred Niblo
Photographed by George Barnes
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince
j& Q>aramoun£tfrtemftg>ictiwe
You'd think he'd want to keep
such a youthful beauty -wife
at home. But that's the way with
husbands. They think they're the
only ones privileged to step out.
Here's a true-to4ife comedy
drama to hit the appreciation of all
folks, old, young, married or single.

21

Released September 28

Adolph Zukor Presents

MARGUERITE

C1ARK

By CatherineWIDOW
Chisholm Cush\n^.r_Scenario by JuliaBY
Crawford IversrDirected
by Walter Edwards
In"
PROXY"
j& Cparamounitfrlcrafl (picture

Released September

A

/

Presents
Th omas
CHARLES

Vhe

egg

crate

WALLOP
By Julien Josephson- Directed by Je rom e StO"""1 -Pho'ogrsph.ed by Chester Lyo
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince
ji Cparatnounltfrlcraft Cpicture
A WALLOPING Thomas H.
Ince-Charles Ray-ParamountArtcraft combination that is absolutely sure-fire. See it at your exchange and judge for yourself.

28

Some

New

Fall

Productions

(Now Nearing Completion)
CECIL
ProductionB. DE MILLE'S
"MALE AND FEMALE"
By Jeanie Mac P her son
Adapted from Sir James Barrie's play
"The Admirable Crichton"
"EVERYWOMAN"
Directed by George Me Ifor d
Spectacular drama by Walter Browne
Violet Heming and all-star cast
"THE LOTTERY MAN"
By Rida Johnson Young
Starring Wallace Reid
"LUCK IN PAWN"
Play by Marvin Taylor
Starring Marguerite Clark
"PEG O' MY HEART"
Play byall-star
J. Hartley
With
cast Manners
Directed by William C. De Mille
"SADIE LOVE"
Play by Avery Hapwood
Starring Btllie Burke
"THE TEETH OF THE
Story
by Maurice le Blanc
TIGER"
Featuring
David Powell
Directed by Chet Withey
"HUCKLEBERRY FINN"
From the famous Mark Twain story
Directed by William D. Taylor
"WHY SMITH LEFT HOME"
Farce by George Broadhurst
Starring Bryant Washburn

"IN MIZZOURA"
Play by Augustus
Thomas
Starring
Robert Warwick
Directed by Hugh Ford
"L'APACHE"
A Thomas H. Ince Production
Starring Dorothy Dalton
"CROOKED STRAIGHT"
A Thomas H. Ince Production
Starring Charles Ray
"WHAT'S YOUR

HUSBAND

by George
APlay
Thomas
H. InceHobart
Production
DOING?"
Starring Douglas Mac Lean and Doris May
"APRIL FOLLY"
By Cynthia Stockley
A Cosmopolitan Production
Featuring Marion Davies
Directed by Robert Leonard
" THE FEAR MARKET"
Drama by Amelie Rives
Starring Ethel Clayton
"HIS OFFICIAL FIANCEE"
Novel by Mrs. Oliver Onions
Starring Fivian Martin
" THE GAY MISS FORTFSA Thomas H. Ince Production
Starring Enid Bennett

QUE"

By STEPHEN FOX
' THIS

Was
A

This

HERO

War

Coward

"

RUSSELL

WILLIAM

Directed by HENRY KING
STUFF**

Hero

in His

Own

Home

Town

I

How Do the Returning Heroes Feel?
With nearly four million American boys back
from service overseas or in cantonments— here's
a picture you can feature big.
Popular William Russell in one of the funniest
vehicles war
he has
comedy in which a
returned
heroever
findshad—
life aa bore.
Glance at a portion of the supporting cast shown
above. It includes J. Barney Sherry, Mary Thurman, Harvey Clark, Winifred Westover and J.
Farrell McDonald— ail topnotchers.
You
three can
dayseasily
to a plan
week. on running "This Hero Stuff"
WILLIAM

RUSSELL

PRODUCTIONS

Distributed by PATHE

<

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiii
JVhai the Trade Papers Said About
Russell's Last One:
"Not a single dull moment. Nui an inch
of padding. Very good. ' ' — Wid's Daily.
"Setsa new oac- lc. comedy drama. Story
that is tense, baffling, satisfying, full of
action. ' ' — Moving Picture World.
"You richest
can't feature
this has
picture
too big.
The
satire that
reached
the
screen in many a day." — Motion Picture
News.
Variety.
'One oeach of a picture.
1111111111111111111 > 111111111111111 a ■ f 1111111111111111111111
— —

—

— — —

HIGH

POCKE

is Louis Bennison's latesi
Goldwyn-Betzwood Produc
tion. It will mean full pocket
for you.
This new Western comedj
'drama will gain twenty addi
tional first-run contracts, at
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING

Detzwood

Film Company
presents

HIGH

POCKETS

has more thrills and laughs
Road Called
Straight." Opposite the
smiling cowboy star is
Katherine MacDonald, a star
in her own right. She is another reason why you should
show "High Pockets."
GOLDWYN DISTRIBUTING
Samuel Goidwyn AnuMm*

IN

Be/ William Patterson White

Directed bv Ira M. Lowru

tust 9, 1919
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Hall

Room

THEATRE,

WEEK

OF

Boys

Success!

Howling
AT THE
STRAND

August 9, 1919

NEW

YORK

JULY

27th

CITY

The
first. second "Hall Room Boys" went over bigger at the Strand than the
FLANAGAN and EDWARDS, featured in these comedies, have been
head-liners in every big vaudeville house in the country.
H. A, MacGILL'S famous cartoons — "The Hall Room Boys" —
have appeared for fifteen years in over seventy-five big city newspapers— these comedies are based on the famous creations of Mr.
MacGill.
The popularity of Flanagan and Edwards, coupled with the nationwide publicity given to these cartoons each night make "Hall Room
Boys" two-reel comedies guaranteed box office attractions.
PRODUCED BY
THE NATIONAL

FILM CORPORATION

OF AMERICA

Negotiations for distribution are now pending
State Right Buyers Are TOInvited to Present Bids

Jack

and

1583

Hany

Broadway,

n.y.

Colin

August 9, 1919

CHtfOAV

SHfLLDId
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ONIAOH 3HX

Triangle Presents
ELLEN TERRY
IN
"Her Greatest Performance"

imnnrimiiiiiin
A triumphantr climax
to the caree of the
greatest living actress.
A tribute to her artistry, that she
should select for
screen presentation
in the sweetness of
her maturity a ro'e
portraying the greatmotheestr.of God's gifts, a
An exquisite production of the create I
of heart- in'.eie I
themes.

inuimniiinnnnfl]

Could the Exhibitor
have a more profitable offering than
the star people are
clamoring to see?
TRIANGLE
DISTRIBUTING
CORPORATION
New York
r
i!LiMlliniIIU!UL'llhimiIilIIMIl3
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REISSUE

SALE

BARGAIN

PRICES

Included are negatives of
Western

Serials

One

Reel

Comedies

Two

Reel

Dramas

Two

Reel

Comedy

One

Reel

Sensational

Dramas
Dramas

Directed by such prominent artists as
ROBERT

G. VIGNOLA

MARSHALL

NEILAN

GEORGE MELFORD
HARRY MILLARD
Starring
TOM MOORE
ANNA Q. NILSSON
MARGUERITE COURTOT
RUTH ROLAND
MARSHALL NEILAN
HELEN GIBSON

KALEM

MARIN SAIS
ROBERT ELLIS
GEORGE LARKIN
OLLIE KIRKBY
HELEN HOLMES

COMPANY

1482 Broadway, New York

Shall

the

Exhibitor

We

Say

Rule?

--Yes!

!?fi!8S2 h*m know ne will always be wel-Sljfc come in Realart councils. We want
■$£^=3*. his views. Information is ammunition. "Knowledge is Power."
Realart Pictures is centering its fire upon
combining in one attraction quality of:
1— Star

2— Book

or Play
3. — Production

4. — Exploitation
5. — Distribution
Vast sums are being spent. Eminent, highly
paid stars are at work. Purchase of great
works of fiction and drama goes steadily on.
Foremost directors and scenarioists, reinforced
by liberal expenditure, work hand in hand to
obtain the maximum yield. Far reaching
publicity and exploitation is under way. A
fine system of twenty exchanges is ready.
We

want

to push

Realart Pictures

to the limit.

You, the Exhibitors, have opinions.
We

want

your views.

the

l$e

Beauty

New

York

gf
Season

16 public applauded her, the critics
acclaimed her, the newspapers interviewed
her, the illustrated press spread her fair
photographs far and wide. A new theatrical
celebrity was born. She continues scoring big
in "39 East," the current New York success.

Constance

Binney

has the priceless gifts of Youth, Beauty,
Talent. Can't you just visualize this lovely girl
in such a part, for instance, as a little slavey
in a Pennsylvania Dutch settlement, later
blossoming into glorious young womanhood?
Such a role will introduce her as a star to
your patrons in Mrs. Fiske's wonderful
stage success,
ERSTWHILE

SUSAN

Founded on the widely known novel, "Barnabetta," by
Helen R. Martin.
Now in production.
S. Robertson

EALART

Pictures is giving most careful consideration

to powerful novel and play titles — themes which have left
an indelible impress upon the public consciousness.
Realart is determined that quality in stars will be matched by
corresponding quality in vehicles and in production.
When releasing begins, early in the Fall, Exhibitors may be
assured that Realart Pictures will fully meet the new demands
of an improved public taste and that they will command the
enlarged profits that their excellence deserves.
The following exchanges are now in operation:
MANAGER
STREET AND ADDRESS
CITY
Walter R. Scates
5 Isabella Street
BOSTON
221 Franklin Street
BUFFALO
Henry E. Wilkinson
CHICAGO
Room 1204 Consumers Building,
220 South State Street
Harry W. Willard
Mark Goldman
Room 910 Mercantile Library Bldg.
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
Suite 200 Bangor Building
James B. Reilly
DALLAS
Diaz Callahan
Hotel Jefferson (Temporary Address)
Bert R. Latz
1 742 Glenarm Street
DENVER
Cornelius G. Kingsley
DETROIT
Room 607 Joseph Mack Building
KANSAS CITY
Rooms 509-10 Republic Building,
Cor. 10th & Walnut Streets
Graham Richard Sirwell
MINNEAPOLIS
Room 801 Produce Exchange Building
Harry L. Hollander
729 Seventh Avenue
NEW YORK
Lester W. Adler
B. A. Lucas
1214 Farnam Street
OMAHA
PITTSBURGH
Nat Barach
412 Ferry Street
ST. LOUIS
3626 Olive Street
J. C Ragland
SEATTLE
Albert W. Eden
Room 216, White Building
Wm.
H. Rippard
WASHINGTON
Mather Building, 916-18 G St., N. W.
Field Manager
Ben F. Simpson

General Sales Manager
John S. Woody
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BATTLE

All the producers hftv^ iln.'.lly got-!
ten
it into putting
their heads that
can't j
continue
poor thoy
Better
and better out
pictures
arenlotures.
to he; ;
made
thethem
coping
year.publicThola public
demands
get: ,
them. There
Isand-tbe
no question
as toto the
merit
of
the
productions
of
JTarv
j
Plckford.banks.Chaplin,
Griffiths
and FairThe
Paramount
pictures
have
always The
rankedFirst
withNational,
the best though
In the
field.
young, has always been consistent in
producing
pictures.
And this
concern
hasgood
somelist
pretty
on its staff.
The
Includesgoodthe stars
two i
Talmadges,
Constance
and
Chaplin still has five pictures toNorma:
make I
for First National Pickford
"Under hishasmillion
dollar
two I
more tocontract-be made, and Charles
Ray,
Jack Pickford and Marjorie Daw are'
amongand theLoisnewWeber,
stars.haveMarshall
Neilan
di- 1J
recting
contracts
First signed
National.
BETTER v^PHi
PICTURES.
.
So It can readily be seen that the
other producers
must productions
"increase theto
artistic
worth of their
survive. The public will not pay to I
see the bad pictures of the past when I
it can see good pictures at the same j
Ifs a merry game, the whole of
But
the movie
fan public
assuredal- |
prices.
of better
pictures,
at any Israte,
admit- |
tancethoughpricesthe specter
looms Inof thehigher
not distant
future.

By WAI/TER BODIN.
HODKINSON, by right of achievement, has a right to be
heard — and believed — on any question concerning the future
of the motion picture industry. For twelve years Hodkinson
has been in the game as producer, exhibitor, distributor and what not.
He is admittedly one of the brainiest, if not the brainiest, man in the
business.
San Francisco movie managers have good cause to heed Hodkinson's
words. It was he who six years ago came here and saved the leading
houses from almost certain ruin. It was his organizing genius that had
so much to do in crushing the trust, the General Film Company, which
he followed with the organization of the Paramount-Artcraft corporation. He has done more to advance the cause of good pictures than any
other man in the world, perhaps.
everything
dofatewithof the
you, the
So
now,
on therevolution
eve of theIn history,
biggest has
consumer.
For tothe
motion picture
sumer Is bound
up with
that of conthe
anything
that
Hodkinson
may
have
to say Is. well worth listening to. He exhibitors, and their fate is in the
says:
grasping
hands
of
the
picturemakers.
HERE'S THE WARNING.
About September 1 the new era fn
"Next tions,
yearrealignments
will see and
new affiliations,
consolida- pictures
opens.oneNewbig plans
are to beis
particularly on the part of the small entered
to enter into;
the field andnewthe factor
fiercest
producer-distributer
concerns with
if they
competition is to prevail.
ars
to
compete
successfully
the
larger concerns. Such reorganisation
will no doubt will,
mean thatthe these
affiliIssuing
stock atedandconcerns
securities,byplace
their ownof
on their "assets"
on the tobasis
ofvalues
they ought
outwhat
of Ittheyand think
the exhibitors
will getbe.
called
upon
to
shoulder
the
their enormous capitalizations.burden of
certain
organizations
flndi
they"When
can nopooled
longertheir
go interests
It alone, when
they
have
in an
effort
to
escape
approaching
financial
storms, exhibitors may at that time Jhey
Remember
find sthat
theyof have
In their possesion a stream
out which
many quality
theatersproduct
cannot withlive.! !
Through controlling the life blood ofi
W.
Hodkinson
the business
such anconditions
organisation,'
aided
by economic
and
modern
merchandising
method9
will
gradually
foroeoperation
exhibitorsof theInto
Ml
athen
scheme
of national
aters instead of individual operation,
and this means the virtual ownership
of the theater
by these
producers."
ANOTHER
TRUST?
In other words, Hodkinson warns
San
Irancisco
"beware with
another
His warninginI
comes
the trust."
motion-picture
d
u
s
t
r
y
o
n
the
very
edge
of
a
very
hot
volcano.
Almost
anything
might
happen in the next few months. As
things look gatanizations tpresent,
big orop theUnited
list three
ofStates
producing
concerns
In
the
W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
therefore,thethelivesworld),
and (and,
they
527 Fifth Avenue, New York Gty
threaten
lesser
organizations. of a score or so
Distributing: through PAIHI: Bxhange, Incorporated
What has this to do with ma. the
cons' mer? the reader may ask. It
WW.
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WESTERNE

23,000
Dook

Stores

V
in the United States are displaying this special Photoplay
Edition of this famous novel
with advertising of Benjamin
B. Hampton's Great Author's
production on the "jacket."
Window displays, newspaper
advertising, cut-outs, special
streamers are all linked up
with the motion picture theatre presentation of the first

UCTtON
HAMPTON PtOD
Benjamin B. Hampton
production for
Great Authors' Pictures Inc.

<lhe

WESTERNERS
The photoplay of the novel by
STEWART
EDWARD
WHITE
Dynamically directed by EDWARD SLOMAN

With an All-Star Cast:
ROY STEWART
MILDRED MANNING
ROBERT McKIM
WILFRED LUCAS
FRANKIE LEE
MARY JANE IRVING
GRAHAM PETTI E

No picture based on a novel by a world-known
author has ever been so carefully developed to
put you, the Exhibitor, on speaking terms with
the audiences of millions that have been built
up on an author's reputation. Every Hodkinson
manager has at his finger tips, in his office, the
means of delivering bigger patronage to you
when you book "The Westerners."
W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue . New York City
Distributing through PAT HE B^ruintyjncorpomted
Foreign Distributor..) Frank BnxW>ss.Inc.72'J-7» Ave
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Harry Raver
presents
AUGUSTUS
Challenging
Drama
THOMAS'

OLCANi
starring beautiful
LEAH
BAIRD
with a cast of 2,000 persons including
Gov. Alfred E. Smith of New York
Directed by GEORGE IRVING
Packed with melodrama.
Challenging the interest of and
carrying thrills to everyone who
sees it. Made stronger in its
power of audience attraction
every day by the radical disturbances in our large cities.
Already booked in advance by
telegraph by exhibitors who
foresee "The Volcano" as a
clean-up picture.
W.W.H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue, New York City
Distributing through PAIHI: Exchange, Incorporated
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J.WARREN

KERRIGAN

and His Own
in Company
A

White

Man's
Chance
From the Munsey Magazine
Story by
Johnston McGulley
Directed by
Ernest C. Warde
A Robert Brunton Production
We tell you, and can prove it
by exhibitor reports, that
there are many houses
where J. Warren Kerrigan
draws as much patronage
as the three so-called male
leadsamongthescreen stars.

For the first time in his
screen career, there are now
being put behind Kerrigan
the powerful stories and the
modern qualities and
achievements of production
specialists that his popularity and strength have
deserved.
Today, and henceforth,
with his own company, with
well-known novels, with the
added powers of Robert
Brunton production and
Br un ton's personal oversight, with the broad, intelligent Hodkinson advertising and exploitation —
J. Warren Kerrigan now
comes into his own.
W.W. HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATHE Exchange ; incorporated
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Our Cleveland manager writes: "I
wish I had 'The Blue Bonnet' here
now. First run customer waiting for
it. . . Would play it week of Aug. 3."
Our
YorkhowManager
says: "J
never New
realized
much exhibitors
liked Billie Rhodes till we got the
distribution of her pictures . . .
Dozens of our customers are asking
for 'The Blue Bonnet.' "
The Milwaukee manager telegraphs :
"Confirm by wire whether my prints
will be here to give 'The Blue Bonnet'
to first run customer week Aug. 17."
The Los Angeles manager wires:
"Haveclosed first run 'The Blue Bon.
net'
before negative
Exhibitor
went outis shipped
to studioto you.
and
saw sample print. Please approve."

BILLI

RHODES
i

^

in

Hhe

4

Blue

Bonnet
Directed by Lows Mm Choudet
By f MaynuS Ingleton
Is commanding this attention from the exhibitors of the country
in advance of her first Hodkinson release for many reasons, and
chief among them is:
^here Is ZA(pt Jlnother Star in 3fCotion 'Pictures Like
SiUie Rhodes
Her producers, the National Film Corporation of America,
William Parsons, President, have worked for five months to make
this production in keeping with her popularity.
W

HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifih Avenue New York Ory
Chfrnbmin.fr through PMflE lu^nge lntorp>-*-jted
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The Bridge that Leads from
Girlhood to Womanhood—
that was the bridge that Belinda
crossed, despite the fact that she had
been forbidden "to grow up."
A crisis entered the life of Belinda
Lee. It found her a girl— ~ it left her
a woman.
"THE GIRL WOMAN/' written
by A. Van Buren Powell and directed by Tom Mills, presents Gladys
Leslie in a new type of role, in which
she will score heavily.
VITAGRAPH
Albert E. Smith. President

FRANK
r>

THE

THE

KEENAN

MASTERLY,

WORLD

fn

AFLAME

burning message to those 'who wish
to have more and live better; a message ot all Humanity for it affect s
all Humanitu; a vivid absorbing picturization of the Great Question of the dau
certain to enthrall every observer.
A. SPECIAL/ ppoduced at toe b°bert brunt°n studios

o

Anne

I^ut-lmojL*

dud

—
'
—
succession
of startling'
sensational
scenes

fi

many
never

"Wei*© m vsa
of which
before
attempted

before

a motion

picture

cam

era.^Thrffl
Serial deLuxe
PRODUCED BY WESTERN PHOTO PLAYS Inc.

DISTRIBUTORS

Charles

H\il-clii son

/-f
boxo£&ce
7*
j
sensation
not

for

one

week
but*
fifteen.;
A

for
ssekq
thai-

serial

to
appeals
every
person
who
likes
exciting

adventure and

continual
action

• YAV///A

WRITTEN AND
DIRECTED
BY
JOSEPH
:..a
...GOLDEN

PlATlIE
DISTRJ BUTOaS

Jn

The

Number

1> Cannoi

Fail to be

Lucki^

■:
tiiff ATtiiiJitfeiv=3>Jio shows
YVONNE
DELVA-i
CPEICHTON
HALE
IK| BAVARD
VEILLER'S
GREAT PLAY

m

n

A* a pla^ ii- wa.* a. §eas04ti$ Son
sai-ion; as a plio^oplai; H- is aTru©
a Box Office AiirdiciSpecial;
ion ii" is unexcelled
./<><ia>^
P^ODUctb' BY ACME PICTURES CORPORATION
DISJECTE D AND ADAPTED , feY , LEqNCE PERQET
' ! pi ST^muToa^r

-:^f-
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BURJTON
LOUir
PRESENTS
The

DOMINANT

SERIAL

5TERY
The MYSTERY of "13" was made to
order for the exhibitor and his patrons.
It will not only please them from the
first episode, but it is made so that the
man who sees the fifth or the ninth
episode first, will keep on coming for
the finish.
There is no serial open for booking
today that has the advertising possibilities of that lucky title, The MYSTERY of "13," and no finer advertising
props were ever prepared for any serial
production.
Address all inquiries to me.
LOUIS BURSTON.

BURSTON
1476 broadvay
inc.
FILMSYORK
NEW

*

-o ^

(4

c c

o

.

$ <
33
15 Q£
2
id
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WAIT

Late

Pa nam

oun

FOR

THE

t Star

t1t

0|rT

NO
LIKE

A
AND
SERIAL

yV
eAlA

IT MAS

EVER
BEEN
ATTEMPTED
D/rectQd by
PAUL

HURST

TOTft(l!liV9l!i:jlilil^)lllllll!li^)li!!!||IH!

NATIONAL
FILM

CORPORATION
OF AMERICA

c~^ta<J=,arsonsJ T'res.
Studios- JfollyWood, Calif
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FEATURE
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NTING

JfckHoxi
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STARS
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Joe
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GREENE L.A

Brandt

WEST
4GTH
ST.
NEW YORK CITY
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eatures,

Inc.

SYNDICATE SUPERFEATURES, INC.
is prepared to buy the world's rights, for
cash, of superfeatures of any length, or to
contract for distribution on a percentage
basis through Affiliated Independent
Exchanges.
Such films may run from one to ten
reels in length but must have exceptional
drawing power.
Directors and Artists who are producing
independently of distributing organizations are invited to outline their plans and
work.
Correspondence will be treated confidentially.

GEORGE KLEINE,
63 East AdamsChicago
St.

August 9, 1919
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EVOLUTION
Number Three

The Trade Papers of June 28th and July ll>th
carried my first and second advertisement
"EVOLUTION."
THE ECONOMIC TRINITY:
Producer
— Middleman — Consumer are inevitable BEDFEL OWSbut
; the end-men are usually kicking the
middleman under the blankets.
This is true of FILMS as well as of FACTORY
and FARM products.
While the actual CONSUMER of films is the
PUBLIC, for TRADE purposes we may consider the
EXHIBITOR to be the consumer: the EXCHANGE
is the middleman.
Sometimes the producer tries to ELIMINATE
the middleman and deals directly with the ULTIMATE consumer, as when the Super-feature is placed
in a THEATRE leased for special exploitation.
The
MIDDLEMAN,
serves an important function
and CANNOT however,
be ELIMINATED.
Being an INEVITABLE factor in the business
of getting films to the public, the exchange must function EFFICIENTLY and remove the prejudice by
SERVICE, to Exhibitor and Producer.
A review of film DISTRIBUTION since the birth
of the NICKELODEON in 1906 shows that it has
steadily IMPROVED. The dinky exchange of that
period, with its LACK of SYSTEM, its endless ERRORS in bookkeeping, its INCOMPETENT handling
of films — in booking, in repair and shipping rooms, its
DESTRUCTIVE COMPETITION, cannot be compared with the PRESENT DAY exchange.
In spite of current fault-finding, it is vastly SUPERIOR to its predecessors. It has a BROADER and
more SYMPATHETIC attitude toward the exhibitor.
With exceptions, of course, with exceptions.
I am laying a fundation for PRODUCTION and
DISTRIBUTION. To be enduring it must be FLEXIBLE. Ido not believe in long-time contracts in this
business, except of the most general nature.
PARALLEL INTERESTS will hold business
men together better than formal contracts. MUTUAL
CONFIDENCE is the best cement.
Producer, Distributor and Exhibitor must be
CO-ORDINATE POWERS in the industry.
The Producer, grinding out product in UNENDING footage, compelling a GROANING exchange
to force
out
of theit upon
scene. a -RESISTING exhibitor, is FADING

The Exhibitor is no longer compelled to eat an
eight-course dinner to get the single dish which he
wants.
Let the Producer take his HEAVY HAND off
the Exchange; give it reasonable FREEDOM in the
SELECTION of films, and freedom in DEALING
with EXHIBITORS.
EQUAL RIGHTS, no DOMINATION, FREEDOM of action, mutual RESPECT— within the Trinity— are on the horizon.
There is no ROYAL ROAD to successful production. With the beginning of every new feature, FAILURE is knocking
door. No Producer DELIBERATELY turnsatoutthefailures.
The diatribes of some critics read as if the making
of a POOR PICTURE were a delight and the pastime
of men who love to WASTE money. There has been
waste, due to the conditions that controlled the industry, but it is being lessened as the business becomes
stabilized.
film businesscomposing
has ETERNITY
of it,'
but The
the businesses
it may beahead
SHORTLIVED." Success and Failure follow each other in
quick succession. Film concerns that do not yield to
EVOLUTIONARY PRESSURE, die.
I am neither a REFORMER nor a RADICAL:
I dislike reformers, except those who reform themselves and
; Iradicals
for changes'
own sake.
try to usually
analyze like
tradechange
conditions
as they
affect my business, to read the barometer of the
FUTURE, and having a distinct OBJECTIVE, to
drivemomentum
toward it ;toalways
believing FORCE.
in co-operation, to
add
the DRIVING
My own Productions will be made LEISURELY,
each department in COMPETENT hands, avoiding
above all things a SET quantity within a given time ;
I believe in INTENSIVE work upon one theme — the
BIG THEME, if it can be found, in the hands of a
BIG DIRECTOR— not necessarily a SPOTLIGHT
director; not caring particularly whether the product
is oneout orHASTE,
twelve
per annum ; built withbut Superfeatures
without WASTE.
They will be marketed through SYNDICATE
SUPER-FEATURES, INC., and will be offered to—
not forced
upon— the OFAFFILIATED
ENT EXCHANGES
THE WORLD.INDEPEND-

63 East Adams St.
Chicago.
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ACCLAIMS
MacManus

REPRODUCTION

Of Our Country's Most Heroic Fighters

The

Now

showing

Lost

Battalion

at the Grand

Theatre

(Hartford) daily to

packed houses that are thrilled with the spirit of patriotism that seems to leap from the screen: with the spirit
of romance that veils the tragedy of war, and with the
spirit of hope that springs eternal for a world enduring,
all world peace.
The epitome of faith, hope charity.
Flashed to New York to the most notable of all New York's Evening Newspapers, THE EVENING
JOURNAL
to its
READERS:
as a production
excelseverin
photography,reflashes
originality
andMILLION
scenic effects.
In fact, '"THE
it is oneLOST
of theBATTALION'
most remarkable
screen features
produced; rivaling anything ever attempted before; greater both in story and romance than 'The Birth
of a Nation,' and excelling the latter production in its originality, if not artistically."
THE EVER RELIABLE HARTFORD COURANT sparkles with praise as it rises to a critical penultisome ofmiraculous
manner,
the producer
'THE isLOST
BATTALION'
have
caught mate:
the "Somehow,
glorious inspirit
the American
doughboy,
and in andeverydirector
scene offilmed
reincarnated
for history
the homely, humorous and noble characteristics of the product of the 'melting pot of the nations' — the
American
soldier.
its mighty
chord tears
of human
interest,
its appeal
to thefromindividual's
patriotic pride
and,Inlastly,
in itsplaying
power onto the
produce
of laughter
and intears
that spring
sight of
rows
on
rows
of
tiny
white
crosses
in
a
graveyard
in
France,
'THE
LOST
BATTALION'
is far superior to
'The Birth of a Nation.' "
NOW

READ

THIS

WIRE ! ! !

"The Lost Battalion" has smashed all box-office records for the Grand Theatre,
Hartford, on Monday night, Tuesday matinee and Tuesday night performances. The
Hartford Courant, Post Times and Globe proclaim it the greatest picture ever shown
here. Congratulations! — Frank Quinlan, Manager.
Distribution

Plans

to Be Announced

Later

The Proving Grounds, No. 2 West 47th Street, New York

Robertson-Cole

Production

Jesse D. Hampton
presents
WILLIAM

DESMOND
Hi
m

ASageBrusK
Hamlet

I

A FAST moving drama of tKe great
West with a whole town caught in
a whirl of adventure. Men, Women,
Horses, Guns, and Gold and Laughing
Larry in the person of Desmond leading
them on.
This is a Desmond success even greater
than "The Mints of Hell" and "Bare-Fisted
Gallagher." It is a strong He-Man story
with a golden vein of laughter running
through it.

vm

Distributed by
Exhibitors Mutual

•ertson- Cole Production

BESSIE

BARRISCALE

^Woman

Michael
Married

A PHOTOPLAY of life in kigk society) characterized by a supreme
rickness of detail and a high standard of excellence. TKe
novel and sparkling plot brings you to a thrilling polo game with fast
dashing horses and an accident, a splendidly acted rescue in the surf,
the high life of the fast set, and a score of equally dazzling incidents.
The play is from the story" of DuVernet Rabell in Ainslee's Magazine, adapted to the screen by Fred M>>ton, produced by B. B.
Features and directed by Henry Kolker.

Distributed by
Exhibitors Mutual

IN

Directed

S.L.K
112 West

15

EPISODES

by Donald

Mackenzie

Serial

Actress

Serial
Serial

Director
Cast

CORPORATION
SERIAL
S.S.KrcllbergPr
42^ Street.

IT

Proclamation

!
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MARY P1CKFORD

X
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'Jvrft 'HeCoose through IJ/nitoxL /trtirts* CorporaUorL

MR. FAIRBANKS has endeavored
to make his first production for
United Artists Corporation worthy of
the ideals on which the organization
was founded, and he hopes that the
verdict of the final judges — the public
-will be "Well Done!"

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS

D.W. GRIFFITH
r Jti i i 'iwini i i i i i i i i i iji'i i fl'ni i i i i i i i i i iji i i ni i i i i i
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AMERICAN"
THE
To be released
September First

is
ID:
irr
:3E1

is now

being

booked

through

the following

UNITED
ARTISTS CORPORATION
DISTRIBUTING DEPOTS
New York City .
Philadelphia .
Cleveland .
Pittsburgh
Boston
Chicago
Kansas City
Minneapolis —
Dallas
Los Angeles
San Francisco
Denver
Atlanta
Seattle
Detroit
Washington, D.C.
Toronto, Canada

729 Seventh Avenue
314 Bulletin Building.
Plymouth Building, 2143 Prospect Avenue
412 Ferry Street
41 Winchester Street
1202 Consumers Building
922 Oak Street
402 Film Exchange Building
Permanent Address Pending
802 Knickerbocker Building
100 Golden Gate Avenue
617 Nineteenth Street
Hirsch Building, 146 Marietta Street
1200 Fourth Avenue
605 Joseph Mack Building.
801 Mather Building. :
23 Bay Street, Stair Building

UNITED
r[ V► ;_

a52

ARTISTS

Jack Von Tilzer, Sales Manager
C. S. Trowbridge,
" "
E. C. Fielder,
Carlos E. Moore,
William H Jenner, "
Cresson E. Smith,
H.D.Buckley,
J. F. Brett,
Jos. E. Luckett,
Walter S. Rand,
Louis A. Reichert,
T. Y. Henry,
M. C. Coyne,
L. W. Thompson.
Robert J. Churchill, "
Geo. F. Lenehan,
A. C. Berman,

CORPORATION

OSCAR A. PRICE, President
HIRAM ABRAMS, General Manager
729 Seventh Avenue
5g£
New York City

^^
^^^^
^
DOUGLAS
FAIRBANKS

/

D.W. GRIFFITH
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THE

Advertising
Aids
and Reviews
876
Advertising
for Paramount
Exhibitors
858
Accessories
for
Week
854
Aliens
Give
Plans
for
New
Houses
American
EducationalProducers
Reorganized 792
849
Among
Independent
871
Apfel
SaysIs Directors
Difficulties
Increase..
850
Arbuekle
Not
a
Part
Owner
of
Lehrman
Studio
840
Atlanta
Managers' Body Give Luncheon to 842
Simpson
Beaton and Hunt Witness Filming of
"Bandbox"
.
853
Beach
Leaves
Binney,
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Founded by J. P.CHALMERS 1907
tion that this practice has been indulged
Simultaneously
in to a large
by some ofis the
exhibitors. Thextent
e usual procedure
to rent
for one or two days and then
Run in Texas Movie House ato film
retain it for an extended period,
posed to a continuation of daylight sometimes as much as two weeks or
of community saving and
heard
mayes, have
YOUchurch
the
committee
on
legislation
more,
and circulate it among theatres
but J. H. Judia, of Cisco,
tax is in receipt of req^sts from in the smaller towns, with payment beTexas, is ready to gamble that he and
exhibitors
in
many
sections
to
take
a
ing
made
for the original showing only.
pic- stand against it.
onlyin commu
owns the
This practice has been growing to an
ca. movin
The g Judia
Amerinity
ture show
alarming
extent, the managers claim,
While
the
canvass
is
under
way,
exs
under
house
d early
opene
e urged to communicate their and it has become absolutely necessary
threeand story building oppositionhibitors arto
of initsJuly,
the roof
to do something to overcome it.
the
daylight
saving
bill
about thirty different enterprises.
For instance, in the theatre proper to their Senators and Congressmen,
At the present
time no drastic
to be inaugurated,
the measmain
there is an ice cream parlor. Movie especially to those who voted against relianceures arebeing
put in efforts to educate
fans can eat ice cream as the films run. its repeal.
the
offending
managers
to
the
injustice
A special arrangement in this section
of such procedure.
Secretary association,
C. V. Zimof the house turns every chair into a Cincinnati Exchanges Are
merman, of the exchange
small table on which refreshments may
that he believed that when the
Moving Against Bicycling said
be served.
proposition was placed in the proper
Theatre Runs Two Shows.
of those
who thehaveright
indulged
AT A meeting
the Cincinnati
As- light,
sociated FilmofExchange
Managers
in thismany
practice
will see
thing
The
Judia
Theatre
is
perhaps
the
most
of
the
Cincinnati
Chamber
of
remarkable theatre in America since Commerce held during the past week, and do it, without any necessity of reit combined two theatres in one. The the question of devising ways and means
s
o
r
t
i
n
g
t
o
extreme
measures.
However, the exchanges are prepared to go
playhouse
cost $75,000,
divided
the whole distance, if necessary, to see
into two sections.
It has and
two isoperating
to Itstamp
out the
practice ofof the
"bicycling."
is stated
by officers
associa- that the imposition is discontinued.
booths and. four projecting machines.
One half of the house is devoted to
first run
50 cents,
and atone-25
half
is forpictures
secondat run
pictures
cents. For sixty cents, on Saturday
Treasurer Linton of Utica Charges
nights, the fan can get a round trip
ticket permitting him to see both shows.
In the middle of the week, Mr. Judia,
Black Theatre Fails to Co-operate
should business be poor, will close the
main theatre, which seats 450, and run
THE
New York State League, of which Sydney S. Cohen is president, has
the annex, which seats 275. In this way
declined to make any statement in reply to the letter from Alfred S.
he saves lights and other items of
Black, president of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, which
was printed in the Moving Picture World last week.
operating expense. When business is
good, as it always is at the end of the
W. H. Linton, of the Hippodrome Theatre of Utica, and the treasurer of
week and its beginning, both shows are
the New York State organization, has written a letter in which he takes
going in full blast. A big organ in the
exception to the statement of Mr. Black, whom he alludes to as "president
theatre provides music for both shows.
of theMr.recent
regarding
in Utica.
The Cisco Commercial Club has offices
Black,St.itLouis
will meeting"
recalled, asked
whatthethesituation
New York
organization had
done
to aid the theatre men in Utica to obtain Sunday opening. Mr. Linton
insix theoil Judia
Theatre.
So
have
twentyfirms. There is a shoe shining
charges
that
the
Park
Theatre
has
failed
to
co-operate
with
other exhibitors
stand right in the theatre, where a man
in that city to further the fight for Sunday opening. His letter is as follows :
can get a shine and watch the movies
as the shoeblack works.
MY attention has been called to the statement of Mr. Alfred S. Black,
J. H. Judia has patented his theatre
president of the recent St. Louis meeting, in which he says that he
plans. He is an inventor of some note,
owns a large interest in and represents the Park Theatre in Utica,
the government having adopted his
N. Y. Mr. Black asks what the league has done to help in opening the motion
picture theatres of Utica on Sundays since the bill was passed.
plans for the improvement of army air
planes during the war.
As I am the owner of the Hippodrome Theatre in Utica and several other
theatres in this Senatorial district, and, together with Mr. Donlon, of the
Avon Theatre, am in charge of the Sunday campaign in Utica, I feel that
Exhibitors' Organization
some reply is due to Mr. Black.
Against Daylight Saving
Mr. Black
he says
that the
League
of Newis ill-informed
York State when
has done
nothing
for Motion
Sunday Picture
openingExhibitors'
in Utica.
IT was announced by the committee
On the contrary, the exhibitors of Utica have received all the help they have
on legislation and tax of the Moevef*needed
from
the
league,
and
I
may
say
that
the
help
has
been
most
tion Picture Exhibitors of America,
valuable.
Inc., that an active canvass of Congress
If Sunday opening is not as yet an accomplished fact in Utica the cause
has begun to enlist the support of every
is to be found ih certain local circumstances with which we are now contendmember of the national law ma' ing body
ing and which we eventually hope to control. In the meantime I will thank
in repealing the daylight saving law.
Mr. Black, who says he represents the Park Theatre, if he will use his
That the daylight saving law, which
influence
with the management of that theatre to induce it to pay its procame into being as a war measure, has
portionate share of the expenses incurred in the prosecution of the campaign
had a disastrous effect upon a great
in
Utica.
The Park Theatre has refused to pay it, and other exhibitors in the
number of motion picture theatres is
city have had to pay it for the Park Theatre, I personally contributing to
shown by the fact that exhibitors
make lishuptheseforfacts
the indeficiency
the desertion
of the Park. Please pubthroughout the country are continually
fairness caused
to all by
parties
concerned.
W. H. LINTON,
protesting
upon
the
further
operation
of this war time law.
Hippodrome Theatre, Utica, N. Y.
The Northwest exhibitors, in convention at Seattle, went on record as opTwo
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growing
by
leaps
and
bounds.
He isAsalsoan
executive secretary of the body.
illustration of the rapid growth of
membership
he states
that six out
seven exhibitors
in McKeesport
joinedof
recently. In the same time every exhibitor in Monongahela
City,
number,
became members.
Two three
out ofin three
in Charleroi,
have joined.
There will be a meeting of western
Pennsylvania
and northern
exhibitors inCleveland
in the nearOhiofuture.
All exhibitors of these two sections are
urged to so arrange their business in
order that they may be able to attend.
.Membership in the American ExhibAssociation
dollarsis intionitors'fee,
after costs
whichfivethere
no
■ ; irse for dues. The expenses of the
o-ganization
are
met
by
receipts
from
the running of advertising slides, which
[he exhibitor runs in lieu of payment
of dues. Mr. Herrington will be pleased
to
explainwhoall isdetails
of the plan to any
exhibitor
interested.

ROCHESTER MEETING
WILL ENTERTAIN
Members of National Association Are To Be
Guests of George Eastman During Their Visit
York, employes
has in hisof possession
point to a street, New
indica
ADVANC
for former
the above
ssfultions
most Esucce
and enjoyable checks
named
concein
and
to deliver
ing
n picture men same to them, but isis anxious
their
when gather
the Nationofal motio
Association
of the dresses. The names arewithout
as
follows
ry meets in Roch- Rosen ';ranz, P. Walsh, F. G. Seen :
e
Motionester onPictur
Aug. 5 Indust
andng 6. This
will be the
third annual meeti and will probably R. F. Eagan, L. Gainer, Walter Reil
see the mingling of more members of
No doubt
partiesto ment'oned
use thethemoney
good advantab
the association than on any similar oc- could
in these days of costly living.
ion
since
casion
the
incept
of
the
association in June, 1916.
Elaborate plans are being made for
the reception and entertainment of the Pennsylvania Association
Makes Money from Slides
members by George Eastman, whose
generosity
is responsible
for the
meetnow the
ing
being
held
at
Rochester
this
year.
HERRINrGTON
officialJ. organize
of theisAmerican
The members will be Mr. Eastmans F RED
s'
on
Exhibitor
Associati
of
Penn-is
guests
from
the
time
they
leave
New
sylvania and says the membership
York until their return to that city,
and aside
from
the
business
of
the
sessions it is anticipated that the many
events scheduled will cause them long H. A. Strong, Pioneer in
toto bear
a pleasant
the Kodak
City. memory of their trip
Film Manufacturing, Dies
Charters Special Train.
Mr. Eastman has chartered a special
president and owner of a controlling
vice- asinterest,
train for the use of the members. It HENR
Y ALVAH
t of the STRONG
presiden
Eastman, Kodak
and Mr. Eastman as treasurer.
will leave the Grand Central station at
y
Compan
and
the
original
partIn
later years,
on western
inEastman in the early
vestments made losses
it necessary
for Air.
11.30 o'clock on Monday night, arriving days nerofof George
film, died at Rochester early Strong to sell some of his stock in the
in
Rochester
shortly
after
8
o'clock
on
in the morning of July 25, aged eighty- Eastman Kodak Company, and thus he
Tuesday
delegates
be taken tomorning.
the SenecaTheHotel,
which will
will one years. Mr. Strong had been in poor lost
controlling interest in the conbe their headquarters during their stay healthtionforhad not
several
butredhis serious
condi- officer.a cern,
although hethecontinued
be an
beenyears,
conside
When
Eastmanto Kodak
and where the meetings will be held.
After a review of the activities of the until a few days previous to his death. Company of New Jersey was formed in
association during the past year, reports
Mr. Strong was born in Rochester and 1901, dentMr.and retained
Strong became
its vice-presiof committees and presentation of plans after
the presidency
of the
serving as an assistant paymaster
for the next year, officers will be in the navy during the war entered the Eastman Kodak Company of New York.
elected.
Was Philanthropist.
whip
manufacturing
business
with
his
On Tuesday afternoon the visitors
1889 the
he disposed
busiMr. Strong has long been noted for his
will be shown the wonders of the Kodak uncle.ness toInenter
business ofof this
manufacopen-handed
various
turing
dry
plates
and
film
with
George
Park plant,stration oincluding
an
actual
demonin whichgenerosity
he was tointerested.
f the various processes of Eastman. The two men had formed a causes
Among
his
larger
gifts
are:
$150,000
making film. A dinner in their honor partnership in 1880 under the name of the Rochester Theological Seminary,to
will be given at the plant on Tuesday Strong and Eastman.
for the erection of Alvah Strong Hall in
evening. The party will return to New
Capital and Invention Combine.
memory of his father: $100,000 for the
Yorkter atonmidnight
a specialandtrain
leavingNewRochesreaching
York
In this partnership it was Mr. Strong building of Brick Church Institute;
at the beginning of business Wednesday. who furnished the capital and Mr. East- $100,000
to the Young
$100,000Women's
for the ChriserecPropose National Academy.
man the inventive genius. Air. Strong's tion tionAssociation;
of a women'sof academic
building
the
University
Rochester,
to beat
It isbersunderstood
that
while
the
memcapital
of
$10,000
enabled
Air.
Eastman's
inventions
to
be
placed
on
the
market
are here Mr. Eastman will make and has now grown to many millions. called Catherine Strong Hall, in memory
some important
in con-of Soon after this the Eastman Dry Plate of his mother; $50,000 to the Young
nection with theannouncements
National Academy
Alen's Christian Association. These
Motion Picture Art which he proposes Company wss formed with Mr. Strong gifts
all confined
to Rochester,
were were
the bulk
of his smaller
gifts. as
to found. No definite announcement
has been forthcoming concerning this
Little
Known
to
Public.
Precedent Among
matter, but the proposed plans have
Of ation,modest
unassuming
disposi-by
been generally mooted for some time,
Air. Strongand was
little known
Preachers!
and it is apparent that a lively curiosity
the public. Pleasant and frank in his
contact with his associates and emhas been aroused in Mr. Eastman's exer in
6FyourCOUR
loyes, he preferred
and
pected announcement. Samuel RothtownSE,
doesn'ttherunminist
a moving
almost pin
retirement. to live
It isquietly
an actual
apfel isiuses oftothebeinstitution,
one of the which
directing
gene
!
pictur
house
And
you
don't
hear every Sunday from the pulpit
also will
fact
that
during
the
entire
period
of
maintain a large symphony orchestra
of your church the list of attractions
his lifething there
was upon
published
anywhich will occupy the screen at your
that wouldneverreflect
him, either
conductedinence as aby musician.
a man of national promminister's theatre during the coming
as a private citizen or in business. The
week.
same held true in other respects, his life
But out in Jefferson, Texas, alt
North to Act as District Manager.
being plary
livedmannerinthat
suchwhen
a dignified,
exemthis happens. The Rev. W. A. Nance
he was spoken
Tom North, special short subjects
of it was always with a sincere feeling
preaches
one
day atin the
"Meek
and
sales manager for Fox Film Corporation,
runs
his
pictures
the
Lyric
the
is also to art as district manager for the
of respect and good-will.
other six.
Southern
District.
Gondolfi Was Cameraman.
And the other ministers antrict includes
the The
Fox Southern
exchangesDis-in
nounce his plays each Sunday
Washington, Atlanta and New Orleans.
In last week's review of "Bringing Up
Betty," a World Picture in which Evelyn
from their pulpits.
Checks Waiting for Unicorn Employes.
Greeley is the star, credit for the phoThe story is from "Smiling Jimmy
tography workit was
to Mr.
Air.
John Lvttle, 31 Nassau street. New
Kelly" on page 825. THEDon'tEDITOR.
miss it.
Schneider when
should given
have been
York,, who was attornev for the UniGondolfi.
corn Film Service, 126 West Forty-sixth
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GOLDWYN
CAPITAL
NOW
$20,000,000
Alliance with Lee Shubert and A. H. Woods Marked by
$17,000,000 Investment Increase — Means Hundreds
of Stage Successes Will Be Available for Filming
Atherton. Rupert Hughes, Mary Roberts
aching allimost far-re
ONE of the
Rin'ehart,
King
e andedthe-in
es of motion
picturrecord
ancatrical
interests ever
and Leroy Gouverneur
Scott, knownMorris,
as theBasil
Eminent
Authors.
d
mmate by Goldthe industry was consu
Distribution facilities have been so
wyn Pictures Corporation last week,
perfected that Goldwyn pictures are
nced an inrn lizati
annou
conce
when that
shown
in every country of the world.
on
from three
crease of its capita
In the United States there are twentymillion toiontwenty million tdollars, and
two
exchanges,
exclusive of the New
the inclus of Lee Shuber and A. H.
York exchange, and each exchange is
Woods on the board of directors. The
Shubert interests control many of the
supplied with exploitation experts worktheatres throughout the United States.
ing on a system devised to aid exhibitors.
This guarantees the active co-operaList of Plays Secured.
tion ofducersthese
foremost
theatrical
proin the making, exploiting and
A. H. Woods has grouped around himdistributing of Goldwyn pictures. The
self the greater part of the active playhundreds of great plays presented on
wrights of today, and has produced
the stage by these theatrical interests
more successes
thanTheanylistother
prowill be picturized by Goldwyn. As a
ducer
in America.
of plays
part of the vastly increased scope of
staged
by
Mr.
Woods
includes
"The
the organization, headed by Samuel
Song of Songs," "Parlor, Bedroom and
Goldwvn, nounced
as thatpresident,
it alsonational
is anBath," "His Bridal Night," "Innocent,"
an extensive
"He Comes Up Smiling," "Why Worry,"
newspaper,vertising
magazine,
billboard and
ad"Where Poppies Bloom," "Roads of
campaign will and
be launched,
Destiny," "The Big Chance," "Friendly
that plans are under way for Easten
studios and a laboratory, as large as
Enemies," "Up in Mabel's Room,"
"Potash
those
now
in
operation
at
Culver
City,
others. and Perlmutter," and many
California.
Samuel Goldwyn
The Shubert supply of stage successes
Officers of the Company.
is as varied as it is numerous, including
As president, extends activities of
Goldwyn
Pictures
Corporation.
The new officers of the Goldwyn Pic"Maytime," "A* Little Journey," "39 East,"
"Eyes of Youth," "Sleeping Partners,"
turesSamuel
Corporation
are as; chairman
follows : ofPresident,
Goldwyn
the the Shuberts, A. H. Woods, and the "Mary's Ankle," "Blind Youth," "Fanny's
executive committee, F. J. Godsol; vice- Selwyns, are now available for the Gold- First Play," "The Fear Market," "The
presidents, F. J. Godsol, Moritz Hilder,
possessing unlimited Familv," "The Fugitive," "The Guilty
Lee Shubert, Edgar Selwyn, Abraham capitalwyn toorganization,
back any undertaking which Man," "The Hawk," "Old Lady 31,"
"Pierrot The Prodigal," "Saturday to
may
be
deemed
advisable.
Lehr; treasurer,
Haberman;
sec- :
retary, GabrielP.L.W. Hess
; directors
Monday," "The Torches," and the "WooMany Plays Acquired.
Samuel Goldwyn, F. J. Godsol, Moritz
also have many plays
Plays that have been enjoyed by hun- thatThehaveSelwyns
Hilder, Lee Shubert, A. H. Woods, Edproved their popularity, among
ing of Eve."
dreds of thousands of people on the
garder,Selwyn,
Henry
Ittleson,
Jacob
Hilstage,
the
picture
rights
to
which
have
August, P. W. Haberman, been withheld, although many motion them "The Crowded Hour," "Tea for
Gabriel Harmon
L. Hess.
"Twin Beds," "The Money Mak-.
concerns have tried to secure Three,""Lilac
All of the outstanding successes of picture
Time," "Double Exposure,
them, will now be brought to the screen ers,"
"Why
Marry"
and "Under Fire."
by Goldwyn.
"Potash
and
Perlmutter,"
a
famous
stage success, will probably be among
the early Goldwyn productions. "The
Woman in Room 13," "Maytime," "Roads
of Destiny," "Friendlv Enemies," "Tea
for Three," "Old Lady 31," and "The
Girl
in the inTaxi,"
also likely
numbered
the listareprepared
for toearlybe
production, which are only a few out
of
the hundreds of plays that may be
utilized.
Has Had Rapid Rise.
In less than three years, Samuel
Goldwyn has brought his concern to
a foremost place in the ranks of picture
organizations. In the face of many
difficulties brought about by the war,
and later by the influenza epidemic,
which nearly proved the ruination of
many picture companies, he has succe ded in building up a producing and
distributing corporation of great scope.
Stars on Roster.
At the present time, the roster of
stars comprises Geraldine Farrar. Pauline Frederic'',
Normanandd, Tom
Moore,
Madge Mable
Kennedy
Will
Rogers. Not long ago, Mr. Goldwyn
A. H. Woods
Lee Shubert
secured,
for
motion
picture
production,
a director of Goldwyn Corporation. all of the works of Rex Beach, Gertrude
Xew director of Goldwyn Corporation.
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ing experience
a number
of companies, became awith
Goldwyn
man.
Mr. Bowers
revealed
hisleading
versatility
"BIG FOUR"
FIRST
FAIRBANKS'
NAME
at Culver City by playing opposite
Title of His Initial
Madge Kennedy and Mabel Normand,
"His Majesty, the American,"
with equal success, and as leading man
United States Release— Scheduled for September 1
for Miss Kennedy in "Strictly ConAdvance Bookings Heavy.
inaug
will
S
BANK
FAIR
S
GLA
DOU
Incidentally, the advance bookings on
ses of United Arurate the releation
the
production
are
said
to
set
a
record
mber
Corpora
1
on Septe
tists'
New Basic Treatment for
is unequalled in screen annals. As fidential."
can." that
Ameri
ty, the
his re"HishasMajes
with
early as last May the biggest theatres
proe
of
cours
in
Vitagraph Serial Posters
been
The pictuduction
g
l
filmin
throughout
the
country
began
booking
actua
.
since April The
is completed and the picture is now in the picture for lengths of run that were ANEtwentyfour in
sheettheis being
use ofput thein
W
the stages of final editing and titling.
actually revolutionary. A check-up of
Vitagraph in advertising
byidea
Eight weeks were devoted exclusively the first run bookings carries practically its new force
serial,nt"SmashWilliam
Di- every big theatre and circuit throughto the preparation of the scenario.
" ItsDuncan
is en-be
treatmemight
ing Barriers.
asout the country
that could showing.
be accomwith the the
Henaberry,
is what
itbasic
tirely new and
rectorsistanceJoseph
modated for a simultaneous
of Elton
Banks, developed
lk"
it
as
stand,
"sidewa
a
termed
Bookings
are
now
being
made
through
and it is reported
the picture
designed for special posting hasin
isStory,
a veritable
Fairbanksthatfrolic,
giving all seventeen of United Artists' Cor- been
s districts. It is the direct anpopulou
poration
distributing
depots
in
United
the inimitable Doug a wealth of oppor- States and Canada, and enough business
read"
who runs
tunitiesoffered
such as him.
no production has here- has now been written to keep a big idea. In tithenosis of theway,"hehowever
, is may
it planned
tofore
t the
per supplan
newspa
the
have
to
numbera longof period.
prints busy without let-up general twenty-four sheet put out on the
Replete With Novelties.
over
new serial. It is rather a complement
The picture abounds in novelties. Its
s
of the original and as such doubtles
very beginning offers a feature that Bowers Renews Contract
be usedorsby a large percentage of
will
alone has cost quite a sum to produce,
the
booked
have
who
exhibit
the
but that is counted on to make a seato Appear with Goldwyn new Vitagraph serial.
son's hit in itself. It shows Doug in the
Vitagraph realized that a large proagonies of a nightmare and the stunts IN accordance
withanditsactresses
policy of who
reportion of the stands for the new serial
taining actors
he
goesstart
through
and off
the with
dangers
have proved their worth, Goldwyn would be posted in cities and read by
courts
the story
a rush.he Pictures
prospective
patrons ofwhonotaremorepassing
renewed
a
contract
with
John
In these nightmare scenes many nov- Bowers whereby he will remain with a reading distance
than ata
in photography
and setThose
construcfeet. With this closeness in view
organization until November 20, 1920. few
tioneltieshave
been employed.
who theUnder
new poster will contain twelve
present contract, his first the
feel that there is nothing new under the work will hisbe opposite
from the serial, and all forming
Frederick scenes
sun are said to have a revelation await- in a picture directed Pauline
a
border.
This will give the spectator
by
Frank
Lloyd.
ing them.
an
opportunity
see several of the
The story, laid in England, will mark thrills. Two of theto most
Has Strong Cast.
thrilling scenes
Mr. Bowers'
big end-run in a varsity football
A splendid cast surrounds Doug in his star.
Work initial
on thisappearance
production with
will thebe —a
game, which is an early episode of the
started immediately.
first
"Big
Four"
production.
Marjory
serial, andfroma human
the
Daw plays
the picture
femininein lead.
in Indiana, where, according to heroine
the brinkchainof arescuing
steep cliff,
makes
the sixth
which This
she Mr.BornBowers,
there are only two classes,
given double the space alloted to
has played opposite Fairbanks. Miss poets and farmers, he shocked the com- are
remainder of the picture. Of course
Daw splendidly
wholemunity at the age of eighteen by decid- thelarge
portrait of the star occupies a
some young girlrepresents
and is sothethroughly
ing to become an actor, making his first aprominent
position.
on the speaking stage in
experienced
in Doug's
rather extreme
heroic methods
of rescuing
damsels appearances
"The Family Cupboard" and "Things
from distress that her presence is That
Count."
was "The Blue Bonnet" was
counted on as a big asset.
won over
to theSoon,
studio,however,
and, afterhe gainSix Months in Making
FrankciatedCampeau,
who forhasover
beena assowith Fairbanks
year,
plays theworthy
heavy
role.
He
was
a
noteFilm Corporation
Los
WHEN thetionalexecutives
of thein Namember of numerous recent
Angeles
shipped
their
first Billie
Fairbank's
casts
and
has
a
big
reputaRhodes
production
for
Hodkinson
retion not only as a screen artist, but
lease, "Thethey
Bluechecked
Bonnet,"up toon New
York
likewise as a stage player.
last
week
their
proAlbert McQuarrie, who had a good
duction records a picture that had been
part in "The Knickerbocker Buckaroo,"
more than six months in the making.
likewise appears in "His Majesty, the
Taking
extra
time in which to produce
American,"
in addition
served as an
pictures is developing into a new fashassistant to andDirector
Henaberry.
ion,
more
especially
since the producers
Sam Sothern in Cast.
have discerned that the old kind of picMuch interest also attaches to the
more. tures "do not go" with exhibitors any
initial screen appearance of Sam Sothern, well-known New York and London
"The Blue
other productionsBonnet,"
flowing throughlike theall Hodkinson
actor and
younger brother of the fadistribution mechanism, is a selective
mous E. H.a Sothern.
booking picture. It is not a part of a
Lillian Langdon, who appeared with
series of picture starring Billie Rhodes,
Fairbanks in his first motion picture,
although in the course of a year there
"The
Lamb,"
and
in
a
number
of
later
will be six pictures with Miss Rhodes
productions,
is
also
prominent
in
the
cast.
as the star. The production will be
sold
meritbook
and and
those those
exhibitors
In the realization that "His Majesty,
who singly
like iton can
that
the American" was to be the first redo not can leave it alone.
lease
of
the
"Big
Four,"
Fairbanks
is
said to haveduction.
spent
a
fortune
on
the
proRelease toof be"Thearound
Blue September
Bonnet" is1.
Massive sets, both interiors
scheduled
Two other productions will be released
and exteriors, have been provided withthe the
cost,longer
for Fairbanks
during the same month by the Hodkinlias out
hadreckoning
in mind
runs to
sonleaorganization.
were three
rewhich the picture is booking, and he
ses by HodkinsonThere
in August
and two
John
Bowers
has put everything into the production
in
July
and
the
outlook
is
that
there
Has
signed
big
contract
with
Goldwyn.
will be three releases a month, at least,
to justify the highest hopes of United
His latest success was with Madge
bearing the Hodkinson distribution imArtists' Corporation and the exhibitors
Kennedy in "Through the
print throughout the entire year ahead.
-who are going to run the pictures.
Wrong Door."
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Co-operation Between Exhibitors and Exchangemen
Results in First Annual Meeting of Allied Interests
on July 16-19 — Stage Screen Ball and Street Parade
THERE
a territory
in theandUnited
next read the names of promiplaining until
that itFriday
would morning.
be left forThere
disStates iswhere
exhibitors
film Sigmond
cussion
nent rectors
producers,
actors, distributors,
diand exhibitors
who had sent
men are actually banded together
were
five
resolutions
read,
the
first
urging the repeal of the daylight savings
on a practical working basis for the letters of regret at not being able to
the convention. The meeting was
commontion picture
good industry
of themselves
and the This
mo- attend
over the president's
veto of
; thethesecond
adjourned for luncheon, at which Mayor law
in general.
commending
the progress
moOle
Hanson
and
Reginald
H.
Parsons,
was
definitely
shown
at
the
first
annual
tion
picture
industry;
the
third
convention of the Allied Motion Picture president of the Seattle Chamber of the repeal of the admission tax;urging
the
Interests of the Pacific Northwest held Commerce, welcomed the delegates.
fourthtals tax;urging
the repeal
ofthatthe only
film such
renthe
fifth
urging
in Seattle
July
16-19
inclusive.
The
purHarry Sigmond Opens Meeting.
films be shown as will redound to the
pose of the convention was to complete
the organization
of the associate
memof theproducing
industry,companies.
and conTheMr.delegates
re-convened
at 2.00 p. improvement
bership of the Northwest
Film Board
demning dishonest
m.
Sigmond
read
the
constitution
of Trade.
Attention of the delegates was called
and by-laws
of
the
associate
membership as framed by their organizations to the beefsteak dinner to be given for
Exchange and Theatre Men Unite.
committee. Provision had been made in the men by the Seattle exhibitors that
This Board of Trade was organized the constitution for the governing of evening, and the meeting adjournd.
by Northwest
managers
of The
film idea
ex- the associate membership by an execuSpeaks for Theatre Tax.
changes nearly two
years ago.
committee of five, one elected from
was conceived last winter to get the each tive
and one at large, who should
Friday morning the delegates were so
exhibitors of the territory, who had act asstate
late and so irregular in putting in an
chairman.
It
was
provided
that
never been able to form and hold to- the Film Board of Trade's executive appearance that the morning meeting
gether an active exhibitor organization, committee of five should meet with the
finally adjourned without having
to join with them as associate members. executive committee of the exhibitors was
any business.
In the
They planned that questions which it when questions of general interest were transacted
noon, however,
the meeting
was afterwell
under consideration. There was some attended. The resolutions were adoptwas orsobviously
the
business
of
exhibitto settle should be taken up by the discussion as to the number that should
ed
as
read
without
any
discussion,
associate members, and that whatever be on the exhibitors' executive commit- the manner of holding the election and
affected exchanges only should be te, but the motion was finally passed being discussed when John Hamrick was
arhandled
by the exchange
managers
form- ; without a dissenting vote to accept the
on account
having
to at-to
ing the Northwest
Film Board
of Trade
tendrivedto late,
some
business ofwith
regard
constitution
and
by-laws
as
read.
The
questions having any bearing on both motion was made and passed to pay any the screen ball, and asked for a reconbranches of the industry in general traveling expenses incurred by the memsideration of the resolution asking for
should be considered and acted upon
repeal of the admission tax. Mr.
bers of the executive committee while at- the
by the combined organization.
Hamrick
declared
it was the duty
tending to business for the organiza- of exhibitors to do that
their part in paying
Meetings
wereSpokane,
held in Seattle,
Port- tion.
land, Tacoma,
Butte, Boise,
the
enormous
war
debt
that still burPass Many Resolutions.
Walla Walla, and Yakima for presenting
dens the country, that even if they did
the idea to exhibitors throughout the
President Lukan then asked for the ask the
repeal of the tax they would
territory. Exhibitors approved of the report of the resolutions committee, ex- be refused and thus cheapened, and
plan and were not slow in joining and
paying dues.
Hold First Meeting on July 17.
Many of those who had not joined
were convention
present when
first tomeeting
the
was thecalled
order ofin
the auditorium of Frederick & Nelson's July
department
in Seattle
Thursday,
17. store
No attempt
had beenon
made to call a meeting on Wednesday,
when visitors were just arriving. There
were representative exhibitors from
Washington, Oregon, Montana, Idaho,
and Alaska, as well as all the exchange
men of the territory and district manfrom California
and representativesagersof supply
advertising
concerns
from allhouses
over and
the West.
The
Moving Picture World representative
maintained headquarters on Film Row
for the duration of the convention.
L. O.west Lukan,
the NorthFilm Boardpresident
of Trade,of opened
the
meeting.
After
the
roll
call
mond, general counsel for theHarry
BoardSig-of
Trade,
explained the
aims
of the Northwest
Filmpurpose
Board and
of Trade
and the associate membership, outlined
the plan of organization and gave a reporttion.
of theThis report
progressshowed
of the that
organizathere
were
twenty-three
exchange
and
one hundred exhibitor members men
to date.
The teereport
of
the
credentials
commitwas then read and approved. Mr.
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and their wives and the three
that, when the tax is removed exhibit- women gatesstars
they were met by citizens
ors will be expected to reduce their
in their automobiles and
admission price five cents, since most oftakenBremerton
for a ride through the Navy Yard.
of them raised that amount to take care
They were conducted by the captain of
of the tax;
and
they
would
thus
be
deprived of the two or three cents extra the yard, miswho
hao. the
obtained
special
perion to show
visitors
through
which they
are some
now getting.
dis- from Secretary
Daniels. A meeting, with
cussion lasted
time, andTheit was
finally moved and passed to place the speeches of welcome and bouquets for
the stars, was then held at the Rialto
resolution
in theforhands
of the execu- Theatre,
and the party proceeded in the
tive committee
consideration.
autos to the park, where a clambake
Officers Are Elected.
was followed with more speeches and
games. The delegates returned to
The findings of the nominating com- then
mittee were then read, suggesting sev- Seattle at o p. m.
Stars Receive Greeting.
eral names from each state for the associate membership executive commitGreat publicity had been given the
tee andinal y chairman.
The
plan
was
origball
for
weeks
in advance, and when each
to elect by secret ballot, but the of the stars arrived
in Seattle a long
officerstion.were
finally
elected
by
acclamaline
of
automobiles
horns going
Those elected were, chairman, Dr. full blast had escortedwith
them up Second
Howard S. Clemmer, of the Clemmer avenue
between crowds of enthusiastic
Theatre,ington Spokane;
member
for Washand Alaska, John
Hamrick,
of the people on both sides of the street. The
Rex, Seattle; member for Oregon, K. L.
Burke;
member
for
Idaho,
C.
C.
Spencer, of the Grand, Wallace ; member for
Montana, Henry Turner, of the Missoula
AmusementCompany, Missoula.
Spokane Sends Invitation.
The official invitation of the city of
Spokane for next year's convention was
then presented
"MissthatSpokane,"
young
woman sentby from
city, whoa
always impersonates Spokane on official
occasions. She was dressed in the buckskin costume of an Indian maiden, and
the text of her invitation, spoken from
the platform, was in keeping with her
character. At the end she presented a
buckskin scroll with the written invitation from officials of the city. The motion was made and carried that Spoplace. kane should be next year's meeting
Silver Cup Presented.
John Hamrick
the President
name of the
organizationinpresented
Lukan
with a silver loving cup in recognition
of his work for the success of the convention, and a vote of appreciation was
extendedand toto General
Counsel Harry
Sigmond
W. J. Drummond,
director
Marguerite Motie
general of the convention.
Who,
Spokane, that
persuaded
After reminding the delegates of the
Seattleas Miss
convention
Spokanethe
screen ball to be held that night and of
was the place for next
the boat trip and the entertainment
year's conclave.
planned in Bremerton on the following
day by John Rantz and the Bremerton
Chamber of Commerce, President Lukan president of the Chamber of Commerce
declared the convention adjourned.
met Miss Michelena and the chief of
police,
Buffalo Billdressed
and eightas
Screen Ball Was Fine Affair.
or ten dressed
of his assubordinates
The Seattle newspapers all used a lot cowboys and Indians, as well as little
of ink, a goodly portion of their front Ted Hanson, the mayor's son, all of
pages and one or two other pages in them on horseback, met Miss Tincher.
trying to do justice to the screen ball. She appeared dressed as she was in
The stars present were Bessie Love, "Rowdy Ann," in cowboy costume, and
beside the chief of police up SecWallace Reid, Frank Keenan, Fay Tin- rode ond
avenue, while the chief shot off
cher and Beatriz Michelena. The grand
blank cartridges and a horn blower
march was preceded by a pony ballet helped
to attract attention.
driven tandem, with little pages in coloBesides the luncheon at the Masonic
nial costume attending, followed by the
stars. The two biggest dancing floors Temple, where Mayor Hanson, the
in the city of Seattle were crowded to president of the Chamber of Commerce,
capacity and the seats on all sides filled. Frank Keenan, and Beatriz Michelena
It is estimated by officials of the ball spoke, there was another on Friday at
Club, which was a comthat there were about 9,000 people the Masonic
bined affair with the Seattle Chamber
present.
of Commerce. Here Keenan, Bessie
Delegates Have Boat Ride.
Love and Miss Spokane spoke. Miss
Saturday was given over to the enter- Spokane had just been escorted into
tainment of the delegates by the city town by Mayor Hanson.
of Bremerton and John Rantz, manager
At the beefsteak dinner Thursday
night, Governor
of the Rialto Theatre of that city. On Warren
spoke. Hart and Police Chief
the arrival of the boat bearing dele-
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The following
extract
from thePicture
constitution of the Allied Motion
Interests shows the nature and aims
of the organization :
ARTICLE XI.
Sec. 1. Associate Membership, (a) Purposes:membership
There is hereby
an associate
to the created
Northwest
Film
Board
ofmembership
Trade to inco-operate
with the
regular
accomplishing
the
following objects:
1. To secure as associate members the
owners, managers
representatives ofeveryor duly
theatreauthorized
in the States
of Washington,
Oregon,
Idaho
and ofMont
a
n
a
;
t
o
promote
the
best
interests
the
motion picture industry in the states
named;tionstoamong
cultivate
the
most
cordial
relathose interested in the motion picturein industry
betweenindustry
those
interested
the motionandpicture
and the public.
2. To discourage the exhibition of any
films
thatonmaythe have
to cast
discredit
motiona tendency
picture industry.
3. To lative
present
to
the
public
and
to
legison anyareandproposed
all occasions,
whenever bodies
measures
which
are
unjust,business
oppressive
and ofdetrimental
the best
interests
its membersto
the
facts andto combat
argumentssuchopposed
to suchby
measures;
legislation
every legitimate means; to foster and
support feall
just andpicture
wise legislation
cting the motion
industry. af4. To investigate transportation and
traffic
problemsandaffecting
the business
its members,
when necessary
secureof
improvements in transportation service.
5. To keep its members informed on
matters
general interests.
interest likely to affect theirof business
(J. To maintain a central office for the
ciation.
proper conduct of the affairs of the asso7. To raise funds by dues and assessments,
to do into
all other
are neces ary toandcarry
effect acts
the asobjects
set
forth above.
Spokane Gets Next Convention.
Receiving Miss Spokane (Marguerite
Motie) in royal fashion, the delegates to
the convention being held in Seattle,
unanimously accepted the invitation of
Spokane extended by Miss Spokane.
The convention will be held in May or
early in June of 1920.
Dr. H. C. Clemmer was named chairman of the executive committee to arrange for the 1920 convention.
"Miss Spokane was royally welcomed
by
Seattle,"oversaidtheDr.longClemmer
Dr.
Lambach
distanceto telephone. "All rulesunanimously
were suspended
and
the invitation
accepted.
Twenty automobiles headed by Mayor
Hanson met Miss Spokane and participated in the film
parade." Invitation.
Presents
Parchment
Not content with a formal invitation
by the citytroducedcouncil,
the picture
inMiss Marguerite
Motiemen(Miss
Spokane) to the big convention, clad in
her Indian costume, representing Spokane. Miss Motie presented the northwestern film heads with a beautifullydrawn parchment, inviting them to fix
Spokane for the 1920 convention. The
parchment invitation, which simulates
bark,It was
debirchLoeff.
readsprepared
as followsby : A. R. Van
Text of Invitation.
Invitation
ofof the
people of Spokane
members
the Northwest
Film Boardto
ofthe Trade
— greeting:
The people of Spokane, designated by
the
Children
of the extend
Sun,"
the Indians
meaning asof "The
the word
Spokane,
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this cordial invitation to their neighbors
MUTUAL AGREE
of the film world, whose business is so de- ROBERTSON-COLE AND
sunlight, tpendent
o makeupon thethe beneficent
City of theraysSunof their
Judge
Mack
Decides
Against
Cancelation of
meeting
1920. of Spokane, the
The menplaceandin women
Contract
—
Parties
Now
Agree
to Co-operate
of the green
summer toplayground
ofcenter
the northwest,
are anxious
give due
on-Cole
re Court did not place any weight on his
ted as producti
heretofoons
Roberts
distribu
will be
THE
recognition
to
the
motion
picture
industhe same time
try. In testimony of this sentiment, I,
Dis- testimony,
the Exhibit
by tributing
from all theat testimony
as a concluding
matter of
Miss
herebyto extend
Corporation ors
the terms
underMutual
fact that the Exhibitors .Mutual is amply
cordialSpokane,
invitation
journeyto toyouthea most
City of a decision
d
Mack
Judge
by
rendere
of the Sun for your convention next year. in the United States District Court on solvent with a surplus of at least $350,Come, play with us, and be our friends.
000, disregarding contingent assets upng comSigned and
sealedandthisnineteen.
ISth day of July, July 28,
ng the
enjoini
on whichstantial
the amounts
company
will realize
g itsproduci
nineteen
hundred
with
contract
cancelin
pany from
as a going
concern.subors
Mutual.
the Exhibit
J. C. ARGALL,
Acting Mayor GEORGE
of the CityA. ofPHILLIPS,
Spokane.
Contracts
with
Stars
Considered.
Judge hibitors
MackMutualconcluded
that
the
Exhad not committed any
President
The contracts of the Robertson-Cole
breaches of the contract, as alleged, Company
Club. of the Spokane Advertising which
companies forof
justified the Robertson-Cole Com- the world with
R. S. COUPER,
rightsproducing
to the productions
pany
in
canceling
the
contract
and
arPresident Spokane
Transportation
Club.
Bessie
Barriscale,
Sessue
Hayakawa,
rived at the conclusion that practically
T. H. HEBERT,
Desmond, J. Warren Kerrigan,
it would be impossible at the present William
President
HenryRubens
B. Warner,
Billy
Rhodes
and
merce. Spokane Chamber of Com- time for the distributing company to re- Alma
at an expense of over three
place
the
Robertson-Cole
productions
Miss Spokane May Enter Movies.
million
dollars
were
offered
in
evidence
others equally attractive in order during the trial.
An opportunity to become a motion towithcontinue
its business successfully in
The Exhibitors Mutual contended that
picture star has been offered "Miss Spo- the event that the cancelation of the practically
it would be impossible to sekane"
by
Wallace
Reid,
screen
favorite.
contract
was
not enjoined by court acMr. Reid offered Miss Motie a position tion.
cure
market
replace productions
this galaxy inof thescreen
stars,to and
in his company after meeting her FriSubsidiary Concerns Involved.
Tarkington
Baker,
general
manager
of
the convention.*
Missday at Motie
has taken the offer under
The Robertson-Cole company sought the Universal Film Manufacturing Comconsideration and will make her decision to justify its cancelation of the contract
pany; Felix F. Feist, of the Goldwyn
and Morris Fleckles, of the
within a few days. Following a course on the ground that the distributing com- Company,
pany had committed various breaches of Screencraft Company, testified that it
at the Northwestern University at Chi- the agreement
in forming subsidiary would require months and an enormcago, she became a teacher of elocution
and in exploiting producbuildassuming
up an equally
atin a Spokane high school. She also ap- corporations
tions owned by these companies and that starsous expense
tractivetoprogram,
recognized
red in stock here with the Wood- the distributing
company was insolvent. doubted. were available, which they
wardpeaplayers.
Judge Mack concluded that there was
the claim that the ExhibMore Stars Mentioned.
Goldwyn Cameraman Invents no basisitors for
Mutual is insolvent, which was
The Robertson-Cole Company had
Soft Focus Camera Device based on the report of an accountant contended
that the distributing company
which eliminated the assets of the Ex- could replace
productions, and in
Willd Rogers*
hibitors Mutual Distributing Corpora- support of that itscontention
L LE
MARCE
an, PICARD,
spea
perfecte
has
cameram
had asserted
tion
of
Illinois,
although
the
Exhibitors
cial lens which produces a novel Mutual owns all of the capital stock of that the productions of a number
film
effect that may be applied to the artistic the Illinois corporation and the (re- stars including Alice Joyce, Emma ofWehbetterment of Goldwyn photoplays. Only
len.
Viola
Dana,
F.
X.
Bushman
and
considered the outstanding stock Beverly Bayne, Katherine MacDonald
co- issue port
Picard's
Mr. knowLeabout
a few of workers
of the Exhibitors Mutual as a and
other
screen
favorites
had
recently
experiments
the intimate
which he has been making for a number liability contrary to law and practice.
offered to the Robertson-Cole
Company.
of months in the mechanical department Accountant's Testimony Not Considered. been
William Wright, of the Vitagraph
of the Goldwyn camera rooms.
With reference to the report of this
Company, testified that Miss Joyce is
Slightly
effects, that
givinglenda accountant Judge Mack characterized under
soft
finish out-of-focus
totoscenes
figures
a long term contract with the
as "utterly incomprethemselves
artisticor treatment
of the his statements
h
e
n
s
i
b
l
e
"
a
n
d
made
it
clear
that
the
Vitagraph
Company and
thather"sheproducis not
kind, have become something of a fad
a
contract
tions are notbreaker,"
availablehence
for distribution,
of late. But only the most expert
as
the
Vitagraph
Company
maintains
cameramen have been able to produce
its own distributing agency.
artistic results. Too frequently, the
scene
has merelydefective.
appeared out of focus
Contestants Are Reconciled.
and therefore
J. Robertsentative foRubin,
legal repreMr. Le Picard explains that by means
r a numberwhoof isproducing
and
of a new receptacle with adjustable lens
distributing companies, testified that
carriers, he can get a close-up with varyEmmyder Wehlen
and
Viola
Dana
are
uning
degrees
of
out-of-focus
effects,
contract to the Metro Company,
which are both attractive and unusual.
which also distributes its ovyn producUsing the new device, the image on the
producscreen is kept in perfect focus, the
tionstions,are andnotconsequently
available fortheir
distribution.
features being sharply outlined, but a
At the conclusion of the trial the repsoft halo, giving the picture the artistic
resentatives ofthe Robertson-Cole Comquality
of a painting,
is attained.
pany and the officers of the Exhibitors
can be controlled
at will
while the This
film
Mutual,
who
had manifested no antagis being exposed, affording the cameraonism toward each other during the conman every opportunity to use his own
troversy,
expressed their determination
judgment.
to join hands and put their shoulders
This device was used in the latest
to the wheel to make the joint enterprise a success and promised to build
Madge Kennedy picture, "Through the
Wrong Door," produced by Goldwyn.
up a ondproducing-distributing
service secto none.
Old Lyme Has Motion Picture Show.
Motion pictures is a form of enterJames Young Not with Vitagraph.
tainment that has just reached Old
Lyme. Conn., Constance Binney's sumJames Young, who directed Earle Wilmer home, and last week "Sporting
liams in all toof the
that Pacific
star's pictures
his return
coast, issinceno
Elsie Janis
Life,"
in
which
Miss
Binney
has
a
part,
and "Little Women" thrilled the inhabitNewwillpicture
popular pictures.
star who
longer with Vitagraph. His successor
ants.
be seenof intheSelznick
has not yret been selected.
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MARYLAND
LEAGUE
INDORSES REPEAL
Abolition of Theatre Taxes Desired as Well as
Adoption of Cleveland Slide Showing Scheme
taken by the first district; C. E. Councilman, Grand
now being
action
THENationa
l Associa
tion of the Mov- Theater, Highlandtown, second district;
ing Picture Industry in an effort to W. E. Stumpf, Goodtime Theater, third
Louis Schlichter, Bridge Theahave repeale
wary and
taxesfilmon rentals,
admis- district;
ter, fourth Theater,
district;
Phillip Miller,
Reseatingd the
Annapolis,
Md., fifth
nd method
and thesions,Clevelacapacit
of financing district; public
Spates & Frey, Frostburg,
the league, by having a certain number Md., sixthanddistrict.
of theaters lend their screens for adThe report of the ball committee was
vertising purposes for nt
a stipulatnsed read
regarding
finances,
amount, were
were discuss
the importa
to a few
minor the
details
which but
are owing
to be
ed at thequestio
which
special completed
by
the
ball
finance
committee
ors'
meeting
held
by
the
Exhibit
League
and
the
auditing
committee,
the
acceptof Maryland,re at their headquarters, 419
ance of themeeting.
report was held over until
East Baltimo street, on July 22.
the next
Indorse Tax Repeal.
Believes in Cleveland Scheme.
The meeting was presided over by
Thomas D. Goldberg then took the
floor and made an address regarding the
Louis Schlichter,
of the of
organization, who is president
also manager
the benefits to be derived by adopting the
Bridge Theatre, and the first matter that Cleveland method of financing the
came should
up was take
whatonaction
Maryland
and according to what he said he
bodv
the taxtherepeal
now league
belietes that the league will be greatly
strengthened
by this method of filling
beingter D.urged
by
the
National
body.
WalPacey. manager of the Garden
According to Mr. GoldTheatre in South Baltimore, moved that the treasury.
berg,
the
by-laws
the league indorse the resolution as set would be changed ofandthetheorganization
plan is to
forth by the national body on the repeal
an arrangement whereby a member
of the admission, seating capacity and have
may
either
pay
his
dues
in
advance
or
film rental taxes. This was seconded by
to run an advertising slide and the
Frank A. Hornig, manager of the Horn agree
amount
of
funds
derived
from
such
adand Royal theaters, and passed.
vertising by slide shall be put in the
treasury for the benefit of the league.
T. D. Goldberg Is Active.
Points
Out Financial Need.
Thomas D. Goldberg, manager of the
Walbrook Theater and second viceHe went
on to say
the moreablefin-it
ances
the
league
has that
the better
president of the league, who was elected
director of the national body for the will be to fight the various battles that
state of Maryland, at its last meeting
thewhichcity
and theto legare council
detrimental
the
held in St. Louis, to succeed J. Louis come up inislatures
interests of the moving picture industry.
Rome, moremanager
of
the
Broadway,
Baltiand Arcadia theatres, is working
Those present were impressed with
on the matter.. Mr. Goldberg is also Mr. Goldberg's address and it was
on the committee on legislation for moved by W. E. Stumpf, manager of the
Maryland for the National body.
Goodtime Theater, that the idea be acMr. Goldberg has now divided the
cepted. Part orof this
motionin read
: "Thator
exhibitor
manager
the city
state and city into six districts and has no
ean use the screen of his theater
appointed a director for each dis- state
any advertising slides of any kind or
trict. Those men who have been ap- for
pointed wil get up petitions to send to character until finally approved by the
their
congressmen
urging
the
repeal
of
exhibitors
the taxes. The six assistant directors
This wasleague."
passed and Mr. Goldberg
include I.. E. Cahill, Centreville, Md., asked that he be appointed as chairman
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of the mcommittee
of
three
be perit ed to select the other twoand members
to work out the method. This was
granted
and he apointed
Horand William
E. StumpfFrank
as theA other
two nigmembers.
A. B. Price Speaks.
A. B. Price, manager of the Rialto,
Blue Mouse and Aurora theaters made
a short address in which he said that
Myer Fox, owner of the Rialto was perfectly willing
to co-operate
league
anything
wouldwith
be theof
benefit on
to the
movingthatpicture
industry
which
was hedonedidon nota co-operative
policy
but that
want this action
taken by the members as though Mr.
Fox was asking for help in any battles
which he might personally have relative to his business concerning the Rialto, as they were able to fight their own
battles.
Among Highland;
those present
were
Ritterpush,
A. B.William
Price,J. F.Rialto,
Blue Mouse,
Aurora;
Tyler,
Lubins; E. B. McCurdy, Lafayette and
Eureka; Charles E. Hicks, Hampden;
Frank H. Durkee, Palace; W. D. Pacey,
Garden, South Baltimore; C. B. Eyer,
Community,
FrankSchlichter,
A. Hornig, Horn andHampden;
Royal; Louis
Bridge ; C. B. Councilman, Grand, Highlandtown; Thomas D. Goldberg, Walbrook; J. Rabinovich, Comedy; Ben
Cluster, Cluster and Liberty; Harry
Clucter, Crystal ; Sam Flax, H. E. Kahn,
Waverly; William E. Stumpf, Goodtime;
W. A. Alberts, Eagle.
Realart Starts Billboard Campaign.
Realart Pictures Corporation has
startedtionitscampaign.
extensive
Withinoutdoor
a few exploitadays a
poster advertising Mary Miles Minter
will make
its
appearance
on
the
boards of New York. It will soonbill-be
seen in other cities.
The poster is a twenty-four sheet, and
not only does it appeal to the eye because of its artistic beauty, but the public's attention
is riveted
by the
in which
the story
Realart
has manner
to telt
about Alary Miles Minter appears.
Moving
World are
bestReviews
used as inpress
work Picture
in your papers.

Alger's
in Such
Viola after
Dana luck
Doesandin clothes
"The Microbe."
There she is Horatio
at the left
in herNewsboys
newsgirl Never
garb, Played
and there
she isLuck
at theas right
begin to come her way
in this forthcoming Mtii'u.
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FILMS

Les Films Albert Dulac to Release Pictures Made in
France — Also to Export Industrial Subjects and Show
Hi em on French Line Steamers En Route to New York
result can be achieved with the French
PLAN'S arepleted,now
comBy Charles S. Sewell
which willbeing
resultrapidly
in French
motion pictures being again offered This title, however, will not be used in stars andAlsoproductions.
in quantities on the American market,
version.
Mr. Silz alsoExport
calls Pictures.
attention to the
after an almost total absence for sev- the American
Dulac
Head
of
Company.
fact
that
in
addition
to importing films
eral years,ductions
during
whichbrought
only a into
few prohis company is engaged in exporting
have been
this
Albert Dulac, whose photography ac- industrial
motion pictures, and is in posicountry.
this articles,
recentlyarmy,
has
tion to guarantee
on thisofclass
releasedcompanies from
the French
One of the most prominent firms in been
of films
in about bookings
two hundred
the
and
is
again
actively
engaged
as
the
Paris, the Compagnie Cinematogra- head of the company. Notwithstanding better class theatres in France, about
phiquefice at Albert
Dulac,
has
opened
an
oftwenty-five
of
which
are
in
Paris,
and
the
numerous
difficulties
surrounding
1265 Broadway, New York, and
can also secure bookings in about two
is operating as Les Films Albert Dulac the securing of players, raw stock, etc., hundred additional theatres in Belgium,
of Paris, with Rene Silz as manager in Albert-Dulac,
Mr. Dulac's wife,
Madame
Germaine
Switzerland.of a big deal, one
on the business Italy
The and
consummation
charge
of the business in North and of the companycarried
all during the war and which
South America.
opens
an entirely
for
has produced six pictures,
use of industrial
films,newis avenue
announced
Within a short time this company will since 1916
these productions is claimed to the
by Mr. Silz. The Dulac company has
inaugurate a regular schedule and will Among
be
an
entirely
new
type
of
film
comedy,
release one feature picture in five or
which will
Ameri-be
the scenery consists entirely made canarrangements
industrial motionbypictures
more reels as well as one three-reel com- ofin which
curtains through which shown on
all of the steamships of the
edy each month. This is claimed to be the transparent
action
is
viewed.
French Line, sailing from Bordeaux and
the first time that a French organization
Arrangements have been made to en- Havre to the United States.
has offered on this market a regular
largereadythethereproduction
activities,
and
alschedule
of
long
subjects
that
were
made
is a company en route to
in France.
Title the First Truex Comedy.
Florence,
a number
of the
best
knownItaly,of where
the works
of Anatole
Amedee J. Van Beuren has decided to
No Releasing Arrangements Yet.
call his first two-reel comedy starring
France
will
be
filmed.
In
addition,
in
the
No definite releasing arrangement as near future, work will be started in
Truextitle"The
the Albert
Dub,"
yet has been consummated. However, connection with a prominent American Ernest
the original
underNight
whichof this
it is probable the productions will be re- company.
Payson Terhune story was published in
leased through one of the established
the Saturday Evening Post.
To Do Big Advertising.
distributing organizations. If satisfacMr. Silz announces that an extensive
Mrs. Sidney Drew's screen adaptation
tory arrangements cannot be made, Mr. campaign
will be waged to insure the and John Joseph Harvey's direction have
Silz announces, his company being back- success of this
venture,
and
that
nothing
provided
a l'vely comedy.
ed by ample capital, will establish its will be left undone to popularize French
own releasing organization.
Libson
Books Big Four.
stars
and
productions
in
this
market.
The first feature to be offered will
view of the criticisms of the titling
Manager
I.
Libson, of the Libson
star Eve Francis, a well known member ofIn some
of the French films which have Amusement Company,
Cincinnati,
announces
that
he
has. closed
contracts
of
the
stoc'<
company
of
a
leading
been
shown
here
a
prominent
AmerFrench dramatic organization, the Comican
title
writer
will
be
engaged,
and
edie Francaise and the Odeon, of Paris. all pictures will be entirely retitled after which treswill
bring to the
the company's
theain Cincinnati,
Walnut, Strand
The production is in seven reels and the being brought to this country.
and Family, as well as their houses in
title literally translated into English
A point of interest, to which attention Dayton. Columbus, Louisville and Pittsis "The Happiness of Other People." is called by Mr. Silz, is that in several
burgh. United Artists' pictures.
of the productions there are scenes of
the
world-famed
nightof life
cafesandof that
the
Montmartre
section
Paris,
these
were actually
filmed
the cafesscenes
themselves
and are not
studioin
reproductions.
Mr. Silz. though of French parentage,
is an American citizen and has just
been discharged from service in the
United States army to which he was
transferred from the French army. He
is familiar with conditions in this country, and slates that while he appreciates the fact that it will be an uphill
job to compete with American made
films he believes that because of the inherent worth of the pictures themselves,
coupled with the warm sympathy and
friendship existing between the two
countries, these productions will be
favorably
ture public. received by the motion picBelieves French Stars Will Be Popular.
In answer to the criticism that the
American people will not take to the
pictures, as the stars are unknown,
Mr. Silz calls attention to the fact that
in introducing American stars into other
countries our manufacturers met with
the same experience, but today they are
Eva Francis
Albert Dulac
well-known
popularthat
all the
over same
the
world and isandconfident
To import French films into America.
To star in first Albert Dulac picture.
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NEW

HOUSES

Detroit and Cleveland Structures Will Seat Total
of 6,500— Policy Will Be to Sell Theatre and Not
Individual Photoplay — Work to Start Immediately
200 feet. Except for three small stores
l patron
including
half millionin dolindividua
the
for
CE
SERVI
and institutions for
the two
cities Canada,lar houses
under the
construction
Win- on either side of the huge entrance and
are to be dominant policies of the
nipeg and Vancouver. Therefore he is a score of offices on the second floor
new Allen Theater to be erected at most familiar with the Allen policies in front, the entire space will be devoted
once in Detroit and Cleveland.
Canada and their plans in this country. to the theatre. Exterior design will be
Some details are now added to the
Mr. ment
Crane
is authority
for the
state- of Spanish renaissance and the exterior
that these
houses will
represent
of polychrome
cotta. Storeintoand that
ofannouncement
made
in
last
week's
issue
fronts will terra
be submerged
of the Moving Picture World that the the ultimate in motion picture theater of thefice theatre.
and that they will afford
Aliens, who now have in actual opera- construction
In Cleveland there will be a six story
opportunities in presentation that no office
tion forty-five
class theaters
the other
building facing on Euclid avenue,
theatres in existence permit.
principal
cities first
of Canada,
with a indozen
with
100 foot frontage. The plot runs
more
under
construction,
had
decided
to
"Ornate" To Be Avoided.
back 400 feet, and at the rear, facing on
enter the United States.
Both houses will be exceptionally Dodge
Service tothethesame
patrons
Court, there will be a twelvesomewhat
lines will
that follow
have
The Detroit house will seat 3,500 story garage.
made the theatres there real institutions. large.
and the Cleveland theatre will care for
Garage Facilities.
While there will be many innovations in 3,000. In both a large portion of the
This will be leased and conducted enthe American theaters the policy will re- seats will be on the main floor, with the
tirely separate from the theatre, but it
in uniqueshare
ar- is expected
main of making
the name
that arrangements will be
guarantee
of satisfaction
and "Allen"
of sellinga mezzanine providing
rangements. But a loges
considerable
whereby the patron may drive his
to the patron the theatre itself, rather of the space will be devoted to the rest made
and recreation rooms. These will be car into the garage and leaving it there,
than a particular picture.
the theatre by a rear entrance.
This policy was adopted twelve years literally spacious and will be provided enter
The Cleveland theatre will be built of
ago when the Aliens established their as
luxuries rather than as mere neces- Bedford
limestone along rather simple
first motion picture house at Brantford, sities.
but the theatre idea will be kept
Ontario, when the industry was really in
dominant.
Everything
of the
will be lines,
its infancy.
avoided,
but there
will "ornate"
be a remarkable
Work on both houses will start imrichness
decoraPresentation Possibilities.
, with theearly
expectation
tion that ofwillinterior
form a design
fitting and
background
ing them inmediatelythe
spring. of openIn C.troit
Howard
Crane,
the
eminent
DeBriefly the thearchitect and one of the best for theatrespresentations.
the best.
ele- Indiana Theatre Firm
known designers of theaters in the
gance willthat be
one "showy"
associatesbutwithof the
country, the Aliens have a man they
Two Big Houses.
deem better able, than any other to
Allen theatre, Detroit, will occupy 133
carry out their ideals. Mr. Crane has
Sues Musicians' Union
designed all the new Allen theaters in feet on Woodward avenue, running back THEof Central
Amusement
Indianapolis,
which Company,
operates
Alhambra, Lyric, Isis and English
Theaters, has filed suit in the Marion
county circuit court against fifteen
members
of the damages
Musicians'in Local
Unionof
No. 3, asking
the sum

Architect's Sketch of the New Allen Theatre in Cleveland.

The complaint alleges that on May 31
the company contracted with Harry J.
O'Leary,
agentto ofconstitute
the union,an
for fifteenbusiness
musicians
$500.
orchestra during a three-weeks' engagement of the "Hearts of the World" at
English's.
wasHerman
to receive
week
and theEach
leader,
Arndt,$32$48.a
Two days before the engagement was to
begin,theO'Leary
reported,
that
musicians
would the
havesuitto says,
have
$42
week instead
$63 ainstead
of $48. of $32 and the leader
Fearing trouble with other union employes ifthe demand was not met, the
company says it paid the higher rate
and calthen
the musicians'
loand theappealed
Americanto Federation
of Musicians for a refund. These appeals, it
is alleged, were denied.
Runs "Firing Line" for Two Weeks.
So highly did Tom Moore, president
of Moore's Theatres Corporation, of
Washington,
think of the boxoffice value ofD. theC, Paramount-Artcraft
Special,
"The
Firing
in which
Irene Castle is starred, Line,"
that before
the
picture had completed its scheduled
week's
run
at
the
Rialto
Theatre
in
that
city he contracted for an extension of
the run through the following week.
This was the first time in the history
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of the Rialto that a production had run
there for two successive weeks.
'Lost Battalion" Film, Hermetically Sealed,
Is Placed in Archives of War Department
Sennett Review To Be an
Brey, Jack
Richardson,
Walt Mullen.
Whitman,It
NDER
ALEXA
AL
GENER
us Lewis
R
MacMan
Morrison
and Gordon
at the
visitor
a
was
Annual Event on Broadway MAJO
is stated that work on the picture has
FortyWest
2
Grounds,
Proving
d seventh street, New York, and had a already started, under the direction of
has just been receive
WORD
en- final look at the picture of "The Lost Fred Niblo.
M. Asher,
through tativeE.for Mack
t, that
Sennetrepres
refor the
is now
Battalioln,"
y to ready
ease. It waswhich
withhold
necessar
the comedy producer has given sanction product
ion until the film was finally Return Dates for First National Films.
and has entered intot negotiations where- passed
For the first time in the history of
upon by nthe officers and survivors
by he will presen each year to the
battalio itself, who desire that the New Garrick Theatre at MinneapBroadnettwayReview.theatre goers a Mack Sen- ofthe the
olis and the New Garrick at St. Paul,
production as Mr. MacManus made
ever be a permanent memorial special feature attractions which were
Enthused beyond all expectations over it will
the heroism of the 308th regiment of adjudged record breakers by popular
the success of his present attraction, towhich
the lost battalion was a part.
opinion, will be playing return engage"Yankee Doodle in Berlin" and the "Senments at those theatres during State
War Department Has Print.
nett
Bathing
Beauties,"
which
is
now
Fair week in Minneapolis beginning
entering
on
its
fifth
week
at
the
BroadHermetically
sealed,
a
copy
of
the
proAugust
31.
way Theatre, Mr. Sennett is going to
duction has been sent to Washington to
prepare
injected
"Daddy released
Long Legs,"
placed in the archives of the War Pickford,
with the atruespecial
Sennettnovelty
vein offilmhumor
and be
by Firststarring
NationalMary
Exthe
officials
of
which,
insurround the attraction with a bevy of Department,
hibitors'
Circuit,
which
surpassed
recSecretary Baker, had a private
ords for the Minneapolis house byallmore
the California Mack Sennett Bathing view of cluding
the
picture
at
the
New
Willard
$1,000, and which also established
Beauties.
Hotel under the auspices of the National athan
high record at the New Garrick in St.
Theed on next
Sennettwillshowbe toknown
be presentClub a few weeks ago. Army of- Paul,
be the attraction during this
Broadway
as the Press ficers
who
have
seen
the
film
are
quoted
carnivalwillweek.
Sennett Bathing Beauties of 1920.
as saying that in their opinion it is not
Negotiations are on at the present only
"Burglar
starring Jack
the
greatest
picture
of
its
kind
ever
time with Bide Dudley, whereby that made but that from a military point of Pickford andby"A Proxy,"
Dog's both
Life," First
a million
dollar Chaplin picture,
Nawriter will furnish the book and lyrics view
it
will
prove
to
be
great
recruiting
for 1920 Sennett Review. The show will propaganda with its romantic story of
tional attractions, will be presented
be opened with a picture replete with the draftee and his life in the training State Fair week at the Lyric in Minnethrills, with the beaches of California camp and in the trenches. To the unapolis and the Strand at St. Paul respecas a background,
and personally protrained eye the story is a romance that tively.
duced by Mr. Sennett.
leads up to a series of thrilling climaxes,
bringing together all the survivors of
Kellette, Recovered, Is Back on Job.
episode in an accurate reproduction.
Screen Letter Box Takes New Quarters. theGeneral
recovered from an attack
brought with him of Completely
Arrangements have just been com- from FranceAlexander
quinsy sore throat, John William Kelthe original note of surpleted whereby the Screen Letter Box
lette,
director
of the Paramount-Briggs
render
sent
by
the
German
commanding
and the other film intersts of Morris
has resumed his duties at the
Colonel Whittle- Comedies,
Briggs Studio in Hudson Heights, N. J.
Kashin and Jack Harry Cohn will occupy officersey, andtoheLieutenant
presented
this
note
to
Colas business offices the space formerly
Mr. Kellette was under treatment by a
used by Max Marx at 1600 Broadway.
ficeonelas aWhittlesey
souvenir.in Mr. MacManus's of- noted
specialist,
Exten
sive
alterations
are
now
being
atedNew
for theYork
removal
of his who
tonsils.opermade.
Ince
Picks
Strong
Cast
for
Special.
This work, it is expected, will be comBaker Elected Vice-President.
pleted about the first of August when
A strong cast has been selected by
the Screen Letter Box will move from Thomas
Sidney Baker, manager of the Grand
his new big special
its temporary quarters in the Strand productionH. byInceC. for
Central
Film Company of St. Louis, MisGardner Sullivan, tenTheatre Building.
souri, distributors of First National attatively titled, "Americanism vs. Bolshetractions, has been elected vice-presiAmong the players
chosen
thevism."important
roles are
Lloydto Trade. dent of the St. Louis Film Board of
Name Managers for Southern Territory. play
Hughes,
Barbara
Castleton,
Claire
DiiThetionFamous
Players-Lasky
announces that
the two newCorporabranch
exchanges at Oklahoma City, Okla., and
Charlotte, N. C, will be opened for business on or about August 9.
Joseph H. Gilday has been appointed
branch
managerwillat actOklahoma
City and
David Prince
in the same
cap
a
c
i
t
y
a
t
Charlotte.
Both
Mr.
and Mr. Prince are installed inGilday
their
new offices and are now completing the
arrangements for the opening of their
respective exchanges.
Conklin to Write for Christie.
•After two years in the service of the
£rench
American armies, Captain
frank R.andConklin,
who has recently returned to this country, has
been signed
to write exclusively
Chnstle
>L
t
tor the Christie organizati
on, and has
arrived in Los Angeles
to take up his
duties at the Cbristie's production
headquarters Prior to entering the service
Mr. Lonkhn
zine writer. was a newspaper atul maga-

Reviews in Moving
World are
best used as press zvork Picture
in your papers.

Front View of the Detroit Theatre to Be Built by the Allen Enterprises.
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Rambles
Come Across With the
Hush Money Immediately.
week we announced the new
LASTRambles
policy. Well, this is the
on the policy
have Rambler
we'll the
last, chance
gets
so before
question
back from Maine, we're gonna pull a
on this national adwee "we" vertisprotest
ing gag.
Sumpin's
gotta
be
WhatTelewe
want to know is: Dodone.
the Bell
phone and Western Union pay $100 each
time each
the time
'phonea telegram
rings in helps
the movies
and
along
the continuity ?
And what does the American Bar
Association pay for the publicity given
it
by theof the
polished
mahogany
saloons
Western
dramas? in the
Does China come across handsomely
for theareadvertising
gets in the fillims
that
set in our itChinatowns?
Crane's
Linen
Lawn
ought
right
smart for all the letters that toarepaywritten
on it— and dropped in front of the heroine— in the society drawmahs. Does it?
Whattheropechecks
company
is coming
with
for the
slush through
fund to
have the villain use so much rope in
tying up the hero in the second and
twenty-first episodes of all these serials?
It's whispered that the automatic
pistol
throats companies
to get the are
dropatoneach
each other's
other
in movie publicity.
And as for the cigarette companies !
Nothing mild at all 1
If you wanna keep Rambles quiet on
this subject, you better get your hush
money in before the regular Rambler
gets back. He —mightn't
h u sMe!h — take it.
Kins
"Big;
dramatic
values Vitagraph
of 'The Third
Ktes'"
runs boy!
a headline
sheet. — Oh,
What inkinda
valuespress
are
they're gonna be when they say goodand better idea doesn't
register night?
on Thisthefewer
osculator.
— p e t—
All the News That's Fit to Print.
See by the New York Times where
a fella down in Washington was stabbed
"once in the scuffle, once in the back,
and three times in the chest." And it
wasn't during one of the typically
furious episodes of "The Poisoned Eyeetc. Can't explailash,"
n it. directed —byc a etc.,
n t—
Underwear.
"The air is eool and sweet,
"There's
a
mushroom
underpublicizes
your seat."
So Dave Seymour cooly
his
cold wave house up'n Saranac Lake. Can't
y'imagine
a
fight
starting
by
some
walrus
sittin'
hat whileand shethenis
wrappeddownup inon thea steno's
final fade-out,
have
her
state:
"Sir!
You're
mushroom !" — m u s h — sitting on my
GENTLEMEN— AND PRESS AGENTS.
An account in one of the trade papers
of
Buffalo's
indorsement
movies
said that
those who ofwereSunday
most
strong in their approval were "Buffalo's
best citizens and chief of police Higgins."
Go to 'em, Hig. —0.0000—
Safe!
Some hook-ups
on Pox's "Are Married
Policemen
Safe?"
might
Get out a post-card togo alllikethethis:female
cooks In town and arrange a special
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Round

Filmtown
Any Ice To-Day?
With William J. Reilly
Speaking of cool weather hints — did
you ever
figure
strongly
cold shoulder, ther cool glance,
or theon the
icy reply?
Or
on getting the orchestra to play "Hail,
screening
for
them.
Follow
this
with
anHail,
the
Gang's
Not
Here"
while
you
pull
otherlicemeletter
to
the
wives
of
all
the
powith a hail storm? Mention
n in town. Get the wife of the chief a settingPicture
World when you order
of police to appear in person at every Moving
your next blizzard.
showingrange a freeandmatinee
make for
a speech.
Then
arthe inmates of the Truth ( rushed to Earth
county jail. Have them hand in a ballot
Never Rises in Trade Papers.
on thelar policeman
safe question
the most
popuas theyorgoon out.
This should
Rumor bird carols that Albert Capellanl
go big.
isLes'see
going— who'd
to make
Lie."
— b a i 1—
be the"ThebestRight
lookingto press
Intolerance? Not in Movies!
agent for the leading role? Don't crowd
This chap, McFadden, who owns the hoys. Albert's —heree r rforo r —some time.
Physical
CultureSawRestaurants
a broadKeep the Home Fires Burning.
minded man.
him the isother
day
"Exhibitors
Wantpublicity.
'The Spark
Divine*We"
eating
at
Wallick's.
Course,
he
hirps
Vitagraph
Spark?
have been having his lunch paidmight
for, cknow
nine
(9) ourselves
who need
a whole
but still — Say, in a coupla years, this conflagration.
— p 1 u g—
broad-minded stuff will get so far that
a fillim president
congratulating himselfwon't
in thethink
trade ofpapers
Don't Tell the Revenue Officers!
on his latest production. Some other
Airs. Sessue Hayakawa has been
movie magnate'll
be
doin'
it
for
him.
signed
by Universal
toA make
"The
— m a y b e—
Breath
Gods."since
lotta1. folks
PUBLICITY
—
have lostoftheirthe breath
July
The
PLEASEDEPARTMENTS
WRITE!!
cast of this picture better be on the
is Universal
News
Reel'swhopicture
lookout for plain clothes men from
ofoverBelow
William
Ballantyne,
the
bird
flew
the Atlantic as a stowaway on the Mitch Palmer's headquarters.
R34. His
—halt—
around
his mascot,
shoulder. Jazz, is fox-trotting
Question
is
the R34? — why did Bill stowaway on
Watch for It, Mabel.
Was graitph of Joe
to get
an autographed photoNo, Mabel, you got it wrong. The EngMartin?
lish Crown Prince
goingcruiser
to make
Was itit toto get
filmsof oftheJoe first
Lee's?F. headquarters
on the isn't
British
in Newhis
Was
get those
a print
York
harbor
to
escape
being
lionised
P.-L.
open
booking
release?
it to style
congratulate
the Empy News his visit here. It's to give the movie com-on
on Was
its
new
of
commas?
panies better facilities to arrange special
Was it to see the Sennett Diving Squad? screenings.
Watch the trade papers, Mabel,
Was it to interview Samuel L. Roth- for
the
over. list of pictures he sees on the zvay
apfel?
— b u n k—
We offer
and a superspecial
featurefullpairpublicity
of suspenders
to the
Our Exhibitor's Service Bureau.
publicity
department
which
supplies
the
best answer.
Honesty And
In advertising!
shouting.
while you're onNowtheyou're
wire
we'llwelljustwithslip that
you new
a fewcampaign
catchlinesof yours.
that'd
goSend
these: your salesman a carbon copy of
cuckoo.
Lay off "The Mocking Bird." It's a
Haven't had an empty house since the
war?
"The Jungle
parts. Try
Guaranteed.
Moneyof Love"
back. in six
Don't
book
our
newest
feature,
Cataract of Despair." It's sure suicide."The
So you haven't signed up for "Hook and
Ladder?"
"hook-um." You're a wise potato. It's all
Get
the Nine Cross
Roads." in onIt's"Theall House
double ofcross.
We'd appreciate a letter from you, telling us how you favorThenthis we'll
new Exhibitor's
Service
print two
pages ofBureau.
the letters.
— o u c h—
can't Tried
teach toanwrite
old a Underwood
newYoutricks.
new brand
ofButRambles
on the Rambler's
typewriter.
the doggoned
thing balked
and
wouldn't write
a line.howTalkdo about
fulness! Hey,—help—
Walt,
you dofaithit?
????????????????????
Why
did Bill Ballantyne
andNope.
"Jazz"
stowaway
the R-34?Prize
See our onSuspender
Competition above.

Cheese It!
THE RAMBLER!
THE PINCH HITTER.
Exit—
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dants. The minister refers to the persons he now meets
with whom previously he never has had an opportunity
to
establish
contact. The business of the theatre reMOVINGPICTURE
ported tohave doubled under the management of the Rev.
Mr. Nance. That proves the minister is a good showman.
Such being the case, there need be no lingering doubt ac
to what soon will be reported about the size of the conWOULD
Founded by J.P. Chalmers in 1907
Entered at the General Post Office, New York City, as Second Class Matter gregation.The Frenchmen Coming Back
Published Weekly by the
FRENCH
motion pictureis men
coming
back. Announcement
made already
this weekare that
one
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
prominent producing concern has opened offices in
516 FIFTH AVENUE, AT 43D STREET, NEW YORK CITY
New York, with the accompanying statement that it will
(Telephone, Murray Hill, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613.)
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President release one feature and one three-reel comedy each month.
J. F. Chalmers Vice-President and General Manager Pushing the venture into the American field there will be
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
an extensive campaign ; every effort will be made
James L. Hoff
Assistant General Manager waged
George Blaisdell
Editor to popularize French stars and productions.
If history repeats itself — and why should it not? — we
A. MacArthur, Jr
Advertising Manager
again will have Frenchmen and Frenchwomen whose
The office of the company Is the address of the officers.
CHICAGO
OFFICE!
—
Suite
917-919
Schiller
Building,
64
West
Randolph
screen
appearances will be looked forward to with keen
St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
anticipation. No nation is blessed with greater actors
PACIFIC
COAST
OFFICE—
610-611
Wright
and
Callender
Building,
Los
Angeles,
Cal. Telephone, Broadway 4649. G. P. Harleman, Business than is France. As to writers? Every one knows the
Representative.
answer to that question. We await the coming of the
Frenchmen — and the Frenchwomen.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES.
United States, Cuba, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto
Mr. Eastman to Entertain Association
Rico and Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year EVERY
indication
points
to aNational
large attendance
the annual
meeting
of the
Associationat
Changes of address should give both old and new adddresses in full
and be clearly written. Two weeks' time should be allowed for change.
of the Motion Picture Industry. The sessions
will be held in Rochester, whither the delegates will go
ADVERTISING RATES,
as the guests of George Eastman. The journey should
Classified
Advertising
—
3
cents
a
word
for
Help
or
Positions
Wanted, minimum 50 cents ; 5 cents a word for all commercial be a profitable one entirely apart from the accomplishments of the convention, for it will bring home to
ads., minimum $1.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
many a first-hand knowledge of the magnitude and
importance of Rochester's chief industry — the making
NOTE! — Address allWORLD,
correspondence, remittances and subscriptions to of
MOVING
the raware film
on which
of the world'ssidemotion
New York, PICTURE
and not to Individuals.516 Fifth Avenue, at Forty-third Street. pictures
printed.
So onmany
its educational
alone
CINE-MUNDIAL, the monthly Spanish edition of the Moving Pic- the trip is being awaited with keen anticipation.
ture World, is published
516 Fifth
Avenue
Publishreaches"at the
Americanbyratesthe
andonChalmers
Spanish-speaking
Hugh Ford to Teach Britishers
market.ing Company.
Yearly Itsubscription,
$2. South
Advertising
application.
HUGH
announces
the the
establisment
of a
schoolFORD
in England
wherein
art of motion
Saturday, August 9, 1919
picture making as it is pursued in the United
States today will be taught those who may seek instruction. The talented director styles it "the first
A Real Story of a Real Man
school of motion picture art." He says
A REAL MAN figures in that story from Jefferson, international
it
will
afford
for the development of
Texas, which comes to us in an envelope from British dramatic opportunity
talent, assuming that he means in its
Smiling Jimmy Kelly under an Arkansas postmark. application to the screen ; for the stimulating of
Jimmy tipped us off he was going into Arkansas and in- British playwright genius, for discharged soldiers to
timated that if he could locate a typewriter he would
methods "in the most lucrative progrind out a yarn. We will go on record as saying that learn thefes ion latest
in the world,"
and forforBritish
producers of
to
he did do just that thing.
acquire American
trade secrets
the development
The story is of the Rev. W. A. Nance, who for six days their own motion picture industry without wasting
in the week conducts the Lyric Theater and on Sunday time in experiments which already have been tried
preaches two sermons from his own pulpit. In the course here.
of the services the minister takes occasion to announce
There can be no question as to the competency of
the attractions of his house for the coming week. More Mr. Ford for the direction of such an institution.
than that, his confreres of the other denominations do Deeply grounded in the ways of the stage producers
he also is well versed in the best screen practice. He
likewise.
one uspointwhether
Jimmy Mr.
may Nance
have overlooked,
but he doesHere's
not tell
during the knows what progressive men are doing in the way of
week informs his patrons as to the subject of his dis- making the most attractive of screen entertainment.
It is stated the employers of Mr. Ford have entered
courses on the He
coming
We'llsorttakeof aa chance
say he does.
seemsSunday.
to be that
man. and upon the project at the invitation of the British
Mr. Nance expresses the belief that through the proper capitalists who backed the organization. The founding and successful administration of a school such as
handling of his theatre and running the right kind of productions hecan increase the size of his Sunday congrega- outlined should go far to remove asperities in England
tions and win over to a good Christian life many men and of which recently we have heard more than a little.
women who heretofore never have been church atten- We refer, of course, to the antagonism on the part of
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exhibitors in the British Isles toward the theatre buildEnglishto branch
of themanFamous
Mr.ing- plans
Fordof the
is bound
be a busy
in the Players.
coming
months with his combined producing and pedagogical
duties. Then, again, if he should make a hit and succeed
in converting raw but good material into high-class goods,
it is possible he will have solved a problem for some manufacturers athome who occasionally have been known to
express disappointment over the work of highly touted
and incidentally highly paid directors.
Another Word About Short Stuff
words about the imwe saidheeda few
TWO weeksportanago
ce of giving
to short stuff. Since
these were printed we have seen Sydney Drew's
two-reel "Squared," some of the last of the work of
this splendid and lamented actor. On the same program was a somewhat pretentious five-part subject,
but the longer picture suffered when compared with
the short one. In the latter production there was
more of comedy and of drama — of real heart interest
of the qualities that go to make the best of enterand
tainment.
"Squared,"
gives
a fine example
art toof
Sydney
Drew, too,
of his
naturalness
and of ofhis the
ability
avoid "acting."
Hulsey to Build a Regular House
PLAINLY E. H. Hulsey of Dallas is not intending
to go out of the show business, as was intimated
by one of the amusement journals recently. He
is breaking ground in a few weeks on an office building and theatre which will cost in the aggregate in the
neighborhood of two millions. The structure will be
from fifteen to twenty stories in height. The lease
is for ninety-nine years. The plot is 200 by 200 feet,
and situated at the busiest downtown corner of Dallas. There will be accommodations for 3,000 persons.
And as one feature of a cooling system there will be
in the summer months ice coated ammonia pipes hanging so low that patrons may touch them as they pass
through the lobby. This latter feature is a scheme
worthy of a Connecticut Yankee.
Common Sense and the Social Reformer
THE hygienic drama continues to multiply. The
latest example of the plain truth moving picture
was given a private showing recently before a
number of men and women interested in public welfare and seemed to meet with their approbation. While
there always will be strongly divided opinion on the propriety of exhibiting such pictures to mixed bodies of spectators or of exhibiting such pictures at all there was one
feature of this latest addition to the list which should be
condemned, and supporters of the public exposure of the
dangers from the so-called private diseases should be
reminded that the subject is a serious one, that it is
supposed to be the exclusive custom of the putrescent
minded to make a joke of anything connected with it.
There are scenes and subtitles in the picture under disif not intended
as "comedy
revealof
a sad lackcussionofwhichknowledge
of human
nature onrelief"
the part
the producer. Certain situations and most of the remarks made by a character known as an ex-bartender
will fill every theater where the picture is shown with
shouts of laughter from the very persons most in need
of the warning conveyed by the story. If in order to inculcate its lesson it is necessary also to enlighten the general public as to the vulgar humor of the underworld, to
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get the uninitiated to swallow the nasty dose by surrounding itwith a coating of licentious humor that might
have been taken from a comedy by Congreve or Farquhar,
to insult the intelligence of decent folk by asking them to
believe that a reputable physician would consent to have
the nurses of his hospital enact the part of prostitutes
and use his institution as the scene of the highly edifying
incident, then some other method had better be devised
than of employing the screen as the carrier of propaganda
against venereal disease.
However much the public welfare spirit of the producer
of such a picture is open to question, the attitude of the
social reformer should admit of no argument. The government officials and other public-spirited persons who
are said to have indorsed the picture are reminded that
even the social reformer need not be devoid of common
sense.
Impressive Figures
IMPRESSIVE were the figures quoted by Orrin G.
Cocks of the National Board of Review in his address before the delegates attending the Methodist
Centenary
TheyWorld.
were printed
in lastsaidweek's
issue of theCelebration.
Moving Picture
Mr. Cocks
that
three years ago, in its list of selected family pictures, the
board included 26 per cent. of. the whole output. Last
year the board adjudged 48 per cent, of the total to be in
family.
the
category of the finest kind of selected pictures for the
In these clays of the Low Cost of Calumny it is well
to keep such figures in mind. The fact that the number
of good pictures in the expert opinion of the Board practically has been doubled in two years will not be lost on
those who like to think at least moderately well of an
industry the steady progress of which means so much to
many millions of people.
The Pacific Northwest Convention
longer change
would
it seem that
the combining
of exand exhibitor
interests
in the Pacific
Northwest is an experiment. For several months
now the latter have been connected with the organization
of the former as associate members. Controversies limited to either division of the body are settled without the
interference of the other, while those differences in
which showmen and distributors both are concerned are
solved by a joint committee.
The association known as the Allied Motion Picture
Interests of the Pacific Northwest has just completed a
successful convention in Seattle. Present were twentythree exchangemen and a hundred exhibitors. According to the report printed in this issue the two groups
are banded together on a practical working basis, for the
good of themselves and the industry as a whole.
The body devoted considerable time to a proposal submitted by Exhibitor John Hamrick that there be a reconsideration ofthe action favoring a repeal of the admission tax. The resolution had been approved by the
association while Mr. Hamrick was absent on committee
work. The manager of Seattle's Rex contended that it
was the duty of exhibitors to do their part in raising
money with which to liquidate the large war debt resting
on the country.
Mr. Hamrick uncovered another angle of the situation when he suggested that in case the repeal were
effected many exhibitors would be expected to reduce
their admissions five cents, since a large number had
raised their prices that amount in order to account for
the two or three cent tax. The particular resolution was
sent back to the executive committee:

NO
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.HE

Keeping
Theof d,theMainEmpi
AGOOUSIDE
e, rewasng
atre,, Portlan
getti ina
last week,
• New \ork
line on different features and making
ction the ionleading houses e,in
an
to the Empir
section. Inof addit
this inspe
Mr. Goodside is the owner of a new
theatre in Springfield, Mass., which he
is just completing and expects to open
is con2,200 stand theat
in Septembe
res
handsome
sidered oner.of Ittheseats
in New England. * * *
FranklicityDallam,
Pathe's
special pub-a
representative,
is conducting
special paignexploitation
and
publicity
camin the presentation of the Frank
Keenan
feature,
"The
World
Aflame,"
in Washington,
D. C. all
He expects to remain in Washington
* * * this week.
Dwight Cleveland, scenario editor, of
the Haworth producing company at Los
Angeles, is in New York to purchase
stories tures.
for Mr.the
Sessue was
Hayakawa
feaCleveland
for a long
time connected
with
Gene
Mullin,
scenario editor of the Vitagraph. When
Mr. Mullin went to Universal City as
manager ofpartmethe
Universal'swentscenario
dent, Mr. Cleveland
with him
as his assistant. Mr. Cleveland will return to the Coast about August 4.
Joe Reddy, one time with the Morning
Telegraph and recently with the Robertson-Cole publicity staff, is now in the
publicity department of Pathe. He is
engaged on special publicity work. Mr.
Reddy is considered
"one of inthethe most
industrious
publicity gleaners
picture business." * * *
L. S.tive ofTobias,
New Haven
representathe Exhibitors
Mutual,
stopped
in New York, July 28, on his way from
Atlantic
City,
where
he
had
been
spending the week end.* * *
The way,Highway
KingsoverHigh-by
Brooklyn, hasTheatre,
been taken
Mrs. Swirsky, under the management
of
from Miss La
Roche.B. H. Lightstone,
* * *
R. C. Miller, booking director of the
Poli circuit in New England, has just
returned
a threewasweeks'
in Maine.from
Everyone
glad vacation
to learn
that Mr. Miller was rusticating and
twice glad to hear* of* his
return.
*
It was like meeting a long-lost brother
to meet foe Skuboll, the Pittsburgh representative ofthe First National, in New
York,official
last heads
Monday.
to see
the
and a"Just
few ran
of thein regular
fellon-s," was all he told us.
Met Mrs. Sidney Drew the other day
intitles.
Tom She
Brett'swastes
office nogoing
some
timeoverbetween
times for she expects to start another
comedy shortly. The A. J. K. Company
is preparing a special studio for her
which cility
willand convenience.
be equipped with
everylives
faShe still
at her villa at Sea* Gate
* * on Long Island.
Pete Smith, publicity manager for the
Famous Players-Lashy Corporation,
wishes to go on record as saying "The
Miracle Man," George Loan Tucker's
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Personal
Touch
laurel wreath last week from his many
friends. This was occasioned by the
By Sam Sped on
took asome
half-day's
initial F. P.-L. release, is the greatest fact that
tion, whichC. isC. going
for thevacaaspicture of the season. Now every press
sistant
manager,
who
has
not inexpeagent says this, but few are willing to
rienced anything like a vacation
five
be quoted.
years. Mr. Burr hopes to get a halfhour off
day next
whereR. the
Eugene
upon hesome
will ofclaim
full week,
recuperation
with
Pathe,Goldsmith,
was in Newuntil
Yorkrecently
at the from the
rush
business.
Hotel Astor a few days ago awaiting an
* * *
appointment
to consider
propositionas
George department,
Proctor, formerly
in the Pathe
to
connect with
another a company
scenario
in the
special salesman. Mr. Goldsmith is publicity department isofnowthe engaged
Fox
corporastopping at the Hotel
tion. Mr. Proctor has had considerable
* * Commodore.
*
experience in the motion picture industry
Peter Kuntos, owner of the Strand Thea- as
as a newspaper career. With
tre, Bridgeport, Conn., is leaving for Greece. this well
valuable schooling he should prove a
He will remain there for a long time. Dur- capable
adjunct to* Merritt
ing Mr. Kuntos'
absence Harry
Needles,
* * Crawford's staff
formerly
of the Alhambra,
of Torringtpn,
of publicists.
Conn., will be in charge
Louis Marcus, district manager for
* * * of the Strand.
F. P.-L. at Salt Lake, was seen on
Morrie Ryskind,
the Famousone day
withdistrict
Hermanmanager.
WobPlayers-Lasky
publicityofdepartment,
met Broadway
the what
West
Coast
with a painful accident last Saturday ber,
Wonder
it
was
all
about?
night when he was hit by a taxicab at
* * *
One Hundred and Ninetieth street during
the
rain
storm.
Morrie
was
dragged
Joseph
Saperstein
is severing
his conn
e
c
t
i
o
n
a
s
manager
of
the Hippodrome
half a block before the cab could be of Bridgeport and the
Bristol theatres
stopped and suffered painful injuries, of Bristol, Conn.
which, however, are not serious. This
will mean a few weeks' lay-off by M. R.,
who expects
to beof back
on the job beAl Lichtman, general manager, defore the middle
partment of distribution of the Famous
* *next* month.
Players-Lasky
Corporation, has purDavid Lustig
has
resigned
his
manchasedold
anotheronecar.painted.
— No, that's wrong,
agement of the Empire Theatre at he had the
Bridgeport, Conn. At the time of this
* * *
writing
Mr.
Lustig
had
not
announced
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Lewis have just
his future business activities. He has returned
from an extended tour of the
the good will and best wishes of his Orient.
We met Mr. Lewis on Broadmany friends in *the* industry.
*
last Monday,
28. He
returned July
to New
Yorksaid:
and "11
Harry Olsham has taken the place of have wayjust
don't know a thing about the industry.
Benjamin
Moiganrothof as
Connecticut representative
the theWorld
Film What's doing? Just as soon as I get
my bearings I may produce some picCorporation.
* * *
tures myself or I may direct for someThe Select Pictures Corporation has the picture
body else. ofIt health
all depends."
and we He
are looks
looktaken
lease Conn.,
of a two-story
ing for some
healthy pictures under his
buildinga two-years'
in New Haven,
opposite direction
anyway.
the new depot of the New Haven and
*
*
*
Hartford Railroad, for its new local exSelect will occupy
Osso, announces
general manager
of Tru-of
the Fox change.
Corporation
will one-half
occupy and
the artBory
Pictures,
the signing
other half, the report
goes.
a long term contract with Miss Minta
* * *
Durgee (Mrs. Roscoe Arbuckle) to star
of productions
underformerly
the diArthur
Lucas, was
Goldwyn's
ager at Atlanta,
in New sales
York manlast in a series
rection of Charles
H. France,
week. In addition to his present posi- with Edison and Keystone.
tion Mr. Lucas owns the only newsA. H. Sowerbutts, of the United Kingc
paper, a prosperous
journal, hisin Americus, Georgia.
He started
motioi
London, will combine pleasure
picture career with the Miles Brothers Photoplays,
li'ith
business while here. On Friday, Augon Sixth avenue, *New* *York, in 1907.
ust
I,
he
leaves
for a trip to Niagara Falls
Film.
in company with Bert Adler, of Inter-Ocean
R. Wernick, representing the Albior
Cinema Company of London, is in Ne
York looking over the Amerioan filr
-Vaudeville fur Muvles.
market to purchase film for England.
Frank Phelps, manager of the New
Mr. Wernick states that he was for- Grand
in Duluth and the New Palace in
merly employed as salesman in Detroit
vaudeville houses,
and Boston for Fox, Select and Gold- Superior,
Cai Minn.,his both
has
canceled
vaudeville in Superior
wyn.
* * *
for
the
summer
months
and booked big
Herbert L. fsaacs, of the Fox sales de- film attractions as a substitute. He
partment, starts for Australia the latter opened with "Daddy Long Legs," Mary
t>art of August or the first zveek of Sep- Pickford's big First National release.
tember.
Early in August he will play "Auction of
* * *
National
duction, and he isbignowFirstin the
midst proof a
Charles C. Burr, assistant general Souls," another
stronging attraction.
advertising campaign on the commanager
of
the
Famous
Players-Lasky
distribution department, received a
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represented on the committee should
lose no time in demanding recognition
of their demands : Peter J. MeCumber,
Exhibitors' League of America Fight
North Dakota; Reed Smoot, of Utah;
for the Repeal of War Time Tax Robert M. LaFollette, of Wisconsin;
Dillingham, of Vermont;
s of the country made of which Senator Boies Penrose, of William P.P. McLean,
THE theirexhibitor
of Connecticut ;
demand for relief from un- Pennsylvania, is chairman. The plan George
Charles
Curtis,
of Kansas; James E»
committee isnotto only
im- Watson, of Indiana;
just war taxes
William M. Calder,
such an of the pressexhibitors'
It wasfeltfeltintoWashingthe Senate Committee
ton this week.
with the strength of the exhibitor but of New York ; Howard Sutherland, of
debate
when wasa general
extent that
House,on with the justice of his fight and the West Virginia; F. M. Simmons, of North
held in the
measures
revenue
logical arguments which should give Carolina; John Sharp Williams, of Misthe motion picture taxes were thrust the
motion picture taxes preference over
forward as one of the tax measures
Charles S.of Thomas,
rado; T. sissippi;
P. Gore,
Oklahoma;of A.Colo-A.
the
tax, or at least include
ial
which should receive preferent con- themsodain water
repeal bill. The Jones, New Mexico; P. G. Gerry, of
sideration as objects of immediatel re- members ofthethe same
Finance Committee are Rhode Island; and John F. Nugent,
peal legislation.
That the motion picture taxes were as follows, and exhibitors in those states of Idaho.
mentioned at all during the debate is
due to the aggressive campaign that
has been waged by the committee on Promotional Link-Up With "Westerners" Gives
legislation
and tax
of the Motion
PicStrand Big Co-operation on Hampton Picture
ture Exhibitors
of America,
Inc. Only
book stores and the leading chain of
the inactivity
of
state
campaign
direcof the salesorganizamethod ofdrug
tors in some of the states which the APPLICATION
stores with book counters in
of the great bookselling
Greater New York. Grosset and Duncommittee has not heard from prevented
tions
of
the
country
to
the
promotion of the picture version or a
the motion picture taxes from becoming
lap,
as
an organization, took one thoupopular novel is expected to bring great
part
and parcel
to repeal
sheets of "The
Westerners"
the soda
water of
and theice bill
cream
taxes benefit to the New York Strand in con- from sand
theone Hodkinson
organization,
prepared special printed streamers linking
which
House, Finance
and is
junction with its presentation of Stewnow in was
the passed
hands ofby thetheSenate
with itsandcurrent
presentaart Edward
"The Westerners."
the Strand
likewise
made
Committee.
This
first White's
Great Authors
production up thetion atbook
No exhibitor, regardless of how large made under the name and sole auspices use of one thousand sets each of the
his interests or duties may be, should of Benjamin B. Hampton is the initial eight by ten and eleven by fourteen
decline The
to accept
duties isassigned
picture to reach lobby displays on this production.
Broadway.
him.
work the
outlined
a matterto author-supervised
Scheme Used in Towns of 5,000.
of routine, and any clerk in his office
"The
Westerners"
is published in its
The metropolitan department stores
can handle it and succeed with proper moderate priced editions by Grosset and being
heavy users of newspaper adversupervision by his employer. A number Dunlap and has had a sale up to this
tising space granted the heads of book
of the larger exhibitors have already date of in excess of 680,000 copies. This departments
space in their daily and
chosen this method and are waging a is, of course,
additionor tostandard
its largepriced
cir- Sunday and the
seven
populaculation inthein higher
strenuous
campaign
through
their
chain
tion
in
the
New
York million
City municipal
editions and in addition to the circulaof theatres.
tion
the
novel
had
when
first
published
sphere
was
invited
to
"Buy
'The
WestNow and Then
to SeeStrand
It as
in serial form.
Put Repeal Slogans on Screen.
a Greaterners'Motion
PictureHurryat The
Links
Showing
Up
With
Book
Stores.
Flashing tax repeal slogans upon the
screen is an effective means employed
During the week preceding the presenThising carried
campaign
exact cityduplicate
out ininevery
and townis be-of
in manyerfulofpublicity
the method
states. This
is a powtation
of "Theit was
Westerners"
at
the
Theatre."
of
which
the
more
than
5,000
population
in
the United
Strand,
where
placed
by
the
W.
soda water interests could not avail W. Hodkinson Corporation, its sole dis- States and S. A. Jenkins, of the
Grosset
and
Dunlap
organization,
is
personally
tributors,
Grosset
and
Dunlap
linked
up
themselves
because
they
were
not
owners of screens.
this
premiere
showing
with
the
metrodirecting the campaign
on notcamaign
only "Theto
The Ways and Means Committee will
politan book stores and the book de- Westerners"
a similar
continueof insix session
partments of the big department stores. come on Zane butGrey's
"Desert
Gold,"
the
recess
weeks. during the House
Window and counter displays were ar- first Eltinge F. Warner-Zane Grey picEfforts are being concentrated this
ture made under the supervision of the
ranged with Gimbel's,
Wanamaker's,
author
for
Hodcinson
distribution.
week on the Senate Finance Committee, Stern's, Macy's,
with the Womrath chain
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Ben Blumenthal, Returned from European Trip, Says,
Because of Existing Enemy Regulations, Governmental Restriction of Film Exporting to Huns Was a Joke
tion of the war but for other purposes
in demand and when Central
NTHAL. president of greatly
BENthe BLUME
was closed to the film products was
undoubtedly
kept
— and manywhich
and
Export and Import Film Com-d ofEurope
ingenious
the upmakeshifts
not
only
the
United
States
but
also
Inc., whoan extende
returne of France, Italy and England, which were used were
recentlyd business
to keep the production up
to New York pany.after
had previously been the most important to something like that of normal times.
t,
n
the ofEuropea
trip ona lot
which producing centers.
informationbrought
detailed continen
back
Had Logical Effect.
Possessed of fully as many, if not
may disturb film export circles in the
"The effect of this 'business going
more, American pictures which could
'
conminutes
few
A
United States.
versation with the Export and Import be sold in Central Europe under normal on
as usual' policy
upon the
moving
in which
we are
inthan any other American picture industry,queer
con- conditions,
inevitab
presidentclusion leads
one — unexpected,
that a lot toof the
whichle many
things,
exporter, this concern was particularly I am sure,terested,bywas a many
film
operators
film operators in this country had so keen to get a line on the future of the other countries, who hoped to havein
fondly hoped would happen that they moving picture industry in Germany.
their heads a virgin and recould see no other possibility, simply Austria and the Balkans. They started thrown at markably
productive territory for their
are not going to happen. And, since with a lot of advance information, and product the minute
peace was declared.
since
the
signing
of
the
armistice,
Mr.
an
is
it
happen,
to
going
not
are
they
this effect now seems perfectly
Blumenthal has spent most of his time Yet
easy deduction that some "short bank on
logical.
the
other
side
of
the
Atlantic,
as
on what
beenly risked
rolls,"
"One esting
of the
earliest
inter-in
may near to the closed territory as he could,
safe bet,
perfect
like ahave
looked which
discoveries
whichandthemostworld
making
be stretched to the breaking point.
Denmark.his headquarters in Copenhagen. general made after the outbreak of the
Is Man of Experience.
war, was the thoroughness with which
Inasmuch as the value of an opinion
Enemy Manufactured Films.
the Germans had long been using every
depends upon the standing of the man
medium of propaganda. Their 'official
"This
country
—
and
possibly
the
world
who expresses it, it may be well to
news bureau,'
which
ingeneral
— Germany,
in planning
commercial
formation helpful
to alldisseminated
German interobserve thatconcededMr. Blumenthal is gen- in
policies
for
Austria
and
the
to rank as a leading Balkan states under the control of the
erally
ests to every corner of the civilized
proved a revelation when their
an-madn eto moving
Americ
exportertures inoftheir
ns Central Powers," said Mr. Blumenthal. world
conditiopicrelatio
workings were uncovered.
forgotten
that,
although
the
Centhroughout Central Europe, which is "has tral
German Film* Well Backed.
suffered considerably more
just now an interesting spot on the hardshipsPowersthan
the Allies because of
world map. In his earlier days in the being on the losing
end,
business
was
"In
the
of theit Germans'
along
theselightlines,
might longefforts
ago
business, Mr. Blumenthal and his assobeen expected that the moving picon, the
compartively,
operated extensively on thel Euro- going
ciatescontinent,
war period. 'as usual' have ture
screen,
within
the
confines
of
the
in close persona touch throughout
pean
"In the lightmyof stay
conditions
with moving picture conditions there, them
at least, would cerabroad, asit Iisfound
now closed taincountries
in the days when the interchange of quite during
ly be developed for the strengthenthat,
Central
s in a so-called inter- Powersapparent
picture
moving national
handswhilemorethethan
full
Central
Powers' morale.
way was largely
among France. with the hadwar,their
Duringing ofmythe stay
in Copenhagen,
which
they
still
recognized
the
y,
d
Italy, Englan and nGerman for the pressing necessitj- of paying at least some was the clearing port for most of the
reason that America moving pictures attention to all kinds of ordinary com- information coming to the outside world
the Central Powers, I discovered
had not then reached the point of permercial pursuits.cities
Berlin.
— and from
which madevalue
of any ofpartithemoutside
fectioncommercial
very easily that the German governand Vienna
communities
this ineventhe theareasmaller
cular
ment,
Germanpeople
banking
closed
to
the
outside
worldcountry.
terests, animportant
d the German
en masseindid not mit edstagnate.
Had onethebeen
per- went behind
War Had Great Effect.
the moving picture busito journey through
country.
as a powerful means to an end
Like many of the other film export- fewer
I'll venture there
havegreat
been death
even greatlyness, to
be desired
signswould
of the
ing firms,
the Export
ImportriseCom-to strugglevisible
view. They
did thisfrom
soontheir
afterpoint
the
that was being waged than of
pany enjoyed
its mostand rapid
opening
gun
of
the
war
had
Leen
fired.
prosperity during the recent World War, might have been observed in France and
to the war, Germany had been
when conditions in Europe were such England. The manufacture of neces- a "Prior
reasonably important factor in the
that American-made pictures were
sities, not only for the actual prosecu-

Is BertBert
Lytell,
"Easy cup,
to Make
Showing
Behind
In this
the center
has ina loving
but theMoney";
cup at the
right isHimof atthe therealLeftloving
varietythe inCashier's
his MetroWindow.
feature.

800
international moving picture industry.
There were millions of people there
capable of being entertained by photoplays and there was latent German innuity to provide
the kind population
of photoplaysgewhich
this tremendous
might be expected to like. However,
because French and Italian pictures,
possessing
which the
mans foundartistic
it hardmerit,
to equal,
wereGer-so
easily obtainable,
the
business
of producing moving pictures in Germany
had
not made the progress of which it was
capable. It strikes me that the Germans had simply never 'come around
towerethe theatres
moving picture
aplenty industry.'
— and someThereof
4hem the finest in the whole world —
but certainly the industry was not being
.as intensively developed in Germany as
it wasinstance.
being developed in this country,
for
War Aided Industry.
"When theshutCentral
foundof
themselves
off fromPowers
the rest
the world, they realized the value of
the moving picture — and got busy. New
producing companies by the scores were
formed,dredstheatres
hunwere built; almost
and for inall the
of these
enterprises there was ready government
support. Just how effective this movement proved from the German standpoint will, perhaps, never be known, but
I'll venture
that the Austria
moving picture industryto insayGermany,
and
the Balkans made it possible for the
Central Powers to prolong the war
many months beyond the time it would
have been
endedavailable.
had the screen propaganda
not
Central Europe Almost Closed.
"Thethemost
important
thing,American
then —
from
standpoint
of the
film
exporter
—
that
I
found
during
my
stay in Copenhagen was that, while the
signing of
the
peace
treaty
has
apparently opened millions of square miles
• of closed territory to the outside world,
the same territory, for the immediate
present,
at least,
been more
effecticely closed
to thehas outside
film world
than it could ever have been had there
been
war orwithhadthe itCentral
been possible
to do no
business
Powers
during the entire period of the conflict.
"Germany,
Austria
and
the
states are a wonderful field for Balkan
American-made moving
population is there,
the pictures.
theatres The
are there,
the means of transportation are there
—toughest
but the nut
market
is going
be the
to crac:<
whichto outside
operators have ever tackled for a variety
of very simple reasons.
German Market Is Full.
"In
the
first place,
made
more moving
pictureGermany
progresshas during
the past four years than she made in
ten years prior to the war. They are
producing
fullyas asthemany
pictures
Germany today
market
can inabsorb
■to
— andso themany
business
is
giving
employment
more people than it did
before the war that, whether the government were or were not interested
in the industry financially, it would
naturally attract great governmental
attention and would be in line for all
the protection which could be given it.
But the government is financially interested, and every ounce of government strength may be expected to be
■ exerted to protect this industry from
the effects of foreign competition.
"As a second, and almost equally im-
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portant consideration, in discussing why
me regulations
observein that
govthis recently opened market is really a digression, let
ernmental
this the
country
very tightly
closed
one,
one
must
conwhich
prohibited
the
shipping
of
Amersider the manner in which American
ican-made pictures into the Central
made pictures have established them- Powers' territory
the joke
the
selves in European markets in general. age, for the simplewas reason
thatof even
Prior to the war — and I know it from more pronounced were the earlier
govbitter experience — the European exhibernmental regulations on the part of
itor booked American-made pictures
Central Powers which prohibited
only when he could not get anything the
the
use
of
any outside pictures in the
territory.
else. I have observed the complaint
of the English exhibitors who are obCentral
Powers Are Prejudiced.
jecting to the threatened invasion of
"Without the period of education,
their rights by the Famous Players- then,
Germany,
Austria and the Balkans
Lasky interests, and while I have full are in identically
the same state of
sympathy for their position it still mind as regards American
pictures in
makes me smile when they set forth which they were four years ago.
Amerthat they have done so much to develop
ican
pictures
may
be
wonderful
American-made
pictures in the foreign — but they do not believe it anypictures
market.
more
than the\ did in the days when French
"At the beginning of the war they and
Italian pictures were the vogue in
booked
them
as
'life-savers'
to
keep
countries. And to cap the climax,
their theatres open, forgetting, in the their
Germanto made
picstress of necessity, all the objections they have their own
quantities
take care
they had made when French, Italian of theirtures in sufficient
needs.
and English pictures were available.
Germany Has New Policy.
Today, I am sure American-made moving picturesbecause
are booked
England and
and
"And,
asGerman
a final policy
point, —letborn
me ofsay antethat'
elsewhere
both inexhibitors
the
new
war necessities
— of paying
money to
the general
public
recognize
their
superior merit and have been educated outsiders for nothing that is not an
to the kind of screen entertainment absolutely necessary raw product, is
to stop us in our tracks in the
which American pictures — and American going
export picture business, as far as the
pictures only — can provide.
Central Powers are concerned. GerA Double Ban on American Wares.
many and Austria have discovered that
"I have
little to maketo this
make pictures
of atheir
satisfacpoint
whichdigressed
has itsa application
the they can
tory
commercial
value for
own
situation in Central Europe. Europe
may not be the best picgenerally took what was regarded as uses. turesThey
in the world, but it has been estaba bitter pill when necessity compelled
lished that a very considerable number
it to swallow American pictures. Then
people
within
came the discovery that what American of
will
accept
them. the Central Powers
exporters had been telling European exExchange Is Solution.
hibitors for years was the truth, and
that American pictures were as good, has"A already
plan affecting
the picture
business
been devised,
I am informed,
or better, entertainment than they had and
it works this way: The man who
previously
been
offering
their
patrons.
It took a war condition to make them wants to send pictures into Germany
see the light! And while they were is at perfect liberty to do it if he will
learning, the Central Powers were stand- take as his pay German-made pictures
ing still — for they could not have booked of equal value for distribution outside
One can readily underAmerican-made
they so of Germany.
desired.
And, aspictures
anotherhad humorous
stand what this will mean to the general exporter and importer. German
pictures, it seems absolutely certain, no
matter what their artistic merit may
be, will be considerably discounted in
any country other than Germany for
a long time to come, and just how much
progress
the toexporter
with Americanmade
pictures
sell in competition
with
German made pictures in any neutral
territory would make can be imagined.
He'd have to run a series of Hun bargain days every week.
Quick Turnover Impossible.
conclusion,of letconditions
me say that
while
this"In statement
resembles
very much the weather we have been
having ever since St. Swithin put over
his traditional propaganda in the East
here gard
some
ten daysas ago,
I do not
rethe situation
hopeless.
At the
Exportficesand
Import
Film
Company
ofhere we dare not take the pure
indigo view of it; we have too many
good and
expensively
pictures for the
territoriespurchased
in question.
There will be a 'way out,' I am sure.
Just
how, kind
I don't
we had forto
get any
of aknow.
quick Ifturnover
the money which we have invested in
pictures for Germany, Austria and the
Balkans,moving
I'd feelpictures,
pretty nervous.
Thank
God,
after all,
are
Tsuru Aoki
celluloid and will be just as good
Or Mrs. Sessue Hayakawa, who has been printed
a couple of years from now as they
sigrned for special Universals, the first
to be "The Breath of the Gods."
are today."
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Staging

Picture
London, a
July 15.Moving
tors
exhibi
ed
hundr
fournt parts of the United
NEARLY
By J. B. Sutcliffe
from differe
London Correspondent of the
Kingdom assembled in the ScotMOVING
PICTURE WORLD
tish capital recently for the annual conrTl IE activities of American movference of the Exhibitors' Association.
I ing picture interests in the Britl, ed"fathe
J. J. ,Bennel
the Scotti
ted shby
branch
presid
and r"wasof suppor
ish Isles and the great and growthe Lord Prevost of the city and other
ing importance of the export branch
e,
ls at the welcom
civic
officia
A.
E.
Newof
the
American
moling picture inbound, M. P., presided at the business
dustry,
is unavoidably
and trade gatherings. The first address
petitionwhich
with the
English trade,in comhaz e
was by Dr. A. K. Chalmers, chief health
made London a particularly interesting
neivs
center
in
the
affairs
of
inow.
officer
for
the
city
of
Glasg
"As
an
ternational cinematography during the
educational agency the cinema has mis.
t,"
p
u
d
e
past
few
weeks.
i
r
a
c
to
the
presen
he
argued
"It
could not be said to have failed as it has
tely y tried. I sugaot yet
adequa
e worth
gest as abeenschem
of trial the
of the ancient slave tradcomplete detachment of films in their crudeers ofmethods
Barbary
Coast.
"It certainly
groups, the educational and the enter- fosters the
more
ill-feeling
among
competifrom
taining
eachte other,
and edtheirhours.
extors thanin anything
else
in system
the trade,"
hibition at separa
and specifi
he
said
allusion
to
the
our
The picture house should be a place to exchanges have in bargaining and bookwhich tany mother may ating
take her children
films. house
"The toexchange
withou fear of stimul
in them a from ingone
another traveler
playing goes
one
management against another and the
precocious sentimentality."
case
is
not
unknownof
a
traveler,
while
Putting
Each
Other's
Eyes
Out.
R. C. Buchanan next read a paper still offering a film, to have in his pocket
for it signed by a manageheaded "Can Competitors Co-operate?" a contract
ment in the same neighborhood. It
"The old proverb answers 'No'; two of
to auction every time and open
a trade can never agree," pointed out amounts
auction would be better than secret
Mr. Buchanan, and he asked "What is auction.
trade co-operation?" "Let us consider
what
is
not,"
he
continued.
"This
can
"Exhibitors
pawnsso inthere
the
best be done by the narration of a fable.
played byare theonlyrenters,
Once upon a time there was a man who game
can be nothing unfair in making the
was placed in a great dilemma by being renters pawns in the game the exhibittold that he would be granted whatever
ors can play with them, if only, as comhe caredreceive
to ask,double.
but thatButhis hecompetitor
petitors, they really do so. It is the
would
was not present method
bargaining for films
to be outdone. He requested that one of that accounts forof the
ridiculous prices
his eyes be put out. He lost one eye. sometimes asked and paid;
it is the system
that
tends
to
the
increase of cirHis competitor lost two. That," sair
Mr. Buchanan, amidst laughter, "was the
antithesis of co-operation."
Referring to recent discussions among
exhibitors relative to increased admis"Peddling"
TheDeplores
same speaker
voicedPractices.
a complaint cuits."sion charges to moving picture theatres Mr. Buchanan suggested a special
at the conference at a trade custom extensively practiced that savors of the committee of the association to con-

Will Specialize in Aerial Picture ' 'Stunts''
THE boom in all matters aerial has led to the formation of many and
divers concerns for the exploitation of flying. Two companies have
been registered under the limited liabilities act for the purpose of
supplying aeroplanes, airships, balloons, etc., exclusively for moving picture
purposes. The first of these is named Aerofilms, Ltd., and announces it will
contract for anything from a transatlantic flight as a stunt for a film to
express delivery of films by air for exhibitors.
the Bishop-Burke
Aviation
already
a name,
for The
both second,
the principal
partners, Bishop
and Company,
Burke, havehasbeen
awarded
the
Victoria Cross while on active service as pilots in the Royal Air Force.
This venture is also for similar purposes. The company offers to film
producers
aerial "crash"
a thriller
for thing
a forthcoming
film that
would allowa real
its insertion.
Not aas fake,
the real
and real machines.
The modern and skilled air pilot, they assert, knows exactly how his
machine will crash and what parts will be damaged and can so steer on
land to avoid injury himself. Of course the fee is pretty high for such a
stunt as this and you must do your own insurances.

" in-Back
"Come
sider the advisability
of a general
crease.
"There
is
no
one
who
will
admit that the admission money at not
the
cinemas
as ridiculously
small
that it reflects
still the small
modest— somethod
we adopted to find our way into the
affections
of theMay
public,"
"Super" Ogre
Devourhe added.
Industry.
The advent of the moving picture enterprise upon a large scale, adjectived
by "super," "hyper" or "ultra," was discussed with evident qualms. The "superfilms," controlled by "super-men" and
"insuperably
cated by the super
same capitalized"
speaker aswasnextindi-in
the field. "This torrential movement
may sweep away in its course a great
number ofthemexisting
he said,
"among
some institutions,"
of the shows
today are
comparatively
large,which
but
which tomorrow may be so comparatively small as to be negligible. Let the
trade flourish by all means, but if for
one
'super-cinema'
you smaller
are going
lose two,
three, or four
ones ;Joif
for one 'super-film' factory, you are going to lose two or three useful hardworking film factories;
for one
sal distributing
agency ifyou
are colosgoing
to lose some of the smaller renting
houses, who served us so well in the
past, where is the gain? And if the
ultimate object is achieved of a huge
trust controlling the trade in all its
intricacies where is the gain to anyNew Companies Forming
to Produce in England
body."
THE olding British
and Colonial
Producof the
first
of our Company
London wasfilmonemanufacturing
undertakings. Its history dates back to
the Frese Green days. It has now been
re-established, reorganized, and extended upon modern lines under the chairmaangsehmiepnotfoN.f Ed Black
Godal.Hawkins
Frese and
Green,man-is
in charge of the printing plant. The
technical staff comprises cameramen and
process workers from the States. At the
inaugural dinner the other evening, Mr.
Moses, an American cameraman, tickled
his English listeners with the witticism,
"I
know sometimes.
they make good
pictures
England
I certainly
knowin
that we su/ely make bad ones in AmerThe frequently."
new Regal Film Company has
takenica over
a studio on the bank of the
Thames and is shortly to build another
in London in the neighborhood of Tulse
Hill for the completion of productions
already under way. Tom Watts is chief
director of players, and the first pichas first been
shown ture,
to "ThetheAutocrat,"
trade.
Welsh Pearson & Company also have
secured a site for a new modern studio
and plant with an old mansion and
grounds complete at Winchmore Hill,
near the capital. Building has not yet
started, however.
John D. Tippett, for several years
principal of the Transatlantic Film Company, Ltd., agents for the Universal of
America, has formed a subsidiary pro-

802
ducing
company
J. D.concern
Tippett'sis
Productions,
Ltd.named
The new
to make and distribute British films in
Europe and the East.
Trade Showing Resembled
High Class Court Function
THE trade and private show of the
Ideal Film Company's recently acquired series of "Adventures
Among
held lastthanmonth
was
more likeCannibals
a court " function
an ordinary trade show. It was held in the
first place, in the evening, and it must
have been an expensive undertaking to
reserve the West End Kinema for an
evening show. Practically the whole
of the outpeople
"Who's
Who"a
e peers,
turned
in forcein— the
twenty-on
hundred
M.
P.'s,
thirty
eminent
statesment and politicians, twenty-five disand letters,
celebrities in the tinguished
worldcolonialof officials,
art, science,
law, and music by the score.
Rowland Showing Nazimova
The first half dozen features starring
Nazimova are being offered to London
buyers by R. A. Rowland, president of
th#e
Metrohis Pictures
Corporation,
who atis
making
headquarters
temporarily
the J. Frank Brockliss offices. He is
also handling for this side "Romeo and
Juliet," Bayne.
with Francis
X. Bushman
and
Beverly
No Nazimova
films have
been exhibited here yet.
Selig Closes London Office
The offices of the Selig Polyscope
Company in the center of Wardour
street have been vacated by that firm
and their well-known manager and
agent E. H. Montagu. It is nearly ten
years since the latter started the Selig
productions upon a feature footing, with
"Christopher
Columbus." inE. touch
H. M. with
says
he intends remaining
the industry.
English Circuits Strike Back.
The largest of existing English exhibiting circuits, Provincial
Kinematograph Theatres,
Ltd., has increased
its working capital by the issue
of overstock.
a million
dollars' capital
worth ofof
extra
The registered
the company is £1,000,000 and the new
series brings up the total capital already
issued menttoof Picture
£700,000.Playhouses,
Since the announce.Ltd., two
more large circuits are proposing to
considerably increase their capital.
New Export and Import Firm.
A new firm of exporters and importers
of moving pictures have opened offices
at 153 Wardour street, by name E. Gihl
& Co., of London and New York. Multireelcialty,productions
spewhich they are
will to
buy bein their
New York
for the whole of Europe and in London
for North tablished
America.
ThisContinent,
firm' has but
esagents on the
is new to the film business.
Treaty Pictures Come Out Well.
Thetualmoving
recordtreaty
of thein the
acof picture
theat Peace
Palais dessigningGlaces
Versailles
has been
secured by Film Booking Offices, Ltd.
The Hall of Mirrors seems to have made
an excellent studio according to the
brilliance of the film photographically.
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ISSUE IN INDIA
METRO SPECIAL IS AN
"Lest We Forget" in Litigation Between
David P. Howells and Big Calcutta Client
the International Banking Corporation.
The bank, on being asked not to part
By S. B. Banerjea
with the film,
structionshad
were toreplied
give itthatto their
anotherin|I Calcutta
Correspondent
Moving BosePic- f\
ture World,
No. 11 Kasibath
party.
Unless,
therefore,
an
injunction
were issued they could not withhold its
| lane, Simla P. O., Calcutta.
delivery. After some discussion, the
1
I judge
grantedof themotion
plaintiffs
leave to
serve notice
by registered
AT before
the Calcutta
Court arecently,
on the defendant. Pending the
JusticeHighGreave,
native post
hearing of the notice. His Lordship
barrister applied
instructed
Mr. ofWatad interim
injunction.
The
kins, solicitor,
on by
behalf
the grantedwasan made
returnable
on the first
Bijou, Ltd., for a rule calling on the In- notice
ternational Banking Corporation, Cal- motion day of the next term.
Business Prospers in Provinces.
cutta branch,
to show
why against
an injunction should
not because
issued
I have tour
just through
returnedseveral
from parts
anotherof
them restraining them from parting with pleasant
a film called
"LesttheWeBijou,
Forget."
The the Bombay Presidency and am glad to
barrister
said that
Ltd., were
report that I have found the several
exhibitors fendant,
of picture
that was
the de-an theatres,
in Bombay city and Poona esDavid P. films;
Howells,
pecially, going strong. Some of the
American who, on April 26, 1918, made Bombay theatres
have better seating aran offer
to
the
plaintiffs
for
the
exclurangements than those of Calcutta thesive rights in India in all the special
atres,
for
instance.
The Cinema Prefilms released by the Metro Pictures
cious,
thehaveImperial,
and gardens
the new where
AlexCorporation,
America
;
he
had
the
exandra
nice
little
clusive right to these films in India,
may enjoy
the breezes
the
Burma and Ceylon; he had sent the film one
intervals.
In Calcutta
there during
is not one
called
"Lest
We
^orget"
to
another
theatre
approaching
the
Cinema
Preparty; that film was with his agents,
cious, for instance. I trust our future
give usPrecious
someCelebrities in the great crowd easily bioscopething likeproprietors
what the will
Cinema
may be distinguished and President Wil- and the Imperial people are giving their
son is much in the foreground and recognizable in most scenes. Copies are patrons.
Manufacturing in Sacred City.
already
Nasik is a sacred city of the Hindus.
States. on their way to the United Here
the natural scenery is indeed
charming.
Mr. Phatke,
pioneerin HinPays Half Million for Educationals.
du film miker,
has his the
quarters
this
For the series of educational films, city and he has chosen an excellent site
for his
purposes.
The
road
to
Trimtravelogues, and scenic gems, he is re- bak,
where the sacred Godanery rises,
leasing serially under title "Marvels of
delight the heart of any film maker.
the Universe," A. G. Granger, of Gran- will
Xasik
is dingy, but its natural
ger's Exclusives,
half scenery itself
is captivating.
a million
dollars.paidA approximately
heavy speculation
"Americanisms" Hurt Picture*.
for
educationals,
think
most
exchangemen.
The Cinema Precious people are still
screening
"Vengeance
and
the manufacWoman."
Screen to War on Rats.
I have turears of this
word
to say
to the
Surely,
they did not
The Board of Agriculture has near manufacture itfilm.
for home consumption
completion
a propaganda
film instruct-of only. If I am right,
I must complain
ing the public
in the extermination
rats. These rodents, it is estimated, are against the free use of pure "Americanisms" in the text.
Indian
— or
costing the country nearly fifty millions non-American
audiences — doaudiences
not underper year in the ravages on food and
stand
them
and
are,
therefore,
deprived
property. The film is intended to lead of half their enjoyment. I trust Amerian
organized campaign for their decan film manufacturers will not forget
struction.
that they are producing films for the
merely.
world,
not for home consumption
! Yankee Visitors
Lack
Good Comics Deplored.
I
Now in London | At the ofBijou
Grand, the following
films
have
been
: "The Brass
Will C. Smith, general manager of the Check," "The Houseshown
of Tears," "BroadNicholas Power Company, is in Lonway
Bill,"
"Kidder
&
Co.."
"EyeFinal
for
Eye," "Her Reckoning," "The
don onpectsthe
company's
business.
He inex-a Judgment,"
to
leave
for
the
Continent
"The
Bridge,"
and
several
other films. At this theatre we have
few days.
Herbert Brenon is still in Paris con- not seen any good comics of late.
templating producing
the Arnold
"Empress"
of showing
CalcuttaI am informed.
MariethereDoroor. inwillTurin.
join Apropos,
writes: "Mr.
is still
him shortly.
two
parts
of his 'Girl
Reporter'
serial
with
each
program,
to
meet
the
deficit
J. P. McGowan, Eddie Polo and his
caused
by
want
of
acceptable
'comics.'
wife,ed inJean
Perkins,
and
Miss
Aarup
landApropos,
what
has
become
of
Fatty
Liverpool on Monday with their
Dan often
Russtaff for the production of a Universal Arbuckle,
sell and aandfewof Max
othersLinder,
we see
serialtale"
on this
side. Polokinema
is nowaudiences
"telling enough at one or other of our own
the
to
London
on behalf of the Victory Loan.
shows, but too little of the former."
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RUBBERNECKING

takes
eckingof FilmTHISin twoweek'sof theRubbern
frontiers
t
i
;
d
n
a
l
stretches
from
the
Goldwyn studios, nestling in the sage brush
of Culver City, to where Fatty Arbuckle
making a comedy in the shade of the
Verdugo foothills at Glendale.
Shady Stuff.
N. B. This shade stuff is just a figure
of speech. When describing any place
that feristo near
a mountain
rewhatever
it may yoube always
as in the
shade of, etc. All our best authors do
it. As a matter of fact, with the exception of the large, robust shadow cast
by
the Fatty,
studio. shade is very scarce around
There is a'so mention of the Auto
Races atheldthe forAscot
the track
benefitonofSunday.
the Actors'
Fund
Ah ! breathless
that auto moments
race — speed,
thrills,
stunts,
1
Goldwyn comes first, however.
The first thing I saw at Goldwyn, not
counting Clarke Irvine, one of the stucircus,dio "Skeletons,"
and after was
that, Mabel
Mabel, Normand's
who is a
regular circus herself, either on or off
the screen. Ask Edna Purviance — who
was
studiotoldcalling
Mabelit. —
about atthis.the Edna
Mabel onabout
"I didn't come here to laugh myself
sick at you," she said, "I came to look
around and see how you make films."
Mabel's Little Band and Elephant.
Mabel's gotAfro-American
a great little circus,
with
orchestra
does10-piece
anybody
of anymusic
kind
ofthan
band—a
that
can makeknowsweeter
nigger band? I wot not — and three ele— I whope
it's all—
right to phants,
referone ofto whom
an elephant
as whom
was running up the cost of production
by putting one of its little hoofs on a
nice piece of redwood plank and breaking it into splinters.
Vic Schertzinger, who was directing
the
circus,
said elephant
he's going
to take
was a kindling.
lady
— home
with Maud
him
to-it split
John Bowers was in the circus. John
plays the part of a slicker, three walnut
shell stuff, and Ogden Crane, who was
wearing a suit of clothes that made a

IN

Mabel's a Circus in Her Circus— Crisp a Demon at the
Wheel — Molly a Melting
Shiv'rer
By
loud and resonant Giebler
announcement of his
calling of circus manager.
Mabel, who is playing the part of a
waif whose parents, once performers,
have died and left her with the circus,
had a costume that can best be described
as a was
"getformerly
up." Overalls,
vest
that
worn byboots,
the fata man,
a Blanche
sleevelessPayson
ihirt and
a
hole-y
hat.
was also in the cast
of the circus picture. Miss Payson, who
iswoman
a veryin statuesque
the United person,
States isto thewearfirsta
police uniform. She is the lady who
won
muchFrancisco
-fame as Exposition.
the policewoman
at theso San
As I said before, Miss Normand is a
regular circus. When she was not enterthaibiintiinong oufsawith
her talk and
extemperamental
star aneating
watermelon, she was persuading us to
do stunts in the circus ring and get
photographed at it.
Thereset,wasn't
at Mabel's
circus
and I ahaddulltomoment
leave sooner
than
I wanted to, but I had the pleasure of
meeting wards,
WillwhichRogers
immediately
aftercompensated somewhat.
Looks Immaterial to Will.
Mr. Rogers is an anomaly. He looks
less
ever like
seen, anbut actor
from than
what any
I knowmanof I've
his
work, his record on Broadway, and from
what dio,II know
saw him
do
that
day
at
the
stuthat he is an actor of far
more than ordinary ability.
Rogers is a natural wit, has a large
and ready fund of the keen dry unsmiling kind of humor that hits the bulls-eye
every time. He was working under the
direction of Clarence Badger in a play
made from Opie Read's story, "Old Ebenezer."working
Peggy Wood,
was
opposite.of "Maytime" fame,
They did a little scene, Miss Wood
begging Rogers to sign a paper of some
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kind, and Rogers — I think he was a
country
could not sign
the papernotschoolteacher
because
the —plot
would
allow him
to. of the story
But, great guns! how he wanted to.
Afflatus Not Inflated.
Any
actor
give aor simulation
wanting to docana thing,
not wantingof
to do it— that is acting; but one who
actually wants to do the thing, lives
the part. Rogers lived the part as only
the man who has that little old thing
the high concealed
brow writers
"the candivine
afflatus"
in hiscall
system
do.
Peggya little
Wood when
was the
just school
as fine.
She
cried
teacher
wouldn't
sign the
I think
some of those
who paper,
stood and
on the
side
lines cried a little too.
"If You Have Tears."
Clara Horton, who was knitting some
kind of a dingus out of pink yarn, saw
me polishing up my specs, and said:
"Oh, that's nothing, we've all been weepWhy,
seen hundreds
heroines
ing withI've
them."
persecuted,
chucked
out ofof windows,
robbed thing,
of andpapers,
fortunes,
babies,
everynever blinked an eye winker,
and here was nothing more than a girl
with a trembly voice begging a, man to
sign a paper, and the man wouldn't do it.
High if Class
I iwonder
Clara Rabbits'
thought Feet.
I was weepng ?
The
next
day
was
Sunday,
and the
auto races.
15,000
people
went
down
to
Park and watched Tom Mix winAscot
th«,
Amateur Championship of the Pacific
Coast,son flirt
andwith
Donald
Hoot GibdeathCrispandanddisaster
and
getAfter
awaythewithskidsit. and turns and flopovers that Don and Hoot went through,
they could have sold every hair on the
rabbit's feet they carry for a dollar a
hair.
Mix Staged a De Palma.
There were seven entries in the Coast
Amateur
of twentyfive miles. Championship
Tom Mix, in race
a Stutz
special,

label Normand
Shertzinger
Pulls afor"Simon
Legree"; ThenandVicEdna
Listens to One would
of His Own Composition*.
There's noEntertains
tellin'
how Until
far theVichisstunt
theoffa that!"
Rubbernecker
Vic
hadn't
cracked
whipentertainment
and said. "Come
For Goldwyn's "ThePurviance
Empty Paradise."have gone if
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4-5
Fox
Department
Heads
and
3
A
tall
person
with
a
red
nose
stands
minutes,
24
in
first,
finished
a Hearne against the wall. Two men in an autoseconds; Lambert Hillyer, with Kirkwood,
Hold Luncheon at Astor
mobile come upon the stage. They
Ray
in second;
special,
Donald Crisp, Mercer, get out of the automobile and the little
Maxwell,camethird;
luncheon
a series
leans it up against the wall. They
first toof bring
fourth; Henrv King, Mercer, fifth; E. L. man
of thes
the ofheads
advance to the footlights and whisper THEplanned
various departments of Fox Film
McWright,
J.
and
Stutz,
a
with
Hayes,
m a Wenz, did not finish.
in a mysterious manner. The snow falls Corporation in closer touch, was helc
— largemanred,shakes
white and
, July
miles,"special,
was wonin faster
The small
the blue
snow flakes.
from Tuesday
Astor.29, in the yacht room of
the Hotel
byTheEarlstudio
TiffanyraceinofantenElliott
shoulders. The large man looks at Winfield R. Sheehan, general manager
nine minutes and twenty seconds. Tif- .his
of the Fox Film Corporation, presided.
fany alsoinwon
the Star
race of him with a frown.
15 miles
the same
car entry
in 14 minutes,
All the departments were represented.
Shiver Not a Shimmie.
3 andsuit1-5
seconds.
The
Australian
purRepresentatives of the corporation
race was won by Lambert Hillyer.
who had just returned from various
"You
are
cold,"
he
says.
"Shiver."
The airplane versus auto race of two
The littleformanceman
goes
through
a
percountry
told of the
enthumade famous by an oriental parts ofsiasticthereception
miles, between Cecil De Mille and Eddie
Fox expressed
pictures
arethe receivHeme was won by De Mills, who made maiden on the streets of Cairo concesing everywhere and
belief
sion at the Chicago Fair way bacx in that
the
biggest
year
in
the
history
ol
the
course
in
one
minute,
one
and
oneconcern is at hand.
half seconds. De Mille was only one 1892. The big man frowns some more. theThere
will be a luncheon of this kinc
hundred feet above the course at the
"Shiv-er-rr-i r !" he says in fierce, men- for the heads
of departments every twe
start of the race, and the event was very
shimmie!"
fine and spectacular.
acing tones,
weeks.ationTheamong idea
is to promote
co-oper-in
Having
said"don't
this he
turns stride
and walks
the
several
departments
off
with
the
usual
dignified
and
Beauty and the Judge.
furtherance of the closest possible co
graceful
manner
that
characterizes
all
of
The parade and beauty show was a his motions and emotions in the pic- ordination in handling the outpu
planned for the coming year.
fine raypart
of the ofprogram.
Charlie
Mur- tures.
was master
ceremonies,
as usual.
Those Present.
I see that I can no longer conceal the
It took much hair-splitting to make the identity
Present at the luncheon were Winfiek
the man, gentle reader. It
decision between Juanita Hansen in a was Fattyof Arbuckle,
ma
ing
a
scene
for
R.
Sheehan,
manager; Jack Leo
gorgeous Packard, and Clara Kimball his new comedy. The little man was vice-president;general
HermanArthur
Robbins,
Young, in a Daniels, but Miss Young
ant
general
manager;
James,assistsu
was given the cup.
pervisor of publicity and advertising
There were a great many beautifully
Herbert E. Hancock, who has been
decorated cars in the Beauty parade.
pointed director of the Fox News week
Priscilla Dean, Colleen Moore, Pauline
ly ; Emanuel Preiss, accounting depart
Frederick,
Marie
McAllister,
Lois
Wilment; W. B. Garyn, contract depart
son, Earle Williams, Henry McRae,
ment; I. Krotosky, purchasing agent
Molly Malone and others won much
W.
E. Sennett, requisition department
applause.
Hamilton Thompson, head of the see
Donaldnished Crisp
and
Hoot
Gibson
furnario
department; Sydney E. Abel, for
most of the thrills, and if there
eign representative; Fred Lange, for
had ed,been
any
"good
luck"
medals
awardeign
department;
Tom North, specie
this pair of daredevils would have
short subjects sales manager; Merrii
won them.
Crawford, director of publicity; A.
Crisp Flirts with Undertaker.
Wycoff, R. A. Buttolph, G. Watson.
the looked
15-mile like
race anCrisp
left thetotrack
in Inwhat
excursion
cerTests All Simplex Projectors.
tain destruction. His car went into a
The task of testing out every machir
vicious skid, turned around twice and
at
the
Simplex factory is one that hi
headed for the safety zone backwards.
been taken care of for the past seven
There was a big shower of dust which
years by Sam Kaplan, who has just been
everyone feared hid a tragedy, but when
re-elected for the third consecutive term
the
as president of Local 306, Moving Pichurt. dust settled, there was Donald, unOperators'
Unionhe ofserved
New
In the
event,leftthetheAustralian
purYork ture
City,Machineprevious
to which
suit, Crisplastagain
track, skidded
one term as president of Auxiliary No.
about
thirty
feet
and
"busted"
a
big
35,
also
of
New
York
City.
gap in the fence, and after all this, got
Mr. Kaplan has also represented his
his car back into the race and won seclocal at various labor conventions, the
ond place at the finish.
last two occasions being the InternaHoot Gibson and his mechanician,
tionalvention,Theatrical
Stage Employes'
ConPete Morrison, did a merry-go-round
held at Columbus
and Ottawa,
skidding act in the 15-mile race. The
respectively.
"Back to the Bench!"
car turned twice, dashed into the safety
Says
Molly
Malone,
mascot
of
the
Since machine orders at the Simplex
zone,
took the
another
turn and
stopped,
Vernon Tigers,
plant mal,began
almosthastripling
and when
ambulance
dashed
over
baseballFatty
team.Arbuckle^s
Mr. Kaplan
been above
assistednor-in
to the spot, they found the remains
work
of
testing
mechansafe and sound under the cowl of the Buster Keaton. He with the red nose his important
isms by Edward M. Cannock, who
is a
car.
brother
of
the
late
Francis
B.
Cannock,
was
Al
St.
John,
and
the
lady
in
the
box
The scene changes — we are in Glen- was none other than Molly Malone,
in the projectors'
dale. Snow is falling. The people in leading lady of the Arbuckle films and whose activities
and designing
field are engiwell
Glendale always did say it was cooler Mascot of the Vernon baseball team, known toneeringintimate
of Simplex
out there than in Los Angeles.
of which Fatty is manager, owner and progress. All Simplexfollowers
mechanisms,
both
Sh! Mystery! Sh!
general factotum.
new and those at the factory for repairs, pass through
The scene is the representation of a
two capable
men. the hands of these
theatre; in a box at one side sits a beauBeck Leases Two Big Studios.
tiful
maiden.
I
can't
tell
you
who
it
is
To
house
the
companies
numbered
in
now, teryit ofwould
spoil the drama and mys- the producing activities of Arthur F.
Realart's Denver Office Opens.
my story.
he has leased both the Crystal
Bert R. Latz, manager of the DenIf you knew who the girl was you Beck,
and laboratories located in the
ver exchange of Realart Pictures Corwould k now the name of the man who Studios
Bronx and the Pathe Studios located in
walked about in the snow.
poration, has atlocation.
last been Heablehas tobeen
seCity.
cure a suitable
Down in front were Mickey Neilan, Jersey
Mr.son heBeck
states
thatlessfor than
the fall
seamaking the Hotel Albany there his temLew Cody, William Coogan, a singer,
will
offer
no
five
big
H. H. Van Loan, a scenario writer, Lou special productions and two fifteen epiheadquarters. Exhibitors
will
find porary
him permanently
located at 1742
Anger,
movie magnate,
serials through different distribut- now
Glenarm street.
a movie a theatre
manager,Arthur
and I.Wenzel,
ingsodechannels.
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Story of an Odd Theatre
in Town of Lincoln, 111.
LAST week I chanced to meet Steve
of the
Bennis,atre,owner
Lincoln, 111.,
the
was inThewho Lincoln
city aranging booking for that pioneer
house in a burgh which now boasts of
a population of 11,000.
The Lincoln seats 210 persons and has
an interesting history. It opened November 1was5, 1909,
and toforseeyears
no admission
charged
the pictures
shown there. During that time it was
really tables
an ice-cream
parlor,
with
and chairsandto soda
accomodate
the customers. The pictures were
thrown in to make them tarry longer
and, incidentally, to increase the money
in the turestill.
The more
excitingstayed,
the piclonger
that eventhe then
carethewasvisitors
exercised in theso
selection of programs.
Early in 1918 free admissions were
done away with, the tables were fired
out, theatre chairs took their places and
the Lincoln became more like a picture
theater. Even now the patrons must
pass through an ice cream parlor and a
confectionery store before entering the
theater, which is in the rear. Posters
are placed on a side of the building
instead of on the front. The programs
are high class and admisisons are 10
to 30 cents for adults, and 5 to 10 cents
for children, with the war tax added.
Makes of Pathe, Mutual. Vitagraph, etc.
are now being shown.
Planning $30,000 Theater.
Mr. Bennis is at present making arrangements for building a new picture
theatre
real heone.willThis,
not mean— a that
closehowever,
the old does
Lincoln. Oh, no! That will be preserved
as long as the people come to it; for
it is an old landmark which can boast of
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having had shown within its walls the
first moving picture ever seen in the
town of Lincoln.
The new house, which has not yet
been named, will cost about $30,000 and
will seat 800. It will be in readiness for
opening
around theatres
November
Other picture
now 1.running in
Lincoln are the Lyric and the Star,
owned by Isidore Bernstein, and seating,
respectively,
persons. reader
Mr. Bennis 300
has and
been 500a constant
ofbut theit isMoving
Picture
World
since to1909:
a cause of much wonder
the
writer how he had delayed so long in
joining the great procession in providing
a modern theater for his patrons. Better late thangratulatenever,
so we with
conMr. Bennishowever,
and rejoice
his following in Lincoln.
Jaecke of Herrington
Laughs at Daylight Law
the Dreamowner n,of Kansas,
has
land, in Herringto
A A. JAECKE,
the dayoffset
to
plan
a
*lightevolved
law, which came near forcing
him
to close his house during the summer
months. Herrington (I have been there)
is an Arcadisn spot, in the midst of a
rich agricultural district, and the residents are fond of moving pictures. But
the heat in the Dreamland was so excessive that quite a number had to forego
the pleasure of watching the screen.
The loss of this money served as a spur
light
Mr. Jaecke's
todawned
was a born.
and his onplanuntil
on him imaginati
He built a roof garden right over the
Dreamland, with a booth and all the
other requisites of a first class picture
theater. In the theater below he runs
a show from 7:30 p.m. until 9 p.m., and
promptly at the latter hour he opens the
roof garden. By this time it is dark
e:iough to show pictures to advantage in

the open
all whocomefeared
the
heat ofair,theandtheatre
out toin brave
force
to his roof garden. In this way Mr.
Jaecke gets the early-to-bed folks as
well
as theof young
people who don't mind
the"How
loss
doesan ithour's
work?"sleep.
someone asks.
Well, on reliable authority, I have it
that, for the first year it was tried, Mr.
Jaecke'ssults.books
reThe roof showed
garden gratifying
not only paid
for the building and equipment, but a
snug profit besides. In addition, when
big feature attractions are offered, Mr.
JaecVeings inreaps
the reward
gatherboth theater
and ofroofbiggarden.
Rosenfeld, Hopp & Company
to Build Circuit of Houses
s ,of
COMPANY
of Rock
Island,
HOPP111., &proprietor
ELD,
ROSENFI
the Majestic Theatre, that city,
ted
were field,
recently
Spring-to
111., with incorpora
a capital of at$100,000
engage
in
a
general
theatrical
and
movors
picture business.
The, incorporat
are ingWalter
A. Rosenfield
Rock Island;
Joseph Hopp, of Chicago, and Joseph P.
Quinn,
Island. manager of the Majestic, Rock
The corporation has arranged to build
a large modern picture theatre in Rock
Island, on a well located plot, which
alone cost $60,000. The new theater will
seat 2,000 and will be thoroughly modern
in construction. The building alone will
cost $200,000.
The architects are Cerzin & Horn, of
Rock Island, who will consult with
Architect Braun, of Chicago.
The turecorporation
intends
pictheaters in other
cities,building
in Illinois
and
Iowa,
the
intention
being
to
have
a circuit of at least six new houses.
Walter A. Rosenfield, of the corporation, is a prominent banker and manu-

"Checkers"
Is Checkered
Start Acker's
to Finish
within Wrecks,
Fightsbig and
Galore.
Just as checkered,
in fact,fromas Jean
blouse
the centerRaces,
view Love,
from this
Fox Thrills
production.
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facturer of Rock Island and Moline, who
has a high financial rating. Joseph
Hopp
is a wellandknown
who owned
ran Chicago
the old exhibitor,
Standard
Film Exchange for many years. He
afterward was interested in banking
and held the position of director in a
banking
He is still
part
owner ofinstitution.
the Ideal Theater,
Chicago,
which seats about 800.
Aged Parents of Aiken
Visit Him in Chicago
F. H. Aiken, of La
and Mrs.
MR. Crosse,
Wis., the parents of Fred
Chicagoat manager,C.spentAiken,
the lastSelect's
four weeks
their
ce, 5728 Kenmore avenue,
son's
residen
this city. Mr. Aiken, Sr., is 75 years old
and his wife is well on in the sixties, but
ic fashthey spent
theirSunday
visit trips
in energet
ion. Pleasing
by auto
were
made, varying from 75 toied125 miles, on
which
they
were
acompan
by
Mr.
and
Mrs. Fred C. Aiken.
The trip from La Crosse, to and from
Chicago, was made in their own car.
They returned by way of Milwaukee,
where they stopped over for several
days
Gleason.with their daughter, Mrs. E. P.
It is now ten years since the writer
first met these young-old people. They
■were
Fred, Film
who
at thethentimevisiting
ownedtheir
the son,
Theatre
Exchange, at 117-119 N. Dearborn street.
Frank Duffy Visits Chicago.
Frank Duffy, personal representative
of President Paul Brunet, of Pathe,
spent four days in the city last week.
Mr. Duffy has spent the last four months
in covering the various Pathe branches
throughout the country. He stated that
he found Pathe business generally very
good andthepronounced
this summer's
business
best yet recorded
by his
organization.
Mr. Duffy left for New York by way
of Indianapolis and his itinerary called
for stops at other important cities on
the way.
Fairbanks Feature Booked
Heavily in This Territory
of the
salesformanager
SMITH,district
CE.Chicago
United Artists
ion,
•
Corporat
stated
last
week
that
exhibitors in most of the large cities
and important towns in his territory had
already contracted for the first Douglas
Fairbanks feature. The title of the pic-
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ture is "His Majesty, the American," and
the release'
tember 1. date is announced for SepThe Riviera, Central Park, Woodlawn
and Oak Park theaters will each run the
picture
for one week,
a pre-release,
before
at theasThe
Castle
Theatre
tor a runit ofappears
two weeks.
Castle
will
be the only house in Chicago — either
within
the Loop
or outside
of the
it— that
will
the picture
two
weekspresent
mentioned.
After during
the Castle
run
the picture
will
be
shown
in
houses
outside
the
Lqop,
Lubliner
&
Trinz
having
contracted
their houses.for extended runs at each of
Ethel Clayton Is a Big
Orchestra Hall Favorite
a favorite
HALL ofwasmoving
STRAL
ORCHE
picfor crowds
retreat
ture patrons and lovers of good
music last week. Ethel Clayton in "A
a fine attractio
was music,
Chance,"ying
Sporting
under then
and the accompan
talented leadership of Rudolph Mangold,
was the most enjoyable heard at this
house for some time past. Violin solos
were masterfully.
by Director Mangold tically
applauded
rendered and enthusias
"Fires
Faith,"
founded
on Salvation Armyof work
during
the Great
War,
with
Catherine
Calvert,
Eugene
O'Brien
and Rubye de Remer, in the principal
roles, is the
ginningattraction
Sunday, July for
28. the week beNew 2,000-Seat Theatre
Being Built in Oklahoma
the
enty,ofcame
R, espresid
Compan
Theatr
COOPE
JH.United
• into the city from Oklahoma City.
Okla., early during the week of July
arrangseveral
21, and
ent busy
new theatre,
of a days
the equipm
ing for spent
the Oklahoma, on which construction
begun in the thriving
was
esternly city.
southwrecent
The United Theatres Company owns
several modern theatres in the state of
Kansas, including the Wichita and Star
theatres, in Wichita — seating respectively 1,300 and 1,000, and the Orpheum in
Topeka,
1,200.in The
companywhich
also
owns theseating
Electric,
St. Joseph,
seats 1,800 persons.
The controlling
Oklahoma Theatre is interest
held by inthethe United
Theatresnett, ofCompany,
C.
E.
and
A.
C.
Oklahoma City, being Benalso
largely interested. This house is being
built to seat 2,000 and will be the largest

She'sThisGotis aMadne
Pair ofKennedy,
Eyes— Afolks,
Mighty Clever Lineattof Acting— An' Everything.
iim , in. lures
for Goldwyn theandvivacious,
whom you
her latest, "ThrouKh the Wronpr
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picturetory. theatre
in
southwestern
terriIt will be of old Spanish Mission
design reand
when completed
sent an investment
of $350,000.will repThe architects are Carl and Robert
Boiler, of Kansas City, Mo., who made
the plans for the Wichita house. The
Oklahomatember, 1will
920. be completed about SepMr.
Cooper
advised the
the Cooper
writer
that he is now also
organizing
Amusement
Company,
Inc.,
for
the
purpose of building large modern picture
theatres in the great southwest western
section. This organization will have a
capitaltion to building
stock of theatres,
$1,000,000 itand,
addiwill inengage
insections
the handling
of
state-right
pictures
where its houses are located. in
Mack Sennett's Big Comedy
Opens Run at Ziegfeld
successful
wasE, veryin "The
of atheWoman,"
Way
TALMADG
NORMA
Ziegfeld
July 25.during the week
endingat Friday,
Beginning Monday, July 28, the long
looked for success, "Yankee Doodle in
Berlin," with
bathing
beauties
as anMack
addedSennett's
attraction,
will
open atvancethis
house.
Considerable
adpublicity
has
been
given
to
the
arrival of this successful Mack Sennett
comedy, and no doubt the Ziegfeld will
be packed
to its The
utmostrun towillmeetbe indefinthe demand for seats.
ite,ises toandbeat athelongpresent
writing
it
promone.
Irene Castle Breaks Ririera Record.
Balaban & Katz, owners of the Riviera
and Central Park Theatres, report that
"Thetle isFiring
which business
Irene Cas-at
featured,Line,"
did ina record
the Riviera Theatre during the week of
Monday, onJulyMonday
21. It and
brokeTuesday,
all matinee
records
the
ample
seating
capacity
of
the
beautiful
theatre being insufficient to meet
the
demands
of the star.of the many women admirers
At the Randolph Theatre,
The second week of "The Woman
Thou
Me" proved
so successful
at theGavest
Randolph,
notwithstanding
the
sweltering weather, that it has been
held
over
for
a
third
week,
and
maybe
longer.
Passing of Small Chicago Theatres.
About fifty small picture theatres and
vaudeville houses in Chicago are likely
to be closed in the near future, through
failureagestoaboutpay$200licenses.
licensetheatre
avera year The
for each
and the deputy city collector, who has
failed to obtain the fees, has requested
Chief of Police Garrity to close the
houses.
Fox Devil's
Buys "The
Riddle." as
"The
Riddle"Devil's
is announced
a forthcoming picture subject for Gladys
Brockwell, the William Fox star.
The story was published recently in
the Argosy magazine. It is from the
penTheof selection
Edwina Levin.
of this story for Miss
Hrockwell is in line with Fox Film Cors plan to purchase
for screen
use the bestporation'production
of well-known
writers.
The first magazine story purchased
for screen use for the coming Fox seaL. Packard's "The Miracle
Man,"son is Frank
which
George
Walsh. has been assigned to
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Famous-Players Signs Hart
to Make Nine Productions
ON signed
Friday,a July
18, William
S. HartA. although arrangements for a studio
contract
with Frank
have not been completed as yet.
Garbutt, representing Adolph
Ballin to Direct in East.
Zukor, to make nine film productions,
Ballin, art director for Goldwyn,
the last to be completed on a certain is Hugo
to New York within a week or
date in 1921, for the Paramount-Artcraft so toto godirect
a Goldwyn production. Mr.
program. The terms of the contract
have not been made public, but it has Kennedy
Ballin directed
"Baby
with Madge
as
and Mine"
has directed
other
been hinted that Hart is now the high- productions. star,
Mabel Ballin, wife of Hugo
est salaried actor in the profession.
Ballin,
and
player
of
one
of
the
leading
The new pictures to be produced by
Hart will be open-air stories, following roles in Maurice Tourneur*s "White
the lead, in a general way, of his pro- the
Heather,"
soonownto company,
become a and
starwillat
head ofis her
ductions made in the past. Mr. Hart
is to have the right to select his own travel east with her husband.
stories and to determine the length of
McRae to Direct Egyptian Princess.
each film, which will not be limited by
Henryrect theMcRae
has been
engaged film
to di-in
an exact footage.
spectacular
Egyptian
The present Hart studio personnel will
Princess Delia Patra will star,
remain intact : E. H. Allen will continue which
to be manager of productions ; Lambert and which will be a message to the
Hillyer, director; Joe August, chief womentive land.
of Abyssinia, the Princess'
naas it is now
cameraman; Paul H. Conlon, publicity planned, willThebeproduction,
reels in length,
director; Le Roy Stone, film editor; and and is expected toseven
cost
about
$150,000.
Thomas Brierly, technical director.
Mrs. Baker Selects Staff.
Three Stars Form Companies.
An announcement has just been made
Mrs.
Snowy
Baker, wife
of theof Australian film producer
and star
that
that three stars, Seena Owen, Niles
has selected a staff of five film
Welch and Anna Q. Nilsson, have or- name,
ganized companies to produce under the experts to take back with her to the
management and with the financial antipodes when her ship sails within
backing of a film company that has a few weeks. Besides Wilfred Lucas,
taken out incorporation papers at Dover, director; his wife, Bess Meredith, scenDelaware. The pictures produced by
arist; and Howard Gave, assistant director. Mrs. Baker has secured the serthese stars will be made in Los Angeles,

Vicinity

vices of Brownie Vernon as leading lady
for Snowy
his Australian
Bush from
pictures. MissinVernon
was selected
a number of applicants because of her
experience
before
and be-A
cause she can
boththeswimcamera
and ride.
cameraman has also been engaged. Mrs.
Baker's offer to Jack Dempsey to go to
Australia
was present
politelyby but
declined for the
the firmly
champion.
Mena Studio Now in Zone.
The studio occupied by the Mena Film
Company, 4811 Fountain avenue, one of
those that had been forgotten when the
studio zone ordinance was adopted in
Los Angeles, has now been included in
the zone
bounded streets.
by Catalina, Fountain and Berendo
Cast for Ince "Special."
For his icanism
bigvs. special
production,
"AmerBolshevism,"
Thomas
Ince has chosen
Lloyd Hughes,
BarbaraH.
Castleton,ardson, Claire
Du
Brey,
Jack
RichWalt Whitman, Lewis Morrison
and Gordon Mullen as the players of
the principal characters. Fred Niblo
will direct under the supervision of Ince
himself.
Y. W. C. A. Takes Over Studio Club.
The Hollywood Studio Club, a home
for girl film workers, has passed into
the hands of the National Young Women's Christian
Association, and
enlarged
to accommodate
200 will
youngbe
women.ation hallThefor plans
include
a
new
dancing and other recresocial
affairs, which will be equipped with a
stage for dramatic entertainments. A
gymnasium and swimming pool will also
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by BretD. Harte,
being filmed at the
Jesse
Hamptonnowstudio.
Gale Henry is planning to make a trip
east after her next comedy is completed.
Ethel Clayton arrived in Los Angeles
last week from a long visit in Japan and
China.
The Clara Kimball Young company has
gone to San Francisco for scenes in "Eyes
of George
Youth."
many months'
service as a U.Meehan,
S. Armyaftercameraman,
will now
train
dians. his camera on the Lehrman comeThe Bessie Barriscale picture now in the
making, is"The
Rose
of Egypt."
by Maie B.
Havey,
beingAlbert
directed
by Howard
man, with
Roscoe,
Irene HickRich,
Henry Kolker and Joseph Dowling in the
cast.
Marjorie Rambeau is filling a stage engagement at Clune's Auditorium in "The
Eyes
Youth." is entertaining her aunt
Gloriaof Swanson
and her father, Capt. Joseph T. Swanson,
of the wood
323dhome.Service Battalion, at her HollyJack Gilbert is supporting Mary Pickford in "Heart of Pickford
the Hills."
from
NewMrs.YorkCharlotte
last week, bringingreturned
new stories
for Mary to transfer to the screen.
R. Cecil
Smith,H. for
past leaves
six years
with
the Thos.
Ince theforces,
the
first ofpany in anAugust
to
join
the
Selznick
comeditorial capacity.
CharlesMoney,"
Ray, who
has just bybegun
Man's
is supported
Gladys**A
George,
Charles
Mailes,
William
Conklin
and Mollie McConnell.
Major Rupert Hughes, accompanied by
Mrs. Hughes, arrived on July 19 to supervise the production
his story,Inc..
"Theat Cup
ofGoldwyn
Fury,"
for Eminentof Authors,
the
studio.
Bessie Love has started work in a new
Vitagraph feature under the direction of
David
Smith, with Charles
Jay Morley,
GeorgeSpear,
Kunkel
and
BeulahAnnClarkShaefer,
in supporting
roles.
Julian Eltinge has arrived in town and
will rest at his home on Silver Lake until
his play opens at the Mason early in
August.
Xat H. Spitzer has secured permission
to film scenes for a coming Bulls-Eye corn-

be built. Louise Huff is president of
the club and Peggy Hagar, secretary
to Nazimova,
Miss
Letita
McElvenyis isvice-president.
the house mother.
The society has taken care of a number
of destitute cases since its inception
three years ago. Among the guests of
the club at the present time are Marjorie Daw, Magda Lane, Violet Clark,
Agnes
and toothers
whose Johnson,
names arescenarioist,
well known
the
film colony.
Negro Film a Hit at Ray's Garden.
"In Justice,"
in whichis making
all the
principal
playersthearefilmnegroes,
aTheatre.
hit with Besides
the public
at
Ray's
Garden
being a novelty in
film production, it is a fund of entert
a
i
n
m
e
n
t
i
n
both
plot
humor.
Captain Leslie T. Peacockeandwrote
the story
and directed the picture. The leading
woman is Miss Thais Nehli, grandniece
of the late Queen Liluokalani, of Hawaii.
Vera Lavassor, of New Orleans, plays
the part of the adventuress. Maurice
Stapler, Sidney Preston • Dones and
Ovitt cipal
Scott,
negroes, interpret the prinmale roles.
Goldwyn's
Three New Directors.
Three
directors,
lace Worsley
and T.Rupert
Hayes Julian,
Hunter Walhave
been added to the directorial staff at
the Goldwyn studios in Culver City within the last week. Rupert Julian will direct "PerchforofEminent
the Devil,"
by Gertrude
Atherton,
Authors
; and T.
Hayes Hunter has been assigned the
first Rupert Hughes story, "The Cup of
Fury."a play
Wallace
Worsley
has not been
given
yet, Authors
but will story
probably
have
another
Eminent
to direct.
Barn Dance at Brunton Studio.
Robert Brunton has given the AssistAssociation
use anttheDirectors'
glass stage
of the permission
studio for toa
barn dance on the evening of July 31.
A large orchestra has been engaged to
play everything from the old-fashioned
"Virginia
Reel" to will
the meet
latest the
jazz street
tune,
and hay wagons
cars that stop on Western, Melrose and
Radium Springs. Guests will dress in
old-time barn dance regalia.
Major Beith Gives Farewell Dinner.
Major Ian Hay Beith gave a dinner to
Cecil B. De Mille at the Beverly Hills
Hotel before he departed for England.
Among
the guests
were Lila
JeanieLee,MacPherson, Gloria
Swanson,
Mildred
Reardon,
Julia
Faye,
Raymond
Hatton
and Sam Sothern.
Studio Shots
with his wife,
HAYAK
UE Aoki,
SESSTsuru
andAWA,
hisYosemit
companye toof playhas
ers,
to
gone
scenes for his current film production.make
■ Albert Parker, recently director for
Douglas Fairbanks, will direct Clara Kimin "Eyes ofwillYouth."
ball Young Tourneur
Maurice
take his company to Palm Springs and then to CatalinaRalph
IslandLewis
for scenes
in
"Victory."
has been engaged to play
an important
role in Mary Pickford's prod
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
"Pollyanna."
son of Oliver
hasWalter
enteredMorosco,
the pictures.
He is Morosco,
playing
inin support
Glendale.of Lew Cody at the Astra studio
John Bovvers, actor, and Cliff Robertson,
of Goldwyn, with their wives, motored
down to San Diego to spend last week-end.
Irvintion forWillat
directHobart
the bigBosworth
producInce inwillwhich
will star.
Rita Stanwood is leading lady for H. B.
"Warner in his current picture, "Maruja,"

Virginia Pearson
Gets into some pretty clothes after filming
some
of
the
and ready"
scenes
in her Catherine"
own "rough
production,
"Impossible
for Pathe.
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eily
in
San
Francisco's
other public buildings. City Hall and
Wally Van, former Vitagraph star and
director,
has arrived
in Los G.Angeles
rect productions
for Frank
Hall. to diHelen Jerome Eddy has started a picturenethvecalled
Ban opposite
of Blood,"rolewithat KenUnirsaHarlan
l City. "Thein the
Mrs. Catherine Chaudet, scenario writer,
was
granted
Louis lastChaudet,
director
at thea divorce
Nationalfrom
studios,
week.
Carlyle Blackwell and a company of
players have come to the west coast to
make tiona ofspecial
the direcCharles production
Swickard.under
Shooting
will
begin in a couple of weeks at the new
John Jasper studio.
Gloria Swanson, Lila Lee and Mildred
Reardon,
Lasky's. attended a dance
given
at theof Submarine
last Tuesday
evening. Base at San Pedro
Gertrude
novelist,
hasMrs.come
to LosAtherton,
Angelesfamous
to collaborate
with
Rupert
Julian
in
producing
"The
Perch
of the Authors.
Devil," her first production
for Eminent
Crane Wilbur, erstwhile screen star, is
supporting Marjorie Rambeau in a spoken
version
"Eyes of Youth" this week at
Clune's ofAuditorium.
Robert Warwick will ' begin work in
"The Tree William
of Knowledge,"
underabout
the the
diC. De Mille
middle ofrection ofAugust.
Ben Deely. an old time vaudeville actor, plays the part of Jones in Maurice
Tourneur's new production, "Victory."
Allan Dwan's next production for Mayflower, after hebe finishes
"SoldiersMcGrath's
of Forfrom Harold
"Luck of tunes,"thewill Irish."
Mary Thurman plays the opposite lead in
"The Prince inandwhich
Betty,"William
a JesseDesmond
Hamptonis
production
starring.
"Pop" Hoadley
is nowin affiliated
with theof
National
Film Co.,
the capacity
scenario writer.
John pletedP.the McCarthy,
has comfirst
the director,
McCarthy
Productions,
with ofRussell
Simpson, Picture
Dorcas
Matthews and Robert McKim in the leading roles. Turner has completed her first
Florence
comedy for Universal, in which she played
the leading part as well as directed.
Jane man,Novak,
J. P. Lockney,
HoffGibson Goland
and JamesOttoGordon
support
Hobart Bosworth in his coming
Ince feature.
Chester Conklin was presented with an
heiress last week by Mrs. Conklin.
Gareth Hughes, Vincent Serrano and
William Courtleigh have been engaged to
play important parts in Clara Kimball
Young's production of "Eyes of Youth."
Mitchell Lewis
has completed
"The Cawill leave
immediately
the
Columbianuck," andRiver
country
to make forscenes
for his new Indian play, "The Last of His
Clayton under
beginstheproduction
on Rob"The
Fear
11.Ethel
ertMarket."
Vignola at the
Lasky direction
studio on ofAugust
People."
John Bowers
man for
Pauline
Frederickwillinbeherleading
next Goldwyn
Jack Fairbanks
Dempsey studio
was aduring
visitorhisatbrief
the
Doug
stay in Los Angeles.
Theodore Marsden is directing Earle
Williams in "The Black Gate" for VitaGeraldine Farrar
has begunwithon Reginald
her secgraph.
at Goldwyn,
Barkerond picture
directing
and Lou Tellegen
in the
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
best used as press ivork in your papers.
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nnouncements

on Rowland's
Return
from
Europe
Following His Arrival, Work Will Be Started on Series of Films to Be
Written by Some of World's Greatest Authors and Dramatists — Nazimova
Will Appear in "The Brat" in September— Exploitation Department Has
Newspaper Men Added to Staff
Announcement of the titles of these public taste and the folly of endeavoring
t
highes
the
of
S
CEMENT
ANNOUN
plays, together with full details as to to
to "play
down,"bettering
rather than
"play up"
g uponPictur
a furas nbearin
importance
this ever
publicto taste.
who iswillpromised
appear soon
in screen
es the stars
of Metro
ther expansio
Mr. Rowland recognized also the insions ofof them
after verthe
s
ation'
"
,
arrival
Mr.
Rowland.
better
and
bigger
"fewer
Corpor
trinsic worth, as attractions of big pulles policy
iately
picturarriva
Tracing the rapid growth of Metro
ing
power, ofMetro
stage successes
and popu-in
l homewillof immed
Richard A follow from
the
lar novels.
was a pioneer
its lusty beginnings it has been
land, president of Metro and Screen
Rowlaunching
this
idea.
The
his firstInc.,offrom
Classics,
company set quietly to work
ean
the Europ
hand survey
and by getting in on the
motion picture field.
ground floor, acquired the
Cable advices from Mr.
screen rights to thirty-six
Rowland to W. E. Atkinson,
popular
plays and novels.
Metro general manager, have
Uses Popular Narratives.
been most optimistic and enMetro
appreciated what a
They havefieldrep-as
large asset there was in the
resented tcouraging.
he foreign
advertising — through printed
ripe for American invasion
and word-of-mouth publicity
in general and, from Mr
— that accrues to a stage
Rowland's
Metro
invasionviewpoint,
in particularfor
play that has run a year, or
two
or more, until
or a millions
novel thatof
Is Eagerly Awaited.
has endured
The organization is keenly
readers
have
given
it the
eager
Mr. Rowland's
restamp of approval as a
airn. for
A gratifying
developclassic. It plans to put this
ment from the first anaccumulated advertising to
nouncement of "fewer, bigwork for Metro and for exger
and
better"
policy
has
hibitors of Metro pictures.
been a recent deluge of apPlays on the Way.
peals from exhibitors all over
In
the
field of comedy and
the country seeking to book
dramatic composition, Metro
solid the entire production
output of Screen Classics,
is represented
in its forthcoming Screen Classics,
Inc.,
Inc., which Metro is to disproductions
by
master
tribute
beginning
with
September 1.
of farce, AverythatHopwood
This in ahasquandary.
placed Mr.Metro
Atkin-is
with
"Fair and
Warmer";
the clever
Frederic
and
and sonhas
been a consistent
Fanny
Hatton,
with
"Lomadvocate
of "open
booking."
bardi, Ltd.," and
"The Walk
For exhibitors
to clamor
for
Offs"
Heme,
with
"Shore: James
Acres" H.; James
Cullen
solid bookings of the Screen
and Lewis Allen Browne,
Classics, Inc., productions
would be somewhat
with "Please Get Married";
travention ofthis idea.in conLarry
"Someone
Will Meet Problem.
in the Evans,
House";withMaude
FufRichard
A.
Rowland.
It is a isproblem
thateager
Mr.
with "The
Brat";R. Cassidy,
Charles
A.ton,Taylor
and Asa
President Metro Pictures Corporation.
Atkinson
more than
to take up with Mr. Rowland.
with
Benrimo "Yosemite";
and HarrisonJ. H.Rhodes,
He has made it plain that
Metro will not abandon its slogan of rapidly and invariably a process of forg- with "The Willow Tree"; Holman Day,
ing ahead.men,Guided
forward-looking
"Along Came Ruth"; Noziere and
'open
It will stand
its business
Metroby has
reached its with Muller,
iromisesbooking."
to the exhibitors.
But theby sitwith the French drama, "La
present commanding position by sheer Ch.
u
a
t
i
o
n
i
s
one
that
calls
for
the
wisest
Maison and
Des Henri
Danses,"
Jeane-Jose
common ideal.
sense and
the
de-to Frappa
hounsel on the part of Mr. Atkinson and hardheaded
DupuyandMazuel,
with
v
o
t
i
o
n
t
o
a
business
This
was
he Metro president as well. Upon Mr. make clean, bright, entertaining pictures "L'Homme Riche" (The Rich Man).
Rowland's
homecoming,
Mr.
Atkinson
Engage Celebrated Authors.
vill confer with him on this subject and that would find an always receptive public and therefore be always sure moneymnouncement
authors whose stories
vill be made. of Metro's solution of it tures. makers for the exhibitor of motion pic- willWellbe known
into screen
Eagerness Is Restrained.
tions translated
bv Screen Classics,
Inc., producare Sir
A
Commonsense
Policy.
The air of restrained eagerness and
Gilbert Parker's, "The Right of Way";
J xpectancy in the Metro organization is The Metro president has pursued no Thomas
Hardy's,
"Tess
of
the
D'Urberheightened by the latest cablegram to chimeras, and has ridden no hobbies. In villes"; Frank Danbv (Mrs. Julia Frank>e received from Mr. Rowland. In this deciding recently upon the "fewer, big- au) with "The Heart of a Child"; I. A. R.
ie imparted the news that he has purWylie, brilliant English woman novelist,
ger and better"
pictures ofpolicy
he folchased the stage
screen successes,
rights to several
plain instinct
knowing
the
Hermit Doctor of Gaya", "The
iuropean
three bigof needs lowedof the the
time. He foresaw the "The
Born" and "The Temple of
vhich enjoyed record-breaking runs in widening scope of the silent drama ; he Native
London.
Dawn";
GeorgeH. Gibbs,
"The with
Yelforesaw constantly rising standards of
low Dove";
Austin withAdams,
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Nazimova's Variety of Moods as Expressed in "The Brat," Metro's
The Hermit
Innocence"
several others duction of Mi W
of"Wholly
prominence
yet to and
be announced.
Doctor
Metro ofhasGaya."
faith in these big stories,
Increased Equipment.
founded on stage successes and popular
Three of these plays are already novels. But the company has no intenthe original story and
under production : "Fair and Warmer," statestion of neglecting
several authors of high
with May Allison ; "Lombardi, Ltd." standingthat
and
wide
reputation
are enwith Bert Lytell and "Please Get Margaged in writing original
photodramatic
with Viola Inc.,
Dana.
the
Screen ried,"Classics,
stars,Besides
Navimova
themes
for
Metro's
use
at
some
future
time.
has started work in an elaborate proNAZIMOVA

SELECTS

SEVEN

VEHICLES

Production of "The Hermit Doctor of Gaya"
Marks First of Series of French and Indian Plays
Anglo-Indian life from the
to conquer
NEWmova,worlds
beliefNazi-of narrative of Wylie.
confidentawait
is the
Richard A. Rowland and Maxwell pen of Miss
Bryant Acts Opposite.
Karger, who present the popular RusAs Major Tristram, Mr. Bryant plays
screen producher own
siantions artiste
de luxe.in And
who is opposite the star. He is "the hermit
Mr. Karger,
a manofferswhohis day
that doctor"—
Nazimova'
hour by hour
life by
freelydayin and
the
to conwherewithfeels
material general,
she has thes director
quer these waiting worlds, inasmuch as great fight against famine and disease.
she has now selected her seven next ve- The story has all the pomp and splendor, all the allure and haunting mystery
hicles to follow "The Brat," her own and
although peopled with
Charles Bryant's adaptation of Maude ofthe thesonsFarandEast,
daughters of Britania.
was put into
p'ay,by which
Fulton's
Miss Wylie is also the author of two
June Mathis.
scenario form
other stories selected for Nazimova's
Will Play East Indian Role.
They are respectively, "The Native
Nazimova has just begun work before use.
Born" and "The Temple of Dawn."
the camera in "The Hermit Doctor of
French Plays Chosen.
Gaya,"noveladapted
from
Of the remaining four of the seven
the
by I. by
A. R.Charles
Wylie.Bryant
Nazimova
has the role of Sigrid Ferson in this new stories that Nazimova is to do, and

First "Fewer and Better."
completed exclusively
productions byof Metro,
which wil
bethe distributed
on
is "Wholly Innocence," by H. Austi
Adams.
From French sources are "La Maiso
deRichDanses"
Riche"Nazimo
(Thi
Man), and
which"L'Homme
are among
va's seven new vehicles. "La Maison di
Danses" is by M. Noziere and M. Ch
Muller. while
"L'Homme byRiche"
is
dramatic
composition
Jean-Jos
Frappa Personally
and Henri Selects
Dupuy-Mazuel.
Vehicle.
of a Child,"
from Frankau)
the nove
by"The
FrankHeartDanby
(Mrs. Julia
is another of the septet of new screea
stories.
As is an invariable rule with Nazi
mova, each of the seven new stories wai
personally
selected byas the
star herself.
After a diversion,
it were,
into th<
realm of realistic modern comedy is
"The Brat,"
a
venture
that
pleased
mova greatly, inasmuch as it gaveNazihei
her first opportunity to delineate
purely American type of girl, Nazimova
returns to roles of somewhat greater
complexity
andof subtlety,
the emoold drama
worldwith
drama.
fondnesstionalforsweep French
impelled Her
he/
to the selections of the two vehicles,
"La Maison des Danses" and "L'Homme
Riche,"
the language of Moliere
and written
Edmond in Rostand.
Metro has
placed the
ductions in Europe,
whereNazimova
they willPro-be
still further exploited, with a view to
making Nazimova a recognized world
figure
as an exponent of the art of the
silent drama.

Four More of Nazimova's Many Moods Picked from "The Brat."
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Engaged

Classics

Material

Metro's Achievement in Securing Services of Present-Day Writers Means an
Array of Dramatists and Novelists Including Men Like Hopwood
and the Hattons to Hardy and Parker
playwrights is Avery Hopwood, whose
of wellthe elistworks
as
Discretion,"
stairs and"Years
Down" of
(already
converted"Up-to
known point
authos rsto whos
are snappy farce works stand out promi- plays
METRO
nently in the annals of the dramatic the silver screen) and latterly, one of
to he converted ton theClassi
silent
drahistory
of
the
American
stage.
cs,
Inc.,
Leo Great
Ditrichstein's
greatest
ma in the form of Scree
"The
Lover." This
play vehicles,
was the
Started Success in 1906.
mova super-productions redas one
ofand theNazimost distinguished gathe
for
result
of
the
Hattons'
collaboration
with
His
ingenious
Innjtor
and
keen
valuare
n
pictu
motio
ent
the
of
ncem
adva
the
the
star
himself.
"The
Walk-Offs,"
antion
of
plot
and
incident
in
the
theatre
other comedy success by the Hattons,
art.
.,
have
not
only
brought
him
considerable
represents
another
of
the
big
plays
Acquisition of the screen rights to fame but also a comfortable fortune in which Screen Classics, Inc., has secured.
thirty-six
plays regards
and novels
first of
his
authors Metro
as oneby ofthese
the royalties,
Cullen and Browne Secured.
efforts in starting
1906. It with
was athesociety
drama
industry has called "Clothes" on which he collabothe
coups
literary
biggest
James Cullen and Lewis Allen
known. They were secured as a stroke
rated with Channing Pollock, and was Browne,
who leaped into theatrical
of enterprise at considerable expense successfully produced in New York at fame over-night
collaborators on the
the Manhattan Theatre. This was the recent Broadway assensation,
and after a survey by Richard
A.
RowGet
and Screen beginning of his remarkable career, and Married," starring Ernest "Please
land, Inc.,
presidentofoftheMetro
Truex pair
and
since
that
time
many
equally
notable
Classics,
choicest
material
Edith Taliaferro, make up another
in the market.
plays and farces have come from his of notable authors whose works will be
Aims At Literary Merit.
by Screen Classics, Inc.
Among his subsequent successes weve produced
"Please Get Married," in which Viola
Mr. Rowland declares his sole aim to
"Judy Forgot"; "Nobody's Widow," in Dana is now working, was the first
have been to secure vehicles of high lit- pen.
joint effort of these talented playIrwin"OurwasLittle
starred;
erary merit with proved records of pop- which May
Else";
Wife""Someand
wrights.themselves
They had aspreviously
distinularity— such material as would be fit- "Sadie where
guished
writers
Love,"
starring
Marjorie
Ramtingthat
for theare productions
of bysuperb
artis- beau.
stories and
special articles
for of
manyshortof
try
to
be
made
Nazimova
largest newspapers and magazines
came "Fair and Warmer" one of the
and the Screen Classics, Inc., stars, May theThenbiggest
farcicalproduced
sensations
Broad- in the country.
Allison,
and Violato these
Dana. big
way has known,
by Selwyn,
"The
Brat," Suited to Nazimova.
The listBertof Lytell
contributors
breaking attendance records whereBy reason of the ingenuity which the
special productions includes the names and
ever
it played.
"Fair and plays
Warmer"
is versatile Maude Fulton, one time memof many
of theof novels,
present short
day's stories
most emione of
Mr. Hopwood's
which
ber of that well-known vaudeville and
nent writers
and Screen
Classics,
Inc., has already
under musical
comedyand team
of RocktheandplotFul-of
plays;
names
that
are
familiar
by-words
production
with
May
Allison
in
the
ton, created
developed
wherever the English tongue is spoken stellar role.
and fiction is read or the drama is seen.
her
first
starring
vehicle,
"Lombard!
Ltd."
Secured.
Miss
Fulton
also
takes
rank"ThewithBrat,"
the
Not on America alone has Screen
foremost
dramatic talent of the AmeriClassics,
Inc.,
depended
for
its
wealth
of
can
stage.
Two
of
the
theatre's
most
prominent
screen material. In the search for the collaborators, Frederic and Fanny HatIt is her original stage production
best and most popular literature it has ton, are also in Metro's list of authors, which
Nazimova adapted herself to the
the ofcreators
of thatmade
rereached
out to the
the seas
north tocountry,
Cana- having been
freshing comedy
modes which
da, and across
Great Britain
pictures
which she plays
stellar role and
in ainproduction
which thefollows
and France, the homes of some of the Leo Carillo famous on the stage in the
title
role
of
"Lombardi,
Ltd."
The
world's
most
versatile
and
talented
screen rights to this play, which was her,A "The
name Red
whichLantern."
will recall fond memwriters.
ories of the beginning of the American
produced by Oliver Morosco, have been
Screen Rights Secured.
secured and Bert Lytell is at present en- drama
and authors,
which is isalsoJames
amongA. Metro's
illustrious
Heme,
gaged in a lavish picture production.
In many
cases therights
producers
secured the screen
to thehaveentire
"Lombardi,
Ltd."of istheone Hattons,
of the most
of the country's
greatest exponents
of humanism
in the play.
recent
successes
they one
output of these authors.
First among the names of successful having also given to theatregoers such
"Shore Acres," Mr. Heme's greatest

A Few of thePromCelebrated
AuthorsSir Whose
B (Mrs.
e Picturized
ScreenA. Classics
Metro'sAllen
1919-20
Schedule.
left to ritfht:
Gilbert Masterpieces
Parker, Frank Will
Danby
Lankan), byJames
Heme andfor Lewis
Brown.
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success, is one of the Screen Classics, Feather," produced in this country
ens,
and
as
he
is
still
writing
in
his
hale
Inc.,
offerings
season
of 1919-20, under the name of "The Man Who old age, he stands as a human link bein which
Viola for
Danathe will
be starred.
tween
the
Victorian
and
the
modern
era
Staved
at
Home."
As collaborators on that beautiful
Who productions
Stayed at Home,"
English literature.
"Tess for
of the
•one"Theof Man
the big
purchasedis of
D'Urbervilles,"
to
be
produced
Tree,"
Willow
"The
fantasy,
Japanese
both J. H. Benrimo and Harrison by Screen Classics, Inc., for its new poli- silent drama by Screen Classics, Inc.,theis
cy and will serve to introduce Messrs. his greatest novel.
Rhodes added to their laurels as dra- Worrall
Terry at their best to
In Gilbert Par er is a distinguished
matists of the first water. "The Willow American and
picture lovers.
Canadian author contributing to Screen
Tree,"
as produced
Cohan & Harris,
on Broadway,
will bebyremembered
as the
From theeminent
French
come
two
more
preClassics,
Inc., productions.
writers. Messieurs Nozierer
success
bringpurchase
Fay Bain-of
Parser's,
of Wav,"
ter
intowhich
fameserved
Withto the
nally
one
of"Thethe Right
six best
sellers,origiand
and
Charles
Muller,
authors
of
"La
the screen rights to this drama Viola names
dramatized with great success, is
Danses,"
important
the list
of Metroareauthors
and later
Dana has had another splendid vehicle. Maisonin de
among the popular books
It was Mr. Benrimo who designed the playwrights, followed by Jean-Jose prominent
tures. Screen Classics will offer in picFrappa and laborators
Henri
col- that
successful play, 'The Yellow Jacket."
on theDupuy-Mazuel,
French success,
Stories of India Obtained.
Nazimova to Star in Adams Play.
"L'Homme
Riche"
(The
Rich
Man)
I.
A.
most brilwhich
is
being
adapted
to
the
Screen
for
the second
liant R.of theWylie,
new one
schoolof oftheEnglish
authe"Wholly
works Innocence"
of H. Austinis Adams,
whichof
Nazimova will do for the screen, to be American
as the star. picturegoers with Nazimova
thors,
will
be
presented
by
"The
Hermit
distributed by Metro. Mr. Adams is a
DoctorTemple
of Gaya," Dawn,"
"The Native
Born"two andof
"Someone >n thehasHouse,"
Larry Evans'
"The
first
novelist as well as a playwright and mystery
been added
willstar">eofis used
for attheNazimova.
material drama,
of Screen Classics,
Inc.,toasthea which
"Wholly
been He
selected
fact
the
already
work
on theIn
as
one ofInnocence"
his finesthasbooks.
also vehicle
for Bert Lytell.
first.
Miss
Wylie,
has
also
written
Among
the
greatest
novelists
of
the
wrote, imova
" 'Ception
in which
NazWaters," "The Daughters of
was seen onShoals"
the stage,
and which
are those under the Screen Classics, "Dividing
Brahma," "Five
Years to Find Out" and
was later converted to the screen under day
Inc., banner. From their works have "Towards
Morning."
the for
mostthesuitable
the title of "Out of the Fog," one of been chosen
Yet another
of the great authors,
cessful material
screen. and suc- whose
Nazimova's
greatest
successes.
"The Heart of a Child" has been
In maintaining a well-balanced schedHardy Novel Secured.
selected
one of Nazimova's
ule, Screen Classics, Inc., has also seis Frankas Danby
(Mrs. Juliavehicles,
Davis
cured the stage play entitled, "YoseForemost among these is Thomas Frankau). The name of Frank Danby,
mite,"cale ofawhich
melodramatic
story
of
the
loHardy,
dean
of
English
writers
and
one
which
is
the
nom
de
plume
under
which
is set in the valley of the
the most distinguished figures in the Mrs. Frankau has written all her novels,
same name and with which the co- ofliterature
of all time. Hardy is repre- is one to conjure with. Some of her
authors, Charles A. Taylor and Asa R.
Cassidy, are entirely familiar.
sented by his "Tess of the D'Urber- greatest works are "Baccarat,' "Concert
Pitch," "Joseph in Jeopardy," "Pigs in
Taylor Is Successful Playright.
"Tess of thestageD'Urbervilles"
Clover," "The Sphinx's Lawyer" and
remarkable
vehicle for provided
Mrs. Fiskea "Twilight."
Mr. Taylor, as the better known of villes."
and
has
been
played
by
other
noted
this combination of playwrights, has
GeorgewillGibbs,
contributed many successful plays to stars. It is in Hardy's best vein. This Dove"
find itswhose
way to"The
the Yellow
screen
the theatre for several years, and is one venerable
author,
now
in
his
late
seventhrough
Screen
Classics,
Inc.,
has writties,
has
long
been
the
idol
of
British
of the greatest writers of melodrama.
ten
many
popular
novels
and
stories
book lovers.
are "Pike and"The
Cutlass,"
Holman
greatest
the recent war Hardy returned among
writer
of lifeDay,
in theAmerica's
open spaces,
poet to During
Searchwhich
of Madamoiselle,"
Love
verse, and the conflict gave him many "In
and reporter, signalized his debut as a opportunities
of
Monsieur"
andartist
manywho others.
Mr.
Gibbs
is
also
an
ranks
with
for
poetry
of
the
highest
dramatist with the success, "Along type. He was a contemporary of Dick- America's best.
Came Ruth," which he adapted from the
French, "La Demoiselle de Magasin," an
original
Wicheler. play by Messieurs Fousen and Exchange Managers and Salesmen Are Set
Mr. Day, a native of Maine, has had
for Avalanche of Business in Autumn
most successful literarty career and
las
to
his
credit
many
popular
boo'xs
are all are
acLIKE
sprinters
awaiting
the crack of sonnel. Thesecomplished, changes
ind
stories. Hisunder
novel,the"Squire
so that thenowmanagers
the starter's
•vas dramatized
title of Phin,"
"The
men
in everypistol,
part Metro
of the exchange
country giving over their
attention
entirely
ircus
Man,"
and produced
in Chicago,
according to reports they have getting things in shipshape order forto
nreat
1909,success.
by Klaw
and Erlanger
with are,
the rush of busines that is expected to
made eralrecently
W. E. Atkinson,
manager ofto Metro,
all set for genthe come with the release of the new superEnglish Authors Contribute.
sics, Inc.,campaign
specials. with the Screen Clas- productions
Among the English playwrights are big fall
tember 1. which will begin on Sepechmere Worrall and J. E. Harold
Exchanges Well Supplied with Paper
There has been, in several of the Meterry. co-authors of "The White ro branches, some readjustment of perEver j' exchange has been supplied

Four More Widely
KnownfromAuthors
Works Hopwood,
Will Go George
"nto Pictures
by Screen
Reading
left to Whose
right: Avery
Gibbs, Maude
Fulton Classics,
and ThomasDistributed
Hardy. by Metro.
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in the case of stage plays or of books
the author is given royalties.
Flat Price Only for Stories.
"We can
flat pricego forto
stories;
and offer
thoughonly
we afrequently
extraordinary cost in buying material,
this reward is sometimes less than what
one of the big American authors could
get
if he entered
with
a theatrical
managerintoor agreement
book publisher
on a royalty basis. Until the long run
idea is in operation the entire motion
picture business is under a most severe

gers now stands C. H. Kessnich has
with
unusual
volume andof exhibitor's
kids an
which
are novel
effective — charge o'f the Atlanta, Ga. exchange; E.
A. Golden of the Boston branch, and H.
carefully thought out and prepared. The W.
Kahn is at Buffalo, N. Y. At the
managers of the Metro branches, with
these in hand, are busy framing up head of the Metro branch at Chicago is
J. S. Grauman ; at Cincinnati, O. W. C.
stunts, adapting,
of
course,
their
exploitation schemes for exhibitors to the Bachmeyer; at Cleveland, O., C. E. Almy; at Dallas, L. Bickel; at Denver,
locality and the particular theatre.
A big factor of the Metro sales force C. Klein; at Detroit, W. N. Skirboll; at
besides the merit of the productions Kansas City, Mo., S. L. Haldeman ; at
they are enabled to offer motion picture Los Angeles, A. B. Lamb; at Milwaukee,
at Minneapolis, A. Fischshowmen
"open booking"
systemso H. L.er; atConway;
which theis the
company
stands for
Newat York
Herman
Jans and*at
New City,
Orleans,
O. Briant;
staunchly. Every Screen Classics, Inc., J. Klein;
picture is submitted to the exhibitor Oklahoma City, S. Brink ; at Omaha, S.
solely on its qualities. No matter how Maclntyre; at Philadelphia, R. Lynch; handicap."
successful have been other pictures by at Pittsburgh, J. Davis; at Salt Lake Newspaper Men Compose
the same producing organization in the City, B. F. Rosenberg; at San Francisco,
Metro Publicity Staff
past, the Metro salesmen take their Fred W. Voight ; at Seattle, C. Stern; at
new
pictures
to
the
exhibitor
as
if
they
Toronto,
Regal
Films,
Ltd.,
S.
Aaronthe newspape
hibitors andinterest
of the rs,exwere the first ever to be offered.
son; at St. Louis, C. Werner; and at WITH the best
trade journals and motion picture
Members of Exchanges.
Montreal, Regal Films, Ltd., is P. C.
magazines in view, Metro has enlarged
As the line-up of the exchange mana- Loghlin.
and reorganized its publicity and advertising departments.
KARGER
SCREENS
THREE
STAGE HITS
and more sofactsfar— asbut Metro
not bunk"
is "Facts
the watchword
publicity is concerned; and Metro officials
"Fair and Warmer," "Lombardi, Ltd." and Recent
are of the opinion that the quality of
the productions Metro will distribute,
"Please Get Married" Arean Now
abnormalBeing
quantityProduced
of work and still made by Screen Classics, Inc., from
INScreen
order doubly
insurestudios
that thein maintain
his highest standards. Under popular novels and successful stage
Classics,to Inc.,
Hollywood shall more than fulfill all the pressure of having a heavy and rigid plays, makes it not only easy for Metro
that is implied in the Metro slogan of schedule of releases to meet, there is to ignore the old-time methods of publicity but to present only vital and inbound to be, he asserts, some falling off
"fewer,
better over
pictures,"
teresting
facts and
concerning
the proin the standards of picture making, just
Maxwell bigger
Karger and
has taken
com- as
ductions, tnewshe stars
the authors.
no
athlete,
no
matter
how
well
controlofofScreen
production.
Newspaper Men Write Press Matter.
torplete
general
Classics,TheInc.,direcwill trained, can expect to break world's records weekly, neither can picture com- publicity
in his position be more than an execuThe firstand
step advertising
in reorganizing
Metro's
tive.
departments
Shifting
the conversation suddenly was totirelassemble
panies.
anewspaper
staff composed
enMr. Karger
will
personally
and
cony
o
f
trained
men
who,
stantly oversee the making of every from the problem of the producer to the
in
addition
to
their
journalistic
experiScreen Classics, Inc., picture. He will difficulty
of
getting
for
the
screen
original stories from the best writers of
select the cast. He will suggest to the
ence,picture
have beenindustry
connected
with theyears
motion
for several
art directors the nature of the settings ; books and plays, Mr. Karger said:
and who
know it thoroughly.
and pass carefully upon their work
"Here
again,
in
the
question
of
stories
when work
submitted
to himwith
for approval.
He for pictures, the short run has injured
them tofacts
give them departnews,"
will
at times
the scenario
the motion picture industry. Authors was"Give
the word
the —reorganized
writers who are to turn into screen form today, fortunately for them, write as a
ments
from
Richard
A.
Rowland,
dent of Metro and Screen Classics,presiInc.
It is only human nature for
the plays and novels Metro recently business.
them — the exhibitors and the
has bought, and the European dram- a man to sell to the highest bidder. And "Help
newspaper editors. Co-operate with
atic successes Richard A. Rowland, president of Metro and Screen Classics, Inc.,
And licitthis
is precisely
Metro topubrecently
abroad.
Karger
y is designed
to be, what
according
the
will
be inbought
conference
with Mr.
the several
directors engaged in the actual filming
campaignlowed.planned
and declare
now being
Metro
officials
that folthe
of
the
plays
which
Metro
will
distrib
ate.
them." publicity and advertising departMetro
ments shall, on a basis of equal importMenaces of the Business.
be a bureau and
of helpful
information
This procedure is entirely in line with
to theance,exhiibtor
the source
of big,
vital
motion
picture
news
stories
replete
Maxwell
Karger's
policy
of
upholding
his ideas with untiring effort. Conwith
facts.
vinced that today overproduction and
Solicit Aid from Exhibitors.
concomitant short runs are the princiThe Metro publicity and advertising
pal menaces of the motion picture indepartments, it is emphasized, solicit
dustry, the Screen Classics, Inc., direcand welcome
requests
for aid
from ex-by
tor general has pitched in heart and soul
hibitors of Metro
releases,
produced
to turn out motion picture productions
Screen Classics,
Inc.,
who
seek
asof such quality that exhibitors cannot
sistance whatever in exploitinganythese
afford, because of their drawing power,
to play them for short runs only.
pictures.
Exploitation is to mean advertising
of Mr. Karger's
assumptionin
aids, specially prepared and edited press
of Reports
entire responsibility
for production
the ingScreen
Classics,
Inc.,news
studios,
material, and
suggestions
for "stunts,"
lobby
displays
other sales
helps. Metro
on the heels
of the
that comMr.
pledges
thatand these
will betheycheerfully
Rowland had gone to Europe to buy at
furnished,
furthermore,
will
be
no matter what cost the best screen
particularly
suited
to
the
needs
of
the
material available there, has enhanced
exhibitor in relation to the size of his j:1
the spirit of optimism and enthusiasm
theatre
and ittheserves.
character of the com- j
among Metro exchangemen. The anmunity that
nouncement, to , that Metro stands by
For
the
newspapers,
the open-booking system has made the
bureau is prepared to Metro's
give thepublicity
editors I
taskly easier
of theto exchange
what they want, and in the form in
handle. managers decidedwhich
they
want
it.
The
news
sense
of
Rush Kills Best Results.
the newspaper men who write and edit
Tt has always been the contention of
Metro
copy
is
brought
to
bear
upon
Maxwell
Karger.
Mr. Karger that no man, no matter how
every item, whether it be a brevity of
Director-General Metro Pictures
capable or how tireless, can turn out
Corporation.
a special article.
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acter of Phyllis Manning, whom Tito
thinks he loves ; and Thea Talbot, Ann
May ble and
roles. Jean Mendoza have responsiJoseph
is one The
of thecharacter
importantof
members Kilgour
of the cast.
Rickey, or Ricardo, has given the producers considerable difficulty. It requires an unusual type, and only this
wee c was Jack Conway, the director of
the production, able to find just the
artist he sought. The scenario has been
done by June Mathis. Robert Kurrle is
in charge of the photographic work.
Viola Dana in "Please Get Married."
Fully as gratifying as that of "Fair
and Warmer,, and "Lombardi, Ltd.," is
the
progress
beingClassics,
made in Inc..
Viola feature,
Dana's
special
Screen
"Please
Get
Married."
a
screen
version
of a recent Xew York theatrical hit. As
the persecuted little bride of Ferdinand
Oliver Walton, who one minute is sure
^, she is married and the next is convinced
g! ;he's not, Viola Dana has opportunities
&

Karger Assumes Control of
Screen Classics Production
in the productionsix of the
PROGR
firstESS
three ofwhich
the Screen
thirty- Classics
plays,
and
novels
Inc. is at present filming at its studios
in Hollywood, Cal., is being made to a
degree for surpassing the expectations
of the producers. This fact became
mown this week from advices from
Maxwell Karger, director general of
Screen Classics, Inc., received at the
Metro offices in Xew York.
Never has May Allison appeared to
better advantage than in the scenes
taken to date in the internationally well
known farce of Avery Hopwood's "Fair
and
Warmer." Forthesheer
of
situation,
loss absurdity
of probability or of without
the natural humaness
of the
rharacters. this stage play has perhaps
lever been surpassed. After making a
ecord run in Xew York the play was
aken to London for a two years' engagement.
Adapted to the screen the play has
ost none of its cleverness or intriguing
lumor. June Mathis and A. P. Younger
ollaborated in turning out the script,
'he
in the hands byof Arthur
Henry
)tto direction
and the isphotography
•lartinelli. A strong cast supports the
tar in this piece, its personnel includlg Pell Trenton, Eugene Pallette.
Christine Mayo, William Buckley and
"ffie Conley.
Bert Lytell in "Lombardi Ltd."
Bert Lytell, in his special, "Lombardi,
td.," has a part entirely
differenthasfrom
nything
hitherto
apeared on inthewhich
screen,he that
of Tito Lomardi, a temperamental and more than
ipable Italian dressmaker.
For the supporting cast in the new
ytell feature a bevy of beautiful girls
jas
,nly been
to thegathered.
principals,This
but applies
also to not
the
varm of girls taking the smaller roles,
ich as those of mannequins or models.
Ioman.
hce Lake
is again
Juanita
Hansen Lytell's
plavs theleading
char-
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June Mathis Is Now Screen
Classic's Chief Scenarist
JUNE
ace of staff
the
ScreenMATHIS
Classics, isInc.,thescenario
and upon her shoulders — or rather,
upon herresponsibility
trusty typwriter—
is toscenarios
fall the
major
for the
of the big Screen Classics, Inc., specials
which, beginning September 1, are to be
released through the distributing organization of Metro Pictures Corporation.
Miss Mathis already is away to a flying start. She wrote the scenario of
"Lombardi,
Ltd.," from
the Oliver
osco
stage success
by Frederic
and MorFanny Hatton, in which Bert Lytell is now
working, and collaborated with A. P.
Younger, a recent addition to her literary staff, in the scenarization of "Fair
and
Warmer,"
recordis
breaking
farce, Avery
in whichHopwood's
May Allison
to be starred.
Besides writing continuity, frequently
working on two and sometimes three
a time, Miss Mathis reads or
scripts
receives atreports
upon the multitude of
and current ficstories,
original
tion submitted orplays,
singled out for consideration as vehicles
for the various
stars.
Was Born in Colorado.
Born in Leadville, Colo., the daughter
ot a druggist who later settled in Salt
the
Mathis isalla the
product
if i\\ esty' and
M,SScombines
breezyof
wholesom
enesstheof shrewd
that region
ot" ation
great
spaces, with
ing.
sophistic
ot a person educated by extensive
travel
keen observation and exhaustive readAs a
not robust, so that
when shechildwas sheninewasvears
old, her mother
took her to the Pacific
Coast for her
health It was in San Francisco
, at the
age of eleven, that little June embarked
upon a stage career. She was engaged
as a childHall,
mimica Sanand Francisco
dancer atlandmark
Fisher's
Concert
then in the heyday of favor and
larity. I-isher's Concert Hall stood poputo the old Alcazar
Theater and next
was

Bert Lytell.
never before afforded her in her motion
picture career.
Playing opposite the star is Antrim
Short, while Margaret Campbell has the
role
of theby bride's
mother. Her father
is played
Harry Todd.
This
play,
from
the
of James
Cullen and Lewis Allen pens
Browne,
was their
first dramatic writing, although both are
well known in the magazine and newspaper field. The script for the feature
has been prepared by Finis Fox, of the
Screen Classics, Inc., scenario staff. John
E. Ince is the director of the production
and John Arnold, the photographer.
Loew Books "Home" for Sixty Days.
Marcus Loew has booked the Universal-Jewel production
"Home" was
for closed
a run
of sixty days.
The contract
recently by Sam Zieler. manager of the
Xew York Universal Exchange.
This booking will insure an extensive
showing of the production in Xew York
City. tionItof Lois
was Weber,
producedandunder
the direcfeatures
Mildred Harris Chaplin.

May Allison.
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sweptfire.away in the 'Frisco earthquake
and
Last Appearance on Stage.
Going east, Miss Mathis worked on
the Gold and Castle Circuit a year. She
was just fourteen when she was engaged
by Myron B. Rice to play the ingenue
lead with May Vokes in "Whose Baby
Are You?" She took the part on thirtysix hours'
and theincidentally
her
short notice,
skirts for
first time. doffed
Subsequently Miss Mathis played in
"My Friend from India"; did the child
part with Ezra Kendall in "The Vinegar
Buyer";
was inK. vaudeville
with James
Hackett for
anda season;
Pauline
Frederick in "The Girl in White";
played the ingenue leads in "Brewster's
Millions"
"Going Some."
Her last andappearance
on the stage was
in "The
Fascinating
Widow."
On Janulights.ary 10, 1914, June bade adieu to the footHow Miss Mathis Came to Metro.
Her bent was toward the screen. She
had written several original short stories, but refused
submit
to magazines. She has tothem
in herthemtrunk
now
and some day they may find their way to

the silent sheet. But Miss Mathis says
she has been so busy fixing up other
people's
work, she hasn't had a chance
toToexploit
learn hermoreown.about film technique,
Miss Mathis spent several weeks in New
Hampshire,
for theandmovies."
But she kept "acting
up her writing
pretty
soon she began getting letters from
Thomas H. Ince, the Equitable, Colonial
and other producing companies, deoutput.
She re-a
turned tomanding
Newher screen
York and
has started
story for Ince when fate directed her
steps
She tohadMetro.
heard that Edwin Carewe,
Metro director, had a story on his hands
that
needed
special
She
went to the Metro
officestreatment.
and found that
Carewe had the basis of a screen drama
in a poem by Charles T. Dazey, of "In
Old Kentucky"
fame.to bring
He entrusted
it to
June.
He told her
him the conShe did. tinuity for two reels of it in three days.
The picture
"The HouseMissof Tears,"
starring
Emilywas Stevens.
Mathis
had written the subtitles in verse, and
the
innovation
was
a
great
success.
She has been with Metro ever since.
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the stages, are now entirely eliminated.
The wiring is permanent and fixed, only
the small control wire leading from the
pocket-size
board in above,
the director's
todence.
the big switches
being inhand
eviUse Direct Current.
The direct current for the floor lighting is supplied
motor They
generators, capablebyof two
10,000large
amperes.
were manufactured for Screen Classics,
Inc.,
especially
by theThis,
Westinghouse
Electrical
Company.
a steady
lighting system, supplies all light for
the foreground.
Although
the
cannot detect the difference betweeneye direct
and alternating current as applied to
lights, the
does. steady
Alternating
current
givescamera
an apparently
light,
but as a matter of fact causes the light
to
be
turned
off
and
on
fifty
times
a
second.
Twelve transformers (three-phase,
110-volt and 5000 amperes) have been
installed for supplying the alternating
current for overhead lighting, which is
not so much in evidence photographically as floor lighting. Three little buttons
on the
board
controlgivethese.
The
two director's
systems of
lighting
the
studios a combined current supply of
15,000
amperes.
A
special
three-story
building has been constructed on Screen
Classics,ment, theInc.,
studio lotandformaintenance
this equipinstallation
of which is in the hands of the chief
electrician of the organization, W. F.
Grams.

SCREEN
CLASSICS
HAS
FINE STUDIO
New Stage and Most Complete Lighting System
in Existence Are Recent Improvements to Studio
which has been augmented by the
Screen Classics, work
to give
orderproducti
INInc.,
Metro slogan of fewer and better picons toevery mechanical tures.
Equipment Has Grown.
facility possible the million dollar
The lighting
system isadvancement
not the onlyin
Explains New Lighting System.
studio at Hollywood, now as it is, has
evidence
of mechanical
ents
installed improvem
which make the
Mr. moteThompson
explained
that
the
rethe
Hollywood
plant.
The
equipment
system in use was a device
plant one
the best
Elec- whereby control
whilecutthedown
number
of produc-to
trical ofequipment
all the switches and electrical has grown
costingof its
closeclass.
to $90,000
t
i
o
n
s
i
s
being
to
conform
has been put in. This includes not only wiring were installed overhead. A small the fewer and better pictures idea. Only
new devices for lighting the several black box, some two and a half inches recently
stage was erected in
stages in the studio lot, but also the wide by six inches long, with nine but- the Screena fourth
Classics, Inc., studio lot. It
generators and transformers to supply
tons on it, controls the entire lighting is an open platform 90 by 150 feet.
them. How extensive are these im- system of the stages. Switches are
provements may be judged from the thrown above by electricians. The miles
fact that a three-story building, espec- of cable that were attached to the oldfor that purpose, houses them.
ially
type switchboards and which, with the West Coast Pre-release
Furthermore an additional open stage boards
had to be dragged about over
has been erected to give directors, electrical
and
photographic
experts
suffiScheduled for "The Brat"
cient time to prepare settings for the
Richard A. KARGER,
Rowland presents
the
players without sacrificing working time
MAXWELL
who with
during the actual filming of pictures.
Nazimova Productions, has arFollow Policy From Ground Up.
ranged for a special pre-release showing
on the West Coast of "The Brat," the
The Metro slogan of "fewer, bigger
brilliant
star's latest and greatand better"frompictures
therefore
is being
est screenRussian
contribution.
followed
the ground
up. No
item
—omitted
technical
or
otherwise
—
has
been
According
to
advices
from Mr. Karin order to insure exhibitors
ger to the New York offices of Metro
that
Metro
pictures
will
be
among
the
Pictures
Corporation,
exclusive
best on the market.
tor of the Nazimova pictures, thedistribuPacific
The new system of lighting the stages
coast
pre-release showing of the film
does away entirely with the old system
will
be
given
at
Miller's
new
million
dolof heavy and technically portable
lar California Theatre, in Los Angeles.
switchboards which must be lugged
across the entire floor to get a light
Will Have Week's Run.
where desired. It does away with the
It has been tentatively planned to
shouting for lights and for "killing
show
the
film at the California for a
lights" which
heretofore
had been con-to
week's
run some time
beforedate.
September
sidered a necessary
accompaniment
1,
the
announced
release
Under
motion
picturefor direction.
is no
the arrangement, exhibitors east of the
further need
a swarm of'There
electricians
Rocky
Mountains
will
be
a
week
or so
and helpers clustered about the stage
with the players, director and camerabehind movathefeature,westbut init showing
is largely the
for Nazitheir
man. The danger of the bare switches
to
benefit
that the pre-release showing has
been designed.
nated.unwary bystanders has been elimiThe statement of David Thompson,
The new California Theatre, the most
studio manager of Screen Classics, Inc.,
recent addition to the many temples of
regarding the reasons for installing the
the
cinematic art in Los Angeles, the
W.
E.
Atkinson
new lighting system is indicative of the
General manager Metro Pictures
motion picture producing center of the
hearty and enthusiastic spirit of teamCorporation.
country, puts on and plays up its at-
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tractions in the most elaborate fashion H. E. HANCOCK MADE FOX NEWS HEAD
and with
the most up-to-date exploitation methods.
Former Newspaper Man Will Supervise Making
Pre-release Is Advantageous.
of Weekly Feature with Some Novel Attributes
Messrs. Karger and Rowland decided
in order
se showing
upon the pre-relea
at Canterburycareer
College
be, especially ANNOUNCEMENTarrangements
pre- educated
to secure for the exhibitor
as to fortheshowgan his newspaper
as aandpolice
and
first-ha
,
the eastern exhibitor press and ndpublic
ings of Foxliminary
News has been
made reporter on the Evening World. Later
unbiased comment ofbythis
he was with the City News Association,
R. Sheehan,
general
extraordinary by Winfield
upon the merits
ager of Fox Film
Corporation.
The manfirst the Evening Telegram, the Evening
feature under actual exhibition condi- issue of Fox News will be released about Journal — where he was a feature editor
September 15, and thereafter there will — and the New York Sunday American,
ad- be
of allused
will be made
noteand exploitati
^Careful vertising
weekly releases.
where he also was an editor of special
on stunts
Arrangements have been made where- features.
the expeion.theWith
in the riencepresentat
Enters Motion Pictures.
by
news
and
special
current
event
picNazimova spefrom showing
ture features from all parts of the world
From newspaper work he went into
cial before the public will beandprepared
wrill
be
released
through
Fox
News.
a mass There will be motion picture correspon- motion
picturesas editor
with theof the
International
a flood of exhibitor's aids, over the
Film Service
animated
picputting to be most
s for calculated
of suggestion
dents in London, Paris, Petrograd, Brus- cartoon department. He next became
ture in a manner
sels,
Berlin,
Hamburg,
Tokio,
Shanghai,
results.
box-office
securing
in
news
reel
feature
manager
for
effective
Buenos Aires, Bogota, Sidney, Australia,
national, and, while doing that Interwork,
Los Angeles Is Discriminating.a most Fairbanks, Alaska, Copenhagen, Stockto
and
directed
the
"Fashion
holm, Hawaii, Manila and throughout originated
Metro is showing the picturefinally
a feature which, while telling
giv- the United States, Canada, Mexico and aPlay,"
public before for general
ting
discrimina
the West Indies.
to the theexchanges
in story,
gowns. displayed the latest creations
ing it out Upon
made
ons
observati
H.
E.
Hancock
in
Charge.
release.
Directed Mrs. Vernon Castle.
Los Angeles
during this exhibition in schemes
charge of Fox News is Herbert
may E. InHancock,
Mr. Hancock's
as a
exploitation and promotion
formerly
a
newspaper
redirector
was in first
part big
of work
the serial,
a poscarried out. without
porter, editor and special writer, and "Patria," with Mrs. Vernon Castle as
be formedsibility oand
f a slip-up
,
star. At the outbreak of the war
n this work-out later a director of picture features. Mr. the
The interval betwee
he took
charge offorallthethe Y.motion
prace under
pictur
ova
of thetical Nazim
ture productions
M. C. picA.,
Metro
when
day
the
and
s
condition
and
also
made
pictures
for
Government
reto
word
the
given
be
will
ges
exchanlease the production elsewhere will not
departments. After the signing of the
d.
armistice, he
the H. he& H.became
Proht, it is believe
be longer than a fortnig
ductions,formed
Inc., of which
for the
opportunity for
This will gives ample
president. He resigned the presidency
the
suggestions
and
touche
final
exploitation campaign.
of that company to join Fox Film Corcomments will r.be
The western press
poration.
exhibito
Will Have Many Cameramen.
the
to
value
highest
the
of
The Fox News section of Fox Film
reviewers, with
The Los Angelesarefilmperhap
s the most
Corporation
will have one of the bigthe Newto York,
in the
gest staff of cameramen known in the
difficult satisfy of any. Living
picture
industry.
It will be divided into
propicture
motion
the
of
very midst they have every opporthree departments
world,
other for features,— one
and for
the news,
third anfor
y familiar with
ity to becomethe entirel
tunducing
they
sales.
Each
department
will
What
y.
industr
of
everv phase
its head a man well known to thehavetrade.as
is ot
diagnos
the
as
taken
be
may
say
Mr. Hancock has with him his brother,
specialists.
Don, who is a former newspaper man
An Aid to Exhibitors.
and
was businessInc. manager for H. &
will
It
two purposes:ial and
H. Productions,
This will serve
give to the exhibitorofantheimpart
Hancock Makes Statement.
and
picture ;
critical report
highly
"Fox News will be handled like a
id advertising
it will serve as a splend
ending
in recomm
Brat"on
big newspaper, with the added advan"The tr
for pa
basis
s.
it to his
.
tages offered by"What
motion pictures,"
said
Naziof
t
Hancock.
average
man
newes
the
of
g
placin
This
and
orMr.woman
of intelligencethewants
to know
mova's pictures before isthebutpublic
evione iasm
nowadays
: 'What
did
the Coast
the trade
it happen, is and
who happened,
were the how
parties
dence of theon confidence andtheenthus
es
Pictur
concerned?' Fox News will show those
of
merits
thesponso
ing
Herbert
E.
Hancock
regard
Mr
are
Not only
felt bv theirand Mr. rs.
Director of Fox News.
things intelligently."
Karger assured tnat
Rowland
Bara Buys First Certificate.
magmost
Hancock
has established headquarters
the
of
one
be
to
prove
it will netic
of the year on the fourth
Theda Bara bought the first $1,000
box-office attractionse world
floor
of
the
Fox
building,
be
to
outsid are going 130 West Forty-sixth street, New York, United States Treasury Savings Certiwish the And
but they
they
sold in New York City. The
it.
convinced of tion
is busy completing his staff and WilliamficateFox
logical and
star went down to the
in the mostimpart
expert cameramen.
about convicing befor
ial, interviewing
e an
Federal Reserve Bank, at 120 Broadway,
manner-lay
William
Fox,
president
of
Fox
Film
prefilm
July 21, and was the first in line
Corporation, is the originator of the on
minating house the
highly discri
entertaining and instructive idea to be when the certificates were placed on
sentation of "The Brat."
embodied in Fox News. He and Air. sale at 10 a. m. She wished to purSheehan worked out the plan, which,
chase two $1,000 certificates,
but sale
a gov-of
Arthur Maud in Big "U" Film.
forbids the
founded on the regular news reel more thanernmentoneregulation
The English actor, Arthur Maud, who while
such certificate to one
features
now
being
shown,
is
a
new
in l"Common
that idea.
t role
plays a ,"prominen
feature elaborationHasof Had
Universa
the new
News that Miss Bara was in the
Property
Experience.
person.
for ten
Anderson, was
starring Robert with
Bank spread rapidly through
Mr.
Hancock
specialized in news Federal
Crawley features for thehasscreen.
Constance headliner
years a co-star
He is to be the building, and soon the banking
years was a
three and
and for
Theregirls
was ina preOrpheum circuit of given a free hand in running Fox News rooms were jammed.
theleKeith
with
the
vaudevil houses. Besides creating and is not limited as to expense. Al- gathering, allponderaofnce of banking
them
eager
to get a
ready
he
has
gathered
a
large
staff
hy
many notewort roles in pictures Mr. of news feature experts and special "close-up" of the world-famous
vamand directed a num- cameramen. Born in England, he was
Maude has written
pire of the film.
ber of productions.
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a Race" and a seven reel named "VirtuMen," about
be sent outasforwere
the
SUN'S RAYS START FILM FIRE IN BOSTON
firstoustime,
were to destroyed,
"Wives
of
Men"
and
several
other
Beat Through Window of Eastern Feature Company
smaller films.
Estimate Damage at $7,000.
and Ignite Holder with Picture— Loss Put at $7,000
The rewinding room was a wreck.
e district
picturdestruc
ON'S
BOSTwas
of the immediate
offers were busiac- Film containers were blackened and
ened with
tion care ofness.theSeveralEastern's
threatmoving
and Manager H. R. Lefebvre said piles of advertising matter used in lobby
late on the afternoon of Thursday, the fireceptedcaused
only a slight temporary
were destroyed.
Julyal manner
21, whenin the
fire,rewind
startin
an unusuin replacing the films destroyed. display
Damageetc.,estimated
at $7,000 was done
ingg inroom
of the delay
Manager Lefebvre was happy over the by the fire. The building is a modern
Eastern Feature Film Company, de- fact
that not an employe was injured. fireproof structure, owned by the Contwo costly films and a number
stroyed
veyance Insurance Company.
of smaller one, drove a number of young
A ten reel film named "The Birth of
women employes in the district to the
rable
street andvertisingburned
up
conside
adFamous Players Chicago Sales Force Work
matter.
Steady hot rays from the sun beat
Large Publicity Scheme for Educators
down through a plate glass window in
tractions for a full week. The other
HE Chicago sales force of Famous
the rewinding room at 57 and 59 Church
houses, situated in the residential
street and concentrated on a particular T Players-Lasky Corporation re- nine
sections
of
Milwaukee, were booked
film holder. There was an explosion, a
cently completed an important adParamount-Artcraft productions
flash and a cloud of thick yellow smoke
vertising campaign in the city of Mil- with
throughout the week, some making two
accompanied by stifling fumes. Young waukee.
During the week previous to July 5, and some three changes during the week.
women in the Eastern company ran for
National Educational Association
The Chicago men also made a special
the street. Smoke filled the plant of the the
held
convention there, and in effort to see to it that the pictures were
Select Pictures Company next door and order itsthatannual
the delegates might have the given more than the usual amount of
drove
a
score
of
young
women
there
into the street.
opportunity
merit ofwhich
the advertising and that the name Paraproductions ofof judging
Famous thePlayers,
mount-Artcraft might receive as much
Fire Spreads Rapidly.
had been effectively brought to their publicity as possible. Post card reproductions of the Saturday Evening Post
the
large
display
anWhen the firemen arrived in response attention through
nouncements prepared and sent to the P a r a m o u n t-Artcraft advertisements
to an alarm flames were shooting halfamong the exhibitors,
daily papers
the office,
advertising
depart- were distributed
waypingacross
street and
the shipment of the byhome
the Chicago
with suggestions for their use.
room ofChurch
the eastern
company
and sales force
arranged with twelve of the together
an adjoining building were in flames. most prominent
Representatives Attend Convention.
houses in
Heat cracked the glass in a building 15C Milwaukee for a photoplay
The convention was well attended by
solid week of Para- Famous
feet away. Water from a dozen lines of mount-Artcraft
Players representatives, and
pictures.
fire hose
the onburning
shipthrowaways regarding the pictures and
ping room poured
had littleintoeffect
the blazing
Theatres
Co-operate.
the
theatres
where they might be seen
celluloid. It burned until it was entirely
distributed.
At the Alhambra Theatre "Secret Ser- were
consumed. The firemen by prompt work
An especially valuable means of pubprevented the flames from spreading to starringvice," theRobert
Paramount-Artcraftheld
special
licity considering
the conthe
film vaults of nearby moving picture screen throughout Warwick,
was foundthe innature
the ofeducational
the entire week. At pictures vention
agencies.
released
by
Famous
Players.
the
Butterfly,
Marguerite
Clark
was
the
Aid Offered the Eastern.
articles were prepared for the
in -"Come Out of the Kitchen," while Special
Milwaukee
newspapers
covering
Other films in the district promptly star
You Women
!" played
at theare Toyall matter as would be of interest to such
the
Theatre.
These three
houses
came to the rescue of the stricken "Oh,
convention. One perEastern company with offers to take situated downtown and all ran the at- delegatestainingofto thetheprogram
of
the
educational department of the corporation
was used, while stories regarding Burton
Holmes' trip to Europe to make the new
series,
in the Remaking,"
and
on the "Europe
Paramount-Post
Nature pictures
weTe also sent to the newspapers where
they were treated favorably.
George
,of thetoAlhambra
atre, alsoFisher
co-operated
the extentThe-of
putting on a big aeroplane stunt in connection with the exhibition of "Secret
Service." Several flights were made over
the city
and fifty
thousand
several hundred
of them
good cards,
for season
passes
to
the
theatre
were
showered
down on the streets.
Weems Attends Managers Meeting.
O. D. "Nick" Weems, sales manager of
the Variety Pictures Corporation, 412
East Baltimore street, Baltimore, went
to Washington, on Sunday, July 27, to
attend the meeting which was held between thesociaWashington
Managers'of Astion and Harry Bernstein,
the
Wells interests in Richmond, Va., relative to thehibitors,convention
Virginia
Exwhich is to beofheld
at Ocean
View, Virginia, on August 15, 16 and 17.
Mr. Weems
is to arrange
with who
the Baltimore exhibitors
for those
will
attend so they will go in a body. He
says that as the Wells interests run a
good
amusement
at Ocean
Tincher
Reined
Her her
FierywildSteed,
Put on entry
a Smile
and
—
View, many
any who
attend places
will thoroughly
Had herFay
picture
taken
asConvention.
shein made
andPolice
woolly
intoBuffalo
Seattlt
Northwest
Film
Chief
of
Warren
as
enjoy
themselves
and
will
be
assured
of
Bill met her,Jackbut Lannon,
this viewof shows
Christie star with
a good time.
GreatertheFeatures.
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SECURING
NOVELTY
IN ADVERTISING
Francis M. Kadow Tells How He Overcomes Sameness
by Changing His Displays and Keeping Up to Date with
New Ideas and Change of Pace — Some Examples Given
manKADOW,
FRANCIS ager M.of the
releasing companies
send out.
By Epes W. Sargent
w Theatre,
Mikadogeneral
scheme ofto green,
brownA genand
Manitowoc, Wis., puts his finger on But the office of the theatre occupies a white eraliscolorfollowed
and the very color of
the secret of competent advertising space at one side intended for a shop, the lettering suggests
the
Mikadow
to
when, in a recent letter he writes :
and Mr. Kadow utilizes this space for
possible patron instead of merely
At first I tried to follow the big boys his displays, obtaining a lobby under the
suggesting
something
ranging
from
corcorn flakes. Mr. Kadow has had
with newspaper
space,notbutgetwas
glass.window
For this two-reel
subject hebottles.
filled to dosets tohis
because exchanges
I could
the handiproper
own lettering since his sign
cuts were
fromcappednot
the
and purpose
those
I didof the
In the center with
was empty
one of liquor
the iron safes painter was drafted, but he just added
get
made
for
the
that
to
his
other jobs.
selling
seats.
The
newspapers
netted
me
used
by
the
express
companies
for
the
fair results, and when I could no longer
When the senior Kadow built the
makeing enormous
a satisfactory
spash
without
takhouse,
some
three years ago, he did not
spaces,
I
drifted
into
window
card and
billboard
used made
to haveup
have much luck with his managers, so
some
pretty
swell work.
window Wecards
about
ten
weeks
after the house opened
for special
occasions, butto lose
with their effecconhe made
his sixteen-year-old
genstant use they
tivenes . A lotseemed
of our effortstheir
fell upon
eral
manager,
a
title
covering theson duties
good ground,
but tooto much
of it was
of assistant operator, electrician, doorwasted,
and
I
started
build
special
disman,ager.head
usherhe later
and advertising
plays for the house.
To this
added the jobman-of
In other words, Mr. Kadow has found
general
printer
and
sign
writer, for he
out what every thinking manager has
bought the press and type equipment of
a
bankrupt
country
newspaper
and gets
discovered. The shepherd boy in Aesop's
out his own programs and throwaways.
fables,
criedto "Wolf!"
got results
first, butwhofailed
succeed when
he mostat
And the general manager adds: "I had
needed the help of his advertisement.
Xo set and definite form of advertise- A Fabricated Poster With a Hand- plenty to learn, as I still have, but I
ment will ever bring real success. It
Drawn Portrait of Nazimova
must be suited to the subject and offer
constant novelty.
transport
valuable
packages,
inAdvertises a Two-Reel.
side, on a ofnest
of straw,
was aandsingle
But Mr. Kadow has continued his full bottle. Cards hinted at the story
a view to raising curiosity.
studies into a post-graduate course and with
This window is regularly employed for
has found that if a two-reel comedy will
not always
setbring
better results
a fivetheor most
six- lobby display,
ting. A settingbutwould
become foras a stale
reel feature,
it pays than
to give
publicity to the smaller subject. As an as any other regular stunt, so in between these displays Mr. Kadow has a
two-sheet board on which he fabricates
THERE WILL BE
a poster, sometimes these posters carry
a cut-out
figurethefromportraits
the lithographs
and
sometimes
are hand
PLENTY OF MOONSHINE
drawn. Examples of both are shown.
IN TOWN ON
For "The
'Ole"thea foundation
hand-paintedof
sketch
of BillBetter
supplied
the display, the trench over which he
JULY FIRST
peers serving as the foundation for the
GET WISE.
A Pair of Three Sheets in the House
display of some of the stills, while one
Colors
sheets are set in back. For "A Romance
A Card Used July 1 to Advertise the of
Happy
Valley"
the
window
was
Arbuckle Comedy
dressed as a rural parlor with a cottage have three years' experience behind me
which money OnecouldBignotPoint.
buy."
example
card shownof this
here. line of work take the
And
those
three
years
taught him the
ing.
Manitowoc is not a large center, but it
big lesson of advertising to the showboasts
some
clubs,
and
on
the
morning
going
public
rather
than
just advertisof the day prohibition went into effect
these cards were found posted on the
He tries to get his sales talk out of
bulletin boards of these clubs. They
the rut and to make it snappy even to
were done in black on plain white stock
the point of flippancy, at times, but he
14
by
7J4
inches.
They
were
not
only
keeps
from the greatest-on-earth
in the clubs, but in the business houses
style ofaway
announcement
and tells people
and
stores,
on
the
wall
and
pretty
nearly
what
they
can
believe instead of useeverywhere cards could be tacked.
lessly
lying.
He
gets
out 3,500 proThey were not there when the town
grams a week and supplements these
went to bed and they created intense
with
newspaper
advertising
and throwexcitement until it was remembered that A Similar Board in Which a Cut-Out
aways, sometimes getting out two types
of the latter where he has two talking
the
Arbuckle
comedy,
"Moonshine,"
was
from
a
Litho
for
the
Attractor.
Creone of the advertised attractions at the
ton e in Various Colors and Patterns points of almost equal value. For examMikadow.
ple, he had twoone fordealing
the "The Fall of the
Serve as Backing.
most citizensThen
saw everyone
the show. laughed and
Romanoffs,"
with the Czar
and
the
other
with
Iliodor,
each
organ, spinning
wheel
and
other
charA Novel Window Display.
campaign he tries some onebut bigfor point
acteristic
furnishings.
Along the same lines was an adverof
attack
and
hammers
on
this
for
his
Makes Three Sheets, Too.
novelty, using the form best fitted to
tisement for Paramount's Flagg comedy
that
particular
picture.
Mr.
Kadow
mav
Mr.
Kadow
also
fabricates
three
"The sideLastlobby Bottle."
in- sheets, getting what he knows will sell still be only nineteen, but he is old in
is shallowTheandMikadow's
narrow and
there is practically no outside
space, his public, instead of what it pleases the experience.
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RAVER LEAVES FOUR-STAR COMBINATION
Disposes of Controlling Stock to Arthur F. Beck —
Differences on the Star System Cause of Change
, former president which was written by Mr. Thomas in
HARofRYArtcoRAVER
Productions, Inc., pro- collaboration with Prof. Baker's class in
ducers of Four-Star Pictures, has drama at Harvard College.
disposed of his controlling interest in
In outlining
plans said
for : future productions, HarryhisRaver
the company to Arthur F. Beck for a
sum running well into five figures, it was
"I have the utmost faith in original
ced by ofMr.opinion
announ
Raver's regarding
office. the
Difference
star question is said to be the cause of
the change in ownership of the com- Pathe Finishes Two Serials,
pany's stock. plan of Artco ProducThe tions,
original
Three and
as formulated by Harry Raver,
was to combine the four essentials, au- PATHE'S serial program for 1919-1920,
thor, star, director and producer, each
the orhistory ngof rapidly.
the largest inganizationthe
, isprogressi
to share equally in the exploitation of Two serials are ready
for release, three
its product.
Arthur
Beck
was
the
treasurer of the company, also husband of new ones are in production and three
Leah Baird, who was the star unit of more will be started on August 1.
"The Great Gamble," the Western
the
Four-Star
combination.
Mr. Raver's
policy, as outlined,
caused considerable
serial Hutchison,
co-starring will
Annebe Luther and Charles
recomment in the trade, particularly as he Photoplays
leased on August 3. This will be folemphasized the pre-eminence of the
author.
lowed
by
"The
Black
Secret,"
Pearl
serial, based
stories by
by
Gets Picture Rights to Thomas Plays. White's
Robert W.last Chambers
and onproduced
Augustus
Thomas,
before
the
formaGeorge
B.
Seitz
Productions,
Inc.
tion of the Four-Star combination,
the Seitz studios, Director Seitz
granted to Harry Raver an option to hasAt just
the first episode of
purchase the picture rights to any of "Bound andcompleted
Gagged,"
a ten episode
comhis old plays at the same figure offered
serial
byworkFrank
Leon
Smith,
by anyone else and also contracted to and edyhasdramastarted
on
the
second.
write a series of original scenarios. Mr. Seitz is co-starring himself in this
These rights were later transferred to production with Marguerite Courtot and
the company by Mr. Raver and remained handling the direction at the same time.
effective
the contract
retirementwasof the
latter whenuntil
a new
entered
Ruth Roland Serial Under Way.
into betwen Artco and Mr. Thomas, by
which the rights to four of his old plays
Ruth
Rolandof has
her new serial,
"The
Ruth,"
undera story
way
were transferred to the company, the Adventures
Los Angeles.
This well
is from
author to receive thirty-five per cent, in
Miss Roland herself, and is the first
royalty out of the profits, a substantial by
of her own company, Ruth
advance being made in the case of each production
Roland Serials, Inc. The scenario is by
play.
These"Harvest
plays are
Willets. Supporting Miss Roland
"Alabama,"
Moon""Theand Capitol,"
"Indian Gilson
isHuman.
a splendid cast headed by William
Summer." Outlines Future Plans.
"The
Isle of Jewels," the Arthur F.
Harryment Raver,
under aThomas,
separate secured
agree- Beck serial for the Pathe program, is
with Augustus
in production at the Crystal studios in
the picture rights to an original play, New York City. Co-starred are Stuart
not yet produced on the speaking stage, Holmes and Frankie Mann, and the sup-
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material for the production of motion
pictures and I consider Augustus Thomas theturesgreatest
in drama
or picin Americamind
today.
Old material
usually suffers in modernizing to suit
prevailing conditions. I hope to be free
to
produceselecting
originala material
Thomas,
competentfrom
cast Mr.of
artists according to the demands of the
No further plans regarding Mr.
coming.
Raver's future operations were forthstory."
Works on
Will Start Three in August
porting cast includes Wilfred Lytell,
William Welch and John Webb Dillion.
The story is by Charles Turner Dazey,
author
Kentucky," and the
director ofis "In
PerryOldVerkoff.
On
August
1,
Jack
well
known in vaudeville and Norworth,
musical comedy,
will begin work in the stellar role of a
ten episode serial by Fred Jackson, playThis will
is entitled
"The Crooked
Dagger"rectedwright.
and
beWharton
produced
diby Theodore
at and
Ithaca.
The supporting cast has not yet been
announced.
Lillian Walker to Begin on Serial.
About the same date, Lillian Walker
will begin work at Ithaca in a serial enMillion and
Dollars
ArthurtitledB."One Reeve
JohnReward,"
W. Gray.by
She will be supported by a cast headed
by
Coit The
Albertson.
George
Lessey willby
direct.
serial will
be produced
H. Grossman, of Grossman Pictures, Inc.
The Eye,"
Louis co-starring
J. Gasnier serial, Oland
"The
Third
and Eileen
Percy, will be Warner
started in Los
Angeles within the next few days.
This record of production sets a new
mark in serial making and, when cometed, wil give
the House
only a plhuge
reserve
stock ofon Pathe
which notto
draw, but also offers exhibitors an opsupplytwothemselves
rials for theportunity to next
years. with seReviews in Moving Picture World are
best used as press work in your papers.

Bessieis seen
Barriscale
Is a inWater
in "The
Woman
Married,"
andHoltMike
Himself Manon
Is a Knight
of the Bath.
Bessie
at the left
one ofSprite
the water
scenes,
and atMichael
thebyright
with JackMutual.
and Marcia
in this Robertson-Cole
feature,
distributed
Exhibitors
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Killing
the
Censorship
Fallacy
Article in Official Presbyterian Organ Strong for
Motion Pictures — Shows Possibilities of
Exhibitor Co-operation
and the
desiremanagement
the community
about $200 with entire equipment, whereas have
to see.available
Sometimes
may
word "flat- the
the
that
and morewould
powerful
machine
shame
a
IT'S
footed" has to be used in connec- with larger
full equipment
cost from
$500 make only a nominal charge for running
tion with anything about the mo- to $1,000. This latter equipment, while expenses.
Write ligious
to andthe
various missionary,
retion picture which is stepping down the the better for lcity
use, rural
might and
not village
be imeducational
exchanges and
e for many
highway at such a rapid pace these centers. Thepracticabsmaller
type
of
projecting
boards
of
advice
and
quotation
concerne
evidenc
Butflatfooted
days. thing
ing suitable films for use in church procan be operated from the 110
has machine illuminating
photoplisaysomethe there
aboutthat
gramsmemberandthatthegoodwayfilmsto cost
use considerable
them. Reelectric current used
come out in a recent article in The voltage
in
the
ordinary
parlor
or
church
building
money to make, and hence they can not
official organ of the Pres- by
the Church.
Continent, byterian
simply
being
attached
to
the
bulb
without a charge that will cover
socket. The small machine also is easily be hada fair
return onoftheir
origDr. Charles Edwin Bradt, secretary of portable, and thus becomes serviceable in both inal
cost andfinancial
the expenses
handling.
wellsmall
as inmachine
the church
audithe Foreign Mission Board and one of the home toriuasm. But the
The
cost
of
a
good
five
or
six
reel
film
should
not
the bigsible men
the church,of istheresponsecured whenever it must enter into for
oneThisday's
service
will averageto about
for the inbracketing
term be
$25.
may
seem
prohibitive
many
competition
with
first
class
equipment
in
churches. But it is not so at all, if the
"flatfooted"
pictures. other churches or picture houses, or when moving
For Dr. Bradtandhas the
come moving
out flatfootedly
picture spirit is thing
utilized
by
the
conditions will warrant the larger church, which
church
in favor of the motion picture, and local
and more perfect projectors.
should seek ifis itthe isverygoing
to theprofit
by
especially
strong
for
it
in
its
relation
It
may
be
possible
to
obtain
an
excelmoving picture method. People gladly
to the church.
lent moving picture equipment and helpful the
pay
to
attend
a
good
picture
show
in
the
service from one of the local moving pic- regular moving picture theatre; they will
Even Gives the Details.
ture
Sometimes
attend a good moving
Dr. Bradt even goes so far in his
sires tohouses.
sell out,
or makethea manager
change. deDr. also gladly pay into the
church if the picarticle as to tell pastors how they may A. E. Moody, pastor of First Presbyterian pictureture is exhibit
properly
advertised
so that
they
Illinois,
was
most
sucgo about obtaining a moving picture Church ceofs ful in aAledo,
know
about
it.
If
the
church
is somake
retransaction of this kind. He
projector and all the apparatus which
s
t
r
i
c
t
e
d
i
n
its
rules
that
it
cannot
goes therewith. In fact, his article is ^iiiiiitiiiiiinmtiiiHtiiuiJiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiuuiHHiiiMmiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiimiiiiiii uitfiiiiiiiiiiiiittimiiiiiiiimiitii^ an admission charge, let the authorities
raise a fund beforehand, or take a free
titled,
the Church Wants a Moving
will offering
the audience,
Picture "IfMachine."
"If
a
Pastor
—
so asfrom
to permit
tickets toor bechange
sold.
He says,terms
"It always
to moving
be on 1 XT TELL, never mind about the j itsIfrules
common sense and practical human
friendly
with thepayslocal
methods
are
applied
to
church
activities,
simplicity of the moving picture
pictureout is such
fraternity."
article throughpastor.
is: Ip the
Have you Theever question
heard anya strongHisargument
to ex- 11\\
methodit within
of imparting
pleasure
h
i
b
i
t
o
r
s
t
o
co-operate
with
and
not
to
puts
thealmost
reachtruth
not and
only
of city
j
one
connected
with
the
church
§
antagonize the church element that we 1 say, "It always pays to be on § churches
but
of
every
village
and
are printing it here in full.
1 friendly terms with the local mov- j rural church in the country.
Dr. Bradt's article says :
1
ing
picture
fraternity?"
If a pastor knows nothing about mov- H| words
If youarehaven't,
kind |I
Dorothy Phillips Christens Camp.
comingthento those
you right
ing picture processes
but desires toin his
inpicture
— in this story, which contains | Dorothy Phillips was honored recently
churchstal a moving
and secure
filmsequipment
for the same, |1 now
when
she was chosen to dedicate the
an article by Dr. Charles Edwin | new Stimson
how should he proceed? Pastors and
camp for returned soldiers
Bradt, one of the big men in the 1
church workers are writing inquiring || Presbyterian
Angeles diviChurch. manager of 1 and sailors,
letters to know the first steps to take H And H. M. Thomas,
sion of the which
AlliedtheWarLos Veterans
are
in introducing the moving picture method
establishing at Main and West Adams
§| itthe isOmaha
Rialto,
says,
"I
think
|
into theirgestionschurches.
Perhaps
a
few
sugstreets.
well worth while to work I
from
our
notebook
of
experiences
§ with rather than against these I The newly elected Mayor, M. F.
may be helpful in this connection.
Aim at getting the best equipment there
church
becauseboosters,
in the less
end 1I Snyder, of the Angel City, turned the
is on the market. Talk with local mov- §p we
will people,
have more
first shovelful of earth, and then with
ing picture operators and managers. Find | knockers
and
the
censorship
buga| a bottle of sparkling Owens River Valley
out
what
kind
of
projecting
machine
each
water,
from the Los Angeles aqueduct,
one is using, whether he likes it or not, j boo will die a natural death." Go §
and if he 'would recommend another make i get a booster. THE EDITOR. | the star of "The Heart of Humanity"
if he were buying the very best. Get
christened the new institution "Camp
these men to show you their entire equip- ^itrriiinnmniiiiinimuutuuiiJittiriiiiiiimunniriiiMiiiitttiiNiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiitiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiT^ Stimson."
ground woman,
was donated
by a
LosTheAngeles
and funds
machine, booth
screen,arrangements,
electric connection andment:
voltage,
and also secured with the equipment the good wealthy
for
erection
of
bungalows
and
tents
of advertising.
attend which
some will and services of the local operator. were raised by popular subscription.
ofmethods
their shows
and see forThenyourself
It always pays to be on friendly terms
equipment gives the best service. If there with
the localcan moving
fraternity.
is something better to be had than any The church
do muchpicture
to improve
the
to Exhibit at Electrical Show.
quality
and
grade
of
the
films
exhibited Power
local tingestablishment
is
using,
aim
at
getThe coming New York electrical exthe best. This affair.
moving One
picture
method
in the moving picture theatres as well as
is a competitive
reason
the get
position tobe held at the Grand Central
many thepractical
and helpful
ideaslocalby Palace during
the ten days beginning
acquaintance
of the
"movie" isaregetting
and the
"movie" managers.
churches
losing the
them,crowds,
is because
the making
September
24, will have several exhibits
attraction is stronger in the one place
One
of
the
local
moving
picture
manof
interest
to
those
the motion picthan in the other. The greatest attracagers of Greeley, Colorado, contributed
amongin them
being the
tion has the greatest compelling power. his entire moving picture equipment and displaytureofindustry,
projection
machines
by
the
services
free
every
Sunday
evening
to
Christ
says,
"Compel
them
to
come
in,"
Nicholas
Power
Company.
This
exhibit
one
of
the
leading
churches
of
the
city,
i.house
e., have
greater
attractionelse.in NothGod's and the pastor had the good judgment will include the latest developments
than athere
is anywhere
in
and the incandescent lamp as a
make large use of this gratuity. As lighting,
ing is too
get the
best. good for God's house; hence ato result,
light source
for
motion
that
church
was
packed
to
overpicture
projection
will
be
demonstrated.
Aim at meeting the local needs and consomebest for Aonesmall
placechurch
may
timesflowing
occurseverythatSunday
movingnight.
pictureIt houses
Electric signs for picture theatre adnot be bestditions.forWhat isanother.
vertising, electric vacuum cleaners and
"dark"night.
one night
each week,
building in a rural or village center, with are
Monday
At such
times possibly
I have various types
of lamps for scenic lightmanagers to contribute without
no moving picture competition, may need known
ing effects will be shown bv the other
charge to a local church the use of their exhibitors.
only a small
type can
projecting
chine. Such aparlor
machine
be had mafor house
to put on films the church may
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show it to his patrons at a matinee
that ern
afternoon.
exhibitor. There's a Middle WestOfficially,
the wee
same.; of"The
week of Julythe 12stor.y's
was the
the
largest collections and film rentals in
the
history
of
our
office,"
said
Manager
Peave, ofchangethe
FamousthePlayers-Lasky
in Omaha,
other day. ex"Old stuff; we're making new records
every day,"
say the
rest
ofevery
the week,
film exchange
managers,
as they
turn again to the contracts on their
desks.

Western Merchants
Want Movies In Their Towns
here, as in the rest of the
SUMMER SLUMP has businessis outin the
OLDhadMAX
small towns — that the
the most disastrous experi- world,
ence of his career with the mo- exhibitors are becoming rich. The only
ry
picture indust
Middle
the
of
tion
thing
is,
"Give
us
as good pictures
West this summer. He has the hay as they're seein' just
Broadway, New
fever and a headache. His digestion York, and we won'ton kic.<."
Soldier Boys Are Back.
underthe
and
him
on
back
has gone
taker is on his trail. Live wire exThe boys are back. Last summer the
hibitors pass sehimandon paythe nostreet
soldierto boys
here summer
to take their
attentofionbusi-to girls
ness enterpri
the weren't
show. This
they
nce,
mo- are here, and so are the girls — and so, Crowd at Indiana Hearing
percha
him. tionIf,picture
freezesintoto adeath
theatre, hehe steps
too,
are
the
shows.
The
boys
returned
sis
of Sunday Opening Suit
sufferss heparaly
and
an enormous appetite for motion
sees. at the sight of with
the crowd
pictures.
Iowa and Nebraska, ladies and genExhibitors,
more The
and garage
more, are
s favorin
on ofg
ng
of person
opposi
operati
REDS
tlemen, in all their history have never
coming showmen.
man beno HUNDand
e theatrthe
es on
Sundays
seen such a profitable summer season no longer conducts the motion pic- crowdedpictur
the
rooms
of
the
superior
ture show on the side. The exhibitor at Marion, Ind., Saturday afternocourt
for the motion picture game.
on,
is a definite and well-known individual July
Merchants Want the Movies.
19,ionto suit
attend
theby hearing
onof the
the
in
his
community.
He
accepts
backs
injunct
filed
official
It used to be that scores of small
handed stuff from none, his word is Mutual Theatre Company, of that city,
theatres in small towns closed up dur- as good as his bond, and he occu- to enjoin the city officials from interpies a little exalted world to which the
ing theviatedhottheir months,
or at least
fering with the Sunday shows.
service, cutting
down abbrefrom community
pays homage. He no longer
Following the hearing, Judge Robert
six or seven-day runs to three and four- books the lowest priced service he can Murray
that he would take
day runs.
busi- get and leave it to luck. He chokes the matterannounced
under advisement and probness men ofThatthe has
smallceased.
towns The
throughthe small town newspaper with his overably
would
be
ready
a decision
outfuse toIowalet and
Nebraska
positively
rein the case in aboutto agive
week.
Much
grown
He doesn'tposts
scatterandheralds
the motion picture theatres
theads. hitching
weed interest
isthebeing
manifested in the outclose. If the exhibitor closes them, the about
patches,
expecting
them
to
blow
into
come
of
case.
business men open one of their own. the hands of those he would like to
The suit was filed following the arrest
The theatre has become just as neces- get into his theatre, but he makes the earlier
in the month of George Spurr,
sary to the small town as has the telephone hum and the mail man stagger secretary-treasurer
of the Mutual Theagarage and the town pump.
with the good word to hundreds on his
Company,
operates theatres,
the InBrunswick Needs Them.
Lyric
andwhich
Royal-Grand
telephone
andinto
mailing
lists.office
He and
doesn'tsit aftertrehediana,
drag
a
dime
the
box
had
attempted
to open the
A dentist and a banker appeared at on it, but he dishes out the dollars Indiana Theatre on Sunday.
That the
the Famous Players-Lasky exchange in and watches them come back home operation of motion picture shows
on
dragging other dollars behind them.
Omaha,agerNeb.,
last
week.
They
told
ManSundays
is
a
work
of
necessity
Peave, of the exchange, that they
therefore not a violation of the and
law
Films by Airplane.
represented
men of picture
Brunswas the contention of officials of the
Larry Longnecker, of the Sun Thea- company
wick, Neb.;thethatbusiness
the motion
at the hearing.
tre, Sioux City, Iowa, the other day
theatre had been closed there, and the climbed
into his own airplane and flew
business interests of the village could all the way
to
Omaha
just
to
get
the
not go without a show. Other towns
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
with motion
were said,
at- film for "Sunnyside," that he might best used as press work in your papers.
tracting thepicture
farmer theatres
trade, they
and Brunswick, by heck, had to keep
in the limelight. They had the money,
they got the theatre, and now they are
getting the service.
Auburn, Neb., was another such place.
There, the business men are boosting
a big out-door motion picture show
every cerSaturday
night,Thewith
ts in the offing.
musicbandand conthe
picture may not jibe, but the farmers
with money to spend and with trading
to do. come to Auburn, anyway.
Farmers Are Prosperous.
The same story could be told of a
score more small towns. The farmers
with money to spend, too, are a reason
for the bountiful prosperity of the
Middle West. Crops are fine, prices
better,states
and, raise
remember,
farmers
ofare these
a lot ofthecattle
and
hogs. Everybody knows the price of
cows and hogs — just go to a meat shop
or C.to W.a restaurant
and you'll
Taylor,, manager
of learn.
the Select
exchange in Omaha, recently returned
from a trip through his territory. Every
farmer has a series of automobiles, he
says. The exhibitors could raise the
admission prices every morning before
breakfast,
tradea wouldn't
Mollie King Intercepts the Ration Wagon on the Way to the Front.
Wealth wasandsuch
common drop
thing off.in
The chuck wagon andoesn't
mind Cinema
at ahl inCorporation
this scene feature.
from "Greater Than Love,"
American
the small towns — and the great bulk of
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Prevents

Film

in Minneapolis,
Says
he going
tomarket
pass them
up? Xo,
has notd as yet He
Minneapobylisorganize
E invaded
WHILbeen
has
a
for
them.
And indeed.
so to
gangs
of film thieves it would prove an keep out this gentry, carefulness, ins
t
e
a
d
o
f
carelessness,
must
be
practiced.
exceptionally fertile field for their activities because of the carelessness pracNegligence Means Loss.
acmoving picture colony, lis
ticed incothe
rding to members
"We several
hear a parts
big roar
aboutcountry.
stolen films
of Trade. of the Minneapo
Film Board
from
of the
But
Charles
Stombaugh,
publicity
chairwe
don't
hear
anything
about
the careman of the board, has sounded a note of
lessness that makes these thefts
poswarning
to exhibitors
the cares high time were
that all
membersto beof
warned
less practice
of leavingagainst
valuable
films the filmsible. It'industry
strewn about public places while in the careful. There is hardly a day that passes
city on booking trips. He is a firm be- that one could not make an inspection of
buildings harboring exliever in the old maxim that "an ounce some of changethe
s in Minneapolis
valuaof prevention
worth a poundExists.
of cure."
ble films left
in hallways,andonfindcounters,
Too Much is Carelessness
by radiators, and in front of offices just
"Traffic
stolen
films, parts
such asof has
like so ofmuchthesejunk.
of dollars'to
filmsThousands
are left exposed
.been
carriedin on
in other
the worth
country will never reach this territory any thieves who might wrant to help
themselves.
Minneapolis
is
not
only
if proper precautions are taken," he fertile field for an illicit traffic the
in films.
said. "If
organized
other
citiesthe were
aware filmof thieves
the factsof There are other film centers where carethere would probably be an exodus to
les nes isjust as flagrant."
this part of the country, where they
"Frozen Warning" Reported Missing.
could reap a golden harvest. But the
Film Board uf Trade has declared war
Occasionally a film is reported missing
on the careless handling of films and is by one of the Minneapolis exchanges,
but these cases are rare, and it is doubtgoing
to
make
it
a
hard
matter
for
any
crooks to work here in the future.
ful if there has ever been any organized
attempt to steal films in the Mill City,
"Manyto ofbook
the exhibitors
come areto according
to the Film Board of Trade.
town
valuable who
pictures
wearing diamonds that cost anywhere Recently, however, the Minneapolis
from $400 to $600. Would they think First National Exchange reported that a
of leaving these diamonds on the curb print
"Frozento Warning"
was whether
missing.
How itof came
disappear and
while they wander about town? Not on or
not it was stolen is not known.
your life. They watch their gems.
Example Cited.
Films Left on Curb.
Citing an example of the carelessness
"And
yet
these
same
exhibitors
will
leave films that may be worth $1,000 each in handling films, Charles Stombaugh,
on the curb, in the corridor of a build- manager of the Minneapolis Pathe exing or any old place they happen to
change, said:
thinking orof,eating.
while they go shopping, visit"Recently
a Minneapolis
came
to my office
and booked a exhibitor
valuable
film, taking it along with him. From
"The
average
thief
passes
up
these
films, thinking they are just so much the Pathe office in the Produce exchange
junk. But suppose a professional film he went to the Film Exchange building
thief, a man who makes it his business to contract for some other moving pictures. Before taking the elevator to an
to steal films and smuggle them out of
upper floor he left the Pathe film at the
the country
or to ain "fence,"
sees theseis entrance
of the Film Exchange building,
films
lying around
such profusion,

Thefts
Stombaugh
near a mailbox. When he came down
a half an hour later the film was gone.
It was traced and later found at the
postoffice. It had been carried away by
the mail man as parcel post matter. If
the film had been addressed, some other
exhibitor might have received a perfectly good show free.
Finds Film in Hallway.
"I
came
one
morning anddownsawto a thecanoffice
by aearly
radiator
in the hall of the Produce Exchange. I
looked at it and saw that it was a Universal reel. I took charge of it, reported
my discovery
Universal,
hibitor who hadto lost
it was and
found.the ex"On
another
occasion
I
saw
of film piled on the curb in frontsix ofboxes
the
Produce Exchange. The exhibitor who
had left the film outside was upstairs
talking with exchangemen. It would
have been a neat haul for film thieves,
and it might not have looked so bad in
the eyes of a passing junk dealer.
Reels in Hash Establishment.
"At
another time
I went into
a cheapof
little restaurant
in Omaha.
Six boxes
film were piled up in a corner. I asked
the proprietor to whom they belonged.
He said he did not know, but that some
young men had left them there. I
up theoffice.
films aind
topicked
the Pathe
Later brought
I locatedthem
the
exhibitor in whose charge they were
and
found
out
that
the
operator
had
left them in the restaurant.
Means Loss of Time.
"The loss of any of these films does
not mean only the loss of their particular value; it means a loss to some other
exhibitor who may have booked them
as well.
"Because
is notin athewholesale
fic in stolentherefilms,
territorytraf-is
probably the reason for this carelessness. But it should be all the more reason why exhibitors should do everything in their power to make it hard
and discouraging to carry on such
"traffic."

"The Woman Under Cover" Is Almost Out of Sight at the Left.
Showing Fritzi Brunette in the Universal Special Attraction,
for release in"Thethe Woman
fall. Under Cover," the newspaper mystery story
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"COME OUT OF THE KITCHEN" SAYS TITLE
"Come Into the Lobby" Says Perry of Minneapolis
Strand, and Builds Free Pancakes to Draw Crowds
housewives attending the show grew
PACKING
his theatre
pancakes
as the lure
is the with
crowning
feat daily.
Little advertising had been used to
of showmanship which Charles C.
Perry, manager of the Minneapolis announce the coming of the attraction,
but on Thursday, in the middle of the
Strand, has just performed.
The film attraction for the four days
House and
the Pillsbury Witt's
Flour Market
Mills Company
dobeginning Sunday, July 20, was Mar- engagement,
nated a three-quarter page advertiseguerite Clark in "Come Out of the
ment
to
the
Marguerite
Clark
photoKitchen."
But
the
lobby
display,
which
included
a modern
kitchen, fully
play, at the same time advertising their
and a woman
demonstrator
who stocked,
served own products.
This advertisement was
piping hot pancakes right off the griddle run in the Minneapolis Tribune and the
with real maple syrup to the patrons Minneapolis Journal.
as they left the theatre, made a change
Had Played Elsewhere.
in the plans.
The same picture had played to an
With audiences increasing daily as unexpected
rush of business at the St.
the news of the free pancakes spread, Paul New Garrick
preceding week.
Manager
decided to ofholdthetheweek.
pic- Manager Theodore the
Hays had also conture for Perry
the remainder
verted
his
lobby
into
a
kitchen, but he
He made no mistake, either, for the did not have pancakes served.
The run
attraction drew the best business of the at the St. Paul Theatre was extended
summer at his house.
days
to
a
full
week
on acThe accompanying picture shows the from four
count of the demand.
lobby and the demonstrator at work.
Display Cost Low.
Realart Contracts for Big
The lobby
cost The
Manager
Perry practically nothing.
demonstrator
and
Electric Sign on Broadway
the flour were furnished free because
of the advertising possibilities by the REALART
PICTURES
closed a contract
with has
the O.justJ.
Pillsbury Flour Mills Company.
Gude Company, one of the subThe lobby was built into a real kitchen
sidiaries ofthe Poster Advertising Comand furnished
with Market
groceriesHouse.
and propany, for the rental of the huge electric
visions by the Witt
Up
on the roof of the twelve-story
to date kitchen equipment, including sign
tables, refrigerator, tireless cooker and Hotel Hermitage. This is on Times
in thedistrict.
Broadway
and Fortyother articles, were provided by the New Square,
street
The contract
covEngland
Furniture
& Carpet
Company.a second
ers a term of three years. The rental
In addition
to the
demonstrator
is probably the largest ever paid by a
film concern for a single sign in New
"colored
assisted
serving the
pancakes.maid
cashier,in inushers
at- York.
It is one of the largest electric
tendantsThe
were dressed
white asandcooks
displays in the country.
with
nifty
little
cook
caps
perched
on
This advertising medium is fifty-eight
their heads. The male attendants were
and
and section
ninety-five
and
garbed as chefs.
a halfa half
feet feet
wide.highThis
of New
Housewives Get News.
York
is
the
"capital"
of
the
amusement
Passersby sniffed the enticing odor world.
emanating from the theatre and could
In just what manner Realart Pictures
not resist. They went in. As the news will be exploited electrically has not yet
spread around town, the numbers of been definitely decided. It is rumored
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something unique will be disclosed. The
art department of the O. J. Gude Company is already making drawings and designs, following suggestions from Realart officials.
The big sign faces North toward the
busy
theatrical
centre
and canphotoplay
be seen and
for blocks
on Broadway. It has been used for what is
known years.
as a "talking sign" for the past
three
A force of laborers is now busily engaged in dismantling
work will
be rushed tothethe oldlimitsignon and
the
new one. Realart Pictures will be heralded
from
this
sky
sign
in
the
near
future.
Ethelhertz Uses Teaser
Slides to Boost Martin
Hamilton
Theatre,manager
of Brooklyn,
HARRY
Ethelhertz,
of the
used a clever idea in putting over
a show recently. He had booked the
two
Stuff"Universal-Jewel
and "The Jazz comedies,
Monkey." "Monkey
They had
cost him big money and he had to make
them go over. The problem before him
was to introduce Joe Martin, the monkey comedian, to his patrons.
Mr. Ethelhertz
advertising outside has
of thehandled
motionmuch
picture
field, so he brushed up one of his old
the cumulative
advertising
idea
—stunts
and —worked
on it. He
ran a series
of slides, i. e. : 1. Who is the greatest
comedian in the movies? 2. Think it
over and leave a note at the box office.
The notes left at the box office included
about every comedian in the world, both
in and ceivedoutthe most
of thevotes.
movies. Chaplin reThe next day the slides began again,
thus : 3. Most people think Charlie
Chaplin is the greatest comedian. Do
you?
We don't.in 5.the Wemovies
thinkis the
greatest4. comedian
Joe
Martin. 6. Did you ever see him? 7. Joe
Martin will appear in a comedy written
and directed by himself July 27. These
first seven slides were all of Mr. Ethelhertz's
making.
For the
denouement
used a stock
of slides
obtained
from thehe
Big U Exchange. It was the eighth and
last slide and showed Joe Martin just as
When the Knights of Columbus used
Joe
the is.
stage to make a little appeal for an
athletic fund being raised in Brooklyn,
Mr. Ethelhertz had the speaker say at
the end of his speech: "Do you know
JoeBosworth
Martin?"at Work on Ince Picture.
Hobartacquisition
Bosworth,as ofa "Sea
Wolf"director
fame,
whose
star and
was recently announced by Thomas H.
Ince, has commenced work on a special
Ince
production
release,
at the for
InceParamount-Artcraft
studio in Culver
City. Irwin Willat is directing. The
cast includes Jane Novak, J. P. Lockney,
Otto
Gordon.Hoffman, Gibson Goland and James

Free Pancakes from the Queen in White! — "Lobbying" for "Come Out of the
This is the attractive
and unusual
for the
Marguerite Clarke
Paramount
feature Kitchen."
bylobbythe arranged
Minneapolis
Strand.

PaulGray,
Gray assistant
Joins "Wid's"
Paul
managerDaily.of the
Dayton Theatre, Dayton, Ohio, has tenresignation
tivederedthe hissecond
week toin become
August. effecMr.
Gray
will
joinhas thebeenstaffat ofthe "Wid's"
Daily.
Mr.
Gray
Dayton
since
the opening, May, 1918.
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825
Six

Days

in Church
Preaches
Twice
Sundays
many narrow-minded
individuals
Has
Doubled
Exhibiting
cannot
see
the
difference
between who
the
S,
,
sts
XA
FERsoSmeOboa
JEFTE
thNing Business and Looks for present uplifting and educational movof
ing picture theatre and the old time
that not many towns
variety house, where drinks were sold
in this good old U.
the audience and the fair sex cavorted
S. A. can do. It has Real Increase in Numbers toaround
the stage in filmy gowns, some
g At His Sabbath Services of the filmy
in
ht
l
e
ig
"F
liv
aParea
ones being very scant.
"
on
rs
who runs
But the advent of a few more such
the only picture
By
James
B.
Kelly
men
as
Brother
Nance will open the
y
show inic the cit —s
("Smiling: Jimmy")
eyes of many and prove to them that
the
motion picture is good, wholesome
in theLyrweek—,sixanddayeson entered his show, shaking hands with the
entertainment for everyone from five
Suonday rmheonspreach y many. It will not be long before this years
on up, and no bad can come from
a da same minister will have the largest contw se
visiting
moving picture theatre which
,
Smiling Jimmy. in his church angregation in Jefferson, which he will runs the a latest
from
ing
the
nounc
be
able
to
attribute
to
his
broad-mindns
Allow
us
to plays
take andour production's.
hats off to
tio
ent
rac
t
fer
pit
tha he
att
pul the dif
Brother
Nance
and wish him every
will run in his show on week days. through ednethe
s in reaching
out
to
the
"masses"
medium
of
his
picture
show.
success
in
the
world,
which
he is bound
trigcate,"
machkeer mainttertoswn moisre ba"in
Al
And another thing that surprised the to secure both in his theatre and among
ckin
ery toprea
evso
ng writer
was the fact that Brother Nance his congregation. I learn that already
risensalso by announcihim
up in his enterp
he has doubled the business of his
at Theis Lyrtheic. man was not at all narrow-minded about his theatre,
theThemanyRev.attW.ractio
and we are sure that he has
A. Nance
selection of photo-plays. In fact, he also increased
his Sunday listeners.
is
many
times
more
liberal
than
the
that is starting a precedent among the local censors at Dallas and Houston,
preachers of Texas, and recently bought
Wommacks Building House.
the Lyric from M. L. Moore. By the for there are many plays that "narrowway, this is the second theatre that minded"
censorsNance,
see thewho"bad"is in,
where-a
A new moving picture theatre to cost
as Brother
strictly
Exhibitor Moore has sold to a preacher, clean-minded
in
the
neighborhood of $25,000 will soon
man and broad in his be erected
as he sold his Lyric Theatre, at Sulphur
at Benton, Ark. Wommack
Springs, Texas, several years ago to great
views,
sees
the
"real
good"
behind
these
Brothers
are the builders. Although in
picture lessons, and is in favor
the Rev. J. A. Barnes. However, the of showing
the
midst
of
the
them
to
his
patrons.
Rev. Mr. Barnes did not attempt to hold
popular winter their
resort,"offHotseason"
Springs,atArk.,
his pastorate in the church and run the
the writer finds that all of the theatres
Wants More Clergymen-Exhibitors.
theatre at the same time. Mr. Barnes
are doing capacity business with big
In conclusion, allow the writer to productions.
is now one of the most successful show- make
Sidney M. Nutt, proprietor
the remark that if there were a of the Central
men in north Texas. Evidently it must few more
Theatre, has recentlv
men
like
Brother
Nance
on
be a hobby with friend Moore, that as the exhibiting end of this business, it been elected president
of the Business
soon as he gets a theatre running suc- would mean a great uplift to this in- Men's League, which controls
the This
desces ful y, he goes around looking for a
t
i
n
i
e
s
o
f
this
very
popular
resort.
dustry in many ways, as there are still is the highest political office
preacher to sell it to.
that can
be obtained in that city.
Increasing His Congregation.
But to get back to friend Nance:
Blumenthiel in New York.
The writer had a long interview with
Brother Blumenthiel, of Blumenthiel
him and finds him to be one of the
& Wolf, who run the Princess Theatre,
most broad-minded and "really good
Hot Springs, is spending the summer
men"
withHewhom
he has ever
in New York City, leaving our old friend
contact.
is up-to-date
in hiscomeideasin
regarding both the running of his theaJack
Wolfof tothe"hold
bag." Manager
Belaski,
Royalthe Theatre,
is also
tre and handling his congregation. "I
in the East for the summer, which is
believe,"
said
Mr.
Nance,
"that
through
proof
that
last
season
was
a
big
one.
the proper handling of my theatre and
running the right kind of productions
Daylight
Law
Hurts.
I can increase my congregation and win
The Airdome business in this section
many men and women, who never go
is away off on account of the daylight
to church, over to a good Christian
law.
doesn't
get towns
dark until
o'clock,
and inIt the
smaller
the 9folks
are
life."
The
on further
and
stated
thatheminister
since
hewenthad
beginning
to
think
of
"downy
couches"
the Lyric,
had met
and been
made running
friends
at
this
time.
However,
manager
Levi,
of many people with whom he had never
at Nashville, Ark., and S. L. McDonald,
come
in contact end
at allof before
entering
at Malvern, are at least getting one full
the exhibition
this business.
house each night, which helps some.
Brother Nance stated that he would
Collins Doing the Business.
make it his business to secure the real
J. A. Collins, Grand Theatre, Hope,
friendship of these people and it
Ark.,
is the boy that is getting the
wouldn't
long hisbefore
they onwould
start
dropping beinto
church
Sundays
"jits,"
evenhethough
it isit hot
way.
and
is doing
by down
giving that
his
to
thissermons.
broad:minded man
had hear
to saywhatin his
patrons
better" showsWhile
for
Shakes Hands with Patrons.
the
same"bigger
price and
of admission.
some exhibitors are kicking about the
The Rev. Mr. Nance is to be congratulated on his stand, and I fully
and Collins
trying
tosummer
securebusiness
cheaper being
film, "off"
Brother
believe he can do more for Christianity
is shooting at higher priced film and
in his city through the medium of his
picture theatre than if he were not
standing 'em up. This ought to be a
running one. The writer stood out in
"Oh, Anne
for Life
in theenjoying
Everglades!"
cue for some of those "tight" birds to
front of the Lyric and talked to Mr. Sings
Luther,
a
quiet
loosen
up and
quit business
crabbing.and They'll
a whole
lot more
make
Nance, and he noticed that the minister
moment in Florida's glades in her
ado little
money.
had a pleasant word for every one who
Pathe serial, "The Great Gamble."
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is important
the"Another
motion thing
picturethat
business,
as in anyin
other line of industry, is the constant
attention to details. I keep on the job
every minute and personally attend to
the advertising; do all the booking and
meet the
various
representatives, as they
come exchange
through the
town.
"Another
pointItI was
want the
to emphasize
make
friends.
friendliness—
of the people in Harrisburg toward the
Victoria, after all is said and done,
which
success. was the greatest measure of our
Thanks His Friends.
"I want to thank personally my many
friends who have made it possible for
us to give Harrisburg the best brand of
pictures
the market
affords,"
Mr. Georgeto
continued.
"We have
endeavored
give the people what they wanted and
what their
patronage the
deserved and unswerving
we deeply appreciate
loyal manner in which they have stood
by us and made possible whatever degree of success we were able to obtain."

EXHIBITOR
GEORGE
TO
VISIT GREECE
Popular Harrisburg Showman Sells His Victoria to
Stanley Company— Came to United States in 1903
business in Harrisburg is largely
the pre-of the
E, factorwho
S
JAME GEORGdominating
the
storyofofGreece
their success.
in thewassuccess
natives
and cameThey
to are
the
s,
recentl
e toy United States on Christmas Day in the
VictoriawhoTheatr
GreaterBrother
sold thetheirGeorge
y,
lphia,
the Stanley Compan of Philade
year 1903. jobs
For severaldid years
they workalso closed out other interests in Har- makeed at odd
both ends and
meet. little more than
risburg in order to visit their native
land in Greece. Previous d to his deparOpened Star in 1907.
ture Mr. George tendere a dinner to
In 1907 they came to Harrisburg,
the exchange managers in Philadelphia where
opened the Star Theatre.
at the Vendig Hotel, Friday, July 25, as Those they
were the days of the nickel
ation for the genera token of appreci
and the Star Theatre had exactly
ous co-operation given him in the past. movies
manager of the Inde- eighty-eight seats, but with the rapid
When B. Tolmas,
pendent Sales Corporation, called the progress of the industry the Georges
various exchange managers on the soon had enlarged their little theatre
seats.
Shortly after
enlarge-a
phpne they all responded to a man to to 750 ment
was completed,
theytheeffected
most. popuof the
a tribute
pay lar
successful sale. Soon after they opened
lvania
exhibitorstoinonePennsy
F. V. the
Lyric, a vaudeville house, with a
the Moving capacity
Armato, representative of ster.
of 1,850 seats. It was not long
Picture World, was toastma
before they abandoned this house to
Those present
were
B.
Tolmas,
Indeopen
the
New Victoria Theatre, which Spokane Receiver Wants
pendent; William Heenan, manager of
as a memorial of their sucthe First National and Peerless, with now stands
An opportunity soon arose for
his brother Daniel; George Ames, them tocess.enlarge
Bids on Washington Plant
this house and after the
Pathe; William Humphries, Triangle;
Victoria
was
remodeled,
2,200
seating
caand Joseph
Pierce;
Hebrew,
VitaMcBROOM,
the
WashingtonF. K.Motion
PicturesofCorpacity being
amplythetaken
care Victoria
of. It RECEIVER
graph;
Herbert
Given,J. S.United
Theatres
was then
named
Greater
poration, says that he is receiving
Corp.;
Ben
Abrams,
Sherry;
J.
Greeninquiries
as
to
the
sale
of
the
plant
A $25,000
Jones unit or- Minnehaha Park, Spokane, set for Aug-in
berg, Fox; J. Gill, Mutual; C. Goodwin, Theatre. chestral
organ was Hope
installed.
Superior; Gabriel Michiels, Joe Singer,
ust 20. No bid and
for alesscertified
than $25,000
Tribute to Advertising.
Harold Rodner, Charles Klang, S. Rube considered
check will
for
dolph, Edgar Moss, Paramount; and
must
accompany
each
bid. than
All
"I believe advertising to be one of the $2,000
David Barrist, editor of Vine Street
bids
are
to
be
received
not
later
greatest
factors discussing
in our success,"
declaredof August 19 and opened the next day. The
Magazine.
James George
the growth
Came to This Country in 1903.
park board is interested in the
their interests. "When I had a film that Spokane
The recent sale of the Greater Vic- cost
$500 we always figured on expend- sale to the extent of $2,000 back rent,
toria Theatre in Harrisburg marks aning another $500 for newspapers and dis- which is made a first lien.
advertising.
of theto
other step in one of the most pictur- merit play
From the sale of the foreign rights to
of the
picture Regardless
it is necessary
esquesylvania
motion during
picture
careers
in PennGold," the first and only film
the last
decade.
The bring it to the attention of the populace, "Fool's
produced
by the Washington Motion
George brothers have established for otherwise it will be just as well to play Picture Company,
$9,800 has been real-,
themselves reputations as exhibitors of an ordinary picture and calculate upon ized to date, according
to a report rethe better class. The development of the average amount of patronage.
ceived by Mr. McBroom from his New
York agent, Frederick Warde. Warde
himself purchased the foreign rights
and his list of sales includes the right
to exhibit the film in England, India,
Japan, China, South America and other
countries. The picture corporation originally received $5,000 for the foreign
rights and a percentage on the sales,
which
gives
aboutsale$7,000
from
this source. itThe
of theto date
American
rights is still under way.

A Bit of Drama Caught by the Camera and Held in Mid-Air in "The Spite Bride."
Olive Thomas isfrom
"TheherSpiteSelznick
Bride,"feature,
but she-distributed
is altogetherby Select.
spiteless in this view

Patrons Wore Out Seats.
Tom Moore, owner of the Rialto,
Strand and Garden Theatres at Washington, D. C, announces
the closing
those theatres
within the
next fewof
weeks in order to redecorate the Garden
and Rialto houses for the fall opening.
During the late summer the Strand
will be remodeled, redecorated, and completely renovated. It will be enlarged in
order to take a large frontage on Ninth
street.ment willThebe entirely
present rearranged.
seating arrange"It's almost necessary to adjust the
Rialto," ofsaid
"The steady
streams
peopleMoore.
who patronized
that
house during the showing of 'Daddy
Long herLegs,'
from
own Mary
studios Pickford's
released bypicture
First
National Exhibitors' Circuit, almost wore
out the seats."
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"Three
Explains
Hundred
Per
the average
sportcerof is
FAVORITE
By A. H. Giebler
A debut
ante produ
to drag
Edwin Arden $700 for a bit in that
"the industry" over the coals, and paid
film — it made more money. I call it a
ng
ors, saylesscorn- three
afterful damni
hundred per cent, production.
things aboutitsitsdirect
stories, tosubtit
and
scenery, condemn its continuity, dilate 'Virtuous
Wives' has
already
one
hundred thousand
dollars
over gone
estimated
bution
on thewise evils
of
distri
and
otherfind fault from title to tailpiece. bookings.
rmance bytheti
Is Not a Philanthropist.
He winds
thetorperfo
gath-c
ering the upexhibi
to his sympa
posingto asmakea philanthropist.
bosom and announcing in a loud and I "Iam amnotnottrying
the exhibitor
ant
reson voice that he is the Moses
money because I love him any
that will lead the poor misguided movies more
more
than
any
business
man
loves The
the
shes
out of the bullru
where they have other man he does business with.
been floundering.
exhibitor
is
my
business
partner,
and
to startin listening
he will continue to be my
Longling years
statementsspent
kind has taught I know that
of this
partner and my friend as long
us that the person who has most to say asbusiness
I
treat
him
betterfriend
picabout promises has least to say about
ture I can giveright;
him, andthe thebetter
performances— that the chap who comes and partner
he will be and the better
into the game with a "cat's got my money he will make; and the better
apt toto money he makes, the better money the
is far
attitudeto say
tongue"
listening
worthmore
have something
Louis B. Mayer productions make. It
than has the talkative tommy.
endless chain proposition.
In other words, it is not always the is "Ia fifty-fifty,
think our experience in the past
bull
con. thrower that brings home the ba- will justify our ambitious plans for the
future
and guarantee
success."
But Mayer Does Not.
I asked
Mr. Mayertheirabout
distribuFeeling this way upon the subject, I tion.
was almost certain that Louis B. Mayer
Plans
New
Distribution
Scheme.
would speak words of a constructive
"We are not going to distribute our
nature, because Mr. Mayer is one of the
producers
films according to the usual manner,"
afterward. that act first and articulate he
said. "We
have with
a planthewhereby
we
in touch
films after
"I didn't have any bran new ideas," can keep
leave our hands. We will do this
said Mr. Mayer, "but I did have a lot totheyprotect
as the
of experience
— fifteen years
with dramhibitor.ourselves
We will keepas awell
string
tied ex-to
atic stock companies
and grand
opera our productions
so that the exhibitor
productions.
"That and some business rules. One cannot
by thirdMr.parties."
BeforebeI exploited
left the studio
Mayer
ofmoney
the rules
is thatmoney;
you've another,
got to spend
to make
that told me of an incident that ocurred
no matter what you are selling to the while "In Old Kentucky" was being cast.
Tells of Whisker Hunt.
public, it is nothing less than good
common sense to give the best possible
One of the best character actors on
value consistent with a decent profit. either
stage cr screen was cast for the
Another is that a production should be
part
the Colonel.
work
complete from all sides.
was offaultless,
and heThewasplayer's
the Colonel
Discusses Percentages.
to the manner born — all but the beard.
got a hundred
per cent,a hunplay, The player offered to furnish a set of
put"Ifa you've
hundred
cent, star
dred
per cent,perdirector
alongand with
it,
r
and make it a three hundred per cent,
production. Consider the Barrie plays
on the regular stage. A play by James
M. Barrie is enough in itself to fill any
theatre, because the tender sentiment,
the subtle satire, the humor, the drama
and the masterly construction makes
it actor proof.
"Frohman could have produced Barrie's
playsmake
with them
almostsuccessful;
any kindbutof hea
cast and
didn'ting —roles,he and
put made
Maudethem
Adams
in thesuccessleaddoubly
ful.
Puts Idea Into Practice.
"I putproduction.
this idea into
our
initial
First,practice
I lookedwith
around
for a story with an appeal and an advertising value. I selected 'Virtuous
Wives,'
written
by Owen
Johnson,
widely read
author,
published
in thea
Cosmopolitan,
a
magazine
with
millions
of readers.
any kind
a "The
cast, story,
would interpreted
have made bysome
money,of
but with George Loane Tucker as director, Anita Stewart in the lead, and a
Louis B. Mayer.
company of ability to support her — we
Mayer
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Cent
Film
faultless whiskers if a little time was
available. They could not wait.
One day Mickey Neilan went into a
barber shop. A bearded stranger was
being tucked in for a haircut and shave.
Just as the migas
was about
adnistered, he looked
up toandbe said,
"Hello,
Mickey."
Neilan rushed forward with a wild,
glad cry.
"Barber,
spare that beard!" he cried
in tragic tones.
The Sought-for Is Found.
The barber stayed his scissors;
Mickey
dragged Arling,
the man wearing
from theonechair.of
It was Charles
the best sets of Kentucky Colonel
Whiskers Mickey had ever seen.
The climax of the story came soon
afterward at the studio.
The actor who did not have the right
kind of whiskers was taken into consultation and things explained to him.
He knew he was losing a chance of
adding to his laurels by doing a fine
characterization, but he was an artist,
and realized what whiskers meant to
part, ofandthe stepped
gracefully
down
inthefavor
other actor.
Of course
he was given his salary.
This is only an incident, but I thought
it worth telling because it goes far to
prove
assertion
that each
the
utmost Mr.
care Mayer's
is exercised
in getting
production as right and tight, as free
from errors, as it is possible to.
New Company Formed to
Make King Cole Comedies
IN rapidly
order widening
to take advantage
the
field for twoof reel
comedies, the Motion Picture Producing Company of America has been
formed, according to an announcement
just made public.
King Cole Comedies is the general
title selected for the new series, and
work will begin at once at the Becker
Studio, on Staten Island. The first
production will be under the general
direction of Sammy Burns, known for
his work as director and actor in L-Ko
and other comedies. Burns also will
act in the productions.
The organization is laying plans for
an extensive campaign of advertising
and distribution which is expected to
give it a panies.
placeWhileamong
the leading
the Becker
studio,com-an
all-glass
building
with
37
by
70-foot
stage, is sufficient for present use,
the
corporation has purchased propertv
measuring
100
by
170
feet,
at
Thirtyseventh street and Clarkson avenue,
Brooklyn, where it will erect an allglass studio and laboratory. Walter L.
Johnson,
associated
a long
time withwhothe was
Triangle
Film for
Company,
and Earl H. Hopkinson are the active
heads of the new corporation.
Director Burns promises innovations
in the King Cole series, although the
popularextensively.
"pretty girl"Theelement
will hasbe
used
company
been combing New York to secure the
prettiest and most talented young girls.
The new corporation has its eye on
foreign
fields,markets.
for distribution, as well
as American
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Bert Adler Figures That Figures, Both
Feminine and Arithmetical, Do Not Lie
NO wonder all eyes are turned on the foreign market these days ! Mack
Sennett's Bathing Beauties might go abroad with "Yankee Doodle in
the person
of Bert
has
puzzledBerlin."
its brainsButto Inter-Ocean,
figure out howthrough
these winsome
figures
may beAdler,
brought
within foreign shipping regulations.
the The
week:letter below tells the whole story and hands out the best laugh of
New York, July 24, 1919.
Mr. E.SirM.: Asher, Mack Sennett Comedies, Longacre Building, New York.
Dear
The foreign rights to any Sennett comedy should be interesting, and we
would be very glad to talk further to you on the proposition. We note that
you ingalsoBeauties.
offer the rights to the personal appearance of the Sennett BathNow how can these last be handled? Of course, you are aware of the
varying shipping requirements. South American shipments, for example,
must betheingallant
hermetically-sealed
Wouldwe themight
girlssellstand
this? Or
would
South Americancases.
to whom
theseforrights?
Then there are the French regulations. Metal, hermetically-sealed cases
are over
again this
called
— "not
pounds."
Some ofspecifications
these girls
are
limitforand
wouldto contain
have to over
train 100down.
The British
call for a maximum height or width of 14 inches. Think of it ! We have no
doubt that some of your beauties with slim waists would get by on the width
specification, but how many reach under 14 inches on a height measure?
Still we are interested in both the rights to the film and to the personal
appearance
of theas beauties.
simplythe would
ing regulations
to how toWeexport
latter. be at a loss under the prevailVery truly yours,
INTER-OCEAN CORPORATION.
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Arbuckle, as the cowboy sheriff, added
immeasurably to the laurels he had prein "The even
Countyin the
Chairman."
The playviouslyiswon known
smaller
towns throughout the country from the
numerous
stock
companies
which
presented itin later years.
Sixty Plays Now on Hand.
In "AllbyofErnest
a Sudden,
Peggy,"
which was
written
Denny,
it is announced
that Marguerite Clark will appear as the
star. jectThis
will be Missin California
Clark's fifthduring
subto be produced
her
present
sojourn
there.
Walter
Edwards will be the director. After this
is finished
Miss work
Clark atwillthereturn
topicture
the East
to resume
New
York studios of the Famous PlayersLasky Corporation.
More nitelythan
playsproduction
are now plans
defiin handsixty
in the
of Famous Players-Lasky for the commore than
these
are ingnowyear, inandfinished
form.twenty
It is ofplanned
inArtcraft
general pictures
to releaseonthese
Paramountan alternating
schedule of two and three weekly. The
carrying out of this schedule will mean
a total theof year.
nearly 150 feature releases
during
Co-operation for "Everybody's BusiArrangements are being made to sethe exhibitor
the co-operation
in eachcure fortown
of the National
Security
League, Board of Trade, principal and
most prominent officials, the American
Legion,
oneness."
of the four
soldiers every
that were
enlisted
in themillion
war,
and every leading newspaper in every
city shown,
where will
"Everybody's
will
be
handle theBusiness"
exploitation
for the picture in a different way than
other photoplays have been in the
will probably
inTheone photoplay
of the important
citiesbe inshown
the
United
States
for
a
run
before
being
past.
released generally to the trade. This
step is being taken for the purpose of
putting tation
overcampaign
everyso phase
as to ofgivethe toexploieach
exhibitor throughout the country a tan*
gible and
practical
exploitation
campaign when he screens the feature in
his theatre.

Famous Players Signs Roi Cooper Megrue and
Nina Wilcox Putnam to Write Original Plays
immediately, it is stated, and unique
s withof two
of contract
signingforemos
THEof the
t writers
the scenic effects, sensational flashes, such
present day for original photoplays as the fall of dead Indians from the cliff
from their pens and the purchase of the top to the floor of the canyon hundreds
screen rights to two of the most popular of feet below
and other breath-taking
are planned.
plays of recent years are among the features,
The author, Edward Day, originally
ements
nt
week's
importa
announc
from
the production department of the put the The
play little
in vaudeville
sketch at asoncea one-act
became
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation. Roi drama.
leading feature of the programs in
Cooper Megrue and Nina Wilcox Put- the
which
it
was
presented,
and
friends
nam are the authors, and "The Round- the author pointed out the possibilitiesof
Up"
and "All
a Sudden,
Peggy" are in expanding the strong plot to a full
the plays
whichof have
been acquired.
This is the first time that Roi Cooper play. In the enlarged form Klaw &
Megrue, author of some of the most Erlanger produced it in 1907, and Maclyn
successful plays seen on Broadway dur- illlillllllillllllli
ing recent years, has entered the motion
picture field. In point of popularity the
plays of Mr. Megrue have established
Theatres to Cost $100,000 and Over
remarkable records, and he is recognized
as one of the leaders in the playwright- I ATA HEATRE BUILDING continues to demonstrate that there is nothing
ing profession.
I dead or dying about the motion picture industry. Below are given
Simultaneously, Nina Wilcox Putnam
projects
costing mark
$100,000in orthe over.
A number
new houses
is about to write an orginal photoplay gg ingA under
the century
thousands
have ofbeenother
catalogued,
but costthey
for
Players-Lasky,
according
the Famous
announcement.
The best
nationalto 1=_ are
almost
too
numerous
to
mention.
These
$100,000-and-over
beauties
will
serve,
however,
as
a
good
indication
of
the
continuance
of
the
building
boom,
magazines for some time have been publishing the short stories of this author- g
Louisville, Ky.— Majestic Amusement Companv will erect moving picture
ess. Theticularly
nature
work is plans
par- 1 theatre,
capacity 3,000, and costing $300,000.
adapted tooftheherproduction
City, Mo. — Garden Theatre will be remodeled by Edelman-Flemof the corporation for the next season. gB ing Kansas
for
Marcus Loew. Ten-thousand-dollar organ to be installed. Total
Calls for Western Atmosphere.
1
improvement
cost, $100,000.
"The ranRound
by Edward
Akron, brick
O. — Francis
president toGoodvear
Rubber Company, will
which
nearly- Up,"
two hundred
nightsDay,
on g
theatre Seiberling,
and hotel building
cost $3,000,000.
Broadway in 1907, and is one of the most 1g construct
Oak City, Pa. — Columbia Amusement Company has purchased site for
famous western melodramas in the 1 $100,000
motion picture house.
history of the American stage, will be
Pa. — W. J. WTarland has plans by Charles R. Heister for oneproduced in picture form on a lavish g1 story,Pittsburgh,
$100,000 picture theatre.
scale, it is said. It is planned to film the
Va.
— Twin $100,000.
City Amusement Company will erect theatre with
play with the natural backgrounds of g"1 threeNorfolk,
galleries, costing
western
blue-misted
Philadelphia, Pa. — Plans are completed for the new Stanley Theatre, at
called for cliffs
in theandscenes,
in which canyons
Indians g1 Nineteenth
and Market streets; cost, $700,000.
and cowboys
are thecastconspicuous
characters. Anotable
will be selected
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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This?

It's the Account of That "Some Outing" Held by the
O'Brien Nobody
Press,
to the Moving Picture like
World
a flock ofGang
nymphs until they got the
said Host By
down ! At ease !
PIPE
William J. Reilly
word to go, and then they set sail for the
you had to read this. And if you
tape
like a formation of Yank tanks
think it's an announcement going that you had to enjoy yourself, else you charging
the enemy trenches.
were possessed of a concrete disposition
out as a "foreword" (accent on the with
ivory trimmings.
Reynolds Had the Form.
"word") of the policy of some producReynolds
showed more form than the
The
only
dash
present
on
the
occasion
ing company
of focus.for the ensuing year, you're was a hundred yard dash with which printers themselves
all out
who are supposed
to
know
all
about technical forms, and
This tweenistheaMoving
strictlyPicture
personalWorld
matter
beown "House
Wrecker."
and the Johnny
romped Bell,
awayour with
more ease
than he tripped home like a little fairy runprinting company owned, controlled and Geraldine Farrar taking a high C. Of
ning to greet its -Cinderella godmother.
managed
by Charles
course there was a fat man's dash, which They gave him a Waterman fountain
tion printer,
22 NorthJ. O'Brien,
William publicastreet. we
pen every
so thatweek
he canandfigure
the O'Brien
will but
speaka Keystone
of later, only
it wasn't
see ifoutthere
is anya dash,
comedy.
And bill
Just Ask O'Brien's.
thing left for Martin, the office boy.
We ing,print
his
address,
not
as
advertisthere
was
a
girl's
fifty-yard
dash
which
but solely for reason that if you wasn't a dash either, but a fashion ad. MacMahon
Oh, yes — about
the closely
girl's race.
won that,
pushedMayby
do not believe what is here stated con- And
last,novelsbutsay,not there
least, was
as thethe best
lish
dashEngfor Marion Veronica Gerard. (Hello, Marcerning the outing his company gave
They gave
May fact
a fountain
pen
and ic which the Moving Picture World the dining room. Casey engineered it also. Inion.) view
of the
that Johnny
staff was invited en masse, you can ask and it made you think he was the wellBell, the 100-yard champion, is going to
known engineer, Casey Jones himself.
anyone
at
the
O'Brien
Press
and
get
it
get married soon, they very considerconfirmed. And you know a printer
Hospitality Was the Star.
never lies.
ately gave him a Truly Warner hat.
Waring and Metz won a three-legged
Speaking
of
the
dining
room
brings
to
And thetheprinting
fact thatfor thethe O'Brien
gang
mind the atmosphere of hospitality of race, after a dead heat with Jake Fegter
does
Moving
Picture World would not prejudice it in the the whole occasion. Everything was and Johnny Stelz. And by the way, if
least.
wide open to the Moving Picture World. you thought Fay Bainter was cute eatAnyhow, this is all about the outing Just like a fellow who takes his best
in "East is West," you ought
girl
to a fancy ball and then is generous to seeing cherries
which Mr. O'Brien et al gave at Kissena
Stelz's little
lollito let some other chap dance Yieldig. Johnny
pops.
Young
America
was girlalsoeatreprePark, L.I., on July 26. We'd call this enough
all night with her. The prizes for the
s
e
n
t
e
d
i
n
the
boy's
race,
won
by
Master
story
"Ins
and
Outs
at
the
Outing,"
but
the man on the linotype machine would
donatedPicture
by theWorld
O'BriengangPress,
Of course, there was a ball game. The
but thewereMoving
was
think it was a Variety wheeze. (Vari- races
hauled bodily into everything. And just composing room crossed words and bats
ety's
just
another
O'Brien
account.)
There were several innings at the out- to show that they were good sports, the with the press room. Somebody counted
everybody
was so the
busy seventh
having M.
thing.P. W's ran away with almost every- the score and said it was 12 to 7, "favor
a realing. Buttime
that when
composing room."
For instance, Johnny Bell took the of the Congratulations
inning came along they forgot to stand
All Around.
up and take the great American stretch. 100-yard dash, as aforesaid, and ReyThe
Picture World was
nolds, our little 227-pound blossom from scheduledMoving
Itnary
was aa printer's
outing,
but
there
was
to
play
the
and the
word about rules, hairline, Plainfield, N. J., ran away with the fat composing room was winners,
anxious to get
screens, 9-em dashes, 6 point or 72 point. man's
race.
About
a
dozen
blimps
toed
back
at
the
scribes
for
all
the
overtime
line when the avoirdupois sprint was
Only
Was point
Good beTime
Rule. is the
called. They cavorted about the barrier the}- have put in on the "Movies." But
In fact,"Rule"
the only
to made

"Look Pleasant Please. Keep Your Seats. I'm Going to Take Another After This.' — Shooting the Outing.
A picture of a few of the folks
at the outingfromof the
O'Brien toTress,
which C. J. O'Brien was nominated
for everything
President
Goodat Fellow.
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the M. P. W. decided not to run away print the menu, but we don't want to said he was putting the finishing
touches on the song and is planning to
with everything,
they modestly de- create any hard feeling. During the use
it in his vaudeville act. It deals in
clined to lick the socomposers.
food
C.
J. O'Brien
rose
and spoke:
the
Norworth manner with his entry
"Glad
to
have
you
and
your
kiddies
here.
Whereupon
Charles
J.
O'Brien,
lookJust
like
before
the
war.
Hope
every
ing as if he had just stepped off his
into pictures
The of song,
as yet and
unnamed, will be .one
the publicity
will
be
like
this."
(Applause.)
yacht — in his white cap and shoes, con- outing
Then came the dancing.
gratulated
John
Chalmers
on
the
courexploitation
devices
for
"The
Crooked
Who said their girl was the best dancer Dagger," which is written by Fred Jacktesy of his staff. Looked for all the
world like a pair of film magnates.
there? Nope, can't tell the writer and
son, producedby byPathe.
Theodore Wharton
released
Then — then — came the food. We'd that.
Cincinnati Operators Are
/. A. Quinn Sends Letter Explaining His
Not on Sympathetic Strike
Views on Editorial
in
Last
Week's
World
of
July
17,
says:
"The
motion
picture
prorebeen
has
letter
g
followin
industry appears
to bemonopolistic
a corpora- RUMO
THE
on
etic tistrike
ceived from J. A. Quinn, president
sympath
theRSpart ofUnion
ofa the
Cincinna
Opera-by
tionducing
unregulated
with almost
have
been quieted
of the Motion Picture and Theatri- powers.
It is criminal
that a man is statements tors'
cal Association of the World, Inc.:
made
by
officers
of
the
latobliged
to
take
a
program
in
order
to
get
certain productions and certain stars. As
ter union and exhibitors. A. HettesEditor, Moving Picture World:
as the manager can not select his heimer, president, of the Cincinnati ExIn your editorial in the issue of August long
program,
but
is
forced
to
take
what
is
hibitors' Leaguee,of the
Cincinnangti the
Cham-re2, you quote
me as saying:
motion presented to him, we are not going to be
ber of Commerc
in discussi
picture
as it stands
today is "The
the biggest
able to have houses where one can be
rs
that
port
the
operato
would refuse
joke
in the What
world."I said,
This and
is anI incorrect
ed by the exquotation.
am now certain of what he is going to see when to handle films
furnish
whose employes are out, pointed
copying the exact words as taken down he The
Picture and out the changes
goes."fight of the MotionAssociation
by a stenographer of the State Law Re- Theatrical
is He said : improbability of such a move.
pdustryortinhasg Co.,sometimes
was: "The been
motionmentioned
picture in-as only to bringCo-operative
about
definite
reforms
that
will strengthen
"We have a contract with the Mothe fourth or fifth industry of the world, better
pictures forthetheindustry
exhibitorsand andobtain
the
LocalwithUnion,
and I take the stand, and I think we all patrons.
and
wetion Picture
also Operators'
have contracts
the
put the
motion
picturethe industry
first, from
Our active
campaign
will be started
this film companies. We have deposits with
the
point
of
being
most
forceful
and
fall.
We
now
have
members
in
every
film companies and must pay for
direct medium of reaching the people. It State in the Union and the organization the
the films that we have contracted for
is absolutely first and above all in the
State Committees is now practical- whether
we use them or not. If the
world. But the way the business is being of lythecompleted.
run today it is the biggest joke in the
operators refuse to handle the films
It
is
a
pleasure
to
see
that
Mr.
Zukor,
sent
to
us
by these exchanges it will
as
was
announced
in
a
recent
issue
of
world."
And I still maintain that a number of one of the trade papers, has adopted for mean a loss to the exhibitor and not
the companies of which he is the head, our
the
producers
are
making
the
industry
a
huge joke.
to Athestatement
exchanges."issued by executives of
slogan, "a fight
better
Very fortruly
yours,pictures."
Isn't
it making
a joke
of favorites
the industry
the
operators'
uniona sympathetic
indicated that the
J. A. QUINN,
for
producers
to
take
their
who
possibility
such
President.
are
lacking
in all stars
that goes
make real
was very ofremote.
Charles M. strike
Ring,
artists,
and make
out ofto them?
Norworth Writes Film Song.
president
of the nooperators'
said
Isn'ttheseit making
a joke
of thethousands
industry
that at present
strike of union,
operators,
for
producers
to
spend
Jack
Norworth,
who
has
written
a
and thousands of dollars on advertising song about almost everything under the sympathetic
or
otherwise,
was
contemExchange managers
stateshape
that
and for lepublicity
is false
and missun, is now working on a ditty that business plated.
along in fine
ading in order tothatcreate
a demand
for deals
with motion pictures. He appeared and that isso going
far
as
they
are
concerned,
stars"
"fake
these
which
in
pictures
the
last
week
at
the
Keith
Theatre
at
Atlanthere is no real trouble. Activities of
appear?
and between performances dug pickets
and sign men have fallen off
Isn't it making a joke of the industry out tichisCity,fountain
pen and went to work. considerably
for
producers
to
deliberately
mutilate
the
result of the arrest
In a letter to Theodore Wharton, he and convictionas ofa . three
works
of
authors
to
suit
either
their
own
of the pickets,
whims or those of their stars? Or, to turn
and it is believed that the possibility of
and twist
the
stories
to
fit
their
stars,
beany
serious
trouble
has
passed.
cause they wereof unable
to measure
up to
the standards
the characters
conceived
Charles W. Hartman Dies.
by the authors?
Charles W. Hartman, owner of the
What
other
expression
thanpadding
"joke" that
can
you
use
in
speaking
of
the
Garrick
Theatre, Dallas,»died in Detroit,
is usednot tomorestretch
pictures
that reels
shouldto
Mich., July 26. Burial was in Detroit,
take
than two
or three
make
them
interesting,
into
five
or
more
whichcamewasto Mr.
he
the Hartman's
Southwest. home before
reels that make them tiresome?
Can it be said that the producers are
Four years ago, Mr. Hartman resigned
making
anything
else
but
a
joke
of
the
from aCompany
lucrative here,
position
business when they waste huge sums of
baker
and with
boughtthe aStudesmall
money in this padding and through other
theatre on a busy downtown corner.
extravagances
and
then
expect
exhibitors
and
the
public
to
pay
them
for
it?
By
running
popular
attractions
and
advertising them well, he turned his small
If — as some of the producers have done
play house into a veritable gold mine.
directly or through their agents — the placHe possibly made more money on the
ing of the mismanagement,
blame on the public
for stylestealing,
ratio of capital invested than any other
showmanship,
lack of businessignorance
knowledge,of
Texas
exhibitor. Mr. Hartman is suretc.,
isn't
makingsake,a joke
of istheit industry,
vived by a sixteen year old son.
thenI have
for God's
what
doing?
been criticised for making the
fight public.
I gave thetheproofs
producers
anto opDent
Made Myronis Selznick's
Announcement
made this Assistant.
week by
offer. I sentportunity of seeing
the invitations
byI had
registered
Myron Selznick, president and general
mail, so that there could be no chance of
manager
of
Selznick
Pictures
Corporathem cept,
goingso astray.
But theythedidfightnot outaction, that he has appointed James Dent
I have carried
side theandindustry.
to theber of position
assistant.
For a numThe conditions inside the industry are
years Mr.of Dent
has assisted
some
very
bad.
People
outside
the
business
as
of
the
foremost
directors
in
production
well as those inside know it. Hundreds of
work,
and
for
the
last
four
years
he
has
letters coming
intoplainly
the Association's
headbeen associated with Ralph Ince. He was
quarters
show
what
the
public
The
"Blimp"
and
the
Monoplane.
also
studio
manager
of
the
Vitagraph
thinks and knows.
Reynolds,
won Bell,
the victor
avoirdupois
dash, andwhoJohnny
in
studio studio
at Bayshore, and also the BioJ. D. gaNeal,
Assistant
Community
Orgraph
nizer of the
Columbia
(So. Car.)
the 100-yard
sprint. Jake!
the
Shuberts. under the management of
Community
Service,
in a letter
under War
date
the medals!
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"EVERYBODY'S
BUSINESS"
NOW
To Stand by the Government, to Help the Soldier Get
a Job, to Help Suppress Bolshevism — and the Screen
Is a Proved Medium for Awakening Public Sentiment
single medium
the ware inno rousing
INwaswinning
By Walter K. Hill
as
the Mayor's
National
public
so effectiv
Defense
here in Committee
New York— ofcomprising
awakening patriotism
interest, inhening
of both men and women.
the cause of the realizations that will inspire "100 per organizations
and in strengt
other combinations of pubAllies as the screen. Time and again cent. Americanism" in the minds and There and lic-spirited
people
are operating
against
Government officials testified to these hearts of those who shall witness it. the threatened
advance
of lawlessness
facts, and the patriotic spirit manifested For good, red-blooded, Government proa, for an inspiration
and purpose,
for evi- and disorder
by the great body of screen-dshowmen
dencpiangganadmission
of splendid
What a captioned
Few Men "Bolshevism."
Could Do.
made victory sure andth hastene its ar- "Everybody's
rings
true
in
of war is plac- every one of Business"
rival. But theal afterma bility
In
the
weeks
that intervene before
its multiple reels.
upon the
ing a continu responsi
"Everybody's
goes over
the
screen, for the picture theatre will not criticism
Withoutof undertaking
anyit "expert"
and Business"
into picture
theatres
the subject, let
be said circuits
be muchon of a property m if the forces of
throughout the land several men capable
revoluti and terroris make headway that "Everybody's Business" looked of
newspaper editors and
good enough in preview to warrant big approaching
in this country.
men
of prepare
affairs inthethe market
populousforcen-an
thought and space being devoted
Having helped win the war, why may time,
ters
could
not the screen strengthen the hands of to these references to the W. H. Produc- enthusiastic assemblage of the general
tions'
contemplated
offering
to
picturegood government in awakening the pub- showmen.
public turebefore
screens where
piclic to the evils of anarchy? Party polimight bethe shown.
In onetheweek
is not in country
question that
— it isis the
safety ! But "It Has Never Has Been Done."
fifteen or twenty of the larger cities
of a ticsunited
at stake
The new way of doing the same old could be awakened to the subject — and
And so it will come to the screen, sooner thing
reap a
is what keeps the United States the
or later,
to
be
the
medium
for
quickendoublepicture-showman
reward of profitwould
and patriotic
Patent
Office busy, and the result is add- duty
ing patriotism while at the same time
well
performed.
daily to the comfort,
convenience
warning the heedless theatregoer of the and inghealthfulness
These
men
could
interest
the
local
of the country. The
dangers that beset the Government un- showman who strikes out on new lines branches of various patriotic societies ;
derperedwhichfor nearly
we have
progressively
proscould
work
through
the
chamber
of
of promotion
is thetheoneeasygoers
who is "copping
a century and a half.
commerce to interest the employers of
the
coin,"
while
still
inlabor
in
the
subject;
could
enlist
the
sist "it can't be done." In advertising patriotically enthusiastic Elks and could
Producers and Showmen Concerned.
promoting
"Everybody's Business"
have the backing of the A. F. of L. in
there
opensto opportunities
will assembling
For the first few months of Amer- and
a representative audience to
never come
the photoplay ofthatstrictly
ica's
share
in
the
war
the
screen
was
commercial
possibilities.
see "Everybody's
not called
upon toas serve
the
screen of a Business"
prominent shown
theatreuponto
Take, forOrder
instance,
the
Benevolent
ment as actively
during the
the Governclosing Protective
of Elks. Here is an restricted groups of people who would
days. So it is that in the move to battle
disorder there has as yet been no official organization that is fundamentally, ba- appreciate its value to the cause of
sically and eternally an AMERICAN good government. The local newsmovefight
madethatto seems
"hook imminent
up" the screen
with institution.
be a membermust
it is be
essen-an
the
— the fight
papers would surely "get behind" such
tial
that
theTo candidate
aevent
movement,
"cover"of imthe
to makewhoa wish
"safe ardently
democracy"
safe for
in aportancebigandsufficiently
way as toa tothe
matter
American
citizen
;
he
must
swear
allethose
to
enjoy
its
interest
public.
giance to the Constitution and fealty
benefits.
Elk lodges
However, the individual producer is to the starry
Benefits from Interested "Boosting."
lished only onflag.
American
soil. are establikely to undertake a work that the
With men working in various large
At the national conclave of Elks, held
Government itself has not ventured into
cities
simultaneously there would spring
recently in Atlantic City, resolutions
asa story,
yet — theentertain
production
films thatit and
tell were
enthusiastically embodied in the up an mandextensive
and well-developed
dewhileof telling
for the picture
to be shown upon
proceedings
of
the
convention
pledging
drive home by inuendo or illustrated ex- that great order — with hundreds upon the screens
theatres. The
ample the disaster that threatens. Poli- hundreds of lodges scattered throughout market would ofbe picture
prepared, the demand
ticians may be trusted to dally along, as
developed and there would be
— pledging every Elk to com- properly
they usually do, before grasping the bo- the Union
hundreds
of
eye-witnesses
to the merits
bat
anarchy,
the
I.
W.
W.
and
all
kinvine of Bolshevism by the antlers.
of the photodrama (representative citirevolution
destrucMeanwhile the producer of pictures and
zens of each
community
where
the in-to
tiondredin spirits
everyof way
possible.and The
Elks
the exhibitor thereof hold the means to
showings had been held)
partially, or wholly, prevent the disease will be heartily interested in "Every- voice theirvitationapproval
and
to
urge
of
unrest
that
may
lead
to
attempted
body'sWomen
Business." May Help.
eral attendance. Men employing genhelp
revolution.
would be likely to buy tickets for speMetro has produced a feature titled
cial
"nights"
with
their
employees
in
During
the
war
there
was
organized
"TheBolshevism
Uplifters" inthata bears
on the
influential patriots the Council of attendance.
of
warning
way,perils
de- by
This
photoplay
embodies
so
much
that
National
Defense.
Branches
were
espending largely upon satire to press its
tablished in every state in the Union is vital just at this time— points the way
points. Harry
Raver'sthat"TheaimsVolcano"
insidious
dangersas soon
that beset
— that it
national organization the con- to
another
photoplay
to giveis with the trolling
be shown
as consistent
head.
Of
this has
country-wide
or- should
warning of similar activities. Others,
and
as
widely
as
possible.
It
eng
a
n
i
z
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
much
been
written
too, will come along as the need of them that it is needless to go into details.
tertain and instruct. It will will
benefit
and the market for them becomes (as The
every community wherein it is shown
showman
needs
simply
to
be
reseems inevitable) more active. Speakminded that there are councils of upon the screen, and there should be
ing specifically of a picture soon to be women associated
other pictures of this nature
with the national or- produced
released is the present purpose.
that the lethargic public may be aroused
ganization,
throughwomen
the various
state theal- to
the dangers of complacency in these
liances,
and
the
furnish
Enters "Everybody's Business."
days of beaver-like activities on the part
backbone of the exhibiting business.
The War Camp Community Service of the rattle-brained
"Everybody's
agitators. "Red" or the selfless illuminatingBusiness"
title of isa theplaymorelatelyor is another national organization created designing
screen that has given so much and
completed in photo-melodrama form by war needs. Like the Council of Na- soThefreely
to the cause of victory may
that was witnessed in preview at the
tional Defense the War Camp organi- now turn, legitimately,
a cash
offices of W. H. Productions the other
zation is being
perpetuated
for recon-of reward while servingto areaping
further and
struction
times.
Various
centers
day. It has been produced and subtitled for the purpose of awakening population have local organizations such equally vital purpose of patriotism.
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late Dion Boucicault. It is a production
Attorney for Trustee in Bankruptcy Issues
the strength of which lies in its simand lovein element.
Official Statement Concerning General Film
Miss plicity
Bara,
the title role, is seen
theme, in no way resembles his as a colleen who is surrounded by
Film Company different
General cy,
the
SINCE
former
efforts.
poverty
but
possesses
charmis
went into bankrupt the Moving
and beauty. She lovesa wealth
a youthof who
Picture World has received a numrich in character, poor in pocket. A
ber of inquiries regarding the status Theda Bara Will Appear
tion. In view
wealthyness onsquire
in turnHerlooks
with fondorganiza
Kathleen.
parents,
beset
ofandtheplans
fact ofthatthethere
are more than
600
in "Kathleen Mavourneen" on all sides by misfortune, find the
known creditors and that thousands of
supreme
blow
in
threats
of
eviction.
d in the the
other faipersons
are intereste
af- KATHworking
the And it is the squire who owns their
" is Fox
the third
of RNEEN
MAVOU
LEENBaratitle
rs of the General
Film Company,
production which will property.
Theda
World deemed it advisable
to
procure
ed
line
in
Fox
William
by
present
be
an official statement from the counsel with his policy for 1919-1920.
SupportingRaymond
Miss BaraMcKee,
are MarcEdward
McDermott,
for the trustee in bankruptcy of the
O'Connor,
Jennie
Dickerson,
Marcia
company.
This
play,
described
as
"the
sweetest
Harris, Henry Hallam, Harry Gripp and
Accordingly, Louis Weinberger, 1457 of Irish
screenloveandstories,"
directedwasbyadapted
Charles forJ. Morgan Thorpe. Camera work was
Broadway, attorney for the trustee in the
done
by George Lane.
Brabin,
from
one
of
the
works
of
the
bankruptcy of General Film, at the request
of
the
Moving
Picture
World,
issued the following statement:
The merly
General
Film Company,
for- Samuel Goldwyn Inaugurates Jury System
had its executive
offices atwhich
25 West
for Deciding on Suitable Film Subtitles
Forty-fourth
street,
this
city,
and
exchanges at 729 Seventh avenue, New York,
picture audiences as they are found in
AMUELable GOLDWYN
gives consider- all
and
in
twenty-five
other
cities
throughout
parts of the country.
thought
to
the
the United States, has been adjudicated a
To this end he has matter
conceivedof titles.
what
When a new production is viewed by
bankrupt on the petition of Interstate
the committee it contains titles written
Film Company,
and
other
creditors
reprehe
calls
"the
jury
system."
This
recently formed title jury is composed of by the title editor, but they are subject
sented by my associate, Mr. Sheinart, and
myself; the General Film Contracting men and women in the organization, to change and sometimes to removal
Company, a subsidiary corporation of the who from experiences and temperament, entirely, if the jury finds that for one
General gFilm
was the
or- see things from different viewpoints. reason or another they fail to carry
anizedand
for theCompany,
purpose which
of making
The jury comprises those with a literary the desired point.
contracts
arrangements
with
the
and others
without
any training
Know Story Backward.
manufacturers of film distributing through oftraining
the kind.
An effort
is made
to have
It isnarioobvious
scethe General
Film
Company,
was
also
adeditor and that
eventhethedirector,
title writer
this
body
typical
of
the
average
motion
judged
bankrupt.
are so close to their work that they
Kellogg
Appointed
Receiver.
Asa B. Kellogg, 115 Broadway, New
know a story backward, and what may
York, was
appointed
receiver
in bankseem perfectly clear to them may appear
r
u
p
t
c
y
o
f
the
General
Film
Company
and
vague tureto without
an audience
that sees
a picof the Contracting Company by Judge A.
any previous
knowledge
X.
Hand,
of
the
Federal
Court
in
New
as to what it concerns. Sometimes it
York.
is
found
that
a
member
of
the
jury
is
Immediately steps were taken by us
doubtful about the meaning of a word,
to return
manufacturers
and own-of
ers thereofto allthe film
in the possession
or
used isin found.
a title, Before
in whicha
the branches
thea saving
General ofFilm
Comcasea aphrase
substitute
pany, resultingofof indollars
title is considered satisfactory it must
of thousands
to the hundreds
creditors
meet with the approval of everyone on
of the General
Film Company,
and every
parthe committee.
to the owners
of the film;
In striking an average that keeps a
effort wasticularlymade
to administer
the estate
of the bankrupt corporations efficiently
production
from unaccustomed
going over the
heads
and energetically, and by reason of the
of an audience
to subtle
operations
of
these
corporations
extendphraseology,
or
the
slang
of
Broadway,
ing throughout
the
country
can
particular
to titleshasof
readily
that whole
strenuous
workit was
a humorousattention
nature.is paid
Experience
essentialbeAssets
toseen
produce
results.
1 1 fiimdesired
Collected.
shown that "smart" titles, which may
The creditors of the General Film Comappeal
a particularly
sense oftohumor,
are likelysophisticated
to fall flat
panyCompany
and of theexpressing
General their
Film Contracting
appreciawith
a
large
percentage
of patrons.
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
good
work
done
by
Mr.
Kellogg,
Every
effort
is
made
to
avoid trite
receiver, unanimously elected Mr. Kellogg
trustee tions.
in While
bankruptcy
of
both
corporaphrases,
such
as
"The
Following
Morning"
or
"That
Night."
Also,
if anyone
at the present time it is
on the Goldwyn title jury feels that an
impossible to give any estimate as to
the amount
or
rate
of
dividend
to
credexpression
offends
good
taste,
or
makes
itors, bothformy theassociate
and
myself, as
light of religious convictions, it is
attorneys
trustee
in
bankruptcy
promptly removed.
and also Mr. Kellogg, are leaving no
stone unturned
process estate.
of marPickford Film Opens New Strand.
shalling assets ofinthethebankrupt
Handling
"Daddy
LonghasLegs,"
InWeinberger
view of the
great Correspondence.
amount of detail
rare
success,
been Mary
selectedPickford's
by the
work
required
the administration
M. E. Comerford Amusement Company,
the affairs
of thein General
Film Companyof
as
the
attraction
for
the
opening
days
of
and the General most
Film Contracting forCorn-the
the new Strand Theatre at Sunbury, Pa.
hs hasof br time
devoted to
The theatre
is
to
open
under
the
Comerford management July 31, and the
of the
Pickford film has been leased for that
for the
day and the remaining days of the week.
trading Weinberger,
Company shouldattorney,
bo addressed
The Strand,
People's
Theatre,
became formerly
one of thetheComerford
Louis
Brokawto
string
Building, 1457 Broadway, New York City.
and hasof thirty-seven
since been insomethe months
processago,of
reconstruction. Its entrance has been
Mabel Normand's in Again.
Semon Working on Sixth Comedy.
the Wild Man of Borneo, top; the enlarged and beautified and the interior
Larry Semon is on the third week of Neither
Tattooed
Man,
center,
nor
the
Rhine,
of
the house redecorated and reseated.
his sixth super-comedy. The subject,
bottom, hold fears for Mabel in
The theatre will reopen with a seating
following
the
comedian's
idea
of
havher
circus
Goldwyn,
"The
capacity
of 1,000.
ing each comedy based on an entirely
Empty Paradise."
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TO BUILD STUDIO
SELZNICK PICTURES
Long Island Cityat
Plant
Plans Call for Big
Has Total of 54,240 Square Feet of Floor Space
ick Pic- called for in the plans. Two huge tanks
hencetionthewillSelzn
TEN month
collect its, and four traps also are included.
turess Corpora
forces, erartistic andre mechanical
Will Have Theatre.
from a numb of pictu plants and
A
theatre
be installed in the main
stunew
big
its
her
in
toget
them
bring dio. It will be located at Long Island building. Thewillauditorium
will seat 700.
Nothing
is
to
be
omitted to make it
h
nsboroug Bridge,
City, across the Queethe
modern
and
up-to-date
to
Broad
of
heart
es
from
n
minut
fiftee
tail. It will be used as a the
set, last
whende-a
way.
script
calls
for
a
playhouse,
and
as well
comthe
of
president
Myron Selznick,
the first com- for projection and exhibition purposes.
announced
pany, has just
details
enterprise.
big
his
of
prehensive
Barber
shops
and
hair-dressing
parThe studio is to be erected on a plot
lors will be placed at strategic points.
Green rooms for recreation and rest are
Work
feet.
600
of ground, 200 feet by
will begin immediately.
to be comfortably furnished and conAn nick
ideastudioof will
the besizegained
of the from
new these
Selzveniently located. Hand-ball courts for
the
strong
swift-armed
number
will and
be found.
And on inthegoodly
roof,
figures.
Twenty
companies
will
be
at
work at the same time. Floor space with the East River not far off to suptotaling 54,240 square feet has been set several
ply the cooling
breezes, A areSelznick
to be placed
tennis courts.
police
apart, according to the plans, for the
department and a fire department will
two stages, the lower and upper one.
be provided.
The
garage
under
the
stuTo Be Four Stories High.
dio roof will be built to accommodate
Four stories high will the building thirty-two cars.
be,
up mezzanine
into two huge
The huge basement, with its 120,000
floorsdivided
and two
floors.studio
The
it mayCarpenter
be cerlower studio will have a floor space of squaretain,feet
will notof floor
go tospace,
waste.
25,200 square feet, with a clearance space and mechanical
shops
of
every
descripof 30 feet and the upper studio will
will be found there. Plasterers,
have a floor space of 29,040 square feet wall tion
paper hangers and papier mache
with a clearance of 50 feet. To take workers
will Not
also tobe mention
given lots
elcare of the traffic there will be six pasbow room.
the ofpaint
shop, in all its vivid glory, would be
vators. senger elevators and two freight ele- libelous.
There will be eighty-eight dressing
This shop will be so laid out that
rooms. The stars will have three-room scenic
no matter what their size,
suites for complete privacy and comfort painted drops,
will be able to be hauled
in preparing for their work. Women directly there
either one or the other of
stars will have separate private showers the main into
A battery of electric
and baths, and men stars private generatorsstudios.
and transformers of large
showers.
There will be a resturant in the studio, number will delight the heart of the
engineers.
with thecluding
latest
sanitary
in- "juice"
A printing office will be found in the
mechanical
peelersappliances,
and electric
The artwith
departdish-washers, capable of seating 500 per- heart of
ment willthebe studio.
in proximity
the
sons at one
time.
Seven dimension
complete projection rooms
of large
are mechanical shops, and the cutting and

editing rooms will be handy to the projection chambers.
Offices on Mezzanine Floor.
On the mezzanine floors will be the
executive offices, including the private
offices of Myron Selznick and his prinalso rooms.
the directors'
rooms cipal
and lieutenants;
the dressing
Within
easy reach of the latter will be the
dressmaking department and the wardrobe. The ter-studio
telephone
exchange
inmessages will
be thefor last
word for the quick transmission of orders.
The still department will take in one
whole
feet. end of the building, 52 feet by 200
A technical office with a staff of
draftsmen,
presided
nical director,
will beover
givenby a thepointtech-of
vantage,
where
daylight
flood theof
room for the maximumwillnumber
hours. nicalFacilities
will be itgiven
techstaff to enable
to the
complete
the ingmost
exacting
sets
in
record-breaktime.
Space for Twenty Companies.
With twenty companies at work at
one time, which is the schedule to be
adhered
to in800 theplayers
world'swill largest
studio, at least
be housed,
reckoning forty to a company. To meet
the needs of these and the general busines , it is estimated that no less than
700 additional persons will be required,
including technical, mechanical and office staffs. This brings the total to
1,500.
Kalem Announces Reissues.
The Kalem Company, 1482 Broadway,
announces a reissue at popular prices
of westerns, comedies, dramas, comedy
dramas and sensational dramas. The
stars of these pictures are Tom Moore,
Anna Q. Nilsson, Marguerite Courtot,
Ruth Roland, Marshall Neilan, Marin
Sais, Robert Ellis, George Larkin, Ollie
Kirkby, Helen Holmes and Helen Gibson. They have been directed by Directors Robert G. Vignola, Marshall Neilan,
George Melford and Harry Hillard.

The Selznick Pictures Studio Now Under Construction in Long Island City, as Visualized by the Architect.
1
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World" is considerably shorter than Mr.
Griffith's
production.
cast
of principaloriginal
characters
however, The
remains
the same, including the Misses Lillian
and Dorothy
Gish, Robert
Master Ben Alexander,
GeorgeHarron,
Siegmann,
iniriiiniiii:
i i ;!i i :!i!:'; !i:; ir.,i Adolphe
Lestina, Kate Bruce, Josephine
Crowell,
George
Fawcett,
AnnaRobert
Mae Anderson,
Walthall and
others.
Big Mitchell Lewis
watches home fires Garrison on Border Means
burning in his SeExhibitors' Opportunity
lect, "Faith of the
NOWto that
the Mexican garrisoned,
border is
be permanently
$75,000 is to be spent by the
Strong."
United States government in providing
moving
theatres
the Rioon
Grande. picture
Theatres
will bealongerected
the Liberty Theatre plan for the troops.
The mentdetermination
of the guard
war departto keep a permanent
along
the Rio Grande frontier has been met
with jubilation on the part of theatre
owners on the southern edge of the
Unitedtres willStates.
government
theabe in theThecenter
of the various
Pat Coleman, ex-Service and Selig Man,
camps. mentsInare being
the cities
nearby,
arrangemade to build moving
Starts Producing Concern in San Antonio picture theatres which
cost $500,000
centre Shaw, Melbourne McDowell, Clarissa or more. The exhibitorswillknow
on
distributi
they are
film
the
,
DVLLAS
of the Southwest, is going into the Selwyn and Park Jones.
sure
of
liberal
patronage
as
long as the
soldiers stay.
movfirst
The
business.
producing
ing picture producing company will Universal Orders 10,000,000
open for business Oct. 1.
Posters for Its New Series ^iiiiiiiiiimniinm^
Pat Coleman, for six years with Selig
and just back from overseas, where he WITH its finest series of pictures | Richardson Will Lecture §
served on the general staff as war recon Way to Maritime §
completion, Universal is |
ords ephotographer
of the
gov- sively. nearing
Convention
preparing to advertise it extenrnment, has organized
the French
new concern
which will probably be known as the
Universal
last
week
signed
a
large
the
Projection
Department,
Coleman Producing Company. Dallas contract with the Morgan Lithographeditor of mI|
FH.
• willRICHARD
attend SON,
the Maritime
businesstonio hasmen,
ing volCompany
of
Cleveland,
which
instolenrealizing
a marchthaton San
them An-in
1 Convention in September on be- |
ves aminimum
delivery
encouraging the location of film studios,
of themotor
Moving
Picture World.
lion poster
sheets which
will ofbe ten
usedmil-to | half will
up through
Maine §|
have enthusiastically backed Mr. Cole- advertise Universal products for one =i He
and
will
stop
over
in
such
cities §
will erect
a studio
lecture before j
and goman'stoproject.
workThey
as soon
as possible.
Two million pounds of paper will be I as desire it and
on the optical sys- (
The first picture will be made in Dal- year.
required, and for the transportation |1 projectionists
tern of the projector. The lecture i
las is to be "The Bad Lands School fifty freight cars will be used.
This contract represents only a part | will be accompanied by stereopti- j
Marm." The next will be "The Prodof
the
extensive
exploitation
campaign
igal Daughter," which will require a Universal has planned for the coming 1| canTheslides.
date has not been set as yet 1
cast of 4,000 people. "The Mystery Mil- year.
the convention, but those who I
The advertising department will || for
started lioatns," a live
once.wire serial, will also be co-operate
desire to have Mr. Richardson I
with the exploitation and | visit
Mr. Coleman is in Los Angeles where
them should communicate 1
in giving the ex- | that fact
he will interest various actors with suc- publicityhibitor department
h
i
s
greatest
needs.
to him as soon as pos- IJ
§ sible.
cessful reputations in his project. He
expects to secure the services of a star
Barthelmess
Returning
to
New
York.
f
i
l
i
l
l
l
l
l
i
l
l
l
l
l
i
m
i
i
i
i
i
n
i
i
l il l M
of nation wide repute and perhaps
Richard Barthelmess has completed
twenty actors for other parts. The new work
in
the
leading
role
of
the
Griffith
Desmond
Is Pursued Lover
company will be capitalized at $800,000. production being filmed on the west
"Dallas
was
selected
for
the
new
home
coast
and
is
expected
to
arive
shortly
of our studios because of the perfect in New York.
in "A Sagebrush Hamlet"
He has been granted a vacation leave WILLIAM DESMOND, in his latest
light,"
says.color
"I own
the
rights Mr.
to aColeman
new three
process
by
the
producer
before
assuming
the
picture, "A
Sagebrushn-Cole
Hamlet,"
by Robertso
and
with which teresting
we will
conduct
many in- principal part in another Griffith play, distributreleased
ed by Exhibito
rs Mutual, plays
experiments
in production.
which,
it
is
understood,
will
be
enacted
the
role
of
a
pursued
lover.
Instead
Texas sunlight is the best photographic in New York. Work on this picture will the rough and ready westerner trying ofto
light in the world. We can keep our probably not commence until September. win the heart of the eastern girl, the
companies
to nine
girl tries to win the madcap leader of
night
owingbusyto aup clear
lighto'clock
and theat
Change in Griffith Repertory.
hers. booked
a Areckless
crew chain
of cow-punc
long summer days."
Minnesota
of theatres
Changes
in
the
D.
W.
Griffith
repertory season at the George M. Cohan the film far in advance of its release.
Theatre, New York, will bring to a close The manager stated that western picWilliams Working on "Black Gate."
with a somewhat different angle
August 10, the en- to the turesstory
Earle Williams has begun work on on Sunday gagementevening,
invariably among the
now most popular are
in its third of "The
week.FallTheof Babylon,"
next offering
shown in his theatres.
"The
Black
Gate,"
an
exceptionally
clever mystery story by Hilliard Booth. will be Mr. Griffith's new peace edition
Marguerite
De
La Motte plays the
The new Vitagraph feature tells the of "Hearts of the World," wherein the part of the Eastern
girl and her esstory of the rejuvenation of a brilliant League of Nations receives its first moc
a
p
a
d
e
i
n
her
"nightie"
leadsPiel,to Walter
no end
young lawyer through the influence of
tion picture presentation in narrative
amusing situations. Ed
love and originally appeared in a popular form, with the necessity for the ces- ofPerry
and
George
Fields,
a
splendid
trio
magazine. The supporting cast will insatualized
ion of armed
strife powerfully vis- ofDesmond
rugged asWesterners,
support
by Afr. Griffith.
clude Ruth Clifford, who has just joined
members
of the William
reckless
Bottle
Canyon
gang.
Vitagraph, Harry Springier, Brinsley
The new edition of "Hearts of the
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educational srbjects are being arranged
FAMOUS PLAYERS MAKES EDUCATIONALS
along courses which have been formulatedtionalby some
One Series Will Be for Theatre Presentation
authoritiesof inthethe foremost
country. educaThese
pictures are for exhibition in schools;
and the Other for Use in Schools and Clubs
but, although
cational, theythey
willwillin beno strictly
way, itedu-is
to the announcement World and syndicated newspapers, have stated, replace
RDINtheG Famous
ACCOfrom
the text-books, but will
Players-Lasky won for her a countrywide reputation;
present
, appre- comic animated cartoons by a number supplement
tion, that ities
Corpora
companythat
making the
school
more teaching
interestingfacilifor
ciating the vast possibil
lie in of well-known screen cartoonists, and pupilsties,and
allowing teachers greater
the development of the educational pic- an animated technical drawing of some time
for the handling of their classes.
ture, has formed two separate depart- popular scientific or mechanical subject.
animated technical drawings will
mentsfieldwhichin will
tional
two operate
ways. in the educa- The
be done under the supervision of the Exchanges to Handle School Pictures.
One of these is the educational de- editors of Popular Mechanics, and will
Other pictures already are being propartment, which already is producing treat of mechanical subjects that are of
duced hibition
by Mr.both inNiles'
department
for exeducational subjects for exhibition in popular
schools
and semi-eduinterest.
cational centers. These, it is declared,
regular picture theatres. This departBesides the Paramount Magazine, Mr. will be educational
in
a
broader
sense
ment is under the management of Na- Friend's
will distribute the and will be less closely related to school
thantified
H. Friend,
who long ofhas educational
been iden- "So This Isdepartment
America"
pictures,
which
will
with production
subjects
than
those
produced
for
spewritten by
cial school presentation.
pictures. Mr. Friend explains that the be comedy travel subjects,
the well-known
huThe non-theatrical subjects will be
pictures made in his department are pri- Ring W.morist;Lardner,
Arthur
B.
Reeve,
creator
of
the
marily intended for projection in regu- Craig Kennedy detective stories, and handled from the regular twenty-eight
Players exchanges in this counlar theatres, because, while they are in- John
W. Grey, the well-known scenarist. Famoustry, special
structive, at the same time are fundaasOther series already are being armentally entertaining.
s
i
g
n
e
d
to eachrepresentatives
exchange to carebeing
for the
ranged for, it is announced.
Non-Theatrical Section.
In the non-theatrical department the distribution to public institution.
The other division is the non-theatrical picture department, and is under
the direction of David K. Niles, who, as Carlyle Blackwell Forms Own Producing Company;
a pioneer in the educational film field,
First Production Slated for Release in October
has been one of the leaders in the fight
additional expenditures will be made
longhasa but
to convert schools, clubs, churches and CARLY
LL,screen,
BLACKWE
necessary to achieve the results Mr.
LE
y of the
star
personalit
other public
institutions
to
the
educaFriedberg
has demanded of Mr. Blackproducing
com- well.
tional value of films.
and leaves hisfor own
panylaunched
California
this week
It
is
understood
that already a number
Mr.
Niles'
department,
it
is
announced,
preparations for the firstr pro- of independent exchanges
will devote itself entirely to the pro- to begin duction
have
which is to be a spectacula soduction and distribution of pictures to
icated
with
Mr.
Friedberg
in an communeffort to
hed
drama
photograp
from aaspopunon-theatrical organizations that are insecure a series of six pictures which will
fiction work
larciety
now reckoned
one constitute
tcational
erested inbetter
photoplays
or
in
eduthe
first
sixteen
months
outof
the
best
sellers.
subjects.
Mr. Blackwell is busily engaged in
casting theductionstwenty-three
roles.
The
proSubjects on Friend's Program.
wil be made on a splendid and Brother of Jean Paige Arrives Home.
on Mr.department
Friend's program
elaborate scale, with no maximum cost
forThethesubjects
educational
give an set.
Jean Paige, who is now at work as
indication of the nature of the work
put.
leading woman for Harry T. Morey in
Mr. Blackwell has been financed by a his
which he intends to do. One of these
feature,
"Out ofVitagraph
the Dark," took
prominent
banker
and
former
Governor
is the Paramount Magazine, which will
a daynew
away
from
Brooklyn
to the
welcome homestudio
her
be made up of a variety of subjects and
base their faith on Mr. Blackwell's in
which will include the work of some who
brother
John,
who
has
been
in France
power
heretofore
rewith himin aspictures
star, and
who figure
of the best known writers and artists. pulling leased
as
a
lieutenant
in
the
Remount
Service,
that without the limitations of cost, Thirty-sixth Division.
In it there will be the cleverest epi- limits
of time, and other obstacles placed
grams from the Smart Set Magazine;
the way of a star forced to work
epigrams by Helen Rowland, whose in
against the clock and calendar, that
writings in the New York Evening there
will be no limits to the appeal of
high
class sensational
productions
Mr. Blackwell
in the star
roles. with
Big Campaign on Each Picture.
In addition to an unlimited negative
cost, $25,000 per production has been set
aside for national exploitation, and for
six weeks preceding each picture in the
metropolitan centres of the country, inducted.tense advertising campaigns will be conThe entire output of the Blackwell organization has already been disposed of
to Joseph Friedberg, who in turn is to
arrange distribution along a plan best
conceived to enable the pictures to earn
the greatest amount of money, and at
the same
time afford
the greatestto number of exhibitors
opportunities
play
the pictures.
Mr. Friedberg has already arranged
the advertising campaign preliminary to
the first production and this is to begin
early in duction
September
the the
firstlatter
proannounced forwithrelease
part of October.
The first production will require twelve
big sets, twenty-three principals, and a
great number of minor parts; will be in
David K. Niles
Nathan H. Friend
approximately 6,000 feet and will cost
Manager
Educational
Department,
of Non-Theatrical
department,
more than $100,000. if the producers are Manager Famous
Players-Lasky.
Famous
Players-Lasky.
able to -maintain their scheduled cost,
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ity of placing the productions on the
state
rights market. of the first two of
theSince
seriesthe atshowing
the Strand Theatre, New
York, inquiries
come thein from
exhibitors anxioushave
to show
comedies
and in addition many bids from state
rights buyers have been received.
One advantage accruing to the exhibitor who shows "The Hall Room
Boys"
series,during
twenty-six
of which
be released
the year,
lies in will
the
fact that nearly one hundred newspapers
throughoutvertisingthe
country
are
daily
adthe boys.
The two featured comedians, Flanagan and Edwards,
the vaudeville
houses have
of theappeared
Keith andin
Orpheum
Circuits,
for
several
years, asto
headliners. Their comedy is known
be clean-cut and sure fire.
Jack and Harry Cohn desire to give all
state rights buyers an equal opportunity
before
ments. concluding distribution arrange-

ZUKOR ELECTED A STANLEY DIRECTOR
Famous Players President Is Added to Board
of Philadelphia Theatre Operating Company
meeting of the Stanley The third man, who has returned to the
the first
AT Compan
y of America, which re- motion picture game after an abse
a year, in which time he served with
cently v/as incorporated for $15,- ofUncle
Sam, is Isador M. Stern, who is
um as pres000,000, ident,
withMr. Mastba
Jules E.umMastba
announedced
that handling the "stunts" for the organizaall details had been perfect for the
tion— resthisat Coney
best bitIsland
of workof being
the arthe bathing
nt exsmooth working and ises
the resultalated.
f
o
n
o
i
s
n
a
p
enterpr
the
contemp
A new member has been added to the
board of directors in the election of girls.
Adolph Zukor, president of the Famous "The Hall Room Boys"
Players-Lasky Corporation, Therefore
May Go to State Rights
his connection with the Stanley Comare
COHN,
HARRY
ANDg the
pany will bring to that organization the JACK
tion who
handlin
distribu
of the
strength of his many affiliations.
comedies, although
The Stanley Company, Mr. Mastbaum theyHallhaveRoomhad Boys
g offers
sometiontemptin
said, proposes to extend its business by
several distribu
organizations,
buying existing houses and leasing or from
building new ones wherever there is an are considering seriously the advisabilunsatisfied demand for first class photoplay entertainment. Plans are being
considered which assure quick service Mayflower Sues to Recover
for each theatre. That is to say, that as
quickly
released under
they will
$5,200 from Harley Knoles
be
shownas films
in thearetheatres
the
being peculiarly adapted to Pearl
control of the new corporation. This
HE
Mayflower
Photoplay
Corporation
has
filed
an
action
in the White's talents.
will be an innovation in many instances, T
Although work on this film has not
where films have not reached the locaUnited States Court against Har- been
started, material for other Pearl
tion for many weeks after their original
ley Knoles, who was engaged by the
showing and insures patrons the latest film company as director of "The Red White
pictures^ is already under consideration.
and best in the motion picture field.
Republic"
adaptedDixon,
fromto "The
ComMr. Mastbaum
that forground
im- 200
rades" by Thomas
which
the defendant
is recover
alleged $5,-to
mediately wil be said
broken
the new
Stanley Theatre at Nineteenth and have extorted from the company.
Barriscale Feature Lends
Market streets, Philadelphia, which, as
The mancomplaint
by House,
Itself to Window Displays
& Vorhaus, filed
counsel
for theGrossfilm
already announced, will be one of the
most imposing structures in the country company, sets forth that Knoles was
engaged
as
director
in
September,
1918,
with a seating capacity of 4,000 and con- and commenced work on the produc"The Womanrecent
production, CALE'S
Michael
E BARRIS
tion at the Norma Talmadge Studio on BESSI
addition taining
to everythismod-em
house improvement.
everything is Inin
Married
releasedrs byMutual,
Robertsison-an
through," Exhibito
readiness for the beginning of work October 31, completing the interior Cole
early in December when the casts example of a modern style production.
on anuttheatre
Chest- scenes
was transported to Florida to take the Several exhibitors have linked the adstreets in attheFifty-second
same city, andand another
in Logan, both of which, it is said, will exterior scenes.
ing of the
in theof newspapersvertiswith
the picture
advertising
local
Did Not Use Scenario.
be revelations
in their
ts
merchan
and
have
also
arrange
tions of the city.
These particular
are not allsec-of
After the interior scenes were comriscale windows. Photographs dof Barthe
the new houses contemplated. As a
pleted at periodical intervals until the star in her many beautiful gowns were
matterpect theofconstruction
fact the company
has inin other
pros- completion
of the photoplay, the com- used as models of what might be acof houses
pany charges,thethecompany
defendantfor made
decomplished with materials which were
localities,
and several
will alsotheatres
rebuild which
and likeamounts
displayed in the windows.
wise improve
are in excessmands upon
of
his
salary
of
$800
weekly
It
is
being
more generally recognized
now enjoying remunerative patronage. under the contract which is alleged to
merchants
motionin
have been paid under duress and pro- by
pictures
are
a eve/ywhere
dominating that
influence
test.
Tour of Sennett Bathing
the creation and spread of fashions and
Knoles
completed
the
production
withco-operation
exhibit-to
out the aid of a scenario, making it im- the orsvalue
Girls Was Unprecedented
is dailyof becoming
more with
apparent
p
o
s
i
b
l
e
f
o
r
the
film
company
to
enthem.
In
the
latest
Barriscale
picture
WHEN Sol
Lesser
decided
to
undergage another director to complete the not alone evening gowns, but bathing
take a transcontinental tour of production
at theupontimethe hecompany
made for
his costumes and street dresses of the latMack
Sennett's
famous
bathing
alleged
demands
est mode were used. In fact, so many
beauties, and broached his venture to the additional sums, and as the company
veteran motion picture powers on the had
were worn that a small wininvested upward of $60,000 in the costumes
Coast, they all threw up their hands in production
of the
it had no alternative it is
indow ofa photographs,
different gown,eachwas one
possible.
fear and said, "It can't be done."
alleged but to comply with his demands. starExhibitors
everywhere have reported
Through
his
attorneys,
Lewis
&
"Yankee
Doodle
in
Berlin,"
with
the
personal appearance of the girls has Schaap, the defendant denies the allega- that women leaving the theatre after a
striking society play talk about little
proved such a drawing card that the
tions contained in the complaint that he else
the appearance and costuming
scheduled one-week engagement at Moss extorted
the sum mentioned from the of thebutwomen,
and invariably stop in the
Broadway
Theatre,
New
York,
has
now
company
and
asserts
that
he
was
enrun into five weeks.
titled to the money which he received, lobby to closely regard the photographs.
B. S. Moss, at whose theater the pic- amounting to $1,000, under the terms of
ture is being shown, co-operated with the contract.
Levey Returns from Trip.
Mr. Lesser in the matter of publicity, by
allowing Arthur Mac Hugh, the head
Harry Levey, general manager of the
of the Moss publicity staff, to handle
"Tiger Cub" Is Pearl White Film.
Universal Educational and Industrial Departments, returned this week from the
Mr.
Lesser'sH. publicity
for thewasNewchosen
York
"Tiger Cub," announced as the vehicle
dailies.
C. McCourt
West, during which time he visdebutfirstas ofa aWilliam
Fox Miss
star, White's
will be the
group Middleited business
to head the exploitation department for
acquaintances. Incidentalthat is, to handle the photos, programs, of big productions which Mr. Fox has
ly he announces that he has brought
for her. Scores of novels and back to New York the largest contract
Sennett songs and the booklet, "Queens planned
scenarios were rejected before the for the distribution of educational picof the turesSea,"
thirty-four
pic- choice
finally fell upon the story as
tures in the history of the industry.
of the containing
Sennett Bathing
Beauties.
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Ford to Instruct British in Modern Picture
Methods; First International School of Film Art
producers broadened and new activities stimuof British
UCTIO
INSTR
in American Nmotion
picture methods, lated.
d during those years when
develope
there There
is a new
field
material overseas.
is undeBritishers were busy with the more for"Unquestionably
veloped dramatic talent. There are
important exigencies of the great war, British plays
Britishin playwrights
will be a primary feature of the Famous that would haveanda future
the motion
Players-Lasky
British
Ltd.,
studios
in London.
announcs,ement
ThisProducer
pictures.
Schooling Invited.
was made recently by Hugh Ford, spedirector, Famous Players-Lasky Producers,
cialion.
"The Famous
Players-Lasky
Ltd., have
entered uponBritish
this
Corporat
schooling project at the invitation of
The new
company,
he
said,
will
organize what is to be substantially the the British capitalists who backed the
first international
school toof pass
motionon picEngland's
ture art. Arrangements
the organization.
tunity to enter Itthe ismodern
motionopporpicture field on the same high artistic plane
newly developed arts and sciences of
upon which she worked before the war.
the
motion
pictures
to
Britishers
who
desire to enter this field were made at It is an opportunity for American mothe request of English capitalists. Such
tion picture men to help cement interan arrangement, according to Mr. Ford,
nationalarrived
friendships." in Xew York reMr. Ford
offers the following:
cently from the West.
1. ishAnsoldiers
opportunity
Britto learn tothedischarged
latest methods
in the most lucrative profession in the Special Sunday Movie
world.
An opportunity
the development
Edition Surprises Dallas
of2. British
dramatic fortalent
that actors
and actresses may make their way to SOMETHING new for the Southwest
was a big moving picture edition put
international
to America. stardom without coming
out Sunday, July 27, by the Dallas
3. An opportunity for stimulating Times Herald. This newspaper two
British playwright genius and making years ago started featuring with its
Sunday issue a four to six page moving
the
playwright's barriers,
market, anow
to international
singlesubject
field picture section. The idea proved a popone and circulation jumped all over
where manifold profits may be reaped. Northular Texas.
4. An duceropportunity
for British
On the Sunday mentioned fourteen
s to learn the American
trade prosecrets for the development of their own pages of the paper were devoted exclusively to news of the moving picture
motion
industry
time in picture
experiments
whichwithout
have wasting
already world. For the first time attention was
been tried in the United States.
paid to the local film exchanges, the
managers of which were written up.
Our Duty to Teach Britishers.
Photographs of several hundred em"It
is
America's
duty
to
stand
by
Great
ployes of the fifteen Dallas film houses
Britain during the reconstruction pe- were printed,
as well as numerous arriod,"
said
Mr.
Ford.
"It
is
only
fair
ticles
that Dallas leads the enthat America should teach her great allv dustry.tire Southshowing
in
the moving picture inmethods, both artistic and scientific,
which she had the opportunity to deTom C. Gooch, managing editor of the
velop whileOverseas,
Britain the
was motion
occup'iedpicture
with Times Herald, sent copies of the edition
the war.
500 moving picture exhibitors
industry is five years behind the times to
throughout the state. They are asked
—not because of any lack of brains or what
of featuring the movies
Mutative, but simply because of the war. as welltheyas think
given a hint as to how"This is an opportunity for America to liven upbeing
the
newspapers in their
to pay off her debt. We want to give home towns.
British
producers every opportunity to
regain the lost ground. Our experts and
Blanche Sweet Film Now Selling.
technical men, who
the inat their finger tips, willhavepasstheon subject
Harry Garson's second Blanche Sweet
formation
overseas.
We
hope,
production.
"The Hushed Hour," which
that
within a period of months, the motion is being state-righted,
is rapidly being
picture field overseas will have been disposed of. The following
territories

Doris Kenyon, Center, Believes in Holding Hands; Not So Doris, Right.
And Doris, left, is strictly neutral, not to say very attractive in these scenes
from "The Bandbox," the Deitrich-Beck production for Hodkinson.

837
have been sold in the last few days :
Jones, Linnick & Schaefer, of Chicago,
Illinois: Big Feature Rights Corporation,
of Louisville, Kentucky and Tennessee:
Pioneer Film Corporation, New York
State;
Pearce
Sons, of New
Orleans,Josiah
Louisiana
and &Mississippi;
The
First
National
Cleveland,
Ohio;Exhibitors'
Merit FilmExchange,
Company,of
of Denver. Colorado, Wyoming, Utah,
New Mexico and Idaho ; Charles F.
Schwerin. Delaware, Maryland, District
of Columbia, Georgia, Florida, Alabama,
North and South Carolina, and Virginia.
The
United Kingdom
the Gaumont
Company.has been sold to
The sales were made through HerbertagerK.forSomborn,
formerly
Mr. Garson,
but whosalesis mannow
the president of the newly formed
Equity Pictures Corporation.
Bernard Comes to New York.
Clifford C. Bernard, who has been
managing the Sol Lesser production.
"Yankee Doodle in Berlin." in conjunction with
Sennett's
Bathing
Beauties,
in Mack
the states
of Indiana
and
Pennsylvania,
has
been
called
to New
York to assume the same duties
for
the
show nowrelieving
appearing
at B.McClellan.
S. Moss'
Broadway,
Frank
who tion
is joining
department.the Paramount exploitaMr. Bernard, before joining Sol Lesser's
managed the Majestic
Theatreorgaization.
in Los Angeles.
Warner Oland Goes to Los Angeles.
Warnersiastic, seOland,
and July
enthu-25.
t out forsunburned
Los Angeles
wh re he is to begin work soon on the
Louis
J. Gasnierbyserial,
Third Eye."
to be released
Pathe."TheFeatured
with
him in the picture is Eileen Percy.
The role to be played by this villain
of the screen is a typical Oland part,
one of mousthewherever
kind serials
that hasaremade
him He
fashown.
will be the crafty, sinister, powerful
master crook.
"The toThird
Eye" marks
return
the serial
field. Mr. Oland's
Ruffner Uses Lobby Display
to Boost Drama of Arabia
MANY
countryexhibitors
have takenthroughout
advantage theof
the exploitation possibilities of
"The
Man
Who
Turned
first H. B. Warner picture White,"
released the
by
Robertson-Cole
through
Exhibitors'
tual, and one of the most successfulMu-of
them is Manager Ralph Ruffner, of the
Rialto Theatre, San Francisco. He put
over tive
a lobby
was anandeffecpiece of display
staging that
in itself,
put
life into it with the presence of the ten
young
women
ushers
dressed
in
native
Arab costumes.
In the play Warner appears in the
role of a cashiered officer of the Forvictim and
of injustice,
goes eignintoLegion,thethedesert
becomes who
the
chief of a band of Arab raiders.
The
atmosphere
of
the
picture
was
carried into the lobby display. The
bacVground showed the wastes of the
desert and set as if to appear actually
on the sands was a life-size cut-out of
the man who turned white on horsehac'-. tivelyA the few
off sands.
effecidea real
of thepalms
oasis set
in the
An Arab tent of striped canvas was
draped about the box office window.
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CHANGES RULE
ASSOCIATION
DISTRICT
At Request of Exhibitors, Exchangemen Refuse
to Allow Monopoly of Films by Large Houses
Virginia, Maryland, North Carolina,
Manag
nge ngton
, ers'
will ia-no Delaware and the District of Columbia
D. C, Assoc
tion, of Washi
THE excha
to
be held August 13 and 14, at Ocean
'
reitors
exhib
to
nt
longe
making of contracts, that View, Va. Messrs. Lust, Dresner and
quiring, inrtheconse
their competitors and neighbors shall
Kaplan
of the association were apsamewingpic-a
run theFollo
pointed to assist Mr. Bernstein in worknot beturespermi
at any tted
futurtoe date.
ing
up
events
that There
will make
in exhibitors in
tion alively one.
is to thebe convena movie
from it certa
complaint
became known that ball, shore dinner, baseball game, fat
territory,
that
rting
men's
races
and
some
other
things
of a
theate
compe
and
other
were
there
men who would demand, when making a laugh provoking nature.
The requirement that on and after
contract for films, that they have the ex- August
18 all exhibitors will be required
clusive use of those films in their neighfor was
their finally
shows agreed
in advance
imes the demand in- toshowpaydate
d, and sometcity.
upon ofat
cluded btheorhoentire
this
meeting
and
all
exhibitors
in this
Small Houses Injured.
will,action.
at an Itearly
adThe matter had been carried before territory,
vised of this
was date,
pointedbe out
the
grievance
in a held
particular
a majority of the exhibitors are
instance.
The committee
exchange was
to be that
making such payment and Mr.
at fault in canceling a contract because already
Bernstein spoke on the matter from an
the theatre previously running the show exhibitor's
declared
had demanded that action be taken. If himself as instandpoint.
favor of the He
proposal.
permitted
to
run
to
its
logical
end
it
Morgan
Resigns.
would mean that a large house at one
The managers were called upon to
end of the street could prevent another, accept
resignation of their secretary,
perhaps smaller, house at the other end, Oscar the
A. Morgan, who goes to New
from
getting
films
run
by
the
former
six months before. It would result in a York to become assistant sales manager
Corporafew houses getting entire control of the of the tion.Famous
As a tokenPlayers-Lasky
of their esteem
they
picture
so farconcerned
as their particuhim with a leather traveling
lar city output
or townin was
and the presented
bag with his initials upon the tab. The
revival of the old booking agencies.
loss of Mr. Morgan, various speakers
Association Adopts Rule.
declared, was a matter of deep regret to
Following almost unlimited discussion all. He will be succeeded by Herbert
of this evil, the following rule was C. Wales, manager of Universal.
George Lenihan, who will represent
adopted:
"Members
of this
are hereafter
prohibited
fromassociation
entering the Big Four in Washington territory,
into any contract with any exhibitor and E. S. Lippard, manager of Realart,
whereby it is implied that the films so formerly manager for the Mutual at
contracted for may not at any future
recommended for memdate be shown at a competing or other Pittsburgh,
bership in thewereassociation.
theatre."firstThisrunning
does not
that not
the
May Incorporate Association.
theater
the mean
films will
Mr. Wales was instructed to take up
bemeangiventhatsuitable
protection,
it doesor
it canot
dictate butwhere
with securing
the association's
lawyer theAnother
matter
where not the films would be permitted of
incorporation.
later to be shown.
measure adopted was that involving the
of instructions
to the
Harry Bernstein, of the Motion Pic- giving
to make
dailysalesmen
reports
ture ofExhibitors'
League ofatVirginia,
was offromeacheachexchange
town
visited,
of
the films beain guest
the
association
the
meeting
which this matter was discussed. He
ing shown at the various houses therein.
invited the managers present to attend This, it was pointed out, will have the
the joint convention of exhibitors of effect of showing up the bicycling of
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films, for the postal cards will be directed to thebe secretary's
from
there will
distributed office
to theandvarious
exchanges whose films are being shown,
enabling them to check up on them.
Cleaning up Conditions.
From reports received at this meeting
it would appear that the association
is fast cleaning up many unbusinesslike
conditions and causing both exhibitors
and exchange managers to discontinue
practices
that are not
for thethe betterment
of the industry.
In this
grievance
committee has been of exceptional value.
It consists of three exchange managers
and three exhibitors. The minute these
men get together for a conference on
grievances
forget their
connections they
and affiliations
and,business
as real
men, hand down decisions that up to this
date have been accepted and carried out
with both
the gest
It is realized
that
sidesof tograce.
any argument
are
bound fore,tothe mandates
get a square
deal
and, thereof the committee
are
being carried out to the letter. LINZ.
Company Made Up of Veteran*.
One company
Universal City has now
a fineproducing
military atrecord.
It is that headed by Director George
Eigmann,
"WhoHelenKnows,"
with Kennethproducing
Harlan and
Eddy
as the stars.
Every male member of the company
served
the Allied W.forces
"overto
there." awith
Seigmann
Griffith
accept
lieutenancyleft inD. the
army
and
served
with
the
Signal
Corps
in
France
for nine months. Assistant Director
James
O'Shea was a master
engineer in
the ingCamouflage
from France, Corps,
having recently
been overreturnthere
a year and a half. Kenneth Harlan was
in the 143d Field Artillery that saw nine
months'
Alfred service
Gosden, intheFrance.
cameraman, served
inBritain.
the Royal Naval Air Service of Great
Ray Starts on "A Man's Money."
Under Charles
the working
title,just
"A started
Man's
Money,"
Ray has
work
on
a
new
picture
for
ParamountArtcraft release, at the Thomas H. Ince
studios in Culver City. This story is
by Julien Josephson. In the supporting
cast are Gladys
CharlesMcConnell.
Mailles,
William
Conklin George,
and Mollie

AGuyBunch
ofisClever
and Location
Bits from "Inin Mizzoura"
and Lewis
"Huckleberry
Oliverwhile
seen
atCharacter
the
outside
the blacksmith
Sargentin "Huckleberry
isFinn,"
seen inParamount-Artcrafts.
the center
on the
rightleftDirector
William
D. Taylor shop
"acts" "In
downMizzoura."
on the river
front
Finn." as "Huck,"
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plans
for
the
remodeled
house.
Dominion will have an escalator Theto
carry
patrons
the thefirstoneandin second
balconies,
similarto to
use at
the Princess Theatre, Montreal.
The Russell Theatre, which is to be
taKen over by James T. Moxley on September 1,will not present pictures regularly, it is stated,
but will and
provide
accomodation for dramatic
musical
road shows. Moxley has been the manager of Allen'sfilmRegent
Ottawa,of
a prominent
house, Theatre,
for a number

STARTS BUILDING OTTAWA HOUSE
Rivalry Already Evident Between the New
Concern and the Existing Dominion Theatre
used for the Princess Theatre,
CONSIDERABLE rivalry has already olan
the Lyric
Theatre, byHamLoew'san Ottawa
develo
ts andbetwe
ilton, both and
of which
are operated
the
United Montreal,
theen Canadi
interesped
Theatres, Limited, onthe compar,ny which, Canadian United Theatres, Limited. D.
controls the Domini Theate Ottawa J. Spence, of Montreal, a well known
theatre designer, has been making a
although thean proposedl Loew theatre for visit
in Ottawa to draw up structural
the Canadi capita is not yet above
street level.
years.
Loew House Costs $400,000.
Undeterred by Summer Weather, Universal
J.
Albert
Ewart,
the
Ottawa
architect
for the Loew Theatre, announced on
Works Industriously on Large Program
July 24 that
the proposed
contract house
for theon construction of the
the THIRTEEN' directors are actively
"Theern Desert
Trail" isKull
a two-reel
westdrama Edward
is producing
production
Universelected
downtown site
alengaged
City thisin week,
four atothers
are with Pete Morrison and Magda Lane in
ed. Announcement
was hasalsobeenmadeawardthat
the Loew house would cost $400,000. not busy cutting and titling and still another the principal roles.
is making necessary preparations to
Final scenes are being taken by Direcincluding
the site. Theof conproducing at an early date.
tract callstheforcosttheof completion
the start
tor Paul Powell
on "Commonof Property,"
Browning is filming the Henry a drama
of nationalization
women in
work by January 15. The theatre will G. Tod
Rowland story with Mary MacLaren Russia, by Elliott J. Clawson, starring
have a seating capacity of 2,600 and will
Robert
Andersen,
Colleen
Moore
and
in the leading
role.
David
Butler,
Spotbe one of the largest in Canada. Several tiswoode
en, Fred Turner, Clarissa Xell Craig.
novel features will be incorporated in Selwyn andAit Eugenie
Forde
are
seen
in
"The
Trembling
Hour,"
the
mystery
the building,
these beingroom
a spa-on her support.
melodrama by Kenneth B. Clark, which
cious dancehalloneorofconvention
the second floor, over a row of store
"Loot,"
Roche'sinmysis directing,
isHarlan
protery story,Arthur
which Somers
ran serially
the George Seigmann
Kenneth
premises.
Saturday Evening Post, is being made and Hellengresin. speedily
Eddy aswithfeatured
players.
Rebuild Dominion Theatre.
a six-reel
photoplay
William
"Sundown Trail" in Cutting Stage.
On the heels of this statement came into
Dowlan
with Ora
Carew by and
DarrellC.
Having taken the final scenes for
an announcement by the Canadian Foss
in the principal parts.
"Sundown
Trail,"
startingis Monroe
SalisUnited Theatres,
Limited,
that
the
DoHarry Carey and his entire company
bury, Rollin
Sturgeon
collaborating
minion Theatre would be rebuilt, for
sixty persons are on locatheand editorial
department
on
its
cutwhich work upward of $250,000 would be of moretion at than
Big Bear Lake shooting the with ting
titling.
spent. Theterations
theatre
exteriors
for
Carey's
new
phoproposed will
beingbe enlarged,
sufficient al-to mountain
Florence
Turner
has
completed
"Oh,
"Thein Eternal
Savage,"withwritten
a one-reel comedy, both staradd 1,000 seats, making the total seating todrama,
the star
collaboration
Jack It's E.ring Z.,"
in and directing the fnn-fest.
capacity 2,400. The two balconies will be by
his director, and for which Hal
"Sea
Goils"
is the title of a beach comrebuilt and all posts will be removed Ford,
Hoadley prepared the scenario.
edy with bathing girls which Eddie
throughlever style
theofadoption
of the steel cantiLyons and Lee Moran are producing.
construction.
Start Work on "Winged Trail."
House Will Have Escalator.
Salisbury's next story, based
Production started last week on "The on Monroe
"Theprepared
Altar onby Little
Thunder,"
When rebuilt, the Dominion will have
Trail,"
the five-reel
serialismeloF. McGrew
Willisis
drama,
which Jacques
Jaccard
pro- being
a combination policy with only two Winged ducing
under
the
supervision
of
Douglas
Ger-.
with
Lieutenant
L.
Locklear,
an
shows a day. Keith and Orpheum
as thethe supporting
star. Francelia
Billing- rard.
vaudeville will be presented in addition aviator,
Norman
Dawn
is
meeting
with
much
ton
heads
cast.
to moving pictures. This is also the
success in the production of his dog
drama,
"The life,
Eternal
Triangle,"
play
of
domestic
in which
only acanine
actors
are used.
"The Jack
of Hearts"
the titleEason
of a
two-reel
western
drama isReeves
is producing with Josephine Hill and
Jack Perrin in the leading roles.
Weinstein to Visit Representatives.
Samuel Weinstein, of Menger, Ring
and Weinstein,
WeststartForty-second
street,
New York,306 will
on a trip
August
8,
visiting
his
concern's
agenciesof
in the various cities for
the purpose
instructing their salesmen in methods
of measuring theatre lobbies and esti;
mating the display facilities offered by
the picture houses in the territory covered by the sales agencies of the comMr. Weinstein will visit Pittsburgh,
pany.
Cleveland, Detroit, Chicago, Minneapolis, Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis and
Cincinnati
and expects to be absent
about a month.
Menger, resenteRing
and Weinstein
are repd inCleveland,
Detroit, Chicago.
Minneapolis, Omaha and Kansas Citv bv
the U. T. E.; in Pittsburgh by HollisSmith-Morton
in St. Louisbyby Dwyer
Erker
Brothers; in Co.;Cincinnati
Brothers,
and
in
Los
Angeles
by
J.
Slipper and Company.
Revieivs in Moving, Picture World are
written from the screen — not press books
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new Henry Lehrman Studios now being
erected at Culver City, Cal.
UNIVERSAL
MAKES
A
$100,000 OFFER
"The new studios are entirely my own
igue
Expresses
Desire
to
property,"
said Mr.nor Lehrman,
Letter
to
Authors'
Lea/
have
no partners
associates "and
what-I
Buy Four Stories for Filming at $25,000 Each
ever in their ownership. When I contracted withforthetheFirst
National ofExhibithrough the Authors League is sought
ANDal doltors Circuit
distribution
future
ED THOUS
OXE HUNDR
lars is offered
by Univers
for by Universalformation
in before
its the
effortwriters
to set this
in- Lehrman
Comedies I determined to build
of the
four stories which can be put into
a
production
home
which
would
in
every
screen form and which will be suitable
respect meet my ideas of what a modern
country."
for casting
Dorothy
Phillips
in
the
leadstudio
should
be,
and
the
plant
which
I
am
now bringing to completion is the
Theing role.Universal asks the assistance of Arbuckle Is Not a Part
result.
Owner of Lehrman Studio
the
Authors'
"Mr. Arbuckle
has leasedbut space
for the
following
is theLeague
essenceofofAmerica
the offerandas
making
of his pictures,
his position
HENRY
LEHRMAN,
producer
of
submitted
to
the
League
and
to
Ameriat
the
studios
will
be
solely
that
of a
Lehrman
Comedies,
has
just
issued
can authors generally :
I am moved to make this point
a positive
denial
of a declared
statement that
re- tenant.
clear in justice to both Mr. Arbuckle and
"In
our
effort
to
supply
the
motion
cently
published,
which
picture
with theproductions
best, cleanest
and
mostpublic
wholesome
that Roscoe Arbuckle is half owner of the
enterprise, talent and money can obtain,
we ask your co-operation to the extent Paramount-Post Nature Pictures Give Showmen
of setting
before information.
the Authors of America the following
Chance to Enlistmyself."
Aid of Schools and Clubs
"We are
especially
desirous
of one
obit is necessary to photograph scenes in
taining for Miss Dorothy
Phillips,
the
with
ion
connect
in
widely
separated parts of the country.
RE
of the Universale most eminent stars, A FEATU
booking of the, Paramount-Post
To carry out the atmosphere of the
several suitable stories in which she
Nature Pictures which will be re- pictures,
many of the subtitles are excan appear to advantage.
ng
every
weeks
leased
cerpts from poems that interpret the
izedbeginni
this weekSep-in
tember 1,wastwoemphas
"Specifically we desire four stories, to
theme
in
In "Thepoem
Cloud,"
the
ent
by the Famous Playerste titles are question.
a statem tion,
be "These
written stories
by America's
authors.
fromBecause
Shelley's
of the
should beleading
written
with Lasky
which will distribu
Corpora
same
name.
of
this
fact,
.
pictures
the
Miss Phillips'in personality
hibitors who show these pictures, itex-is
achievements
mind. Theyandmay pastbe
In booking
thesewillpictures,
it they
was can
as- pointed out,
will have an additional arsubmitted in story or in scenario form.
serted,
exhibitors
find
that
ment in going to literary clubs, and
Universal, as a matter of fact, is even obtain the co-operation of schools, pointing guout
they can get a clearer
willing ready
to beenconsider
stories
study are
or- appreciation that
of the meaning of the
published
and that
whichhavehaveal- women's clubs
ganizations, forand
, whilenature
the pictures
poetry
by
seeing
the poemscenery.
interpreted
enjoyed wide circulation. It should be
primarily for entertainment,
the terms of beautiful
borne in mind that we are especially produced
have a distinct educational value in Inquiries
received
by
the
Famous
desirous that the basic ideas shall be they
which will
enlist the
Players-Lasky
Corporation
and theof Post
zations in nature
study.support of organi- Pictures
both new and big.
Corporation,
producers
the
The
Paramount-Post
Nature
Pictures,
"This ofproposition
in no sense
series, show that this interest on the
nature
a contest. isUniversal
offersin the
the
are different from ordi- part
of
clubs
and
educational
organizasum of $100,000 cash to the author or it is asserted,
nary scenic pictures. These one-reel
tions is extremely active.
authors who provide the four stories productions,
however, are interpretaFleet Uses Cameragraph.
tions of nature's
variouspictorially
moods, and
that rate
meet ofwith
Universal's
— at frequently,
the
$25,000
each whenapproval
accepted.
to express
the
the Pacific Fleet, on its way to
"Your asistance and co-operation various phases of one of these themes, theWhile
west coast, was wheeling into single
column formation on the evening of
July
civilians
New
Mexico19,were
startledon toboard
see thetheMississippi
bearing
down
on
the
starboard
quarter of the flagship.
Admiral Rodman, standing on the
quarter deck of his flagship, showed no
trace of concern and, beyond giving a
quiet
order orbowtwo,of gazed
quietly at the
threatening
the Mississippi.
"Probably
the
Mississippi
come aboard to see our movingwants
pictureto
show,"
he
remarked
as
the
Mississippi
began to fall astern again.
The Mississippi, as well as the New
Mexico, Eleven
is carrying
graphs.
out of Power's
the twelveCameradreadnoughts carried this projector, sevenCamergraph.
teen out of nineteen being Power's
Mrs. Frances Wharton Dies.
Mrs. Frances Wharton, mother of
Theodore W. Wharton and Leo D.
Wharton, motion picture producers, died
at19 1.30
on theat afternoon
at a o'clock
sanitarium
Bronxville, ofN.July
Y.,
aged 78a years.
about
year. She had been in ill health
Mrs. Wharton had previously made
her home at Ithaca, N. Y., where TheodoresidesWharton's
are located.W. Be-of
her two studios
sons, Theodore
Ithaca and Leo D. of San Antonio, Tex.,
she is survived by a daughter, Mrs. J.
Tom Mix Lays Aside Lariat and Saddle for a Pair of Eyes and a Nobby Bonnet.
Whitworth Buck, of New York City.
The funeral was held at Kensico. N. Y.
This is a scene from like
Tom'sto newest
Fox,
"Rough
Riding
Romance."
How'd
you
enlist in Tom's Rough Riders?
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The Goldwyn office advised him to
play
day, him
and
that "The
anotherAuction
subjectBlock"
would that
be sent
for use during the following two days.
The substitute show was ready and
waiting for Mr. Rowe the next day,
but he did not call for the film.
On the third day, Manager Davis, of
the Goldwyn exchange, got the telephone call that he had long been expecting from Mr. Rowe.
"Yes, this is Rowe talking," came the
voice
over thethem
wire outfromandSt.I Paul.
am standing
want to"I
hold day'Theand Sunday,
Auction Block'
over
for
Saturmy two best days.

Niles Says Famous Players' Educational
Pictures Will Convert Many to Movies
benefit to exhibitors is faced and slim-figured girls, whose vim
A DIRECT
one of the results expected by the and animation
their aquatic
tainments and reflects
active athletic
life. atFamous Players-Lasky Corporafrom subjects
tiontional
the plans
to
produce
educaand distribute them to
non-theatrical organizations
such as
schools, clubs, commercial bodies and Rowe Cleans Up on Film
social welfare centers. This opinion was
expressed by David K. Niles, head of the Shown by Twenty-six Rivals
r of thea
proprietoTheatre,
non-theatricalon. pictures department of OLIVE
Blue Mouse
St.RPaulROWE,
the corporati
first run house, was without a
"Only one section of the motion pic- show for the last half of the week.
ture's field has been developed thus far," He finally booked "The Auction Block"
declared
Mr. Niles.
the from Goldwyn.
Edeson
"Sealed Hearts."
film industry
as it 'The
standssituation
now isin the
Myron Engaged
Selznick forannounces
that he
He later learned that the picture had
same as if all the publishers in the played
has engaged Robert Edeson to play in
in twenty-six
houses
in
St.
Paul,
world united and declared they would including
several
10
cent
theatres.
the
second
Eugene
O'Brien
production,
publishture stories
nothing
but love
stories,
adven- Alarmed over the dismal outlook, he Edmund
"Sealed Hearts,"
Goulding. which was written by
and joke
books.
Practically
the only motion pictures that have been called the Goldwyn office.
produced are photodramas or comedies.
Many Desire Educationals.
Ince Company Is Making "The White Rook"
. "Now
there ispublic
an immense
section
With Dorothy Dalton and Henry Mortimer
the
American
that would
like ofa
rocky headlands near Marblehead were
little more solid food with their enter\0 obtain the proper scenery for
the only
found suitable for the
tainment. These people — educators, minneeds
of theonesstory.
I
part
of
"The
White
Rook,"
the
social workers,
club inwomen
— atThomas
H. Ince theproduction
Rook" is a mystery play,
tendisters,motion
picture plays
theatres,
ring
Dorothy Dalton,
company starwill and"Thethe White
is not solved until the
but a number of people who have not yet go this week to Marblehead, Mass., final reel.mystery
The picture
is from the novel
realized the merit of pictures — in fact, where the roc <y coast is said to be much of J. B. Harrisand the sceBurland
. Cecil
that part of the British coast where
condemn pictures out of hand — is aston- like
nario
was
written
by
R.
Smith.
ishingly large. These people are a dead some of the action of the piece takes
Miss Dalton is supporte
d by Henry
loss to the exhibitor ; he cannot reach
Mortimer
,
who
plays
the
role
of
Major
In one of the scenes, Richard Neil,
them
with the pictures which he shows place.
e. Paul Caseneuve is seen
as
for entertainment.
who plays the role of Lord Wiverly, is Heritag
Ling
Foo.
the
treacher
ous
Chinese,
and
supposed to leap to his death from a others are Richard Neil. Warren Cook,
educational
picture
will millions
act as high
a "The
missionary
which will
convert
cliff overlooking the sea. Joseph ihomas Cameron, Walter Barrett and
of such persons to the motion picture. DeGrasse, who is directing the picture Bigelow Cooper.
Thus the non-theatrical distribution of under the supervision of Thomas H.
pictures will bring new patrons to the Ince, made a thorough survey of the Midwest Salesmen Form
Atlantic coast for just such a location
regular will
exhibitor's
these as
that specified in the script, but the
patrons
be leaderstheatre
in the— and
communEducational Association
ity.
Clergymen Were Converted.
FILMDes Moines
salesmenexchanges
out of are
Omaha
and
organiz"Theinglytruth
of the
statement
striking anpurposes.
association for educational
illustrated
at the
recent was
centenary
and
social
convention of the Methodist Episcopal
The salesmen
invited as guests
Church in Columbus. Ohio. There were
ot the Omaha FilmwereBoard
of Trade at a
a large number of Methodist clergymen
meeting
at
the
Henshaw
Hotel, Omaha
and church dignitaries, opposed to moSaturday,
July
19.
Nearly
100 exchange
tion pictures, who confessed that they
managers and salesmen from
Omaha
never had seen a picture. We showed
and
Des
Moines
attended
.
Grathem some, and right then and there
ham, president of the O. F. Harrv
B.
f.,
prethose men became picture fans. When
sided,
and
a
number
of
the
managers
made talks.
they returned to their homes they were
new patrons for their film theaters; and
In their talks the exchange managers
addresse
because of the prominence of their posid the film salesmen, telling them
tioncometheyfilmwill
the word between exchanges
fans.prevail upon others to behibitors inthe Omaha territory and
is to ex-be
"co-oper
ation."
"VVe
are
taking
elaborate
precautions
The
salesme
n
to insure the regular exhibitor from
make no false promises, thev said;aretheyto
competition by the non-theatrical picare
to carefully
ture shows. The pictures which we shall
the details
all contracts
whichexplain
they enter
into witho'f
iistribute to the non-theatrical field will
exhibitors ; they
are to suggest
methods
ot
)en competition
of a nature that
will
not
bring
them
exploitat
ion,
and
thev
are
to
be fair
with exhibitors. In adand
ard .in all their dealings
with abovebo
the showmen
lition we pshall
constantly
stress
the
imortance of co-operation between the
Following this meeting, the
n
ion-theatrical exhibitors and our regumet by themselves and took salesme
the first
ar exhibitors, to the mutual benefit of
steps
toward
their
organiz
ation
by
elect>oth."
ing Phil Monsky of the Fox exchanges as
preside
nt. Another
was called
tor Saturday, August meeting
Sennett's Beauties in Fifth Week.
2, at the Fox exchange,
when
other
officers
Mack
battervfifthof week
bathingat
elected. The association will meetwillregu-be
>eauties, Sennett'
now ins their
advertising
doss' Broadway, where they are a feamanagerlarly,
s inviting
from in promine
andnt elsewhe
re to
ure
of "Yankee
in lBerlin
" in
address them onOmaha
onjuncti
the art of salesma
on withDoodle
Bothwel
nBrowne
ship. They will also utilize their associontinue with a popularitv that augers Florence Puts on Her Thinking Dress.
ation for occasional social times, when
veil for a protracted run. Lovers of Showing Florence Deshon thinking of the their
vited.
wives and sweethearts will be inut-door life find much of interst and
possibilities
in thejustGoldwyn
Harm in the
she has
signed. contract
appearance of these fresh-
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Louise Buckley, Miss Lucia B. Seger,
Joseph P. Marquis, Edward Elkas,
Omaha Mother's Club Fights Daylight Saving
Georgeseph Henry,
Savoli, andAlexander
J. Irving Kaufman,
Southard Joare
Health
Children's
Injures
Itwere
in the supporting cast.
that
Ground
on
Blanche
Bates,
William
Jefferson,
been
has
ch
approa
of
W angle
ANEtaken
The
comedy
has
been
personally
diWheeler
Dryden,
Henry
Hull,
Lucia
rected by Adolf Philipp, while Jules
the fight
Motherfors' theClub
Omaha by
on the
repealof Moore and John W. Cope.
Cronjager
was
the
cameraman.
The
of the daylight saving bill. Undaunted
title of the picture will be announced
by the veto of President Wilson, the
Mr. Philipp
motherhalfsof thehavehealth
takenof uptheirthe childre
battle n.on The
be- After Year in Service, Hahn
onshortly.
his second
comedy. has started work
Is Back at Rothacker Plant
note struck in their petition is an enone, Omaha
and the World
protest, accordof the / Atlanta Managers' Body
ingtirelyto newthe
Herald, JG. Rothack
HAHN,er assistan
Manufacy turing/
Filmt secretar
promises to become national in scope.
Give Luncheon to Simpson
er's/
Rothack
Mr.
and
• Company
The foreword of the petition, which
t in charge of the fac-V TO celebrate his return to Atlanta,
l assistanion
argues that the law works a hardship principa
Chicago
the
at
work
product
and
tory
on people in general and on children plant, is now back in harness agai»
the
Managers'
Association
that Film
city gave
a luncheon
in honorof
in particular, reads as follows :
a year in the army.
J?. Simpson, field manager of
By careful investigation we have found after
Mr.
Hahn
first
came
associated
wit
i
July 19. Four
that
children's
health and
Mr. Rothacker at the Chicago office ( f 'years ago, Mv.Saturday,
nervousthefectedsystem
havephysical
been ofseriously
af- the
represented
Billboard, several years ago. Lat< r George Kleine m theSimpson
by the curtailment
their hours
Southern
on Mr. Hahn went to the Pacific Coa t j lis and during /is term of office metropoof sleep.
whilechildren
the mothers
there he
able
to forceFortheir
to bed may
earlier,be and established the San Francisco offi e jnade
many iriends among exhibitors.
of the Billboard.
we cannot force them to sleep.
jat
he
is^not
forgotten
is
shown
by
And we notice a decided increase in
In the summer of 1911, Mr. Hahn
the^Toyatreception given him.
nervousness and irritability and loss of
Mr.
Simpson
reports
that
exhibitors
weight which we can ascribe to no other
Atlanta
have shown keen interest inin
cause.
"We
alsopublic
find and
that private
many schools
of the
Realart Pictures.
teachers
in
our
have noticed a decrease in energy and
In his report, Mr. Simpson also stated
application
on theof part
of theof this
students
that ground was broken on Wednesday,
during
the
period
operation
law.
July
16, for a $500,000 picture house in
And as for ourselves, this added strain
Atlanta. It will seat 2,500 and the openon theunnecessary.
already overburdened mothers we
deem
ing is planned for February 10, 1920. The
new theatre will be centrally located at
Doctors Agree with Mothers.
the junctionoughfares,ofPeachtree,
threeForsyth
prominent
thorFifty
petitions
are
being
circulated
by
and Pryor
welfare workers and members of the
streets. Ralph De Bruler is in charge.
Mr. Simpson has been touring the
Mother's
Many doctors,
including Dr. H.Club.
M. McClanahan,
recognized
East, establishing exchanges and acchild specialist, are among the signers.
quainting exhibitors with
Realart's
Although- the campaign is a local one,
forthcoming
plans.
Afexhibitors have a number of possibilities
ter engaging productions
a manager forand Atlanta
and
securing offices there, he will return
by way of co-operation with the various
to the executive quarters in New York.
Mother's
Clubs cities.
and similar
tions in their
Copiesorganizaof the
Omaha petition will be sent to any one
interested by Mrs. H. J. Holmes, 5102
Beach Leaves for Coast
Capitol avenue, who is heading the drive.
to Supervise Production
EX BEACH left New York, July 25,
New Capitol Theatre Books
to
make the transcontinental trip
R to the
Goldwyn studios at Culver
"The Girl from Outside"
City, Cal., where he will assist with
the
next
Rex
Beach picture from his
Beach'sin
picture, Rex
YN
AGOLDW
"The
Girl from
novel, "The Cilver Horde," and will coled e,"
the series
scheduOutsid
for first
release
te as president
of Eminent
Auduring the period beginning Septembernt
thors'operaPictures
with who
Gertrude
Atherton
1, has been booked by vice preside
and Rupert
Hughes,
are already
on
and managing director E. J. Bowes, of
the ground co-operating in the producJ. G. Hahn.
lay,Theatre, Fifty-first street
the
Capito
tion of "Perch of the Devil" and "The
and Broadw
New York. This house
Of Rothacker Company.
Film Manufacturing
is conceded .to be the largest theatre
President
Beach says that Rupert
in the country
Cup
of
Fury."
took
hishim,scenario
Cup
The date ot the opening of the theatre signed from the Billboard and became ofHughes
Fury"
with
and thatforhe"The
is doing
has not been decided upon, but it will identified with Universal. After a thor- the same in the
case of "The Silver
befilmsometime
early
in
the
autumn.
This
ough
schooling
at
Universal
City,
Mr.
continuity
Mrs. studios,
Atherwill be one of the first to be shown. Hahn again joined his old chief who Horde."
novelThe was
done atof the
Included in the cast are Clara Horton, had,
in thedustrial
meantime,
formedCompany.
the In- ton's
and, accordingly, the author went out
Moving Picture
inLandis
the title
role,
Wilton
Taylor,
Cullen
supervise
and others.
When the
Rothacker Moving
CompanyPicture
suc- to Both
Rex the
Beachcompleted
and Mrs.manuscript.
Atherton
ceeded the Industrial
have
two
remarkable
women in each of
Company,
Mr.
Hahn
became
assistant
their
novels.
Under
the
star
system
Miss Binney Aids War Relief Body.
secretary of the new organization. might be difficult to do justice to theit
Constance Binney, who will star for From tiesthat
Hahn's responsibiliwomen, but the authors mean to
grew astimethe on,organization
grew and other
Realart
of her ofspare
see justice done. Betty Blythe is the
time lastPictures,
week inspent
the allinterest
the today
he
is
one
of
Mr.
Rothacker's
most
only
actress
yet selected, and she will
valued aids.
Stage Women's
War Relief.
This or-of
play
SilverPictures.
Horde" as well as
ganization is presenting
a series
other inRex"TheBeach
twelve photodramatic productions in Philipp Completes First Musical Comedy.
which ritappear
the foremost
Adolf Philipp has just completed his
Title of World Film Changed.
ies of the present
day. stage celeb- first
musical film comedy for the Adolf
Pictures announces a change
The play in which Miss Binney starred Philipp Film Corporation at his studios, inWorld
the
name of the release scheduled fo
was written
known asby "Tom's
Little
Star."andIt 9 11 East Fourteenth street, New York.
was
Mrs. Otis
Skinner
Miss Patsey De Forrest, Miss Cleme August 25 from "The Man Without ;
associated with Miss Binney in the cast Brian,
Miss Anita Brown, Miss Mary Name" to "The Clouded Name."
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itor,
Mr.
Rippard
joined
forces
with
MuClara K. Young and Her Company Arrive
tual and he remained with that one organization for five years.
in San Francisco for Fine Arts Film
As a result of the fire and the day
and
night
work
keeping things moving,
and
YOUNG
L
KIMBAL
A
CLAR
"The
Judgment
of Men,"
Mabel Mr. Rippard's health
Keightly
and Leigh
Gordonby Giltner;
way andAfter
his
are assosixty-twciatedo withothers,
from Mutualgavefollowed.
on "The Lady From Longacre," by Victor resignation
the producti
her in who
a complete rest, he handled states rights
Bridges;
"The
Bitter
Cut,"
by
Edith
ing
forthcom
the
Youth,"
of
"Eyes
of
productions for Maryland, Virginia and
Fine Arts photoplay feature, which is
Tupper ; "Foolish Youth," by the
District of
to be the initial release of the Equity Sessions
Winter; "Danger," by H. H. Van the
business
staffColumbia
of Realart.until joining
Pictures Corporation, arrived in San Louise
Loan;
and
"Watch
Your
Life,"
by
E.
Offices
were
opened
July 21 at Suite
Mason
Hooper.
o
Francisc on July 28, for the purpose
The names of several other stories 806-820 Mather Building. The Mather
of making a number of big scenes,
which will be used in the picture. Miss which have been purchased will be an- Building is located at 916 G street, N. W.
nounced later. Mr. Mayer is now angYoung is working at the Harry Garson
ling for one of the biggest stories of Jewish Daily Advertises "Sunnyside."
studios in Los Angeles, but o the trip by the past
decade.
special train to San Francisc was made
A distinct novelty in co-operative exin order that certain special locations
ploitation was accomplished recently
which are considered invaluable for the Rippard Is Made Head of
when
the Jewish Daily Forward, Chiproduction might be used.
cago
newspaper,
discovered during the
Will Produce Ten a Year.
Realart's District Office run ofmillion
"Sunnyside,"
Charliereleased
Chaplin'sby
dollar comedy
The Equity will have ten pictures each WILLIAM H. RIPPARD, well third
National
Exhibitors'
Circuit, asthata
known in theatrical newspaper First
year — other
four internationally
by Miss Young,
four
by
anChaplin,
had
selected
the
Forward
known star, whose
and photoplay circles as a result Yiddish
his scenes.newspaper to appear in one of
name has not yet been announced, and
his sixteen
years'beenexperience
two special productions. Herbert Som- ofvaried
fields,
has
appointedin these
manThe Forward
made reproborn, president of Equity Pictures, and
ager
of
the
Washington
branch
of
Realductions ofthat immediately
scene which they printJoseph I. Schnitzer, treasurer of the art Pictures Corporation. The selection
on small cards. On the other side
of
company, will leave New York soon on of Mr. Rippard follows the recent visit theed cards
an extended trip. They will visit the to the Capital of Ben F. Simpson, Realfothe
rmation that :Forward printed the interritorial distributing centers in which art's field manager, who is touring the
"In Reel Life as in Real Life, the Fortheir company will operate. Upon their
ward, aJewish newspaper takes part in
return, detailed account of the arrangements which have been made will be
Charlie Chaplin's latest hit, "Sunnyside "
given.
of This
courseco-operat
it's the Jewish
Forward."
from Daily
the newspaper
publisher arousedion considera
"Eyes" of Youth" Is Stage Success.
ble
interest
The Equity people count themselves
in the West Side section, was an ad for
fortunate in having for their first piccaused
that
medium
a
and
newspaper
the
hundreds of Jews to suddenly take
an
of Youth,"
Young
is nowture "Eyes
making.
Miss which
Young Miss
purchased
interest in "Sunnyside."
the rights to this stage success some
months ago, before the formation of
Elsie Janis Collaborates on Script.
the Equity
paying aa record
price
which,
at thatcompany,
time, established
Elsie Francis
Janis hasMarion
collaborated actively
with
for screen stories. The original comand Edmund
pany is still on tour, playing the imGonldmg in the preparation of the script
for her coming Selznick Picture,
p
o
r
t
a
n
t
c
i
t
i
e
s
;
a
company
headed
by
Gertrude Elliott has been playing the
"Everybody's Sweetheart."
bill in London for months,
and stock
Miss Janis' fund of humor and her
companies in important cities throughability
to "put it over" have made her
out the United States are doing busione ofricalthe leading
lights in the theatworld, and she
ness^
despite
the
opposition
of
the
"origthis
gift actively into play, isnotbringing
inal"
company.
only in the
The producers claim that the role
production
of
"Everybody
Sweetheart
's
,"
Miss Young will play fits her like the
but also in the preparation of the script
proverbial glove. The support she has
itself.
This
star's
knowledge
of
real
enlisted includes Pauline
comedy and heart interest, combined
Serrano, Milton Sills, andStark,
others.Vincent
with her deep study of the possibiliti
of the films, already have made her esan
adept scenarist, and is proving valuaMayer Buys Many Popular
ture. ble in preparing the script for the picWilliam H. Rippard.
Books as Film Material Manager Realart
office, Washington, D. C.
IN available
the efforts
by producers to tie up
Robert Ellis Loaned to Tucker.
stories,
whether in magazine or book form, and even to tie East establishing exchanges for his orBy courtesy of Myron Selznick the
services of Robert Ellis, Selzinck leadup the authors themselves, Louis B. ganization.
For five years, Mr. Rippard was conMayer has done considerable tying up
ing man, are to be loaned to George
a pro-is
nected with the theatre in several rep- Loane Tucker,
himself, with the result that he has acduction on the who
Coast.is making
Robert Ellis
resentative legitimate and vaudeville
qzineuired astories
batch and
of much
talked
of
magaunder contract with Selznick. He will
best
selling
books.
ventures.
Following
his
long
associaSome of these will be used as vehicles
tion with theatrical propositions, he have the leading
Tucker pro-to
and has role
left inforthe California
turned his attention to newspaper work. be gone duction
for
Mr. Mayer's
five or six weeks.
stars,Anita
and Stewart,
the othersonewillof serve
to star
It was in 1912 that Mr. Rippard was
Mildred Harris Chaplin, who recently initiated into the photoplay world, coming to New York and joining Universal
signed a long term contract to produce
Temporary Quarters for Realart.
when that corporation was organized
pictures
underinformation
Mayer's management.
Owing to the difficulty of getting suitWhile no
was given out and becoming assistant manager of the
able quarters for the Pittsburgh exas to how much Mr. Mayer paid for old Fourteenth street branch. He rechange of Realart Pictures Corporation.
each story and book, it was stated at
signed from that company after about Nat Barach,
branch manager, has been
the Mayer offices in New York that a a year's service and was for a time temporarily
located at 412 Ferry street.
considerable sum was paid for the fol- connected with the old Eclair Company He will remain
at the Ferry street adJ. He then
becametheatres,
manlowing: "The Yellow Typhoon," by at Fortager ofLee,
dress until the middle of August, when
twoMillN.Baltimore
picture
Harold Magrath ; "The Fighting Shep- the Red
he
will
move
into
permanent offices at
and
the
Fremont.
herdes ," by Caroline Lockhart ; "Old
1018-1020 Forbes street.
Dad," by Eleanor Hallowell Abbott : Following his experience as an exhib-
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W. H. O'BRIEN NOW WITH ROTHACKER
President of Rothacker Company Explains How
"The Ghost of Slumber Mountain" Was Produced
THE following account of the part museum. Much of the animal action
in 'The
of Slumber
in the appearing
O'Brien
taken
l novelty,
the H.one-ree
makingby ofWillis
Mountain' was
at theGhost
suggestion
of Dr.
Brown.
n,"
was
Mountai
Slumber
of
Ghost
"The
written by W. R. Rothacker, president
Dr. Brown Helped Mr. O'Brien.
of the Rothacker Manufacturing Com"While with the Edison company Mr.
pany :
O'Brien
'Curious Pets of Our
time Willis
O'Brien,effects
the Ancestors,'made
'Rural Delivery 2.000,000 B.
man"Forwhosomeproduced
the H.novelty
'In the Villain's Power,' 'Mickey and
inbeen'Thein Ghost
of Slumber
has C.,'
His Goat,'
'SamNightmare.'
Lloyd Puzzle
Picture'
our employ,
and isMountain,'
now engaged
'Nippy'shuman
Inwere
the
last
in producing a number of novelty pic- and
production
characters
we knowandtofarbe superior
very effec-to with the manikins, and it was this used
pictiveturesand which
attractive
ture that convinced Mr. O'Brien that his
anything Mr. O'Brien has previously previous
done.
interest. pictures were lacking in human
"It was at that time in San Francisco,
"When the Edison
out
Parker company
the plan tosoldmake
in 1914, HethatwasI first
heard onof aMr.roofO'Brien's
work.
working
making to Lincoln &pictures
a chapter of the
his first plastic pictures, the result being educational
was abandoned. It was about
a pictureturing abrontosamus
seventy-five feet
length,man.fea- atweekly
thatberttime
Herand ina cave
Dawley,thatwhoMr.hadO'Brien
been met
working
"In thea latter
part prehistoric
of 1915 Mr. animals,
O'Brien along some special experimental lines
made
reel of
and had, as a result, a small book in
entitled 'The Dinasaurus' and 'The Miss- which
he had pasted a large number of
ing Link,' and then made two novelty exposures of the plastic dinasaur. Mr.
pictures, entitled 'Morphorus Mike' and O'Brien entered into some arrangement
the 'BirthWith
of a Edison
Flivver' inrespectively.
with Mr. Mountain'
Dawley, and 'The Ghost of
1916.
"In 1916 Mr. O'Brien went to New Slumber
"The work on thiswaswasstarted.
all done by
York
City toProgram.
make pictures
for Edison's
Mr. the
O'Brien.
His
manikinswaswere
Conquest
For this
purpose and
entire
production
madeused,by
the Manikin Films, Inc., was formed, of him without any scenario, the only
mawhich
organization
Mr. O'Brien
was
terial being a sheet of titles. 'The Ghost
president.
At that
time
he used
the of Slumber
Mountain'
was
originally
three manikins
he had
made
in 1915.
3,000 feet in length and was cut
These were made by the same general about
process he now utilizes, although at that tosons.present .proportions for obvious reatime Mr. O'Brien had not consulted any
this picture was presented at
authority
as to and
the anatomy
prehis- the"When
Strand
O'Brien was
given then
full
toric animals
built his ofmanikins
for itsMr.production,
but since
according to popular conception of the credit
an
attempt
has
been
made
to
create
the
appearance of prehistoric animals.
that the work was not done
"When the Conquest Program was dis- impression
by
him,
which,
of
course,
is
contrary
to
continued Air. O'Brien was asked to edit the facts in the case.
a weekly
the educational
feaSeveral Novelties Finished.
ture was into which
be a series
of prehistoric
animals. In order to make these scien"We have already finished with Mr.
three toor anything
four novelty
subjects
correct Mr. O'Brien
went History
to the O'Brien
far superior
he has
ever
AmericantificallyMuseum
of Natural
and consulted with Dr. Brown of the produced, and are constantly improving
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his"I unique
which weto control.
will soonprocess,
have occasion
make a
definite announcement through the trade
journals covering our plans for release
of Mr. O'Brien's
description
and giving
new
productions,
extraordinary. As a which
matter really
of fact are
I think
they are the greatest novelties I have
ever seen on any screen."
World Gets Many Inquiries
On "Bear Cat" Picture
last week
made World
that
Moving
cementPicture
announ
THEinthethe
World Film Corporation had
ution rights to d"When
distrib
the
secured
has esresulte
WentphicDry,"inquiri
Bear
concerniningso
many Cattelegra
s inmatter
the releasecidentaldate
theretoand
records
similar
thatother
held by other features distributed by
the World company have been broken.
The advertising department of World
Pictures is busy devising new ideas for
exploiting this feature, and the exhibitor
will benessfurnished
with a number
busiteasers athat
help toofofmake
this feature
box should
office winner
the
first
standsmagnitude.
are of the The
kind twenty-four
that one can sheet
read
blocks away and feature the name of
the picture and have the least possible
amount of reading matter, so that the
title is given every chance to be prominent.
Suggestionsin the
for stage
settingsso will
illustrated
plan book
that beit
will be an easy matter for the exhibitor
to get an idea that will be inexpensive
and yet at the same time effective.
The main idea back of the promotion
of "When Bear Cat Went Dry" will be
how tomumhelp
theon exhibitor
get thewithmaxithis booking
the
minimum returns
of expense.
G. C. Duffy Joins Goldwyn.
Gerald C. Duffy, former editor of
Picture Play Magazine, and a scenario
writer with many successes to his credit,
has
joined the
Goldwyn
staff
of scenario
writers
and iseditorial
now located
at the Culver City studios, his initial
work being the continuity for the new
Mabel Xormand production.
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For every typographical error they
found in a title I gave the 'successful
G. R. Meeker Gives Some
proof
an order
for aintervals.
pair of
seats. reader'
I did this
at stated
Pointers
sing
Theatre Adverti
The
superintendent
of apublic
schools
in
this
town
wrote
me
letter
thanking
picture that willandbewillscreened
is a good me for this, stating that it had an effect
efforts advertisement
HSTANDINGibutothe
bring
results.
NOTWIT
prors to itors
on the minds of the young people in
put forth
"Woman's Page" Is Useful.
help the exhib
vide ideasbyto distr
sharpening their powers of observation.
ings, there
cash in on ofhissomebook
woman's
a
conducts
newspaper
Every
of this section of a This was far more efficacious than anything in these page and theis editor
seems to be a lack
at time driven almost to room. thing that could be done in a schoolmake them "^adapt- newspaper
same plan booksralthatcons
securein supplying
'good copy.'
You
ion, says desperationlife tosaver
"Out of this idea grew many, many
able for gene er, geneumpt
edi- more
ral sales man- can be a hints
which I used to advantage. When
of fashions
gleanedthe from
Georgeager ofR.WorlMeek
d Pictures, and for many thesetor with
I
took this particular theatre it had
still
pictures.
theof
never
a dollar and in a short while
chain
withgemeant.
exhibhisitormana
years an
If you will only bear in mind that I had made
atres under
it areonalla right,
paying basis.
Lobbyto dismoving
pictures
have
been
the
greatest
of
books
these
of
plays
you before
have
get
The greatest fault that they are local- educational medium for advancement them to the theatrebut first
they
isar city. That city is and that they carry to the smallest com- can see your lobby. Make your
find,
I
ion
instruct
theatre
ized to one particul And what is an easy
munities matters of interest that hereusually New York.
tofore could only be secured through the institution.
'stunt1' for
Buffalo
cannot
be
used
in
travel,
you
readily understand how
Exploit Your Theatre.
in
has
release
Ohio. Butmoreeachof original money easy it is to can
Akron,a score
cash isin with
"Don't exploit your star at the exor
is worth while
worthpictures.
workingWhat
for.
itself
p
e
n
s
e
o
f the theatre. John Wanamaker
any
for
The exhibitor who is contented to sit sells hoisery,
getting schemes that are good
but hosiery is not featured
town.
in his office with an electric fan playing
in
John
Wanamaker's
over thebusiness
name
his and praying that the public will of the store. Make adsit your
"Just to illustrate, let us take a recent on
come into his theatre without any ex- to pull off an exploitation scheme
in
at
Betty,'
Up
'Bringing
picture,
World
Here
star.
the
is
e
r
t
i
o
n
o
n
his
part
to
get
them
there,
is
once a week. It will be only a
which Evelyn Greeley
fea- not the exhibitor who is classed as a least
do to advertise the
question
of
time
when
every
night
will
is what I wouldlocated
Caror
successful
one.
The
secret
of
successin Boston,
be capacity night. Make everybody in
ture if I were
ful publicity is not difficult to unravel.
the town work for you, but put this
bondale, Pennsylvania, or Grand Island,
Nebraska.
Every Picture Has an Angle.
work up to them in such a way that
they are getting something out of it.
Every
picture
has
an
angle
that
can
be
Use the Newspaper.
Make it a 'you scratch my back and I
easily applied to local remember
means of exploita very will
"Arrange v ith some local newspaper, successfulation. I distinctly
scratch
and can
therestopis
in theyours'
world policy,
that they
stunt that I did to get the no way
dayto run eachprogram
evening preferable,
young
people
to
come
to
my
theatre.
your
change
you synopsis of the picture in
providing
from cashing in."
daily—
a short
storv form
of about five hundred words.
This can be illustrated with a matrix Charles Hutchison Refused to Have Double
that is provided free by all companies.
You should find it an easy matter to get
Take DangerousingsParts
in "Great
on the serial
and a greatGamble"
many theato make a feature of run- PATHE
a newspaper
its twenty-ni
issue August
play it that have never before
serial onwillSunday,
3, the nth
re- bookedtres willserials.
ningleases
thesebecause
shorttheystories
of
current
reall buy short story
lease date of "The Great Gamble,"
The popularity of the film is undoubtfiction and pay real money for it. You Anne
s serial
the W'estern
featuring
, the
Luther Photoplay
and Charles
Hutchison
can giveterial freethem
as
good
if
not
better
maedly dueCharles
to its being
an excellent
serial.
Hutchison,
one "stunt"
of the
of cost. These short stories screen's greatest stunt man. Although featured
principals, is a screen actor
this release comes in the dog days of
of pictures
are
provided
by
the
distribwho absolutely does not know the meaning of the word fear. When Director
books. utors in their press sheets, and plan August, Pathe reports exceptional bookGolden was planning this serial he laid
out a score or more of stunts that
"Movie Windows" Are Good.
would
the Hutchison
life of thethatstarit
"Enlist the interest of a department
and he endanger
informed Mr.
would
not
be
necessary
for him to do
store
in
your
town
in
getting
up
a
'movie
window' in connection with his dress
them, as he would engage a double.
goods department. Use the stills that
you buy for lobby or windows display
Hutchisonto revert
"Hit the
Hutchison,
to a Ceiling."
slang phrase,
to help the window dresser drape a piece
of
goods,
to
show
the
latest
fashions
"hit
the
ceiling"
at
being
told ifthisa douand
for fall or winter dresses as shown by
informed Director Golden that
ble was engaged he absolutely would
Evelyn
Greeley
in
'Bringing
Up
Betty.'
You can make this a regular stunt with
not
play the
him.never
He
informed
Mr. role
Goldenassigned
that heto had
this store and it is also an easy matter
to work this with a milliner. When you
consented to the use of a double in any
get a picture that has an unusual though
of his pictures in the past, and he was
simple scheme of room decoration, go
not going to start fooling the picture
to the same department store and have
public now. He went ahead and not
them make a display of furniture that
only did the stunts, but actually planned
is the counterpart of the room shown in
and carried out many more feats than
the director had counted on. Here are
the picture.
some of the things that this man actualshop, or its
in other
words,to
the"Thestorespecialty
that confines
business
ly does : his feet against one wall and
one particular line of merchandise in
Placing
contrast with the department store that
his
back
againsttwoanother
of a hefour-foot
handles everything, will be found a fruitgap
between
buildings,
works
ful source of aid by the local manager.
himself
to
the
roof
of
a seven-story
Men are as interested in style as women.
apartment; jumps from a roof eighty
It is a very hard matter for the haberfeet high
to an-on
other roofacross
twelve afeet14-foot
lower;alley
swings
er to change to hisutilize
window
He is asdashanxious
a newdressing.
idea as
rope around corner of building and into
you are to get into. Make use of your
open window 40 feet from the ground;
still pictures to show him the kind of
dives into river from top of 125-foot
To Make
Aerialand "Beauties."
Locklear
Jacques Jaccard, grain
collars, neckties, hats, etc., used by the Lt.starOrmer
elevator; rides horse across fallen
and
director
of
Universal's
"The
star or leading man. A little card in
tree lying across deep chasm; jumps
Winged
Trail,"
which
will be
the window calling attention to the
filmed
among
the
stars
to cowcatcher
of fast
tive as it crosses
bridge.moving locomofact that these styles are shown in the
and clouds.
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FRANK KEENAN ADDRESSES NORTHWEST
Makes Tour of Seattle, Spokane, Tacoma and
Portland Where He Dines, Talks and Parades
Seattle, Frank two leading theatres, the Liberty and
DURING
Keenan hiswasvisitthe toguest of Mayor theOnColumbia.
Friday, July 25, Mr. Keenan and
whose indeterman evism
n, stthe Bolsh
Olemined Hanso
C. Quimby returned to Seattle and
the F.
stand again
left
in
the evening on the S. S. Cover
e
n-wid
natio
him
s
won
State.
nor for San Francisco.
Unitedme
_iT
.
fa
n, 'The World
productio
In Keenan's
Pathe is releasing, Seat- Vitagraph's "Daring Hearts"
which strike
\flame,"
a close parfinds
tle's historic
Booked by Loew Circuit
in the tremendous situation in
which allelthe film-world mayor personally
"DarbookedX. BushLOEWthe has
MARCUSing Hearts,"
Francis
settles a great strike by running a car
Bayne feature
route, and finally de- to be released by man-Beverly
throughouportingt the the
ph, for soon
Vitagra
alien distributors.goesBut,fur-in entire
chain of theatres s.he controls thein
story, thees mayor
the screen
and its environ This means
York
New
ther and establish a profit-sharing
shownHill,at
will be
"Daring
which would give labor a property that
plan
Murray
American,
York,Hearts"
the New
interest.
sixth Street, One Hundred and
Eighty-th
Mayor Hanson has offered to do Sixteen
Street, Avenue B, Delancey,
its ex- Circle, Sevent
to further
everything possible
h Avenue, Burland, Vicloitation. He has agreed
to appear
toria, Greeley Square, Boulevard, OrSeattle and pTacoma
and make
a speechin
during
the
runs
of
the
film
in
those
cities.
Arrives in Spokane.
Mr. Keenan arrived in Spokane on
staat the
was met and
where he Flemming
July tion15,by ex-Mayor
a large
delegation
of
business
men.
He
was
conducted to the Davenport Hotel,
where he was received by Mr. Davenescorted
presidentialof
suite. portHeand then
went toto the
the Chamber
Commerce Building, where a special
luncheon had been prepared for him
and at which time he gave a talk on
labor and capital. In the afternoon he
went to the Clemmer Theatre, where he
appeared in conjunction with one of
his recent releases, 'The Gates of
Brass."
That evening he left Spokane for
Seattle, arriving at noon the next day.
Two hundred exhibitors and exchange
men,
with Mayor
were together
at the station
to greetOlehim.Hanson,
At 8.30 p.atm. the
he took
in a ship's
launching
DuthiepartShipbuilding
Company's vards.
J. F. Duthie, president of Duthie Shipbuilding
Company,of presented
Mr. links
Keenan withwith
a pair
platinum
cuff
studded
diamonds
and emeralds.
Thursday noon Keenan addressed
over a thousand people, including the
Northwest Film Board of Trade, Mayor
Hanson,tables oSenator
nof city and Piles
state and
at a other
luncheon
given inTakes
the Masonic
Temple.
The Two Mayors — Frank and Ole.
Part in Screen Ball.
Frank
Keenan,seena mayor
World
Aflame,"
with Olein "The
Hanson,
Fridaypated in evening,
Mr.
Keenan
particithe fighting:
the grand march at the big
of Seattle.executive
screen ball, one of the high lights in
the first
the NorthSquareand andthe Nation
west Filmannual
Boardconvention
of Trade. of There
were pheum,atres Lincoln
in Manhattan
Bronx; Thethe
more than 12,000 persons present,
Warwick,
Bijou,
Broad-De
The next morning found Mr. Keenan Metropolitan,
Teller-Shubert,
Palace,
Royal,
none the worse for the night before, Kalb way,
theatres in Brooklyn,
and ready to lead a big auto parade as wellandasFulton
several theatres in adjoinwith the
mayor,
in
which
more
than
fifing
towns.
This,
course,have
is inbooked
additeen hundred automobile trucks took
to the theatresof which
part. His afternoon was given over to this tionsuper-feature
and
which
are
not
the newspapers,
and time
mo- controlled by Mr. Loew.
tion picture men,photographers
who up to this
could not get near him.
Noting only
has Mr.his Loew
secured
many
theatres,"Darbut
Sunday afternoon, Mr. Keenan made
has Hearts"
insistedfor that
his bookings
begin
five appearances at the Colonial The- he
the
same
day
that
the
feature
is rel
e
a
s
e
d
t
o
the
general
public.
atre,
one
of
Seattle's
prettiest
picture
houses.
Two of tothereach
first bookings
"Daring
In Portland on Wednesday and
Vitagraphforfrom
disThursday, Mr. Keenan appeared at the Hearts"
tant points came from the Queens The-
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atre in San Antonio, Texas, and the
Palace Theatre, Los Angeles.
"Daring Hearts" is not a war play, althe World's Warof isthethestory.
founda-It
tion andthoughbackground
is of ticethenecessitated
war and a not
in it.change
The armisfurther
in the
story and a different ending — a happy
one, of course.
Great Newspaper Praise
for Katherine MacDonald
ns foris
productio
star in feature
to RINE
LD, who
MacDONA
KATHE
the Attractions Distributing Cor, has been
n
o
i
t
a
r
o
recipient
the
p
unusually large amount of praise offroman
the dramatic writers of the daily press.
The New York Evening Mail says:
"When I saw Miss MacDonald in The
Squaw Man' I said there is a photoplayer to be heard from. I am chathat Ifordidher,not aspredict
remarkablegrined
success
that isa what
she
is achieving. Hers is a rare type of
beauty, classical without being cold, and
she possesses
of a
caliber
found in emotional
the work oftalent
few women

of The
the Tribune
film world."
says: "Miss MacDonald
isshea flawless
says
must bebeauty,"
creditedwhile
withthea Sun
triumph.
The
Los
Angeles
Herald
says:
"Miss
MacDonald's
artistry, combined
with
her
youth, personality
and beauty,
should carry her far to the cinematic
heights her hard work deserves. Her
remarkable portrayal will be long reThe Buffalo
Enquirer
says : "Miss
membered."
MacDonald
is not
only beautiful,
but
accomplished in the histrionic art and
gifted with a splendid sense of proporYork Telegram'
says
she hastion."allThe New
the elements
of stardom,
while
the
Los
Angeles
Record
says
:
"She
has a beautiful face, a cinema presence
rare and much to be desired and with
judgment sufficient to portray with fine
feelings
the emotions."
The Kalamazoo
Gazette says she is
exquisite and gives a wonderfully stirring performance, and the Kansas City
Journal
says:and"Miss
has
vouth, beauty
talentMacDonald
and is indutibadly one of the coming screen stars.
Trade View of Kerrigan
Film Is Largely Attended
THE W. ment
W. thatHodkinson
announce"A White
Man's
Kerrigan's
first
RobertChance,"
BruntonJ. Warren
production
is unquestionably the most powerful picture in
the career of this star brought scores
of
nation's held
prominent
tradetheshowings
the foreshowmen
part of theto
\vee'<
in
Hod'dnson
exchange
cities
throughout the country.
As orsa areresult
many
of
these
big
exhibitnow engrossed arranging play
dates on the Kerrigan-Brunton special.
"A White Man's Chance" is by Johnston McCulley and it first was published
in Munsey's
MagazineIt was
gaining
interna-by
tional circulation.
directed
Ernest C. Warde. Mr. Kerrigan has as
his leading woman Lillian Walker, long
a star in her own right.
Under the new order of things and
drawing upon a supply of popular novels byrigan
recognized
productions authors,
are sold the
singlynewbyKerthe
W. W.sive world
Hodkinson
Corporation, excludistributors.
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SLIDE IS PUT ON MARKET
CELLULOID
New Invention Eliminates Danger of Breakage
When Shipped and Stands Heat Better Than Glass
rn slide license under Mr. John's patents, and
impro
ANEW
tedvedbylante
which and
is expec
its makers has equipped
a largenecessary
loft with to
the make
automatic machinery
to revolutionize this branch of the these slides.
The company now has a
been placed capacity of 200,000
motion picture industryThehasnew
slides a week.
slide is
et.
upon n theas mark
the Fine Art Slide. It is
know
made bv the International Lantern Slide
Twenty-eighth Saengers Erect Shaft to
Corporation, 229 aWest
unrn t licen
streetder,the New
John,sedfrom
Rober
held byconce
patentYork,
Memory of Showman-Sailor
r
numbe
a
come
have
atory
labor
whose
the cemetery
of
Klondike,
of innovations in the photographic and IX stands
granite
shaft Texas,
dediprinting arts.
catednow
by thea Saenger
Amusement
The Fine Art Slide is not made of Company recently
to
the
memory
of
by a
glass, but is printed on celluloid
Cornelius,,
young last
showman-sailor
whoL. died
of influenza
October.
process which en- D.
new photo-mechanical
sures all the best qualities of a photoperfecevenness
all the press
tion ofgrapha with
printing
copy.andFox Film
Corporation is the first company to
purchase
in largeFinequantities andthe
has new
alreadyslideordered
Art
slides for all its announced features.
Advantages of Slide.
The advantages of the slide are: The
danger of breakage is entirely eliminated
as the steslides
are printed
on celluloid
inad of on glass;
they can
be shipped
more easily than the old style slides, as
a two-cent stamp will carry them anywhere in the United States by first-class
mail; hand coloring is not necessary to
produce a colored slide; it may be tinted
in any color or shade desired or in
any combination of two colors. Including black color
and white,
some thirty-four
attractive
combinations
have been
worked out, while the possibilities of
new combinations are infinite.
The Fine Art Slides are trimmed to
lantern slide size and are furnished in
an envelope containing complete inns for projection.
instructsitornsucatrieosimplicity
itself.These
The slide
may be placed in the lantern as it comes,
or it may be fastened between two
pieces tomsofof cover
the tops and
botwhich glass,
are fastened
together
withed with
the each
adhesive
slide.tape which is furnishStands Heat for 10 Minutes.
It Tells Its Own Fine Story.
The Saengerat Klondike,
tribute to Texas.
D. L. Cornelius
Although Fine Art slides are made
of celluloid, their composition is such
that they stand up under the heat from
the lamp house almost twice as well as
Mr. Cornelius was for a number of years
do ordinary lantern slides. At 65 am- connected
with the Saenger interests
peres these for
slidestwomayminutes
be projected
the screen
or more,on as a showman, but gave up work under
Saenger banner for service under
while they will stand up for more than the
flag of the U. S. N. He was attached
a minuteperes, at
amperes.
30 am- the
to the naval intelligence bureau.
which 100
is the
average Atamperage
Manv people from Shreveport, Dallas,
used
in
motion
picture
projection,
these
slides will stand heat for ten or fifteen and New Orleans were present at the
minutes.
dedication
monument.
tions from ofthetheShriners
and theDelegaElks,
The photographic beauty of slides is
not the least of their advantages. The of which he was a member, attended.
slide is done
; "hardness"
away with ofandthetheold-time
color combinations
Bernard Randall Engaged as Heavy.
are many and beautiful.
The white spaces on the new slides are
Bernard Randall, one of the best
absolutely clear and as clean as glass, known
heavies on the screen, has been
while the shadows, instead of being engaged bv Harry Grossman to support
opaque as in the old-fashioned slides, Lillian Walker in her forthcoming
are semi-translucent. As a result, much Grossman serial, "One Million Dollars
less light may be used in projection
for thesuccesses
Pathe program.
without lessening the attractiveness or Reward,"
His screen
have included
brilliancy of the image on the screen. "Within
the Law." Vitagraph ; "The
The International Lantern Slide Cor- Auction Block,"
"Come
On
In" and "Oh,
poration has arranged for an exclusive You Women !" John Emerson
Anita
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Loos
Productions;
"Love Wine"
and
"Together,"
with Violet
Mersereau;
"Song of the Soul," with Alice Joyce;
"Blue-eyed Mary," with June Caprice;
"The Clarion Call," an O. Henry Picture,
and "Life's Greatest Problem," Blackton."One Million Dollars Reward" will be
his first serial.
Mary Miles Minter Begins
Work on Her First Realart
been
activeMaryat Miles
her New
has
MintergYork
OUGH
ALTHStudios
since July 14, preparin
for
her Realart debut in "Anne of Green
ion
Gables,"
actual
work
on
the
product
did not begin until Monday, July 28. The
two weeks intervening were spent in
selecting a cast of supporting players.
In starting production July 28 on Miss
Minter's first Realart picture, her director, William Desmond Tayler, introduced an unsual innovation in photoplay
technique.
For the first
days
not a scene
was recorded
by thethreecamera.
The reason for this was that Mr. Tayler
brokeod of direction
away frombythedevoting
conventional
all thismethtime
to rehearsing the star and members of
the cast. He believes that in this way
the actors will gain a much more thorough understanding of their roles than
would be possible under the accepted
system ofquently bproduction,
and will consemuch better.e able to play the parts so
Miss Minter and her company are
slated to leave for Dedham, Massachusetts, on Thursday, July 31. In this
quaint, old New England town, where
the exteriors will be filmed the "location scout"a ofhouse
MissthatMinter's
unit found
might producing
have been
patterned
the
"Anne" after
stories.the one described in
Ellen Terry Featured on the Screen.
There comes from Triangle one of
the most interesting bits of news of the
week in the announcement that Ellen
Terry has at last succumbed to the lure
of the silver-sheet sufficiently to make
one picture. The production in which
Miss Terry makes her bow to the movie
public is entitled "Her Greatest Perormance," and isThescheduled
release
on August f24.
story wasfor written
especially for Miss Terry.
Ellen Terry is too well known as the
greatest living emotional English actress
to requirepublic,an which
introduction
the Ameralreadyto knows
and
loves ican
her.
In
this
production
Miss
Terry's
role
is that of a mother whose son has been
unjustly accused of murder.
Buys Pictures
Rights announces
to "Dad's that
Girl." it has
World
purchased the moving picture rights to
"Dad's Girl" from the play of that title
by E. H. Schwartz, and that the screen
adaptation will be made by J. Clarkson
Miller. "Dad's Girl" has for many years
been atoirefavorite
companies bill
and forhasstock
had and
over reper10,000
public performances. This in itself
should give unusual interest to the
screen atproduction.
It will atbe Fort
put into
work
Lee
within thethenextWorld
ten Studio
davs.
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made into a motion picture serial. Mr.
Chambers' "In Secret" stories and Miss
"AMERICAN
EDUCATIONAL" ORGANIZED
White's
New Concern Offers Film Entertainment
publishedautobiography,
in book form at"Just
the Me,"
same were
time
andBertram
by the same
publishing
house.
to Schools, Churches and Like Institutions
Millhauser,
who
wrote
the
for the supply Anne Schaefer, Jay Morle\ and Otto scenario, found it necessary to take
organization
ANEW
entertainment fory Lederer.
of popular
many liberties
characters, Evelynwith
EriththeandChambers'
Kay McKay,
churches, schools and communit
and to transform much of the conversacentres, and also instructional amuse- First Chambers Film Is
ment for the children while the education, by various means, into swift, thrilltional motion picture or screen text
ing serial action of plot and counterLast Pearl White Serial
deproperly
being
is
future
book of the
Miss
White is supported by Walter
has
veloped, been created under the
" the
on George
SECRET,
Seitz serial
producti
for the McGrail and Wallace McCutcheon. A
al Mo- THEB. BLACK
Education
the American
of Picture
name tion
ion.
offices,
Its
Associat
novelty tationinistheM-.factMillhauser's
screen
adap, basedW. onChamber
Pathe program
the "In plot.
episodewhose
prostudios and laboratories are located at
by release
Robert
vides a different that
villaineachagainst
has beenstories
set for
on Novembes,r wits the
69 and 71 West Ninetieth Street, New Secret"
heroine
must
match
her
own,
, Inc.
9 by
Pathe
Exchange
York City.
This is the last serial in which Pearl thereby setting aside the serial tradiThe American Educational Motion
tion of one super-villain operating
Picture Association has in view the task White
will appear and it is the first
of providing an exchange or clearing work of the American novelist to be through the entire picture.
housewants
for theof co-ordination
and
educators withof the
thoseideasof
producers. It intends also strongly to Constance Binney Shortly Will Begin Work on
advocatelation ofand
aid materially
instalpicture the
projection
"Erstwhile Susan" Her First Realart Picture
machine the
in motion
the classroom
and the
Constance Binney arrived at
Binney's vacation, however, will
church for entertainment and instruc- W HEX
the Estee Studios in New York notMissbe spent
but herof relaxation
will comein resting,
in a change
work.
tion,
and
in
the
club,
community
centre,
on
Monday
morning,
July
28,
to
settlement and similar institutions.
The
four
weeks
will
be
spent in probegin
work
on
her
first
Realart
Picture,
There are at the present time in the "Erstwhile Susan," she was accorded first Realart
duction
work
on
"Erstwhile
Susan,"
her
vehicle to be released under
neighborhood of 2,500 churches already a great reception. One of her associates
equipped with projection requirements, had learned that it was Miss Binney's her contract. The part of "Penelope
and school classrooms so equipped num- birthday and spread the word to the Penn," which Miss Binney plays in "39
ber about 10,000. The great difficulty,
East,"
be taken by an understudy
seems to be the securing regularly of
during will
her vacation.
the proper kind of moving pictures to
The
production
worktheofdirection
"Erstwhileof
suit their
; and onewillofbe theto
Susan" will be under
chief
aims ofpurposes
the association
John S. Robertson. Among the recent
meet this demand.
pictures which Mr. Robertson has diOfficers of the Association.
are "Come"Three's
Out ofa theCrowd"
Kitchen,"
"Let's rected
Elope,"
and
The officers of the association are as
"Little Miss
Hoover,"
all
with
Marfollows : President, Allen S. Williams,
guerite
Clark.
He
also
directed
the
director Reptile Study Society; vice"Test of Honor," in which Miss Binney
president. cational
Margaret
eduappeared opposite John Barrymore and
department,I. MacDonald,
Moving Picture
"Here Comes the Bride" in which Mr.
World;son, vice-president,
Gilbert Pear-of
secretary NationalT.Association
Barrymore was starred and "The MisAudubon Societies; executive secretary,
release. leading Widow," Billie Burke's latest
A. D. V. Storey.
On the active advisory committee are
C. H. Moore, in charge of film producSoap Ad Inspires Picture Idea.
tion. Division of Educational Extension,
United States Bureau of Education;
The'
late stated
Charlesthat
Kleintheinidea
a newspaper
Dolph Eastman. editor Educational
interview
of every
Film Magazine; Joseph Hopp, chairman
play he wrote was suggested by a news
story.
Committee on Motion Pictures, Chicago
Board of Education; Howard R. Garis,
Earle Mitchell, a prominent Broadway
star, and author of several pronounced
author of "Uncle Wiggily Bedtime
New
York dramatic hits, drew his inStories":
Mrs.
William
Einstein,
president New York State Association of
spiration for "Thepicturized
Praise Agent,"
which
Child Welfare Boards ; Lloyd Van
World Pictures
with Arthur
Constance Binney
Doren, chemical department ; Johns HopAshley and Dorothy Green as the stars,
us
this
pretty
picture
from
an
advertisement
that
appeared
kins University, and contributing editor,
starts work for Realart.
in a New York newspaper.
Reel and Slide Magazine; the Rev.
Chester C. Marshall, pastor St. James others. Upon opening the door of her
This advertisement extolled the virM. E. Church, New York; J. P. Brand, dressing room, Miss Binney found it
tues of a new soap, and at the bottom
of
ad was a coupon which, if sent
managing
editor
Reel
and
Slide
Magacrowded with flowers, an offering from in the
zine.
to
company,
of her company. Her di- sender thea bar
of soapwould
withoutgivecost.to the
A meeting of the advisory committee each member
rector, John S. Robertson, combined
will be held in September to formulate utility with
Mr.
Mitchell,
on
reading
the adverremembrance
pretisement, saw the possibilities of wrecka plan forcationathe
proper conducting
herhiswith
a patent byleather
l or instructional
film. of edu- luncheon senting
company because
of
its
liberality.
case. This present will serve This ing asuggested
for a
its purpose well when Miss Binney is motion picture, toandhimthusthetheideastory
of
Bessie Love Has New Leading Man.
"on
location"
in
some
out-of-the-way
"The
Praise
Agent"
was
born.
Bessie Love, with her new leading spot where restaurants are unknown.
man, Allen Forrest, has a good start on
Surrounding Miss Binney in her Realwill be Mary Alden, Jere Ausher next feature, "Over the Garden art debut
Collins Joins Big "U" Press Staff.
tin, Alfred Hickman, Georges Renavent,
Wall," which is being made at Vita- Anders
Dean Collins, of Portland, Ore., one
Randolf, Bradley Barker and
graph's wood.West
Coast
studio
at
Hollyof the best known newspaper men in the
The play is taken from the story Leslie Hunt.
of the same name by Millicent Evison.
has accepted the position of pubMiss Binney will leave the cast of "39 West, licity
It was directed by David Smith.
with the
Exat the onMaxine
Elchange amanager
t Portland.
This Universal
is the latest
New York,
Saturday
The cast includes Myrtle Reeves, Allen East,"liottnowTheatre,playing
addition
to
the
Universal
exploitation
Forrest, Willis Marks, James Blackwell, tion.
night,
August
2,
for
a
four
weeks'
vacaand publicity staff.
Edward Hearn, Truman Van Dvke,
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first initiation into film circles was as
owner and manager of a photoplay
"MIRACLE MAN"
LIKED
BY SING SING theatre at Peoria, 111. Mr. Lucas' successful management of this house
Critical Audience at New York Penitentiary
brought him to the attention of the head
of
a
Western
theatre corporation and, as
Approved of Crook Play — Competition Announced
a result, he was appointed manager of
and
capable
orchestra.
In
"The
Miracle
a
chain
of
theatres
in Illinois
Man,'
e
Miracl
"The
PRINT isofscheduled for Para- Man," as in the symphony, each tone and and Iowa. Mr. Lucas located
A which
held this post for
accent have a definite meaning, all four years.
mount-Artcraft release in Sep- each
tember, was taken to the Sing Sing contributing to the final perfection of
After his long experience as an exthe masterpiece and all blended into
entative of the one
penitentiary by a repres
hibitor and a photoplay theatre manharmonious whole, no part of which
s Playcrs-Lasky Corporation.
Famou
ager, Mr. Lucas became connected with
it is a crook play, the manner of Asits would be complete without the other the selling
of pictures,
joining ofParaparts,
though
each
part
in
itself
may
be
ionwouldbybeansuppos
natuaudienedce,to which
receptrally
mount as aendsales
representative
the
know much
branch. He resigned from
about crime and the ways of criminals, 'a thing of beauty and a joy forever.'" Chicago
Paramount
to
accept
the
management
specu- Lucas Appointed as
of consid
was thelation asubject
of the Kansas City office of the U. S.
t the office
corporation.
of theerable
Then
How the picture was received by this
Realarts' Omaha Head Exhibitors'
followed hisBooking
return toCorporation.
Chicago, becomcritical audience is briefly described in
ing
affiliated
with
Metro,
as
manager
exchangewillof beRealart
Pic- Screen Classics for Illinois, a positionof
the Famous
Players-Lasky man's writ- THE Omaha
tures Corporation
in charge
report, submitted
of B. A. Lucas, who was appointed which he has held until he was appointNew tenYork.
He said : on his return to
ed manager of the Omaha exchange by
by J. S. Woody, general sales manager.
Officials Give Praise.
as an exhibitor,
Mr. ofLucas
Realart.
"Edward V. Brophy, warden, and hasStarting
been
identified
with
several
the
Offices
have been established at 1214
John P. Joyce, superintendent of indus- more important picture companies. His Farnam street,
in the exchange district.
tries,
told
me
personally
that
'The
Miracle Man' was the most wonderful
picture
they
had
ever
seen
—
and
they
have seen many. I also received oral Apfel Says Directors Problems in Filming of
praise from many of the inmates themStories Increase in Severity as Industry Advances
Louis Jacobsthatsaid:
'The thepicture
carries aselves.message
reaches
men THE difficulties that beset a director productive of more sleepless hours than
directorStress
has toon doTitles.
with.
in
the
picturization of stories are anything
without their
why. Itlikeisn'ta
Too a Much
crammed
downknowing
their throats
becoming harder and harder as
"I
agree
with
many
critics
of
preachment. That's
a hit Oscar
the industry
increases
in age,"signed
says that we have a tendency to pictures
put too
Apfel, who
has recently
I also why
hadoneittoofmade
talk
much stress on titles. We do not give
—with- — them.' — (naming
the with
best a five years' contract with World Pic- the
public
credit
for
enough
intelligence
known newspapermen in the United
tures to produce features for this cor- and consequently we load a picture up
States who recently was convicted of a poration.
with hundreds of feet of titles that could
capital crime). He had read the book
"One
offrontingthe
hardestis problems
be devoted to action and not so
and seen the play. The picture, he said,
the director
to createcon-an better
much padding. If we would only stop
was the best he had ever seen."
original
finish
to
a
picture.
How
to
to
think
thataremany
the great
dramasas
Announce Competition.
of life that
actedof with
ourselves
get
inevitable
at theaway
finishfrom
as thethepicture
fades 'clinch'
out. I witnesses,
A contest
was
announced
to
the
innot
a
word
is
spoken,
yet we
mates of the institution in the name of might say that this is the most familiar
the story in its entirety as regards
President Adolph Zukor and the Fa- situation in pictures and being the 'walk get
the meaning of everything that is done.
mous Players-Lasky Corporation. An
dramas are played for us daily
to the public it is the most These
offer was made of a first prize of $10, out' cue piece
on the streets of our cities and we do
in theTomaka second prize of $7 and a third prize of detested
ing of pictures oftobusiness
a director.
get not depend on words which in pictures
from it and yet end your picture in
$5 for the three best compositions con- away
given to us in titles. It is this
veying the impressions made upon the a satisfactory way to your audience is are
utter disregard of the intelligence of
writer by the picture. The judges will
audiences that make us do foolish things
in the filming of stories.
be George Blaisdell, editor of Moving
Picture World; Joseph Dannenberg,
Predicts Subtitleless Picture.
editor of Wid's ; Lesley Mason, editor
"The
is coming
will
of
Exhibitor's
Trade
Review;
Robert
E.
be madedaywithout
a footwhenof pictures
titles except
Welch, managing editor of Motion Picthe ones necessary to introduce the
ture News, and Miss Louella O. Parsons,
characters
which
is
necessary
to
start
motion picture editor of the Sunday
our
minds orto uncertainty.
follow the story without
Telegraph.
confusion
Sing Sing Critic Praises.
"The
future
will give us the picture
Before the Famous Players-Lasky
storytivethat
startsdoesoutnottoward
representative left the prison he was
point and
ramble thebackobjecand
handed a copy of a review of "The Mirforth. It will be a sequential continuity
in
all
that
the
expression
implies.
acle Man," written by "F. M.":
When that time comes the motion pic"So many photoplays have been called
ture will take its place on absolute
'inspirational,' so many have had a message,'
yet
almost
as
many
have
failed
equality with the spoken drama."
to inspire or deliver the message. Never
have we been more profoundly moved
"Shadows of the Past" No Crook Play
in viewing a picture or had our souls
While
"Shadows
the An-by
more deeply, or wholesomely, stirred
ita Stewart
featureof tothe bePast,"
released
than when, by a courtesy and thoughtVitagraph, is not by any means in the
fulnessciatewhich
couldlastnotreelfullyhadapprecategory
of Lhe
"crook" play,
has to
until afterwe the
been
do
with the
underworld
in itsitgeneral
theme. Its motif is the undeniable fact
run, the Famous Players-Lasky Corthat it is difficult for the ex-convict to
poration permitted us to see, even before it could be seen elsewhere, this
"go
remarkable
prisonstraight"
sentence.after he has served his
picture of George Loane
Miss
Stewart has the role of Lucy,
Tucker's.
Into
it
has
been
woven
every
feature that has made his other pictures
one of the three ex-convicts. The other
the successes
they were.
two
are
byandHarry
and
Rose E. E.played
Tapley,
othersT. inMorey
the cast
"Neverwe before
haveed weworthy
seen aofpicture
include
K. Lincoln,
which
L. Rogers Lytton
Sky Pilot? No, Star Pilot.
consider
being
compared to a great symphony, by
Julia bySwayne
Is seated
Anita inStewart,
National
directed
Ralph Gordon.
Ince. The play was
her newestFirststarring
vehiclestar, and
great composer, performed by a largea
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tiful offerings she has ever turned out,
and with its surf and swimming pool
Robertson-Cole Records Big Business on Films
scenes makes just the kind of attraction
Selected for Showing During Summer Period needed for summer showing.
"A Sage Brush Hamlet," William Descon- her long career, Miss Rubens has never
has ofbeen
X-CO
ROBERTSOvinced
mond's latest
is another
Western,
by the LE
volume
business appeared in a more advantageous ve- with most
of work,
the action
laid under
the
hicle. Exhibitors are finding it the valrecorded on its product during the
blue
skies
and
in
God's
own
country.
uable
medium
Robertson-Cole
expected,
past few weeks, that only the proper
It,
too,
was
selected
for
summer
issuand "A position
Man's Country"
should
type of photoplays are needed to offset gain
ance because of its peculiar appeal to
in the list readily
of Robertsonr time
the costly
summe
lull
in thespring
mo- Cole atriumphs.
the period.
ry.
picture
tion
indust
In
the
All
the other pictures which are
Robertson-Cole laid out a schedule of
"Man's Desire" a Snow Picture.
carded for release between now and fall
es
tors'
gh
,
are
of
similar
type, including H. B. Warreleas
throu
Exhibi
Mutual
Lewispicture
Stone dealing
in "Man'swithDesire,"
a big
which was expected to bring much more
the lumber
second Superior Picture, "The
than the average summer returns. The snow
camps of the Northwest, has been found Paganner in hisGod,"
and Sessue Hayakawa in
summer offering, and it is being "The Gray Horizon."
judgmentoughlyof vindicated
the concer
beens thorlatter,
it is
, for nthehasreceipt
thus an ideal with
alacrity.
predicted,
will be hailed The
as the
supreme
far this summer, while admittedly not booked
career.
Bessie Barriscale's "The Woman Mi- artistic achievement of Hayakawa's
up to the mark set in the late winter
chael Married" is one of the most beauand spring, are much larger than hoped
for, and give a fair indication of what
mightcoming
be expect
by Robertson-Cole in Famous Players Plans Newspaper Exploitation
the
falleddrive.
Campaign on Artcraft Special "The Dark Star"
"Better Times" Lead Summer List.
X EXTEXSIVE campaign of ex- Davies, will appear
in the following
Careful selection was made of every
involving the use of
York Journal, Bosproductionbution.offered
distri- A scores of theploitation,
ton American,New
leading newspapers newspapers:
Chicago
American, Los
Pictures of for
the summer
lighter nature,
Examiner, Detroit Free Press,
with plenty of beautiful outdoor scenery in the country, is planned for the Para- Angeles
Beaumont (Tex.) Jourwere listed. The real heavy type of mount-Artcraft Special, "The Dark Atlantanal,Journal,
Washington
Pittsburgh
first whichof isthereleased
Cosmopolitan
dramaturewas
shunned,
and totheanykindaudience
of pic- Star," the ductions,
Chronicle-Telegram, Times,
August Pro3.
Philadelphia
Bulthat would
appeal
letin, Springfield
(III.)
In co-operation with the Famous Vancouver
State
on the sweltering days such as here now Players-Lasky
(B. C.) Sun, FortRegister,
Worth
Corporation,
the
Interwere posted for issue.
(lex.)
Southwestern American, Waco
Film Service Company, Inc.,
"Betterlating theTimes,"
sunshine
re- producers national
Tribune.
of Cosmopolitan Productions, (Tex.)
jo>s of a life,
led offpicture,
the sumThe Internati
onal Film Service Comhave
mapped
out
a
line
of
action
for
the
mer campaign. This offering, a com- picture which will be followed and from
Inc., has also sent representatives
thepanyroad
panion attraction to "The Turn in the time to time amplified in connection
to place a serial story of
Road,"
has proved
a big money
maker with the exploitation of succeeding Cos- Ihe Dark Star," illustrated with stills
for hundreds
of exhibitors
who booked
from the picture, in the following cities
mopolitan Productions.
it on the strength of the success they
and probable newspapers: Cleveland
On Sunday, August 10, a full-page
attained with "The Turn in the Road."
Portland
American
BiUt'mor,e New
/^WS-; Oregonian
(Ore.)
magazine feature story about "The Buffalo
Haven,lisReporter
"A Man's Country" Next.
Inquirer,
the magazine
News
Then followed Sessue Hayakawa in Dark
sectionStar"
of thewillXewappear
York inSunday
Ameri- Kansas City Post, St.Minneapo
Louis Globe Democan, Chicago Examiner, Los Angeles
"The
Man
Beneath,"
a
mystery
story
crat
Des
Moines
RegisterTribune,
which has its locale largely in the great Examiner, San Francisco Examiner and
Dallas
outdoors. This attraction has been pro- Atlanta Journal.
Times-Her
ald, Xew
Salt Lake
Item,
OrleansTribune
n n a^ews
Denver
Post°r orBee,News,
claimed one of Hayakawa's supreme
Birmingham
Big Space on Scenes from Play.
achievements.
Xews,
Memphis
Commercia
l
Appeal,
InAbout thelustrationsame
a half-page
"A Man's
Country,"dealing
starring
cinnatidianapolis
Inquirer.Star, Louisville Herald, CinRubens,
a melodrama
withAlma
the
by Xell time,
Brinkley,
on scenesilWest of '49, was next in line and in all from "The Dark Star," with Marion
To Exploit All Cosmopolitan Films.
Mar,
was written
RobertDark
W
c*W »atwhich
u'-S .furnishes
beinS
donean onbyindication
"The
Chambers,
of
the exploitation possibilities
which
lie
in
all
the
Cosmopolitan
Productions,
all
ot which are based upon stories which
have appeared in the Cosmopolitan and
other Hearst magazines,
extensive
list of Hearst publicationsthethroughout
the country being the foundation for a
newspaper circulation of large proporAugust 9, 1919

Gertrude Atherton Arrives on Coast
Telegrams from Los
s announce
the arrival of GertrudeAngele
on at the
Goldwyn studios for herAthert
first Eminen
t
Author
s
P.cture
,
"Perch
of
the just
Devil in"
i>ne motored out to Culver City
time to wander through bits of toPetrofind
grad,
and London, and
herself Cairo
an onlook
er at
victory
central ball
figur with Geraldine Farr^Se

HeroJ AboutKeith.
to Knock
VillainC. Sky
High and
in "Sky
RussellTheHunt,
Thelma theKenley,
C. Xutt,
HarryEye."
Myers
William Steiner's photoplay of aviation and the Texas oil fields, "Sky Eye."

Three Show First National Pictures.
This week is First National week in
Cleveland.
Cleveland has six downtown
houses showin
run
:
Loews Stillmagn, first
the Standarpictures
d, the
Strand, the New Euclid,
the
Orpheum
,
Loews Mall and the Gaiety. Of these,
three are showing First National pictures.
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complete renovation for the opening.
Another big Ohio theatre that closed
Book Store Window Displays in Denver
a contract during the week was Max
Stern's
The filmHouse,
has
'
Westerners
"TheConstance
Showing
also beenMajestic,
sold to Columbus.
the Grand Opera
Advertise
Swayne of
Gordon,
Beaumar,
s of thethe Colorun theatre
THE first
Cincinnati; the Majestic Theatre,
DentonF. Vane,
Frank
Mills,
Robert
Frarado territory
are booking
first zer,
W. Smith, Jene Jennings and Springfield; the Rialto Theatre, CovingBenjamin B. Hampton Great Au- Jane King.
ton ;the Liberty, Youngstown, and with
The picture
made unthors' Picture, "The Westerners," made
der
the
direction
of Tom was
Terriss.
qu'ck playing dates in Akron and
from one of S. E. White's most popular
novels.
Dayton.
In one Alabama
the mark
ther"Sahara" Books Well With
The W.manager
W. Hodkinsoa
Corporation's
stood at city,
abovewhere
the 100
Denver
has closed
contracts
Southern Picture Houses "Sahara," mometer
during
a
week's
run,
broke
the
for first runs
G. Talbot's
America
mid-winter patronage records of the
Theatre
and with
for A.first
runs with
the
tre, Toledo,
is anotherTemple
house Theathat house.
A. ZORX'S
entire Moore and Greaves circuit in EDWAR
D
In New Orleans Julius Saenger, head
will reopen for its fall season with
Colorado Springs, Pueblo, Greeley,
of the extensive Saenger circuit opens
n
Cheyenne,
as
well
as
first
runs
in
BoulJ.
Parker
Read,
Jr.'s
productio
"Sawith
the film at his Strand on August 9
starring
hara,"
Louise
Glaum,
as
the
der, Trinidad and at other points in the widely advertised chief attraction The and has
made no booking of any other
territory.
Temple
has
been
closed
for
sixty
days
picture
for the following week, intendExtends Bookings in Dakota Towns.
undergoing material enlargement and
ing to give a straight two weeks' run.
The Denver territory extends over
through the Black Hills to the edge of Doraldina, Actress and Dancer, Enters
the Minneapolis sales zone and between
these two Hodkinson offices service will
Independent Picture Producing Field
be made throughout the region. Towns
ORALDINA, actress and dancer, is audience at Stamford, Connecticut, toin the Dakotas that never before in their
the latest to join the independent
picture history have played any picture
ward the end of July. She has a drafor more than one day, are making two D producing field by the forming of
in thescreen
show work
and insheconjunctionmaticwithparther
should
Doraldina Pictures, Inc., for which com- establish
and three-day bookings in the fall.
an envious record.
panyturesshe during
will the
produce
a
series
of
picAn tionexample
of
bookstore
co-operaDoraldina will be remembered for her
coming year.
with the picture through Grosset
Mme. Doraldina is not new to the mo- connections with many Broadway cafes
and Dunlap was shown in Denver where,
tion picture field, as she has made a and roof garden. She was also the only
under the leadership of the Denver Dry
feature for Pathe, and recently com- dancer who conducted a cafe of her own
Goods
Company's
book
department,
the
known as the Cafe De Dorbook stores are making window and coast. She
pleted "The Heart offromNasonia"
the which was
coast tooncoast
aldina, located on 59th and Broadway.
newspaper advertising campaigns on the and all overis known
Europe for her original Later she was featured in the Paradise
book to co-ordinate it with the first manner of interpreting
the Hawaiian Room at Riesenweber's, where she
presentation
ica Theatre. of the picture at the Amer- terpsichorean art, and she has a verdict played
through an entire season with
from
the
Queen
of
Hawaii
that she is much success.
This company's book department re- the only authentic interpreter
of
the
In
productions
she has been connected
moved
every
display
and
bit
of
promodances.
tion matter on other books from view, Hawaiian
with Weber and Fields, and abroad in
She
is
at
present
being
featured
in
many
shows.
At
the age of seventeen
giving
Westerners" the benefit of "The Red Dawn," the Thomas Dixon, she toured Europe
she also
exclusive"Theexploitation.
Jr., show, which is due to open on studied under the where
leading Spanish
Film Is Billed Like Circus.
Broadway in the early part of August, dancers. Later she combined
this with
and which opened to an enthusiastic her Hawaiian dancing.
Talbot'slastingenuity
wasMr. shown
week whenin advertising
he bought
"The aldina
Heart
of Nasonia,"
whichto Dorevery available billboard location in
made prior
to coming
New
York is now being negotiated for by
Cheyenne, Wyo., for the days of the anseveral
distributors
for
the
domestic
nual
frontier
day
round-up
and
billed
and world rights.
the film like a circus. Frontier days in
Cheyenne are the biggest days in the
year in that section of the country.
Ruth Roland Celebrates.
From every section of the West and
Ruth Roland and the members of her
Southwest visitors come in from the
ranges and
easterners
make
this
celecompany bratheld
sort of impromptu
ion at thea Brunton
Studio in celeLos
bration as one of the spectacular events
of the year.
Angeles this week in honor of the comMoore and Greaves, who later are to
pletionveonftuthe
first episode
"The Adres of Ruth,"
the firstofproduction
presentenne,the
film
for first
run in display
Cheylinked
up
with
the
Talbot
of
her
new
company,
Ruth
Roland
rials, Inc. The star and producer is Sethe
made for the benefit of his Denver house
author
of the story for which Gilson
by retaining
Willets prepared the scenario.
definite period.the billboards for an inDuring the action of the story, the
star
called upon
to represent in
thirtyfive isdifferent
characterizations
the
Gladys Leslie's Latest is Ready.
quest
upon
which
the
plot
is
based.
"The Girl Woman," made under the
William
Parke
is
directing
Miss
Roland.
working title of "Belinda Puts Her Hair
Up,"
Leslie bestarring
in the
title with
role, Gladys
will shortly
released
by
Complete Six Episodes of Duncan Serial.
Vitagraph.
Word has reached Vitagraph from
As Belinda, Miss Leslie is called upon
William ingtoDuncan,
is at LakethatHuntto portray two characters, both emn, in northernwhoCalifornia,
the
— hence
Woman.bodied inInone theperson
earlier
scenesthesheGirl-is
first
six
episodes
of
"Smashing
are practically completed. Mr.Barriers"
Duncan
still the child, with her dolls and dogs,
is filming all of the dramatic action for
knee length dresses and pinafores, and
the first five chapters of the serial while
curls over her shoulders. Then, one
the
special sets for the big thrills are
evening, she gives a party for herself,
being constructed
on various
dons
her hair
up.
When
these
are
ready
the
thrillslocations.
will be
She islong
now dresses
a womanand andputswhen
the test
filmed
and
inserted
in
the
different
Camera!
comes in the events that follow she A striking view of Doraldina, the famous
episodes.
proves that she had really come into
dancer, who will produce a series
woman's estate.
of pictures
for Inc.
Doraldina
Moving
World are
Pictures,
In the supporting cast are Julia
bestReviews
used as inpress
zvork Picture
in your papers.
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production
ofBandbox,"
Louis Joseph
Vance's
story, "The
starring
Doris
The Lost Battalion" Is Given Its First
Kenyon,
which
will
be
released
Public Showing; Survivors Attend Show in the fall by the W. W. Hodkinson early
Corthe
homely,
humorous
and
noble
char" the EdBATTALION",
THE LOST
acteristics ofthe product of the melting poration.
Theodore C. Deitrich, president of the
s
tion's
A.
ward
McManu
Corpora
ts the
re-enac
the pot of the nations — the American Deitrich-Beck, Inc., took the company
on of
famousproduct
standionof which
a battali
to Lake Mohegan without knowing that
The correspondent of the New York his old friend and colleague, Kenneth
-seventh Division in the Argonne
Seventy
soldier." Journal telegraphed his paper, there.
toward the close of the war, was given Evening
C. Beaton, was spending the summer
its premier
Theatre.
ford, Conn.,atonthetheGrand
evening
of JulyHart-28. " 'The Lost Battalion' film stirs HartOne day there was a new arrival at the
Governo.r Holcomb and Mayor Kinsella
hotel. He proved to be Frazier Hunt,
attended
war correspondent of the Chicago
Beaton
and
Hunt
Witness
Despite the weather being the hottest
Tribune, magazine writer, and the man
of the year, the picture was shown to a ford."
who brought the first copy of the Peace
Treaty to the United States.
capacity house. It was accompanied
Filming
of
"The
Bandbox
ENNETH C. BEATON, known a
with music written especially for the
"Spike" Hunt, who had been dodging
Bolshevikis for two
K. C. B. by millions of newspaper German bullets and
production by Joseph Breil.
K
Many of the survivors of the Lost
readers throughout the United years, declared that shooting motion
Battalion were in the audience, seeing States, witnessed the filming of every pictures was decidedly more to his liking and with Beaton spent most of his
the picture
the first
ever one offor these
wastime,
notedand onwhenthe one of the exteriors taken at Lake Moscreen the audience rose and cheered hegan, N. Y., for the new Deitrich-Beck time on the motion picture "lot."
him. These veterans sometimes twitted
Edward Keppler, Lorraine Harding and
each other
ances in the onfilm.th,eir respective appearPraised by Critics.
Greta Hartman
Added
"Bandbox"Then Cast
advent to
of Bolshevism.
back
In a criticism
of the production the THREE additions have been made Are
to the
Hartford
Post said:
to Greta Hartman, the name she was
the
cast
of
"The
Bandbox,"
the
christened,
went
Sonia
Markova.
She
first
of
the
Louis
Joseph
Vance
"Last night at the initial showing of series of features to be made by Deithas aofpart
"The Bandbox," second to
'The the
Lostsuffering
Battalion'of those
some of
the pain
that
Dorisin Kenyon.
and
valiant
men
r
i
c
h
B
e
c
k
,
I
n
c
.
,
and
distributed
through
was transplanted into the hearts of the the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation. The
Is Girl of Thousand Faces.
distinguished gathering. The heat was three latest acquisitions are Greta HartThe other woman addition to the cast,
Edward Keppler and Lorraine Lorraine
overpowering, yet cold drinks waited man,
Harding, is declared to. be the
Harding.
outdoors, just a few feet away, while
most photographed girl on the screen.
on the screen were pictured those six
Greta
Hartman
is
"the
girl
of
many
She
is
frequently
referred to as "the
agonizing days when the surrounded
Born under
a Swede,
theof thousand
faces."
The cur-in
stage career
her she
own began
name herof girl with
men were practically without food or names."
rent
issue
the
National
Magazine
Greta
Hartman.
Soon
afterward
she
water or hope of relief. What a contrast !
of
Miss
Harding
And the audience realized and under- changed it to Gretchen Hartman. which a two-pageproducesstory
twenty different photographsrestood. The audience forgot their own was fine until Germany got into bad re- of her, each one
so different that it is
pute, by which time Miss Hartman had hard to believe they
discomfort for 'The Lost Battalion' pic- attained
stardom. Then an enterpris- by the same girl. were all posed for
ture never loses its interest."
ing producer, objecting to the German
"Somehow, in some miraculous manThe third addition to the cast is Edname,for decided
makethea Rusner," says the Hartford Courant, "the sounding
ward Keppler, a Belgian actor who is apsian of her,
at that totime
Czar
producer and director of 'The Lost was still
pearing in the French Theatre, New
the Czar. So Gretchen Hart- York. Before
the war, Mr. Keppler was
Battalion'
caught
the
glorious
spirit
man
became
Sonia
Markova,
under
ofscened
the American
doughboy,
and
in
every
noted
in
Belgium and Austria for his
filmed is reincarnated for historv which nom de theatre she starred until
interpretation of
"Hamlet"
and accent
other
Shakespearian
roles.
A decided
alone has prevented him from making
progress on the American stage.
Goldwyn Plans Musical Exploitation.
A musical exploitation campaign is
now
under for
way theby promotion
Goldwyn's ofservice
department
Tom
Moore'sease,"forthcoming
vehicle,
"Heartsfrom the stage
play byBeaumont.
Charles
E. Klein, directed
by Harry
Five of the leading music publishing
institutions,
records
with each
the having
various scored
versionssalesof
the
song,
"Heartsease,"
have
their co-operation for windowannounced
displays,
lobby paper
exhibits
co-operative newsadvertisingandcampaigns.
Tom Mix Wins Auto Race.
Making better than sixty miles an
hour, Tom Mix, the William Fox cowboy star, won attheAscot
amateur
automobile
championship
Speedway,
Cal.,
according to a telegram to the Fox home
offices.
The
distance
was
twenty-five
miles, and the race was run for the
benefit
of the Actors'
Fund.
Mix completed
the twenty-five
miles
in twenty-four
minutes
andsilver
threechamseconds. Hepiowas
awarded
the
nship cup.
A Beautiful Glimpse of the Arch of Triumph and American Bluejackets in Parade.
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
This spectacular
"shot"Dayappears
the Bastile
parade inin International
Paris. ReleasedNews'by pictorial
Universal. account of
written from the screen — not press books.
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Williams portraying the man who lives
successfully in both. The play was made
from the novel of the same name by
'Not Better Stories, But Better Production/' Says
Mrs. Wilson Woodrow, and while Mr.
for Selznick Pictures Williams,
as Asche Colvin, sometimes
John Lynch, Scenario Writer
ances
witnessed
at
the
various
centenmasquerades as The Hornet, another
" but,
is notction"bette
T it produ
THAbetter
ary motion picture exhibitions.
strong character in the story, he does
thatr plays,
is needed
These visitors are invariably inter- not have a dual role.
is the opinion of John Lynch, for
ested in the new Simplex Mazda equipproduction was screened under
a prominent member of
many s years
ment,use.which is especially adaptable for theThedirection
Thoma
Ince's scenario membe
staff, randof who
of James Young at Vitachurch
the
a
was recently made
graph's
studio.Shaw,
The supporting
companyWestern
are Brinsley
Vola Vale,
Selznick Pictures Cor- f -,'dwyn's Latest Addition
of
io
force
scenar
Ogden
Crance,
Kathleen
Kirkham and
poration.
Edward
McWade.
Has Youth — Just Youth
Mr. Lynch is well qualified to talk on
He has written many poputhis larsubject.
eeping withlatent
the Goldwyn
plays of the past few seasons. Among IN of; developing
ability, thepolicy
eyes Has Line of Accessories
"Quiccare "Extravagance,"
the entire Goldwyn organization
the list "Hard
for Paramount Week
Home- a e offollowing
Boiled," "The "Green
sands,"
the
histrionic
and
other
ei owth of the diminutive star whose
breakers," "Market ofandSouls,"
"Law of the
Eyes," "Tyrant Fear"
rationPlayers-Lasky
announces to exkibitors
THE Famous
CorpoNorth."
that a complete line of accessories
"It is not so much better plays as
is
now
available,
through
its
exchanges,
says
needed,"
that is have plenty
production
better
to all exhibitors who may participate
"Film atproducers
Lynch.
Mr.
but
in the second annual national Paratheir command, story
material
of fine
mount-Artcraft Week, which begins
of the
too often the main pointsI hold
nothing
Sunday, August 31.
are lost in production.
the
In addition to the usual line of -achave
I
fact,
in
directors;
against
ces ories owilln theshow
productions
whichweek,
exbut neverfor them,
greatest theles respect
hibitors
during the
the responsibility
, Ibelieve that
which may be procured at the exchanges
of a production
or failure
for poorness
at the regular prices, the corporation
director. That asis
rests mainly with theproduce
a story
has appropriated $10,000 for special
because they do not
accessories advertising the week itself.
wander from the facts
written,intobut side
ittoois often
These include posters, trailers, slides,
issues.
calendar cuts, program cover electros,
Should Work Hand in Hand.
advertising cuts and mats, heralds and
scenario
the
"I believe, of course, that work
postcards.
hand in
writer and director should
and
both equal factors
hand. They are
Three Characterizations
way to do the
only onetheefficient
there is When
full continuity of a
•work.
for Warner in Chinese Film
be turned
it should
completed,
story tois the
should
turn
in
He
director.
over
cenupon theofon Shantun
the
situaeyes
WITH tthe
writinmanner
n connecti
ion itered
theg Peace
with world
and tomake
it thoroughlyhe, has
go over
the scenario
objections
any
ing
n-Cole
has
it
believes
Robertso
Treaty,
The
told.
in which the story is should
then thrash
writer and director
God,"
"Pagan series
subject inPictures
most oftimely
asecond
Superior
the
the
before
,
themselves
it out between
s' MuExhibitor
Warner.
starringtual H.will B.distribu
has started. If these two
n,
te the
productio
productio
reachn no agreement, the decision
can
supersonal
the
under
made
was
which
up."
higher
man
the
f
o
n
o
i
s
with
i
v
r
e
Hampton.
D.
Jesse
p
should rest
screen
in the and
It offers Warner in three absolutely
bothJohnas anLynch
art andbelieves
as a business,
he
distinct characters. He is introduced as
profilm
a
of
purpose
the the medium of the two.
thinks itduction isto strike
the secretary to the American Consul
in Mongolia,formationChina.
Thento toprevent
obtain the
indirely needed
slaughter of all the whites in China, he
Waldorf Pictures Invade
is obligederative, toand align
turn himself
a secretwithservice
opthe tong
New York by Astor Party
which threatens
to exterminate
the
a
took
ys
opla
Phot
orf
Wald
THEgood means of invading New York
Caucasian in the Orient. In the conclusion,
Warner
is
seen
in
the
garb
of
eon
a beggar.
29 byinvitholdi
July and
Expression!
of folks RegisteredSpectacular
ing nga lota lunch
at the onAstor
in
two
parts
by
Simon
Herold
r
for
re
matte
ng pictu
Lachenbruch as he signs a contract to
writeandmovi
who trade
the
newspapers.
appear in Goldwyn pictures.
New Ocean Shipping Rates on Films.
The luncheon preceded the viewing
A new schedule of rates of freight on
"When
photograph
is
herewith
reproduced.
picture,
Waldorf
initial
the
from North Atof
Hall. Youth, which is one of the prerequisites variouslanticcommodities
at Wurlitzer direcBonds Are Loosed,"
ports to Liverpool, Manchester,
motion pictures, he has in abundance. Hull, Avonmouth,
made under
The tionpicture
Bristol, Cardiff, Glasof David wasG. Fischer,
and isthethe first ofMoreover,
he
will
be
a
boon
to
directors,
Leith, Belfastby andthe Dublin
just
of the David Fischer Productions for as his speech is limited to monosyllables. been gow,announced
UnitedhasStates
Waldorf.
And the few words he occasionally
Board through the Emergency
President Read, of the Waldorf com- utters are accompanied by a happy Shipping
Corporation. Under this schedule
for he is not afflicted with staritis. Fleetocean
pany, was present,
and reviewers
after telling
rate foot
on motion
few stories
invited the
to doa smile,
Li e all unlined faces, he screens well; the
lure
films
isshipping
$1 per cubic
or one picper
their worst with the picture.
photograph
reveals,shades
is capa-of cent, ad valorem.
Mr. Fischer announced that the com- and asble ofthedisclosing
delicate
pany
would
build
a
studio
of
its
own
expression.
in Boston.
Vitagraph Engages Ruth Clifford.
young star
is a blood hismember
of AsthetheGoldwyn
organization,
name
Ruth Clifford, who is a picture star
isHerold
no longer
a
secret.
It
is
Simon
Church Folk Visit Simplex Factory.
in
her own right, has been engaged by
Lachenbruch.
Vitagraph to play the leading feminine
Since the close of the Methodist Centenary at Columbus, Ohio, where nine Williams Has Chance for Versatility. role opposite Earle Williams in his next
Simplex projectors were in use, the
feature,on "The
Black story
Gate,"bywhich
the mystery
Hilliardis
factory tohasthebeencentenary,
the objective
Vitagraph's
current
release,
"The
Hor- based
Booth.
The Coast
picturestudio
is nowat being
made
ofSimplex
the delegates
all of
net's
Nest,"
is
a
play
of
two
extremes,
at
the
West
Hollywood.
whom were interested in the perform- society and the underworld, with Earle
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CUE SHEETS FOR FILMS OF CURRENT RELEASE
7— T. Oh, by the way here are. 3 :15. Golden Youth, Rosey.
"The Dust of Desire."
water, etc.")
,
Released by World Film.
9S—— T.S. Close-up
The early ofbirdtelegram.
always. ("Struck
2:00. Serenade,
Drdla. 2:00. Theme.
Prepared by S. M. Berg.
10—
T. Wait a minute, you forget. 1 :15. Dramatic Recitative, Levy.
Theme — Because You Say Goodbye (Ballade Sentiment), Levy.
11 — T. His one consolation, the. 2:30. Dramatic Andante, Borch.
1— D. At screening. 3:00. Theme.
12 — A day of brooding. 2:35. Mysterious Tone Picture.
23—— T.D. At2:00.the end
Everyof Thursday
a tea Suspense,
party. Popular
1314 —— T.T. You
can'tgoing
force outyourin way.
:50. Continue
pp. Minot (pp durdance. 1 :15.
Winklar.One-Step.
Are you
all.
2:35.
Storm
Furioso,
4 d. At end of recitation. 1:00. Iris (Moderato Grazioso), Reynard.
ing
interior
scene
—
ff
during
exterior
scenes).
Panagua 1:30.
(shots).Fairy1:00.Phantoms,
Agitato Friedman.
No. 37, Andino. 15— T. Where is everybody. 3:30. Theme.
65—— T.T. Thornton
How aboutwasit, inGeneral?
16 — T. I must telephone dad. 1 :10. Dramatic Tension, Levy.
78—— D.t. Those
were
my
friends.
1:15.
Theme.
17—
T.
The
storm
must
have.
1
:25.
Continue
pp
(with ad. lib. storm
effects).
When Dick leaves Beth. 3 :45. Dramatic Reproach, Berge.
18 — T. Mrs. ad.
Lippin
has
just.
3:35.
Dramatic
Reproach,
9— T. I haven't seen my wife. 2 :30. Slimy Viper, Borch.
lib. tympany rolls during storm effects). Berge (with
10 — T. That'sAgitato),
my wife,Tonning.
confound her. 3:30. Camelia (Moderato poco 19 — T. It was from
theBerge.
metropolitan. 2 :20. Finale Symphonette (Vivo
Allegro),
1112 —— T.D. The
befriended
2 :15. Theme.
Whenwoman
nativeswhoenter.
1 :00. me.Berceuse,
Barmotine.
20
—
T.
When
young
folks
play. 1 :55. Perpetual Motion, Borch.
13— T. Meanwhile in America. 3 :00. Waltz Divine, Rosey.
21— T. When effects).
you get out West. 2 :50. Theme ff ( with ad. lib. storm
14 — D. When Borch.
scene fades to Thornton's home. 1 :30. Andante Doloroso, 22 — T. Your father is frantic. 3:35. Dramatic Suspense, Winkler (with
ad. lib. tympany rolls during exterior storm scenes).
lo — d. When scene fades to supper party. 1 :30. Scintillations, Hosmer.
16 — T. Several months later in anticipation. 4 :00. Serenade (Alle- 2324 —— T.T. You're
clever.word.3 :40.3:00.Serenade
I meant soevery
Theme Dramatic,
ff (to end).Widor.
g
r
e
t
o
)
,
W
i
d
o
r
.
17 — T. Mrs. Kretcbmer.
Jack writes to say. 2:00. Melody (Dramatic Moderato),
"Louisiana."
Released
Players-Lasky.
18 — T. Wear Andino.
one of these flowers. 4 :15. Dramatic Tension No. 36,
Preparedby byFamous
Filmusic
Studios.
Love
Theme
—
May
Dreams,
Borch.
19— T. The foreman is coming. 2:30. Agitato No. 6, Kiefert.
1— At screening. 3 :03. Love Theme.
20 — T. Nest morniag. 1 :45. Theme.
2 — T. But there is a (omit
youngfirstman.two 2:58.
21— T. Back in New sioYork
bars). Romance No. 2 (Andante),
nato), Levy. compelled. 2 :00. The Vampire (Appas- 3— T. While Frommel
in the world. 2:58. Vanity (Allegretto), Jackson.
2223—— T.T. AAn year
4— ^T. Meanwhile John
Rogers
discusses.
3:14. Basket of Roses (Modhour brings
later. many
2:30.changes.
Theme. 3:30. Sinister Theme.
erato), Albers.
2425 —— T.D. Torrence's
Grieg.
When Mrs. wife
Jack says.
calls 4on:00.Beth.Andante
4 :00. Dramatic,
Erotik, Grieg.
5— D. Lem bars).
enters. 2 :47. Romance No. 2, Frommel (omit first two
26 — T. It's useless
ask for your letter (shots). 2:15. Dramatic
Tension, toLevy.
: of"Oakdale
1 :12. Popular
Jazz Style.
27 — T. This Shepherd.
will keep her from talking. 2 :45. Dramatic Tension, 67—— D.D. Insert
ArrivalNicode.
stage. Springs."
3:56. Canzonetta
Op. 13,One-Step
No. 2 (Moderato),
28 — T. Next Ascher.
morning the letter. 3:00. Ave Marie (Dramatic Moderato), 8 — T. The tragedy
of being
(Moderato).
Nicode.alone. 3 :52. Canzonetta op. 13 No. 2
9 — T. MorningBratton.
finds Louisiana. 1:14. Laces and Graces (Allegretto),
29 — T. I didn't tell you a complete lie. Theme (to end).
"In byHisMetro
Brother's
10 — T. With first
the grim
forebodings. :34. Romance No. 2, Frommel (omit
Released
Pictures Place."
Corporation.
two bars).
11 — D. Flash back to two girls. 1 :14. Laces and Graves, Bratton.
Prepared by S. M. Berg.
12
—
D.
Miss
Martin
enters
her own room. 1:50. Pastel Minuet (AlleTheme — Impish Elves (Capricious Allegretto), Borch.
gretto),
Paradls.
1 — D. At screening. 2 :15. Love Theme, Lee.
Aronsky.
13
—
T.
As
the
hour
of
experiment.
1:10. Intermezzo (Allegretto),
2 — T. J. Barrington Drake. 1 :45. Theme.
3— T. Their golden wedding. 3 :00. Birds and Butterflies, Vely.
this time on. :42. Dramatic Andante No. 24 (Be-rg
4— T. After dinner. 3:00. Scherzetto (from Symphonette Suite), Berge. 14 — T. From Series).
5 — T. Money,Tonning.
money, money. 3.30. Camelia (Andante Cantabile). 15 — T. So Lem decides. 1:00. Gondoliera (Allegretto), Moszkowski.
16 — T. Why do you (play
speak.to action).
2:41. Dramatic Tension No. 36 (Berg
6 — T. It's easy
for you.
Romance),
Borch. 2:30. Serenade Romantique (Moderato 17 — D. Lem Series)
fires
gun.
:38.
Allegro
No. 8, Andino.
7— T. In Brattleboro.
3:30. Canterbury Bells (Capricious Allegretto), 18 — T. In the days that follow. :47. Agitato
Love Theme.
Miles.
19 — D. Flash Adato two
negroes. 1:08. Li'l Liza Jane (Allegro), Ccuntess
8— T. Duties to perform.
(Doorbell).
2:30.
Tulips
(Moderato
GraziDeLachau.
oso), Miles.
20 — T. When Lawrence has fully. 2:13. Love in Idleness (Moderato),
9— D. When Nelson arrives. 1 :30. Theme.
1011—— T.D. What
do
you
Dreams (Moderato), Reviland. 21 — D. Miss Macbeth.
Martin enters house. 4:12. Arioso (Andante), Frey.
When Nelson think.
sits at 2:00.
desk. Elysiah
2:30. Theme.
Yes— but she. 3:54. Dramatic Andante No. 32, (Berg
12 — D. When Castillo.
Nelson joins sewing circle. 4:00. Babillage (Allegretto), 22— T. Waal—Series).
2324 —— D.D. Miss
Martin's
sits down
1 :36. Continue
same.
13 — T. The realization
that
it
was
not.
3:00.
May
Dreams
(Moderato
FlashGodard.
of Ellisfather
at hotel
desk. beside:47. her.Canzonetta
(Allegretto),
Romance), Borch.
14 — D. When Deacon leaves. 2 :15. Theme.
Louisiana back. 1 :20. Dramatic Andante No. 24 (Berg
15 — T. Get away
from Boehnlein.
the idea. 1:00. Drifting Clouds (Schottische 25 — T. With Series).
Caprice),
26 — T. I'm goin'
to fix the parlor. 1:45. Sweet Bells (Allegretto),
16 — D. When scene fades to Bessie and Nelson. 2 :45. Theme.
17 — D. When Deacon
receivesRolfe.
telegram. 3 00. In Dreamy Dells (Moder- 27 — D. Flash Gruenwald.
to Ellis and his sister. 2:17. Serenade (Allegretto), Em.
ate Fantasy),
to Lem in new clothes at door. 2 :22. Agitated Mysteries,
18 — T. It was a fine deception. 1:45. Dancing Leaves (Mazurka), Miles. 28 — D. Flash Langey.
19— T. My hunch
was right. 1:15. In the Glade (Allegretto Scherzando), 29 — D. Miss Series).
Martin s father enters. 3 :04. A Dream, No. 56 (Berg
Gruenwald.
20— T. Send that telegram. :45. Theme.
30— T. Lem threatened
Series). to shoot. 1:32. Dramatic Agitato No. 38 (Berg
21— T. The Vivase),
family council
Burgmein.(door bell). 2:30. Florinda (Allegretto 31— T. Xo, I'm not hurt. :56. Love Theme (to end).
22 — T. You are generous. 2 :00. Dramatic Suspense, Winkler.
"The Love Burglar."
23— T. I'm afraid Brother Cruck. :30. Theme.
Released by Famous Players-Lasky.
24— T. Love's old sweet song. Love's Old Sweet Song (to end) (direct
Prepared by Filmusic Studios.
Love Theme — Yester-Love (Andante), Borch.
"Through
the Distributing
Wrong Door."
1 — At screening. 2:42. Tell Me Why (Moderato), Rose.
Released
by Goldwyn
Company.
2— T. "Coast-to-Coast"
to action). Taylor. 3:26. Popular Jazz One-Step (play
Prepared by M. Winkler.
Theme— Visions (2/4 Characteristic), Buse.
3— T. Wallace Reid. 2:28. Dramatic Tension No. 9 (Berg Series).
1— S. At screening. 2 :20. Flirty Flirts, Levy.
4
—
T.
Put
that
stuff
in your.
1:42. at Intermezzo
Langey.
of Reid
listening
wall. 2:35.(Allegretto),
MlsteriosoArensky.
No. 3,
2— T. The Golden
Luz. Hope mine. 3:00. Prudence (Entr'acte Moderato), 5 — D. Close-up
3— T. Half Losey.
of this money buys. 2:10. Forest Whispers (Allegretto), 6— T. I'll pull
the
angry
husband.
2
:32.
Dramatic
Andante
No.
39
(Berg Series).
4— T. I onlyTempo
wish that
starts.ff and:44.quietDramatic
Allegrothis.ff).2 :15. Sinister Theme, Vely (to be played 7— D. Fight (start
down to Tension
action). No. 44 (Berg Series)
8— T. Lay off boys. 1:18. Mignonette Op. 59, Friml.
Won't weeks
you telllater.me yo«r.
:55. Song,
Theme.Puerner.
6—5— T.T. Three
2:40. 1 Love
9— T. No cheap guy. 2:13. Dramatic Andante No. 24 (Berg Series).
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6— T. How could you have lied to. 2 :05. Theme.
10 — T You know the marriage service. 2 :27. Love Theme.
11 — D.D. Fight
Agitato piano.
No. 3, Langey.
At her fivelawyer's
Love Song,
Puerner. Miles.
After
years house.
of. 2:30.1 :05.Sparklets
(Moderato),
12
Close-upcommences.
Parson Smith:43. playing
:26. A few bars of some 8—97—— T.T.T. Then
followed
the 2:40.
story. Dramatic
1 :25. Dramatic
Narrative,
wedding march.
10
—
T.
Wait
a
moment.
Suspense,
Winkler. Pement.
13 t. I'm afraid Coast will. 3:19. Canzonetta (Allegretto), Hollaender.
nextshalldayI doat noon.
2 :20. 3:40.
Serenade
Romantique, Borch.
14_D. Insert newspaper clipping "The Colt Kids." 3:32. The Vampire, 1112—— T.T. The
What
with
these.
Theme.
Levy (Tympani roll on two hold-ups).
followed a period. 3 :05. Flirty Flirts, Levy.
15_T.T. Why
didn't notyou have
appeal.been. 1:23.
Theme. (Allegretto), Etienne. 1314 —— T.T. When
It isn't
so easy. :50.4:05.The Golden
Vampire,YouthLevy.(Waltz), Rosey.
16—
Joan might
2:00. Love
Al Fresco
15 — T. Out
in Westchester.
17
t.
After
an
exciting
week.
3:27.
Wedding
Blues
(One-Step),
Friml.
16 — S. YoungThat
man Shimmie
begins playing
the
Cannotas Shake
18— T. Meanwhile
Coast
Taylor.
:38.
Andante
Misterioso
No.
15,
(Berg
solo).
Here (Popularpiano.Song):55.(to beYouplayed
piano
Series).
19_T. The church, for which. 3:44. Andante Appassionato No. 57 (Berg 17— T. Mrs. Trevor came down here. 2 :25. Dramatic Recitative, Levy.
18 — T. Did you ask that woman. 1 :55. Theme.
20 T. After the service. 2:03. Ecstasy (Allegro), Zamecnik.
19— T. With Dreaming,
the death of Nancy's. 2:05. Come Where Thy Love Lies
21 — D. Reid starts playing. :25. Piano improvise to action.
22 — D. Reid stops playing. 3:01. A Dutch Windmill, Zamecnik.
20
— T. Nancy, could you Foster.
ever find. :25. Continue ff (to end).
23 — T. On the evening of. 2 :10. I Hear You Calling Me, Marshall.
2425 —— T.D. Dave
real. playing.
Popular One-Step.
"The
Petal Film
on the
Current." Company.
Flash Dorgan,
to Joan the
at piano
1 :20. Love Theme. |
Released by Universal
Manufacturing
26 D. Enter Coast. 3:09. Dramatic Andante No. 39 (Berg Series).
Prepared
by
M.
Winkler.
27 T. Coast Series).
is double-crossing. 2:58. Dramatic Agitato No. 38 (Berg Theme — Serenade Romantique (Andante con moto), Borch.
screening.
3:10. 2 Baby
Sweetheart
Corri.
28— D. Red Colt Kid struggles with Joan. :59. Allegro Agitato No. 8, 21—— T.S. AtBelieve
me, Cutie.
:10. Flirty
Flirts,(Allegretto),
Levy.
(Berg
Series).1 :38. Cavatina, Bohm.
3 — T. Get my shoes. 1 :55. Comedy Allegro, Berg.
29—
T.
I
tried
my
best.
30 — T. Frauds— both of us. 2:50. Love Theme (to end).
45 —— T.T. Mr.
Stella'sGilly,
mothermeetwasmyhappy.
mother.3:15.3 :25.Intermezzo
ThoughtsModerato,
of YouHuerter.
(Valae
"A
Very
Good
Young
Man."
Lente),
Briers.
Released
by
Famous
Players-Lasky.
6
—
T.
While
at
the
home.
1
:50.
Everybody
Shimmies
Now.
Prepared by Filmusic Studios.
7— T. You gotta be a good fellow. 2 :05. Theme.
8— T. The Friday night. 1:15. Hunkatin (Half-Tone One-Step), Levy
1 At screening. 2:53. Sweet Ponderings (Andante), Langey.
2 T. At the Douglas. 3:40. Serenade No. 1 (Allegretto), Frommel.
(produced
on ph'onograph
9 — S. Close-up
of Ukelele
players. )1. :55. A La Mode, Rosey.
3—
T.
Kitty's
beau.
2:09.
Babillage
(Allegretto),
Castillo.
10 — T. The suds is coming. 1 :20. Eccentric Comedy Theme, Roberts.
4 t. As the house. 3:38. Capricious Annette (Allegretto), Borch.
11 — T.Where's John Gilly? 4 :10. Springtime (Valse), Drumm.
5— D. Neighbors call.
(Allegretto),Langey.
Zamecnik.
calls. 1:57.
2 :41. Egyptia
Sweet
I see starts
you've been washing. 1:15.
1 :00. Continue pp.
76 D.d. Washburn
Flash to dancing
scene.
2:53. Ponderings,
Popular Waltz
(mf dim to p). 1213 —— S.T. Girl
(producedphonograph.
on phonograph). Savannah (One-Step), Rosey
8 T. I love her. :37. Dramatic Agitato No. 38 (Berg Series).
of womanRomance),
near sewing
machine. 4 :10. Budding Spring,
9— D. Flash Heart
to Ruth(Popular
playingSentimental).
piano. 1 :14. The Curse of an Aching 14— S. Close-up(Dramatic
Platzman.
T. Dawn, ghost of night. 3 :10. Sinister Theme, Levy.
10 D. Washburn
takes drink. 1:16. Fads and Fancies (Allegro), 15—
16 — T. And then from out. 1 :55. Bleeding Hearts, Levy.
Gruenwald.
Springso and
its annual.
2 :20. Theme.
Tragic Theme, Vely.
U_T. The fashionable
I Don't Know
Where I'm 1817 —— T.T. And
her fair
name. 2:30.
Going,
butbe.and
I'm:40.exclusive.
On Dramatic
My Way4 :05.
(Moderate),
Joe(Berg
Bren.
19 —— T.T. Amatory
education.
2:05. Serenade
Romance (Dramatic),
(Allegretto), Sibelius.
12—
T.
It
can
easily
Tension
No.
36,
Series).
20
Finally
came
that.
2:10.
13 T. Viva Borch.
Bacchus of the Follies. 2:25. Air de Ballet Op. 177, No. 1, 21— S. Interior of cafe. 2:40. That Naughty Waltz, Levy.Widor.
2223—— T.T. God
So thehelppoorthe boob
1415 —— d.D. Flash
PopularFrommel.
Fox-Trot.
womanfell. next1 :25.door.Dramatic
2 :30. Agitato,
Theme. Hough.
Fade-in toofcafe
Ruth.scene.4 :00. 4 :47.
Romance,
see,
mister,
it's
my.
2:20.
Andante
Pathetique,
16 — t. Johnny Binks an impecunious. 1 :01. Minuetto All'antico, Kar- 2425 —— T.T. You
You know Cora. 1:05. Popular Salvation Army
Song. Berge.
ganoff.stolen ! 1 :11. Hurry No. 4, Lake.
26— T. And thus the petal. "Man's
:40. BabyDesire."
Shoes (Popular Ballad) (to end).
17—
T.
My
bonds
18 — T. Arrested ! Bully ! 2 :4G. A Dutch Windmill, Zamecnik.
19 — T. Isn't anyone going to arrest. 1 :41. Admiration, Jackson.
Released by Robertson-Cole Through Exhibitors Mutual.
2021 —— T.d. Costigan's
temple alone
of chance.
:28. Gondoliera,
Moszkowski.
Prepared
Joseph O'Sullivan.
Flash Levy.
to Osprey
at cafe 1 table.
2:11. Dramatic
Recitative, Theme A— Song Without
Wordsby (Andante
Cantabile), Rebikov.
B — The Flatterer (Moderato
molto Capricioso),
Chaminade.
22 — T. Now Pement.
show me the secret. 2 :40. Dramatic Narrative No. 1, Theme
Theme C — Sinister Theme (Misterioso Dramatico), Vely.
1—
At
screening.
4:15.
In
the
Woods
(Scenes
Poetiques),
23 — D. Flash to Osprey and Binks. 4 :07. Misterioso No. 1, Langey.
2—3— T.T. Vera
Mary Patton,
Larkin, ana creature
of unhappy. 1 :45.
Theme
A.B. Godard.
24_t. Thanks to your tip. 3:45. Phyllis (Waltz), Deppen.
orchid
transplanted.
:00.
Theme
4—5— D.T. The
the. 1:45.
Man inFilmthe Manufacturing
Moonlight." Company.
Dentonmysterious
and Mary.cabin:45.on Theme
A. Theme C.
Released by"TheUniversal
Prepared by M. Winkler.
6— D. Interior of cabin — man drinking. 1 :45. Theme C.
Phonograph playing.
:30.
Old-Time:45.WaltzTheme
(short).
Theme—
Berge.
897——— D.D.D. Tom
and
Vera interior.
— close-up.
B.
1— S. AtDramatic
screening.Reproach,
3 :15. Theme.
After Denton
fade-out
— cabin
1 :15. Two-Step.
23 —— T.t. The
Ferguson,
you
lie.
:40.
Allegro
Agitato,
Andino.
D.
Larkin
and
Mary.
Same
with
tympany
rolls
off.
Hamlet of St. Pollin. 1 :50. Northern Serenade, Olsen.
10— T. In this(Moderato-Valse
crude region Lento),
. a birthday.
4— T. They have come for you. 3 :05. Dramatic Suspense, Winkler.
Zamecnik.4:30. Ballet Sentimental
50—— t.T. Then
night. 2:20.
Adagiette,Borch.Berge.
11 —— D.D. Interior
of cabin.
:30. Theme
DramaticB. Agitato (short).
I heardcamevoices.the wedding
5 :15. Serenade
Romantique,
12
Denton
and
Vera.
:45.
7 — T.'You
are a kind-hearted. 5 :05.3:55. Lento
Romance, Sibelius.
13 — T. Leave (Andante
me and Dramatic),
Mr. Denton Berge.
alone. 1 :30. Dramatic Reproach
I have
98 —— T.T. We
cannotbeenbe robbed.
married. 4 :15. Theme.Allegro, Berge.
14 — T. Hungry hearts, attuned in sympathy. 3:15. Theme A.
10 — T. And then
I
do
not
pretend.
3:10.
Because
You
Say
Good-by
15 — T. Denton resumes operations. 1 :45. Dialogue, Meyer-Helmund.
(Pathetic Ballad), Levy.
H_T. You have dreamed, etc. 1 :30. Pathetic Andante, Vely.
16 — T. DentonNo. said
he wouldn'tMolto),
standBerge.
for. 1 :45. Dramatic Andante
39 (Andante
1213—— T.T. Midnight
6:10. Dramatic Fantasie, Bach.
You have found
a son. Rosine.
1 :05. Theme.
17— T. Her first
thought
is for(Allegro
.the man.Agitato),
5 :30. Schubert.
(Watch for telephone
bell.)
Erl
King
14 — T. Dead stillness, etc. 1 :40. Continue to action.
18— D. Mary No.and 24priest—
close-up
near
body.
1
:15.
Dramatic Andante
15— T. Louis, poor boy. 4 :40. Dramatic Tension No. 36, Andino.
(Dramatic-Pathetic), Borch.
16 — T. Only teriso).
devils Levy
remember.
(to action3:10.pp orSinister
ff). Theme (Heavy Mis- 19 — D. After whistle.)
fade-out —Misterioso
exterior scene.
1 :45. (Watch
for factory
No.
1
(Moderato),
Langey.
17—
one road.2 :50.4:40.
20—
D.
Big
explosion.
(Effect.)
2:30.
Hurry
No.
1,
Langey.
18 — T.T. There
They arewasbothonlyin there.
Theme.Prelude, Rachmaninoff.
21 — u. After fade-out of fire scene. 2:45. Theme A.
19 — T. No, no,for myshotshourandhasplaystruck.
to action2:50.pp orTragic
ff). Theme, Vely (watch 22— T. Winter finds Denton and Mary snug. 2:30. (Snowstorm effects.)
"Jocelyn" (Andante Berecuse),
Godard.
20— T. Shall we escort you. :40. Continue ff (to end).
2324 —— T.T. Under
In theBerecuse,
valleyof below.
cover
darkness. 2:30.4 :00. Romance,
Theme C.Grunfeld.
"Theby Way
ofPictures
a Woman."
Released
Select
Corporation.
25— D. After fade-out. 3:30. Dramatic Tension No. 9, Andino.
Prepared by M. Winkler.
26—
Larkin grabs Mary. 3:15. Agitato Misterioso, Langey.
27— D.T. AsWhendarkness
Theme — Love Theme (Molto Rubato), Lee.
Chopin. faded into dawn. 1 :00. Prelude, Op. 28, No. 6,
1—2— S.T. AtWhere
screening.
2
:30.
Southern
Reverie,
Bendix.
is your pride. 2:10. Theme.
28 — T. The leopard
steps. with new spots. 2 :15. Popular old waltzes and two3— T. On the other side of the. 3 :45. Poem, Fibich.
are youC. goin' to quit playin'? 3:00. (Watch for shot.)
4— T. Nancy'sLevymartyrdom
was not.
2:45.solo).Hunkatin (a half-tone), 29— T. When Theme
(to be produced
as piano
5— T. Why didn't you let me know. 2 :15. That Naughty Waltz, Levy. 30— T. Border justice. 1:00. Theme A (to end).
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"The
Released
by W.byVolcano."
W.Winkler.
Hodkinson.
Prepared
Bolshevik!
Theme—
The
Crafty
Spy M.(Andante
(Dramatic
Borch.
Love Theme — Serenade Romantique
conMisterioso),
moto), Borch.
1_S.
At
screening.
1:45.
Melody
(Moderate),
Kretschmer.
2 — T. In a home of wealth. 2 :15. Graciousness, Smith.
3_T.
nineteen.to former
:45. scene.
Battle Agitato,
Minot. Tonning.
(watch explosions).
4 — S. Only
Flashback
3 :15. Camelia,
5 — S. Close up of New York Call. :25. Bolsheviki Theme.
67 —— T.S. View
Davy'sof sister
1 :35. 2Continue
action.
East Ruth.
Side streets.
:05. Loveto Theme.
S9—— T.T. Doing
her
bit.
:55.
Continue
pp.
the end of a certain
busy week.
Dreams, Theme.
Borch.
10 — T. InAt Washington
order. 3 :55.1 :25.MayBolsheviki
11— s. CloseupGabriel
of baby
Marie.in cradle. 2:35. Song D'Enfant (Moderato),
12 — T. OrderedLevy.to report for duty. 1 :05. Because You Said Goodbye,
13 — T. Michael Semroff. 4:20. Dramatic Suspense, Winkler.
1415 —— t.S. Interior
Homewardof bound.
Homeward Theme.
Bound, Meyer.
room. 1:35.:50. Bolsheviki
16 — S. Flashback to soldiers. :40. Homeward Bound, Meyer.
of Bolsheviki
meeting.2:25.3 :05.Dolorosa
Bolsheviki
Theme. Tobani.
IS17—— T.S. Closeup
Orders from
headquarters.
(Moderato),
1020—— t.T. Governor
Smith
signs
a
bill.
2
-.(io.
Dramatic
Reproach,
In a Xew York underground. :50. Slimy Viper, Borch. Berge.
2i_T.
The
(Moderato),
Widor.Borch.
22 — T. You hospital.
know I love3:30.you. Serenade
:25. Andante
Doloroso,
23— S. View of Captain and girl walking. 2:10. Love Theme.
24 — t. That Bendix.
ought to convince. 1:45. A La Ballerina (Valse Lente),
25 — T. Mrs. Van Leiden takes. 6:05. Serenade, Drigo.
Davy talking
to his sweetheart.
Love Theme.
2726 —— S.S. Closeup
of Bolsheviki
room. 2 :30.1 :45.Bolsheviki
Theme.
2S— T. He usually goes to the pier. 4 :30. Sinister Theme, Vely.
2030 —— S.T. The
What'sfighttheon matter.
Sis?
2:05.
Erotik
(ramatic),
Grieg.
pier. :55.
Agitato,Hearts
Kiefert.(Floral
31 — T. An anxious themoment.
2:55. Allegro
Bleeding
Poem),
Levy (with ad. lib. tympany rolls during Bolsheviki scenes).
3233 —— T.T. There's
something
wrong.
1
:35.
Bolsheviki
Theme.
Find more bombs, (newspaper). 1:35. Dramatic Tension, Levy.
price.there.1 :30. 1 :50.Continue
pp. Theme.
3534——VT.t. Paying
The mobthedown
Bolsheviki,
36— S. Soldiers disturb meeting. 2 :40. Allegro Agitato, Andino.
3738 —— T.T. Invited
There's tothecall.guy. 2:00.:40. Flirty
Continue
action.
Flirts,to Levy.
39 — T. To the wedding. :35. Wedding March to action.
40— T. Well, Davy, she did. :40. Love Theme ff.
41 — T. Davy (todemonstrates.
:50. Hunkatin (Half-tone dance), Levy
end).
"A Broadway Saint."
Released by World Film Corporation. Prepared by S. M. Berg.
Theme
—
Birds
and
Butterflies
1— D. At Screening. 1 :45. (Capricious
Theme. Allegretto), Vely.
2—3 — T.T. Dick's
Boarding
House.
2:30.
Flirtation (Allegretto), Cross.
Boonsburg effects
a "dry"oftown.
2 :45.4 :30.Theme.
45—— T.T. Poisonous
alcohol.
Tete-a-Tete, De Koven.
The way
he snuggled
Moderato),
Friedman.up to me. 2:00. Paprikana (Allegro
6— T. Some boy, some boy. 1 :45. Theme.
7 — T. The "Naughy Nighters" come. 2 :45. Cupid and Butterfly
S. — T. City (Grazioso),
folks think d'Albret
cows. 1 :30. In the Glade, Gruenwald.
9 — T. You're the first real country girl. 1 :00. Theme.
10—
T.
You're
hurting
my
trade. 3:15.
Bees (Allegretto),
1112 —— T.T. You're
the aworst
specimen.
:00. Dream
Turkish
Towel Hollowell.
Rag, Jones.
Allen.
Meanwhile
lynching
bee.be. 34 :15.
Faces,
13 — T. This
sort
of
thing
may
2:00.
Western
Rodeo
(Allegro),
Minot.
14 — T It wasAdam.not that I was. 4:00. Liselotte (Moderato Rubato),
15 — T. The weeks go by. 1 :30. Theme.
16 — T. The Levy.
"Naughty Nighters'' have returned. 3:00. Flirty Flirst,
17IS —— T.T. I'm
I'm going
send Dick3:45.a telegram.
2:45.
Irvina,
Rolfe.
New toYorker.
Sparking1:00.
Moselle,Hunkatin
Gruenwald.
19— T. The aOne-Step),
wicked
NewLevy.York night.
(Half-Tone
20—
New York.1:15. 1 :00.Old That
Naughty(Turkey
Waltz, inLevy.
21 — T.D. Explaining
WatchStraw).
for that
negroin dance.
Zip Coon
the
2223 —— T.D. You
When mynegro
leaves
stage.
1
:45.
A
La
Mode,
Rosey.
little country girl. :30. Theme.
24 — T. Dick Moderato)
has invited Rollinson.
some artist. 3:30. Nymph and Satyr (Allegro
2526 —— D.T. When
It is abdication.
(Allegro1:45.Moderato),
Uncle leaves. 2:00.(stormVivieneffects).
Theme. Ramsdell.
27— T. Uncle Commodo),
Gait's firstZameenik.
morning after. 2:30. Bon Vivant (Allegro
2S— T. I hadBurgmein.
no place to go. 3:15. Florindo (Allegretto Vivace),
29— T. But I forgive you. Theme (to end).
"Bringing Up Betty."
Released by World Film Corporation.
Prepared by S. M. Berg.
Theme
(Characteristic
1— D. —AtBudding
screening.Spring2 :15.
Theme. Moderato Romance), Patzman.
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2 — T. Theodore
Morton,Borch.
the steel king. 3:30. Sleeping Rose (Valse
Moderato),
3 — T. Silas Potter, banker and intimate. 2:30. Summer Showers, Logan.
4— T. The lawn fete. 3:45. Gavotte (From Garden Suite), Luz.
5— T. Her head denisSuite),
turnedLuz.and she hasn't. 2:45. Nocturne (From Gar6— T. Ten o'clock. 3 :15. Theme.
7—8— D.D. When
sits at1 table.
2:00. Lake.
A La Mode (One-step), Rosey.
Watch Betty
for shot.
:00. Hurry,
Uncle's
fortuneBetty.
is gone.3 :00.3 :00.Starlight,
Theme. Johnson.
1011—9 ——— T.T.T. Your
Don't
worry
about
Morning Reflection. 2:45. Waltz Divine, Rosey.
12 — T.T. IHave
readyouit, how
Morton?
13—
came youto tell
sorry. 4:15.
3:15. Camelia,
Theme. Tonning.
14— T. After a week's
cruise, Capricioso),
(water effects).
flies (Intermezzo
Vely. :45. Birds and Butter15 — D. When Betty falls into water. 1:15. Hurry, Becker.
Don'tlieRosey.
wait.
Clematis,
Tonning.(One-step),
1716—— T.T. You
down I'llandstayleaveaboard.
the race.2.45. 2:45.
Savannah
IS — T. My dear, your costume. 2:15. Theme.
1!) — T. You might
make a better showing.
ceau Characteristic),
Grey. 4:30. Break O' Morn (MorAnd a twenty
point drop.
:00. Scherzetto, Berge.
2120 —— T.T. Moonlight
madness.
3:45. 2Theme.
22— T. The next morning. 1 :45. Dramatic Tension, Levy.
2324—— T.T. AsAdeleofficeShelby-Gates.
scene fades. 42:15.
Bow'd Down
(Direct cue).
:15. The
FairyHeart
Phantoms,
Friedman.
2526 —— D.T. When
I'm free,TomI'msees
free,Betty.
I'm free.Theme4:15.(to Butterflies,
Johnson.
end).
"Cupid
Forecloses."
Released byby S.Vitagraph.
Prepared
M, Berg.
Theme— Sleeping Rose (Valse Lento), Borch.
At screening.
Hosmer.1:45. Theme.
2—1— T.D. Jerry
Farleigh. 2 :15.
(WatchScintillations,
for school bell).
3— T. Thanks, thanks, thanks. 1 :15. Fairy Phantoms, Friedman.
4 — T. Your
Judgeschool.
Osborne. 1 :45.Babillage,
Children'sCastillo.
games, Ascher.
ll gitfather,
you after
65—— T.D. IWhen
lawyer
leaves. 2 :00.1 :00.Theme.
7—S — D.T. You
Whenstood
lawyerup like
tacksa upman.notice.
2
:00.
Mountain
Song, Borch.
:45. Berceuse, Barmotine.
9— T. Will it come to this. 1 :15. 3 Theme.
T. They're
the Connors.school.2:00.2:30. Serenade,
1110—
FlirtationWidor.
(Moderato), Cross.
12—— T.D. One
Whenevening
Jerry after
calls
on Mrs.
(Rondo
Rococo),
Crespi.Connors. 3 :30. Frills and Furbelows
13— T. Oh, you are Mr. Bullers. 2:00. Theme.
14 — T. Ruth has a secret. 1 :00. Rose Leaves, Ashleigh.
1:00. Vivo Finale. Berge.
1015 —— T.D. IWhen
thoughtchildren
you were.leave 3 school.
:00. Theme.
17— T.T. Twilight.
Them slick2:30.
city fellers.
IS—
Theme. 3:00. That Naughty Waltz, Levy.
Whilemushroom
Daddy sleeps.
3 :00. 4:15.
Adagietto,
Berge. Arndt.
2019—— T.T. The
millionaires.
Marionette,
21 — T. I sez to Jim. 3 :15. Woodland Dreams, Vargas.
22— T. In Mr.Roberts.
Cartwright's absence. 2:15. Eccentric Comedy Theme,
But you
one abright
Spring,Levy.
Platzman.
2423 —— T.T. Are
lawyermorning.
or a liar. 3 :00.
1 :45. Budding
Flirty Flirts,
25 — T. I am so glad you found. 1 :45. Dramatic Tension No. 9, Andino.
20 — T. This is Mr. Bullers.
effects). 1:45. Comedy AlBerge. Theme(Automobile
27— T. As I started legro,
to say.
(to end).
"The Hornet's Nest."
Released by Vitagraph.
Prepared by S. M. Berg.
Theme — Heart of Mine (Ballad Moderato Cantabile), Ralph C. Smith.
1— D. At screening. 3 :00. Theme.
FredayouWhitefield,
woman. 1:00.
4:00. Theme.
Camelia, Tonning.
3—2— T.T. Will
call at thetheaddress.
45—— T.D. Your
When friend
the Hornet
enters
the
room.
1
:45. Bells,
Clematis,
Tonning.
has
gone. dreams
1 :15. Canterbury
Tonning.
67—— T.T. Like
a
ghost
of
faded
4
:00.
Theme.
Meanwhile at the Carrols. 3:15. Mysterious Nights, Berg.
comes. 2:15.(explosion-shots).
Mysterioso Dramatico,
Borch. No.
98—— T.T. The
The Hornet
girl hasalsoresurrected,
1:15. Agitato
6, Kiefert.
1011 —— T.T. The
"Pink
Mouse"
is
one.
2:15.
Dramatic
Narrative.
The Dome,
That Naughty Waltz,Pement.
Levy.
12 — T. The
following(cabaret
afternoon.scene)1 .:15.1:45.Theme.
13—
The Asche
first trick.
(Entr' Acte Novellette), Luz.
14 — T.T. For
Colvin,2:00.
time. Prudence
1 :00. Theme.
15 — T. The "Pink Mouse"
erato), Borch. adopts. 3:15. Serenade Romantique (Mod1617—— T.D. The
Whennight
policeof enter
hotel. 1 :45.1 :45.Perpetual
the Whitefield.
Popular Motion,
One-step.Borch.
IS19 —— T.D. The
Hornet's
business
draws.
1:15.
Bleeding
Hearts,(One-step),
Levy.
Levy.
When the Hornet talks to Whitefield. 1 :45. Hunkatin
20—
T.
Your
nerves
are
playing
tricks.
1
:45.
The
Vampire,
Levy:
2122 —— T.T Fate
Muriel,drawsI amheryournet cousin.
:30. WaltzWinkler.
Divine, Rosey.
:45. Suspense,
Berge. hour. 22:45.
23 — T. The appointed
Scherzetto (From Symphonette Suite),
24— T. I'll trade
Borch.the latchkey. 3:30. May Dreams (Moderato Romance),
25— D. When Whitefield leaves table. 3 :15. Dramatic Reproach, Berge.
26—
When agoWhitefield
burns Theme
papers. (to :30.
27 — T.D. Years
I sacrificed.
end). Agitato No. 37, Andino.
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Advertising
for
Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Tell Them What.
EXHIBITORS who plan to build up a
permanent
shouldaudiences.
be careful to play patronage
fair with their
The best plan is to set on the shelf any
attraction yourangementmay
get
on
a
program
which you know will provearunpleasant to them. The second best
plan, ifings, is you
cannot indicate
afford double
book-of
to clearly
the type
play tion
youyou feel
have you
to offer.
If
some
attracmust
playconceal
strikes thisat
any creed
belief,that
do those
not
fact
in theorhope
who might
stay away will come and help to swell
your may
patronage.
get them losein.
You
get after.
themDon't
forMaketry
thisittotime
them
forever
plain andin your
advertisements
just who
what willyourbe plays
are
about so that these
affronted
will remain
to come
to other
show-all
ings. It is notawayalways
possible
to suit
bookings to your clientele. Do the next
best thing and let those stay away whose
steady patronage would be forfeited did
you
them in Doby not
disguising
the
naturetryoftothegetoffering.
figure your
profit
on thebutnumber
persons business
on any
one night,
on theofaverage
whiching fairyouwithare your
able patrons.
to hold through playIn Demand.
otherissued
novelties
forSoltheLesser,
Sennett among
BathingtheGirls
a set
of photographs taken from the individual
pictures
which
are
being
largely
sold
for
den photographs. They are about the
size of thegraphs,old-fashioned
cigarette
photoand wherever they have been
used likethey
have madetheybigshould
business.
Unmost novelties
be gotten
out
if possiblefor a thecouple
beforeearlyhe— showing,
talk oftheyweeks
will
make will do the selling, so let them be
as much talked about ss possible.
Not Just That.
Harry J. Wendland, of the Turner and
Dahnkenof stuff
house andSacramento,
sendshe in-dida
batch
explains that
not
mean remarked
precisely that
what hehe could
said when
recently
not puthe
his heart into advertising old subjects
What
meant was "old
and idea
poor," not
merely heold.
a good
explaining howHehe tells
handles
ushers.in that
He
is Ruffner-trained,
and hehis knows
the
ushering
staff
can
do
much
to
help
or
hurt
so each week
them the
a talkhouse,
calculated
rouseto,heinhe gives
them
some
ambition.
When heto has
does
the talking
himself, but
to get
some
local business
man heortries
newspaper
writer
to come
them isupbutanda
make them
realizein and
that jazz
ushering
step
better Hethings
if out
onlya they
make
good toushers.
theatrical
men whopoints
started
off number
as ushersof
or
takers.
We first
don't$2.50
suppose
will ticket
help earned
any,
butwasthe
weekit
we
ever
from the
olda Bijou
Theatre
in
Washington.
The
worked so well with the ushers thatstunthe
now includes all of the house people in
the
talk. staff
It's realize
a good that
idea.whatIt
makesweekly
the house
they are doing is something more than
just a job.
overwith
"ThetheUnpardonable Sin"Inhe putting
worked
navy
recruiting
get ina with
streetthe
display.
He
had one officer
sheets toprinted
house

and title in large type and in smaller
letters:
"What donable
you Sin"will
see inhave"Thehappened
Unparwould
throughout
Countries
the
U. S. Navythe hadAllied
nSt put
our boysif
across in time to stop the Huns at
ChateauwereThierry."
boards
theThey
block on pasted
each sideon ofA the
maineight
streetto
— sixteen to the block in all. It made
big business.
For spaces,
his newspaper
he
rather
large
the ofcut thework
showing
atook
five
tens
used
in
the
middle
week.
Earlier he used twelves. This shows
TODAY AND UNTIL SATURDAY MIDNICHT SSSK
Blanche Sweet
THE
UNPARDONABLE
SIN

PLEASE COME EARLY
A Five Twelves ment.
Mid-Week Announcerather morebecause
type than
some had
of thebegun
earlierto
displays
business
sag slightly and he had to talk harder
to keep them coming. Mabel Normand
was andoesadded
in "The
Pest,"
which
notWeattraction
make
harmonious
combination.
thinka avery
shorter
comedy
would
have
left
a
better
impression.
Five reels of low comedy following a
drama will hurt the effect of the. latter
DAYS
mmjji FOUR TODAY
"YouAin'tFitToKill,
So I'mYouGoing
Brand
For ToWhat

§

; having
: , :any „•24 point rule, he
still.: Not
uses two strips of 12 point, and it is so
badly
locked
shows in totheplay
space.up
This 24 point uprulethatisitdesigned
the rather small title line, but we think
that a 12 point rule would have worked
better, giving 24 points of white space
for the better display of the letters. As it
is,
type itcomes
too
to theis border,
and thewhile
not close
merge
notbeenas
prominent
as does
it would
be had itthere
more
space
and
had
the
lines
below
set in a Roman instead of fullface.beenAs
it stands, both the rule and the secondary
lines other
pull away
from display
the mainat the
line.rightOn
the
hand the
of the cut is well planned, and setting
the
type
in
double
column
adds
to
the easeofwith
may the
bemuchread.
Several
the which
displaysit show
title
running diagonally across
and
Mthe
* space,^
Wendland
heKlikes
style.
ItM»r.is not
so bad ifsays
the lines
are notthisblocked
in in with other type matter, but in the
display on the left is bad because the
TieHERE
him Even! d *NOW
Uetnx *
| Two Shining Stars
ITbLAlNCHEV
■„.k. SWEET ^>
^a^»labelBLANCHE
Normand

2rn
Two Displays with Diagonal pad
Lines,»IThat
on the Left Being Too Crowded
to Be Effective.
printer
the spaces
and has has
evenstuffed
used stars
where with
there type
was
no
copy.
The
eye
is
trained
to readTo
across the page from left to right.
offer any
arrangement
zoandgainwhere
novis toother
reduce
legibility,
freak eltysetting
is used,
the space
should
be
kept
as
clear
as
possible.
Even
on
that better
right had
handthedisplay
been
name ofit thewould
star have
been
cut down to an 18 point, with a ten point
bankto indetract.
the upper left hand corner so as
not
Novelty Counts.
You Are!"
We were looking over a campaign the
other
day.
It
ran several
hundred
threes
to halfweinches,
pages.
Itranging
was onefromof thetwo most
elaborate
have
ever
seen,
and
yet
there
was
not
a
single
individual announcement to gain interest.
It was all big and it was all well stuffed
with take
cuts hold.
and type,
but
it did
And another
rightsomehow
alongside
anotthree
nines from
exhibitor wason
the same release. You could not help
looking
at that
because itstillwas anda clever
combination
of redrawn
home
cartoon
work.
And
wouldmorebe willing
A Four Tens for "The Brand."
to bet that three nineswe sold
tickets
in that it will overlay the more serious than any two of the half pages of the
was clever.
insubject.
It is a thegoodgloom
plan before
to use sending
a com- other campaign.
terested. It was notIt merely
a lot ofIttype
edy to lighten
the
patron
out,
but
five
reels
makes
too
telling
the
same
old
story.
It
was
something you could not avoid seeing, and
long a run. He used the same space
for "The Brand," making a cut from a seeing, being interested in. Clever plan-
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ning
much with
more nothing
to the box
office often
than means
big spaces
but
conventional
"greatest
ever."
It anis this
trick which
makes
Ralph
Ruffer
advertiser above the average. As a straight
copy
he hasof many
but
he haswriter
the trick
puttingsuperiors,
in a single
phrase which often sells more tickets than
all the rest of the space. Once he adsed "Put thea cat
out andtoldcome
and more vertithan
hundred
him down,"
or his
ticket
the but
cat out.
It tooktaker
hold.thatIt they
is nothad theput size
the
cleverness
of
a
campaign
which
gives
it
value.
Sincere.
Here is an excellent advertisement for
"Daddy
We
haveLong
seen Legs"
many from
more Saginaw,
elaborate Mich.
and
manynines,
largerbut displays,
is onlyof
five
it rings for
true.thisInstead
aIrons
lot oftrusts
gush toabout
H. W.to
his theownproduction,
endorsement
get it over. The talk is addressed "To

LAST TIME TODAY
TOM
MOORE Good
- "One
the Finest"
An Unusually
FiveofNines
from !
H. W. Irons.
the Franklin Patrons," and starts off
with:
never did
better "Mary
and butPickford
few pictures
can anything
excel it
instatement
point of toentertainment."
That
issweepnot a
rouse
hostility
by
its
ing claims. It gains respect because it
sounds
as
though
Mr.
Irons
means
it,
indeed he does. Those Brinkerhoff car-as
toon bits have helped a lot to make it
easy to advertise this feature, for they
are characteristic of the play and not
just
pictures.
effective
display
was a four nine Another
reproducing
the criticism
FRANKLIN
Five Days Starting Tuesday
mi PICKFORD
in the Greatest Picture of Her Entire Career
"DADDY
LONG
If you DothinkNot"Mickey"
a RealLEGS"
Fail to Wonderful.
SeewasThis.
It'sPicture.
Positively
READ HAROL

A Four Nines in Which a Press Comment
Does Most of the Talking.
of one of the Detroit papers, which speaks
more eloquently than personal talk, since
of a performance seen and not
ofit speaks
one to come.
Parody Contests.
John H. W. Fennyvessy, of the Family,
Rochester, N. T., seems to have found a
new one. He had a "parody contest." For
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advertises a particular
four weeks the amateur parodists had a Barret McCormick
With a copy of Picture Theatre
chance on Wednesday nights to offer their subject.
perversions of popular songs to the night Advertising supplemented by this weekly
person of and
intelligence
can
audience.
applause
win- department,
learn to do anyadvertising
those who
ner for thatThecontest,
and decided
the four thewinners
the natural gift can become really
fought it out for the applause the fifth have
expert, but it is not done merely by
week.
writer's orcontests
be eitherSong
too difficult
too dull,arebut aptthereto reading and forgetting nor even by readare
writea regular
good parodies,
ing and remembering.
You mustof persuade
and many
this canwhobe can
run for
feature yourself
of the correctness
a statefor some time if it is properly worked. the theory
ment
and
then
understand
thoroughly
why
is
correct,
that
you
may
You
may
have
to
write
a
few
yourself
to
get them started, but it will be worth the the theory to your own particular apply
probtrouble. Another way of working it
Mr. theCarroll's
would be to offer a dollar for each parody- the right
pleslem.youGetting
will back
noteouttothat
displaysamvastly
better
thanon
accepted
fortherepresentation.
Andpress
don'tagent
for- that on thestands
get
that
is
a
strong
left.
In
the
first
place
there
angle
to
this
stunt.
You
can
work
it
for
is not so much black type. You get the
a lot of space.
message —Laren.Creaking
and consciously
Mary McMr. Carroll Stairs
did not
Needs a Formula.
write a, better advertisement for this than
Cliff A. Carroll, of the Hippodrome, for
Either he towashimfeeling
Utica, N. Y., sends in some more samples betterTheor Grouch.
ofto his
work, me,
and for
adds,the"Don't
be afraid
strongly. theHe story
did notappealed
start out withmore
the
'wallop'
reaction
to
a
one ideafor ofwhatgetting
theto best
possible
wallop must always be a boost. What display
he
had
say.
It
just
he means is that if he gets an adverse happened that the MacLaren production
commentnexthetime.
gets And
mad heanddoes.triesTheto twodt went into type better than the other, and
better
this was because he did not crowd it.
samplesment here
are
a
is get display, for his
over the last very
stuffdecided
he shotimprovealong, About alltalkheisdo«s
too general. For Instance
for that matter, for his improvement has selling
Creaking Stairs is "A tense, gripping
been consistent. He seems to be taking drama
that'll hold you enthralled at its
larger
these areadvance
two sevens
and daring action." The Grouch
each. spaces,
This is fora decided
over swift
is
"Fascinating,
gripping,against
enthralling
A story of great interest
a back-—
£2 TO-DAVS BIG BILL Ji
g
r
o
u
n
d
o
f
wondrous
beauty."
If the
printer
twothedescriptive
] HfPPODROm \
lines it had
wouldswitched
notwould
havethosemade
slightest
difference.
One
have
sold
as
well
creaking
stairs;
as the other, for neither really tells about
the play. It is just press agent talk.
MONTploVE
It gives you no special desire to see that
particular
production.
the comedies and serial
in small Setting
type would
have
added at least five picas to The Grouch
display
for
the
main
title
and
setting
|"SIMPS .^^SUBMARINES-I
them smaller would have given better
I'MUBvninrll | ALSO iffvsrss; TODAY display
the black lines
for Love also
and
ARTOMfT DAY INHIM
the title.to Advertising
the underline
cuts down the display by crowding the
Mm PICKFORD fhippodrome!
small binglines
the Half
largerthatand space,
robIn THE LITTLE PRINCESS"
them ofagainst
display.
with a different choice of types, would
have
given
the
same
display
to
Miss
A pair of two sevens from Cliff
Pickford and her play, and would have
Carroll, Utica.
given better display
to theancurrent
announcement. In preparing
advertisehis earlier
spaces,
but
another
advertisement
try
following
this
routine:
ment,
not
reproduced
here,
used
to
launch
Decide upon the lines to be played up.
the Houdini serial, ran to tens. It is the
yourof space
mind, decide upon
only think
one ofonethetrouble
series with
carrying
a cut. theWith
height
those inlines.
We
Mr. Carroll
wherecallsthese
is thating. heHe haslacksnot a reduced
formula thefor matter
advertis-in willMarkrun.off Iftheyourspacelayout
for lines
a 48
his own mind into a definite system of point line, draw
the
shape
of
your
advertisement and then letter in those lines
procedure. This is the difficulty under in the approximate
size.
which ninetythroughout
per cent,theof country
the theatre
Decide
where
your
lesser
lines
will
run.
advertisers
still
Mark the their
sizes to hold them away
labor, yet there is no reason why this from
big display.
should ment,befor so.
They perhaps
read thisfor departyour with
copyhim.
to the
printer
and
example,
years. talkTakeit over
He may
be able
They doreadnotandassimilate
perhaps theremember,
but to offer suggestions.
they
information.
Insist upon seeing proof that you may
They do not evolve from what they read
a definite theory for their work. Just carried
know that
out. your directions have 'been
as
an
example,
it
took
us
more
than
are your house, show
five years to discourage managers from andYourdate.chiefThelines
show consists
of the star
using Old English and Cloister faces as and
In newspaper
advertising
the
the last word in elegance in card an- date title.
may be dispensed with in favor of
n
o
u
n
c
e
m
e
n
t
s
.
T
h
e
y
used
these
diflicult"Today,"
and
in
no
case
does
it
need
to-read
faces
because
there
was
a
theory
be as large as your other main facts.to
that it made the work look like copper But
your house signature is important.
plate,
yet
there
is
little
engraving
done
be design.
characteristic
and preferthese days in the old forms. We kept It should
a
bly a drawnupon
cannot
telling
and
showing
that
Old
English
was
or decide
a goodIf you
design,
get afford
your
hard to read; that most persons, unless printer
to
pick
some
distinctive
face, or
intensely interested, would not take the buy the type for one yourself, then
set
trouble
to
puzzle
out
the
text.
Some
alert
individual border. In deciding
minds got the idea the first time, but iton intheanrelative
value of star and title,
it was more than five years before cop- favor
the title is a selfre- sellingtheone,starorunless
that of a play widely
placed perplate
the old Gothic.
style.Tiffany
They and
read Typo
time and
known in your own territory. Then try
again
that
the
face
was
bad,
but
they
did not assimilate the fact. They did not to give your reader a half-way decent
make the knowledge their own, and yet excuse for wanting to come. Don't say
the aim of this department is to teach
play is "gripping."
drama is
general advertising methods, illustrated by agripping.
that
it Every
is gripping
examples both good and bad rather than telling the Say
containing
tne appeal.by
to show you how Ralph Ruffner or S. Keep away punch
from meaningless aajectiveB

860
and
something
about than
the play
that usewillinstead
be more
convincing
the
adjectives. You can say that a play is
gripping,
strong,
fascinating
and
all
the
rest of the stuff, and still be regarded
as a person who is merely trying to sell
a play, but if you ask if it is wise for
a womancause he tokicked
leave their
her husband
bechild tojustdeath,
you have aroused real interest in the
play.
can't
lie about
that. hisWe adverthink
that ifYouMr.instead
Carroll
will plan
ofintelligent
merely
writing
will gettisingmore
results.it,Andhe
this goes for hundreds of others.
From New Zealand.
Thomas
Hayward,
the Strand,
land, N. Z., sends inof some
of his Auckhouse
programs
to
show
that
he
is
still keeping
up the pace, and adds that business
has
picked stiupce. He still
quiteholds
a little
since
thesix-page
armito
the
same
folder style for general use, the pages
being approximately 5 by 9 inches. The
three inside pages are set double column
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Small, but Hustling.
JamesOnt.,A. sends
Morrison,
the Star,usedMea-by
ford,
in a ofcalendar
him, which offers many novel angles.
Meaford is a town of only
2,417 inhabiand
Saturdaytants, andof heeachshows
week,onlybutFriday
that does
not prevent
him
from
getting
out
a
calendar and making every inch of it work.
He
usessamea sheet
lGyi show,
by 22churches
inches, and
on the
card the
arid

3*

STAR
PICTURE THEATRE
Calendar for Month of June. 1919 m ,'„',;■,- ,';;'„ ,
| TUES.3 WED.4 Clcl.nd|bWTHURS5 KRI.6 | SAT7
SUN. MON.2 Wtt.

S

9~-- '~~-"> 11 C». C^oult 12
13 MORRISON'S 14

15

.18.
MuiKKigoto
Dr., Slorc19 20 MORRISON'S 21
23 "» 24
27 MORRISONS 28
J B IlE.VDBRSON
29 30 - JSt, » — M in n i — J S PLANT
Plumb. ra.Hcuni. Roofing
BUY IN JUNE
C1R (OH'tftM
CONN'S . CHAS. V. CARTWRJCHT r.
Buy in Meaford and Boost " Our Own Home Town"
An odd monthly calendar in which the
show, the
churches
the business houses
are all andrepresented.
business houses are all advertised. The
Sundayevening
space service
gives the
of morning
and
and time
the Friday
and
Saturday
spaces
announce
the
at the Star. The boxes for theofferings
other
days are sold to are
fifteen
otherin private
adverplanted
residencestisers. asThese cards
well as stores,
and are in
general use. Some of the proof reading
has been poorly done, but the general
display is good, though hardly artistic,
andly itcalendars
evidently
takes hold.
are gotten
out by Most
housesmonthwith
22

The inside pages of the Strand program,
Auckland, New Zealand.
with atimescolumn
someand answerof general
box and comment,
a little general
stuff, but the current attraction gets about
two pages. As there is but one attraction
a week thethis show
permitsandplenty
space tofrombe
given
it is ofcovered
several angles. The back pages are set
for the front page and a double page dis-

The back pages of the same program. A NEW HELP FOR MANAGERS
play.
the inkGenerally
is varied thefromstock
weekis towhite,
week butto
avoid confusion. The Picture Mirror, as it Picture Theatre
is called, is now in its third year, and has
kept
right upa toverythe decided
mark forimprovement
real humor
and shows
Advertising
over theduced a long
earlytimeissues
were reproago.which
Mr. Hayward
not
By EPESof Advertising
WINTHROPfor Exhibitors
SARGENTin the
only
keeps
posted
on
the
house
sheet
dope,
but lie reads this department and adapts
Conductor
Moving Picture World
ideas. It looks funny to see Ralph Ruffner's
"Try but
to getMr. in"Hayward
breeze inpicked
from that
the
antipodes,
EXT BOOK AND A HAND HOOK,
up. more
To show
whatto spend,
he canhedosends
whenin hea
impeildium
and aabout
uuUU:type
has
money
iIn, Itandtellstypa
iouI advertising,
sixteen-page booklet souvenir showing
house program,
halfly run,
toneseachof onthea stars
they
most
frequentpage by herself
and with
write form
or throw-an
appropriate
to accompany
awavs,
how letters,
to how
makeposters
aan brief
comment.quotation
The printer
had hard
advertisement,
toyourgethouse
matinee
luck with the cuts, but otherwise the isbusiness,
special
schemes
for hot
suefectis excellent.
vw.-ither and
days.others.
All practical
because
it hasrainy
helped
It will
cuts it is an Even
issue with
to be some
taken imperhome
and preserved. Evidently they have to
help
mail,office.
postpaid, $2.00.
Order you.
from Bynearest
hustle
just
as
hard
for
business
"down
under"
the lead.as we do, and Mr. Hayward is in
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
It Doesn't Pay.
516 Fifth Ave., New York
doesn't
spend gotenhungry
dollarsforfora
oneIt big
dinnerpayandto then
Building, Chicago, III.
week, and it money
doesn't forpay a anysensational
better to film
get Wright &Schiller
Calender Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
of your house half empty for
a bunch
keep
will
that
months.
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daily
shows,
and
this
and
perhaps the only exampleis ofthea first
calendar
issued by a two shows a week house.
But
it
simply
bears
out
what
we
have
said, that in a small town you have to
be a hustler to keep alive.
Different hut Alike.
The Columbia, Ideal and Colonial theatres, Dallas, Texas, are all under the management of Foy's Neighborhood Theatres,
and all operate with the slogan "Why
go toingtown?
Let's
theuseevertheincreasThey join
also
phrase:throng."
"A picture
you've
never catchseen
iswhich
as new
asmighty
a bookgood
you'veargument
never read,"
is
a
for a
second run house. All of the theatres
use a six page folder 9^ by 12 in the
full sheet.
front
carries thehouse
signature andfor,
cutThe
the ofparticular
is issued
andof one
the outside pagesit
an
appeal
to
patrons
to
come
to
the
home house.
The sheet
other isis treated
the mailing
face.
Inside the
as a
whole with two columns of six point 20
ems wide and an eight em panel between
giving the prices and announcing the
cooling
The with
dates theandserials
titles and
are
set
in sixsystem.
point bold
smaller
features
and the
stars in all caps,
while the text runs six point Roman.
With this arrangement, although they
offer
daily change,
entire a month.
The bigthey
pointcanis run
that insincean
the same bookings are used for all three
houses, it is necessary to set only one
job and shuffle titles to match their
proper
datestheoncost
the considerably,
three editions.and This
cuts down
yet
it does not in the least interfere with
the
advertising
value,
since
the
houses
are in different sections. We cannot
reproduce
the
programs
sent,different
because color
they
are
all onhouse,
colored
for each
butstock,
if youa are
interested,
we
think accompanied
that a request byto the
Columbiaof
Theatre,
a couple
stamps,
will
bring
you
a
sample,
and
this is one of the best monthly models
we
have
seen
in
some
time.
It
is
small,
but size.
it is as clear as is possible for
the
Special Stuff.
The New Garrick, Lt. Paul. Minn., gets
out
some
very
good
special
for out
ofthevthe used
ordinary
pictures.
For stuff
Mary
a folder
of stiff
blue Regan
paper,
unprinted on the outside. Within the
right hand
page
carries
an
actual
photograph of Anita
Stewart,
the The
announcement on the
facingwithpage.
announcement
is
printed
on
a
white
card
at'ached to the blue to match the pasted
photographdisplay
opposite.
formswilla make
very
attractive
and oneItarewhich
business if the folders
put into the
right
hands,
for
they
cost
too
much
be wastefullv distributed. For Auctionto
an advance
featured
of Souls
day,
openingshowof the
morning
ing the they
Both
o'clock.
ten
at
special
this
giving are excellent.
stunts
Keen Her Cool.
Put
cool.realize
seller
your ifticket
Keep fan
that
, but
necessary
hidden
the
about
is
girl
officeyou could possibly
g boxement
a perspirin
advertis
worst
have in warm weather.
Adjectives.
only when used
Adjectives do you good they
tickets,
patrons.the Then
by your
say
not
ing.
patrons Hedoselljust
probably
but
says
"-ripping" or "stupendous."
that
seeworth
and
play
was athegreat
your patcork. tLeave
adjectives forto your
own
description
use more
andIt sells
tickets.
Serials For Serials.
tickets
used tryserial
have never
the
it with
of serials,
forIfthevoushowing
a
Make
launch.
you
serial
next concession to get them in, andslight
you
price
will sell out for ten or fifteen weeks to
come.
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Projection
Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON

Whom Is It Up To?
FW. sample
RIXKS, Springfield, Illinois, sends
• says: of badly abused film and
"Would you like to pay
thirty cents
admission
the screen?
film reachedto ussee inthisthisoncondition.
WhatThisI
send is only a sample of the whole. Have
found some other features in same condition. The guilty projectionist is someere in Chicago,
and ittoisfind
up toandthe punish
Famous whPlayers
Company
him. Trust I am not imposing on you
with this letter, but it is awful — the film I
mean, not the letter."
Bad Enough.
Heaven knows the film is bad enough,
but is it entirely up to the Famous Players to findtionist.and
punishLocal
the Union
guilty 110.
projec-If
What about
the man works in Chicago the man is a
member of 110, for that body boasts a
100% membership; also of what it calls
a high wage scale, though it is only a
high
scale one
for when
their viewed
poorest asmen.a minimum
Has the
union cnoured its duty
in
this
matter?
demands in the
matter Having
of wagesseand working conditions does not a union
owe it to the employer, to the producer and
to the motion picture industry, by and
through which its members make their
living, to take at least reasonable care of
the
bers?films intrusted to the care of its mem>o Exemption for Exchange,
Please understand that I am not claimingmitsexemption
such abusefor oftheitsexchange
property, which
nor amper-I
saying
it
should
not
hunt
out
the
party and refuse him further films. guilty
Of ingcourse
in theis matter
of hole
punch-in
the producer
in measure
at fault
refusing to incorporate a change-over sign
;in the negative, and the theatre manager
"is
to blame,
other
filmoften
damageindirectly
by failure
to supplyfor proper
repairs for the machinery, but none of
this exonerates the projectionist unless
he has reported lack of repairs to his
union business agent and thus officially
placed
the blame
damage
the films,
where forit consequent
belongs. The
wholeto
matter is a complicated one, but there is
altogether too much passing the buck.
The producer has films to sell and does
not especially care how many are ruined,
unless hechange is all
owns theoften
exchange.
Theby exmanagedends
one
whose vision intoo such
matters
just
three-fifths of an inch beyond his nose,
and nothe real
projectionist,
who profession
all too often
has
pride in his
(he
does not even recognize it as such), goes
merrily on his bungling way, happy in the
thoughtto some
that heonecanelsemostif a likely
the
buck
howl pass
is made.
And thus the game of ruin goes on.
Some Day They May Wake Up.
Well, some day maybe we will have (A)
artistsest inwho
take
least some oninterhow(B)really
they
are atreproduced
screen.
Producers
who
takethea
bit of interest in the fate of theirwillcreations
after they are made. (C) Exchange managers insteadmanagers
of exchange
(D) Theatre
(we mis-managers.
have many of
them now)of who
understand
properis
projection
the fiums
to theirthatscreen
jaanddutytheir
theyaudiences.
owe themselves,
the
industry
(E) Projectionists

Important Notice
OWING
the mass ofit matter
awaitingto pospublication,
ible toless
reply than
throughis imthe
department
in
three weeks. In order
to give two
promptor
service, those sending four cents,
stamps (less than actual cost), will
receive carbon copy of the depart■ Special
ment reply,
by mail,
delay.
replies
by replied
mailwithout
onto matters
which
cannot
be
in
the
department,
one dollar.
Both the first
and second sets of
questions
are now form,
ready and
in
neat booklet
the printed
second
half
being
seventy-six
in
number.
Either booklet
may
be
had
by
remit ing 25 cents,
moneyforor 40stamps,
to the editor,
or both
cents.
Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
live, progressive operator should get
a copybe ofsurprised
these questions.
You
may
at the number
you
study.cannot answer without a lot of
Lens Charts for Framing.
28 issue,
containing
theThelensDecember
charts, was
exhausted
very
quickly.
The demand
lens charts
was so great
that weforhave
had a
limited number printed on heavy
paper, amperage
size 11x17,
Covers
25 tofor60 framing.
A. C. or
D.bi-convex;
C, and Plano-convex
or meniscus
also
gives
necessary
projection lens diameter to avoid waste
and distance of revolving shutter
from aperture. Every progressive,
up-to-date
shouldto have
one.
Price, projectionist
50 cents, postpaid,
any
part
of
the
world.
Send
stamps or money order. U. S °-cent
who take real pride in their woiK and
understand that the projection of motion
pictures
is a profession
— weof have
a large
and
increasing
them
now.
(F) Unions
whichnumber
understand
that they
have a duty beyond the mere securing
of just conditions for their members, and
that they suffer disgrace in the minds of
all
rightmembers
thinkingabuses
men film
everyintrusted
time oneto
of their
his care,
and
every
time
the
screen
sult suffers through their ignorance re-or
carelessness. But until that day comes
towe domust
it in suffer
silence.— though we cannot agree
A Lucky Dog
A.
O.
Tapp,
arises to remark:Blue Diamond, Kentucky,
"Received
and wasto besurea
glad
to get handbook
it. I do OnotK, claim
projectionist
yet,'
but
some
of
these todays,
by hard work and study, I hope
be.
At present have just begun to cut my
projectional
eye
teeth.
But
I
am
a
lucky
dog as I had a brand new Powers Six B
tomachine.
start with
No here,
troubleandat O allboyto itputis some
on a
decent picture if you know how, and I
propose to know how if I have to sit up
all ofanysomeprojectionists,
nights to study.
see
how
or anyI don't
one who
aspires to be one, can get along without

the handbook. I want the "whole hog" so
enclosed find fifty cents for lens charts."
The Spirit That Wins.
That is who,
the spirit
beginner
insteadthatof wins.
having Here
either isana
outright
contempt,
or
a
rather
low
opinion of the business he purposes to adopt,
starts out by believing it is worthy of
deep
study,
thatto itperfect
will take
that
hardandwork
himselfifbothhein
it. Iandventure
the assertion
that
persists he will succeed, and finally reach
one ofsion.the
bestconfirmed
positions squarehead
in the profesIt is the
who
thinks his profession (he never dignifies
itthanby calling
it
such)
amounts
to
no
more
a machine,
patch
a film ability
and get toa thread
good light
on the screen,
who
never
gets
anywhere,
but
who
usually found complaining of the low wageis
he is paid.
never realizes
would
be trueHeeconomy
for the that
motionit
picture industry to pay him that wage, if
necessary,
to keep him out of projection
rooms
entirely.
Lucas Features Boylan Reel
We are just in receipt of the new price
list
beingliveputwireoutsupply
by Harry
the
Atlanta
dealer,Lucas,
and note
that therein he features the Boylan Even
Tension Reel. This is good, because this
reel will, if generally adopted, not only
relieveancethedue toprojectionist
from much
take-up tension
trouble,annoywill make impossible
any damage
to but
the
films from too tight or too loose take-up
tension. Incidentally southern projectionistion,
ts, or willat doleastwellthose
in theLucas
Atlantafor secwrite
new list.
Lucas alsoto publishes
a monthlythe
combined
price
list
and
house
booster
which will be sent, he says, to any theatre,
exchange or supply house at the following
rates: asMonthly
twice
much. rates, "Gratis." Yearly,
Examinations To Be Stiffened
Recently
thoroughly
aged with the
the editor,
inadequacy
of NewdiscourYork
City projectionist
examinations, Hayes
took theby
matter
up with Commissioner
mail, suggesting that the interest of the
public, as well as that of the industry deupon a amore
competent
exvnination; alsomanded that
competent
projectionist
ought to beaminerappointed
to the Board
s. The Commissioner,
throughof Exhis
secretary, made the stereotyped reply that
"the matters contained in my communication wouldmeans
have just
attention,"
we
all know,
nothing which,
at all.asThis
got the editorial temper and we indicted
a letter
to
Mayor
Hylan,
which
was
so
torrid that sioner
Hisof Accounts,
Honor instructed
Commiswho isthe otherwise
known
as
"the
Mayor's
Eye,"
to
make
investigation of the things complained anof
in my letter.
Had Two-Hour Confereace.
Almost by the same mail I then received
a letter from the Commissioner of Accounts asking for an interview, and one
from Commissioner Hayes of the Department of Water Supply, Gas and Electricity, informing
meon that
would beto glad
toexamination
have
me callmatters.
him heIin called
relation
first theon
the Commissioner of Accounts, a most
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estimable gentleman and one who seems
persion with a positive as well as with
to want to do the right thing as far as a negative
are usually made oflens.
crownPositive
glass oflenses
low dispersive
possible.
After stating my case (and believe me I power, and negative lenses of flint glass
put
it
straight
from
the
shoulder)
I
told
of
high
dispersive
power,
this
in
order to
correctstillthe have
dispersion
the positive
him I was to meet Commissioner Hayes and
some ofpower
left in lens
the
next
day,
whereupon
he
suggested
that
if
Commissioner Hayes was agreeable he combination to focus an image. A ray of
would be present and we could go over white light passing through any lens will
the whole matter thoroughly. Well, to be separated
the colors
trum, and theintopower
of theof the
glassspec-to
cut it short,withnextCommissioner
day I had aHayes,
two-hour
conference
the separate the light into its colors is called
Commissioner of Accounts, the Chief En- the. dispersive
power,usedor tochromatic
ration. Any lens
project oraber-to
gine r of the Department of Water Sup- photograph
a clear, sharp image must
ply,neerGas Wynkoop
and Electricity,
Electrical
Engihave
at
least
one
positive
and
and
George
Sheridan,
chief
tive lens; most such lenses haveone twonega-or
of the Board of Examiners.
Opposition to Projectionists on Board.
I'm not a that
lens aman,
certainly
theUm,information
ray but
ofbe light
pasI very soon discovered that there would more."
sing
through
any
lens
will
separated
be determined
opposition
to
the
appointinto its primary colors is new to me.
m
e
n
t
o
f
a
projectionist
on
the
examining
know that any single lens will have
board at this time. I also discovered that Isome
chromatic aberration, or dispersion,
it would be .impossible to get what I but
that,
for separate
instance, white
a bi-convex
wanted
in
the
apprentice
line,
or
all
I
lens will
light into10
wanted in the matter of an examination, inch
like Its primary colors, I doubt,
but fought for all I was worth for a strong anything
except
to
a
very
limited
degree,
stiffening of the examination. What, if probably is what brother Solar which
any other reasons, the Chief Engineer and meant to say. If I am wrong showreally
me.
Mr.
may examination
have for opposing
The usewasof the
word "dispersing"
in theit
reallyWynkoop
competent
nota article
en error.
I did not mean
know,
but
their reason
as statedI do
is that
the way friend Solar had a perfect right
ifwillmade
too stiffthethedepartment
rejected applicants
mandamus
and make to think I did.
trouble. Maybe
they
would,
but
if
the
department really wanted to I will bet my Mabel Normand Shot Full of Holes
head
against
a barrel of soup
beansin that
the
case
could
theit
Frank P. Farrell, New Haven, Conneccourts easily. beAndfought
that and
wouldwonsettle
film clippings
which ticut,
he sends
has incutabout
out ofthirty
Goldwyn
and Fox
for all time. Well, anyhow, when I saw releases.
These clippings are full of holes
the determined official opposition (which punched by
the regard
exchange.
They
are
did NOT come from Commissioner Hayes punched without
to where they
so much as from the Chief Engineer and
Mr. Wynkoop) I concluded the only thing strike, and brother Farrell very pertinentthat could be accomplished was something
ly remarks:
will
along the apprentice line and a strengthen- agree,
a good "Mabel
lookingNormand
picture is,girl,you when
ing ately,
of theleavingexamination
(at for
least)
further action
the moderfuture, presented normally, but when projected
so I rowed my boat in that general direction.
Finally ference
thewithCommissioner
closedMr.the Richconthis statement:
ardson,
you
confer
with
my
Chief
Engineer, Mr. Wynkoop, and Mr. Sheridan, and
whatever
gentlemento meare I able
upon and you
recommend
will todo. agree
Later the conference was held, with the
Chief Engineer absent, and it was agreed
that it would be recommended to the Comcissioner that (A) The department look
into
the feasibility
a planin
whereby
apprenticesof inaugurating
can be allowed
New
York
City
projection
rooms,
and
that if it can be legally done no license
will be granted unless the applicant has
served
six months'
a New aYork
licensed apprenticeship
projectionist, under
or its
equivalent
if from out will
of the
(B)
That the examination
be city.
broadened
to take inmental optics
of
the
projector,
funday at least. It was also generally to the screen shot full of holes she is a
agreed that
time to and
timenext
the winter
examination can befromstiffened,
when we are in New York City we propose, sight. Fox stars take notice.
working in conjunction with the examStars Apparently Don't Care.
iningadvancement.
board, to try and bring about furThe thing
friendtheFarrell.
you are, and
ther
greater outrage
an outrage,
is Right
film exby
perpetrated
it whichis expend
because changes,
much energy trying
Perfectly Legitimate Tax
projectionwith
hallelujah
merry
to raise
ists for punching holes in the film near
"I heard the other day," remarked the
don't
themselves
stars degree
henpecked
looking
man, up"of hisa man
being seem
its ending.
interested
to be inBut thethe least
fined
$10.10
for
beating
mother-inlaw. After he paid the fine the man in what happens to them after they draw
askedfor.the magistrate what the ten cents theirmany
themselves
the
asonly
far"artists,"
BUT arein soartists
are.they
them call
was
ofThey
and pay.
is concerned,
"That," said his honor, "is the regular byscreen
recan
He
of theirtheartprojectionists.
grace produce
federal amusement tax!"
all its excellence, or
they can send the inartist, male or female,
across the screen like a badly scared caAs to Negative Lenses
nineder.withThe aprojectionist
tin can attached
to hisCarrie
rudJohn Solar, Watertown, New York, says:
can make
Zung's soul forever,
kiss a thing
ofmerebeauty
"In 10yourissue,
explanation
to Milton
O. extent
Field, Nimbel
May
you
have
to
some
and
an
excitement
or
a
hen
mixed dispersion
withor negative
can make
projectionist
peck. The swim
Positive
and negative,
convergingpower.
and Kellerman
one hundred
years Annette
in one
diverging
true ofterms.
Disper-of and three-fifths seconds flat, and can cause
sive powerlenses
is a are
quality
the glass
do a foxtrot
the procofwhich the lenses are made. We have dis- the finpall
on theirbearers
shoulders,
and the with
funeral
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ces ion to wriggle down the street like an
angle
mad. likeHe Charlie
can makeChaplin*
Nazimova worm
wrigglegonearound
and Elsie
Ferguson
condense
three
minutes' action into one.
Xot a Word of Encouragement.
Buting protest
we have
yet to hear
of a thus
star makon account
of being
made
a monkey of; against having what she
terms
her
"art
made
over
into
a
howling
farce, inal.
andFor years
ridiculous
this travesty
departmenton the
has origdone
everything
possible
this particular
brandto discourage
of outrage, andandstopin
all that time it has not had one single
word ofpicion of encouragement,
or even
a sushelp from justified
any actor
We are therefore
in ortheactress.
belief
that what
their art them
after init has
been
arted happens
does notto interest
the
least.
full anof audience
holes or ismadeas
to look Being
foolishshotbefore
nothing inpartmetheir
lives.assistance
If this dehad young
the active
the artists innt hadthis
matter,
the abuse namedof
could long since have been, or could now
be eitherduced. Butremedied
very greatly
rethe active orassistance
of people
whose sole interest seems to lie in the pay
envelope seems a thing which we need not
expect.
In fact
ing it, long
ago. we have given up expectFocal Length of Lenses
Replying
request forfocalinformation
asmeniscus
to method toforourmeasuring
length of
New York, lenses,
says: John Solar, Watertown,
"To inaccurately
points
a meniscus, locate
or any the
other principal
form of
lens, facetheand the
radiithickness
of curvature
of each surand
refractive
index of glass must be known.
"Approximately
the center
concave
surface thefromprinciple
point ofis the
.76
of an inch within the lens, and from the
convex surface it is .25 of an inch within
the lens. Meniscus lenses having a focal
length
of sixthis.
to eight
inches will
not vary
much from
It therefore
follows
that
by(Pinfollowing
Mr. Richardson's
sheet of white
paper on walldirections
of room
oppositedowsandarkened
open ifwindow,
winpossible,withand,otherholding
the lens in front of said sheet of paper,
focus some distant object as sharply as
possiblecave onsurfacethetoward
screen. —paper,
Ed.), with
conlength will be the distance
fromthethe focal
lens
surface to the paper, plus .75 of an inch.
With the convex surface toward the paper
screen add .25 of an inch to the measurement.
Where Principal Point Is.
"In ispiano
lensesfrom
the principal
point
aboutconvex
six-tenths
piano
(fiat) surface,
within
the lens, andtheexactly
at the surface of the curved surface of the
lens. (Seems to me there is something
wrong here because
a piano
convex
converyexcept
much
than focal
sixtenths ofdenseranlens isinch,
inthicker
very long
length
lenses.
A
six
and
one-half
inch
condenser lens is almost exactly one inch
thick. — wardsEd.).
With the curved
surface tothe paper
the distance
from thethe focal
surfacelength
of thewilllensbe
to the wardpaper
and itwithwillthebe fiatthatsurface
tothe paper
distance,
plus
of anlength
inch. lenses,
This will
with six-tenths
different focal
but vary
will
be as accurate as any focusing uncorrected
lenses by thisI method."
Cannot Agree.
I cannot agree with brother Solar as to
the piano convex lenses. I have much
respect
Solar'sto knowledge
optics,
and
feel for
indebted
him for his ofgenerous
assistance,
many
times
given,
but
in
this
matter I feel that the handbook method
for piano convex methods is the more
nearlyply foraccurate.
Solar's
method would aplensit ofwould
ten-inch
but for aa 6.5
be wayfocalout.length,
The
meniscus method is doubtless correct.
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1,
shows
the
zone
divided
into
6
equal
eter,
say
two
or
maybe
2*4
inches,
comAs to the Divergent Ray
with as instead
short aof working
yet each section has not the same (correctbinedterm
W. B. Allen, president of Local Union parts,candles.
back focus)distance
as it
Why theis this?
According
to
360, Edmonton, Alberta, comes in with a foot
these
experiments
light
flux
increases
is
practical
to
get
with
a two-combinareally splendidly
helpful letter on the di- per unit of area as we approach the cention objective without sacrificing
sharpvergent ray, as follows:
ter of the beam, so I take it that the light bination
nes of definition
with athis3-comobjective offorpicture,
cases where
will
flux inconcentrated,
the center ofis the
beam InIs not answer
Dear Brother Richardson: Have been more
thislight
correct?
without entailing a loss greatstudying your very interesting and .in- making
these
experiments
under
the
coner
than
15
per
cent,
will
be
the
best
posdeed, very educational article re the "Disible
answer.
ditions stated would not the light action
Beam"Sorenson,
in May Carmangay,
3 issue. I notice
But in this we have to reckon with the
whereMilton
H.vergentC. O.
Alta., be practically the same optically?
and
Field from the southern
lens manufacturers who naturally do not
Divergence Does Occur.
care
make changes, and, most likely,
part of the province, have a little to say.
"What I the
am tests
tryinghadto have
get atbeenIs made
this: won't toeither,
It is nice to see the projectionists from Supposing
they have objectives
to. The
objection to unless
large diameter
home
taking
an
active
part
and
occupying
using
an
arc
for
a
light
source,
then
movcomes
from
two
sources,
viz.:
loss
of depth
some
of
their
spare
moments
writing
the
ing
the
lamphouse
backward
and
forward
department.
of image and difficulties encountered in
without making any alterations on the conjunction
with the revolving shutter.
"Nowgent beam,
regarding
the
article
on
the
diveroptical
train,
and
taking
measurements
the other
I understandof
what loss,
is yourwhich
advicein some
as to overthe same
timetheat results
differentobtained
positions,wouldwe As
the tomatter,
the things,
increasedas Intensities
come this light
cases atwould
find that
center zones (individual zones naturally
must
be
enormous?
Do
you
suggest
a
be
at
wide
variance,
due
to
the
fact
that,
increase
in
area
as
distance
from toaperlarge diameter objective or a small diam- at times, the measurements would be taken
becomes greater it seems
me,
eter (say lyi inch, which seems to be a in the center of a blue ghost. Now, I take though,ture that
point
had
not
occurred
fairly
good
average)
with
a
very
short
it that this same thing would happen when my mind before, the width of the zoneto
b. f., alsay
about
3
or
3%
inches?
Personusing
the
mazda
for
a
light
source,
and
if
does
not
increase,
but
its
length
does),
and,
y. Ithink that the small diameter lens so this would account for the difference of course, as the light spreads out in diis
most desirable
foot However,
candlesit onmight
the different
verging, it must become less intense per
Madethe thorough
test ofandmy satisfactory.
outfit and in the ures.
be that figthe
found ture,thewhichbeam,
i'/2
formed by the mazda would be unit of area.
is the b.inches
f. at from
which themy aperlens ghost
Does
Not Believe Ghost Enters.
hardly noticeable to the naked eye, neverisby working,
measured
theles , it would register on the photo1% inches.
The one
lens andis seven-eights
a Gundlach,
Just why adjoining sections of the same
Suffering Green Toed Monsters, you zone
I don'tin
5% e. f.eter."and
1% inches
This Ismeasures
the effective
insidein diam- meter."
know, show
unlessdifferent
it is dueintensities
to variation
want much,
man! I To
you photometer
eter. So you see my light loss from that don't
reading
—
I
understand
that a
fully would
take pages,
am answer
afraid; also
source
is
not
too
bad.
Certainly
not
as
certain percentage of variation in reading
I'm
not getso into
suredeepthatwaters,
this editor
might
bad as I thought it was.
is recognized as inevitable, though It is a
himself
because
I
am
small
one
—
two
per
cent.
I
think.
To
Use 55 to 60 Amperes.
afraid it will require much study before mind the reason why the reading of Zonemy1
this entire matter is fully cleared up. of Figures 1 and 2 show such a difference
"I
use
55
to
60
amperes
d.
c.
(according
What
I have thus far proven is that this is very simple. The whole ray has spread
to an ampere meter) arc is 3% inches from divergence
DOES occur, and that the loss out over a greater area in Figure 2, which
the
arc
lens,
and
distance
from
the
apex
of front condenser to aperture 19 inches. incident thereto may, under some condi- naturally
lessen the brilliancy per
t
i
o
n
s
,
b
e
tremendous;
also under the aver- unit area inwould
Itheknow
that
this
distance
is
greater
than
all zones but more especially
latest table suggests, but find that I
age condition,
as your own Butfor itin-is would
thistration of light
show isheavily
where No,the I concenstance, it may such
be considerable.
save considerable light by having it thus, enormously
greatest.
do not
encouraging to find such men believe the ghost enters
rather than 16% inches as the table sug- as yourself inclined
into
help inso thelongsolution
gests. The area of the divergent beam In- of the problems weto have
the matter at all. But if necessarily
It did it would,
been
creases
very
rapidly
as
I
move
the
lamp
naturally,
show
first
and
most
heavily
left
to
wrestle
with
without
the
intelligent
towards
the
aperture.
My
condensers
are
the center zones. But I wish some of youin
6% and 7%, with the former next the arc. aid of very many.
other
fellows Iwould
in and discuss
You may think that I got a ghost with
Judicious Use of Objectives.
this matter.
cannotjump
do everything,
and
this line-up, but nothing doing.
really
I
am
so
overloaded
with
worksuchthata
That
you
have
actually
made
such
in"Again
referring
to
your
article.
You
it
is
difficult
to
concentrate
on
telligent experiments in this matter, and matter as this for sufficient time to grasp
say that the light source used was an opal
have soation,well
set them forth
for itconsiderglass illuminated
by glass
a mazda
projection
aids enormously,
because
proves all the points involved. Cannot some of
lamp,
and
over
this
was
placed
a
that
the
thing works out in the actual you others
metal
plate
in
which
was
an
opening
.5
of
Allen's
admirable lead andfollow
help Brother
out? You
are just
exan inch in diameter. This would amount theatre projection room just as it did in
to about the same as if you had have the laboratory; also that a certain differ- as I amactly as toabledo toit doall.some
Get ofbusy!the thinking
ent
lineup
from
that
suggested
in
the
used
a
60-ampere
arc,
and
I
think
that
you are correct in this because when I chart will work well, though I wish I
tried outtical ythe
test ason that
my outfit
prac-4, mighting ofhave
an actualwithphotometer
the same
same
shown I ingotInFig.
things lineup.
as readyou Famous Players-Lasky and Artcraft
as per the chart
using the
measurements.
fact, have themyourandscreen
Regarding
the numerousandprotests
reFig.
4
is
just
exactly
about
the
condition
And
now
to
your
questions
briefly:
ceived from projectionists
I have at present, except that the beam am not sure yet what the best solution I to condition
of aboveunions
namedas
of the matter is but believe a judicious use makes received offromfilms
isto the
a little
smaller
than
that
shown,
due
exchanges.
Lichtfact thatInstead
my lampof is18 19asinches
is the ofresponsible
party. involved
HeAl claims
the aperture
shownfromin of objectives of moderately large diam- man
the films
the companies
to
the Fig. 4, and the crater is possibly a
be that
in more
than
ordinary
goodif condition
little thersmaller
than
.5
inch.
I
might
furor
they
should
be.
Says
anything
I useset.
a % The
inch smaller,
and seven-of
is wrongit and
(which
he doubts)
wants to
Projection Experience
sixteenthadd that
carbon
know
demands
concretehe instances.
course,
MOTION PICTURE
Will those who have complained of concarbons. being a Silver Tip. Both National
dition of films
are many)Famous
communicate with(andAl they
Lichtman,
At Sea on Foot Candle Question.
HANDBOOK
Players-Lasky,
485
Fifth
avenue,
New
"Now,
another
question.
I
take
it
that
For Managers and Operators
York, lars,at including
once, location
setting forth
full particuthe areas of zone one In the different figof
exchange
from
ures are exactly
the same, particularly
in
By F. H. RICHARDSON
which films were received. Mr. Lichtman
figures
and 2. Well,
will
hold theactcommunication
confidential.
The recognized
book and
on theinstructions
work of pro-on
the
foot1 candles
in the then,
two why
zones is areit that
enHe cannot
unless he knows
where
jection. Completestandard
descriptions
tirely different? Also, I cannot see why
the
trouble
lies.
all
leading
machines
and
projection
equipment.
the foot
in thezones,
largerevenzones
are
less
than incandles
the smaller
though
There
isn't
a
projection
room
in
the
universe
in
they have tometera larger
surface
area.wasIf ataken,
phowhich thispricecarefully
Billy Reed Makes a Change
test of the
screen
purchase
each compiled
month. book will not save its
would
the
outer
edges
be
less
brilliant
William Reed, the oldest motion picthan the center, i. e., would the photometer
Buy
It
Today
$4
the
Copy,
postpaid
ture sprojectionist
WesternwhoHemishow
per than
squareat inch
phere, if not in inthethe world,
has
In the more
centerfootof candles
the screen
the
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD
worked
consistently
at
the
business since
outer edges? In zone 1, Fig. 1, it shows
1S96,
in
which
year
he
began
projecting
Fifth Avenue,
York CityIII.
.34 lumen.200. andWhythe issamethis?zone in Fig. 2 516 Schiller
pictures for the late William T. Rock
Building.New Chicago.
shows
("Pop" Rock),
several Theatre,
years chief
proWright &. Calender Bldg.. Los Angeles, Cal.
jectionist at theforColonial
Atlantic
"Youtions iwill
notice
that
the
different
secTo save time, order from nearest office.
same zone,
any of theareas
figCity,
New
Jersey,
has
been
transferred
ures, nshowthedifferent
light ofintensities,
asame
like city.
position in the Virginia Theatre,to
being equal. For instance zone two, Fig.
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PARTY

Retiring Famous Players' Washington Manager
Is Entertained Before Leaving for New York
position of assistant manager. He came
ONE social
of the
most ofenjoyable
eventswasin to
Washington in April, 1918, to take
fllmdom
Washington
over the
exchange.
Sinceactive
his ar-in
the
"farewell
party"
tendered
Oscar
rival herelocal
he has
been very
A. Morgan, manager of the local Famous strengthening
the Washington Exchange
Players'
exchange
prior
to
his
leaving
for New York to become assistant sales secretary
Managers' andAssociation.
has been
has Committee
held a Hesimilar
positionits
manager of under
the Famous
Players-Lasky
the Grievance
of exchange
Corporation
Sales Manager
Kent. on
managers and exhibitors.
"When
left the
office Saturday
evening, Hurrah
the localhe sales
manager,
Lester Rosenthal,
for Crandall's Cumberland House.
asked
him
to
return
at
eight
o'clock
to
The new motion picture theatre in
talk
things
over
before
leaving
for
Cumberland,
Md., ground for which was
New York.
on July
21, .promises
be one
When Mr. Morgan returned, he found broken
the best
looking
and besttoequipped
all of the employees of the exchange of
houses
in
the
State.
The
project
is
backed
decked out in their Sunday best, hanging
Harry M. Crandall and is the second
around as if they were "all dressed up by
of
a
string
of
theatres
he
contemplates
and
go." aTheymovie
thought
nearbyis tostates.
wouldno where
like toto have
showtheyof operating
The new inhouse
be located at the
their own, and Mr. Rosenthal arranged corner
of
Pershing
and Liberty
for
a
showing
of
"The
Desert
Hero"
and
No
name
has
yet
been
selected streets.
for it.
"The
Love
Thief."
The
surprise
of
the
It
is
estimated
that
the
cost
project
evening came when, with a brief speech will run in the neighborhoodof ofthe $250,000.
voicing plthe
sentiments
of
his
fellow
emfront elevation will be of Colonial
oyes, on their behalf, he presented Mr. The
brick, trimmed with limestone and marble,
Morgan with a handsome sterling silver the
wholeEntrance
being typical
of the will
Adambe
cigarette box. A bouquet of flowers from period.
the theatre
the Washington office of the Moving gained through a tolarge
perfectly
Picture World also found its way to ventilated and brilliantly lobby,
his desk. Refreshments were served dur- the latest designed indirectilluminated
system.by
ing the evening by an attractive bevy The lighting throughout theflood
house
will
of young ladies.
be a distinctive feature and the latest
One of the Few.
innovations
will
be
employed
in
the
ventilating and heating systems. There will
Oscar ployesMorgan
one ofthe the
few em- be a spacious
balcony and the house will
who startedis with
organization
comfortably accommodate (seated) 2,000
at
the
time
of
its
inception.
His
first
position was that of manager of the patrons.AVill Have Fifty Foot Stage.
Paramount
Theatre
Newark,
New that
JerThis theatre will be so constructed as
sey, about five
yearsin ago.
He held
position for about a year, when he went to provide for the accommodation of even
the most elaborate stage productions sent
topublicity
Philadelphia
to
become
advertising
and
man, and later he held the on tour. It will be equipped with a stage

that will extend the entire width of the
building and to a depth of 50 feet.
Mr. Crandall some time ago took over
the Colonial Theatre, in Connellsville, Pa.
He now ingtonhasthe York
under Theatre.
construction
This,in byWashthe
way,
despite
reports
to
the
contrary,
Is
the
only
motion
picture
theatre
being
built here at the present time. His other
Washington houses are the Metropolitan,
Knickerbocker, Crandall's, Savoy, Avenue
Grand, Apollo
'Meader's.
Crandalland Sets
Up a Gym.
Harry M. Crandall, owner and operator
of a string of theatres here, is establishing, ament
t hisareaownof the
expense, in the largeTheatre,
basehis main
downtownMetropolitan
house, a complete
gymnasium, fully outfitted and equipped
with
shower baths,
the
benefitsixof needle
the employees
of all for
of the
houses.
In discussing this rather unique plan
with dall
thedeclared
Worldthatcorrespondent,
Cranthe gymnasiumMr. would
be
wellgreat
patronized
by would
the employes
and
that
benefits
be
derived
from it.
When the Light AVent Out.
A considerable loss of business to both
motion
and week
vaudeville
occurred picture
here last
when theatres
one of
the
cable
leads
of
the
local
electric light
company went out of commission
and
plungedtwo them
darkness.
than
hoursintoa whole
sectionFor ofmc the
city was without light or power. Manager Klein,
ColumbiawasTheatre,
lieving thatofthethe trouble
only ofbe-a
temporary nature, suggesting that his
patrons
remainminutes
in theirof waiting
seats. However,
after fifteen
it looked
as though he had not guessed right. He
then tre,
gotwhichin had
touchceased
with the
Cosmos
Theato furnish
entertainment for the same reason,
and secured
some of the acts. He was able, because
of daylight
lighting,
put these
on and
turn
the movie
showto into
a vaudeville
entertainment.

The Eruption
"The York
Volcano"
in the byPicture.
The chief
executive ofof New
State Came
is seenwith
at theSuchrightPower
with That
Leah Governor
Baird, star Smith
of this Took
feature,a Part
distributed
Hodkinson,
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We've Had So Many Bathing Girls
that now we show a bathIn our
or two. This is Tom Moore, Goldbovpages
wyn ingstar,
Culver
City.on the beach near his home in

Kansas City News Letter
McLaughlin Resigns from FilmerBoard.
the
, managation,of tenGHLIN
MCLAU
AH. Select
es Corpor
Picturresign
ation fromBoard
" dered his
the
Film
City 11.
Kansas
ency atofitsthemeetin
g, July
ofpresid
Trade
the
g leavinAsg Mr.
platin
McLaughlin is contem
at
ation was acted upon
city, hisJ. H.resign
Kansas
Story, manager of the ge,
once.
In-y
Exchan
the Pathe
Citv branch corporofated, was elected
to fill the vacanc
resigna
Mr. McLaug
by ghlin
causedMcLau
ncedtion.
Mr.
has hlin's
not annou
his
plans for the future.
Select Pictures
Add to
SalesCorporation
Force.
Jack P. Moore, formerly with the Fox
Film Corporation, and William Bernfield,
formerlygramwith
the Rothapfel
Unit
ProjoinedCorporation.
the sales
force of theCompany,
Selecthave
Pictures
Harry Taylor Manager.
Now Assistant Branch
Harry
Taylor,
formerlyIncorporated,
city salesman
for the Pathe Exchange,
has
been
appointed
assistant
manager
of the
Kansas City branch.
Pathe Exchange Director Visits City.
Fred C. Quimby, director of the exchanges of the
Pathe11 Exchange,
Incorspent July
City
with J. H.porated,Story,
managerin Kansas
of the local
branch. Mr. Quimby, who is on his way
to the Pacific coast reports business conditions excellent throughout" the country.
New Booker and Stenographer for
A. H. Blank.
Robert King, a former booker for the
General
Film
Company,
and recently
booker for the Pathe Exchange
Incorporated,
has
accepted
the
position
of
chief
booker
for the A. H. Blank Enterprises. Miss
Mary Thew, of Springfield, Missouri, has
been
company.made chief stenographer for the
Ben Schlyn Opens Advertising Office.
Ben agerSchlyn,
formerlyFilm
advertising
for the Standard
Company, manhas
;one selfintoand has
the opened
advertising
game
himoffices withforWalter
V Jackman, of the United Printing Company, in thewillGraphic
Arts Building.
The
lew firm
be known
as the United
(Advertising Company.

NORFLEET

IS

ONE

GOOD

SCOUT

Dallas Exhibitor Treats Inmates of Orphans'
Homes to Great Free Show at the Hippodrome
town and has purchased the new Victory
HALput NORFLEET,
of theduring
Hippodrome,
L. B. Clark and B. Davis
on a hespecial
July 19of atnowFayetteville.
when
invitedstunt
all the inmates
own the Mission.
orphans' homes in Dallas to be his guests Peebles and Campbell to Build Theatre.
atbig "Whom
Would with
Destroy."
The
theatre thewasGodscrowded
little boys
Peeblestheatres
and Campbell,
at present
in Denison,
Texas,owners
will
and
from hadhalfnota seen
dozena picture
institutions,
some girls
of whom
show ofbuildtwoa new
$75,000
houseMainimmediately.
It
will
be
located
on
West
street.
in years.
The
youngsters
had
an
uproariously good time.
Trilch Back at First National.
MeCormlck Takes Over Hancock House.
Corporal N. B. Tritch, just out of the
W. A. McCormick, formerly owner of
his position
as man-of
the Majestic Theatre, Austin, which he army,
agerhasof theresumed
Oklahoma
City branch
sold
to Hull
of Los
has taken
overandthe Hull,
Hancock
OperaAngeles,
House First National.
Short News Notes.
at Austin, which is being remodeled for
Porlitzer, of San Antonio, owner
a moving
picturebought
playhouse.
McCor- of William
mick has also
fifty feetMr. frontage
several
moving
theatres in that
on Sixth street, where he will construct town, has bought picture
the Star Theatre, a
a new picture theatre.
formering it for
vaudeville
house.
moving pictures. He is remodelWatch the Old Mill Nov..
Skiles
and
Gergamy are building a new
read recently.
a huge theatre at Olden,
Texas. Olden is some
sign"HotoverDog!theBuddie's
Old MillBack"
Theatre
miles trict
off between
the railroad
oil field disLaurence
(Buddie)
Stuart,
after
a
year's
Eastland in andthe Ranger.
absence with the 359th Infantry in France
and Germany, is once more on the job
John Fanning, of the Crazy Theatre,
Mineral
back various
from Losstudios.
Angeles,
managing the Old Mill Theatre.
where heWells,
visitedis the
Tuttle Succeeds Prince.
The Alhambra Theatre, at Eastland,
T. O. Tuttle from Atlanta, has as- seating
1,000 people and costing $75,000,
the management
ofthe theLynchDallas
of- opened July
fices forsumedpriParamount
and
EnterBooth Bolton,14. of Jacksonville, Texas, has
s
e
s
.
H
e
succeeds
Dave
Prince
who
has
installed a new pipe organ in his theatre,
gone
Charlotte,
C. Joein Gilday,
Kansasto City,
has beenS. placed
charge ofof at cost of $5,000.
the Oklahoma City Paramount branch.
James G. Tomlin, formerly with Select,
Crawford House Goes to Pictures.
has gone with the Southwestern Film
Company. He handles the state of Texas.
The
Crawford
Opera
House,
an
old-time
legitimate
being transferred
Hot
into a modeltheatre,
movingis picture
theatre by
has
Los
Angeles
men,
who
have
bought
it.
July.
Attention
to the district
coming attendances
cotton crop
The house will be changed to resemble the has caused
the rural
Grauman Theatre, of Los Angeles.
to be smaller than usual.
Rohb and Rowley Expand.
Arthur Keyes
backbeing
at his
Texan
Robbors, areand
Rowley,
West
Texas
exhibitTheatre,
Quanah,isafter
discharged
remodeling their Queen Theatre from the atarmy.
at Saning Angelo
for
the
purpose
of
featurC. E. aBuchanan,
of Metro,place,
is visiting
big attractions only. They have Marlin,
Texas watering
where
opened therun Mission
regular
of trade.Theatre there for their he is recuperating after a recent illness.
Mission Changes Hands.
fifteen A.milesW. from
Dallas
is Grand
to havePrairie,
a theatre.
Lessenberg
E. sas,C.hasRobertson,
of El Theatre
Dorado, atArkansold his Mission
that is just finishing his new airdome.

Pollard Crossed to the Stomach; His Opponent Crossed to the Far Beyond.
Harold Lloyd, Bebe Daniels and Snub Pollard all live duel lives in their Pathe
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BUFFALO'S
BIG
THEATRE
IS COMING
Shea Amusement Company Acquires the Root
Property for Erection of a Mammoth House
the seats of the orchestra and the balcony
THE actual beginning of the work on and
from the great
one ofmentthestructure
country's
greatestthisamuseA expelled
grand promenade
will bedome.provided,
has begun
week
fitted with freshment
a magnificent
lounge
and tea
rewith
the
purchase
by
the
Shea
Amusement
London
Company
property,
running
idea. Thisrooms, along
latter the
innovation
will
from
622 toof634theMainRootstreet,
on which
will room
have
an
especial
appeal
for
the
feminine
be erected the Sheamotion
Metropolitan, a lavishthe theatre,
who, after
house, patronsping, ofcan enjoy
a delightful
repastshopand
which,ly constructed
when completed willpicture
have involved
then attend the show.
awillsum have
in excess
of
$1,500,000.
The
theatre
a Main street frontage of 133
The
stage
of
the
Metropolitan
will
connew ideas which will make
feet and a depth of 232 feet, extending possibletain many
the presentation
through to Pearl street. An entirely new shown before.
The policyof effects
of the never
new
seating
plan
will
provide
for
the
comhouse will be the presentation of the
fort of 3,500 persons.
of
motion
pictures,
accomThe theatre proper will be built in the highest paniedtype
rear of the two story building now front- and famousby a mammoth
Itsymphony
will be aorchestra
further
ingtureonwillMain
street. Theandpresent
struc- development soloists.
of
the
present
be modernized,
it is possible
idea. It is expected thatSheathe Hippopolicy
that another floor will be erected, if archi- of the dromeHippodrome
the completion
tectstions decide
that theenough.
present Inbuild-foundaof the new house willupon
be changed
to high
are
strong
the
center
vaudeville and motion pictures at
of this block provision will be made for class
popular prices.
The Shea Court street
a lobby
28 byto 60thefeet,
and the plans
for vaudeville
the
entrance
Metropolitan
will call
in
any
way. house will not be disturbed
for an elaborate hanging marque and the
largest electrical
display
The
Roof Garden a Feature.
beautiful
terra cotta
frontin ofBuffalo.
the present
Something entirely new to Buffalo will
property
will
be
modernized
and
six
upbewhich
the will
roof begarden
atop the
to-date stories provided.
patterned
afterMetropolitan,
the famous
No Expense Will Be Spared.
roofs in New York City. Here complete
The architecture and decorations of this theatrical
performances
will
be
innew Shea Amusement Company enterprise
cluding motion pictures. The given,
roof will
will indicate the great strides made in have a seating
capacity of approximately
theatrical construction during the past 2,000 persons, making
total seating
five years. No expense will be spared to figures for the house overthe5,500.
Elevators
make the Metropolitan the most gorgeous and
escalatorslandings.
will bring the patrons to
the various
and
most
complete
institution
of
its
kind
in the country. The installation of every
Actual construction will commence imknown
and convenience,
includingin
mediately upon the completion of the
several device
innovations
will be included
now lookthe site architects
and are inareconsultation
the plans. The auditorium will be broad plans.ing overProminent
rather than deep, bringing even the rear with Shea officials. Representatives are
the country, visiting the newest
most seatsfrom atthea stage.
comparativelylighting
short will
dis- touring
theatres innovationsearch
possible
inbe the tance
indirect system in The
four colors which
thacomfort
t might ofbeofevery
provided
for the
and
Buffalonians.
can be used in any combination. The pleasure
all likelihood the new theatre will beIn
ventilation will be thoroughly modern, under
the direct management of Harold
tempered air being brought in from under

You'd Never Think There Was a Ferocious Bear Below, Would You?
The bear was only Oscar in search of chocolates, but Madge Kennedy, of course,
did not know that in her Goldwyn, "Through the Wrong Door."
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B. Franklin, who has, in a great measure,
• Shea's
been responsible
Hippodrome.for the big success of
And Still Another.
Stilltionthey
new mo-is
picture come!
house The
to belatest
announced
that to be built by W. F. McDonald,
prominently
identified especially
with the North
Buffalo
development,
along
Hertel avenue. According to Mr. McDonald,
one
of
the
most
elaborate
theatrre,soinn Hertel
Buffalo avenue
will be opened North
in Septemand beNorwalk
avenue.between
The cost ofPark
the
structure will represent an investment of
close to $200,000,
and
will
provide
entertainment for the 30,000 residents of this
rapidly growing
and
machinery
are nowdistrict.
engaged Workmen
in excavating
and laying
foundations
for
the
new
theatre, which will have a frontage of 310
feet tire
on block
Hertel avenue, occupying the enwalk avenue.between North Park and NorPlans for the structure indicate that
the style and arrangement will be the
same
as employed
Shea'sspacious
Hippodrome,
the entrance
and inlong
lobby
being
graced
on
either
side
by
storescentral
and
the theatre proper occupying the
portion of the block.
Edifice Will Be Welcome.
That this part of Buffalo will welcome
the addition of the amusement edifice, was
evidenced when
recently
in the was
. citymade
council
chambers
application
for
the building
permit.
Contrary
to
expect
a
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
councilmen,
an
assemblage
was present to indorse the application for
the permit.
one hundred
men residingMore
in thethanvicinity
of the wosite
of the new house were present at the
meeting and enthusiastically urged the
granting
of the permit.
Encouraged
this
demonstration
of approval
of hiaby
plans,
Mr.
McDonald
states
that
while
effort will be spared to rush the work noof
completing the building, no haste will be
permitted to interfere with the installaof a comfort,
variety safety
of features
that will
insure tionthe
and convenience
of the patrons.
Realart Exchange Nearly Ready.
the
newHenry
RealartE. Wilkinson,
exchange on manager
Franklin ofstreet
near
Chippewa,
announces
that
his
office
will be ready for business soon after
August 1.dividingCarpenters
are ofnowthebusy
sube ground
floor
change,thwhich
promises
to be onenewof exthe
most roomy in Buffalo. Mr. Wilkinson
expects
to announce
his assistant and sales
staff within
a few days.
Fowler's Cooling Idea.
Bruce Fowler, managing director of the
New Victoria Theatre, Ferry and Grant
streets, has put up a most attractive
"icicle"
front.beenReproductions
of hanging
icicles have
placed around
all the
front frames and across the entrance of
the house so that one thinks he is entering an Eskimo's
the Victoria.
. igloo when going into
Franklin Visits Gotham.
Harold B. Franklin, managing director
ofYork,
Shea's Hippodrome,
New
28.journeyed
Isidore toMoses,
assistantMonday,
managerJulyof the
Hippodrome,
returned from a visit to New York, Saturday, July 26.
Academy Theatre Closes.
Academy
of theJulyoldest27,
in The
Buffalo,
closed Theatre,
Sunday one
evening,
with a film bill. The Academy, which has
been under the Mark-Brock control for
the past ten years, has passed into the
hands oflesqueLevy
& Herk,
a Chicago
bursyndicate.
The house
will open
Monday evening, August 25, with burlesque attractions. It is expected that
James
has been foremployed
tinuouslyBailey,
at thewhoAcademy
the pastcon-19 II
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years
assistant
managerwill andcontinue
treasurerIn
under asseveral
regimes,
that capacity under the new management.
Winegar Augments Orchestra.
E. C.Theatre,
Winegar,onemanager
Central
Park
of the ofmostthe thriving
of Buffalomented hneighborhood
houses,
has
augis orchestra for the fall season.
He
planning
for isthealso
Central
Park. a new stage setting
Johnston Joins Mutual.
C. N. Johnston, formerly manager of
Ellen Terry Theatre, has joined the local
Exhibitors-Mutual
Distributing
Corporastaff as salesman.
Mr. film
Johnston
has
been tionconnected
with the
business
locally
for
many
years
and
is
well
known
throughout western New York film circles.
"Cavvy" Entertains Club.
Miss Philomena
publicitydirector
of the Shea Cavanaugh,
Amusement Company
and chairman of the entertainment commiztateioonf othe
Quota
Club,
a
local
organi-a
f business women, presented
program
of
films
at
the
meeting
the
club in the Hotel Statler, Monday,of July
28, showing the work of women in all
parts of the world.
Roman with Famous Players.
B. Roman has come to Buffalo from the
New York office to join the local Famous
Players-Lasky
salesman.
Fox, manager ofstaff
the asBuffalo
branch R.is InC.
New
York
conferring
with
officials on
fall plans.
Green Visits Crabb.
Sprague Green, formerly of Fort Wayne,
whereof hethemanaged
a house and
for Earl
L.Ind.,Crabb,
Strand, Buffalo,
now
connected
with
Bee
Hive
exchange,
Chi-21
cago,
was
in
town
the
week
of
July
on his vacation. Mr. and Mrs. Green were
the guests of Mr. Crabb during their
stay here.
Walker Visits Exhibitors.
Senator James Walker, who was active
in aiding the passage of the Sunday movie
bill in14.the Helastwaslegislature,
Buffalo,
July
entertainedwas atinluncheon
by exhibitors.
Canadian News Letter
Do Not Want Blank Wall.
ROPERTY owners along Victoria street,
Toronto, have protested to Mayor
Church
the CityforCouncil
against
the plan
of theandarchitect
the mammoth
new moving picture theatre there to have
blank wall of the theatre extending
along the Victoria
The
declaration
is made street
that thefrontage.
barren wall
destroys the business continuity of the
thoroughfare, and the petitioners have
asked
for a structure
change inwillthe have
plansa sorowthatof
the theatre
stores
along
the
street.
They
that the theatre interests will point
have outno
other frontage for stores, because the
"front"
of the
Yonge street
will
consist
of antheatre
entranceon only.
Take Pictures of Capital.
S. B. Taube, sales manager of the Canadian Aero Film
and
Chas. Irish,
cameraCompany,
director Toronto,
of the company,
visited
Ottawa
on
July
24
for
the
purpose of making arrangements to take
sky-view
pictures
of
the
Canadian
Capital.
Taube was
change formerly
manager of thea prominent
Canadian film
field. exY. M. C. A. Stages Free Shows.
The West End Y. M. C. A. of Toronto,
Ontario,
has inintroduced
outdoorcommunity
parks of picthe
city. tureA shows
show the
is presented every night
in the week, except Saturday and Sunday,
at someances park
or square andcharge.
the performare given
Educational,
scenlcs andwithout
comedies are screened
as a rule. The schedule for the week is
aa follows: Monday, East Toronto; Tues-
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"SHOOT" THE PRINCE OF WALES
Cameramen Will Be on Hand to Film the Events
of His Arrival at St. Johnson August Fifteen
present to secure pictures of the event.
GREAT
preparations celebration
are being ofmade
August 14areall invited
returned tosoldiers
for
theto OnBrunswick
come intoNewSt.
visittheoftwothedays'
Prince of Wales
Canada. His Royal Highness arrives at John
for
a
"Joy
Day."
It
is
expected
that
8,000 will attend. Moving pictures
St. John on August 15, and a fine pro- some
an important
item inandthe aprogramme
gram e of sports, parades, fireworks and are
for
their
entertainment,
parade
receptionsderstoisd that being
is un- Veterans will pass before the Prince onof
Pathe arranged.
Freres, the ItGaumont
15. Walter Golding, manager of
Company
and
the
British
Government
have August
all arranged with representatives of other
the Imperial Theatre, is chairman of the
motion picture concerns to have men publicity committee for the two days'
celebration,
and the other
agers will co-operate
with theatre
him. manday, West Toronto, Baird Park; WednesFox
Exchange
Notes.
day, North Friday,
Toronto;Perth
Thursday,
WillowV. J. McCabe, Canadian Distributing
valeLocalPark;
Film days
Corporation,
exhibitors are
quiteAvenue
at a Square.
loss to ManagerSt.ofJohnthe forFoxa few
recently.
understand why the Y. M. C. A. should wasMissin M.
PurdyFox hasFilmbeenCorporation
added to
desire to stage the free performances in the staff atD. the
direct
opposition
to
the
regular
theatres,
Exchange
assistant
to Miss
L. Selig.
unless it is a direct attempt to hurt the Roy
Kerr astakes
the place
of E.R. Whelpley
business of the moving picture houses.
as shipper.
Welcome to Returned Men.
Queen Square Goes to Fifteen Cents.
Two returned heroes were welcomed
Queen Square Theatre has increased
back at the regular meeting of the Ottawa, itsTheprice
admission
to fifteen
Ontario, local of the Moving Picture This theatreof was
called The
Nickel oncents.its
opening, and its managers held out
Operators'
UnionThewhich
was held warriors
on Sun- first
day,
July
20.
two
returned
for
some
time
against
increased
prices
were Sam Ventura and Charles Bamford.
Halifax News Notes.
Announcement was made that the union
The smallpox situation is clearing up
was engaged
in a Rex
disputeTheatre,
with theandmanagement of the
the rapidly, there being now only fifteen cases
theatre was stated to be on the "unfair in the hospital.
Casino Theatre is closing down for
William
LaneareandtheBusiness
Agent Jo-of oneThemonth's
repairs,
R. J. secretary,
McAdam, manseph
Thibault
representatives
ager,
and Dan
Sullivan,
will
the
in the Ottawa Theatrical Federalist."local
to New York during that period.
tion and they gave a report of activities go The
Majestic Theatre, at Halifax, is
by the Federation.
running a few motion picture specials,
Vice-President
W. Hartnett
The Queen of the Sea and Les
chair
at the
meeting
in the occupied
absence theof including
President
M. Ventura.
Miserables.
will returnon
to his policyMr.ofJ. aO'Connell
stock company,
Patricia Takes a Rest.
September first.
London, hasOntario,
oneTheof Patricia
the largeTheatre,
local houses,
been
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
closed for repairs and renovations. The available
for publicity use in your newstheatre will re-open in August.
papers.

Can This Be the Debonair Warren Kerrigan of Evening Clothes Fame:
It is, indeed, showing J. distributed
Warren in aby scene
from "A White Man's Chance,'
Hodkinson.
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FOR EXPLOITATION
OMAHA IS STRONG
Milton Overman and Stewart Gould Are on Job
and Jensen of Goldwyn Seeks Publicity Sharp
be quite the thing for pany;
Paul Fine isis vice
president, and
is comings into Omaha
IT exchange
ex- N. N. Frudenfeld
Robins Visitssecretary-treasurer.
Omaha.
ploitation men. These tomenemploy
conceive
ideas to help the exhibitor to put over
Herman
Robins,
assistant
general mana picture. They take these ideas to the
ager of the
Fox atFilm
, say "See, here's what you could a recent
exhibitors
visitor
the Corporation,
Fox exchangewasin
do,"
and
lead
the
exhibitor
to
book
the
Omaha.
n.
productio
also newspaper
prepare and
s, submit
publicity to They
the local
trying
to give it a local touch, and they help
Seattle News Letter.
mentsbooked
prepare sample
advertise
for ex-a
hibitors who have
already
Koerpel Entertained His Force.
picture.
Manager J. A. Koerpel closed his office
Milton L. Overman has been employed early
Saturday,
6, and ontookLiberty
the entire
inin Omaha.
that capacity
the Selectan exchange
force for anJulyouting
Bay.
He wasby formerly
exhibitor office
They camped out over Saturday night and
and publicity man at Sioux Falls, S. D.
Sunday,
and
enjoyed
swimming,
dancing,
Stewartlicitor foGould,
displayBee,
advertising
and fresh air. They returned late
r the Omaha
and knownso- fishing — night,
a tired but happy bunch.
as one of the leading amusement adver- Sunday
Equipment
Company Incorporates.
tising
men
of
Omaha,
has
joined
the
Famous Players-Lasky
The Western Theatre Equipment Comas exploitation
man. exchange in Omaha
pany, of Billings,
has asbeenpresiinManager
at the recently
estab-is
corporated, with B.Montana,
F. Shearer
lished Jensen,
Goldwyn exchange
in Omaha,
dent and manager, andPowers
E. C.andO'Keefe
as
seeking
an
exploitation
man
for
that
exsecretary-treasurer.
Simplex
change.
machines are handled by this company,
Tom Nisely has succeeded Mr. Gould as and
a
full
stock
of
machines,
equipment
publicity
man for
Rialto
is carried inmaythe beBillings
work
to which
Gouldthegave
partTheatre,
of his and supplies
so that
made
time. Mr. Nisely is with the World- store,
direct from
that shipments
town, instead of sending
Herald.
back to the factory.
To Help Salvation Drive.
Starts Work on New Liberty.
has just been broken for the
"Fires being
of Faith,"
the Salvation
Army newGround
picture
distributed
by Famous
Liberty
which is to be built
Players-Lasky,
private by the LibertyTheatre,
Company,
whichis
exhibition at the was
Museshown
Theatre,at ina Omaha,
A. A. Algase isTheatre
president.
The ofhouse
Neb., last
week,
to
Salvation
Army
offito
seat
1,200
and
will
cost,
when
comcials and Omaha people interested in
pleted, $150,000.
putting
on
a
Salvation
Army
campaign
Chatbum
Visits
Seattle.
toOmaha.
raise money
for a maternity
The financial
campaign home
will bein
T. W. Chatburn,
assistant
state
wide, toandaid the
Vitagraph,
was Heingeneral
Seattleonman-forto
be shown
the picture
drive. will probably severalager ofdays
last
week.
went
Portland, accompanied by L. M. Cobbs,
F. \. F. Opens Omaha Office.
The F. A. F. Enterprises, Inc., state
is F.xhihitnr! Vitagraph
Krake
rights distributors, has opened an office
A. Ki
ng Exhib-

Beach-Nuts.
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven find a haven of is >lation in their Goldwyr
comedy, "Close to Nature.
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itors Mutual films in Western Washington. Personal and Business Items.
S. P. Peck, who has been out on the
road for five months, handling "The Unpardonable Sin" for Montana
the Exhibitors Film
Exchange
has finished through
his work and cameandhomeIdaho,
for
a rest before starting out again with other
pictures. He reports very hot weather in
the two
mountainconsidering
states, butthe that
busines is normal,
weather.
H. H. Hurn is covering Oregon and
Washington
the "Unpardonable
Sin."
Ed. Waldo,withPacific
Coast auditor from
Los
at theAngeles,
Seattle isFox spending
office. several days
E. M. France,
Wolfe, Jr.,
has employed
just returnedas
from
haswhobeen
shipper in the Fox office. He formerly
shipped for Triangle.
A. B. Cleland, salesman for the Film
Clearing House, is just getting around
after
weks' siegeanat operation
the hospital,
where a hefourunderwent
for
appendicitis.
Virgil
Adams,
formerly
booker
for
Mutual,
now with
Greater
The new iscashier
is Miss
BlanchFeatures.
Moyer,
formerly with General.
The Seattle International office is now
handlingmerly all
reel There
subjectsis also
forhandledtheby short
General.
announced from this office a big ninereel subject.
Life inin China,"
ing for the "Reel
first time
picturesshowthe
Forbidden City and the great walls.
John
Danz,
manager
of
the
Colonial
and
the Star
theatres,
interest
in the Seattle,
propertyhasof bought
the Classa
AhalfTheatre.
Baltimore News Letter
New Gem Will Be Renovated.
THE Newcan Place,
Gem owned
Theatre,
617 North
by Nick
Burns Dunand
managed by Roy Levy, closed down
on Saturday
night,
July
26,
and
will
remain dark forThethreeseating
weeks capacity
for a thorough
renovation.
will be
enlarged
by 100are seats,
new projectionteriormachines
toofbethetwo
installed,
and exterior
theatre the
are in-to
be repainted
and
redecorated,
ing system is to be rearrangedtheandlightthe
seating
rearranged
so that
there
will
two
aisles
running
the
full
length
of
thebe
theatre.
Cumberland Will Have New Theatre.
A new theatre is to be built by the
Cumberlandberland,Amusement
Company
in CumMd., at Pershing
avenue
and
Liberty street, which has been incorporated with a corporators
capitalinclude:ofHarry
$250,000.
The
C. Crandall,inof Washington, D. C, T. B. Finan, D.
Lindley
Sloan.
C.
H.
Wickard,
J.
Henry Shriver and John J. Stump.E. Perrin,
Lewy Shows Parade Films.
The moving pictures which were taken
by Harryof Lewy
and J.andAler115thBarry,
of the
parades
313th
were showntheprivately
to MayorRegiments
Wm. F.
Broening and several city officials at the
Lewy Studios, 217 North Liberty street,
on Thursday morning, July 24. The films
are to bemanentacquired
the City as a perrecord of theby event.
Caplon Joins Goldwyn.
Ben taCaplon
has acted
tive for Triangle
for theaspastthe tworepresenyears,
has resigned from that company to accept
aGoldwyn
position and
in thehas publicity
department
been
assigned
to
theof
Washington office.
Whatne Goes to Variety.
F.
B.
resigned where
from thehe
BaltimoreWhatne
BookinghasCompany,
has been
acting
as
a
salesman,
to become associated412withEastthe Baltimore
Variety Pictures
Corporation,
street.
Mr. Whatne was associated with the Fa-
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mous Players-Lasky
ington, D. C., office Corporation's
before joiningWashthe
Universal
Baltimore
office.
He Virginia
is mak- COMBINATION WILL RUN NIXON-COLONIAL
ing
an
extended
trip
through
Philadelphia Theatre Will Be Under Direction
for Variety.
Personals of Baltimore.
of the Stanley and Nixon Nirdlinger Interests
Louis Schlichter, president of the Ex- THE Nixon-Colonial Theatre, in Ger- $25,000, which will be installed before the
League ofTheatre,
Maryland
manmantown, will hereafter be directed opening of the fall season, on August 25.
ager of thehibitors"
Bridge
is nowand taking
by abination company
comConstitutes But One Feature.
his family
on anHe automobile
trip to Niof the Stanleycomposed
Companyof oftheAmeragara
Falls.
is
now
taking
his
Jules E. Mastbaum, president of the
ica andatNixon-Nirdlinger
interests.
The Stanley
vacation.
Company, said last week that the
theatre
Germantown
and
Chelton
aveAl. Rosenthal,
handles
independent
ofof thethe Nixon-Colonial
but
was built five years ago, and is one acquisition
releases
in Chicago,whowhere
he has
an office, of the nues,most
one
feature
comprehensive isplans
modern
amusement
places
in
came through Baltimore last week and the city. It was built by S. F. Nixon, and of the company
to carry out its main
stopped
over
to
visit
his
many
friends
in
object, the leasing, purchase and buildhas been
in continual
operation
this city.
tion picture
and vaudeville
house.as a mo- cities.ing of theatres in Philadelphia and other
William Timmons has succeeded Martin
the newwillcoalition,
The closer combination
A. Berger as Baltimore representative of in Under
the theatre
be made improvements
at a cost of
legitimate between
stage andreprethe
the Electric
Corporation,
Wash- approximately $40,000. The most strik- silent drama,sentatives of the
as evidenced in the coalition
ington, D. C. Film
Mr. Timmons
also ofmanages
ing
addition
will
be
a
new
organ
costing
which will manage the Nixon-Colonial, is
the branch
office
of
the
Capital
Film
Servbelieved runbyer of atheatrical
be a under
foreice, Inc., in Baltimore.
movementmento tobring
Tillie Exchange,
Rosenbaum,willstenographer
The engagement of Miss Zoe A. Luck and MissTriangle
corporation
head
the
varied
theatrical
be wedded one
to J. C. Whalen, projectionist at the inin the
interests of Philadelphia and other cities.
the fall.
Plaza Theatre, Broadway and Gay street,
Exchange Managers Refuse to Pay.
Wage Increase Not Popular.
has nowMrs.beenWalter
announced
by1660
Miss Gorsuch
Luck's
sister,
Jones,
The proposed
increase isinnotwages
for
Local delphia,
exchange
managers the
in paying
Philaavenue. Mr. Whalen is a member of the musicians
decided to discontinue
in
Cleveland,
meeting
Operators' Union, Local 181.
with a wonderful welcome among the messenger
of express service
chargesas oftheytheunderstand
Atlantic that
City
exhibitors,
will be put and
up. it is reported that a fight the messenger's express service has been
Cleveland News Letter
and is up to theexhibitors
present time
fullycharges.
comAmong the Projectionists.
for all
Charlie Adams to Put Out Road Show.
Hyman Friedlander, projectionist at the A concertedpensated by the
movement
on
the
part
of
the
managers recently decided that they were
CHARLIE
roadman
for and
the Euclid Theatre, Cleveland, has been ill justified
Standard ADAMS,
Film Service,
Cleveland
in taking this course of action,
for
the
past
two
weeks.
Eugene
McGranagan,
another
projectionist,
is
back
Cincinnati, is going to embark on a from France and on his old job at the such
as all charges
contractsarefor tofilmbe plainly
paid forstateby that
the
theatrical
is going
to put out career
a road this
show,fall.the Hefamous
old Priscilla Theatre.
party contracting for the pictures.
"Uncle
Josh
Spruceby"
with
a
village
band
Temple
Is
Being
Redecorated.
and everything.
The Temple Theatre, Toledo, is underGoldwyn Is Xoiv Settled.
Portland News Notes.
going a process
and reThe Goldwyn exchange, Cleveland, is
decorating, and willof berenovating
reopened shortly.
Lacey Colors His Music.
now comfortably operating in its enlarged
Improvements
for
the
Orpheum.
has and
been manager
featuring its musicTheatre
of late,
ofquarters.
the spaceManager
on theBandy
fourthtookflooroverof half
the
The Orpheum Theatre, is undergoing THE Majestic
extensive repairs. The stage has been Wurlitzer
StandardcupiedTheatre
Building,
formerly
ocF.
A.
Lacey
"puts
over"
the
popular
concerts
by
the
use
of
lighting
by the General Film Company. ripped out and the steel beams will be effects. When the concert is on, he has
The Paramount-Artcraft took the rest of removed.
arranged for a steady spotlight on the
the space for a store-room.
Callaghan Leaves Triangle.
organist,
but floodslights
the stage
settingofwith
Exchanges Are Strong for Publicity.
differentbeingcolored
suggestive
the
D.
Callaghan,
manager
of
the
Clevemusic
played.
land Triangle office, has resigned and gone
Cleveland exchanges are realizing the to Dallas,
Texas,
as
manager
for
the
new
value
of
publicity
departments.
Among
New
Theatre
for
Nampa.
those ard,having
men Paramount-Artare The Stand- Realart exchange.
E. Waddell,
Frank G.publicity
Hard; the
The Ezella Reopens.
Unique
Theatre,formerly
Nampa, owner
Idaho, ofwas thea
craft, William Leyser; the Select, Ace
recent visitor in Portland, buying material
The Ezella Theatre, Cleveland, has re- for
Barry and the Universal, Mr. Cummings.
the new theatre he is building in
opened afterofa few
weeks'repairs
shut-down
for Nampa.
A Real Film Romance.
one
purpose
making
and decostory.
and
will The
havebuilding
a dancewillhallbe ina large
an upper
rating.
New
glass
doors
have
been
It has been announced that S. A. Gerson, the
manager of the Buckeye Poster Company, installed.

Folksevery
in Low
Bill Parsons
Comedy,quantities
Which will
Is Laidenjoyin Coney
Island.Capitol
And, The
in fact,
one Point,
else to Tennessee,
whom LunaWillParkRelish
and This
the beach
are unknown
this latest
comedy for Goldwyn, "They're Off."
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COMBINE
THEATRES
INDIANA
SEVEN
Houses
Five
Control
Now
Obreshik
Bikos and
in Gary and Others in Hegewich and Whiting
d its capital stock from $55,000 to
theatre deals ever $70,000. creaseImprovements
of the
ONE transac
in the present
tedwaslargest
In- building are being contemplated.
ofInd.,
northat part
the ted
incomple
Gary,
diana
two
s and into
theatrepassed
Gary cities
fiveoring
ys when
recentl
Banschbach
Manages
Alhambra.
in neighb
theatre
control of Nick Bikos and Andrew J.
the
Otto E.nected Banschbach,
who
has been Movconwith
the
Frank
J.
Rembusch
Obreshday,ik.July 21.The deal became effective Moning Picture Enterprises
in
Martinsville
and
The theatres involved are the Cosmo, Indianapolis
forMr.theRembusch
last four asyears,
has
of Gary, been
Gem,
chosen
by
manager
and
Royal
Venus,
Lyric,
and the Star Theatre, in Whiting,
and of the Alhambra Theatre, at Shelbyville.
total
The
Hegewich.
in
the Hegewich, in the transaction was
Bingham Vacationing.
amount
not made involved
public.
E. E. Bingham, manager of the Colonial
theaHegewich
and
and
Regent
of Indianapolis, has
ThetresCosmo,
have been Royal
under the management of left for a twoTheatres,
weeks' vacation at northMr.
Bikos
for
some
time,
and
Mr.
Obreshik
ern
Indiana
lakes.
has been managing the Venus and the
Star theatres. These theatres were
Denver News Letter
merged
firm took
name over
of Bikos
and
Obreshik,under
whichthe then
the Gem
Film Men Enjoyed Themselves.
and Lyric Theatres.
fraternitony
picture
R'S moving
DENVE
Gary's Grand Changes Hands.
"stepped
galathefashion
ay,out"Julyin 23,
occasion
The Grand Theatre, one of the leading being Wednesd
the annual excursion conducted
motion
picture theatres
Gary, beink
changedK. under the
auspices
of
the
Rocky
Mounhands recently,
the new atowners
Screen
tain d forClub.
A special
was
Vlaho,
P. Kallisis,
L. Lupos
and V.business
Thes- chartere
the event,
and train
Eldorado
voropolas,
of whom
are isGary
Springs y,wasfromtheexchange
scene ofmanagers
the outing.
men. The alltheatre,
which
situated at Everybod
down
the corner of Eighth and Broadway, was to office boys, went along and report they
formerly owned
by the Simon
Brothers
the time of their lives.
Amusement
Corporation.
The new
deal enjoyed
The plan, which was first suggested by
is said to have involved an expenditure Ward
Scott, manager of the Pathe exof $16,000.
change, willduringbe thecarried
rather freNo Carnivals for Terre Haute.
quently
comingoutmonths.
The
brought
together
all
the
exchangea
Motion picture exhibitors of Terre Haute outing
managers
of
the
city
and
stimulated
have receivednouncemewith
joy
the
recent
anof fellowship among the
nt of Mayor Charles Hunter betterwhofeeling
mothat he will not permit street carnivals men tion
pictureguide
gamethein destinies
the Denverof the
district.
to appear
in
that
city
during
the
remainder of his administration. A carnival
Bathing
Girls
and
Firemen
Aid
Stunt.
company
bookedunderto appear
at Terreof
DavidturesSwing
Ricker,
of the anSelect
PicHaute in was
August
the auspices
Corporation,
conducted
intensive
a lodge, but the contract was cancelled campaign
in Denver in connection with
following the mayor's order.
the showing of Olive Thomas in "Up
Eagleston Meets with Accident.
and Down."revue was held at LakeA bathing
W. W. Eagleston, manager of the Ma- Stairs
side. Denver'sgirlleading
bathing resort, and
jestic
Theatre,
at
Seymour,
has
been
confined to his home as a result of an injury
to his foot caused by stepping on a rusty
nail.
result Physicians
seriously. say the injury will not
New Company Incorporated.
Articlescentlyofwith incorporation
filed re-at
the secretary were
of state
Indianapolis
by
the
J.
S.
Gregory
Theatrical Company,
of Hammond,
Indianapolis,
the new
company
which has
closed a
ninety-nine
year
lease
on
a
downtown
site at Hammond for the erection of a
new motion picture theatre.
The company is capitalized at $200,000,
and the papers on file at the secretary
of state's office state that the object of
the company
is to conduct
a general
mobusiness,
and leasing
films tionnew
andpictureexhibiting
andowning
displaying
them.
The
theatre
will
have
a
capacity
of 3,000.
The incorporators
Greanlas,
Sam Jafee,areandS. J.C. Gregory,
J. Kontos,C.
all of Chicago Heights.
Noblesville House Started.
Work has been started on the new
$30,000 motion picture theatre that is
being erected at Noblesville, Ind., for a
company
headedNoblesville
by John business
H. Wise men.
and
W.
Cullen,
The D.house,
which will be known
as the
American,
of 2,000. will have a seating capacity
Temple Theatre Company Increases Capital.
Smile
The Temple Theatre Company, which From E. AK. Rock-Ribbed
Lincoln, who puts the gold
operates
the Temple Indianapolis,
motion picturehastheainto production
"Desert Gold,"
the
Zane Grey
tre at Mishawaka,
infor Hodkinson.
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in Olive Thomas cup was awarded the
?irl
clad
in
the
most
attractive
A
!similar cup was also offered in garb.
connection with a dancing contest.
Last Saturday, Denver's firemen comin a novel "upstairs
down"
event peted
when
to theandAmerica
theatre,
and intheyteamswentdemonstrated
their
agility andscendingspeed
in ascending
and was
deladders.
The
winning
team
presented with a cup.
Henry Manager (or United.
T. Y. Henry has been named Denver
exchange
manager
Unitedknown
Artists'in
Corporation.
Henryfor isthe well
Denver,
having,
during
his
four
stay here,
theandoffices
of the years'
Generalcompanies.
Film,operated
Artcraft He
Paramount-Artcraft
recently
returned
from New York City.
Henry has
temporary headquarters in theestablished
Erhard Hotel.
Ellison Breaks Down.
Homer
S. Ellison,
managersuffering
of the Rialto
and
Princess
from
the results
of Theatres,
a nervous isbreakdown.
Hia
hundreds of friends along movie run join
in wishing him an early recovery.
Patrick Pictures Incorporates.
The Patrick Pictures Corporation has
filed articles of incorporation for the
taking of religious and educational films.
Cecil Jordan, C. J. Tuckfield and Homer
Arbuckle
will play prominent roles in
the new company.
Short Notes.
Henry Brennan, manager of the Lyric
Theatre, Casper, Wyo., was a recent
visitor
movie ofrow.the Lux,
EdwardalongC. Denver's
Day, manager
is the proud father of a dandy baby boy.
Young
name ofMister
William.Day will answer to the
A feature film belonging to the Vitagraph
company,
through
the Denver
office, and
was distributed
destroyed when
the
moving
picture
theatre
at
Fort
Sumner,
New Mexico, was wiped out by fire.
Minneapolis News Letter
Blanchard Now a Publicity Manager.
CLIFF
formerly employed
in theBLANCHARD,
editorial departments
of the
Minneapolis Daily News and the St.
Paul News has been appointed publicity
manager atchange.the
Universalcharge
exHe willMinneapolis
have complete
of the versalpublicity
department
at
the
Unioffice and new
will Universal
handle theserials.
exploitation of several
Bryson Goes on Trip.
James V. Bryson, Exchange,
manager ofhas thegoneMin-to
New YorkneapolisandUniversalAtlantic
City on a two
weeks'
trip,office
duringofficials.
which Inhe hiswillabsence,
confer
with home
Newton versal
Davis
exchange.is in charge of the UniNews Brevities.
Mark Ross has joined the sales force
of the Minneapolis
First National
exchange, leaving
on a thirty
day for
trip.northern
Mr. RossMinnesota
became
known in the Northwest in the work of;
exploiting
tractions. "The Spoilers" and other atA. J. Cooper, owner of the Liberty,
Lyric
and purchased
C-It theatres Strand,
at Ashtabula,
Ohio,
has
and Dome
theatres at Lathe Crosse.
HeCasino
will
commence
the
operation
of
his
new
theatres immediately.
Henryatre, at Blooming
Nelson, manager
the Rex ThePrairie, ofMinnesota,
was
a recent visitor in Minneapolis.
Henry
Fisher,
Minneapolis
manager
the American Film Corporation, is forat
present on a business tour of North
Dakota.
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Producers

I3Z

Steiner
Offers
"Sky
a Big Aviation
Picture
hold That
the is,
interest
FROM
the offices
ofproducer
William
Steiner,Eye,"
in- the
of theordinary
serial atthatallwill
times.
each
dependent
of
motion
pictures, comes the announcement and every episode is expected to be more
startling than the other, the final episode
throughtive, of the
D. J.completion
Mountan, special
representaof the seven-part winding up in a grand climax.
feature,
"Sky Eye,"
upon actively
which the
SteinergagedCompany
has
been
en- Grace Davison Finishes
for the past four months.
Mr. Steiner'sof two
latestsubjects
feature which
carriesstand
the
"Atonement" for Pioneer
embodiment
prominent
in Texas
the eyesoil offields
the world;
nameFILMING ofduction tothe
first GracebyDavison
probe exploited
the Pioneer
ly,jecttheofvast
and
the
subCorporation is now complete.
daring aviation. The authors of The Film
new
feature
is
in
five
reels,
and
will
"Sky Eye" terwoven
are fromsaidthese
to have
two skillfully
subjects in-a was
be known
asby "Atonement."
The Hall,
scenario
written
Charles
Edwards
and
"thrilling romantic drama of the oil fields the production directed by William Humand offering.
the air," as the producer has styled
his
Tearle appears with Miss
Davison phrey.
as Conway
co-star.
Undernedy andtheLouis
direction
Aubrey
M. KenThe story is announced as giving great
Lewyn,of Mr.
Steiner
has, scope
to
the
recognized
abilities of the
through-Col.theLawrence
co-operation
sanction of stars, and having an unusual
and comLieut.
W. and
Mcintosh,
plot. It tells of the experiences of a
manding officer of Ellington
Field, combeen youngplexofficial
who, to help a friend, used
permitted
a
wide
scope
in
taking
of
startfunds
belonging
to
his
bank.
In
ling aeroplanestunts.
thrills and hitherto un- he finds himself beyond the paledoing
theso
photographed
law, and, deserting his wife and ofchild,
"Skytion Eye"
boasts
of
being
the
first
mopicture feature to record a wedding drops from sight, and circumstance points
in the
is alsoto another
a daringin transfer fromair.one There
aeroplane
flight
and a leap from aeroplane to speeding
train,
as
well
as
innumerable
tail
spins,
liose dives and other feats of air daring.
Big Exploitation Plans
for New Supreme Serial
SIDNEY REYNOLDS,
president that
of Su-J.
preme Pictures, announces
Robert Pauline, the hypnotist and
vaudevillemenced headliner,
who forhashis just
comwork in a serial
company,
will be given a great publicity campaign.
For cities of 25,000 or over a big billposting will
campaign
in which
twenty-four
sheets
be utilized
is being
worked
out. In addition, a special series of featurejectsarticles
on
hynotism
and
kindred
subin magazinesOneandofSunday
newspaperfor usesupplements.
these
series hasdicatealready
beena accepted
by a syn-of
representing
large number
newspapers,
the
article
going
to
only one
newspaper in each city.
Mr. Reynolds
Robert
Pauline isfurther
now atannounced
work on a that
seriesJ.
of new hypnotic feats and experiments
which tional
he thanplans
even morestunts.
sensaany toof make
his previous

Bathing Girls in Fashion Display.
As an added attraction at all Sunday
performances
the appearing
Mack Sennett
bathingat
beauties who are
in person
the Broadwayrangement wTheatre
through
special
arith Mr. H. C. McCourt are displaying a series of fall gowns entitled
"The
Hour." as being put on
ThisDress
show ofis the
announced
to prove to the public that the Mack Sennett girlsvertisare
as
beautiful
as they are aded to be.
Kremer Makes Record Sale
to M. & R. Film Company
WHATdealsis ever
probably
one ofon thethelargest
recorded
independent market
was recently
sum ated by Victor
Kremer,
when he consold
to the M. & R. Film Company, of San
Francisco, the rights for several states to
seven five-reelers that have not been
previously released, ten reissued fivereelers and thirty one-reel Essanay • reissues.
The subjects included in this sale embrace "The
"Denny from
Ireland,"Ranger"
"The Pen
Vulture,"
Snail,"
and
"When Arizona
Won," "The
featuring Shorty
Hamilton; "Strife," featuring George Le
Guere, turing
and Crane"Stripped
feaWilbur. forThea Million,"
reissued features
produced
by B.Essanay
are "Men
"Littleof
Shoes,"
with
Henry
Walthall;
the Desert," with Jack Gardner; "The Man
Trail," with Richard Travers; "The Alster
Case," with Bryant Washburn; "The
Range Boss," with Jack Gardner; "The
Little Shepard of Bargain Row," with
Richard
"Efficiency
Courtship,"Travers;
with Taylor
Holmes;Edgar's
"The
Land ner;of "TheLong
Shadows,"
with
Jack Henry
GardMisleading Lady," with
B.Gardner.
Walthall, and "Open Places," with Jack
The one-reel Essanay reissues consist of
ten of George Ade's Fables in Slang, ten
Snakeville
Westerns. comedies and ten Broncho Billy

Bolshevism and Americanism
in "Everybody's Business"
BOLSHEVISM
is"Everybody's
one of the outstanding
features
the six-reelof photoplay
to beBusiness,"
released
in the tions
nearCompany.
futureHowever,
by the one
W. H.of the
Producdominating
elements
of
the
picture
is prethe
Grace
Davison
spirit
of
Americanism,
which
is
said
Helen Holmes to Perform
been developed to such an extent thatto
Who will co-star with Conway Tearle in have
the patriotism of audiences will be aroused
"Atonement," a Pioneer production.
a Daring Aviation Stunt
a greatfrom
degree.
[T is announced that Helen Holmes is to his being a suicide. His wife remarries, to Aside
the subjects of Bolshevism
years
of happiness
follow,
whileoutthea and Americanism,
to perform a feat which is to be shown and
it is claimed that this
first
husband,
still
alive,
drags
photoplay
is
an
unusual
in
one
of
the
later
episodes
of
"The
wretched
existence
in
the
shadows
of
the
with
an
abundance
of action,entertainment,
suspense and
?atal
Fortune,"
produced
by
S.
S.
KrellBut
at lastis hailed
he is betrayed,
:>erg, which is claimed to have never be- underworld.
dramatic interest.
arrested
and
his
wife
to
court
fore been attempted
any establish
moving picMany readyagencies
for
co-operation
have al;ure actress,
and whichby will
her as a bigamist.
been linked up in the exploitation
the husband wakes up, for it has of this feature,
such as civic societies,
isArrangements
an "ace" amongare serial
being stars.
made to have allThen
been a dream showing what could have schools,
women's clubs
and other
<Iiss Holmes loop the loop in an aeroplane happened had he used the bank's funds.
ent organizations
in towns
as wellprominas in
ver Forty-second
streetfeatandsheBroadway,
Accepting
the into
dreamtheasproposed
a warningplan,he and
re- cities,
and it has a special appeal to our
Jew
York, in which
will be all
f
u
s
e
s
t
o
enter
soldiers.
ends happily.
ssisted
by
a
famous
"ace"
who
has
just
It is also announced that special areturned from the European front.
The cast
includes
rangements have been made so that newsIt is the intention of Mr. Krellberg to Gordon,
Anthony
MerloSallie'
and Crute,
several Huntley
others.
papersbody's
will utilize
the
corporate in the various episodes of "The The Pioneer
will
shortly
offer
"AtoneBusiness"
in apublicity
differentof "Everymanner
from
heretofore.
m
e
n
t
"
o
n
the
state
rights
market.
atal Fortune" something entirely out of
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conceived the idea of giving the public a
chance to see the bathing beauties in perKremer KREMER
Will Reissue that
Essanay's
"Skinner"
son.tures,Thea short
bookletstorycontains
VICTOR
purchase because
of the successSeries
of "The
of ads.
Mackthirty-four
Sennett picand
within a short time announces
he will reissue Silent
Mystery,"
and
of
the
presence
in
the
hisThisstudio
and
several
cast
of
both
Francis
Ford
and
Rosemary
"Skinner's
Dress
Suit,"
originally
is said to be the first time a book
produced by Essanay, to be followed by Theby, who headed the former company, of this kind
has been gotten out by a state
on the report of his Western repre- rights distributor,
the other
two ofandthe"Skinner's
Skinner series,
"Skin- based
andthatit itis will
claimed
that
sentative.
Bubble"
Baby."pictures
itseller
is of forsuchanya nature
bea aMack
big
The ner'sdecision
to reissue these
The
"Mystery
of
'13'
"
is
described
as
exhibitor
showing
a
Western
mystery
serial,
and
takes
its
at thesult ofpresent
time
is
said
to
be
the
reSennett comedy.
a
large
number
of
inquiries
from
title
from
the
activities
of
a
band
of
conexhibitors
who desire
them again
spirators whose inner ring is known as
on the market.
Bryantto see
Washburn
and
"13,"byandFrancis
whose Ford,
evil machinations
are
Hazel Daly have the most prominent roles the
foiled
his Raver Sells "Liberator"
popular
character
of Phil who
Kelley,playsof the
inSuit,"
all ofwritten
the stories,
and
"Skinner's
Dress
for Three More States
by
Henry
Irving
Dodge,
Secret
Service.
The
"Mystery
of
'13'
"
and dealing with a clerk who, after being in fifteen episodes, and will be shown inis RIGHTS for the distribution of Harry
a drudge for years, became a partner in the New
York within the next week or ten
Raver's twelve-episode serial, "The
firm, attracted
all becausewidespread
he invested
in a when
dress days.
suit,
attention
^ Liberator,"
starring
D'Annunzio's
famous
been closed
itmagazine.
appeared originally in a well known Another Sale Made
for
the "Maciste,"
states of have
Texas,justOklahoma
and
Arkansas,
the
Producers'
and
Exhibitors'
New prints are being made and a full
Pictures
Company
acquiring
ownership.
on
Jester
Comedies
complement
of advertising
paperto distribute
prepared.
Missouri and Kansas have also been disMr.
also planning
posed of toMo. the Central Film Service of
has beencomedies
made onby the
the St. Louis,
otherKremer
Essanayis features
beginning
early in ANOTHER
new seriessaleof Jester
the
fall.
The
first
offering
will
be
a
block
Territorial
Sales
Corporation.
The
Negotiations
are now pending for the
of ten to be released one each week New England rights have been received by sale of the entire
West Coast territory
through state rights exchanges.
the
Eastern
Feature
Film
Company,
of
through
Frank
Samuels,
a inpersonal
repreThis list will include "The Misleading Boston. Herman Rifkin, of the New Engs
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
o
f
Harry
Raver
Los Angeles.
Lady" and "Little Shoes," with Henry B.
land organization, attended a showing of
In spite ofsales
the ofhot territory
weather, have
Mr. Raver
announces
been
Walthall;
"Efficiency
Edgar's
Courtship,"
four
of
the
two-reelers
and
was
immensely
with Taylor Holmes; "The Alster Case," pleased with the possibilities offered by closed in record breaking time, notwithwith
Bryant
Washburn;
"The
Man
Trail"
them.
s
t
a
n
d
i
n
g
t
h
e
fact
that
he
has
been
deand
Little C.Shepard
Bargain
With the disposal of the New England
voting
hisAugustus
energies Thomas
largely plays
to thein prowith "The
Richard
Travers,of and
four Row,"
Jack franchise,
the
Territorial
Sales
Corporad
u
c
t
i
o
n
o
f
pictures for Hodkinson distribution.
virtually completed its work
Gardner
pictures,
"Open Places,"
"Men "The
of theRange
Desert"Boss,"
and with tionthehas now
Jester comedies. There is still
"The Land of Long Shadows."
some territory unsold, but negotiations are
now
pendingThese
for the
disposal ofstarring
these Pioneer Sales Force
sections.
two-reelers
Twede
are said
to bemarket
amongstand theto
Many Sales Already Made
Reports Big Business
best funDanmakers
on the
Film salesmen
Corporationwhoreports
have proved
valuableover.assets to organiza- THE thatPioneer
it
have
tions
taking
them
on
"Mystery
of
13"
Serial
been oncorps
the ofroad
for some time,
ALTHOUGH prints of the new Francis
reaching
most
of
the
important
exchange
Ford not
serial,
centres in the country, have met with
have
yet "The
been Mystery
received ofin '13',"
New
great success in disposing of rights to
York, Western critics and state rights Lesser Prepares a Booklet
the Pioneer productions, and will soon
representatives
had
an
opportunity
of
judging
this atlatest
production
of Burston
"Bathing Girl" Pictures returning a second
to Newswing
York across
preparatory
to makthe country.
Films, Inc.,
the studio
projection
room AN ofphotos
account
of
the
big
demand
for
of
the
Mack
Sennett
bathing
in Hollywood recently. The consensus of
Jerry
Abrams,
who
has
been
the
beauties, as well as the comedians
West, is negotiating the sale inof the
opinion
said exceed
to have the
beensuccess
that theof new
thriller iswould
the appearing in "Yankee Doodle in Berlin," Middle
entire Pioneer list, and an announcement
Sol
Lesser,
in
conjunction
with
E.
M.
be made
first Burston production, "The Silent Asher, personal representative of Mr. Sen- ofin the
the purchasers
near future.willM. probably
H. Hoffman,
the
Mystery,"
on the strength
of this sold.
verhave decided
to photographs.
publish a booklet general manager of the company, is still
dict the firstandBurston
distributing
President
affirmsrights
that were
no matter withThisanett,complete
set
of
on
the
road,
and
has
already
announced
booklet
has
been
designed
by
H.
C.
what territory a buyer selects he is sure McCourt. The cover bears the photo of important sales, including that of rights
for three states
to Messrs. Elliott and
to get onewasof made
the lucky "thirteen."
The Mack Sennett and two of his original Brockwell,
of Chicago.
first
of 110saleWest
Fortiethto Jacobo
street, Glucksman,
New York, girls, with the captions, "Queens of the
S.
Aronowitz,
of
Quality Films, of Des
who bought all the foreign rights. An Sea," "Mack Sennett, King of Comedy," Moines, has been meeting
with excellent
interesting
feature ofhasthenottransaction
Beauties,"
and giving
is in colors.
results
with
"Virtuous
Sinners"and andis negoother
that
Mr. Glucksman
yet seen theis "Bathing
There
is
a
foreword
a
brief
hisPioneer
films
he
is
handling,
tory of Mr. Sennett and of Mr. Lesser, who
serial, but is said to have negotiated the
tiating for additional releases.

Holmes
Jack Levering
a Strenuous
Time Mobilizing
Molding
"Moneyandtalks,"
but it oftenHavespeaks
the language
of the .45, asandat the
right. Their
ScenesRiches
from thein "The
S-L-K. Fatal
serial. Fortune.
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More Snles on "Brown of Harvard."
The following sales are reported by Pioneer Closes Deal With Elliott and Brockwell
Film Specials. Inc.. on the Selig reissue. AN important deal consummated dur- Jersey,
gone field.
extensively
the
widehas rights
Besides into
the Ham
ingwas
the pastthe week
independentby world
"BrownCompany,
of Harvard":
signingin the
of contracts
and Bud comedies purchase, the Tom Mix
Film
of Kansas ToCity,thefor Crescent
Kansas which field
Clyde
Elliott
and
Floyd
Brockwell,
and western Missouri: to Craft Film Ser- of the Greater Stars Productions, Chicago, single-reel Westerns were bought from
Selig. wasThealsofamous
vice,
western
Pennsylvania, Pittsburgh,
West Virginiafor and
northern
Ohio, secure the Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin William
serial negative
securedStingaree
for the
and to the I* A. Sheridan Film Exchange, rights to all current and forthcoming pro- entire world, and is now being sold to the
of Des Moines, for Iowa and Nebraska.
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
s
o
f
the
Pioneer
Film
Corporation.
territorial
buyers.
This arrangement was engineered by M.
General Sales Manager Backer says an
H. Hoffman, general manager of Pioneer,
will be forthMajority of Rights Sold
who is now in Chicago. Messrs. Brockwell importantcoming soon,announcement
intimates
that Jans
Elliott are well known exchange men,
ductions, Iand
nc.,fair
have
practically
closedPro-a
on Helen Holmes Serial and
conducting one of the most enterprising deal that bids
to
place
that company
exchanges
in
the
Middle
West.
They
will
ALTHOUGH
only four episodes of "The immediately start an intensive campaign among the foremost in the world's market
Fatal
for big film features.
Holmes Fortune,"
serial beingthemadenewby Helen
the S. among exhibitors in their territory.
L. K. Serial Corporation, have been comSpecial salesmen will be sent out with
pleted,
announcement
is
made
that
practhe
Pioneer
attractions,
which
include
thave
ical y al of been
the American
and European "The Boomerang," "The Long Arm of "Love Wins" Is Announced
rights
"Confession," with Henry B.
In addition
to thesold.list of domestic sales Mannister,"
as New Type of Picture
Walthall; also "The Girl from Nowhere,"
chronicled in our last issue the following with
Cleo
Madison;
"Sins oftogether
the Children"
territory outside of this country has been and
& H.
by H. Wins,"
filmed, "Love
is being
which
"Virtuous
Sinners,"
with
feature
THE
disposed
of: GreatSouth
Britain,
s,production
Merwith Violet
Inc.,
Grace Davison in "Suspicion" and her sereauProduction
France, Germany,
Africa,Australia,
Russia, latest
new
a
as
announced
is
star,
the
as
production, "Atonement."
Belgium, the Balkans, Norway, Sweden,
condiwith
dealing
production
type tiofons in this
Denmark,
Greece,
Holland
and
Italy
to
the
as
about
brought
country
Jacobo Glucksman; the Far East to J.
result of the war, but it is not a war picPearson, and Mexico, Spain and Portugal Many Week-Runs Repeated
ture.
to Joseph Lamy.
Unusuallystructed amassive
sets have
been cont the studio,
indicating
the
on Ham and Bud Reissues
S. L Krellberg, president of the comscope
of the
production.
ThereThewillactual
also
states: "The
demandmyforfondest
the Helen
be
many
beautiful
exteriors.
FULL
week
runs
in
many
first-class
Holmespany,serial
is
beyond
extheatres in the principal cities are production work is forging ahead rapidly
p
e
c
t
a
t
i
o
n
.
A
l
who
witnessed
the
first
claimed
Bud singlefour
are very
the photographic
comedies.for F.theE. Ham
Backer,and general
sales and
believeepisodes
the public
will enthusiastic,
pronounce itandtheI reel
completed.
The story work
is saidwillto soon
be fullbe
manager
of
Jans
Productions,
Inc.,
owners of
surprises,
with food
an for
unusual
climax
greatest serial story ever produced."
of
the
world's
rights,
declares
that
this
which
will
furnish
thought
is a criteriondorsement of their
accepted
as thein highest
en- many days after the picture is seen. for
Latest Abramson Picture
acumen
buying the
ninety-two negatives of these comedies
Will Be Shown August 16 which were popular five years ago.
Detroitrunsis Burrud Making Travelogues
THE latest Ivan Abramson production, theJohn
latestH. toKunsky's
contract circuit
for fullin week
"Someone
Must forPay,"the will
shownon in downtown
Bulls nounces
Eyethat Film
anL J. Corporation
(Dick) Burrud,
Detroit. The booking was THEproducer
on
the screen
firstbetime
of American and foreign
Features Exchange.
August 16, when it will be viewed by placed by Strand
travelogues, recently left Los Angeles for
ninety-two
of
these
Ham
and
twelve prominent exchangemen who are BudAlthough
comedies were purchased originally a fifty-two weeks' automobile tour durrepresentof nearly
eightyStates.
per cent,
ing ican
whichandheCanadian
will make Rocky
films of Mountains.
the Amerfifty-two
ofsaidthetoterritory
the United
One from
of the thebestKalem
were Company,
chosen to only
be distributed
of the parties who will attend this show- one
every week through the various state After completing this tour he will go to
ing—Charles
Rosenthal,
Jr.,
of
the
M.
&
rights buyers. All new paper has been the Orient to make pictures of the ShanR. Feature
tung peninsula
other inpoints
which eye.at
especially
designed
printed andwork.great this time
reached
New Film
York. Company — has already care
are veryand much
the public
exercised
in theandlaboratory
It
is
further
announced
that
a
plan
is
The Jans Company, owners of the Metro, These productions will all be released
now under consideration to have Director Nazimova
and B. A. Rolfe rights for New through the Bulls Eye organization.
Abramson make a series of pictures for
the independent
market that
for abi-monthly
release,
and
it
is
probable
combination of interests will result in which the
Graphic Film
portant part. Corporation will play an imHite Forms New Company
ANNOUNCEMENT
has Attractions,
just been made
that the C. C. Hite
532
"Walnut
street,
Cincinnati,
has Combeen
bought panbyy, a $200,000
the C. C.corporation
Hite Attractions
formed by
Mr. Hite hibiand
a number forof the
prominent
tors of Cincinnati
purpose ex-of
buying and distributing the better state
rights
productionsof the
for organization
the central states.
The president
is Mr.
Hite, wellbeenknown
in filmwithcircles,
having
formerly
connected
the Mutual,
Triangle and Goldwyn Film Corporation.
L. B. Liebtag
secretary,
and was
merly of the isFederal
Reserve
Bank for-of
Cincinnati,
while
George
Vivian
Smith,
treasurer,
was connected
with the United
Picture Theatres
of America.
Mr. Hiteseveral
stateslarge
the productions,
company is negotiatand will
opening foroffices
in Cleveland.
Louisville
and
Indianapolis.
Many Xew Faces at Bulls Eye.
Bulls Eye Film Corporation has recently
enlarging
personnel
Hollywood
studios, andthe there
are atnowits many
new
faces among the casts of the different
companies. Among the newcomers are
Harry Mann and Matis Connolly, who appeared with Nazimova in the "Red
Lantern";
May Foster, a character woman,
A Downright
— Is cast
the Border
AroundFordThisin Picture
Grace Darmond.
and
Beatrice
Grace is in Frame!
the all-star
with Francis
the Lewisof Burston
serial,
Griffith forces. Lovejoy, formerly of the
"The Mystery of '13'." She chases the hoodoo.
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Blanche Sweet Escapes in
Balloon from Zulu Village
UP famed
in theSouthern
TejungaCalifornia
Pass inmountains
the far
there is a Zulu village situated upon
the spot where not so very many years
ago
theThetepee
the American
Indian
stood.
Africanof detail
was D.constructed
under the
direction
of Jesse
Hampton
for the use of Blanche Sweet, who is starring under his The
management
inpicturized
"A Womanby
ofGeorge
Pleasure."
storyin asseven
Elwood Janks
reels has
been enlarged upon to a considerable extent,laceand Worsley
will beisreleased
by Pathe.
Waldirecting
Miss
under the supervision of Mr. Hampton.Sweet
Hundreds of Africans were transported
from Los Angeles to the mountain pass to
play in this picture. Every night they
insisted upon returning to their homes, so
itautomobiles,
required verymeals
heavyandexpense
daily for
the necessary
costumes.
In the
castSpottiswoode
are Wheeler Oakman,Joseph
Wilfred Lucas,
Swickard,
Frederic StarrAitken,
and Wesley
Barry.SweetIt ismakes
in this
Zulu village
her thrilling
ascentthatin
aMissballoon.

Tsuru Aoki Reappears in
Grayof what
Horizon"
Film
AN "The
indication
the ismotion
picture
producer
of
today
trying
do along artistically creative lines tois
contained in the Robertson-Cole feature,
"The
Horizon," starring Sessue Hayakawa,Gray
itorswhich
Mutual. will be released by ExhibThe story is from the pen of Clifford
Howard, author of a number of motion
picture
plays, and was directed by "William
Worthington.
In the picture there are some exterior
scenes with
the clouds
mountains
in the
ground and the
rolling
downback-on
the peaks. Another realistic effect is obtained in Hayakawa's
when, recede
with
the setting
sun, the rayscabin
gradually
across the floor, leaving the room in twilight. All of the interiors- are rich in
composition.
Tsuru Aoki, Hayakawa's wife, will be
seen again
him infirst"Theappearance
Gray Hori-on
zon." Thiswith
is Aoki's
the
screen
since
"The actress
Courageous
Coward."
The
little
Japanese
has
appeared
with Hayakawa in his biggest successes.
Burmuda Locale Featured
in the
"Theannouncement
Isle of Jewels"
WITHthat
this week
October 5 will be release
date
for the Arthur F. Beck serial, "The
Isle
of
Jewels,"
it
is
evident
that
new time record for serial production musta
be set if the Pathe serial program is to
keep up declares
to its schedule.
director,
his various
work Perry
at locations
the Vekroff,
Crystalis
studios and at the
so systematized that the production will
be ready
for inPathe's
offices
as far
advancethirty-one
of releasebranch
date
as Stuart
any previous
Holmes serial.
and Frances Mann, the
featured players, with their supporting
cast, fredincluding
John Wade,
Webb Dillion,
WilLytell, John
Welch,
Elaine Adams,
Karl P.Dane
and Billy
Sam Kim,
a
noted
Chinese
actor,
began
their
work
under Director Vekroff at the Crystal
Studio in New York City two weeks ago.
For thegagednext
two weeksand they
be enon will
location
and aboutat the
New studio
York for the
scenes laidin
there.tire When
theseleave
are for
completed
the encompany iswill
the Bermudas.
The story
by Charles
Turner
Dazey,
author of tuckthe
stage success,
"In theOld bustle
Keny
.
"
I
t
s
scenes
shift
from
of a huge
wholesale
jewelrysurroundings
house in Newof
York
and the
magnificent
an
Eastern
millionaire's
place,
through
the Arizona
desert,country
the fantastic
streets
and
opium
dens
of
San
Francisco's
Chinatown, the tropical native villages and
jungles
India. of a South Pacific isle and Oriental
Capitol Comedy Vnen Caricature.
Bill" story
Parsonstelling
conceived
a henovel
idea"Smiling
in screen
whichComedy,
incorporated in his latest
Capitol
"They'received Off."
When theExchange,
print was from
reat the Goldwyn
which all the Capitols are distributed, it
was observed
Mr. Parsons
employed a doublethattitling
effect, twohad titles
appearing on the screen at the same time.
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Isador M. Stern
Handling
exploitation
onandLesser's
"Yankee
Doodle
in Berlin"
the Sennett
Bathing
Beauties
Broadway
Theatre.at the
Double Exposure Used for
Roleandintitling
"Lyons
Mail"
THEDual
of Thethe
Lyons
Mail,cutting
which
introduce
dramatic star H. will
B. Irving
to the screen,
is nowture completed
and
the
elaborate
picproduction of this well known play
will
be
presented
in
August,
the
Triangle
Film Corporation announces.
Hundreds of people appear in the big
scenes.
dual role ofbusiness
the master
inal and The
the for
prominent
man crimwhoby
is mistaken
him is made effective
clever camera
work,
the
art
of
double
exposure -enabling H. B. Irving to play
scenes with himself as his double.
In his Broadway appearance, Irving, as
the
forced ofto his
conclude
scenecriminal,
of the was
discovery
guilt theby
shrinking behind a pillar and appearing
again immediately, by means of two trap
doors onerin saved
the from
stage,theas gallows.
the innocent
Thenpris-he
was
forced
to disappear
again
andlifereturn
asthe themob,
criminal
fighting
for
his
after which he had to regainwith
his
breath and composure in a few seconds
beforewhere
appearing
in theherobeautiful
final
scene
the innocent
is acclaimed
by
the people.
The substituting
improvement camera
made
in this
by
work
forclimax
stage
interesting
feature.tricks is said to be an
Ijloyd a Winner In "A Jazzed Honeymoon."
HaroldHoneymoon,"
Lloyd in the aone-reel
comedy.
"A
Jazzed
release
the Pathe
Exchange,
hasrecent
received
favor-by
able
comment
by
all
who
saw
the
picture.
Harrystar.Pollard and Bebe Daniels support
the

Showmen Take Big Interest
in taking
Earle a Williams'
EXHIBITORS
throughout
the"Wolf"
are
lively interest
incountry
Earle
Williams' new feature, "The Wolf,"
Vitagraph's
of the Walter.
drama
of
samescreen
name version
by Eugene
Thethefeature
has
been
completed
and
shown to a chosen few, who enthused
over it.
As Jules Beaubien, the role originated
by Williamduction, MrCourtenay
in theample
stageopporpro. Williams has
tunity
to
display
those
characteristics
which actors
has made
one picture
of theworld.
best
known
in thehim
motion
Not
alone
has
"The
WTolf"
the
advantage
of a capable cast
star inandits strong,
screen version,
noteworthy
thrillinga
story,
but
it
has
the
additional
advantage
of wonderful scenic effects. The locale is
entirely in the mountains ofnatural
the Dominion
scenery
but the actual
ofof Canada,
America cannot be excelled
and perhaps where in the world could a more
for "The
bein found
atmosphere
picturesque
the California
the location
Wolf" than selected
mountains
by James Young, the
director.
In keeping with the general excellence
unex-as
provided isanseen
Vitagraph
play,company.
of the celled
Mr. Williams
Novak plays
Jules Beaubien and Jane
h.
him ass Hilda
oppositecharacter
the hands Theof
are inMacTavis
other
Robert
Nichols, Clark.
George
Shaw,Mason
Brinsley Billy
and Beulah
McKim,
Christie Starts Work on New Specials.
started inproduction
has Special
Christie
E. new
Al his
two reels
upon
and
Burnsis Miss
Neal
Roberts,
EdithChristie
featuring
only
not
Burns
Neal
Barry.
Eddie
Roberts' main support but is author of the
story as well. The picture, which will
be ready for release sometime in September, will be called "He Married His Wife."
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Flora Finch Featured in
"
"The Immovable Guestresubject
shortFamou
the list byof the
OPPING schedu
Plays
led ration for July 27 is
T leases
ers-Lasky Corpo
omery Flags
the Paramount-James MontgGuest
,"of which
able
Immov
"The
y,
comed
Flora
screen
the
to
return
he
marts well
e fans
pictur
n
motio
to
known
Finch!
.
for years as a comedienne
time played opFlora Finch for a long
comhis POP»lar
in nce
positeandJohnherBunny
in the latest
appeara
edies,
by
be relished
l farce will
Flagg satirica
old
of admirers. Asto an"vamp maid
her thousands ion
said
is
she
inold this
thean
lines,other
original The
mostlaugh
dog along
sea product
of by ter
gales played
result being
Joseph .Burke,
roles areand Arthur Housman
leading Whitney
Claire
is the subject
Montoir"
of
Miracle
"The
Travel
on Holmes
of the Paramount-Burtthe
Thisionpic-of
27th.
released
Pictureture also
impress
's
traveler
a
presents
Montoir
little city ofup almost
what he sawtownin intheFrance
This little one may say. grew
old
around the
over night,
not far
on a littleSt.hillNazaire.
windmilthel situated
busy seaportmennearcame
from
from all
To build this city
, Algerians,
over the world. Chinese
repkinds
all
Arabs—
French, English,
andof their
resentatives of Allied NationsGerman
prisof
ng
scatteri
a
coloniesonerswith
guard, to do the digging and
making.
the road under
Views.
Animal Life Shown in Slow tsMotion
Pathe
is the
to naturalis
appeal15, released
big No.
Of
Every
3.
August
Review, of the habits of birds and animals
student
d some new
will find in the scenes presente
of life in the open
and surprising phases Babies,"
of
a series
"Zoo the direction
title under
Under thetaken
of Dr.l
pictures curator at the Bronx Zoologica
Ditmars,
of
portrait
intimate
an
gets
onean emu.
Gardens,
the
Australi
the Teddy bears
also show wolf
The pictures
form
Babies ofe the
at play. instructiv
they frolic
scene, as family
another
nature's
of
one
goldfinch,
The
feed.
and
in thethisPatheis revealed show
sweetestwhichsingers,
goris necessary
color,
in all herto beauty.
geous songstress
"anWatson's "How
h, Charles
The Novagrap
camera, shows
alysis of motion"
Some Animals
Behave."
Exhibitor Acclaims Select Picture.
When Manager Wise of the Alcazar
Theatrestairs andatDown,"
Birmingham,
Ala., first
ran Selz"UpOlive
Thomas'
nick
achieved
such pleasing
resultsPicture,
that hehewired
his indorsement
to
W. R.lect atLiebmann,
SeAtlanta. branch
It seems,manager
however,for that
he was afraid
trust his word
mendation to theto telegraph
system,of socom-he
called Branch Manager Liebmann on the
telephonesurebefore
the wirewould
had learn
arrivedhowto
make
Liebmann
pleased
he
was.
Mr.
Wise's
telegram
read
as follows: "'Upstairs and Down' doing
great business
weather.
Holdingdespite
them theout season's
afternoonshottest
and
nights. We will make her the biggest star
in Birmingham."
Morey Working on "Out of the Dark."
Word has that
reached
Hampshire
HarryVitagraph
T. Moreyfromand New
his
company have finally gotten down to work
onTheMorey's
next
feature,
"Out
of
the
Dark."
rains which started in to prove that
St. Swithin was right played havoc with
the plans of Director Paul Scardon. For
more than ten days the entire company
was kept in a more or less drenched state
into the
sun
comelumber
out. camps
They waiting
were tooforfarthe from
civilization to get perfect shelter, and
didn't give
up because
each day
gave
promise
don will ofmakeclearing
up for up.
lost Now
time. Mr. Scar-
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turn out their stories titleless. Their aim
has been to make the entire action tell the
story without
use of the
wordylot explanation. It has thebecome
of the
Haworthkawa to almost
Companyachieve
featuring
this Sessue
goal. InHayathe
filming of son-Cole
"ThefeatureGraydistributed
Horizon," bya RobertExhibitorsducingMutual,
in rethe usetheyof have
titles succeeded
to a minimum.
Inused"The
Gray Horizon"
only
65 titles
are
all
told.
Generally
a
feature
picture
has 100 or more subtitles.

DefinitelyFourth
Title Select
Lewis* Picture
ture has been
MITCHELL,
LEWIS'definitely
fourth titled;
Select itPic-is
nowof "La
calledRue "Faith
ofStrong
the Strong"
instead
of
the
Heart,"
as
it was known
the process
production.
Selectduring
officials
feel thatof
"Faith of thetitle
Strong"
a much more
characteristic
for thisis story.
At a private showing of the picture
given to Select officials in its projection
room,entire
they production,
were pleasingly
the
and aftergratified
viewingwith;it,
expressed a unanimous conviction that it is
the best
pictureLewis
— without
any toexception
that
Mitchell
has made
date. —It
is a stirring tale of the great Northwest,
full
of incident,
and emotion;
the scenes
are laidadventure
in the frontier
settlements and the picture is punctuated now
and again with shots revealing nature at
her loveliest; the direction by Robert
North Bradbury
reveals
widethe expetypeasofthehis
story;
star
himself riencehaswith this
a role,
fearless
but
golden-hearted
La
Rue,
that
adds
another
wreath to his laurels; and his supporting
cast functions admirably. In fact, Gloria
Payton, Palmer,
who plays
and
Patricia
who opposite
depicts aLewis,
hoydenish
waif of the mining camp, give distinct
promise of formstellar
material,
their upper-to
ances in the future
will ifcome
the artistry they have displayed in "Faith
of the Strong."
"Sporting Chance" Treats of Girl Problem.
The question of whether a girl should
obey every impulse which takes root in
her mind is dealt with in an interesting
Oh Ladies, Lookahere! Quick!
way, tureit starring
is said, in a new Paramount picThelooks
very shown
latest byin Ethel
furs and
cold, inhaughty
Clayton
her
released AugustEthel3. Clayton, which will be
Paramount, "A Sporting Chance."
A delightful story is woven around this
theme. The story is unique and original
and inal
hasstoryanwasunexpected
origFlash of Mob Scene Used
written byfinish.
Roger The
Hartman
to Start Pathe Serial and appeared in a recent issue of the
Snappy Stories Magazine under the title,
THE andforthcoming
serial,
"BoundB. "Impulses."
inPathewhich
George
The picture was directed by George
Seitz, Gagged,"
the producer
and director,
is Malford
co-starring with Margueritte Courtot scenario. and Will M. Ritchey wrote the
starts withheroa isbang
— a street off
battle in
Heading the insupporting
Jack
which
the cast cast
are isHerbert
of one thehundred
orseenmorestanding
armed mena mob
and Holt. Others
Margaret Green and Howard
finally making a spectacular escape. Then Standing,
the story proper opens. The opening scene Davies.
is reallypears later
a flash
an incident
that apFord Educational Shows Fishing.
in theof action
and serves
not
Goldwyn announces the release of a new
only
to
grip
and
hold
interest
from
the
start,
but
to
establish
the
character
of
the
Ford
Educational
was taken
in the Weekly,
Canadian"Caught,"
west. which
hero in his true light.
The picture reveals the source of the
The street battle scenes were made in supply
fish which has reduced the cost
the studio
George B.more
Seitz Produc- of livingof all
alongdaring,
the western
seacoast.
Inc.,ofandthe
required
With remarkable
the cameraman
hundredtions,men
in the
making. than one accompanied
the
intrepid
fishermen
as they
laid
theirwhich
nets later
and photographed
Only 65 Subtitles in Hayakawa Film.
catches,
will be served thein big
the
fresh from
sea.
Since duction
the advent
of the
Manyof offamilies,"
the canneries
which thesupply
producers have
beenfeature
strivingpro-to "best
fish
eastern west.
distributors are located
in theforCanadian
Art Titles for Bulls Eye Comedies.
Announcement is made by Bulls Eye
HWJEDBRQOKE
Film diesCorporation
its two-reel
cometo be released that
beginning
in September
will
have
hand-made
art
titles.
These
1
t —COLORADO •
are to be caricatures illustrating the ac^ArchitecTHEATRES
DISTINCTIVE
tion of the film against an artistic background.
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Sidelights and Reflections
so often
EVERY once
into
breaks conscreensomeone
nected within the
print with the joyful announcement
disapsoon driven
willearth,
drama
that the
of the
the face
pear fromspoken
marveland
young
its
by
oblivion
into
ously vigorous rival, the silent drama.
sheeronly theseverely
prophesybutis itnot reflects
Such esta nonsense,
nce of the person makintellige
uponing the
it. When a man who claims to have
had fifteen years' experient,ce on the
stage makes the statemen "A few
now teI don't
years
New
outsidethere'll
showsbelieve
legitima
be anyfrom
York City, for the simple reason that
they will all have been replaced by pichowncewoefully
discloses
ture houses,"teshe the
of the
intellige
under-ra
he
man and woman.
average
Everyone knows that the remarkable
utility of the screen permits it to send
perfect reproductions of its product into
the remotest hamlets, and its language
can be understood by all. The power
of the screen as a means of entertainment and education is well understood,
and it is growing greater every day. But
it would be nothing less than a terrible
calamity if the spoken stage should
cease to exist. Only the most superficial
mind could contemplate such a lamentable cuttingrefreshment
down of mankind's
stock
of mental
with anything
but feelings of deep regret.
It is such statements as the above that
put a club in the hands of the enemies
of the screen and make its intelligent
friendstain wonder
how muchwithlonger
a cerelement connected
the moving
picture is going to continue to act as
if it agreed with the gentleman who re"This world
inhabited
millions ofmarked,human
beingsis— most
of themby
fools." The old adage that "Variety is
the
life" wasAnd never
more true
than spice
it isoftoday.
the world
has
never had more need of as many different modes of relaxation as possible
than it has tjday, with the terrific strain
that most of us are continually under
taking its toll of nerve and energy. There
always will be audiences all over his
country and throughout the world that
will be eager to attend the comedies,
dramas and musical shows of the spoken
stage, ances
andfor them
there towillattend.
always And
be performfor this
the wellwishers of the screen should be
and are truly thankful. They recognize that not only is there room for
both forms of amusement and education,
but
each
profits byforthe each
friendly
rivalry.
Sincere respect
other
natural y is the attitude of the thinkers
in both pursuits. The screen is the offspring of the stage and the younger art
should glory in the history and achievement of its parent. WEITZEL.
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The
World(Fox).
Aflame (Pathe).
Checkers
The Petal on the Current (Universal)
Nugget
(Paramount).
The LoveNellBurglar
(Paramount).
Bringing
Up
Betty
(World).(Waldorf).
Where
Bonds
Are
Loosed
His
Bridalof the
NightNight
(Select).
Wolves
(Fox).
The Girl Woman (Vitagraph).
Wild
Oats
(Social
Hygiene
Films).
The Way of a Woman (Select).
Rough Riding Romance (Fox).
GRAsMand and
PROPhrase
isingising
AnAdvertAdvert
es reviewed
pictur
gles for the
in this department are based on
the productions as shown on the
ed adscreen vanceandfrom are
books. inThey
pressprepar
the not
uently
t
and erep-in
correc
are conseq
resent each and every pictur
its completed form, just as it will
appear in your theatre.

Frank"The
KeenanWorld
Picture Aflame"
Released by
Pathe Contains Big Theme which
Is Well Handled in the Main.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
IN Pathe,
"The Frank
World Keenan
Aflame,"is pretty
releasednear-by
ly the whole works. He is the
author of the story, part builder of
the scenario
and plays
the leading
character. His story
contains
a big theme
which is well handled in the main. It
is told in six reels. As a consequence,
it moves slower than is necessary, and
the
big dramatic
scenethat
is followed
a series
of incidents
are correctby
as to subject but too long drawn out.
The sooner the picture ends after the
strike is broken, the better. There are
certain dramatic laws which the screen
cannot afford to ignore. Tempo is one
of them. The novelist can overweigh
his story with description and get away
with it. Any form of fiction intended
to be tators
shown
before a body
of speccannot sucessfully
take the
same
liberty. Deft cutting all through "The
World
Aflame"
would
give
it
added
vitality and that sense of drama which
is the soul of the photoplay.
The story evidently was suggested by
the Seattle strike and the methods used
by the mayor to break it. Such a theme
is of course a timely one. Author
Keenan has put his plot together so
that the moral lesson he wants to drive
home fulfils its mission strongly. At
the same time he does not forget that
the first duty of a dramatist, screen or
stage,ing isadmixture
to entertain.
a pleasof thrills,There
laughsis and
food
for
author
Frankthought
Keenanin thehasstory.
made Asan anexcellent
beginning. The physically dramatic

;

scenes are skilfully conceived and will
stir the blood of every spectator. His
solution of the bringing together of
capital and labor is based upon common
sense and will meet with much approval.
As Carson Burr, the man who runs
for mayor that he may help to correct
the bad system under which the city
is governed, Frank Keenan presents a
character with enough mental force to
accomplish the task. A desire always
appear asto a pose
"glasstooofoften
fashion"
ato tendency
and and
too
long
rob his A impersonation
absolute
conviction.
plainer type ofof man,
one
with less regard for the small vanities
of life, would have added materially to
the truth and strength of the story.
The supporting company is competent.
Ernest Aflame"
C. Wardewithhasexcellent
directed under"The
World
ding of its needs,
and the production as a stanwhole
is impressive.
Cast. Frank Keenan
CarsonBurr
Burr
Mrs.
Theodore
Burr Kathleen
Clark Kerrigan
Marshall
"Roxy"
Burr
Janice
Wilson
Nicolai
Poppoff
Bert
Sprotte
Emma
Reich
Claire
DuBrey
Geo. Knox
Jos. McManus
Keenan.
ScenarioStoryby byFrankFrankKeenan
and Jack
Cunning-ham.
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
The Story.
Openingat
the
of Carson family
Burr,
"The
Aflame"byhome
shows
dinnerWorld
is spoiled
a cookhowwhothe reads
a
Bolshevist senger."
paper
Red
MesThe neglects
storycalled
alsohis"The
tells
that
the
Burr
chauffeur
duty,
that
the
waiters in the restaurants are insolent
and that a movement is on foot to start
a general strike in the city, the editor
of the anarchistic sheet being at the
bottom
of it. Burr is hisa wealthy
business
man
in the
world.whoHe hasrunsfought
for mayorownand way
is elected.
He has hardly taken office when the
editor ofcar "The
Messenger"
gets the
street
men Red
to lead
off the proposed
general
strike.
the situation
so vigorously
thatBurrhe handles
soon breaks
the strike.
When an
attempt is made to halt the car that he
isto determined
shall
run,
he
gives
the armed men with him to fireorders
into
the crowdchists haveunless
it fallshisback.
captured
son The
and anarhave
threatened
to
kill
the
young
man
unless
Burr backs down, but he refuses. After
the mayor has restored peace to the city,
hemencallsandtogether
leadingfor business
explainsallhisthe plan
getting
capital and labor together and putting a
stop
to
strikes
in
the
future.
Co-operative
profit-sharing
what Burr
he gets
suggests.
Through
forcepartis
of inwill,
both
sides
to
take
a
joint
meeting,
and
basis.
matters are adjusted on the co-operative
Program
Catchlines:
Frank and
KeenanExploitation
in Well Handled
Story,
with
Big
Theme,
in
Which
Author
and Star, and AssistedHewithIs
the Scenario.
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Timely Story of a Big Strike and How
a Heroic
SucceededPicture
in Breaking It, ToldMayor
in Dramatic
with
a Strong Moral Lesson.
Highly
Dramatic
Story,
Which
Not
Only
Has Much Food for Thought But an
Abundance of Laughter and Thrills.
Thrilling Photodrama Based on the
Struggle
Between Capital and Labor,
with
Role. Frank Keenan in the Leading
Advertising Angles: To get the full
value of this story it would be advisable
to do extra advertising, not because the
story
really will
needsnotit,alone
but because
the
extra effort
bring extra
return but will impress your regulars who
unconsciously
respond to the
of increased advertising.
The suggestions
story deals
with the most vital problem of the day.
Keep
your
advertising
upon
that
factor
and announce that the eventual solution
is offered in this story. For a lesser
appeal,
is the iswork
of the tell
star,that
but the
the story
big angle
the
timely interest. Sell that.
"Checkers"
Fox Screen Production of Henry M.
Blossom's
Famous
Should
Prove a Great Melodrama
Drawing Card.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
's story,a
WHEN"CheckHenry
ers," M. Blossom
stage play it was
becamemadeone into
of the
es inversion
biggest success
the field
of melod by
drama. The screen
produce
William Fox will assuredly duplicate
the hit of the spoken play. The story
of
"Checktoers"
is one
appeal
lovers
of that
racing,willandalways
the
makers of the picture have seen to it
that there dramatic
is nosituations
running
short
of
meloto keep the interest
at the ent
right tension. There is enough
excitem in its seven reels to supply
dozen of the ordinary
actionofforscreen
half-a-stories,
kind
and the extent
nce
and general
excelle
production are other features ofthatthewill
help
it to register a knockout.
The cast is a long one, and Thomas
J. Carrigan and Jean Acker, who play
the leading characters, give the hero
and- the heroine just the right sort of
personalities. Richard Stanton has directed the picture with a keen eye to
the melodramatic nature of the plot,
the race track scenes being the real
thing. There is also a railroad wreck
in which a blazing freight car goes
through an open draw, which will furnish a large stock of thrills. Scenes in
Chinatown, others around a training
track and the biggest scene of all when
the heroine of the story gets inside of
aunder
jockey's
and rides
the wiresuita winner,
supply"Remorse"
a series
of
punches
that
will
put
"Checkers" in
the record-breaking
class.
Cast.
Checkers
Thomas jean
J. Carrigan
Pert
Barlow
Acker
Alva
Romaine
Ellen
Arthur Kendall Robert Cassity
Elliott
Push Miller Tammany Young
Judge Barlow Bertram Marburgh
Pete
Ed Sedgwick
Sadie
Martin Frank
PeggyBeamish
Worth
Col. Warren
Sam Wah
Freeman Barnes
Chinese
Gene Bucus
A Girl of Girl
the Slums Juliet
Crane
and thirty otner prominent characters,
including
"Old
Rosebud"
as
the
Storyraceby horse
Henry"Remorse."
M. Blossom.
Directed by Richard Stanton.
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The Sturj.
"Checkers,"
hero ofisthea screen
drama of thatthe name,
young melochap
who helps Pert Barlow save her father
from financial ruin by getting her to
enter
her horse,
famous
race after
the elder"Remorse,"
Barlow hasin aquarreled
with
his
daughter
over
"Checkers"
and
forbidden her ever to see the young fellow
again.and Having
Pert
Arthur made
Kendall,a match
the sonbetween
of his
oldest friend, when his daughter was in
her cradle. Judge Barlow is determined
the wedding shall take place. Pert does
not lovemined sheKendall,
as deterwill not and
becomeis just
his wife
after
meeting
Kendall"Checkers."
has prevailed upon his prospective father-in-law to indorse his note
for twenty
thousanda horse
dollars.of The
spend-in
thrift has entered
his own
the race, suspected
and speedwhen
he
learns
of
the
unof Remorse,
he does
everything
in
his
power
to
keep
the
horse
away from the track. Alva Romaine,
a girl he cast off in order to announce
his engagement to Pert, is persuaded to
help him get hold of the Barlow horse
and to make the heroine a prisoner.
Pert and "Checkers"
withBarlow
Rehome ofescape
Judgelocked
after themorse from
oldtheSoutherner
has
his
daughter
in
her
room.
Kendall
plots
have the freight car in which the horseto
is traveling uncoupled from the train and

Jean Acker
Dreaming of the day of the coming
big race in "Checkers."
run off an open drawbridge. In the
struggle to do this, the car is set on
fire,
with "Checkers"
Pert place
in withas
the horse.
The outrageand takes
planned,
but
"Checkers"
manages
save
Remorse and Pert takes care of toherself.
In leading the horse to a hiding place
until
the
of the race, "Checkers"
and
Pert
passday
trick
separates
thethrough
lovers, Chinatown.
and the girl Ais made
aChinaman.
prisoner The
in the
house
of
a
wealthy
manner of her rescue and
the wayat she
appear
the
track
the and
rightRemorse
time and
Pertonrides
her horse to victory are handled In such
anever
spirited
fashion
that the
ceases
to grip
the excitement
spectator.
Through
it
all,
"Checkers"
does
more isthan
his share of the good work and
rewarded by winning
to his marriage
with thePert.Judge's consent
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Program and Exploitation tatchlinea:
One
of the Stage's
Successes
Transformed
Into anBiggest
Equally
Great
Motion Picture.
Thrilling Romance of the Paddock, the
Turf and the Track Made Into Wonderful Photoplay Abounding in AcPunch Is andOverflowing
Heart Interest.
A Picturetion, Pep,That
with
Thrills,fully and
Which of Tells
a WonderClever
Story
the
Race
Track.
A Sensational Melodrama Presented
with
anPunch,Astounding
Array
of Thrills,
Action
and
Romance.
Advertising Annies: Circus this play.
Do not merely advertise it. Get all the
paper
you bill
can afford,
and small
sizes and
the townbothlikelargea three
ring
show, and book it for at least two days
in the smaller places. The longer the
run
the more
more theyouadvertising
can afford is tolikely
spend,to
and the
bring in. Work every possible angle from
persuading
thewithstores
to give
you
a window display
a special
of checker
boards
to street
stuff.
A sale
blanketed
race
horse with
a lettered
blanket
will make
astage
good success
street appeal.
Hook
up
with
the
of the play and advertise
"even bigger and more sensational than
the play."
Use this line everywhere.
Make
all
The more
noise take.
you themakenoisetheyoumorecan. money
you
will
"The Petal of the Current"
Mary MacLaren Gives Effective Portrayal of Girl in Night Court in Film
Adaptation of Fannie Hurst Story.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
the opening
Current,"
Universal
THE Special
reelsa six-part
ofAlary
"TheMacLaren,
Petal on
featuring
are slow in getting into the plot of
the story, and the second reel has an
over abundance of rough-house stuff,
a part inated
of withwhich
might tohave
been elimadvantage
the production.
But in spite of its faults, the picture
is one which will be liked by the average
spectator, because it contains a wealth
of human interest, and because it treats
of
a subject ofof the
vitalgirlimportance
the
predicament
in the —night
court, sentenced by the testimony of
the police or secret service men.
The production, based on Fannie
Hurst's celebrated story, is not highly
dramatic in construction; but the effective work of some of its players add
a convincing tone to the narrative.
Mary MacLaren puts over in good style
a number of emotional scenes, portraying splendidlysophisthe
the unticated girl tocharacter
whom theof drinking
of a couple glasses of beer proves fatal.
The director has taken undue advantage
of the use of the closeup, which makes
rather too obvious the effort of putting
the idea of the story across.
Fritzi Ridgway as Cora Kinealy, the
"beer
supper"
girl ofof the
gives
a finished
definition
the story,
character.
Cast.
Stella
Mary
MacLaren
Her
Mother Fritzie
Gertrude
Claire
Cora
Ridgway
The Man
Robert Anderson
Gertie Cobb
Beatrice Burnham
Skinny
Flint
Victor Butler
Potel
Ed Kinealy
David
Story
by
Fannie
Hurst.
Directed by Tod Browning.
Scenario by Walden Young.
The Story.
The problem of the women's night court
ison dealt
with in theThestory
Petal
the Current."
girl ofused"Theto illus-
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trate the application of its disgraceful
methods ticateisd girl reared
Stella Schump,
unsophis-of
under theanguidance
a simple-minded mother.
Stella, employed
inshoe
the store,
childen's
dent of a large
asbuta unmoral
friend partmeCora
Kinealy,
a girl moved
of chooses
strong,by
character.
Cora,
Stella's
desire
to marry,
her
through
the wrong
andguides
becomes
the
unintentional
causedoorof her
downfall.
The desire to do as others do leads
Stellaother
to yield
to the ofpersuasions
of Corato
and
members
a beer party
drink with them. Under the influence of
the
liquor
she
wanders
into
the
and is taken by a detective to the street
night
court, where she is sentenced to ten
days in jail.
On her release, she finds that her mother
has died through grief after reading the
letter
telling
of herthat daughter's
She eralso
discovers
the world disgrace.
is quickto adopt
to the
truth.scandal
Relievedthanof ither isjobto inlisten
the
shoe store, she goes into the street, and
isof man
finallyandpicked
up
by
the
right
sort
barracks. taken to the Salvation Army
John Gilly, the man, realizing that,
contrary to the precepts of his educa"they" areof appearances,
not "all alike,"
that intion,spite
Stelladecides
is a
girl worth making a home for.
Program
and
Exploitation
Phrases:
Mary MacLaren Star of Attractive
Photoplay
Abounding in Human Interest.
Clever Screen Adaptation of Fannie
Hurst's
Widely
Read Story
of aNight
Girl
and Her Experiences
in the
Court.
Highly Dramatic Story Dealing with
the Problem
the Women's Night
Court
and ItsofEffect
of an Innocent
Girl. Upon the Life
The Storyvicted on Circumstantial
of a Girl whoEvidence
Was Conand
Disgraced,
and
the
Bitter
Lesson
She
Learned.
Advertising Angles: Play up the star,
but
make
almost
equal
capital
of
the
fact
that this is the first Fannie Hurst story
to be done on the screen. It appeared
in a recent Cosmopolitan. You might be
able to get a back number and use this
in yourtainly advertising
can get a hookdisplay.
up with Youthe cerone
who Hurst
handlesexclusively
that magazine
Miss
writes.• for
Withwhich
two
big talking
you canup, sell
tage. Play points
themto get
both
usingtooveradvanplenty
of lithographs
the star
and
taking
the
newspaper
space
for
the
author and star.
"Nugget
Nell"
A Paramount
Picture, Presenting
Lively
Dorothy
Gish
in
a Burlesque
of Western Melodrama.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
winlargely
DEPENDEN
y of upon
Dorothythe Gish,
ningTpersonalit
bright
several
has
Nell"
"Nugget
spots, but the lively action is heavily
to behalfface-of
attempt
encumbetiousred
es. sWith
in thewith
subtitl
the subtitles out, particularly those explaining the obvious action, d."Nugget
Dorimproveof enterbe vastly
Nell" othywould
carries
burden
herself,whole
roles being
the other
tainmentthe
l
real
without
inconsequentia
er to be and
interest.
humanenough
of live
charact
She impersonates an amusing type of
Western
to riding
men's
clothes andgirl-boy,
cowboy addicted
style of life,
well and shooting fast. She is charming in her
to woman's
convential
garbconversion
and her method
of obtain-
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comes
to
rescue and lassoes them
ing it, by holding up those who have it, one by one. herThoroughly
disillusioned,
she
is decidedly
unique, theThebrightest
her boyish character
and takes
cident of the burlesque.
productionin- onresumes
Jim
for
a
life
partner.
has many of the elements of a sparkling Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
satire — in skilled hands its material
See Dainty Dorothy Gish in Amusing
would suffice, and it gets over in places
Role ofAmusing
a Wild Western
as it is, but the entertainment as a
Highly
Burlesque "Gun
on theWoman."
Regular Western
Moving
Pictures
withof
whole is below those in which Dorothy
Dorothy
Gish
as
the
Proprietor
has appeared, and becomes almost
the
Camp
"Eating
House."
wholly dependent
on herCounted
amusinga porYouGet Remember
Dorothy
inEnjoy
"I'll
traiture for interest.
fair
HimHerYet;"
Well Clever
YouGishWill
amusement by spectators at the Rialto.
in This
Satire
on
aSeeing
Western
Movie.
Cast.
Girls,
Come
and
See
the
Unique
Method
Nugget
Nell
Dorothy
Gish
Big Hearted Jim
David Butler
That Dorothy Adopted to Get Herself
aTogs.Complete Wardrobe of Feminine
The City
Chap Raymond
The
Cheild
ReginaCannon
Sarle
Advertising Angles: Hinge most of
First Badman
James Farley
Second Ditto
Bob Fleming your publicity to the star and then interest your patronsto Inthe theheroine.
story because
Nell's
Uncle
Wilbur
Higeby
The Ingenue Emily Chichester ofbe what
best tohappens
use incidents rather thanIt will
the
Story
by
John
R.
Cornish.
Directed Theby Elmer
running until
story,shesuchfellas in"Shelovewore
Story. Clifton.
clothes
withboys'
the
to beanda married
coward,
Nell" and
runsinclines
an eating
house in socityshechap,
wentbutbackhe toproved
overalls
the"Nugget
wild west
to romance.
the Sheriff."
On
this account
is only half-inclined
in the "There
mining were
camp,no sodepartment
she went
to respond
to thesheattentions
of Jim, the stores
shopping
with she
a six-shooter
for small
sheriff.
Though
only
a
little
tomboy,
change
—
and
brought
the
Nell consents to take care of the child clothes." For a lobby display home
of an old miner, preparing the cradle and stones or bits of coal and lettergildthe small
title
with these. You might work a hook up
with
the dry goods stores on the shopping
incident.
"The Love Burglar"
A Paramount Picture Adapted from
"One of Us," by Jack Lait, and
Presenting Wallace Reid in
an Amusing Role.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
AN adventure
amusing instory
of enthusiastic
the underworld,
"The
Love Burglar" comes close to
being a bright satire on the burglar
play. It runs along seriously as an
actual and convincing experience among
desperate crooks, a lurid melodrama,
bringing about a very interesting situationperate
betweencharacter
"The just
Coltreleased
Kid," a from
desJoliet prison, and a beautiful singer who
is in the clutches of a gang of thieves.
In order to save her from them, he
is obliged to marry her, and the ceremony is performed by a pickpocket
turned clergyman. They both understand
pretense andthat dothe notceremony
live as ismana mere
and wife
except to keep up appearances.
Now is developed with skill a glimpse
of the true situation, one full of peril
Dorothy
Gish
for
both,
amorousTheattenPonders deeply on the gold situation
tions of onethrough
of thethecrooks.
desin "Nugget Nell."
perate
gun-man,
by
whom
the young
whole
is terrorized, is an athletic
toys, only to discover that the child is gang
disguised himself suca girl twice as big as herself. She has society mances ful y ina who
still huntandfor was
a foolmistaken
brothfor a guest a mysterious stranger from
er in the underworld
the
"east"
who
gives
her
no
attention,
though he flirts with a giggling vamp for the real criminal, impersonating him
who happens along.
well as toisbekept
accepted
us."
Nell is infatuated
almost broken-hearted
— shechap.
has so Suspense
alive asover"onetheof fate
become
with the city
of the beautiful singer, whose identity
She decides to exchange her cowboy attire becomes
revealed
when
the
fool
crooks
forwith
that characteristic
of a stylish girl
and goes aboutup
attempt While
to loot
young areathlete's
the the
situations
meloait terrified
salesgirl andenergy,
others,holding
stripping house.
them of enough clothes to completely
dramatic, there is a vein of subtle humor
throughout,
and
the
action
is
so
equip herself, and now engages the hand- that
interest never relaxes. The swift
cast
some
gang of outlaws stranger's
conspire tointerest.
rob the A stranger,
and is a fine
Wallace Reid easily leads
Nell defends him at the peril of her life, through one.
force
and
personality,
but
discovering
to herHerdismay
that gone,
he is shean is admirably supported by Anna heQ.
arrant
coward.
illusions
Nilsson, Raymond Hatton, Wallace
bravely theholds
a shack
against
outlaws
until Jim,single-handed
the sheriff, Beery, Wilton Taylor and others. The
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Edna
Grace Hansen
settings and direction are flawless. A is let off with a reward instead of a Duke of Medonia Morgan
Wallace
ment.
lively entertainmentCast.from start to finish. punish
Story
by
Charles
Sarver.
Evelyn Greeley is attractive as
Scenario
by
Clara
Berranger.
David Strong
Wallace Reid "Betty," and gives a breezy perforDirectedTheby Story.
Oscar Apfel.
Joan Gray
Anna Q. Nilsson
mance, in keeping with the type of
Smith
picture, which consists mostly of outBetty is a badly spoiled young person
Coast-to-Coast Taylor Raymond
Wallace Hatton
Beery of-door
scenes, such as yacht races, in the World Film release, "Bringing Up
Miller
Wilton Taylor
fetes, sea shore views, etc. There Betty."
her only
from hertwowealth,
designing
Arthur Strong Edward Burns lawn
noblemen Towhosavedesire
her
are several attractive shots.
Elsie
Strong
Alice
Taffe
uncle feigns bankruptcy, no one
The action at times puts quite a tax doting
Rosswell
Dick Wayne
knowing
the
truth
but
his
banker.
Dave Dorgan Henry Woodward of
on the
the spectator's
credulity,
situations are
of theandkindseveral
that Through theone treachery
of male
the banker's
Mrs.FromStrong
Loyola ofO'Connor
of Betty's
friendsto
have seen much service. For example, secretary,
Jack Lait'sby story.
learns of the ruse,
and begs
Betty
Directed
James "One
Cruze. Us."
marry
him
that
he
may
use
his small
where
Betty's
uncle
feigns
bankruptcy
The Story.
fortune
to
help
her
uncle.
Betty
is a
its effect on her, and the reand she accepts.
As a an"Love
Burglar"success
Davidwhen
Stronghe to test
sult where the two foreign noblemen, thoroughbred
proves
immediate
Soon
thereafter,
Betty
is
rescued
by
the
suitors
for
her
hand,
beat
a
hasty
goes to the underworld to find an errant retreat when they learn that she is hero from downing, and the expected
brother.
He
is
mistaken
for
the
"Colt
happens.
In
the
meantime,
the
banker's
learning that her friend has
Kid," aleasedbadfrom Joliet
man with
re- penniless.of the appeal of the picture is secretary,
prison,theandgun,on just
his way
become engaged to Betty, reveals the
to one of the toughest joints in New York, dueMuchto the
and charm of breaks
whole
plan
Betty's
who Then,
then
him
onto the
stockuncle,
market.
kept by a crook named Miller. Strong the star, whopersonality
carries her
to straighten matters out and
accepts vthe
situation
and
finds
himself in- large share of theadmirably
production. The hero infreeorder
o
l
v
e
d
i
n
a
dispute
with
Coast-to-Coast
Betty,
he
gives
the
secretary
a
check
Taylor,
gangto leader,
a girlgame.
the does not make his appearance until for his entire profits in the transaction,
latter is atrying
pull intoover
a badger
in the film, so late that you wonder $700,000, provided she marries Betty's
The
girl,
Joan
Gray,
induces
David
to late
This isandbrought
without
if the villain will actually get the girl. fiance.
impersonate
the
man
she
intends
to
marry,
much trouble,
all endsabout
happily.
Everything,
however, comes out allright Program
and he is obliged to prove it by demanding when the magnanimous
and
Exploitation
Catchlines
uncle of Betty,
that a ceremony be performed by Parson after ruining him in a stock
Evelyn Greeley in Breezy Photoplay :
deal, fixes
Smith,
the
cafe
piano-player,
an
exFilled with Romance, Adventure and
it so that the villain will get in on a
pickpocket inclined to reform.
Good Story
Humor.of a Pampered Young Girl,
Clever
At
Joan's
flat
David
is
obliged
to
keep
fairlv
respectable
fortune—
$700,000—
by
Whose Uncle Feigned Bankruptcy and
up appearances to save the girl from
attentions
the gang
leader, a situaHow the Girl Proved to Be a Thortion whichfromgrows
embarrasing
when
oughbred.
David's
sister
is
about
to
be
married
and
You
Will Sure Like This Clever, Breezy
he is asked to help in looting his own
Comedy
with Dainty
in the Leading
Role. Evelyn Greeley
mother's
house
on
the
occasion
of
the
wedding.
The
gang-leader
expects
to
Advertising
Angles:
the starof
have David trapped by the police through
and make more or less Play
of a upmystery
this
crime.
Both
David
and
Joan
are
the
story,
not
attempting
to
tell
full
arrested at the scene of the crime, but
plot, but
merely
hinting
at title,
it, the
making
most
of
your
play
with
the
using
explanations
follow
together
with
the
arrest of the
is dis-of
such lines as, "How would you bring up
covered thatrealJoan,criminals,
instead andof itbeing
Betty?"
This before
line would
be goodadverfor
the underworld, is a young novelist who
tising.
teaser work
the regular
daringly
went
to
live
there
for
materials
and
for and
her Joan
next watch
work theof
fiction.atmosphere
While David
wedding
of
David's
sister,
they
plan a
"Where Bonds Are Loosed"
legitimate one of their own.
David G. Fisher Is Scenarist, Director
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
and Star of Six-Part Picture
Wallace Reid Star of Clever Photoof Little Merit.
play
Based
on TJs."
Jack Lait's Stage SucReviewed by Edward Weitzel.
cess,
"One
of
An Amusing
Story
with
a
Double
Surprise that Will
PleaseForYouMore.and Send
THE Bonds
artisticAre
shortcomings
"Where
You Away
Wishing
Loosed,"
taken
from and
anaof six-part
English
Charming Romance of a Society Man and
novel picture
of the same
name
written
a Singer Who Met in the Underworld.
by
E.
L.
Grant
Watson,
are
so
many
Each
Thinking
the
Other
to
Be
a
Crook.
and
so
apparent
that
it
is
difficult
to
Delightful
Story
of
a
Supposed
Burglar
find
anything
in
its
favor.
While
it is
Who
on the Real
evidently an honest attempt on the part
DenizensPut of One
the Over
Underworld.
of David G. Fisher, who made the
Advertising
Angles:anyYoukindcan ofsella Walscenario, directed the production and
lace Reid in almost
play.
played the leading part, to give his
With a better than ordinary production,
"Bringing
Up Greeley
Betty?" as Betty best
endeavors to his task, the nature
you
can
go
a
little
stronger
than
usual,
Looks
as
if
Evelyn
but in advertising be careful not to spoil
were bringing up uncle in her World
of the story and his own want of skill
the
by tooto fully
revealing
the
in
the
for
feature, "Bringing Up Betty."
plot.surprise
In addition
the star
you can
himself three
have positions
defeated hehisselected
ambition.
gain
good advertising
his assistant in villainy, thus "Where Bonds Are Loosed" is a disand director
as well as from
many both
wellauthor
liked marrying
releasing Betty to marry the man of
agreeable story and not worth the telmembers
ofsensation.
the cast. Just
You tell
don'twhat
have youto her
resort
choice.
the screen. character.
It hasn't anIt attrachave toto offer.
tivelingoronsympathetic
shows
The production is an average program
humanityditionsaton two
its worst,
and if theBritish
conoffering, taiand
should
prove
mildly
enterislands
ning to audiences that are not too government are truthfully under
drawn by the
sophisticated or over critical, and who
"Bringing
Up
Betty"
Evelyn Greeley Star of World Film desire light summertime entertainment. author, iternmentisto gethighbusy.time for that govWhich Provided Light Summer
Cast. Evelyn Greeley
Entertainment.
Betty
Morton
the technical side,all"Where
Bonds
Carl Gates
Lyster Chambers AreOn Loosed"
Reviewed by C. S. Sewell.
Tom
Waring
Reginald
Denny The man whocommits
wrote thesorts
storyof issins.a
LIGHT summer
entertainment
is
proTheodore
Morton
Ben
Johnson
scientist and evidently the author of
vided in the World Film release, Adele Shelby
Grace Carlyle
foreword, which is so long, complex
Silas Potter
Potter
Joseph
Weber the
"Bringing Up Betty." There is no Mrs.
and
above the heads of the ordinary
Maude
Turner
Gordon
heavy
or
intricate
plot,
and
the
"heavy"
Oliver Smith screen patron that it offers an amusing
is only mildly villainous. In fact, he Lord Dormer
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contrast
whenfollow.
compared
with the does
subtitles which
The continuity
not deserve its name, there are repeats
in situations and pieces of business
which weaken whatever force the story
contains, and the acting of the entire
cast is stilted and unconvincing.
Dr. Hicksey, a young man, who is
enthusiastic
to an islandabout
off his
the prof
westession,
coast. goesof
Australia,
where
a
hospital
maintained for the natives of theis colony.
Here tionheis notmeets
a
nurse
whose
reputaof the best. After holding
her at comesa hisdistance
time, sheisland
bemistress.forOn a another
near them is also a hospital, this one
for the men of the race. Employed
there as an overseer is a man named
John Sherwin. He is a good specimen
of humanity in the raw. The nurse
has quarreled with Hicksey because he
spends more time with his miscroscope
than with her, and when chance throws
her
Sherwin's
tells him her.
she
hatesin the
doctorway,for sheneglecting
Sherwin finds her willing to accept his
rough love-making, and the two men
go
gunning
for eachand other.
wounds
the doctor
leaves Sherwin
him for
dead. A native takes care of the doctor,
and when the young enthusiast is well
enough, he quits the island forever and
leaves Sherwin and the nurse to the
enjoyment of their defiance of decency.
Cast.
Dr. Hicksey
Fischer
Alice
DesmondDavid G.Dixie
Lee
John Sherwin Arthur Behrens
Story
by
E.
L.
Grant
Watson.
Scenario by David G. Fisher.
Directed by David G. Fisher.
"His Gives
Bridal
Night"
Alice Brady
Clever
Performance
in Select's
Screen
of Stage Farce.Version
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THERE are those who will not like
Lawrence Irving Rising's play,
in its
will,
whoscreen
also those
are Night,"
ThereBridal
attire."His
and the latter will be in the majority.
infor
object,
may
minded
The moral
stance, to the bride displaying the mole
on her ankle, or to broad suggestions
you look
to find
are notAndhardwhile
which
the ifindifferent
for them.
mind will see only the amusing side of
the situation, ft is not after all the sort
to flaunt in the face of an
a picturedebutante.
ofinnocent
In the portrayal of the diversified
characters of the Playfair twins, Alice
Brady has done some of her best work.
As Tinypulses,she
nobler and
imand as isVimoved
she isbyheartless
mischievous beyond reason. As for appearances, ofcourse, there is little distinction, with the exception of the fact
that Vi has a mole on her ankle, and
Tiny sucks her thumb. The slight variations in appearance
occasioned
by differences of temperament
are delicately
outlined; and it may be truthfully said
that her performance in this clever farce
is delightful.
Edward Earle plays the role of the
distracted bridegroom in an unobtrusive
manner becoming to the least interesting of the contracting parties, and holds
his reputation for not overstepping
character requirements. James Crane,
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Novelty.
Filled with Zip, Zest, Spice and
as the misguided lover, also does good
work.
Cast.
Amusing Complications
and Laugh Provoking Passes
Situations Result
One
Tinv Playfair I
„ „
Twin Sister
Herself When
Off as The
Allce Brady
Joe
Damorel
Edward
Earle
J
Playfair
Other
Twin
on
"His
Bridal
Night."
Vi
The
Twins
Were
Alike
Except
That
Lent Trevett James L. Crane
One Had a Mole on Her Ankle. See
Algernon
Pennell
How rible
ThisMix-Up.Served to Solve a TerAunt
Julie Mrs. Daniel
Daisy
Sloan
Stuart Belmore
Robson
Alice
Brady
Clever Their
Dual Role,
Story
by
Lawrence
Rising.
Two Twin inSisters.
Amusingas
Scenario
Stuart.
Experiences
Will
Make
You
Laugh
Directed byThe
by Kathryne
Kenneth
Webb.
Till Your Sides Ache.
Story.
Advertising Angles: Direct your appeal
element among your patrons
The story
Bridal Night"
centersa towiththe theliberal
about
a pairof of"Hisnaughty
twin girls,
situations of this story, always
would-be
lover,eve and
a bridal
bridegroom.
It playing up Miss Brady in your appeal.
opens
on
the
of
the
day,
when
such lines
"Vi had hera mole
Tiny Playfair reproaches her twin sister Try
her ankle,
but as,of course
husbandon
Vi,
the prospective
know that, and Tiny might have
appointment
to meetbride,in for
secretmaking
with ana didn't
but for will
Vi's jealformer admirer for the purpose of bidding stolen herousy." honeymoon
Such appeals
keep
him
goodby. precedes
Tiny, herself
in love
the house
the fewas whothis might
take
the latter,
her sister
intowith
the from
offense,
and
bring
many
who
would
not
garden, and impersonating Vi, receives otherwise come.
the
young
man's
kisses
and
dismisses
him
before Vi appears on the scene.
The day of the wedding, complications
"Wolves
Night"
arise
during
whicharmstheofbridegroom
finds William
Farnum of
Has the
Congenial
Role in
his wife
in the
the other man,
Vigorous Melodrama Produced
who has taken advantage of the flexibility
by
William
Fox.
of Vi's conscience to sow seeds of disReviewed by Edward Weitzel.
sention
sugsting inthatthetheyoung
refusalbride'sof mind,
the bridethe storyofSHELDON,
and
the scenario
E '• LLOYD
who
wroteof
"Wolves
the Night,"
a William
Fox production starring William Farnum,dramahas thatturned
a vigorous melowill beoutnone-the-less
liked
by the ordinary spectator because its
situations have been used many times
and contain an unusual amount of surefire material. The acting of the star
and his support and the direction by
J. Gordon Edwards bring out all the
good points of the story, and the live
action and sympathetic scenes will make
many friends for the picture.
The num character
William Bruce
Faris a modern played
EnochbyArden.
Andrews, a mining engineer, is married
to the ratedwoman
from her hein loves
such aandwaythenthatsepashe
thinks he is dead, and she is persuaded
to
marry
again.
The
situation
where
Andrews returns to his old home while
still ignorant of how matters stand,
expecting to find his wife and child,
and is told that the boy is not his,
gives the star an opportunity for some
of his best work. There is also constant change of location in the story,
the action starting on a Western sheep
Alice Brady.
ranch, then moving to a mining district
quite "adorable"
in
this
predicament
in
in Chile, and including scenes on the
"His Bridal Night."
stock exchange before the picture is
groom to tell her where they are going finished.
on theirgin inghoneymoon
is
merely
the
beLouise Lovely as Isabel Hollis, Lamar
Johnston as Burton Mortimer, Charles
affairs. of an iron rule in their domestic Clary
Edmund Rawn, and Irene Rich
Again Tiny enters the breach, and fur- are theas leading
members of the support.
ther complications
occur
when
she
imCast.
personates her sister, with the aid of
duplicate
gowns
which
happen
to
be
on
Bruce
Andrews
Farnum
hand
through
mistake
made by
the Isabel Hollins William
LouiseJohnston
Lovely
modiste.
The alover
in pursuit
of the
Burton
Mortimer
Lamar
bride, who he believes is being carried Edmund Rawn
Charles
Clary
away against her will, takes a wrong Garson
Al Fremont
turning,moonbutcottagefinally
arrives
at
the
honeySlade
G.
Raymond
Nye
samewithtimea fitas Mrs. Benson Carrie Clark Ward
Vi, who has nowabout
beentheseized
Irene Rich
of jealousy at the idea of her sister Juanita
Direction by J. Gordon Edwards.
running
off withnicely,
her husband.husband
The affair
clears
and Story and Scenario
The by
Story.E. Lloyd Sheldon.
wife areitself
reunited, andwhen
the offending pair
appear more than satisfied with each
William
Farnum's
character
inproduction,
"Wolves
other.
Night,"engineer,
a William
Fox Andrews
isofname,athemining
Bruce
Program
and
Exploitation
Catchlines:
whose land has failed to showby
Alice Brady in Delightful Comedy,
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traces
ofa anysheep
copper ore, soEdmund
he has turned
ItwhoIntoowns
Rawn,
a mine ranch.
adjoining the Andrews
ranch, believes there is copper on the
land anddrewswants
to get Hollins,
hold of ait.young
Anmarries Isabel
girl from the East whom Burton Mortimer, a partner
Rawn's.is wished
make his
wife. of
Andrews
hired byto
Rawn
go tohisChile
investigate
mine forto him,
wife and
remaining
on thea
ranch. While in the mine he is made
the victim of a plot to destroy him. A
charge
of dynamite
is exploded,
isburied
supposed
by mine.
the plotters
to haveandhowbeenhe
in
the
He
escapes,
ever, but his mind is shattered by his
experienceshepherd
and heandis taken
care of by a
Chilian
his daughter.
Mrs. Andrews is told her husband is
dead, and when her child is born believes
the
boy totwobe years
fatherless. Mortimer
When therenews
child
ishisabout
old suit and sheold.finally
says yes to
his pleading.
Andrews
is restoredtakesto
reason
shortly after
the ceremony
place,findsandit hedeserted
hastensbutto discovers
his old home.
He
some
child's
toys
and
a
cradle
in
one toof find
the
rooms. More anxious than ever
his wife, he stops only long enough to
purchase more toys for the youngster he
naturally concludes is his own, and hurries to the
of his arewife's
aunt.As Thehe
woman
and house
the inchild
stands outside
the snowthere.
and looks
through the window at them, he is overjoyed,
but
he
is
met
at
the
door
by Morwho leads
him that
to believe
that
the
child istimer,not
his and
the only
way
to save the woman they both love from
disgracereveal
is forhe Andrews
never
is alive. to go away and
Andrews does this. It is also shown
that
engineer's
property
rich ina
ore andthe that
his enemies
have isopened
mine
on
it
and
are
taking
a
fortune
from
the former
rest ofhistheenemies
story
shows
how ranch.
AndrewsThe ruins
on
the
stock
market
and
recovers
his
wife and child.
Program and Exploitation Catohlines:
William Farnum in Highly Dramatic
Story of a Modern Enoch Arden.
ThefromStory
Man Rendered
Who Separated
His ofWifea and
Insane
by an Explosion. Regains His Reason
Only
to
Find
His
Wife
Married
to
Another.
Thrilling Melodrama
Filled
with
Intensely Dramaticas Situations,
William Farnum
the Star. with
HowFinally
a ManOvercame
Recovering
Insanity
His from
Enemies
and
Regained
His
Wife,
Who,
Thinking
Him Dead, Had Married One of the
Conspirators,
Advertising Angles: Aim chiefly to sell
the star to his admirers, hanging the
story on his popularity, using such lines
as,
"An Enochcriticism
Arden ofon thethe Golden
to forestall
theme. West,"
Then
work
the return
situationsof Andrews
making laden
your chief
point the
with
toys for the little child he is told is not
his own. Work up sympathy for the
star, andgeancethen
a superbof venwas his,add:and "But
the Wolves
the
Night
fledplayfromthistheangle
light with
of a new
If
you
skill day."
you
have sold the story.
"The Girl Woman"
Gladys Leslie Makes Good in Well-Made
Vitagraph Production Based
on Interesting Story.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE story on which the Vitagraph
production,
GirlbyWoman,"
is hased was "The
written
A. Van
Buren Powell, and forms a good screen
vehicle for pretty Gladvs Leslie. As
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the little girl who, in spite of her advancing years, was not allowed to grow
up astire,regards
clothinga perfectly
and general
atshe has created
natural
type,
sweet
and
unassuming,
but
firm
in her determination to come into
her own.
The picture has been carefully constructed, and none of the human interest of the story has been allowed
to escape. The main thread of the
story is not unlike other stories that
have been filmed, but the angle from
which the spectator is made to see it,
and the incidents relating to it, have a
decided note of originality. The growing-up party, for instance, given by
Belinda as the outcome of her determination to put her hair up and don
long dresses, is a pleasing innovation
in
the
usual
method of ushering in
this event.
The dramatic values of the story have
been carefully guarded. There is no
pre-release of its secret to interfere
with the intensity of its climax; and
it may be classed as a production of
popular appeal.
Maurice Costello, as the convict, is
seen to good advantage. Julia Swayne
Gordon, Joe Burke, Priestley Morrison
and Frank mendable
Norcross
do especially comwork.
Cast.
Belinda Maurice
GladysCostello
Leslie
Sanford
Judge
Lee
Priestley
Morrison
Bob
William E. Lawrence
Hobbs
Joe Burke
Wingate
Frank Norcross
Laura
Hobbs
Julia
Swayne
Prentice
Waiter Gordon
Horton
Story
of
A.
Van
Buren
Powell.
Scenario by E. J. Montagne.
DirectedTheby StoryTom Mills.
"Theures Girl
Woman,"
by Vitagraph,
featchilda ofmurder
a man
life
sentence the for
of serving
which hea has
been unjustly convicted on circumstantial
evidence.
Belinda, who has always been led to
believe that she is the daughter of Judge
Lee, the man who convicted her father,
in spite whelmed
of withthekindness,
fact that
is overchafesshe under
the
ban of short dresses and curls which chain
her to childhood, while her age proclaims
her a young woman. One day she obtains
fifty dollars from her indulgent fosterfather, and gives what she calls a growparty, appearing
landingin
ofing-up
stairway
leading toonwith
thetheher
parlor
the thegarb
of womanhood,
short
dresses
and other evidences
of dolls,
child
life decorating the passageway.
On this occasion the tragedy of her
father's
conviction
is madefromknown
John Sanford
escapes
prisonto her.
and
enters the home of the man who convicted him. with the intention of making
him
on the
scene pay.
detersBelinda's
him fromappearance
his determination
to kill;tives and
whileto bid
the him
sheriffgoodby
and detecallow
her
alone,
she helps him to escape.
A second time she saves him from the
police, and takes him to New York to
live in hiding. Through her efforts, the
real
murderer isiscompleted.
found, and her father's
emancipation
The incidents of the tale include the
love
of Belinda,with and
scenes story
in connection
the interesting
life of the
bank
president
who
committed
the murder
for which Sanford was convicted.
Program
Catchlines:
Gladys andLeslieExploitation
in a Charming
Story
of a Little
lowed to GrowGirlUp.Who Was Not AlPretty
Daughter byofthea
Convict,StoryWho ofWasthe Befriended
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Judge, Who Kept Her in Ignorance
Howof Her
a Girl,Father's
After Disgrace.
She Had Grown Up,
Was
Kept
in
Children's
Clothes,
in Photoplay
Filled
Human Told
Interest and Dramatic with
Situations.
Remarkable Heart Interest Story of a
Girl WhoAmazing
Gives aSeries
"Grownof Adventures
Up" Party,
and
whichthe Follow
It.
Advertising Angles: The story is the big
this production,
which carries
athing
largeaboutamount
of heart interest.
Tou
can work up interest by little sketches
of
the
story
bringing
in
the
triangle
the convict, her.his girl,
the judge
who—
befriended
Gladysand Leslie
has done
this type of role very well and you can
bring out I li I H m I Mn J m i all
the publiciX*you can afford.
Vejnereal Disease Picture Released by
social Hygiene Films of America
jiided with Coating
of Vulgar Humor.
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
FROM a technical point of view,
by Social
"Wild Oats,"
is an
of America,
Films released
Hygiene
deof itfrom
parts
The
excellentvoted topicture.
revealing the dangers
venereal disease are both frank and
truthful, but the author of the scenario
and those responsible for the making
of the picture have seen fit to gild the
propaganda against immoral intercourse
with a coating of vulgar humor that
public
Oats"Thefromargument
should
any sort.
exhibitionbarof "Wild
help
will
relief"
"comedy
such
that
give the picture a popular appeal is ofto
pubviciousneedone.to The
course
the vulgar
know general
lic doesa not
s
e given
by
Circle
Columbu
to
nicknam
the underworld.
Nor is it going to believe that because
a wealthy young man has contracted
syphilis and wishes to save a country
boy, who is about to enlist in the navy,
from the same fate, that at the wealthy
chap's request a reputable physician
would
'phone
his hospital
order
the head
nurseto and
the underand nurses
to impersonate the inmates of a brothel
so thatvincedthe
conthat hiscountry
visit toboy
the can
place beresults
in his contracting syphilis. The merry
spirit in which the nurses agree to the
pleasing
proposition
the methods
sophistica-of
tion shown
by them and
in the
the prostitute are gross libels on their
womanhood and their profession.
Ribald laughter is sure to be the result of showing such scenes to the unthinking, and nothing but deep disgust
will be engendered in the minds of
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those capable of intelligent deduction.
Above all things, such a subject should
be handled seriously and at no time
made the subject of a jest. The story
was written by Jay Holly, supervised
by Samuel Cummings and directed by
C.Leslie
J. Williams.
William Jefferson
Hunt are members
of the cast.and
Way ofPresenting
a Woman"
A "The
Select Picture
Norma
Talmadge in an Adaptation
"NancyReeves
Lee." Harrison.
Reviewed from
by Louis
terest uponalmost
the personality
DEPENDENT
wholly for in-of
Norma Talmadge, the story and
characterizations being seriously at
fault, "The
of a Woman"
far
below
other Way
productions
in whichis the
star has appeared and does not offer
her any strong opportunity. Here is
a bright star supported by a capable
company of actors and called upon to
express social and spiritual values
through a story so weakly transformed
for screen purposes that it is neither
faithful to the original from which it
came nor to the principles of the
medium through which it is presented.
Through numerous lapses of time and
changing scenes, interspersed with many
stupid and explanatory subtitles, the
spectator is asked to follow the course
pursued by a girl announced to be
derivedican families.
from one of the finest AmerIt is far from complimentary to
American intelligence
that such
characterizations are announced
as nationally representative, as scarcely anything
she does would be done by any welleducated girl of good family in this
country.
the storyAsis itnotis natural
it fails toAsconvince.
not a
true picture of our life, it only perverts
what deserves dramatic truth. The only
redemption achieved is through Norma
Talmadge,
who acts,
looks
like an American
girlmoves
of goodand family.
Conway Tearle makes a brave effort to
inspire interest in his dull role, as do
the others, though less hopefully. Betures.low the average of previous Select picCast.
Nancy Lee
Norma Talmadge
Anthony Weir
Conway Tejrte
Mrs. Lee
Lee
Gertrude
Mr.
Colonel BerkeleyVernon
Grace Lee
Mae McAvoy
Mollie
Wise
Jobyna
Howland
Johnnie Flinch Hassard Short
Douglas Weir
George La Guerre
Nathan Caspar William Humphreys
George Trevor Stuart Holmes
Adapted from"Nancy
Eugene Walter's play,
Directed by RobertLee."Z. Leonard.

WANTED — Technical Director and Cameraman for
THE PHOTOPLAY DE LUXE, entitled
DETERMINATION
Submit
all references
Address Lock
UNITED
PHOTOPLAY
CORPN.
BoxWASHINGTON.
No.STATES
1603, General
or no attention
will bewithpaidapplication
to your
0. C.Post Office
communication.

THE

TEN
PARTS

The
only oneeyeonstrain
the market
that
eliminates
and shows
the
picture in pleasing
tints.
Now86thin St.,
use andat — The
Loew's
Loew's
EUREKA
SCREEN
PlazaCircle,
Theatres
Suite 207
Phone: Vanderbilt 1748
WM. H. CURRIE
17 West 42nd Street, New York City
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The Story.
Way case
of aof Woman"
is adaughter
devious
one"Thein the
Nancy Lee,
of a fine old American family. She rejects
manly
Anthony
Weir,
of
good
character and social standing, only to marry
soon after a wealthy cad, a drunkard
she does not love, who easily succeeds
in dragging his wife down to his level
before lievehethe impoverished
dies. He does nothing ofto her
refather and mother. As situation
his widow, she
induces the nephew of Anthony Weir to
help with
her until he is disgrace
ruined and face ofto
face
his love forimpending
her. This brings because
his uncle
Anthony
to the rescue, and an investigation follows.
Anthony demands
that Nancy shall rehas borrowed.
some payofwhathershegowns
and furs intoShehisthrows
arms,
anothertion. Hewoman
his payment
humiliarefuses witnessing
to accept such
and settles
himself.to borrow
Thereupon Nancy,thewhoobligation
has pretended
for
her
parents'
sake,
establishes
herself
luxuriously in a country retreat, where
she
receives some
herpresent
husband's
boon
companions.
They ofare
Anthony Weir calls.
He finds
her when
guiltless
ofin wrong
doing
and
decides
to
marry
her
spite
of
all.
She
announces
her
love
for
him
and
accepts
him
as
her
second
husband.
"Rough
William
Fox Riding
Presents Romance"
Tom Mix in a
Daredevil Thriller of Genuine
and Difficult Feats.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
THERE is no fake about the Tom
Mix stunts, and "Rough Riding
with them,
crowdeddifficultie
Romance"g isunusual
s for
many presentin
the camera man. Probably the most
astonishing is that of lassoing a pashorse'sat
at high
he —ishisriding
thatspeed
movementsengers trainshow
full speed — swinging to the car roofs,
running along the full length, entering
a private compartment, to swing out
of the window, lowering himself to the
truck frames and riding there, all clearly
shown, the latter from an extraordinary
camera point of view. It is purely acroverging on melodrabatic melodrama,
matic comedy at times, for there will
be laughs at some exaggerated scenes,
but the laughs will be good-natured
entire product is enterones, andtaining asthe
a thriller.
The enlivening feats of strength and
skill displayed by Tom Mix are woven
around his adventures in rescuing a
mythical kingdom princess from the
clutches of some solemn-visaged courtiers who are conspiring to marry her
off to the wrong man for the purpose
of controlling government affairs in her
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father's
the king him-a
self forkingdom,
ransom. holding
Mix impersonates
rather
simple-minded
cowpuncher,
whose ranch oil has been discoveredon
at a time his mind becomes inflamed
by
a small Like
boy reading
old-fashioned
romances.
many another
Don
Quixote, he has a faithful follower,
quite as simple-minded as himself, well
interpreted
Chrisman. gracefully
The rescued princessbyisPat
impersonated
by Junita
Hansen.
As
an
entertainment of its kind, exciting acrobatic
ranks high. "Rough Riding Romance"
melodrama,
Cast.
Phineas
Dobbs
Mix
The
Princess
Juanita Tom
Hansen
Curley
Pat Chrisman
The King
Spottiswoode Aitken
Pierto
the Spy
Jack
Nelson
Pat Leary
Sid Jordan
Story and scenario by Charles Kenyon.
Direction by Arthur Rosson.
Photography 'byTheFredStory.LeRoy Granville.
"rough-riding
theA life
of Phineas romance"
Dobbs at comes
a time intohe
is made coverysuddenly
rich
through
the dishumble onranch.
entertains of oil
all onCowhis Valley
a grandHe
scale, but finds it rather tame and listens
to theing fairy
talesAtof that
a child
about a rescuprincesses.
moment
train
stops
at Cow becomes
Valley forentangled
twenty minutes
and Phineas
in the
rescue of a veritable princess from two
men carefully
guarding
She manages to communicate
withher.
him
seehis daredevil
feats,after
boardsing onetheof train
at full speed
by andridinghe
alongside, lassoing a roof projection and
swinging on to one of the passenger cars.
The princess
him ofto her
her guards
stateroom, but theandadmits
suspicions
are excited,
Phineas swings
out of
the
window
to
the
trucks,
where
he
unobserved to San Francisco. He is rides
met
by
friend,The"Curley,"
with tothea
horsehis oftrusty
Phineas.
two repair
house where a vast conspiracy is on foot,
Phineas
riding up theof conspirators,
fire-escape on his
horse, into
tering themthein hall
desperate struggles scatand
carrying
the persecuted
He thenoffrescues
her fatherprincess.
from a den
of thugs with the same personal daring
and skill,
not withfor theall expected
reward. He but
is thanked
he has done,
but he returns home to Cow Valley to
dream oftured.his
But oneprincess,
night completely
she comes enrapto his
little
one ofkingdom,
true love.and their romance becomes
Program
and Dare
Exploitation
Tom Remarkable
Mix,
Devil of Catehlines:
the Films,
in
Real Thrills. Picture Filled with
Did You Ever See Anyone Lasso a
Rapidly
Mix
Does This Moving
in RoughTrain?
Riding Tom
Romance.
See Tom Mix on Horseback Ride Up a
Fire Escape to Rescue the Princess.

Human
Life
Visualized
At
Last
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after
the
train
on
a
motorcycle
escape
from
the
puma,
Armstrong
is
again
Reviews (Continued)
rescues the hero. This feature
is one andof
capturedcovers by
the gang,
which
also dis- the
best
of
the
kind
the
reviewer
has
the
missing
grip
and
documents.
This
One of the
Many Thrills Armstrong is bound to a flat car and seen and furnishes a memorable "punch"
in ThisIs But
Remarkable
Picture.
sent Menace
to his fate
on aa remarkable
wild train. chase
The to the instalment.
The Story of the Romance of a Cow- Mad
makes
ELMO, THE MIGHTY, August 4.— This
puncher
and a Thrill.
Princess, in Which
eighth introduces
episode, "Thea Flaming
Pit," feature
in two
Thrill Follows
reels
Chinatown
Advertising:
Angles:
Play
up
Mix
and
where
a crook known as the Ferret unites
catalogue the stunts he pulls. Deal with
forces
with a Chinese
band.fromTheits gripthem
It is about all you need
|==| Use ^eep Color Hoods
ful of valuables
is removed
hiddo, butvividly.
do it thoroughly.
by a mysterious
^sjBck~> Instead
of dipped
Infinitely
betterlamps.
hand.ing placeBobin some
invadesrocksChinatown
in his
effort to recover it, and is precipitated at
more lasting and
the last into a burning pit. The number
cheaper in the long run.
continues the good average of this serial.
COMMENTS
blown
glass.colored
BEAUTY AND THE BOOB (L-KO), June
Jjgjm 1/ Made
of
natural
18. — A two-part
featuring place
Alice
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
FitsandLamps
5,40 101 Reynolds
Howell.
Most of comedy
Electric
Co.
in
the apartment
ofthe a comedy
beauty takes
doctor at a
426
S.
Talman
Ave.,
Chicago,
III.
big hotel,
and concerns
transformaFox Film Corporation
tion of a woman
who is the
afflicted
with a
HER ample FIRST
KISS. — brand
An excellent
exgrowth offormedhair
on her
face.
Inclothes
her transof the Sunshine
of comediesPERFECTION
IN
PROJECTION
state
she
dons
fine
and
Ethel
Teare
is
the
leading
female
cutup
lures her
own bathing
husbandsuits,
intoswimming
a trap.
offearless
the picture.
Her
grotesque
acting
and
Scenes
in
which
highlydashamuspools and other comedy accessories are
Gold King Screen
ing. acrobatic
The comedy stunts
has allare the
and
used
action of the
broad afford
comedy considerable
order.
unexpected effects of these* Fox productions.
10 Days' Trial
CYCLONE
SMITH'S
PARTNER,
SOUND YOUR
— A Mutt
and into
Jeff
— Another two-reel feature, with July
Eddie7.
animated
which "A."they
to break
Polo in the role of Cyclone Smith. In this
Try
before
you
buy.
Sold
by
the show inbusiness.
Theirtryadventures
beinstance he takes a vigorous hand in getall
the leading
supply dealers
the scenes
and before the footlights
throughout
the country.
hishisyoung
partner number
married contains
to the
are ashindcomic
as ever.
girl oftingscenes
choice.
WILD WAVES AND WOMEN. — Ethel
Factory,
ALTUS,
OKLAHOMA
some
of greatThepictorial
charm and
Teare is again the head funmaker of a
winds
Sunshine
comedy.
spilled
all
It is oneup ofwiththe swift,
best ofmelodramatic
the series. action.
over
the place
duringWater
the isaction
of the
TWO-GUN TRIXIE (L-Ko), July 16.—
picture, and there is one of those grand
A two-reel
about occur
average
infinales in which given
everybody
and
everything
SPECIAL
terest. Manycomic
of theof scenes
on the
are
wingswith
and the
the utmost
entire
beach,
and
there
are
some
close-ups
cast apparently
risk life and limb
bathing hasgirlsa tinge
in short
suits. Some
theof
cheerfulness. A good comic.
ROLL
humor
of vulgarity
and ofseems
FROZEN
NORTH.
—
Another
animated
to lack any particular point, though there
cartoon with Mutt and Jeff as busy as
are
some good special
such anas
TICKETS
ever stumbling
intotrying
dangerto and
then Quite
runknocking
bath stunts,
houses
with
ning
their
legs
off
escape.
automobile.overThethe kitten
and white
rat
as laughable as their average picture.
Tour
own
special
Ticket,
any accurately
printing, at play makes a good feature.
Universal Film Company.
any nbered
colors,
TEMPORARY
ALIMONY,
July
14.
—
:
every
roll
ELMO, THE MIGHTY, July 14.— Episode
comedy number featuring Neal Burns andA
guaranteed.
Coupon
Tickets
for $3.00.
Prize Vera
Steadman. The plot concerns a
No. 5, "The
Phantom which
Rescue."
Drawings;
5,000.
exciting
instalment,
deals Another
largely
young
wifeto who
is tiredfrombeingherbossed
and
'Prompt
shipments.
Cashsamples.
with
the
order.
Get
the
with
Lucille's
efforts
to
remain
in
her
decides
separate
husband.
Send Coupon
diagram Ticket*,
for Reserved
home which has been taken over by her
She gets limited alimony, and is forced
Seat
serial
enemies. She insists upon her rights, but
tohubby.
work, The
whichcomedy
soon brings her back to
or dated.ment regulation
All ticketsand mustbearconform
to Governduring
the nightLucille
"Black"battles
Rawdonwithinvades
the premises.
him,
of admission
and tax paid. established price
but of pleasing
quality.is not very strong,
but is saved only by the timely arrival of
SPECIAL
TICKET
PRICES
THE FOUR-GUN BANDIT (Western),
Five
Thousand
$1.50
the hero.
Theyfollowed
slip away
an autoTen
3.00
July
5. — An
amusing
Western
mobile, closely
by thein gang.
FifteenThousand
Thousand
4.00
comedy,
with
Magda two-reel
Lanegirland
Peteup
ELMO, THE MIGHTY, July 21.— Chapter
Twenty-five
Thousand
6.00
Morrison
as
the
lovers.
The
holds
Fifty
Thousand
8.00
No. 6, ment
"Theopens Puma's
Paw."
This
instalan
Eastern
millionaire,
who
tells
a
big
One
Hundred
Thousand
12.00
struggleon between
story of hisgives
encounter
a bandit
and
Armstrong andwithhis aenemies
a cliff.
National Ticket Co., shamokin, Pa. afterward
a largewithcheck
to keep
Lucille is pursued by a black bear and
from beingstructed, aexposed.
forceddanger.
into the Both
handshero
of theandgang
through
nd will bringThismanyis well
smiles.conthis
heroine
are
CONDENSER
taken to an obscure cabin, where a wild
STOPPED
puma
turneduploose
Armstrong.
Foring-thepicturefullest
and latest
news Britain
of the movbyBREAKAGE
using
the Freddy
Mount;
numberis winds
with ona real
thrill. The
industry
In Great
and
fits
anysimplelamp
Inrugged.
a moment.
Europe—for
authoritative
articles
by leadVery
and
Pays
ELMO, THE MIGHTY, July 28.— Chapter
ing- Britishimpartial
technicalcriticisms
men— for ofbrilliant
and
for Itselfever. InGet circular.
a week. La*t«
forPoslUvelj
strictly
all films,
No. 7, "The Masked Pursuer." After his
stops
breaking.
Price
$4.
B0.
read
Used
everywhere.
Condenser
exp
e
n
s
e
s
e
n
d
e
d
or
money
back.
THE BIOSCOPE
Write for our up-to-date price list.
San Francisco, Cal.
W. G.St.,PREDDY
669 Halght
85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Amusement Supply Co.
Specimen on Application
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
AMERICAN
5300-302
South Mailers
Wabash Bldg.
Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealer*
laPicture
Motlograph.
and Simplex
(Trade
Reristered)for CataUius
Moving
Machine*.Standard
National
jfotoplaper
Minus*
Screens
for the Carbons,
Theatre
The Musical
MarvelMark
AMERICAN
PHOTOWritePLAYER
CO.
WE SELL ON andTHE Everything
INSTALLMENT
PLAN
62 West 45th Street New York City

The Best For The Best of Them

La Cinematogralia Italiana ed Estera
Ojflciai Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 15th AND 30th OF EACH MONTH
Foreign Subscription: 20 francs per annum.Siin.1:.1 SSL., Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
3r WANTED
PER WORD ANDFORHELPSITUATIONS
WANTED
5r ** COMMERCIAL
PER WORD FOR ADS.
ALL
MINIMUM, S9.50
MINIMUM, SI. no
oooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo
HELP WANTED.
CAMERAS, ETC., WANTED.
75photoM.M.lens,Carlcomplete
Zeiss Tessar
F : lens,and 6 extra
Inch Telewith Model
tripod
WANTEDcamera
— A complete
Bellwith
& Howell
motion
FIRST-CLASS
MANorganize
to take andcharge
of laboraazine,complete
$900.00. 5th.with1917
Universal
M.mag-P.
picture
and
tripod
extra
lenses.
tory.
One
who
can
see
that
highCamera,
all
latest
Improvements,
class
printing,
toning
and
tinting
is
turned
out,
State
description
and
lowest
price.
Will
pay
fitted
with
50
M.M.
Tessar
F:
lens.
Condition
and thatmanner.
the assembling
is carriedis offered
on in anto spot cash. N. D., care M. P. World, N. Y. City. like new In every way. List $420.00. Price,
efficient
Steady
position
WE WISH TO such
PURCHASE
high- $325.00. Heavy panarom and tilting top tripod.
persons
possessing
suchLaboratory
qualifications.
Address,
grade
as Dedescription
Brie,second-hand
Bell and
& Howell,
Worth ment$100.00.
Price $50.00.
Immediate
shipPathe, cameras,
etc.
Write
full
price
with
full
particulars,
Expert,
care wanted.
of your our
order.
Bass service
values
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
Motion
Picture
Apparatus
Co.,
110
West have satisfied
customers
all you.
over andtheWrite
worldor
32d street, N. Y. City.
and
we
can
undoubtedly
satisfy
SITUATIONS WANTED.
wire today.
CAMERA
COMPANY,
CAMERAS, ETC, FOR SALE.
BASS, BA8S
PRESIDENT,
109 DEARBORN
OPERATOR
AND ELECTRICIAN
exSPECIAL BARGAINS : 200 ft. Universal brand CHARLES
STREET, CHICAGO,
ILL.
perience, just returned
from overseas,withdesires
new
regular
equipment
as
furnished
by
manufirst-class
position.
Competent,
reliable.
J.
A.
ON
HAND
FOR
IMMEDIATE
DELIVERY,
facturers, $357.00;tripod,
Universal
Rehkopf, Petoskey, Michigan.
LARGEST
OF THE
NEW UNI-OR
Simplex Precision
$S7.50 tripod,
; U. S. $97.50;
heavy THE
VERSALS
WITH STOCK
INTERNAL
AUTOMATIC
CAMERAMAN,desires
experience
and still weight
tripod,
$67.50.
Threecameras.
other genuine
bar- HAND
OPERATED
SHUTTER
DISSOLVE.
photography,
to locateon scenic
with producing
g
a
i
n
s
i
n
motion
picture
Everyone
DISSOLVE
BRINGS
THE
UNIVERSAL
ON THE
PAR
company wherase. J., care
assistant
cameraman.
Will
go
anyrepresents
a
saving
of
at
least
$30.00.
Only
one
WITH
THE LESS
HIGHEST
PRICEDTHE CAMERAS
M. P. World, N. Y. City.
of
each
kind
on
hand
!
To
avoid
disappointMADE
FOR
THAN
HALF
MONEY.
ment,
send
your
order
quickly.
200
ft.
U.
S.
CI
\
EMATOGRAPHER,
with
complete
Bell
&
The
200-ft.
capacity
Universal,
complete,
with
Model)& Lomb.
Prismatic
Direct
finder,
Howell and desires
Pathe equipment
Tessar
lens
and rock
two bottom
magaM.M.plete withBausch
lc.
Fand:3.5
Tessar.
com- internalzinesdissolve,
California,
to affiliatephotographing
himself within 50(Compact
;
l
i
s
t
price,
$520.00;
at
the
carrying
case,
$S3.50
;
200
ft.
Special
$467.00. Terms cash,
shipBassC.
reputable establishment
where eleven
years' M. P. complete with 50 M.M. B. & L. F :3.5 Tes- O.priceD. onof receipt
technical
knowledge
be utilized
WriteorPres.,
orwill
wire.109
sar, $67.00;Cabinet
200 ft.— entirely
reconstructed
U. S. Camera Company,of deposit.
advantage.executive
Laboratory,
NewscanWeekly,
scenic,to Teakwood
Charles
Bass,
No.
Voightlander
F :4.5 Heliar
educational,periencomedy
and
dramatic
production
exDearborn
St.,
Chicago,
111.
lens—
$89.00.
DAVID
STERN
COMPANY,
1027
ce. Might consider
firm starting
or travelW.
Madison
street,
Chicago,
Illinois.
EQUIPMENT
FOR
SALE.
ing.dressNoJackobjection
to
foreign
countries.
AdREADY HEFOR
YOU. THEEVERMOSTPUBLISHED,
COMPRE- veneer
FOR folding
SALE— About 700Delivery
opera about
chairsOctober
and 500
Angeles, Cal. Sheppard, care M. P. World, Los
NSIVE M. P. CATALOG
National chairs.
Theatre, Washington,
D. C. 1.
TO ANY PICTURES,
ONE CON- Apply
PHOTOGRAPHER— Many years experience, OF TREMENDOUSTEMPLATINGVALUE
MAKING
MOTION
first-class
stills.andTwocommercial
years' practical
experiFILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
INTEREST
TO THEATRECAMERAS
OWNence photoplay
motionlaboratory
picture OF SPECIAL
ERS. CONTAINS
ALL STANDARD
photography.
Own 400 C.ft. B.,cap care
camera,
FOR SALE — Five and six-reel features :
NEW
AND
USED
AT
LOWEST
PRICES.
DEexperience,
desired.
M.
P.
World,
"Heart
of a Police
star cast:
HINTS ONOF MAKING
MOTION
N. Y. City.
Made Officer,"
Good," World,
Special.allCissy
FitzTURSIRABLE
ES. A COPY
THIS BOOK
WILL PICBE "How gMolly
e
r
a
l
d
a
n
d
Julian
Eltinge
:
"Black
Sheep,"
Selig;
MOTION
PICTURE
ENGINEER,
twelve
years
SENT
FREE
ON
REQUEST.
WE
HAVE
FOR
"Cohen's
Luck,"
Edison,
all
star
cast
:
"Cloister
IMMEDIATE
CLEARANCE
THE
FOLLOWING
thorough
laboratory
and
camera
experience.
on the Hearth," Hepworth,
all star
Btar cast;
Just
U. S. WONDERFUL BARGAINS IN MOTION PIC- "Dante's
Milano, all
cast:
Army discharged
Medical Dept.Official
A. E. F.Photographer
Best of references.
CAMERAS:used,1st.fitted200 withft. cam
capacity
U. S. "Divorcons."Inferno."
K. E., allFischer
star cast;
"Infatuation,"
Compact,TUREslightly
and shutter
Address Fred
T. O'Grady, 52 Locust street, intermittent,
Mutual,
Marguerite
:
"In
the
Days
Flushing,
New York.
direct
focus,
2-inch
Voightlander
Thundering
Herd,"
Selig,
Tom
Mix
;
"Isle
ofof
Helomar
F
:3.2
lens,
complete
with
carrying
ca»e.
MANAGER.Tenexperienced
motion pictures,
Love," Mutual,
all West
star cast.
FederalN. Y.Feature
Price $82.50. 2d. 400 ft. capacity Williamson Exchange,
vaudeville.
years
in
business.
Original
Inc..
145
45th
street,
City.
Deluxe, ments,
trickoutsidecrank,
forwardBeautifully
and reversebalanced
moveideas real
that advertising.
get results.References.
Can handleF. booking,
focusing.
write
C. Men- movement.
Price
complete
with
Tessar Model
lens FOR SALE—MISCELLANEOUS.
endez. Flushing,
New York.
white
$150.00.
3d.
400
ft.
capacity
Ernemann
puppies,
pure Thoroughbred
white onexcept
head, Scotch
longM.collie
silkyL.
YOUNG
LADY
ORGANIST,
at
present
emB,
De
Luxe.
One
of
the
best
cameras
ever
made,
coats. Photograph
application.
ploved.
in theN. West.
complete
with lens,
to use,fitted$350.00.
references.wouldJ„ like
care opening
M. P. World,
Y. City.Best 400
ft. capacity
Bell ready
& Howell,
with 504th.& Belcher, 150 Palm street. Rochester, N. Y.

PIANISTS

WANTED!
FOR

LYMAN

H.

HOWE'S

TRAVEL

FESTIVAL

We desire to hear immediately from young, reliable, above-the-average
male pianists for our traveling motion picture companies. Large and
varied repertoire and abilit3T to play from memory necessary. Long
season and pleasant engagement. State age, experience, salary expected
and all particulars, first letter.
ADDRESS:
THE

LYMAN
H. HOWE
ATTRACTIONS,
175-177 WEST RIVER STREET, WILKES -BARRE, PA.

Inc.
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of Current

Film

Release

Dates
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Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
June
1 — The
Fear
(Pauline Frederick).
DREW COMEDIES.
June
Thenedy).
City theofWoman
Comrades
Moore).Ken(.Two-Reel Comedies)
July 22(5—— Through
Wrong Door(Tom(Madge
Fox Film Corporation
June
15
—
Squared.
July 13— Bunkered.
July 27— TheFrederick)
Peace of . Roaring River (Pauline
FAMOUS PLAYERS-LASKY CORP.
BIG TIMELY PICTURES.
Aug. 173—— Heartsease
Upstairs (Mabel
Paramount Features.
Aug.
(Tom Normand).
Moore).
Queen
of the Sea (Annette
Kellerman).
The Land
June
8
—
You're
Fired
(Wallace
Reid).
BENNISON
STAR SERIES.
The
Prussianof the
Cur. Free.
June 8— An Martin).
Innocent Adventuress (Vivian Sandy Burke of the U-Bar-U
(Betzwood).
STANDARD PICTURES.
23 — Speedy
June 15 — Men,ton).Women and Money (Ethel Clay- Mar.
The Road
Called Meade
Straight(Betzwood).
(Betzwood).
June
1— AMy Woman
There Was
(Theda
Bara). June 15 — Other
Aug.
15
—
High
Pockets.
Men's
Wives
(Dorothy
Dalton).
June
15—
Little
Sister
(Evelyn
Nesbit).
Oct. 1— Lord Jim.
Foot, Straw
(Charles Ray).
June 29 — Thenum).
Lone Star Ranger (William Far- June
June 222922 ——— Hay
A Daughter
of theFootWolf
Lee).
GOLDWYN SPECIALS.
June
The
Rose Out
of Granada
(Lina (Lila
Cavalieri).
Aug. 21 — Checkers.
The Bosworth
Border Legion
(Blanche Bates and Hobart
June
29—
Stepping
(Enid
Bennett).
— Six Parts).
June
29—
Girls
(Marguerite
Clark).
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
For Drama).
the Freedom of the World (Seven Parts —
July
6
—
A
Very
Good
Young
Man
(Bryant
Washburn).
Aug. 10— Wolves of the Night.
For Seven
the Freedom
July
(Dorothy(Wallace
Gish). Reid).
Reels). of the East (Lady Tsen Mel —
July 131320——— Nugget
The LoveNellBurglar
TOM MIX SERIES.
The Eternal Magdalene.
July
Louisiana
(Vivian
Martin).
Aug. 24 — Roughriding Romance.
July
20 — Rose
of the Chance
River (Lila
CAPITOL
July 27—
A Sporting
(Ethel Lee).
Clayton).
(TwoWoof.ReelsCOMEDIES.
Each)
THEDA BARA SERIES.
Artcraft Pictures.
May
4
—
The
Sea
Sept. 14— La Belle Russe.
18
—
Circumstantial
Evidence.
June 1 — Theso).Splendid Romance (Enrico Caru- May
Haven).
June 1 — In a Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
EXCEL PICTURES.
June
Heart
(D. W. (William
Griffith). S. June 15— A Wonderful
sons). Night (Smiling Bill ParHart).
June 81—— True
Square
Deal Susie
Sanderson
May
18
—
Words
and
Music
(Albert
Ray).
June 6— When
June 29 — TheirCarterDayDe ofHaven).
Rest (Mr. and Mrs.
22— Wagon
The Avalanche
(Elsie Ferguson).
verse).Fate Decides (Madelaine Tra- June
July
20—
Tracks
(William
S.
Hart).
June
July
13 — Chasing
Rainbeaux
(Parsons).
June 1529 —— Cowardice
Be a LittleCourt
Sport(Peggy
(AlbertHyland).
Ray).
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
SPECIALS.
July
27—
After
the
Bawl
(Carter
Haven).
July 20 — Roseverse).
of the West (Madelaine Tra- June 15 — Secret Service (Robert Warwick).
Aug.
24
—
Honeymooning
(Carter
DeDe Haven).
"Go
Get
'Em,
Potts"
June 29 — The White Heather (Maurice Tour- Mar. 23— The Potum of Swat. Series.
Aug.
3
—
Cheating
Herself
(Peggy
Hyland).
Aug. 17 — Love Is Love (Ray and Fair).
July 136—— The
Theneur's).
Firing ofLineKatherine
(Irene Bush
Castle).(Cather- Apr. 6 — The Midnight Alarm.
Sept. 14 — The verse).
Splendid Sin (Madelaine Tra- July
Career
ine Calvert).
Pure FORD
Havana. EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY.
July 27 — The Dark Star.
June 29 — At the Crossroads.
VICTORY PICTURES.
PARAMOUNT-FLAGG COMEDIES.
July
6 — Fable
the Olive and the Orange.
May 25—
Divorce
Brockwell).
July 13—
School ofDays.
(Two Reels Each)
June
226—— The
Putting
One Trap
OverTrail(Gladys
(George
July
20 —— The
Town of Up and Down.
July
The
Wilderness
(Tom Walsh).
Mix).
June
29
—
The
"Con"
in
Economy.
July
27.
Sweetness.
July
20
—
The
Sneak
(Gladys
Brockwell).
The Immovable Guest.
July 273—— The
Sneak
Brockwell). Walsh). July 27—
Aug.
Seventh(Gladys
Person
SERIES (RE-ISSUES.)
Aug. 10 — The
The Winning
Stroke (George
(George Walsh). June SUCCESS
W. W. Hodkinson
8
—
Still Waters
(Maguerite Clark).
June
15
—
Behind
the Scenes
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
June 22 — Redemption
of David(Mary
CoraonPickford).
(William Distributed Through Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Farnum).
May 2515—— Virtuous
Husbands.
June 29 — Warrens of Virginia (Special).
STAR SERIES.
June
DabblingJailbirds
in Society.
July
6—— Sapho
(Pauline
Frederick).Farrar).
The
Best(Louise
Man (J.Glaum).
Warren Kerrigan).
July
66—— Merry
(Two Parts).
July
13
Maria
Rosa
(Geraldine
Sahara
July
Merry
Jail
Birds.
July
20— The
Clown (Victor
Moore).
The Blue
Rhodes).
Aug.
First inKiss.Society.
July 27—
Esmeralda
(Mary Pickford).
You
Never Bonnet
Know (Billie
Your Luck
(House Peters).
Sept. 31—
14— Her
Dabbling
A White Man'sMade
Chancein (J:America.
Warren Kerrigan).
HOLMES.
MUTT & JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS. June PARAMOUNT-BURTON
1
—
With
Uncle
Sam's
Submarine
Chasers.
Ashley Miller Productions — One Reel — Patriotic.
May
1118—— Left
Sir Sidney.
June
8— The Silken
Citiesto oftheSuwako.
May
at the Game.
Post.
June
15—
theandTiber
3, "The
May 25—
The
Shell
No.
"VictoryRookie."
Army
in the Making."
June
2229 —— From
Frocks
Frills and
of thePiave.
Philippines. No.
June
1
—
Oh,
Teacher
!
No. 5,4, "Building
the Soldier."
June
Chateau
Thierry
Beyond.
June
8—— Hands
Up !
July
6
—
Up
the
Upper
Parana.
No.
6,
"The
Hated
K.
P."
June
15
Sweet
Papa.
No.
to Victory."Forward."
July
13 — The
Cataracts of the
Iguassu.
June
Pests.
No. 7,8, "Overseas
"Forward
July
American
in France.
June
29226——— Look
APetsPrizeand
Fight.
ARTCO— Always
PRODUCTIONS.
July 2027—— The
MiracleWomen
of Montcir.
July
Pleasant,
Please.
As
a
Man
Thinks
(Harry Raver- Augustus
Thomas-Leah
Baird).
July
13
—
Downstairs
and
Up.
PARAMOUNT-BRAY
PICTOGRAPHS.
Aug. 3124 —— The
Mutt Frozen
and JeffNorth.
in London.
VolcanoBaird).(Harry Raver-Augustus ThomasJune 8— Bird of tionsCommerce
; Interior Decora- The Leah
Aug.
:
Cartoon.
Sept. 7— Mutt and Jeff im Paris.
GREY PICTURES, INC.
June 15— BeansCartoon.
; Putting Nature Under Glass ; Desert ZANE
Gold
(All-Star Cast — Benjamin B. HampTHE GREAT NINE.
ton Production).
June 22 — Mysteries
of
Snow;
With
Rod
and
Reel Growth
; Cartoon.
GREAT AUTHORS PICTURES.
June 29 — Plant
WesternersProduction).
(Roy Stewart — Benjamin B.
Cartoon. ; Columbian Highway ; The Hampton
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY.
July 6— Charting
the
Sky
;
A
Fort
of
Mediaeval
France
;
Cartoon.
Salome
(Theda
Bara
—
Eight
Parts).
July 13— Salvaging
Torpedoed
Cleopatra
(Theda(William
Bara — Eight
Known New
York (1)Millions:
; Cartoon.Little
Les Miserables
Farnum).Parts).
Independent Sales Corp. |
July 20 — Science
The New
York and
CurbYour
MarketCamera;
; Cartoon.
July 27— LittleCutting
Knownand Polishing
New York; Cartoon.
(2) ; Gem
(Releasing Through Film Clearing House.)
SPECIALS.
Famous Players-Lasky
MyDivided
Ship Comes
Breamer).
AWhen
House
(HerbertIn. Rawlinson and Sylvia
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES.
Cassidy).
Goldwyn Distributing Corp. The Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmee and HUea
(.Two Reels lack)
June
8—— Hearts
and toFlowers.
The Challenge of Chance (Jess Willard).
June
22
No
Mother
Guide
Him.
STAR SERIES PRODUCTIONS.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES.
July
Get Along.
May
4 — One
July 206—— Trying
Among toThose
Present.
Life'sMistake
Greatest(Steger).
Problem (Blackton).
May 11—
Leaveof ItthetoFinest
Susan (Tom
(MadgeMoore).
Kennedy). Her
May 18 — TheSixCrimson
Gardenia (Rex Beach- ASuspense
PARAMOUNT-ARBUCKLE COMEDIES.
Woman's
Experience (Baeon-Backer).
Parts).
(Reicher).
(Two Reels Each)
(Continued on pane 888)
May 25 — Whenmand).Doctors Disagree (Mabel NorJune 1 — A DeBert Hero.
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GOLD FIBRE SCREENSw
The crowning triumph of constructive exceltion. lence and maximum clear, soft toned reproducThe cardinal essential in attaining the full
charm of ideal projection.
Distributors from Coast to Coast
Samples and Information Upon Request
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO
WORLD'S
MOVINGLARGEST
PICTUREPRODUCERS
SCREENS. OF
Bomont and Morgan
-St. Louis, Mo.
COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receive* INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY prodsctien.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St, New York City
Bryant 5437
Bet. Eifhth and Ninth Ave*.

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you
30% to in50%anyin territory.
postage, etc.Includes
Reachesnameall orof
selected
list from
of theatres
exhibitorlicityasmediums
well desiring
as the theatre
address.news.A list
of pubmotion Inpicture
Unaffiliated
exchanges
looking asfor such.
features.
Supplywithhouses
that ofarestudios,
properly
characterized
Producers
address
laboratories
andbuilt.offices. Information in advance of theatres
being
or
to
be
W74
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
80 Fifth Arenas, New York
Phone: Chelsea 8237
Addressing Multigraphlng Printing Typewriting
In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD

TYPHOONS
I
TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
FILM

PICTURE WORLD
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The
New Premier

scope
Pathe-

Flickerless
"Safety
Motion Standard"
Picture
Projector
Will runby thethe "Safety
Standard"
narrow-width,
slow-burning film,
adopted
Society
of
Motion
Picture
Engineers.
Can befireusedor byinsurance
any one,restrictions.
any time and any where, without any
danger,
Labeled
by Underwriters,
Booth case.
Not Required."
Weighs only
23 pounds. "Enclosing
Fits in a small
Operates from
any
light socket.
The towonderful
T-4 the
lampillumination
(just perfected
us)
gives
from
three
four
times
formerlyfor
obtainable.
Uses
less
than
100
watts
in
lighting
12-foot
at 75 feet. Motor drive and rewind at variable speed. picture
TT C malt'P
IllctrVl {(Pathescope
Pathescope Negatives
positive.
Wp
Prints fromfromany any
negative.
Send for 32-page convincing catalog.
The Pathescope Dept.
Co. M.W.
of America, Inc.
Aeolian Hall, 35 West 42nd Street, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities
Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty
PATENTS
William
N. Moore
PATENT ATTORNEY
LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The firstPlease
important
step ofis your
to learn
whetherwithyouS4.Mcanandobtain
a
patent
send
invention
examine
patent sketch
records
inform
yen
whether yonI will
are
entitled toIkea patent,
the
cost and
and manner
of procedure.
Established 25 Years
Personal Attention

POOL*
UENTILATE
%0 w^&tiSFJ£r- W 281 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
* Phone: Union 4800
LABORATORIES
216-222HARRY
WEEHAWKEN
ST.
N. J.
HOUDINI. Pres.
ALFRED DAVIDSON, Sec. & Treas. WEST
THEO. W.HOBOKEN,
HARDEEN, Vice-Pres.
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List

of Current

Film

Release

Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 10.
FIRST ROTHAPPEL UNIT PROGRAM.
1—2— The
Wood
of Fair(Novelty
Water (Scenic).
The Doom"
Great Gamble
(Episode No. 2, "The Clock of
The
Last
Hour
with
Music).
— Three
False
Gods of(Dramatic
Feature).
Photoplays,
Inc.). Reels — Drama — Western
435——— AWild
Thought
Equity
(Epigram).
Count
Your
Change
Flowers (Comedy).
Comedy — Rolin ) . (Harold Lloyd— One ReelTopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 15 (Topical— Literary
Pathe
No. 6766 (Topical).
(Topical).
Metro Pictures Corporation,
Pathe News
News No.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 17.
METRO ALL-STAR SERIES.
The SixWorld
Parts).Aflame (Frank Keenan — Drama —
June
9
—
Some
Bride
(Viola
Dana).
June 16 — FoolsWehlen).
and their Money (Emmy The Great Gamble (Episode No. 3. "Into the
Chasm"
— Drama
Photoplays,
Inc.). — Two Parts — Western
June 23 — One Thing at a Time O'Day (Bert
ChopReel—
Suey Rolin).
& Co. (Harold Lloyd — Comedy — One
June 30 — TheLytell).
Uplifters (May Allison).
Pathe Review No. 16 (Educational).
July
7 — God's
(Francis
Bushman).
July 14—
In ton).
HisOutlaw
Brother's
PlaceX.(Hale
Hamil- TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 16 (Topical— Literary
July
21—
The
Microbe
(Viola
Dana).
Pathe News
July 28 — The Wehlen).
Belle of the Season (Emmy Pathe
News No.
No. 0860 (Topical).
(Topical).
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY.
Aug.
4
—
Easy
to
Make
Money
(Bert
Lytell).
Aug.
11—
The
Four
Flusher
(Hale
Hamilton).
(Released by Pathe.)
Aug. 18 — A Favor to a Friend (Emmy Wehlen).
June
2913—— AYvonne
Sporting
Russell).
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS.
ter). Chance (William
July
(Mary Miles
MinThe Fall
Greatof Victory,
Wilson or the Kaiser, the July 27— The TigorfromLilyParis(Margarita
Fisher).
the Hohenzollerns.
Six Feet Four (William Russell).
Why Parts).
Germany Must Pay (All-Star Cast— Six Aug.
10— This Hero Stuff (William Russell).
Hellion.
The Parts).
Great Romance (Harold Lockwood — Six The
The Dangerous
Other Side Talent.
of Eden.
The
Shadows
of
Suspicion
(Harold
Lockwood).
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood).
The Seven
Man Who
Parts).Stayed at Home (All-Star CastExhibitors — Mutual
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Toys
of Fate
(Seven Parts
Parts—— Drama).
Drama).
Eye
for
Eye
(Seven
ROBERTSON-COLE FEATURES.
Out ofRedtheLantern
Fog (Seven
The
(Seven Parts).
Parts).
July — The Man Beneath (Sessue Hayakawa).
July
A Man'sWomanCountryMichael
(Alma Married
Rubens). (Bessie
July —— The
Barriscale).
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
July — Man's Stone).
Desire (All-star cast with Lewis
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 13. • August — A Sage-Brush
Hamlet (William Desmond).
The Idol"
Tiger's
TrailParts(Episode
No.— Astra).
13, "The False August — The Pagan God (H. B. Warner).
—
Two
—
Drama
JustComedy
Neighbors
(Harold Lloyd— One Reel — August — The Gray Horizon (Sessue Hayakawa).
STRAND COMEDIES.
Topics
of —theRolin).
Day No. 11 (Topical-Literary
Digest).
(One-Reel Comedies.)
Pathe News
News No.
No. 5859 (Topical).
Pathe
(Topical).
July 6— Oh, What a Jam!
July
13
—
Fancy
Fooling Father.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 20.
July
2027 —— Jimmie's
Doggone
The Pistol's
Tiger's Point"
Trail— Two
(Episode
No.
14,
"At
the
July
Winning
Him
Back.Luck.
Parts— Lloyd
Drama— —OneAstra).
At the— Comedy
Old Stage
Door
(Harold
Reel
ROTHACKER
OUTDOOR
SUBJECTS.
Pathe Review —No.Rolin).
14 (Educational).
16 — In Pyramid Land.
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 12 (Topical — Literary Mar.
Mar. 3023—— Glimpsing
Mid Sahara'sGondolas.
Sands.
Mar.
Pathe News
News No.
No. 61GO (Topical).
(Topical).
Pathe
April 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 27.
Our Drama
Better — Selves
Astra). (Fannie Ward — Five Parts —
The Face"
Tiger's— Two
TrailParts
(Episode
15, "The Tiger
— DramaNo.
— Astra).
NeverComedy
Touched
Me (Harold
Lloyd
— One Reel —
—
Rolin).
His Bridal Night (Alice Brady).
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 13 (Topical — Literary July—
July— The Way of a Woman (Norma Talmadge).
Pathe
News
No.
62
(Topical).
July
—
The Country
stein). Cousin (Elaine HammerPathe News No. 63 (Topical).
July—
The
Spite
Bride (Olive Thomas).
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 3.
July — Everybody's Sweetheart (Elsie Janis).
The Gamble"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.
1,
"The
Great
SELZNICK
PICTURES.
Photoplays,— Three
Inc.). Reels — Drama — Western (Distributed Through Select Pictures Corporation
Exchanges.)
A Jazzed
Honeymoon
(Harold
Lloyd
—
One
Reel
— Comedy — Rolin).
Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas).
Pathe
ReviewNo.No.6415(Topical).
(Educational).
Love or Fame (Elaine Hammersteln).
Pathe
Pathe News
News No. 65 (Topical).
The Perfect Lover (Eugene O'Brien).

Dates
-

Reel Dramas
| Triangle Film Corporation
TRIANGLE PRODUCTIONS.
—Special).
July 6— Prudence
of Broadway (Olive Thomas
July
13
—
Muggsy
(Jackie
July 20— Mistaken IdentitySaunders).
(Anita King).
July 27 — TheWestern
UnbrokenDrama).
Promise (Jane MillerAug.
3—
The
Lyons
Mail
(Henry
B. Irving).
Aug. 1710 —— One
FruitsAgainst
of Passion
(Alice
Aug.
ManyPerformance
(Anita Mann).
King). (Ellen
Aug. 24 — HerTerry).
Greatest
Aug. 31 — Black Eyes (Taylor Holmes— Special).
J Universal Film Mfg. Co.
CENTURY COMEDY.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
June 25 — Howling
Lions Bill
and Circus Queens
(Dot Farley,
Animals)—
03785. Beban and Wild
July 30 — A Lion Special (Animal Comedy) —
03842.
HEARST NEWS.
Issued Every
L-KO. Monday.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
July 9 — A Orient)—
Pair of 03809.
Deuces (Charlie from the
July 16 — Two-Gun Trixie (Mr. and Mrs. Dan
03820.
July 23 — BrownRussell)—
Eyes Paco
and andBankBob Notes
(Lois
Neilson,
Brownie):—
03831.
Aug. 6— A Puppy
Love
Panic
(Lois
Nelson
and
Caroline
Aug. 13 — Sirens
of theWright)—
Suds (Mr.03952.
and Mrs. Dan
Russell)—
03862.
Aug. 20— Charlie
Hero Alexander)—
(Chai Hing, 03872.
Hughie
Mack, theClaire
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTION.
July 14— A Little Brother of the Rich (Frank
May
and03814.Kathryn Adams — Six
Parts)—
July 21— TheSix
Spitfire
of 03826.
Seville (Hedda Nova —
Parts)—
July 28 — The Salisbury
Man in— Six
the Parts)
Moonlight
— 03836.(Munroe
Aug. 4— A Laren—
Petal onSixtheParts)
Current
03848. (Mary MacAug. 11— A Little Brother of the Rich (Frank
Mayo and03858. Kathryn Adams — Six
Parts)—
Aug. 18 — The—Six
Ace Parts)—
of the Saddle
3868. (Harry Carey
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE.
Issued Every Friday.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS.
Issued Every Wednesday.
JEWEL.
03806.(Mildred Harris— Six Parts) —
July 7— Home
Joe Martin Comedy Series — Two Reels Each.
July
7— Monkey
03807.03827.
July 21—
The Jazz Stuff—
Monkey—
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
Cyclone
Smith.
(Drama — Each
Episode
in Two Parts — Eddie
—03771.
Polo
Featured.)
June 16 — No. 6, "Cyclone Smith Plays Trump"
June
23— No.
June 30—
No. 7,8, "The
"Down,Missing
but NotBullet"—
Out"—03783.
03784.
July 7— No. 03805.
9, "Cyclone Smith's Partner"—
July 14— No.(Continued
10, "For Life"—
on page03825.
890)
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ROCK

FILM=—

The Quality Raw

Stock

Right photographically.
Will not go to pieces in
the projector.

Made by
The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing Company
Verona, New Jersey

Don't Let Your Profits
Leak Away
Leaks and loss... .
for y
and may
jeopardize the ryprofit
existence
your
business.
The New Perfected
Automaticket Register
ects you against box-office leaks and
•snessand more
in every
way helps
make profityour
successful
and tomore
It stands every
guard ticket
over your
receipts
sold, cash
and
enables and
you
toregisters
give faster ticket
selling
service.
'thethemfulltoday.facts?
AUTOMATIC TICKET SELLING AND
CASH REGISTER CO.
737 Broadway New York

Phe Automatic Ticket Selling
& Cash Redister Co.
1731 BROADWAY ^ NEW YORK

As pioneers in the manufacture
of motion picture film — for it was
Eastman Film that first made motion pictures practical — the Eastman Kodak Company has from
the beginning been identified with
the success of the motion picture
industry. One could hardly have
advanced to its present stage of
development without the other.
PRODUCERS OF
Identifiable by thein words
the film"Eastman"
margin and "Kodak'

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

MOTION PICTURE FILMS
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone Audubon 3716
ERBOGRAPH CO.
G. B. STREET.
ERB, President
203-211LUDWIG
WEST I46TH
NEW YORK
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Release

Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five
Harems and Hokum (Two Parts).
The Red Glove.
Aubrey —andTwo Rock—
Parts).Two
(Drama— EachWalcamp
Episode Features.)
in Two Parts — Marie Flips
Zip Parts).
andand Flops
Zest (James
(Montgomery
June 23 — No.03780.
15, "The Mysterious Message" — Yats and Yokels (James Aubrey — Two Parts).
Perils of Thunder Mountain.
julr
7— No.
of Death"—
July 14—
No. 17,
18,Elmo"The
"RuntheRope
to Mighty.
Earth"—
03815.03802.
(Drama
Episodes
— Two
Each
released— Fifteen
weekly
Featuring
AntonioPartsMoreno,
with —Carol
Halloway.)
June 16 — No. 1, "The
Mystery
of
Mad
Mountain"—03769.
No. 2,1, "The
Spear ofTrap."
Malice."
June
23—
No.
"Buried Alive"—
03781.
No.
June
30—
No.
3,2, "A"Flames
of Hate"—
03792.
No. 4,3, "The
"The Bridge
Teeth
of Steel."
July
7
—
No.
4,
Fiendish
Revenge"
—
03803.
No.
"Cave
of
Terror."
July
14 — No.
No. 6,5, "The
"The Puma's
PhantomPaws"—
Rescue"03828.
— 03816. No. 5, "The Cliff of Treachery."
July
6, "The
Tree of Torture."
July 21—
28—
No.
7, "The
"The Flaming
Masked Pit"—
Pursuer"—
03837. No.
No.
"The
Lure."
Aug.
4—
No.
S,
03849.
No. 9,7,8, "Prisoner
"The Lightning
Iron ofClutch."
Aug. 11 — No. 9, "Thetures"—03859.
House of a Thousand Tor- No.
the
Deep." "
10,
"The theFlaming
Sacrifice.
Aug. 18— No. 10, "Victims of the Sea"— 03869. No.
No.
11,
"In
Ocean's
Grip."
Major Allen's Animal Hunt.
No.
12, "The Rushing
Horror."
No. 13,
River ofofDisaster."
Dread."
June
30—6— Trailing
the Leopard—Reel)
03847.
No.
14, "The
"The
Aug.
Bear
No. 15,
"Fate'sHuntVerdict"
Aug. 13—
Lion Trapping
Trapping— (One
03864. — 03954.
SPECIAL.
July 28 — TheReel).
Heart Punch (Jess Willard— One
World Pictures Corp.
July 28 — Hiding
Holland (The Crown Prince
— Onein Reel).
CURRENT
EVENTS.
July 7— TheandAmerican
Way (Arthur Ashley
Issued Every Friday.
Dorothy Green).
July
14 —— Dust
of DesireSaint(Ruby(Montagu
DeRemer).
OKEH KOMEDIES.
July
21
A
Broadway
Love).
Aug. 11 -Too Tired (Neal Burns)— O3860.
July
28—4— Bringing
Up(JuneBettyElvidge).
(Evelyn Greeley).
Aug.
Coax
Me
STAR COMEDIES.
Aug. 11— TheDorothy
Praise Green).
Agent (Arthur Ashley and
(One-Reel Comedies,Lee featuring
Moran.) Eddie Lyons and Aug.
Aug. 2518—— The
The Girl
(Lottie Kruse).
Man Alaska
Nameand(John
July
& Half—Alimony
03804. (Neal Burns) —
Lowell
withWithout
Corene a Uzzell
EdJuly 147—— Half
Temporary
03817.
gar Keller).
SUPER-SPECIAL RELEASE.
July
21—
All
Bound
'Round—(Jack
03829.Dillon)— 03838.
July
28—
The
Tea
Hound
The
Ghost
of Slumber
Mountain
(0»e Reel).except
Aug. 18—
4— Penny
Waiting Ante—
at the03870.
Church— 03850.
LittleBuffalo).
Orphant
Annie (in
all territories
Aug.
WESTERN AND
RAILROAD
DRAMAS.
HOI DIM SERIAL.
(Two Reels Each.)
The Master Mystery.
July 5— The Four-Gun Bandit (Pete Morrison)
(Drama — Fifteen Episodes — Two Parts Each.)
July 11— To the Tune
of
Bullets
(Pete
Morri(In Salt
Omaha,
City,Francisco,
St. Louis,
Denver,
son)—03813.
Lake Kansas
City,
Los Angeles,
July 19 — The—03824.
Jaws of Justice (Pete Morrison)
Minneapolis
and SanSeattle.)
July
Magic
(Pete (Peter
Morrison)—
03835.and
JUDGE BROWN SERIES.
^ug. 26—2 — Gun
NeckMagda
and Lane)—
Noose
Morrison
July
14— The
ShiftDemand
the Gearof Freck
03846.
Aug.
11—
Dugan (One
(One Reel).
Reel).
Aug. it— A Western
Wooing
(Pete
Morrison
and
Magda
Lane)—Fool03957.(Pete Morrison
CHAPLIN.
Aug. 16— Theand
Fighting
Magda)— 03867.
Triple Trouble (Two Parts).
PoliceBank(Two(TwoPartsParts
— Reissue).
The
— Reissue).
AShanghaied
Night at the
Parts— Reissue).
Vitagraph
(TwoShow
Parts—(TwoReissue).
SPECIAL RELEASE.
VITAGRAPH FEATURES.
Conquered
Hearts(Seven
(Seven Parts).
Cupid Forecloses.
The
Unbeliever
The Unchastened
Woman Parts).
(Seven Parts).
The
Hornet's
The Wolf. Nest.
Th«
Man Woman
Who Won(Gladys
(HarryLeslie).
T. Morey).
KINOGRAMS.
The
Girl
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday
The
Bramble Bush
(Corinne
Griffith).
The Gamblers
Morey).
(Topical).
Over
the Garden(Harry
Wall T.(Bessie
Love).
PRIZMA.
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS.
KUauea.
Catalina Islands.
The
Third
Degree
(Alice
JoyceStewart).
— Seven PartB).
The
Painted
World
(Anita
"Skyland,"
of the Northwest.
Shadows of the Past (Anita Stewart).
Everywhere awithTalePrizma.
Trout.
Daring Hearts
X. Bushman and Bev- Kiddies.
erly Bayne —(Francis
Six Parts).
Model Girls.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
China.
The
Star Boarder
(Two (Two
Parts).Parts).
Birds
andRevelations.
Flowers.
Alaskan
His
Home
Sweet
Home
The Simplethe Life
Glacier Park.
Between
Acts.(Two Parts).
Hawaii.
'Gators.
The
Apache Trail.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES.
Old Faithful.
Tootsies
and Tamales (James Aubrey — Two Grand
Canyon.
Parts).
Pineapples.
Healthy and Happy.

Dates

Reel Dramas
Feature Releases
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Indianapolis, Ind.
(Two Reels Each.)
Running
Wild.
Struck Service
by Lightning.
Secret
Dan.
Faithful Unto Death.
Escaped
The SquareConvict.
Gambler.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
ACupid's
CheerfulHoldup.
Liar.
Lobster
Dressing.
Love
Hurry.
Reno —— inAlla Change.
CHRISTIE SPECIALS.
— Two Blighted
Parts). Career (Fay Tincher
April 20— Sally's
Rowdy Moves
Ann. In (Fay Tincher — Two Parts).
Mary
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS.
Sunnyside
(CharliePickford).
Chaplin — Three Parts).
In Wrong (Jack
Mary
Regan
(Anita
Stewart
— Six— Parts).
Daddy
Long Gods
Legs Would
(Mary
Pickford
Seven Parts).
Whom
Auction theof Souls
(Eight Destroy
Parts). (Seven Parts).
June 25— BillSixApperson's
Parts). Boy (Jack Pickford—
Aug.
25 — Burglar
By Proxy(Mary(JackPickford).
Pickford).
Sept.
Hoodlum
Sept. 1—
8— The
A Talmadge).
Temperamental
Wife (Constance
Sept. 15 — HerStewart).
Kingdom of Dreams (Anita
SOL LESSER.
Yankee Doodle in Berlin (Five Parts).
EDWARD A. MACMANUS.
Two West Forty-Seventh Street.
The General
Lost Battalion
(Lieut.-Col. Whittlesey and
Alexander).
MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
When Bearcat Went Dry.
OUTING-CHESTER PICTURES.
Distributed through First National Exchanges
(except Omaha, Denver, Boston, Pittsburgh,
Chicago and Detroit.)
Wrangling
Here Comes Dudes.
the Groom.
Piking
After Climbs
Pizarro.Aboard.
Mr. Outing
June
Cassiar's Goat.
June 2922—— Getting
They Growthe Everywhere.
July 136— A Haitian
Night'sJourney.
Tale.
July
Hair
Raising
July
20— Put Outing
Your Cares
on Ice.
July
Instructs.
Aug. 273—— Mr.
The Ghost Coast.
LEONCE PERRET PRODUCTIONS.
1402 Broadway, New York.
A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli).
PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS.
Fit to Win.
ROGERS FILM CORPORATION.
WILLIAM L. SHERRY SERVICB.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Features.
The Troop Train (Six Parts).
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES.
June 8 — Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon).
ZION FILMS.
Khavah. (Continued
on page 892)
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Light

Speak

For

Itself

Moving pictures do not rely on brilliant screen settings alone to bring out the
beauty of a film. Take the half shadow scene or moonlight effects in which the details must be clearly registered. This is where the projection can be made to speak
for itself.

QUIET

CARBONS
(FOR ALTERNATING CURRENT WORK)
are equally effective for all color gradations.
STEADY
ARC

LIGHT

SILVERTIP CARBONS
With the Columbia Upper Give Complete Satisfaction for D. C. Projection

NATIONAL

CARBON

COMPANY,

Inc., Cleveland, Ohio

SUCCESS
STORIES NO. 2
There'sing forayousteady
incomewillwaitif you
put
your house front and lobby to
work with our handsome Display Frames and Wall Cases.
We offer you the largest variety in the world — a style to
suit
house — a price for
everyevery
pocketbook.
Our Experts Will
Call Upon You!
Now, while our experts are on the road.
WRITE us. and we will hare one of
them
call improvement
on you— give youand freecostadvice
on lobby
estiobligation.
Simply mateswritewithoutthatexpense
you areor Interested.
Menger,Ring&
Weinstein, Inc.
(Formerly Menger & Ring)
LargestFrame*
Maker*andofWallLobbyCase*Display
306 W. 42d St., near 8lhAve.,N.Y.
REPRESENTED BY
Hollis-Smith-Mortem
Co., Pittsburgh:
V.Minneapolis.
T. E.. Cleveland.
Detroit,
Chicago,
Marshall Field's
Windows
Worth $100
a one
Dayof the most popular
Omaha.
Kansas
City;
attractive
lobby of Fox's
Theatre,Frames
Erker
Bros..
St.
Louis:
Dwyer
Bros.,
iway
the magnificent
II. R. Audubon
& W. Display
and Wall Cases and
Cincinnati;
would
be
NO
CROWD-GETTING
value,
no
income-bringing
attractiveness.
As
it
is, this lobby is wort'>
Angeles. J. Slipper & Co.. Los there
thousands of dollars a year as a business investment. Write us today.
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State Right Releases
HIRAM ABRAMS.
1476 Broadway, New York.
HeartsDrama).
of Men (George Beban — Six Parts —
ALPHA PICTURES, INC.
Reclaimed. 130 West Forty-sixth Street.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
6227 Broadway, Chicago.
Damaged Goods (Richard Bennett — Seven Parts).
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
Times Kerrigan
Building, Reissues
New York.(Two Reels
Ten Each).
J. Warren
Four
Allison-Lockwood
Reissues.
Thirty-two
Unique (Crane
ComediesWilbur—
(One SixReel).Parts).
Finger
of Justice
The
Profiteer
(Alma
Hanlon).
The
Commercial
Pirates
(Mile.
Valkyrien).
Miss Arizona.
Mysterious
Mr. Browning.
When
the
Desert
Smiled
(Neal
Hart).
The
Web Shuttle.
of Intrigue.
Human
Fires
of
Hope.
The Shadow of Fear.
Hearts of Love
Parts — Drama).
Twenty-six
Arrow(SixComedies
(One Part).
Young America.
(.Series of Twelve Two-Reelers.)
Lone Star Dramas.
(Series of Two-Reel Westerns.)
The Masked Rider.
(Serial — Featuring
house andHarry
Paul Meyers,
Panzer.) Ruth StoneAY WON FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
The Kolker).
Eternal Penalty (Christine Mayo — Henry
andDaysThorns
(Lenore Ulrich).
InRosesthePays
of Daring
She
(Julia
Dean). (Tom Mix).
justice
(Cecil
Scott).
Guilty Woman (Marie Empress).
WILLIAM A. BRADY.
Playhouse,
Stolen
Orders. Forty-eighth Street, N. Y. City.
BULLS EYE FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
(Two-Reel ComediesGaleevery
Henry.)two weeks, featuring
The
Stung.Wild Woman.
(SeriesSeeof Us.One-Reel Monkey Comedies.)
As Others
Their
FirstChinatown.
Fliwer.
Dreamy
Film
Fairies.
Stopping
Bullets.
Caught ofwiththe theBeach.
Goods.
Perils
The
BehindDeserter.
the Scenes.
Billy West Comedies.
Out of Tune (Two Parts).
BURSTON FILMS, INC.
York.Serial ) .
The Mystery1476of Broadway,
13 (FrancisNewFord—
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.
Forty-sixth
N. Y. City.
The 126HeartWestofPath
Texas Ryan. Street,
The
SeriesChosen
of Tom Mix(Margaret
two-reel Leslie).
reissues.
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
403 Times Building, N. Y. City.
The dition).
Wonderland of Peru (Capt. Besley ExpeThe Scott
Undying
StoryExpedition).
of Captain Scott (Capt,
Antarctic
Animal LifearcticinExpedition).
the Antarctic (Capt. Scott AntThe House Without Children.

PICTURE WORLD

Film

Release
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Dates

J
HARRY
RAVER.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
1402 Broadway, N. Y. City.
The Master Crook.
The Liberator (Serial Starring "Maciste").
Western Dramas.
RENCO FILM COMPANY.
29 South La Salle Street, Chicago.
Birth of a Race.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILMS.
Poppy Comedies
Comedies.Featuring Mack
Building, Los Angeles.
(Twenty-six Swain
One-Reel
Me andMarsh-Strong
Gott (Five Parts).
— Weekly Release.)
The
Sage-Brush
League
(Five-Part Western
Ambrose's
Day
Off.
baseball
comedy).
Daddy Ambrose.
FILM SPECIALS, INC.
S. L. PICTURES.
1476 Broadway. N. Y. City.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, N. Y. City.
Virtuous Men (E. K. Lincoln — Seven Parts).
Selig Masterpieces.
Brown of Harvard (Tom Moore).
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
HARRY GARSON.
(Helen HolmesFifteen
Serial Episodes.)
"The Fatal Fortune"—
Aeolian Building, N. Y. City.
The Hushed
Hour (Blanche
Sweet).Sweet).
SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION.
The
Unpardonable
Sin (Blanche
The wick,
SolitaryPauline
Sin (Jack
GAUMONT COMPANY.
Curley).Mulhall, Helene ChadFlushing, L. I.
SOUTHERN
FEATURE
FILM COMPANY.
Gaumont
News
— Released
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Gaumont
Graphic—
ReleasedeveryeveryTuesday.
Friday.
Pictorial Life.
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton — Six Parts).
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION.
TERRITORIAL SALES CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.
AshesEchoof Love.
(Jester Comedies — Two
Month.)Reels — Issued Twice a
The
of
Youth.
The
Tenderfoot.
Some One Must Pay.
A
Mexican
Mixup.
The Wisest Fool.
H. & H. PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Gee Whiz !
Love Wins (Violet Mersereau).
MAURICE TOURNEUR PRODUCTIONS.
J. FRANK HATCH.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
912 Longacre Building, N. Y. City.
Tempest and Sunshine.
Sporting
Life States
(through
in
United
and Famous
Canada). Players-Lasky
Woman.
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
The Lasky
White inHeather
(throughand Famous
The Silent Mystery (Francis Ford Serial).
United States
Canada). PlayersTwenty-eight
reissues starring
S. Hart,banks andTriangle
Norma
Talmadge,
DouglasWilliam
Fair- Broken
My
Lady'sButterfly.
Garter.
Frank
Keenan.
Romany
Rye.
The Wrath of Gettysburg.
the Gods.
The
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
Raffles,Battlethe ofAmateur
Cracksman.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
JANS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
And
the
Children
Pay.
Your
and Mine
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
HumanWifePassions
(Six (Seven
Parts). Parts).
(Forty SingleReel Tom Mix Westerns.)
The
Red
Viper
(Garrett
Hughes — Six Parts).
Stingaree
(Serial
—
Fifteen
Episodes).
Series of Ham and Bud Reissues (One part).
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West Twenty-third Street, N. Y. City.
JUVENILE PHOTOPLAY DISTRIBUTION Mickey
Parts). two-reel Mack Sennett
COMPANY.
Series of(Seven
twenty-eight
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
comedies. one and two-reel Charlie
Boys' Life Screen Review.
SeriesKeystone
of
twenty-six
Chaplin
comedies. single-reel Fatty Arbuckle
VICTOR KREMER.
Seriescomedies.
of twenty-four
105 West Fortieth Street, N. Y. City.
Series
of
twenty-eight
single-reel Liberty Key(Shorty
Hamilton
Series
—
Five-Part
Comedies.)
stones.
The
Ranger.
Seriesstones.
of twenty-eight single-reel Eagle KeyDenny
from
Ireland.
The
Pen
Vulture.
The George
Snail.
Seriesdramas.
of fifteen two-reel Union-Kay-Bee Western
Ten
Fables
Ten Snakeville
Broncho AdeBillyComedies
Dramas(Essanay
(EssanayReissue).
Reissue).
SeriesWestern
of fifteen
Dramas. two-reel Columbia-Kay-Bee
Ten
(Essanay
Reissue).
Everybody's Business (Special).
OLIVER FILMS, INC.
Tower Brand.
308 East Forty-eighth
Custer's
Last
FightParts).
Parts).(W. S. HartThe Carter Street,
Case. N. Y. City.
May
15—
His
Hour
of(Three
Manhood
Two
Parts).
A Serial
in Fifteen
Episodes
of twoandreels
each,
featuring
Herbert
Rawlinson
Margaret
June
1—
Jim
Cameron's
Wife
(W S. Hart — Two
Marsh.
No.
1
—
The
Phosgene
Bullet.
WALDORF
PHOTOPLAYS.
No.
The Vacuum
229 West
No. 423——— The
Terror.Room.
Where
Bonds Forty-second
Are Loosed. Street, N. Y. City.
No.
The Air
Dungeon.
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
WARNER BROTHERS.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, N. Y. City.
220 West Forty-second Street, N. Y. City.
The
Boomerang
(Walthall).
The
Kaiser's
Finish.
Open
Your
Virtuous
Sinners
(Wanda
Hawley).
Sins Holmes).
of the Children (Alma Hanlon and Stuart Beware. Eyes.
The
Long
ofDugout
Mannister
(Henry Walthall).
1600 LLOYD
Broadway,WILLIS.
N. Y. City.
The
Lady from
ofArmtheNowhere
(Al Jennings).
The Girl
(Cleo
Madison).
The Greater Sinner (James K. Hackett).
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IMPORTANT
ANNOUNCEMENT
MR.

E. H. KAUFMAN

m
THE

representing the SPEER CARBON
COMPANY, ST. MARYS, PA.,
WILL BE AT THE
St. Francis Hotel
San Francisco, California
Saturday, August 9th, 1919
Exhibitors and dealers in need of SPEER
CARBONS kindly communicate with the
above party.
PACIFIC COAST AGENCY
FOR

WHITE

SPEER CARBONS
also open. Wire or write for conditions.
The Essential Requirements
FOR
Improved
SPEER

Projection

LIGHT

CARBONS

Speer Alterno Combinations
for A. C. Work
AND
Speer Hold-Ark Combinations
for D. C. Work
Produce Incomparable Results
Wri e to-day for descriptive folder*.
Read the unbiased opinions of operators.
Place an order now with your Supply House

"The Carbons
with a BTGuarantee
MANUFACTURED
SPEER CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.

— so desirable for
MOTION PICTURE
PROJECTIONS
is ONLY produced with
KINARKO
CARBONS
"MADE SPECIALLY FOR
PARTICULAR OPERATORS"
Your Dealer or
CARBON IMPORTS COMPANY
ROBERT W. KIENVERT, General Manager
110-112-114 W. 42d St., New York City
The PerkinsToronto
Electric CompanyWinnipeg
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DO

MOVING

YOU

PICTURE WORLD

REMEMBER?

WHEN folks left the Theatre with
ACHING eyes and
THROBBING heads
CAUSED by the
JUMP and flicker on the
SCREEN
AND how the machines
WERE of open construction and
THE dust accumulated in
THE oil holes and
BEARINGS, and
HOW often you'd under
tuck the
MECHANISM
your
ARM and
RUN to the repair shop
WITH it. and
YOU'D give up your
MORNINGS coaxing
THE machine to
TRY and give better
RESULTS and it wouldn't
AND folks began to
THINK that you
WERE to blame
FOR all of this
AND you got wise
AND bought a
SIMPLEX—
DO

YOU

REMEMBER?

And when you want more light without using additional current
— just walk up to your nearest Simplex Supply man listed on the
adjoining page and whisper — "EXTRALITE," and try one and
see why it's called "EXTRALITE."

ThePrecision Machine (o.Tnc.
317 East 34 th: St- Now York
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S
POWER'
INTERMITTENT
MOVEMENT

Fig. C.

Fig. D.

One entire cycle of operation is shown from Fig. A, when
pins are locked against ring with film at rest, to Fig. D when
pins are about to be re-locked.
During this period the film has advanced one photograph; the
change between views being effected so rapidly that each receives
the longest practical exposure. The film is started and stopped so
gradually that wear is reduced to a minimum.
NICHOLAS

POWER
COMPANY
INCORPORATED
PIONEERS OF PROJECTION
90 Gold Street, New York, N. Y.
Illustrated Catalogue No. 15 gives complete details.

rol. 41.
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Price

15 Cents
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D

Founded

et

by J.P.Chalmcrs

fyady

in 1907

jvr>

Mmotia.

(fn her

latest and qveatest
Qhe
Brat

featuve

PICTll
R>K
S
C O R,P O R. AT I ON
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY BY
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Subscription
Price: Entered
Unitedas States
Possessions,
andthe Cuba,
*3 a year;
year;theForeign
(postpaid),
M a year.
second andclassitsmatter
June 1917,IS.Mexico,
1908,
Post Office
at NewCanada,
York, N.$3.50Y., aunder
Act of Countries
March 3, 1879.
Copyright.
by theat Chalmers
Publishing
Company.
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TURKS

GALLIPOLI

SEIZED

ENEMY

WHERE
WAS

WAR

HISTORY

MADE—

ANOTHER

FOREIGN
IN

FILM

ISSUE

EXCLUSIVE
NO.

55

sf

KINOGRAMS

A

SPECIALTY

REEL
A

de

NEWS

LUXE,

PROGRAM

NOT

FILLER

Uauea © KINOGRAM PUBLISHING CORPORATION
Distributed # WORLD PICTURES

Every person wh6

sees

i4

MAN"
MIRACLE
THE
Mayflower Photoplay Corporation's
GEORGE

LOANE

TUCKER

production
becomes

a living,
breathing,
vehement,

•
golden-voiced advertisement
Try it and see.

//
of its merit.

Its fame will be spread by an endless chain.

What

do you want

Story?— "The Miracle
boundless appeal.

in a picture?
M an

has

one

of

Acting? — Under Mr. Tucker's direction, the
players achieve glorious success.
Production? — The staging of every scene is
a triumph of art.
Titles? — Its main title is sure-fire; its subtitles are gems of pithy story-telling, humor
and strong punches.
Photography? — Some of its scenes deserve to
be framed in an art gallery of masterpieces.

A

Paramount- Artcraft

Picture

The Miracle Man" has
everything- in it, in exactly
the right proportion. It is
a miracle of photoplay
production.
You 11 say so, too.

NOW

IN

IRELAND
Eddie Polo is now in Ireland, bein thesensation,
Universal's
mightying starred
new serial
the
first and only serial in the history
of the film business that takes in
two continents for its stage. In
due time the title of this big new
serial sensation will be announced. In the meantime you
can build a still greater following
for POLO in your house by playing all the —
10

BIG

"CYCL

ONE

STORIES
that are two reels each and produced on M
the I
elaborate
of
S
THscale
"
the costliest 5-reel subjects.
SPECIAL in story, titling, handling,
tinting and production. Big settings and big action. Biggest tworeel subjects ever filmed by Universal. See them all at your nearest Universal Exchange.
(A) The partment
Universal's
has issued a Poster
3-sheet De-as
shown tion. by
accompanying
illustraIthas a wide red border
line
around the figure. You can secure
one of these three-sheets from
any Universal Exchange, paste it
on a compo board or heavy cardboard and then cut it around the
red border. Put an easel in the
back and stand this striking cutout in front of your theatre. AT
little or no expense you have a
swell ballyhoo flash of POLO.
TRY IT!!!

UNIVERSAL
'WATCH FOR THE BIG TWELVE'-

PIGTUREj
UNIVERSAL

THE
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Millions"
; bringing
at never
vere
there
f Pover
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that

tovetv
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BIG

xploited^x/Ey
ft Universal
eture

to you

Jevel
privately

Hare

Already

featuringthe

1 988

Great

ELMC

THEATRES

I

Nineteen hundred and eighty-eight theatres have already booked Ehr
Lincoln and Grace Cunard in the smashing Universal serial winne
"ELMO THE MIGHTY." The Whitehouse Theatre of Milwaukee, Wif
wires: "Just finished two-day run on 'ELMO THE MIGHTY,' bigge
Tuesday and "Wednesday in history my theatre." That's the way tl
telegrams will come pouring in every day now for weeks and week
Thousands more houses will show "ELMO THE MIGHTY" and they |
all "clean up."
NOW

BEING

SHOWN

AND

BOOKEI

Booked

GROWING

DAILY

I"row ing daily is the list of houses who have booked "ELMO THE
;[IGHTY" and growing daily will be their profits. If you haven't booked
! lis serial winner. GO SEE THE ADVANCE EPISODES at any Universal
■Hxchange and get the surprise of months. Get a copy of the big Ad
ampaign book. See the big helps, ads, cuts, publicity galore. Not
y one the number of theatres booking "ELMO" but the best houses in
lie entire country are on the list. WHAT DOES THAT MEAN TO
OU?

I
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News

No

31

U£ 5oldiei'r mai'chin^
Ihi'ou^httieAi'chof
Tftumphdmfa$1he
BarlileDay panade
in which all the
Allied Naiionr
took part

'General

Mai'/hall
JofFre and
Mat/hall
Foch
leading the
dieatparadeof Allied
amrionf cbwnlhe Champ/
Ely/ee/ on Ba/tLlle D

'DiviVion
.leading
the Am.
down the
ttitfiepai'ade
Champa
Ely/eey;
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USUAL

out
July
28
th.
FIRST AS USUAL! FIRST EVERY TIME! And that means you— Mr. Subscriber-to-Hearst
News — just as much as it means the wonderful organization that is scooping the world with
its news beats. Every time we put one over, you put one over, too. This time it's the great
epoch-marking pictures of our American boys marching under the Arch of Triumph. And
just so you won't forget, here's a list of the beats we've scored for you in the past few weeks.
If anybody can beat this list they can have our business with you.
Here
of

the

First pictures of the R-34— 60
DAYS AHEAD.
First pictures of the Canada
Strike— 24 DAYS AHEAD.
First pictures of the R-29— 16
DAYS AHEAD.
First pictures of the Australians'
Parade— 14 DAYS AHEAD.

Are

"Beats"

NEWS

a

and

Few
"Scoops"

Exclusive
First Aeroplane Flight Over Jerusalem.
First Cabinet Meeting Since President's Return.
Victims of Turkish Barbarity in
Syria.
President Wilson Delivering Decoration Day Address at Surennes,
France.

UNIVERSAL
HEARST

Just

First pictures of London's Peace
Day— 12 DAYS AHEAD.
First pictures of Australian Envoys in Paris— 10 DAYS AHEAD.
First pictures of the President in
Belgium— 7 DAYS AHEAD.

CURRENT

EVENTS

INTERNATIONAL

NEWS

The Big Three — the biggest three — of the news screen. Biggest in quantity — biggest in scoops
— biggest in variety. Take any one of the three and you'll scoop your town on any single
reel. Take 'em all_and you'll be beyond the reach of competition. Anybody can show old
stuff, It takes the Big Three and You to show the news while it's newest. See your nearest
Universal Exchange today.
Produced

By INTERNATIONAL

Released

By UNIVERSAL
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Starting

Its

Successful

Nation-wide

Sweep

The New York daily critics— always hard, severe critics of the motion
picture — give powerful, enthusiastic praise to the first authorsupervised motion picture introduced
into the national market :

for n's
B. Hampto
minproduction
Benjafirst
Great Authors Pictures Inc.

The
'WE
STE
■
The photoplay
of the novel
by
RNE
RS
STEWART EDWARD WHITE
magnificently directed by EDWARD SLOMAN

MILDRED MANNING
FRANKIE LEE
THE

with an all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
ROBERT McKIM
MARY JANE IRVING

VOICE

OF

THE

WILFRED LUCAS
GRAHAM PETTIE
CRITICS

NEW YORK SUN: A picture that holds
the interest from its start to finish.
Generally awaited as the first of the
author-supervised productions.

NEW YORK AMERICAN: Throbs with
red blood. A great drama of romance
and action; abetted by the best titling
seen in many a day on the screen.

NEW YORK TELEGRAPH: "The Westerners" brings
us something
There is every
evidence
the picture new.
was
made with the greatest care.

EVENING SUN: It is difficult to speak
too highly
"ThefanWesterners."
We
advise
every ofmovie
to see it; a story
worth the telling.

NEW YORK HERALD: This breezy pictureenceswasat the
especially
Strand. enjoyable to audi-

VARIETY: Stanton Leeds: This is a
great picture. Rings a record bell every
hundred feet.

NEW YORK TIMES : Mr. White did no t
simply sell the picture rights to his
book; the story makes its main effort
in pictures— and succeeds.

TRIBUNE : Reveals infinite pains ; no details neglected. WORLD: Has tremendous virility and welcomed on Broadway as first author-supervised picture .

W.W.H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York City
Distributing: through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

^^/^^Avw^^ri-Y^TT^v^^A^

^■'^■'■v

Button,

Who's

r>,V-VVW.r,VVI r^TW^?

Button,

Got

the
Button?
THE BUTTON OF SUCCESS IS AS
ELUSIVE IN THE MOTION PICTURE
BUSINESS
AS
IN ANY OTHER.

ONE man with brains and energy started out
by securing the services of a great star. He
paid her a record salary and filled all the publicity mediums with glowing stories of her great beauty
and talent.
But she didn't "get over." Something was lacking.
Another man spent much money striving to convince
his public that "the story's the thing." He chose for
his picture plays themes which had been popularized
by famous writers.
But he, too, failed to find the Button.
Still another man was possessed of the idea that
success comes with fine production. He specialized
on that and backed his one idea with his fortune.
He lost his money and the Button was still at large.
Then came a man who preached the three-in-one
policy of success. He corraled a great star, secured a
big and popular vehicle and ordered his production
to match.

1

1
i

i
i

And he found the Button.
1
Realart
this man's
basis ofhave
its campaign
for
business.Pictures
Stars isof making
youth and
beautyexperience
and high the
standing
been its first
consideration and these have been secured. Vehicles were chosen which are
worthy of them and which, as novels, and plays had tremendously wide
appeal. Production of the highest type completes the triangle of requirements and Realart confidently believes that Exhibitors with perception
and good judgment will know where to look for the Button.

A

Girl

with

40,000

Advisers

IF as many as five persons were advising
you on your career, you would be a rarity.
Multiply that by 8,000 and you get the
number already counseling MARY MILES
MINTER. Since she has become a Realart
star, the total has increased daily. Last
Monday the mail brought her 1,000 letters.
When 40,000 persons overcome the inertia
attendant upon writing letters and buying
stamps, it means 40,000 persons are more than
mildly interested in that young lady.
This is an astounding total; probably the
largest number of correspondents of any star
in the world.
Multiply them by those who worship, but do
not write, and you find the millions of devoted
adherents of this wonderful girl.
This means money at the box office when her
pictures show. Those Exhibitors who look
ahead and keep their houses ahead, are tying
up her Realart Pictures.

Mary
In L. M.
ANNE
Director, WM.

Miles

Minter

Montgomery's Famous
OF
GREEN
D. TAYLOR

"Anne" Books
GABLES

Scenarioist, FRANCES

MARION

Where

Service

Is

Given

TD EALART'S selling organization is rounding into form.
A^ Already branch offices have been established in eighteen of the principal cities of the United States and bookings
are being made. An alert and capable force are these same
managers, each with a selling record to be proud of. Exhibitors are assured an intelligent interpretation of the
merits of Realart offerings and of a full and sympathetic
cooperation in making
office standpoint.

each booking

a success from a box-

The list of branch offices to date follows :
ADDRESS
Room 305 Hirsch Bldg., 149 Marietta Street
5 Isabella Street
221 Franklin Street
Room 1204 Consumers Bldg.,
220 South State Street
Room 910 Mercantile Library Bldg.
Room 200 Bangor Building
942 Prospect Avenue, East
Jefferson Hotel (Temporary Address)
1742 Glenarm Street
Room 607 Joseph Mack Bldg.
Rooms 509-10 Republic Bldg.,
Cor. 10th & Walnut Streets
Address to be announced
Room 801 Produce Exchange Building
729 Seventh Avenue
1214 Farnam Street
412 Ferry Street
Room 216 White Building
3626 Olive Street
Rooms 806-20 Mather Building,
916 G Street, N. W.

EXCHANGE
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY
LOS ANGELES
MINNEAPOLIS
NEW YORK
OMAHA
PITTSBURGH
SEATTLE
ST. LOUIS
WASHINGTON

MANAGER
Manager to be announced
Walter R. Scates
Henry E. Wilkinson
Harry W. Willard
Mark Goldman
James B. Reilly
D. Callahan
Bert R. Latz
Cornelius G. Kingsley
G. R. Sirwell
Oren F. Woody
Harry L. Hollander
Lester W. Adler
B. A. Lucas
Nat Barach
Albert W. Eden
J. C. Ragland
Wm. H. Rippard
Field Manager
Ben F. Simpson

General Sales Manager
John S. Woody

REALART

PICTURES CORPORATION
Arthur S. Kane, President
112 West 42nd Street, New York City
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in all the years
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of my

experience - -have I soon a drama
of human emotions vhich 90 filled
the heart to owrf loving a? "THE
RIGHT
TO HAPPINESS"
Tremendous

fhd it is In a purely

physical and scenic sense,- the
thoughts and emotions vlth vhich it
ovorvholmc you.mako it thootiQ groat
picture of thQ generation.
Yot vithaP
love

story

that it ic the greatest
ever

told.

PS
Preparation? to xqqq'wq "The Right to
Happiness" in your city should bo made
/?ov fhru any Universal — Je*vel Exchange.

$E3SSES ^YOU

SEE THIS GOLDWYN
BEFORE YOU BOOK

PICTURE
IT

g

Whenever Tom Moore is given a role like "Lord Algy,"
exhibitors
their profits.begin to figure on how they're going to spend
Is this a regular, top-notcher, Tomoorer? You bet!
You
see it was this
way.
LordtoAlgy
Tom Lady
in a
devil-may-care
attitude
— liked
bet.— that's
His wife,
Algy, wants him to stop. Before he does, there's an
evening's jolly entertainment unfolded.
Tom Moore in Lord and Lady Algy
See it first

Samuel

M

Qoldwyn

p r e s e n.t s

MOORE

Will it pack your house, will it build to
your prestige, will it make Tom Moore
a greater favorite? You bet.
You can't go wrong on this new Goldwyn
Picture. There is only one reason why
you should book it— and that reason is
"Dollars and Cents."
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn President

YOU SEE THIS G(\
— BEFORE YOU

Six

Pictures

Goldwyn
Ready
Seen

of

Are

to Be
Now

The high principle on which Goldwyn Pictures are being booked by
the exhibitors is now being put to
the test. We said to you in our
announcement of our new season's
policy:
Pictures
stand
on their"Our
merits;
there must
will be
no
iron bound contract system. You
will see each picture and book it
only if it meets with approval. You
will have the privilege of judging
for yourself whether or not you
wish to show it."
Now the principle is put into
practice.
Six of the new Goldwyn Pictures
are in the Goldwyn exchanges for
your inspection — weeks ahead of
release! Time to think, time to
plan, time to use your best opportunities. Here are the six:

REX BEACH'S
"Girl from Outside"

TOM

MOORE

in

"Lord and Lady Algy"
GERALDINE
in
By R. C. Carton

Directed by H. Beaumont

"Lord and Lady Algy" means a full house at
every showing — and more.
"Lord and Lady Algy" means stronger public
favor for your theatre than ever — and more.
"Lord and Lady Algy" means the biggest Tom
Moore business in your history — and more.

FARRAR

"The World and Its Woman"
WILL ROGERS in
"Almost a Husband"
MADGE

KENNEDY

in

"Strictly Confidential"
PAULINE FREDERICK
in
"Bonds gf Love"

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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York

STRAND
has booked

every pi&ure they saw!

GERALDINE

FARRAR

in

World ancf Its Woman
with LOU-TELLEGEN
Thompson Buchanan, Author
Frank Llogd, Director
A production as large as the world — as important and emotional as its woman —
Geraldine Farrar. Follow the Strand's wonderful business judgment!
TOM

MOORE

in Lord
ancf Lady
Algy
Bg R. C. Carton
Directed 2$ Harrg Beaumont
The first Tom Moore production of the new season — vital, absorbing, profitmaking. Follow the line of good booking and tag on to "Lord and Lady Algy"
MADGE

KENNEDY

in Strictly Confidential
Bg Jerome K. Jerome
Directed 1$ Clarence G. Badger
Another splendid output of "the first lady of the screen." It is twice as
good as "Through the Wrong Door." And you know what that means
WILL

ROGERS

in
most
a Husband
Bg Opie Read
Directed 2$ Clarence G. Badger
Here is the funniest ten-cylinder production starring the Ziegfeld Follies
Headliner He's funnier and more convincing than all his epigrams
put together. Take your cue and look into it !
GOLDWYN

PICTURES

ft

'ara mountCf>ost~
^pic
^afure
Produ-cecL
i>y tures
Post Pictures Corporation, New Yoi-Jc
The playground of the eyes
The ultimate in scenic pictures. The de-luxe presentation ofpictorial beauty.
Never before equaled — impossible to surpass.
One reel every two weeks throughout the new
season.

'/ 1 \A

Paramount!
Briggs
COMEDIE
Clare A. Briefs
orio'in.ator, author otiaL
supervising director"

"When a feller needs a friend"
PARAMOUNT-BRIGGS COMEDIES are the best friends the public
and the exhibitor could ever have.
Clare A. Briggs has turned his world-appealing cartoons into real-life
comedies of the days of real sport. Their appeal is unlimited — father,
mother, sister and the boys will find equal and unqualified delight in them.
Here's a gold-mine for exhibitors. A one-reel comedy each week,
throughout the new season. See your exchange about bookings now !
I FAMO^PIATCR^IASKY CORTORATION ^

Cparamountylrtcraft

(pictures

\

RELEASED AUGUST 1 4. BOOKING NOW. YOUR EXCHANGE HAS A PRINT. YOU CAN SEE IT BEFORE YOU BOOK IT.
Jesse L. Lasky presents
VIVIAN
in "THE

MARTIN
THIRD

One — a theft; two — an

KISS"

outrage;

three —

!?

WOULD
he dare do it again? They were married, of course — in
Twice he had kissed her and name — to save another's honor ; but
warned her that the third time — yes his there are husbands and husbands —
impudent threat was quite in keeping Real drama in this one, real emotionwith the exasperating husband he gripping drama. See it for yourself
was.
and judge.
By
Heliodore Tenno

Scenario by
Edith Kennedy

Directed by
Robert G. Vignola

Cparamounttfrtcrafl

YOU CAN SEE IT BEFORE YOU BOOK IT

RELEASED AUGUST 21
Thomas

^pictures

H. Ince

presents

ENID

BENNETT

in "STEPPING
OUT"
by C. Gardner Sullivan

THE FIRST ENID BENNETT PICTURE,
produced by Thomas H. Ince, under
the New Selective Booking Plan is

entertaining and filled with heart appeal
— is on a subject that will find a response inall classes of picture 'goers.

worthy of the "better picture" position
it will occupy. Miss Bennett has never
Step out to your exchange and see
appeared to more delightful advantage.
"Stepping Out." You will want to
book it.
The story — straightforward, logical,
Directed by Fred Niblo
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince
Photographed by George Barnes

BILL
HENRY
By Lois Zellner
Scenario hy Juhen Josephson.
Directed try Jerome Storm. Photographed by Chester Lyons
Supervised by "Trios H. Ince
Jff (^ammwntCpicture<
SHE looked good to Bill! And when the village
skin-flint started something, and Bill found her
crying — well, folks never dreamed Old Man
Henry's son had so much fight in him.
A great warm slice of human nature, garnished with
smiles, sprinkled with pep, and served with speed
by the "star who has everything."

BULLS - DYE

COMEDIES HIT THE MARK

GO

BACK

TO

NATURE

with

GALE

HENRY

IN

rier

Week-Erxd

What a mess a Skinny ;ane got
herself into when she explored
the tall^rass for thrills !!
Distributed byTka,
BULLS-EYE
Film Corporatiorv
T&9 Sevai\tk Avcn.ua , Xew YorK— *

A

Two- Keel

Grouch
Destroyer
Directed by — .
5rui\o J. Decker

FOREIGN DISTRIBUTORS:
APOLLO TRADING CO., 220 WEST 48th ST., NEW YORK, N. Y.
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APOLOGY

TO

THE

917

TRADE

I WANT TO THANK- THE MANY EXHIBITORS
WHO WERE KIND ENOUGH TO WRITE ME
CONCERNING

Mildred

Harris

Chaplin
IT WOULD

HAVE

GIVEN

ME

GREAT

PLEASURE

TO ACKNOWLEDGE EACH ONE OF THESE LETTERS PERSONALLY, BUT A GLANCE OVER

THE

DELUGE

OF

MAIL

SHOWS THE ABSOLUTE IMPOSSIBILITY
CARRYING OUT ANY SUCH PLAN.

OF

IN THE VERY NEAR FUTURE I SHALL MAKE
AN ANNOUNCEMENT WHICH WILL SERVE THE
PURPOSE OF A PERSONAL REPLY.

Sincerely

Louis

B.

Mayer
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THE MARY PICKFORD COMPANY PRESENTS:
Mary

Pickford

The world-famous Star's Second
Picture from her own studios.
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I

Adapted from "Burkses Amy," by Julie M. Lippmann
Directed by S. A. Franklin
A

September

919

Release

1
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KREMER
FEATURES^

GAMBLE

on pictures when you have a sure
thing in these 30 one-reel classics that
every exhibitor is clamoring to book?
FABLES

IN

SLANG

America' s Greatest Humorist
With such stars as Bryant Washburn, Beverly Bayne, Kuth>
Stonehouse, Richard C. Travers, Ben Turpin, Wallace B*ery.
SUPERB
DRAMAS
of the West, with the Popular Film Hero
BRONCHO
BILLY
The first and greatest exponent of tfie dramas of tht
hills and plains*

r\
SNAKEVELLE
COMEDIES'
I
1
with SLIPPERY SLIM
A
!
SOPHIE CLUTTS, MUSTANG PETE
charof smallto town
with theasquaint
makers,
Westernacters,fun
that stand
literature
Mark Twain
does humor
to pictures
V

NOW!
READY
iVeuf Prints -One and Three Sheets— Phatoa-Shdea
FILM FEATUF
KREMER
VICTOR
! 333 Argyle Str«*t, Chicago

*

STATE
NCW VOfcK

RIGHT
CHICAGO

PICTURES
SAN D \ CCO
LOS AfCEtES

f

THE
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then

CAMERAMEN
THROUGHOUT
THE WORLD

ATTENTION

If you

can

get the best news

!

and

feature novelties for the biggest and
best MOTION PICTURE NEWS WEEKLY
in the world
If you

want

to make

better money-

If you can deliver the goods and
can create, invent the unusual,
the different,

communicate

once

News
HERBERT E HANCOCK Director- in-Chief
130 WEST FORTY SIXTH STREET, NEW YORK

with.

at
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The funniest pictures of the world's
greatest funny man will be issued in a
new edition October First.
Twelve screen tested comedies of tremendous box-office worth are offered the
exhibitor in de luxe form.
No productions ever released in the
history of motion pictures have so clearly
been established in public favor — never
a series before produced of such certain
money -making values.
World
To

Rights Controlled
be

Distributed

L

N

Every print will be brand new. A
complete line of highest quality advertising material will be issued. Every
facility will be offered the exhibitor to
make possible the exploitation of these
twelve specials in the proportion of
their high worth.
They will be released under the original
titles to capitalize upon the established
popularity of the individual pictures
themselves.
They will be released and sold in series,
at intervals of six weeks.

by CLARK-CORNELIUS
by

I

EXHIBITORS

CORPORATION
MUTUAL

Proven

Specials

The new edition of the world famous Chaplin -Lone Star comedies,
made under the comedian's $670,000 a year salary contract, will be
released in the following sequence:
"The

Floorwalker"

"The

Fireman"

"The Vagabond"
"One A. Mr
"The

Count"

"Behind the
"The Rink"

Screen"

"The

Immigrant"

" The
"The

Ad venturer
Cure"

''

"The Pawnshop"
"Easy Street"
Contracts have been signed by Dr. Hugo Reisenfeld, managing director of the Rivoli and Rialto
Theatres, Broadway's fastidious houses, for presentation of the entire twelve pictures, day and date.
Available At Intervals Of Six Weeks— First Release October 5
SPECIAL
PRE-RELEASE
FOR
FIRST
RUNS
Get in Touch today with the Manager of your EXHIBITORS MUTUAL EXCHANGE

hodys

Jfyeff/

iness!

ti'emendou

J

100%
America)
mdodi&mati

pi'oductio
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FASTEST
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GROWING

NOW
FOR

M0TI0N-

READY
BOOKING

"BEARCAT" IS READY
The picture that's as good
as its name is ready for you. The picture is full of punch, big
fights and
finished
! romance — It's a triumph in art and acting — It's now
WE

ARE

PROUD

TO

It's a big money-maker
knockout —
THE
PROFITS.

BIGGER

HAVE

"BEARCAT"

for every exhibitor.
THE

HOUSE

THE

"BEARCAT"
BIGGER

Act quickly! Wire or write your nearest World

THE

FASTEST

GROWING

FOR

YOU.
is a
THE

branch now!

MOTION-

IPICTURE
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IN

COMPANY

THE

WORLD

PHOTOGRAPHED
IN NATURAL COLORS
KINOGRAMS
THE
VISUTHEAL WORLD
NEWS
OF ALL

PRIZMA
ME SUPREME
ACHIEVEMENT
CURRENT WORLD RELEASE
JUNE ELVIDGE
in

The Great Houdini Serial

"THE

"COAX
ME"
Directed by Gilbert Hamilton

"Ghost of Slumber Mountain"
HERBERT M. DA WLEY'S
One Reel Super-Special

"THE

"The

MASTER

Unchastened

CONQUERED

BETTER
'OLE"
The Romance of Old Bill

MYSTERY"
15 Episodes

Woman"

HEARTS

AND
"THE

CHAPLIN

UNBELIEVER"

REVIVALS

"A NIGHT AT THE SHOW"
"POLICE"
"SHANGHAIED"
"THE BANK"

Special

1 ^CTURE

!

"THE

OAKDALE
AFFAIR"
{An APFEL Production}

COMPANY

IN

THE

WORLD
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PICTjiDES

}xauis

EMMY

WEHLEN
in
lutheViAndeson
A

FAVOR,
A

iJL ^y*act Comedy
'Romance in lOhich

|

Ithis Beautiful Stav
Sxcels Tiev Previous
Box^Office

I

Released

i
1

'Directed
Scenario

fteeds
TO

FRIEND

I

Successes.

Aug.

n& i9iO

by John Ince
by Mn Heed

cAiaxwell Karyer
(Director* (jerwval
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Comedian

HALE
HAMILTON

THE

FOUR

^W^k

FIUSHER

CJiVe "Reek f^Vehf
Jwists and
i^sional

an

occ&

Heart

lucf

" trot-n the original •
storu of IzoLa torvestor
aria

Jvlann

Scenario
directed

lPa^e ■*

by<AS.Q Vino
by tla^py jQ

uitaxioell Ifavgei*
iDirecio v general
eleased

M

E

T

^iugr. iQ~i9i9

Rj

O

ANN

LITTLE

late Paramount Star, no» 'being featured (m Jesse laskysPtiriuctwlold in the Hills "

930
THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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0

Twas

before prohibition went into effect.

Van Cortlandt drank booze of brands select.
DATE
1
Wri/u>t<>; j herebY SIGN THIS PLEDGE MOT1 TO DRINK
uu0
The pledge he had signed was dated tomorrow.
U3
So he drank rum today on all he could borrow.

Then Larry he tried to pilot his yacht.

Assisted by chums, three drunken sots.

They forgot to pull the anchor rope.

The old boat tossed and all lost hope.

If you want to be as wealthy as you are wise
Book
TAYLOR

in

HOLMES

"Three Black Eyes"
Released bv TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION, New York
6PFICI
f'lO T?SOOKIMC
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Vvonne
—

Delva and Creighton.
in the box-office txinmph

Hale

Producedhi
b^ Acme
Pictures
CbrpVi
and directed
ir"Perret
Chab^Leonce
h
ntAdapted
ee
rt
^T
SPECIALS)
PAT
HE
Distributors

aWd

Aflame

Mr. Keenan is the commanding figure of the
screen; a man who depends not upon "stunts" or
a matinee idol personality for his popularity, but
upon unequalled powers of acting; upon an Art
that shone upon the stage and now enriches the
screen.
"The World Aflame" is a superlative picture;
one that will be talked about and argued about
for months after it is shown in every town and
city in the land.
Pathe Exchange Inc. invites every exhibitor
who wants BIG pictures, the BEST that money
can buy, to have "The World Aflame" screened i
for him at the nearest Pathe exchange.

Directed by
Ernest Warde

Albert Capellani Productions Co. Inc.
presenis
JUNE
CAPRICE
CREIGHTON

HALE

"Qie
Love
Chea
Produced
under the personal supervision
of t'
ALBERT CAPELLANI himself

CJo~get
u>ealthy
Wife —he We//,
Was thai
Wittingmade
to cheat;
hut When/
he found a he
loVed her
a difference
A Distinctly Entertaining
COMEDY-

DRAMA

PATH

E

Disiribu/fcoi^s^

CLARA

FOUR

BIO*

KIMBAI1Y0UNG

PERFECT

PRODUCTIONS

A YEAR

EYES/YOUTH
&
D/rec/ed Jby
Albert
Parker

A

Most

Imporianl

Pieceylheairical

Purchased^ffighest PrtceEwrPaid
Screen Production.

Properly
For A

^Dish-iLifteJ Jjy
EQUITY
PICTURES
CORPORATION
33

WEST

42^

ST.

~

NEW

YORK

CITV
m

A

CONSTITUTION.

I want to thank the many exhibitors who
have written me their suggestions for my
series of Special Productions.
I shall strive to realize their expectations by
interpreting their valuable counsel and assistance into wholesome screen entertainment.
My every effort shall be toward creating life
reflections which will merit the good will of
all exhibitors.
Into every scene and title goes my entire
reputation.
The public is my task-master.
Sincerely,

'^ftis/rihiilccl Jjy
EQUITY
PICTURES
HJC5ombor*> ^CORPORATION^ ^oa.Schmte.r
TH I RTy-TH REE WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET-NEW YORK~

ARY PICKFORD • CHARLIE CHAPLIN • DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS • D.W. GRIFFITH
5 NITED
ARTISTS
729 Seventh Avenue,
Oscar A.Price, President

The Initial Production

CORPORATION
New York City
Hiram Abrams. General Manager

—for Release

September First
M
M

I
in
HIS

MAJESTY,

THE

AMERICAN"

o^onger runs are being" booked
onfhis picture fhan on any
production heretofore released.
It gives Exhibitors fhe tremendous
Fairbanks box-office appeal
brought to its fullest power.

v i las ties worn me w<
of action and incident in
"His Majesty. Che American"

THE

932
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GRIFFITH
SUPER-PRODUCTION
REVIVED

BY

POPULAR

DEMAND

To be presented at the Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, New York City, for
One Week Only, beginning Monday, August 1 1 th, as the Third Offering
in the Griffith Repertory Season.

D.W

GRIFFITH'S

HEARTS

OP

THE

WORLD

A VIVID REASON FOR THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
VISUALIZING NECESSITY FOR CESSATION OF ARMED STRIFE.
THE HORROR AND FUTILITY OF WAR.
REASONS FOR AVOIDING ALL WARS IN FUTURE.
VERSION
A PLAY OF HAPPINESS AND THRILLS.
RELEASED THROUGH
HEARTS
OF THE
WORLD
COMPANY
SUITE 720 LONGACRE BLDG., 1476 BROADWAY, NEW YORK
ALBERT L. GREY, General Manager
NEW

August 16, 1919
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WARK

933

GRIFFITH

America's foremost producer, who has kept abreast of the times by reviving "HEARTS
OF THE WORLD" with new propaganda supporting the League of Nations and visualizing
the necessity for preventing armed strife. The new version of "Hearts" will be shown at the
Geo. M. Cohan Theatre, New York City, for one week beginning Monday, August 1 1 th. It
will be the third offering in the Griffith Repertory Season.
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Founded by J. P.CHALMERS 1907
amendment of the existing tax law so
that section 800, subsection (a), paraNORTHWEST
HAS
EXHIBITORS' CIRCUIT
New Alignment of Theatremen Now Controls
(6), will
as follows:
"(6) A
tax
of graph\l/2
centsread
10 cents
fraction
thereof
offorthe each
amount
paid foror
125 Houses — Closes for United Artists Films
admission to any public performance
under an General.
opinion just rendered by the for
ANEW alignment of northwestern Attorney
profit at any roof garden, cabaret,
moving picture exhibitors, known
or
similar entertainment, to which
The question has been raised, from theother
as Inc.,
the Northwestern
Exhibitors'
charge for admission is wholly or
Circuit,
already controlling
125 time
to
time,
as
to
whether
such
transin
part
included
in the price paid for
theatres, was announced in Spokane, on
were taxable, it being pointed refreshment, service,
or merchandise,
July 30, by Dr. H. S. Clemmer of the out that,actionsunder
the
law,
the
rental
tax
the
amount
paid
for
such admission to
Clemmer and Hippodrome managements
passed along to the consumer in be deemed to be 20 per
centum of the
on his return from the coast. Dr. Clem- was
it applied.
con- amount paid for refreshment,
service,
mer holds the Spokane franchise under all casessumer inwhere
this case
being theTheUnited
or merchandise; such tax to be paid
the new management.
States
or
a
subdivision
thereof,
it
would
James Q. Clemmer of Seattle, a
the lessor collecting the tax by the person paying for such refreshbrother of the Spokane manager, is result in Government
or merchandise.
and then returnever,ment,no service,
tax shall
be levied onHowany
president and treasurer of the new cor- from ing itthe
.
amount paid for admission to and within
poration, and H. B. Wright is manager
permanently
located
outdoor
recreation
and secretary. The object of the corpo- Rumors of Increased Tax
amusement places the maximum charge
ration isto buy special films for the use
of all the theatres in the circuit, and it
forThiswhich
bill isis 25nowcents."
pending before the
Circulating at Capital House
already is in a position to take the big
Wayslittleand likelihood
Means Committee,
but
features for 300 days. The circuit has
RUMOR
has
spread
among
the
there
is
that it will
closed for all the offerings of the new A members of the motion picture
receive
Congressional
action
at
the
presUnited cludes
Artists'
corporation,
whichFairinindustry that an effort is being
ent session of Congress. There is little
the pictures
of Douglas
Congress toThis
haverumor
the admission
disposition on the part of Congress to
banks, Charlie Chaplin, Mary Pickford made inincreased.
is built take
action on the revenue question in
and David Wark Griffith. The first of taxes
around the bill introduced late last
these will be released in September.
if it is possible
to sidemonth in the House of Representatives any particular
by Congressman Charles B. Timberlake, rumorsstep it,ofalthough
late thatthere
an are
effortpersistent
will be
Collective Bargaining.
of Colorado.
made to have the admission taxes
"Virtually all pictures are now on the
LINZ.
The Timberlake bill provides for the thrown off.
open
Dr. Clemmer.
"This
means market,"
that we said
can contract
for individual pictures without taking the entire MERIDEN VOTES FOR SUNDAY SHOWING
product, good and bad, of any company.
The circuit will bargain collectively for
Balloting Conducted by Local Newspaper Causes
all the theatres in its membership. An
examining board, elected by the memCity Fathers to Take Note of an 8,000 Majority
bers, will view all the pictures offered,
OLLOWING an originally conducted loomed up as a champion of Sunday
and will recommend their purchase or
campaign, Meriden, Conn., will have movies in the city council to the great
rejection. The organization, it is hoped, H moving
pictures in the licensed surprise of other city fathers who
will improve the standard of the pic- theatres on Sunday
evenings beginning marveled at his courage. "I not only
tures offered by the franchise holders.
17. The city made the twenty- will
It is not the intention to take stars August
sixth
in
the
Nutmeg
State to take ad- Hall introduce
declared, the
"but movies
I will resolution,"
support it
away from theatres in a city where
v
a
n
t
a
g
e
o
f
an
optional
law
passed
by
the
every
way
I
know
how.
It ispeople,
a wholethese
have
become
established,
possibly
last
general
assembly.
some
pastime
for
the
poor
and
in a house that does not hold the franthe battle for Sunday movies they have a right to this harmless enchise. That, however, will be a matter wasWhen
won
in
the
state
house,
A.
J.
Vanni,
joyment
on
Sundays
just
as
the
more
of adjustment between the franchise manager of Poli's and the Life theatres, fortunate have to motoring and golfing.
holder and the other theatre."
both owned by his uncle, S. Z. Poli, the It would be better to have the young
Will Meet in Spokane.
theatrical magnate, found himself con- people in theatres on Sunday nights
fronted by a baffling situation. MemMr. Wright and Mr. Clemmer are
the streets."
of the city council sidestepped the than on Campaign
Gains Ground.
coming to Spokane for a conference, issue,bersapparently
The campaign gained ground, with
influenced
by consti-on
August 6, with Inland Empire exhibitors.
tuents
actively
opposed
to
pictures
prominent
citizens
voting for and enInvitations are being sent to all of them,
The mayor announced that the
dorsing Sunday movies, and only one
and thirty are expected at the session Sunday.
minister
opposing.
Votes
began to pour
subject
would
have
to
go
before
the
at the Davenport. A luncheon will be voters as a whole, which would have in, and the city fathers began
to take
part of the entertainment. While the meant delay. Undaunted, Mr. Vanni, notice. Two city auditors volunteered
circuit already includes 125 theatres in who is a theatrical man of wide experi- to act as counters of the ballots.
Montana, Idaho, Washington and Oreand who served in the Marine
On the night of the August city coungon, it is hoped to extend its field con- Corps, ence,
cil meeting the Republican majority
decided to go ahead.
siderably. From Spokane the officials
members caucused while Alderman Hall,
Newspapers Support Movement.
will go to Butte and Boise and later to
a
Democrat,
was putting the finishing
Portland before returning to Seattle.
speech to follow the resoThe local newspapers had been sup- touches lutionto he his
intended to present. They
porting
Sunday
movies,
and
the
Meriden
Journal
promptly
carried
the
issue
quickly
presented
a resolution, and as
Will Tax State-Rented Films.
directly to the people. The campaign quickly it was passed, when the mayor
Lessors of positive motion picture was waged hotly for two weeks through made it immediately effective.
Politicians could not ignore the 8,000
films containing
for pro- the papers, the Journal printing a ballot
jection are subjectpictures
to tax ready
upon amounts
every night and inviting women, as well votes that were on a table before them,
received from the leasing of such films as men, to vote.
with only 300 opposing Sunday movies.
to States or political divisions thereof,
Alderman Harold C. Hall suddenly The people had spoken.
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Georgin, Townsend Pinkney and Joseph
Gilbert; the United Projector Company,
Siefert of Miami Valley Exhibitors
$50,000, Buffalo, L. E. Davison, Buffalo,
S. O. Kegley, Pittsburgh, and Harold V.
Sides with New York in Controversy
Cook, Buffalo;
Midnight
ment Company,the$3,000,
New AmuseYork,
lina and Virginia will meet in affiliated Charles R. Hammerslough, E. D. Dunn
the : exhibitors of the United convention
TO States
at Ocean View, Va., on and C. C. Dunn ; the Allgood Pictures,
$100,000,
J. Clark,
I have read carefully the pro- August 13-14.
Lester B. New
NelsonYork,
and William
Charles Ginsburg;
ce dings of the St. Louis convention and Government Feared as
the Kormak Manufacturing Company,
the controversy since in the trade press
motion picture machines and films,
on between the Mothat has been going ors'
$1,000, New York, Benjamin Freedman
Competitor
by
Producers
tion Picture Exhibit
League
of
New
conwho
men
and Ruth
Lerner; $100,000,
Screen New
Entertainand thetiongentle
York State
ment Distributors,
York,
trol ed the conven
at St. Louis.
deis
on
oppositi
LE
in- John McAleer, Geo. I. Matthews, John
We sincerely deplore the fact that at CONSIDERABveloping in the motion picture
owner
against
Smith-T
the
this time when the co-operation of every bill creating dustry
H.
Jones.
a Federal Department of
man interested in the exhibiting branch Education, which
is now before the
of the industry is so much needed to
Senator Smith, of Georgia, who Rocky Mountain Screen Club
protect our investments, that the men Senate.
in the Senate, was
bill
the
pushing
is
who met at St. Louis were so short- co-author of the Smith-H
ughes censorHolds First Annual Outing
ghted in shutting outof from
their counbill, and as such, is well known
cils the siorganization
the great
State to theshipindustry.
of New York, which had finished its
The Smith-Towner bill would create ARRANGED
for theofpurpose
beharmonofy creating a degree
successful campaign in passing the Sun- a Department
of Education, which would
tween Denver's moving picture
day opening bill and defeating censor- take over practically
all control of the fraternity, the first annual outing of the
ship. . . , .
of the country, and it is feared Rocky Mountain Screen Club, held at
Xew York's
contention
is that in aeach
na- schools
in the industry that if the measure Eldorado Springs, Col., was the most
tional convention
of exhibitors
the use of films in the schools, enjoyable affair ever conducted by the
state should be1 entitled to representa- passes,
which is just beginning to become a thriving organization. More than 500
tionsional
baseddistricts
on the
number
of congreswithin
the state.
I can widespread part of the schools' program, persons, from managerss down to office
be decidedly hampered.
boys, rubbed shoulder and made it a
see only an organization built on a would
There are now in the possession of day long to be remembered.
sound, fair and just basis by this plan.
Special cars were chartered for the
There should be no question in the the Government several thousand films affair
and bright and early the pleasure
which, it is believed, could be used in
mind ofzationthe
that noto organiofftheforusual
the events
scene ofalways
fescan lastexhibitors
that proposes
tax its schools, and which probably would be seekers were
tivities. Besides
members without giving them a fair put to that use should the measure held in connection
with
an
outing,
inbecome a law. In addition to this, there
representation
in
the
passing
of
those
cluding refreshments of extraordinary
taxes.
are plans afoot for the inauguration of
program
was
conMr. Black, president of the Motion a motion picture laboratory by the Gov- quality, anductedathletic
and valuable prizes were
Picture Exhibitors of America, cannot
ernment, which would undoubtedly awarded.
deny the fact that the Motion Picture make
most, under
if not Federal
all, of the
film used
On
the
athletic
program were .foot
in
schools
control.
Exhibitors'
York State
swimming races, prize dancing,
had
no selfishLeague
motiveof inNewpresenting
this
The bill carries an appropriation of .races,
watermelon eating
form of organization, as they clearly
and has created considerable pie eating contests,
in the early hours of the
have stated in their answers that they $100,000,000
stir at the Capitol, where it has been contests, a and
chicken dinner was spread.
are interested only in an organization the subject of several debates on the evening
The winners of the events follow: exof exhibitors in which its officers would floor of the Senate.
managers'Theatres
100 yard dash,
Charles
not financially be interested in other
Gilmore,change
United
Corporation;
branches of the industry. It is very Reid Signs New Contract
swimming race, Louis Bartels, Hodkinclear to me that an organization with
son exchange;
exhibitors'
yard
officers interested
production,
with Famous Players-Lasky dash,
C. E. Lipton,
Mascot 100
Theatre;
tributing and tradeinpapers
could disnot
free-for-all race, F. E. Radcliff, Univerbe heart and soul interested in the wel- WALLA
a
signed
just
has
REID
fiveCEyear starring contract with carnival,
fare of the exhibitor, and I am under
sal SupplyGeraldine
Company; Shelby;
ladies' swimming
baseball
the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- throw,
the impression that the failures of the
H. A. Kyler, Supreme; fox trot,
e
H
.
n
o
i
t
a
r
o
p
attached
his
signature
to
national
exhibitors'
organizations
in
the
George
Bailey,
Supreme,
and
Mrs.
on his return to Los Anpast hasficered bbeen
due tomoretheirinterested
being of-in the document
Wygant, Fox; prize waltz, Walgeles from an eventful tour of the North George
y exhibitors
ter
Weithof
and
Estelle
Klausner,
Faother branches than in the exhibiting and
mous Players-Lasky.
immediately left on a three weeks'
vacation.
branch of the industry.
Six years ago, Reid joined Famous
The Miami Valley League received
with great pleasure the news from New Players-Lasky.
York that the exhibitors there are tak"The screenE. history
of Wallace
Reid," Harry Carey Renews
Hoffman,
general
manaContract with Universal
ing a stand against any possible camou- said gerMilton
of the Lasky studio in Los Angeles,
flaged
organization, dominated
by producers or distributors
who today
are in announcing the conditions of the signstar
inCAREY,
Western who
motion pictures
beenhasa
showing their hand as being ready to it proves
ing, "readswhat
like application,
a romance. advertising
In reality, HARRY
for more
than four has
years,
crush the exhibitor who does not con- and
stories
will
do
toward
making
a
signed another long term contract with
cede to the many unreasonable demands
the Universal
company.
This announcefrom them, and even some of them have
ment was made
this week
from the
gone so far as to threaten to build or motion picture star."
Universal home offices.
buy theatres in direct competition.
Albany
Incorporations
Prior
to
entering
the
screen
world,
Our organization hereby extends to
starred in many stage producthe exhibitors of New York a helping
Show Marked Decrease Carey tions,
beginning
his
career
as
a
hand to further perfect a national orAlbany, Aug. 2.
comedian in a burlesque show. Henegro
has
ganization on the basis and outlines of
also written several stage and screen
COMPARED
to
a
few
weeks
ago,
the
New
York
State
Exhibitors'
League,
when
dozens
of
picture
concerns
plays.
His
two
best
stage
dramas
which
and we assure them every co-operation.
incorporated in this State he wrote and produced and starred in
GO TOYOU.IT, NEW YORK, WE ARE each were
week, but few have entered the were "Montana" and "Heart of Alaska."
WITH
business
within
the past ten days, judging He was at one time champion boxer of
Miami ValleyJohnExhibitors'
League,
from the records in Secretary of State New York state.
Siefert, President.
His most recent screen productions
Hugo'stion areoffice,
papers with
of incorporafiled inwhere
accordance
the law. are "The Ace of the Saddle" and "The
Southern Exhibitors Will Meet.
The new concerns include the follow- working
Outcasts onof anPoker
Flat."
He is titled
now
production
The exhibitors of Delaware, Marying: the Georgette Georgin Film Com- "The Rider of original
the Law."
land, District of Columbia, North Caropany, $50,000, New York City, Hubert
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Inventor -Manufacturer Entertains Members of the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry and at Banquet Announces Intention to
Found Musical and Motion Picture Institution With an
Endowment of Over Two Million Dollars.
Tuesday, be used and to be devoted to the sup- work that is being done becomes more
on
N
EASTMA
GE
GEOR
of the Eastman
August 5, entertained at Rochester Schoolportofand maintenance
The manufacturer talked at length of
Music in such a way that the
the members of the National Association of the Motion Picture Indus- enterprise shall most effectively pro- fire prevention and of the efforts now
mote musical interests generally in being
made to safeguard the making and
try. In the forenoon and early afternoon Rochester
apparent."
and its vicinity.
handling of films. He said these plans
the visitors, who had arrived in town in
would result in the saving of millions
the morning, were shown over the great
Great
Growth
in
Fourteen
Years.
plant ate Kodak
was vastan
dollars a year. "Not only will there
elaborat
luncheonPark.
in oneThere
of the
Mr. Eastman
speaker
fol- ofbe
savingwillof bemoney,"
he continued,
the closewasof the
the first
dinner.
He was
"buta there
an avoidance
of the
dining rooms. In the evening, follow- given alowinghearty
reception by the large risk that comes from the danger in
ing the session of the National Asso- number of out-of-town
visitors and cit- the mixing of the films. As you all
ciation at the Seneca Hotel, Mr. Eastknow, that work is well in hand and
izens of Rochester present.
maneseewasValley
hostClub.
at a banquet at the Genhas played a great part meeting whwith
ere. It looksactive
as ifco-operation
it will comeeveryto a
At the close of the dinner Mr. East- in "Photography
theonewar,"
saidgreat
Mr. Eastman,
"it has
of
the
instrumentalities.
man in the course of an extended speech been
successful
conclusion
in
the near future."
Your association has been commended
announced
the
foundation
of
an
instiBegan Experiments in 1878.
tution for the cultivation of music and and given great prominence by our
Eastman told of the origin of film
under the same roof of a great temple President for the work that you have inMr.a highly
interesting tal c and as a
done. You yourselves have cause for matter of necessity
for
motion
pictures.
The
film
and
camera
dealt largely with
manufacturer introduced the head of the congratulation for the part you have
It was in 1878 he began in
University of Rochester, Dr. Rush Rhees, played. Your industry in about four- chemicals.
an
amateur
way
his
experiments with
teen years has grown up from nothing photography. At that time
who he said would explain the details of
only with
proto,
I think,
the fifth in importance in the
the project.
Other
speakers
were
Wilcess
in
use
was
the
wet theplate,
United
States.
liam A. Brady, Adolph Zukor, Walter
which process the bulk of photograA. Irwin and J. E. Brulatour.
Fire Prevention Important.
phers of the present generation are not
To Spend Three and a Half Millions.
familiar. The glass plate had to be
has been
only with
recently
— every
Three and a half million dollars is the has"It been
so busy
their
own one
in- coated with collodion and then sensisum now named as the amount of money
terests— that there has been an attempt
tized in a silver bath, and that had to
involved. Four hundred thousand dol- to do good work. Many things can be be carried to a dark room on an even
lars has been paid for the site, which done for the industry, but they cannot keel, so that for an amateur it was a
will front 226 feet on Gibbs street, be done singly. You are started on difficult process to practice.
73 feet on Main street and 254 feet on the right track. Your president and ofThe gelatine
platebefore,
had been
Swan street. One million dollars has
covered severaldryyears
but disthe
working arewhole-heartedly,
been set aside for the construction. For all thatficersisare needed
hearty support and
and few who had succeeded in making gelain order to achieve those
the endowment there has been deposited co-operation
tine
dry
plates
for
their
own
use
could
that are most essential. There never make anyone believe it was rapid.
to the account of the university se- things
curities at the present market value of has been some apathy, but that surely No one believed a dry plate could be
$2,140,000. The institution is to be owned will wear away when the result of the made ten times as fast as a wet one.
by the University of Rochester and to
The speaker went down the long line of
difficulties in the way of the inventive
be administered by a board of trustees
tothebeboard
named ofjointly
by
Mr.
Eastman
and
photographer.
the glassto
trustees.
tables over whichHe ittold
was ofnecessary
The architects are McKim, Mead &
pass film, how by piecing out he got
White, of New York, and Gordon &
them up to sixty feet in length, and
Kaelber, of Rochester, with Russell B.
then by impoiting glass twenty feet in
length the tables were extended to 200
Smith, Inc., of New York, as consulting
feet. There were twenty-four of these.
engineers. Acoustic problems have been
Then came the machines, of which toconfided to Professor Floyd R. Watson,
day there are fifty giant examples, each
of the University of Illinois.
working twenty-four hours, and some
Building: to Be in Two Parts.
of
which
months. have not been stopped in eight
The great building will be divided into
two parts. The music school proper will
Industry Really Born in 19C5.
contain thoroughly equipped offices, class
In 1895 the total sales of film had
rooms, studios and a small assembly
been 21.000 feet. That was after four
hall seating 500 for school concerts,
years of manufacture. It was not until
chamber music and special recitals. This
1905, Mr. Eastman said, that the indusauditorium will be worked out in a
try was born. There was no camera, no
beautiful manner and will be known as
film, no producer and no exhibitor — in
Kilbourn Hall, in memory of Mr. Eastthe
sensetoday.
in which
look upon
thoce :
The other
the
factors
Mr. we
Eastman
continued
buildingman'sis mother.
to contain
a musichalfhallofseating more than 3,000 persons. The latest
"The greatest
achieved
in the successes
exhibitingthatendareofbein<?
the
principles of safety, acoustics, comfort,
business lately have been in connection
lighting and decoration will be employed
with
music.
There
seems
to
be
a
natto make it one of the most magnificent
ural alliance between music and pichalls of its kind in the country.
Dr. Rush Rhees.
In his endowment gift Mr. Eastman
(Continued on page 948.)
President University of Rochester.
stipulates that the income alone is to
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ROCHESTER

Third Annual Convention of N. A. M. P. I. Held at
Seneca Hotel — Excepting One Vice President, All Officers
Re-elected — Ninety-three Co m pan ies Now Members
n of the with Louis F. Blumenthal, of the na- most respectful manner and without the
third annual conventio
THENational
Association of the Mo- formation
tionalofexhibitors'
organization,
the desire
to offend
any one."
"Exhibitors
a committee
to draftforplans
throughout
the United
States
are the
tion Picture Industry was held to
accomplish the repeal of special most desirable sort of men," he conon Augustchester, N.5Y.in The
the session
Seneca Hotel,
Rotaxation.
tinued. The speaker alluded to the work
was called
Describing the action of the associa- done by the New York state exhibitors
to order by President William A. Brady
tiontioninandshutting
down ofon new
the pictures
produc- headed
at 4:30 o'clock.
There who
was had
a goodly
by Sydney
S. Cohen.
otherin
distribution
exhibitors
do as well
as they"If did
e of members
attendanc
jourduring the influenza epidemic of last this state, that would be an enormous
neyed to Rochester as the guests of year,
the secretary states that upward achievement," he said.
George Eastman, who, later, was elected of 100,000
of mail matter were
a life honorary
the ex-, sent out bypieces
$5,000 Balance on Hand.
ception of one member.
of the viceWithpresidents
the
committee. The$2,000.
exp
e
n
s
e
o
f
this
work
all of the officers were re-elected.
Mr. Brady praised the work of Gabriel
Attention is calledapproximated
to the fact that Hess,
The annual report of the association,
chairman
of the the
censorship
comcompanies
afmittee, who, during
past twelve
preparederick H. by
Executive
Secretary
Fred- the fifteen
filiated withdistributing
the association
have under
Elliott,
comprised
statements
months,
he
said
had
given
the
associatheir
control
500
exchanges.
It
is
covering generally
war government
co-operation, and
co- planned to bring these under the banner
tion
service. Astheto president
the genoperation with the
eral remarkable
censorship situation,
other agencies, with the Treasury, the of the association. The chairman of declared the association must get action.
Food sionandof Training
Fuel Administration,
Commispictures, and did not
the merger ofcommittee
been' Lewis
the Pathe hasExchange,
but He rapped dirtyexhibited
Camp Activities
; the Innerarity,
with governthe session, he resigned, owing exceptmentthose
declaration of motion pictures as an during
approval.
He
quoted a Federal
of other duties. Quite a
essential industry; the rescinding of to pressure
as expressing
surprise
the
of other matters are brought Judge
war restrictions, the American Red number
association
should
permit
such that
subjects
in the course of the report, which to be circulated.
Cross, Y. M. C. A, United War Work out
Campaign,
meetings committees
of the vari- ; covers thirty-seven pages.
Treasurer J. E. Broulatour read his
ous standingandandthetemporary
Brady Again Refers to Exhibitors.
annual report,
whichin showed
approxilegislative
activities
and
the
film theft
$45,000 taken
during the
year,
President Brady, in the course of a with a mately
committee.
balance of $5,000 on hand, and
verbal
report,
spoke
of
the
era
of
prosUnder the heading of "Membership
$15,000 outstanding.
perity
that
has
come
upon
the
theatrical
Committee"
the now
reportlistedshows
ninetyThe association adopted a resolution
three companies
as members
business. He referred
presented by C. C. Pettijohn, Louis F.
during tothethewar.industry's Blumenthal
of the association, among them being accomplishments
and Lewis Innerarity whereforty-seven
"There
is nonot reason
why oftheus exhibby the bodystate
offered
full governments
co-operation
itors should
be a part
or at to national,
companies haveproducers.
been addedTwenty-eight
to the rolls
and local
during the year and fourteen have been least affiliated with us," the president in presenting to the
people
democratic
dropped for various reasons.
went
present situation
a spliton.in "The
our influence
and forcemeans
for principles.
93 Companies Listed.
good.
One
of
the
most
important
things
A
lively
controversy
was
precipitated
The work of the committee on film we should do in the future, is to bring
the adoption of the report of the
exchange buildings is characterized as about a change through which the ex- over
committee, presented by
hibitors of the United States could be censorship
among the more important of the year.
Chairman Hess. J. Robert Rubin,
As to affiliated organizations, the re- brought into the association. The ex- Adolph Zukor and John C. Flinn were
port expresses the hope that a working
hibitors have worked and done won- among the speakers who favored
arrangement may be made with the
derful things. They are working now changes
in the report. The objections
Motion Picture Directors Association, and doing wonderful things for the raised by Mr. Rubin and the others were
Associations of Cameramen, Film Ex- elimination of the present taxes. It is that the result of the work of the
porters of America and Society of Mo- an unhappy condition of affairs whereby joint committee of the association and
tion Picture Engineers.
the National Board of Review went too
they
not areferred
part of the
association."
Mr. areBrady
to the
bolt of far in recognizing on the part of the
The distributors'
divisionto has
quested Charles C. Pettijohn
arrangere- the exhibitors, "using the word in the association, the principle of censorship,

Doug aFairbanks
Unlocks
the Safe
of United
Artists'
Releases
in "His Majesty: the American."
It takes
lot of water
to quench
the
thirst
of thehelps
industry,
so Doug
Marjorie
Daw
him at the
left. is using it, both left and right
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3.— J. E. Brulatour, Willard B. Cook,
shall attach at the beginning of the first Joseph
F. Coufal, Walter J. Moore, E.
reel of each
picture
producedof and
disd by them
the insignia
the that
Na- M. Porter, Will C. Smith, L. P. Weber,
tionaltributeBoard
of Review
indicating
Harry
H.
Allen, B. F. Porter.
the pictureBoard
has and
beenshall
reviewed
the
Distributors'
Class 4.Arthur
— WalterS.
National
removebysame
W.
Irwin,
LewisDivision,
Innerarity,
upon
order theof National
the National
Board. of the Friend, Ricord
Gradwell, P. A. Powers,
3. That
Association
Motion siblePicture
all pos-to W. E. Alkinson, W. R. Shehan, Percy
steps to Industry
encourageshallthetakepublic
L. Waters,
M. Quinn,
Wilwithhold
its
patronage
from
all
theatres
liams, GabrielJohn
L. Hess,
WilliamJ. J.D. Clark.
exhibiting
any pictures
which have
General Division, Class 5.— John C.
been
submitted
to the National
Board notof Flinn,
Mason, J. Robert Rubin,
Review
with the procedure Fred J. Lesley
Beecroft, Paul H. Cromelin, Paul
outlined inin accordance
the first paragraph.
Gulick, Julian M. Solomon, Jr., Thomas
4.
That
the
National
Association
of
the Motion Picture Industry agrees to G. Wiley, George Blaisdell.
of the officers were re-elected with
assist in arousing the constituted author- theAll exception
of the substitution of
ities in each
locality
to a complete
enf
o
r
c
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
all
laws
against
the
exhibiSamuel
as vice-president in
tion of any
not submitted
the place of Goldwyn
William L. Sherrill.
National
Boardpicture
of Review
and whichto may
be found to be obscene, immoral, salacious B. M. Goldsmith Makes Statement.
or tending
or debase
moralsof
with
a view toto corrupt
a complete
protection
M. Goldsmith, general counselor for
the
public
as
designed
by
these
laws
as theB. Minneapolis
Film Board of Trade
enacted.
attended
the convention as special rep5. That the National Association of
resentative. He was promised a hearthe
Motion
Picture
Industry
reaffirms
its
ingsionat the
but censorship
in the discus-he
unalterable opposition to any form of
of theconvention,
resolution
pre-publicity
censorship
of motion
pic- was overlooked.
In anon interview
with
tures
by
political
appointees
as
being
Mr.
Goldsmith
after
the
contrary to the principles of American of the convention he said: adjournment
democracy.
6. That the National Association of
"The report of the Exchange Manthe Motion Picture Industry invites the
agers'
read tothe theapprovconco-operation
ofadoption
all social
agencies
in
ventionMinneapolis
willAssociation
probablyas Board
meet
furthering
the
of
an
amendment
of Trade as
to the Constitution of the United States wellal of the
film boards of trade. I
prohibiting
the freedom
enactment ofof expression
any law believeas theother
abridging the
amalgamation will do a great
amount
of
good
for the industry in all
throughture, to the
medium
of
the
motion
picthe same effect as is provided
its
departments.
The Exchange
in Articlements to No.
1
of
the
ten
original
amendAssociations
affiliation
with theMen's
Nathe Constitution of the United
tional Association will accomplish the
States that were declared in force De- full co-operation
of
the
exchanges.
enact- will be necessary in centralizing the ex-It
ment ofcemberany15, 1917,
law prohibiting
abridging thethefreedom
of speech or of the press.
changesociatioassociations
National
Asn to establishin the
uniform
bylaws,
The following were elected directors :
trade rules and policies so as to be in
Producers'
Division,
Class
1.
—
Adolph
Zukor, William A. Brady, William Fox, position to co-operate with the Nation?J
Samuel Goldwyn, D. W. Griffith, Carl Association in local and state censorship and matters of like nature.
Laemmle, Albert E. Smith, J. Stuart
Blackton, Richard A. Rowland, Joseph
"Another great work would be the
M.
Schenck,
Paul
Brunet,
Lewis
J.
abolishing
of unfair practices
exhibSelznick.
itors and exchanges
and the bycreating
maintaining of a higher standard of
Supply and Equipment Division, Class and
business conduct between the two. , In
fact this link is indispensable and in-

of conceding to the board authority the
producers denied to others.
One of the changes suggested was
that the subjects "should" be submitted
instead of "shall" be submitted and that
the proposed action be intended to
secure advice and suggestions rather
than arbitrary decision. Against the
change of the report were, among
others, Chairman Hess, Arthur S.
Friend,
Pettijohn,TheWalter
and P. C.A. C.Powers.
actionW. ofIrwin
the
committee finally was sustained: 4 to 32.
The report was as follows:
National
Association
theWhereas,
Motion the
Picture
Industry
recognizesof
that ingtheestablished,
National through
Board oflongReview,
havexperience
and study
of
the
problem
of
motion
picture
regulation,
the confidence
and
support
of
the
general
public,
is
logically
the one existing organization for motion
picture review
ofthe a preservation
democratic ofnature
looking
the
freedom toward
of the motion
picture screen and
the maintenance
of theof American
princ
i
p
l
e
s
o
f
the
freedom
expression;
and
Whereas, the National Association of
the Motion Picture Industry recognizes
that the National Board of Review has
demonstrated its ability to pass consistent
judgment
upon picture;
the moraland characteristics
of the motion
National
Association
theWhereas,
Motion the
Picture
Industry
is opposedof
to the enactment of any law establishing
pre-publicity
censorship
tures; Therefore
be It of motion picRESOLVED:
1. That all producers or distributors of
motion tional
pictures
shall submit
to The picNaBoard of and
Review
all dramatic
tures produced
distributed
by them
prior
to
the
date
of
release
of
the
picture
and shall accept any and all rulings made
by
the saidthereto
Nationalunder
Boardtheof Review
respect
procedureofin
adopted
by
the
Executive
Committee
the National Board, to wit:
A. Pictures must be submitted in
originalmit e instance
to theBoard.
Review Comof the National
B. Inagreescases
where
the ofproducer
diswith
the
decision
Review
Committee he must so state the
in writing,
appealing
reconsideration
of theor
picture by forthea General
Committee
Board
of
Appeal
of
the
National
Board
of Review.
C. Each gproducer
ortodistributor
subits product
National
Fox Schedules a Walsh Picture.
Board formit inreview
agrees
totheaccept
the
evitable."
The announcement by William Fox of
decisions of The
National
Board
as
resentative of public opinion andrep-to
the release on September 7, of a new
abide sagebyand these
decisions ofas pictures.
to the pasGeorge Walsh
picture,
condemnation
Stroke"
is a herald
of the"The
rapidWinning
maturD.ter Any
regising of the Fox plans, as previously anwith Theresponsible
National citizen
Board may
of Review
nounced, for making the year . 1919-20
a written complaint on any picture
the greatest
tion's history.year in Fox Film Corporaeither ducedplaced
upon exhibition
or pro-to
for exhibition
such complaint
be considered
of the
"The Winning Stroke" mingles comNational
Board byand a ifcommittee
found warranted
edy and big
stunts ina one
dethe Board will reconsider the picture.
lightfulthrills
blend thatand makes
typical
If the National Board decides to withGeorge Walsh story. It is replete with
action.
draw
its
original
approval
of
the
picture it will make its own announcementdents
to therelative
pressto andthe to withdrawal
its correspon-of
Bathing
in 175th
Performance.
suchE. approval.
The MackGirlsSennett
Bathing
Girls, now
The
prerogative
of
The
National
booked
at
B.
S.
Moss'
Broadway,
TheBoard of Review includes the right to
atre,
New
York,
will
give
their
175th
call Ining their
experts
with aadvice
view in
to obtainconsecutive
performance
at
that
house
technical
special
on Aug. 11.
fields whenportancephotoplays
of particular subimdealing withthe controversial
Leah Baird Elected Artco Officer.
jects
come
before
General
Committeepeofrts the
Board.calls
Suchin exClosely
following
the entire
announcement
as the Nation;.
National1 Board
are
of
the purchase
of the
stock of
leaders In particular
professions,
repreAlexander J. Herbert
Artco Productions, Inc., by Arthur F.
s
e
n
t
a
t
i
v
e
s
o
f
social
or
civic
organizations or representative citizens. The English actor who plays juvenile lead in Beck, and the installation of Mr. Beck
as president of that particularly active
National Board does not allow Its adMetro's Screen Classic, "The Man Who
Stayed
at Home,"
He- hadandthe
concern,
comes that and
of Leah
Baird'sof elecexecutiveto vote,.
session. Decision is reached ill
same role
in the English
tion as secretary
treasurer
the
corporation.
American stage productions.
2. That all producers or distributors
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SERIALS

Going After Production With Same Care and Attention
To Details That Usually Goes Into Preparing Features —
General Representative Brandt Has Something to Say
on Broadway, sane and logical pictures of adventure;
is
BRANDT
JObrown
has not been enough
to kill
the
tan of California episodes that will have interest for all 'story'
with theback
continued-in-our-next
idea of
photosunshine and breezes from the Pa- classes
playing.
Serials
have
a
loyal
following
and
'punch'
to
drive
home
the
fattened to the point where none telling thereof.
with theazines public,
just ascirculations
the story ofmag-all
will fit him and as
old clothes
of hiscific;
have the record
Nothing Like a Good Start.
"lasses"
a
as
snap
and
ginger
of
full
popular
literature.
"To begin with," continued Mr. Brandt,
cookie. After his years of service for "Mr.
"Probably a dozen companies are turnParsons
to Jesse
LaskyLittle,
and
capacity
— in every
Universal
borrowed
the went
services
of Anna
ing out serials
— and more
are
s canpossible
into whom
be hooked
human usefulnes
coming
along.rightThenow appeal
to the
everybody
knows
has
been
with
that
switch
open
an
— Josephus ran into
youth of today is the same florid novels
'Bill'
Hart
in
his
'Westerns'
and
has
in
circumstances as well established of other days had for the present grownParsonswashadoutturned
"Smiling
doing fora other
him> while;Bill"Brandt
ups. Young folks like the dash and vim
herself a favorite — good looking and displayed
s
instiLaemmle'
Carl
for
tour"
"serial
inand
the swift-moving
the
talented.
he hiredwithJacktheHoxie—
tution.
contests of serial,
wit and
just
latelyThen
associated
Billie struggles
strength are food for the imagination
It's
just
as
natural
to
think
of
serials
Rhodes
companies
—
whom
I
consider
in conjunction with the name of Jo one of the best riding, fighting, athletic of the younger generation that bring
Brandt as it is to couple ham with
all-round live wires in the film act- so much coin to the box office window."
eggs. He was there when Universal put and ing
Has Solid Faith in Serials.
profession.
out its first serial and he has promoted,
"Paul
Hurst, forwhoPathe,
just was
finished
a Ruthas
Mr. Brandt cited numerous instances
schemed, written, suggested, directed and Roland serial
engaged
where theatres that have never played
director and the rest of the cast for serials
publicized
serialsever(among
have lately taken them on with
versal matters)
since. other Uni- "Lightning
Bryce"
was
assembled
with
great
move. that
He
When Joseph found himself on the especial care. Then we got busy on instancedprofit
the attending
Rialto, San the
Francisco,
Parsons
lot
he
said
to
"Smiling
Billy,"
is
now
presenting
serials
on
Market
who is practically the entire National
street for the first time in ten years.
Film
Corporation,
including
Then he told how the Laughlin Theatre,
something
that sounded
like the
this "Inc.,"
:
Long sterBeach,
put inin serials
"So I'm your general representative,
up two badCal.,nights
the weekto boland
made Wednesday and Thursday as big as
eh?"
And Mr. Parsons answered: "Yep; go
Saturday in consequence. Brandt was
full of statistics on serials — as well as
to it."
Lots To Do and Jo To Do It.
enthusiasm.
Whatture with
Capitol
Comedies,
the
feaHe said the export demand for serials
productions starring Billie Rhodes
was insistent and increasing and beand Henry B. Walthall and the continlieves that home consumption plus forued promotion of "Tarzan" and "The
eign trade will make the serial busiRomance
of
Tarzan"
to
look
after
and
ness
equal in returns the best branch
help go on prospering to the very great
of the picture producing industry. Back
extent they have from the outset Mr.
to
his
old
address, No. 1600 Broadway,
Brandt measured his own capacity, threw
where he has rented offices on the adhis
energy :into high for a try out and
ditional floor Universal has leased in
vouchsafed
the Mecca Building, Mr. Brandt is "all
"Serials !"
set" to proceed
vigorously
adMr. Parsons, being a fine judge of good
vancement of the
NationalwithFilmthe Corbreakfasts — see his personal photoporation's business interests partinments. W. K.all H.degraphs for proof — knew full well that
Mr. Brandt was not talking about nearfood that floats on an ocean of cream;
"Smiling
Billy" sohadmuchhired
beElaborate Set in "Heart of Youth."
cause he knew
-aboutJoseph
all kinds
One of the largest and most complete
of pictures and serials in particular that
settings
erected in a studio was constraw was not to be the topic
ofsnarled
conversation.
structed for scenes in Lila Lee's new
Paramount-Artcraft
picture, "Heart of
So it was that when Mr. Parsons and
Youth."
a complete
Mr. Brandt knocked off after their first
mountain The
lodge,structure
showing isboth
exterior
conference
as boss
the
and interior and occupies almost all the
future of serials,
in soandfar "first
as the aid"
Nationfloor space of one of the large glass
stages at the Lasky studio.
al'scided
policy upon.
was And
concerned
had been deto picture-showmen
The floor of the structure was built
production and our first example will about
who
crave
fat
box-office
takings
that
three feet above the stage so that
soon be demonstrating what we mean steps might
confab meant considerable.
be laid leading up to the
To the World man who hardly knew by 'somewhat different' serials as pro- front porch and
floor logs.
level. InThefrontlodgeof
duced by National."
was constructed with
the brown and healthy looking Jo
It
were
better
to
quit
quoting
Mr.
the house a bit of outdoor mountain
Brandt when he clapped eyes upon him Brandt for a few lines to say that he scenery
shown. The yard was
the general representative of "Smiling wrote the story of "Lightning Bryce," planted inwasflowers
a walk ran up
Billy" Parsons said, in effect:
just as he wrote, suggested and con- to the steps of the and
house. Out a little
ceived many of the serial stories Uni"TherialsNational
is going
to make
sefrom
the
house,
tall
fragrant pine
with the same
attention
to detail
versal forwarded in the years he was way
cedar trees were standing.
These
that Mr. Parsons devotes to features. with that organization. The-plot sound and
were hauled from the mounBy that I mean that in acting, photo- sane and easy to follow— it is cretainly trees tains
many
miles
away
and
expert
graphy, settings and general equipment, say
least. woven texture ot'piffle to landscape artists labored for days
reelgive
for serials
reel considered,
we are wegoingdo not atheloos.ely
to
every attention
in giving thj- 'scene the appearance
"In
spite
past performances,"
of a mosjtr natural bit of mountain
to features. . When it comes to the mat- Mr. Brandt, of"serials
have withstood said
the scenery.
ter of scenarios, we are going to devise test. The loose-jointed
and impossible
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that the gains made only a few months
.ago ontion,theafterSunday
pictureor quesa fightmotion
of three
four
years, will be lost.
GRANT.

MILD PICTURES ON THE SABBATH
The Wild Variety of Films Are Disliked by
New York State Mayors' Conference Members
tional film it was possible to secure
Sing Sing Likes "Sawdust Doll."
2. and that sasooner
or later something was
A tribute was paid Baby Marie OsP.Aug.'Capes,
of W.York
ns Albany,
the predictio
IFsecretar
y of the
New
State bound to drop.
borne's feature, "The Sawdust Doll," reIt is this sort of a thing that the com- organ leased
e,
in the Welfare
"Star Bulletin,"
Mayors'
Conferenc
of by Pathe,
the Mutual
League
mittee
engineered
by
the
State
Conferducers of motion
picturecome
films true,
may proexof Mayors proposes to look into, of Sing
Sing
Prison.before
The the
Patheinmates
featpect to receive some advice during the and ifencemanagers
ure
was
exhibited
now
enjoying
the
privilmonthsturestowhichcome
as tobe theshown
type inof this
picege of opening their houses on Sundays, of Sing Sing several days ago, and
should
there were many in the audience visibly
putting out
sensational
State on Sundays. Mr. Capes, who in persistters andinemploying
sensational
filmspos-on affected by the tenderness of the part
his official position is gathering names
from which a committee will be selected the Sabbath, there is a strong likelihood played by little Marie.
to investigate the needs of censorship,
said today that he had received perhaps
thirty or forty names from ,which Mayor Three New Directors Are Signed by Goldwyn;
Walter Stone,
of Syracuse will select
a committee of nine. This selection,
Are Men of Varied Experiences and Tastes
however, will not be made much before
for whom he directed productions for
er. Strange as it, may seem, TO which
meet
the
increased production
Septemb
years.
the reorganization
of the three
of all the names submitted only two
After this, Klaw and Erlanger, Cohan
Goldwyn
Pictures
Corporation
rerepresent the clergy. The others include
and Harris and the Shuberts utilized his
quires,
three
new
directors
have
been
representatives
of women's
clubs,include
edu- added to the Goldwyn roster. They are accrued knowledge of stage direction.
cational organizations
and also
His first
Rupert Julian,
atives
represent
of
the
film
industry
it- Wallace
tions cameconnection
about whenwithhe screen
took theproducplace
Worsley.T. Hayes Hunter and
self.
Rupert Julian was born in Auckland, vacated by D. W. Griffith in the Amerii Legislative Action Predicted.
New Zealand, and was educated for the
canduced
Biograph
Company.
Later
he
several independent pictures, proand
Brothers'
"I am free in predicting," said Mr. priesthood
School. He atran the
away Marist
to complete
his then took a flier back to the wings and
the
proscenium
arch
when
he
produced
Capes,
"that
the
question
of
censorship
education.
His
road
has
kept
him
on
in this state will become one of the big- the stage for eighteen years. His hob- "The Aviator" for Cohan & Harris. He
gest questions before the legislature
bies (these are self-confessed), are his produced
"The although
Border Legion"
for Goldnext year.
we select
wyn in 1918,
the picture
was
motoring, horseback riding and
mit e , itwillWhen
not include
those thewho comare wife,
until the spring of the folfishing;
he does not include football and not released
lowing
year.
constantly opposing motion pictures, or boxing with
James J. Corbett before
Sunday movies, but it will be a fair breakfast, although
From Wappinger Falls, N. Y. hails the
well known third
minded committee, ready and willing to that these represent ithisissporting
of the trio of new Goldwyn direcprolook intosorshipthis
great
question
of
centors,
Wallace Worsley.
Like Mr. Hunc
l
i
v
i
t
i
e
s
.
M
r
.
Julian
has
directed
Monand report its findings to the
ter,
headed
for oftheProvidence,
footlights
roe
Salisbury,
Ruth
Clifford
and
Mary
Legislature together with whatever rec- MacLaren. He has also acted in num- Brown he University
R.afterI.,
om endations itmay deem as neceshim with an A. B. sheeperous photoplays. His first production had entrusted
for life. The stage held him for
for Goldwyn will be Gertrude Ather- fifteenskinyears,
sary."Will Investigate Sunday Movies.
and in that time he played
ton's "Perch of the Devil."
under
the
direction of Charles FrohHunter Is University Man.
man and with William Collier for three
Mr. Capes said that he believed that
before the committee was through it Another product of the theatre, now seasons. He produced the Thomas Ross
would go largely into an investigation a director, is T. Hayes Hunter, a grad- with
"Checkers,"
the vehicle,
show four
seasons. and stayed
of exactly the type of pictures which are
uate of the University of Pennsylvania. starring
being shown on Sundays by certain ex- He turned to the theatre immediately
hibitors in this State. A few days ago, upon his graduation, and become a stock
company actor in Philadelphia. He Robertson-Cole Starts
Mayor Stone, of Syracuse, in conversa- started
in the Girard Avenue Stock Comtion with Mr. Capes, said that while he
himself had stood back of the exhibitors
Personal Help Bureau
pany as a super, and ended as the stage
director.
This experience was suppleof
that
city
on
many
an
issue,
that
it
was noticeable that some of the houses
mented by his association with Daniel ITwell-known
is
announced
Joseph has
Merrick,
in thethatindustry,
joinon Sunday were flashing the most sen- Frohman and later with David Belasco,
ed the Robertson-Cole Company to
inaugurate
a
special
form
of
personal
assistance to the exhibitor clientele of
that firm throughout the country. Mr.
Merrick will call on exhibitors in every
state of the union to consult with them
and to advise them on Robertson-Cole
productions.
The belief of Robertson-Cole is that
Geraldine Farrar much
can be accomplished in the imand Lou-Tellegen,
provement ofconditions in the industry
by
studying
of the exhibitor
all beautifulled up in at close rangetheandneeds
every effort
their Goldwyn at- to supply those needs.making
It
is their opinion
a personal representative
at the
traction, "The World that
home office can best cement the spirit of
and Its Woman."
friendship and co-operation that must
exist between the producer, distributor,
and exhibitor, and Mr. Merrick has been
selected to undertake this work.
Mr. Merrick is a pioneer in the motion
picture business and hundreds of exhibitors are his personal friends. He has
been trained in every branch of the industry, havinghad a wideandexperience
production,
distribution
exhibition.in
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Giving An Outsider's View of Film byExporting
Well-Informed
Interesting Light On Public Mind in South America Shed
Yankee Who Is Not in Any Way Connected With the Industry
ing to the border for a rescuing cowboy party. He reached them, and there
By "Jack
Thorne"
EDITORIAL FOREWORD.
seems from
late reports
she was one flashed on the screen, "Two white women
of the few in the New World which in "AtMexican
handsin which
" I saw this,
"JackbyThrone"
first place
the theatre
INis the
failed to profit by the war.
a gen-to
used
a pen-nam
and others indignantly critwritten
tleman whoe has
Films are enumerated among products a few ileft,
c
i
z
e
d
i
t
.
exported to this country from the
Moving Picture World — "from the
"Are writer,
we notplease
white?"understand,
they said.is heart
United States. It has come to be uniin." Weg value
lookingas sheddin
outside
impartiathel
contribution
versally recognized that the potent andThesoul
in
sympathy
with
those who
value
of
films
for
spreading
ideas
is
inter-.
of ngvitalbusiness
subject
lightest toonthe a film
are
endeavoring
tomost
push fertile
American-made
exporti
probably unequaled,
and
certainly
unproducts
in
this
territory,
yingencloseshimself,
conour
In identiftributor
surpas ed, by any other means. This
rich and growing countries that
this note with
statement is made with a view to neu- young,
will
need
imported
products
for
a long
the story we print below:
for the spreading
may beIt efficainstances injures not
cioustraforlity,either
good or bad.
is my time. theThefilmabove
"Havingto been
connected
with
a
itself, but the producing,
intention to present the effects of some only
mission
Brazil
involving
diplothings.
the
company, and other American-made
matic relations, it was a part of
few types of pictures seen there.
my experience to come in contact
feeling.
American
Films
In
Majority.
In
short, it arouses an anti-American
with diplomatic situations. NeedAmerican films are greatly in the males Isupposeeverything
to say, ourAmerican,
'colony,'
jority,
perhaps
because
we
oroduce
more
In
another,
the comic part was a charrepresenting
than is made in any other country.
acter intended to ridicule the Englishfully appreciated each careless act
French and Italian makes closely rival
man with his monocle and well-known
on the part of other Americans,
each other for second place, but both English habits. Volumes could be writand came to realize the crying
are considerably behind U. S. brands.
need for Americans to stand contentionin atargument
producAs every one knows this is a Latin
all, to sayagainst
nothingsuchof aexporting
sistently for those things we like
country, although few seem to know them to other countries where England
to term and be termed 'American.'
that Portuguese is the language, and all has equal right to build an influence.
"It isstaysurprising,
perhaps, a butcon-a
Other Nationalities Object.
Latin
peoples,to collectively,
are degree
intershort
reveal,
sympathetic
a remarkable
flict exists will
among
all that
colonies in
As to such material within a country,
these South American countries
whenicoanaturally
commonfallscause
prompts
it.
Mexwe
pass
a matter of taste and the
within this group of demands itofaslocality.
for
in influence,
But such material
nations.
the supremacy
United States
is favored andin
should
not
be
permitted exportation to
Without naming the producer nor the a foreign country.
several ways of increasing hers, if
production, we will cite two examples
she will awaken to the need — and
A board of censorship, composed of
of poor diplomacy in exported films. men selected from among all American
take advantage of it."
One was a Mexican-bandit story. An exporters, other than that of films, could
American - produced Mexican - bandit probably do a vast amount of good for
story is a delicate subject before a Latin everything American.
in Brazil,
sojourn
A TWO-YE
deo sevfrom the outset, but if proptrips to
and audience,
Montevi
eralAR
Thereance of American
is another films.
phase Sentiment
to the accepterly managed might do a great deal
and
Buenos Aires; an interest in the towards
enlightening other people as to sympathy has a great deal to do with
inan
and
business,
Americanterest exporting
our
attitude
towards
this
little
country.
in motion pictures, lead the
any andlook, everything.
The Americansoout-to
Sub-Title Gives Offense.
the common perspective
writer to feel himself qualified as an
speak, is expressed in nothing so well
amateur authority upon motion pictures
The
plot
was
par
excellence
—
for
a
S. audience. Several reels unfolded a as motion pictures. It might be said
exported
to Brazil. to these countries — especially U.perfectly
truthfully that, as a nation, we
developed wonderful
tale of inhuman cru-by quite
have the most optimistic perspective in
This country, the largest and richest
in resources of the South American some elty,
of dare-deviltry,
the foremost artistsacting
of the the world.
Latin-American countries are more
countries, was among others of that screen, and lead up to the climax, the
continent which served as legitimate bandit had two American women im- inclined towards that European viewprey for war-time speculators, but it
point of fatality which some one reprisoned and one of the heroes was rid-

the Strikers.
Quietinglesson.
Keenan,
at the aLeft,
World Aflame,"
from an"The
Two Burning
with a timely
story Mayor,
industrial
big Frank
Pathe feature,
role in thisShowing,
Ole Hanson
Keenan enacts
Frank Moments
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cently makes
called one
"a malady
of the
soul,"
which
enjoy arias
cadencing
in
a
minor
key
—
eternally,
inevitably
sad.
Tragedy,
as yet,Butis traditional
not popularideas
in theof
United
States.
fatality educate one to enjoy tragedy.
The State of Latin Mind.
In aularvaudeville
house young
in Rio girl,
the popheroine, a pretty
full
of health
and
the
idol
of
a
nightly
audi-a
ence, was in a comic scene including
large company. She had just "put
across
a punch"
a laugh
from the
house,that
andbrought
continued
the
called-for bit of song.
Her richevitable
young
voicewhich
ended contracted
in the inminor key
the heart muscles of one who could not
really understand whence came this anguish for Itsomething
than real.
was as if more
a soul suggested
cried out
for pity and compassion from an oblivimpenetrable
to thefrom
unitiated
— and
in a ioncountry
so young,
a creature
so young !
Contact with these people has led the
writer to believe that it is their supreme
faith in the after-death existence which
causes this place in their hearts and
minds for the tragic stories.
Cites Direct Comparison.
It was the good fortune of the writer
to see the same story produced by an
American
company
Italian but
com-a
pany shown
in the and
sameantheatre
short time apart. The American actress
was well-known
and frequently
appeared in this theatre.
The other was
Francesca
Bertini,
the
best
known
Italian actress in films.
The American
resented an outlay picture
of cost probably
treble thatrep-of
the other. The gowns of the star were
obviously
ultra-expensive
downright theexpense
ours was type.
far theIn
superior.
But in the other probably the locale
was natural. There was no mistaking
the ruins,
faith, the
familiarity andtheeaseCatholic
of interior
cathedral
settings
and
scenes,
the
attitude
of
subject toward sovereign and the imitated
sovereign's
manner
copied
from
and, perhaps, the most delicate life;
but
striking
discerned, was the
relation difference,
of man to ifwoman.
It is probably the most difficult task
of the American actress, who is a
woman having worked her way to the
top of the ladder, to assume the mental
attitude of the European woman, who,
no
how deeply
popularimbedded
and well-known,
yet matter
retain the
idea that
man is master, and for all their strength
in dominating, it is from a source limitedtude.withinTheirthis
attipoweralmost
comesreligious
more from
suggestion than command.
"Monte Cristo" Done As Serial.
Another notable film production under
a European banner was "The Count of
Monte was
Cristo"
in thirty-two
reels.
acting
perfect
— or it might
be The
said
the story was re-lived — and the house
was crowdedformances of the
during
the
several
pereight parts. Yes, it
was in serial, but upon a plan different
from ours; and, again, natural locations,
traditions inbred or inherited by the
characters, were of incalculable aid in
"putting
across."regret to see it shown
But, we itshould
by an American company in the same
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theatre — just as we should regret, by
the way, to see Americans afflicted with
the above-mentioned "malady of the
The incinema,
moving-picture
theatre,
Brazil isorkeeping
pace with
the
modern
progress
of
the
films.details.
They
soul."
differ from ours in some small
The lobby is also a waiting room, where
one waits for the beginning of the next
performance, as there is no interruption
during the projection of a film.
To offset the inconvenience which this
system entails, in most of the better
class houses, there are two theatres.
One does not wait longer than half the
time required in showing a play.
Entertain in the Lobbies.
Their artistic taste is given full play
in decorating this lobby, and some good
effects are obtained. Usually there is
an orchestra here, and of no mean ability, to amuse those waiting; and American popular music is rapidly advancing
as a rival to classic airs, the appreciation of which is a part of the Brazilian's
birthright.
A comparison
of ourthepopular
music
would
lead to almost
same results
as a comparison of the pictures; what
we really need is a softening here and
there to make our wares — and ourselves
— more acceptable to them.
American films that prove most popular are society comedy-drama, and
those typical of American home life. It
is interesting to see how they select
American stars for themselves, and
angle for films in which these appear.
There are few male stars whose talents are exploited by American companies whiletheir
they own.
are stillButin the
companies
other than
writer
has in mind one of our actors who has
never been featured alone, but who has
the lead opposite some of our most popular feminine artists. One might be
justified in saying he was just a character man — a "lover-character."
Cites Individual Popularity.
But in what is probably the very first

A Remarkable
"Headlight."
Of Louis
Bennison, the
happy star of
Goldwyn Western features.
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theatre in Rio de Janeiro that shows
pictures exclusively, his name preceded
that of the star in large, red electric
bulbs — and many were turned away
from the box office each night — no room.
The writer would gladly name this actor but tefor
the apparently
obvious
ntion to boost
an individual,
hence in-a
particular company, whereas, nothing of
the kind is intended. Any picture which
advertises handsome people, expensive
gowns and jewels, and society settings,
is sure of proving popular in these countries.
Appeals for Consistency.
Since ence;thesince films
a greathavedealsuchof great
money influand
effort eignis trade
beingwithexpended
to
develop
forthese countries; since
the Government has done its share toward cementing friendly relations;
since every true American desires his
country to be truly presented to the
world for analysis and comprehension —
let
us hope thatin co-operation
will effect
a consistency
everything American.
It is our belief that when a person, a
group of persons, a company, a group
of companies, an industry, a group of
industries, finds itself of a big influence,
it is theirsibilityduty
to shouldergoesthe with
responwhich necessarily
the
influence and use it for the best benefits of all concerned
— it surely must be
the paying
way.
Wounded Soldiers Act in
"Everybody's Sweetheart"
dy's
Selznamed
aptly
the
Sweethea
for "Everybo
thert,"scenes
ofPicture
ONEnick
Elsie Janis
in which
will make her screen debut, calls for a
number of wounded soldiers as extras.
It gave Miss Janis an opportunity to
put into practice her favorite motto :
fight forto
enough
good than
"If hehe was
goodtoenough
is more
you,
casting
the regular
For when
work
to hire
directorforwasyou."planning
as the
use referred
motion
in the toscene
soldiers extras
wounded picture
spoke up.
to,
on "Nothing
Myron
Manager doing,"
to Producti
saidtheshestar
Selznick, "we need wounded soldiers for
real
scene
the
ys and
realgetmoney
them to
pay going
and I'm
doughbo

time."hurried over to a military
forMisstheirJanis
hospital,
located
near the Selznick
studio—
she
went
personally,
for this was
a matter
of
herself.which she wanted to take care
The next day, forty of the men dended in a body
studio and scetook
part onin thethe Selznick
scene from
"Everybody's Sweetheart."
Blackton Retitled New Feature.
The
first Feature
productionPictures,
of The Inc.,
J. Stuart
Blackton
Mr.
Blackton's
nw
organization,
has
again
undergone a change of title. Instead
of
bearing asthepreviously
name "Moonshine
Shadow,"
announced,andit
willAfter
be released
"My Boy." it was
much asconsideration
thought that "My Boy" would be a more
definitely
and better
reflect theappealing
wealth oftitlehuman
interest
which the story is said to contain. The
distribution plans have not yet been
arranged, but important negotiations
are now under way and an interesting
announcement will be made shortly.
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Publicist

Sheets

Are

Declares

Compiled

That

for

Small

Towns
Places to Neglect of the Large
pro- pleased her so much as 'Asleep at the come when you whistled? Sounds fishy
WHEN will
overcome thepicture
silly notion
ducers motion
alright, but it is one of the actual scenes
that newspapers are going to
infamous
'Nugget
Nell,' Gish
the picture
Miss Sandwich's Mainfold Talent.
Dorothy
stars andin which
which
print the material that is turned out Switch.'
"Here
we
are
advised
that
Miss
Sandwill be shown at the (blank) theatre
iced
ty
departpublici
high-pr
by their
wich
is
a
great
believer
in
the
fourth
ments ?
next
(blank).
There
is
no
fake
about
dimension and that any time she wants the scene.
What is the average, live, up-to-date
quit the movies she can become a
"
'The
river
where
the
picture
was
newspaper man in the opinion of our to
lecturer at Harvard University. Fur- taken is fairly alive with rainbow trout
film impresarios
thermore, according to these high-priced before the fishing season opens, and in
writers?
A fool? and their expensive publicity departments,
it during
becamethenecesthe picture hundreds of fish can be seen
Why ments
is grind
it that
all publicity
depart-of
sary offormaking
Miss Sandwich,
proto come from the. opposite side of the
out yards
and yards
cess
the
picture,
her creek
to the point where Dorothy is
cheap, uninforming twaddle for the corn so that when she kickedtothetrimvillain
lying on the bank. One fish comes so
small town editors, and let the editors
the pants
it
wouldn't
hurt
her.
close
she
pats it with her hand before
of the cities, who are in a position to in "Now
we are told that Jim Jumps, who
do
them good
'Asleep at the Switch.' has also it "swims
away.'
Note
that
there is no fake about the
themselves
? on a big scale, shift for wrote
Hard-Boiled
Egg,' scene. This rainbow
trout named WilAnd what, by the way, is the reason written 'Eddie a the
number
of otherof.sensaliam
splashed
right
Miss Gish
that publicity departments are failing 'So Be tionsIt'thatand
no
one
ever
heard
The
asked him how upthe tofishing
was and
and
to improve the standard of material company is the greatest ever assembled, she
he
told
her
to
get
the
hook
and she
used in the small town papers?
including
Bill
Hairoil,
Susan
Puff
and
poked
him
in
the
ribs
and
he
grinned,
Why do they cling to the idea that the Olaf Pickle who was last seen as the
country
editor anything
doesn't know
much,
and hat in 'Here's Your Hat.' The director oh, so Mr.
Briggs States His Case.
pleasantly!'
will stand
at allthe
thatnames
hapis the only director who ever lived. The
pens to be forsubmitted
under
"Can you imagine any one," says Mr.
photographer
is
the
only
one
who
ever
of these great producers?
Briggs, "who is running around loose
How long are producers going to owned a camera. The picture cost believing anything like that, let alone
preach co-operation, and then deny ex- $4,000,000,000.
printing
it?publicity
Still, that's
what these
"In
the
ball-room
scene
Miss
Sanddepartments
are
hibitors co-operation where they need
wich wears a diamond that weighs six high-priced
paid for turning out and then they wonit most — in their publicity?
and
seven-eighths
pounds.
The
direcWhen are the publicity departments
der
why
newspapers
don't
appreciate
announces in a special story that 'to
things the moving picture ingoing to wake up to a broad conception see tor
Miss Sandwich is to love her.' And what bigdustry isdoing
of their work and go at it as though
for them."
Mr. Briggs argues:
so onTheandSecrets
so on."of Miss Sandwich.
they had something of value to sell?
That in writing exclusively for the
THESE questions, and a number of
"Miss Sandwich," continues Mr. small town editor and small town exhibothers of similar character, have
publicity departments
doinglargeso
we know
mightWilson
have had
raised by G. N. Briggs, in charge Briggs, "for allMrs.
Woodrow
in- cities;
to theitor,exclusion
of service are
to the
of publicity for the Finkelstein & Ruben a letter vitingfrom
her
to
take
a
buggy
ride;
she
all;
chain
of theatres
in Minneapolis
might be planning to go to France to
That the aim of every publicity deSt. Paul.
He has raised
them with and
the shoot
President Poincare ; she might
partment shouldused
be toin raise
the standpublicity departments of all the leading have
ard of material
the small
towns
to buy the Philippine
producers, and claims that not one has Islands,decided
fly
across
the
Pacific
Ocean,
or
instead
of
giving
them
any
old
thing at
been able to give a satisfactory answer. any one of a hundred other things in
A number of publicity directors have
degrees of importance that
That Mary Pickford, W. S. Hart,
answered in defense of their product varying
interest readers of metropolitan Douglas Fairbanks, Tom Moore, Anita
that it is put out exclusively for the would
but do the press sheets ever say Stewart and all the rest are internationsmall town editor and the small town dailies,
al characters and that some of them
anything about them? They do not.
exhibitor.
must do something or say something or
is a fair sample of what I refer plan
The Ratio of Revenue and Usefulness. to "Here
something
— a 'story' from a Paramount press classified
as news;every day that can be
The basis of the argument made by It sayson: Dorothy Gish in 'Nugget Nell.'
That the best publicity is not the pubMr. Briggs is that at least 35 per cent, book
licity that deals altogether with the parof all revenue from a film comes from
" 'Ever know fish so tame they would
the large cities, and that not 1 per cent,
r
of the publicity is suitable for use there.
"Take any press sheet or press book —
I don't care which one it is," says Mr.
Briggs. "and what do we find? Let us
say it is Sadie Sandwich in 'Asleep at
the Switch.' First we read that 'Asleep
at the Switch'
greatestThenthingwe Miss
Sandwich
has iseverthe done.
are
told that Miss Sandwich is the most attractive, beautiful, charming, delightful,
intellectual, interesting, capable, sweet,
faultless,
home-loving,
that ever grinned
into a modest
camera. female
"Next the information is slipped to us
the follows
story of a'Asleep
Swith'
isthat
— here
couple atofthethousand
words, all about the plot. Spread
around, here and there, are innumerable
other summaries of what the picture is
about. Also Miss Sandwich is quoted
The Circle of Thirteen Chairs and the Knife Which So Suddenly Came to Light.
as saying that never in her dear young
Hands were joined, the lights went out — and then the murder in the dark.
life has she taken part in a play that
The dramatic issue in Pathe's "The Thirteenth Chair."
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ticular picture in which a given star is thrown in the furnace for all the good Mix Does Many Stunts in
appearing at the time;
That it may be something far removed it Ondoestheus."constructive side, Mr. Briggs
from screen life and still do the exhibi- suggests :
"Rough Riding Romance"
That mentsstudios
and publicity departtor who is showing that particular picget together;
ture a world of good, without reference
IN
hisinglatest
production,
Romance,"
of the"Rough
eight RidMix
to the picture, the theatre or the date; cityThatandpress
sheets be prepared for both
pictures
which first
Fox Film
Corporation
country;
That publicity departments are the
has
scheduled
in
its
1919-20
program,
best selling agencies the moving picture
Thatmatethey
be
prepared
out
of
legitiTom
Mix
has
many
new
stunts.
In
a
news;
number of them his horse, Tony, shares
has, and yet, in exploiting a film or a
the honors.
That twoin every
summaries
of
the
plot
are
star they insult the intelligence of news- sufficient
press book;
paper men and newspaper readers.
the heroine of the story,
That the small town editor should whoTo isreach
Wants Get Together Policy.
confined in the drawing room of
legitimately
follow
the metropolitan ed- an express
train
Mix races the
"It
seems
to
me,"
says
Mr.
Briggs,
itor in exploiting a picture along educa- train on his horse,coach,
"that
one trouble
lies inin California
the fact that
ropes a fixture on
the pictures
are made
and
tional lines, and this only can be done top of a car, and then
himself
the publicity is written in New York. when publicity departments get away from the saddle and up draws
to the roof.
At any rate, the publicity we are getting from the notion that they know best While
the
train
rushes
on
at
full
speed
what
newspapers
want.
now is positively rank and could be
he runs along the roof of the car, drops
down to the observation car platform,
enters the car and reaches the girl. His
Cast of Weil-Known Players Surrounds
this position is equally darAlice Brady in Her First Realart Picture exit from
ing. He leaves
via the
window,
the coach
to the
truckscrawand
of Mrs. Horton will be por- thenceling under
SUPPORTING Alice Brady in her first The part
to
the
rods,
hanging
on to the
t
r
a
y
e
d
b
y
Agnes
Everett
and
Nora
Reed
n,
"
Realart
productio
"Sinners,
is
a
turnbuckles
with
the
train
flying
tocast that includes some of the best will take the part of Saidee. The late
ward San Francisco.
photoplays in which Miss Reed appeared
known players on the screen.
Mix
rides
Tony
up
several
flights
of
"His Bridal Night" with Alice
"I believethatthe ever
cast has
of 'Sinners'
is the are
strongest
been provided
Brady, "The Avalanche" with Elsie Fer- fire escape on a villa, then into an upand "The Career of Katherine
per window— a thing never before
an Alicepresident
Brady picture,"
saysPictures
Arthur Bush," guson
of for motion pictures. Later
S.for Kane,
of Realart
starred. in which Catherine Calvert is hethought
rides his horse up and down flights
Corporation.
"The
players,
however,
Robert Schnable is well known to pic- of stairs in the big villa, around balwere chosen not because of their fame,
He plays the role of a
but because of their adaptability to their young turemanpatrons.
him rescuing
over the
about town, known as Joe routs hisconies,
foesjumpsand,
the railings,
heroine,
respective
rides down the front steps with her,
Miss Bradyparts."
will play the role she made Garfield.Will Be Released in Fall.
and away to safety. In this scene he
famous on the speaking stage, that of
"Sinners"
is being made
the dia chandelier hanging in the cenlittle Mary Horton. The original prorection of Kenneth
Webb, under
assisted
by lassoesof the
and ofswings
duction of "Sinners" had a long run at Dan Pennell.
The play was written by and treforth
ongreat
it inhall,
an arc
sixty back
feet,
the Playhouse
in
New
York
a
few
seaOwen Davis, who also wrote "Forever while a mob tries in vain to reach him.
sons ago.
In
another
scene
Mix
does
some
extra
After,"
the
success
in
which
Miss
Brady
Crane in Leading Male Role.
last season. Eve fancy roping and lasso manipulating.
James L. Crane will be seen in the returnedwhoto isthenowstagein London
managing
horse on a dead run he lasleading male part, Bob Merrick. Mr. Unsell,
the
scenario
department
the English With soeshisa desperado
and when
quicklyit ismanipuCrane has been in a number of Broad- studios of the Famous ofPlayers-Lasky
lates
his
rope
that
drawn
way
dramatic
productions.
This
is
not
made the screen adaptation taut he has hissovictim
suspended by the
his first work on the screen in support ofCorporation,
"Sinners."
feet,
head
down
—
the
rope
drawn
over
of Miss Brady as he was her leading
This first Alice Brady-Realart produc- horizontal flagpole in front of a hotel. a
man
"His Bridal
The incomedy
ingenue Night."
role of Polly Gary early tionfall.will be ready for release in the
is played by Lorraine Frost. Though
young in years, Miss Frost has had a
Goldwyn Promises Scheme
"long ing
career comedy
on the stage Shakespearean
in plays rangdrama. from
She was last to
seen on the screen
for National Advertising
in "TheOld Light
of Happiness."
Biograph
Player in Cast.
de adverti
nationwi
camAnderson,
welloldremembered
the greatto be sing
claim
WHAT estthey
forAugusta
her work
with the
Biograph
ted
a pro-d
institu
paign everwill
soon bebylaunche
ducing company,
when gestthat
company
was
one
of
the
bigthe role
producing
delines the
Pictures along
by Goldwy
cast for in the
of Hildafield,
West.has been
returns
signed to nbring
dollarsto will
a million
Over direct
exhibitor.
William P. Carleton, for several years
the leading man of the Castle Square
up new busibe expended in nbuilding ors
ness for Goldwy exhibit and Gob'
Stock Company
of Boston, will impersonate Horace Worth.
hile
s
s;
medium
worth-w
all
picture
wyn
For the role of William Morgan, one
, inof reaching the public being utilized
pers and billmagazines,
newspa
cluding
of
America's
most
capable
actors
has
boards.
been secured. He is Frank Losee, who
A plan is being perfected whereby the
has a record of twenty-five years in the
Goldwyn advertising will be designed to
companies of David Belasco, Charles
meet conditions in every locality. The
Frohman, Klaw and Erlanger, the
needs of a certain section of the country,
Messrs. Shubert and John Cort. Starta city, or even a small town, will be
ing with the Famous Players producstudied carefully so that the advertis"The Eternal
has been
on thetion of screen
for threeCity,"
yearshe with
this
may be arranged especially to aid
localingexhibitors.
same company.
Kent Has Role of Dr. Simpson.
Goldwyn's
advertising
staff and
is studying
Craufurd Kent, engaged for the role
rom all angles
the theory
actual
of Dr. Simpson, was on the musical and
operation
of
national
advertising
as apdramatic stage before becoming well
plied to motion pictures. The campaign
known in photoplay. Among the sucis being laid out on lines mutually beneficial to Goldwyn
Goldwyn
exces es in which he appeared were "The
hibitors. There willand beto some
definite
Pink Lady" and "Adele" of the musical
objective
for
every
dollar
expended
and
variety,
and
"The
Deep
Purple"
among
Harry Carey
the results will be checked up closely
dramatic productions. Mr. Kent has
been acting before the camera for a
in order to make certain that the point
Westerncontract
favoritewith
who Universal.
has renewed his
aimed at is being reached.
1on<r time.
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DANGEROUS
RIVAL"— FEATURE
Drama Recently Staged with Joplin, Missouri, Locale Reveals
Thrilling Exhibition by Messrs. Maxwell and Levy and Is
Called to Attention of Exhibitors as Being Best Ever
I — Officeof St.of Louis.
the Grand
had latest
arranged
the showing
"I gaveup the
committeeonthetheprivilege
FilmSceneCompany
Sidney Central
Baker, 000,
the two
First for
National
attractionsof taking
a collection
last nightof
manager,
pencils
a
telegram,
then an- on
the same four days. Never before of the showing."
other, and hands them to the stenographer
had the Electric or the Hippodrome
for copying, and rings for a boy.
Maxwell's Experience.
booked a picture for so long a time.
"Those
ought to start something," he Three
Manager Maxwell speaks for himself :
days had always been the limit
says,
chuckling.
for
the
most
exceptional
productions.
"You
know
the kind of opposition we
Scene
II
—
Lobby
of
the
Hippodrome
Theatre. Joplin, Mo., two hours later.
we started
two gun
weekswasbe-a
Out of this situation developed a con- had. foreWell,
Manager
Ben
Levy
reads
a
telegram,
the
opening.
Our infirst
test
of
showmanship
unrivaled
in
Missmiles and gazes across the street toward
slide with the crude, misspelled wording :
souri.
Manager
Levy
and
Manager
the
Electric Theatre with "I-pity-you" ex- Maxwell exerted every effort to outdo 'Keep yur i on this slid. Sumpin is
pression.
the other. And the campaigns brought goina happen. Wach out.' We used this
patronsaway.from mining towns to sixty for four days and then changed the
of Hethe notices
ElectricManager
has alsoReynolds
received Maxwell
a little miles
yellow
envelope.
Maxwell
reads,
crumples
wording to : 'Luk ut ! Ill be hear soon.
the message, and looks over toward Levy
Sunday saw a succession of capacity Wil
tel yeslides
sundy!'
"These
and
with
"you-just-wait"
expression.
audiences
for
both
houses,
Monday
huninterest.attracted
We had attention
several dozen
Scene the
III —next
Lobbyday.of the
Connor Hotel,
dreds stood in the two lobbies, Tuesday aroused
Joplin.
By accident
Levy away.
inquiries
from
the
first.
Our
next
slide
and
Wednesday
thousands
were
turned
and Maxwell
meet. There
is some converalong with teasers in the newspapers,
sation, then Maxwell
inquires:
Small exhibitors in the down town se- read: 'See the grate prune strik next
"How's bookings?"
Sunday.' Thisnouncemenwas
spent aentertaining
cent for adveranswers
Levy.attraction
"Got myyesterdates tion, whotising,had
ts of the followed
picture, with
with anthe
reaped not
a harvest
the dates.
for"Great,"
a big First
National
would-be
patrons
of
the
Electric
and
day.
First
four
days
of
week
after
next."
"Billboards
shouted
the
program
the Hippodrome who had been denied Monday. Tuesday an attractive lobbyon
"The h you say?" interjects Max- admittance.
well. "Why. the Gotsamemything
me yesterday.
dateshappened
for a bigto
arranged and a twenty-five
morning Joplin exhibitors display was put
First National — same four days you men- whoThursday
up in front. Ten thouhad watched the two campaigns de- foot banner
tioned. First time I ever booked a picsand
heralds
were distributed— and not
a "goodare draw."
Man- one of them handed
ture for four days."
out at the theatre.
agersclaredLevythe contest
and Maxwell
both happy,
"Same here," said Levy. "I have 'Auc- each secretly
same day the book stores arbelieving
that
hethedidother.
just On the ranged
tion
of
Souls'
with
Aurora
Mardiganian."
display
windows.
a
little
more
business
than
"And I've 'Daddy Long Legs.' with Mary
Book Stores Help.
Pickford."
Used Different Campaigns.
They parted, each secretly avowing to
put
on
a
campaign
that
will
put
the
other
"Auction
of
Souls"
and
"Daddy
Long
"These
displays
consistedcopies
of photoout of business.
graphs of Miss Pickford,
of the
widely diversified
of pic-as book 'Daddy
were as types
different
IT was a unique situation. The two Legs" turesareand campaigns
Long Legs' and announcelargest theatres in the city, a min- theAt productions.
the bet
outsetwasManager
Levy realized
ing center with a population of 50,- his best
the Armenian
Relief
Committee. The campaign for funds for
relief in the Near East had just started
and theager Joplin
received
Levy withcommittee
open arms.
Ten Mandays
beforenessthe
opening,
the
drive
busiwas launched. The Joplinfor Globe
and the Joplin News coupled with the
name of the film with all the publicity
stories
mittee. for the Armenian Relief ComAn elaborate
lobby
display
arranged. Hundreds
of one
sheetswas were
plastered over the city. Billboards were
purchased wherever available. Heralds
were placed in every home.
Used No Stunt Advertising.
"I did not need to do any 'stunt' advertising to put over the film," said
Manager Lavy.
main sourcewithof the
my
advertising
lay in"The
co-operating
County Armenian
Relief
Committee. The
chairman of this commitee, a minister,
had previously viewed the production
and he recommended it strongly to his
congregation,
as well
other ministers of both the
city asand tocounty.
The
committee
was
behind
in
its
quota of
funds for the relief of the Armenians
and the newspapers trying to put the
fund over the top, gave us a lot of free
advertising.
Churches Co-operate.
"The Sunday before the showing the
ministers of the city made announcements from theSome pulpit
of the coming
even delivered
sermonsat- "What I Won't Do to Maxwell and the
"What I Won't Do to Levy and the relative totraction.
the
subject;
with
the
result
Said Ben heLevy,
ofhisthetelegram.
Hippodrome, as
that the
gave me the best
Said ReynoldsHippodrome,"
Maxwell, of the Electric,
readElectric,"
kind
of congregations
publicity.
when he read his telegram.
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When the Two Exhibitors Discovered They Were Day-and-Dated on Two Specials.
And what's more, for four days each in a two-day town.
ment of theduction.showing
the screento pro"We used the song 'Dear Old Daddy
Cards calledofattention
the
fact that Miss Pickford paid $40,000 for Long
SceneLegs'
IV — with
Office great
of thesuccess."
Grand Central
the right to screen the story. The music Film
Company.
Baker
looks over the restores arranged displays of the song
ports
on
the
showing
of
"Daddy
Long
"Auction of Souls"
in Joplin,
'Dear
Old Daddy
Long ofLegs'
cardsat Legs"
grins andand reads:
announced
the showing
the and
picture
the Electric. Our leading dry goods
"Despite opposition, business was very
store Gingham
advertisedand aa sale
Mary Pickford
displayof window
was
"Although the house across the street
another
First National
atdevoted to the gingham and the fact was playing
traction, we did
a wonderfully
big busthat it was guaranteed to be the kind
used by Miss Pickford in the film. good."
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date. Mr. Karger's move undoubtedly
was
influenced
by his bebelief
that "Along
CameMay
Ruth"
would
for
Allison
at this more
time favorable
than the
other production.
George Eastman a Royal Host
(Continued from page 937.)
tures. As I am very much interested
in music as well as in pictures, I am
going
build with
in Rochester
picture tohouse
the view aofmotion
using
music and pictures in alliance.
"That house is to be operated broadly
so thatturesthe
the motion
picwill allprofits
go intofrommusic.
The plans
have been partly formed, and I am going to ask
the president
of thecharge
University of Rochester,
in whose
the
project
is
to
be,
to
tell
you
of
those
plans. I want to bespeak from you your
hearty sympathy. Dr. Rush Rhees, presthe University
of Rochester."
Toident ofInstall
Dozen Pipe
Organs.
Dr. Rhees in opening said that among
other equipment of the musical institution there would be a dozen pipe organs and a proportionate number of
proposes into connection
call in the
pianos.
aid"Mr.of Eastman
motion pictures
with his great enterprise for musical
education,"
Dr. and
Rhees.
"Theis alliance betweensaidmusic
pictures
not
new, having been worked out on an extensive
scale
in
a
number
of
metropolitan picture theatres, a development in
which S. L. Rothapfel, of New York, has
been a highly successful pioneer. The
success of those theatres has demonstrated not only that the enjoyment of
the best hanced
motion
is greatly en-by
when theypictures
are interpreted
carefully selected music but also the
people turewhoentertainments
are attracted
motion picfind tointerest
and
pleasure in music notably increased.
"This fact indicates the possibility of
greatly
enlarging thewhonumber
persons
in the community
will ofknow
and
value the satisfaction which good music
has
to
offer
by
arranging
to
use
the
music hall in the new school for motion
pictures of the best quality, accompanied by music which will be furnished
by a large orchestra."

'Along Came Ruth," a Stage Success Purchased by
Metro as Next Starring Vehicle for May Allison
INC., announces his decision to present the comedienne
CLASSIC
N
SCREE
the purchase
of S,the screen rights to inin place
"Along Came
Ruth"
at this
juncture,
the play
by the
Hattons,
has
Henry W. Savage's stage success, not as yetof been
revealed.
"Along ducedCame
Ruth."
It
will
be
proas a starring vehicle for May
Miss Allison will begin "Along Came
Allison, according to a statement by Ruth"
immediately after completing
Maxwell Karger, director general of will beandused
Warmer."
for Miss "The
AllisonWalk
at a Offs"
later
Screen Classics, Inc., at the same time "Fair
that he made public the news of the
purchase
The comedy
dramathewasFrench
written by .Holman
Day, from
WHAT MYT)0(J -THiHK
CKOS*^ ? I
lle. de Magasin," by
f
play,
Fonson"LaandDemoise
Wicheler
When presented in New York, with
Irene Fenwick in the leading feminine
role,
the play
extended
run. hadOnea most
of thesuccessful
members andof
the
original
stage
cast
was
Josephfor Kilgour, who will be remembered
his
excellent enactment of important parts
inductions.
Metro and Screen Classics, Inc., proWhile the supporting cast has not as
yet been selected, it has been intimated
that Maxwell Karger probably will cast
Mr. Kilgour for the part which he
played with such success in the stage
production.
Will Soon Begin on New Play.
Regarding the next starring vehicle
for Miss Allison, however, to follow the
production she is at present working
in, Avery Hopwood's "Fair and
Warmer," it was expected to be "The
Walk Offs,"
playwrights,byFrederictheandwell-known
Fanny Hatton.
The Generals Declared an Armistice
to Discuss Their War and Gaze Upon the
Poor Victims.
What caused Mr. Karger to reconsider
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Rex Beach
picture
"The
Girlfrom
Outfor two atweeks
one ofalthough
the initialside,"offerings
the asCapitol,
it is not likely that the theatre will be
opened
tember. until the latter part of Sepvehicle isbya drama
ofGeraldine
modern Farrar's
Russia, directed
Frank
Lloyd and depicting the industrial and
social struggles of that country.
in "Lord
Algy,"
hasTomtheMoore,
delightful
role and
of aLadynobleman
with an uncontrollable proclivity for
betting. The screen version of this
famous stage success presents the opportunity of showing a horse race on
the screen.
Confidential"
is the
film
version "Strictly
of the Jerome
K. Jerome
story lem,"
"Fanny
and
the
Servant
Probwhich saw the stage under the
title
Bantock."family,
Will
Rogersof "The
returnsNewto Lady
the Goldwyn
after a season with the Follies, in "Almost a Husband."
Special 24 Sheets for
Two Vitagraph Features
VITAGRAPH
twenty-four has
sheet prepared
stands forspecial
"The
Gamblers"
and
"The
Wolf," two
of
lease.its features which are nearing reBoth of the new twenty-four sheets
are fine
art.
The examples
designs ofare thein lithographer's
keeping with
the
subjects
they well
proclaim.
scheme has been
broughtTheoutcolorby
the use of an unusual number of colors.
There is only a limited amount of
reading
matterThe inmajor
the poster onof"The
Gamblers."
poster is taken
up with por-tion
the top ofthea
poker table with only the hands of the
four
-showing.
finger
of oneplayers
hand points
to theTheAceindex
of Spades,
a card which plays an important part
in the story of love and high finance.
Athelarge
portrait of Mr. Morey completes
layout.
For "The Wolf," with all its scenes
laid in the mountains of Canada, Vitagraph has provided a poster of a more
rugged nature. One big scene, full of
life andness of action,
is shown. placed
A largeon likeEarle Williams,
the
right hand side, lends additional charm
to the general effect of the stand.
Both of the twenty-four sheet stands
are ofreading
the "hematter
who runs
may read"
type.
The
has been
kept down
to a minimum, and is printed so boldly
that it may be read at a distance.
Grace Darmond With Baggot
A caption under a picture of Grace
Darmond in the August 9 issue of the
Moving Picture World stated that Miss
Darmond is in the all-star cast with
Francis Ford in the Louis Burston serial, "TheisMystery
" Darmond
Which
an error,ofas'13.'Miss
is co-starring
another Burston with
serialKing
in theBaggot
makingin and
as yet unnamed. Rosemary Theby plays
the lead opposite Francis Ford in "The

WILL RELEASE ALLAN DWAN PICTURES
Realart Contracts with Mayflower Corporation to
Circulate Eight Subjects — "Soldiers of Fortune" Is First
by the about twenty years ago, the demand for
is made
MENTs Corpora
UNCEPicture
ANNORealart
tion, that it has not decreased as the publishers
it will ductions.
release
theement
Allan isDwan
pro-e regularly get out added editions.
The arrang
effectiv
a stage play,
Fortune"
hasAs achieved
fame "Soldiers
and successof wherever
through flower
a contrac
made tion,
betweeofn which
May- there
are theatres and theatregoers.
Photoplay tCorpora
Isaac Wolper is president, and Realart, the
Charles
sceneFrohman's
of its New Savoy
York Theatre
premiere wason
through its president, Arthur S. Kane.
The
play
is
seven-in
Eight successive Dwan productions Marchteen17,years1902.
old, but it is stilloverplayed
are covered by the contract between stock companies.
Mayflower and Realart. The amount to
Suitable for Picturization.
be paid for them is said to run high.
• The announcement was made at the
"Soldiersmirablyofto photodramatization.
Fortune" lends itself adtime Realart was organized that not
only would this new concern produce course, the story has been slightlyOf
photoplays with its own stars but changed to meet present day conditions,
would be in the market for productions but it is a story that has a universal apof merit from all sources.
Wolper Makes Statement.
Mr. Dwan is now engaged in superWhen seen at his office, Isaac Wolper, peal. vising the cutting, titling and assembpresident poration,
of Mayflower
Photoplay
Cor- Pacificling ofCoast
"Soldiers
of Fortune"
the
where
the pictureon was
expressed himself
as highly
filmed.
gratified over the arrangements made.
"It is a source
of associates
great pleasure
and
satisfaction
and
myGoldwyn Features Are
self to know tothemy distribution
of Allan
Dwan productions will be in such ca- Booked by Broadway Houses
hands,"moment.
said he. The"It negotiations
was no im- FOUR oftionsthe
pupable
lse of the
offeredfive
wereGoldwyn
accepted producby the
recently concluded, began the latter
representing the Strand
part of April, when Realart was only Theatrecommittee
headed by Managing Director
Eaton;indorseme
the fourth
the
being formed
and was not
nt of received
rated. In associating
Mr. yet
Dwanincorpowith Jack
unanimous
E. J. Bowes,
ourselves
we
knew
one
of
the
promident
vice-presi
and
managing
director
of
nent directors of the country had come the new Capitol, and his staff.
with us. Consequently, the nature of
Booked for an early showing at the
the distributing
WorldRussia
and Itsclaimed
Woman,"by
most concern to affiliation
all of us. was of the ut- Strand
a storyareof "The
modern
the producers to be the greatest drama
"We
regard
Arthur
Kane
as
one
of
the foremost marketing experts of the in which Miss Farrar has ever appearcountry. With
our at-of
ed; "Lord and Lady Algy," a comedy of
tractions now inthehishandling
care andof that
society life starring Tom Moore; "Stricthis associates we feel secure.
ly
Confidential," a Madge Kennedy starPlanning Extensive Advertising.
ring vehicle,
"Almost
a Husband,"
in
which
Will andRogers,
Follies
star, will
"Special
arrangements
are
well
under
be
presented.
way for nationwide exploitation of AlManaging
Director
Bowes
booked
the
lan Dwan Productions. Mayflower intsible
ends to back
put ofevery
ounce
of
energy
posAllan Dwan publicity in
addition to the heralding of this master
director and his attractions which will
be donecuredbysome Realart.
Mr. popular
Dwan hasbooks
seof the most
andMr.plays."
Dwan himself is on the Pacific
Coast mentproducing
a statefrom him waspictures,
secured but
through
his
counsel.
"Therewhich
wereI consented
only four
concerns
through
to have
Allan
Dwan
Productions
released,"
said
Mr.
Dwan.
"Realart
was
one
of
them.
The
fact that the contract has been placed
with Realart speaks for itself. For myself, Ican say my whole heart and soul
is in Allan Dwan productions. Neither
effort, energy, time nor money will be
spared to make each particular one a
step in advance in photoplay producing."
"Soldiers of Fortune" the First.
Marsdenof Directing
Earle Williams.
Mystery
'13.'"
The first of the Allan Dwan producTheodore Marsden, one of the best
tions to be released by Realart Pictures
known directors in the motion picture
Corporation will be "Soldiers of Forfield and formerly associated with Vitatune." It is aandpicturization
story
of romance
adventure ofby theRichard
graph
for Hemanyhas years,
has returned
Allan Dwan
Harding Davis. The book was published
the field.
been engaged
by Vita-to
Who has signedforcontract
to
direct
pictures
graph
to
direct
Earle
Williams
in his
by
Charles
Scribner's
Sons
and,
though
Realart.
it was presented to the reading public
next picture, "The Black Gate."
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CrookedwillDagger,"
starring
Jack Norworth,
be started
on August
18.
The canew
Wharton
studioagowillit be
ted at Ithaca.
A week
was lo-a
| Here's Why They Call Them "Exhibitors"
skating rink, and
but the
producer'smoved
army ofin
In Contrast
With World
Live Pictures,
"Picture-Showmen"
electricians
carpenters
By H. T. Snowden,
Cincinnati.
now it is rapidly apN A trip last week I stumbled across an exhibitor who had just traded j overnight and
p
r
o
a
c
h
i
n
g
t
h
e
appearance
of
ill the old spotted cow for the theatre he was trying to run. The j equipped motion picture plant. a fully
language heMountain
used in lingo.
expressing his views was a mixture of Ozark 1|
When finished the studio will be an
!|and Cumberland
all-steel
structure,
twenty-to
S The conversation ran something like this :
feet
high supporting
inside. A rotary
converter
"Why don't you use paper and photos in your lobby, Mr. Perkins?" I supply direct current has been installed,
and
the
lighting
equipment,
including
these darn
gum up every| thing"Wal,
I putI was
out, caculatin'
so I jest onuse it,a but
blackboard
and fool
tell kids
the neighbors
what §| the latest successful devices available,
is ready for installation.
1 I've "Since
got inside."
the stri'-e of shippers and inspectors in Cincinnati, how do you Ij
I find the condition of your film?"
machinist
had much
of his jj Too Much Directing Will
I time "My
repairing
guns hain't
and bicycles
— but experience
he says thatas hehegotspends
a spoolmostyesterday
Spoil Stories, Says Edwards
I and there wasn't any lace on one side, and in eleven different places it §
§§ wasn't
"Lastspliced."
night we wuz goin' to have 'The Tiger's Trail,' but when we | DIREC
FoxTOR
Film J.Corporat
who ofis
Edwards
Gordon ion,
I1 going
started over
to runto it,France
deniedandif ita didn't
about President
thenseight William Farnum
lot of saystuffsomething
about returning
soldiers Wilson
and a §§ de luxemaking
productio
which will be among
| wreck"Oh,on they
the shipped
B. & O."you a news reel through error."
the features of the current Fox program, believes that too much directing
"Well, whatever it was, it wasn't what I paid for and I'm going to | is as likely to spoil a picture as too little.
I give 'em a jackin' up. My partner takes care of the bookin', and if he had |
"Other
things being equal," said Mr.
| been here, he would have given them a piece of his mind."
Edwards after completing "Wolves of
"On Monday night we had a play in two spools and there wasn't any I the
Night,"
the firstreleased
of the new
season10,
1 ending to the second spool. It left a girl standing in the middle of a road." j '."arnum Pictures,
August
| "That's
a place to came
leave out
a girl."
"the less
directing
a
director
does
the
"Several a ofhelltheof customers
and wanted to know when I was i better
the picture will be. Let the actor
1 going to run the second chapter."
I inject his own personality into the work.
"Do you think you would be interested in World Film service?"
have temperament
"My partner does all of the booking and he went out to pick black- j If he happens
artist tois supposed
to have that—
1 berries and won't be back 'til tomorrow night. If you got anything with % —andgiveevery
it ralness
play,and grace
and youofwillaction
get thewithout
natuI think he'll buy it."
I| cowbovs
Exit— and
H. T.Indians
Snowden.
which the drama would be dead. When
a director directs every step, every gesture, the even
actor nervous,
becomes working
self-conscious
stiff,
every
DISTRICT EXCHANGES ABOLISH C. 0. D. and
minute with one eye on the director and
In Circular Letter to Exhibitors Statement
theForother
yearson the
Mr. camera."
Edwards had been a
successful stage director with such stars
Is Made That Film Industry Is on Cash Basis
as
Henrietta
Crossman,
Wilton Lackaye,
returns on C. O. D. shipments and Amelia Bingham, Marguerite
Clark and
ed registeredr this ingnew
eightssedhundr
NEARLY
ruling
will
make
such
shipVirginia
Harned,
and
had
beenassociated
an actor
to that numbe
letters addre
himself,
when
he
became
ments
unnecessary
in
the
future."
of
ct
Distri
the
of exhibitors inVirgin
The
recipients
of
the
letter
are
rewith
William
Fox
as
stage
director
of
ia, Delaware
and,
bia, Maryl
to acknowledge receipt thereof the Academy of Music. When Mr. Fox
ColumNorth
Carolina were sent last week "in orderquestedthat
and
took
up
motion
pictures
he
made
Mr.
there
may
be
no
reason
ation for future complaints or misunderstand- Edwards his first director.
the Excha
by Washi
notification
as a Associ
C, ers'
, D.Manag
ngtonnge
of
posia
effect
into
put
to
al
of thetivepropos
Many Sign Communication.
pay-in-advance system in the rental
to Nature" the
of films.
The letters are signed by the American In "Close
ings."
De Havens Have Holiday
memthe
that
forth
Film
Company, Baltimore Film Exsets
The letter
reprechange, Capital Film Service, Exhibitors
a conferen
bers, aftersentative
fromwithVirginia,
exhibitors ce
tion announces
the releaseCorporaof the
Goldwyn
Distributing
Film Exchange,
Mutual, CorFox THElatest
Corporation,Exhibitors'
Metro Pictures
Marvland, North Carolina, Delaware and Film
Capitol
Comedy picture,
poration,
Pathe,
Inc.,
Vitagraph,
Inc.,
the "District of Columbia
have
adopted
"Close to Nature,"
in which
WilliamDe
amendment to the Asso- Realart Pictures Corporation, Palmore Parsons
the followin
Mr. and
Mrs. Carter
ciation'sgtrade rules:
& Homand, Famous Players-Lasky Cor- Haven. presents
As
in
their
first
Capitol
Comporation, Goldwyn Pictures Corporation,
Desire C. O. D. Elimination.
pictures, Mr.to and
Carter ofDea
Select Pictures Corporation, Super Films Havenedy continue
air theMrs.troubles
"On and after Monday, August 18, Attractions,
Inc.,
Triangle
Distributing
young married couple. This time the
film and ad- Corporation, W. W. Hodkinson Corpor- cause
covering
1919, remittances
of their rupture lies in the choice
chargesexchange
must positively
ation, Washington Film Exchange, of a summer
resort. Jack wishes to get
the office vertising
of the
prior tobe thein World Film
Exchange,
Liberty
Film
Exclose
to nature, to be with the cows
time film is to be shipped; otherwise
change, Variety Pictures Corporation, and the chickens, to lie in the hay, or
film will not be shipped.
Pictures
Corporation and the go strolling along quiet country roads
"In order that this provision may United
Film Clearing
House.
in the mountains. Ruth, with an eye
not
be
misinterpreted,"
the
letter
reads,
to wearing her beautiful new gowns,
"we are writing to you at this time and
prefers
beachin parasking
co-operation in eliminating Rapid Work Being Done
ties inthe
the seashore
morning with
and itsballs
the
evening.
the C. O.yourD. nuisance.
on New Wharton Serial
I
On Cash Basis.
After many unpleasant incidents, they
finally arrive at the seashore, where the
ago Theodore
set cool
"The motion picture industry is on a A WEEK
for himself
a big task,Wharton
it was the
breezes keep all insects away. Down
cash basis, as you know production costs,
and equipment of a on
the
beach, a bevywhich
of bathing beaudistribution costs, etc., are all paid in studio construction
which
was
to
be
ready
for
the
ties
advance and we feel that we are not im- reception of a company inside of six nature sport
as inthea garb
law allows. is as close to
ng ahardship
on the inexhibitors
Now the accomplishment is aswe ask posifor
remittances
the same when
way. weeks. sured,
Reviews in Moving, Picture World are
and the forthcoming Wharton
The express companies and post office serial for
the Pathe program, "The written from the screen — not press books.
department are notorious'" slow in mak-
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BECK

FORMS SERIAL PRODUCING FIRM
Will Make Three Chapter Features a Year —
First To Be Released in September by Pathe
balTHE F. producing
field the littleconies,houses
include oftheArthur
Beck are toactivities
real waterwithandover-leaning
real gondolas.
It is a success attained by George Fitzof serials. To handle the pro- maurice.
week"
tion of the
The interior sets of the Italian palace
the Arthur
organizeded-nexthas "continu
features, duche
F. Beck Serial Productions, Inc., of were erected in stucco and marble, and
the furniture used was rare pieces of
which he is president.
set offby byprivate
wall
The sodefirst
serialsof isthenowthreein big
the fifteen
course epi-of worm-eaten
tapestries thatantiques,
were loaned
production at the Crystal Studios in galleries.
New York. It is Charles T. Dazey's
melodramatic
Isle ofannounced
Jewels," "Sundown Trail" Shows
and the releasestory,
date "The
has been
by Pathe as being in the latter part
"The West That Was"
of September.
al sixWorktion willonstart
the immediately
second serialafter
produca Univers
ion starrin
g Monroe
TRAIL,"
product
reel
OWN
SUND
the
release date of the first serial. The
that
Salisbury, shows "the West
g
shootin scrapes
daily halls.
itsdance
with
title is not ready for publication, but was,"
gaudy
its
and
adomsurprise
is promised
the field
serial-is Salisbury is seen as "Quiet" Carter, a
Mr.
Beck when
the ofstory
blue-blooded Southern aristocrat, who
made byknown.
discovers that Southern courtesy and
In thesodesmeantime
some
sensational
epiof movement are not
are being steadily added to the procrastination
desirable
around
the
village,
acbelt of Perry Vekroff, the director of
c
e
l
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
the
trigger
fingerwhere
is often
desirable.
the "Isle of Jewels."
The story was written by J. G. Hawks
Scenes Laid in Many Countries.
by Rollin Sturgeon.
The_ scenes of this production are laid andTwodirected
spectacular incidents in the prothroughout the entire world, and the
duction
are
the
of Clyderapids,
Fillheroine, to be played by Frankie Mann,
more, the heavy,hurling
into swirling
is pursued by the criminal, Stuart and a hand-to-hand
knife
battle
between
Holmes, from New York to Arizona,
and Fillmore.
thence to Chinatown, San Francisco, Salisbury
Alice Elliot
leading
and then by boat to the South Sea woman.
Others
inis theSalisbury's
cast are Beatrice
Islands,
its title. from which the picture obtains Dominguez and Carl Stockdale.
Trailed by the hero, played by Wilfred
Corbett to Star in Big Pictures.
Lytell, the pursuit leads to Calcutta,
recent announcement that James
Bagdad, the Arabian desert, Cairo, J. The
Corbett
was to star in big photoMonte Carlo, South America, and then dramas during
the comingfromyearUniversal
is conback tomancetheand Adventure.
Isle of Jewels, Love, Rofirmed by the statement
The actual taking of the scenes re- this week, which tells of the purchase
quire the company to go to Florida,
Cuba, and then aboard ship for about
two weeks'
the theGulf
Mexico,
landingcruising
in Texasin for
ranchof
scenes and then completing the balance
of the interior scenes in New York City.
"The Society Exile" Has
Set Showing Venice Canal
THE latestpletedArtcraft
production,several
comby Elsie Ferguson
weeks ago, will be released qn
August 17, under the titk of "The Society Exile,"Bergere
a photoplay
adaptedby
by Ouida
from drama
the play
Henry
Arthur
Jones,
"We
Can't
Be as
BadTheas theme
All That."
of the story is filled with
incident and suspense, and the character portrayed by Elsie Ferguson is
a good medium for this skilful interpreter of analytical roles.
Two beautiful
exteriorand scenes
— Nora'sof
cottage
and grounds
a portion
Venice — have been made inside the Famous Players studios. An entire cottage was erected in the Fort Lee studios, set off by shade trees, lawns,
flower gardens and gravel walks. The
interiors of the cottage rooms were
built in the Famous Players studios on
Fifty-sixth street, New York.
The entire studio floor was used for
the set representing Venice. The Bridge
of Sighs was in perfect replica, as were

The J. Stuart Blacktons, Sr. and Jr.
On location in the Cumberlands for the
Blackton production, "Moonshine
and Shadow."

951
of
the screen
rights Day,
to "Pals,"
a story
written
by
Edmund
a
well-known
writer of stage dramas. Mr. Corbett
will
to the
as he nothad bethenew
leading
role play,
in this"Pals,"
play
when it was given a stage production.
Another story purchased for Mr. Corbet byis "The
of Avenue A," writCharlesPrince
for
Mr. tenCorbett.
TheT. Dazey,
author especially
of this story
is widely known as the author of "In
Old Kentucky."
Pollard's 1,000-Seat House
Opens in Guthrie, Okla.
it
was
veryOKLA.,
much gave
on thenotice
map that
the
RIE,night
GUTHother
when it turned out in
r
mdrovesance attothewitness
the
premie
perfor
Pollard Theatre.
The new structure compares favorably
with many a first class theatre in the
larger cities. It has a seating capacity
exceeding 1,000 and is modeled after the
most ture
approved
standards of moving pictheatre architecture.
The house
is
fifty feet wide
leries. An uninterrupted
viewwithof galthe
stage may be had from any part of the
house. The stage is large enough for
vaudeville and a large pipe organ is being installed.
The deprojection
department bears
evince of careful consideration
and every
possible appliance for the projection of
pictures
utilized.
projection roomhasisbeen
fireproof
and The
is equipped
with
two
Power's
6B
Cameragraphs
of
the latest design.
Mary Pickford opened the house with
"DaddyancesLong
performwerestill
givenLegs."
and atThree
midnight
peojamming
the entrance,
whilepleawereband
rendered
music
from the
balcony overhanging the sidewalk.
"The Thirteenth Chair"
Is Booked in Advance
Pathe is distributing,
THEwhich
THIRTEENTH
A made
I R,"
by underthe
PicturesCofHCorporation
theAcme
supervision
Leonce
Perret, is scheduled for release August
31. It has been booked for week runs
by
Hulsey's
Hippodrome
in Dallas;
the
Capitol
Theatre,
Elizabeth,
N. J., and
by the Newark Theatre, in Newark.
The Broadway, in Charlotte, N. C., has
booked
the production for a three-day
run.
Six extra prints have been allotted the
Chicago exchange in order that all the
playing
dates contracted
accommodated.
The Riviera,foronemayof thebe
Windy
City's
leading
has
booked the productionfilmforhouses,
an entire
week.
The Isis, in Richmond, Va., has been
added to the list of first run theatres
booking
full
week."The Thirteenth Chair" for a
Traveler's Club Honors Stowell.
William Stowell, who was selected to
direct all the motion picture activities
of the African expedition which Universal has sent forth in conjunction with
the Smithsonian Institution, was made an
honorary
of the toTravelers'
Club
of Americamember
just prior
embarkation
of the expedition on July 16. Mr. Stowel isentitled by the membership to all
the privileges and courtesies extended
to the members of this club.
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Filmtown
Round
Rambles
Telling theAbout
Worlda Certain
the TruthFilm Salesman.
Shoot the Bunk But
With Walter K. Hill
Aim With Much Care.
(Wrotten by H. T. Snowden, Himself.)
IN and
the spring
my folksto
fireside.of 1905
WithI forsook
a hankering
thatandphoat-IN the day
toplay tstars
travelductor onIa secured
a
position
asseeing
con"Headlines That Tell a Story."
e
r
lia
s
n
o
i
t
c
a
r
puff
merry-go-round,
but
(With apologies to Zit.)
cized asr they shounerld
that
possibilities
were
limited,
I
resigned
Sun's
Rays
Start
Film
Fires
in
Boston.
be — afte the man
and located at Broken Sock, Mississippi,
EmpyPictures
World AreHeadline.
Cannery.
My chief
ringds of— — All
e beoffenee
oftherestagwill
Not Affected by Heat. with
duties the
were Perkins
to whitewash
the blackberries
—
Morning
Telegraph
Headline.
before they were canned, and in this
many
more y press
capacity
I putupon
forthme allonemy dayzealthatand I zest.
agents. Anybod who
The meanest thing you can say:
It dawned
was
can run a typewriter
"That Ramble guy steals my stuff and doing
the
toil
of
a plebian.
So I brushed
t
ss
may
be
a
pre
agen
the
job
and
breezed
into
Chicago,
where
prints
it
as
his
own."
The Rambler,
(so it seems) and to
Reing another version of "Truth crushed I located at the What Next Theatre, decohines
lobby. period of four weeks I
of writing macrest
encourage theow use mpl
— xLost
— Perspective.
In therating theshort
es of inte ing to earth."
exa
e
bel
giv
we
She
Mourns
Her
was
able
to
hang aandsix-sheet
nds
y
ody
ter
lege
that. emb
ever let in
In "Mothers of Men" there is a Cherman ripping the eyelets,
I also withont
became
the alphabet
Bier
'
Garten
in
which
Claire
Whitney
very
efficient
with
a
mop
and
Harkeeper's
r
s:
makes
her
screen
debut
as
a
singer.
Right
nge
cise
e
-fi
Friend.
I
also
discovered
that
it was
Pip
the
one
exer
ion
.—
Prohibit
Enters The quick brown away Miss Whitney (via Beulah Livings- impossible
hang a twenty-four sheet
in a ten-footto lobby.
ton)
"makes
a
statement"
to
wit:
fox jumps over the lazy dog.
fallen off horses, I have gone
My rapid
rise at Three
the What
NextafterwasI
Prohibition Prevails.— Pack my box with up"I inhaveaeroplanes,
my really
astounding.
five dozen liquor jugs.
husbands, and I haveI have
shot a poisoned
man in self
applied
for a toposition
atyears
the grabber,
theatre,
Ihad
was
promoted
chief
ticket
on
the
silver
sheet,"
says
Miss
Prohibition Enf of cement.— N ow is the defence,
Whitney, "butandalthough
I have numberless
had untold and here is where I displayed very rare
time for all good men to come to the aid adventures
committed
judgment asverya capitalist.
of their party.
clthisimesis (perhaps
shouldI say
intimate with the cashier,
the first I time
haveotherso crimes),
far lost andI became
through a system which later became
The sweetest words ever written:
very
popular
throughout
country,
my perspective, as —to x sing
in
the
'movies'!"
"Enclosed find check."
amassed a small fortune.theLater
on, II
— x—
the theatre
fromone myof employer.
In Washington and— Chicago, of late, purchased
\s
an
exhibitor,
I
was
the
fore"The Black Star" has not been in the
"Facts— Not Bunk" Slogan of Metro ascendency.
most in the Middle West. On one occaPublicity
sion
my
show
failed
to
arrive,
but
Instead
Headline. Staff.— Morning Telegraph
1 ran three reels of leader and
Earle Williams Bound to Go Over oftwoclosing,
Here! Here! Also, Well! Well!
rolls of ten cent tickets and my
patrons seemed to be well pleased.
Strong
in
"The
Hornet's,
Nest."
—
VitaHow Wondrous Are the Noble
I was only able to operate my theatre
graph News Headline.
I utilizedmilk
my and
time painting
during
Works struck
of Good theOldDixie
"Ma" Theatre,
Nature.
An achievement that may pass "un- atthe night,
day bysodelivering
Lightning
smokestacks.
heralded
and
unstung."
Huntington, W. Va., recently, and the Staten Island Friend Objects to
the falltheof producing
1912, I soldfield.
my Mytheatre
building was burned to the ground.
andIn entered
first
This house has been closed for two
was
to
produce
Quaker
J. H.Maltreatment
Johnson, whoof isWhats-in-a-Name.
of the staff of venture
serial form. My next subjects wereOatsEastin
years
and
the
picture-showman
holding
Staten
Island
Daily
Advance,
says
that
and South Bend.
the lease
per he
objects to seeing THE industry thus Lynne
month
rent. has been paying— H.$400
The consolidation
of powerful
interestsof
abused:
T. S.
forced
me to the wall,
but instead
"
'Chit,
Chat
and
Chatter,'
a
colm,
or
rather four colms, misconducted by one checking my luggage to the poor farm.
I packedand upan eighty
pounds
of mounted
in—theAdvert.)
'Year Book
Camera' paper
The too-long-silent
Terry Ramsaye again Harry
armload
of contracts
and
(price 50Burns
cents.to
hasthea ofparagraph
comes
to bat.
hit
the
trail
for
the
Goodsprocket
Film
bequeathed
each
of
following
Company.
artists:
He opines
that
the
William
Fox
adverI was born in Tipton, Indiana, for no
tising might be called a Theda Barrage,.
"Peggy Fredericks,
Highland, Madaline
Pauline
Margarita Traverse,
Fischer, reason at all, and at one time or other
Rubber at (he Stamp of Genius
I
have
been the guest of every sheriff in
Antoon
Mareno
and
Larry
Somen.
And Then Page Every Publicist.
"We autograph
suggest thatto those
maltreated
send the United States.
I've
had
rubber
stamps
made
to
use
their
Mr.
Burns
for
future
atit istheintended
top of myfor. copy showing the paper
Will Aeschylus, zuho contributed to vacareference."
out often;
now tell
Ferguson is under suspicion more?tion issues of Rambles, please send some
me,You've
shall helped
I have me
a stamp
made with
the by Casson
the entire Geraldine Farrar company.
words:
up?" help?
Following the disappearance of two • We liked hij stuff immensely.
Do you"Please
think play
it would
■— Lowell Cash.
demijohns
of developer,
the comShall They Become "The Rubbies?"
— x—
pany had taken
to San which
Francisco,
Mr.
item in IV ew York Rialto's program
Ferguson
was
reported
seriously
ill, and thisAn week
is: "Through a Rubber Plant."
Sol
Lesser's
pufflicist
missed
a
bet
was
hurried
back
to
Los
Angeles.
Which,
oft*at hand,
seems an original way
when he did not identify the film that
—
Mabel
Condon.
to
rubber
the movies.
was fired by rays of the sun in Boston
asreleases.
one of Mack Sennett's bathing girl \\ hooping Up the Whoops While
This
Week'swasLaundry
Late.
Catching a Few Catch-Phrases.
If service
slow atWillyourBe favorite
the various
slogans,
catch-phrases,
restaurant
Monday
night;
if
the
house// has been discovered by the Empy TO battle
whoopsthat(or are
what-at
hold dusting was untouched, the washevercries,
you callwar them)
World's
resourceful
editor
that
puff
Heists
ing
absent
from
the
lines
and
shop
present
ringing
through
the
trade
press
submit puff licit y to influence the puff lie will you permit me to add the following: girls were scarce — blame it on Mack
Fewer and lesser taxes.
Sennett's
"Amateur
Night
for
Bathing
through various trade and general-circuMore andand merrier
lation pufflications. — x —
Beauties," at the Broadwav.
Cooler
cleanercomedies.
theatres.
Wetter and wiser dry laws.
Unannounced conditions seem to have
Fainter and fainter calamity howlers.
Very properly "Her Greatest PerLarger and heavier pay envelopes.
arisen that will prevent any more movie
be contributed, by
Ellen Terry formance"
to theshould
screen.
I
was
strongly
tempted
to
add,
"fairer
studios
being referred to in print — as
— x—
and
bathingtellsbeauties,"
but onebe who
has barer
seen them
me it would
im- perSelznick
this : Studios to Be Last Word in
p
o
s
i
b
l
e
—
so,
for
that
matter,
are
most
Vjtagraph
Lists
"The
Gamblers."
—
of the above.
Tradepaper Headline.
Size and Equipment. — Morning Tele— Raymond C. Hill.
First aid to the police
graph Headline.
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of the finest description naturally it will be months before the doors of the institute are thrown open to the
Mr. Eastman previously had pointed out that the
public.
industry in the opinion of many had reached a point
where it could not grow any more. He was referring to the making of raw material. The field of the
producers and exhibitors, he hastened to assure his
hearers, was inexhaustible. "The greatest successes
that are being achieved in exhibiting lately have been
in connection with music," the manufacturer declared.
" There seems to be a natural alliance between music
remarks of the members of the National AssoandThepictures."
ciation indicated there will be increased effort in the
direction of improved pictures and that there would be
keen competition among directors to be among the
list of those honored by the selection of their pictures
for showing in the new theatre. The house will seat
3,000 persons. Rochester contains today approximately 300,000 citizens, and the community is rapidly
expanding.
It is fail.
without
the isbounds
probability
tha't
the project can
There
every ofreason
to believe
that it will be more than a success — that it will, in
fact, become a monument to the motion picture national incharacter, an inspiration to the whole industry
and
an example for every other large community in
the country.
Mr. Eastman has done well by his fellow-citizens and
for the great branch of commercial activity in the uphonorable buildaing of which
part he has borne so conspicuous and
ADOLPH
spoke with
greater
truth
than he ZUKOR
did whennever
addressing
George
Eastman
and his guests at Rochester Tuesday evening.
Mr. Zukor said it was not enough that a producer be
also a good merchant. He must be more than that.
The motion picture producing business is half and
half — equally divided between the artistic and the
commercial. If the producers fall short in the former
requisite all the wiles of the salesman will not sell
his goods.

Your Uncle Sam Is an Apt Pupil
WELL
know thewhatGovernment
the screen knows
did to
Mr. Eastman's Benefaction
win enough
the warwe— and
better than any of us. Hence follows,
TUESDAY, August 5, was a red letter day in
Rochester for the motion picture. The occasion logically, the statement that in Washington a "Federal
was the formal announcement by Dr. Rush
of Education" may be created by the proRhees, president of the University of Rochester, of the Department
posed acts of a bill that would put Government movfoundation by George Eastman of an institution for
ing pictures into schools. Knowing how quickly and
the advancement of musical culture and for the show- well the public was "educated" by pictures in the ways
ing of motion pictures under circumstances entirely and wonders of the war, Uncle Sam has been quick
apart from those of ordinary commercial dictation. to see the value of the screen in aiming the shooting
In the scholarly language of the educator there was to ideas of the child.
There will be those who will see only, first off, the
be a wedding of music and the motion picture. "Mu- opposition
that screens in schools (if the act become
sic." said the doctor, addressing the producers, "is
willLookpresent
regular
exhibitor that
of picnotThea part,
it isquoted
an ally,byofDr.
yourRhees
art." are impressive. a law) tures.
further toandtheit will
be disclosed
the
figures
very act of showing pictures in schools will not only
Nearlv $400,000
has
been
spent
for
the
site
of
the
institution. Amillion dollars has been set aside for the enlarge the field of "fans" but will give a stamp of
construction of the building. For the endowment se- authority to motion pictures that is bound to have a
curities to the present value of $2,140,000 have been good effect upon the relatives of the kiddies who are
deposited to the credit of the University of Rochester. being educated, in public schools, by what they see
The plans for the musical institute contemplate the upon the screen.
The Government is in possession of millions of feet
installation
dozen pipe
a proportionate number ofof a pianos.
The organs
whole and
structure
will be of film that will never see the light of day unless they
are
shown under authority of official sanction in places
erected by the firm which built the Rivoli and Rialto.
As all the material entering into construction will be the Government shall select. These films will be the
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ones the children will see — films that picture to their
youthful minds the wonders accomplished by Uncle
Sam
were foronlythe"playing
in thewhile
daysthose
theirsame
elderskiddies
suffered
nation.war"
No
one can be absolutely sure that the proposed "Federal
Department
of Education,"
and showingto
films in schools,
would not beestablished
of lasting advantage
the picture business. Those most concerned might
well ponder the prospect, consider it from all angles —
and
then let Congressmen learn the ultimate conclusion.
THE joy Pat Dowling finds in having his appendix
canceled is reflected in his report of the Seattle
whichAs we
"box up"
in conspicuous
fashionconvention
in this issue.
a publicist
whose
good heart
is never downcast we cite Patrique of the essential
family of Dowlings.
Confirmation for a Strong Belief
WILLIAM A. BRADY found opportunity in his
brief remarks at the Eastman banquet to emphasize one of his favorite beliefs. He had
to the founding
by Rochester's
ofreferred
an institution
for the teaching
of music first
and citizen
of the
intention to devote to the support of that department
the income from the showing of pictures in the theatre
adjunct.
mightfuture,
suggestthatto the
Mr. day
Eastman,"
he said,
"looking
into"I the
may come
in this
same
university when the motion picture will be used not
only to improve the musical knowledge of the city but
also perhaps to assist in the teaching of general knowledge to your students. I am strong in the belief that
the motion picture eventually will become the greatest educator in the. world."
IF the Government becomes producer of films intended solely for exhibition in schools the screen
again will demonstrate its usefulness. While the
"Reds" are agitating with this generation the kiddies
will be seeing things that will impress them for life —
absorbing
cedure. lessons in patriotism and love of lawful proSerials Are Speeding to the Fore
read and hear great things of the renewal of
public
in theentertainment,
"continued-in-our-next"
style ofinterest
photoplay
referred to
technically
as
"serials."
Ever
since
the
first
was
projected upon the screen (space should beserial
allowed
here for the claims of those who were first) the serial
form of photoplaying has been the leaven in many programs of picture entertainment. There have been
serials that "thrilled" — and serials that did notMany players of great popularity have made their
name and fame through their sensationally successful
efforts in eluding the snares of the fowler and finally
flopping into happiness after sixteen to twenty weeks
of
search
for the rainbow's
end. ;Too
often
havepulsating
the details
of production
been slipshod
too often
the stories have been ridiculously inconsistent or just
plain twaddle — but always there has been a faithful
following for the chapter photoplay not only here but
abroad.
One authority on serials tells us that a dozen
organizations are now busy on this style of screen
entertainment — and others are coming into the field.
Houses that previously declined to play serials are now
booking them. They have demonstrated their qualifiWE
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cations as "business boosters" more than once. The
serial man has his statistics and they encourage him
to go on.
The calibre of serials, be it said regretfully, has not
always kept pace with the advancement of the picturemaking art as applied to features in the years that
have passed since the episode photoplay was introduced. But with the latter day determination (born
of necessity) to put into every screen offering the best
ingredients that opportunity affords there has been
noted a vast improvement in serials — in the story, the
photography,
"sets,"
locations
and general expertness in hookingtheinto
the fancy
of theatregoers.

YOUH. may
in this
Thomas
Ince read
has elsewhere
beefi in New
Yorkissueandthatwhile
here
replenished his wardrobe by purchasing several
classy suits of clothes at a fashionable tailoring estabIndicating atthefirstdemon
glance ofthattheBillcelebrated
Rudolph
has finally lishment."
awakened
green eyes in the breast of the famous director.
Getting All There Is Out of a "Name"
AFTERpayingfor "heavy
money" ofto using
authors
and
publishers
the privilege
famous
stories on the screen producers very wisely make
every possible effort to capitalize the name of the
writer- — and sometimes the title of the narrative. Not
always, however, do they retain the name of the novel
when it comes to circulating the work for the screen.
Just why these titles are sometimes changed mav
results from various causes — to some of us the practic;
is one of the "great mysteries" of photoplay production.
But in a photoplay now ready to be projected there
lately has arisen a new angle. The story in question
was started by a writer who met sudden death before
he finished the yarn. A famous author was called in
to complete the work, after it had started serially in
a nationally circulated publication. From the story
was made a play, and thereafter a photoplay resulted.
If all the names and details are co be used in the billing,
it will consume a lot of space fully to inform the public.
In the consequent shuffle it is possible that the man
who conceived and started the original story will be
left to molder in his grave while the name of the famous author who finished things off for publication will
go marching onAfter all, "what's in a name"?
WE

are informed that a certain playwright
counted to610the"laughs"
his play
that is now
coming
screen. inWhen
the director
and
title writer get through with their appointed tasks the
playwright may find that his "tab" will show a few
scorethe ofscreen
extra fans.
"giggles" thrown in for good measure
by
Will There Be No End to "Legislating"?
DISGRUNTLED
showmen,
will
of the people, because
have wonpicture
Sunday
openingby with
local option in this state, some of the politicians
are now urging a law that will dictate what style of
pictures shall be shown on the day everyone who
possibly can rests from his labor.
How disgruntled would be the disappointed ones if
moving picture interests should encourage legislation
that would command clergymen to base their sermons
on subjects that the showmen dictated?
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Keeping
and
of Kopler
, Louis,
Y KOPLER
HARRGoldman
, of St.
has been
in New York last week. He will
remain until Wednesday, August 5. He
requested us to deny the report that
William Fox is negotiating for the purand Goldman
the Kopler
chase of eighteen
not
They aretheaof them.
tres,
for sale.
* * *
E. S. Flynn, until recently general sales
manager of the Film Clearing House, is
now special salesman for Realart. He
started in his new position Monday,
July 28.
George Larkin is here from the Coast
to play in a new serial.
Fredrick Dalton came to New York,
last week. Mr. Dalton played the heavy
in "The Hearts
the North,"
a North-of
western story, ofunder,
the direction
Pearce merly
Kingsley.
Mr.
Dalton
was forconnected with the Kalem
and
the Lasky companies.
* * * l i
Charles Dalton has taken Joe De
Grasse'sready onplace
and is alhis wayas* to*director,
the
* Coast.
Maurice Costello certainly looked the
picture of health when we met him on
Broadway, New York, last week. Mr.
Costello has been engaged with the
Vitagraph Company for several months.
Aside from mourning the loss of some
elm and apple trees during the recent
storms, on his estate at Bayside, L. I.,
he spoke most cheerfully of things in
general.
* * *
Lieutenant Victor Shapiro, who was in
the battles of Argonne and ChateauThierry, has returned from France. Mr.
Shapiro, before going overseas, was assistant advertising manager with Vitagraph
and afterward did the advertising and
publicity for "Parentage."
* * *
We met Hugh D'Arcy on Forty-third
street,theNew
York,publicity
last week.
tfas
original
man ofMr.theD'Arcy
Lubin
Company in Philadelphia. He is the author
ofmany"TheotherFacepoems.
on theIt Barroom
Floor"
and
was under the mana
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
Mr.
D'Arcy
that
Bennie
Zeidman began his career.
* * *
Tom Brett will soon issue a two-reel
Western subject featuring Warren
Chandlar. Tom is writing titles for Mrs.
Sidney Drew, Ernest Truex, the Lee
Kids, Johnny Dooley, "The Birth of a
Race," Comedies
Clarendon andComedies,
PhysicalK.
Culture
Breden Howel
L. N. T. comedies. The last are Biograph features produced in Sweden, the
originals are by Selma Lagerloll, and
rewritten in English
* * by
* Mr. Brett.
Thomas Ince has been in New York this
week, for a few days. We could not learn
the exact mission, but we did learn, incidental y, that he replenished his wardrobe
by purchasing several classy suits at a
fashionable tailoring establishment. He
will have the lead on his stars when it
comes to dressing * the* part.
*
"The Birth of a Race" will have a
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Personal
Touch
By Sam Spedon
her duringformance,
herarrangedstayas aat compliment
Long Beach,to
Long
Island.
big
New York showing early in September.
AdolphlanticWeiss
has One
purchased
the and
At* * *
Theatre, at
Hundred
The Rialto, Stamford, Conn., will open
street, New York. He also
on Labor Day under the management Sixteenth
the Nicoland, at One Hunof George Davis, formerly manager of purchased
dred and InSixty-second
the Picker Theatres in New York City. avenue.
addition tostreet
these andtwo,Third
Mr.
owns the Manhattan in GreenR. A. Walsh arrived in New York from Weiss
*
*
*
point,
Long
Island.
the C oast, last week. He will direct his
brother George. His assistant director will
The trolsElbee
conbe Walter Lawrence, well known upon the
a chain Corporation,
of theatres inwhich
Brooklyn,
speaking stage.
N. ,Y., has taken possession of Concord
Elbee now includes NorThe Victory Theatre, Bridgeport, Conn., Theatre.wood, The
Sheriden and the Concord.
has opened under the managership of • •».■*•«•
* * .*
i _.Mr. Canistrachi, formerly owner of the
Ground has already been broken for
Rome Theatre, that city.
Poli's new million dollar Capitol Theatre,
The Palace Theatre, Bristol, Conn., has Hartford, Conn. Plans show it to become
opened again under the managership the finest theatre in the State.
ot the owner, Mr.
* *Stone.
*
Later — Joeon Lee
and Art
MacHugh
Harry L. Charnas, president of the were
Broadway,
Sunday
night,
Standard Film Service Company of Detroit in theseencompany
of
Bennie
Zeidman,
and Cincinnati, i& in New York at the Pete Smith and some other film
magHotel Astor. He will make a stay of
nates whose
not merger
recogseveral weeks in connection with state
nize.
Rumor backs
has it we
that did
a new
was under way, but MacHugh officially
rights negotiations.* * *
denied this, saying that while he was
Bennie Zeidman, general manager of the greatest press agent on Broadway
would be no mergers. Joe Lee
the Louis Mayer West Coast outfit, there
arrived in town Sunday, accompanied said he hated to see his name in the
by Wallace Young, scenario editor, and papers, so he did *not* want
* to be quoted.
Billy Shea, than whom there is no better
film cutter. Bennie, Wallace, Charles
The notice zvhich appeared on this page
Gerard, the Paramount actor, and Pete last week about Charles C. Burr, of the
Smith were seen riding through Central Paramount-Artcraft
organisation, taking a
Park Sunday evening in a "sea-going first
day's seen
vacation,
firstandin five
was
by histhewife,
it isyears,
said that
hack,"
quite
blase.
Pete
Milne
and
Mr. Burr will now* insist
upon
a
vacation.
George
Proctor
were
later
seen
follow* *
ing the wheel tracks of the hack which,
Smiling Bill Parsons has fled the
we understand,
Millard Webb's Coast
home
on Central*ledPark
and is now keeping in touch with
* to* West.
the streets of New York.
* * *
G. E. Schwartz, of Philadelphia, formerly connected with the Electric SupMerrick, Mutual,
Easternhassupervisor
ply Company, has started in business of Joseph
the Exhibitors
resigned
for himself. His "shingle" reads : "Short to accept a position with RobertsonCole.
. * * * - <.
Subject Exchange."
C. W. Tyler has been appointed branch
AustintativeInterrante,
Goldwyn
manager of the Exhibitors Mutual exfor Connecticut,
had arepresenprotege
change at Indianapolis.
with him last week in the person of
* * *
Mr. Fogarty, of the Goldwyn Home
S. T. Stephen, field manager of the Office staff. Mr. Fogarty resembles
Exhibitors
Mutual,
wil be "hiking" greatly the writer, Rex Beach.
around
Chicago
for
* *the* next two weeks.
Sam Palmer and George Stadler,. of
A combination of interests was
reached last week between A. J. Collins, Famous Players-Lasky, left New York
for parts unknown for a two weeks'
of South Norwalk, and Samuel Kantor, vacation.
* * *
of Norwalk, Conn. This means that the
Regent and Palace Theatres, Norwalk,
Next week the Grand Theatre, Hartand the Empress Theatre, Danbury,
ford, Conn., goes back to its usual winter
Conn., will be under the control of the
of burlesque. Mr. Fein remains
one head. Mr. Hamilton still remains policy
in charge.
in charge of the * Palace.
* *
Rose T. Edler, secretary to Colin
A fire occurred in the exchange of Brown,
of the Exhibitors Mutual, has
the Eastern Feature Film Co., on Church gone
on her vacation to Sayville, Long
street, Boston,
last
week,
with
conIsland,
for
a two weeks' vacation.
Herman Rifkin is
the owner. siderable damage.
John C. Flinn, of Famous Players-Lasky
* * *
and Yonkers, announces that a set of
Miller's Long Beach Airdome will show triplets were born Monday morning — in
"Jriscale,
osselyn's
Wife"
this
week.
Bessie
Barwho is featured in this picture, will the family of James Murray, owner of
make a personal appearance at the per- the Yonkers Garage.
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ofSterling.
the cast, will have the role of Blanche
MARYLAND EMPLOYS
CLEVELAND PLAN
Vitagraph has secured the services of
Hugh Huntley for the role of Richard
Sterling, one of the two leading male
T. D. Goldberg, Vice-President of Exhibitors'
characters. Mr. Huntley was the origLeague, Secures First Check for Slide Rent
inal "Boy" in the London production
Garden, South Baltimore ;
check obtained for the W. D. Pacey,
first
Third man
Degree,"
has
THEExhibi
D. Goldberg, Walbrook ; Guy L. ofbeen"Theleading
tors' Leaguande of Maryland Thomas
for and
Marierecently
Tempest.
Wiison; E. B. McCurdy, Eu- Vitagraph also
under the Clevel plan of using Wonders,
has
secured
George
reka
and
Lafayette;
F.
C.
Weber,
Mcs theatres for adof variou
the screenvertising
E. Reddish, Patterson; W. F. originated
Spottswood in for
the role heof
the "Trotter,"
original production
purposes has been deposited Hayner,Coy; H.Goldwyn
; J. Sonin, Paramount;
viced
Climbers" on the spoken stage.
secon
rg,
Goldbe
D.
s
Milton
Caplon,
Variety; Nick Weems, "The
Thoma
by
has
,
who
zation
Among
others
in
the
cast
are Henry
organi
the
of
ent
presidworking hard on the proposition. Variety; W. F. Ballinger, Independent;
been
Hallam, Emily Fitzroy, Josephine WhitMr. Sherwood,
Pathe
;
Mr.
Davis,
GoldThe amount received from the first
tell,
Jane
Jennings,
Corinne
wyn. The delegation from Baltimore Charles Halton and many others.Barker,
at- will leave
A. Rome,
Morris drew
contract torneyis for$1,000.
on the night of Wednesday,
up the
the League,
August
13, and return on the night of
cor- Friday, August
is with a realty
contract, which developing
Mr. Weems
says that
Hugo Mayer Shifts His Connection.
a tract of land
poration
match15.between
the exhibitors
After seven years in association with
has aandbaseball
outside of Baltimore.Mr.TheRomemoney
the
exchange
men
has
been
planned
Barney
Eggers Engraving
as salesman Company,
for the
the
and
been deposited with The balance of and that Mr. Lust may be able to have Knickerbocker
made.
initial paymentis being
some
of
the
Mack
Sennet
girls
down
to
Hugo
Mayer
has
shifted
his
connection
weekly
in
paid
the money as the advertising work Ocean View to have a diving contest and joined the Graphic Colorplate Eninstallments,
with several of the exhibitors.
Companyhasas asales
thirty theatres which
is done by the run
tive. Mr.graving
Mayer
largerepresentaacquainttheir
on
slides
the
Move Against Taxes.
to
agreed
have
ance among advertising men in the
screens.
moving
picture
industry
and
has sold
Regarding
further
action
that
has
been
Work With Advertising Agency.
on the repeal of the taxes, a letter no end of "inserts" that have adorned
Mr. Goldberg is business manager of taken
the
tradepapers
since
that
attractive
has
been
received
by
the
Maryland
com- League from Congressman F. N. Zihl- and effective style of advertising has
on the Frank
and ishaschairman
on he
the organizati
mittee on which
stating that the repeal of the taxes been adopted by film publicists. With
A. Hornig, manager of the Horn and man,
Mr. Mayer expects to dehis best thought and at- his newvelopfirm
Royal theatres, and William E. Theatre.
Stumpf, is receiving
even larger interest than he has
tention. Petitions, which are ready for
of the Goodtime
manager
asking that the congressmen in achieved in the past.
the signing,
Mr. Goldberg has already taken
districts vote for the repeal of
matteris awaiting
up with an
advertising agency various
the taxes, have been sent out to manWashington Exhibitors Endorse.
and
results.
agers
of theatres in Maryland by the
The Washington (D. C.) Exchange
Mr. Goldberg investigated the plan league headquarters.
while he was on his trip to St. Louis to
Managers' Association
sent a com-on
munication to the HousehasCommittee
attend the recent meeting of the NaPost Offices and Post Roads endorsing
tional
Association
of
the
Moving
Picthe Steenerson bill providing for the
Complete Cast for "The Climbers."
ture Industry. When he returned, he
return of second, third and fourth class
was very enthusiastic over the plan
The; cast
for version
"The Climbers,"
Vita-by mail
matter without the sender being
and has put it into operation after graph's
screen
of
the
play
compelled to send return postage to the
the late Clyde Fitch, has been completed office
having
discussed
it
with
the
League.
of destination upon guarantee that
\s a result the Maryland organization and active work is now under way under
the direction of Tom Terris. Corinne the postal charges will be paid by the
is the richer by $1,000.
Griffith, wjio is the featured member original sender.
Stresses Need of Funds.
If fulthethereplan
continues
to be thousand
success- pil l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l lH
should
be several
dollars in the treasury by the end of
the year.
In speaking
the Goldberg
plan be- I Pat Dowling Reports Seattle Convention
fore the league
recently,of Mr.
From Cot In Providence Hospital After
made one of his strong points by saying that the league needed money to
His Appendix Has Suffered Cancellation \
fight teritsto have
battlesa and
it was much
co-operative
planbet-of
WILL now tell you what I think of the Seattle film convention as
raising
the
money
which
would
be
of
viewed
from the hospital, which I suppose is as good a place as any to
I view a film
benefit to all such as the one he has,
convention from. The most distressing thing was that my
than to go around, when necessity
appendix
had
been suffering from the evils of the deposit system, and
came,
to
ask
each
one
to
contribute
accumulated
a
cancellation.
five or ten dollars.
But Christie sent flowers and dough, and Jack Lannon, of Greater Feature
Will Shortly Convene.
here, says you can cut a lot of footage or appendage from a Mick and
he
is
still 100 per cent., and stand on that — so that much goes for the
TheterMaryland
League
received
a
letfrom Harry Bernstein, secretary
absent member.
The
convention here started with Fay Tincher, Christie comedienne riding
of the viting
Virginia
Exhibitors'exhibitors
League, inthrough town in a Wild West outfit, with the Chief of Police dressed up
all theconvention
Maryland
attend the
of Virginia,to
as
Buffalo
fans asked : Bill. When the parade got to the hotel, one of the local
Washington and Maryland film men,
which will take place on August 13, 14
"Who is that big fellow with Fay? Is that Bill Hart?"
and
at Ocean taxes
View,will
Va.beThetaken
repealup
"No," we replied, "that's your Chief of Police!"
of the15, theatre
"Well,
well," said the Love
fan. "My, how he'sMichelena
aged!" and all the Mrs. Exand after the business session various
Fay Tincher,
entertainments have been arranged by
hibitors had a teaBessie
party, whileandtheBeatriz
men folk had a beefsteak
dinner back
a committee of three, including Milton
of Film Row in an empty building. Some of the men folk discovered a
Caplon, president of Variety Pictures
beaten
Corporation of Baltimore; A. Dresner,
exclaimedtrack
: to an "oasis" around the corner where the Mr. Exhibitors
manager changeofof Washington,
the Exhibitors'
Film Ex-B.
"My
goodness,
this statethought
went ofdry going
a couple
years the
ago!"Mrs.
and Sidney
Along about 11 I p.thought
m. somebody
and ofgetting
Lust, manager
of the Super Film AttracExhibitors.
the Mrs.
Exhibitors had gone out to a Mrs. Exhibitor's
tions, Washington.
house
where Buttheyall were
exclaiming:
Nick riety,Weems,
manager of Va"My goodness, I thought this state went dry a couple of years ago!"
has chargesales
of arrangements
for
The convention
know what about
happened
at the
the transportation of the film men who
business
meetings, was
but aI great
guess success.
there wasDon'ta resolution
censorship
will attend the affair with the Baltimore
or Sunday closing or something.
delegation. Fourteen are scheduled to
They are F. A. Durkee, Palace;
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Starting Forty Years Ago With Second-Hand Engine of Two Horsepower Kodak
Park Alone Now Contains 2150 Motors, Sheltered in Over a Hundred
Large Buildings, and Furnishing Employment to Seven
Thousand Employes — How Raw Film Is Made.
total capacity of 2,620 tons, and
50 feet. A pumping station on the with a ammonia
ma un- of
Park epanora
AS the Kodak
absorption refrigerating
one surpris
an- lake shore pumps the water through a twelve
machines, with a capacity of 1,700 tons,
ion. Three
her in rapid
successfollows
otfolds,
24-inch
pipe
line
to
a
5,000,000-gallon
a total of 4,320 tons. This is equal
miles from the heart of Rochester, reservoir at Kodak Park. This system tomaking
the work done by the melting of 4,320
fronting on the beautiful boulevard has a capacity of 15,000,000 gallons daily,
of ice, 157 carloads, in 24 hours.
which stretches farther along to Lake sufficient to supplv a city with a popu- tonsPaper
boxes and cartons by the tens
lation of 200,000.
Ontario, Kodak Park is ideally situated.
One of the livest organizations at of thousands are required at the park,
Here are situated the principal works
ismanufacture.
maintained espeof the Eastman Kodak Company, the Kodak Park is the Fire Department, and a department
The
largest of the five plants of the company which consists of 160 members. The capacity ciallyof forthetheir
boxmaking plant is from
in Rochester. The four other plants are equipment consists of three hose carts, 40,000
to 50,000 complete boxes a day.
the Camera Works, Centurey Works, a hook and ladder truck, two chemical
Premo Works and Hawkey Works. wagons, a pulmotor, Draeger helmets
Luncheon Is Served at Cost.
Kodak Park is a city in itself, com- and diving suits. The organization is
A special building
is provided
lunprising 225 acres of land and dotted kept at high efficiency by means of
cheon facilities.
One fordining
with more than 100 buildings.
room is for the women and one
The employes number 7,000, one
for the men. Provision is made
third of whom are women. The
for serving 2,700 employes at one
principal product of the park is
time, with food at cost prices.
film, photographic paper and
During the summer, concerts
dry plates. The other plants are
by
a band made up < ntirely of
devoted
the making
of campark
employes
eras andtoauxiliary
apparatus.
a
week.
In the are
wintergiven
the twice
band
Smoke Is Absent.
plays
once
a
week
in
the
asSixteen acres of land are laid
sembly
hall.
The
latter
is
situated at the top of the dining
out in trees, shrubs, flowers and
hall and is frequently used for
lawns. Vine-clad buildings help
various social events.
to carry out the park-like asTwo giant chimneys rise high
pect of the place, the usual
above Kodak Park to a height
smoke-dimmed atmosphere of a
of 366 feet. It is estimated that
large industrial
plant
being
ena person standing at the top
tirely absent. The park is a
of one of these chimneys can
place of beauty to look at, even
see, on a clear day, to a point
as the employes find it a most
attractive and congenial place
twenty-five miles out on Lake
Ontario.
to work in.
Community Spirit Highly
One Building Is 740 Feet Long.
Developed.
An idea of the size of some
Social betterment and welfare
of the buildings may be gained
when it is known that one of
work for its employes have long
the largest buildings is 740 feet
been put into everyday practice
long. The baryta building is
by the company. Almost every
form
of club found in the aver150 feet priseswide,
560
long,
and
comnine acres of floor space.
age community
Eighteen thousand cubic yards
of Kodak
Park,bears
madethe upnameof
Eastman employes. An athletic
of concrete, 1,500 tons of reinforcing steel, and 1,000,000 feet
field permits almost every form
GEORGE EASTMAN.
of lumber
of sport, and at every season of
build
it. were required to
the year ample facilities are
frequent drills. Each department has always available
It was in this building that during the its
recreation
and soown volunteer fire company to see
war was located the Kodak Park School
cial activities. A for
hospital
well equipped
extinguishers
are
handled
propof Aerial Photography. Because of the that fire
assures
prompt
attention
for
bodily
ills.
erly and that the employes leave the
great size of the building, it was an easy
Hundreds of trades and professions
task to provide dormitories, laboratory buildings promptly in case of fire.
are represented in the personnel of
Burn 350 Tons of Coal a Day.
space, lecture rooms and offices on a
Kodak Park, from the highly skilled
single floor for the 600 men attending
technical staff of the great research
A total of 2,150 motors, ranging in laboratory
the school at one time. A total of 2,177 size
scores of classifications of
from one-twelfth of one horse- skilled and tosemi-skilled
officers and men of the United States
labor. All these
power
to
150
horsepower,
are
required
Army
was
trained
here
in
a
period
of
are
necessary
to the attainment of the
to operate the machinery at Kodak
nine and a half months.
highest aim of the Eastman Kodak ComPark.
The
power
house
contains
22
Extensive Water Supply System.
pany, the rock upon which its basis is
boilers with an actual capacity of 8,500
— to make its products
horsepower. About 350 tons of coal a firmly established
A private
supplyOntario
systemto'furis humanly possible. To one
nishes water water
from Lake
the day are required to operate the plant. aswhogoodhas asvisited
Kodak Park, who has
plant, a distance of six miles. The end
A steady temperature is maintained glimpsed its wonders
viewed its
of the 42-inch intake pipe is a mile by the use of six ammonia compression surroundings, such is notandsurprising.
~and a half from the shore, at a depth ice-making and refrigerating machines,
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Picture Film Manufacture
in Motion
Striking Figures Run Through Story of Development of
Substance That Made Possible the Great Screen Productions ofToday — Mysteries of Laboratory Uncovered
was so made that when placed in water stock grew, the company was always
the manue inpictur
AN outstanding
e film it could be removed from the paper ready with the goods and prepared to
facture of rawfeatur
motion
dried and then transferred to make
shipments promptly, without a
by the Eastman Kodak Company backing,
backing of gelatine, made hitch.
has been the continued ability to pro- athetransparent
first Kodak with the famed slogan,
It takes a great deal of time, and
duce film in enormously increasingndous
vol"You Press The Button, We Do The incidentally a great deal of money, to
with the treme
, to keep bypace
strides umesmade
the industry as a whole, Rest," a possibility.
prepare graphic
forfilm the
manufacture
of photo-in
of high
average quality
and at the same time maintain necesOld School Photographers Amazed.
the
large
quantities
necessary
the
sary high average quality throughout.
Film with a paper backing was only present-day production, or forfor that
Back in the early nineties, when mo- temporary,
however,
for
the
great
dematter,
to
prepare
for
such
great
picturethe troub
tion duced,
filmsleswasoffirst
being
prosideratum was film with a transparent
creases in production as have beeninmaking large base or support.
After months of ap- necessary in the past. And to keep
quantities were not so insistent, but vor
the
plication, Mrout
. Eastman
and cellulose
his assist-as ahead of the demand and always be
vision of a big, new field of endea
film with
for big business as the Eastman
held by Mr. Eastman and the men who a baseants brought
and then the great series of ready
Company has done requires vision and
helped him instilled in them, even in developments
that
came
as
a
result
of
pluck
—
vision to anticipate every
those ness,
earlyand sodays,
idea erof effort
preparsed-to the production of Kodak transparent demand the
and the pluck to spend millions
theirthe pione
of
dollars
as
a toll for preparedness.
flexible
photographic
film
in
ever-inbe ready ameliorated the task
of precreasing quantities revolutionized the
ingwhen
for thenecess
ever-iaryncreas
producthe- entire photographic
Over 100 Buildings in Plant.
industry.
tion thatparingwas
later
Motion picture results especially have
As a result of this continued campaign
flood of new demands for film began been
spectacular and have introduced
the big plant at Kodak
to surge down upon them.
into
the realm of photography a new ofParkpreparedness
has spread and spread until there
Evolution of Motion Picture Film.
conception
of
the
art
brought
about
by
are
now
more
than
one hundred large
The idea of film for photographic pur- these results that professional photo- buildings with an aggregate
floor space
poses first occurred to Mr. Eastman in
graphers
with
their
glass
plates
had
of
eighty
acres
with
other buildings of
the late eighties, and it was due largely never been able to obtain. Even to this huge additional floor areas
contemplated
to his early efforts that the film camera
professional photographers of the to take care of continued increases.
became a practicability. The courts, in day,
school gasp at some of the things Kodak
225 acres, 18 acres
fact, have ruled that Eastman Film made old
motion picture man with film can of whichParkare comprises
laid out with trees, shrubs,
the complete commercial success of the the
accomplish.
It
is
in
the
handling
of
flowers
and
lawns.
motion picture camera possible. Like
has particuClose on to 7,000 men and women find
so many epoch-making products, photo- difficultlarlylighting
demonstratedthata film
superiority.
in this great photographic
graphic film had to pass through a series
The
beauty,
for
instance,
a picture employment
establishment,
which is the worldofheadof stages to reach its present high- made against the light hasof long
been
q
u
a
r
t
e
r
s
f
raw
quality development. First the film had recognized, but with plates the danger cinematographor thefilm,manufacture
well as other
a backing of paper, and the production of halation — the reflection of light by photographic materials.as More
than
5,000
of this type of film and the so-called the back surface of the glass, thus caus- persons, in addition, are employed by
"stripping film," the emulsion of which
ing hazy outlines and clogged shadows the Eastman Kodak Company in Ro—thishasmethod
precluded
the extensive use of
of exposure.
§l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l!l l l !l l !l l l!l l l! lin
Portrait Making Revolutionized.
It remained for the motion picture I When a Single Horsepower |
Gave George Eastman Pause I
photographer
prove with
that film,
thesehowre- |
sults could be to
obtained,
like forty years ago |
ever, instead of plates, and it is due | /^)METHING
a young man answered an adver- j
largely to the awakening accomplished | ^—'tisement
of
a
second-hand engine |
thereby that togrsoaphers armany
professional
e discarding
plates phoand | for sale. The engine was intelli- |
using film, portrait film to be exact, a | gently examined, and the price, $125, ]
product
essentialfilm.make-up the same | carefully weighed. The engine seemed §
as
motionin picture
be worth the money.
With the continually growing popu- I| to With
a quizzical smile the young |
l
a
r
i
t
y
o
f
motion
pictures,
the
demand
for Kodak film mounted higher and | man said : "I really need only a one- |
higher,
and
one
might
almost
think
that
the men who hold the destinies of the | horsepower engine. This one is two I
huge Kodak Park plant, where motion | horsepower. But perhaps the busi- |
picture film is made, in their hands were | ness will grow up to it. I'll take it." g
often hard put to keep up with this § That young man was George East- j
rapidly increasing demand. But they I man. Be has been adding horsepower §
kept their ears close to the ground and 1 ever since, and those who work most j
tried tomentssense
would be.what the future require- I closely with him agree that it is not j
1 merely in the factories that he has §
Vision and Pluck Required.
Quality in those early days, as now, I increased the horsepower — the years I
was of paramount consideration; but | seem but to add to his own dynamic |
the company went further and made
Main Office of Eastman Kodak.
elaborate preparations for the future. | energy.
A sixteen-story office building, the
Consequently, as the demand for film
highest in Rochester.
iiiiiiiiiiiiuiiM
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Chester in four other plants, where
various types
of cameras
graphic supplies
are made.and Atphotothe
Kodak Park Works photographic film,
paper and plates are the chief products.
Use Three 'Tons of Silver Weekly.
The story about the making of Kodak
film is one of continuous interest. Many
diversified products enter its manufacture. Who, for instance, outside those
in thebales
"Know"
thinkarethatrequired
bales
and
of rawwouldcotton
for the making of the thin transparent
backing on which the light sensitive
picturemaking coating is spread, or who
again
wouldthree
imagine
one instant
that some
tons offor silver
bullion
are used each week in the Kodak Park
plant
for
making
the
sensitive
coating?
Three tons of silver a week ! Think
of it ! Close on to five million troy
Dunces a year; almost as much as the
total output of the white metal from
Arizona,ducingonestates ofof the
the leading
Union ! silver-proAcid by the Thousand Tons Required.
When the sixteen-to-one idea fell into
the discard way back in 1896, everybody
said that the silver industry had absolutely and irrevocably passed to the
bow-wows
but world,
the manytogether
photographers
throughout ; the
with the
movies, have helped bring it back with
a mighty thud. Besides the silver and
cotton, there are the various acids for
Keating these products, thousands of
tons of which are required. Then come
the organic solvents, including alcohol
and other liquids, for converting the
nitrated cotton into a honeylike fluid
from which the thin film is made, and
lastly the gelatine and chemical compounds for making the sensitive coating.
A Striking Industrial Romance.
The totals of finished output almost
passthem
one'syear
understanding.
of
by year for A theperusal
past
three decades, casts light on one of the
most striking industrial romances ever
enacted. Strangely enough, back in 1889,
Mr. Edison, that other pioneering wizard
of the motion picture field, was the first
purchaser of Eastman motion picture
film. From the time of that initial sale
to Mr. Edison, up to 1896, what was
to be the sixth great industry of the
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country was slowly finding itself, and
a slow though healthy growth was
taking place.
In 1896, the sale of Eastman motion
picture film
large quantities
mercial useinbecame
a reality,forandcom-in
this year, over 1,000,000 feet of film was
sold. From 1896 to 1904, when the sales
mounted to 10,000,000 feet, the increases
from year to year were such as to inindustry.dicate a very rosy future for the new
Film Output 120,000 Miles Yearly.
After 1904, the demand for film jumped
from one startling figure to another
until, at the present time, more than
50,000,000 feet of motion picture film are
made each month at the great Kodak
Park plant. This means a figure not
far from 10,000 miles for one month,
and some 120,000 miles a year. If all
the rolls of film made in one year
were
together,around
a ribbon
of filmat
could tied
be banded
the earth
the equator almost five times.
For the convenience of analyzing the
various steps taken in the manufacture
of Kodak film, four general processes
may ical
be considered
follows
(1) chempreparation ofasraw
materials,
such
as the cotton and silver already mentioned; (2) forming of the support or
cellulose
backing
for the
ing (which
is called
the sensitive
emulsion)coat-by
spreading
it
in
thin
layers
on the sur-of
faces of huge wheels; (3) spreading
the sensitive emulsion in a thin layer
on the support; (4) slitting of large
film rolls into stock sizes, inspection
and packing for shipment.
Great Selective Care Required.
Of course, in making anything that
requires such a high degree of quality
and refinement as photographic film,
every process must be conducted in
the cleanest of surroundings. High
average quality is another important
requisite in photographic film; it means
that a photographer can get the same
kind of good results at one time with
one piece of film that he can with
another piece from different stock at
another time, providing in both cases
the conditions of exposure are the same.
Moreover, to get a high-average quality
film in the large quantities necessary
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for presentcareday inproduction
requires
the
greatest
the selection
of raw
materials and nations—and
repeated
tests
and
examirejections.
Then again the manufacture of a product in large batches is far different
from that in small lots— it requires complete reorganization of the plant — and
it is here that the genius for organization and conduct of big things that
has exemplified everything done in the
Kodak way is so marked.
The campaign for an absolutely uniform product commences with the treatment and selection of raw materials,
and is particularly rigid in connection
with co.tton. After being carefully
cleansed and prepared to make it soluble
the cotton is passed through a huge
drying machine in order to remove the
moisture which it contains under ordinary atmospheric conditions. In 1918,
2,500,000 pounds of raw cotton were
used. Special machines, called nitrating centrifugals, are used to mix the
cotton with nitrating acids.
Cotton Is Nitrated.
These acids act upon the cotton in
such a way that it later may be dissolved intosequently
honeylike
and subformed into"dope"
a transparent
sheet, or film
backing.
After being treated with acids the
cotton, when
washed and dried, is called
nitrated
cotton.
A nitrating machine
is shown in one of the accompanying
illustrations, with cover raised, and conof a large-sized
which sistsrotates
in a vat.perforated basket
A mixture of nitric acid and sulphuric
acid is poured into the vat until the
cotton is completely immersed. Operators protected by rubber gloves and
goggles,
not to be cotton
burned by
splashing soacid,as douse
with
paddles, as shown. Thethesulphuric
is used to dilute the nitric acid acid
to
absorb any moisutre present in. and
the
mixture.

The aMaking
of Kodakn, "Dope."
After
short immersio
the acid is
drained off from the cotton
then
the basket is rotated at a high and
to
throw out through the perforatispeed
ons
much of the acid as possible. The treatedas
cotton is next removed to tanks of

Left, the Cotton Washing Tanks, Where the Cotton Is Washed After a Nitric Acid Bath; Right, "Movie" Film Shi
pping Room.
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water, where it gets its first washing.
After being
in theagainbefore-mentioned tanks, rinsed
the cotton
is passed
jnto centrifugals, where water is played
on it, and then conveyed to other water
tanks,
whereall ittraces
is thoroughly
to remove
of acid. washed
Cotton Is Dissolved.
The excess of water is now removed
and the cotton is then ready to be taken
into solution by organic solvents. When
dissolved, the cotton is changed to a
thick viscous fluid resembling honey,
which, in Kodak parlance, is called
"dope."
smallin barrels
to make Two
the dope
1891, as were
shownusedin
one of the accompanying illustrations;
425 times as much dope is now being
made as in that early year of the
industry.
A Triumph in Engineering.
Theratedope
elabosystem isof passed
filters through
and finallyan spread
in thin layers on highly polished wheels,
which form parts of immense machines
several matstories
ely 150 tons. high,
Whenweighing
dried it approxibecomes
the
familiar
transparent
which the sensitive materialbacking
is coated.on
In designing these huge machines for
spreading the dope the engineering
talent of the Kodak Company registered adistinct triumph. In fact, without theseductimachines,
largebequantity
on of film would
almost proimp
o
s
i
b
l
e
,
f
o
r
if
the
glass-top
tables
utilized to make the film, as was were
the
case prior to the advent of the roll
coating machines, as they are called,
almost as much acreage as that of the
total floor area of the Kodak Park
Works would have to be devoted to
the glass surfaces necessary for coating the film the old way.
Some Figures on Accuracy.
In spite of the mammoth size of the
machines, the accuracy is such that in
a roll of film, as it comes from the
machine, 3]/2 feet wide by 2,000 feet
long, the variation in thickness is not
more than one-half of a thousandth of
an inch from end to end. Two thicknes es of support are made, one being
about .003 inch thick, for ordinary N. C.
or Kodak film, and the other .005 inch
thick, for motion-picture film.
The silver which is used in such great
quantities to make the sensitive emulsion is the purest that can be obtained.
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The proverbial slogan, "99.9 per cent,
pure,"case.
is onlyTheenough
begin inwithbarsin
this
silvertocomes
weighing about 500 troy ounces. Each
bar of celain
silver
largeof porcrock, isas placed
shown inin a one
the
accompanying
illustrations,
containing
dilute nitric acid. Silver nitrate is
formed in solution which, in the next
step, is evaporated to the point of
crystalization.
to "Soak."
InWhere
viewingTreasure
the manyGoes
crocks
with their
wealth of contents, as shown in the
illustration, one is dangerously liable to
let his imagination go rife. Think of all
the treasures
to "soak"!
The
precious literally
solution going
of silver
nitrate
is poured into evaporating dishes which
are placed on steam tables, where the
solutiontion.isAfterheated
to facilitate
a certain
amount evaporaof the
silver nitrate has been crystalized, the
crystals and liquid remaining, which is
called mother liquor, are poured off into
draining dishes which allow the mother
liquor to drain off.
An Everlasting Search for Purity.
Here again we get that everlasting
search for purity which is so necessary
for high-quality photographic material.
The silver nitrate crystals are next redissolved and recrystalized until all imurities are removed
a process
virtually preduces
itself— into
a chase which
after
that
one-tenth
per
cent,
of
foreign
in the bullion silver in order tomatter
have
in the final run a straight "100 per cent,
pure"
product.
The
pure
white
silver
nitrate crystals are now placed in porcelain draining baskets, as shown hereas much
liquid areas
possiblewith,iswheredrained
off. ofThethe-crystals
next placed in shallow glass trays and
allowed to dry at first on open racks
and then in drying closets. They are
finallyneeded.
placed in covered jars and stored
until
The Making of Emulsion.
We now come to that mysterious
something,
the light-sensitive
on which, when
coated on the emulsion
cellulose
backing, the invisible or latent image
is impressed, and through suitable chemicaltive.development
as a nega-a
To make abrought
sensitiveout emulsion
silver nitrate solution is mixed with a
solution of potassium bromide and gelatine dissolved in hot water, thus forming insoluble silver bromide in the soluB— — —
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tion,
which
is
the
compound
that is
sensitive to light.
The warm
solution
of
gelatine
taining the silver bromide is coatedcon-on
the nitro-cellulose
described. The gelatinebacking
solutionalready
with the
silver sioncompound
in
it
is
called
an
emulbecause of the way in which the
silver bromide remains suspended in
the Dark
gelatine.
Rooms Add to Difficulties.
After the emulsion has been applied,
the film is handled only in dark rooms
whichtureare
kept at a The
constant
and humidity.
mixingtemperaof the
emulsion is also performed in dark
rooms. Of course, the need of handling
the huge quantities of sensitive film and
operating numerous machines in dark
rooms increases
the difficulty
facture and greatly
adds to ofthemanucare
and vigilance
that
must
always beproduct.
exercised to secure a high quality
The large rolls of sensitized film are
now packed in long tin cans and stored
in a special room until the slitting and
inspection departments are ready for
them.
In the manufacture of such a highly
sensitive material as moving picture film,
and particularly of a reliable product
of high manaverage
deded, acontinualquality
search asfornowdefects
from start
to
finish
is
absolutely
essential. For this reason inspections and
tests figure in practically every process.
Testing Department Well Organized.
In fact,
the company's
testinganddepartment is about
as thorough
well
organized as it is humanly possible to
make it. Besides repeated chemical
tests of raw materials, emulsions, etc.,
strips are taken from every large roll
of film and subjected to numerous
tests. The entire surface of every
large roll before being cut up is also
closely examined by a special inspector.
The negative film is tested for speed
of exposure with apparatus designed for
the purpose
studio
tests. and for quality by actual
Accuracy Is Necessity.
To illustrate to what great lengths
the inspection department goes to see
that only high grade material is sent
out, the care with which the perforating
machines are repeatedly examined and
tested each day is particularly worthy
of mention. The process of perforating
the film accurately is important because

Showing a Little of the Part Played by Silver in the Work at the Great Eastman Rochester Plant.
The silver ingots are being left
weighed
at theis right.
In the from
centerthetheysilverare nitrate
being dissolved
the liquid
being drained
crystals. in nitric acid, and at the
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correct in
unless the perforations areunsteadi
nessng
alignmeandnt,the projecti
andcamera
spacing
the
in
both
will be the result.
machine
Machines Examined Daily.
to a
Each machine is daily subjected being
and punches
all guides with
test, examined
rigid
which
gauges
carefully
show up to ten-thousandths of an inch
variations in dimensions due to wear.
for variaalso tested
of filmandarealignment
Lengths
. Moreover,
tion in pitch
the
gauge tests are made for width and
powerunderedges
examined
ns toare see
perforatio
are
the
that
glasses
ful
clean-cut and uniform.
In line with that continual striving
for the utmost cleanliness in every
corner and niche of the big factory
where sensitized film is produced, all
mawinding, areslitting
suction outlets
providedandwithperforating
which chines
obviate the possibility of small
specks of dust adhering to the film.
Obtaining Speed Determinations.
Speed determinations are also made
method
of the Hurter-Driffield
by
and means
are checked
by a Chapman Jones
plate tester. In the former, strips of
film 7 inches long and 2 inches wide are
placed in a rotating black sector, so
perforated as to give with one exposure
a series of gradations, and exposed 26
seconds in front of a lamp of known
rating.
Each exposure The
is expressed
candle-meter-seconds.
density orin
amount of silver for each gradation
strip is obtained
means of a curve
photometer and a bycharacteristic
plotted.
From
the
curve
thus
obtained,
the amount of latitude in exposure
which
obtained.is permissible can be readily
The characteristic curve commences
with a decidedly bent section, this curve
merges
straight
finally
runs intointoa acurve
whichlineiswhich
the reverse
of the first curved portion. The straight
line section indicates the latitude of
correct exposure. A full exposition of
the Hurter-Driffield method for deterspeed ofPhoto
film and
plates ofis contamining
ined in the
Miniature
November, 1903, No. 56.
Non-inflammable Films Also Made.
The Chapman Jones plate tester, with
which speed tests are checked, consists
of a series of strips of varying capacities
mounted on a glass plate. Exposures
of a certain number of candle-meterseconds are made through these strips
and
the resulting densities on the film
determined.
The tion,finished
film, inafter
a final
is wrapped
black
paperinspecand
packed in tin containers, which in turn
are placed in strawboard containers.
The film is then ready for shipment.
Safety or non-inflammable film is also
being made by the Eastman Kodak Company, the support for the emulsion being
of cellulose acetate. The preparation
of this support is similar to the other,
excepting that the cotton is treated
with acetic anhydride and acetic acid,
instead of nitric and sulphuric acid.
Panchromatic film is another product
manufactured by the Eastman Kodak
Company. The emulsion of this film is
sensitive to practically all the colors
of the spectrum and is used in the cinemaphotography in natural colors.
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Home of Great Eastman Plant
sands of theatres its film flashes on the
toward
high
HINGseeming
REAC
ly inup mute
token theof screen. To a visitor approaching the
clouds,
its supremacy above all other city itelerisreturning
of welcome,
home
a sign toof the
joy,travand
things in view, a white tower tops the to all whoa signincline
their heads to its
er.
line of Rochest
skySurmounting
a tall white building, it clear brilliance it holds something instands out in striking contrast. Proud
tangible that impresses one with the
of its elevation, at the top of a building
movingindustry.
picture induswhose height is unchallenged by any greatness try—theoffifththe
greatest
other in the city, this tower seems to ^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiimiiiM
take upon itself the dignity and the
grandeur of a monument.
Welfare of Rochester Has
It is fitting that it should be so. It
Large Interest for Eastman
points tanceoutthe home
to theof the
observer
in
the
disgreatest industry
EORGE EASTMAN has little j
in the Kodak City, the main offices of
-j
for moneyfor except
as an j|
■* love
instrument
accomplishthe Eastman Kodak Company. Notable
as a fine piece of architectural work, an
ing
worthy
aims.
He
has
always
lived unostentatiously. Having no jj
ideal of modernity and a lasting tribute
children
own — he ais akindbacheto ingenuity, it is the home of Rochlor — he ofhashis become
of |j
father to his home city. His gifts j
known toester'sthegreatest
fourindustry,
corners one
of thethat
globeis
to the public
weal millions.
are many Most
and Ij
and wherever moving picture film has
varied
and total
flashed its wonders upon a screen.
of
the
charitable
and
educational
Stands Out in Any Weather.
institutions of Rochester have jj
shared his generosity. He has |
During the daytime, when nature is at
striven to adorn the city with j
her best, the bright golden ball at the
beautiful parks and costly build- j
top of the tower reflects the glory of
ings
for the
good of his fel- j
the dazzling sun, even as the moving
low —menall and
women.
picture pifilm
has brought
light and
His own employes have been Mr. j
nes to millions
of people.
The hapsun
Eastman's
special ofcare.how attracKodak Ij
does not always shine, but even the
Park is an example
clouds cannot obscure the lustre of the
tive
a
large
plant
and
its
envi- j|
ball. Be they of fleecy white, of silver
ronment can be made. Moreover,
hue, or the darker clouds of storms, the
he has enabled hundreds of older |
golden color always may be seen
employes to amass a competency j
plainly.
through the ownership of Kodak 1
When the purpling haze of evening
stock,
his annual
distribu- I1
has sunk into the sable mantle of darktions towhile
all classes
of employes
nes a huge electric sign blazons forth
have been notable.
the
message
thatthere,
the even
Eastman
Company
is still
as inKodakthou-

Entrance to Kodak Park, Largest of Five Eastman Plants in Rochester.
The plant is made up of more than 100 buildings scattered over an area
of 225 acres. Some 7,000 employes work at this plant.
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is a living monument to the patriotism
and Americanism of employes of the
List of Eastman Employes Sounds
Eastman
KodakfiledCompany.
An application has been
for a charter
and the
Like Professional and Trade Guide post is to be formed wholly of active
service
veterans
who
are
in
the
employ
name
is
known
to
the
ends
of
the
earth
to
of workmen
all kinds
takescameras
ITmake
and film, and it is an as representing the same high standards of the company. Hence the name is
of
things
photographic.
odd mingling of trades.
appropriate. will be an unusually strong
Who, for instance, would think that
"Why did you choose the name Ko- linkTheinpost
the Legion, for its membership
dak?" Mr. Eastman was asked. "What will be large.
men and women trained fo^ work in
Freeman
C. Allen,County,
chaire factories, brass
powder and cartridg
man of the Legion
in Monroe
itdoesmean?"
mills, bakeries, cotton mills, clothingg does
"It
not
mean
anything,"
he
reand
incidentally
an
Eastman
employe,
and printing and publishin
factorieshments
"We wanted a good, strong word, authority for the estimate that Kodakis
would be needed in the one thatplied. could
establis
misspelt orofmispronounced,not
and, mostbe important
all, Post will enroll at least 1,000 members.
making of film and cameras?
be
registered
as a tradeNaturally, one would expect to find an one thatmark thatcould
would
stand
all
attacks
—
we piuiniiiii'i'iii fum jiiiiiiinmnnfmniaiii nmiiuniuini iiirunniiiiuut n muii m ilinn imnufnn^^
assayer tions.connected
with ismining
opera- had had serious trouble before then
Yet an assayer
an important
member of the salvage department at through infringements and imitations of | Pointed Items Concerning
Kodak Park, his services being required our product and the names we used."
Eastman Plant Activities j
in the recovery of silver. Of the tons of
silver used in the manufacture of sen- Flour City, Then Flower
^iuuiiiiuiiuiniiiiiiuiiiiiii
ni huh mtii iturn mil ai iui i i i in ni i i i ihi nun iiiimiiiiuiiiiiiiiBuiiiiiiib.^
film, plates
City, Now Kodak City
recoveredsitizedfrom
waste.and paper some is
a PPROACHING Rochester from YANKEE
ingenuity
is a match
for
The engineering profession is repre- /A
Hun man
kulture
any time.
east or west, huge signs greet the
Kodak Company
is The
now,Eastand
in the company's
employ andby
chemical,sentedconstruction,
mechanical
has been for a long time, making all of
x
eve,
bearing
the
legend:
"Rochgeneral engineers, and architects are ster, N. Y.— The Kodak City."
which it formerly imconstantly engaged upon new buildings
Once upon a time Rochester was the raw portedmaterials
Germany.anyway.
"Made in Amerand machinery.
known as the Flour City. The rich lands
ica" soundsfrom better,
of the Genesee Valley formed a fertile
Physicians
Careprofessions
for Workers'areHealth.
The learned
repre- garden in which, grew an abundance of
sented by physicians, who with nurses
The farmers brought their grain
That the business of making film and
care for the health of the employes. A wheat.
the city to be ground by the mills
tupplies isbylargely
on the
doctor of science heads the research to
which dotted the river banks. Flour photograph
increase
the building
laboratory and there is patent and other was shipped in great quantities and by activities isat evidenced
the
Eastman
plants.
It is
varieties of the legal profession. There its excellence materially added to the a dull week nowadays that the Rochare physicians, mathematicians and lens fame of the city.
ster
papers
do
not
carry
the
announcecalculators, to say nothing of editors.
Years ago the name passed to Flower
ment that the fire marshal has issued
In thearepaper
mill Asall cameras
the paper-making
covering wide stretches a permit for another huge building or
trades
found.
are made ofCity.landNurseries
two.
had
long
been
located
in
Rochof wood, metal and leather, nearly all
ester. Perhaps their proximity instilled
the wood-working, metal-working and in the people a love for flowers. Not
leather-working
occupations
are
found.
only
private
individuals, but the city
"You press the button — we do the
The occupations connected with the government also,
took a deep interest rest,"
was
a phrasemadeoriginated
in 1888
when
the kodak
its appearance.
in
cultivating
beautiful
flowers
until
company's
plants onrunpaper
all thethewayinvolved
from Rochester became famed far and wide It "took"
men who figure
with
the
public
because
its
as the Flower City.
calculations
for a high-speed
simplicity
the reach ofplaced
nearlyphotography
everybody. within
anastigmat, required
to the workmen
at the
Later
came
the
Kodak
City.
Perhaps
bench,ing carewhoput skillfully
and with touches
painstak-to under this name Rochester has become
on the finishing
known to more people than under either
the completed article.
of the previous sobriquets. New fame
Social economy, the betterment of
is brought to Rochester with every new working
conditions among working peoachievement in the photographic inEastman Tells Why He
ple, cleaner factories and better workChose Name of Kodak and thedustry— Rochester's
ing conditions are subjects that are recity is quite greatest
proud of industry
the name.—
ceiving agreat deal of attention today.
THEThenKodak
June, of1888.a
Very little has been published about
the was
namebornwasin that
Kodak
Post
to
Enroll
a
Thousand.
what
has
been done along this line by
camera that was superior to anythe Eastman Kodak Company. The
Kodak Post of the American Legion firm
thing else on the market. Today the
started nearly thirty years ago and
improvement has been so steady and
consistent
that standard.
working conditions now
reach an ideal
As proofcipality that
is a tomuniby itselfKodak
and Park
entitled
the
title of one, it not only has its own
health department, but a park department, an educational department and a
fire department with a chief and a staff
of firemen. But it has no police department— none is needed.

The Battalion ofTn the
States School
Aerial Photography
front United
of the barracks
at KodakofPark.

If one meanders down State street in
Rochester, within a block from Main
street and the Four Corners, one can
view the four-story building in which
George Eastman began his experiments
with dry plates. But he did not occupy
the
just ofa room
the third
floor.building;
It is one
those ofnarrow,
old
buildings that seem built to stand for a
long time. If the brick and stone could
what ofa atalegreattheyindustry?
might tell
ofonlythetalk,
cradling
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George Eastman Sells Stock in His Company
to Employes at One Sixth of Its Market Value
Mr. Eastmans great thought
Pathe's soSalt
CAL l of
TYPIpersona
well Lake
of the City
schemeexchange,
that he
interest in the welfare of immediately
wired the home office about
es
with
his employ is the sharing
it.
them of stock in the company. This
The Schramm-.Tohnson Company,
plan was announced in April of this
a string were
of largely
payear and is recognized as one of the which maintains
tronized soda fountains,
the first
us
of
good
the
for
acts
genero
most
those concerned.
to
add
the
"Oh,
Boy
!"
drink
to
their
A gift of stock having a market value menu.
Through agementhe
American
Theatre
of about $6,000,000 was involved— a big
t, the Salt
Lake City
branchman-of
thing,
hearted but
man. to be expected of a big- Pathe has negotiated with the J. G. McDonald chocolate company to place on
This stock is sold to employes of the
company at its par value, $100 a share, which
the market
an "Oh,
chocolate,
has
already
madeBoyitsI"appearance
althoughchange aitt almost
is listed
on
the
stock
exsix times this amount. in Utah.
This stock was given outright by Mr.
Eastman and the proceeds from its sale Nazimova Bruised While
form tion,
partwhen of
a welfare fund.
he announced
his offerIn itaddiwas
contingent that the directors of the
Acting for "The Brat"
company set aside a like amount of un- NAZIMOVA carried the realism of
issued stock — about 10,000 shares — for
her forthcoming
acting so farrelease,
in "The
her
that Brat,"
after
the same purpose. The offer was agreed one particularly turbulent
scene she was
to by the directors.
covered
with
bruises
and
suffered
an
inWorkers Stock Increases in Value.
wrist that narrowly escaped
In the case of the stock set aside by being juryato her
fracture
of
the
bone.
the company the sale price ($100 a
The scene was one of the earlier epishare)ury, butgoes
into thevalue
company's
sodes in Nazimova's and Charles Brythe market
of the treasstock
ant's adaptation
Maude Fulton's
is so high that the plan will eventually stage success.
The ofofsetting
a launoperate for the benefit of the employes
dry
in
the
a slumwastenement.
to the extent of nearly $11,000,000. The Into these basement
squalid
surroundings
employes will eventually receive stock a boy friend of the brat's pursued bycomes
the
which has a present value of about police. The brat hides him and then
braves the combined wrath of her cruel
$12,000,000
at aboutwhich
one-sixth
of itsfor cost,
and the money
they pay
the aunt
and the officers.
block a donated
Mr. own
Eastman
Davenport, playing the aunt
into
fund for bytheir
benefit.will go whoMillie
runs the laundry, and an extra man
This plan in no way interferes with of
large
bulk who played one of the
the annual
officers,
rehearsed
the her
violent
mated thatwage
under dividend,
the stockandplanit isa estihalf police
scene.
Each
time
he seized
the
million dollars additional will be dis- policeman gripped
the bare flesh of Naztributed each year from the start. This
imova's
arm
in
his
powerful
grasp
and
amount will gradually increase and un- then hurled her from him, over a bench
der the operation of the plan it is hoped and into the farthest corner of the
that the time will not be far distant when room.
each employe will be a stockholder in
"Too imtame,
objectedherself
Nazthe company.
ova, as eachtootimetame,"
she picked
up and returned to the center of the set.
She rehearsed the scene seven times
before director Blache gave the camera"Oh Boy!" Soft Drink Is
man, Eugene Gaudio, the word to phoServed in Salt Lake City
tograph cautionary
it. Then,
as there was
preretake, Nazimova
was ahurled
INCapellani
connectionfeature
with "Oh,
Boy!" the
distributed
by across the set no less than nine times.
It was not until the next day that it
Pathe,
there City
appeared
a fashionable Salt Lake
soda infountain
the was learned that in one of her falls Nazimova suffered a painful injury to her
"Oh, Boy!" drink. Manager Calkins, of

Left, One of Two First Barrels Used to Make All the "Dope" in 1891.
Now the425manufacture
times as much
"dope" is beingmade. allCenter
raw cotton,
used in
of transparent
film. acidisRight,
is a cotton
nitrating centrifugal
machine backing
in which of surplus
is thrown
off.
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wrist and that she was covered with
bruises inflicted when her body came
infurniture
contact inwiththe several
set. heavy articles of
Rich Setting Designed for
Lytell in "Lombardi, Ltd."
THEClassics,
new dark stage atin the
Screen
underwentInc.,itsstudios
christeningHollywood
recently
when a set representing the designing
room of an exclusive New York dressmaking establishment was completed
and Bert Lytell played in it one of the
big scenes
Ltd."as thehis comedy drama ofthe"Lombardi,
star is using
first
stellar vehicle under the "fewer and better" pictures
slogan adopted
by Metrois
Pictures
Corporation.
Jack Conway
directing and Maxwell Karger personsupervising
"Lombardi,
Theallyset,
designed
by M. P.Ltd."Staulcup,
Mr.
Lytell's
technical
director,
is one yetof
the most expensive and
beautiful
built by the Metro technical staff, and it
holdsstage.
the exac*
of the retreat
new $38,000
It is center
the private
of
Tito Lombardi, eccentric and lovable
modiste, which character Mr. Lytell is
assuming. The floor is muffled in a
thick carpet of deep blue, and the walls
are hung with Oriental tapestries. A
low mahogany desk fills one corner,
while directly opposite is one of the
wonderful gown creations for which
Lombardi is noted. Large Rockwood
vases are placed at artistic intervals and
at one end of the room is a lifelike
painting in oil, the result of leisure
moments of the designer of gowns.
Indiana Sunday Showing
Goes to Criminal Court
PICTUREated on Sundays
theatres atwillMarion,
not beInd.,
oper-as
a result of a decision given July 26,
by Judge court,
Murray,in ofthe thecaseGrant
countv
superior
of the
injunction suit filed by officials of the Mutual Theatre Company to enjoin the citv
officialsation offrom
interfering
the Sunday
shows.with the operJudge
Murray
denied
the injunction and basedthehispetition
action for
on
his interpretation on that section of the
old Indiana law prohibiting persons
from engaging in their usual avocation
on Sundays. The law generally referred
to as one of
the oldin "blue
originally
enacted
1855, laws"
and was
was
amended by the legislature of 1909, by
adding
ball. a section to permit Sundav baseAfter outlining his reason for not upholding
of thesaid:
contentions otheftheplaintiff
petition,in any
the court
"This court feels that this is not a
proper matter for a court of equity, that
there is an adequate remedy at law, and
that this matter should be determined
inThethe petition
criminalforcourt
of this state."
the temporary
injunction was filed by the theatre company,
which operates the Lyric, Indiana and
Royal-Grand
theatres,
arrest a few weeks
ago offollowing
George the
Spurr,
treasurer of the company, after he had
started to open the Indiana on Sunday.
His case, involving the Sunday opening,
was appealed to the criminal court.
Revicxvs in Moving Picture World are
written from the screen — not press books.
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RACE RIOTS AFFECT
CHICAGO HOUSES
Early in Disturbed Week Theatres Are Forced
to Close Temporarily but Later Reopen Doors
district,
were closed ins suffered the riotingdefinitely,
businesduring
NG
MOVIseverely picture
Tuesday morning.
the
in Chicago
week of July 28, owing to the
Owing to the sudden strike of the surrace riots and the traction strike, the pictures
face and "L" men the exhibition
affected ofin
rtation of pas- other partswasof considerably
all transpo
latter closing
the city, Tuesday.
on
elevated
and
surface
the
sengers
After that date, however, until the
lines.
strike ended, neighborhood theatres
The
riots
originated
at
the
Twentywere
to the usual attendance.
ninth street beach, on the South Side, In theshowing
district, the attendance at
Sunday, July 27, over the death of a picture Loop
theatres
one-half of
colored boy, who was drowned. The the regular duringwasthe about
but dwindled
trouble grew Sunday night, Monday and at nights to a small day,
fraction of the
all Monday night, and spread to the customary
patronage.
Loopingdistrict
on Tuesday.wereVicious
and recriminations
carriedfighton To Build Picture House
all that day, the Chicago police force,
though vastly outnumbered, handling
on Old Interocean Site
the battling mobs fearlessly.
On Wednesday evening, the State IN my Chicago letter of February 1,
troops, a force of 6,200 men, were called
this year, it was stated that the site
out by Mayor Thompson, and by their
of the old Interocean Building on
coolness
and
intrepid
action
soon
cowed
West
Monroe, near Dearborn street, had
the lawless elements of the blacks and
leased to William S. Barbee, for a
whites. The affected district was much been
period
of 25 years, beginning January 1,
quieter Thursday, and on Friday and
year, at an annual rental of $50,000
the two following days, the fighting this
for
the
$60,000 for the
had ceased altogether. The troops and succeedingfirstfive15andyears,
$75,000 for the last
a large force of police are still in the five years.
disturbed zone at the time of writing,
also stated in the same article
and muchtributed inneeded
food has been dis- thatIt was
the district.
Harry
president
the Morrison
HotelMoir,
Company,
has ofsecured
the
The casualties during the five days of lease, which
has
since
proved
be in-of
strife were 32 dead and over 300 injured.
cor ect. Mr. Moir had secured tosome
strikeFriday
of thenight,
surface
and cars
"L" the stock of the concern, but was not
menThe ended
so that
dominant factor in the enterprise,
of both systems were running at four the
Mr. Barbee having exercised that prerogative byvirtue of his holdings of the
o'clock, Saturday morning.
All picture theatres between Twenty- stock of the concern and also by his
second street and Sixty-third street, in rights as its founder.
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I saw Mr. Barbee one day last week
at his office in the Federal Reserve
Building, after learning that work had
begun in remodeling the Interocean
buildingturesinto
modern theatre
picwith a a sprinkling
of highfor class
vaudeville, and learned that he was
president and manager of the Barbee
Loop Theatre Company, which has been
incorporated under the laws of Illinois,
with a capital
of $100,000.
He se-inthatstock
lease
had been
curedformedfromme the
oldtheAdsit
estate
and that
work would be carried on energetically,
in order to have the theatre in readiness
for opening on November 1.
House Will Seat 1,000.
Mr. Barbee estimates that the converthe present
building
modernsion oftheatre,
with two
storiesintoof a offices
above it, will cost between $150,000 and
$175,000. The firm of Postle & Fischer,
architects, has drawn the plans and will
have charge of the work.
Mr. Barbee aims at making the new
theatre— which will be built to seat 1,000
persons — one of the most sumptuous in
the city,
far as comfort
and appear-in
ance aresoconcerned.
An innovation
the way of ventilation will be introduced
at the new house. The air will be kept
cool
introducing
fresh air
at alland
timespurefromby the
deep underground
tunnel which ramifies the "Loop" district.
Mr. Barbee is a prominent member of
the well known Hamilton Club and has
a wide acquaintance among substantial
business
menforof the
the city.
has a natural liking
show Hebusiness
and
has many friends and acquaintances
amongscreen
prominent
and
people. theatrical, vaudeville
The site of the new theatre has
tempted several well known people in

Hamilton
"The isFour
Isn'twhoat All
SuccesspieOrflushthe in Well-KnoWn
Lucre.Metro.
The Hale
only one
who is influshed
the kidFlusher"
at the left
has Flushed
a choice with
huckleberry
this forthcoming
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capacities for the last 14
the moving picture business; but the connection with Famous Players-Lasky, ous official
being district manager and
fact that it is off State street and Madi- he held the position of booker for two months,
son street and, therefore, away from the years in the General Film Company's manager of Chicago territory during
passing crowds at night, has caused Chicago
appointed manWhen office.
seen last week he stated that that time, was \V.recently
them to hesitate and then to drop the
Chicago
succeed E.Hodkinson's
C. Fielder, resigned.
up to that time his work for Realart had office, agertoof W.
matter. I wish Mr. Barbee and his com- been
chiefly
of
a
missionary
character,
seen
last
week
he reported that
pany the best of luck and trust they will but that he was then able to report When
business
was
very
good.
accomplish
to at-as heavy sales for the product and a fine
tempt. Thewhat
braveothers
deservefeared
support
Fred Hartman Goes "Bungalowing."
well as praise.
outlook.
firstwillrelease,
Fred W. Hartman, owner of the Ariswith
Alice The
Brady,
be made"Sinners,"
late in
to, thisnois city,
and Alliance,
a directorrecently
of the purIlliFirst Fairbanks Picture
September.
Exhibitors
E. S. Rowley, one of the best known
hased abungalow at Cedar Lake, Ind.,
Booked Heavily in South salesmen in Chicago, and until recently where che
intends
summering
in
the
W. W. Hodkinson in that capacity,
gen- with
assistantArtists
PROCTOR
years mentto itscome.
He during
gave histhepetweek
invest-of
RALPH eralO.manager
has been appointed
Xorth
side
sales
repof the, United
first
trial
resentative byMr. Crump.
Corporation, arrived in the city
Monday, August 4.
Further Bookings on Fairbanks Film.
Thursday, July 31, and left for Omaha the
Griever Buys "Birth of a Race."
Friday evening following. He came in
"His
Majesty,
the
American,"
Douglas
Si Griever, who owns the Griever Exfrom which
Kansascovered
City, Mo.,
Fairbanks'
first
picture
for
the
"Big
4,"
which handles
South. a was
the after
entire finishing
tour
bookedfor last
the andAscher
tures,change,recently
purchasedstate
the right
rightspic-to
Since leaving Xew York he visited Brothers
their week
entire by
circuit
also "The Birth
of a Race," for Cook County.
Philadelphia. Washington, D. C, At- for a week's run in the Midway Theatre, Jone,
Linick & Schaefer, recently ran
lanta,city.
New Orleans,
Dallas business
and the MisRockford,Smith,
111., 'which
is owned
by them.
the picture
for two
the Ransouri
In the latter,
was Sidney
manager
of
the
Moir
dolph Theatre,
and weeks
now itat has
been
very good, despite the grilling weather.
in
the
"Loop,"
has
booked
it
for
booked
over
the
Lubliner
&
Trinz
cirHe found the entire South in a pros- ahouses
week at the Alcazar, immediately folcuit,
opening
at
the
Pantheon,
August
17.
perous condition and everyone was
The
Ascher
Brothers,
has
also
booked
lowing its two atweeks'
run at istherunCastle.
buoyant with hope over the cotton crop, The program
the
Alcazar
from
it for their circuit and will show it about
which
promises
to
be
well
up
as
a
record
8daily.
o'clock in the morning until midnight, a week later than Lubliner & Trinz.
breaker.
Louis Laemmle on Vacation.
Theout themoving
picture
business
throughAiken on Holiday Outing.
South is very prosperous, Mr.
Louis
Laemmle,
manager
of
sales
promotion, Universal's
returned last
week
Proctor emphasized, and with the single
Fred C.office,
Aiken, accompanied
manager of bySelect's
a vacation of three weeks, at the
Mrs. from
exception of Washington, which was Chicago
suffering from the effects of the race Aiken, spent a week's vacation recently Interlaken Hotel, Hartland, Wis. He
at the home of Captain and Mrs. Yenier, was accompanied by Mrs. Laemmle and
riots* when
he was there,
his tour was
most
encouraging.
Throughout
the Archibald, O. They motored down there their two children. The party enjoyed
southern territory there has been a and back, arriving in Chicago Monday, the trip hugely, passing the time in automobile trips to Oconomowoc Lake and
noticeablehibitorsincrease
in thelawreceipts
of ex- August
since the dry
took effect,
Captain4. Venier is an old personal other charming summer resorts.
Mr. Proctor informed me, and everyone friend of Mr. Aiken and was engaged in Jack Freeman's Father Dies Suddenly.
seemed to be in favor of its retention.
active Red Cross service in France durJack
Freeman,
owner
the time
CaliforHe found that the demand for the first
ing the Great War.
nia Theatre
and one
of theof old
exhibitors of Chicago, experienced a great
Goldman Succeeds Fielder.
release of the "Big Four," Douglas Fairshock
recently
by
the
death
of
b
a
n
k
s
i
n
"His
Majesty,
the
American,"
Sidney J. Goldman, who has been con- father, who passed away suddenly in his
was away beyond his expectations, both
his
nected with Jewel Productions in vari- son's theatre one evening recently while
in the matter of the number of days for
which it was booked, in each particular
viewing
the
pictures.
Heart
disease
was
case, and in the number of bookings
the cause of his death. The remains
made. In connection with this he dewere taken to Salina, Kans., for burial.
clared himself as being positive that the
day of longer runs is certainly here for
"Yankee Doodle" Goes Over
pictures of merit.
Despite Mobs and Riots
Long Runs Have the Call.
"Every
exhibitor
with
whom
I
talked
said that the combination of star and
Girls
Sennett'sandINBathing
with EMack
YANKE
person,
inBERLIN,"
pictures
in DOODLE
both
story, and a production in keeping with
run
a
for
Ziegfeld,
the
at
28
July
opened
both, spell big profits beyond any forof five weeks.
said Chicago,
Mr. Proctor.
The ness
attraction
showed
to
good
busiOn mertherealization,"
trip from
he will
throughout the week, Manager
make a survey of business conditions,
Havill of the theatre states, notwithchecking up branch offices to see that
standing the severe handicap of the
each
is
getting
started
on
the
right
foot
for the first release. After Omaha he
closingvice andofthestreet
car serrace and
riots.elevated
The admission
will visit, in order, Denver, Salt Lake,
prices are SO cents, 75 cents and $1.00.
Los Angeles, San Francisco, Seattle,
Jones, Linick & Schaefer, have booked
Spokane and Minneapolis. Then he will
the attraction for one week at McVickrevisit Chicago and leave for Detroit,
ers, beginning September 1, after the
Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Boston. He
close of the Ziegfeld run, and also at
does not intend visiting Canadian cities
the Rialto for the week of September
on this trip.
8. About
of thehouse
customary
ville showhalf
at each
will be vaudegiven
Crump Is Made Assistant
during
the
engagement
of
the Sennett
attraction.
Manager of Realart's Office
Messrs. Brockell and Elliott, who own
assist-s
the entire
rightsthat
to the
for IlliLG. CRUMP
t Picture
ant managerwasof appoin
Realarted
nois, announce
the picture
attraction
will
ation
•
Corpor
about
a
month
ago
by
be
handled
in
their
territory
by
three
General Salesmanager J. S. Woody. His
separate road shows, and that a numers Buildoffice
of Mackappear
Sennett's
originalwithbathing
ing. is in Room 1204 Consum
girlsber will
in person
each
For three years before his appointshow, in all cities visited.
ment, Mr. Crump was city sales repre"Have
a
Few
Lines
Here"
"Fires of Faith" at Orchestra Hall.
sentative for Famous Players-Lasky
gives andsomeFemale."
ideas for "line"
here, and is well known and popular BebecutsDaniels
in "Fires byof Eugene
Faith"
inB."Male
at Catherine
Orchestra Calvert
Hall, supported
among Chicago exhibitors. Prior to his
DeMille's
Artcraft. Cecil
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O'Brien,
Remer and bya strong
cast, wasRubye
highlyde appreciated
those
who saw it. The attendance, however,
was
greatly
reduced
at
nights,
owing
the street car strike. The afternoonto
showings had only about half the usual
attendance, if that much, as every
theatre in the city suffered in the same
way from lack of transportation from
the outside neighborhoods.
The attraction for Monday, August 4,
is Marion Davies in "The Dark Star."
"Six Feet Four" Released in September.
The American Film Company announces that "Sixin Feet
Four,"willa William
Russell special
six reels,
not be
released during the summer as was
originally planned, but will be released
some time in September.
"The Hushed Hour" at Randolph.
Thou week
GavestatMe"the closed
its"The
thirdWoman
successful
Randolph, Sunday, August 3, and was succeeded by Blanche Sweet in "The
Hushed Hour."
T. D. Soriero Resigns
from Boston Park Theatre
HOMAS D. SORIERO, who has
been manager
of the
atre, Boston, for
the Park
last Thefour
years tionand
a
half,
has
resigned
posiat that popular play house,his which
took effect August 2, when the theatre
changed hands.
Before coming to Boston, Mr. Soriero
was affiliated with the Keith interests in
Providence. Me opened the first picture
theatre in Providence some fifteen years
ago, and came direct to Boston from the
Gayetyriero alsoTheatre,
Sohas had Providence.
parks, theatres,Mr.dance
halls and stock companies throughout
New England, as well as roller skating
rinks, nand
considered
one of the pioe rs of theis picture
business.
While connected with this theatre,
Mr. Soriero put it on a firm paying basis.
He was the first manager to introduce
in person movie stars such as Kitty
Gordon and Alice Brady, while their
pictures were playing at the theatre.
For the last two years Mr. Soriero
headed the advisory board of the Motion
Picture News.
Manyhis ofleaving.
the theatre's
patrons
will regret
He is
going to take a long deserved vacation,
the first
in
four
years,
and
upon
his
return will announce his plans for the
coming season.
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SERICO COMPANY ENTERS SERIAL FIELD
Is First Concern to Produce a Well Known
Fiction Success as Film Play of Episodes
be equally
representative
in quality.
the week That
is the kind
of serial that
we are
ORATIO
INCORP
of July 27 of Nthe during
Serico Producing
going
to
turn
out.
It
will
probably
take
Company, of which George N. Wiley, longer to make than any other serial
who has long been identified with the
that
has
ever
been
produced."
industry as a producer, is named as
The dledadvertising
president,
that forthethepresent
by E. Lanningcampaign
Masters, willInc.be hanmand of theshows
market
works de-of
popularfield.authors has extended to the
serial
As an introduction of prominent "La Belle Russe" Embodies
Advertising Possibilities
writers to this field, the Serico Company has liamson.
secured
N. and read
A. M.of Wilwhich Fox
Film CorporaThe mostC.widely
Wil- A POINTtion emphasizes
especially
concernnovels, "Aby Woman
in Grey,"
ing "La Belle
Russe."
thepresented
feature inin
has been liamson's
selected
the Serico
Com- which Theda
Bara
will
be
pany as its first production.
September, is its unusual advertising
possibilities for the exhibitors. It is
James
Vincent,
who produced
Spirit ture,
of which
Lafayette,"
direct episodes.
the "The
pic- rated by the Fox officials as the greatwill be inwillfifteen
An announcement of the personnel of whichest production
in Theda
Bara's ofcareer
has included
a number
asthe cast will be made next week. The
tounding successes.
adaptation of the story, the title of
As it follows closely the Belasco stage
which will probably be changed for the play
of the same name, it is known to
screen,
ard Hall.has been made by Walter Rich- have high dramatic tension. Its doubleeffects in presenting Miss
Production of the new serial will be- exposure
Bara simultaneously as two different
gin thements week
August
3. Arrangepersons Furthermore,
greatly strengthen
dramatic
are now ofbeing
completed
for its finish.
it is the
pointed
out
distribution, a statement regarding
which will be made in the immediate that theresibilitiare
abundant
advertising
pose
s
i
n
the
fact
that
as
a
stage
play
future.
In discussing
new produc- it achieved fame on two continents.
ing activities,
Mr. Wileyhissaid:
question
how general
to handlepublicity
news"The
story
is
not
the
usual
serial material. In other words,sortit ofis The paper
advertisingof and
not just a simple plot, involving a series is answered in great detail in "La Belle
of hair-breadth adventures and detached Russe" press sheet, which Fox Film
Corporation
to exhibitors.
The
incidents,
has ingenuous
plots and character.
counter- sheet
containssends
the newpaper
advertising
plots of thebutmost
campaign
as
laid
out
by
the
Fox
CorIt is a story
that challenges
one's inporation. It also contains newspaper
uity, but never
in any instance
insults thegenintelligence.
publicity covering the picture from
as theandpaper
and the every angle, and illustrations for newsten,"Justtwenty
thirtybac'-centnovelmelodrama
paper reproduction
exhibitorin
on the stage have had their day, so I can obtain
free fromwhichhis the
exchange
believe the time of the cheap, trashy mat form unless he wants to obtain the
serial will soon pass. The public wants cuts which are furnished at a nominal
melodrama, but Al Woods, a pioneer of
the ten, twenty and thirty style of that
entertainment, discovered it wants it price.
Rumor of Theatre Merger in Northwest.
written and produced in $2 style.
"Thethetime
in mywillopinion,
There is a rumor among motion picwhen
serialis oncoining,
the screen
be acture circles of Seattle of a theatre mercepted by the best patrons of the best
geringin the
Northwest.
The Movtheatres, the Strands, Rialtos, CaliforPicturePacific
World
correspondent
has
nias, etc., just as the serial story in the
unable
to obtain
either a direct
better magazines is accepted, and it will been
confirmation or a denial of the rumor.

Mabel Normand, Billiard Babe, Refreshment Radiance, and Jazz Jemima in Goldwyn's "Upstairs."
Ma.be] worked in a hotel kitchen. She longed to "step out." And did she? "I'll say she did." She's stepping at the right.
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Cleveland and Pittsburg Give Notice
That National Advertisers Must Pay
an expert in the field of photographic
Ex- optics,
re ncPictuconju
n in
THE Cleveland
Association,
andcellsomelife,of growing
his microscopic
hibitors Motio
plants picand
tion with the Pittsburghl Associa-al flowerstures ofand
unconventional
slow mohas
nation
severa
to
letter
a
sent
tion,
tion studies, have attracted
attention
advertisers who have been making use the entertainment
and educational field.in
ity
n as one nicat
screeThe
r,hems.
ofmediu
ion, public
which is He made Prizma's "Trout," a one-reel
commu of their
signed by the executive secretaryy: of
the organization, is self-explanator
X am instructed by our executive board Jacksonville Exhibitor Uses
to inform
that the will
theatres
represented in thisyouassociation
not project
Spread to
upon their screens any industrial films, TAKING for advertising
virtually
'•Inserts," pictorial or otherwise, or any
the
entire
space
in
amusement section aof four-page
a daily
pictorial mercial
advertising
propaganda
ofthea comnature
whatever,
unless
pronewspaper
previous
to
the
week
of
ducers and distributors of films of this
description
shall
first
obtain
the
written
showing
the
Nazimova
picture,
"The
Red
consent
of
said
motion
picture
theatre
Lantern"Theatre
in Jacksonville,
New
in that cityFla.,
did the
a record
owners or their representatives in this Casino
association.
business for seven solid days. This was
The members of this association are as on
a recent Sunday. The advertiseclass
ments, one a two-page spread inside, the
ofpatriotic
businessandmen,philanthropic
but hereafteras allanymakers
twolayouts
pagesanddivided
halfand distributors of commercial pictures or other tone
news between
stories, were
"inserted" scenes (camouflaged advertis- done in three colors.
ing)
must
recognize
the
"publishers'
"
rights to sanction
or refuse the publicity
This exploitganization,
is cited
ornecessary
in such matters.
distributor byof the
the Metro
Nazimova
The
"publisher"
in
these
cases
is,
of
The wasNewfollowed
Casino'son initial
course, the theatre owner, who has the productions.
burst
Monsame rights in such premises as the advertising
day by a four-column spread, two-thirds
newspaper publisher has.
a pagespread,
deep; onhalfTuesday
by
a
threeOur association's membership represents ofcolumn
a page deep; on
96 per cent,
of Cuyahoga
County's
picture
theatres,
all of which
are motion
a unit Wednesday by a two-column, half-page
upon
this
matter.
Heretofore
we
have
deep
ad.;
and
on
Thursday
an anbeen
ignored entirely
by thepresumed
producersto
nouncement running entirelywith
across
the
and distributors,
who have
page
of
the
paper,
the
Florida
Timespledge
our
screens
("circulation")
which
Union,
a
third
of
a
page
deep,
which
inWe many
cases deem
they itnever
therefore
only could
fair todeliver.
your announced that the film was booked for
firm to give you this information, asking an additional three days.
nothing in sreturn
ideration of the except
subject. your careful con- Co-operates With Department Store.
For "trade
re thisJulymatter
see
An exploitation stunt -executed by the
Moving
Picturenotes"
World,in issue
12, pages
New Casino was the co-operation with
189-190,
also
editorial
pages
and
St.
Louiu
a
department store in Jacksonville, in a
National Convention notes, showing the window
A five-foot
national
endorsement of our plan of re- Nazimova,display.
with several
smallerportrait
picturesof
organization.
from the play and an announcement of
Shall
be
glad
to
give
further
details
at any time at this office.
the showing at the New Casino were set
SAM BULLOCK,
in a window exhibiting Chinese silks,
Executive Secretary.
kimonas,
and the like — all articles soldlanterns
by the store.
The New Grand Central Theatres, one
Microphotographer Will
Minneapolis and one in St. Louis,
Make Studies for Prizma in
were
successful
in co-operating
five
and
ten cent
stores, whichwithdidthea
has
it
that
announces
, INC.,
PRIZMA
George E. Stone to make large business with the song, "The Red
engaged
ic
of microscop
seriesa Prizma
Stone inis Lantern."
camera. studies
color a with
In the Kresge store in St. Louis, there

Three New Universal Stars, Helen Jerome Eddy, George Mc Daniels, and Ora Carew
Helen Eddy will be starred in "The Trembling Hour"; George McDaniels will
have the leading Carewmale role
Woman
Under Cover"; - and Ora
will Inbe "The
featured
In "Loot."

967
study
pho
-graphed
in
natural
colors
ofto " maturity.
the life of Hetrout,
fromthetheproducer
spawn
is also
of the black and wlvte series, "How
Life
that and
was is->een
theatres
severalBegins,"
years ago
still inbeing
used
extensivelycationalincircles.clinics, colleges, and eduCaptain Stone has the happy faculty
of being
make a scientific
ject simpleable
and tointeresting
enough tosub-be
enjoyed by the average theatre patron.
Four-Page
Exploit
Red display
Lantern"
was, besides"The
a window
of the
song, a young
girl dressed
Chinese
costume.
She appeared
in thein window,
announced that she would sing the song
downstairs,
and the crowd
med the establishment
to buy.outside jamAt the theatre itself, Amelia Burnette,
soprano, sang the song before the showing. Her name was featured in the lobby display. The lobby was decorated
with Chinese lanterns and posters from
the picture
white
blossoms.and strung with ropes of
New Corporation Will
Feature Educationals
churchespicture
will beentertainprovided
AR
REGUL ment formotion
nment
byutors, Screen
Entertai
DistribInc.,
organized
this
week
the laws of the State of New York, under
with
a capitalization of $100,000, and the following offcers :exchange
president,manager
-John McAleer, former
for
Universal and other companies ; vicepresident and treasurer, M. V. Fox, and
secretary, George I. Matthews.
The newchangescompany
maintain
exthroughout thewillcountry
for the
handling of bookings exclusively for
churches, community centers, schools,
settlements,
colleges controls
and other
institutions, and it already
all suitable
productions for this field of several of
the leading companies.
The principal office and the New York
exchange is located at 67 West Ninetieth
street.
Metro Orders Fifteen New Spotlights.
In order to carry out the lighting:
effects planned by Director General
Maxwell Karger, for forthcoming
Screen Classics, Inc., and Nazimova Productions, Clifford Butler, business manager of the Metro studios, has ordered
fifteen
spotlights
of double the ordinary
amperage.
This is in addition to the fifty spotlights already in operation in the detrician. partment of Walter Grams, chief elecKarmaSennett,
With who
"Yankee
Doodle." his
Mack
is presenting
Bathing New
Beauties
Theatre,
York,athasMoss'
addedBroadway
an Oriental
dancer,
Geraldine
Karma,
to "Yankee
Doodle
in
Berlin,"
as
the
combined
attractions at the Broadway are known.
Marion Davies Goes on Vacation.
Marion Davies leaves shortly on a
two-weeks'
on her return
will resume vacation
work in theandBiograph
Studio
on thetionsseries
of
Cosmopolitan
which she is making, eachproducbased
on the work of authors of international
reputation.
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while his parents were on a visit to
that country, and was brought to the
HERBERT
BRENON
SCORES
A BEAT
United States while a young child. Of
a theatrical family, young Rosson took
While Others Discuss Foreign Plans, He Works
naturally to the stage; but with the
growth ofdrawn
the picture
Quietly on Production Staged in London and Paris
himself
into theindustry
swirl hewithfound
his
has Parker has a script in readiness and the brother and his sister, Helene.
ence
excell
of
ION
COMBINAT
A been
effected in ethe production
of
first
scenes
of
this
production
are
beFrom
the
ranks
of
supporting
players,
a five reel featur by securing the
ing taken.willIt isbe prophesied
that "Eyes Mr. Rosson was graduated to an assistservices of a director who has helped
Youth"
Miss Young's
and, having keen
to the screen
to date. greatest powersant ofdirectorship,
make motion picture history, and a star ofoffering
observation and instinctive
who in thehonoredspoken drama has been sigartistic
talent,
he
soon
rose to full direcd. Arthur H. Rosson Directs
nally or both
herertandBreno
in Englan
torship, where he was recognized at
n, who
The direct
is Herbe
once for the ingenuity with which he
begandrama
hiss career
in the
when ance
one
striking results which char"Rough Riding Romance" secured the
reel
were the
piecedaysde resist
acterize his pictures.
of the screen and who had the courage TOM
His
latest
endeavor
is the first of Tom
MIX'S
forthcoming
picture,
"Rough
Riding H.Romance,"
was Mix's big screen productions
to essay productions of multiple reels.
made by Arthur
Rosson, known
in
the
elaborate
Fox
programscheduled
for the
Besides "Neptune's Daughter" and "A intimately
as "Art" aRosson,
and
brother
"
n
ter
Daugh
of
the
Gods.
Breno
has
season
of
1919-20.
In
"Rough Riding
of
"Dick"
Rosson,
young
actor
of
no
ced
es.
produ
other
pictur
Romance,"
Mr.
Rosson
has
reached
the
mean
reputation
in
the
silent
drama.
The star is Marie Doro. She began
Arthur Rosson was born in England zenith of his career as a director.
her
stage
career
playing
one
night
stands in a Belasco production, and
came to be a standard Broadway star In Letter to World Louis Burston Comments
whose engagements were played in the
on Manner in Which His Advertisement Worked
Empire
where Drew,
only
stars suchand asLyceum
Maude Theatres
Adams, John
taken care of at the home office in New
Bernhardt, Sir Charles Wyndham, WilYork. I have supervised this by means
of Bursntfrom
preside
N,
ton
Films,
Inc.,
writes
the
BURSTO
S
liam
Gillette,
Ethel
Barrymore
and
NazIOUI
of
correspondence and night letters, so
ood
Francis: Ford Studios at Hollyw
imova were permitted to appear. After as follows
that I have been in fairly close touch
she had been accepted by the dramatic
all
the time. But I did not expect that
critics, Miss Doro was attracted to the
may
interest
something of the
leturnsyouwe toinhaveknow
hadMoving
from my friends the exhibitors and the state
screen by the large salaries offered her. the"Itfirst
announcement
the
rights
menwouldand
the my
distributors
Brenon Went Quietly Abroad.
ested
follow
movementsinter-as
Picture World of my latest Francis
they have.
Immediately following the armistice Ford serial 'The Mystery of "13." ' I closelyItemas Brings
Many Inquiries.
that the thirteen page insert was
nearly every motion picture producing know
unusual, and I had the advantage of
company nouncedthrough
its chief
"I havefyinganumber
detailed
report of that
the gratithat they were
makingofficial
plans an-to appealing to a great number of your
of
inquiries
have
send directors, stars and players to Eu- readers who had profited by the success come to the home office regarding many
rope to produce their famous plays and of my former production 'The Silent matters touching the release of the new
novels in picture form because the locale Mystery,' but there were some most production, but I gave my New York
of these subjects did not permit of a gratifying evidences of your hold upon representatives something of a shock
truthful reproduction in this country. your subscribers which I want to bring when I reported to them the number
that have been sent direct to me here at
They were further influenced, so their to your attention.
statements read, to take this step in
Followed His Moves Closely.
Hollywood
presidentthisof only
our comorder to satisfy the demands of foreign
pany. I canas describe
to a
markets and thus compete successfully
casual news item appearing in the
"As
you
no
doubt
know
I
have
been
with foreign producers. While these on the Coast at the Francis Ford Stu- World which reported that I was here,
dios since May, supervising the produc- and that ductionasIwould
plans
far as public
I wasbe supervising
the prohere some time.
Herbertproceeded
Brenon,as without
fanfareprint,of all business
tion of 'The Mystery
of "13."' Naturally
matters connected
with the
trumpets, went abroad taking with him forthcoming
"The
New
York
office
reported
to me
release
have
had
to
be
Miss Doro and a competent cameraman
that after the thirteen page insert apand proceeded to produce a picture that
peared the course
ofNewthe York
Worldcould
fartherbe
and
farther
from
embodied American methods with Eutraced by the distances from which the
ropean surroundings. Mr. Brenon was
inquiries came. A large share of my
no novice in this field. It will be remembered that the first notable picture
own correspondence of this nature came
from the West, the writers evidently
made by an American director with
thinking they would gain or save time
American
actorsof was
"Ivanhoe,"
the
English
scenes
which
were
picturby
addressing me here.
ized in the very locale where Sir Walter
"More Power to the World."
Scott laid his story. The success of that
"The
of thehaveincident
experiment resulted in 110 prints being
to
me
isimportant
that yourphase
readers
been
sold
in England
alone.
shown to believe in your news columns.
World
Pictures announces
that it has
As an radvertiser
of
considerable
expesecured the distribution of Herbert
ience Ihave found that this belief is
Brenon's
all countries
quite as strong in the matter of your
side of thepicture
BritishforIsles.
It bears outthe
advertising columns. In other words,
title
"12:10"
(Twelve-Ten).
they cannot see why the management
are laid
in England
and in The
Parisscenes
and
of
should and
be willing
were filmed In these locations. The setto
bea great
reliableperiodical
in one section
not in
tings embody landscapes seldom found
another.
More
power
to
the
World
and
outside of England or the continent.
its
efforts
to
be
of
service
to
its
readers
In support of Miss Doro, Mr. Brenon
"LOUIS BURSTON."
selected actors whose names are a
household word in England. It will be
Rolfe's Technical Staff Engaged.
released by World Pictures as a special
B. A. Rolfe has rounded out the staff
feature in the early fall.
which is to assist him in the making of
B. A. Rolfe productions for the new firm
Garson Engages Albert Parker.
of A. H. Fischer Features, Inc.
Mr. Rolfe's
includes Arthur
Albert Parker, director of many of
Cadwell,
chiefstaffcameraman;
PatrickA.
Douglas
been
(Paddy)
Carey,
technical
director;
A. B.
secured Fairbank's
by Harry successes,
Garson, tohas direct
V. Flower,
film
editor. art director; John J. Kieley,
Clara Kimball Young's forthcoming feaMarie
Doro.
ture picture, "Eyes of Youth." Mr.
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METRO BUYS FIVE DRURY LANE PLAYS
Purchased by President Rowland While in London —
To Be Produced as Screen Classic Production
successes, all of the stalls and orchestra pit, and royalty
Lane amas,
FIVE
have been as well as persons in the humble walks
big melodr
them Drury
British life applauded its thrilling
d
acquire by Metro Pictures Cor- of
and spectacular effects.
poration and will be produced with all- moments
"The
Luck"withis atwelve
spectacular
star casts under the company's new drama inBest
threeof acts,
scenesby
policy of "fewer, bigger and better" pic- and two tableaux.
It was written
tures.
The titles of the quintet of stage Henry Hamilton, Arthur Collins and the
Cecil Raleigh, and produced at
"The Best of Luck," "The late
plays are"Hearts
Drury Lane (the Theatre Royal) for
Hope,"
Are
"The the
first time on Wednesday, September
Great Millionaire"
and Trumps,"
"The Marriage
27, 1916. This, of course, was in the
of
Mayfair."
They were
purchased
Richard
A. Rowland,
president
of Metroby midst of the world war.
and Screen Classics, Inc., in London
In the Drury Lane production there
during his trip through England and the were forty-five principal players in the
continent, making a personal first-hand
survey of the foreign motion picture Goldwyn Will Build Studios
field.
It is planned to have these London
Most of Their
successes converted to the silent drama
in colossal productions to be made by
last
for
left
he
RE
BEFO
ing Coast
Screen Classics, Inc., at its million-dollar
the deal
week, after concludthe
which increased the capitalization
studios intributedHollywood,
Cal., exchange
and disthrough the Metro
of Goldwyn Pictures Corporation from
system.
three million to twenty million dollars
made thes Shubert, Woods and SelStrong Believer in Melodrama Appeal. and
a part of the Goldwyn
Mr. Rowland is a firm and consistent wyn interest
tion, Samuel
Goldwyn had gone
believer in the broad popular appeal of organiza
ing
the plans for
perfect
toward
far
melodrama,
especially
melodrama
conlaboratory to be
and
studios
new
the
structed by experts, that not only tugs erected in the East, near
New York.
at the heartstrings and makes the pulses
sites are under consideration
leap, but does not strain the verities. In at Several
the
present
time,
and
within
the after
next
a choice will be made,
regard Drury
ofthismelodrama,
has Lane,
set theLondon's
standardhome
for week orthetwoerection
of the buildings will
the world through all the years from which
be immediately started. The foremost
"The Silver
days ofuntilits quite
re- experts on studio designing have been
cently, whenKing"
the policy
manageon the plans for several months
was changed
and oftheopera,
famousfeature
the- working
and something absolutely new in studio
atrement became
the home
construction
is promised.
photodramas and other attractions.
Will Be Larger Than Culver Plant.
Of the five Drury Lane plays acquired
Eastern studios will be as large,
by Metro for Screen Classics, Inc., pro- if The
not larger than the Culver City plant,
duction, "The Best staged
of Luck"
last recently
of the melodramas
in theis the
historic
acquired by Goldwyn, and in
playhouse. It drew very big crowds to conjunction with the Western buildings
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cast besides the hundreds of extra peoscenes.ple figuring in the huge spectacular
Many Startling Situation*.
Several real
"thrillers"
in thethewayplay.of
startling
situations
feature
They
are
so
gripping
and
unusual
that
Metro will defer description
of them
until
production
has been
It willtheentail
the services
of a completed.
large cast
and a great amount of special scenic
effects and furnishings.
Cecilother
Raleigh
was the bought
author byof Mr.
the
four
melodramas
Rowland. He saw "The Hope," "Hearts
Are "The
Trumps,"
"The Great
Millionaire"
and
Marriage
Mayfair"
popularity
over Hea ofperiod
of achieve
ten
twelve
years.
died after
havingor
complete his collaboration on "The Best

of Luck."
in East, as
Authors Are Living There
will, estGoldwyn
claims,
give inthemthe theworld.
finproduction
facilities
Even with
the present
output, the stages
at Culver City have been taxed to their
capacity, and with the increase of production, consequent upon the alliance
with the Shuberts, A. H. Woods and the
Selwyns,
greater accommodations become imperative.
The erection of a plant near New York
does not mean that operations at Culver
City will be in anyway slackened. The
Goldwyn company was confronted with
two alternatives, either it was forced
to double the studio space in the West,
or to find quarters in the East equipped
to meet the new demands. Several
reasons led to the choice of an Eastern
plant
Coast instead
property. of an expansion of the
All of the Eminent Authors — Rex
Beach, Gertrude Atherton, Rupert
Hughes,
Mary Roberts
Rinehart,
Gouverneur Morris,
Basil King
and Leroy
Scott — make their homes in the East
and may more easily keep in touch with
the actual production of their works if
they are handled here. The same applies
to many of the playwrights whose stage
successes will be brought to the screen
by Goldwyn.
To Star Tsuri Aoki in Film
Version of McCall Novel
TSURI
wife of Sessue screen
Hayakawa, AOKI,
actor,
ispopular
engaged Japanese
to produce three
pictures for Universal, all to be special
features, elaborately staged and costumed.
The first story Miss Aoki will appear
in
a film version
of Sydney
wellis known
novel, "The
Breath McCall's
of the
Gods," and
its
scenes
are
Washington and in Tokio. All laid
the inJapanese
roles are to be played by Japanese actors andthat
it is allstipulated
in Miss used
Aoki'sin
contract
the accessories
Japanese sets are to be selected under
her supervision in order that every detail of the production may be perfect.
Sturgeon will direct Miss Aoki,
andRollin
the first scenes
be shot early
next week at UniversalwillCity.
is possible the company may make Ita trip
to
Washington,
D.
C,
for
the
purpose
making certain scenes. At present Missof
Aoki is in Yosemite finishing
a picture
with her husband, Mr. Hayakawa,
while
Mr. and Mrs. Carter DeHaven Are Regular Devils in Their Own Kitchen.
So much BO that you will understand why the title of their next Capitol 'Comedy for forward.
the
casting
of
her
own
picture
is'
going
Goldwyn is "Why Divorce?"
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cover damages in the event that he
finally establishes his contention that
PEG
O' MY
HEART"
STILL IN COURT
under the Manners-Morosco contract
he reserved the motion picture rights.
Present Bone of Contention Is the Question
A representative of the Famous
of Changes Made in Play for Screen Purposes
Players-Lasky
Corporation
extended
invitation to Judge
Knox to
attend ana
of the for
photoplay
at whether
its stuFamous the appeal in the Manners-Morosco suit, performance
enjoin the
ion to Corpora
applicat-Lasky
AX Players
dio
to
determine
himself
tion from Mr. Gerber urged the Supreme Court
or
not
there
is
any
basis
for
the
may
regard
the
controversy
over
the
releasing the photoplay "Peg o' ownership of the motion picture rights
advanced by the author conthat
the a moot question and decline to pass on his play tention
by sco
decision
My Heart,"
s-Moro
has
not
been accurately
reproin the aManner
Courtpending
Supreme
duced
in
the
screen
adaptation,
and
g
ip
question
as a matter
law.
suit involvin the ownersh of the mo- the Film
Version
Claimedof Suitable.
Judge Knox promised to do so if he
picturebeforerights
prethe play,
tionsented
deems
it
necessary
in
order
to
pass
on
in thewasUnited
Judge toKnox
Nathan Burkan, counsel for the Fa- the application.
States District Court on July 31.
mous Players-Lasky Corporation, asIn the
present
suit
J.
Hartley
Manserted
that
the
photoplay
has
been
proners, author of the play, is seeking to
duced with the utmost fidelity and is a
enjoin the film company from producing faithful reproduction of the play. The L. S. Stone Makes Screen
only changes that have been made, he
and exhibiting a screen version of "Peg said,
Debut in "Man's Desire"
are those necessary to portray
o' My additions
Heart" andand thealterations
making ofwhich
socalled
what is expressed in dia- MAN'S
Cole feature
distributed
by ExDESIRE,"
the Robertsonhe alleges have been introduced, with on the loguescreen
in
the
spoken
drama
and
such
Mutual, marks
the result that the photoplay is a changes, he contended, cannot be con- debut of Lewis hibitors'
S. Stone,
long thean screen
actor
s
t
r
u
e
d
a
s
additions
or
alterations.
"garbled
and distorted version" of his
on the legitimate stage. In this picplay.
ture
of
the
great
Northwest
he
plays
"The
motion
picture
is
a
new
art,"
Morosco Has Producing Rights.
declared fromMr.theBurkan.
"It differs
the role of Denton, a big lumberman
stage drama,
and somewhen who
marries a girl after her husband
Under the Manners-Morosco contract a stagewhatplay
is
converted
into
a
motion
the author conveyed the producing picture, the translation must be made is supposed to have been killed, but who
rights to has
Oliver
as thea in a manner to conform to the scope returns to mar the happiness of the
contract
beenMorosco,
construedandunder
stealing the wife after he has
and limitations of this new art. You couple,
wounded Denton. Upon recovery Dendecision rendered by Judge Julius M. can't
make a Chinese copy of the stage
ton tracks him down into the SouthMayer, which was affirmed by the
land, where he meets a deserved fate
United States Circuit of Appeals, the play and thereby hope to make an efand
producing rights in perpetuity, including
motion picture."
united.again Denton and his wife are rethe motion picture rights, are vested in
SaysfectiveChanges
Are Necessary.
When this country entered the war,
the producer.
To produce a screen version of a play,
Subsequent to the decision of the Ap- Mr. Burkan said, it is necessary to in- Lewis Stone deserted the stage and enpellate Court the Famous Playerstered theafirst
officers' training
troducewhatscenesis toconveyed
portray into dialogue
the au- and won
commission
as captaincampof
Lasky Corporation acquired the film
dience
rights from Mr. Morosco and produced form on the stage, and he contended infantry. He served throughout the war
and
at
its
conclusion
turned
to the
that
the
introduction
of
such
scenes
the screen version of the play at an
expense of $65,000, and consummated cannot be regarded as additional scenes, camera field.
plans for the release of the photoplay but merely as another medium of exMr. Stone iswrote
story "Man's
in September.
pres ion of the same episodes.
Desire."
aboutistheanotlumber
camp.to
Its locale, Ithowever,
confined
Alterations Objected To.
"Obviously
scenes
so
portrayed,
which
the
lumber
regions,
for
the
pursuit
of
are
related
to
the
dramatic
action,
canDavid I. Gerber, counsel for the auLarkin, the supposedly dead husband
not be said to be additional scenes," leads
thor-playwright, contended thatcon-a asserted
to the sun-baked desert town
Mr.
Burkan.
"They
are
as
inbreach of the Manners-Morosco
where hesaloon.
has established "The Lost
teration
gral a part
of the drama
tract has been committed in making adand description
wouldas their
be in narthe Chance"
ditions and alterations in adapting the
The
film
was
directed by Lloyd Ingraplay on visthe
contrary
the pro- spoken
ham. L.tinuity.
V. Besides
Jefferson
Prevention
drama."of Release Means Loss.
ions of thescreen
contract
which tocontained
Lewis S.wrote
Stone the
the concast
a clause to the effect that no changes
If the release of the photoplay should includes Jane Novak,
Bill
Dyer,
George
should
be
made
without
the
approval
of
be
stayed
pending
the
decision
of
the
Pearce,
Joe
Bennett,
Charlotte
Burton
the author. Counsel asserted that the Supreme Court in the Manners-Morosco and Jack Lewis.
Mr. Burkan contended that the film
first eighty-eight scenes in the photo- suit,
playpear portray
did not ap-to company would be irreparably injured, Late H. A. Strong May Be
in the incidents
play andwhich
he referred
as the value of the production would be
other incidents, particularly the intro- impaired if it is withdrawn after arSucceeded by Eastman
duction of a dance scene, which the aurangements have been completed for its
thor regards as a violation of his rights. release. On the other hand, he urged,
is predicted
fidence that with
Georgeconsiderable
Eastman conwill
Unless the release of the photoplay the author will not be affected by its ITsucceed
Henry Alvah Strong, who
is stayed pending the determination of early release as he will be able to redied last week, as president of the
Eastman Kodak Company of New York.
Mr. Eastman
is president of the Eastman Kodak Company
of New Jersey,
which Mr. Strong was vice-president. of
So far no meeting of the directors of
the company
called and the
matter
has not hasbeenbeen
officially discussed
Mr. Eastman will
leave Rochester for
a trip to the West this month, and it
is thought that the matter will be deferred
his return. Mr. Strong furnisheduntilthe original
capital with which
he andship outMr.
Eastmanthe formed
partnerof which
industry a grew.
For a long
time
Mr.
Strong
held
a controlling interest,
financial losses
through western but
investments
caused
him to sell some of his stock and the
control passed to Mr. Eastman. The
two men had been warm friends during
the years
they were engaged in busirresTr
Curfew
Tails
No
Knell
of
Parting
Day
for
"Nugget
Nell."
The only
toll demanded
this latest.Play
Dorothy
Gish belle!
Paramount
together.
picture
Is a peal ofby laughter.
on, wild
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How

the

Simplex

Made

Projection

History
at Methodist
Centenary
When a Regular Stock Projector Threw a Picture Measuring Seventy-five by
One Hundred Feet to the Heretofore Unbelievable Distance
of Three Hundred and Fifty Feet
Committee and the directors of the
picture
n
motio
in
er
By William G. Francke
chapthas just been written,
W tion
ANE
largest film producing companies agreed
projec
to
make special pictures for use at the
use of motion pictures for Scriptural Exposition
s record for size of red
the
These gradually
men of
of throw shattepic- teaching.
the length
ture andworld'
Dr.
Reisner
is
best
known
on
the
motion exclusively.
picture industry
of his connection with the
world's records involving alj account
and a new evable
awakened to the tremendous possibilifamous
Grace
Church
on
lower
Broadesbeen
has
figure
unbeli
most
ties offered
at this toExposition,
altablished.
way, while Marshall,
whoseto church
acthough accustomed
seeing big and
things
well known
local New
In hundreds of communities, after the Yorkers, tivitiesis arethe
done
in
their
own
industry
they
marpastor
of
the
St.
James
veled at the magnitude of the Columbus
"good-night"
has been
shownpulled
and Methodist Episcopal Church.
the machine slide
and main
switches
For years the Methodist Church has
in the numerous projection rooms, men
Both Drs. Reisner and Marshall spent
been planning for a centenary which plans.
whose duty it is to attend to the pro- would
time in the selection of the
together the leaders and considerable
jection of motion pictures gather night- workersbring
large
and varied program of pictures,
of
that
church
from
all
parts
ly
in
the
various
all-night
lunch-rooms,
many
of
them
being screened and edited
the union meeting hall, or convenient of the world. A huge sum had been ap- at the little Simplex
Theatre on Thirtypropriated and Columbus, Ohio, was fourth Street. And then
street corners, discussing the merits of
came the selecthe various pieces of projection room selected as the place to stage this ention of the projectors. On account of
equipment,
both
mechanical
and
electhe
many
Simplex
machines
already
trical, engaging in discussions involving
used in Methodist circles this was
the
optical and technical questions, in fact
machine chosen as the official projector
talking
"shop"
from
all
of
its
various
for
the
Centenary.
Nine
regular
comangles
mercial Simplexes were chosen and
shipped to Columbus where they were
The Question of Distance.
installed
at the Coliseum, Auditorium
The question
has oftimes
and Race Track, respectively, under the
discussed
is thewhich
extreme
distancebeenat
personal
supervision
of Leo E. Dwyer.
which a commercial projecting machine
may successfully project a clearly deand to whatIn size
picRegular Type "S" Was Used.
turefinedmaypicture
be extended.
all that
of these
The machines at the Coliseum were
discussions heretofore it has been neces ary to resort largely to conjecture
the regular
The
distance Type
here "S"
fromlamp
the equipments.
machine to
and imagination, but the real answer to
screen was 225 feet with a picture 26
this
question
has
been
recorded
through
an achievement that is well worth a
feet in rent.
width,
using
125
amperes
curThis in itself was quite ofa feat,
position in the columns of the trade and
but the results were not as startingly
technical press.
apparent ceniumon archaccount
of the 80thefeet26 prosSince the day that Maybridge, in 1872,
which caused
feet
at the suggestion of Governor Leland
picture to look proportionately small.
Stanford placed twenty cameras along
An unusually good picture resulted
the Governor's Race Track at Oakland,
however, in spite of the fact that the
Cal., in mentorder
to catchhorse
the various
picture was projected upon a plain
s of a trotting
in action,movethis
white screen with noon-day projection,
to prove whether or not a fast trotter
it being impossible to shut out entirely
has at all times one foot on the ground
while trotting, up to the present time,
the daylightditorium,which
penetrated
auEdwin S. Porter
which seated
betweenthe nine
various radical changes have been inVice-PresidentCompany.
Precision Machine
and ten thousand.
c
o
r
p
o
r
a
t
e
d
i
n
the
motion
picture
projector, each of these changes providing
In the Motion Picture Auditorium
discussion aplenty for those intimately
two thousand the new Simplex
connected with the operation of these ormous exposition which would include seating
Mazda
Equipments
usedbeing
at a supdisprojectors
as
well
as
those
engaged
in
t
a
n
c
e
of 90 feet, thewere
service
exhibits of all sorts showing missionary
their manufacture.
plied from a low voltage outfit. Here a
and church activities in all quarters of
Thatmentthe
projection
12 by 16 feet was proTwo hundred thousand del- beautifulduced uponpicture
should latest
have been
staged achieveupon a the globe.
a reflective screen. This exegates were elected to attend this Cenrace track in much the same environhibit was visited by thousands of delement as the motion picture was born is June 20tenaryto whichJulywas 13.scheduled to run from
gates to the Centenary, their attention
truly a remarkable coincidence, but a
being centered upon the performance of
far different gathering witnessed this Leaders of the Industry Co-operated.
this new Simplex equipment, which is
projection feat than had gathered for It is estimated that there are approx- especially adaptable for church use on
the sporting event in 1872.
account of its simplicity of operation
thousand
Methodist
wonderful results due to the optical
churches inimately
the fortyUnited
States alone,
and and
Leaders Visited the Simplex.
with quick perception to see the vast system employed in its construction.
Meanwhile,
at the race track, opIn the early part of April there ap- possibilities through entering the
the grand stand with its normal
red at theMethodist
Simplex factory
with their product, the lead- seating positecapacity
ers ofpeathe
Church twoin leadNew churchers of field
increased to 75,000, a
theoperatedmotion
picture industry
York
— Dr. C.Christian
F. Reisner
Dr.
with the Methodist
leaders co-in
of carpenters
had which
conChester
Marshall.
Both ofandthese
structed agigantic
frame work
an endeavor to bring to the Centenary large crew
gentlemen stand high in the councils of all that was best in the motion picture attracted the attention of all who attheir church and being keen and pro- manufacturing line. Tra,de paper, edtendedjecturesthe Exposition
many congressive, they are both advocates of the
were offered and
concerning
the
itors co-operated with the Centenary
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that the machine which he had so much state that a 2% inch projector lens was
ultimate
use
to
which
this
giant
structhis alarge
size apic-50
ture was to be put. It is here that new to do with in regard to designing and used forture. Forobtaining
illumination
90 and
building was to hang up an unheard-of ampere rheostat
projection history was to be made, al- world's
in
the
multiple
series
record.
so, on Julyat 4,Toledo
while were employed, using inch carbon
hough at theresults
beginning
one dreamwereAndgathered
ed that tthe
finally noobtained
were thousands
for
the
top
and
7-16
inch
silver
tip
the changeworld's
fight champossible
even work
contemplated.
Grad-of watching pionship
hands, prize
one hundred
and lower. An 8l/Z and ll/2 inch condensor
ually thisorframe
took the form
thousand others were gathered at combination was employed. On an ama titanic billboard which was thought ten
meter test it showed that 180 amperes
by thousands would be used for bearing the Columbus race track watching for
some scriptural legend, but finally a largest
the
first
beam
of
light
upon
the
world's
were
being
through
"S"
Lamp
all
thesenttime
that the
the Type
machines
motion
picture
screen.
white surface was painted upon it with
the audience were the leaders were running;
and itat might
be ofof the
inthe familiar round-cornered oblong. The of Among
t
e
r
e
s
t
t
o
note
that
the
end
the
motion
picture
industry,
many
of
secret was out — it was a motion picture whom were sceptical of the results. weeks' performance the carbon holders
screen as shown on page 646 of the
were clear from burns or arcing bruises.
werelarge
who space
believed
Moving Picture World of Aug. 2, the Some siblethere
A Simplex Extralite Shutter was also
to fill the
with ita possort
largest ever attempted and curiosity of a picture
but could not believe that a used and it is estimated that fully 45
was still further aroused concerning perfectly
sharp definition could be per cent additional illumination resulted
the machine which would attempt to obtained.clear,
But when the signal was through its use in this instance.
project
a picture upon
this tremendous
surface.it that would fill given and the title appeared upon the
Columbus Local Aided.
screen,
clear,
sharp faded
and perfectly
deTwo members of the Columbus I. A.
fined, their doubts
away, and
Testing Ability of the Simplex.
followed as steady, T. S. E., No. 386, operated the machines.
The main purpose of the screen had when theandpicture
men, Charles Reed and Carl Ofsharp as any theatre pic- These
considerably in obbeen to use it in connection with stere- brilliant
ture
could
be
they
realized
that the im- fenderfer,taininghelped
opticon slide projection. Upon its vast
with Mr.credit
Dwyeris duethe these
final men
repossible
had
been
accomplished,
for
sults, and much
surface these slides would depict to the they were gazing at a picture 100 by
for
the
untiring
manner
in
which
they
multitudes the work performed in for- 75 feet in diameter, projected at the un- worked until the early morning hours
believable distance of 350 feet.
eignaries.
landsSpecial
by slides
the Methodist
12 inches missionsquare
in their attempt to obtain for the SimA Remarkable Example.
had been prepared for this purpose and
plex thejection.
world's
championship
proAnd to those who realized what this
And the Columbus
Local inUnion
aMachine
speciallyhadbuilt
Beseler
Stereopticon
been constructed for this meant there came the thought that through its business agent, S. A. Westall,
here indeed was a remarkable example
the Precision Mapurpose.
While the construction of the screen of precision machine work, for the ac- has congratulated
chine Company
upon these performances ofthe highly
Simplexes.
tual picture on the film is ?4 by 1 inch
was in progress, two well known motion
It is safechurch
to saymenthatwhothousands
pictureing with
projector
men
had
been
consultMethodist
had neverof
one another concerning the
attended a motion picture performance
probabilities of testing the ability of the
were impressed by what they saw at
Simplex to project the world's largest
Columbus, and this feat by the Simplex
picture upon
this,to the
largestan
machine has done much toward opening
screen.
In order
give world's
the reader
idea of the task which they had laid out
for the entire industry the church field
which is greater today by number of
for themselves, it might be well to say
that one hundred thousand square feet
churches than is the motion picture field
of lumber was used in the construction
itself by number of theatres. And Mr.
Dwyer, too, has received hundreds of
of thisered screen,
which
when
finished
tow165 feet above the earth with a
congratulatory
the splendid part which messages
he played for
in establishing
lengthwise spread of 135 feet. The picture
surface,
115
feet
square,
was
covthis
world's
record;
while
at
the Simered with several coats of plain flat
plex factory numerous inquiries
have
white lead. The cost of this enormous
been
received
concerning
the
new figstructure was estimated at $8,000.
ures
involved
in
this
history-making
Leo E. Dwyer, president of the Dwyer
performance from people who had
Brothers & Company, of Cincinnati,
heard
tails. of it and were anxious for deSimplex Distributors, and Edwin S. Porter, the well known vice-president of
Greatest Projection Feat Attempted.
the ersPrecision
MachineProjector,
Company,werebuildWhile this feat has been conceded as
of the Simplex
the
two men who conceived the idea of utilbeing the biggest thing in projection
ever attempted, there is one element in
izing thispurposes.
large After
screen thefor close
motionof picture
the
the opinion of projection experts which
various motion picture exhibitions at
makes it still more remarkable, and that
Leo
E.
Dwyer
night these men experimented with
is that the machines which were emPresident Dwyer Brothers & Company.
lenses and combinations. Starting at a
ployed forwerethisordinary
record breaking
achieve200 feet distance with a 56 feet picture
ment
stock machines
they
gradually
increased
these
figures
taken
out
of
the
regular
factory
proin
size
and
this
was
being
magnified
one
until the final results were obtained. million four hundred and forty thousand
duction, and were built in the same
manner
as
are
thousand
of
other
SimAfter
the
first
few
nights'
results
were
times
upon
the
screen
before
them
withobserved, they were confident that even
plexes turned out yearly.
out showingIttheshould
slightest
mechanical
movement.
be remembered
thoughchinethey
were
working
with
a
maAnd
during
the
various
tests,
and
even
that was not specially constructed that the slightest mechanical movement during the making of the remarkable
for these extreme conditions they would created
record
itself,
nothing
of
a
special
nature
by the projector itself would
was used to help combat the abnormal
succeed in breaking the world's record. correspondingly be magnified these mil- prevailing
conditions, such as moonlight
ons of times, resulting in anything but
Local Projectionists Were Interested. good lieffect
shining directly upon the screen and the
upon
the
screen.
To
such
The local projectionists were also a test no other machine has yet been numerous other definition-destroying elements accompanying outdoor projection.
very much interested in these experi- submitted and the scores of experts
ments and the big screen at the race gathered for this event agreed that the
So while the motion picture itself
track was the nightly gathering place results obtained speak volumes for the found its birth upon an American race
of these men. Finally after carefully manner in which the Simplex is built.
always be a source of
After the first exhibition there was a track, it should
checking up the closely watched results,
to every man in our inMr. Dwyer announced to those in rush to congratulate Mr. Dwyer for ac- gratification
d
u
s
t
r
y
t
o
know
that
an American macharge of the Exposition that he was
complishing this remarkable feat and
chine brokerecord-breaking
a world's recordaudience
before anin
hundreds
of
questions
of
a
technical
American
ready toture.show
the
world's
largest
picUnfortunately, Mr. Porter had nature were asked him. For the benefit an American city, again substantiating
been called back to New York but he of the many projectionists interested in our oft-boasted claims of American inleft Columbus with the firm knowledge this performance, it would be well to
genuity and progressiveness.
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was engaged for the matinees as well.
ROWLAND ON WAY HOME FROM EUROPE A song and dance sketch, taken from
the stage success, was presented by six
clever and attractive girls under the
personal direction of Madame Rodstrom
Metro's President Completes Survey of Foreign
and Alice Britton. A special stage was
Field — Treasurer Engcl Coming East with "The Brat"
erected for the chorus. The girls also
messages have
imparted
a
spirit
of
unRICHARD
A.
ROWLAND,
president
restrained enthusiasm to the entire danced and sang in the aisles of the
of Metro Pictures Corporation and
Screen Classics, Inc., is homeward Metro personnel, which is prepared for theatre.
"The wisdom of longer runs has been
bound aboard the Holland liner Nieuw an era of Metro advancement such as
and again to my satisfacAmsterdam after a first hand survey of has never been the portion of this or- proved tion,"time
said Manager
Ballantyne,
the foreign motion picture field that
the first Omaha
exhibitor
to adoptwhothisis
took him through Great Britain, France, ganization.
policy.
"I
can
spend
more
Belgium
and
Italy,
and
covered
a
period
Omaha Theatre Changes to
ing the individual production; inI advertiscan conof two months and a half.
centrate more on making it a success
W. E. Atkinson, Metro general manPolicy
of
Weekly
Run
by
lending
atmosphere with interior fixager, received a wireless message from
tures and decorations; I can benefit by
Mr.
Rowland
August 3,a Manager
Ballantyne
new policy
at the the word-of-mouth advertising, and I
that all
was wellfrom
aboardmid-ocean,
the Nieuwsaying
Am- ON launched
Muse, Omaha, Neb., running each know that Omaha is plenty large enough
sterdam and that the Metro president
fill my inhouse
for
expected to land early in the coming picture for a full week's run. The first to
everysupply
show.people
I amto starting
August,
week. The radio dispatch followed Mr. was
the Pathe release, "Oh, Boy!" and
by
September
the
plan
will
be
in
whichshows,
for- full swing in my house."
Rowland's
cable from
England
played only fororchestra,
the evening
ing his departure
for New
York.announc- Robert merlyCuscaden's
At the same time Mr. Atkinson received a wire from the Pacific Coast Maxwell Karger Reports Progress on Three
announcing
Joseph Corporation,
W. Engel treasurer of MetrothatPictures
was
Stage Plays Now laborated
Being Prepared
for script.
Screen
leaving for New York with a completed
in turning out the
The
PROGRESS
in
the
production
of
the
direction
print
of
"The
Brat,"
the
newest
Naziis
in
the
hands
of
Henry
Otto,
first
three
of
the
thirty-six
plays
mova production,
which
Metro
has
anand
the
photograp
by
Arthur
Martinhy
and novels which Screen Classics, elh. The cast includes Pell Trenton,
nounced for release September 1. A
Inc., is at present filming at its spacious Eugene
special
showing of room
"The has
Brat"beenin the
Pallette, Christine Mayo, Wilstudiosvicesin fromHollywood,
reporteddirector
in adMetro projection
arliam Buckley, and Effie Conley.
Maxwell isKarger,
ranged for Mr. Rowland.
general
of
Screen
Classics,
Inc.,
received
Lytell different
in "Lombardi,
Ltd." has ina
Conferences Planned by Cable.
partBertentirely
from anything
at the Metro offices in New York.
May Allison appears in the scenes of which he hitherto has appeared on the
Already
Mr.
Rowland
has
arranged
by
cable for a series of conferences with the internationally famous Avery Hop- screen, that of Tito Lombardi, a temperamental and more than capable ItalMessrs.
Atkinsonto and
Engelatandthe other
Warmer."
combines
ian dressmaker.
Metro officials
be held
first wood's
absurdity"Fairof and
situation
with Itprobability
available moment after his arrival, when and naturalness of characters. After
Bevy of Girls in Cast.
making a record run in New York the
they will perfect the details of Metro's play
For the supporting cast in the new
was taken to London for a two
1919-1920 policy of "fewer, bigger and
Lytell feature a bevy of beautiful girls
better" pictures. The results of Mr. years' engagement.
has been gathered. This applies not
Rowland's bearing
Europeanon survey
will have a
From Avery Hopwood's Story.
only to the principals, but also to the
significant
these conferences.
The plot is by Avery Hopwood, who swarm of girls taking the smaller roles,
In a series of letters and cablegrams
beginning shortly after his arrival in wrote "Seven Days," "Nobody's Widow," such as those of manikins or models.
Europe, Mr. Rowland informed Mr. At- "Our
is again
Lytell'splays
leading
Little
Wife,"comedies
"Sadie produced
Love" andin Alice
woman.LakeJuanita
Hansen
the
successful
outlook Heabroad
was other
character of Phyllis Manning, whom
New York.
promisingkinson thatinMetro's
the extreme.
has been
Tito
thinks
he
loves;
and
Thea
Talbot,
highly optimistic — so much so that his
June Mathis and A. P. Younger, col- Ann May and Jean Mendoza has responsible roles.
Joseph Kilgour has the character of
Rickey, or Ricardo, one which gave the
producers considerable difficulty.
The scenario has been done by June
Mathis. Robert Kurrle is in charge of
the photographic work.
New Opportunities for Viola Dana.
In "Please
Get Married,"
version of a recent
New Yorka screen
theatrical
hit, as the persecuted little bride of
Ferdinand
ute is sure Oliver
she is Walton,
married who
and one
the minnext
issomeconvinced
she's not, Viola Dana has
new opportunities.
When presented in New York with
Edith Taliaferro and Ernest Truex in
the
two was
principal
parts, by"Please
Get
Married"
proclaimed
critics and
the public to be one of the most surprising, delightful and spicy of comedies,
although at no time did it become risque.
Playing
star is has
Antrim
Short, whileopposite
MargarettheCampbell
the
role of the bride's mother. Her father
is played by Harry Todd.
The script for the feature has been
prepared Inc.,
by Finis
Fox, staff.
of the Screen
Classics,
scenario
John
E.
Ince
is
the
director
of the
Ellen
Terry,actress
Greatestis seen
of Great,
"Her Greatest
The noted
here inAppears
a tragic inmoment
from the Performance"
production
production and John Arnold the photowhich Triangle is marketing.
grapher.
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LAWRENCE WEBER IS WITH WORLD FILMS
In Association with Bobby North, Successful
New York Producer Will Have New Distributor
ES announces the
D PICTUR
picturized "The Shooting of Dan
WORLsigning
of contracts whereby it they
Magrue,"
with Plays
Edmund
Breese starred
as the
will secure the distribution of star.
Popular
and Players
ce John Barrymore in "Raffles," Hornung's
photoplays made by tion
the Lawreny.
Weber Picture Produc ted Compan
had spoken
been anstage.
internationalafter
success onit the
Mr. Weber has associa with him greatest play,
All in all, Popular Plays and Players
Bobby North.
Lawrence Weber is New York theatrical manager, who, it is claimed, has
been identified with a higher ratio of Pathe to Conduct Extensive
successes
to theor number
of productions
Exploitation Campaign
he has made
been connected
with
than any other manager in the world. WHEN
ay version
photopl
thstageChair,"
Thirteen
of "ThePathe's
He has to his credit, as a result of his
successprob-of
judgment of theatrical values, such in- recent years,ably theis greatest
31,
August
on
released
ternational hits as "Fine Feathers," "A it will be accompanied by a very large
Pair of Sixes," "Nothing But The exploitation and advertising campaign.
Truth," "Nothing But Lies," "A Full
Every effort will be stressed by Pathe
House," "A Pair of Queens," "The Only
Thirteenth
Girl," "The Climax," "Yes or No," "The to
greatestablish
a success"Thein screen
form Chair"
as it wasas
Very ful.Idea,"
equally successand
according
to reIn the and
aboveothers
productions
he was in the ports"legitimate,"
from the William B. Harris offices,
aandpartner
with Anderson.
Joe Weber, Harry
the
Bayard
Veiller
triWilliam
He wasFrazee
one which ustaged
of the moving spirits in the creation business.mph, it did more than $1,000,000 net
of the Columbia Amusement Company,
Becausecorded theofplaytheaswide
publicity
acwhich organized a wheel controlling
a spoken
drama,
forty theatres in the prominent cities Pathe regards
the screen version as one
throughout the United States.
of the best prospects from the exhibitthat city
it has
ever country
issued.
Produced Many Successes.
Thereor'sisstandpoint
no large
in the
His moving picture experience as a in which the piece has not played, and
producer began with the formation of in the smaller cities many stock companies have presented the play time and
Popular Plays and Players. This was
one of the original companies that com- again.
Special Promotion Book Prepared.
ptures
osed a group
of
producers
whose
picwere distributed by Metro. It Leonce Perret, who directed the production for the Acme Pictures Corporawas Mr.duced Weber's
Mme. Petrovacompany
to the that
screenintroand
tion, took every advantage of the many
enthralling situations afforded by the
scored with her in "The Heart of a Veiller
play, and has evolved
Painted Woman," "The Tigress," "What one of themystery
interest sustaining, suspenseWill
"My first
Madonna."
PopularPeople
PlaysSay"
and and
Players
put the ful dramas of the motion picture year.
Pathe has prepared a special exploistories of Robert W. Service, the Klondike poet, on the silver sheet, when
tation book on "The Thirteenth Chair"

We'd Heard
Three-Ring
and Ring-Around-the-Rosy
—
But thisof asituation
plays Circus
rings about
our imagination.
There's
on Louise
Fazenda's forehead
"Treatingeven'Ema ring
Rough,"
Paramount-Sennett
Comedy.in
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produced for the screen over twenty
first class features that have succeeded.
Mr. Weber's constant associate in his
picture career was Bobby North, whose
theatrical experiences cover a wide
range from Ziegfeld's Follies to David
Belasco's
productions.
He hasof
also
won dramatic
some fame
as a director
spoken productions. When Mr. Weber
began
to produce
he secured
the services
of Mr. pictures,
North, who
became
his production manager, with the four
years' experience in this line.
Advertising and
on
Chair"
which"The
containsThirteenth
many novel features
calthe play.culated to help the exhibitor to put over
A particularly
novel "stunt"
has been
framed
by partmethe
dent, in the Pathe
form exploitation
of a slip cover,
made to fit any ordinary kitchen chair.
It is made vertising
of strong
cloth withinthethree
addesign stenciled
places,
twice
on
the
front
and
once
the back. There are many ways onin
which exhibitors can obtain publicity by
the use of these covers. Two or three
of themfore placed
in thewould
lobbyarouse
a weekmuch
beplaying date
attention.
Pathe's
exploitation
department also suggests that these covers
be placed on chairs in hotel foyers, department stores, music stores, furniture
show rooms, and other places where
they
will
crowds. be likely to be seen by big
A nation-wide
billboard
campaign byis
being
conducted on
the production
Pathe. A most impressive series of
posters,
ranging
sheet down
to thefrom
one the
sheettwenty-four
has been
created for the feature, and each has
been sotionaldesigned
to make an excepcut-out if soas desired.
Not a Single Exterior View
Seen in "Fair and Warmer"
farce success the
by Avery
FAIR
AND national
WARMER,"
interHopwood
which
has been fashioned
by
June
Mathis
and
A.
P.
Younger
into
a screen vehicle in which May Allison
will make her debut in Screen Classics,
Inc.,
productions
under Metro's
and better"
the"fewer
dis-in
tinction ofpictures
being a policy,
motion haspicture
which
not
a
single
scene
is
laid
in the
out-of-doors.
"Fromablethe tofirst,
have
been
showmotion
with pictures
the utmost
fidelity incidents taking place in the
open, which on the stage would be
depicted with painted scenery or merely
described
by the
characters,"
Maxwell Karger,
director
general said
of Screen
Classics,
Inc.
"It
may
be
said
in the days when the cinema art that
was
still groping
towardvividly
the
light,
it was thishalf-heartedly
capacity to show
the
outside,
life
that
kept
it
alive
until
its art was really assured.
"But action
in Mr.takes
Hopwood's
the
entire
place in farce,
one room
during onetinued. "Inevening,"
Mr.
Karger
conmaking
the Mr.
playYounger
into a
picture,
Mathis toand
extended Miss
the action
two entire
floors
of an apartment house, but retained the
"Fairof and
Warmer" is being directed
unity
time."
by Henry
Otto, and photographed by
Arthur
Martinelli.
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BRITISH EXCHANGE
BUYS
VITAGRAPH
RufTell's System, Now Prominent in Northern
England, Will Change Ownership on October 1
, president of the than 800 theatres. This market comALBERT aphE. SMITH
ced on
pletes adistribution field that includes
Vitagr Company, announ
the British
se all the Itprincipal
August 5 the outrightgespurcha
brings incities
the offollowing
new
in the Isles.
of Ruffell's system of exchan
territory
:
represe
England. inThethe purcha
north ofts arevolu
Affects
800
Theatres.
process of dis-n
sen tribution fortion
a vital portion of wester
Northumberland, Durham, Westmorewill
system
The
.
Cumberland, with Yorkshire,
headquarEurope
. over
on October 1. be taken
terslandat andNewcastle-on-Tyne;
was
which
deal,
the
As a result of
Lincolnshire,
Nottinghamshire
and DerH. Smith, head of
byshire, with headquarters at Leeds;
negotiated by George branch
Lancashire, Cheshire and North Wales,
and brother
'sE. English
Vitagraph
Vitagraph again beof Albertcomes a figureSmith,
at Manchester;
Stafin the establishment of with headquarters
fordshire,
Shropshire,
Warwickshire,
Worcestershire
and
Leicestershire,
with
's
Vitagraph
Britain.
in Great
exchanges
interests thus headquarters at Cardiff, and Scotland,
American
and
European
into new competition.
be thrown
will
with headquarters at Glasgow.
Is London Pioneer.
One of Oldest Exchanges.
Vitagraph was the pioneer among
exchange
oldest
the
of
one
Ruffell's,
units in Europe, up to now has virtually companies from this side to plant its
controlled the film business of northern agency in London. This occurred when
Mr. Smith made a special trip for the
Through
England.
their purpose in 1905. He next made personal
to make house,
had clearing
films this
all American
way. It served as a general exchange trips to Paris, and laid the foundation
an agency that came into being there
for the various companies, giving prior- for
ity to none. It has one of the finest in 1906. Ronald A. Reader was placed
buildings of its kind in Great Britain. in Incharge.
1908, with the aid of J. Bernard
as a film exIt was builtand especially lly
change, is strategica located at French, a laboratory was established at
the
little
of Paris later
calleda Gennethe St. Martin's end of Longacre.
villier. Asuburb
few months
larger
Ruffel'sto has
operated
under has
a routine
peculiar
itself.
The method
stood plant was established at Courbavois.
for years as a testimonial to the canny
Develops Entente Cordiale.
traits ofitors.the
ScotchmenandhaveWelsh
exhibAugust Wenz, special mechanic for
Those film
the quality
Vitagraph,
directed the installation of
of Missourians; they have to be shown complete facilities
for developing and
every picture they buy.
printing films. The plant now covers
Films Had to Be on Time.
eight acres of ground, and is one of the
film laboratories in EuThe system provided regular trade most ambitious
rope. It is believed largely due to the
showings of all American films, without
influence procured by Vitagraph
fear or favor or regard for shipping good
employmentin this
of foreign
French
exigencies, at its various exchanges. through its
and craftsmen
The trade showings occurred on cer- workmen
laboratory,
that
the
company
has
tain days and at no other time. Exhibit- able to transact business through been
the
ors were invited to attend these show- war.
ings, and make their bookings on the
Is
Showy
Plant.
spot for blocks of films covering the
whole range of American offerings.
Vitagraph's
plant is one
of the execushow
Films
thatside
arrived
late chance
from' theof places
Its dwelling
chief
American
missedtootheir
tive around
building wasParis.
once the
of a
exhibition for a month.
mayor of Paris. During the war the
Vitagraph
laboratory
at
Courbavois
was
In acquiring
the Ruffell's
graph has established
contactsystem,
with Vitamore turned over to the French Government,
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engendering a cordial relation between
the
nation.company and the officials of the
Export suffered
businessalmost
for producers
America
a total lapseof
during
the
progress
of
the
cessation was so complete war.
that The
Mr.
Smith recalled
Vitagraph's
Paris
sentative, Mr. Reader, in 1915, andrepreaphim studio returned
manager toat Europe
Brooklyn. pointed
Mr. Reader
recently,
new offices
Marseilles,establishing
Bordeaux, Dunkirk,
Havre,.at
Lyons,
Nice,
Rouen,
Toulon,
and
other
French cities, in addition to reopening
offices at several important trade centers.
Universal Will Start
Military Comedies Soon
IT3,was
by Universal,
Aug.
thatannounced
the production
of a special
series of comedies will be begun at
Universal's
Coytesville
within
the
following
ten days.of studio
George
rane, former director
comediesCochand
Western productions at Universal City,
has beenedies.elected
to
direct
the
new
comMr. Cochrane served with the
Marines in France and returned to this
country last June.
They will picture the humorous side
ofscenes
the soldier's
life. The
and
will be taken
from incidents
stories submitted by ex-soldiers. Universal somt
time
ago asked
soldier'stheir
submiexhumorous
articlesthat
regarding
periences, and many have been received
already by Mr. Cochrane. The first
production, not yet titled, will feature
George merlyBrown,
Irish incomedian,
forwith the an
marines
France, who
was a popular marine entertainer while
overseas.
To Employ Service Men.
According
to Mr.andCochrane
ber of ex-soldiers
marines awillnum-b%
used in the casts of the new comedies.
This series of comedies will depict huin a tosoldier's
life from
the time moroushe events
enlists
his return
from
battles overseas.
It is reported that a special comedy
will be produced at the Coytesville studio before theAn "soldier
comedies"
are
commenced.
announcement
of this
production will probably be made next
week.

%

Four Individual
Piecesof moods
of Character
from shows
"La Belle
Russe," Theda
Picture Under
Fox Contract.
The range
from leftPicked
to right
the compass
of the Bara's
star in First
the celebrated
BelascoHerstageNewdrama.
The view at the right is a "Whistler."
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SOMBORN OF EQUITY GOES
TO COAST
Garson Plant, Where "Eyes of Youth" Is Being
Filmed, Is Replica of San Gabriel Mission
of the every possible necessity, both as a
presidentPictures
N, Equity
SOMBOR
HK. newly
formed
dressing room and as rest quarters.
ion,
•
Corporat
left
for
the
Coast,
California Flora Used.
August 1, to consult with Clara Kimball
carrying out the landscape designs,
Young in regard to the first produc- theIn prevailing
formshaveof been
California
of Youth,"
which
ers and shrubbery
used. flowThe
Youngtion,has"Eyes been
at workon for
the Miss
past
probably the most beautiful
three weeks, and at the same time to ofdateallpalm,
California tropical plant life, has
inspect the new Garson Studios, where been used
extensively, while a score or
Miss Young will make all her future more variety
of roses have been used
productions which are to be released both
in
obtaining
a border effect and
by Equity.
The Garson Studio is one of the most in sheltering the porches and pergolas.
complete plants in the West, and has
Executive Staff.
built its home on a four acre tract in
The studios were built by Edward W.
the heart of the Edendale district in Butcher,
studio
for Garson
Los Angeles. The grounds, building Studios, Inc., undermanager
the supervision of
and construction of every sort have Harry Garson. The plans
were
created
been carried out along the beautiful
John
Voshell,
the technical
director.
old mission lines that have made the by
The
Garson
Studios,
Inc.,
has
begun
early architecture of Southern Cali- operations with the following execufornia famous. The entrance gate and
tive staff: Harry Garson, president and
its high stone walls form an exact director
general; Edward W. Butcher,
reproduction of the walls of the San studio manager;
Claude B. Edington,
Gabriel Mission which was established audit
department
; John M. Voshell, art
by the Franciscan fathers only a short director; Jack Boland,
purchasing agent ;
distance from Los Angeles, about the
time of the Revolutionary War. The
belfry of this gate and of the adjoining buildings are all adorned with the
replica of the old mission chimes. The
walls of the grounds are twenty feet
in thickness in places and house a large
number of the dressing rooms.
Stage Built of Stucco.
One of the striking features of the
plant is the great stage which is entirely enclosed and built of stucco, conforming to the general scheme of old
architecture, and yet embodying every
new idea, convenience and principle of
the very latest requirements of motion
picture stages. The stage stands well
over 60 feet in height and its floor
space is 145 feet square, giving considerably over 20,000 square feet of stage
room. Extending across one end of
this big stage is the scene dock with
capacity to handle the flat equipment
of a dozen or more productions. Adjoining the stage on the south are the
carpenter shops, while the scenic, property and plaster departments are
grouped in such a way as to permit of
contact with the stage, beneath an old
Spanish arcade, affording protection and
Clara Kimball Young.
convenience in any sort of weather.
Nowproductions
making- "Eyesi
Youth,"byfirst
of her
to Pictures.
i>e ofreleased
Equity
Camera Department Well Equipped.
The camera department is one of the Arthur Edeson, photography; Harry
most completely equipped buildings of Collins, electrical department; Jack
its kind in the business. It houses pro- Bennett, construction ; Frank Pondalac,
jection rooms, a department for the
output of stills, experimental offices and drapery department; Cash Shockey,
scenic artist; and Charles Sewall, propan elaborate portrait gallery, together erties.
with
cutting rooms and various other
departments.
"Eyes of Youth"
the first by
of four
big
to be isreleased
Equity.
The executive building and building productions
The release date is set for October.
of operations
complete
the
studio
equipment with the exception of the bungalow dressing rooms for Clara Kimball Film Theatre Features
Young. This little home is of mission
Hodkinsons for Fortnight
architecture and design, with the famous red tile roof used by the early THE screen of the Fun Theatre, Defathers and mission
troit, was Hodkinsonian for alIndians. It opens
most afortnight in early July, nine
upon a grass court, with a small grove
of stately date palms and an open air Hodkinson releases being featured withswimming pool. Within, this bungalow
in ten days. Louise Glaum opened the
is of the most modern type, including nine-day
engagement in "Shackles" on
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July 5. The following day Manager B.
H. Switzer presented Bessie Barriscale
in "Patriotism,"
tion for Fourth ofanJulyappropriate
week. Thenattracfol"Come Again Smith," starring J.
WarrenlowedKerrigan.
Bessie Barriscale came back in "Withthe next
day
thein theFunCup"hadon itsthe S.ninth,
R. O.andsigns
working
with
Katherine
Clifford
in
"The
Angel
Child."King,"Whatever
the Cost,"on with
Anita
proved satisfactory
July
11, and the following day found Lillian
Walker in "The Love Hunger." "Two
Gun Betty,"wasBessie
Barriscale's
production,
received
on the third
13th,
and the event was concluded with Katherine
Clifford
in
"The
Law
That
Divides" on July 14.
Film and Spoken Drama
in Competing Theatres
ROBERT
W. PRIEST,
president theof
Film Market,
Inc., handling
Argus production, "The House
Without
Children," that
on this
the picture
state right
market, announces
will
be presentedpanimentwith
full
orchestral
and theatrical effects accomat the
Klaw and Erlanger Opera House, Cleveland, August 10, and that at the same
time a spoken version of the same story
with the same title will be produced at
the Shubert Colonial Theatre in Cleveland.
This is said to mark the first time
that a playtaneouslhas
been presented
simuly as a picture
and a spoken
drama in Cleveland, if not the first time
anywhere in the United States.
Mr. Priest has just returned from a
flyingsivetripexploitation
to Cleveland
wherewasan mapped
extencampaign
out on ducers
thisArgusproduction
with
the
Enterprises, Inc., and prothe
author Robert H. McLaughlin, and that
Mr.
McLaughlin
has
signed
a
long-term
contract with the Argus company for
the exclusive production in this country
of his successful stage plays and original compositions written especially for
the screen.
Foreign Rights Sold.
Foreign rights to this picture already
have been national
sold Photoplay
by Mr.Distributors,
Priest to InterInc.,
1493 Broadway, New York, and George
Smith, of that firm, has taken a print to
London,showing.
where he proposes to hold a
trade
"The
House
Without Children"
is the
first Argus production.
It was directed
by Samuel Brodsky and is described as
a big human
story.in Cleveland
Great interest is beinginterest
manifested
over the double presentation, especially
as Mr. McLaughlin has produced many
of hisland most
for the successful
first time. plays in CleveSelznick Signs Wesley H. Ruggles.
Myron- Selznick announces that he has
signed Moore
Wesleyin H.the Ruggles
to direct
Owen
first of his
series
of Selznick Pictures.
Mr. Ruggles has directed a number of
screen successes, the most pretentious
being "For France." Another success
which he has just completed is "The
Winchester
Woman" in which Vitagraph
stars Alice Joyce.
Mr. Ruggles will start work at the
Selznick studio immediately. The name
of
Moore's first
willOwen
be announced
withinSelznick
a few Picture
days.
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who are not here now. Tell them what
I am saying. Give them your promise
that it will be exceptional. We have
rented this theatre for four days. That
is longer than any picture ever has
played
We wouldn't
pay were
thein bigCouncil
price Bluffs.
it certain
is costing
we
absolutely
thatunless
you
will be mighty enthusiastic. Do you
believe
in me? statements
My name's also
Thomas!"
The personal
touched
briefly on the fact that the film had
so satisfied Omaha theatre patrons that
itrecord
had for
broken
the Rialto's
attendance
any week
preceding.
In the
Council Bluffs newspaper advertising,
where the weight of fact was deemed
essential,
Thomas
made business
much ofwasthis.so
The result
was that
great tureonwas the
fourth dayheldthatovertheforpic-a
immediately
fifth day. This was given display ad
space in the local newspapers.
"What did this teach me?" Thomas
repeated.
"Just
this — that
hundredsthou-of
small town
managers
losing
sands of dollars
a yearare because
they
haven't the nerve to take a chance on a
good picture for an extended run."

THOMAS ONCE MORE PROVES HIS THEORY
Demonstrates That Business Methods Used in Big
Town Are Also Feasible in Smaller Communities
manM. Thomas,
run in a town
has never
THIS isagerhow
of theH. Rialto
Theatre at a four days' anything
beforethat for
than three days. Thomas
may longer
be a
Omaha, Neb., called the bluff of the supported
manager
StrandtheTheatre
at Counin Omaha, was
but not
in thefrom
Bluffs."
The campaign
started
the
cil Bluffs,ofjustthe across
river, and
gave wonder
ve thousand
that cityitants aoftaste
twenty-fi
inhab-e same premise that Thomas uses in putof exhibitor
confidenc
ting
personality
into
the
Rialto.
He
and showmanship which it liked so well made announcements from the stage
every day for a week preceding the
that local
theatre
patrons
gave
the
operators of the five houses there the sur- opening
performance
of thelikefilm,
in substance
were worded
this which
:
prise of their lives.
Makes Personal Announcements.
Thomas is known in Omaha as the "Do
You
The
"We are next
going week.
to showWe you
a great
successBelieve
of hisinaptMe?"
use ofexhibitor.
the question
pledge
you,
has made him famous. Small town ex- production
on
our
word
as
a
showman
and
a per-as
h
i
b
i
t
o
r
s
—
some
of
them,
at
least
—
think
son
who
likes
entertainment
just
the fellow in the big city has all the best
as you do, that it is the greatest
of it with larger population, bigger thea- much
picture Alary Pickford has ever made.
tres,
twenty-piece
orchestras,
and
greatYou'll
laugh a lot, you'll perhaps cry a
er capacity at better prices.
bit, but
One Manager Declines.
fied that you'll
every leave
word Ithis
am theatre
saying tosatisyou
"They're
wrong,"
Thomas
declares,
and
now
was
truth.
You've
all
got friends
submits facts and figures to prove it.
The corroborating evidence is taken
from the records of his application of
bjgFirst
city inmethods
to aissmall
town. of Manager Blotcky Arranges Lobby with Real
the record
the comment
the manager of the Strand Theatre at
Tent, Smoking Fireplace, and Growing Grass
Council Bluffs when he was told by C.
E. Holah, manager of the First National
exchange in Omaha, the price he would THETheatre,
the with
tent reda fireplace
conof the St.medPaulby Alhambra
lobby transfor
Manager one side structof
ed of logs,
electric
lights
have to pay for three days' of "Daddy
and
red
ribbon
strips,
put
in
motion
by
imirealistic
a
into
Blotcky
Ben
Long lease
Legs,"
Pickford's initial retation of an Indian camp in the wilds, a concealed fan, was built. The smoke,
throughMary
the circuit.
grass
growing
with
carpeted
floor
the
winding
up
from
the
fire,
was
made
from
"Impossible," replied the manager. and the ceiling hung with foliage, was lime and water, giving the fire a realis"At
that price,
appearance. A large steak (painted)
my profits
for forthethree
last days,
month.I'd lose
Hot the center of attraction for St. Paul wasticsuspended
above the fire on forks.
weather, people disinterested, a big ad filmThefansmoving
a week's heat.
this summer
Live Grass Used.
picture inattraction
at the
campaign to finance on top of the
The floor was covered with real grass,
knockout rental, and probably stiff op- Alhambra was "Just Squaw," a Robertpicture been
starring
Beatrice
Mi- which was carefully watered during the
ion isa combination
I won't tackle."to chelena. son-Cole
It had
booked
to show
Holah positconfided
the conversation
week. Instead of dying, this grass actfour
days,
but
the
originality
of
Mr.
ually grewof tothea engagement,
marked extentaccording
before
Thomas. "Find out how much his daily Blotcky's exploitation proved such a the close
operating expenses are," the "Do You sensation that the film was held over to Mr. Blotcky.
The lobby walls were
Believe in Me" exponent answered. for the full week to meet the demand.
decorated with many kinds of Indian
"Maketal.the
totala exclusive
film offer
renReal Smoke in Fireplace.
Then add
fair profit,of and
relics, clothing and weapons, bow and
him the aggregate for a season of four
One-half of the lobby was set apart arrows, old rifles, tomahawks, peace
display. The foliage suspended from pipes,
and flint
days. I'll go over to Council Bluffs and for
whole display
wasstones.
inclosed by
the ceiling blended admirably with a The moccasins
handle the thing myself."
tree erected in the corner of the lobby. large
logs
forking
a
protecting fence
"I'm
satisfied
with
that
arrangement,"
the Strand manager agreed after Holah Beside the tree an Indian teepee was around the decorations. As a result of
overlooking the mountainous the stunt the picture went over well,
had ingnamed
you're wisha lot of thehardprice.
luck "But
on yourself
with pitched,
scenery that decorated the walls. To and Manager Blotcky did business.

Senseaddthea little
Speed,joytheto Zip,
and bigSporting
Flavorthatof entertained
Fox's "Checkers.
Tom CarriganYouandCanJeanJustAcker
life, Dash
center;Paprika,
left is the
wreck scene
half New Jersey
the day the Fox forces filmed the smash. Right, some good "turf" stuff.
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Holders

of Film Manufacturing
Secrets May Change Positions
portrayers in the country. Mr. and Mrs.
THATof the
Eastman
Kodak Company,
Rochester, cannot
restrain Dan Russell, former vaudeville stars,
Harry A. Warren from working Chai Hong, the Chinese comedian, Vera
for the Powers Film Products, Inc., if Steadman, Dot Farley, Sam Kaufman
he so chooses, and that the Powers and Bill Bevan, are among the more
concern has a right to solicit employes prominent stars featured in the Rainbow and Century comedies.
from other concerns by lawful means
is the gist of a decision handed down
in Supreme Court by Justice Adolph J.
Rodenbeck. The court orders, however, Capitol Theatre, New York,
that Warren must not reveal any trade
Books War Relief Picture
secrets of the Eastman Company to the
Powers company.
the
seriesis ofmadethe ofStage
of theNT
firstNCEME
Warren was under contract with the ANNOU
ns.
Eastman company as an assistant film The release
productio
Women'sdateWarhas Relief
been set as Sepcoater, receiving $26 a week, under
tember 1with one picture
which he agreed in case of leaving the each month
. being released
following
company's
employ
to enter theof
The Capitol Theatre, New York, which
employ of any
othernotmanufacturer
is to be opened soon, has booked the
photographic supplies. The Eastman picture.
following theatres have
companyvisions osought
to enforce
the pro-a booked theTheseries
for an early showing.
f the contract
and obtained
are
Shea's
Hippodrome,
Buffalo;
temporary injunction without notice re- They
Regent,
Rochester;
Syracuse;
ining the Powers company and the Majestic, Tulsa, Okla. Strand,
; Majestic, Elmira,
defendant straWarren.
A motion was made to vacate this N. Y.; Palace, Orleans, N. Y. ; Lumberg,
Falls; the entire Stanley Cirinjunction and the decision filed by Niagara
cuit of Philadelphia; Imperial, MonJustice
treal;
Rialto, Washington,
C. ; Olymmotion. Rodenbeck is made on that
pic, Pittsburgh,
Liberty, D.Youngstown,
Upholds Freedom of Employes.
Ohio; Parkway, Baltimore; Alhambra,
It would be a serious check upon the Toledo; Victoria, Wilmington, Del.; and
freedom of employes to change their the Madison, Detroit.
positions, the court says, if another 105 Pounds of Director
employer could not offer lawful inducements to such employes to work for
Land 125 Pounds of Tuna
him. In addition, the court said that
Warren was not under contract for any THE distinction of having caught the
definite period, and so was at liberty to
largestcifictuna
of thetoseason
in Pawaters goes
the smallest
quit at any time, particularly as it is
shown that the Eastman company can director of the Universal staff of megareadily supply his place. The enforceJamesphoneW.wielders.
Home, who directed James
ment of provisions of this kind, according to the court, depend upon the neces- J. Corbett in his first big Universal sesity for protecting the employer and recordsrial,at"TheCatalina
Midnight
Man,"
brokewhenall
Island
recently
the reasonableness and equity of the
situation.
he
captured
a
giant
fish
weighing
\2Al/2
Upon the subject of the acts of the pounds after a fight lasting two hours
Powers company in soliciting employes and thirty-five minutes. The weight was
of the Eastman company, Justice Rodenbeck says it is at liberty to solicit such
employes by any lawful means, such as
the offer of higher wages, better working conditions or improved opportunities
for advancement, and that it did not
appear that any fraudulent or otherwise unlawful
means were employed in
the case
of Warren.
Stern Brothers Announce
Policy on Comedy Making
A AND
J. STERN,
producerscomedies,
of the
Century
and Rainbow
have announced the policy of proing year.ducing one comedy a week for the comThe productions
will be divided as
follows
:
Thirteen Lion Comedies. Thirteen
dog and domestic animal comedies.
Thirteen Charley of the Orient features.
Thirteen rough and ready comedies.
This series of comedies does not include the monkey comedies which are to
be featured by Messrs. Stern. The two
producers, whose comedies are released
by Universal, have succeeded in obtainYou Don't Believe It?
ing the services of some of the best
known comedians and comic character Then write rector,toat theJimleft,Home,
and tellUniversal
him so. di-
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taken
by
J.
Willacy,
the
of the Tuna Club of theofficial
Pacificweigher
Coast,
which includes the master anglers oj
the world. By contrast the Universal
director weighs only 105 pounds.
Manager Hill Arranges
Tropical Lobby Display
AN exploitation
excellent demonstration
the
possibilities ofofMartin Johnson's "South Sea Island
Cannibal" stories, released by RobertExhibitors'
afforded byson-Colethethroughexcellent
workMutual
of T. S.is
Hill in the lobby of the Majestic Theare, Austin, Texas.
The lobby was turned into a section
of a cannibal village, the entrance, exit
and ticket booth being covered with
grasses and palms to represent South
Sea Island huts. Palms and grasses
covered the floor and dim lobby lights
enhanced the effect of weirdness. Cutouts of large cannibal heads peering
from behind palm leaves and various
sizes of silhouettes of full figures of
warriors and the women gave an ate of depth that
and herealism.
Mr. Hullmospherstates
had to turn
people away at the different performances.
Special
children's
matinees
were
held
at 11 the
a. m.,
and it was impossible
to handle
crowd.
"Daddy Long Legs" Tours Tennessee.
"Daddyother Long
Legs"addition
is performing
mission in
to that an-of
spreading smiles and making hearts
softer as he goes through the country.
He is converting the small town picture
theatres from one night to two night
policies,
with has
advanced
Tennessee
been prices.
a rich field for
"Daddy" to work in. The Palace Theatre,field,
at Covington,
Belle, at and
Springthe Patriot, the
at Dickson,
the
Dixie, at Paris, are theatres that played
the film for two nights.
Gallatin, Tenn.,
the Palaceopposition,
Theatre
hadAt formidable
Chautauqua
but played the film two nights.
Barrows Opens Chemical Firm.
George L. Barrows, well known among
the motion pictures laboratories as the
former agent
for "Agfa"
velopers and film
dyes, hasProducts,
decided de-to
go intoucts. the
manufacture
of
these
His company will be known asprodthe
Sagamore Chemical Company, Inc., of
120-122
West
Thirty-first street, New
York.
Thomas Meighan in Pittsburgh.
Thomas
Pittsburgh,
iting for aMeighan
couple isofin weeks
with vishis
mother, who is in poor health. On his
return to California he will play an important lead in some picture,
forthcoming
Faalthough
it has mous
not Players-Lasky
been announced whether
it
will be with Cecil B. DeMille or some
other company in the organization.
Appoint Fox Calgary Manager.
Fox Film Corporation announces that
Mitchell
RoseFoxhas exchanges
been appointed
manager of the
at Calgary,
Alberta, Canada, by Sam Dembow, home
office representative
the exchanges
Fox company. This is one for
of the
just
opened
in
western
Canada,
and is
located in the Princess Theatre building,
center of Calgary's business district.
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sand and further accentuated the desert
effect.
AMERICAN ACCESSORIES
GAIN GROUND
In developing the same idea and apEven in Those Territories Nearest Germany
plying itto the Robertson-Cole feature,
"Better
of the
old
Yankee Products Preferred to Those of Hun
Ford carTimes,"
used ina cut-out
making the
picture,
was
placed
in
the
window.
A
rustic
on
horse-back
was
arranged
in
the
winInterof
s
SSORIES
ACCEOcean
dow. The floor was covered with fine fence formed the back-ground and the
now able to show
Film areexpert
that American film ac- white sand and a cut-out from a desert Ford was shown tearing along at terridefinitelycontinue
fic "speed." and
A fewmade
dogs toandappear
chickensas ofif
to hold their posi- scene, twenty-four sheet formed the pasteboard
cessories
tion in the foreign markets, despite the background. Electric lights which could hurrying
from in front of the car helped
from
the
front,
shed
the
radrevival of German-made articles pre- not be ianceseen
of the desert sun on the shining to further the country road idea.
dicted with letting-down of war restricstorthe
of
told
tions. The pessimists
ing up of carbons, lamps, projectors
aneous devices during hosand miscell
tilities, al to be loosed on the foreign Pike's Peak, Famous Mountain Top, Is Used
anywhe
prices
at
markets
Locale of at"The
Ranger
of Pike's
Peak',
an re
rates.from a half -w-> IVE directors areas busily
to a third of Americ
starring
Josephine Hill.
Jack Jack
WellsPerrin
is nowandshooting
City in the engaged
making of Hearts,"
But if there has been such a "storing •*- Universal
two-reel
Western
dramas,
under
"The
Crow,"
the
first
of
the
two-reelers
up"
it
has
not
affected
the
world
market.
American accessories of all makes are William Pigott, who is acting as super- starting "Hoot" Gibson and Mildred
Moore, former leading woman with
of productions.
still supreme, the Inter-Ocean men find.
RobertvisingE.director
Wells
has taken a company Lyons and Moran, Universal comedians.
They base this conclusion on reports
from the entire export field.
"The Crow" will be followed by "Shameheaded anglebystar, Fritzie
Ridgway,
former
Trito Colorado Springs to make
Spain Likes American Product.
less Saunderson."
Harry
to diof Pike's
using the
rect andMann
star has
in abeen
seriesengaged
of one-reel
famousRanger
mountain
top as Peak,"
the location
for comedies,
Every Speer carbon contract, due for "The
scenes. Herbert Hayes and Harry "Some Job."the first of which is entitled
renewal, has been renewed. Particu- the
Schumm have the leading masculine
larly in Spain was this the case, al- roles.
Florence Turner
is starringcompany
in and di-at
though the Spanish agents of German
her own comedy
Before going to Colorado Springs the UniversalrectingCity
carbons had been offering them at prices
with Phillip Hubbard as
much under the Speer figure.
Wells enne,
company
spent
a
week
at
Cheyleading man. She has just finished
Wyo., filming the Frontier Days her
Increase in quantity is reported in
staged there, in which the "Oh, It's E. Z.," and is now starting on
the Speer orders from Japan, Chile, the celebration
death-defying feats of the cowboys par- a comedy called "The Reward."
Dutch East Indies, and the Far East.
ticipating were recorded for the screen.
The Fulco accessories, manufactured
a Week."
WithMaking
a staffa Comedy
of writers
headed by
in Chicago, are now established, through These are being used for the two-reel
Clyde Bruckman, Saturday Evening
Western feature, "Winning a Bride."
Inter-Ocean's
efforts,
in
England,
France,
Post scribe, turning out funny stories
George
Holt
is
producing
"Tempest
Holland
and
Peru
—
where
they
never
had been known before. In Holland Cody, Sheriff,"
of theMarie
Tempest
Cody and subtitles, Eddie Lyons and Lee Moin which onedaring
Walcamp
they have had a keen fight with German series
ran, the Big aU'scomedy
twin team
of funsters,
is
seen
as
the
chief
peace
officer
of a are making
a week.
Their
accessories, because of the accessibility wild western town.
of
Berlin
to
the
Hague,
but
the
Fulco
latest
picture
to
be
completed
is "The
line is well ahead.
Kull Making Two-Reel Westerns.
Bungedhas UpbeenBungalow."
Merengaged asCharlotte
their leading
Edward Kull is producing two-reel riam
German Competition Offset.
westerns with Pete Morrison and Jose- feminine star to replace Mildred Moore,
the stars.
His Return
latest pic-of who is starring in two-reel western proAmerican Wohl Studio Lamps have
tophine beHill asfinished
is 'The
ductions with "Hoot" Gibson.
been ordered for France, Scandinavia, ture
ReevesJack
Easonof
Striped Shirt Ransom 'The
England
and
Italy,
although
studio
lighting is a field in which the Germans has just completed
Ouida Bergere Prepares Scenario.
were considered to lead in Europe.
Ouida Bergere is now at work on the
Copenhagen, Denmark, a city accusscreen
of "On Withwhich
the Dance,"
tomed to giving preference to German
Michaelversion
Morton's
will be
goods,
sentonein dozen.
the largest Wohl lamp
released
shortly asdrama,
a Paramount-Artorder, for
craft Special. In its motion picture
Gardiner (Detroit, Mich.) screens have
form,
the
drama
will
have
Mae
Murray
been installed in England, France and
as the featured player.
Italy. One of the Italian installations
In addition to her work "On with
is in the best cinema in Milan.
the Dance," Miss Bergere is completing
"The foreign
accessory
purchasers,"
the adaptation of Elsie Ferguson's latconcludes
Accessories
Manager
Kaufest production,
fromThisan
original
story by"Counterfeit,"
Robert Baker.
of Inter-Ocean,
the
kind ofman, American
article"know
that isthatturned
will be followed in the near future by
out to-day is just a step ahead of
Miss Bergere's version of A. E. W.
other brands. While that is their belief,
Mason's play, "The Witness for the Dewe do not fear campaigns by competing
fense," in which Miss Ferguson will
manufacturers in other countries."
play was
Stellaarranged
Derrick.by "AMissSociety
also
Bergere.Exile"
Design Attractive Displays
for Robertson-Cole Films
THE San Francisco office of Exhibtors
Mutual has been
the
congratulations
of receiving
even rival
exchange offices on the manner in
which its broad windows have been utilized to exploit current attractions. W.
A. Crank, branch manager, and Ed. Loy,
are the
gentlemen who have been putting it over.
"The uringMan
Who Turned
White,"
featH. B. Warner,
was the
first Robertson-Cole
picture
to
attract
their*
tention. A life size cut-out of H. at-B.
Warner, in Arab costume and mounted

Making Exteriors at Nantucket Island.
When Alice Brady and her supporting
players
the firstforproduction
in whichin "Sinners,"
she will appear
Realart,
learned that exteriors would be made at
Nantucket Island they were much
pleased.
The long period of rainy weather
made it necessary to suspend productioning.workBut, onthe"Sinners"
the again
time be-at
are forclear
Nantucket
and days
the work
of filming
the
exteriors goes on. Provided St. Swithin
This Barriscale
Mike Is Some
Broker
essie
in oneMarriage
of the big
water does not play a return engagement, the
scenes ofried," "The
Woman Michael
shortly. will return to New York very
company
feature,Mardistributeda Robertson-Cole
by Exhibitors Mutual.
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Nolan Tells How Small
House Depends on Lobby Display
fate of small used recently in exploitation of 'Daddy
be thein many
WHAT
, known
theatreswill
cities as Long Legs,' starring Mary Pickford,
released by First National. To get
motion picture landmarks, whose and
owners devoted the ement
best years of their up this lobby I used cut-outs of the
lives to the advanc
of the silent blackboard from six-sheet posters. I
art and who now seem unable to bear had these framed to give a school effect
the pressure of a merciless capital, that to the lobby. I also used a number of
in-thehas
turned
"holesinto slates with drawings which children
ng dream
s? walls,"
sparkli
How long
might be expected
make. and
The other
procan
the small
showpalace
house endure?
dunce cap andto switch
Of intense interest to the world of school verbial
room traditions were carefully
showmen, irrespective of prominence, is observed. All contributed toward a
the answer to the foregoing question.
very novel arrangement.
It is the actual, cold-blooded, dollarsHow to Beat Competition.
and-cents answer of J. R. Nolan, mana"The picture had a phenomenal run,
ger ofland,
theseating
Bijouexactly
Dream 350Theatre,
Clevepersons and remember
staying here afor time
two weeks.
can't
when And
the I little
locatedness district
in the— aheart
wasn't crowded to capacity.
theatreof that
whichcity's
somebusiex- theatre
"The small theatre is a money-maker
hibitors have been dooming to failure
If the andexhibibut which has always kept its head with whentor it's
forgetsmanaged
about theright.
thousand
one
the aid of the fifty or more persons who disadvantages
he must work under, and
usually stand in the rear, just ahead of keep his mind strictly
upon
getting
good
the "S. R. O." sign.
attractions, presenting them at the right
How It Is Done.
goodpride
lobbyin disHis answer is : The small theatre prices playand
, if he boosted
takes as bymuch
his
can hold on indefinitely, as long as it is small theatre as he would in a millionunder the direction of a live-wire ex- dollar house, and if he holds down exhibitor ever awake to good attractions
pense, there's not much else to it.
at the right prices, watchful of the pro- There's nothing else to do then but
gressive
march
of
exploitation
and
carecount
your
wealth."
ful to keep his house inviting. But
how?
Many
Big
Theatres Book
The use of handbills, once thought to
be a helpful method of exploitation for
Pathe
Feature,
"Oh, Boy!"
an uptownpossible.theatre,
the
rs ofield,
Many times isthepractically
distributionim-is KUNZPrinceBROTH
ERS, e directo
ss Theatr
in Springf
deemed offensive to pedestrians.
have contracted for a week's run
Newspaper advertising for the small on Capella
Boy," at any
the highest
uptown theatre is another bugaboo. The price theyni'sever"Oh paid
rates are almost prohibitive in the light motion picture. They for
are also feature
giving
of what returns could be expected from the
ani feature the longest run
a house which only seats 350 persons ever Capell
ed
.
accord
a
picture
in
their
theatre
Big space in the newspapers would mean
contraandctedbooked
for "Oh
Boy"a week,
after
arousing of interest but it would not be They
ing,
screen
it
for
good business on the part of the Bijou regardless of their twice weekly change
Dream.
Billboards are wonderful advertising policy.
Among the theatres which booked "Oh
for a theatre
can seating
justify the
diture. But a that
theatre
350 expenpeople Boy" for extended stays while the hot
could hardly be expected to do much
billboard advertising. Consequently the
Bijou Dream does not.
There is one method of exploitation
which
of the
small theatre
and thatis the
is the"life"lobby
display.
Lobby Is Opportunity.
Thousands of persons daily pass the
Bijou
Dream.
The lobby
arouseseffective
their
interest in a manner
far more
than either newspaper or billbord exploitation. Big displays that extend
across the entire width of the lobby
characterize the presentation of the
BijouallyDream.
artisticcorrect, thisTasty,
methodattractive
of exploitation
enables the Bijou Dream to compete
with any other Cleveland theatre in the
matter of arousing the attention of
pedestrians.
"Wetive lobby
finddisplays
that by webuilding
attrac-on
have theup edge
theatres which rely on other methods
of drawing patrons," said Mr. Nolan.
"In
matter ofby newspapers
we are Inof
coursethe eclipsed
the bigger houses.
fact we depend upon our lobby displays.
A Successful Display.
'Will
You Have Lemon
William
indeed, indoesYournot Tea?"
look
"Oneplays Iever
of theconstructed
best pulling
as if heFarnum,
were afternoon-teaing
in
was lobby
the onedis-I
bis Fox, "Wolves of the Night."
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wave was
at
its
height,
the following: Adams, Detroit, 7aredays;
Queen,
San Antonio, 7 days; Strand, Boise,
Idaho, 6 days ; Goodwin, Newark, 7 days ;
Pershing-Kinds,
Louis,Opera
7 daysHouse,
; Alcazar, Chicago, 7St.days;
Cleveland, 7 days ; Temple, Toledo, 7
days; Strand, Lusk, Wyo., 5 days;
Empressmond, 6days;
Peoria,Strand,
5 days;Cleveland,
Colonial,7 days;
RichLiberty, Kansas City, 7 days; Rialto,
Lincoln, 7 days; Majestic, Hartford, 7
days; Colonial, Indianapolis, 7 days;
Rivoli, Denver, 7 days; Princess, Sioux
Falls, 7 days; Rialto, Des Moines, 7
days
and the American, Terre Haute,
for 7 ;days.
Eileen Percy Deserts
Screen for Some Time
Ulrich Busch,
not expect
EILEEN riedPERCY,
who does
recently
marto appear before the camera for
some time. Her latest screen appearance is in support of Sessue Hayakawa
in his Robertson-Cole feature, "The
Gray Horizon,"
which is to be released
within
thehibitorsnext
Mutual. few weeks through ExHorizon"the she
the
roleIn of"The
DorisGray
Furthman,
wifehasof the
man whom Yano Masata, Sessue Hayakawa,
and for which
whose would
sake he
destroyskills
the evidence
justify
his act. Sessue Hayakawa has the role
of
a Japanese
who lives in the
solitude
of the artist,
mountains.
The filmduction,isbut itnotis also
only one
a dramatic
proof the most
artistic pictures that has been seen on
the screen. The views laid in the
mountains showing the rising sun and
the snow-capped
the rippling
mountain
torrent andpeaks,
the wooded
slopes
are camera paintings of scenic grandeur.
Philadelphians Feature Song.
The song entitled "Dear Old Daddy
Long Legs," inspired by the title and
theme of Jean Webster's story and play,
"Daddy
Legs,"distributed
a film version
which is Long
now being
throughof
the
Circuitof
with First
MaryNational
PickfordExhibitors'
in the role
Jerusha Abbott, the little orphan girl, is
being used to advantage by Philadelphia
exhibitors to exploit the showing of the
picture at their theatres.
Many managers in the Quaker City
have made arrangements with singers to
appear at their theatre a few days in
advance of the showing of the feature
and have them sing the song at each
performance. As the chorus is flashed
on the screen, the audiences are quick
to take their cue and they join in the
singing of the chorus.
Foreign Sales of Bech, Van Siclen.
Mr. Wortham, of Bech, Van Siclen &
Company, Inc., announces the sale of
"Wild Honey" and "Caliber 38" for England, and "AFrance,House
Divided" for EngBelgium,
Holland,land,Germany,
Austria,Switzerland,
Hungary,
Turkey.
Poland, Roumania, Bulgaria, Greece and
"Wild Honey," "Caliber 38," "Twilight," "Inn of the Blue Moon," "Street
of Seven Stars," "Romance of the Underworld," "Marriage," "Out of the
Night," and"Marriage
Spain
Portugal.for Convenience" for
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TRAGIC

ROLE

In
"The Right
Happiness,"
of
Russian
Idealistto Who
Gives She
LifeHasforPart
Sister
hath no man than manufacturer in Russia, who, as a
TERthatlove
GREAthis,
he lay down his life widower, leaves his twin daughters in
the care of a trustworthy governess.
for
his
friend"
keynote
the character of Sonia, isthethelittle
Russianof While away from his home, the Russian
with drink,
anarchist and mob leader in "The Right soldiertackselement,
homes crazed
of prominent
personsatss." Both
to Happine
uncheck
pas- and the theJews.
Upon his return, one
sions and extreme
pathos
are edclaimed
of the daughters is missing. He returns
ed in this
to
be vividly
ing photodrama.
Timely,portray
yet hearken
to the to America with the one daughter,
dramatic requirement, love, the film is where he becomes a king of finance
a product of the knowledge and skjll and a worshipper of the dollar, with
of Allen Holubar, the director of the no regard for the men he employs.
production, and of Dorothy Phillips, the
Picture Is Tragedy.
star. This Universal-Jewel production,
Nineteen years later, the two girls,
d,
which uledwas
recently
complete
is
schedfor release in the near future.
not knowing they are sisters, meet at
Dorothy Phillips Has Dual Role.
the threatened
moment when
wealthymobgirl'swhich
life
is
by anthe
A^en Holubar is the author of the storms
home
of angry
her father.
It is
, and is co- then thatthe .Sonia,
story asauthorwellwith Olga
as theLinek
director
courageous girl
School on the who lives up to hertheideals,
the
scenario.ducers thatItDorothy
is claimed
by the
of the assassin which receives
was meant
Phillips
givespro-to bullet
for
the
rich
girl.
the world, in this production, some of
Screen personages supporting Miss
the most delicate and dramatic acting
Phillips
in "The
Right who
to Happiness"
of screen history.
are
Robert
Anderson,
is to be
Recently
published
articles
have
sugstarred by Universal, as the faithful
gested that the dual role is not to the lover
of
Sonia;
William
Stowell,
who
liking of the audiences of photodramas.
opposite Miss Phillips in "The
As a wild Russian girl and a pam- was
Humanity"
in "Destiny";
pered daughter of the rich, it is claimed Heart
Henry ofBarrows,
Winterand Hall,
Margaret
that Miss
Mann,nett.Stanhope Wheatcroft, and Alma
ments of thatPhillips
sort. contradicts state- Ben
Has Russian Locales.
The locales of the story are laid in
Russia at the time of the chaotic war- London Film Man Closes
time turmoil and the City of New York
for Studio Equipment
during lowingthethe great
reconstruction
periodscenes
folwar. Elaborate
, managin
r ofBUTTS
SOWER
of Russia during periods recent and of AH.directo
United
Kingdomg
nineteen
years
ago
are
shown,
as
well
ays,
•
Photopl
London,
is
in New
as scenes of the lower East Side and York and has signed for the complete
wealthy homes of the American met- line of studio equipment . controlled in
ropolis.
foreign fields by the Inter-Ocean Film
The story itself tells of an American Corporati
on. Mr. Sowerbutts is head-

Gray
Up Ahead,
Black
Nights for "Thet picturization
Dark Star
MarionDays
DaviesLoomis seen
here
aThreatening
scene W.fromChambers
the Paramount-Artcraf
of thein Robert
story.
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artering atInter-Ocean
Building and
residing at quthe
Astor.
"England feels no bitterness whatever
against American producers now working there,of despite
ravings ofof a which
small
section
our ownthe industry
you
may
have
read,"
said
the
visitor.
"The mass of us have not lost our sanity enough to believe that no possible
good can come of such an invasion. If
America ducing,
is atEnglandthecanpinnacle
in film'by proonly benefit
the
work onducinghertalent.shores
of
American
She will benefit as proyou
folk ards
didcamewhen
the country.
French studio wizto your
"Along
other
good
things accessories.
American,
we want your best studio
For England is frankly tired of her old
place in the producing field. We are
going to turn out the best. We are
going
use the and
bestCanadian
tools. British
Charlieto Chaplin
Mary
Pickford are evidence that we have the
acting talent : we must simply develop
this, also the directorial and technical.
On the all-important story side we need
fear no one — the release lists of the bigfirms author
show
where gesttheAmerican
work producing
of the British
Dailies Decide to Give
stands."
Bigger Space to Pictures
won aindustry
victory in
THE Minneapolis
moving has
picture
the decision of the three daily
newspapers
to
give
more
space
in the
future to photoplay news.
The Minneapolis Tribune has opened
an enlarged moving picture section in
its Sunday
issue this
The sec-in
tion now covers
four summer.
pages whereas
the past it only comprised one page.
Publishers of the Minneapolis Journal
and the Daily News, whose weekly
movie sections have been limited to one
page, have announced that they, too,
will
early carry
in thefourfall.page sections beginning
A new policy of liberal publicity will
be carried out, regardless of paid adaccording to
the announcements madevertising,
to local
exhibitors.
This radical departure from policy
constitutes recognition by the editors
of the Minneapolis dailies of the important strides which moving pictures
have made in the last few years and
the popularity they have won from the
general public. The editors have decided to co-operate to the fullest extent
in
the movement
"better will
pictures,"
realizing
that the forphotoplay
in a
large measure
provide
clean-cut,
whole-in
some entertainment for many who
the
past looked only to the saloon for
diversion.
Joyce Feature Near Completion.
Alice Joyce is putting the finishing
touches on "The Winchester Woman"
at Vitagraph's
Easternportion
studio ofat the
Brooklyn. A considerable
action of this new feature by Charles
Stokes Wayne is laid out of doors and
this work has been completed. Wesley
Ruggles is directing Miss Joyce. A week
more
scenes. probably will finish the studio
The supporting company includes
Percy Marmont, Robert Middlemass,
Burke Armour, Helen Dixon and Joe
Jean
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First National to Distribute Productions Starring
Kalherine MacDonald— First Two Pictures Completed
the supply, basing
ERINE MacDOalNALD, screen estimatesmand willonexceed
KATHstar,
present figures.
whose portray of the leadRomance" isscheduled
the first
ing part in "The Woman -Lasky
Thou of "Rough
the eightRiding
Mix productions
Gavest ion,
Me,"recentl
a Famous
y causedPlayers
product
a storm of for the Fox program for the season of
nation-wide approval and resulted in a pictures
if thebalance
demandof forthe this
star's
program
number of critics terming her the most 1919-20, andin the
beautiful woman on the screen, has follows the precedent set by the business
signed a two-year contract with the of "Rough
quantity of printsRiding
calledRomance,"
for on thetheoriginal
ors'
First
National Exhibit
Inc. schedule
Announcement
of this stepCircuit,
was made
larged. will have to be materially enby B. P. Fineman,
president
of the folAttractions Distributing
Corporation,
lowing aseries of conferences between Iowa Showman Cleans Up
with Olive Thomas Picture
executives
Mr. Fineman
and Samof First
E. Rork,National,
of the Katherine
MacDonald Pictures Corporation.
TOM CecilARTHUR,
the
Theatre,theatmanager
Mason ofCity,
The entire output from the Katherine
recently showed Olive
MacDonald company, comprising twelve Thomas'Iowa,
Selznick
at his
pictures within the next two years will house andfirst
secured
suchpicture
big business
be released through the Attractions Dis- with
this production that he sent an
tributing
Company
and
distributed
by
unsolicited telegram of congratulation
First National.
to C. W. Taylor, branch manager for
Terms
of
Miss
MacDonald's
contract
Pictures Corporation at Omaha,
were not revealed. It is stated upon Select
authoritative information that funds Neb.,
Masonwhich
City. is the exchange that serves
placedtion ofateachherof disposal
for
the
producUntil
three
years ago, house.
the CecilWith
Thea-a
her twelve pictures will
tre was a oflegitimate
enable her tratoctions in which
bring forth
a
series
of
atrealization
the
future
of
the
motion
the youth, beauty, picture, however, Mr. Arthur converted
personality and talent of the star will the
Cecil into an exclusive
picture thea-it,
be artistically enhanced through the
and redecorated
added advantage of the most appropri- makingtre. Heitremodeled
one
of
the
most
attractive
able. ate and distinctive backgrounds obtainCompletes First Two Pictures.
"Miss
completed the
first
two MacDonald
of her twelvehas productions
for
First
National,"
Mr.
Fineman
said. "The
consensus of opinion among those
who
have been invited to the screening of
her first two efforts has been that Miss
MacDonald's
productions
are destined
result in a most
popular form
of motionto
picture
—
the
combining
of
a
beautiful
star
of dramatic ability with the best stories
obtainable,
the
finest
direction
and
capable supporting casts.
"It willDonaldbeto keep
the entirely
intention away
of Miss
fromMacthe
trite triangle drama," said Mr. Fineman.
"Producing
pictures
that
the
exhibitor
may ingfeel
satisfied
mostbuypleasand finest
that are
moneythe can
will
be the chief aim of Miss McDonald."
Exhibitors Show Big
Interest in New Mix Film
WITHdate, theAugust
approach
the William
release
24, forof the
Fox star series production "Rough
Riding role,
Romance,"
with allTomover Mixthe incounthe
stellar
exhibitors
tryingsareonclamoring
for last-minute
this sensational
feature. bookDuring the making of this picture announcements distributed by the Fox
Company concerning the type of picture
and the opportunities offered to the star
to surpass his greatest successes caused
live exhibitors in the larger cities to get
in early on their contracts, with the result that most of the larger theatres
throughout the country have been taken
care of by the Fox exchange managers.
Katherine MacDonald.
These exchanges now report that they
the firstbyof her
are being swamped with telegrams and As she will betractions seen
to be inreleased
Firstatletters regarding the availability of
National. tures a year
She will
produce
sixforpicprints of this big production, and it is
for
two
years
the Circuit.
believed at the Fox offices that the de-
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picture houses in all northern Iowa.
When Mr. Arthur played "Upstairs
and Down," he employed every exhibitors'ty-four
accessory
issued bylobby
Selectdisplays,
— twensheet stands,
black and white stills, personal portraits
of Olive Thomas, other paper on the
production, and advertised liberally.
New Emmy Wehlen Picture
To Be Released August 11
of
the last
O announce
METREmmy
Wehlen's s that
all-star
series
,
program
offerings
"A
Favor
to
Friend," onwill be released August 11. Thea
is a five-part
ofproducti
the romantic
type. comedy drama
In addition to the plot of the story,
which is an original written especially
for Miss Wehlen by Lieut. Luther A.
Reed, the starportunitieiss to display
given theherfullest
opathletic
prowess during the action of the play.
In casting this picture, Metro exerted
every care to equip Emmy Wehlen with
strong support, and among the princiwho are Jack
Mulhall, Fay,
Miss Joseph
Wehien's pals,
leading
Kilgour,
Effie man,
ConleyHugh
Jack Miller,
Jr.,
Harry Todd and Fred H. Warren.
The art interiors, of which there are
many of various atmosphere, are said
to be on a par with the best of the season's most elaborate pictures, and include
complete
interior
backstage tothethe
box-office)
of a(from
Broadway
theatre, many handsome drawing room
and boudoir "shots" and a massive and
richly
staircase.appointed hunting lodge hall and
Luther A. Reed, besides writing the
story,
adapted
the screen. Arthur
Martinelli
was ittheto cameraman.
Massive Sets Are Used
in Farrar Russian Feature
as it
MASSIVElar to Russian
sets, truearchitecture,
in every particuis found aretoday
in the revolutiontorn country,
a conspicuous
feature
of the latest Geraldine Farrar picture,
"TheFrank
WorldLloyd.
and Its Woman," directed
by
Hugo
Ballin,
the Goldwyn
director, who is a member
of the artNational
Academy of Design, was determined that
no anachronism should creep into the
production,
and to
certain were
that
the
street scenes
and make
the interiors
inservices
every ofwaya Russian
accurate,artisthe who
secured
the
worked
with him and Director Frank Lloyd in
staging the production.
In this
film the purpose
was be
to secure backgrounds
that would
an
important factor
in
carrying
out
the
atmosphere of the intense story, which
has a varied locale, many of the most
stirring passages of the action calling
for street scenes staged on a tremendous
scale and utilizing hundreds of extras
in
someeverof screened.
the most spectacular mob
scenes
Four Episodes of Duncan Serial Arrive.
The first four of the fifteen episodes
that
make up new"Smashing
Barriers,"
WilliamwillDuncan's
chapter play,
have
just
reached Vitagraph's
here.
The chapters
already seen offices
are beyond
the expectations of the authors, Albert
E. Smith and Cyrus Townsend Brady, and
according to the company indicate that
the new
serial will be most interesting
and
thrilling.
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though a New York boy, he dutifully
KANSAS FILM SALESMEN PROFIT BY CAR pursued his studies at Toronto up to
the age of nineteen, when the hereditary
call proved too strong and he entered
Exchange Managers Find Automobile Brings
the profession of his family. Young
Lytell served his apprenticeship in one
Large Town Service Into the Smaller Ones
of
the stock companies of his brother,
smaller
towns
are
of
course
entitled
to
of
tive
representa
MM,
SAMthe GOLDFLA
Bert
Lytell. From this, he struck out on
A. H. Blank Enterprises, Kansas
pictures,
— and they
de- his own
and filled various engagements
them. Thetoosalesman
in aaremotor
City, is the latest film salesman to the good manding
as
juvenile
lead with prominent stock
car
can
get
this
business
—
and
he
can
be equipped
with
a
motor
car
for
covcompanies
throughout the country.
ering his territory. The company has help the exhibitor to cash in well on it."
Last
season,
Lytell played the
There
are
various
practices,
among
bought him a Ford, and Mr. Balsly, man- wholesale organizations in Kansas City, juvenile lead in Mr.
A. H. Wood's, "Business
agerdentofthatthetheKansas
City can
office,be iscovered
confi- with reference to paying expenses of
territory
salesmen traveling in motor cars. The Before Pleasure."
by this means.
It is becoming common in that terri- tendency seems to be to supply the car, R. C. Bruce Will Film
tory, for distributing organizations to and pay, say, $25 a week, from which
work territory with motor cars. One the salesman must pay his expenses of
British Columbia Scenes
accessory company serving the motor hotel and upkeep of car. Some salesmen
trade has a record of two routes ex- are on mileage; others on the usual ex- ROBERT
the with
Minneapolis
man
whoC. isBRUCE,
competing
Burton
tending to the extreme western end of
pense account, and either get mileage
Holmes, Lyman H. Howe and C.
the state, covered continuously for two on cars, or a flat sum for upkeep.
L.
Chester,
as
a
moving
picture
phoyears,manbymissing
motora call.
car, without
the seems
salesRoads Fairly Good.
tographer of nature, has been heard
The system
to be well adapted to the film industry. '"^Kapsas is good automobiling. While from for the first time since he started
Small Towns Benefited.
a ten months' tour in
there1 are few pavedsummer
roads, inandsome
the dust
searchin April
of newon material.
sec- out
The advantage of the motor car is gets deep roadsinaretheusually
passable. Most
The letter received in Minneapolis
that it will take the salesman to the of the tions,
into reveals that the pack horses and steep
smallest towns, as well as the big ones. which state
rain has
sinksa semi-sandy
quickly. Insoilevery
mountain trails that have been assoThis is a big advantage to the exhibitor county
the
roads
are
dragged
after
rains.
for so long with Bruce scehics
— as well as to the salesman and the On the average, there is a total of about are to beciatedreplaced
by a new
company. Many exhibitors cannot get 30 days out of the year when a motor His letter was written
on background.
the deck of
into the exchanges often ; some of them car cannot easily get over the roads — the thirty-five ton schooner,
La Vianever nesscome,
transacting
all
their
busithese
days
coming
in
bunches
of
two
jera,
somewhere
in
the
Gulf
of Georgia,
by mail. Railroad connections are
three. Last winter, there was a British Columbia, bound from
Seattle
such that salesmen would have to spend or
of three months when roads were to Skagway, via the "inside channel."
a week making three or four small period
almost
impassable
over
the
whole
state,
"'La Viajera,' which means in Spanish,
towns
whilecar,
on hebig-town
trips.hisWith
and mud; but many
the motor
can make
big because ofgotsnow
Lady Wanderer,'" writes Mr.
through with their motor 'The
towns — and all the small towns between salesmen
Bruce,
feet long
and
cars, even under those harassing cir- was built"isinseventy-five
them.
1907 to compete
in a race
cumstances.
to Honolulu. It carries 3,600 feet of
Helps the Good Picture.
canvas, and has an auxiliary engine of
been thethe practice
Beck Signs Wilfred Lytell.
25 horse power — ideal equipment for a
to "It's
encourage
salesmenforin exchanges
the skipshooting' party."
Arthur F. Beck, president of the Ar- 'scenic
ping of small towns, because of the exScores of camera men have made picthur Beck
Serial
Productions,
Inc.,with
anp
e
n
s
e
—
chiefly
in
time,"
said
Mr.
Balsly.
t
u
r
e
s
of Alaskan scenery. Without exnounces
another
long
time
contract
"This itormeans
the smalloftown
exhib- a well known screen and stage actor,
ception they have made Skagway their
has beenthatdeprived
a service,
first stop, passing by a great section
which the salesman, getting acquainted Wilfred Lytell.
Wilfred Lytell was destined for a that has far more scenic beauty than
with his town, its moving picture needs
and opportunities, can give him. The career as an electrical engineer and al- the territory farther north, according
to Mr. Bruce. In the past four years
Mr. Bruce roamed through every mountain range from Mexico to the Canadian
border. This season he plans to film
the beauty spots of the Canadian Northand will travel by water rather
than bywest, land.
Several months have been allowed
for the voyage
along which
the British
Columbian coast, after
the scenic
shooters will start for a more remote
section.
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Orphans Are Given Treat.
The happiest exhibitor in the world
was J. F. Dittman recently when he
stood in the lobby of his Strand Theatre, Freeport, 111., and heard the baby
voices of more than one hundred chilfrom St.theirVincent's
Orphanage
cheeringdren him,
chubby fists
tightly
closed around ice-cream spoons.
Dittman had enlisted the co-operation
of W. G. Angelos, proprietor of a cafe
next door to the theatre, in an effort to
have the orphans as guests at a showof "Daddyto Long
Angelos
was ingdelighted
serve Legs."
the children
refreshments during the intermission.
The manner in which the children
appreciated the film, which is, in fact,
"the love
story material
of an orphan,"
provided interesting
for Freeport
newspapers.
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Prospective Buyers of Theatres Warned
by Minneapolis Film Board of Trade
of make of these pictures a perfectly
Film
polis
THETradeMinnea
urging rounded
has issued a warningBoard
and balanced combination that
pur- supplies heart stories, lighter dramas and
the olis
personss conside
that
Minneap
in thering
chase of theatre
"happy
comedies,"
all of them full of
pains to see that
territory take great
office possibilities.
the credit standing of the theatre they boxJudging
from
the
reports of these
are about to purchase is good.
bookings there is no lukewarmness in
Those With Poor Credit Sell.
exhibitors'
interest
in
erse and her first ExcelMadlaine
release ofTravthe
An invitation has been extended to
prospective purchasers to write the new season.
Minneapolis Film Board of Trade, 611 Production Started on
Plymouth
Minneapolis, to obtain creditbuilding,
information.
Beach's "Silver Horde"
"It has been brought to the attention
on theon next
has startedbased
of
the Stombaugh,
Film Boardpublicity
of Trade,"
said PRODU
his
Beach Picture
RexCTION
Charles
chairman,
accordHorde,"
Silver
"The
novel
"that in hibitors
numerous
instances
where
exhave violated Board of Trade
ing to a wire received from the Goldwyn
rules, and their credit has been placed studios at Culver City. Twenty-five moin bad standing, that they endeavor to mi Island,
at Lum-to
arrived ton,
artists have
tion picture Bellingh
am, Washing
sell their theatres to other parties.
which
scenes
fishing
salmon
the
film
• "No individual
group ofa persons
color to the dramatic spectacle and
should
at any timeor purchase
theatre lend
struggle on which the plot centers.
or take
over
its
contracts
without
getBetty Blythe plays the part of the
ting full information as to the standing
of that theatre, and according to the wealthy society girl from Chicago and
terms of all film contracts, these facts her rival resCherry
ented by MyrtleMalotte
Stedman.will be repare not transferable without the written
The leading man and central figure of
consent of the exchange.
the
No Violations Tolerated.
hordestruggle
of salmonfor incontrol
a fight offorthelovesilver
and
financial
power
will
be Curtis Cooksey.
"In
a
number
of
cases
exhibitors
who
have bought theatres have written the
It
is
probable
that
Robert
McKim
will
exchanges that they would take over
be engaged by Rex Beach and that
the contracts of the former owner, and also
Fred Stanton will figure prominently.
then later refuse to live up to the con- The big scenes that are staged interiortracts. The exchange will not permit ally will be taken in August during Rex
any violation of contracts when they Beach's stay at the Culver City studios.
have given written consent to transfer."
Ford Shows Boy Scouts.
The newest Ford Educational Weekly
Rolfe to Make Specials
announced for release by Goldwyn is
for Fischer Features, Inc. "Days of Real Sport," in which the work
SPECIAL
only A.willH. beFischer
made
by B. A.features
Rolfe for
Features,
Inc.,
according
to
a
statement outlining the policy of the new
company
issued recently.
The corporation is occupying
the Thanhouser
studios
in New Rochelle, N. Y., obtained by
outright
purchase
Fischer
weeks
ago as bytheMr.home
of B.sev-A.
Rolfe eralProductions.
"B. A. Rolfe
will production
devote his efforts
exclusively to the
of special
features for A. H. Fischer Features,
Inc.," says
"That sense
each
picture
will the
be astatement.
special in every
of the term, only concededly big and
popular stories by celebrated authors
will be used. This applies to books of
large circulation and to plays of strong
box-office value and entertainment
merit. In such instances where original
'scripts
exceptional
story strength
and
rare ofadvertising
possibilities
can be
obtained, a deflection will be made.
'engaged
"Prominent
personalities
only
will
to make up the casts. As bea
consequence there will be instances
where a half dozen or more players can
be featured."
Record Bookings on "Splendid Sin."
As announced from the Fox Film Corporation offices, bookings on "The SplendidtorySin"assurances
up to date
give ofmosta large
satisfacnot indorsement
only
widely distributed
of and
the
work of Miss Traverse, but of the whole
expanded Excel program. These bookings, itis argued, are proof of the success of the efforts of William Fox to
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and the aim of the boy scout movement
is depicted in a series of stirring incidents.
How the boys live up to their slogan
of
"One
Good toTurnlet just
a Day," good
how they
are
taught
turn
hinder
themnot from
doing oneothers;
how
they go out of their way to be helpful,
courteous and kind are some of the lessons which the boy scouts on the screen
have to teach . their elders.
Stage Truex Comedy in Century Theatre
Some of the most amusing scenes in
"The Night of the Dub," the first two
reel dercomedy
starring ofErnest
Truex,J. Van
unthe management
Amedee
Beuren,atre in were
staged
at
the
Century
TheNew York.
The story which was adapted by Mrs.
Sidney Drew from Albert Payson Terhune's Saturday
Eveningtheatre
Post entrance,
story required an elaborate
lobby, and bar. When Mr. Truex told
his old friend Morris Gest, of Cornstock and Gest the managers of the Cenwhat the
for, he wasat
offeredtury,the
use scenes
of the called
big playhouse
Sixty-second street and Central Park
West.
Gladys Leslie Starts New Play.
Gladys
Leslie hasfrom
begunthework
on "Fateby
inSeward
the Balance,"
novelette
W. Hopkins,
published
in the
All Story Magazine. The picture is
being
made
at
Vitagraph's
Eastern
studioof
in Brooklyn, under the direction
John W. Noble, who recently joined
Vitagraph's
staff Balance"
of directors.
"Fate in the
is a mystery
play. Miss Leslie has the role of June
Wheeler, a young girl earning her own
living in Chicago, when a rich uncle dies
and leaves
a large and valuable
ranch
in the her
far West.
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theatre catches the eye, and the eye
can then calmly and easily read the announcements of our pictures — likewise
That
is the principle
uponname
which'Doric'.''
A. M.
be impressed
with the
Eisner, manager
of the Doric
Kansas
City, is working,
to getTheatre,
people
thinking
ber it. about the Doric, and rememThe attraction was a miniature airplane that circled swiftly in a small
the Doric's
front.
Itradius
was anabove
aerofan,
the first classic
one brought
to Kansas City, a fan that could be used
for a fan inside, or used as this was,
to puzzle people.

CASH DUES
ON
BAN
PUT
EXHIBITORS
Cleveland and Pittsburgh Decide to Depend
for Revenue Solely on Advertising Slides
By Sam Bullock
IN following up the practical truth Holmes Travel Picture entitled "Bangthat thebe "power
ofatedthe byscreen"
can
kok, the Royal
of Siam."
never
anemblem
exhibBangkok,
it isCity
shown,
a metropolis more different
fromis asother
cities
itor unless hedemonstr
runs our official
Siam itself is different from other
slide or rilm, Cleveland and Pittsburgh than
have decided to accept no more cash countries.
dues members. That puts the exhibiKansas House Has Model Airplane.
tor in the "slacker" class who thinks his
"Some mechanical device outside the
show
too "classy"
to run just one slide
each program
showing.
The
truth
is
the
so-called
"classy"
show owners has held himself loftily
aloof from any method of attack or defense against the common enemy of the Empire State Exhibitors' Committee
peoples popular pastime. Personally, I
Holds Three Day Session at Rochester
have long thought that we should have
mittee was the recent break with the
two exhibitor organizations, viz., the
Rochester, N. Y., Aug. 6.
exhibitors body and the de"Highsteppers," as Jake Wells calls THE executive committee of the New national
get in motion
the machinery
for
York State Motion Picture Ex- a newsire tonational
them, and the "Doughboys" as I call
organization
that would,
the "80 per centers," for the "Thoid
League
threea
opened
hibitors'
as
its
members
believed,
be
representace at the Hotel Seneca in
lahgest industry" does get its velvet day conferen
tive of the exhibitors of the country
from the "Doughboys," as we all know. Rochester yesterday. Big things were and entirely
free from the influence or
veiled
secrecy
of
cloak
a
but
air,
the
in
The fewsiste"highsteppers"
who
have
perour the meeting of the commitee, and on domination
of thethoseproducers
or interests other than
of the bona
fide
conventionsntly and consecutively
deserve creditattended
for their
ay it was announced that no exhibitors.
Wednesd
patience and exercise of good business statement would be forthcoming until
sense in trying, by their attendance on the matters before the committee had
these occasions, to help make the movie been thashed out more completely.
world safe for dime-ocracy, and, naturOutside of the meeting many rumors Extend Group Interests
were floating around but none of them
ally, for two-bit-ocracy also.
Farther in New England
were
or deniedwhoby were
the memDime-ocracy and Two-bit-ocracy.
bersconfirmed
of the committee
seen.
Y
wire
from Boston as we go to
However,
we have
proved
freely talked about in the lobby
press comes information that
movie
aristocrat
will not
mix that
with the
the Itof was
the hotel that one of the reasons B Olympia
Masmovie proletarian, and so it is up to the for the meeting was the desire of the
t sTheatres,
, has acquired Inc.,
the of
interests
to work out some feasible of the Mainesachuseand
"doughboys" to go it alone and demon- committee
New
Hampshire
Thefor the financing of the league.
strate the "power of the screen," instead plan
atre Company, just organized, and formAccording to the stories the committee
ofcouldtalking
ed a combination of companies controllthen about
form theit. N.TheC. C."highsteppers"
C. (National was also much concerned over the mating more ofthanMainetwenty-five
Chin Chin Club).
ter of building of theatres by the pro- the states
and New theatres
Hampshire.in
Their slogan could very fittingly be,
ducers and their plans to build on an
William
P.
Gray,
of
Lewiston,
is president of the Maine and New Hampshire
"What
the Hell
Do We they
Care,"couldandstillat even larger scale.
every annual
convention
organization.
President
Nathan
H.
GorTalk
of
New
National
Body.
don and other officers remain with their
exercise their high-born prerogative and
generally understood that one $7,000,000 Olympia corporation, which
advise the "doughboys" how to organ- of Itthewasimportant
things before the corn- has a chain of Massachusetts theatres.
ize and utilize the "tree-men-jous power
of the screen."
Introducing the N. C. C. C.
Marsden Directing "The Black Gate."
To most members of the N. C. C. C.
Earle Williams will have a strong
the thought of running one modest little,
mystery
play which
in his isnext
"The
don't-tread-on-me
slide
will
cause
them
Black
Gate,"
now picture,
being made
to throw several fits, but none of them
atthe Vitagraph's
Hollywood
studio.
While
offer to duplicate it on fifteen feet of
mystery concerns the identity of the
film. The "atmosphere" of their temple
murderer, Hilliard Booth, in writing the
of art must not be "disturbed." "If the
original story for a popular magazine,
found many new twists and turns on
plot of the drahma is oriental," as one
highstepper
explainedthe tooriental
me. "I want
my
which to deepen the mystery. It is not
patrons to carry
atmosaelectric
crook play.
Black implement
Gate" is theof
chair, "The
but this
phere
home
with
them!"
Yes sir, heperameisntal thasot he atmospherically
temdeath is not shown in the picture.
cannot find a place
Theodore Marsden, who has not been
at thewith end
whereactive dentof, is directing
late, owing
to a serious accihe can ofdohishisprogram,
bit towardeven,reminding
the picture.
all
and
sundry
of
"the
power
of
the
screen"
and so he oriental
is a "slacker"
all
his aristocratic
alibis forwith
exPays $108,000 for Rental of Sign.
eihption claims. He won't fight nor
It must be conceded by everyone that
even hint that he is "prepared." He
the
photoplay
making company
rapid strides
won't
to pay others
forward
when a isproducing
will
to do work
so. nor
He subscribe
is an o-ri-en-tal-eyed
spend the sum of $108,000 for the rental
member of the N. C. C. C, and Cleveof a single sign in New York. It is
and Pittsburgh SAM
don't BULLOCK.
want him.
just this that
the Realart
Pictures
CorThat'slandall.
poration did last
week when
it closed
the contract for the electric sign on
Shows Views of Siam.
the roof of the Hotel Hermitage. The
term is three years and the yearly rental
The wonders of a progressive Oriental city, about which little is known
It is expected that the sign will be
$36,000.
B. A. Lucas
by the average American, are revealed
ready the third or last week in August.
in the current Paramount-Burton
Manager of Omaha Realart branch.
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tion
picture
concerns
would have to
District Leaders of Connecticut Exhibitors League
come
for the
bulk ofto the
theirlegitimate
material.producer
The theatrical
Send Congressmen Tax Repeal Telegrams manager has become the manufacturer,
so to speak,material
for thecomes
screento company.
sections we consider The
in which State Director Bill of 1918, whichdiscriminatory
him first
manner
THE Willia
un- and hebetter
m E. Spragg, of Connecti- an inequitable,
reaches the public more directly
necessary burden imposed upon andmotion
theatre
patrons
and
the
owners
Pic- ofpicture
Motion
with
that
material.
He
is
able
to estabthe
of
president
cut,
motion picture theatres. We urge your
relation between
the
s' League of that state,
Body to repeal these sections play lishandan intimate
ctedExhibitor
conduture
his tax
repeal campaign Honorable
the
audience
which
can
later
at
present
Session
of
Congress.
resulted in every congressman from his
be
capitalized
when
the
play
enters
state and each of the two senators
upon its screen career.
"In my own
career, I theatre,
have tried
knowing what the exhibitors and their Woods Issues Statement on
bring
the legitimate
in theto
patrons want.
His Goldwyn Affiliation plays into
A letter sent out by Mr. Spragg to
and
H. WOODS has issued the fol- action Iofhave
the produced,
cinema, andthe for'punch'
that reahis district leaders, Walter Murphy, of
son I believe that my plays are parlowing
statementalliance
in connection
of Water-M. A
C. L. Martin,
New London;
with
his
recent
with
the
ticularly
adapted
for
motion
picture
reHartford;
of
Morrison,
J.
A. of Bridgeport; and L. M. Goldwyn Picture Corporation:
bury;Henue,
production. Ichose the Goldwyn CorA.
poration because of its splendid record
"The
time
has
come,
as
I
knew
it
Sagal, ofof New
Haven,
reads:
the surely would come, when the great mo- and splendid facilities."
First all, have you attended to you
matter of pledges concerning-If which
won't
not,
yesterday?
of
letter
my
have
at once and let us Fox Program for Fall Is Now Complete;
you please
register
100 doper itcent.?
n, which I likeinformatio
Now,wisefortrust your
with Advertising Accessories Now on View
you will pass on to each ex" ILLIAM FOX announces that the
Mix thriller;
"The Splenare facts:hibitor in your district, the following
did Sin,"mance," aTom
a dramatic
production
with
an w first of the great screen produc- Madlaine
With the exception of Congressm
Traverse; "The Winning
tions
promised
for
the
season
of
congresst
Connecticu
the
all
Lonergan,
men are Republicans and will attend a 1919-20 are now ready for inspection by Stroke," a boat-racing romance with
Jeff AniHouse,
of the 23.
caucus, July
Republican
at all Fox exchanges in every George Walsh;
Cartoon the
seriesMuttby and
Captain
Bud
caucus exhibitors
Thisprobably
next Wednesday
section of the country. In making this Fisher, mated
and
the
new
series
of
Fox
Sunwill decide whether the tax repeal is to announcement
shine Comedies.
Fox Film Corporation bebe put through at this session.
active fallthatcampaign
the
Exhibitors who visit a Fox exchange
To get theI exhibitors'
position
definitegins itsassurance
it has setwitha new
that
you
wouldinbefore
have
be shown
of theThey
Fox proeach caucus,
exhibitor wish
besidethatyourself
your record in offering to the exhibitor, not may now ductions
mentionedanyabove.
may
district
at once
send the four
merely,
but
accomplished
facts.
also
see
the
posters,
advertising
material
to the four
congressmen.
I am telegrams
enclosing promises
With
the
vanguard
of
Fox
productions
and
accessories.
These
include
the
an outline of the telegrams. I do not announced for 1919-20 all ready for dis- press sheet furnished with each subject,
mean that all wires should conform to
tribution, the effects of the advertising containing complete newspaper adverthis
copy,
but
they
should
all
contain
the
campaign in the trade press and the
tising andArtpublicity
campaigns,
the
same
I prefer that they
nation-wide publicity forecast under new Fine
slides now
furnishedand with
not
allmeaning.
conform.
that would
each
exhibitor
is to sendUnderstand
four telegrams,
one way are already apparent. The Fox Fox productions. Many exhibitors, acto each congressman, as night letters,
cording to Fox Film Corporation, have
enabling the exhibitor to inpaid, and you hereby have authority, if policy spectofsultedthe inpicture
beforeof release
has re- already availed themselves of the chance
hundreds
new bookings
any
exhibitorto sothisdesires,
the billof
toadvertising
see the coming
forwarded
office tofor have
payment
with
others
constantly
coming
in.
matter.Fox pictures and their
the telegrams.
List of Subjects.
On gram
thehavefirst
dotted
line
in
each
teleThe list of these coming attractions Universal Enlarges Its
of his city. the exhibitor include the name includes
"Checkers," a Fox special;
The principal concern, may I repeat to
Exploitation Personnel
you, atis that
above advise
be complied
of the Night," starring William
and
once.thePlease
me of with
your "Wolves
Farnum,
from
the pen of E. Lloyd SheNIVERSAL now claims that it has
progress
on both
of these matters.
don; "La Belle Russe," a Theda Bara u the largest and most complete field
The
form
of
telegram
used
was
as
super-production ; "Rough Riding Rodepartment of any company.
follows:
Congressman
Twenty-six
Motion Picture Exhibitors of
the field. representatives are now in
ask
that you picture
insist attaxes
caucus
on including
Universal has now extended its serthe motion
among
those to
vice department to Canada, a publicity
be repealed at this session.
and
exploitation manager having been
These telegrams reached Congressmen
appointed
co-operate
with the Some
MonJohn Tilson, who is a member of the
treal andtoToronto
exchanges.
Ways and Means Committee, Schuyler
idea of the
excellent
service
given
Merritt, Richard F. Freeman and James
hibitors isevidenced in the fact that ex-in
P. Glynn.
more
than
one case an exhibitor has
Sample Petition Made
called upon a Universal exploitation
man turetoin itstakepresentation.
complete charge of a picfor Tax Repeal Effort
of petition preThe
exploitation
have Universal
not been
HERE is paredtheby theform
legiscommittee
chosen at random.menEvery
Motion onPicture
lation and tax,
representative acting in this capacity
Exhibitors of America, Inc., for tax
has not only had newspaper training
repeal petitions, the force of which is
but has at one time or another been
d by every congressman and
recognize
connected in some way with the mosenator. The committee recommends
tion picture industry. Many have been
they be kept in convenient places where
motion picture editors of newspapers
difficulty.
without
sign
can
patrons
and
others
Their attention to them should be called
respondents. have been trade paper coron the screen. When signed by a suffiforcientwardenumber
men in bewhose
d to thepetitions
congressshould
Hart Reads Script for New Pictures.
reside.
signers
the
districts
William S. Hart is devoting much
tives,
Representa
of
House
To the
time
to reading scripts preparatory to
Washington, D. C.
beginning on his new contract with
We, the undersigned residents of
Woof! Woof! The Wolf!
Famous
Players-Lasky Corporation.
urgently Earle Williams, the trapper, in his Vitaappeal
your906Honorable
repeal
E. H. Allen,
who matters,
is manager
of prograph,
"The
Wolf,"
tells
how
he
will
ductions and studio
is arranging
Sectionsto800,
and 1001 ofBodythe toRevenue
meet the man's animal-like villainy.
for adding studio facilities.
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Property of Fireproof Film Company Is
Purchased by Powers Film Products
gs of the unusual attention to the first authorSALE of ofthe land and buildin
y,
Firepro
Film
Compan
on
reach the metro,
ter,
way avenue Roches
toRidgethe supervised
politan picture
market. to
Powers Film Products, Inc., was anJack
Eaton,
managing
of the
nounced by Patrick A. Powers in Roch- Strand, and Carl Edouarde,director
the musical
ster the other day. The Fireproof com- director, gave the film a most distinctive scenic and vocal setting, building
pany went into bankruptcy several
years ago and the transaction involves
atmosphere
that led tothea sincerely
audience
an expenditure of $350,000 on the part an
into
the
tensest attention
of the company of which Mr. Powers told story. Mr. Eaton also departed
is president.
from the customary stereotyped New
Included in the purchase are several
of advertising a producacres of land, a main building 250 feet York tionmethod
with what is merely "label" announcements.
by 600 feet,
and
a
power
house
now
occupied by the Powers company. The
Mr. Eaton personally wrote his own
latter company some time ago leased advertising
and sold the story to the
the buildings and land from Walter R. varied
metropolitan
difMedart, who bought the property at a
ferent
copy
each minds
of the with
fourteen
foreclosure sale. For a year and a half newspapers in
of Greater New York
the company has occupied these quar- carrying Strand copy.
ters.
To Increase Film Output.
Mr. Powers said that his company Eileen Percy Is Married
to Ulrich Busch, St. Louis
was planning to expand and that within
a short time the output of film would
the role
who plays
N PERCY,of Gold"
be considerably increased. Plans are EILEE
in Benjamin
of "Shower
being drawn now for a building the
B. Hampton and Eltinge F. Warsame size as the present main structure.
on oftedZane
picturizati
Mr. Powers said that he could not ex- "Desertner'sGold,"
W.
W.Grey's
by lations
distribu
actly
estimate
the cost
ofbeen
the new
build- Hodkinson, is receiving
congratu
ing
until
the
plans
had
completed.
ement
g
marher
of
announc
the
followin
It has been noticeable in Rochester
riagenin Los Angeles to Ulrichs Busch,
that for
past theat top
Powers
of the late Adolphu Busch,
pany has months
been working
speed comand grandso
founder of the St. Louis brewery.
Mr. Busch first saw the actress last
utilizing tent.itsRushpremises
the fullest
exorders tohave
compelled
November while riding on the Busch
forceding a night
production
add- estate,
near which some of the earlier
shift toandthetheextent
entireof plant
"Desert
Gold"
scenesSt. Louisan
were photohums with an air of activity that smacks
graphed. The wealthy
found
of prosperous business.
little tion,
trouble
in
obtaining
an introducand the pair were seen
together
while Miss Percy was at work on loca"Splendid Sin" Is Story
tding
ion, so much
so that,came
thoughas their
wedannouncement
a surprise
of London High Life
to
the
bridegroom's
many
friends,
the
first Wil- courtship of the actress and the young
the expanded
D SIN,"
THE SPLENDI
liam Fox release
on his
millionaire
was
an
open
secret
to
memand
improved
Excelcoming
pictureseason,
program, promised
for the
will
released isbytheSeptembe
laine beTraverse
star. r 14. MadIt is a story of mother love and longing, and of Ita woman's
selfsacrifice.
tells the capacity
tale of fora good
wife's
deception
of
her
good
husband
a righteous cause — a deception which,in
after due suspense and some heart-burnings, the husband comes to accept and
approve, blessing his wife's "splendid
sin."
A story of English high life, it was
filmed at the Fox studio at Hollywood,
and is rich in gorgeous interior settings, and in Travers.
the beautyTheof cast
the gowning
of Madlaine
includes
Charles Clary, Jeanne Calhoun, Wheeler
Oakman,
Elinor
Hancock,
George
athorn and Edwin Booth Tilton. Hack"The Westerners" Is Well
Liked at New York Strand
BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON'S first
Great Authors production, "The
Westerners,"
from andthe distributed
novel by
Stewart
Edward White
by
W. W. Hodkinson,
enthusiastic
welcome received
at its Newa doubly
York
Strand opening last week. The theatre
played to turnaway business with
packed lobbies and a line out to the
edge of the Broadwav sidewalk, and
the critics of the New York dailies gave

Eileen Percy (Mrs. Ulrich Busch).
As Grey
she appears
in "Desertby Hodkinson.
Gold," a Zane
picture released

987
bersFollowing
of the "Desert
Gold"
organization.
the wedding ceremony the
couple
announced
will Los
shortlyAngeles
start
on a tour
of the they
world.
newspaperdom, who interviewed the
bride ture,regarding
her dark
plansas for
the fuare still in the
to whether
Miss
Percy's
beauty
and
talents
been lost to the screen and stage. have
Wharton Names Supporting
Cast for "Crooked Dagger"
the
for theforforthcast serial
te Wharton
complecoming
THEPathe
m, "The th,
Crooked
progra
"
g
has
Norwor
Jack
starrin
Danger,
been announced by Theodore Wharton,
the producer.
The leading
woman young
will be Helen Ferpromising
who
has beenguson, afeatured
in a numberactress
of recent
screen successes. She has played leads
with Bryant Washburn, Jack Gardner,
Taylor Holmes, Harry Morey, Creighton
Hale andis Mitchell
Lewis. The "heavy"
woman
Bertram Jeanette
Marb.urgh,Adair.
the leading male
"heavy," has had a long stage career,
having
supported
John
Drew, William
Faversham and Robert Hilliard.
Frank Goldsmith, a character actor,
is also in the cast. His stage career was
under
the managements
of Charles
Frohman, the
Shuberts, William
A. Brady
and Winthrop Ames, and he has appeared in pictures for the Whartons, Peercraft. less, Paragon, World, Mutual and ArtMay Hopkins, who appeared in the
Wharton Cavanaugh,
serial, "Beatrice
William
who Fairfax"
appeared andin
"The Eagle's Eye" and the Western
Photoplaystheserial,
complete
cast. "The Great Gamble,"
Cast Is Announced for
"A White Man's Chance"
tion to theKERRIGAN
selection ofgave
a castattenfor
J WARREN
"A White Man's Chance," the first
in his series
of
ten
Robert
Brunton
productions to be distributed by the W. W.
Hodkinson Corporation. Heading the
cast is Lillian Walker, the featured
feminine player in "Indiscretion," "Kitty
MacKay," "Princess of Park Row,"
"Lust of the Ages," and "The Grain of
Howard Davies, prominent on the
stage through his performances with
Wilson
Barrett
of London"
and in the
title inrole"Lights
of Lewis
Morrison's
"Faust,"
appears
as
Dust."
Hugh Hawkins. Davies has the
been heavy
seen
on
the screenand in"American
"Davy Crockett,"
"His
Birthright"
Beauty."
His
first appearance on the silver sheet was
as leading man for Florence Roberts in
"Sappho."
Davies'
crimeof isJuan
George
Field,
who partner
plays thein role
Lopez,
a
Mexican
ranch
hand
who
out the star for many a furioussingles
comJoseph J. ofDowling,
Arbuckle.bat.brother
Maclyn, Andrew
Joseph Hazelton,
Joseph
Ray
and
Richard
Loreno,
complete the cast.
"Destiny" Pleases Cincinnati.
"Destinyduction,
," caused
thetheUniversa
S. R. O.l-Jewel
sign topro-be
displayed
the Grand Opera House at
Cincinnatiat recently
. The productio
was
the Grand Opera Housen
for anshown
entireat week.
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be
first groupand ofwillGoldwyn's
Paramount Announces Publicity Song and
newamong
season'sthe releases,
the role aofpresent
a second wifeFrederick
whose lifein becomes
torture
Advertising Reel for the Briggs Comedies Pauline
through
the
nagging
of
her
predecessor's
relatives.
in
their
acts.
A
large
amount
of
pubdeis
ACCOMPANI
licity isexpected from the publication of
clared to ED
be onebyof what
the most extensive exploitation campaigns stories about the song in almost 500
For a the
past ofyear,
Mr. Sherwin
has
member
the Goldwyn
scenario
which comprise the New been
ed
ever prepar for a musical selection, newspapers,
staff in Culver City, but his activities
a ballad entitled "When a Feller Needs York Tribune Syndicate.
have been limited in the past, to work
hed ising
a Friend
beingas publis
by Joseph
W.
Stern," &is Co.,
an advert
and Louis Sherwin, ex-Critic,
of a critical nature. With "Bonds of
ory for
tors
publicity accessountexhibi
who
Love,"of however,
the critic enters the
creative authorship.
Briggs Comedies.
Becomes Goldwyn Scenarist field
book the Param
The story is adapted to Pauline FredOne of the novel features of the ex- LOUIS
eight
SHERWIN,postwhoof for
dramatic
years
ploitation campaign already launched is
as thelifeheroine
called
has upon toerick'sgotalents,
New York Globe,
critic onheldthe the
through
smillingishostility
while
the production
of
a
special
motion
picy
suffering
under
the constant
Goldwyn.
for
photopla
first
his
written
ture which will advertise the song and
of
a
vicious-tongued
family.
the
Briggs
Comedies.
This
picture
will
run about 200 feet, and besides telling His story, "The Bonds of Love," will
a brief story regarding the incidents in
the
of the ofnumber,
will give Locklear Does His Well-Known Quick
the publication
words and music
the ballad.
Change Between Airplanes for Universal
Stern Supplies Singers.
gear while the plane he
A number of prints of this picture will LIEUT. ORMER L. LOCKLEAR was tohadthejustlanding
left dived steeply to get out
changing planes in midair. The
be
available throughout
at each of this
the corporation's
of the way. The hero then climbed up
exchanges
country and
nce
performa
the
was
climax
"The
to
Canada. They will be distributed free Winged Trail," which Universal is pro- offromguntheplay.underneath and pulled his bit
to exhibitors, to be shown in advance
is Locklear'
of the exhibition of the comedies. With director. ducing.
the climax
alsoJaccard
to prob-s
It isJacques
iation Much Footage Used in
the
the
song-picture
there
will
be
available
ably
first
actual
screen-av
produced.
one of the staff of singers connected drama
Locklear
is the hero of the piece. The
with the Stern organization. Special
Making Stewart Film
singers will be attached to each of the villain steals the beautiful maiden—
exchanges,
work under manager
the di- Francelia
Billington The
— who hero
is Locklear's
Anita
magnitude"Herof Kingleading woman.
has an SOME
ofnextthe release,
idea
rect control and
of thewillexploitation
Stewart's
in the exchange. As a result of this equally trustworthy machine in which
may be gleaned
dom of Dreams,"
arrangement, an exhibitor booking the he starts
negaof
feet
180,000
that
fact
the
from
in
pursuit
to
foil
the
machinations of the despicable character.
tive were used in its making. Several
comedies may secure a print and singer
to cut this footage
were required form
The whole thing centered in Lock- weeks
of the vancesong-picture
for
the
week
in
adin which the
the
to
of his showing.
lear's feat ofwaschanging
in the productionsevenwill reel
air. There
no fake,planes
no camera
be shown by exhibitors.
Slides Are Available.
Two
cameramen
were
kept
busy weeks,
shoottrickery,it. or "doubling for the hero"
In addition to these direct aids to ex- about
ingDirector
scenes over Marshall
a period ofNeilan
eleven
and
insisted
hibitors, itis announced, the Stern comSwings to Upper Plane.
most of the scenes be taken over
pany and Famous Players have made
As the planes drew together for the that
other arrangements. Slides are being
and over again to avoid the possibility
of
a
re-take after the all-star cast has
hero's
coup
d'amour,
Locklear
climbed
made, and hibitorwill
be
available
for
all
exlower plane of his ship and
s. Inaddition the Stern company out on the
disbanded. For once scattered it
nonchalantly while 2,000 feet up been
is instructing its branch offices all over walked
would
have been practically useless to
in the air. He swung himself to the top try to re-assemble
the country to urge their customers to of
people as Anna
the upper plane and strolled back Q. Nilsson, who hassuch
co-operate
with
exhibitors
in
advertisalready formed her
with
that complete
detaching the song. Phonograph records, and forth
own
company;
Kathlyn
Williams, who
ment
from
his
surroundings
which
men
music rolls, and hundreds of thousands
doing the same; Mahlon Hamilton,
of orchestrations also will be distributed have who stand on bridges at midnight. isThomas
Santschi, Thomas Jefferson,
broadcast.
His pilot edged up closer under the Tully Marshall,
Edwin Stevens, Wesley
villain's
from
a ropeAs ladand the other featured players
On Vaudeville Stage.
der ten machine
feet long
hungwhich
down.
the Barry,
who
made
up
the
cast.
ladder
came
within
reach
Locklear
A number of vaudeville artists already
Producer Louis B. Mayer has not yet
have bid for rights to sing the song grabbed the lower rung and ascended given
out
the
cost
is rumored that it ofwillproduction,
run close butto ita
quarter of a million dollars. A small
was paid for the picture rights
offortune
the story.
"Wolves of Night" Sheldon's Best.
E. Lloyd Sheldon, the author of
"Wolves
Night,"forhasWilliam
writtenFoxa
number ofofbigthefeatures
during the last two years. In this picture the first of the expanded Fox proBillie Rhodes puts
gram for 1919-20,
creation
of a heroledevoted
with a himself
wide fieldto
on a white cap for ofthe expression
which Farnum.
would be Both
peculiarly
her Hodkinson fea- fitted to William
Mr.
ture, "The Blue Farnum and Director J. Gordon Edwards declare that, as a result, "Wolves
of the Night" reaches the highest standard of the noted Fox star's work.
Bonnet."
Crandall at Atlantic City.
Harry M. Crandall, of Washington,
D. C,ing with
his infamily,
has City.
been spendsome time
Atlantic
While
at thatness seaside
resort,
he
combined
busiwith
pleasure,
as
a
number
of
film
kings were there.
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Tax

Truths

for

the

Exhibitor

TO EXHIBITORS:
Your
your patrons'
tax laws
admissions,
film —rentals
seats is on.weapon
If you fight,
want and
to crown
this fightfight,
with against
victory the
you unjust
must join
in it.onLend
your screen
the mostand powerful
you
have
—
to
your
committee's
publicity
plans.
Congress
must
be
shown
that
the
whole
country
wants
the three unfair
taxes repealed.
Here are twelve tax repeal legends. Flash them on your screen at every performance. Print them in your
programs. Get them into your local newspapers. Impress them upon your employees. Engrave them on the minds
of your public. Let them be on the tip of every tongue.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER ONE
Why
continue
the
admission
tax?
Write your Congressman NOW to The
repealwarit. is over and WE WON! '
TAX TRUTH NUMBER TWO
The larger
family the NOW
more to
the repeal
admission
un-American.
Write
your theCongressman
the tax.
motionIt'spicture
taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER THREE
The tax rate on a 10, 15 or 25-cent movie seat is the same, and often greater, than the tax rate on a $5 or $10
opera seat. Is that just?
Write your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER FOUR
The 1918 Income surtax starts at 1 per cent on an income of §5,000 and increases to G5 per cent on an income of
§1,000,000. The tax rate on admissions to the theatre is the same as that on a $60 seat at the Willard-Dempsey
prizeWrite
fight.
;
your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER FIVE
The
luxury
tax
exempts
lower
priced
commodities. Why shouldn't the 10, 15 and 25-cent movie admissions be
exempted under the same theory?
Write your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER SIX
The so-called luxury tax is imposed on articles costing in excess of the following:
Ladies' waists over $15. Men's hats over $5. Ladies' hats over $15. Men's shirts over §3. Shoes over $10.
shouldThe belower
exempt,priced
too. articles are not taxed. Why should the 10, 15 and 25-cent movie admissions be taxed? They
Write your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER SEVEN
Motion
pictures
are
not
luxuries.
education by charging an admission tax?They are necessities and, above all, educational. Why place a premium on
Write your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER EIGHT
The motion picture industry is staggering under heavy, unjust taxes, which tend to continually increase the cost
of your movies.
Write your Congressman NOW to Repeal Sections 80 0, 906 and 1001 of the Revenue Bill of 1918.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER NINE
When
the
Government
enforced
coal-less
days why did they exempt the movies then? Because they were not
luxuries. The people needed them.
Write your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER TEN
If movies are a luxury so is your right eye. You might get along without going to the movies and you might
get along with one eye. But who wants to?
Write your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER ELEVEN
Congressman Little of Kansas says:
"Whythem?"
pester Congressman
people of ordinary means
every atime
they
to take a little pleasure at a nickel show, by
taxingWrite
BIGmotion
way. attempt
your Congressman Little
NOW istoright
repealin the
picture taxes.
TAX TRUTH NUMBER TWELVE
The owner of this theatre pays a tax on the seat you occupy. He ALSO pays a tax on every film shown besides many other taxes, including income, city and state taxes and various license fees. He is paying more than
his share.
Write your Congressman NOW to repeal the motion picture taxes.
i i i i i i ini i iMi i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i i iw
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Alice Joyce to Take Vacation.
Alice Joyce
is soon
a wellmerited
vacation.
She tohastakepractically
completed
"The
Winchester
Woman,"
which will be her next Vitagraph release, and"The
thereVengeance
remains but aDurand."
week's
work
on
The latter
play, which was ofwritten
by
Rex Beach, Itwillwasfollow
"Theseveral
Winchester
Woman."
begun
weeks
ago, but work on it was stopped for
the time being that outside locations
might be taken for the other play while
the foliage was to be seen to the best
advantage. The completion of these
two features places Miss Joyce well
ahead
her schedule and permits a well
earned ofrest.

Realart Branch Manager Reports Exhibitors
Are Doing Big Business in Cleveland District
ry by a man who believed Phillips was
pictureorsterrito
THEand best
in the using his sister as the heroine or prinlivest exhibit
the motion
story. Phillips had neither
United States"— that is a sum- met norcipal in the
heard of the girl in question.
district situaCleveland
of the
"The Grain
Dust," at Evening
the time, Post,
was
B. Reilly, recently running
by James
tionmarygiven
in theof Saturday
thatntsec-of and, of course,
r for
branch S.manage
appointtionedby Arthur
had to be finished; hence
preside
Kane,
author of repute had to be induced
Realart Pictures Corporation. Mr. toan finish
it. Robert W. Chambers conweek for
this regardi
YorkKane
New Mr.
Reilly
sented to do the work, with the result
ng
a conferwasencein with
that the story had a sensational success
ts
un
with
contrac
first-r
of
closing
the
both in serial form through the Saturexhibitors for Realart productions.
day Evening Post and as a book before
Since his appointment, Mr. Reilly has
spent nearly all of his time on the road, it was made into a photoplay.
carrying
to exhibitors
the
news
of his
connection personally
with Realart.
Exhibitors Report Their Approval of the
"My firm
trip,"
he
says,
"has
served
to
conmy judgment of this territory and
Paramount-Artcraft orsFilm
Advertising
Week
its exhibitors. Cleveland, you know, is
in the smaller
towns than last
year,
ITH September 1 drawing near
arrangements have been
growing every minute. It has a popu- W and Paramount-Artcraft Week inmadethattospecial
see
that
he
is
given
the
same
on of 1,000,000
peopletheatres
are flock-in
not far distant, exhibitors everying tolatithe
motionandpicture
and free advertising as the
where throughout the country are pre- co-operation
droves. In Akron, there will be four
theatres.
paringcordiforng torecord-breaking
business
ac- larger
new first-run theatres ready by the first
Reports
are
being office
receivedin New
at theYork
Fawires,
letters
and
messages
mous Players home
of September. This is a sample of con- received at the Famous Players-Lasky from all
parts
of
the
country
telling
of
ditions
everywhere
throughout
our
disCorporation,
particularly
during
the
trict.
the unusual enthusiasm shown by expast
week,
from
managers.
h
i
b
i
t
o
r
s
i
n
connection
with
ParamountExhibitors Do Big Business.
The advertising and publicity cam- Artcraft Week. At Decatur, 111., for inn in which exhibitors will be given
stance, A. Ziegfried, manager of the
"All of the exhibitors tell me they $10,000 paigworth
of free accessories, has Bijou Theatre,
instead of confining his
are making money and my own observa- made the coming
Paramount-Artcraft
tion more than confirms this. I anticip- week a bigger business
efforts
to
the exploitation of Paraopportunity for
ate that there will be considerable build- exhibitors than last year's
mount-Artcraft picture for the Big
week.
ing during the coming year. It does not over a hundred cities, full-page
started on July 1 and booked up
adver-In Week,
his time solidly from this date to and
seem possible,
at
the
present
rate
of
int
i
s
e
m
e
n
t
s
w
i
l
be
taken.
This
advertiscrease in population, that the Cleveland
July to1. advertise
Mr. Ziegfried
has al-in
to the public the dominant includingready started
territory is likely soon to be provided noteing inwill carry
the week
the campaign,
will (part
illutsrate
the September, during
with esttoo
many
theatres.
Intense
interwhich
time
he
will
trade
mark
of
the
week
of
the
is being manifested in the Realart
each day a Paramount-Artcraft succalendar already seen in trade- run
plans. All of the stars are popular in date
cess.
paper
copy)
which
is
to
be
carried
in
the
Advertising material on the Paraour section."
big Saturday Evening
Post advertising
advertisemount-Artcraft Girl (Who is she?) is
as in other
Mr. ment
Reilly's
the amusebusiness experience
has coveredin most
of the during menttheas well
now being spread broadcast. The idenweek,
and
will
provide
space
tity
of
the
girl,
whose likeness is recountry, and he therefore speaks with
produced by Henry Hutt, is known only
authority regarding the relative rank for the listing of all theatres in the terof the Cleveland territory. He went to tion. ritory, which join in this demonstra- to a few of the executives in the Famous
that section somewhat more than a
Players'terial isavailable
offices. Slides
and other
Exhibitors Show Enthusiasm.
to exhibitors
who macan
year ago as branch manager for Metro,
The Paramount-Artcraft Week of 1919 work up this stunt as a booster for the
previous
to
that
having
been
with
Trinagle and Metro forces in Chicago. He will be more acceptable to the exhibit- week, the details of which will be exlearned the motion picture business from
changeplained
men. by Paramount-Artcraft exthe standpoint of the exhibitor through
theatre
ownership
and
the
management
of theatres for others. He was for
Entire Vaudeville Show
some time general manager of the Colonial
Theatre
Company,
operating
fourteen houses in the central part of the
Seen in "The Spite Bride"
country, and also owned and managed
two theatres in Illinois.
ic hired,
Spite atreproduci
Bride"
the Selznic
Majest
The"The
s wask's
in Los ng.
Angele
Mr. Reilly has opened a Realart office
WHILE
in the Bangor Building at 942 Prospect
and after the regular performance one
avenue, East. He has more than 3,000
k artists
night,mechan
a small
Selznicpossess
ion
ical army
square
and
expertsof took
floor. feet of space on the second
of the stage and d auditorium. Sets pare
constructe
tially
in
advanc
were
hasd. Thed outlines
finished and
ium erecte
Odd Publicity Angle for
of thetily auditor
was change
to meet
ements
the
requir
of
the
camera.
"The Grain of Dust" Film
A specially selected audience was
brought in. More than a thousand men,
ACTING pfor
John H.George
KunskyW. Enterwomen and children piled into the seats,
rises, of Detroit,
Trenwhen ordinarily they would have been
dle has bought "The Grain of
in bed. So that there might be no
Dust,"
Walker Robert
is the
star, forinthewhich
State Lillian
of Michigan.
chance of a slip in securing clear picW. Priest, through whom the sale was
tures, a group of electricians from the
made, reports that the photoplay will be
city
electric
companyandweremanned
borrowed
for the
occasion
the
given its initial showing at the Madison
switches and lights.
Theatre, Detroit, the second week in
August. Mr. Kunsky is planning a
When
everyone
was
in
place,
a
comstate-wide newspaper and billboard
of musicians
the Selznick
Studio panycrawled
into from
the orchestra
pit
campaign to boom the picture.
She Cannot Resist the Call.
It is not generally known that David
and
struck
up
the
overture
to the acEllen
Terry,
famous
stage
actress,
in
a
Graham Phillips, the author, was shot
c
o
m
p
a
n
i
m
e
n
t
o
f
flooding
lights.
A
comscene from her Triangle, "Her
and killed before he finished the story,
plete vaudeville bill followed.
Greatest Performance."
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Additional Theatres Planned Costing $100,000 or Over
AND still they continue! Following immediately upon the heels of the list of seven theatres announced on page
828 of our last issue, we are publishing below another bunch which will cost well into six figures. These nine
desirednouses
? represent an aggregate expenditure of $2,400,000. What better indication of a prosperous outlook could be
Tampa—
to cost $100,000.Victory Theatre Company will erect a three-story theatre, 105 by 123 feet, with seating capacity of 2,000,
Chicago— J. M. Browarsky & Co., 4520 South Michigan avenue, will erect eight-story theatre, store and apartment
building at Milwaukee, Irving Park and Cicero avenue, with seating capacity 3,000, to cost $400,000.
Hutchinson,
Kan. — R. E. Johnson has plans by W. E. Hulse Company for one-story picture theatre, 60 by 150
feet, to cost $100,000.
Kansas City — Electric Theatre Company will erect a $250,000 theatre.
St. Louis — Missouri Theatre Company will erect two-story theatre and store building with seating capacity of
4,000, to cost $600,000.
New York — Moore & Landseidel, 148th street and Third avenue, are preparing plans for theatre, store and office
building 100 by 210 feet, to cost $300,000.
Akron — Moving picture and vaudeville theatre will be erected by Deitz Lumber Company at 40 South Case avenue, to cost $100,000.
— Hoffman
Brothers,
Euclid avenue, have plans by Lehman & Schmidt, 210 Electric Building, for
brick Cleveland
theatre 101
by 74 feet,
to cost10,210
$250,000.
Toledo — Sun and James Amusement Company of New York has acquired site and will erect theatre at St.
Clair and Jackson streets, to cost $300,000.
iiiiiira;.:;::;;:
. '.
as
thosemeeting.
whom I urged to be present
at the
Brady Makes Statement Referring
"In addition to the moving picture
heads, I invited Mr. Albee as the representative ofthe legitimate stage, vaudeville and burlesque; George M. Cohan,
To Pending Differences With Players
Mr. Harris, Mr. Savage and others.
men made addresses to the execuand Managers of Stage Attractions These tives
assembled, in which they put forth
the
point
of view of their business.
producer
and
distributor
in
the
business
between
There
was
a three-cornered discussion
meeting
the
of
close
AT the
and urged
them
to
be
present
at
a
meetin
which
most
of the representatives
s
ntative
represeture
of
the
motion
picing set fortime3:45discussion
Wednesday
afternoon,
industry and of producing at which
participated.
would be held
c
"At
this
point
I requested
all
intermanagevillersand ofburlesq
the dramati
stage,
vaudeue theatres, held the upon the points at issue.
ests except
representatives tothe
leavemotion
the picture
room while
we
"I
was
especially
disappointed
that
I
ron
afterno
of
August
6
at
the
headqua
could
get
no
one
of
the
executives
of
ters of the National Association of the the Universal Film Company, although thrashed the matter out. Also since my
interests
were
identified
with
both
pic,
nt
Motionliam A. Picture
Industry
Mr. Powstage I relinquished the
Brady gave
out aPreside
statement.Wil- I asked Mr.specifically
Laemmle orforMr.either
Cochrane,
and chair totures andP. theL. Waters
The occasion of the meeting was an told ers,
during the ensutheir
officematter
that owing
toI should
the imporing argument.
agitation among men and women of the
tance
of
the
I
felt
use
stage who are represented by the Actors the word 'insist' in urging their presence
"At thelowingclose
of
the
discussion
the Fox
folresolution, proposed by Mr.
Equity Association, in conflict with at the meeting.
and
seconded
by
Mr.
Zukor,
was
put
managers
branchlongof "In the same manner I spoke to the Mr. Waters and was unanimously car-by
theatricals.of the
This"legitimate"
disagreement,
of the World Film Corporation,
ried— Mr. LVED,
Brady not voting:
continued,
promises
now
to
develop
into office
'"RESO
mentioning Mr. Gradwell or Mr. Busch
that it is the sense of
a strike.
The actors have affiliated with the
this meeting that the National AssociaA. F. of L. through a charter held by
tion of the Motion Picture Industry
(producers and distributors branches)
Harry Mountford
Fitz-a
with a national
is prepared
patrick
on behalf ofand
the William
White Rats,
organiza
tion toof affiliate
producing managers of
vaudeville labor organization.
the legitimate theatres, vaudeville theMr. Brady says :
atres and burlesque theatres to the end
I am, inin this
a sense,
sides
of"Since
the fence
matteron ofbothconflict
aid in prowill screen
associatof
that suchtectinganthe actors
ion the
and
[with dramatic players], I wish to make
conunfair
and
inequita
stage from
absolutely clear and unequivocal my
ble
tracts and assure to the employer
position and the causes which led me to
thereof a continuance of the privileges
call the meeting.
"Upon ofmythereturn
the annualat
individually.'above perwith them
to<(deal
"My sonal
purpose
meeting
NationalfromAssociation
statementinismaking
becausetheI wish
to go
Rochester
I
received
a
'phone
call
at
on
record
in
a
matter
and
10:30 Wednesday morning from Mr.
important as the present soas complex
having
acted
Zukor, president of Famous Playersfrom
the
motives
and
in
accordanc
e
with
Lasky. He asked me point-blank what
the facts as I have set them forth."
my
attitude
in the
'actors-producers'
trouble
was and
I answered
nothing.
United Elects Directors.
Mr. Zukor went on to say that MountA new board of directors has been
ford and Fitzpatrick had made use of
elected
United Motion Picture
the statement that After they had finIndustriesby oftheNorthern
California at a
ished with the stage they would show
meeting
held
recently
at Fotoplayer
the motion picture people what's what.'
Hall, San Francisco.
"Shortly
after
my
conversation
with
The
members
of
the
board
EuMr. Zukor,
at 11:00I was
o'clock
the bymorngene H. Roth, Jack Partington, E.areBruce
ing, to be exact,
calledin up
Mr.
Johnson,
Samuel H. Levin, Louis R
Fox, who said that it was imperative
Greenfield
,
Abe
Karski, Joseph
to get together at an interview for the
C. W. Midgley, Charles Godard, Bauer
discussion of means to protect the moJames
"We're Gona Get the Umpire,"
Beatty, Herman Wobber, Louis Reichtion picture industry.
Say whoChristy
Mathewson
and
the
Lee
kids,
ert,
G. C. Parsons,
William
Crank, M. L.
off the Polo Grounds make two"From thesociation Icalled
offices upof the
National
AsMarkowitz
and
W.
O.
Edmondsreel playlets for Rogers.
every important
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'His Majesty, the American," Douglas Fairbanks
First United Artists Picture, Abounds in Novelties
is evidence that Douglas operation of the present house. The
E
THER
Fairbanks has gone at the mak- Pantages formerly operated the Empress, now knownmoving
as Loew's
ing of "His Majesty, the Ameri- a vaudeville
pictureEmpress,
theatre
tion'ser in-1, opposite the and
Artistsd Corpora
Unitedschedule
proposed
site
the new
for Septemb
itialcan,"release,
Loew interests alsoof own
the
after the manner of a man who is going theatre.
Garden Theatre, one block south of
to "show the world" something.
Empress,
which
is
now
being
The picture, which is now in the final Loew's
The Garden will be restages, has been in the making since remodeled.
opened this fall, probably with a high
April.tion ofStill
pictures
bespeak
a
producclass
moving
picture program.
magnitude and costliness, and
the many prominent exhibitors who
have visited the Fairbanks studios while Two Ince Pictures Are
the
in coursereservation
of production
Released on August 10
havepicture
statedwaswithout
that
Fairbanks will have to his credit the
Famous
the ion
releases
BOTH
biggest film of his career.
Lasky from
the
Corporat
PlayersIt tiesis anda sensations.
picture that Asabounds
week of August 10 are Thomas H.
the storyin novelopens,
Fairbanks is shown in the midst of a Ince productions. Charles Ray in "Bill
nightmare
and the invariety
of stunts, Henry," by Lois Zellner and directed
and the novelties
set construction
Ince's su-.
Jerome peStorm
rvision, is one under
of theMr. attractions
and photography that are introduced in by
the story
adapted
Josephson
this part of the picture, represent a vast Julien
directed.to
Storm
Jerome
the screen.
outlay.
Chester Lyons handled the photography.
Doug
Does
Hair-Raising
Stunts.
As Bill Henry Jenkins, Mr. Ray apThe action of the story begins in New
pears as a gritty, self-reliant, persistent,
York,shown
and insome
are
whichremarkable
Fairbanks fire
does scenes
some bellicose young chap who fights his way
to victory. Supporting the star is an
hair-raising
stunts
with
the
ladder,
the
excellent cast, including Edith Roberts,
hose and the life line. Another feature William
Bert Woodruff, Mrs.
of the New York episode of the story Jennie LeeCarroll,
Walter Perkins
issection
a big ofpolice
raid,
for
which
a
crossand Walter Courtright,
Hiers.
an
underworld
dive
was
conThe other Thomas H. Ince production
structed.
The action of the story is then carried Thief,"
for August
10 release
is "The isVirtuous
ina dramatic
which
Enidsubject
Bennett
starred.
to the Mexican Border, where Fair- This
is
by C. Gardner
banks
"mixes
it"
freely
with
the
bandits.
Sullivan.
Thentic to the
story jumps
the AtlanMiss Bennett appears as a stenoga mythical
kingdomacross
in Europe
and
rapher
to work
a disDoug
takes
a
hand
at
upsetting
a revohonest debtwho agrees
contracted
by herout brother
lution.
involved in a web of roBig sets, many of them of unusual and whomance,is tragedy
and leading
love. man,
Supporting
beauty, are employed; one alone cost in her are Niles Welch,
Lloyd
excess of $40,000. There are mob scenes,
fights
and
a
riot
of
action
throughout
the film.
Worker Eight Weeks on Scenario.
The scenario was prepared by Director Joseph Henaberry with the assistance of Elton Banks. Mr. Henaberry
devoted eight weeks to this work and
also was in charge of the direction of
the production.
The feminine lead was played by Marjory Daw and the supporting cast included Frank Campeau, Albert McQuarrie, Sam Sothern, a younger brother of
the famous E. H. Sothern, Lillian Langdon,
Montana,
Will
Gillis,JayPhilDwiggins,
Gastrox "Bull"
and other
notables.
Rumored Pantages Will
Build in Kansas City
PLANS are being prepared for another
theatre in Kansas City, which probably will be operated as a vaudeville and moving picture house. The
Pantages vaudeville circuit is said to
be behind the new enterprise. The site
announced tentatively is that held by
Richards & Flynn, at Twelfth and
McGee streets. This firm operates the
Wonderland, at Twelfth and Grand
avenue, and the Twelfth Street Theatre,
a block east — both moving picture theatres of large seating capacity, usually
crowded.
While the proposed site of the new
theatre adjoins the present Twelfth
Street Theatre, it is said that the new
project would not interfere with the
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Hughes, Willis Marks, William Conklin,
Boreas Mathews,
Andrew
Robson. Lucille Young and
Fred Niblo, who directed many of
Miss Bennett's pictures, staged the film.
George cameramen,
Barnes, one handled
of Mr. Ince's
most
capable
the photography. Both the Charles Ray film and
the Enid
Bennett production
leased as Paramount
pictures. are reGove Joins
Realart's
Publicity
Department
REALART
Jay A.
Gove has announces
joined the that
exploitation,
advertising and publicity department of the company. This department
is under the supervision of John Pond
Fritts.
Mr. Gove has been engaged in newsadvertising,
publicityparts
and ofsales
promotionpaper,work
in various
the
country ever since his graduation from
the
Tacoma
High
School
at
the
age
sixteen. He has been connected withof
newspapers in practically every city of
any size in the United States and has
held every position of a newsnature
ranging from reporter to publisher.
While gaining newspaper experience,
Mr. Gove qualified as a dramatic critic
and editor. He also was advertising
manager for a Chicago pharmaceutical
concern.
Prior to joining Realart, Mr. Gove
was director of publicity for two years
for the Fox Film Corporation. In this
position he handled, in addition to the
publicity, the trade paper advertising
and an exhibitors'
helps bureau
and con-in
ducted direct advertising
campaigns
which broadsides, letters, post cards and
othertionmediums
wereorganization.
used in co-operawith the sales
Fox to Make Eight Farnum
Films for the Coming Year
EIGHT
William inFarnum
productions
are included
the William
Fox
program for the coming year. They
cover a wide range of characterization.
The pictures
in this
already announced by the
Fox group
management
are
"Wolves of the Night," which will be
released on August 10, "The Last of the
Duanes" and "Wings of the Morning."
These
give will
an indication
of the standard which
be maintained.
They
show how all the possibilities have been
scanned
to
secure
fitting
roles
for
Mr.
Farnum.
Most of these Farnum productions
will be adaptations of popular books
and stage successes.
Last ofof the
Duanes."
instance, "The
iscentering
another
the
Zane Greyfor romances
about
the Texas Rangers. "Wings of the
Morning"Theisothers
Louis toTracy's
popular
novel.
be announced
later twill
be
equally
notable
contribuions to the screen.

Hayden Joins a Selznick Editor.
Myron Selznick announces that he
has engaged Joseph Hayden to work,
in conjunction with George Arthur in
editing Selznick Pictures. Mr. Hayden
has had perience
many
yearslines.
of practical
exalong these
When Lewis
first started operations as
"Who Said I'm Not the Class of Film J.an Selznick
independent producer, Mr. Hayden
chosen by him to be the editor of
"I'm Joe Martin, monkey shiner for was
the
earliest
Selznick
pictures. Mr. atHayUniversal,
and Alley?"
believe
den is making
his headquarters
the
get my salary
raised me,
for I'm
lettinggona
Selznick studio with George Arthur.
the World print this picture!"
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The Blue Bonnet" Will Be Released in
Los Angeles Before Distributors See It
Manager Kehrlein, telein "The Blue Bon- September.
BILLIE RHODES
from Los Angeles, informs the
on's Hodkinson graphingorganization
net," Nationalfor Film
Corporati
n distrithat he will exfirst release
Hodkinso
ceed by fifty per cent, any newspaper
bution, wil have her American premiere
billboard advertising campaign he
presentation at the Kinema Theatre, and
Los Angeles, beginning August 10, the has made on any picture at the Kinema.
week during which the Pacific Fleet
touches San Pedro, releasinga 30,000 men Ancient Babylon Shown
into the Southern Californi city.
Emilema, hasKehrlein,
of the Kinin "Male
andancient
Female"
deferred manager
his presentation
of a
ABYLON
in all its
pagan
picture by the biggest woman star of
magnificence
forms
the backB
the screen and booked "The Blue Bonground
for
the
appearance
of a
net" as thetheproduction
whichforhethejudges
will have
largest appeal
fleet group of popular film players in Cecil
DeMille's feature production, "Male
and the
hundred who
thousand
per- B.
sons fromseveral
the Southwest
will come
and Female." Thomas Meighan, Gloria
to town to see America's naval heroes.
A Much-Advanced Booking.
Samuel Goldwyn Points Out
The negative and its working print
Improvements
have not yet been received in New York
by the Hodkinson organization. Before
the enlargement of the
any member of the Hodkinson staff saw I) ISCUSSING
Goldwyn
corporation,
announced
the picture
in its interest
finished was
form, soLos great
Anlast week, by the inclusion of the
geles exhibitor
Shubert,
Woods
and
Selwyn
interests
that Manager Kehrlein visited the Na- and the increase of the capitalization
tional
Film
Corporation
studio
in
Hollyfrom
three
million
to
twenty
million
wood, saw the picture there and made
Samuel Goldwyn, president,
his booking on the spot through tele- dollars,
said
:
communication with the Hod"By reason
of the pictures
recently will
negotiated
kinsongraphic
home office.
Goldwyn
enter
It is an all-American story, with its alliance,
fourth
year
with
an unpar-of
scenes laid in America, but with a pecu- upon their
alleled
organization.
As
a
matter
liartionandArmyappealing
angle on the
it is interesting to note where
and its influence.
The Salvastory record
Goldwyn stood at the opening of the
is by E. Magnus Ingleton and has been fall
season,
even became
before the
greatof thedirected by Louis William Chaudet.
atrical interests
a part
the
In the cast supporting Miss Rhodes organization.
are Ben Wilson, Stanhope Wheatcroft,
Started Artistic Innovation.
Allene Hale, Irene Rich and other
screen favorites.
No Accessories Available.
"In securingwhat
the experts
Culver City
admit studios
to be
Another sidelight on the booking is we acquired
of the finest studio properties in
that neither the lithographs nor acces- one
the
country.
Its
appointments
include
sories for the film had been delivered, every known scientific device that
will
pending the arrival of the picture itself
to securing the best results.
in New York to permit the preparation contribute
"In
establishing
the
Eminent
Authors
of accessories in exact keeping with the
Rex Beach, Rupert Hughes, Gertrude
picture. This Los Angeles pre-release, —Atherton,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Gousuddenly made because of Manager verneur Morris,
Leroy Scott and Basil
King
—
as
an
integral we
part of the pro-an
Kehrlein's
confidence
in
the
production
necessitatedces ories fthe
making
of
complete
acducing
organization,
or the Kinema Theatre alone innovation in the artisticinstituted
side of the
as The
a partfilmof isitsscheduled
showmanship
campaign.
which admittedly has long felt
for its
formal industry,
the
need
of
the
active
co-operation
release between the first and middle of the foremost fiction writers. Theseof

Swanson, Bebe Daniels. Tully Marshall,
Monte Blue,
Geldardt,
Lucien
Littlefield
and Clarence
T. E. Duncan
are included
in the cast of this episode of the story.
"Male and Female" is from the pen of
Jeannie Macpherson, founded on Sir
J.Miss
M. Barrie's
"The Admirable
Crichton."
Macpherson
enlarged upon
Barrie's
use
of
the
poetic
line,
"When
I wasa
a king in Babylon and you were
Christian
a colorful slave,"
vision. picturizing this idea in
Thomas Meighan plays the role of the
pagan
and inGloria
Swanson is theof
Christiankingslave
the dramatization
this phrase. Gorgeous scenery and costumes form the setting for Miss Swanson's descent into the pit inhabited by
eightdon lions,
upon forhera refusal
to aban-as
her religion
life of luxury
the favorite of the king.
the Great
Made in His Organization
eminent
authors
not merely
ing of their
worksare and
allowingdispostheir
names to be used, as has been common
in the past, they are devoting their
brains, energy and time to carrying their
fiction successes through in picture
form.
"The Kennedy,
reputation Mabel
of Geraldine Farrar,
Madge
Tom
Moore
and Will RogersNormand,
as Goldwyn
stars is firmly established and most of
the players under contract to support
ofthemfilmarefans.favorites with the great body
"The expanded
Goldwyn until
exchange
been
the system
country hasis
thoroughlychanges incovered
twenty-two
each of bywhich
there is ex-an
exploitation expert to look after the
needs of the exhibitor. In a general
way, this
idea of the
zation priorgives
to thean entrance
of theorganiShuberts, A. H. Woods and the Selwvns
with their vast supply of plays and theatre holdings."
Myers Joins Metro Studio Staff.
Amos Myers, technical director for
Daniel Frohman and other well-known
producers for many years, has been enby Maxwell
Kargerin asthetechnical
directorgaged for
Viola Dana
Screen
Classics,
Inc.,
production
of "Please Get
Married," the Oliver Morosco
comedy
success,
by James Cullen and Lewis Allen Browne.

with Nothing Wrong with His Heart.
Once More Charles Ray Steps to the Front, Needing His Hair Trimmed, his
This time Charlie comes in the title role of "Bill Henry but newest for Paramount.
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Release of "Desert Gold" Will Be Held
Up Until September; Challenge Issued
and at the sixth annual Babson Statistical
B. Hampton
Benjami
WHEN
Eltinge
F. nWarner
delivered Organization in Wellesley Hills, Mass.
At the conference various questions per"DesertfromGold,"
theiria first
taining to industry and its relation with
Grey picture
Californ
to theZane
W.
on Corporationelyfor distribu- labor will be taken up and discussed.
W. Hodkins
tion, new plans immediat took form
in New York for theon.national distribu- Richard Stanton Directs
of thiswasproducti
The tionfilm
considered to be so much
Production of "Checkers"
bigger
than Hodkinson
any Zane Grey
pictureorthatits
either the
executives
Fox special
to be releasedtheAugust
31, wasfeature
made
producers had ever seen that, although CHECKERS,"
by Richard Stanton. It ranks as
first planned for release in early August, his supreme
achievement.
it was held back for September release.
Born and educated in Philadelphia, Mr.
Issues Challenge.
Stanton, now one of the foremost of
"I rank 'Desert Gold' as such a rev- motion picture directors, began his stage
career with the team of Kolb and Dill.
olutionary picture," says Mr. Hodkin- After
years of successful work
"that mySeptember
organization
announces
it forson,early
release
as an on the several
stage, Mr. Stanton deserted for
attraction equaling or excelling any the screen
along
other big
thatheanyhas.otherI want
pro- known actors whowithfeltmany
the other
call ofwellthe
ducer haspicture
or thinks
picture.
to see any first run exhibitor whose motion
Mr.
Stanton
has
appeared
in
many
competitor has announced that he has screen productions, beginning with the
the biggest picture of the seaton to old Melies pictures. Because of his
book and have him present this film. ability
in stagecraft and ingenuity he
I deliberately make the statement, based
forgedto tothethedirectorial
front as staff
a valu-of
upon my experience and rny knowledge steadily
able
of pictures, that I do not believe there Fox Filmaddition
Corporation.
isanywhere
an unreleased
in-reserve
The most recent and biggest Stanton
in the andpicture
marketpicture
that endeavor
is the pictorial adaptation
will
equal
'Desert
Gold'
for
power
and
of
Henry Blossom's stage success,
audiencerience Ihave
attraction.
In
all
my
expe"Checkers."
not made such a statement
as this.
Managers Take Holiday.
"Contrary
to this
prevailing
policies
many
directions,
production
will notin Three Twin City theatre managers left
withSilver
their Lake,
familiesin onthea week's
be used to punish or whip the exhibitors last week for
northof the country. I say frankly it will vacation
Minnesota woods country, where
be offered at high prices in keeping with they ern
expected to do some good fishing.
its proved value, but it will not be used
Perry, of the Minas a weapon for gaining mastery over They wereneapolisCharles
Strand; William Koch, of the
exhibitors. On the contrary, it will be at Astor, Grand
and St.
NewPaul
Garden;
Bert
the disposal of the exhibitors of the Goldman of the
New and
Princess
country as a means of escaping domina- and New Majestic.
tion of producer and distributor interests."
Use Over 10,000 Square Feet of Stage.
Niles to Show Films at Labor Meet.
Over
of stageInc.,is Los
being used10,000
at thesquare
GarsonfeetStudios,
David K. Niles, general manager of
the non-theatrical distribution depart- Angeles, in erecting the sets for Clara
ment of the Famous Players-Lasky Cor- Kimball Young's next big picture, "Eyes
poration, wil show a series of special
motion pictures Friday, September 5, of Miss
Youth."Young will create the role for

August 16, 1919
the screen in this production in which
Marjorie
York
stageRambeau
run. appeared in the New
scenes
Youth"
areThenowfirstbeing
takenof in"Eyes
San ofFrancisco,
Berkeley and vicinity. Miss Young and
the entire company are in the north at
presenta number
and willof remain
at least
week
until
ocean and
dock ascenes
have derbeen
completed,
when
the
remainof the production will be taken at
the Garson Studios in Los Angeles.
Miss Young
will release
productions a year
throughfourthebignewl>
formed Equity Pictures Corporation.
Builds South Sea Village
on Shores at Oyster P y
MINGinto aa small
SFORIsland
Sea Is f
South section
TRANLong
with a native village and dens
und is, onto ,
as ther backgro
jungleDirecto
Perry Vekroff
the tasks
oftropical
ions, ha;
Product
Beck
F.
the Arthur
undertaken in the making of the serial,
"The Isle of Jewels," for the Pathe proWork on
on the
the native
whichBay,is
located
shores village,
at Oyster
gram.already been started. This will comhas
plete the first episode of the serial
which,
Pathe 5,schedule,
is to beaccording
released toon the
October
making
a time record in serial production.
The co-stars in the serial, which is by
Charles Turner Dazey, author of the
stage success,
"In Frances
Old Kentucky,"
are
Stuart
Holmes and
Mann. The
supporting
includesJohnJohnP. Webb
lion,
WilfredcastLytell,
Wade Diland
Sam Kim.
Ten Episodes of Duncan Serial Ready.
"Smashing Barriers," the forthcoming William Duncan serial, is progressstar inghimself.
Already direction
ten episodes
of
the'
the playrapidly
of under
the vastthe open
spacesofhave
been
completed
and
the
remaining
five
are being made rapidly.
Albert and
F. Smith,
Vitagraph,
Cyrus president
Townsend of Brady,
wrote
"Smashing
Barriers"
with
every
intention of making it the best serial
the company planned.

WillHisRogers,
Gum, is Lariat
Is Roping
in the where
Funny heStuff
Almostnothing:
a Hi sband.
technique
perfect,andbothLooks
at theExpert,
left and
at the right
is setin Goldwyn
ikings soft
Peggy Wood, the "Maytime" girl.
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CATALOGUE

OF
EDUCATIONAL
FILMS
Released Between April 1 and June 30, 1919.
Compiled by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THIS list of films, released between April 1 and June 30, SCENIC AND TRAVEL (Including Peoples and Customs).
1919, contains only the names of films of an educational Adirondacks, Flapjacking in the — Paramount-Bray Pictographs — April 12.
Alps, Scrambles
in theTheHigh
— Sherry-Burlingham.
and semi-educational character. Readers may bear in Bornergrat
Railway,
mind that in addition to the films mentioned herein, the Cameraring
Through
Africa— —Sherry-Burlingham.
(Two— Parts)
— First National-Outing-Chester.
Moving Picture World keeps on file for the benefit of its Cascade Mountains,
Climbing
Paramount-Bray
Pietograph
Thierry
andof Beyond
— theParamount-Holmes
— June
29. — May 24.
patrons a list of books, plays and magazine stories that have Chateau
Columbia,
the
Gem
the
Highways
—
Exhibitors
Mutual-Rothacker.
been produced in film.
Eagletion.and the Fawn, The — (Crow Indians) — Educational Films CorporaAGRICULTURE.
Eyeful
ofSchool
Egypt, Days—
An — Exhibitors
Mutual-Rothacker.
FilipinoFamilies
Paramount-Bray
Pietograph — April 2T.
BeansJune
— (Putting
15. Nature Under Glass) — Paramount-Bray Pietograph — First
June 28. of America — (Indians) — Paramount-Bray Pietograph —
Fable of the Olive and the Orange — Goldwyn-Ford.
Frocks
and
Frills
of
the
Philippines
—
Paramount-Holmes—
ART.
Getting
GayGondolas
with Neptune
— First Mutual.
National-Outing-Chester. June 22.
Glimpsing
— Exhibitors
Paramount-Bray
Pietograph — June 21.
Going
Up
—
(Climbing
Mount
Hood)
— Goldwyn-Ford — May— April
4. 12.
lodels) — Wor
Guided andPureMis
Guided — First— June
National-Outing-Chester
BOTANY.
Havana,
— Goldv/yn-Ford
21.
Hawaii
—
World-Prizma
—
May
24.
Plant Growth — Paramount-Bray Pietograph — June 20.
Here Comes
theHerGroom
(Zulu National-Outing-Chester.
Comedy) — First National-Outing-Chester.
Itasca
Makes
Bow —— First
GYMNASTICS.
Labrador
andUkulele
Newfoundland
— Post Pictures Corporation.
Slow Motion Analysis of Athletics — (Series) — Pathe Review.
Land
of
the
—
Goldwyn-Ford.
London,
Seeing Sightsin inthe— Paramount-Holmes
— April 6.
HISTORY.
Northwest,
Great — Paramount-Bray
New Outing
Orleans,Camping
A VisitAboard
to— —Goldwyn-Ford—
April 27. Pietograph — May 3.
Lost Battalion, The — MacManus Corporation.
Mr.
Climbs
First
National-Outing-Chester.
INDUSTRIES.
Out-Columbusing
Columbus
— First National-Outing-Chester.
Palestine
Pilgrimage,
— Exhibitors
Mutual-Rothacker — May 3.
Can
the
Poor (Making
Fish — Goldwyn-Ford
— Goldwyn-Ford
May 11. — April 6.
Peek
of After
Paradise,
A — AExhibitors
Mutual-Rothacker.
Cut
It
Out—
Cut
Glass)
—
Piking
Pizarro—
First
National-Outing-Chester—
June 21.
Four
Runners
of
Joy
—
(Making
Ford
Wheels)
—
Goldwyn-Ford.
Pyramid Sands,
Land, InMid— —Exhibitors
Mutual-Rothacker.
Pen —June
Points 19.
of Progress— (Making a Fountain Pen)— Pathe — (1,000 feet) Sahara's
Exhibitors
Mutual-Rothacker.
Some
Bits
Well— Done—
Paramount-Holmes—
April 20.
Tin Can Toys — Paramount-Bray Pietograph — April 6.
SunshineBritish
Shadows
Corporation.— June
MILITARY.
Suwako,
Theand Silken
CitiesPostof — Pictures
Paramount-Holmes
8.
Tagalog
Toilers
—
Paramount-Holmes
—
May
11.
Across
FranceSam'swithSubmarine
the Yanks Chasers
— Paramount-Bray
Pietograph— June
— May1. 18. Tiber to the Piave, From the — Paramount-Holmes — June 15.
With Uncle
—
Paramount-Holmes
Waswanipae
Week-End,
A
—
First
National-Outing-Chester
MINING.
Wood
oftheFairScreen
Water—
(Belleau
Rothapfel— May 24.— April 12.
Where
Tree
Grows —— Wood)—
First
National-Outing-Chester.
Coal Mining — Paramount-Bray Pietograph — April 13.
Wrangling
Dudes
—
(Western)
First
National-Outing-Chester.
MISCELLANEOUS.
SCIENCE.
the Making
— Paramount-Bray
June 1.
AtAmericans
the Crossin Roads
Action —ofParamount-Bray
the Heart — Paramount-Bray
Pietograph
— May 25.
-(Scenes
at LeavenworthPietograph
Prison) —— Goldwyn-Ford.
Auction(Eightof Parts)
Souls — First National
Comets
Pietograph
— April
(Story of "Ravished Armenia") — Flying
Cannon
— Paramount-Bray
Pietograph
—5.Pi,-tograph
June 21. — May 3.
Bath MayTowel4. Beasties— (Toy Making) Paramount-Bray Pietograph — How
the
Telephone
Talks
—
Paramount-Bray
of Snow — Paramount-Bray Pietograph- -June 22.
Bird
Commerce
— (Aeroplane)
Paramount-Bray
Pietograph
—5.June 8. Mysteries
Through
Life's Windows — (Analysis of Human Eye) — Worcester Film
Corporation.
Blind ofSoldiers
Develop
Sense— Paramount-Bray
of —Touch
— GaumontPietograph
News
— —April
Cooking
by
Long
Distance
June
28.
Fires
Faith— —Paramount-Bray
Famous Players-Lasky
— (Salvation
War Drama).
SPORTS.
Fun
inof inFeet
Pietograph
— April —20.Army
Giants
Fairyland
—
Paramount-Bray
Pietograph
May
18
.
Good
Roads—
Goldwyn-Ford—
April
20.
Open Warner
Your — Eyes
Drama Against Venereal Disease)(Seven— (Propaganda
Reels).
ZOOLOGICAL.
What Uncle Sam Had Up His Sleeve — Goldwyn-Ford— April 12.
Beaver,Cocoon
The — Pathe
Review—
June 28.
From
toPrizma.
Kimona
— Paramount-HolmesMUSIC.
Trout
Raising
—
Wild Goose Chase — Goldwyn-Ford — May 18.
Last Hour, The — (Based on Massenet's "Elegie") — Rothapfel.
WHAT THE EDUCATIONAL SCREEN SHOWS
Gem Cutting, Japanese Child Life, Lumber Industry,
Birds, Phonographs, Marlin Machine Gun, Athletics
going to bed are interesting as well
"They Grow Everywhere."
as amusing
American.andTheenterpicONEpictures
of the released
recent Outing-Chester
ture is bothto the
informative
through the taining.
First National is named "They
Cuttingin andthe Polishing."
Grow fers inEverywhere."
while ititconreAll "Gem
the details
preparation of
way And
finesa itsgeneral
exhibition
toto babies,
those of
the the diamond for the market are shown
flowery kingdom of Japan. Here the in B-6126 of the Pietograph. The arlittle ones of both sexes are shown at
rival of the stones in the rough, their
work and at play. The boys of the examination and sorting according to
picture are seen getting rid of super- values after they have been submitted
fluous energy walking a swinging log, to the cutting and polishing machines
is shown. This is an excellent industrial
which seems to afford fine sport. Many film.
of the little girls of Japan mind their
baby brothers and sisters, and while so
"Little Known New York."
doing, strap them to their backs. The
The tainscurrent
of Pietograph
conpoor little rich girl has an easier time
series ofissue
interesting
views taken
but is bound around with convention- on the a"old
clothes
curb"
in
New
York.
alities. In the picture a pair of little Here the old clothes man gathers up
rich girls are seen being served supper all the worn and half worn clothing
by their nurse, after which they are that he can find, paying for them in
put to bed in the usual Japanese fashion. cash as little as he can. Russian
The details of eating the supper and refugees clean and sort the used gar-

ments; and after they are renovated
the best of them are re-sold in little
uptownposed shops,
and the
are The
disof as second
hand worst
clothes.
scenes are interesting and unusual.
"Our Children."
A two-reel production made by Carlyle
Ellis
for
the Children'sof Department
of the U. S. Department
Labor, covers
the
subject
babies"tellsin the
an
adequate manner.of "better
The picture
story in narrative form, using Gadsden,
Alabama, as an illustration of how,
through
influence
of the Women's
Council ofthe
National
conferences
have beenDefence,
held inhealth
different
towns and cities. At these conferences
the health of the children formed the
chief topic; and to the nurses visiting
the towns for the purpose, mothers
brought their children for examination.
Each mother was given a report on the
health of her child, and was thus enabled to guard against danger.
In Gadsden, as in many other towns,
is now established a clinic, where
mothers may bring their babies to be
weighed,
and prescribed
Previous examined
to the health
conferencefor.a
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census of baby mortality for the year of the stage, are presented from the from the supreme heights of passion
was taken, with startling revelations most advantageous angle.
to the abyss of despair, through the joys
of a love realized and the ache of a love
which eventually led to the taking of
"Oahu."
but not yielded.
measures to prevent a recurrence of this
The Prizma, Inc., in a picture recently stolen
condition.
It is the story of Bruce Andrews, a
The story of the enlightenment of shown art the Rivoli, tells the story of mining engineer, who is not only robbed
mothers, and the measures taken to aid the pineapple
asof itOahu.
is grownThe onpicture
the Ha-is of the land which promised him forthem in preserving the health of their made bywaiiantheisland natural
but is penned in a mine by a
color method and plannedtune,explosion
children, is told in detail in the picture shows
the gathering of the splendid is robbed also of hisand,wifesupposedly
and child.dead,
"Our
Children."
Its
closing
scenes,
given over to healthful recreation, are fruit which this island produces. One
interesting out
features
the pic-or
pleasingly presented; and, in fact, the of theture is the
of theof plants
entire picture is both entertaining and seed portionsetting
Life May
of the pineapple. These Exchangeman's
instructive.
Be Unhappy — Very Unhappy
set
in
rows
and
watched
carefully
Prints of this picture to be used for are
the fruit forms and matures.
propaganda purposes can be obtained until upon
man —inorKanacres of land in Oahu under PITY sastheCity,poor
the
an exhibitor
when exchange
free of cost by applying to the Chil- Acres
the
cultivation
of the pineapple supply
and a
down,instances
service — .fallsMany
express
dren's
Bureau
of
the
U.
S.
Department
forwarded
not
is
film
us
with
much
of
the
fine
quality
of
this
of Labor. Prints may also be bought variety of fruit. The picture also has
exchangein manaare onger hasrecord
Jfor
wires,
manythedollars
spentwhere
source.commercial uses from the same some beautiful scenic effects.
found a delayed film on a train, and
Pathe Review.
over
back
sent
or
detoured,
it
ordered
The Pathe review continues to be Assorted Situations Given
worried
an expectant
route .to Sometime
the
s theand exhibitor
attractive,
numbering
among
its
subexhibitor
Farnum
in
Fox
Feature
jects many that are of unusual interest.
never knows what woe the exchange
No. 13 contains tinted scenes from vari- AS the opening gun of the produc- manager
ous towns and villages in Britanny, some
tion program of William Fox for
time. in getting the picture to himhas onfaced
of which were built in the 15th century.
There
are
cases,
where the
the
new
season,
"Wolves
of
the
The Marlin machine gun is pictured in Night," with William Farnum, is sched- exchange manager inhasKansas
found a delayed
a manner that gives an interesting inuled for release August 10. In produc- film on a train, eastward bound, a few
sight intocharging
its action
firing from
and dising the film, the first of eight William hours before it was due at some town
cartridges. inViews
the Farnum
pictures included in the Fox in the west, and has sent it across counPhiladelphia mint and an analysis of program,
J. Gordon Edwards
try by motor car. It takes tall hustling
athletic work on the horizontal bar are was given Director
an entirely free hand.
tall talking over the telephone —
also shown. The last feature is the
When the camera work had been com- —to and
have
a package detoured in this way.
pleted there was more than 7,500 feet
best
that
has
yet
appeared
of
the
ultraTracing a Film.
rapid
camera
series.
of
film.
To
reduce
these
feet
—
all
of
No. 14 shows the Indian Peacock with high excellence from both the artistic
company has to get the
members of its feathered tribe. The and the dramatic point of view — to 4,800 filmTheoffexpress
the train at some station desigmaking of Chinese embroidered silks, feet, was the task. It was undertaken
nated
by
the
exchange
then
and the manufacture of phonograph with regret, but when it had been done the exchangeman has tomanager;
with
records are also interesting features. the regret was submerged in intense somebody in this town, toarrange
pick up the
over the finished produc- package, and deliver it, perhaps 100
Close-ups
of theof South
African
tion.
man
and views
Yosemite
Falls bushclose satisfaction
miles, across country, to the exhibitor
the Review.
Unusual opportunities are given Mr. who
wants it. And after all these arFarnum
in
this
de
luxe
production.
The
Bray Pictograph Subjects.
rangements are made, the exchangeman
character which he assumes is that of a must sit in his
officethe— orplans
play are
golf —going
and
Pictographs 6127-8 contain some in- man beset by human wolves surpassing wonder
whether
in cruelty
and
cunning
and
treachery
teresting subjects, including "Llamas of the
through as scheduled.
wolves
of
the
wild.
It
carries
him
Peru,"
in
which
the
llama's
habits
as
Some of the trouble over delayed films
well as its physical characteristics are
comes from the negligence of exhibitors
dwelt upon. Scenes showing the llama
being used as a beast of burden in the
in notifying
of the manager
disposition of films. exchanges
If the exchange
Andes are interesting. "New York to
knows where the film is, even if it is
London
by
Air"
undertakes
to
escort
delayed, and on a train, he can usually
the spectator through the interior of
devise some means of getting it to its
the dirigible R-34, and scenes at Lake
next destination. But it is nerverackMohonk, which, by the way, is set in
ing to have to spend the last day of
the crater of an extinct volcano, are
grace telephoning and telegraphing, the
presented with an eye to the beauty of
guiltyder toexhibitor
remaining silent, in orthat vicinity. "The Indians of the
find
Painted diansDesert"
of theshowing
Navajo the
Inmissing
film. out the position of the
of New tells
Mexico,
women grinding meal and baking bread
in primitive outdoor ovens. The silverThe Hattons Counted 610
smith at work with hammer and file, as
in earlier periods, remind us that they
cling to the customs of their forefathers.
Laughs in "Lombardi, Ltd."
"A Haitian Night's Tale."
SIXtheHUNDRED
AND TEN bylaughs
was
number counted
Frederic
One
of
the
Outing-Chester
pictures
Hatton, author, with Fanny Hatton,
recently exhibited at the Strand Theatre
ofstage
"Lombardi,
Oliver Morosco
recalls
some about
of the thetraditions
Haiti,
success Ltd.,"
whichthe Screen
Classics,
and lingers
ruins ofof earlier
Inc., is producing with Bert Lytell as the
days — days of which tragedy was the
star,
when
the
play
was
produced
in
key note. It is particularly interesting
NewIt isYork.
as an historical record of Haiti, and is
a
hobby
with
Mr.
Hatton
when
abundantly supplied with scenes sugone of his plays is given to stand in
the wings or some other inconspicuous
island. gestive of the scenic beauty of the
part of the theatre and take an actual
score of the number of times the au"Put Your Cares on Ice."
Outing-Chester
scenics
number
among
dience laughs.were
In the
Hattons' earliest
play record
there
twenty-one
laughs.in
them a series of views photographed in
The
was reached,
however,
the Adirondacks. These views give parThe
Stare-Case
Waltz.
"Lombardi,
Ltd.,"
when
the
playwright
ticularly good illustrations of the sports
of the mountains, and scenes in which Demonstrated by Marion Davies in a dog- put down exactly six hundred and ten
spots indiencethelaugh play
fancy skating, expert skiing, bob-sledgonedFolly,"
clevera Paramount-Artcraft.
make-up for "April
aloud. which made the auding and tobagganing have the center
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meeting which was held to discuss the
fall productions of Universal and the
newest
Jewel, of "Right
Happiness."of
The series
twelve to
productions
the Special Attraction brand was the
main topic of discussion. New sales
plans were discussed and the manner of
exploitation of this series was heard.
The Universal officials who attended
the meeting were Tarkington Baker, P.
D. Cochrane, Nat Rothstein, and H. M.
Bermann. Art Schmidt, district manager attended
withI. the
following ex-of
change managers,
L. Lesserman,
Chicago; Louis Baum, Chicago; E. J.
Smith, Cleveland; W. D. Ward, Detroit;
J. D. Roderick, Milwaukee; Herman
Stern, Pittsburg;
J. D. Bryson,
apolis; F. S. Hopkins,
Buffalo;Minneand
Ralph Abbot of Indianapolis.

Francis Ford Expresses His Ideas on Serials
Based on Long Experience as Actor and Director
woman in that frame of mind is liable
as anhasactor
nce Ford
most any desperate thing.
IN his experie
rector Francis
beenandmostdi- to "Ifdo the
hero and heroine love each
conspicuously identified with serials. other immediately,
is
se- finished immediately.the Iflovetheyinterest
since has
year, Ford
every Mr.
of uced,
have to
mostintrod
h were
Througrials
fight
their
common
or
respective
enthe
as
the world
hout less
emies and also scrap merrily between
appeared
combats; he
in number
herothroug
brave
s, fought themselves — there's more doing and ind persecuted beautie
has defende
t
erest is kept at fever heat."
smiling
has come up
countless battles and
ed screen Big "V" Exchange Heads Hold Meeting.
at the end of the many-chapter
who
those say
story dear to the hearts heof has
The Saturday and Sunday meeting in
to
dote on thrills. What
Cleveland, August 2 and 3, might well
re, worthy of have
therefo
is,
serials
about
been termed a meeting of Univerconsideration. Listen to him:
"Carefully built up dramatic suspense
Nine Universal
exchange officials
managers"optimists."
besides several
the and salfield
outwits has
plot that surprise)
and a plausible
publicity men attended the
audience (through sudden mere physical
of
supplanted the thrilldeclares
Mr. Ford
in serials,"
actionengaged
with Rosemary Theby and Congressional Members and Newspaper Men
now
Mystery
"The
producing
company
•13»f"
for inBurston
Films, Inc., in theirof
View "The World Aflame"
Washington
high cost of in
living;
Samuel GomHollywood studio.
RANK KEENAN'S photodrama, the
pers,
Jr.,
Senator
Colt
Rhode Island,
"The
World
Aflame,"
to
be
released
F
chairman of the Senateof Committee
on
Can't Wreck Express Any More.
by
Pathe
August
17,
had
its
first
"Falling off the cliff and wrecking the semi-public presentation in Washington Immigration ; Senators Hiram W. JohnMr.
son,
Walter
Edge,
"Pat"
Harrison,
King
affirms well July 31, before a notable audience. Pro- and Nugent of the same committee;
is passe,"audience
good old
sophisticated
"Thetrain
Ford.
made floor
in theof cozy
littlebuildthe- members of the House Committee on
worked
atre onjection
thewas first
the new
knows that a dummy is being are
Labor; Homer S. Cummings, chairman
being
of
the
Department
of
the
Interior.
the audience
in They
boysblase.
and the coming
not only want Educational and national propaganda of the National Democratic Committee
his assistants; William Cochran and
something new, but they let you know films have been shown in this well-ap- and
but thisforwasa the
first Peter D. Vroom.
time it pointed
was auditorium,
ever used
straight
"What
they
want—
and
I've
studied
Newspaper Men There.
audiences all over the country to findin motion picture play.
Others in the audience which filled the
melodrama
out — is rattling good
A Distinguished Audience.
auditorium
Flynn, Times,
maneither
leaves
ending
episode
each
which
The audience included Secretary of
aging editorwere
of theMichael
Washington
the hero or heroine in peril. Then they Labor
Wilson
and
his
daughter;
Assistand
Mrs.
Flynn
;
Grafton
S.
Wilcox
have seven days for the audience to
ant Secretary Louis Post and Mrs. Post; the Chicago Tribune; George Odell ofof
figure
out how they're going to i get
Commissioner
Immigration
Cami-in the New York Morning Telegraph ;
of it.
j • out netti;
Terrence of
V. Powderly,
famous
Lewis Wood of the New York Times;
"The audience is never fooled into the days
when
the
Knights
of
Labor
Godwin of the New York Sun;
believing that they are not going to es- were at their full strength ; Chief Ad- Stewart
Miss ionMaude
McDougal,
who is for
the many
fashcape
and
that
all
will
'be
happy
ever
juster
Rowland
B.
Mahany;
E.
S.
Mcand
society
correspondent
after.' But they are interested in know- Graw, secretary to Mr. Wilson; Frank Western newspapers;
Angus
MacSween
ing
just
how
they
will
foil
the
heavy
Morrison, of the A. F. of L., and Mrs. of the Philadelphia North American;
man.
Morrison ; Messrs. Warren S. Stone and
Harris of "The
and Stripes";
Audiences Write Mental Scenarios.
William G. Lee of the Railway Brother- E.SamV. Small,
of theStars
Washington
Post,
hood, who have been in Washington and Robert Jr.,
Small of the Public Ledger.
"Audiences are all amateur scenario conferring
with
President
Wilson
on
The spectators were frequently stirred
writers. If something is planted they
to applause which
by thearescenes
American
will instantly visualize the scenes ahead.
sentiment
closelyandwoven
into
But the writer and director must beat
them to it. It can only be a feint. It
the fabric of Mr. Keenan's production.
must turn out some other way through
Opinions Given.
the force of unexpected circumstances.
unexepected
"Without
question,andthe superbly
most artisticthe"This
life quality
and soulofoftheserials.
It bringsis
ally photographed
acted
the pulse-stirring quality of adventure,
motion
picture
play
I
have
witnes ed; adrama which carries ever
the most
of sudden quirks, mysteries and twists
that keep the audience awake and glad
timely message
and
presents
with
irresistible force as finely conceived an
they're
picture—
them
want
to seeing
seeabout
thetheit.rest
of it—makes
and makes
argument for the betterment of the huthem talk
man
race
any I F.havePostever
known,"up
was the wayas Louis
summed
"I see
heroinebeendifferently
from
what theshe serial
has usually
painted.
his impressions at the conclusion of the
In too many serials she is a panting,
pursuedinglypet,
in trouble
"Every moment a delight; we wouldn't
picture.
withoutever
common
sense. and seemsaid Frank Morrison,
ashavehe missed
left the it,"
theatre.
"If
she
had
some
sense,
she
would
get out of peril and stay out. The hero
"Bound
to
exert
tremendous
ence for the good ofa all
employers influand
spends all his time following her around
and waiting for her to holler 'help.'
employes,"
briefly commented Warren
S.
Stone.
His Heroines Are Temperamental.
"Senator Edge immensely pleased.
"My heroines, as exemplified by RoseThe author's
the immigration problem treatment
involved inof the
play and
mary Theby's characterization in 'The
the calm but effectual disposal of all
Silent Mystery' and 'The Mystery of
alien
agitators
as
shown
by
Mr.
Keenan
'13"
are
women
who
blow
hot
and
cold,
full of initiative and human emotions.
are quite
Mr. Edge's
"I find that if she works at odds with
ideas,"
was intheaccord
messagewithbrought
to the
myself
the leading
man —ofnotsuspense
as the
Pathe
representative
by thea WashingSenator's
Francis Ford
director)(asthat
the quality
secretary,
George
Garner,
ton correspondent for many years beand interest is trebled. She hates, yet
Star of Louis Burston serif
fore taking an office on Capitol Hill.
litres me, and everybody knows that a
"The Mystery of '13'."
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CUE SHEETS FOR FILMS OF CURRENT RELEASE
Agitato No.
17— T. Like all small communities. 45.2:10.HalfDramatic
"Shadows
of the Past."
Reel Hurry, Levy.
18— T. As GodMinot.
fearing Christians. 4 :
Released
Preparedby Vitagraph.
by S. If. Berg.
19 — T. You woman
got it allBorch.
wrong. 1 :15. Turbulence (Melodic AlTheme
from2:45.Symphonette
Suite,
Berge.Pement.
legro Agitato),
12—— D.T. —There
AtAdagletto
screening.
Dramatic
Narrative,
20 — T. You'reShepherd.
not going to leave me. 2 :15. Dramatlc Tension No. 27,
is
one
heart
in
the
world.
4
:00.
Tragic
Theme,
Vely.
3— T. Then amid the black shadows. 2 :00. Theme.
21— T. In trying to make a fool. 1 :35. Then
4— T. I'm Mark
Andino.Stetson, the Big Voice. 2:00. Dramatic Tension, 22— T. As they stood and. :30. Continue it.
5— T. Ladies and gentlemen. 2:30. Theme.
o' the Players-Lasky.
River."
6— T. Joe Brandon, tootermezzoreaches
his moments. 2:15. Flirty Flirts (InReleased"Rose
by Famous
Rubato), Levy.
Prepared
by Filmusic Studios.
7 — T. Stetson found me today. 3 :45. Dramatic Reproach, Berge.
Theme— Till We Meet Again, Egan.
8— T. At the house of chance. 3 :15. Vampire Theme, Levy.
screening.
1:44. Love
Pastorale
9— T. Open action).
you hand and look wise. 1:30. Theme (Piano according to 2—3— TT .t Lila
Lee. 3:36.
Theme (Andante),
(Moderato).Langey.
. All the ardent swains. 4:44. In the Village (Moderato), Godard.
10^D. When Stetson enters. 3 :30. Sinister Theme, Vely.
1 :34. Florinda
from scene.)
"Carnival Venetian"
11 — T. If I go to jail again. 2 :15. Gruesome Misterioso, Borch.
5— D . No birthday party.Burgmein.
(pp on indoor
12 — T. It's mymento),
duty Levy.
to you. 1 :00. Bleeding Hearts (Andante Sentl- 6—7— T . Flash Allegretto),
to Miss Lee and Steve. 2 :58. Love Theme.
This is my city nephew. 2:48. Bees (Allegretto), Jones.
13— T. In honor
PromptedMellow
by Steve.
Blues Theme.
(One-step), Friml.
Borch.of the honest. 2:00. Sleeping Rose (Valse Lento), 8— T, Yellow
autumn1:23.days. Wedding
1 :31. Love
9—
T
14 — T. You nobody's
friend.
2
:05.
Camelii
(Andante
Moderato),
TonAnd
the butterfly of fashion. 1:11. Serenade (Moderato), Drdla.
ning.
10—
T,
dance of the. 1 :12. Howdy (One-step), Ted and Josh.
15 — T. But I know they are doing. 3 :00. Clematis (Moderato poco 11— D .. The
Miss Lee starts to dance with Claude. :34. Zenda Waltzes,
16— T. AlrightAgitato),
Joe, go Tonning.
to it when ripe. 2 :30 Perpetual Motion (Allegro 12— D Music Witmark.
stops. :24. Silence (Stop abruptly.)
Agitato), Borch.
Claude in doorway. 4:19. Woodland Inn (Alle17 d. When Hurry,
Lucy Levy.
faints. (Auto and railroad collision effects). 3:45. 13— D Miss Lee andgret o),Bendix.
14 — D Insert (Moderato),
of note. 3:14.
IS
D.
When
Lucy
arrives
at
restaurant.
:45.
Light
Agitato,
Luz.
Berg Adieu (Moderato), Karganoff.
19 — d. When Joe arrives. 2:30. Norma Waltz, Luz.
15— T.
20 D. When Andino.
Lucy and party enter house. 2 :30. Dramatic Tension,
There's nothingerato), Bergto Series).
be unhappy. 2:07. Withered Flowers (Mod16— T. And soon the gossips. 3 :2o. Serenade Op. 16, No. 3, Rubinstein
21 — T. Stetson got me and my friend. Theme (to end.)
1" — T. AglowSudds.
with anticipation. 1 :10. In the Garden (Allegretto)
18 — T. But her
dreams of grandeur. 4:13. Admiration (Moderato),
"Shades
of Shakespeare."
Released
by Christie
Film Company.
Jackson.
Prepared
by
Filmusic
Studios,
19—
T.
Throughout
the winter, Rose. 2:44. Misterioso Agitato No. 66,
1—2— AT, screening. 2:08. Flirty Flirts (Allegretto), Levy.
Berg Series.
The
vice-president
and.
1
:23.
Dramatic
Tension
No.
67,
Berg.
20
—
T.
The
spring
log
DutchTheme.
Windmill, Zamecnik.
3— D . Flash to band in street. 1:11. Carry On (March), Lake.
Miss Lee finds jam.
ring. 12 :40.:35. ALove
Just as William Shakespeare did. :54. Allegro Agitato No. 1, 2122—— D.D. Miss
Lee's
grandmother
falls
in
river.
1 :00. Allegro Agitato
Berg.
Start
pp
and
work
to
strong
agitato
at
scene
of
8, Berg Series.
alley.
_ 59,
„_ _Fr „lm. 23— T. Well, No.I was
turrible. 1:22. Dramatic Andante, No. 24, Berg
Fadeinsoldiers
to Missin Lake
at desk. :35. Mignonette, Op.
Series.
Of course, everybody
24— T. This time good news. 1:00. Love Theme.
gretto), Zamecnik.wanted. 2:40. A Dutch Windmill (Alle- 25—
7— T. The final dress
T. A raidveryon slow
the commissary.
and soft.) 1 :20. Misterioso, No. 2, Minot (Play
r
a
t
o
)
, Levy. rehearsal. 1:08. Dramatic Recitative (Mode8—9— T.D. The night of nights.
26
— D. Steve opens kitchen door. 2:10. Love Theme.
1:16.
Perpetual
Motion
(Allegretto),
Borch.
rises.
:48. Perpetual
Flower SongMotion,
(Burlesques-Moderato),
Lang.
10— D. Curtain
Scenery
falls. 1:38.
Me." Corporation.
Curtain rises.
:39. Flower Song,
Lang.Borch.
11—
ReleasedPrepared
by "Coax
Worldby S.Film
12— D.T. The
M. Berg.
cue: Will
no
one.
:42.
Dramatic
Agitato,
No.
38
(Moderato), Berg.
— Kisses (Valse Lento), Zamecnik.
13— D. Curtain falls on proprietor's head. 1:19. Hunkatin, Levy. Theme
12—— D.T. Mrs.
At screening.
1:45.
The
Vampire
(Dramatic), Levy.
(When
leader
of
orchestra
is
in
sight
get
in
time
with
him.)
Gertrude enade),
Tashman.
14— D. Curtain rises. :44. Battle of Ypres, Borch (play to action.)
Helmund. 1 :00. Serenade Rococo (Allegretto Ser15— T. Bent on a foul. 1:01. The Crafty Spy (Moderato), Borch.
34—— T.T. The
pet anda wealthy.
torment. 14.30.
:30. Theme.
16— D.T. The
2:31.11 (Allegro),
The Vampire,
Dich Colonel's
Richardson,
The Dainty Shepherdess
17—
CurtainGermans
rises. isn't
:15. coming.
Furioso No.
(BergLevy.
Series.)
(Moderato
Grazioso), Beaumaire.
18—
pulls
fire
bell
rope.
:15.
Silence-Fire
bell
only
to
action.
5
—
T.
So
the
master
of
the
hunt.
2
:45.
Comedy
Allegro, Berg.
19— D.T. Villain
It's Brady's
planing
mill.
2:32.
Hurry
No.
4,
Lake
(pp
on
scene
6
—
D.
When
Judge
greets
Nancy.
1
:15.
Theme.
of theatre
proprietor
Miss
Lake and
soldier).in front of curtain and on flashes to 7 — T. And for
heaven's
sake
get
some.
4:30.
Lola
(Allegretto Graeioso), Johnstone.
20— T. Sneezing powder. 1:01. In the Jungle (One-step (A trombone
sneeze),
Fischer.
8
—
T.
Daddy,
don't
you
love
me.
3:00.
La
Ballerina
(Schottische
Characteristic),
Johnstone.
21— D, Curtainend.)falls. :42. A Wonderful Thing (Waltz), Kummer (to
9 — T. Meanwhile
at Jim Wildman's. 1 :00. Popular One-step (Played
on Victrola).
10 — T. Now, (onthe Victrola).
Shimmy Sit, it goes. :45. Popular Shimmey Dance
"The byPeace
Released
Goldwynof Roaring
DistributingRiver."
Company.
11 — D. When Intermezzo),
butler leaves.Sudds.4 :00. In a Garden of Melody (Allegretto
Prepared by M. Winkler.
Theme —May Dreams (Moderato),
12 — T. Thank you for the rescue. 2:30. Theme.
1—2— S.T. At screening. 2 :25. Theme.Borch.
scene (Andante
fades to Idylle),
Dick andLabitzky.
maid. 2.45. The Herd Girl
The Widow
McBinzey plans. 4:05. Romance (Andante), Sibel- 13 — D. When Dreams
ius.
14 — D. When Jimmy joined Nancy. 2 :45. Theme.
3—4— T.T. Ye rooms are ready. 1 :35. Pathe Andante, Vely.
the Iroquois
SilverWidor.
Ledge, Nev. 4 :45. Serenade Op. 10 (6/8 Allegretto),
'Third 15 — T. That night
(A la atJazz),
Levy. Hunt Club. :15. The Naughty Waltz
5 — T. Matrimonial News, N. Y. C. 1 :05. Continue pp.
16 — D. When Sanford.
guests stop dancing. 1:15. Bluette (Allegretto Grazioso),
Weary of thing
the futile
search.seen.1 :40.4:55.Theme.Andante (From
7—6— T.T. Funniest
17 — D. When One-step),
orchestra Levy.
commences to play. :45. Hunkatin (Half-tone
ye ever
Hadley.Love Song (Moderato), Puerner.
8— T. WithinSymphony"),
IS
—
D.
When
guests
stop
dancing. 2:15. At Sunrise (Allegretto Idylle),
a
week.
2:00.
Bratton.
9— T. For three weeks. 3 :05. Theme.
the cause of all. o3 :45. Theme.
10— T. The wire that brings excitement. Cavatine and Musette (Al- 2019 —— T.T. IMysuppose
dadlandais
wants(Moderato),
to marry Mrs.
legro), Raf .
Leigh.Tushman. 3 :00. Intermezzo IreNo. 42(withwestad.bound.
4:55. effects.)
Pastorale (Andantine), Barmotine 21 — T. At breakfast
next morning. 4:45. Berceuse (Characteristic
lib.
railroad
12— S. Madge enters Hugo's cabin. 2 :45. Dramatic Suspense, Winkler.
Moderato), Merkler.
13— T. Amid Levy.
are busy
you really
to. 1.00.
Theme.2:00. Rondo (Excerpts
the strange noises. 1:55. Sinister Theme (Mysterioso) , 2223 —— T.T. Jim,
Go,
get
as Sonata
thegoing
reward.
(Letter.)
Beethoven
Pathetique),
Berge.
14— T. Dawn brings relief. 2:45. Last Spring (Dramatic), Grieg.
captured
the wrong. 2:30. Clematis (Moderato
15— T. First I'm going to know. 2 :35. Dramatic Recitative, Levy 24— T. You fools
Poco have
Agitato),
Tonning.
(Watch shots, railroad effects and steam whistle.)
the Colonel
prepares. 1:00. Pulcinello (AlleShe didn't
gretto Intermezzo),
A letter.
Borch.say how. 1:30. Perpetual Motion (Dramatic Allegro) , 25 — T. In the morning
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27 — D. When Judge legretto
arrives
Grazoiso),atEra.Pepperal House. 4.15. Serenade (Al28 — T. Dear Colonel Lovejoy. Theme (to end).
"A Whiteby W.Man's
Chance."
Released
W. Hodkinson.
Prepared by M. Winkler.
Theme
Symphonique
(Dramatic), Borch.
1 — S. —AtPoem
screening.
3 :10. Theme.
2 — T. The Roberts
Brooks. ranch house. 2:55. Manzeno (Mexican Intermezzo),
3 — T. Don't (watch
worry, foryoushots.)
have two. 4:05. Mexican Kisses, Roberts.
Mexicana,
54—— S.T. Service-Pronto,
The fight. .35. what.
Dramatic8 :05.Agitato,
Hough.Herbert.
6 — T. Allow me, senor. 2:35. Theme.
7 — T. Felipe,Ellenberg.
the storekeeper. 4:05. Manola (Spanish Serenade),
8— T. The custom of the country. 2 :20. Sinister Theme, Vely.
9 — T. With Serenade),
your gracious
Yradier.permission. 4:20. La Poloma (Spanish
1011 —— T.T. ADon't
trust
him.
(SpanishToneCaprice),
up to isdate.3:40.
2:05.Moraina
Mysterious
Picture,Espinosa
Borch.
12— S. Thecertain
fight.
during Shot
interior fired.
scenes).1:45. Mysterious Agitato, Smith (pp.
13 — T. We'll (watch
cut through
the
canon.
2
:05.
Gruesome
Misterioso,
Borch.
shots.)
14 — T. You keep watch on that. :45. Continue pp.
1516 —— T.T. Quebrado
5 :15. (watch
Half shots).
Reel Hurry, Levy.
You have atno last
proof.wakes:55. up.Theme
17 — T. Just wait until someone. 2:30. Mysterioso Dramatico, Borch.
IS — T. I'll stop you making a. 1 :30. Comedy Allegro, Berg.
19 — T. Why, Armand
that's Hughes
(to actionhorse.pp or1:10.
ff). Jovitta (Mexican Serenade),
20—
T.
Quick,
hide
among
the
peon.
4
Agitato,Tension,
Kiefert. Shepard.
21 — T. Give me my half of the. 4 :10. :10.Dramatic
2223 —— Interior
of
room
where
Dorothy
is
serving
wine.
S. Exterior
street(to scene.
Furioso (for riot 2:55.
storm Theme.
scenes),
Kiefert
action pp:30.or ff).
24 — S. Close Winkler.
up of Dorothy and Don Jose. 2 :35. Dramatic Suspense,
25 — S. Valentino arrives. 3 :25. Half Reel Furoiso, Levy.
26 — T. The rurales are here. 2:25. Theme (to end).
"The byBelle
the Season."
Released
MetrobyofPicture
Corporation.
Prepared
S. M. Berg.
Theme — Budding Spring (Andante Grazioso), Platzman.
12 —— T.D. For
At screening.
1
:00.
Theme.
twenty
years Intermezzo),
a great press.Sudds.2 :15. In a Garden of Melody
(Allegretto
3 — T. Oh, Mr.
Suite).John, please don't let. 2.15. Reverie (From Pathetic
4— T. What are you trying to do. 4:15. Elegie (From Pathetic Suite).
5 — T. Under his mother's name of Warren. 1 :45. Theme.
6— T. We're goingto), Aletter.
to Brophy's. 2:45. Pulcinello (Intermezzo Allegret7 — t. The Theme.
closed road sent Geraldine Keen. (Auto effects.) 2:00.
8 — T. Stunned(Andante
by the Idyl),
grim Labitzky.
realization. 3 :00. The Herd Girl's Dream
9— T. A fewGolden.
days later. 2:00. At Twilight (Andante Romance),
neighborhood
Bully.
:15. Theme.
111012 ——— D.T.D. The
When
bully
4 :45. 2 Theme.
When Andino.
bully leaves.
stops James.
1.00. Dramatic Tension, No. 36,
13 — T. As time
passes,
Geraldine.
2
:30. Intermezzo Irelandais (Moderato), Leigh.
14 — T. Always before her was the thought. 1 :15. Theme.
15— D. When Geraldine
enters
settlement
house. 3:30. Dramatic Tension, No. 9, Andino.
1(517—— D.T. When
So thatdetective
skirt wasgives
hangin'
around.
Borch.
alarm. 2:15.
1 :30. 2 :15.
AgitatoTurbulence,
No.(Allegretto),
C, Kiefert.
18 — T. On her twenty-first birthday.
Serenade
Era.
19—
T.
At
Saint
Mark's
Hospital.
3:00.
Theme
.
2021 —— D.D. When
James
newspaper.
3:30.
Perpetual
Motion, Hearts
Borch.
When (Andante
Geraldinereads
enters
settlement
house.
2.00.
Bleeding
Sentimento), Levy.
22— T. Your father needs you, boy. Theme (to end).
"The Microbe."
Released Prepared
by MetrobyPictures
Corporation.
S. M. Berg.
Theme — Because You Said Goodbye (Ballad Sentimental), Levy.
1— D. At screening.
3:00.
Mandarin
Dance
(Chinese Characteristic),
Golden.
2—3— D.D. When
When boys
start
to
fight.
1:45.
Hurry
(No. 11 (No.
A. B.11C. A.Series.)
Microbe enters taxi. 2:15. Intermezzo
B. C.
Series.)
4— T. Just a little devil. 3:45. Theme.
5— T. Morning found Spense. 4:15. Florinda (Allegretto), Burgmein.
6— T. TheNovelette),
young scamp's
Reviland.gone. 3:45. Elysian Dreams (Moderato
going 1:45.
to joinDrifting
me? 3:15.
and Butterflies,
Vely.
87—— T.T. AAren't
year you
passed.
CloudsBirds
(Schottische)
, Boehnlein.
9 — T. It's all for you Mike, bet you can't guess. 3.15. Theme.
1011—— T.T. Please
tell mewillthetakestory.care 3:00.
Romance3:00.D'Amour,
My future
of itself.
Tulips Schoenfeld.
(Moderato
Grazioso),
Miles.
12— T. Evening. The meddlers subtle poisoning. 3:00. Theme.
13— T. JudithSeries.)
is downstairs. 3:15. Heavy Dramatic (No. 18 A. B. C.
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14 — T. You'reA. a B.woman
and you know. 1:45. Heavy Andante (No 18
C. Series.)
15 — T. The hour of sacrifice. 1 :45. Theme.
16— T. Mike Miles.
quit your teasing. 3:30. Dancing Leaves (Mazurka),
17 — T. Bleeding
hearts,hearts
I should
be able. Levy.(Watch for whistle.) 4:45.
Bleeding
(Andante),
18 — T. They are splendid, but have you. 2.30. Theme.
19— T. Yes, IGruenwald.
sent for you. 3:45. In the Glade (Allegretto Scherzando),
20— T. I've aPhotoplay
message series).
for you. Light Dramatic Agitato (No. 14 Luzj
21 — D. When Spense enters Microbe's. Theme (to end).
"A Sage Brushthrough
Hamlet."
Released by Robertson-Cole
Exhibtors Mutual.
Prepared by Joseph O'Sullivan.
12—— T.At Larry
screening.
1:45.
Southwestern
Idyl
(Andante
Pastorale), Berge.!
Lang, the madcap leader. :45. Razzle Dazzle.
3— D. Cowboys
Falck.on horseback. 1:15. (horses hoofs.) Western Allegro,
45—— T.T. Escalon
Bottle Canyon,
of odor. 3:45. Sinister Theme, Vely. J
a unsavory
sleepy Mexican.
Sceneonce (Allegro),
Berge. 3:15. (Horses hoofs.) Western]
(>— T. He's plumb
locoed. 2:15.
for shot.) Dramatic Tension!
No. 1 (Andante
Agitato),(Watch
Reissiger.
7 — D. After Dramatic),
fadeout— back
to sheriff. 3:30. Prelude "Manfred" (Lentol
Reinecke.
8 — D. When Desmond reads note. 1.45. Agitato Misterioso, Langey.
9— D. Two-Gun
holds up Desmond. 2:15. (Watch for shots.)'
Agitato,Dan Reisenfeld.
10— T. And trouble was brewing at the. 3:30. Flirty Flirts, Levy.
11—
T.
The
reason
why
Larry. 2on:00.by. Sinister
Theme, Vely.
12 — T. In theAllmeantime
Here (Playspurred
f Allegro). :30. Hail ! Hail ! The Gang's
13— T.D. AtBacktheto ranch,
Button and Tom. :45. Dramatic Tension No. 44, Borch.
14—
Schumann. midnight found them. 1 :00. Nocturnal Piece,
15 — D. Cowboys
on horseback.
Allegro,
Reisenfeld. 3:45. (Horses hoofs— shots.) Western!
1C — D. Cowboys doing snake dance. 1 :00. Merrily We Roll Along.
17 — T. Morning,
with a foggy
hangover. 2.45. Humoreske (Allegretto
Scherzando),
Tschaikowsky.
18— T. Poor, poor Papa. 1 :00. Pop Goes the Weasel.
19 — T. I am Song),
sorry, Rosseau.
but you can't stay. :45. Hush, My Babe (Cradle!
2021 —— D.T. AnExterior
and man3:00.on Horseback.
unfair— Dutton
conspiracy.
Flirty Flirts, :30.Levy.Tympany rolls.
22 — D. Cowboys
(Old outside
song). on horseback — sing. :45. Goodnight Ladies
23— D. Larry outside house. 2:30. Pastel Minuet, Paradis.
24 — T. And, as usual, Fate decreed. 1:15. Misterioso No. 2, Minot.
2" —— T.T. But
Disturbingsawnews.him j.coming.
:45. Andante
DramaticFlirts.No. 32, Borch.
2027—
:45. Flirty
T. And they
while
rosing, Vely.
wind howled.
:30. (Wind storm effects.)
Sinistera Theme,
28 — D. Larry toandModerato),
Mother Dolan.
Berge. 1 :30. Dramatic Andante No. 32 (Mol29— D. Cowboys
on horseback.
5:00.
(HorsesFaust,"
hoofs Gounod.
and storm effects.)
Bacchanale
MusicDutton
from
30 — D. Closeupstorm
Doraeffects.)
at "Ballet
doorDramatic
with
Pedro. 2:45. (Wind-:
Allegro,andFalck.
31— D. Shots. 1:45. Furioso (Allegro Agitato), Levy.
32 — T. A happier day. 1:15. Flirty Flirts (Intermezzo Giocoso), Levy
(to end).
Road Called
Straight."
Released"The
by Goldwyn
Distributing
Corporation.
Prepared by M. Winkler.
Theme — Birds and Butterflies (Intermezzo Capriocioso), Vely.
1— T. RobertLente),
Swiftmore,
Brooks. Burton. 3:05. Impassioned Dream (Valse
2 — T. I want you to give me. 4 :55. Theme.
3— T. The cattle
king
impressed.
Camelia (From Boutonniere
Suite) (Allegro
Cantabile),2 :30.Tonning.
4 — T. Betty'sIan.mother. :55. Fairy Phantoms (4/4 Allegretto), Fried5— T. The government's case against. :35. Continue pp.
67 —— T.S. Interior
Mother, dear,Al's youoffice.can't1 :35.
even. 5 :05. Serenade,
Borch.forWidor.
8— T. A westernof lover
speeds. 1:55. MayTheme.Dreams,(Watch
shots.)
9 — T. My name is Al Boyd. 1 :25. Hurry No. 2, Simon.
10 — S. Close up of railroad station. 3 :15. Impish Elves, Borch.
The cradle
robberneedhas a invested.
Galop No. 7, Minot
.
1211—— T.T. This
chap will
valet. 4:45.:50. Characteristic
Barcarole.,
Conterno.
13— T. Here's the box that goes. 2 :55. Theme.
14— T. I'll attend
Bendlx. to everything. 3:00. Sweet Jasmine (Allegretto),
15 — T. But IRosey.
haven't time. 1:45. Valse Divine (Valse Moderato),
16—
them. 1 :05.1 :35.Hurry
17 — T.T. IfSo youthe tell
honeymoon.
Theme.No. 33, Minot.
18— T. I always
Suite),knewBerge.I'll hate. 4:55. Adagietto (From Symphonette
the honeyless.
Intermezzo
2019 —— T.T. ToAnd hisso place
at Woodcrest.2:40. 4 :45.
Dramatic(Moderato),
Recitative,Huerto.
Levy.
21— S. After lib,
the railroad
fight. 6effects.)
:50. Half Reel Hurry No. 2, Levy. (With ad2223—— T.Theme
The road
called straight. 1 :25. Dramatic Agitato, Hough.
(to end).
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Advertising
for
Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
Special Fonts.
RECENTLY
"System,"
magazine, lately
told the
as a business
novelty
of a merchant who bought his own
display
faces
when
his
local
paper
refused
to bring its type dress up to date. This
department has been advocating the same
thing for half a dozen years. Few newsparticularlypapers
in thestock much
smallerdisplay
sizes.type,
It will
pay
you to get your own fonts and either
keep them in your office or permit the
paper to carry
the fonts
with tothebeunderstanding that they
are not
used
save
in
your
own
displays.
making
careful selection of faces youBy can
makea
your displays
almost
as individual
drawn
designs with
the added
legibility asof
type,
and
you
can
get
a
better
displayto
because you have type precisely suited
your own needs. In small program work
it is playalmost
impossible
to
get
pretty
disfaces in you
the eight
and
ten most
and twelve
point
sizes
need,
since
offices
have so small a demand for faces of this
sort. Buying your own gives you both
display and distinction, if you pick your
type carefully.
Steve Stult.
After he got married, Steve Farrar
took
things
easy
for agottime,
a tent
show came along and
him but
all stirred
up and the Elks led a goat down the
with "Lead
Steve outFarrar"
onstreet
his blanket,
and me
Steveto found
what
that meant, and by that time he was
out of love'sawake voung
drecm
thorthat
decidedofandtoa sostay
Steve didoughly nor
rrakehe much
stab up.at
the
tent
show
the
week
it
played.
He
strengthened his bill and let the rest
run
for
Sweeney,
but
the
week
before
booked in a minstrel tenor and the weekhe
afterward a girl revue helped along. He
got
what little
money he besides.
might
have back
lost
week and
Here
is a onfourthe sevens
and some
a halfs used
for the singer along with a Bill Hart. He
ORPHEUM
WILLIAM
SJHART
"THELION,s'.HILLS"
MR. HAMPSTEAD
BENTLEY
"Southland's Sweetest Tenor"
'Beresford- Baboons"
A four sevens and a halfs from
Steve Farrar.
ran on a sliding scale. The Hart picture
was thirty
cents, but thein Saturday
was only
each above
caseofferextra ingfive
cents twenty,
for the soloist
thean
usual
price.
Saturdays
Steve
does
not
run a feature but trusts to his serial, a
comedy
and gave
a short
Western.a space
The openthe
Hart,ing daybuthe after
thatsoloist
he rode belowabove
the
feature until Saturday, when he again

took the top part of the space. For his to use these revues almost every week,
Saturday space he took a cross page five but a little goes a long ways. Give your
patronsthe good
not
for
programa double
and a single
sort photoplays
of girl actsandthattheywilldo take
ninehisfornexttheweek's
day with
eight need
for the Monday
bill.
The
Mondayof stock
show to the sticks. Anyhow, Steve is hustling
apparently
offered
only
a
couple
Mostly Type.
cuts and Steve had to do the best he
could with these. In this instance he again.
Here's
another
from and
Clarence
uses white
his two
the Strand,
Toronto,
this isRobson,
mostly
effect.
Therespace
was toalsogeta two
columncolumn
cut, oftype.
He isn'tplay,trying
towell
sell known
a pretty girl
but Steve was saving that up. Alto- in a sketchy
but
a
with a known star. He plays updrama
the
punch
the story
and
follows
in with
NOtitleof and
the
star.
We
think
that
the
ORPHEUM
advance
WEEK
ENTIRE
prices
June 9
If You Were Sweated and Grilled by
the Police Would You Confess to a
Crime That You Did Not Commit?
THIS HAPPENS RIGHT BEFORE YOUR EYES IN
That Super-Dreadnaught of Melodramas
r ftTHE THIRD DEGREE
DAVID GRAHAM PHILLIPS
ULUAN WALKER
ORPHEUM
Monday
and Tuesday

PEARL WHITE
Th& Lightning Raider;
IT PAYS TO EXERCISE*
TTVaREELFeature
Western

eights with
and aa single
indouble
connection
seven n.ne
fives used
on
one page for a single house.
gether he took sixty column inches on
the day against 13% for the road show.
Itcriticism.
is easy toHe imagine
spread who
himselfgot the
for best
the
jgj ORPHEUM
I
Dave Newman's
GIRL

REVUE

babyJ)orothy olive
A Bunch of Beautiful Dancing Girls
— "THE HUN WITHIN'
Dorothy Cish, George Fawcett
TWO SHOWS Tl)M<;ilT f you miss this shoiv tonight
A four nines for a girl act.
taking
four
ninesup and
whooping
itrevue,
He
the price
to fifty
cents,
andurj.with
aranchange
of program
nightly
and his usual film show as well, he gave
plenty for the money. Some houses seem

Cast —
Malice The jSupporting
6 yce

A five twelves for The Third Degree.
upper
portionhadofitthebeendisplay
would
have
been better
given between
more space
between
the lines and less
the
words. The same italic face used for
"That
Super-Dreadnaught
of
Melodramas"
would have worked better for that three
line bank than the type used, but at any
rate it is in upper and lower and not in
all capitals. That helps a lot. Pulling
inbetter
the top linesto would
also have
giventhea
through
provisiondisplay
of moreAlice
whiteJoycespace.
In any
eventdrawthisattention
is something
will
on thatdifferent
account. andIt
looks better in the reduction than in
the original.
The CaliforniaSpread
theatre,Out.Los Angeles, isuses a program of 24 pages and cover, the
latter
heavy ofstock.
It isis well
but tooa much
the space
takenprinted,
up by
trade
advertisements.
runs six
or seven items,Theandactual
each program
item is
intrade
a boxadvertisements.
on a page by itself
carry run
the
Whento they
out of program material they stick in a
paragraph
player,24, but
there
is only one about
column,someon page
to really
speak
for the attraction.
house, and this
the coming
Withis sogivenmuchto
space at command, a page or two of smart
house
a lot tois clinch
traditiontalkthatwouldthe help
California
about the
the
best
place
in
town
to
visit,
and
will
mean more to the house than the itreturn
from thesiders.program
spacestheresoldappears
to out-to
During the war
have been a general slump in programs
and the good house talk was the first
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Most
of
the
spaces
offer
real display and
too
long
nor
dull.
It
sells.
A
double
'stuff
to go.to This
is a mistake.
little most
of the
irritating
blundering
important
advertise
your houseIt asis asto eighteens covered Greased Lightning with very mars
of the
small town
stuff.
tell the attraction you play. If you get a heavy type "Hey! Wichita!! They don't that
We rather think it is Mr. Chambers, for
make cut.
'em But
any better
than
this displays
one," above
the house
established,
you won't the
the initial layout has to be right to give
have
to workfirmly
so hard
for the attractions.
not
all
of
the
are
chance.
The last
sampleIt
That on the left in the second cut the compositor
The house
program without
little edi-a isdeep.
tens a from
a sister
house.
a three twelves, which gives a better isis anotfouralways
airplaneits without
easy istoonegetofthis
type
of
rudder.torial Itchat iswilllikegoan somewhere,
but not balance.
Thethe panel
gives
thetells
essence
of display, for Metro
the
few
the
story,
lower
bank
of
the
the way you want it. One good point in production and De Mille, while the lower get out this style, but it works wellto
the California
program
is
that
the
proeven where the presswork is poor. It is
units are setthein patron
a specialtoborder
which gramenables
spot box
the panel names the stars. It is a very effec- pretty hard to spoil the effect with bad
program
spaces
on
any
page.
This
helps
printing.
theweprettiest
disof theThishave
lot,is about
though
think
abelittle,
a more
more playmight
been said
about that
this
betterbut and
couldorderly
carry program
just as would
much STARTS MONDAY
advertising.
big production. Possibly the brag came
in thepare press
stories.
If
you
will
comHave You Tried It f
cuts, we think you will
Charley Ray find thatthesea four
square layout offers the most
The "ofground
course"
sloganIt seems
topar-be
pleasing
aspect
and
moredrops
apt
gaining
rapidly.
ticularly to announce
out of isthe used
ordinary
to be carefully read. therefore
Where a isspace
three
fourths
of
the
page,
you
have
films, and following the glowing descripeither read in sections or hold the paperto
tion comes
"atall thegoodBlank,
ofhavecourse,"
to
suggest
that
films
to
come
open eral
in thing
an aawkward
position.
there. It is worth trying, if you can
three nines
of a Asfoura gentens
deliver the goods, but is not of much
gives the best proportion for looks, but
use in a town without opposition.
of course, copy must also be considered.
CECIL B.BETTER,
DeMHXE'S |~
"FOR
From Wichita.
In Contrast.
Attaboy,
StanleysendsChambers,
Palace,
Here are two displays, one a four
Charley! " eighteens
Wichita,
in a lot of ofrecenttheexamples.
the New Family, Adrian,
The
of space,
Bf Busher Mich., and from
the other from the Franklin,
seemsPalace
to runtakes
moreplenty
to depth
than butto
Saginaw, in the same state. Both are
WORSE"
width, though most advertisers favor the
FOR
good in their ways, but we like better
square advertisement, since it generally
that on the right. The Pickford announcepermits
make-up.
He runs
his
spaces toa fitbetter
the local
condition.
In the
first
cut
shown,
the
middle
is
a
three
fifteen to star Fred Stone in Johnny Get
Your Gun. It shows a semi-easel effect
A three twelves and a double fourteen.
five display of the chief talking points,
all close at hand, but so placed that each
point gets its own chance to sink in.
At the right is a two fourteens with a
1002

A three fifteens and a pair of two
fourteens from Kansas.
much used in the Middle West, though
we think that the heavy rule kills the
display
somewhat. isThat
the right,
a two fourteens,
muchon better
and
does not need a cut to get attention.
This is really an unusually well laid and
set display.
little all
lines
are largeThere
and isdistinct
and caps,
there theis
no crowding.
The note
bottom
refers
to the retention
of aatlocalthe welcome
home parade
short
length
for
an
addirun. Had it nota been
this
special tionalannouncement,
two for
twelves
would
have
given
a
display
just
about
ascut good
as theforthree
fifteens,space
though
the
selection
the larger
is good
in thattion of the
it gives
character
toright
the the
suggesstory.
On
the
two
are giventhe tostartDorothy
Itfourteens
alsofilm.
announces
the Dalton.
special
local
Here the brokenof rule
carries
the
connection
from
the
top
to
the
bottom
portrait, and its use is well done. The
comedy
might have
giventhere
a little
better display.
In thatbeenspace
was
room
for
a
more
prominent
announcement.
A single sixteens was used to advertise
in Out ofcuttheandFog.
aNazimova
single column
usedThey
that hadas
the basis for the display. The selling
talk, some of which is lifted from the
press books, is well chosen and is neither

A six sixes for Hart.
very muddy cut, but the cut serves its
purposetheof rest.
gettingThisattention
and the
the' only
talk
does
is about
display of the series to give a little
prominence
to
the
comedy.
Just
to
show
that not all of the spaces have to run
deep,
here istalk
a sixis sixes
Hart.rightHereof
the selling
just tofor the
the cut, and in eight lines the story is
sold. Either
Mr.
Chambers
is excep-or
tionally fortunate in his compositors
he knows how to get what he goes after.

I\(lfie
a thousand
star tf
j
moods I
a drama or a ig|g|r
thousand delights i
^ED LANTERN

A four tens for Nazimova.

Two large displays showing contrasting
types of layouts.
ment tries to tell too much. There is
the announcement of the story above the
cut. Then comes a personal message
from
thethemanagement,
one
the star
about
the from
check
These are
allcheck,
good and
advertising
points,itself.
but
there are too many of them. For the
opening
announcement
that
Brinkerhoff
cartoon with a strong name and title, and
a few lines of description would have
been much better, with the check supplying a second
erhoff cartoonadvertisement.
stuff, by the way,ThathasBrinkbeen
widely
used,
and
we the
thinkFirst
that National
in this
layout of line stuff,
has supplied its exhibitors with the finest
advertsing material ever put out to actually sell
stuffedfilm.
space withButthatcontrast
on the this
right, overonly
one inch longer. There is a good strong
house signature, and below the comment
"Everyencegirl
has felt
pre-natalWeinflu-do
that ruled
Marythe
not believe
this,
but
mostRegan."
girls willdownres
p
o
n
d
t
o
the
suggestion
and
already sold to the play. Then read
comes the
cut, some
written appeal
seven
lines,
theIt well
and inshowing
times.
isstarnotandonlytitle
a pretty
display
typographically,
it is top
an effective
ing advertisementbutfrom
to bottom.sell-
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more exact drawing showing such scenes
story has fewwillpoints,
but sometimes might
A Cheap SIsMtare.
offenseof toJulythe onschool
which
work better.
The Sexton, Great Falls. Mont., is one smaller spaces Mct'orniirk.N.
wished give
the First
a suffering
of the houses to make its signature from
world.
By
making
the
drawings
moreis
type.
This
Comstock
is
used
by
many
the where
curse theof hero
this Issuggestion
S. Barret McCormick had the sort of fanciful,
houses
in
various
sections
of
the
country,
lifted
—
even
shown
with
story
he
works
well
with
in
Mary
Regan.
but this looks about as good as any of He knows that stories of wicked New
York life please out of town, and most
of his drawings gave emphasis to this
angle. Take this four nines, for example.
The type builds up on the picture, which
TODAY TOMORROW
WM. S.
HART
The MONEY CORRAL

Circle

Two More Displays with the Same
twelve
front
Appeal.
of him. empty
Twelvecocktail
cocktailsglasses
at thein prices
prevailing just before the Great Drought
suggest wealth beyond imagination. The
A house signature
using letter.
Comstock type
Regan
campaign
is one oflately.
the best
for the chief
McCormick
has offered
He Mr.
did
not
miss a chance.
them. The Sexton uses a 48 point, but
■Setting It All.
the type comes in various sizes. The
Hunt Stromberg, general publicity man
space room
is a five
twelves
and inthis
gives A Four Nines in which the Reverly in
ample
for the
specials
either
lor Goldwyn. sends in a copy of the St.
the lower corners.
The allusion
to theof
Mary Regan
Is Up.
Attractively
Louis Star
in the
whichentire
a little
extra Not
adver-all
Played
tising carried
directory.
•side dishes"
and tothethepointing
give
better
prominence
smaller fists
features
of
the
houses
had
Goldwyns
that
particular week, but the top and bottom lines
than plamost
The but
average
dis- shows how people from Indianapolis and
y in Greatdisplays.
Falls is large
generally
other York,
centresrather
behave
when
they
get toof
poor. This is about the best from this New
than
how
the
bulk
city that we have seen. The average the New York residents act. But that
runs from fair to poor, and mere large- "Money Mad City! What does it care?" -GOLDWYN PICTURES WEEK IN ST. LOUIS—
space will not replace clever- is going to sell a lot of seats. The story
nessnessofofthought
angle
over story
to theis left,
where told,
the
Small Big Ones.
essenceruns
of the
succinctly
C.J»il
Most houses through the country took but the most noise is made over the "Big
huge
spaces they
for Auction
of Souls
becauseit. Business"
and "Big advertisement,
Pleasure" angle.as This
was
a
Saturday
was
they
knew
could
clean
up
with
The Trent Theatre, Trenton. N. J., held the four elevens in the double cut. Here
to twoplay fours,
dis- the same
layout isa used,
but sketch.
with a different portrait
different
and the but
big between
appeal ofplanned
the story,
on the
left and
is a Sunday
display forThat
the
they
got
more
for
their
money
than
some
did who took half pages. We show two opening, backing up the Saturday work. The Unpardonable Sin
One
little
point
that
many
would
not
of a ingseries
of
displays
used,
each
one
takup one of the points of the story and think of is the style of sketching. A
getting
that
over
so
that
it
took
the
play
with it. It is not always the big space
which counts the most, and in this case,
by
one,oneit A NEW HELP FOR MANAGERS
was taking
possibleup tothedrivepoints
homeonethe byfacts
r i
Women
Sold
-Aurora MardiganianTor 85c Each
......[ P
Picture Theatre
—"When You Sec GOLDWYN
You'll Sec Aurora
Advertising
A Motion Picture Directory in Which
Three Special Lines Apparently Give
By
WINTHROPicr Exhibitors
SARGENTin the
Auction
of Souls';
t
the Entire Space to Goldwyn.
*.....—,..».
Auction
of Souls
ConductorEPESofMoving
Advertising
suggests
that allAt thethathouses
are gets
playingan
Picture World
these releases.
Goldwyn
unusually
largeitselfpercentage
of look
ins.
its, HOOK, ;i But
A pair of two fours with strong selling
SXT
BOOK
AND
A
HAM)
the
stunt
is
distinctly
new
and
value.
worth
loking
over.
mpendium
and
a
guide.
It
tells
all
In
n
Horry.
pout advertising,
tting, printing andabout
paper,typehowand tot\ runpeby one.paignThis
wasthe part
of a five day camopening.
it is
to fill in on a recent
program
line
newspaper
adver
ofAntheattempt
Angeles,
possible, prior
the toisolated
fact is Where
better than
write
form
letter:
gives
a California
funny effect.Theatre,
On theLosinside
back
a group of facts all bearing upon the
aways,
how
to
m
page
is
an
advertisement
that
a
certain
advertisement,
how
to
get
matlne
same
story,
provided
that
all
facts
are
business,
special
schemes
for
he
brought out strongly. This is so true,
dealer
will
pay
the
highest
prices
for
Libweather
days.others.
All practic
that it would
often pay in totheusesamea dozen
erty bonds.
the following
becauseyou.and
it hasByrainy
helped
It$2.0(
wil
tisement That
were shortand quarter
pages, adverand to
scattered
advertisements
issue,
help
mail,
postpaid,
fill
in
there
appears
immediately
below
the
Order from nearest < fficc.
rather videdthanthat the
a single
page layout,
proscatterfulldisplays
each tells
bold advertisement
the line:Usher
"Taxicab
Service at the
Door
—
Notify
or
Footsomething new and different. This is not
Angelians
always
with ofa drama,
PICTURE WORLD
must be man."inIt suggests
a terrible that
hurry theto get
rid of
but thepossible,
Auctionparticularly
has no end
strong MOVING
their bonds.
516 Fifth Ave., New York
talking points, and we believe that the
Do
It
Now.
Trent brought in Just as much business
Building, Chicago, III.
as Ihose houses which took pages and Wright &Schiller
wait Send
until inyounowgetandgoodlet tous send
Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cal. in Don't
samples.
help
half, pages.
a certain
moral
effect The
whichbig isspace
usefulhas where
the
you to do better advertising.
Fatty Arbuckle . side pjSHES jPEARL WHITE
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Projection
Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
r
As to Lenses
FD. KELLY, Indiana, Pa., who, by
# procses of deduction I infer to be
either Irish, or of Irish descent, inquires:
"Our
theatre
eighty-five
length from
lens isto screen
and wefeethavein
athethirteen-foot
We are
making
room twentypicture.
feet longer,
so that
the
distance of projection will be 105 feet.
The question is, will .our objective lens
focus
that far?
a twelvefoot picture
and Weno must
more, have
as there
is a
beam fereacross
the
ceiling
which
would
interwith
a
larger
picture.
The
projection
room is so low now that lowering the
projectors
much will
wouldnot notdo, beplease
possible.
present lenses
tell usIf
what lenses
to
get."
Present Lenses Will Focus.
Yes, your present objective lens will
"focus
thatfootfar,"
but if it gives a picture
thirteengive
would
onewidethreeat eighty-five
feet wider. feetIt isit
figured
this
way:
thirteen-foot
picture
is 156 inches wide; A hence
the ray spreads
(156-^-85)
one
and
seventy-one
eightyfifths inches to each foot of distance from
lens to screen. It therefore follows that
with twenty feet additional distance there
would
be twenty times one
and seventyone eighty-fifths
which
is practicallyinches
threeadditional
feet. To width,
get a
picture
twelvean feet
wide atof 105aboutfeeteight
you
will require
objective
inches
P., though
for certain
it is notE. possible
to figure
it withreasons
exact
accuracy.
dealer the
exactwidth
distance fromGive
lens your
to screen,
desired
of picture, and put it up to him to get
you the lens to give the result. I would
advise an objective with a two and onehalf-inch opening,
and meniscus
bi-convex
condenser
lenses. For
the rest, get
a lens
chart from the Moving Picture World.
A Bunch of Alsos
W. J.mands a course
O'Rourke,
St. Thomas,
Ont., destudy
for asprojectionists
and asks certain ofquestions,
follows:
"In
a
recent
issue
you
spoke
harshly
to
one crank-turner
he knew
tle. Now what because
would you
think sooflit-a
doctor whose
only inknowledge
of hispicked
profession consisted
what he had
up
while
office
boy
in
a
M.
D.'s
office?
Well, that same applies to the cranker of
today.
a course
study, theWhat
same is asneeded
doctorsis have,
so thatof
the
embryo
projectionist
can
learn
before
he starts out to be a cranker.
Candle Power of a Watt.
"And
now power
I wouldof alikewattto is;
be also
told what
the
candle
what
the
effect
of
running
a
D.
C.
generator
with the field rheostat in full would
be,
or can the field
magnets
become that
overmagnetized.
Also, the
I might
remark
would not cause
cranker
any worryit
if exchanges would send out a few new
reels occasionally — say once in a decade
anyhow. Also the film men might spend
time
with
making
than exnect
some profit
ofthe them
now films
are.to less
Howdense
thev
nroiectionist
put
themdo

Important Notice
1 /"\ WING to the mass of matter g
| \J awaiting
it is impossible topublication,
reply through
the gI
gg department
in
less
than
two
or g
three weeks.
order to give
| service,
those In sending
four prompt
cents, j§:
gg receive
stamps carbon
(less thancopyactual
cost),
will
I
the depart1 ment reply, by mail, ofwithout
delay. g1
g1 Special
replies beby replied
mail onto matters
which cannot
in the 1I
gg department,
one
dollar,
Both the first and second sets of 1
are now form,
ready and
gg inquestions
neat booklet
the printed
second gg
g half being seventy-six in number, g
gg mitting
Either booklet
be had
by re- gg
25 cents,maymoney
or stamps,
gg Cannot
to the editor,
or
both
for
40
cents, gg
use Canadian
stamps.shouldEvery
g live, progressive
operator
get g
g a copy of these questions. You g
g1 you
may cannot
be surprised
at the anumber
answer without
lot of gg
g study.
ig
Lens Charts for Framing,
1 The December 28 issue, containing g
gg quickly.
the lens charts,
was exhausted
very gg
The demand
for lens charts
g1 limited
was so great
that
we
have
had
number printed on heavya gg
gg Covers
paper, amperage
size 11x17,25 tofor60 framing,
A. C. or gg
gg D.bi-convex;
C, and Plano-convex
or
meniscus
gives tonecessary
pro- 1gg
g§ jection
lens also
diameter
avoid shutter
waste
and
distance
of
revolving
g from aperture. Every progressive, gg
gg one.
up-to-date
shouldto have
Price, projectionist
50 cents, postpaid,
any gg
gg part
of
the
world.
Send
U.
S
''-cent
g
stamps or money order.
l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l l UM
on thetension,
gate ofastheir
fixed
they projector,
have now.instead
Thanksof
for services rendered to date by the department and itsHarshly
editor."Some More.
We Speak
In the very first place, Brother O'Rourke,
I am going to "speak harshly" to you, for
the good
of yourword.
soul. Don't
I don'tbe ata cranker
all like
that
"cranker"
and
thinktherein cranker
Don'ta
even don't
believe
is or canterms.
be such
thing. Dignify your profession by calling
it such, tionist,
andeven speak
the deserve
Projecthoughalways
he mayof not
the
"Cranker"Whensounds
and name.
is belittling.
one undignified
reads the
term
"Projectionist"
oneandautomatically
visualizes
a gentlemanWhen
a manreadsof
some attainment.
one
"cranker"
one
automatically
something very different. Is it notvisualizes
so?????
Even thedoestermnot "Operator,"
beingto visualundistinctive,
cause
the
mind
ize anything
thanidea?
an ordinary workman. Do you more
get the
To answer your query as to c. p. of a
watt, was
we would
have to know
watt
to be applied.
The c. how
p. ofthea
watt
applied
to
a
carbon
filament
lamp
and to a Mazda is quite different. When
applied
to
a
nitrogen-filled
lamp
entirely right in is something else again. As applied toit
s would do ex- arc
lampsthatit nowould
depend answer
on so many
djustable tension factors
intelligent
could

be given. I do not remember the c. p.
per
watt Write
of incandescent
lamps of various
types.
to National
Nela Park,
Cleveland,
Ohio;Lamp
the Works,
Edison
Lamp Works, Harrison, New Jersey, or to
the
Westinghouse
Lamp
Works,
Bloomfield, New Jersey, and they will no doubt
supply full stamped
data, provided
addressed,
envelope.you send selfAs to Field Magnets.
The effect of throwing in all the field
resistance
flowing
through theis tofieldreduce
coilstheandcurrent
thus weaken
the magnetic field and reduce the output
of the generator. As to field magnets beover-magnetized,
depend oncomingwhat
you mean.why Inthatthe would
sense
you
probably
mean
say degree
no. A
magnet may be raisedit, toI would
a certain
of power,
it is saidwhento bea considerable
"saturated."
This
point when
is reached
increase in the magnetizing force does not
increase ciably.theThe point
magnetic
strength
of saturation ofappreany
given
magnet
will
vary
with
the
material
ofconstruction.
which it is Your
composed
and
the
form
comments on reels ofis
pertinent,
as iswillalsobetheattended
Simplexto matter,
but
the
latter
in the
near future.
Course of Study.
to your proposal
a course ofbetween
study,
andAs comment
on the ofsimilarity
the M. D. office boy and the projectionist,
there is no reason why the beginner in
cannot
himselfliesfully
heprojection
so desires.
The qualify
real trouble
in theif
lack of any
adequate
system
of
apprenticeship andavenues
failure ofto knowledge
make intelligent
use of such
as are
available. In the handbook, lens charts,
Hawkins'
Electrical
Guides,
etc..
there
is
right nowif pretty
thoroughwithknowledge
available
it be coupled
even so
little as one year of real apprenticeship.
Ifthanthe a average
"cranker"projectionist
it is his ownis little
fault,more
and
no one's else.
Back from the War
Locksley
Southreturned
Vancouver,fromBritish
Columbia, Clark.
has just
four
years'
service
as
lieutenant
navy. He was stationed atin the
the British
Larne
Naval heBase,
Ireland,
time
installed
and where
managedin a off-duty
picture
theatre
writes: for the naval authorities. He
"We had a Power's Six and a ninetyfoot throw,
a five-inch
objective. Used using
65 amperes
from E.a F.110-volt
supply.
With
the
aid
of
a
ship's
carpenter
and sailmaker we
made
anon which
excellent
screen
whitewhite
duck,paint
we
laid oneoutcoatof fine
of flat
and two
coats of white distemper. I got your
latest handbook, the Moving Picture World
and Hallberg's Handbook on Electricity.
These ableavenues
of enable
knowledge
invaluand I ofthinkIreland
towere
show
these
exhibitors
whome saw
the naval
show
what
a
good
picture
is,
as
projection
is very poor there.
Projection in Ireland Very Punk
"But what can be expected with projecwages atof eight
dollarsis a8.000
week?to
The usualtionist's
speed
projection
9,000 feet in one hourin and
twenty-five
minutes. The film is frightful condi-
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tion and is handled very roughly. The
exchange does not send the program to
the theatre on reels. It is wound up in
rolls,exchange
the same as the
whenproducer,
it is received
by
the
isis shipped
inlarger
a roundthantin from
box
which
usually
enough
the film roll that the roll
shakes andruinslides
around therein, to the
ultimate
sprocket holes. of Its edges and finally the
"I used Picture
to look World.
forward Ito showed
getting the
Moving
my
Worlds
to
Mr.
J.
Y.
Moore,
Belfast,
the biggest exhibitor in Ireland. Hewhoownsis
a large circuit of halls. He liked them so
well that hescripattion. Oneonce
in a experiences
year's subof mysentnaval
was being Tuscania
present at(that
the issinking
troopship
as nearof astheI
can
make
outwiththeUnited
name, States
which troops.
is blotted.The—
Ed),
laden
ships
of
our
patrol
picked
up
550 men.
Another patrol picked up others.
Next
afternoon
I
had
the
pleasure
of
entertaining them at our naval theatre. It is quite
some job settling down to work again,
but since
the British
Columbia
tion has started
every one
seems toexaminabe full
of pep and things are worth while here
now."
Please Take Notice.
that last sentence,
you
whoPlease
fear anotice
real examination.
The British
Columbia men also feared it until they
were andforced
go toare it,worth
get down
and
dig,
now tothings
while and
the men full of pep. It is too bad that
things in the projection line are in such
a deplorableHeaven
state inknows
the land
of the
Shamrock.
we thought
films tion
could
not
possibly
be
in
worse
condithan certain of our own exchanges
are sending out now, but Ireland seems
really to have gone us one better — or
worse.
Well, Clark;
we're also
glad that
to have
you back,all
Brother
you brought
your legs and arms an' things back with
you. Some of the poor chaps didn't, you
know.
i rom New Zealand
Thomas
New
Zealand, addsM. toCopeland,
a former Auckland,
communication
thusly :
"My last letter was written on short
notice
catchbeen
the delayed,
mail steamer
"Niagra,"
but sheto has
will add
thereto.
All our films
haveso toI pass
the
censor,
which
office
has,
up
to
this
time,
been
held
by
one
man,
Mr.
Joliffe.
His
decisions have been broadminded and
appear
to give
satisfaction.
that
he sits all
the seven
hours a Itdayis said
he views
photoplays
on
a
hard-seated,
stiff-backed
chair to avoid falling asleep.
"Decemberthe2, 1916,
you described
a novel
projector,
I installed
and ran one
ofGraphoscope.
these machines
for a
time.
a clear,
steady thepicture
and
the lossIt gave
of light
through
reflector
seemed not great. The stereopticon device
was really cute and I enjoyed working on
the outfit. The only difficulty experienced
was
get spools
when trying
the filmto parted
at endrunning
of reel. again
Without Fireproof Spool Boxes.
"I can writer
confirmwhothe mentioned
Wellington,having
New
Zealand,
seen out
a number
of
projectors
running
withthere isfireproof
a fire,spool
and boxes.
then, of Occasionally
course, the
poor
projectionist gets
be projectionists
are the
not blame.
asked toWouldpass
any qualifying examination. There are,
ofplenty
course,
projectionists
and
operators
the are
latter,
but I ofam managers
glad —to
say thatofthere
a number
who has
recognize
so that
the capable
man
little tomerit,
fear from
unemployment.
Have Their Bumps Head.
I wouldtionistssuggest
that would-be
projecfirst have their
bumps read,
and
ifreasonably
their bump
of
artistic
taste
be
not
well
developed,
bump
them
For the true projectionist is really
anout.artist.
"What do you think of this? 'No picture
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theatre shall open before two P. M., or
between
the hours
and seven P. adM.'
Such is vancthe
latest ofactfivepassed
ed (?) legislators.
Note howby itourreads:
'Shall noton theopen!'
Must keep patrons
time iswaitup.
When ing this
lawsidewalk
is put until
into operation
we
will
not
give
in
without
a
fight.
Half
the
staffs of every continuous house will be
out
employment.
'Take easy,
anotherI don't
job.'
says ofthewith
Minister.
Very
think,
thousandsemployment.
of returning
soldiers vainly seeking
Broke the China Egg.
"Can ments
a copy
of those
light-ray
experiyouone.
made
in since
1915
be
obtained.
Would like
Ever
I busted
one
of mother's china eggs to find out where
the
hen
got
her
eggs
from
I've
wanted
know thething.why
every-to
Enclosed and
find wherefore
drawing ofofportable
light box for splicing film. When a lighted
table ful.is Make
not a available
extremely
suitable itboxis and
let intouse-its
top
two
or
three
old
slide
cover
with white paper between. Get anglass,
old
electric torch, cut off the reflector part
and
fasten
to
bottom
of
box,
as
shown,
with a screw or tack in back for bulb to
screw down on. Pass the battery through
hole in side of box, with end projecting,
for
inor changingbatteries.
Placeasconvenience
push-button
switch
box
shown. The dotted
lines onshowsidewireof
connections. Other variations of this plan
will noother little
doubt suggest
themselves.
a colored
glass atis Annot
handy, and hint.
it is Ifdesired
to look
the
arc,Graphoscope
just smoke Used
an oldMostly
slide glass."
in Schools.
Graphoscope
only States.
a very limited
saleThe here
in the has
United
It is
mostlyunderstanding.
used in schools,I etc.,
accordinghaveto
my
personally
never beentheable
advantage in
reflecting
ray tosome
at see
righttheangles.
also Wehave
herewould
who
useWesense.
also havecensors
some who
confer a distinct benefit on humanity at
large if they did go to sleep. If they
failedage totocontrol
wake our
up, grief
maybeafter
we would
mana few years
of mourning
— itthat
they were not decent
enough
to
do
sooner.
Your lawmakers seem to have sprung a
new one.how? So What
general
idea, with
anylong asis atheplace
complies
safety and sanitation laws, is respectable
and is not objectionable between two and
five P. M., we fail to see by what right of

common sense, law or anything else the
lawmakers can shut it up at other reasonhours. inWethese
have United
quite States
a number
courtsablehere
whichof
considerable tinkering would not injure,
and might
but that nonsensical
even they
would
sustainimprove,
an apparently
"law"
as
that
is
extremely
doubtful.
The
trouble
lawmakers
is thatof society
they forget theywith
are merely
servants
at
large. They sometimes seemingly indulge
in a pipe dream, imagine they are the
masters
"legislate"
masters and
into that
doingtheyanycandarned
thing their
they
want to.
you sort
let your
legislators
away
with Ifthat
of thing
withoutgeta
fight, they
next enact
"law"before
that
every
theatremight
manager
must, adaily,
opening
his
theatre,
go
up
to
the
capitol
building, kiss
doorknob
of the incense
senate
chamber
threethetimes
and burn
before the entrance of the lower house.
Record of Light Hay Kiperiments.
No, there is no printed record of the
experiments,
in the
Handbook. Iexcept
had athatlot contained
of photographs,
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but excepttheyoneareset I kept for my own
reference
all gone long
As to your well-developed ago.
curiosity,
why
he
who calmlybump
acceptsof
things as they are, without
question
gets
anywhere.
It(maybe
is the investigator never
while often
more
a who
bit)
of a nuisance,a bitmakes
the worldthanprogress
The light sbox
is
submitted
to
the
coni
d
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
our
V should be
useful
travelingreaders.
exhibitors.
modern forlamphouses
have
colored Since
glass allin
the
door
I don't
smoked glass
stunt quite
would see
apply.where the

What Is the Matter With New York?
W. A. Oswald, assistant censor and inPioneer
real asprojectio
nist examinat
ion
Columbia,
British
ni^t0r'
er.
follows:
part,
writes, inin, Vanc°uv
"Glad
to
knowYouthatknow,you are running
like new again.
sir,
as well as
anyone
the best of machine
can only else,
stand that
up under
certain conditioryns
asperiods
to length
of
day,
speed
of
operatio
of rest. Now. sir, you have, nto and
own knowled
been guilty of breakinmyg
ail the basicge,principl
es for the running
fine machinetime
ofoverrun
You have
over-speedednot '
ry. limit
lubricatedtheenough.
Pleaseandseeperhaps
to It that
these
abuses
cease,
else
results
may be
even more serious than they were
time, and that we, sir, cannot affordthisto
happen. No one in your great list of
friends
more pleased at your recovery
than theis writer.
sure the benefits
derived by all thoseI aminterest
in projecProject
through the
ionedDepartm
ent
of thetion,Moving
Picture
World,
your books
and
your
lectures
on
projecti
has
been
on,
beyond computation; also that your great
work to be but just well begun. In
truth, sir, it will bo -ery hard for anyone
to
nr. ..i>
comestakethatup youthesha,:
,a> itwhen
J- wn.the t|H"«
Oswald Praises <>ri»fil.i.
was gladyourto appreciation
see, in a recent
the"I World,
of theissuegreatof
work of,jectionmayoptics, IJohn
say, Griffith.
the premierWellin dopro-I
remember the start of the discussion between James, Martin, Solar and Griffith,
which set many of us by the ears and
caused us to get down and really study
the opticshaveof helped
projection.
articles
many Mr.
a manGriffith's
delve
deeper into the mystery of light ray action
and the action of lenses thereon. May he
be
spared
to continue
workof heus
has long
so ably
handled
for the the
benefit
all. (Amen. — Ed.)
"I was overjoyed when the boys of the
Vancouver
projectionists'
uniongood
tookwillit
into their heads
to show their
and
appreciation
for
you
in
a
practical
form. I venture to say that the token
they have sent carries with it the best
wishes
of the bestYoubunch
ofhearprojectionists
in the incounty.
more andfromI
them
future than will
in the
past,
believe publishing.
that the stuff they send will be
worth
What Is the Matter «ith New York Oltyl
"WhatIs isshethewilling
matterto with
New York
City?
allow
and woolly
west of Canada
to leadtheherwildin
projectionist's
Manitoba
and Saskatchewanexaminations?
have both adopted
the
same
layout
that
we
have
here,
and
some changes are installing equipment with
for
a real,
examination.
You Ernie
cannot makepractical
me believe
that Joe Esty,
Fortune and a few other New York City
men
who arehavethecome
features
only here
good with
ones thein big
the
Big Burg. mis iJust
the Comoner that itwhisper
is only ittheto first
jump
which is hard to take, just as with the
plungeTELL.
into HIMthe THAT
ocean ITbrineWILLwhenPAYit
isfirstchilly.
NEW YORK CITY ABOUT ONE MILLION
PER CENT IN EYE COMFORT ALONE
(Capitals
mine. —in Ed.),
say nothing
the
reduction
powerto bills
to theatreof
owners, totionihave
really
competent
projecsts. This is the day of specialists.
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I would be grieved indeed to forfeit your
"New
York lines,
has been the home
to Griffith, I fully inin other
inof specialists
projection
orse al you haveAs said.
science,
which hasso why
for itsnotclientele
almost good dopinion.
the entire population of the city?"
Oswald's Statements Carry Weight.
Some Panning
I have capitalized the statement of one
The following extract is from a letter
million per cent, etc., because Mr. Oswald written
the president of a good sized
has seen it both ways in British Columbia, local in bya good
Canadian city, not
hence
knows whereof
he holding
speaks; noalsobriefhe Vancouver. I addsized
the
isfor
a the
government
official,
tion
because
spokenVancouver
so often excepof the
motion picture industry theatre high class menI have
there that unless I did exmanagers, projectionists or any one else
cept
that
city
it
would
most
likely
exceptish Columbia.
the Provincial
Government
of
Britin question is a thor-be
His statement carries with blamed. oughlyThecapablemanprojectionist.
memitanygreat
weight,
because
it
is
unbiased
by
bers of his local have excellentThetechnical
selfish interest whatsoever. Let it knowledge
projection.
The
province
also beish provincial
noted thatgovernments
already two have
other scruBrit- which it isoflocated
is nowexamination.
preparing toinI
duplicate the Vancouver
t
i
n
i
z
e
d
t
h
e
British
Columbia
projectionist
every else
confidence
judgmentwhatof
examination procedure and think so well have writer,
I wouldin notthe publish
■of it that they are expending considerable the
hefaultsays,might
thoughbe due
of course,
a portion
of the
■sums
of
money
to
install
similar
equipto
poor
equipment,
mi ntBritish
to theColumbia
end thatexaminations.
they may duplicate fact, I suspect that to be the case in St.in
the
Paul atwretched
least, for
I personally
examinedin
some
projection
installations
As to New York City.
I am withholding information
The trouble with New York is, to some asthatto city.
namecipallyandbecauselocation
of the writer
prinextent, that,
just the
plainexamination
politics. But
over York
and
the letter
above
of New
personal
one. was
Here probably
are exprojectionists is placed in the hands of a intendedcerptsasfrom asame.
city department
has otherIt and
What Was Seen on the Sereen.
titudinous dutieswhich
to perform.
does mulnot
want to bother
with projectionist
"Returning
I. A. convention
inations. Its responsible
heads doexamnot Ottawa,
I took from
it uponthe myself
to visit Min-in
understand,
and,
apparently,
cannot
be
Paul andof Chicago.
What I
made to understand the tremendous injury saw on theneapolis, St.screens
the
few
to the industry and to the public through that I visited in those cities was theatres
beyond
licensing incompetent projectionists. The description. Why, the very worst projecNew York
City
projectionists'
union contion in the smallest towns around here is
tains
some
very
competent
projectionists,
The house
the theatres
a considerable number of fairly competent better.
was
as bad lighting
as the inscreen
results.
projectionists, a large number of men of Ivisited
tell you, Richardson, it was a surprise
very
mediocre
ability
and
a
large
number
to
Yours
Truly,
and
I
don't
wonder
that
who
have
no
more
business
in
a
projection
It was myI hadfirstheard
opporroom than a swine has in Heaven. The you roast
unity to seethem.
the projection
so
local,
as a whole,
favors isa nostiffening
the much tabout
down there and "Scientific
examination,
but there
record ofof any
Engineers"
was
truly
a
disappointment.
demand
on
its
part
for
a
re-examination
Your recent remark, in the Department,
of its own members.
In fact,
re- that
itpect would
be tooAlliance
much towould
exeaxaminareal
tion were ordered,
and ifsome
it awere
that the probably
name of the
known
to
be
examination,
of
be changedthereat were
this good
time sound
was reasons
correct.
the New York men would shiver so with However,
fright sift
thatdown
the accumulated
dust of years
first of which is the fact
would
from their projection
room for the failure, voting
strength delegates
of somewalls. dredNew
York
City
may
have
one hun- I that ofthing alike total
250, the projectionists
really competent projectionists.
polled only about 75. The stage hands are
«ioubt
it.
I'll
bet
ten
dollars
to
a
plugged
to furthermore
any change Inthethecommittee
name of theon
nickel that she has twice that number opposed
who could
not measure
an asbestos
cov- alliance;
laws, ways and mean was composed of
ered,
stranded
wire
accurately
to
save
•their souls from the fires of the damned. practically
all stage
hands. and,
Thatin committee discussed
the matter
fact,
One Hundred to Fifty.
had
practically
all
the
say
about
it, hence
it was not a surprise that things came
out
1
will
also
be
willing
to
put
up
one
as they did. The convention was, as a
hundred dollars against fifty that I can whole,
however, a very successful one. It
propound
ten
perfectly
legitimate
quesbusiness with neatness and distions, bearing on things the projectionist transacted
patch,lation andin less
put over
legismay
have
to notfaceoneanysingle
day officer
in his ofdaily
time more
than beneficial
any previous
work,
which
the
New York Union, including her examining
board, can andeven
begin to stronger
answer intelliI willto
Projection Experience
agree to gently,
have tohalfmakethe itquestions
relate
standard projection electrical machinery.
MOTION PICTURE
J will callyalsoevery wager
a
like
sum
that
practiBritish
Columbia
projectionist
HANDBOOK
who
holds
a
first-class
card
can
answer
them all.
For Managers and Operators
New York No Worse Than Many Others.
By F. H. RICHARDSON
But New York is no worse than many
other
cities,ofatonethat.
I willdollars
make easy
the
same offer
hundred
money
(if
it
is
easy)
to
Chicago,
St.
Louis,
New Orleans, Cincinnati and Kansas City
union officials, merely stipulating that the = which this carefully compiled book will not save its H
questionstrician,bewho sent
to the city
elecshall bycallme
together
without
putthethemen
questions
Buy It Today
$4 the Copy, postpaid =
them forwarning
immediateand answer,
not
allowingto |j
MOVING
PICTURE
them
time
to
"study
up."
And
they
will,
mind you, be perfectly fair questions, I 516 Fifth Avenue, New York City WORLD |
which any COMPETENT projectionist can | Schiller Building, Chicago, III.
answer. I have NOT selected these parWright &. Callender Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal. |
just toothers.
"take slap" at them.
To save time, order from nearest office. =
1 could ticular
nameunions many
Many thanks, friend Oswald, for your
kindly expression of regard for the editor.
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convention. All international officers were
re-elected by acclamation. Some boost for
'em.
eh? Received
lens chart
and amone-half
quite
proud
same. dollars
Paid
two
perfectlyof good
for aandframe
and
she hangs in my projection room."
Correspondent Is Competent Judge.
As I said, this is from a letter written
by one who is competent to judge. If I
published
Chicagobe
projection all
that thereachcriticisms
me, thereon would
an average of at least one a week, the
year round.
"ScientificupEngineers"
means
nothing
unless
by scientific
performance. Bubacked
t I was surprised
at Minnea
p
o
l
i
s
.
B
y
and
large,
her
record,
so
as it has reached this office, has been farat
least fairly
good astheconcerns
screen
refact inthat
I have
heard sults,
veryqualified
littleby from
her
a year
or
more. But this much I do know, viz.:
there
is
not
the
technical
knowledge
any
thesethecities
named that therelivesinis
inin. theIofhave
city
visitedwriter
them ofalltheand letter
know. In
Canada — without
particularly
western
Canada —
almost
exception
projectionists
wanted
to
talk
"shop."
They
wanted
learn.
They wanted to discussButtheory
ofto
projection
cities
namedwith(andthemanyeditor.
others in inthe theU.
S.) technical
was scarcely
tioned. Theprojection
Minneapolis,
St. Paul menand
Chicago locals treated me royally, in so far
as entertainment
went,
but
I
cannot
rea single voluntarily
projectionist bringing
in any one
of those membercities
up
any technical
pointin infaceprojection
for that
discussion. And this
of the fact
I remained a week in Chicago and two
days in Minneapolis, as against one night
and part
a day I inhavethequoted
home from.
of the
writer
of theof letter
No Spirit of Unkindness.
Now all this is NOT meant in any spirit
of unkindness to Mineapolis, Chicago or
St. Paul. I would give very much to be
able to say of them what I am able to
say
locals.in IMinneapolis
have lived
in St.of some
Paul, Canadian
I have lived
and I have lived in Chicago. They are all
cities around which pleasant memories
cluster. It is unpleasant to either criticize
or hearnotthem
criticized,
true friendis
does
remain
silent but
whenthe criticism
needed.
the coward does that, or he
who
wishesOnlyharm.
As to the convention, I have ample corroboration of what the brother says regarding its action.
did wellpartto itre-elect
its officers.
For theIt most
could
have gained nothing by change and might
easily have lost.
Regulator for Old Style Rectifier
C. W. Wheeler, South Bend, Washington,
presents the following plan for making
anmercury
amperage regulator forwhich
the old
havestyleno
regulator. arcHe rectifiers,
says:
"Inclosed find one dollar and forty cents
for twotionlens
chartsHaveand been
both insetstheof quesbooklets.
game
since
but don't know it all yet:
hence 1909,
the booklets.
To Make a Regulator.
"For the benefit of those who have an
old style mercury arc rectifier, it Is very
easy to make a regulating device for same.
Take the justable
adjusting
switchforof instance,
an old ad-as
rheostat, such,
the Power's,
dial switch
a fieldof
rheostat
will ordo.theMount
same ofof face
rectifier beneath the panel board. Then
bring
leads from ofregulating
the connections
your newreactance
regulator,to
but
be
SURE
the
movable
lever
makes
contact with the contact points, else firm
the
heat generated by poor contact will very
soonAlways
spoil provided
the metal."the contact be ample
and blefirm,
and the the
device,
as a whole,
capaof carrying
current
this scheme
should work
very and
well.voltage
Many
itthanks
in. to neighbor Wheeler for sending
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PROHIBITION BOOMS BUFFALO BUSINESS
Father's Former Contribution to the Support
of an Orphan Bar Now Takes Family to Movies
poffice,
loyed in the but
booking
of theto
houses have
motion dspicture
LO thousan
BUFFA
has department
been promoted
of patrons during Lasky
gained
salesman by Mr. Fox. He has entered
ion,
acprohibit
of
month
the cordfirst
new duties.
ing to local exhibitors and exchange upon his Realart
Branch Opens.
men. This year, despite the warm weathg
unenjoyin
been
have
er, exhibitors
Henry
E.
is receiving
hibitors at theWilkinson
new Realart
exchange ex-at
usually good business, with the result
221
Franklin
street.
The
property
s
elabomaking
been
have
manager
that rate
ng all departments been entirely remodeled into a most has
for expandi
The decline
in the fall.
of their plansbusiness
tractive exchange office. The week at-of
July
28,
Mr.
Wilkinsonin western
made anNewextended
former
father's
has diverted
saloonmoney
ofwetthegoods
tour of his territory
York.
the film houses. to the box offices of Upon
his
return
he
reportedis unusual
The new exchange
in the
evidence wethatneedprohibition
the"Asbusiness,
only pointhas toaided
the success.
center of film row and is convenient for
exhibitors to reach. Mr. Wilkinson
jump
on the East
said all
Richardin C.business
Fox, manager
of theSide,"
Famous
expectsstaffto within
announcea few
the days.
appointments on
Players-Lasky branch. In this part of sales
the city we Bad the largest saloon
Higher
Admissions
Expected.
patronage.
the coming
prohibiFrom present indications local film
tion and the"Withclosing
of the oflocal
joy houses
will boost prices this fall. This
emporiums,
exhibitors
are
finding
a
great
necessitated, according to some of the
increase in the attendance of children, isleading
exhibitors, by the demands for
who are receiving the dimes and quarters more elaborate
presentation of features
that
formerly
went
over
the
mahogany
wage scales for employes.
bar. In most cases father is now joining and by increased
Theatre on Historic Site.
mother and the kiddies at the show. We
find that the towns in western New York
S. C. Allen, manager of the Millard
did more business this July than ever Fillmore
Theatre, East Aurora, has rebefore.
centlyparloropenedina connection
most attractive
refreshFamily Patronage Increased.
ment
with
theatre,
made Infamous
by his
theof cozy
late
"We have undoubtedly profited from the little
Elbert
Hubbard.
the
rear
the
first month of dryness," said Harold B. theatre is the old house in which Millard
Franklin, managing
director.
Shea's
HipFillmore
lived
and
which
was
moved
back
podrome.
"We
notice
that
folks
who
formerly
donned and
evening
clothesafterwards
and went when the theatre was built. Mr. Allen is
to the theatre
the hotel
for a bit to eat have now taken up the
movies for
are elim-in
ng the their
eveningentertainment,
and home.
taking
the soda inatifountains
onclothes
the way
At
Shea's cHippodrome
we noticeIn athelarge
inrease in family patronage.
future,
the motion picture is going to be prohibition's greatest
aid in provide
keeping thethe kind
familyof
together.
We must
films
that
will
bring
'Dad'
along
with
family. We must show father that the
the
movie has the saloon beaten to a frazzle."
July a Record Breaker.
has been
a record
said"ThisEarlJuly
L Crabb,
manager
of thebreaker,"
Strand
Theatre.
"We
find
that
this
monthyearis
usually
a
very
quiet
one,
but
this
there has been a reversal of conditions
and capacity business isis one
the rule. Imain
becauseslieveofthat prohibition
this business boom,of the
although
the coming of peace has also been a
great
in boosting
box office cafes
receipts."
"Nowaid that
the downtown
are
closed, the neighborhood houses are enjoying
increased
business,"
said
Elmer
Winegar, managing director of the CentralC.
Park andhouses Premier
have broken Theatres.
all records"Both
for outthe
month of July."
Fox Buys Beach Property.
Richard C. Fox, manager of the local
Famous chased
Players-Lasky
exchange,Beach,
has pur-on
four lots at Crystal
which he will build a summer home. Earl
Oh, No— He's the Villain.
Brink, son of H. F. Brink, salesman on Yes,poseweas know,
but tohe'sEvelyn
simplyGreeley
tryingin to
the hero
the Universal staff, has returned from
France. Brink, Jr., was formerly emher World, "Bringing Up Betty."

n e r e

now remodeling the historic residence of
former teapresident
and Millard
will turnFillmore
it into
athecolonial
room. The
Theatre is run five nights during the
week,
closing Monday and Wednesday
evening.
business. Mr. Allen reports capacity
Motor BlmwOOd
enthusiasts\utoiMtx*
who areMecca.
also lovers
of the silent drama seem to have made
the Elmwood
Theatre,
the
beautiful
borhood house at Elmwood avenueneighand
West
Utica
Mecca.
of machines street,
are seentheirevery
nightLongnot lines
only
for several blocks on Elmwood avenue but
on all the streets near the theatre. Manager E.mobile
O. Wineberg
is proud
clientele,
pointing
out ofto his
thethatautoMoving
Picture
World
representative
classes are represented along the autoall
line
— from Fords to Buffalo's own Pierce
Arrow.
Film Party Spoiled.
Miss Philomena
press representative for the Cavanaugh.
Shea Amusement
company,
had
a
nice
little
film
party
arrangedof
for the entertainment of the members
the Quota women.
Club, anTheorganization
of local
business
picture show
was
to take place in the Hotel Statler and all
was
ready
for
the
first
scene,
when
women were informed that because of the
the
strike of waiters, cooks, etc., in the hotels,
the pictures could not be shown. The
strikers
had operators
approachedandtheprevailed
motion upon
picture machine
them not to operate the machines In the
hotel. Another program of entertainment
was quickly arranged for the disappointed
women.
Devoting Time to Regent.
J. H. Michael, former manager of tne
Academy Theatre, which was recently
sold, and who, at the same time, directed
the policy of the Regent Theatre, one of
Buffalo's largest andis now
most attractiveall
neighborhood
his time to thehouses,
latter house. devoting
Mr. Michael
announces that he will greatly increase
the
newspaper
advertising
at
Regent.
September 1. The Regent is nowthe enjoying
an unusually large automobile clientele.
Crabh Plans Vacation.
Earl L. Crabb, manager of the Strand
Theatre, is planning a vacation the last
two weeks
in August,
when hecities
will with
visit
New
York and
other Eastern
Mrs. Crabb. During his absence, E. C.
Roberts,
assistant
the interests
of themanager,
house. will look after
Wincjrar to Show Films.
Elmer C. Winegar, managing director
of the Central Park and Premier Theatres,
has been appointed film director at Buffalo
Consistory, Ancient Accepted Scottish Rite.
During the coming fall and winter, Mr.
Winegarpicture
will present
a series atofthespecial
motion
entertainments
32nd
Degree Masonic institution.
BengonKh Xow Salesman.
Waltermanager,
Bengough,
Strand
now a former
salesmanassistant
on the
local Pathe staff, is busy drumming up
alocalcampaign
in
which
he
hopes
to
get
manufacturers interested in a recent
Pathe film produced to "knock the bull
out ofing hasthebeen
bolsheviki." Aforprivate
showthe editors
Strand
Theatre,
to whicharranged
manufacturers,
and other professional men have been
invited.
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SHOW PICTURES TO THE INDIANS
Ontario's
Provincial
Moving Red
Picture
Bureau
Will
Introduce
Bear Island
Men to
Film
conference
to
decide
what
would be
Hudson
a
Island,
Bear
of
s
Indian
THE Bay post in the Temagami Forest taken regarding the demandedstepsscale,
makesfora a maximum
increase
of $10which
per
.
Toronto
of
Reserve, 300 miles a north
week
number
of
the
musicians.
treat s,in
special picture
o, are totheirhavefirst moving
Ontarishape
Exhibit
Plans
in
Window.
the ing theof arrival
in that distant point
follow
Architectural plans for the new Allen
of a n.special Ontario Government Ex- Theatre, Winnipeg, Man., work on which
peditio
isdelay
beinglastrushed
following
the sixtheweeks'
This expedition was organized
by
the
springformed
on account
localin
Moving Picture Bureau
Ontario Provincial
strike,
adowntown
specialof exhibit
Dawson, repre- general
William
by
and is directed
the
large
window
of
a
senting that office. The party is equipped establishment for a week. The bluejewelry
prints
mov- of the elevations and interior gave a good
presenting
of taking
the andpurpose
solelving for
scenic
of North.
the
for
idea of the size and appearance of the
picturesviews
and
other
of
the
extreme
is tothat
costpreferred
$300,000. stock
AnThe films taken by the party included structure, which
nouncement ismade
news
reels,
Charlie
Chaplin
and
other
the value of $200,000, is being sold to
comedies, educationals and scenics. The toWinnipeg
a bonus
of twentypictures
the red innatives
Island five per cent,investors,
stock shares.
being
given
will beandofreleased
Canada,of Bear
the United
with each blockof common
of preferred
The
States
Great Britain.
Winnipeg
Public
Utilities
Commission
has
Among
accompanying
the expediapproved the sale of the stock.
tion is H. those
C.sentativeLowrey,
a
newspaper
repre,
w
h
o
has
already
made
a
tour
Calgary
Owner
Dies.
of the North Country. He states that the
The death has occurred at Calgary,
people
Bear Island
do not
know what
of James A. McKenzie, owner of
moving ofpictures
are. The
expedition
will Alberta,
the
Bijou Theatre,
Calgary, West.
one of The
the
be
gone
for
three
months.
The
party
old-timers
the Canadian
made its departure from Toronto on deceased wasof the
holder of a Royal HuAugust 1.
manenection
Societywith medal
for bravery
Sells Automatic Devices.
an accident
on thein conBow
and
also held
aBijou
war was
medalclosed
for
The Coleman Theatre Equipment Com- River,
service
in
1885.
The
pany,
Limited,
12
Queen
street
East,
Toronto, has secured the Canadian rights by Manager Hill for several days out of
for
the products
of Register
the Automatic
Ticketof respect to the late owner.
Selling
and The
CashColeman
Company
Aliens Invade St. Catharines
New
York.
company,
which
Tentative plans have been placed in the
was only recently established, also handles hands
ofarines,theOntario,city
of St.picture
CathMotiograph
Velvet gold fibre
for engineer
a new moving
screens and projectors.
Columbia carbons.
theatre
houseof
will be tobuiltcostby $150,000.
Jule and TheJ. J.newAllen
Husk- at Every Friday Matinee.
will has
occupybeentheused
site asof ana saw
old
Music isatto thebe featured
at everyCalgary,
Friday Toronto
structureandwhich
matinee
Allen Theatre,
Alberta, thanks to an arrangement by works for over fifty years.
the management with Augustine Arlidge,
Appointed to Examine Classes.
the local vocal tutor. Pupils of this inGeorge Exhibitors'
Graham, Association,
president of the Walter
Maniafternoon. structor wil give recitals every Friday Wilson,toba manager
of the Lyceumand Theatre,
Winnipeg,
were
appointed
the
commission
Musicians Want Big Raise.
the classes of returned soldiers
The exhibitors of Ottawa, Ontario, have to examine Home
who have been engaged
been advised by the Ottawa local of the atin Tuxedo
studying
moving picture projection.
Musicians'orchestras,
Union that
new into
scaleeffect
for The appointments
were made
by the Manitheatre
whichthe goes
toba
are issuing
on September
1, provides
big inators'Government
licenses to who
all veterans
who operpass
crease in wages.
Leaders for
and aorganists
the
commission's
examinations.
are to be paid $45 per week, and musicians
Minimum Wage for Ushers.
$36 per week. Pianists, playing alone, are
to receive $36 weekly, relieving pianists hasTh fixed
p Minimum
Wage Board
the minimum
wageof ofManitoba,
ushers,
or organists, $1 per hour, and musicians
ticket takers,
doormen
and other
playing
only, $18decided
per week.
engaged
in similar
work theatre
at $12
exhibitorsnights
immediately
to holdThea employes

WILL

"You've Been a Rail Bird, You Must Die," Says Chief One-Shirt to Pauline.
Pauline Frederick submits abjectly toGoldwyn.
her fate in "The Bonds of Love," her next
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per
week
with
a
nine
hour day and ^
break for meals.
The Manitoba Government is allowing
Winnipeg
to retain
twenty-five
per cent, ofexhibitors
the Provincial
amusement
tax
to
pay
employes'
wages
that
lost
during the seven weeks of the were
influenza
epidemic.
Members Are Taxed $5 Each.
On account of the expense in conducting
the campaign
legislation
in Ontario to permitto thesecure
admission
of children
to Saturday and holiday matinees without
guardians,hibitors'
the OntarioAssociation
Motion Picture
Exahundred
special members
levy Protective
of of$5 the
on association.
each ofhasthe made
two
The
law was
passed
by
the
Ontario
Legislature last spring.
Changes in Canadian I'athe.
F. C. Sutton, a returned soldier, and
formerly with the Montreal Star, has been
appointed
publicityLimited,
directorMontreal,
of the Specialty Film
Import,
Canadian
Pathe
distributors.
The office departments of the company
have
been moved
fromstreet
the tocompany's
headquarters
Bleury
the Im-in
perial Theatreon Building.
The offices
the
Imperial
Building
are
under the
charge of Albert Beaulne.
Recent Visitors.
Among recent visitors in the Canadian
capital
R. Lennon
Toronto,
assistantwere
sales J.manager
of theof Canadian
Universal, Joe
representing
the
Universal,
and O'Donnell,
Sales Manager
Sid Taube
and Blaine Irish of th£ Canadian Aero
Film
Company,
Limited,
Toronto.
The
week was also marked by the taking of
an official Government picture, "A Trip
Around Ottawa."
Baltimore News Letter
Two Houses for Annapolis.
PLANS
fortheatre
the erection
of a moving
picturecost
at Annapolis,
will
approximately
$75,000,which
are
now under way. The theatre is to be
built facing the State House, and papers
for
incorporation
of anPlayhouse
organization
to betheknown
as the Circle
have
been filed with the Secretary of State.
Another moving picture theatre is also to
be built
in that
city which
on thewassiterecently
of the
old
Colonial
Theatre,
burned, it is said, and the cost of this
huilding is to be about $70,000.
Our Error — Apologize.
The New Gem Amusement Company, of
which Charles Bender is president, owns
the
617 North
Duncanin
street,NewandGemnotTheatre,
Nick Burns,
as stated
last
week's
Moving
Picture
World
the
Baltimore notes. This theatre isin now
being renovated and the approximate cost
of the improvements will be $1,500.
Bus-ch Succeeds Timmons.
A. G. Busch, who has been managing
the affairs
of the Electric
tion in Washington,
D. C, Film
and Corporaprior to
that was manager of the Baltimore Booking monsCompany,
has
succeeded
William
as manager of the branch ofTimthe
Capital Film Service in Baltimore. While
the Capital
and
the
Electric
are
two
separate companies, the business of both will
be conducted by the same office in future.
Rome Stops Roaming.
Mr. andturnedMrs.
J. Louis
Rome have
refrom their
honeymoon
and are
spending the rest of the summer at Mt.
Holly way,
Inn.Baltimore
Mr. Rome
managesTheatres.
the Broadand Arcadia
Williams Joins Baltimore Exchange.
H. M. Williams, who has been located
atof the
Clarksburg,
Universal
recently,WesthasVirginia,
succeededofficeF.
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B. Wathne as traveling salesman for the
Baltimore Film Exchange, 412 East Bal- WHY SOUTH DAKOTA IS NOW ON THE MAP
timore street, handling the Universal output. Prior Williams
to his connection
with EngUniAnd How It Has Become a Combination Garden
handledforNew
land.versal,New Mr.York
and Dallas
Fox, and
of Eden and the Klondike for the Picture men
Texas, Arkansas,
Kansas
for Kleine.Louisiana, Oklahoma and SOUTH DAKOTA usually considered a Nebraska, did the same stunt. "Not a one
"lemon"
by filmthatdistributors
Oma- of the tickets ever showed up," said Harry.
Personals of Baltimore.
ha,,intowhoa have
territory,
isinregular
devel"It was good publicity, so I'm going to do
Jack Whittle, of the Interstate Theatre
oping
Garden
of
Eden,
a
is stillis inattending
Atlantic toCity,
some time."
Daylight Saving.
Klondike
for the motion picture game. it again, Against
N.Supply
J., andCompany,
H. E. Kahn
the The
reason?
The Omaha
Daily News,
Omaha,against
Nebbusiness of the company.
South
Dakota
is
prosperous.
It
has
the
r
a
s
k
a
,
i
s
conducting
a campaign
Simon Feldstein, representing Pathe
crops this year that it ever had. the daylight saving law,
asking its readspecials, has returned from a trip through best
Everybody
is
busy,
and
there
are
more
erspetoal sign
petition
pleading forfollowing
the reVirginia.
everybodies.
of the alaw.
George Lexington
List, manager
of Park
the avenue,
Garden here
and there.Theatres
Where itarewasspringing
hard to sellup the campaign
withExhibitors
interest, asare they
agree
Theatre,
street
at
a
$7.50
film
a
year
ago
in
South
Dakota,
daylight saving is inflicting a loss on
has returned from his vacation in western it is a cinch to sell a $25 show now, and that
the
picture
business.
Maryland.
shows costing $100 or more a day find a
Chamber of Commerce Backs Picture.
Struck by a trouble wagon of the United ready
market
inthethebestlarger
towns. they
The can
exRailways,
W.Theatre,
E. Stumpf,
manager
of
hibitors
figurefilm
investment
Lem theF. Universal,
Kennedy, isan inassistant
the
Goodtime
escaped
with
a
few
make
is
the
that
will
make
them
the
with
Omaha, director
staging
minor bruises.
most money, so they are willing to pay a commercial motion picture entitled,
the
price.
They
raise
the
admission
price,
"East
Meets
West."
The
picture
is
Out of Town Note*.
start to calling the banker by the first backed by the Omaha Chamber of being
ComThe Virginian Theatre, at Charleston, name
and are considered as political possi- merce.
West
Virginia,
owned
by
George
Kyrros,
bilities.
is to be remodeled, redecorated and the
Register or Insure.
Salt Lake Breezes
equipment is to be rearranged.
A theatre and apartment building is
Curley
Calvert,
the UniverNew Rialto Will Be Fine House.
sal
exchange,
inmanager
Omaha, ofNeb.,
has a
now being planned for Kimball, West
wrinkle in his forhead. "Darn the ex- THEof new
Virginia.
It will ofbe three
of brick
Rialto theatre,
under course
construction
in connection
with
tion and consist
storiesconstrucand a as
and darn the
post,"telegram.
he said,
theandCliftBroadway,
building,willcorner
basement.
he press,ripped
openparcel
another
street
be
oneofofMain
the
Every
week,
he
said,
he
has
to
duplicate
One
of
the
features
of
the
homecoming
finestwest.equipped motion picture theatres in
least one hundred shipments a week, the
celebration which the people of Hancock atof paper
by parcel
post.
A
man
in
held on Thursday, July 31, for the re- the Omahasentdepot
The theatre will be equipped with a
caught stealing
soldiers of that given
city and vicinity, stamps on parcel was
organ, to cost in the
post shipments, and unit orchestra ofpipe
was thediers aturning
$30,000. It will have one
t theatre
the Re* party
Theatre. for the sol- Curley is confident most of the stamps neighborhood
of the most modern projecting rooms of
bought by the Universal exchange. any
Walter Owen has succeeded Mr. Jenkins Awerefive-reel
theatre in the ofcountry
and will have
film was shipped by parcelseveral
post a seating
as manager of Comet and Bijou Theatres from a theatre
approximately
at Roanoke, Virginia, which are operated weeks ago — and itto hasthenotexchange
seats capacity
will be leather
upholstered11,000.
and
arrived. Here- All
by
the
Magic
City
Amusement
Company.
special lighting and ventilating systems
after, Calvert announced, exhibitors ship- have
Mr.
Jenkins
recentlywith
wenttheto Jake
Norfolk,
been
planned.
become
associated
Wellsto or insure
ping by parcel
post
must
either
register
Of fireproof
throughout
the
shipments, or be held re- exits
in thatTheatre.
city, and has an office
will be soconstruction
arranged that
the theatre
atinterests
the Colonial
spothe
nsible for them.
They Never Come Back.
may house
be emptied
incompleted
one minute's
time.
The
will
be
and
opened
Wahoo,pared withNebraska,
a smallbut town,
com- on or before November 1, next.
Kansas City News Letter
the big iscities,
Exhibitor
Revenue Office for Salt Lake.
The Allisons Are Strong for Pictures.
Fred tSmith,
of
Smith
&
Crawford,
proprieSalt Lakeisfactionshowmen
express markedthatsat-a
ors of the motion picture theatre at WaTHEpicture
Allisons
are
a
family
of
moving
at the announcement
small exhibitor.
A month
When ambition
any of for
thema he hadhoo, isn'tan a airplane
States revenue collection office is
succumbspeople.
to a strong
pilot fly about
his ago
vil- United
to be Lake
re-opened
here.handled
For several
career,tureheindustry.
or sheTheturns
the moving
lage distributing tickets to "The Amazing Salt
has been
throughyears
the
latestto recruit
from picthe
and
no
end
of
trouble
has re-to
Harry Watts, manager of the Strand, Butte office
family turned
is from
Leonard
Allison,
recently
resulted from the payment of war taxes
service with the 89th divi- personally. The management of the Royal that office.
Many complaints have been
discharged. He'sofficenowin with
the Wife."
Theatre, at Caddo, Oklahoma, which is made and several times the theatre manaFamoussion, andPlayers-Lasky
Kansas
owned by Mr. Kuschke will be in
gers
have
found
dilem-to
City. Raymond, an older brother (who also
ma of not knowingthemselves
what to doin intheorder
of his son.
was
didn't chargeOkmulgee
comply
with the law. is made, however,
get tomarried,
go to had
war)a family,
is with andthe soFamous
to Get New Theatre.
The
announcement
Players-Lasky
corporation,
St. Louis.
A new theatre, to be known as the Cook, that a revenue collection office will be
Ernest,
a younger
brother, isat booker
for
be beerected
in Okmulgee,
early ofdatethis and
Metro, Kansas City. Edna, a sister, is will
of brick
with stone Oklahoma.
and terra opened
name of here
DavidatC. anDunbar,
city,theis
billing clerk for Select, Kansas City. And Itcottawilltrimmings.
The
seating
will
accomnow
awaiting
official
confirmation
in
another sister is wedded to the industry
Washington.
modate 1,500 persons.
also
—is wedded
inof more
ways
thanmanager
one, forof
she
the
wife
L.
D.
Balsly,
the A. H. Blank Enterprises at Kansas
City!
Taibott Acting Universal Manager.
Horace W. Taibott is acting as manager
of
the Universal
officeresigned.
at KansasMr. City,
Manager
Bush having
Taibott has been at the Kansas City office a
few months, having come here from St
Louis.
Princess Re-opens.
The Princess Theatre, of Carterville,
Missouri, has been re-opened. M. C.
Compton,thatwhohe will
is managing
the house,
stated
open a larger
he finds that the business
warrantstheatre
such
aif move.
Hooks Gets Palace.
Jack Hooks,Palace
of Custer,
Okla., has
purThomas
Oklohoma,chased thefrom
A. R.Theatre
and C. L.inFenton.
Kuschke Purchases Shamrock House.
H. C. Kuschke has purchased a moving
picture theatre in Shamrock, Oklahoma,
and intends to manage his new property
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SCREEN
WILL AID SAFETY MOVEMENT
A Committee of Moving Picture Men Will Help
Allegheny County's
Propaganda
improvements
were also made to the
A NATION-WIDE
is onper-"Safety
to house,siveFirst"
educate the publicmovement
in all matters
including
newand projection
ment.
W.
R.
Baker
Walter N. equipMiller
t
a
i
n
i
n
g
t
o
the
"Safety
First"
propaganda and Allegheny County has already are the owners of the house.
organized a committee. Director PritFreeman
Seeks
Ideas.
chard, ment,
who apparently
is at the
head of the power
moveCharles Freeman, manager of the West
of the screen
as an appreciates
educational the
factor and Penn Photo Play Co., which operates the
Regent and Star Theatres in New Castle,
has incorporated
a
moving
picture
commit e in his organization. Following are has been traveling over the country the
the members: L. F. Levison, president of past four months getting ideas for his
the F.man; I.J. B.L.Clark,
M. Clubof the
of Pittsburgh,
new theatre
whichbe is
now
under construction,
and will
finished
Rowland & chairClark company's
the first of the year. The new
Theatres, vice chairman; H. B. Kester, of about
house
will
have
a
seating
capacity
the East Liberty Cameraphone, secretary; 1.800, and the approximate cost of theof
F.FredW. Salinger,
Redfield, manager
Vitagraph;
will amount to $250,000. All the
manager of ofthe the
World; theatreequipment
will be installed, includFrank Bonistall, manager of Famous latesting a large
pipe organ.
Players-Lasky.
A banquet was held at the William Penn
McCalmont
Is Back.
Hotel,
night, July were
28, when
the
R. V. McCalmont, for many years a
plans ofMonday
the organization
outlined
prominent
exhibitor
of
Burgetts town,
and the various committees were in- Pennsylvania, wh,o recently
sold out, is
structed to get busy. It is likely that the
in the game again, having bought
moving picture committee will have a back
the Star Theatre at Mercer, Pennsylvania,
special film prepared, the object of which from
Lowry, inthean manager
of the recently
theatre,
will begers which
to educate
the dan- was killed
auto accident
confronttheit public
on everyon side.
and
his partner,
being into another
line
business,
was
obliged
dispose
of theof
Levison's Branch Gets There.
business.
In "The
the official
Majestic Theatre Damaged.
organ
of theBrain
SelectExchange,"
Pictures Corporation,
there flects
is thea standing
Branch Honor
List
whichoffices.
reFire, which is believed to have started
of
the
various
from$10,000
paper damage
boxes igniting
near aTheatre
boiler,
These are subdivided between Rental Effi- did
to the Majestic
Collection Efficiency
and ambition
Operat- Building,
Brighton
Avenue,morning,
Rochester,
ing Costciency,
Efficiency.
It is the
Pennsylvania,
early
Friday
of every manager to be at the head of one 18. Occupants of the second, third July
and
of the lists occasionally, and every once fourth floors of the structure were forced
in a distinction.
while the Pittsburgh
office however,
enjoyed to flee scantly clad.
this
This honor,
The
theatre,
which
is
owned
by
Louis
was greatly
for theshowweekthatending
and Myer Winograd
July
5, whenexceeded
the records
Leo Nadler, Louis Cowan,
was damaged
Levison's
branch
stood
at the head of the ofof Pittsburgh,
several thousand
dollars. to the extent
list in all three classification.
Pictures for High School.
Uniontown Will Get New House.
Tyler County High School, located
Uniontown is to have a theatre that atTheMiddleburn,
West Virginia, has inwill ialentertain
road showsin the
as well
specstal ed a moving picture equipment and
picture attractions
near asfuture.
intends
to
make
imC. H. Gorley, real estate owner and coal
portant part of itsmotion
studiespictures
in the anfuture.
operator of Uniontown, has purchased a
plot
of
Main
street
property,
80
by
150
feet, in the heart of the business district
at a cost of $150,000 and expects to give
Uniontown
a theatre seating 2,500 at a
cost of $225,000.
Work on the theatre will commence in
the early
Spring and be ready for an early
Fall
opening.
Contract Let for New House.
Contract for a handsome new theatre
building which will be erected in New
Castle, Pa., has been awarded to H. W.
Chambers
that city on awork
bid
of
$103,857andforSonstheof construction
alone, and work which was commenced
Monday,
August 4 will be rushed rapidly
to completion.
It is anticipated that the new building
will ofbe theready
first
year. for occupancy about the
The theauditorium
will seat 2,000havepersons,
and
acoustic
cared for in such properties
a manner that been
the
building can be used for concerts and
other
entertainments
of
a
high
class.
This feature alone will cost $3,500.
Two Houses Re-open.
Weiland's
formerly
the Coliseum, remodeled
owned by Rlalto,
Fred J. Herrington, on Mount Oliver, Pittsburgh, was reopened
Friday,
July
25.
The
house
sents a greatly improved appearance,pre-a
new front having been put in and the entire building having been re-painted and
re-decorated.
Soft,softin pedal,
Sooth."by reThe old American Theatre in the same Emmy"Soft,
WehlenRupert,
gets the
locality
was re-named
re-opened theMonday,
quest, in "Anewest
Favor Metro.
to a Friend," her
It has been
Edith. July
Exten-28.
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Representatives
of
the
board
were order
in Pittsburgh recently and placed their
for
projection
equipment,
consisting
Powers machine, booth and Gold Fibre ofScreen.
Reynolds Buys Out Kilson.
J. M. Reynolds has purchased the interest of Theatre
his partner,
Mr. City,
Filson,andin will
the Family
Groveowner
after be theatsole
and managerhere-of
the house. He also owns the property and
states
maintainwhichthe ishigh
standardthatset heby will
the house,
the
oldest
in the city and one of the first in
the country..
Schweitzer Opens New Jewel.
The old Jewel Theatre, Spring Garden
Avenue, opened
NorthSaturday,
Side,July
Pittsburgh,
was newre26 by its
owner. Oliver Schweitzer, who has renamed it the New Jewel. The house had
been closed for remodeling and redecorating,
and now presents
the appearance
a new theatre.
Mr. Schweitzer
for-of
merly house manager
at his wasbrother
George's Atlas Theatre, also on the North
Side.
(.Ian/ Now Exploitation Manager.
Moe Glanz, erstwhile salesman and for
the
few months
manager
of thepastPittsburgh
Selectassistant
office, has
been
appointed
same office. exploitation manager of th«
Goode Is Back.
Ed Goode is back at his old job as head
ofSelect
the poster
department
at thejustPittsburgh
exchange.
Goode has
returned
after a year's service in France.
Chernoff With Goldwyn.
M. J. Chernoff is now connected with th«
Pittsburgh Goldwyn exchange in the capacity of special representative. Sam
Wheeler is in charge of the booking department. Mooney Succeeds Moore.
J. J. Mooney is the new manager of the
Hodkinson
exchange,
ceeding Carlos
E. Moore,Pittsburgh,
who resignedsuc-a
few
weeks
ago.
Mr.
Mooney
comes from
Cleveland.
Personal and News Notes.
For the benefit of its employes the West
Virginia-Pittsburgh Coal Company is
building
a picture theatre at Colliers,
West Virginia.
The Delton Theatre, Dormont, Pa., is
being remodeled.
in the two
improvements is the Included
installation
Powers 6B machines
and a GoldofFibre
Screen.
C. E. Couplerhas sold his Casino Theatre
in Washington,
Pa., Columbia
to Mr. Wolken
mer owner of the
Theatre for-at
New Kensington, the new owner having
taken charge July 14. Mr. Couplerhas
still has the Bijou Theatre in Washington
and will divided
hereafter
attention. give this house his unJacob
S.
Kell,
of Buena
Vista,
Pa., Heis
opening
new Powers
theatre
that
town.
purchaseda two
6Bin machines.
The Operators'
Union has
out
contracts
to the managers
themailed
theatres
in the Pittsburgh
district ofasking
for a
slight increase in wages.
AmongThomas,
the returning
are
David
operator soldiers
of the ofIdlelateHour
Theatre,
Diamond
street,
and
Paul
Kaufmann, inof East
the Regent
house
Liberty. Theatre, the R. & C.
Miss Hazel Parker, bill clerk at the
Pittsburgh Metro exchange for the past
three
resignedlast herDecember
position torecently.
She wasyears,married
James
Christy,
a
soldier,
who
has
only recently
been mustered out of the service.
The
employes of the Metro remembered the
young couple by presenting the bride with
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aLowltz
cheat has
of Community
Helen
assumed thesilver.
positionMissoccupied
by Miss Parker.
The Kelcy Brothers have taken over the
Ideal Theatre,
Johnstown,theandpremises
are re-In
modeling: and improving
many ways. New projection equipment,
including Powers 6B machines. Gold Fibre
Screen and other equipment is being installed.
Louisville News Letter
Free Pictures for Church.
was made at LexANNOUNCEMENT
ton, on July Church
ingChristian
25, that the Woodland
intro-of
duce free moving pictures in would
its house
ment
worship for gregathe
of
the
d
Ition. t wasentertain
announce that the confirst
showing
include
two reelprogram.
drama,
aThe
one Brotherh
reelwould
comedy
a a musical
ood andBible
Class of the
church,
under theng direction
ter; is engineeri
the plan. of J. W. Pori»l ay Be Hade Permanent Feature.
If this proves successful it will be made
a permanentfar feature
of the church
asstateis known
the profirstor
church ginram. So the
to showthisa iscomedy
drama tion,
for although
the edification
of
the
congregawere shown at strictly
Paducah, Biblical
a year orpictures
more
ago. The action at Lexington coming so
closely
on
the
heels
of
the
crusade
by
the
ministerial union against Sunday shows
is creating widespread interest.
Camp Taylor Houses Closing.
Theatres
at Camp
Taylorseveral
have weeks,
praccal y al been
due to tithe
fact closed
that thefor camp
is almost
deserted,
stores, are
restaurants
businessas and
concerns
giving and
up other
their
teases
fast as they
expire.
However,
announcement has just been made to the
effect that a large division of the regular
army will be quartered regularly at the
camp
as soon
it returns
from overseas,
with the
resultas that
the outlook
for the
camp ville
theatres
as
well
as
downtown
Louishouses
has
improved
from
the
military standpoint.
Buckingham to He-open.
Announcement
has
been
made
in
Louisville that the Buckingham Theatre.
Second and Jefferson streets, will be
leased for stage attractions or as a movpicturetheatre
theatre forby many
Col. James
len. ingThis
years P.wasWhalthe
leading
burlesque
the district,
but
has been
closed house
for twoof years.
Picture
Organist
Talks.
Carl Wiseman who has been playing at
the Alamo Theatre for the past three
years, has given several excellent talks recently in connection with his work, making one address
before under
the Kentucky
Educational Association
the general
topic:
"The
Possibilities
of
Educating
General Public through the Medium theof
the Motion
Organist."
Mr. Wiseman came toPicture
Louisville
from New
York,
has been head of the organ division of the
Louisvilleganist at St.
Conservatory
of
Music,
and
Paul Episcopal Church. or-In
September
he
goes to the First Unitarian
Church.
Short News Item.
Shelbyville,
J. C. and
WaslingtonAt has
leased aKentucky,
lot at Sixth
Clay
streettion for
secured
sanc-a
of the ancityairdome,
council,andwhich
refused
permit for such a show on Washington
street, between Sixth and Seventh.
At Hellier, Kentucky, the Hellier
Amusement Company, capital $3,000, has
been
chartered
by G. A. Bickford. W. E.
Johnston
and others.
P. B. Gibson has started work on his
new moving picture theatre at Russell,
which Is onsiderabletherailroadC. town.
& O. lines, and a conAt cessLawrenceburg,
PrinTheatre has been Tennessee,
sold by Dr.theWilliam
Gallagher to interests from Sheffield, Ala.
The Victory
Whitesburg,
Kentucky, In a richTheatre,
coal and
timber region,
has been opened by A. Blacker, of Louis'-
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DETROIT
IS PLANNING
MORE HOUSES
Eight New Picture Theatres Are Now Promised
For Completion Before the Ending of This Year
the sales department. Mr.
AMONG
promisedthe fornewest
erectionDetroit
before Theatres
the end sistantwasin with
Metro for the past eight
of the current year are: Allen Cohen
months
and
prior to that time was for
Brothers; one by Jacob Schevitz on Russell nearly four years
with the Universal In
street,
near Alger;
its Detroit, Cleveland and Cincinnati exGrand avenue
and theReviera
car lineTheatre,
loop; oneon changes.
on Michigan
avenue byavenue
Hermanby Anthony
Kremer;
Three Houses Open.
another
on Michigan
Three theatres have opened during the
Grzenski;
East Jefferson
Harrison one
and onassociates;
one byon George
Mack past ten days: The New Maltz Theatre,
avenue byBoulevard.
George Zick, and one on the Alpena, which is one of the Fitzpatrick
oakman
and McElroy
houses;owned
the New
Theatre, Charlevoix,
by L.Palace
A. Moon,
Mk-higan Screen ( lull Meets.
the New Strand, in Flint, Lester
The Michigan Screen Club held its July and
has been completely
meeting at Wampers Lake, near Adrian, Matt's house,and which
enlarged.
as guests of Elwyn M. Simons, of the remodelled
Colonial Will Put on Vaudeville.
New Family Theatre. In addition to the
business meeting there was boating, fishand Cohen, of Detroit, confirm
ing and bathing.
Among Lipp
thoseandwho Glenn
par- theWarren
report that their Colonial Theatre
ticipated were Harvey
playLaborMarcus
Cross, Battle Creek; Pete Frank and W. will ing
Day. Loew
It willvaudeville
also playstartbig
S. McLaren, of Jackson; Herb Weil, Port feature pictures,
as itsnoonpolicy
will be P.con-M.
Huron;
W.
C.
Watson,
Bay
City;
Charles
tinuous
shows
from
to
eleven
Garfield, Flint; J. R. Denniston, Monroe;
Fred Wuerth, Ann Arbor; Claude Cady,
< odd Greta Vdrian House.
Lansing;
Barnes,Simons,
Kalamazoo;
Robert Codd, manager of the Strand,
Keyser andLewElwyn
Adrian; Ernie
and Niles
and
Owosso,
Jacob Smith, Moving Picture World.
that he andthehisLincoln,
associates
have announces
leased the
Another House for Adrian.
Crosswell Opera House, Adrian, Mich., and
Elwyn M. Simons, of the New Family that theyments,will
spend
$10,000
in
the house as aimprovepicture
Theatre,
announces
the purchase
prop-a playhouse inopening
erty in Adrian,
on which
he will oferect
September.
new theatre as soon as present leases
Harry Guest with Goldwyn.
expire. The house will seat not less than
Harry Guest has taken up his position
750 people.
Mr.the Simons
andandassociates
now
operate
Family
Garden
as
manager
Goldwyn's exploitation department iofn Detroit.
Theatres in Adrian.
Realart Increases Staff.
Ground Broken for New Allen.
Ground has been broken for the new
C. G. Kingsley, Detroit manager for Allen
theatre avenue,
which isbetween
to be
ltealartment ofPictures,
announces
appoint- erectedBrothers'
Harry Hondorf
as histhe assistant,
Petersboroon andWoodward
Watson streets,
and which
and Miss H. Kingsbury as booker. Mr. will
cost $600,000 and seat 2.000 people.
HondorfKingsbury
was recently
Miss
comes with
directMetro,
fromwhile
the Its completion is expected in the spring
Fox exchange.
of
1920.
Short Notes.
(iibltons Goes to Fox.
The Riviera Theatre Co., of Detroit,
Miles Gibbons,
Detroit Fox of manager,
forQuimby,
$250,000.
The Wayne,
stockannounces
the appointment
Ira H. has capitalized
of Fort
Cohen as Detroit city salesman and ;is- Ind.; H. holdA.ers are W.RossC. and
Herbert Woodhead,
Detroit.
ville;
and Tony
Bert Weddige, of the Michigan Motion
the Collins
Brown Raneiri,
interests who
in thepurchas:
White
Picture
Co., who
recently
burgAt Theatre.
from anSupply
extended
Eastern
trip returned
and an
Huntington,
Tennessee.
Mrs.
Linn
inspection
of the Simplex factory (for
M. Carter has rented the old Circuit Cou
which
he
is
Michigan
distributor),
has
100m, in which she will operate a movir
placed plexan projection
order for
two carloads
picture theatre..
machines
to keepof Simpace
Charles
(Cy)
Reinhardt,
who
made
fan
with Fields Minstrels, has been singing ; with
Earlorders.
Hennesy, recent manager for the
the Mary Anderson Theatre,
with succes
William L. Sherry Service, has resigned
ille.
to
become special representative for the
> n in L
Minter-United Amusements.
the
I

The
of Spades
Who toDealt
Himselfin inhis "The
HarryFatal
MoreyAce sends
himselfandto thejailMan
in order
save Ithisto father
latestGambler*."
Vitagraph
from the play by Charles Klein.
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CINCINNATI HAS A WONDERFUL SUMMER
Picture Theatre Business Stands Right Up
in Spite of the Warm Weather and Baseball
in the early weeks of the trouble. It is
BUSINESS tureinhouses
the Cincinnati
pic- not
believed that any further trouble will
continues moving
very good,
despite the handicap of the warm be experienced in this connection.
weather
and
the
strong
counterattraction of the winning baseball team now
Philadelphia News Letter
representing
city
the toNational
Film B<mv Is Changing.
League.
Crowdsthisofoccurrences
from in20,000
now are common
at the25,000
ball MANY changes will shortly be seen
park,
and
the
natural
inference
would
in Philadelphia's
where
be that this condition would work to the
almost
all of the"filmfilmrow,"
exchanges
detrimentments, butofsuch
patronage
forbeen
othertheamuseare at present located with the exception
has
not
case.
of
the
United
Artists
Corp.,
who
were
Instead, it seems to have the effect of compelled to move into the Bulletin Buildputting
people
in
such
an
amiable
mood
ing.
The
Fox
Exchange
will
require
more
that
continue and
the the
hunt movie
for pleasure
room and has planned to build a two
into they
the evening,
houses story
exchange building,
to take
the
receive a fair share of the patronage.
two properties
at 1331 and
1333in Vine
street.
During
the
course
of
construction,
Business Beats Last Winter.
will occupy temporary quarters at
Several of the shows at the summer Fox
1225 Vine. Another important change will
be
the
removal of the Vitagraph exchange
housesness nothave
played
to
a
volume
of
busieven approached by the best runs from their
ofthemthehave
regular
winter
season,
and all ofA Race streets present
to 1227 quarters
Vine street.at 12th and
done
quite
well
financially.
Triangle
Has
Hopes.
notable improvement in the class of the
bookings
has beenthein efforts
evidence,of and
The plans for the Vitagraph include the
the successoffered
attending
the premises
occupied
just
now
by
Triangle Film Corp.,
and 1225places
Vinethe
managers to give their patrons the best The Triangle
has several
instreet.
view
shows
possible
to
secure
has
been
both
remarkable and profitable.
and expect to be in newthatquarters
Sepa new byfactory
Already the local managers are prepar- building temberwill31. Reports
occupy
the
south
east
coringnagefor the
large
fall
and
winter
patroner of 13th and Vine
the
feel sure
is to bycome,
Supplystreets
Co., has
causegiven
for apthe past which
few they
weeksall being
marked
the Electric Theatre
prehension
although
they
have
an
extensigning
of
contracts
which
will
provide
months more on their
first class amusement for the movie fans lease, sioninof several
which to become settled permaof Cincinnati during the coming season.
nently.
Masterpiece
Exchange,
An Evil Eliminated.
p
e
c
t
s
t
o
take
one
of Film
the will
floors
above exthe
quarters
which
necessitate
The efforts of the Cincinnati Film Ex- present
the
removal
of
another
exchange
already
change
of thetoward
Cin- established there. In the meanwhile the
cinnatiManagers'
Chamber Association
of Commerce
building occupied by the
World Filmby
eliminating some of the abuses to which Corporation,
was destroyed
their service has been subjected in the fire, is still inandruinswhich
and will probably not
past
have
met
with
gratifying
results,
be
rebuilt
for
some
time.
according to an announcement made by
Secretary
V. Zimmerman.
Got Past Censor.
these evilsC. has
been the habitChiefof among
a few
M. Greenwalt, ofthetheofficial
motionCompany,
picture
ofto the
exhibitors
to
hold
the
films
shipped
photographer
Stanley
them an unreasonable time, and the who has continually been
getting scoops
statement
is
made
that
proof
was
had
in
on local events for the theatres, has just
several instances that the films had been acquired
of being the first man
shown in other houses than the one orig- to produce thethe honor
pictures of the Kilbane-Fox
inally
receiving
them,
without
the
exchanges receiving the additional pay for fight in Philadelphia, and have them
such use.
of theinmanagers
gested harshSome
measures
checking sugthis
abuse, but a campaign of education was
resorted to, which had as its object to
call theagers to attention
of the
offending
the injustice
of such
abuses.man-It
is stated that this plan has been so successful that no unusual delay in the return ofchange
filmsmanagers
has recently.
been reported by exPalace Will Open in September.
E. F. Albee, president of the B. F.
Keith natiTheatre
Company,
was inmade
Cincin-an
inspectionduringofthethe past
new week
PalaceandTheatre
on
East Sixth street, which is now about
ready for the opening. Mr. Albee stated
that the innewSeptember
house would
Monday
and open
would thebe first
run
as a turepopular
vaudeville
and
feature pichouse.
Strike About Ended.
The strike which has been In progress
among the former employes of the Cincinnati exchanges
has about
peteredduring
out.
Little
the pastactivity
week, has
and been
manyevidenced
of the strikers
have made application for their old positions
conditionsof the
prevailing
vious tounder
the theformation
union, itpre-Is
said. Just how many of them have been
Booking and Closed Windows.
reinstated has not been announced, but A Open
new view of Beatriz Michelena, who
It is certain that many of them will not
stars
in
"Just distributed
Squaw," abyRobertsonbe re-employed,
as their bypositions
have
Cole feature
tors Mutual. Exhibibeen
filled satisfactorily
help secured
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passed bysors. Thethebout
Pennsylvania
of Cenfeaturing Board
Kilbane,
the
champion
featherweight,
was
afeetsix-round
affair
and
consumed
over
1,200
of film
to shoot it.
Short Notes.
Manuel Capelman, has installed a new
motor chgenerator
two forsimplex
ines at the Grandandtheatre
use in mahis
up-to-date projection room.
Marty
Wolf,
manager
of
the
Victoria
theatre,
will spend
nextwill
two enjoy
weeks hisat
Stone
Harbor,
wherethe he
well earned
vacation.
W. Humphries, manager of the Triangle
Exchange,
the shore. is spending the week ends at
The Arcade theatre in Richmond has
been
sold byMr. William
E. Butler
to A.
Freedman.
Butler, also
is the owner
of the Clearfield theatre.
Minneapolis
News Houses.
Letter
R and F Still Adding
RUBEN
FINKELSTEIN
have
taken AND
overborhoodanother
popular neighhouse in Minneapolis,
the
Lyndale theatre, Lake street and Lyndale
avenue, bringing the total number of moving picture theatres in the Twin Cities
under
their control,
The Lyndale
theatreup hasto twenty-two.
been under the
management
of
Jack Martin.
It is has
located
in an ideal residential
district and
had
aelstein
high class
patronage.
Ruben
and
Flnkplan
to
put
the
new
house
In
first
class condition and through it will play
the best film productions.
War Veteran Back On Job.
Carroll overseas
Johnston,in who
twentytwoG. monts
both spent
the Canadian
and AmericanUniversal
armies, office
is now
the
Minneapolis
and with
is on the
road with
the
"Heart
of
Humanity"
company.theDuringoccupation
the latter days
the war
and
the ofRhineland,
Mr. after
Johnston
served as ofmoving
picture
photographer
American
army.
He
enlisted
inwith
the the
Canadian
army
and
later
was
transferred
to
the
American
forces.
Hinds With Pathe.
Frederick C. Hinds has taken charge of
afornewly
created
department
the Minneapolisexploitation
Pathe exchange,
under
the direction of C. W. Stombaugh, manager
of
the
branch.
Hinds' most
recent activities
in Mr.
connection
with campaigns
launchedwerein
behalf of "The Heart of Humanity" and
"The Unpardonable Sin."
Goldwyn Office Enlarged.
Theder theMinneapolis
managementGoldwyn
of L. exchange
E. Davis un-is
undergoingof a thetransformation.
Since
the
removal
Supreme
office
to the
seventh floor of the same building,
the
Goldwyn ofbranch
enlargedoccupied
by the
addition
the has
spacebeenformerly
by that New
concern.
Slide Company Opens.
The Norton Slide Company has opened
offices polis,
in withthea complete
Jewelers Exchange,
Minnealine of slides.
The
company
manufactures
all
kinds
of art
and advertising slides. George M. Norton,
proprietor.
"At the Old Stage Door" Is Lloyd's Next.
Harold Lloyd
a village
mistaken
the asstage
ofnondescript
awaytheatre
as the newat leading
mandooris the
this
popular comedian takes to create laughs
inOld theStagePatheDoor"release
for
July
20.
"At
the
title ofandthe timeliest
comedy,
and it is one of theis the
brightest
of the vides
lot. opportunity
The action
of
the
comedy
profor Lloyd for several
attractive
say, behindthe-scenes.scenes,
Here ortherather
audience
gets a
glimpse
of that
side of the
drop forbidden
curtain. land on the far
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Independent
Conducted by C. S. SEWELL

Producers

Cohn AND
to State
Rightannounce
"Hall seven
Room
Boys"
Comedies
JACK
HARRY COHN
reel aviation
and oil-field
picture as
as
a
series
of
two
reel
western
"Lone
that
the series
"Hall Room
comedies
will beof offered
on the Boys"
state Hewell
Star"
dramas,
produced
by
Mr.
Steiner.
visit London and Paris to arrange
rights market, and that contracts have for will
the distribution of these productions,
already
been
made
with
several
territorial
buyers. This decision was made on acount and will hold a trade showing in both
of the attractive
offers made by many in- of these cities.
dependent exchangemen.
Flanagan and Edwards, the featured M. & R. to Handle Pioneer
players
in these productions,
are wellknown vaudeville
headliners, and
their
Films on Pacific Coast
popularity, together with the publicity
IGHTS
current andforforthcoming
given
to
the
H.
A.
McGill
cartoons,
whichin
Pioneertoattractions
California,
have been published for fifteen years
many leading newspapers, are believed to ■IN. Arizona and Nevada have been acbe
responsible
for
the
quick
response
by
q
u
i
r
e
d
b
y
Charles
Rosenthal,
Jr.,
the
M.
R. Exchange,
officesThisinfor deal,
both
state rights men.
San &Francisco
and Los with
Angeles.
WilliamtionalParsons,
president
of
the
NaFilm Corporation, has assured comingment withclosely
a similar arrangeElliottafter
and Brockwell,
Chicago,
Harry Cohn that he will make the "Hall is looked
upon
as
a
forerunner
of Pioneer
similar
Room
Boys"
comedies
sufficiently
high
in
exchange
centres
for
all
class to compete with any of the two reel outlets
attractions.
comedies,
and
that
the
quality
will
be
up
towhich
the have
standard
the first
Mr. Rosenthal, before leaving this city
been ofshown
at thetwoNewreleases
York stated,
"I spent several weeks in New
Strand, if not better.
Joe Brandt, until recently prominently
identified
with
Universal
and
now
associated with the National Film Corporation,
has taken active charge of the exploitationments
and sale
arrangehave beenof this
made series,
for theandappearance
of "Percie
and
Ferdie,"
the
McGill
carto ns, in a large number of additional
newspapers in the principal cities.
Jack and Harry Cohn have opened offices
atsame1600address.
Broadway, and Joe Brandt is at the
Interest in Lee Kiddies'
Playlets Pleases Rogers
LOU ROGERS, producer of the two reel
comedies
Katherine Lee isfeaturing
highly Jane
pleasedand with
the
large
number
of
inquiries
regarding
these
playlets,
received
from
all
parts
of
the
country, and in this connection states:
"These replies I consider splendid testimony as to value
the popularity
'of thewe Lee
children,
of the evidence
product
offering, the
and convincing
of are
the
efficiency vofertising ththe
trade
papers
used in ade offerings.
"From
partsor ofwritten
the country
exhibi-as
tors haveallwired
to be listed
applicants
for the the
series,
the present
plan of featuring
Lee andkiddies
in two
reel features
with
exhibitors.is proving especially popular
"The from
vehicles
for therun young
differ
the usual
of shortcomedians
comedies. The offerings are playlets, that is,
they have a real
story
in
tabloid
form, en-by
t
e
r
t
a
i
n
i
n
g
l
y
a
n
d
comically
portrayed
the youngest stars of the screen. The
viewers tained
interest
to be susthroughoutis thecalculated
swift running
and
snappy comedies, and there is no effort to
draw out the material beyond two reels.
date and
of "Announcement
release will beof made
withinparticulars
a short
time."
Mountan Going to Europe
DAVID J. MOUNTAN, special represenfor
Europe tative onof "William
AugustSteiner
14, onwillthe sailWhite
Star Liner "Adriatic." Mr. Mountan is
taking with him prints of "Sky Eye" the
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Charles Rosenthal
Jeneral manager M. & R. Exchange.
San Francisco and Los Angeles.
York,
and, after closed
viewingwitha large
of productions,
Pioneer,number
as I
am convinced they have the finest line
of specials. I was also much impressed
by the spirit
co-operation
which particcharizes theofentire
organization,
ularly theacterpublicity
department,
which is
equipped
full co-operation,
supplies toandgiveservice,
to exhibitorsbothandin
exchangemen
handling
Pioneer pictures."
Associated with
Mr. Rosenthal
is E. B.
Mayer,
who
is
a
well-known
exchangeman,
and hasrical andhadfilmextensive
training
in
fields. Mr. Mayer istheatthe
nephew of David Belasco.
Immediate
exploitation
of
"Virtuous
Sinners" is contemplated, to be followed by

territorial campaigns on the other Pioneer
features, "The Girl from Nowhere," "Sin»
of the Children," "The Boomerang," "The
Long Grace
Arm ofDavison.
Mannister" and "Atonement,"
with
Arrow Makes Sales on Two Series.
Arrow Film Corporation announces the
sale of the following rights to the series
of Lone Star Western dramas, featuring
Harry Myers, June Keith and Charles
Graham;to also
to "Demon's
Shadow"
serial
Phil rights
Goldstone
for Missouri
and
Kansas and to Sterling Film Company,
Omaha, for Iowa and Nebraska. Rights to
the
seriesto the
of Northwood
dramas"Blazed
have Trail"
been sold
Southeastern Pictures Corporation for North and
Southida,Carolina,
Tennessee,
Georgia,
FlorAlabama; Louisiana and Mississippi.
All Episodes of Serial
Being Prepared Together
SIDNEY REYNOLDS,
president
of SuPictures, Inc.,
announces
for manyprememonths
his staff
has beenthatat
work not only on the first few episodes
ofbut theon serial
starring
J. Robert
Pauline,
episodes.
This
has
been thedoneentire
in orderfifteen
to insure
that there
will be no lagging of interest and that
each succeeding episode may achieve
something new in thrills, interest and
characterization.
"Serials,"
says influence
Mr. Reynolds,
the
same
powerful
over "enjoy
the public
which
is
exercised
by
the
circulationbuilding serial stories in the magazines.
They
contain
continued
suspense
whichtheand
theelement
public ofdesires
and
assure
a regular
continued
patronage.
"We
wish
to
emphasize
the
fact"
that
in the
performance
of hisgenuine
hypnotic
feats
Mr.
Pauline
will exercise
hypnotic
powers,
and
we
feel
that
this
will
arouse
wide interest on the part not only of the
mystery-loving
but of thefraternity
medical,
surgical and public,
psychological
everywhere. In view of the widespread
interest
in
psychic
subjects
and
mysteries,
in Mr. Pauline himself and in good serials,
coupled with the widespread exploitation
campaign to be conducted, we expect to
make this Supreme serial one of the most
successful of the season's productions."
Arrow Offers Comedies
with Hank Mann as Star
HANK
MANNone-reel
is being
featured in a
series
on stateof rights
basiscomedies
by Arrowreleased
Film
Corporation.
This
clever
comedian
will be
remembered
by
motion
picture
audiences
for
his work in Keystone and Sunshine
comedies.
A number
of territorial
sales haveI. al-E.
ready beenof made
on this
Chadwick,
the Merit
Film series:
Corporation,
has
secured
New Films,
York Inc.,
and
northern
New rights
Jersey;forMajor
for
New
England;
Exhibitors'
Film
Co.,
Pittsburgh, for western Pennsylvania;of
Masterpiece Film Attractions, Philadelphia,Newfor Jersey,
eastern Pennsylvania
and southernland
Delaware,
Maryand Districtalsoof forColumbia;
Sterling
Film Company, Omaha, for Iowa and Nebraska,poraandtion tofor North
Southeastern
Pictures
Corand South
Carolina,
Georgia, Florida,
Tennessee, Alabama,
Louisiana
and Mississippi.
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Sherrill Returns from Coast and Announces Plans
several full page illustrations which the
AFTER
absence
eight weeks
WilliamanL. Amusement
Sherrill, ofpresident
of the exhibitor can use for lobby decoration.
Frohman
Corporation,
for "Crimson
to be particularly
striking.Shoals"
They
has returned to New York and announces areThesaidlithographs
that while in Los Angeles, he acquired consist of three styles of one's, two styles
all the outstanding stock of the Poppy twenty
of three's,
two
styles
of
sixes'
and
four sheet stand, and in all of one
the
Comedies,
the subsidiary
company
producpaper
the
performance
of Francis
ing
the
comedies
featuring
Mack
Swain.
three characters
at oneFordtimein
He also reorganized the staff, installing delineating
a scenario
department
under formerly
the super-of has been strongly emphasized.
vision of Frances
E. Guihan,
A novelty
the exploitation
of "Alma
Do boxYouforcarrying
Live"
isona one
regulation
safethe
scenario
department
of
Metro's
West Where
coast studio.
ty matchpicture
side thethe other
title
of
the
and
its
stars
while
Mr.
Sherrill
also'
made
arrangements
with the Universal Film Manufacturing side
is reserved for the imprint of the exhibitor.
Company andfor Mack
the production
of the inTexasits
Guinan
Swain pictures
Universal City studios, and moved both Big Exploitation Campaign
companies
to that
point. the making of
supervised
twoMr. ofSherrill
the Texas
Guinan productions,
on "Everybody's
Business"
exploitation
campaign
"The Dead Man's Hand," by Julian John- A REMARKABLE
will be conducted on Everybody's
son, and "The Sacrifice," a legend of IndiBusiness,"
says
the
W.
H. Producan
loyalty,
and
started
a
third,
"The
Heart
Company handling this feature.
Plans
of Texas." He also produced two Mack have tions
beencuring ofprepared
which include
the seSwain's "Ambrose' Golf Career" and "The
the
co-operation
of
fraternal
Lunatic."
civic societies and officials
Mr. Sherrill states that his company is organizations,
in public
assisting exhibtors
contemplating producing a serial, and that high
in putting
over life,
this inpicture.
upon
the
completion
of
the
Texas
Guinan
In addition, the well-known writer, H. C.
westerns and Mack Swain comedies, his
presenttions in plan
is to make further produc- Witner,
has writtenof the
a" twenty
thousand
word novelization
story suggested
the East.
photoplay,
which will
be released
asby athemagazine
supplement
to many
of the
leading
Sunday
newspapers
in the inlarger
Walthall Film Reissued
cities,
and
serially
in
newspapers
the
HE Exhibitors'
FilmWest
Exchange,
with smaller cities and towns together with
Tits
offices at 126
46th street,
heavy
preliminary
advertising.
have starring
arrangedHenry
to reissue
"The
This story is said to be extraordinay in
Wreck,"
B. Walthall,
ways, and it is announced that a
adapted
from released
"Ghosts,"as bya Mutual
Henrik MasterIbsen, many
prominent
book publisher
Mr. book
Witand
formerly
ner an attractive
propositionmadeof the
piece.
The
story
is
announced
as
having
However, the W. H. Production
been reconstructed with new titles, and an rights.
Company
have
arranged
for
the
exploitaattractive line of paper, ones, threes and
tion as outlined;
six
sheets,will11x14
Wreck"
be photos
the firstandof slides.
a series"Theof
reissuespany to state
that will
released by the com- Foreign Rights Sold for
rightsbe buyers.
THE "Long
Pioneer Arm
foreignof Mannister"
department has
Unique Advertising Aids
just
concluded
the sale
the world's
rights,
exclusive
the ofUnited
States
for Monopol Attractions and Canada, for "The ofLong
Arm oftoManMonopol
of
president
nister,"
with
Henry
B.
Walthall,
the
COHEN,Company,
MAX Pictures
Filmis among
Corporation.
has prepared an Inter-Ocean
picture
the
most list
recentof
attractive line of advertising ac- of This
the
additions
to
the
Pioneer
ories for "Crimson
sYou
Shoals" and
negative
having
been reWhere Doto cestate
Live,"
now "Alma
being
offered
rights which
buyers.are Among
the attractions,
ceived in territories
NewtheYork
last week.
ready
withearly
exchange
centres Al-at
supplies
available
are
lobby
display
sets
City, have
Chicago,
Francisco
including three 22x28 photos in olive New
and LosYorkAngeles
been San
disposed
of.
hs,
nt
green,
an assortme
lithograp
Among the Pioneer specials which have
new style
press sheet,of slides,
heralds,a recently
been
placed
on
the
markets
of
phic
tions
photogra
poster
reproduc
and
several novelties.
Continental
Europe
are "VirThe press sheet is 14x22, printed on EnglandtuousandSinners"
and
"The
Girl
from
Noeighty pound paper, and it will contain
where." According to recent advices the
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dates for
the
first
showing
tures in London have been ofsetthese
for picthe
near future.
Five Foreign Territories
Sold for "Virtuous Men"
FRANK
BROCKLISS,
controlling
the
foreign starring
distribution Lincoln,
to "Virtuous
Men,"
and sale
directed by Ralph Ince,E. K.announces
the
of rights
on
this
production
for
Switzerland, Italy, Holland, Spain and France.
In handling this film in foreign countries, thetroBrockliss
organization
induced an innovation.
Special hasscenes
filmed by themosphere producers,
and which
in at-to
and
action
were
designed
carry
a directinserted.
appeal toTheforeign
have been
successaudiences,
of this
plan, indicated .by advice from Sydney
Garrett,
president
of
J.
Frank
Brockliss,
who
is now isabroad,
the
S-L feature
meeting andwithstates
great that
success,
has led Messrs. Sawyer and Lubin to the
decision to continue this plan on their
forthcoming productions.
Unusual Aeroplane Stunts
for Helen Holmes Serial
isSERIAL,
now being
by the
Fatal Fortune."
"The produced
THE
INwhich
S. L. K. Serial Corporation, it is anthat
nounced
Helen
Holmes,
who
is
featured, will offer a new species of thrills
by performing
several
stunts
with
an
aeroplane which have never before been aty a feminine
serial star,
including a leaptempted bfrom
to another
in mid-air,
with one
both aeroplane
planes traveling
at
high speed.
Only a few days ago Miss Holmes while
in an aeroplane
with Lieutenant
Jack serial,
Levering, who is supporting
her in this
was overtaken
by
a
heavy
storm.
LieuLevering, whoto was
machine,tenant
endeavored
climbdriving
above the
the
clouds, but his engine went dead and he
had to descend. While volplaning to the
ground the plane was struck by lightning,
but,
serious damage
was
done fortunately,
and the planeno alighted
in a swamp
without injury to Miss Holmes or Mr.
Levering.
One Bulls Rye Company Going to Hawaii.
According to Nat H. Spitzer, studio
manager for Bulls Eye Film Corporation
at its diesHollywood
studios, company
two of the cometo be andmade
Octoberby the
will be filmed inin Septhe
Hawaiiantember Islands.
It issume expected
that
the
trip
will
conabout six
comediesvoyage,
will
be cut and
titledweeks.
on theThe return
and will be ready for release by the time
the ship reaches San Francisco.

Grace
and from
Conway
Tearle Make
Up the
hich with
Puts thethe stars
Tone running
of Emotional
in "Atonement."
ThreeDavison
big scenes
the Pioneer
attraction
are Duet
shown W here,
the scaleMusic
of human
feelings.
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Bennett J. Brandon
Who heads department.
Arrow's foreign sales
Arrow Film Establishes
a Foreign Department
THEhas taken
ARROWanother
FILMstepCORPORATION
forward
its
expansion movement.
This
weekin the
Arrow
announces
that
it
has
opened
exclusive foreign department in order anto
handle mentallwillforeign
depart-J.
be in business.
charge of This
Bennett
Brandon, under the personal supervision
ofopenW. offices
E. Shallenberger.
It
is
planned
to
abroad.
With the foreign office in working order
Arrow will be able to take on all subjects
that are suitable for the world's rights
instead
merly. of merely for this country, as forW. E. Shallenberger, president of
Arrow,
has haslongwaited
been contemplating
this
move, but
for the conclusion
ofthis thedirection.
war before taking active steps in
Brandon, theis new
theBennett
foreign J.department,
an oldmanager
film man,of
as well as an exporter of oonsiderable
note. ager For
was man-He
of the years
OceanicMr.FilmBrandon
Corporation.
has been an independent distributor of
pictures abroad for some years, with
officeseledinextensively,
Chicago. Mr. thoroughly
Brandon hasfamiliar
travwith all of thebeing
foreign countries
and
speaking
severalFrench
foreignandtongues,
ing Spanish,
German.includHis
first
business, inci-as
dently,connection
was within the
Mr. film
Shallenberger,
export manager of the Thanhouser Film
Corporation.
"The Open Door" To Be
a Big Feature Picture
UNDER
the supervision
Dallas M.
Fitzgerald,
work is nowof proceeding
on what is announced as a production
of big caliber
withnovel
extraordinary
graphic effects and
shots. The photoworking
title
of
this
feature
isscenario
"The Open
Door," parand
it
is
based
on
a
preed by Garfield Thompson.
■ A strong
cast Lehr,
has been
assembled,by
headed
by Anna
and assisted
John
Frank William
Evans. Robert
Broderiek, P.SamWade,J. Ryan,
Cavanaugh.
Walter Miller, Johnnie Walker and Edith
Stockton.
Johnpert forWolnow,
technical
exWilliam formerly
Fox, has a been
engaged
to handleduction is already
the studiomoredetails
prothan and
half the
finished.
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New Company Will Produce Four Ten-Reel Features
picture
be ready for reTHE United
States itPhotoplay
Corporaleaseball.theThefirst
week will
in September.
tion announces
will produce
four
Mr. Schwerin's
territory
comprises
Delaten reel motion pictures, titled "Deware,
District
of
Columbia,
Maryland,
termination," "The Home
of Man," all"Theof North and South Carolina, Georgia,
FlorSoul ofareMan"
"Deception,"
which
from and
scenarios
and stories by
ida
and
Alabama,
and
he
controls
practically
the
same
territory
on
another
Captain
F.
F.
Stoll,
a
former
government
official.
"TheYorkUnpardonable
Sin."a trip
He production,
will
New
next
The
first will
"Determination,"
which Garson
to allleave
important
centresweek
isteres,
described
abestory
of great human
this territory.
Anthe elaborate
press
bookof
laid inas the
Whitechapel
district in-of for
other
accessories
for
the
exhibitors
London, with which the author is thor- and
oughly familiar. state that actual screen use are now being prepared.
The producers
work will be begun in a very short time
and that already the rights for Ohio have Krellberg Gives Views
been time
sold one
for aoflarge
sum. known
Tod Sloan,
at
one
jockeys
on Serial Exploitation
in the world,
has the
been best
selected to ride
the
SL.
KRELLBERG.
president producing
of the S.
L
K.
Serial Corporation,
horse
"Determination,"
and
"Kid"
Broad
is also under contract to appear in the
Fortune,"
starring
Helen
production. The cast also includes Effie Holmes,"Theis aFatal
film
man
of
wide
experience,
Logan, who
the winner of an inter- and has been associated with very nearly
national was
beauty competition.
every branch of the industry.
Having been an exhibitor, he points out
the necessity
for
and inexploiVictory Kremer Reports
part advertising
of exhibitors
order
to
securetation onthethe maximum
box office value.
Successful Sales Trip
"A
serial,
in
order
to
be
successful,"
VICTOR
KREMER,
who
has
spent
a
month touring the Western states mystery,
Mr. suspense
Krellberg,and"must
haveof action.
thrills,
plenty
and southwestern Canada, in a cam- says
Itother
is bykinds
natureof separate
and
distinct
paigntures,for the
Victor
Kremer
Film
Feapictures, its effect onfrom
the
reports an unusually successful mind being cumulative,
and more persisttrip.
Practically
the
entire
West
Coast,
ing
in
its
impressions.
should
many of the Central Western states and a therefore not overlook theExhibitors
of
large portion of southwestern Canada, serials as business getters, possibilities
or under-rate
have been sold for both feature pictures the
value
of aishigh
class starregularly
in a producandMoreshort-reel
subjects.
tion
which
presented
from
than a dozen contracts have been
to week.
closed and negotiations are under way for week
"It . was
this infor mind
that and
we are
seas many more. Mr. Kremer, who is now
cured HelenwithHolmes
the star
on histers,wayreportsback
tohe hisis confident
Chicago headquarpresenting her in a production which has
that
the
entire
all the ferredelements
of success
recountry will be sold solid shortly.
to. In addition,
we havealready
prepared
The state rights pictures now selling everything
necessary for the exhibitor to
includeturesa fromblock
of
ten
multiple-reel
feaamong the best of Essanay There
properlyare exploit
"The Fatal
Fortune."six
artistic twenty
four sheets,
productions,
featuring
Henry
B. Walthall.
sheets,manytwo novelites.
kinds of threes
and
one sheets
Taylor
Holmes,
Bryant
Washburn,
Captain
and
and
in
addition
there
Richard C. Travers and Jack Gardner; will be conducted an extensive campaign
ten Broncho
Billy one-reel
Western in the newspapers and picture magazines,
dramas,
ten Snakeville
Western comedies,
designed to be of particular help to the
featuring
Ade
fables. Slippery Slim, and ten George exhibitor.
shouldsheets
not and
be content
"I
find
that
there
is
not
only
a
big
use"Anonlyexhibitor
a few one
photos toin
demand for features, but for the short his
lobby,
but
should
conduct
an
extensive
subjects,"
said
Mr.
Kremer.
"The
four
Jack Gardner features were eagerly campaign before the opening and continue
it until the end to get the best results."
sought,
as
were
the
features
of
Walthall.
Washburn, Holmes and Travers.
Export and Import Secures
Foreign Rights to Serials
THE EXPORT
IMPORT
FILM a COMINC., &have
just
contractPANY,whereby
they foreign
have closed
obtained
exclusive right
in the
market theon
all serials to be produced by Serico ProducingoneCompany,fromof the
Wilkes-Barre,
The first
well-known Pa.story
by
C.
&
N.
Williamson,
"The Woman
Gray."
Arline Pretty
and Henryin
Sneil, isfeaturing
direction
ofnowMr. being
Vincent.produced under the
Besides the above, the Export & Import
Film
control
"$1,000,000
Reward,"Company
featuringalsoLillian
Walker,
being
produced pobyration, andthe
Grossmanserial
Picture
Coran Animal
in course
of production under the personal supervision of Col. W. N. Selig, entitled "The
Lost City."
Schvverin Buys Territory
on Garson's
"Hushed announces
Hour"
CHARLES
F. acquired
SCHWERIN
that he has
from Harry I.
Garson
the
Southern
rights
"The
Hushed Hour," starring Blanche toSweet,
Sherman L. Krellberg
supported
by
Milton
Sills,
W'ilfred
Lucas,
of S-L-K,
Rosemary Theby, Mary Anderson, Gloria President
with state
rights looking
buyers onoverhis contracts,
serial
Hope, ing.,Harry
Northrup,
Wyndham
StandBen Alexander, L. T. Steers, Winter
with Helen Holmes, "The
Hall, Lydia Knott and Edward M. KimFatal Fortune."
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"Shadows of the Past" Is
a "Different" Picture
a story
OF THE PAST,"
SHADOW
Stew-of
with isAnita
threeart Sin ex-convict
the current
the leadings, role,
is "differThis re-issue
Vitagraph
the
nt." It is release.
a crook
not figures,
and two
aplaymanalthough
three ecentral
women, served a year each ind.prison. It is
not a play of the underworl It strives
to demonstrate the difficulties surrounding the toex-convict when he does his utmost "go straight" after his release
from prison.
The story is not an attack on the police
or police methods. Time was when the
police,lar,and
those of ofNewplacing
York in particuobstacwere
le in theaccused
way of the formerevery
convict.
They went on the assumption of once a
crook,
But this premise
has beenalways
proveda tocrook.
be a fallacy.
Vitagraph
has
given
"Shadows
of the
Past"
a production
in keeping
the
excellence
of the story
and has with
provided
aE. superb
cast.
It
was
Harry
T.
Morey,
K. Lincoln, L. Rogers Lytton, Julia
Swayne Gordon, Rose E. Tapley and
others. The play was written by Mardirector. guerite Bartsch. Ralph Ince was the
"The Pagan God" Is a
Strong Mystery Drama
n-Cole's
THElatestPAGAN
Warner Robertso
H. triB.buted by GOD,"
rsproducti
Mutual,on isdis-a
Exhibito
strong mystery story. Not only e,is the
but
intensivinterior
of Chinese
story
of the story,
locale intrigue
the unusual
,
al
ve
featattracti
addition
an
is
Mongolia
on.
ure of the producti
Exhibitors
throughout the country
recognize the drawing power of a good
story
of
intrigue
andnotmystery.
In "The
Pagan God"
theythe
only secure
the
popular
additional
box stars,
office
value
ofstory
one but
of the most
popular
H. B.itiesWarner,
and exploitation
possibilin the Chinese
atmosphere that
will
greatly increase business.
"The
Pagan God"its issubtleness,
a story ofandChina,its
of
its
intrigue,
hatred for the white man, shows Warner
in the role of an American diplomatic
agent, who,
to foil isa compelled
heathen outbreak
against
Christians,
to risk
his life among the Chinese plotters. A
Chinese village
was educated
built withMongolian
the coo
p
e
r
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
several
natives.
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John Lynch.
Who has recently
scenariojoined
staff. the Selznick
"The Guilty Woman" Shows
Jealous Wife's Mistake
THEcan ease
with towhich
condemn
publica jealous
ignominywifean
innocent controversy
girl as "the isother
in a domestic
taken woman"
as the
underlying theme in Thomas H. Ince's
latest
production
for
Paramount.
"The
Virtuous
in whichTheEnidpicture
Bennett
plays the Thief,"
is
scheduled
forstellar
releaserole.
August 10.
The leading male role is played by Niles
Welch,of awhile
Lloyd Hughes
appearsWilliam
in the
role
weakling.
Willis Marks,
Conklin,
Dorcas
Matthews,
Lucille
Young
and Andrew Robson round out the cast.
Fred
Niblo and
directed,
supervision,
Georgeunder
BarnesMr.wasInce's
the
photographer.
C. Gardner Sullivan is the author.

Sends Wire on Novel Exploitation Stunt.
Charles R. Rogers, director of sales for
Select Pictures Corporation, is one an exMorey on Locution in New England.
tended-Western trip to "pass
prosperity
Harry T.together
Morey and
Paul around" among exhibitors
that
Scardon,
withhishisdirector,
supporting
territory.
His first
stop throughout
was
atofDenver.
company, cameramen and all others Here
is
a
wire
the
home
office
Select
needed
taking of aLancaster
picture, and
left just received from him and sent from
recentlyinforthe Waterville,
that city:
I reached
Denver,
found
fire"When
department
running
sixtyI
Campton,
N.
H,
where
they
will
"shoot"
anthe hour
to the American
Theatre.
the outdoor scenes for Morey's new fea- miles
"Out of theare Dark."
the The whole city was out watching the
outdoorture, scenes
laid in Nearly
lumber all
camps.
f'remen's 'Upstairs and Down' contest on
Jean Paige
be Mr.in the
Morey's
against
skyscrapers. Picleading
woman.willOthers
cast new
will ladders tureplaced
to turn-away
include Anna Lehr, George Majeroni and matinee andopenednight;
temperature, business
ninety;
George Howard.
all other theatres doing poor business."

News
zzzr

Goldwyn Announces Cast
for Klein's "Heartsease"
TOM"Heartsease,"
MOORE'S new
from Goldwyn
the play Picture
by the
late Charles Klein, enlists a high
order of talent in its production. Directed
by Harry Beaumont, it has settings exed in Hugo Ballin's
cast of cutefinished
players. first manner and a
A new leading woman appears with Tom
Moore, making her first appearance in
Goldwyn
Chadwick. pictures as well. She is Helene
Rosemary Theby appears as Lady Nevilish
l e, a vivid
in a conservative
setting.figure
She dominates
a numberEng-of
powerful moments. Mary Warren, who appeared in "One of reappears
the Finest" and "The
City
Templeof Comrades,"
in the new play. to play Alice
A cisdeparture
is
made
Franin assuming the rolebyofAlec
LordB. Neville
in that the part is not a sympathetic one.
Sydney Ainsworth, on the other hand, revels in his scrupulous
present
role — that
of anlongun-a
peer. William
Burress,
star in musical comedy, plays the laughable role of Pryer
a parvenu
"bounder,"
and
with Herbert
and Larry
Steers complete the cast.
"Impossible Catherine" Full of Action.
"Impossibde
Catherine," soon
the second Virginiasented bPearson
prey Louisproduction
Meyer through tothebePathe
exchanges,
is
well
adapted
for
displaying the versatile prowess of the star.
The production
of action
and interest, is admirablyis full
sustained
throughout
the story by the pranks and escapades of
its heroine.
The role
erine" lends itself
easilyof "Impossible
to Virginia CathPearsons'
personality
and
she
the best acting of her careerdoesin some
the roleof
of the tempestuous heroine who refuses
to believe that a woman should submerge
her individuality
ners of the day. in the customs and manItlaekton Using Boileau Estate for "Dawn."
The picturesque old estate of the late
Philip Boileau, artist, at Douglaston, L. I.,
isimportant
the background
many inof J.theStuart
most
exterior forscenes
Blackton's
film
version
of
"Dawn."
other location available proved to be Noso
atmospheric
and typical
tc represent
home ofDaniel
Keith,
the blind
and the
hisin
father,
Burton,
leadingboy,figures
the story which Commodore Blackton now
has in production, as the Boileau home,
the useducerofthrough
whichthe was
obtained
by the
procourtesy
of Mrs.
Boileau,
the artist's widow.
"The Voleano" a Triumph for Leah Baird.
Leah Baird, whose brilliant portrayal in
"As
Man Thinks,"
Augustus byThomas'
first aFour-Star
drama released
W. W.
Hodkinson. is largely responsible for its
success the country over, climbs to even
greater matist's
emotional
heights release,
in the "The
drasecond Hodkinson
Volcano,"
produced
also
by
the
Harry
Haver organization.
In "The Volcano" the star has a part
thathuman
permits her to run
of
and theshewhole
makesrange
the
most of everyemotions,
opportunity.
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"Gamblers" Shows Details
Not in Stage Production
WITHhaveonebeenaccord
the reviewers
so fortunate
as to who
see
"The
Gamblers,"
the
new
Harry
T.
Morey leasefeature
which
is
nearing
its
reby Vitagraph,
agreed
that surpassed
the play
by
the
late
Charles
Klein
had
their expectations. Everyone who had
ever seen
theknew
play that
as itpresented
on thean
spoken
would
make
excellentstage
picture,
but few
realized
how
really superior it would be.
"The ample Gamblers"
offers
a
concrete
exof the inmotion
picture overof thetheadvantage
spoken drama
bringing
out all the fine points of a clever story.
This advantage is better exemplified in
the
picturization
of a well established
drama
for the than
screen.in a story written especially
The picture version of the play is
superior to the original for many reasons,
but intailparticular
that it ofworks
in deand shows many
the out
important
events in the story that are but referred
to in the spoken drama.
withhisitsfather,
triple the
themelove—
the"TheloveGamblers,"
of a son for
story of a man and a woman and the instory ofsuchthe attention
gamblers tothemselves
requirestensejust
detail. —
"The Winning Stroke" Is
Latest George Walsh Film
EDWARD DILLON, who directed George
Walsh
in "The
Stroke"cutting
and
now is finished
busy
at film,
theWinning
Fox
his newly
has studio
come near
to
specializing on Walsh productions. After
carrying the young giant of the film
through his four latest photoplays, Dillon
also has come to a climax with "The
Winning
Stroke" —newjust with
as Walsh
Comparatively
Fox, has.
Dillon is
unusually fortunate in the equipment he
brings to his present directorial work,
having run the gamut of the speaking
stagemer and
the silent
In the leads
forhe played
juveniledrama.
and comedy
in a variety of productions and also served
as His
stagescreen
manager.
career, likewise, was long,
varied and
William
Fox. exacting before he came to
An indefatigable worker, conscientious
in the extreme, artistic
and possessed of a sense,
finely
discriminating
Edward
Dillon has madeand a critical
study of his
star, and the perfect co-operation of the
pair haswhatproduced
in
"The will
Winning
Stroke"
declares
be a
box
office magnetDillon
of magnitude.
Yitngraphers in Four Different Places.
The four companies making feature pictures at Vitagraph's
Brooklyn
had a generalEastern
movingstudio
aroundin
last week.
Harry
T.
Morey,
with
his
pany, went to the White Mountains,com-in
New Hampshire, to make outside scenes
forCorinne
"Out ofGriffith
the Dark."
and her supporting
pany went to Bayshore,
L. L, to comtake
some
scenes
for
"The
Climbers."
Joyce, who had been at an outside Alice
location nearchester
Nyack,
working
"The WinWomen," and
Gladyson Leslie,
who
had beenance," nearworking
on
"Fate
in
theto BalMilford.
Pa.,
returned
studio with their supporting companies.the
"Dark Star" Is an Artcraft Special.
The Paramount-Artcraft Special, "The
Dark Star,"
with3.Marion
Davies, wasis
released
August
The production
based on the popular novel by Robert W.
Chambers. It is the first Cosmopolitan
picture
be released as a ParamountArtcraft tospecial.
The
supporting
the castMatt
are
Dorothy Green, members
Norman ofKerry.
Moore, Ward Crane, George Cooper, Arthur
Earle, G. Butler Clonbough, Emil Hoch,
James
Hearn. Laffey, William Brotherhood, Fred
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Henry E. Wilkinson
Buffalo manager for Realart.

Alabama Theatres Book
Vitagraph's "Daring Hearts"
U'NUSUAL
interest
is being Hearts,"
manifested
by exhibitors
in "Daring
the
Francis
X. Bushman-Beverly
Bayne
picture
which
will
be
one
of
Vitagraph's
early releases. It has been some time
since the joint stars have done active
work before the camera, but their following has remained loyal, and the exhibitors have realized that their patrons
will
knownwelcome
stars. a new feature by the wellMarcus Loew led the way when he
arrangedin last
show
"Daring
Hearts"
all hisweek
New toYork
theatres
many in nearby
towns.
Similar
actionandis
being
takenOneby ofexhibitors
the
country.
the first throughout
bookings came
from the Tivoli, one of the leading theatresman,in Montreal.
Vitagraph
working in theOne South,
bookedsalesthe
picture
for
the
Crown
Theatre,
a leading
house in Mobile. Ala., and then, not
satiswith a single
went after
more.fiedBefore
noon hetheatre,
had arranged
for
the Bushman-Bayne feature to be shown
in the menttwo
theatres
under
the
manageof the Chickashaw Ship Building
Company,
a subsidiary ofBoththeareUnited
States
Steel
or less under Corporation.
the direction of Mrs. S.moreM.
Blynd. director of the Department of Social
on allonesub-of
jectsAmusements,
selected. ThewhoPikepasses
Theatre,
the largest downtown theatres, also decided that it couldn't get along without
"Daring
the
list. Hearts" and added its name to
Many Interesting Events
Shown in Gaumont Graphic
THEshows
current issue of Gaumont
Graphic
views ofgenerals,
Great
Britain interesting
honoring American
and of a review by Secretary Daniels of
the Marinettes and Teomanettes in uniform prior to returning to civil life, also
aat bigthe outing
the convalescent
soldiersin
Walter of Reed
General Hospital
Washington.
Other pictures of interest inelude views
from Augusta, Maine, of the big aeroplane
that'istry, race
going
the rim King
of theGeorge
counriotsaround
in Chicago,
proclaiming
Newark's
fight surplus
against
the
high costpeace,
of living
by selling
army food, and other timely topics.
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Ray Vends Beauty Secret
in Salesmanship Picture
JN Henry,"
his nextwhich
Paramount
"Bill
is releasedH.picture,
August
Charles Ray, Thomas
Ince star,10,
again plays the role of a country boy who
ence.a lot of ambition but is shy on experihas
In this production
is a his
traveling
salesman,
who, with the
his star
bicycle,
handbook on salesmanship and his demonstratis just starting
into ingtheelectrict
worldvibrator,
for himself.
He meetsouta
beautiful girl and saves a piece of valuable
land,ing towhich
wrest unscrupulous
from her. parties are tryEdithinineRoberts
playsWoodruff,
the leading
femsupport. Bert
as Uncle
Chet
Jenkins,
and
Mrs.
Jennie
Lee
Courtright, as Aunt Martha Jenkins, who keeps
a small town hotel, are characters in the
story. Walter Hiers, fat boy, interprets
the role veofigles thethesmalltraveling
salesman
intown hero
into awhopoker
The pictureof was
game.
supervision
Thomasproduced
H. Inceunder
from thean
original
story
by
Louis
Zellner,
adaptedby
by JulienStorm.
Josephson, and was directed
Jerome

Scene in "See-Saw" Shows
Plunge of Auto Over Cliff
WHILE
at Ithaca,
Y., filming
scenes
for the
Irene N.Castle
Paramountproduction,
"The See-Saw,"
DirectorArtcraft
Charles
Maigne
staged
a
tacular and thrilling scene nearspecthe
Taughannock
Falls.a woman, who has vicIn the timpicture,
ized a wealthy New York business
man,
is taken
ride Stripped
by the
man whose
head forshe ahasmotor
turned.
ofwealth
his reputation
and
a
large
part
his
because of his infatuation forof the
woman,
her and
himself, the
and manhe resolves
chooses toan killautomobile
wreck as the means. Driving at high
rate
ofhis speed,
the the
man edge
is supposed
send killing
cartheover
of a highto
cliff,
woman and
himself.
For the
scenenearof this
episode, Mr. Maigne
chose
a cliff
the Taughannock
The falls
themselves
are more thanFalls.
300
feet high, and the cliff over which Mr.
Maigne
sent
the
automobile
presents
a
sheer drop of more than 400 feet.
To shoot
the
scene,
Mr.
Maigne
employed five cameras, catching the fall of
the automobile from five different angles.
One
of
camerastheregistered
the falling
machine theagainst
Taughannock
Falls. background of the
Cast of "You Never Know Your Lock."
In Sir Gilbert
"You Never
Know
Lu<?k," Parker's
Sunset
Inc.,
a W. W.Your
Hodkinson
release. Pictures,
House Peters
hasBertram
as his leading
woman
Claire
Whitney.
Marburgh, Marion Dver.
Mildred Southwick,
Frankthe Nelson
Hammond
complete
cast. and Charles
"You forNever
Know partYourat Luck"
was
filmed
the most
the studios
of the Sunset Pictures, Inc., in San AnThe story
Canada tonio,
and Texas.
England
as its has
locale.western
International Sews Shows Sub.
Hearst Newsreleased
32, issued by the Internathrough
pictures tionaltheand immense
blaze
at theUniversal,
chemical
plant
recently.
srenes fire,
wereNewark,
taken atN. aJ.,great
risk toThese
the
photographer
firemen
were in.and show the dangers the
A scientific news subject is the test trip
of the psalvage
submarine,
which is exted to assistSimon
in the
reclamatio
n of
wrecked ecships.
Lake,
the inventor,
is shown
operating
the
novel craft.
Of
more
interest
to
the
American
family
general is the view showing the sale ofin
Governmen
t food to
public, the sale
being Jersey.
conducted by thethemayor
New
of Newark,
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Reviews
and
Advertising
Aids
Conducted by Edward Weitzel, Associate Editor Moving Picture World
—^—1
Sidelights and Reflections
IN the Saturday Evening Post, dated
August 2, there is a fine example of
clever sarcasm, written by Harry
Leon Wilson, under the caption of
"Film-Flam"
whichof everybody
in the business
making orconcerned
showing
movingson willpictures
should
Wilconvince the read.
most Mr.
skeptical
that more may be accomplished by cleverly turned phrases and shafts of witticism than in heavily projected "criticism" when THE industry is under consideration.
That is to say, if anything is to be
accomplished in the purpose of "better
pictures"
therethemayfollybe ofa better
chance
to point out
the producer
through the medium of wit than in the
outpouring
presumed,
assumedwould
or ad-be
mitted ofwisdom.
Mr. Wilson
more convincing if he left off where his
clevertionparaphrases
of picture
ends, rather than
to go onconstrucwith a
slight attempt
to
point
out inwhat
heindusbeltrial
ieves to structure.
be the weakness
the
He is more convincing
in his lampoon of the screen than»he
isscenarists.
in pointing the finger of scorn at the
Mr. Wilson is one of those clever
phrase-turners who could go into John
Wanamaker's
storewrite
for anthearticle
Saturday
Evening Post and
that
would couple
the
great
mercantile
operative with the sweat-shop. Not that
he could convince anybody that Wanamaker was a mercantile tyrant — but he
would
reading."in
And thiscompile
is all hesome
has "good
accomplished
supplying the Saturday Evening Post
with "Film-Flam."
There is nothing constructive in the
Wilson witticisms. He makes no sughe offers noofaids
to improvement in thegestions; business
picture-making.
He has simply written a mighty clever
article and (according to his own statement) has received "heavy money" for
what sonheseemsterms
"a day's
work."
Mr. Wilto have
trapped
the Post
into
printing and paying
a good personal
advertisement
of theforWilsonian
talents.
And we joyfully hail his achievement —
and say: "More power to his typewriter."
Having read the Wilson article we
turned to the advertising pages— for the
Saturday Evening Post is the "big arthe distributorgrinds
puts out
up when
his press gument"department
great
praise
of
the
"tremendous
national
adadvertising campaign.
Must have been an "off week" in the
"drive."
Nary a line !
W. K. H.
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IN THIS ISSl E.
Themount-Artcraft).
Career of Katherine Bush (ParaSome Gal (Frohman).
Little Miss Deputy (Frohman).
Theman).
Dangerous Little Devil (FrohThe
Gray
Horizon
(Robertson-Cole).
The
Dark
Star
( Paramount-.
The
Westerners
(Hodkinson).Vrtcralt)
Coax
Me
(World).
The Love Cheat (Pathe).
Her Greatest
Performanee
The
Praise ( Vitngraph).
Agent
(World).(Triangle)
The
Wolf
The Voleano (Hodkinson).
V White Man's Chance (Hodkinson).
ROGRAM and Advertising
Phrases and Advertising Angles for the pictures
reviewedon
in this department
are based
the productions as shown on the
screen vanceandfrom are
adthe not
pressprepared
books. inThey
are consequently
correct
and
represent each and every picture in
its completed form, just as it will
appear in your theatre.
"The Career of
Katherine
A Paramount-Artcraft
Special, Bush"
Presenting Catherine Calvert in a
High-Class Product.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
minute inwiththeme,
to the written
UP scenario
by
skill the
n Stuart, the direction
Kathry
lly
artistica handled by Roy W. Neil,
age of wellsuch asan isassembl
and
this
rarely seen,
chosenwithtypes
Paramount-Artcraft Special offers so
many high values that there can be
ed against it only the faults of
register
which it is adapted.
novel from
the
In dealing with a theme modern to
the last degree, great skill of handling
iselement,
requiredandnot too
to offend
puritanical
much the
praise
cannot
be accorded
for
the
delicacy
of treat-of
ment shown in the difficult scenes
"The
Career ofwithout
Katherine
They
are effective
beingBush."
offensive.
That we have always been ungenerous
to woman is more faintly indicated than
if the subject
beencasttreated
dramatically, with thehadsmall
of a forceful
play, rather than with the large one
deemed necessary to illustrate a novel.
This is the chief fault of what is otherwise a top-notch production, whose high
percentage of merits place it far above
the average photonovel.
The interpretation of the leading role
by Catherine Calvert is an attractive one
after the first scenes, her natural grace
of manner
latercharacter
on contrasting
forcefully with the
so admirably
impersonated
by
Mathilda
Brundage.
Craufurd Kent and Fred Burton are

H77
irreproachable as distinguished Englishgiving dignity
the picture
as themen,director
has togiven
beauty just
and
the scenarist consistency. The whole
effect is convincing, and delighted a
crowded house at the Rialto.
Katherine BushCast. Catherine Calvert
Lord Algernon Fitz-RufusGoldsworthy
John
Lord Gerald Strobridge. .. .Craufurd Kent
Lady
Garribardine. .. .Mathilda
Lao Delemar
Helen Brundage
Montrose
Gladys Bush
Ann Dearing
Matilda
Bush
Augusta
Anderson
Slavey
Norah
Reed
Lady
Beatrice Strobridge .. Claire
Bert Bush
Albert Whitney
Hackett
Fred Bush
Earl Lockwood
Bob Hartley
Walter Smith
Charlie
Prodgers Robert
Minot
Ethel Bush
Edith Pierce
Lao's
Sweetheart
Allen
Simpson
Duke Mordryn
Fred Burton
Story byby Kathryn
Elinor Glyn.
Scenario
Stuart.
Directed by R. William Neil.
The Story.
of Katherine
grows
outTheof"Career
her revolt
against Bush"
the narrow
environment
of anWhile
unrefined
middle-class
English
family.
she
is
a
typist
for
anobleman
money lender
meets a dashing
and she
is cleverly
entrappedyoungby
him, but
learnsherenough
ence to arm
for a from
careerthe inexperihigh
society. Lacking other means than her
native ence,wit
and
bitterly
acquired
experishe secures a position as secretary
to Ladyposition
Garribardine.
advances her
social
throughof She
many
enlisting the love
Gerard,difficulties,
gallant
nephew of Lady Garribardine. Gerard is
unhappily
infatuated married,
with her but
that hehe becomes
forgets hisso
domestic misery and makes violent love
until his adoration is skilfully cooled to
friendship
by the himnow cleverly
experienced Katherine. She keeps
and
at a respectful
distance untilin herhandgrand
opportunity
arrives
in
the
person
of
Duke
Mordryn, an intellectual aristocrat, with
whom agesshe
fascinated.
to so becomes
enslave this
gentlemanShebymanher
fine
qualities
of and
mind proposes
that he overcomes
class
prejudice
marriage.
The
fine
heart
of
Katherine
now
asserts
itself. Rather than spoil his career, or
deceive
she the
tellsyoung
the truth
about and
her
experiencehim,with
nobleman,
they separate. Now comes a bitter
struggle
for who
the proud
Duke heras way
well upas
for the girl
has found
by a battle of brains, only to find all her
hopes dashed
sense of honor
deher. byThetheDuke
to recognize thatveloped inKatherine
is ancomes
extraordinary
vvoman, one whose material aspirations
have is wrought
a vast change
that
she
ennobled such
in character.
He returns
tohis her
heartandandmakes
hand. amend by offering her
Program
Exploitation
Charmingand Catherine
CalvertCatchlines:
in Clever
Photoplay
of
English
Social Girl
Life. Rose
How a Middle Class English
Above Her Surroundings and Won the
Love
of a Nobleman, Told in Excellent
Photoplay.
Highly Entertaining Photoplay Based

ROBERTSON-

COLE

PRODUCTIONS

mm
A

Sagebrush
Hamleh
MEN — WOMEN — HORSES — GUNS
A whole town caught up in a swift, dashing whirl
adventure. It brings the great, rollicking, strong
trit of the West right to you.
Distributed b>>
Exhibitors Mutual

ROBERTSON-

COLE

PRODUCTIONS

rriiale

A FASCINATING picture of life in
the high-flying fast set of society).
Polo, dancing, hunting, bathing, flirting,
gossiping, and all the diversions of the busy
idle rich are shown in this daringly^ original
story. The entire production is characterized by a supreme richness of detail and a
high standard of excellence.
The play" is from the stoiy) of Du Vernet
Rabell in Ainslee's Magazine, adapted to
the screen by Fred My"ton, produced b$
B. B. Features, and directed by Henry
Kolker.
!iBfn
Ml

This is the sixth great Barriscale
triumph of 1919. She has achieved
phenomenal success in "Tangled
Threads," "Jossehpn's Wife," "A
Trick of Fate," "Hearts Asleep,"
and "All of a Sudden Norma."

Distributed b}>
Exhibitors Mutual
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on
"Best Elinor
Seller" Glyn.
by Popular English
Novelist,
Catherine Calvert in Clever Story. Filled
with Human
Interest and Strong Dramatic Situations.
Advertising Angle.*: You have all sorts
ofwidely
opportunity
here,Cosmopolitan,
for the story
readlately
in the
and was
the
star
has
had
ample
promotion
Fires of Faith. The play angle willin
probably
but by no bring
means you
neglectthe thebeststar.business,
Work
the
book
stores
for
hook-upDo andnothook-up
to Three Weeks asa well.
try to
advertise too sensationally. Just be
thorough.
Three Frohman Westerns
Texas Guinan Stars in Ranch Tales with
Hard Riding and Dark Villainy.
Reviewed by William J. Reilly.
E more of the Frohman
THRE
Amusement two-reel Western
pictures were added to their list
"Some Gal,"
this week. They were
"Little Miss Deputy" and "The DanLittle Devil." present Texas
Thesegeroustwo-reelers
Guinan as the straight shooting heroine
with a punch in her gauntlet and a
snap in hibitor
herwho has
rawhide
whip.strong
The exa house
for
Western stories would do well to play
these productions. They possess all the
popular Western features, cattle ranches,
hard riding casts and heavy villains.
"Little Miss
Deputy,"
the title inwould
indicate,
places
Miss asGuinan
the
role
of
deputy
sheriff.
Interest
enters
when she finds herself in the situation
where she must either renounce her
womanhood and hang the man she loves
or take off her official badge and become
"just
a girl." accused,
Of course, the hero had
been
wrongly
the critical
moment. and is saved at
"Someagainst
Gal" Juan
gives Lopez,
Texas aGuinan
fight
sinister a
Mexican cattle thief, portrayed by Jac'<
Richardson. The heroine's father, placed
in thedaughter
Mexican'sto marry
power, the
triesthief,
to force
her
but
the hero frustrates the plot.
In "ThehasDangerous
Guinan
the titleLittle
role Devil,"
and isMissso
called because of her fighting qualities
which she displays without invitation.
In this story she saves, by hard riding,
the dam controlling the water supply
of the valley, and owned by the hero.
The tovillains
but
no avail.get in some dirty work,
Jack Richardson, George Cheboro,
Billie Bennett, Cliff Smith, Leo Willis
and H. M. Dudgeon are in the various
casts with Texas Guinan.
GrayFeatured
Horizon"
Sessue"The
Hayakawa
in Robertson-Cole Production Plays Effectively in Thrilling Tragedy.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
SESSUE
YAKAWA'S
work
is the HA
saving
grace of colorful
the Robertson-Cole production, "The Gray
Horizon,"
Mutual. released through Exhibitors
The picture suffers rather from faults
of production than from weakness of
the story. The theme is interesting,
hut in the development of the picture
what the final outcome is to be, is made
too obvious ; which naturally destroys
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the suspense and relieves the production
of true dramatic development.
The role of the Japanese artist, as
interpreted by Sessue Hayakawa, is
thoroughly artistic, and totally different
from similar roles played after the
exaggerated ideas so often evidenced
in film productions. O Haru San, played
by
is an exemplification
the Tsuri
sweetAo'ci,
simplicity
oi the romanticof
Japanese maiden. Bertram Grassby
handles the role of John Furthman, the
villain,
fact,
there iswith
littlegood
faulteffect
to be; and
foundin with
any of the cast.
As a box
production hasoffice
value —attraction,
romance, thetragedy
and the thrill of vengeance forming a
part of its popularCast.appeal.
Yano Furthman
Masata Sessue
John
BertramHayakawa
Grassby
Doris Furthman Eileen Percy
Kenneth Furthman Mary Jane Irving
ORobert
Haru Marsh
San AndrewTsuriRobson
Aoki
Story byby William
CliffordWorthington.
Howard.
Directed
The Story.
young OJapanese
Masata.
hisA sister.
Haru San,artist,
and Yano
her faithless
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(Continued)

the
a cliff.
of Marlow,
who edge
has oflived
underThethedeath
assumed
name,
is supposed
by his friends
occurred by accident,
and theto have
Japanese
escapes suspicion.
Later, Yano
on theof counterfeiter's
American
wife, calls
unaware
her late husband's
identity,
to byrepay
for Japanese
kindness
shown
his
sister
her inher
at America.
the
mission on her arrival
He
falls in love with her during the days
that follow, in which circumstances throw
them together. Finally, when requested
to paintband, he adiscovers
portrait the
of the
tragicwoman's
secret, husand
reveals
as her her
husband's
Rather himself
than destroy
memorymurderer.
of the
man she married, he burns evidences of
the man's crimes which are in his
possession.
program
exploitationSessue
Cntchline!*:
Talentedkaand
wa in Japanese
Thrilling Actor.
Tragedy. HayaAbsorbing
Story Ownof Happiness
a JapaneseforWho
Sacrificed
Sake of theHis Woman
He Loved. the
Powerful Tragedy of Thrilling Vengeance and Self-Sacrificing
Sessue Hayakawa
in LeadingLoveRole.with
Thrilling
of a Japanese
That theStoryWoman
He LovesWho IsFinds
the
Widow of the Man He Killed.
Advertising- Angles: Play up heavily
upon the star.angleHe inis hisalways
the But
strongplays.playing
use
also estthesellingdramatic
situations,
the
sacrifice for your chief appeal, with some
such
argument
as,
"The
Japanese
artist,
in love with the widow of the man he
had killed, gave up his hopes and destroyed the evidences
the suppose
dead man'san
faithlessness.
What doof you
American
suitor
would
have
done?"
Use
plenty dowsoffor this.
portraits in the lobby and win"The Dark Star"
In Which
the "Star"
and the Marion
Works ofDavies
Hun IsIntriguers
Reviewed
Are bytheWalter
"Dark."K. Hill.
THE rule of the office exacts the
"line ofpears justresponsibility"
above these 'that
words ap-to
say
a
picture
is
"Reviewed
by
So-andSo." We cannot change the rule,
but
we would like to insist that these paragraphs
shall
be
considered
more
of
report than a review. So saying, herea

We attended the evening performance
at the Rivoli, Tuesday, August 5. When
we were
goes
: making an exit from the first
show (shortly
o'clock)
"stand-outs"
were after
in the9 lobby,
and the
the
space
for
"standees"
behind
the
rail
was
filled
with
those
eager
to
occupy
Sessue
Hayakawa.
Has found his own little Niaf
the seats then
"turnover"
of thebeing
show. emptied by the
"The Gray Horizon."
Xew
York
dailies
had carried full
American husband. John Marlow.
the page
advertisements
ofinto
"The papers
Dark Star"
central
figures
of
"The
Gray
Horizon."
—
the
display
going
that
The ing work
of the
Japanese
artist,
striv-is never before had carried a page
to
make
his
way
in
America,
"smash"
tor
an
individual
film
feature.
C. F.
noticed
by
an
art
expert,
who
also
happens
to be a counterfeiter. Visiting the cabin Zittel, who is general manager for Cosmopolitan Productions, Inc., knows the
of the Japanese in the mountains, he
praises his work profusely and pays hin; value of printer's ink and knows how
five hundred
dollars
on
account,
for
picto
create
an
that impels
which he requests the artist to interest. "Zit" advertisement
is there when it comes to
save fortures him.
promotion
by
the
printing
press
route.has
The gratitude of the Japanese is counted
The natural draft of the Rivoli
on
by the tocounterfeiter
to persuadebonds.
him this
extra advertising to increase its
to consent
tint some counterfeit
But in the meantime, his sister arrives crowds, and there was every reason to
from Japan, and as a consequence of her expect a propitious send-off for Cosmorecognizing
as herhimhus-as
politan's first release through Famous
band, and of thehis counterfeiter
easting her from
abetween
woman the
unknown
to
him,
a
fight
Players-Lasky
channels.
two men, in which O ensues
Haru musical.
program
as usual
—Thewas Rivoli's
excellent, the news —reels
informing,
Mutt
San istakesshot
Marlow dead.
and killsYanohim Masata
in a fightover-at and Jeff comedies were right up to the
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mark, and two vocal specialists con"The Dark
Star"— andtributed to the
thereprelude
was ofa very
good
comedy to follow.
Thus measured by every standard,
the "break" was fine for the initiation.
Star"
to tell,
truthin the
But, not
construcof itsDark
nature"The
was
tion or the necessary essentials orof cast
acting on the part of either star
of a nature
that
would
make
it
acceptable to audiences such as the Rivoh
has attracted, as a steady clientele,
of features.
selections
through
In the previous
firm belief
that there is an
picture"
everypicture willandfindthea-an
"audience
tres whereforevery
open-armed
welcome,
made that the Rivoli isthenotassertion
the placeis
for "The Dark Star." We voice not
only our individual opinion, but report
hearaudience— they things
the attitude ofin the
at many
tily laughed derision screen
when the
the
upon
viewed
they
action thickened into wild rioting and
sensational fighting. We have never
before dicate
known
a Rivoli
to inits mental
attitureaudience
by laughing
at scenes in a feature when they were
by no means supposed to laugh.
Dark ItStar"
was belong
badly there
placedandin
the"The
Rivoli.
did not
the audience indicated its disapproval
ofit off
clap-trap
joyfully.sensationalism by laughing
seek exIn housescitementwhere
along with audiences
their photoplays;
where crowds assemble to see villainy
foiled by the ancient standand intrigue
ards of approved melodrama; where
al en-g
and sensation
fights andcountersbrawls
result in smashing
everythin
Staron
Dark
"The
there
walls—with great satisfacti
stone
but
be hailed
will
genuine delight.
transmit Cast.
and will
Marion Davies
Carew
Rue
Dorothy Green
Princess Naia
Kerry
Norman
and
Jim Kneel
Matt Moore
k
Ala
Prince Secret Service Agent. .Ward
Crane
French
Mr Brandes
George
Earle
Arthur Cooper
Stul
Mr.
German
Spv lG. Butler Clonbough
German Spy
Emil Hoch
Ship's
Captain Wm. James
Laffey
Steward
Brotherhood
Rev. Wm. Carew
Fred Heam
StoryDirected
by Robert
W. Chambers.
by Allan
Dwan.
The Story.
Dark Star"The
of
materials
is From
made thean image which causes
war
wherever it goes. Reverend Carew brings
it to America,
not
knowing
that
it
contains some plans of Turkish forts. But
this is known to secret agents of Gerto agents
of theof French
whomany, alsogets
possession
itcome
by servforce
fromice Rue
Carew.
Rue has
near
being
married
to
a
crook
by
fraud,
she is saved by fleeing to the studioandof
anthe American,
French. Kneeland,
Kneeland co-operating
introduces herwithto
the German spies, and they find she is
dangerous
—them
she from
knows the plansWhen
by heart,
can
they
learndraw
Kneeland
is to memory.
sail for France, they
take Rue
with
them.
They
watch
land closely, following him whereverKnee-he
goes,
poison his
causing
him toandfallfinally
unconscious
in hissoup,stateroom.
Theying— heriflehashis just
effects,
but
they
find
placed his suitcasenoth-in
the Captain's
safe.
now truss
Kneeland and Rue in the They
stateroom
and decide
to blow up the ship, so as to destroy the
girl andis the
plans ofvessel
the Turkish
There
a German
lurking forts.
near
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to save them when this is done. They
place
a bomb
a time fuse
the
stateroom
and gowithoverboard,
to be intaken
up
later
by
the
lurking
German
vessel.
Meanwhile the time fuse burns while
Kneeland and Rue struggle with their
bonds.
He manages
to kick
revolver
toward her,
and she, with
her ahands
and
feet bound, shoots the bomb mechanism
to pieces, then bursts a pitcher of water
to
The firing
help,putandoutthe the
two fire.
are released
from draws
their
bonds. rivThey
are
again
attacked
on are
ari
n
g
i
n
Paris,
but
the
intriguers
foiled and all ends well when the Huns
are either killed or captured.
"The W esterners"
Adaptation
of Stewart
Edward White's
Famous Novel
for Hodkinson
Program Thrillingly Presented.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
box isoffice
ONE of tithe
ons of thebestseason
Hampthe attracton adaptation of Stewart Eders."
White's
"The Western
novel,a perfect
ion
product
While wardit is not
oded
story
by any means, its red-blo
with its varied characterizations inter-
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The cast is not as well balanced as
it might be, and as before suggested,
the villain "walks off with the show."
Cast.
Cheyenne
Harry
Roy Stewart
Michael Lafond
Robert
McKim
Jim
Buckley
WilfredManning
Lucas
Prue Welch I
Mildred
Molly Lafond S
Little Molly Mary Jane Irving
Prof. Welch
Graham Pettie
Dennis
(The Kid) ClarkFrankie
Lee
Lone
Wolf
Bismarck Annie DorothyComstock
Hagar
Directed by Edward Sloman.
Story by Stewart
Edward White.
The Story.
Westerners"
the personality
of "The
a half-breed
with vests
the character
of its
villain,
who
after
an
attack
wife
of a homesteader, is driven on.awaythe from
the
prairie
caravan,
and
returns
to
his
Indian associations. Here he plots vengeance
against
the
white
man
and
his
family,forthand towith
a group
of Sioux,
sets
avenge
himself.
Enteringhe
the
cabin
of
the
homesteader
in
the
absence of its owner, he kills the white
man's
wife years
and carries
off his little
girl.
In the
that follow,
the child
grows to the
womanhood
in the
belieffather.
that
LaFond,
half-breed,
is
her
LaFond. now an owner of a chain of
saloons, decides to take the girl and
work
businessHills
in one
of thesewhich
locatedhe
in theup Black
country,
hasHere
not hepreviously
visited.
meets Joe Buckley, a friend
of the homesteader,
and plots toto get
posses ion of money entrusted
Buckley
bysuspicion
the miners
to
buy
machinery,
and
cast
him byfor failing
to post
letter and ona check
the money
to thea
Warnedon his
of LaFond's
plan
tomanufacturer.
have him killed
way through
the town to investigate failure of delivery
of the machinery,
dashes by LaFond's
armed
henchmen
inhe safety.
LaFond,
after overtaking
Buckley on
horseback, is thrown over an embankby Buckley
mailed mentletter
and and
checkkilled.
fou.idThein unhis
pocket establish Buckley's innocence. The
closing
scenes also culminate the girl's
love affair,
father
really andwas. reveal to her who her
ridsram and Exploitation Catchlines:
Stewart
EdwardBrought
White's toNovel
of the
Black
Hills
Photoplay
Perfection.
Easterners
and
Westerners,
Northerners
and Southerners Will Find Thrills to
Satisfy Them in This Great Photoplay.
Roy Stewart, Daring Horseman and
Dashing
Screen ofActor,
Star in Black
RedBlooded Story
the Rugged
Hills.
Advertising
this asthestrongly as you canAngles:
afford.PlayOffer
story
as a real
Western
play
and
give Tell
emp
h
a
s
i
s
t
o
the
reality
of
the
story.
that isittheis work
not aof dime
novel who
adaptation
but
an
author
knows
and loves his West and who makes his
people true to life. Do not overboom it
to thetions npoint
you rouse
expectao story where
can satisfy,
but make
your
patrons understand that if they miss this
story,
they
miss
a
real
treat.
Make
particular
who dostory
nota
care
for theplay
usualfortypethose
of Western
by telling that this is different.

•TinWho's Going to Win?
The about
girl's tosupposed
father,
unmasked,
meet justi
Westerner:
preted sotention oeffectively
will hold the atf any audience.
One of the best character sketches
inMcKim
the production
in the role ofis LadoneFond,by theRobert
half
breed. This is so well done that the
vicious villain seems to swerve the
vengeful emotions of the spectator at
will,
a fact which
aids substantially in
the creation
of suspense.
Speaking
productionfor,inwhile
a gen-it
eral way, itofisthesatisfying,
"Coax Me"Features June
Five-Reel World-Picture
drags interingspots,
by reason incidents,
of the regisof unimportant
the
Elv\dge in Amusing Love Story.
constantly increasing speed which it
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
gains in its latter half makes up in
a large degree for minor defects. While ALRIGHT
attractive
story
is picturedand
in this
five-reellove
Worldthe story allows for greater breadth
June
Elvidge
plays
the
of vision, the picture as it is presented role ofPicture.
girl who
can't
quite
make
will have a strong appeal for the aver- her minda about
Jim, the man who wantsup
age person.
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heroic
to marry her. Jim aundertakes
by starting violent flirtation
measures
with a pretty widow, and in the end
succeeds in convincing the girl that she
really wants him.
The plot of this is light and amusing,
though not in any sense of the word
complicated. It is aided in its appeal
novelties
by some
and
settingsgood
thatphotographic
charm the eye. June
Elvidge
is
at
her
best
in
a
role
of thisby
sort and is assisted in this instance
an agreeable cast of people, who give
theThere
offeringarea smart
societyof atmosphere.
moments
a pleasing
lesson is
"shimmy"
The
type. The humor is incidental
comedy
one
of these.
to the story, but comes in naturally
and with good effect in numerous places.
The melodramatic incidents at the dose
are notwhatsolacking
effective,
as they are
in conviction,
but somethey
serve to round out the story in an
interesting way.
Cast.
Elvidge
Lovejoy June
NancyWildman
Jim
EarlDonaldson
Metcalfe
Arthur
y
Lovejo
Colonel
Mrs. Tashman Lola Humphrey
Dick Richardson A. J. Herbert
Kathleen
Lillian Hall
Judge Alwyn
Austin Webb
Mysterious Stranger Ivan Christy
Rupert
Varnum Mills
AdaptationWillby C.Philip
Lonergan and
Murphey.
Directed by Gilbert Hamilton.
The Story.
Nancyis anLovejoy,
the girl,
heroinewhoof has"Coaxno
Me."
attractive
difficulty
of young
men.
She inis winning
worshippedthe byregard
Jim Wildman,
but is inclined to look upon him as an
uncouth and undesirable person. Jim does
not
so regard
to win
the girl.himself and is determined
Nancy's father, Colonel Lovejoy, and
his friend,
Judge Alwyn,
favor isJim's
but
they realize
that Nancy
hardsuit,to
please.
Colonel
Lovejoy
himself
widower and very much in love atisthea
time with
a handsome
widow,
Tashman. A plan
is entered
into Mrs.
by which
Jim
is
to
pay
particular
attention
to
Tashman, with an idea that this Mrs.
may
bring
time. brilliantly, for at a
The Nancy
scheme toworks
certain
ball frequently
Jim practically
ignoresTashman.
Nancy
and dances
with Mrs.
The girlously andthinks
matters
over
very
finally tellstheherobjections
father serithat
she has withdrawn
she
formerly
felt
to
his
marriage
the
widow. She even encourages a with
renewal
of the suit, as this will restore Jim to her.
Lovejoy but
againshe makes
to Colonel
Mrs. Tashman.
at firstadvances
refuses
him.
Later,
after
Nancy
and the
maid
have
been
kidnapped
by
a
band
of
and then rescued. Mrs. Tashman crooks
learns
that herandhopes
of a younger
man The
are
dashed,
she accepts
the Colonel.
maid
and
her
lover
and
Nancy
and
Jim
also wed.
I'rograra and Exploitation Catchlines:
June Elvidge at Her Best in Comedy
Drama Filled with Pleasing Surprises.
Dan Cupid
Brings
a Recalcitrant Woman
Who toIs Time
Scorned.
She Wantedvented a New
to BeMethod
Coaxedof and
He InPersuasion.
EXHIBITORS
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
of PICTURE PLAYING
Strand Theatre Lot A»o«l
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Breezy
Comedy and
Drama
June Elvidge
CleverPresented
Cast. by
Country
ComedyAction.
Zippy with Speed and
Interesting
Advertising
Angles:
Play upin the
and advertise it as a lesson
how starto
win a woman. In smaller towns, a side
angle canWorkbe itmade
of the "shimmy"
lessons.
announcing that
lessons
infor theaat teaser,
famous
shimmy
dance
will
be
given
your
house
certain dates, without adding that it onis
a part of the play. Cards with the title
a ten-line piece;
letter especially
will workIf well
ain distributed
there foris
ashortly
picnicbefore
or other
event
scheduled
the play. Print them forso
they show
can betheplaced
still
legend.in the hat brims and
"The Love Cheat"
Five-Reel Pathe Release Features June
Caprice
and Creighton
in Pretty
Love Story. Hale
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
A hangs
GREAT about
deal this
of Pathe
idyllic release,
charm
entitled
"The
Love
Cheat,"
duced by Albert Capellani. It is pronot
a strong story in any sense of the
word, and weakens quite noticeably
toward the close, but we think few
spectators will take exception to it none
the less. It has a certain youthful
quality tively,
that muchisofdifficult
which to iscapture
due toeffecthe
pleasing work of the principals, June
Caprice
and
Creighton
Hale.
The hero, a struggling young artist,
visits takea intobiga hotel
stumblesHebymeets
misswell and
function.
aadvice
wealth}young
miss,
and
through
the
of a former classmate at college,
palms himself off as the manager of
a big morse
shipbuilding
reovercomes him works.
and he Then
confesses
the truth. The girl later seeks him
out in Greenwich Village, and the love
affair is renewed. But the logic is
perhaps
is assumed
that
the fatherfaulty
couldwhen
be soit easily
persuaded
to give his consent after the deception
practiced.
There is a great deal of charm in this
light love story,
convincing plot. despite its rather unCast.
Louise Gordon
June Caprice
Henry
Calvin
Hale
J. Steward
Gordon Creighton
Edward Davis
Herbert
Rand
Alfred Hickman
William West
Charles
Coleman
Directed byThe Albert
Story. Capellani.
Calvin,young
in "The
Love
ain Henry
struggling
artist
withanCheat,"
aappointstudiois
Greenwich
Village.
He
has
ment to meet a prospective client in a
big
and attires
for
the hotel
occasion.
He failshimself
to meetlavishly
the man,
but
through
a
mistake,
finds
himself
the midst of a swell function. He inis
desperately hungry and decides to take
supperso with
others, since fate has
been
kind the
to him.
While attending this party he meets
a pretty girl, named Louise Gordon, with
Write for our up-to-date price list.
Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
360-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 Sooth Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealara
laPicture
Monograph.
and Simpler
Moving
Macbinae.Standard
National
Mlnuaa
Screens
for the Carbons.
Theatre
WE SELL
ON andTHE BverrUiins
INSTALLMENT
PLAN
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whom he instantly falls in love. She is
the daughter
wealthyalsoman,meets
J. Stewart
Gordon.
Youngof aclassmate,
Calvin
the
affair
a former
William atWest,
to whom he confides his love for Louise.
William West agrees to help Calvin with
the match,
forto asignconsideration.
He five
induces Calvin
thousand
dollars
each,three
whichnotesthe foryoung
man penniless.
smilingly does, knowing himself to
be
Almost before he is aware of it, Calvin
finds that his friend West has interested
Louise's
inishisarranged.
suit, and inButa short
time informed
the father
matchGordon
has
that the suitorWest
has
aremorse.
big position,
and
Calvin
He decides to giveisupovercome
Louise andby
writes herpostor.a Louise
letter,
imlaterconfessing
discovers hehimis anacting
asShe a insists
clerk inthat
a Greenwich
Village
shop.
he loved her at first
withoutlievesknowing
and her
beCalvin when shehe was
says rich
he loves
still. The father is at first reluctant, but
finally gives his consent to the wedding.
Program
and Exploitation
June Caprice
and Creighton( 'a tenHalelinesin:
Pretty
Charm. Love Story Filled with Idyllic
Pretty Romance of a Struggling Artist
and a Wealthy Girl Whom He Meets
and
stances.Woos Under Unusual CircumUnusually Pleasing Photoplay Rich in
the Charmmance,ofFeaturing
Youth,TwoBeauty,
RoPopularandStars.
Why Was Henry Calvin Called "The
Love Cheat"
and DidSeeHeThis
Really
Deserve This Title?
Charming Photoplay for the Answer.
Advertising
Angles:
Play
up
the
stars
and letto them
You than
may
have
hammercarry a thelittlestory.heavier
usual for Miss Caprice, who has not been
seen frequently
of late.
merely
hint at the
plot orForelsetheusestory,
the
angle of the impecunious artist on the
lines
of,
"He
was
all
dressed
up
to
meet
a client, and when he found himself at
a social function, he stayed to supper, and.
of course,
he fell
have
happened
outsidein oflove.New ItYorkcouldn't
— but
see all which happened there."
"Her Greatest Performance"
English Production Appearing on Triangle Program Features Famous
Stage Star, Ellen Terry.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE drawing card of the Triangle
production, "Her Greatest Performance," lies Terry,
in the asglamor
a glorious past. Ellen
the star,of
needs no introduction to an American
audience, and her name alone is the
biggest advertisement the picture could
have.
the production
mustthebescreen
criticised
it Ifcannot
be said that
has
been kind to the famous actress, and
one strives in vain for a glimmer of
the art which made her a queen of her
profession. A lack of understanding of
screen requirements is no doubt the
reason why her performance fails to
impress the spectator.
Brief glimpses of some of the stage
characters from her former repertoire
are used effectively in the opening of
"WE
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the picture. Her best work is her impersonation of her former dresser, as
she extricates from the real perpetrator
of the crime a confession of a murder
which has been laid
Cast.to her son.
NotTheavailable.
Story.

The story of "Her Greatest Performance"
of theactress
appear-as
theopenssonon ofthe a everetired
a stageance of star.
Tremendous
success
attends
his
premiere, and after a supper has been served
on
the
stage
in
honor
of
his
success,
he
accepts the invitation
acquaintance
to come toof hisa questionable
room for a
game
of
cards.
During
the
game
the
third party is struck by the young actor
and theknocked
falls asleepin
as
result out.
of a The
drugactor
administered
the liquor, and in a quarrel between the
two
gamblers
the killed.
third party is again
knocked
down and
When the actor awakes, he is led to
believe that he committed the crime, and
is arrested and put in prison. It so
happened, however, that on the night of
the
was murder,
concealeda former
in the maid
room ofandhissawmother's
what
happened. On trying to escape unnoticed,
she is enedaccosted
by
the
criminal
and frightinto
silence.
On
her
deathbed,
tells the story of the murder, and she
the
actor's
impersonating
maid,
draws amother,
confession
from the the
murderer
insaving
the hearing
her son. of hidden detectives, thus
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Ellen
Terry,
One of the World's
Greatestmatic
Actresses
Photoplay. in Highly DraWonderful Story of a Mother's Love
with England's
Great Actress,
Terry,
in the Leading
Role. Ellen
How a Mother, Who Was a Famous
Actress, mance"
GaveWhen She
"Her Succeeded
Greatest inPerforSav-of
ing Her Son.
Unjustly Accused
Murder.
Thea Story
ofand a Mother.
Who Posed as
Maid Saved
Which
theSecured
Life of aHerConfession
Boy.
Advertising Angles: The name of Ellen
Terry
is
still
one
to
conjure
with.
it to the limit. Tell old timers it is Work
their
last chance to see this star of an earlier
day.
Tell
the
younger
generation
here
is their only chance to judge her skill.
In most cases you can work the papers
for editorial comment and get extra readnotices. and
Don'tadvertise
offer the asplaystrongly
but offeras
the ingictress
can afford.
"The Praise Agent"
Five-Reel World-Picture Features
Arthur
Dorothy
Green Ashley
in AmusingandComedy.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
THIS five-reel
World-Picture,
entitled "The but
Praise
Agent,"
the period,
a few
years recalls
back,
when the Suffragettes appeared at public meetings, with flying banners and
vigorous propaganda for their cause.
The
subjectand,is while
light not
and overly
agreeable
character,
strongin
in plot, has the merit of gaining interest astaiitningly aproceeds.
It deals enternd without unpleasant,
satire
with the fight made by the Suffragettes.
A I^E?^

t*™T 55?<
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Arthur Ashley makes an engaging
hero and Dorothy Green is pleasing as
the heroine. The hero. Jack Bartling,
is a theatrical press agent temporarily
out of a job, who annexes himself to
the Suffragette cause and wins the
patronage
the heroine's
pulls
off a ofbrilliant
coup bymother.
posing Heas
a windowmis ionwasher
in orderThis,
to gain
to their hotel.
and adhis
soap coupon campaign, bring the story
to a rising climax.
The scenes in this, at the beginning,
deal in a realistic way with the suffrage
methods employed by the fair sex in
putting over their winning fight, and
are well staged throughout.
Cast.
Jack
Bartling Arthur
Ashley
Nell
Eubanks
Green
Senator Eubanks Dorothy
Jack Drumier
Mrs. Eubanks Lucille La Verne
Stanley Adams
Majorie
Lorraine J. W.LolaJohnston
Frink
Miss Pettigrew. . . .Mrs. Priestly Morrison
Story
by
Earle
Mitchell.
Scenario by Clara Beranger.
Directed by Frank Crane.
The Story.
Jack
Bartling,
hero of
Praise
Agent," iswhich
press agent
for "The
a theatrical
company
finds himself indisbands
a strangeon the
town,road.
out Heof
money and out of a job. He casts about
for an occupation and his interest is
awakened by the local campaign of the
Suffragettes, led by Mrs. Eubanks, wife
of a prominent soap manufacturer.
Mrs. Eubanks
andThe heryoungaidesman andapproaches
soon convinces
them
that he can do much for their cause by
obtaining publicity for it in the magazines
and newspapers. They employ him at a
good salary, and all goes well until Jack
falls in The
love latter
with Mrs.
Eubanks'
daughter,
Nell.
returns
his love,
but
Mrs. Eubanks desires her to marry a
lawyerther hurts
named
Stanley
Adams.
Jack
furhis chances with Mrs. Eubanks
by rescuing Nell from the police when
the
Suffragettes
framed
up cause.
to have
her arrested for have
the good
of the
Mrs. Eubanks takes Nell to New York,
and for a long time they are lost to Jack,
despite
get in their
touch hotel,
with
the girl.hisHeefforts
at lastto locates
and
after
being
ejected
by
the
father,
passes himself off as a window washer
and thus enters the apartments. He also
conducts
a successful
ing soap coupons,
which campaign
makes himcollectsolid
with
the
girl's
parents.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Arthur Ashley and Dorothy Green,
Co-stars in Clever Suffragette Comedy.
What
Is "TheforPraise
Agent?" Which
See This
Photoplay
theYou.Answer
Will
Surely Interest
DelightfullicityComedy
of
a
Theatrical
PubManager and How He Handled
a Militant Suffragette Campaign.
A Filled
Clever "Woman
Suffrage" Starring
Comedy
Arthur with
AshleyBright
and Situations,
Dorothy Green.
Advertising Angles: Offer this as a
comedy rather than as a suffragette story,
but
use that
for a interested
lesser angle.in the
Get story
your
possible
patrons
by telling some of the high-lights, such
as the way the hero gets into the good
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Booker
8 Years' Experience
3 Years with Universal
Desires Situation
With Good Exchange
ADDRESS
"BOOKER"
c/° Moving Picture World
516 Fifth Ave., New York City

FILM
SALESMEN
Wo ment
haveproposition
a verythatattractive
can investdevote
all
or spare
time to andyou make
a lot
of Some
quick
money.
of
the
most
prominent
Film
men
in
New
York
are
already
interested.
Previouscurities notexperience
in selling seCall on or absolutely
write : necessary.
Thomas H.Ennis&Co.
INVESTMENTS
Suite 01-6 Longacre Bldg,
1476 Broadway
New York, N. Y.
PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold King Screen
10 Days'
Trial
No. 1 Grade,
75c: No.
2 Grade, 50c.
Stretchers
included
Try
before
you
buy.
aH the leading
supply Sold
dealersby
throughout
the country.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA
When writing to advertisers kindly
mention
The Moving Picture World.
MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection Screen
OVER 12,000 IN USE
Write for Sample and Quotations
H. C. GENTER & CO.
NEWBURGH, N. Y.

graces of the town, the window cleaning
exploit,
of the
he saves thethe anger
daughter
frommother
arrest,when
and
the soap coupon episode. You can get
athegoodname
teaserof started
by
advertising
under
Jack Bartling, urging all
readers to save their soap wrappers until
they
hear
from
him. a You
stir up a
small town or even
city can
neighborhood
with this, and tie up with all the groceries.
"The Wolf"
Stirring Film Adaptation of Eugene
Walter's Play
Features
Earlein Williamthe
s— Robert
McKim
Title Role.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THE filmter's adaptation
of Eugene
Walby the Vitagraph isplaythat
a"The
finego Wolf"
success.
the attributes
to make upIt has
a goodall
box office attraction, and is abundantly
supplied with the true atmosphere of
the
landplayed
of theby Canadian
trapper. It's
hero,
EarlewillWilliams,
the virile
type that
appeal tois theof
feminine spectator — its villain, with Robert McKim exploiting the role, will stir
the red blood of the average man. Jane
Novak is especially pleasing in her porof Hilda that
McTavish,
infantcryaytaol believe
her soulledwasfromblack.
And George Nichols as Andrew MacTavish, the cruel father of the girl,
typifies well the traditional Scottish male
parent. Billy Mason in a character of
lighter vein relieves the tragic tenor
of the play; and Brinsley Shaw, the
lover
the earlier scenes, also acquits
himselfof well.
The picture is well made. The director has evidently given the play serious consideration and has then proceedvitality.
ed to work it to the last drop of its
Cast.
Jules Beaubien Earle Williams
Baptiste
BrinsleyNichols
Shaw
Andrew MacTavish George
Hilda
Jane McKim
Novak
WilliamMacTavish
MacDonald Robert
George Huntley
Billy Mason
From
Play byby Paul
Eugene
Walter.
Scenario
M.
Sloone.
Directed by James Young.
The Story.
"Thedents iWolf"
treats
of a chain
of incin which an American,
far from
his
wife cial
andattraction
family,inpreys
on
females
of spe-of
the trapper country
Canada.
The story opens with the betrothal of
Baptiste.
prettyHudson
half-breed
girl as hea trapper,
leaves tofora the
Bay
territory.Donald. a surveyor,
In his absence
becomes William
enamouredMac-of
the
of the half-breed
uses her
as abeauty
plaything,
and, on hisgirl,departure,
spurns
her,awaywithinthedespair
result with
that her
laterchild
she
wanders
and dies in the blizzard.
The scene then shifts to the Hudson
Bay country,
the cabin Hilda.
of AndrewThe MacTavish and histo daughter,
girl,
living conduct,
in constant
terroranof easy
her prey
father'sto
cruel
becomes
MacDonald
when he arrives
in that always
vicinity. Jules Beaubien
and Baptiste,
in search of the man who wronged Annette, the half-breed sister of Jules and

POOL*
UENTILATE
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sweetheart
Baptiste,
the
cabin. Julesof falls
in lovealsowitharrive
Hilda,at and
the rivalry between him and MacDonald
supplies some lively incidents. MacDonald,
cunningly
using MacTavish's
return to Scotland
as a baithistodesire
gain toposion of Hilda,
to take ses her
to hisobtains
mother inpermission
Scotland
with a promise that the old man shall
come later. Jules finally succeeds in revealing
MacDonald'sof deceit
to MacTavish
when
the midst
a thrilling
fight heby
rescuesin Hilda
and takes
her away
canoe.
MacDonald,
in
a
rage,
them and meets his death in a finalfollows
round
with Baptiste.
Advertising angles and program and
catchlines will be published
inexploitation
our next issue.
"A Brunton
White Production
Man's Chance"
Robert
Distributed
Through Hodkinson Offers Kerrigan Makes
Opportunities
Which He
the ofMost.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
GAN in the comJ WARREN KERRI
rama "A White Man's Chance"
d
y
d
e
ed
• present
by RobertW. Brunton
and
ted
on,
distribu
Hodkins
does some ofthrough
the mostW. finished
work of
his career. His impersonation of a
Mexican aristocrat is satisfying.
The production which is an adaptation
of
a magazine
by Johnston
McCulley,
is of thestory
exhilarant
sort with
touches of comedy and thrills supplied
by very genuine looking Mexican bandits
who manage
inject considerable action into the topicture.
Lillian Walker has the feminine lead,
and plays the part of Dorothy Charlton
attractively. Andrew Arbuckle as Valentino, whose dream of joy is to be a
valet to a real aristocrat, does some of
the best work in the picture. The characterization isinteresting and varied in
type from the dignified owner of the
old Mexican ranch to the insignificant
would-be
Dorothy, and the
cruel
nativelover
Juan ofLopez.
The picture is well staged, and the
story with the slightest suggestion of
farce, is interestingCast,as light stories go.
Don Jose Alvarez 1 T
T.
arren Ke">gaa
Blenhorn \ J ^ Lillian
Donald
Dorothy J.Charlton
Walker
WilliamHankins
Roberts Joseph
J. Dowling
Hugh
Howard
Davies
Valentino
Andrew Arbuckle
Pedro
Joseph Hazelton
Juan Lopez
George Fields
Augustin
Gonzales Richard
JosephLoreno
Ray
The Magistrado
Directed by Ernest C. Warde.
Story by Johnston McCulley.
The Story.
The
story
of "Ain New
White York
Man'sCityChance"
has
its
opening
Blenhorn, the junior member
of awhen
law
firm, is commissioned to go to Mexico to
investigate
and
approve
a
suitor
of
Dorothy Charlton in accordance with a stipulation of her
father'sis will.
While
Dorothy
Blenhorn to arrive
at any expecting
moment, heMr.appears
on the tscene
disguised
as
a
Mexican
arisocrat, for the purpose of getting a better
perspective
on conditions surrounding
Dorothy.
Incidents in which Blenhorn excites the
admiration of Dorothy and arouses the
jealousythickof and
her fast.
fiance,Juan
HughLopez,
Hankins,
occur
who
has been taken to task by Blenhorn for
beating his horse, plots to kill him, and
mistaking
village storekeeper
forthrusts
Blenhorn, killsthethe
man. Lopez
the blame
for wrong
the murder
on Blenhorn,
and
in arousing
the mob,Finally
who
make succeeds
an attack
on the ranch.
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Blenhorn, to save the inmates of the
house, rushes forth to "take a white man's
In the course of events Dorothy, ined at Hankins'
conduct,
him
chance."his censring.
back
Blenhorn,
gettinggives
the best
of the situation, establishes his innocence
before the villagers and makes known his
identity to Dorothy, and also his love for
her.
"The Volcano"
Augustusshevik— Theme
Thomas Features
Film Drama
Leah onBairdBoland Competent Cast.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
tains a forceful
THE W. W.
Hodkinsonsix-part
programdrama
conwritten by Augustus Thomas and
presented by Harry Raver, on the subject
ofgood
Bolshevism.
Volcano"Bolshevist
contains
arguments"Theagainst
methods timentandwhichplenty
of
the
patriotic
wins the plaudits of senthe
masses.
The
genuine
articleisinscattered
the line
of the American soldier
plentifully throughout the production;
and as an illustration of true patriotism
appears
the crippledof his
soldier
cheerful acceptance
lot. with
There hisis
also a good illustration of what science
has
way beof made
providing
artificial
limbsdone
whichby can
to serve.
The Bolshevists of the picture are
painted in the darkest colors, with their
leader a repulsively erratic sort; and as
a propaganda production the picture will
serve above
a good thepurpose.
Volcano"pic-is
much
average "The
propaganda
ture in quality The dramatic values of
the story have been fairly well preserved, and the feature is not only timely, but Baird
entertaining.
Leah
as Ruth Carroll, the East
Side teacher who is won over to Bolshevism through constant brooding over
the miseries of the poor children with
whom she comes in contact gives a creditable performance. Jacob Kingsbury
as Alexis Minski, Bolshevist leader, does
a fine piece of character work. The
cast generally
speaking
is a well-balanced and excellent
Cast.one.
Ruth Carroll
Leah Baird
Captain Levison Edward Langford
Davy
W.
H. Gibson
Alexis
Jacob Kingsberry
Grandpa
Carroll
Harry
Bartlett
Michael
William Fredericks
Mrs.
Van
Leiden
Becky
Bruce
Gov. A. E. Smith, of New York. . . .Himself
Story
Thomas.
Directedby Tfce
byAugustus
George
Irving.
Story.
"The
Volcano,"
centering
theme of Bolshevism, uses as about
one of the
its
central figures a young school teacher of
the East Side, Ruth Carroll, who is thrown
by force
of circumstances
into the chief;
company of Alexis
Minski,of a theBolshevist
and
with
the
misery
poor
children
of her class brought to bear on the side
of Bolshevism, she finally becomes an
apostle
movement.
Through her
the
conduct ofof the
Alexis,
who accompanies
to the superintendent when she goes to
discuss the under-nourishment of the children, she is suspended
from sourse
service.enters
An influence
from another
Ruth's life in the person of Levison, an
officer
life
in battle,whoand haswho saved
falls inherlovebrother's
with Ruth.
Ato complication
occurs
when
he
is
detailed
watch Alexis, the Bolshevist leader, and
discovers
the officer's
inAlexis
the case.
A roundup
of the connections
Bolshevist
gang
led by Ruth's
brother
angerskill Alexis
to desperation,
and
he
plots
Levison. Following Levison to theto pier
where
heconsent
goes toto ask
Ruth's
grandfather
for
his
marriage,
Alexisgang
attacks
him. LatertheirAlexis
and his
are
trapped and arrested.
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BESSIE BARRISCALE CHRISTENING
WESTINGHOUSE
MOTOR
GENERATOR

A
SET

Bessie BarriscaJe christening a Xoior-CeneratorSet*
at Robert Brunton Studio, Hollywood. California**'
The stars "endorse"
themthem— — the
"christen"
them
AH
becausestars
Westinghouse
sets progressive
meanpatrons.betterstudio
picturesmanagers
— clearerbuypictures
— steadier
pictures
— and, Motor
above Generator
all, satisfied
Ask any studio manager or motion picture theatre owner what he thinks of
Westing-house
Motoris Generator
sets for changing
to direct
current. Theinstalled
answer
is the alternating
same answercurrent
you will
give after
you have
onetheforsameyourfromstudioall. orIttheatre.
Write our nearest office for descriptive circular and references.
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC & MFG. CO., East Pittsburgh, Pa.

Westing
The Essential Requirements
FOB
Improved

Projection
ARE
SPEER CARBONS

Gundlach
Projection

Lenses

Can not be surpassed for critical definition, flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination,
and we maintain absolute uniformity of quality.
Tbat's
reason
are used
in nearly every
theatre the
in the
UnitedtheyStates
and Canada.

Speer Alterno Combinations
for A. C. Work
AND
Speer Hold-Ark Combinations
for D. C. Work
Produce Incomparable Results
Wri e to-day for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions of operators.
Place an order now with your Supply House

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Roohester, N.Y.

'The Carbons with a Guarantee
MANUFACTURED BT
SPEER CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.
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Release
Dates
., :
i,
;!!!.,:;; i Ni i S=
' ii;;,:!ii::m
■;:;:.;
!
Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
July 27— TheFrederick)
Peace of . ARoaring River (Pauline
PARAMOUNT PICTURES.
Aug. 17—
3— Heartsease
Upstairs (Mabel
June 8— An Martin).
Innocent Adventuress (Vivian Aug.
(Tom Normand).
Moore).
June 15 — Men,ton).Women and Money (Ethel ClayBENNISON STAR SERIES.
Sandy23—Burke
of the U-BAR-U
(Betzwood).
June
Men'sStraw
WivesFoot(Dorothy
Dalton).
BIG TIMELY PICTURES.
Mar.
June 22—
2215 —— AOther
HayDaughter
Foot,
(Charles
The Road Speedy
Called Meade
Straight(Betzwood).
(Betzwood).
June
ofGranada
the Wolf(Lina
(LilaCavalierl).
Lee).Ray). Aug.
Queen
of theof the
Sea Free.
(Annette Kellerman).
The
Land
June
29
—
The
Rose
of
15
—
High
Pockets.
The Prussian Cur.
June 29—
29— Stepping(Marguerite
Out (Enid Bennett).
Oct. 1 — Lord Jim.
June
STANDARD PICTURES.
SPECIALS.
July 6— Girls
A Washburn).
Very Good YoungCuark).Man (Bryant The BorderGOLDWYN
June
1—
A
Woman
There
Was
(Theda
Bara).
(Blanche Bates and Hobart
June 15— My Little Sister (Evelyn Nesbit).
Bosworth Legion
— Six Parts).
July
13
—
Nugget
Nell
(Dorothy
Gish).
Drama).
13—
The Love (Vivian
Burglar Martin).
(Wallace Reid).
For the Freedom of the World (Seven Parts —
June 29— Thenum).
Lone Star Ranger (William Far- July
July 20—
20^-Louisiana
May
July
RoseSporting
of the Chance
River (Lila
Lee).Clayton).
Aug. 21 — Checkers.
For Seven
the Freedom
Reels). of the East (Lady Tsen Mei —
July
27—
A
(Ethel
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
The Eternal Magdaolene.
ARTCRAFT
PICTURES.
so).
Aug. 10 — Wolves of the Night.
CAPITOL COMEDIES.
1— The Splendid Romance (Enri
Two Woof.
Reels Each)
TO MIX SERIES.
4— TheHf (Sea
June
1—8— True
HeartDeal SusieSanderson
(D. W. Griffith).
Aug. 04 — Roughriding Romance.
18
—
Circumstantial
June
Square
(William
S.
June 1— In a Pinch (Mr.Evidence.
Hart).
THEDA BARA SERIES.
and Mrs. Carter De
Caru- June
June 22—
(Elsie Ferguson).
Sept. 14 — La Belle Russe.
sons). Night (Smiling Bill ParJuly
20— The
WagonAvalanche
Tracks (William
S. Hart).
15 — A Wonderful
July
EXCEL PICTURES.
July
SPECIALS.
June HheirCarterDayDe ofHaven).
Rest (Mr and Mrs.
May 18— Words and Music (Albert
Ray).Tra-. June1» AKAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT
15— Secret
ServiceHeather
(Robert (Maurice
Warwick). Tour- May- 1"29—— Chasing
June G— When Fate Decides (Madelaine
(Parsons).
June 29—
Theneur's).
White
verse). ' , ..
Aug. 27 — After theRainbeauz
Bawl
(Carter DeDeHaven).
Haven).
June
15—
Cowardice
Court
(Peggy
Hyland).
24
—
Honeymooning
(Carter
June 29— Be a Little Sport (Albert Ray).
July
6—
The
Firing
Line
(Irene
Castle).
Mar.
23—
The
Potum
of
Swat.
of Katherine Bush (Cath- Apr. G— The Midnight Alarm.
July 20— Rose of the West (Madelaine Tra- July 13— The Careererine Calvert).
July 27 — The Dark Star.
FOBD EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY.
Aug 17—
3— Love
Cheating'
Herself(Ray(Peggy
Hyland).
Is Love
and Fair).
PARAMOUNT-FLAGG COMEDIES.
Pure
Splendid Sin (Madelaine TraJune29 Havana.
— At the Crossroads.
(Two Reels Each)
Sep, 14— Theverse).
July 13—6— School
Fable ofDays.the Olive and the Orange.
June
2927—— The
"Con"
in Economy.
VICTORY PICTURES.
July
July
The
Immovable
Guest.
Brockwell).
July
20
The Town of Up and Down.
(Gladys
Trap
Divorce
25— The
May
July 27 —— Sweetness.
SUCCESS SERIES (REISSUES.)
Walsh).
(George
Over
One
Putting
22—
June
W W Hodkinson
Trail (Tom Mix).
julv G— The Wilderness(Gladys
June
(Marguerite
Clark).
Sneak Person Brockwell).
June 22158 ——— Still
BehindWaters
the ofScenes
(Mary
Pickford).
July 20—3— The
Walsh).
(George
Seventh
The
June
Redemption
David
Coraon
(William
Aug
Farnum).
Aug! 10— The Winning Stroke (George Walsh). June 29— Warrens of Virginia (Special).
W. W. Hodkinson
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
July 136—— Maria
Sapho (Pauline
Frederick).Farrar).
May
25 — Dabbling
Virtuous Husbands.
July
Rosa (Victor
(Geraldina
June 15—
in Society.
Distributed
Through
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
July
20
—
The
Clown
Moore).
July 66—— Merry
Jailbirds
STAR SERIES.
July 27 — Esmeralda (Mary Pickford).
July
Mery First
Jail
Birds. (Two Parts).
The
Best
Man
(J.
Warren
Kerrigan).
Aug.
31—
Her
Kiss.
PARAMOUNT-BURTON
HOLMES.
SaharaBlue(Louise
Sept. 14 — Dabbling in Society.
June 18—— With
Uncle Cities
Sam's ofSubmarine
Chasers. The
Bonnet Glaum).
(Billie Rhodes).
The
Silken
Suwako.
MUTT & JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS. June
June
15 — From theandTiberFrillsto the
Piave.Philippines. A White Man's Chance (J. Warren Kerrigan).
May 18—
11— Left
Sir Cidney.
June
Made in America.
May
at theGame.
Post.
June 22296——— Frocks
Chateau
ThierryParana.
andof the
Beyond.
Mav
25—
The
Shell
Ashley Miller Productions— One Reel — Patriotic
July
Up
the
Upper
June
Oh,
1—
Teacher
!
July
13
—
The
Cataracts
of
the
Iguassu.
No. 4,3, "The
Rookie."
June 158 —— Hands
Up !
No.
Army
in the Making."
July 2027—— The
American
in France.
June
Sweet andPapa.
No.
5, "Victory
"Building
theK.Soldier."
July
MiracleWomen
of Montcir.
June
Pe^ts.
No.
6,
"The
Hated
P."
June 22—
29— Pets
A Prize
Fight.
No. 7, "Overseas— toAlways
Victory."
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
July
Look Pleasant,
Forward."
June 8— Bird of tions Commerce
; Interior Decora- No.8, "Forward
July 13246——— Downstairs
and inPlease.
Up.London.
ARTO
PRODUCTIONS.
;
Cartoon.
Aug
Mutt
and
Jeff
Thomas-Leah Baird).
June 15 — Beans;
Putting Nature Under Glass;
Aug.
31—
The
Frozen
North.
Cartoon.
Sept. 7 — Mutt and Jeff in Paris.
GREY PICTURES, INC.
June 22 — Mysteries
of Snow ; With Rod and Desert ZANE
THE GREAT NINE.
Reel Growth
; Cartoon.
Gold
(All-Star Cast — Benjamin B. Hampton Production).
June
29—
Plant
;
Columbian
Highway
;
Feb.
16—
The
Darling
of
Paris
(Theda
Bara).
Feb. 23— Hoodman Blind (William Farnum).
Cartoon. Sky ; A Fort of Mediaeval
* GREAT AUTHORS PICTURES.
July 6 — Charting
France the
; Cartoon.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY.
The Hampton
WesternersProduction).
( Roy Stewart — Benjamin B.
July 13 — Salvaging
Torpedoed
Millions
;
Little
Salome
(Theda
Bara—
Eight
Parts).
Known New York (1) ; Cartoon.
Independent Sales Corp.
Cleopatra
(Theda(William
Bara— Farnum).
Eight Parts).
July 20 — Science
and
Your
Camera
;
The
New
Les
Miserables
York Curb Market ; Cartoon.
July 27— Little
New York; Cartoon.
(2) ; Gem
Independent Sales Corp.
CuttingKnownand Polishing
Famous Players-Lasky
(Releasing Through Film Clearing House.)
PARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES.
SPECIALS.
(Two Reels Each.)
When
MyDivided
Ship Comes
In. Rawlinson and Sylvia
June
8
—
Hearts
and
Flowers.
A
House
(Herbert
June 22— No Mother to Guide Him.
Breamer).
STAR SERIES PRODUCTIONS.
July
6—
Trying
to
Get
Along.
May
4
—
One
of
the
Finest
(Tom
Moore).
The Cassidy).
Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes and Ellen
July 20— Among Those Present.
May
It to Susan
(Madge Kennedy).
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
Challenge of Chance (Jess Willard).
May 1118 —— Leave
TheSixCrimson
Parts). Gardenia (Rex Beach — Thte TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY
(Two Reels Each)
SERIES.
May 25 — Whenmand).Doctors Disagree (Mabel Nor- Life's Greatest Problem (BBlackton).
June 1 — A Desert Hero.
Her
Mistake
(Steger).
DREW COMEDIES.
June
1
—
The
Fear
Woman
(Pauline
Frederick).
June 22 — Thenedy).
City of Comrades (Tom Moore).
(Two-Reel Comedies)
Woman's(Reicher).
Experience (Bacon-Baker).
July 6 — Through the Wrong Door (Madge Ken- ASuspense
June
(Continued on page 1028).
July 15—
13 — Squared.
Bunkered.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
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5~ *» COMMERCIAL
PER WORD $1.90
FOR ADS.
ALL
MINIMUM, $0.50
MINIMUM,
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as listed for $!mhuhhi,
S125.00.
HELP WANTED.
CAMERAS, ETC., WANTED.
PROJECTORS,
late modelspriceslightly
used.DEVRY
$100.WANTED
—
A
complete
Bell
&
Howell
motion
FIRST-CLASS
MAN
to
take
charge
of
laboraIK)
each.
Don't
delay,
but
send
today
for ourto
picturedescription
camera andand tripod
with
extraWilllenses.
catalog
which CAMERA
means money
and satisfaction
tory. One who toning
can organize
and see
that highyou.
BASS
COMPANY,
CHARLES
State
lowest
price.
pay
class
printing,
and
tinting
is
turned
out,
BASS, PRES..
iind
thatmanner.
the assembling
is carriedis on
in anto spot cash. N. D., care M. P. World, N. Y. City. CHICAGO,
ILL. 100 NO. DEARBORN STREET,
efficient
Steady
position
offered
CAMERAS, ETC., FOR SALE.
persons
possessing
such Laboratory
qualifications.
Address,
EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE.
with
full
particulars,
Expert,
care
SPECIAL BARGAINS: 200 ft. Universal brand
If. P. World, N. Y. City.
Projector
and equipment
new regularfacturequipment
as furnished
by $1)7.50
manu- ; to FOR
startSALE.—
small
town
theatre.
Rheostat, enough
transe
r
s
.
$
1
5
7
.
0
;
Universal
tripod,
ATTENTION.
Simplex Precision tripod, $87.50; U. S. heavy Utica, N.former,Y. carbons, film. Gilford, 121 Louisa St..
WANT
address
of
Edward
W.
Harris,
Moving
weight
tripod,
$67.50.
Three
other
genuine
barpicture
cameras.
Everyone
Picture Operator. Last heard of in U. S. Service. representsgains In motion
FOR SALE.—complete.
Two Power's
Cameragraphs
Motor6-Adriven.
Theatre
a saving of at least $30.00. Only one with
Edward,
this write
me. Geo.
sold lenses
for other
rol , 4 2 ifE. youBroadsee Street,
Tamaqua,
Pa. J. Car- of eachment,kind
on order
hand !quickly.
To avoid200disappointFrackville,
Pa. business. Victoria Theatre,
send
your
ft.
U.
S.
SITUATIONS WANTED.
(Compact Model) Prismatic and Direct Under, volts.
Onein Fort
compensarc,
60SALE.—
cycles,
goodPa.Wayne
condition,
$45.00. 110W,
& Lomb.
lc. F :3.5
com- H. FORHeflley,
OPERATOR
AND ELECTRICIAN
withdesires
ex- 50 M.M.plete withBausch
carrying
case,
$83.50
;& 200L.Tessar,
ft.:3.5Special
Ducannon,
p
e
r
i
e
n
c
e
,
j
u
s
t
returned
from
overseas,
M.
P.
complete
with
50
M.M.
B.
F
TesWANTED.
first-class
position. Michigan.
Competent, reliable. J. A.
sar. $67.00 ;Cabinet
200 ft.— entirely
reconstructed
U. S. WANT toTHEATRE
Rehkopf, Petoskey,
Teakwood
Voightlander
F :4.5 Heliar
lease, option
of buying,
theatre.six
lens—
$89.00.street,
DAVIDChicago.
STERNIllinois.
COMPANY,
1027 hundred
Ctiy
twenty
thousand
or
more.
Must
have
MOTION
PICTURE
ENGINEER,
twelve
years
W.
Madison
seats
or
more.
Willing
to
pay
rent
thorough
laboratory
and
camera
experience.
six months
PICTURE
CAMERAS
write World,
Just Medical
discharged
U. S. at IFonceITSforMOTION
N. Y. inCity.advance. Theatre, care M. P.
Army
Dept.Official
A. E. F.Photographer
Best of references.
ournewlatest
complete
catalog,featuring
listing
everything
in
and
used
cameras,
FILMS
FOR
SALE
OR
RENT.
Address Fred
T. O'Grady, 52 Locust street, the famous U. S. COMPACT PROFESSIONAL
Flushing,
New York.
FOR SALE.— Five and six reel features :
QUALITY
cameraThefitted
50 M. M. 200
Tessarft. "Jaffrey,"
FIRST CLASSReliable.
ORGANISTAccomplished
desires engagement.
International,
Smith Gibson;
; "The
lens, at $02.50.
NEW withUNIVERSAL
Experienced.
musician.
Leopard's
Bride," Discovers
Mutual,C. Aubrey
Margaret
capacity
at
the
rock
bottom
price
of
$367.00,
or
Fine
picture
player
and
recitalist.
Splendid
"Lord Loveland
America,"
Mutual,
with automatic internal shutter dissolve, at Arthur
library.
Pipe
organ
and
good
salary
essential.
Maude: '-'Mill
; "Theon theLostFloss,"
House," Majestic,
$467.00. inLargest
line ofA few
used specials
motion : picture
ArthurMaryland.
Edward Jones, Hotel Dagmar, Hagers- cameras
LillianAnderson
Gish
Migthe world.
400 ft. non
town,
: "Monroe
Mystery." Mutual,
Mutual,
capacity
SIMPLEX
outside
magazine,
complete
A-I
OPERATOR
desires
a
position.
Perfect
star
cast
;
"A
Man's
Prerogative,"
Mutual,All
with
case,
Tessar
F:
3.5
lens,
at
.$175.00.
400
projection
guaranteed
;
age
28
;
married.
Delbert
ft.
capacity
ERNEMANN
MODEL
B,
fitted
with
Robert
Edeson
;
"Mystery
of
the
Reveira,"
MutuKimbrel, 801 East Sixth St., Metropolis, 111.
3 3/8 inch
and and
6 inchfieldlenses,
four magazines,
al, Valentine
Petit Mutual.
; "Master Shakespeare's
Players."
LaBadie ;
a perfect
camera,
specialfittedat Strolling
ORGANIST
large repertoire
desires
po- two
"MonsieurFeature
Lecocq,"Exchange,
Mutual, Florence
Florence
$500.00.
400studio
ft. capacity
PHOTO
CINES.
sitplayer.
ion, A. F. Address
M.having
experienced,
reliable,
fineN.picFederal
Inc.,
145 LaBadie.
W. 45th
with
Tessar
F:
3.5
lens,
complete
at
$145.00.
ture
W.,
c
o
M.
P.
World,
Y.
Street,
N.
Y.
City.
City.
U. S. DELUXE CINEMATOGRAPH, complete
Authors - Photoplaywrights
"SCREENCRAFT"
THE MAKING OFOR A PHOTOPLAY
By LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
A ofmost
comprehensive,
treatment
of theas
art
photoplay
writing.arethought-provoking
The
questions
as well
the aesthetic
problems
dealtpractical
with
only one
author's
knowledge
and experience
couldashandle
them.with the
$2.00 POSTPAID
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY ! ! !
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
Schiller Bldg.
& CallenderCAL.Bldg.
CHICAGO,
ILL. Wright
LOS ANGELES.

THEATRE MANAGERS
GIVE A SQUARE DEAL TO THAT
CAREFULLY SELECTED PROGRAMME
"Picture
Theatre
By EPES
WINTHROP Advertising"
SARGENT
300 pages of live wire advertising schemes. One successfully pulled stunt will pay the S'2.00 cost many times
over.
ORDER TODAY!!!
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

YOU ARE LOSING OPPORTUNITIES
Send yonr subscription NOW.
Opportunities to increase returns from your business efforts;
Get your papar regularly by
Opportunities to make your theatre more popular with your public;
remitting
yonr subscription.
Opportunities to present your shows in tbe most attractive manner;
Regular subscribers get the
first issues off the press. Sub
Opportunities to make more real money on your present investment;
scribe and save— «4.8I. Tfc.
Opportunities to absorb the brightest ideas of other good showmen;
newsstand price is 15c.
Opportunities that come to Exhibitors, Exchange-men and Operators
Through the Service Rendered in the Pages of Moving Picture World.
One Year $3.00 Six Months $1.50
Sm title pace for rates Canada and Foreign
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
111 FIFTH AVENUE
KBW YORK

Cat Out and Mall To-day— Now!
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Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 17.
FIRST ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM.
Wood Hour
of Fair(Novelty
Water with
(Scenic).
The SixWorldParts).Aflame (Frank Keenan — Drama231 ——— The
The
Last
Music).
Gods (Dramatic
Feature).
The Chasm"
Great Gamble
(Episode No. 3, "Into the
45—— False
AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
— Drama
Photoplays,
Inc.). — Two Parts — Western
Flowersof (Comedy).
ChopReel—
Suey Rolin).
& Co. (Harold Lloyd — Comedy — One
Pathe Review No. 16 (Educational).
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 16 (Topical — Literary
Metro Pictures Corporation „ ' Pathe
News No.
No. 6968 (Topical).
(Topical).
Pathe
News
METRO ALL-STAR SERIES.
Bride
FOR WEEK OF AUG. 24.
169 —— Some
FoolsWehlen).
and (Viola
their Dana).
Money (Emmy TheRELEASES
Love
Cheat
(June
Creighton
Hale
—
Five
Parts
ComedyCaprice,
Drama—
Capellani.)
23 — OneLytell).
Thing at a Time O'Day (Bert The Great Gamble— (Episode
No.Photoplay's,
4, "In the Inc.).
Law's
June
Grip"
—
Drama
—
Western
30—
The
Uplifters
(May
Allison).
July 7 — God's Outlaw (Francis X. Bushman).
HeapComedy
Big —Chief
(Harold Lloyd— One— ReelJuly
14— In ton).
His Brother's Place (Hale Hamil- TopicsDigest).
of theRolin).
Day No. 17 (Topical — Literary
21—
The
Microbe
(Viola
Dana).
Pathe
News
No.
70
28 — TheWehlen).
Belle of the Season (Emmy Pathe News No. 71 (Topical).
(Topical).
Aug.
4
—
Easy
to
Money (Bert Hamilton).
Lytell).
Aug. 11— The FourMakeFlusher
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY.
Aug.
18 — A Favor to a Friend (Hale
(Emmy Wehlen).
(Released through Pathe Exchange, Inc.)
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS.
July 13 — Yvonne
The Great Victory,
Wilson
or
the
Kaiser,
the
ter). from Paris (Mary Miles MinFall of the Hohenzollerns.
July
27—
The
Lily (Margarita
Six
Feet
Four
(William
Russell). Fisher).
Why GermanyParts).Must Pay (All-Star Cast — Six Aug. 10— This Tiger
Hero
Stuff
The
Hellion.
The Great Parts).
Romance (Harold Lockwood — Six The Other Side of Eden. (William Russell).
Shadows
of
Suspicion
Lockwood).
The Dangerous
Exhibitors
Muto.al.Talent.
A Man of Honor (Harold(Harold
Lockwood).
The Man WhoSevenStayedParts).
at Home (All-Star CastNAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Exhibitors — Mutual
Toys
of Fate
Parts
—— Drama).
Eye
for
EyeFog(Seven
(Seven
PartsParts).
Drama).
Out
of
the
(Seven
The
Lantern Inc.(Seven Parts).
ROBERTSON-COLE FEATURES.
PatheRedExchange
July—
Country (Alma Rubens).
July — ATheMan'sWoman
Barriscale).Michael Married (Bessie
July — Man's Stone).
Desire (All-Star Cast with Lewis
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
mond).
August— A Sage-Brush
Hamlet (William DesRELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 20.
August—— The
The Gray
Pagan Horizon
God (H.(Sessue
B. Warner).
August
Hayakawa).
The Pistol's
Tiger'sPoint"
Trail— Two
(Episode
No.Drama
14, —"At
the
Parts
—
Astra).
STRAND
COMEDIES.
At the— Comedv
Old Stage
Door
(Harold
Lloyd—
One
Reel
(One-Reel Comedies.)
Pathe Review —No.Rolin).
14 (Educational).
Topics
of the Day No. 12 (Topical — Literary July 13 — Fancy Fooling Father.
-PatheDigest).
July 2027—— Jimmie's
Doggone Luck.
July
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6061 (Topical).
(Topical).
Aug. 103—— Winning
Betty Gracious
andHimthe Back.
Boys.
Aug.
Good
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 27.
Aug. 17 — Meet the Wife. Grace.
Our Drama
Better — Selves
(Fannie
Ward—
Five
Parts
—
ROTHACKER OUTDOOR SUBJECTS.
Astra).
The Face"
Tiger's— Two
Trail Parts
(Episode
No.— Astra).
15, "The Tiger Mar 16 — In Pyramid Land.
—
Drama
Mar.
Mid Sahara'sGondolas.
Sands.
NeverComedy
Touched
Me (Harold Lloyd— One Reel — ■ Mar. 3023 —— Glimpsing
— Rolin).
TopicsDigest).
of the
Day No. 13 (Topical — Literary April 6— A Palestine Pilgrimage.
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6362 (Topical).
(Topical).
Pathe
Select Pictures
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 3.
The Gamble"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.
1,
"The
Great
July— His Bridal Night (Alice Brady).
Photoplays,— Three
Inc.). Reels — Drama — Wester* July
— The Way of a Woman (Norma Talmadge).
A Jazzed
Honeymoon
(Harold Lloyd — One Reel
—
Comedy
—
Rolin).
July— The Country
stein). Cousin (Elaine HammerPathe
Review
No.
15
(Educational).
.
Pathe
News
No.
64
(Topical).
July— The Spite Bride (Olive Thomas).
Pathe News No. 65 (Topical).
July — Everybody's Sweetheart (Elsie Janis).
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 10.
SELZNICK PICTURES.
The Doom"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.
2,
"The
Clock
of
— ThreeInc.). Reels — Drama — Western (Distributed ThroughtionSelect
Pictures CorporaPhotoplays,
CountComedy
Your —Change
(Harold Lloyd — One Reel — Upstairs and Down (OliveExchanges.)
Rolin).
Thomas).
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 15 (Topical— Literary Love or Fame (Elaine Hammerstein).
Pathe News
No. 6766 (Topical).
(Topical).
The
PerfectFilmLoverCorporation.
(Eugene O'Brien).
Pathe
News No.
Triangle

Dates

Reel Dramas
| Triangle Film Corporation,,
TRIANGLE PRODUCTIONS.
July 20—
13 — Mistaken
Muggsy (Jackie
Saunders).
July
IdentityPromise
(Anita King).
July 27 — TheWestern
Unbroken
Drama). (Jane Miller —
Aug.
Lyons
Mail (Henry
Irving).
Aug. 17103——— The
FruitsAgainst
of Passion
(Alice B.Mann).
Aug.
One
Many (Anita
King).
Aug. 24 — Her Terry).
Greatest Performance (Ellen
Aug.
31— Black
Eyes Co(Taylor Holmes — Special).
Universal
Film Mfg.
J Universal Film Mfg. Co. |
CENTURY COMEDY.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
July 30 — A 03842.
Lion Special (Animal Comedy) —
Aug. 27 — Lonesome
Parts).
(Mr. andHearts
Mrs. and
Dan 'Loose
Russell—Lions
Two
L-KO.
HEARST NEWS.
Issued Every Monday.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
July 9— A Orient)—
Pair of Deuces
03809. (Charlie from the
July 16 — Two-Gun
Russell)—Trixie03809.(Mr. and Mrs. Dan
July 23 — BrownNeilson,
Eyes Pacoand andBankBob Notes
Brownie)(Lois—
03831.
Aug. 6— A Puppy
Love Panic (Lois
Xeilson and
Caroline
Aug. 13 — Sirens
of theWright)—
Suds (Mr.03952.and Mrs. Dan
Russell)—
03862.
Aug. 20— Charlie
HeroAlexander)—
(Chai Hing,03872.
Hughie
Mack, theClaire
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTION.
July 14— A Little
Brother
of the Rich
May
and
Kathryn
Adams(Frank
— Six
Parts)—
03814.
July 21— TheSix
Spitfire
of
Seville
(Hedda
NovaParts)—
03826.
July 2S— TheSalisbury—
Man in Sixthe Parts)
Moonlight
— 03836.(Monroe
Aug. 4— A Laren—
Petal onSixtheParts)
Current
— 03848.(Mary MacAug. 11— A Little
of the Rich
Mayo Brother
and
Kathryn
Adams(Frank
— Six
Parts)—
03858.
Aug. 18 — The—Six
Ace Parts)—
of the Saddle
3868. (Harry Carey
Aug. 25 — The Trap (Olive Tell— Six Parts) —
NEW Issued
SCREEN
Every MAGAZINE.
Friday.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS.
Issued Every Wednesday.
JEWEL.
July 7 — Home03800.(Mildred Harris— Six Parts) —
Joe Martin Comedy Series — Tiro Reels Each.
July
7— The
MonkeyJazzStuff—
03807.03827.
July 21—
Monkey—
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
Cyclone
Smith.
(Drama— Each
Episode
in Two Parts— Eddie
—03771.
Polo
Featured.)
June 16 — No. 6, "Cyclone Smith Plays Trump"
June 30—
23— No.
No. 8,7, "Down,
"The Missing
03783.
June
but Not Bullet"—
Out"— 03794.
July 7 — No.03805.
9. "Cyclone Smith's Partner" —
July 14— No.(Continued
10, "For onLife"—
page 03825.
1030)
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The DeVry
Portable Projector
by making practical the universal use
of motion pictures, has given the motion
picture
impetus. industry at large its greatest
Write today for a catalog telling about it.
DE VRY "»DE^
CORPORATION
1256 ^THE
Harianna Street
CHICAGO, ILL.

/ADVERTISING
ALL-METAL .
WEATHERPROOF
CJCREEN
ITIMES
more powerful
screen
IN THE WORLD
• FILMthananoantSLIDES
"oisPLAYEO
UPONSIGNS
MULTt'POWER
ARE THEFAR COST
MORE • BRILLIANT.
BEAUTIFUL,
IMPRESSIVE.
THAN
ELECTRIC
-AT
ONE
-TENTH
VISIBLE
FOR
MILES
•
UNIFORM
SCREEN
BRILLIANCYfor OVER
SPACE toOCCUPIED
THOUSANDSLincolnOF OBSERVERS.
Write TODAY,
DetailedENTIRE
Reticulars,
R L.CLARK.BY Mtr.,786
St., DtHVtR,COL.

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you
30% to in50%anyIn territorypostage, etcIncludes
Reachesnameall orof
selected
list from
of thaatres
exhibitorlicityasmediums
well desiring
as the theatre
Inpicture
address.news.A list
of pubmotion
exchanges
looking asfor such.
features.
Supplywithhouses
thatUnaffiliated
arestudios,
properly
characterized
Producers
address
of
laboratories and offices. Information in advance of theatres
being
or
to
be
built
W74
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
80 Fifth Avenue. New York
Phone: Chelsea 3227
Addressing Mnltigrapbing Printing Typewriting

WANTED— Photoplay Star
Must star
have parts;
the following
positive
qualifications:
Must dark
have
played
over ofsixagefeet
inweight
height;
dark175 featured,
hair;
not
over
30
years
nor
over
pounds.
Must
be an athlete, also specially qualified in the manly art and able
to boxtion inatwriting,
least ten fast rounds. SendIf requirements
all details with applicamet as
desired,
contract andwillphotographs.
be forthcoming to successfulareapplicant
for at least twelve weeks' continuous work and be cast for the
star parts;
part in estimated
the photoplay
entitled "DETERMINATION,"
ten
cost deofluxeproduction,
§500,000. Address:
United
Photoplay
LOCK BOXStates
NO. 1603,
WASHINGTON, Corp*!!.
D. C.

MARTIN" CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
412 8. Hoyue Am., Chleago 1610 Brofcaw Blag., New Ysrk
La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera
Official Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 16th AND SOth OF EACH MONTH
Foreign Subscription: 20 francs per

The Best For The Best of Them
In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
GOERZ VIGNETTING DEVICES
the remarkable
improvement
motion-picture productions
dueNo tolittle
the ofsuperior
effects
obtained
with ingood
up-to-the-minute
devioes.
Theis
GOERZ
VIGNETTING
DEVICES
have
made
and
goodROUND
with
cameramen
who demand
results.
Have
you seenLEAVES
the are
new tomaking
GOERZ
CLOSING
DEVICE
with
AMBER
CELLULOID
mate
so-called
spotlight
effects. Call
The orGOERZ
is another well-known
GOERZ product.
write KINO
to us forHYPAR
latest F/3.5
information.
C. P. GOERZ AMERICAN OPTICAL
NEW YORKCO.CITY
317 EAST 34TH STREET

Human
Life
Visualized
At
Last
PORTER installs LARGE TYPE S SIMPLEX PROJECTO RS arid ROBIN TIME and SPEED INDICATORS at the GEO. M.
COHAN THEATRELIVESfor onD. the
W. SCREEN.
GRIFFITH'SEvery
GREATEST
TRIUMPH,
PRACTICALLY
EXHIBITOR
should "BROKEN
see it. BLOSSOMS." This MARVELOUS PICTURE
For machines and accessories and perfect projection con suit PORTER, the man who made installations for all of
D. W. GRIFFITH'S BROADWAY PRESENTATIONS OF "THE BIRTH OF A NATION," "INTOLERANCE," "HEARTS OF
THE
WORLD" and "BROKEN BLOSSOMS." THE MASTER PRODUCER ALWAYS DEMANDS THE MOST PERFECT
EQUIPMENT.
B. F. PORTER, 729 Seventh Avenue at 49th Street, NEW YORK
THE ONLY DISTRIBUTOR OF SIMPLEX FOR NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY

FILM

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 4800
LABORATORIES
216-222HARRY
WEEHAWKEN
ST.
N. J.
HOUDINI, Pres. ALFRED DAVIDSON, Sec. & Tresis. WEST
THEO. W.HOBOKEN,
HARDEEN. Vice-Pres.
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Dates

Unless Otherwise1, Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
Harems
Hokum (Two Parts).
The Red Glove.
4,3, andandFlops
Flips
(James Aubreyand— TwoRockParts).
Dnt„ ZachWalcamp
EpisodeFeatures.)
in Tico Parts — Marie
Feature Releases
Zip Parts).
and Zest (Montgomery
— Two
June 23 — No.03780.
15, "The Mysterious Message" — Yats ano Yokels (James Aubrey — Two Parts).
CAPITAL
FILM COMPANY.
Perils of Thunder Mountain.
July 14—
7— No.
No. 17,
of Death"—
Indianapolis, Ind.
(Drama — Fifteen Episodes — Two Parts Each
July
18, "The
"RuntheRope
toMighty.
Earth"—
03815. 03802.
Elmo
(Two
Reels Each.)
released weekly
Featuring
Antonio Moreno,
Running byWild.
with — Carol
Hollaway.)
Struck
Lightning.
June 16 — No. 1, "The
tain"—03769.Mystery of Mad Moun- No. 'The Spear
Secret
Service
Dan.
Malice."
Faithful Unto Death.
June
2,3, "Buried
Alive"—
03781.03702.
No. •The Bridge ofTrap."
June 23—
30—7— No.
No.
"Flames
of Hate"—
Escaped
No.
"The
Teeth
of
Steel."
July
No.
4,5," "A"The
Fiendish
Revenge"—
03803.
The
SquareConvict.
Gambler.
July
14—
No.
PhantomPaws"
Rescue"—
03816.
"Cave of Terror."
•The
Puma's
—
03828.
July
21
—
No.
6,
No.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
'The
Cliff
of
Treachery.'
July
28—
No.
7,
"The
Masked
Pursuer"—
03837.
10,
No.
Aug.
4— No.No. 9, "The
A Cheerful
Liar.
"The House
Flaming Pit"— 03849.
'The Tree of Torture."
Aug. 11—
Cupid's
Holdup.
"The Iron
Lightning
Lure."
tures"—03859. of a Thousand Tor- No. ■The
Lobster
Dressing.
Clutch."
Love
—
in
a
Hurry.
Aug.
18
—
No.
10,
"Victims
of
the
Sea"
—
03869.
No. "Prisoner of the Deep."
Reno — All Change.
Aug. 25— No. 11, "The Burning Den"— 03878. No.
Major
Allen's
Animal 03847.
Hunt.
14, "The Flaming Sacrifice.
June
30—
Trailing
the
Leopard—
No.
"In
the
Ocean's
Grip."
— Christie
Two Blighted
Parts).Specials.
Aug. 13—
6— Lion
Bear Trapping—
Trapping (One
April 20— Sally's
Career (Fay Ttncher
No. "The Rushing Horror."
Aug.
03864. Reel) — 03054.
Rowdy Ann.
No. "The
"The Hunt
River ofof Disaster.
Dread."
SPECIAL..
Mary
Moves
In
(Fay
Tincher
— Two Parts).
July 28— TheReel).
Heart Punch (Jess Willard— One No. "Fate's Verdict."
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS.
July 28— Hiding
in
Holland
(The
Crown
Prince
(CharliePickford).
Chaplin — Three Parts).
—One Reel).
InSunnyside
Wrong (Jack
CURRENT EVENTS.
Mary Regan
(Anita
Stewart — Six Seven
Parts).Parts).
|July World Pictures Corp. | Daddy
Long
Legs
(Mary
Issued Every Friday.
Whom the Gods Would Pickford—
Destroy (Seven Parts).
Okeh Komedies.
1.". -The American Way (Arthur Ashley Auction of Souls (Eight Parts).
Aug. 11— Too Tired (Neal Burns)— 03860.
and Dorothy Green).
June 25 — BillSixApperson's
Parts). Boy (Jack Pickford—
July 2114 —— ADustBroadway
of DesireSaint(Ruby
DeRemer).
Aug.
251—— The
BurglarHoodlum
by Proxy (JackPickford).
Pickford).
July
(Montagu
Love).
Sept.
July
28—
Bringing
Up
Betty
(Evelyn
Greeley).
STAR COMEDIES.
Sept. 8— A Talmadge).
Temperamental(MaryWife
(Constance
Aug. 4—TheCoaxPraise
Me (June
Elvidge).
(One-Reel Comedies,Lee featuring
Eddie
Lyons
and
Aug.ll—
Agent
(Arthur
Ashley
and
Sept. 15 — HerStewart).
Kingdom of Dreams (Anita
Moron.)
Dorothy
Green).
Aug.
GirlMan Alaska
(Lottie Kruse).
July
21— The
All Bound
'Round—(Jack
03829.
Aug. 1.8—
25 — The
The Lowell
Without
Nameand(John
July
Tea Hound
LESSER.
with
Corenea Uzzel
Ed- Yankee Doodle inSOLBerlin
Aug. 28—
4— Waiting
Church—Dillon)—
03850. 03838.
(Five Parts).
gar Keller).
Aug.
18—
Penny Anteat —the03870.
SUPER-SPECIAL RELEASE.
WESTERN AND RAILROAD DRAMAS.
EDWARD
A.
M
ACM ANUS.
The
of Slumber
Mountain
(One Reel).
(Two Reels Each.)
West Forty-Seventh
Street. and
LittleGhost
Orphant
Annie (in
all territories
except The LostTwoBattalion
Buffalo).
(Lieut.-Col.
Whittlesey
July 11— To the Tune
of
Bullets
(Pete
MorriGeneral
Alexander).
July 19 — The—03824.
Jawsson)—03813.
of Justice (Pete Morrison)
HOUDINI
SERIAL.
MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
The Master Mystery.
July
Magic
(Pete Morrison)—
03835. and (Drama— Fifteen
Aug. 26—2 — Gun
NeckMagda
and Lane)—
Noose
(Peter
Morrison
Episodes
— Two
Parts Denver,
Each.) When Bearcat Went Dry.
03846.
(In
Omaha,
Kansas
City,
St.
Louis,
OUTING-CCHESTER PICTURES.
Aug. 9— A Western
Wooing 03957.
(Pete Morrison and
Salt
Lake City,
Francisco, Los Angeles, Distributed
through First National Exchanges
Magda
Lane)—
Minneapolis
and San
Seattle.)
Aug. 16— The and
Fighting
Heart
(Pete
Morrison
(except
Omaha,
Denver. Boston, Pittsburgh,
Chicago
and Detroit.)
JUDGE
BROWN
SERIES.
Magda?)
—
05867.
Aug.
Hidden
03876.
July 14—
Shift
the Gearof Freck
(One
Reel).
Wrangling
Dudes.
Here
Comes
the
Groom.
Aug. 23—
30 — The
TheJosephine
Four BitBadge—
Man
(Jack
Perrin
and
Aug.
11—
The
Demand
Dugan
(One
Reel).
Hill)— 03885.
PikingOuting
After Climbs
Pizarro.Aboard.
CHAPLIN.
Mr.
Triple
Trouble
(Two— Reissue).
Parts).
June 2922 —— They
GettingGrow
the Cassiar's
June
Everywhere.Goat.
Police
(Two
Parts
The
Bank at(Two
Parts —(Two
Reissue).
July
6 — AA Haitian
Night'sJourney.
Tale.
Vitagraph
July
13—
Hair
Raising
AShanghaied
Night
the(TwoShow
Parts—
Reissue).
July 20— Put Your Cares on Ice.
Parts — Reissue).
July
27
—
Mr.
OutingInstructs.
SPECIAL
RELEASE.
Aug. 3— The Ghost Coast.
VITAGRAPH FEATURES.
Conquered
Hearts(Seven
(SevenParts).
Parts).
Cupid Forcloses.
The Unbeliever
LEONCE PERRET PRODUCTIONS.
The
Unchastened
Woman
(Seven
Parts).
The
Hornet's
Nest.
1402 Broadway, New York.
The
Wolf.
The
Man
Who
Won
(Harry
T.
Morey).
KINOGRAMS.
A
Soul
Adrift (Dolores Cassinelli).
The Girl
WomanBush (Gladys
Leslie).
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
The
Bramble
(Corinne
Griffith).
PUBLIC HEALTH FILMS.
(Topical).
The
Morey).Love).
Fit to Win.
Over Gamblers
the Garden(Harry
Wall T.(Bessie
PRIZMA.
Kilauea.
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS.
ROGERS
FILM CORPORATION.
Catalina Islands.
The Painted
Third Degree
(Alice Stewart).
Joyce— Seven Parts). Everywhere
"Skyland," awith
Tale Prizma.
of the Northwest.
(.4 Series Jane
of Two-Reel
Comedy Lee.)
Playlets With
and
Katherine
The
World
(Anita
Trout.
Shadows of the Past (Anita Stewart).
Kiddies.
WILLIAM
L.
SHERRY
SERVICE.
Daring Hearts
(Francis
X.
Bushman
and
BevModel Girls.
erly Bayne — Six Parts).
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
China.
LARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
Birds andRevelations.
Glowers.
Features.
The
Star
Boarder
(Two
Parts).
Alaskan
The Troop Train (Six Parts).
His
Home
Sweet
Home
(Two
Parts).
Glacier
Park.
Hawaii.
The
Simple
Life
(Two
Parts).
'Gators.Apache Trail.
Between the Acts.
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES.
The
Old Faithful.
June 8— Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon).
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES.
ZION FILMS.
Tootsies
Tamales (James Aubrey — Two Pineapples.
Grand Canyon.
Parts).andand Happy.
Khavah. (Continued
Healthy
on page 1032)
Feature Releases
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BOYLAN

EVEN

TENSION

REEL

MOVING

is a combination reel and tension take-up
device which absolutely eliminates all tension
take-up troubles. It requires no attention and
is positively automatic and fool proof,
ft will save you trouble and money.
Gentlemen :
We wishplacing
to take
opportunity
to thank
you
the this
Boylan
Evenis theTension
Reel
on thefor
market
which
I
am
sure
best
remfor loss of sprockets.
lower loop, checked sprocket
holes,edy undercut
Since using
the believe
reels I that
have innotthe hadneara future
single
stop
firmly
they and
willinIbethe
a country.
part of theThe
equipment
of everyall
theatre
reels
are
doing
you promised for them.
Yours respectfully,
THE ORPHEUM THEATRE CO.,
Carl E. Forbush, Projectionist.
Kalamazoo, Mich., June 30, 1919.

F
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EAGLE
=—

ROCK

FILM^—

The Quality Raw

Stock

Right photographically.
Will not go to pieces in
the projector.

Made by

Ask your dealer or write to

The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing Company

AUTOMATIC
REEL CO.
203 Evans Building, Washington, D. C.

Verona, New Jersey

FOR

SALE:

EnvyMcCIure'sAnn Seven
Murdock Deadly Sins:
5 reels
5 reels
Sloth
Charlotte Walker
Wrath
H. B. Warner
5 reels
5 reels
Passion
Shirley
Mason
5 reels
Greed
Nance
O'Neil
Pride
Holbrook Blinn
5 reels
Seventh Sin
Xance O'Neil, Holbrook Blinn 7 reels
Price: $20.00 Per Reel; Posters, 7c. Per Sheet
ALL PRINTS AND SAMPLE COPIES LIKE NEW
Federal Feature Exchange, Inc.
145 WEST 45th STREET, NEW YORK CITY
Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty

EASTMAN
FILM

is so safe -guarded in its manufacture, so carefully tested
at every stage, that it never
has an opportunity to be
anything but right.

PATENTS
William
N. Moore
PATENT ATTORNEY
LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The first
important
step ofis your
to learn
whetherwithyou$5.00canandobtain
a
patent.
Please
send
sketch
invention
I will
examine
the
patent
records
and
inform
you
whether
yon
are
entitled to a patent, the cost and manner of procedure.
Personal Attention Established 25 Years

Identifiable
by theon words
and
"Kodak"
the film"Eastman"
margin
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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of Current

State Right Releases
HIRAM ABR VMS.
1476 Broadway, New York.
HeartsDrama).
of Men (George Beban — Six Parts —
ALPHA PICTURES, INC.
Reclaimed. 130 West Forty-sixth Street.
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY, INC.
6227 Broadway, Chicago.
Damaged Goods (Richard Bennett — Seven Parts).
ARROW FILM CORPORATION.
Times Building, New York.
Ten Each).
J. Warren Kerrigan Reissues (Two Reels
Four
Allison-Lockwood
Reissues.(One Reel).
Thirty-two
Unique(Crane
Comedies
Finger
of Justice
Wilbur— Six Parts).
The
Profiteer
(Alma
Hanlon).
The Commercial
Pirates (Mile. Valkyrien).
Miss
Arizona.
Mysterious
.Mr. Browning.
WhenWebtheof Desert
Smiled. (Neal Hart).
The
Intrigue.
Human
Shuttle.
Fires
of Hope.of Fear.
The Shadow
Hearts of Love
(Six Parts — (One
Drama).
Twenty-six
Arrow
YoungComedies
America. Part).
(Series of Twelve Two-Reelers.)
Lone Star Dramas.
(Series of Two-Reel Westerns.)
The Masked Rider.
AYWON FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Kolker).
Eternal Penalty (Christine Mayo— Henry
Roses
and
Thorns
(Lenore Ulrich).
InShe thePays
Days(Julia
of Daring
Dean). (Tom Mix).
Justice
(Cecil
Scott).
Guilty Woman (Marie Empress).
WILLIAM A. BRADY.
Playhouse,
Stolen
Orders. Forty-eighth Street, N. Y. City.
BULLS EYE FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
(Two-Reel ComediesGaleevery
two weeks, featuring
Henry.)
The
Stung.Wild Woman.
One-Reel
Monkey Comedies.)
As (Series
Others
SeeofFlivver.
Us.
Their
First
Dreamy
Chinatown.
Film Fairies.
Stopping
Bullets.
Caught ofwith
the Goods.
Perils
the Beach.
The
Deserter.
Behind the Scenes.
Millie West Comedies.
Out of Tune (Two Parts).
BURSTON FILMS INC.
1476 Broadway, New York.
The Mystery of 13 (Francis Ford— Serial).
EXCL1 SIVE FEATURES, INC.
Forty-sixth
N. Y. City
The 120HeartWestofPath
Texas Ryan. Street,
The
SeriesChosen
of Tom Mix(Margaret
two-reel Leslie).
reissues.
THE FILM MARKET, INC.
403 Times Building, N. Y. City.
The dition).
Wonderland of Peru (Capt. Besley ExpeCaptain Seott (Capt.
The Scott
Undying
Stc
ition).
Animal
LifeAutarcti.
in tb
rctic (Capt. Seott Antarctic
Expediti
The House Withou

Film

WORLD

Release

FROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
Times Building, N. Y. City.
Once to Everyman.
. Western Dramas.
(Twenty-sixTexasTwo-Reelers
Featuring
SouthSheof Wolf.
Santa Fe. Guinan.) L
The
Poppy Comedies.
(Twenty-sixSwainOne-Reel
— WeeklyComedies
Release.)Featuring Mack
Ambrose'sAmbrose.
Day Off.
Daddy
FILM SPECIALS, INC.
130 West Forty-sixth Stret, N. Y. City.
Selig Masterpieces.
Brown of Harvard (Tom Moore).
HARRY GARSON.
Aeolian Building, N. Y. City.
The
Hushed
Hour
(Blanche
Sweet).
The Unpardonable Sin
(Blanche
Sweet).
GAUMONT COMPANY.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont Graphic
News — Released every Tuesday.
Gaumont
Pictorial
Life. — Released every Friday.
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION.
Ashes of729Love.Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
The
Some Echo
One ofMustYouth.
Pay.

August 16, 1919

Dates

HARRY RAVER.
14U2 Broadway, N. Y. City.
The Master Crook.
The Liberator
"Maciste").
RENCO(Serial
FILMStarring
COMPANY.
29
South
La
Salle
Street,
Chicago.
Birth of a Race.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILMS.
Building, Los Angeles.
Me andMarsh-Strong
Gott (Five Parts).
comedy).League (Five-Pavt We=!-rn
The baseball
Sage-Brush

Virtuous Men (E. K. Lincoln — Sever, yarr
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
(Helen Holmes Fifteen
Serial Episodes.)
"The Fatal Fortune' SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION.
The wick,
Solitary
Sin Curley).
(Jack Mulhall, Helene ChadPauline
SOUTHERN1476 FEATURE
Broadway, N.FILM
Y. City.COMPANY.
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton — Six Parts).
WILLIAM STEINER.
220 West Forty-second Street, N. Y. City.
Sky Eye (Seven Parts).
TERRITORRIAL SALES CORPORATION.
1600 Broadway,
N. Y. City.
Month.)Reels
(Jester Comedies — Two
— Issued Twice a
The
Tenderfoot.
A
Mexican
Mixup.
J. FRANK HATCH.
The Wisest Fool.
Gee Whiz !
912 Longacre Building, N. Y. City.
Tempest and Sunshine.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PP ODUCTIONS.
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
1476 Broadway, In. Y. City.
The
Silent
Mystery
(Francis
Ford
Serial).
Sporting
Life States
(throughand Famous
in United
Canada).Players-Lasky
Twenty:eight Triangle reissues starring William Woman.
S. Hart,banks andNorma
Talmadge, Douglas Fair- The White Heather (through Famous PlayersFrank
Keenan.
The
Wrath
of
the
Gods.
Lasky in United States and Canada).
The
Battlethe otAmateur
Gettysburg.
Raffles,
Cracksman.
Broken
My Lady'sButterfly.
Romany
Rye.Garter.
JANS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
And
the
Children
Pay.
(Forty Single-reel Tom Mix Westerns.)
Your
Wife
and Mine
Stiugaree
(Serial
—
Fifteen
Episodes).
Series of Ham and Bud reissues (One part).
Human Passions
(Six (Seven
Parts). Parts).
The
Red
Viper
(Garrett
Hughes— Six Parts).
JUVENILE PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY. DISTRIBUTION
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
71 West Twenty-third Street, N. Y. City.
Boys' Life Screen
Mickey
Parts). two-reel Mack Sennett
VICTORReview.
KREMER.
Series of(Seven
twenty-eight
Keystone
comedies.
105 West Fortieth Street, N. Y. City.
of twenty-six
one and two-reel Charlie
(Shorty
Hamilton Series— Five Part Comedies.) SeriesChaplin
comedies. single-reel
The
Ranger.
Seriescomedies.
of twenty-four
Fatty Arbuckle
Denny
fromVulture.
Ireland.
The
Pen
Series of twenty-eight single-reel Liberty KeyThe
Snail.
Ten
George
Fables
Essanay
Reissue).
single-reel Eagle KeyTen
Broneho AdeBilly
Dramas((Essanay
(Essanay
Reissue). Ser
Ten Snakeville
Comedies
Reissue).
Union-Kay-Bee Western
"Skinner" Series (Essanay Reissues).
SeriesWestern
of fifteen
OLIVER FILMS, INC.
Dramas. tw reel Columbia-Kay-Bee
30S West Forty-eighth
Everybody's Business (Special).
The Carter Street,
Case. N. Y. City.
Tower Brand.
A Serial
in Fifteen Episodes of two reels each,
Last Fight (Three Parts).
featuring
Marsh. Herbert Rawlinson and Margaret Custer's
May
15
—
His
Hour
of Manhood (W. S. HartTwo
Parts).
No. 21—— The
The Vacuum
Phosgene Room.
Bullet.
June 1— JimParts).
Cameron's Wife (W. S. Hart— Two
No.
No.
3—
The
Air
Terror.
No. 4— The Dungeon.
WALDORF PHOTOPLAYS.
229 West
PIONEERR FILM CORPORATION.
Where
Bonds Forty-second
Are Loosed. Street, N. Y. City.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, N. Y. City.
The
Boomerang
(Walthall).
Virtuous Sinners (Wanda Hawley).
WestWARNER
Forty-secondBROTHERS.
Street, N. Y. City.
Sins Holmes).
of the Children (Alma Hanlon and Stuart The 220Kaiser's
Finish.
Open
Your
Eyes.
The
Long
Arm
of
Manister
(Henry
Walthall).
Beware.
The
Lady from
of theNowhere
Dugout (Cleo
(Al Jennings).
LLOYD
The Girl
Madison).
Broadway,WILLIS.
N. Y. City.
Atonement
(Conway Tearle-Grace Davison — The Greater1600Sinner
Five Parts).
(James K. Hackett).
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Created in Every Picture by
FACTS

PRODUCED WITH
KINARKO

CARBONS
"A Carbon made specially
for particular operators"
YOUR DEALER
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42d St.
NEW YORK

VERSUS

V73

GUESS WORK
Hundreds of exhibitors tin light they were
realizing every dollar of profit on their
enterprise, until they installed
The New Perfected
Automaticket Register
It gives thematical y,facts
on your effects
businesssavings,
autoand invariably
representing
many
times
its
cost,
by
eliminating leaks and losses.
affordTheto operate
your business
onYouguesscan'twork.
Automaticket
System
makes and saves money for you, and enables you to operate your business on known
facts.
■ite us, right now, for further information
Hlllli'iiiiiiliffllillillliillli.■mi
Automatic Ticket Selling
«e Cash RegisterT*EWCo. YORK
1731 BROADWAY

KINARKO
Hand
Electric
Generator
for
Motion
Picture

MOTION PICTURE FILMS
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone Audubon 3716
..... , ,(
EKBOGRAFH CO.
LUDWIG
G. B. STREET.
ERB. President
WEST M6TH
NEW YORK

Selected by Martin Johnson
who. writes
from Sydney:
machine
.and
.I amis ingiving
excellent"Thesatisfaction,
some
good pictures hopes
of it ofin sending
operationyouamong
the cannibals."

Projectors
Built
primarily for
the Pathescope,
this portable
generator and our
special T E lamps
can be used with
standard lamp
any ingprojector
havsockets ment
and adjustment
a filaheight
2%
inches fromoflamp
base.
Pictures
feet
wideupattoany10
distance up to 75
feet. Weight with
folding stand,Weston
involtmeter,cluding
only 45
pounds. Price,

$150.
The Pathescope Co. of America,
Inc. City
New York
Dept. M.W., Aeolian Hall, 35 West 42nd
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f
pilot's a Powers
Crowd,
»' says Projectionist Rgty:
'Coming — always coming — they
never miss a show.
"Good pictures — sharp, brilliant,
steady — give the complete satisfaction that always keeps 'em coming.
'"The Best Ever!' is what they
say of us, for we give them the
best films projected in the best
way — the Cameragraph way —

"ft Puts the Picture
on the Screen"
Power Company
Incorporated
Pioneers of Projection

Nicholas

90 Gold Street, New York, N. Y.

Illustrated Catalogue No. 15 gives complete details.

ol. 41.

No.

8

AUGUST

23, 1919

Prioe-§^C

ents

WORLD
Founded

by J.P.Chalmers

in 1907

COMPARE

METRO
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY BY
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Subscription
Price:Entered
Unitedas States
Possessions,
andthe Cuba,
$3 a year;
year;theForeign
(postpaid),
M a year.
second andclassitsmatter
June 1918.
17,Mexico,
1968,
Post Office
at NewCanada,
York, N.$3.50Y., aunder
Act of Countries
March 3. 1879.
Copyright
by theat Chalmers
Publishing
Company.

DOUGLAS

His

Released September
he American"
f
Majesty,

S

i

C^edawn
epoch

of a new

m flie making

of morion picniresmc loi^awaired da/
in which rhe foremost
arftffc of tfw screen
shall be (See io $ve
only of flieir best

MARY

PICKF

CHARLIE

DOUGLAS

CHAPLIN

DW

UNITED
ARTISTS
Osca r A .Price , President

729

FAIRBANKS

GRIFFITH

CORPORATION
Hiram Abrams , Gemmt Manager
'u
Sevenffi Ave. New York

g>aramountyirteraft

THOMAS

H. INCE presents
CHARLES

in "THE

(pictures

RAY

EGG
CRATE
WALLOP"
By JULIEN JOSEPHSON

THE MAN who wrote "Greased Lightning" knows how to
write a story for Charles Ray. And Charles Ray knows
how to play that kind of story— better than anybody else on
stage or screen.
Here's a Thomas H. Ince-Charles Ray clean-up for exhibitors,
that puts previous efforts in the shade. See it at your exchange
and judge for yourself. Released September 28. The first
Charles Ray picture under the Selective Booking Plan.
Directed by Jerome Storm
Supervised by Thomas H. Ince
Photographed by Chester Lyons

FAMOUS

PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
General.

Cparamounjyfrtcrafi

Brain

work

(pictures

Tells!

IT'S more than beautiful bathing girls, whirlwind, hair-breadthescape chases, acting animals, real comedians, flying cops and
custard pies that make
PARAMOUNT-MACK SENNETT COMEDIES
the very best comedies in screendom. It's the brainwork behind
each and every one of them. Genius backed up by brains has
enabled Mack Sennett to originate always, never to imitate.
Under the Selective Booking plan, the Paramount-Mack Sennett
Comedies will come forth bigger and better than ever. Their value
is already proved beyond a question of doubt. The exhibitor who
loses a chance to book them is throwing money away.
THE FIRST ONE COMES AUGUST 31

Cparamount^rteraft

(^pictures

It was peculiar — why these two young people should have married, when
neither of them loved the other, until —
"THE
THIRD
KISS"
Presented by Jesse L. Lasky. Starring
VIVIAN
A

MARTIN

PHOTOPLAY
filled life and some of its high lights,
with real drama and real The crowds that will come

charm. A logical straightfor- first will tell more crowds to
ward, entertaining story with see it. Released September 14.
no loose ends. A tale of real See it now at your exchange.
Directed by Robert Vignola
Scenario by Edith Kennedy
By Heliodore Tenno

FAMOUS
PLAYERS
•"NEW-LASKY
YORJCj CECILCORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pres.
JESSE L. LASKY
HcePres.
B.DE MILLE Director General.

Cparamount^rtcraftQictures

Directed by
FRED NIBLO
Photographed by
GEORGE BARNES
Supervised by
THOMAS H. INCE
Released
September 21
See it
at your exchange
now!

THOMAS
H. INCE
presents
ENID

BENNETT
in "Stepping

Out"

By C. Gardner Sullivan

ATRUE-TOLIFE STORY of young love — the
kind that folksll bring their friends to see twice.
It is Miss Bennett's first picture under the Selective Book'
ing Plan and it is a worthy Thomas H. Ince production.
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JOE

MARTIN

SOLILOQUIZES
Look

me

in the eye.

Now

in the nose.

Now

in the puss.
Tell me, honestly, do you know
of a single stage or screen actor,
whether he draws a thousand or a
million a year, who has a map half
as funny as mine?
Yourdamright you don't!
Well, then, inhale this:
I admit that I am the biggest novelty in the film" business. I admit
that mv first two pictures, "Monkey
Stuff" and "The Jazz Monkey," are
the two biggest riots that ever hit the screen. What's more, I've
finallv got the boss of the Universal to admit it.
The result is that he has promised me to soak you a higher price
for my pictures than you pay for anything else.
So, old dear, don't even talk to any Universal exchange man about
the Joe Martin comedies unless you're prepared to pay the stiff est
price of your mad little career. It isn't because my pictures cost
a million apiece. It's simply because the public will pa}r madly and
gladly
tail thatforcana screaming
furnish it. laugh, and I'm the little feller with the long
Bo3rs and gells, it's a crazy business, this! Anything that's novel
cops the money. Years ago it was the educated flea. Then the talking horse. Then the Mexican jumping bean. Then the musical burro.
Then the big fillum stars. And now it's me — Joe Martin!
Remembah! Get ready to pay the dingbustedess, golderndest, damhighest prices on record or you won't get me to make your patrons
shimmy right outa their clothes with gay and girlish laughter!
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OVER

2000

HavcAlrcady
"JUST

FINISHED

TWO

DAY

RUN

HISTORY
MY THEATRE /NEVER
TELL
EXHIBITORS
TO GO TO
GIVE

THEM

SOME

FACTS

ON

ELMO

MIG

SAW
SUCH
A MON
IT WITH
BOTH F
POWER

KING
IN

THE

AS

CROWD

ALL

SIXTY-SIX

Starrinffihc
great
•»<u>«racc Cunard

GO

SEE

IT!
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THEATRES
Booked

it

3TY/BIG0EST
5Y

GETTER

2ET/LET

TUESDAY

SERIAL/ KIDS

THEM

SETTER/

WRITE

UNIVERSAL

and

ME

WHITBHOUSE

BOOKING

ELMO

AND

CRAZY

OVER

ABOUT

IT/ ILL

THEATRE

R

EXCHANGES

LINCOLN

BigCaj-t

YOU'LL

BOOK

WEDNESDAY

IT!

IT/

MIL. WIS
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afford
miss

it

wnce

iVisit
By the time this notice appears the
Prince of Wales will be in Canada
bound on what is to be a historic visit
to that country and to the United
States. From the moment he sets foot
on American soil his every move will
be followed by the expert cameramen
of this organization. It is up to you to
make sure immediately that your
patrons see this international figure
first, last and all the time during his
tay in the BIG THREE

THE
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Greatest

New/

104."

Attraction

of

the

Year

The

'Wale

of
to

'

s

America

His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales is bound to be one of
the most likable figures ever shown on the American Screen. A
fighter who served through the whole four years of the war
in the most dangerous sectors of the line, the future head of the
great British Empire comes lo your audiences with something
more than his title to make him the biggest news feature of the
year. His visit to this country will be the greatest social event of
the decade He will be surrounded wherever he goes by the most
prominent political and society figures in the United States.
Depend upon it— your people will want to see his every move.
Show him, and show him first in the service that never misses
anything — the three-a-week, fiist-all-the-time service of the big THREE.

HUE

teH

ws

Ne

Universal
(UrrentEvent*
International
st
ar
e
H
• News
■
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Sterling
Jlen Holubars Super-producfi'on-The Piduie
that will live forever

DoioihyPhilUpr

"You will remember," says V. B. Valleau, of the Broadway, Albert Lea, Minnesota, "that at the time I booked
this attraction over the Valleau Circuit, I was somewhat
skeptical regarding its drawing power, now that the war
is definitely over. I am happy to say, however, that my
fears were unfounded. We have just completed a
three-day run to the biggest business ever handled by
the Broadway in that period of time.'' Yes — it is trufy
as great in Peace as in War — the Picture that will live
Forever. Act now — To-day.

'Productions ,»c
V600 Broddvdy- T^ew^rk Q\iy

What

Realart

Is

Tke money of tke principal nations is made from
similar stuff, but it is not all equally valuable.
Tbe same basic ingredients enter into most cake,
but all cake is not equally good.
Nature is as muck evidenced in stormy as in fair
weatker, kut its efforts are not equally prized.
Star, story, direction and pkotograpky are tke
essentials of a motion picture, but motion pictures
do not possess equal quality
Tke STORY is tke heart of tke picture, tke
ACTOR its soul, tke DIRECTOR its brain,
and PHOTOGRAPHY
tke atmospkere it
breatkes. Perfection is attained only tkrougk
harmonious functioning of tkese parts.
T3EALART
stands for tke accurate 11 ending of
all tke essentials of motion picture production.
Realart Pictures are so perfectly balanced^ so smootkrunnmg, tkat one is conscious only of tkeir absorbing
appeal and marvelous entertainment value.
Realart insures satisfaction to your patrons and
reflects its unusual quality m increased box-office
returns !
You

can learn today about the Realart idea and
Realart service at branch offices in all the
principal cities of the country.

Wkat
An

Makes

Actress

Great?

VOUTH,
Beauty, Talent. Yes,
and a G emus for hard wort.
must give of her hest. Absolute Sincerity marks the relation of the great
artist to her public.

ALICE

BRADY

has singularly demonstrated these qualities
through triumph after triumph — an unbroken
record of stage and motion picture successes, in
which she has endeared herself to the whole
amusement loving world.
Charming, captivating innocence amid morally
sordid environment — innocence that is protected
because of its truth — such is the role m which
Miss Brady achieved one of her biggest stage succes es— a role in which she is to be seen throughout the world through the medium of Realart
Pictures — little "Mary Horton in
SINNERS
New York
as the stage
everywhere
great screen

and the country have paid exceptional tribute to Miss Brady
star of this great Owen Davis drama. Now exhibitors
are to have the opportunity shortly of profiting from the
production being made under direction of Kenneth Webb.

Service

That

Serves

YOU have read a great deal, and keard more,
about producer service — about courtesy,
square dealing, promptness and bearty co-operation.
And tbat is why you will be interested in knowing that Realart Pictures Corporation has adopted this policy as a business principle, and that Mr.
J.
Sales Manager,
and Mr.in
BenS. F.W^oody,
Simpson,General
Field Manager,
have installed
branch offices, managers who recognize the value
of backing up good pictures with service that serves.
Twenty exchanges are being established.
The following have been opened to date :
CITY
ATLANTA
BOSTON
BUFFALO
CHICAGO
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
DALLAS
DENVER
DETROIT
KANSAS CITY

STREET ADDRESS
Room 305 Hirsck Bldg., 149 Marietta St.
5 Isabella Street
221 Franklin Street
Room 1204 Consumers Bldg., 220 S. State St.
Room 910 Mercantile Library Building
Room 200 Bangor Bldg., 942 Prospect Ave., East
1905 Commerce Street (Temporary Address)
1742 Glenann Street
Room 607 Joseph Mack Building
Rooms 509-10 Republic Budding,
Cor. lOtk y Walnut Sts.
LOS ANGELES Suite 839-840 Merckants National Bank Bldg.,
Sixtk and Spring Streets
MINNEAPOLIS Room 801 Produce Exckange Building
NEW YORK
729 Seventk Avenue
OMAHA
1214 Farnam Street
PHILADELPHIA To Be Announced
PITTSBURGH
412 Ferry Street
SEATTLE
Room 216 Wkite Budding
ST. LOUIS
3626 Olive Street
WASHINGTON Rooms 806-820 Matker Bldg., 916 G St., N. W.
REALART

MANAGER
To Be Announced
Walter R. Scates
Henry E. Wilkinson
Harry W. Willard
Mark Goldman
James B. Reilly
D. Callakan
Bert R. Latz
C. G. Kingsley
To Be Announced
Oren F. Woody
Harry L. Hollander
Lester W. Adler
B. A. Lucas
Nat
Jay Barack
Emanuel
Albert W. Eden
J.
Wm.C. Ragland
H. Rippard

PICTURES CORPORATION
ARTHUR
S. KANE, President
112 West 42nd Street, New York City

-

" -
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Jesse L.Lasky

Presents v|j

BRYANT
mSHBURN
in
Directed In
by DONALD
CRISPnce'
sura
Love
jd (paramount (picture,
ByEail Derr Biodeis Scenario oyMa.noii.Fau-fic>c

was nyemplo
HE compa
thatyedhadbybeta
that the girl would marry a
certain man. He was to see
that the company won its
bet.
But he fell in love with the
girl himself! Then the fun
started. To lose his job, or
to lose the girl? Which
would it be?

*

presents
ELSIE
FERGUSON

"k Society Exile
An ADTCBAFT Picture
Directed by George Fitzmaurice
CHE was innocently responsible
^ for two deaths. And just as
she thought her past was over —
drama, beauty, emotion in this.
From "We Can't Be as Bad as
All ThaV'by Henry Arthur Jones
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PAS©

I
Excerpt from Report of Censor T-34:
"There appears to be nothing suspicious about
this message. This bird Syd Chaplin is about to
make a moving picture feature comedy in France.
Believe me, when he does, I'm gonna see it. Code
Book N-227 SS. pax vobiscum gives translation of
Shah of Persia's message thus: 'Those American
exhibitors are lamoo, lamoo lucky who book' — "
SYDNEY

I

CHAPLIN

<L1L

PRODUCTIONS

FAMOUS PLAYERS -LASKY CORPORATION
ADOLPH ZUKOR Pnst JESSE LIASKT Pre* CECIL B.DE MULE Dmarjtml

I

MOPOLITAN
>RODUCTIONS

THE

DARK

STAR
5Y
ROBERT I CHAMBERS
VI TH
1ARI0N

DAVIES

★

When
*

the story ran serially in

the Cosmopolitan Magazine hundreds ofthousands of people, all
^over the country, read it and reveled in it, and turned it over to
their friends to revel in, monthly

1 1 IE

^

★
5 TAP"
debet w. crakes
tATiTON

MVIES

—each one keyed up to the highest pitch of anticipation until the
next issue came.
It created a
furore as a story and became

a

great selling asset to the magazine.

It doesn't take much imagination to anticipate what the picture will do. It will
create a new class of motion picture patronage.
IEvery Cosmopolitan reader and their myriad
!friends, and the countless thousand friends of
these friends will want to see the characters
—they enjoyed so much in print— live. Better
arrange to take care of your regular patrons
and then hook a few extra days to handle the
new business the picture is hound to bring you

I

f

COSMOPOLITAN
PRODUCTIONS

r^mopoliTaTTProciuctioiis j

"THE DARK STAR"
ROBERT W. CHAMBERS
is the .thrilling romance of a beautiful girl,
bred in the atmosphere of the country, whom
circumstances force into a maelstrom of deceit,
treachery and the most astounding series of
toadventures
encounter.it has ever been a young girl's lot
It literally vibrates with action, unusual situations and heart interest
It is certain to keep the most blaze of fans
on the edge of his seat, continuallt on the
qui vive of expectancy.
It will shatter every present conception of
what capacity business

c

I

(OSmopolitan

PjflfliirtiQjjS

ILDIM6
UMER5BU
5
M
O
C
6
I
«0
0^7
PR0D 1
&
CHICAGO.
ILL
0
c

SIX
|CHARLES ROSEliTHALJR/

EXCMM6E5
I07 6OIDENGATEAV.I
5AH FRAMCISCO.CAL.

PIONEER
CO-OPERATIVE

HERrtAH RIFKfN

EASTERN
FEATURE
Fiutcai

EXCHANGES

730S.0LIVE5T.
L05 AH6ELES CAL
CALIFORNIA
M EVA DA
ARIZOAIA

57 CHURCH 5T.
WATCH

THE

CHAIN

BOSTOHASS.
MEW ENGLAHD

LENGTHEN!

HEW

yORK

MEW YORK

PIOMEER
CITy

EXCHAI16E5

BUFFALO,M.y.

130 W. 461* ST.
I45FRANKLIH 5T.
NEW yORK AMD NORTHERN NEW JERSEy
BELLMAN

I. COBE

J

YOU SEE THIS GOLDWYN
FORE YOU BOOK

I

How's Your
Pedigree?

Strictly
Sh! Its

The film is adapted from the successful, play
"Lady
Goldwyn
has supported
the
star withBantock."
a company
ol superior
quality, and
settings of exquisite art. Superlative is the word
which best describes the production. It is an
example of how "Goldwyn Pictures Are Stronger
Than tion ithe
the whole
s betterBestthanAttributes"
the best —feature
in it. produc-

Confidential

How's
dential. your pedigree? Sh! It's Strictly ConfiJust because a man's born the direct descendant
ofan kings
no reasonThewhygentleman
he shouldn't
be given
equal ischance.
of today
may
have come from a merging of the profession of
peddling and the art of laundering.
On this idea, made fascinatingly interesting by the
secrecy which is fastened on the principal characters in the play, the action revolves in a dazzling succession of surprises.
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel Goldwyn Prejident

Samuel

Goldwi]

W

Presents

YOU

SEE tTHISY<

Six
Sh!

Its

Pictures

Goldwyn

Strictly
Confidential

of

Are

Ready to Be
Seen Now
The high principle on which Goldwyn Pictures are being booked by
the exhibitors is now being put to
the test. We said to you in our
announcement of our new season's
policy:
Pictures
stand
on
their"Our
merits;
there must
will be
no
iron bound contract s>stem. You
will see each picture and book it
only if it meets with approval. You
will have the privilege of judging
for yourself whether or not you
wish to show it."
Now the principle is put into
practice.
Six of the, new Goldwyn Pictures
are in the Goldwyn exchanges for
your
inspection
release!
Time — toweeks
think,ahead
time of
to
plan, time to use your best opportunities. Here are the six:

REX BEACH'S
"Girl from Outside"
TOM MOORE in
By Jerome K. Jerome

Directed by Clarence G. Badger

"Lord and Lady Algy"
GERALDINE
in

FARRAR

"The World and Its Woman"
WILL ROGERS in
"Almost a Husband"
MADGE KENNEDY in
"Strictly Confidential"
PAULINE FREDERICK
in
"Bonds gf Love"
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£om

great

author

great

picturizaf

ions

* "

ojpthe

works of America's distinguished
auf hoi; Robert WChambers,whose
vibrating

siories

have

earned

him

millions

upon

millions

of followers,

opening

up the avenue

for countless

numbers

of potential

paf rorts for

Rob

erf *W"Ch ambers

series

of

pictures.
WATCH THIS SERIES OF Al
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Here's
the Recognition
of
A
New
Master
The motion picture trade press is the telescope through which you, the Exhibitor, first
see big, new developments on the screen horizon. After months of waiting and anticipation, after months of reports that Benjamin B. Hampton would be a surprisingly
big, new factor as a producer, you now find unanimous recognition of his revolutionary new kind of productions in the quotations from the influential trade journals.

MILDRED MANNING
FRANKIE LEE
THE

VERDICT

with an all-star cast:
ROY STEWART
ROBERT McKIM
MARY JANE IRVING
OF

VARIETY: Stanton Leeds: This is a
great
picture!
Full ofpathos
sure-fire
love and
sympathy,
and detail;
fight.
It rings the bell every hundred feet.
Who is responsible for putting the
unexpected in this picture?
MORNING TELEGRAPH: "The Westerners" comes under the head of fewer,
better and bigger pictures. If the rest
of the companies that are promising
us improved films in the Fall offer productions ofthe caliber of "The Westerners" fans and exhibitors will suffer no
disappointments.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD: One of
the best box-office attractions of the
season... Red-blooded and with acting
and story to hold the attention of any
audience.

THE

TRADE

WILFRED LUCAS
GRAHAM PETTIE
CRITICS;

MOTION PICTURE NEWS: Laurence
Reid:
of "Therealized
Westerners"
has beenTheso story
splendidly
that a
new language has been given expression.
It has everything: punch and pathos,
action
breath ofandlife.atmosphere. It has the
WID'S: "The Westerners" is largely
straight screen narration... Pictorially
effective... One of its chief virtues is
the work of the players. The director
has seen that they do not spoil
their work by over-acting. It has
TRADE
punch. REVIEW: George T. Pardy;
"The Westerners" carries a punch in
every moment of its swiftly-pulsing
action— a story well worth the telling
and told as it should be in pictures.

W. H0DKINS0N CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATHI; [xchangejncorporated

ROBERTSON-COLE

PRODUCTIOlsLS

Joy! Joy! Joy!
With laughter and life
in ever? scene the latest
Brentwood picture is sweeping the country as did "The
TurnHappy
In theat start
Road."and finish
the audience never Worries
about the turrible villyun.
A sweet, clean picture without asingle forehead Crinkling moment.
Distributed b$
Exkibitors Mutual

ROBERTSON-

COLE

PRODUCTIONS

.t
* ■ f

>

and

anone
all star cast
clasK of ele
of
pass
AionsSTinORtkeY depofths the
the forest primeval. Replete with exceptional
snow and storm scenes.

Distributed b>>
Exhibitors Mutual
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"While many of the motion picture concerns are announcing their plans to make better pictures in the future, the
VITAGRAPH company is going ahead and doing it."
HELEN POLLOCK
In the Sunday Telegraph
Here

Are

Two

EARLE

That

Will

Prove

It!

WILLIAMS
in

"THE
One

WOLF"

of Eugene Walter's Greatest Stage Plays!
A picture of perfect proportions. A production that gives Earle
Williams a new atmosphere. A red blooded romance in the rough,
with the famous Hudson Bay country as its brawny background.

HARRY

T.
in

MOREY

"THE
GAMBLERS"
Another Thrilling CHARLES
KLEIN Drama!
A story of love, high finance and political ambition. Hundreds of
thousands saw the stage presentation. That many and more will
want to see it on the screen.
PRINTS
NOW
READY
FOR YOU TO SEE
AT ALL VITAGRAPH
EXCHANGES
To See Them Is To Book Them— To Book Them Means Cashing
In On Two Great Stars, Two Great Plays
and Two Famous Authors
VITAGRAPH
Albert E. Smith, President
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| Something Peppy at the Strand

|
^~XThe
way to tell it
advertisingly.
These reproductions of ads
from the Press Sheet are for
advance use in your Program
or Newspaper.
They are only two of many suggestions for attracting attention
to this unusual Box-OfTice Attraction.

Proves the way to win a wife is to wait
And the way to hold hubby is— just make a date
With some other innocuous male.
Go!

On high!
It's fast!

ge
see Constance LoosTalmad
=E
inHurrya Johnto Emerson-Anita
Special,
=
"A Temperamental Wife."
=
It's her first big First National Attraction.
1111111111111111111111111111111111111■1■11■1111■11■■■■■■I
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
ftllllllllll

The way it really happens -77«^_^
in the Film.
.
.J^x

An

early Sept Release

==
=
=
>^
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Why shouldn't ads
be entertaining?
If your ads correctly reflect the
Pep and Ginger in the production, you will be sure to get that
big first-day business.
Word-of -mouth advertising will
do the rest, for the picture is
really delightful entertainment.

A parable true of maid hunting a man:
She's determined to wed him — if get him she can.
She gets him; St. Anthony ne'er was more pure,
A heavenly honeymoon makes her quite sure.
Then she learns of his she-male stenog —
Oh, Bluie! Biff!
It's fast!

|
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he MYSTERY
of
is the super mystery serial of the
year. But on the thread of its
T
MYSTERY are strung pearls of—
— surprise
— suspense
— tense situations
— dramatic action
— novelty
— seeming reality
— adventure
— hair-raising stunts

ft
13
— heart interest
— romance
— the gripping love
— of man and woman

Produced, directed and acted — staged and presented so as to give the serial
lovers a real treat— to give them WHAT THEY WANT. Sure to be the
Supreme Serial Success of the Season. 15 consecutive weeks of greater interest
in your house. For particulars write to me.
LOUIS BURSTON,
President Burston Films, Inc.

■ \.'Ti/'/
BURSTON
1476 Broadway
iNc
FILMS
NEW YORK

THE
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LILLIAN WALKER
1

These Three
Beauteous
Maidens

ARLINE PRETTY

JUAMTA HANSEN

in Distress
and

Three
Dashing
Photoplay
Heroes
Constantly at Hand to Save Them from Disaster
Provide

a World
in the

Three
We Are Now

of

Thrills

New Serials
Offering Foreign Buyers

"$1,000,000
"TheArline
Woman
Gray"
"The
LostHansen
City"
With Juanita
and
With LillianReward"
Walker
With
Pretty andinHenry
Snell
George Chesbro
By Reeves & Grey, authors of "The From the book by the same name by Produced by Wm. N. Selig and feaCarter Case" (the Craig Kennedy C. A. & N. Williamson. Produced by
turing the most remarkable collection
Serial). Produced by Harry Crossman.
the Serico Producing Co.
of wild animals in captivity.
Each Serial Complete in Fifteen Two-Reel Episod es
1

(29 SEVENTH AVE.,
NEW YORK CITY
CABLE ADDRESS:
'EXIMFILM " NEW YORK

0

THE
HALL

ROOM

v
areReel
theComedies
bestTwo
ever offered!
S"
BOY

STATE RIGHT BUYERS are willingly paying more
for the HALL ROOM BOYS than any two reel
comedies on the market
NOT SLAPSTICK
NOT CARTOONS
Real High ClassFeaturing
Two Reel Comedies
FLANIGAN
AND
EDWARDS
Nationally known as vaudeville headliners
Clean Cut

Laugh Getting
Speedy Stories
Based on the Famous
H. A. MacGILL'S
HALL
ROOM BOYS
Published in over 75 newspapers for over 15 years
THE STRAND THEATRE,
NEW YORK
and the public have already put their stamp of approval on these comedies
SEVERAL TERRITORIES ALREADY SOLD
STATE RIGHT BUYERS ARE ADVISED TO ACT QUICKLY
to secure these
NATIONALLY KNOWN STARS IN NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PICTURES
produced ay
NATIONAL FILM CORPORATION OF AMERICA
Wm. Parsons,
, Joe Brandt.
Representative
for fullPres.
Particulars
wire orGen'lwrite
to
JACK and HARRY COHN
I600 Broadway New York City

A woman gifted with an uncanny power to see into the future; around
her, seated in a circle, a dozen persons hanging upon her words; a detective
seeking a murderer in that fateful circle; a scream in the darkness and another
life has been loosed, — that of the man in the thirteenth chair !
Thrills, suspense and mystery ! No wonder the public raved over Bayard
Veiller's great play !
The box office sensation, a genuine Special
Yvonne Delva and Creighton Hale in

"^T&rteenth
Chair
I
^Adapted and directed ^y/jeonce CPerret
Produced Q^icme Pictures Corporation,
DISTRIBUTORS
Vly
PATHE
■(©>

LET ONE TERRITORY TELL THE TALE
65 Cincinnati theatres
32 Columbus theatres
27 Dayton theatres

Qaood picture
lr afwagy a qood
picture -ityaqe
hay* nothinq to do
with it/ quality.^
Here/ one yevera I
months old which i>
like a veteran, with
breart covered with
medaU PP°VEN
G°°D. If you havc-

Gim»l
From the plai^ bij Edward Peple
Produced bu, Robert Brunton Go.

ritplaqedlhi^pictorc
\vitn it/ recoro for

Pa4het

moneumakinq^/'ce
it at tn<? n<2ar<?yt
PATVJE EXCHANGE

DI^TQIBUTOr^c^X

ROBERTSON

- COLE

PRODUCTIONS

Creator of the "TURN IN THE ROAD" and "BETTER TIMES"

ANOTHER Brentwood creation of
even greater merit tkan "Tke Turn
in tke Road" and "Better Times"
is tkis broad keart-gripping story of "Tke
Otker Half." It is not a ranting, railing,
damnation of one class h$ anotker, but it
is a gentle unfolding on tke screen of tke
good tkat Lincoln said was in every keart.
It is a story so simple, so well told, so w^ell
acted, tkat j)ou ne^er miss an inck of film.

IT deals witk one of tke most important
questions of tke day, Capital and
Labor, but tke manufacturer and tke
worker can sit side by side in your tkeatre
to see tkis picture and tkey will leave it
kand in kand. Tkere is not a line of
katred in it. Tkere is a keart grip, a
suspicion of tears, a kuman sympatkj) tkat
gets you wketker you are a millionaire or
pauper if you are kuman.
Distributed b$

EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

WILLIAM
POX
presents

WILLIAM

FARNUM
in

WOLVES
THE

OF

NIGHT

r

*

{

Be
boss

the
of i/our

f

theatreown
OPEN

L

MARKET

Everybody

s

ushicss!"
the
W0
j Americanism
?

that

;

will

destroy

the

in£idioug

web

of

Bolshevism

dy will want
this 100%
icati Melodrama

Blliii"*

>roductionS

help

Co.

fit "W^Strcct.NewT&rk.

xhibitors

Own

a fikj Ghtylin Gmedyfivyourjlieatre!

LJoxi can hu%j and own
a
/print of (2harUe(2hapUris
/funniest one-ifeel comeJij
^ / re-issue,
and
the

and

wJtiei'e
most

platf it when
\yo\i like

^

remarkable

oppof
tunittj cvei'
to exhibitors
to offeiTecl
make
big

px'ofits
on a small
investment

Own

W.

H

Outright

.PRODUCTIONS

CO.

Charlie

ixv

l
Cltap

»n

w*4

over

W.

H

.PRODUCTIONS

iri.

CO.

Sttcet,NewYoa:.

i

Exhibitors

-Own

Outright

Charlie

Chaplin

dome
Nerve
J^ormer title
Gentlemen of Nerve
R,e->editited
Re-titled
Reconstructed

W.H.

PRODUCTIONS

CO.

!

lvu'lie

ghaplin

tyovmertjitle
c"
erv
li
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'Gentlemen of Verve"
Show when and where you like

W. H. PRODUCTIONS CO.
71 WEST 23d STREET
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Enclosed please find $
as part
payment for a print or
prints of
CHARLIE CHAPLIN in "SOME NERVE";
former title "Gentleman of Nerve"
It is understood that you are to ship me
a print or prints of the above
comedy C.O.D. for the balance due, on a
basis of $150 per print. It is further
understood that I am to own outright said
print or prints and to show it or
them when and where I like.
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or stay right accessories.
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Founded by J. P. CHALMERS 1907
Exhibitors

At Ocean

View Repudiate

Position of N. A. M. P. I. on the Strike
which stated that an effort is being
Ocean View, Va., August 13.
to induce motion picture actors
repeals made
the
ing
involv
S
QUESofTION
ion
admiss and seat taxes, the and actresses to join the movement of
the Actors Equity Association, against
ht
s
clause,
the
paysaving
Daylig
ment of films in advance and the strike the Theatrical Managers Association. It
that ofif performers
the screen acof the Actors Equity Association, oc- was pointed
join theoutranks
on
cupied the fiist
today tedof the tors
tion sessio
legitimate stage the exhibitors
the annual
of then Affilia
convenday's
Motion Picture Exhibitors of North ultimately will be affected, because of
Carolina, Virginia, Delaware, District the many union trades which are interand. The con- ness. ested in the exhibitors' end of the busiof Columbventiia
and g Maryl
on is meetin
View
at the Ocean
Hotel, kOcean View, ore,
with Jake Wells,
of
Claim Exhibitors Not Represented.
Norfol and Baltim
presiding.
After considerable discussion of this
Will Arbitrate C. O. D. Issue.
mattertion as follows
the convention
passed a resolu:
A communication sent to the exhibi"We,
the
representatives
the moexchange
in a numtion picture theatres of Northof Carolina,
bertorsof bylarge
citiesmanagers
recommending
that Virginia,
Delaware,
District
of
Columfilms be paid for in advance and that
bia and Maryland do hereby go on recthe C. O. D. stipulation be eliminated,
ord
as
opposing
the
action
of
the
National Association of the Motion Picture
broughtcided thatforth
a protest.association
It was dethe exchange
be Industry, which does not represent the
requested to arrange a meeting of its motion
picture theatres of this country
grievancemittee committee
with a atsimilar
manner or sense, in their alignfrom the exhibitors
whichcom-all in anying themselves
with the producers and
questions of equity and all grievances managers association
their fight
might be decided and adjusted. The against the Actors Equityin Association."
majority of exhibitors were willing to
This resolution was followed by the
indorse the matter of payment in ad- adoption of another indorsing the efvance but were strongly opposed to the
forts of Mr. Blumenthal to start a
elimination of the C. 6. D. stipulation. movement
looking to the repeal of the
Louis F. Blumenthal, of the Motion admission tax, the seat tax, and the
Picture Exhibitors of America and an Federal Daylight Saving clause. The
exhibitor of New Jersey, read the con- rental tax and other important matters
vention atelegram he had received from
session.
a source which he refused to divulge, will come up at tomorrow's SPEDON.
Stanley Company Acquires
Three Houses in Camden
JULES E. MASTBAUM, president of
the Stanley Company of America,
stated on Aug. 13 that the organization of which he is head has acquired
the Grand, Princess and Plaza theatres,
located in Camden, N. J. He stated that
the Stanley company would take charge
of the trio of theatres on Sept. 1, and
that plans are being considered which
will give Camden the best photoplays
and film entertainment in New Jersey.
The Stanley
some time
ago
assumed
control company
of the Colonial
Theatre
on Market street, and with the Grand,
Princess and Plaza it now has the princity. cipal motion picture theatres in that
The Grand a Large House.
The Grand, which is located on Broadway just below Mickle street, is one of
the largest exclusive photoplay theatres
in Camden, and the Princess is one of
the largest in South Camden. It is located at Broadway and Chestnut streets.
When first built it was a small house,
but within a few years it has grown to

in the big
downtown
houses. Arrangecould
not becould
perfected
so thatto
outside mentsexhibitors
be invited
the city with the assurance that they
would get to see the screening.
Theandexchanges
havein been
here
there about
Omaha,scattered
unable
to find satisfactory quarters; forced to
put upingswith
that weresecond-story
not much rooms
better inthanbuildfire
traps, and in inaccessible places. Omaha
has more than a score of large excan easily
fill thebuilding.
available spacechanges,in whicha larg
downtown
The proposed site is between the city
proper
and thecar main
on
the streetline: railway
It is a stations,
suitable
site for a building of that nature.
William Duke Harrison, of New York,
architect for Famous Players-Lasky
Company,
been retained
as architect
for
the filmhasbuilding
in Omaha.
The idea for a film exchange building
here was fostered by the Omaha Film
Exchange and was strengthened by the
recent visit
of aCompany.
representative of the
Eastman
Kodak

Managers of Picture Houses
of Greater Lynn Organize
picture antheamanagers
moving
treMASS.,
have asformed
orIYNN,
on known
ganizati
the Theatre
' Association of GreaterionLynn.
Managers
The objects of the new associat are
to bring about fuller co-operation among
s of theatres
the manager
in Essex
Counip
ty, to combat
as unjust
censorsh
should the occasion arise, to prevent
er
any unjust newspap rate levy for
theatre advertising and for social purCharles L. Benson, manager of the
such proportions that it is now more Lynn
Olympia
was of
chosen
than double its original size. The Prin- poses.
president;
Allen Theatre,
B. Newhall,
the
cess was built by Mr. Greenberg about Strand
Theatre,
Lynn,
secretary;
and
six years ago, and this year its seating
Keon,
of
Salem,
treasurer.
capacity was increased and a new $10,- William
There are fifteen members of the new
000 organ installed. The Plaza, which organization,
including Harry Standard,
is located near the Colonial Theatre on of the Standard
Theatre, West Lynn ;
Market street, is another theatre which
of theof Plaza
TheaMr. Greenberg
made popular
with res- Manager
tre, Salem;Morency,
Glover Ware,
the Larcom
idents in that section
of Camden.
Theatre, Beverly, and the Strand, Peabody; Manager Libby, of the Warwick
Theatre, Marblehead; and John HubWill Build Ten-Story
Film Exchange in Omaha Danvers.bard, manager of the Olympia Theatre,
It was stated after the first meeting
certain conditions in the theatre
OMAHA
have a ten-story
exchangeis tobuilding.
It is to filmbe that
business
were considered and tentative
erected this fall at Tenth and Harney streets, northeast corner, and is to plans were made for mutual co-operacost more than $250,000. George Wartion in the
but just
ditions"future,
were discussed
was what
not "conmade
ren Smith, millionaire, of Watterton
Park, Me., owner of the site, will erect known.
the building. On the first floor will be
stores for film accessories, and the upper
Italy Restricts Film Imports.
floors will contain film offices, display
rooms and vaults. There will be one
Positive motion picture films may be
big screening room.
imported into Italy only under special
Omaha has long felt the need of an license from the government of that
according to a cablegram just
exchange building. Exchange managers country,
from the American commercial
have been forced to give private screen- received
ings of big releases at unheard of hours attache at Rome.
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GORDON FORMS BIG THEATRE COMBINE
Acquires Interest of Maine and New Hampshire
Theatre Company— Is Now a $7,000,000 Firm
way Maine. In addition to these the
, Inc.,
Olympia
THEMassachu
setts, Theatres
Xathanof new Olympia company already conof which
promiEngland
New
Gordon,
H.
these houses: Gordon's Olympia.
nent moving picture man, is president, Scolly trolled
Square
Olympia and
Upham's
has acquired the interests of the Maine Corner
Strand Theatres,
Boston;
Gorand New Hampshire Theatre Company.
don's
Central
Square
Theatre,
Camtion
0
conorganiza
$7,000,00
The new
bridge,
Mass.;
Gordon's
Theatre,
Chelsea, Mass.; Olympia Theatre, Lynn,
trols a chain of moving picture and
vaudeville theatres in Maine, New Mass.; Olympia Theatre, New Haven.
Conn.;
Olympia Theatre, New Bedford,
setts
e.
ConnecMassachuone of and
Hampshir
ticut and inbecomes
Theatre and Park Theathe business. the greatest Mass.;tre,Family
combines
Worcester, Mass.;
Mass.; and
Olympia
TheaCombination followed combination.
tre, Gloucester,
the North
The Maine and New Hampshire Thea- Cambridge Olympia, Cambridge. Mass.
tres Company had hardly been formed
Prominent Men in Maine Company.
at a meeting in Lewiston, Me., when
ThetresMaine
New Hampshire
Theaannouncement was made that the OlymCompany andis capitalized
at $1,000,000.
pia Theatres, Inc., had acquired the
Its officers are: president William P.
new company.
Gray, Lewiston, Maine, long identified
Six Companies in Combine.
with moving pictures in the Pine Tree
State; treasurer, Nathan H. Gordon,
The Maine and New Hampshire Thea- Boston;
treasurer, William F.
tres Company was formed from a com- Carrigan, assistant
Lewiston banker and former
bination of six companies controlling
Boston Red
Sox
manager-catcher;
some
twenty-five
theatres
in
Maine
and
rectors, Max Shoolman, George diU.
New Hampshire. The Union Theatre
Company, the Allied Theatre Company, Crocker, G. G. E. Street, Edward D.
Levinton
and
Chandler
Wood,
men
high
the Cabot Theatre Company, the Augusta Theatre Company, the Russell in the world of finance in Boston ; GovAmusement Company and the Victory
ernorshire;JohnAlbert
H. Bartlett,
HampHislop, ofof New
Portsmouth,
Amusement Company were the companies consolidated.
N. H., ball,
prominently
identified
with
baseand other amusement
The pany
Maine
New Hampshire
Com- enterprisestheatrical
in the Granite State; W. B.
controlsandtheatres
in Portsmouth
and Berlin, N. H. ; Lewiston, Gardner, Williamson, of Augusta, Maine, and Mr.
Augusta, Brunswick, Livermore Falls, Gray and Mr. Carrigan. Officers of the
Wilton, Winthrop, South Paris and Nor- new Olympia Theatres, Inc., of Massa-

August 23, 19 IS
chusetts remain as in the past: PresiMr. Gordon Mr.; treasurer.
mandent,;directors,
Gordon, Mr.
Mr. SchoolStreet,
Mr. Crocker,
Mr. and
W'ood,Hiram
Lee Miller,
M. Fried-of
man, of Boston,
Lynn, Mass.
In a letter from Alfred S. Black, president of the" weMotion
Picture
Exhibitors
of America,
are asked
to correct
the
impression that in some quarters has
gained standing that he is in connction
in
some Nathan
way with
the combination
houses
H. Gordon
has effectedof
in New England. Mr. Black repudiates
the report and in his letter gives the
fillowing
as coveringTheatres:
the Black Circuit of Newlist England
Lowell, Merrimack Square, Jewel;
Boston, Roxbury; Ruthland, Strand;
Utica, N. Park; Rockland. Park,
Empire,
Arcadiaand; Bath,
Columbia, Arcade
Bath Liberty,
Opera House;
Westbrook, Me., Star, Scenic; Biddeford, Central; Waterville, Haines; Bangor, Bangor Opera House (now buildWarren,Lincoln
Me., Glover's;
Damariscotta, ing);
Me.,
; Portland,
lease
signed for new 2,500 capacity house at
corner Congress and High street.
In addition to the foregoing, Mr.
Black's corporation
also controls
the
Exhibitors'
Company,
Boston, in Film
which Booking
many New
Englandof
theatres are rxffiliated.

Texas Houses Thrive Upon
a Bumper Peach Crop
vested a record
harhas justpeach
whichbreaking
EAST TEXAS,
puttingof millions
of dollars
into thecroppockets
the
farmers,
is
enjoya prosperit
rivalssection
the oilof
field ingdistricts
in y thewhich
western
Break Ground in Los Angeles for Studio to Be
the state. Moving picture exhibitors
report that their summer business has
Built by Louis B. Mayer and Col. William Selig been
a record breaking one, since all
GROUND was broken this week for first production under the Mayer man- the
g andmakes
farmers are
prosperin
the es-it
the new Mayer Productions Studio
agement about the middle of October,
tablishment of good
roads
which is being built in Los An- and Anita Stewart will begin production easy for the agricultur
ist
to
motor
in to
geles by Louis B. Mayer and Col. for the coming season at about the same the show when the days labor is done.
William Selig. The studio will cost ap- time.
There
is
considerable
theatre
building
proximately aquarter of a million dolactivity through this section of the
lars, and theknown
location
is far
awayzonefromin
state. Among the houses building at
the section
as the
studio
Goldwyn Contracts to
present are the Dixie Theatre at Athens,
Hollywood.
Release Bray Pictography Texas, which will seat six hundred perThe studio will be used for the making
sons and which will cost $40,000 when
of the greater part of the Louis B.
signed
It is being constructed by
just been
haveBray
ACTS the
Mayer productions, including those of CONTR
hs completed.
whereby
Pictograp
Dorbrant
Brothers, who will close down
Anita Stewart and Mildred Harris Chapbect>me a part of Goldwyn pro- the old Dixie
Theatre with the opening
Bray
gram under
of Goldwynlin, whoment.
arePresent
underplans
Mr. call
Mayer's
managethe new show. The same firm are
for its
comhs. theThisnameis regarded
as a deal of
building a similar theatre, also to be
pletion some time in October, and it ofPictograp
ce
the
first
importan
and
a
triumph
called the Dixie, at Jacksonville.
promises to be one of the finest and best for Goldwyn.
equipped studios on the west coast.
J. R. Brayof the
was comedy
a pioneer
the
cartoonin and
Some idea of its magnitude may be elaboration
gained from the size of the stages, of always has remained at the top in that File Plans in St. Louis for
which there will be four, two dark field. After the success of his cara $10,000,000 Picture House
stages and two open stages. One of
toons had been firmly established, he
the dark stages will be 80 by 200 feet enlarged the scope of his productions THIS will be a record-breaking
and the other 80 by 175 feet. The two by instituting the Bray Pictographs, a
month for building permits in St.
open 26stages
each 80 by 150 feet pictorial magazine containing news,
Louis, both in number and amount
with
feet will
in thebe clear.
interest
and car- of moneyment of involved,
to a Safety
stateIn addition to the studio proper, there subjects toons.ofThis general
Director according
of Public
film, unique
in conception
McKelvey.
will be a large administration building, and execution, has been successful in
and two bungalows, one for Miss Stew- all types of houses. It will be released
calling for the construction
art, and the other for Mildred Harris weekly. Exhibitors receiving the films of Permits
buildings to cost between $5,000,000
Chaplin.
The
stars
will
find
it
not
only
at
present
will
be
served
by
Goldwyn
and
$6,000,000,
which have been held up,
possible, but desirable to live in those exchanges without any alteration bf have been issued,
with the signing of
bungalows while their productions are their contracts.
three
amendments
to the zoning law
being made. The location is on the
Details
of
the
Goldwyn-Bray
deal,
Kiel. permits calls for the
Pasadena Road at the foot of the Pasa- calling for material enlargement of the byOneMayor
of
these
dena Hills, and the area of the grounds activities of Mr. Bray's producing or- construction of a $1,000,000 moving picwill be thirty-five acres.
ganization, are now being prepared and
ture house at Grand and Lucas avenues,
Mildred Harris Chaplin will start her will be announced next week.
by the Missouri Theatre Corporation.
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CONVENE
EXHIBITORS
STATE
KANSAS
Subject of Relationship with Exchangemen Occupies
First Place at Meeting, and Spirit of Co-operation Is
Shown by Both Sides — Event Concludes with Banquet
the Film Board of Trade was apparently
ever held"
lyfree
hearty,speech.
that there
tion work
conven
sanestconstr
THE— "Real
uctive
done under a business necessity of organ- on
Indeed,wasin nosomerestraint
cases
izing activities for protection against the discussions back and forth waxed
y"
got
"We
—
industr
entire
the
for
certain elements among exhibitors who quite warm — which greatly helped to
tors
ere"
know
exhibi
"The
—
somewh
what they want now, and how to go are not punctilious in observance of clear the atmosphere.
their contracts. The exchanges had to
zation
J. E. City,
Storey,
manager ofof Pathe,
Kansions plans"
from have some recourse against the abuse
heard— were
expres
of theorgani
few their
aabout
and president
the Kansas
gemen concerning of privileges, the short-time cancella- City sasFilm
exhibitors and exchan
Board
of
Trade,
was
invited
tion of contracts, the renting out of to speak first; and he explained that
the second convention of the Kansas
films by fenses
exhibitors,
and the exhibitors
many of- the board was organized for the bringtors' 4Associ
State a,Exhibi
that unscrupulous
5, withheldsixtyat
and ation,
August
Wichit
ing about of better and more stable
year mem- might commit to the detriment of the business conditions in the distribution
exhibitors present, all $52-a-gemen.
of
films,
conditions which would be of
and twenty-five exchan
exchanges,
reflected
finally
to
the
disbers,
advantage of the honest exhibitor. It
This was the first general convention
advantage to the exhibitwas made plain that the exhibitors of quiteing asas tomuch
following the organization of the ex- the
exchange
the in-is
association appreciate the necessity
dustry.theHe showed
thatendthe ofBoard
hibitors'
body
in
Hutchinson
a
few
months ago, and the exhibitors as well for credit work by the organized ex- a credit organization, like similar orchanges, which would bring about mere
among wholesalers for the
as the sions
exchangemen,
to the exhibitors who pay their exchange of ganizations
with unusual anticipated
interest. its ses- justice
information, and that there
bills promptly.
are no by-laws
which
suchThere
creditwere
orFilm Board of Trade Considered.
ganizations do not have.
Some Objections Made.
no rules or regulations, he said, which
R. G. Liggett, of Kansas City, Kansas,
The
committees
frankly
explained
vice president, presided in the absence
reasons for the existence of a could be interpreted by any stretch of
of L. M. Miller, of Wichita, president. these
Film Board of Trade, and apparently imagination, to involve concerted action
The convention
jumped
at
once
to
consideration of the Film Board of Trade there was a disposition to encourage against
man wasanyat exhibitor
liberty to; each
adoptexchangehis own
of an stick
exchangemen's
associa- policy of handling each exhibitor, armof the territory at Kansas City. This the work
tion
that
would
to
such
legitimate
was the most important subject of the functions. But there was strong obed with information
to howcontracts
the exhave fulfilledas their
first meeting at Hutchinson, and it had
jection to any system of fines for vio- and met hibitors
been promised that under the new plan
their
obligations
to
other
exchanges.
lation ofAndthe
Board's
rules by also
exhibthe
mightof expect
anything
there
wrere ofobjections
from exhibitors
a dissolution
the board
to a some ofitors.the
Mr. Storey demonstrated the direct
methods
the Board. to advantage
the exhibitors of the
working agreement
the The
exThe spirit of unprejudiced and loyal Board, by tomentioning
instances
changemen and the between
exhibitors.
service to the industry was shown in which
the Board had assisted
exhibitorsin
committees
appointed
by
the
associathe
action
taken
following
the
discustion at Hutchinson had been doing some
in
making
readjustments
with
exof the Film Board of changes.
good work, it was soon disclosed. The Trade.sionTheMondayexchange
men were invited
spirit ofparent co-operation
that
was
so
apto
attend
the
session
Tuesday
morning
Taxation
Is
Discussed.
in the promises at Hutchinson,
the situation freely.
had been fulfilled; the committees had and discuss
discontinuance
of the rankled
fifty cent'
11Exchangemen
Welcomed.
approached their tasks with the idea
tax,Thewhich
had particularly
in
I
f
!
of working out a good solution.
The exchangemen
attended this ses- the breasts of the exhibitors, was anThe report to the convention was that
sion, and their welcome was so obviousnounced by Myron Lewis, district man-

Kansas Is Right on the Job As Shown by Its First Semi-Annual Banquet at the Hotel Lassen, Wichita, August 4.
Not only were "the ladies'.' present, but also the children, future exhibitors and fair-sex managers of exhibitors.
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ager ofdeclared
FamousthatPlayers-Lasky.
Mr.
Lewis
any exhibitor who
kept
hiscontract
had
nothing
to
fear
from
any action
of the Board.
also
said that
an exhibitor
who hadHe kept
his word in the past need not fear that
a film would be withheld because his
check did
to be toin ship
the the
exchange not
when thehappen
time came
film. Mr. Lewis was especially frank
and cordial in his statements of the purposes andintroduced
workings ofby theMr. Board.
had been
Storey Heas
a member of the Kansas City body.
Dave Rodgers, of the United Picture
Theatre, made one of his pointed talks,
bringing out the various factors that
had caused unpleasant feelings between
exhibitors and exchanges. Through his
hittingject, directly
at the vitalsobject
of theof subthe most important
the
convention was accomplished — the est
a
b
l
i
s
h
m
e
n
t
o
f
a
means
by
which
differences could be adjusted hereafter. In
response cerningtothe one
of hisisolation
remarks,of conapparent
the
Board
of
Trade,
and
its'
independent
adoption of rules and enforcement,
Mr.
Storey asked for the floor.
Joint Board Suggested.
The president
of the
Trade
declared that
the Film
BoardBoard
had noof
intention nor desire to stand apart from
the entire industry, but to solve the
problems in the best way possible. He
suggested, therefore, that the exhibitors
appoint
a committee
meet towithtakea
like committee
from theto Board
up matterchangesofand exhibitors.
differences between exThis suggestion was seized on at once
as a happy solution, and was utilized
almost immediately. Following Mr.
Rodgers, Henry Dan, counsel for the exassociation,a forceful
was given
the
floor; he hibitors'
delivered
address
on the text of a bill he displayed, which,
he said, was largely made up of fines
imposed casiononat the
the same
exhibitor.
octime Heto took
mention
other matters in which exhibitors believed they had been imposed on by
the exchanges.
The inclination of the exchangemen
to meet thg exhibitors more than half
way, wasgestionshown
the immediate
sugthat thesein matters
be referred
to the joint arbitration committee. This
was done;
were appointed on the
the committees
spot, and before
the
convention closed, a compromise had
been
effected
on
the
various
items,
and
the subject closed.
These committees will hereafter consider grievances, before any step is
taken by the Board of Trade or anyother
members involved in dispute
with anthanexhibitor.
Will Appoint District Chairmen.
The Association is putting the organization work into effective operation
in every part of the state. This was
shown in the steps taken to combat
the war revenue measure, and to secure its repeal. District leaders are to
be named for every congressional district in the state. These men will seek
the support of all chambers of commerce
and other business bodies in their districts, for the repeal of the war revenue
measure. They will see that petitions
are
circulated
in every community in
all theatres at least.
Active on Censorship.
The association adopted the Cleveland
plan of paying dues by means of ad-
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vertising slides. Thus Kansas joins
Maryland
and committees
New York. appointed at
One of the
Hutchinson was a committee on censorship. This group has been busy. It
has had several conferences with Governor Allen on the subject of censoroutliningexhibitors.
to the governor
positionship,of the
StanleytheChambers,
chairman
of
this
committee,
said
that while no definite announcement
could be made at this time, something
of importance as well as interesting
along
might beof expected
soon.
The this
sociallinefeature
the convention
was a banquet at the Hotel Lassen,
given to the visitors by the Wichita
Theatre
Association.
were moreManagers'
than 100 guests,
includingThere
exhibitors, exchange representatives, and
women guests. It was one of the largest
and best appointed banquets that have
been held at this splendid new hotel.
Howard E. Jameyson of the Princess
Theatre, formerly traveling for Pathe,
later in training for air service when
the war was called off, acted as toastmaster. He acted with such tactfulness,
really good
master,thathe like
was the
apparently
the foiltoastfor
the glitter of the program speakers.
Talk on Advertising Given.
A. H. Cole, of the advertising department of the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, gave a practical as well as
interesting talk on advertising, suggesting greater use of newspaper space
and more attention to the literature issued by producing companies.
Mr. Cole deplored the common habit
of neglecting the advertising of first
class pictures,
the available
terial of lower while
class films
is used. maHe
urged that the exhibitor study out his
advertising campaigns, and secure full
value from every picture, logically devoting more attention to the more expensive ones and to those which on his
regular
program are the basis of his
house's success.
Taylor Holmes told stories of the studios, and reverting to his character in
his
"previouswithincarnation"
amused
the
banqueters
sketches. The
Wichita
Theatre orchestra, under the direction
of Milo Finley, gave short concerts and
accompanied
her
singing. Mrs. Olive Vail Flath in
Dave Rogers closed this notable festive event with a characteristic speech
in which he highly complimented the
Kansas organization and declared that
apparently the industry in this territory
is working
togetherof all.
harmoniously for
the
best interests
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Massachusetts Exhibitors
Asked to Send Petition

of Ernest
on usetts
directi
the the
R nn,
exMassach
Horstma
UNDE
hibitor in charge of the tax rethe
state,
that
in
pealhibcampaign
itors are waging a hard fight for exthe
motion
of
repeal
ann picture
the
has puttaxes.
Here is howtheHorstm
proposi: tion up to the exhibitors in his
state
Dear Brother Exhibitor:
If you are following the trade papers
closelytureyouExhibitors
will seeof that
theMotion
America
have Picappointed a committee on legislation and
tax tosion,work
for
the
repeal
of
the
admisthe
5
per
cent,
film-rental
tax
and
the increased seat tax.
I have been appointed state director to
handle thischuset smatter
. Iwant youfor tothesitState
downof atMassaonce
and write, or have your stenographer
write, or still
better
telegraph
to
the
gressman from your district asking conhim
to1001vote(No.for5) the
of Sections
of therepeal
Revenue
Bill of 80-9061918.
delay industries
on this matter.
It is for
urgent
as Don't
the other
are asking
the
repeal lutely
of various
taxes.
Haste
is
necessary. I am not asking youabso-to
spend a lot of money, but just a few minutes of yourmanager
valuable time. Won'tof you
have every
the
fortunate
ones to own(if ayouchainare ofonehouses)
of each of your houses to do the same?
concerted
every state
theBy Union
from action
every inexhibitor
on thein
various
congressmen
from
their
respective states, these taxes can and will be
repealed.
I will be pleased if you will drop me a
postal stating what you have done, and
when you receive
reply from
man you willfora forward
me ayourcopycon-of
this to my gres office
filing purposes.
Respectfully
yours,
ERNEST H. HORSTMANN.
106 Broadway, Boston, Mass.

S. S. Cohen Rents Theatre
District Site at $450,000
president of the
COHEN,Exhibit
Y S.Picture
SYDNE
ofMotion
the State
of New York,ors'has League
leased
the remainder of his property at 1612
Broadway, northeast corner of 49th
ng the Rivoli
, toa
street,firmadjoini
Theatrefor
the
of Berdon
& Walker
term of fifteen years at an aggregate
rental of $450,000.
Part, of the corner store has been
leased to the United Cigar Stores Company of America at a rental of more
than $100,000.
This
property
Mr.
Cohen about
eightwasyearssecured
ago onby lease
Friedman on Business Trip.
for a period of 105 years at a yearly
Joe Friedman, office manager of the rental of $6,000. The business growth
Detroit Universal exchange, is now of Broadway, particularly the number
of theatres that have been erected in
making toa- superintend
trip through thethenew
Southern
states
sales this immediate location, has enhanced
plans recently inaugurated in all the mendously.
the rental value of this property treUniversal exchanges. His first stop in
the installation of this new operating
system was at Charlotte, N. C.
"The Bandbox" Nears Completion.
Deitrich-Beck, Inc., is in the final
Larry Semom Comedy at the Strand. stage
of production of its first Doris
All the big Broadway picture houses
production, "The Bandbox," a
are taking the Larry Semom Comedies. Kenyon
screening
of Louiswhich
Joseph
mystery melodrama
in itsVance's
book form
Recently
the
Rialto
presented
"Well,
I'll
was
the
biggest selling success of this
Be
" to delighted
audiences,
and then
the— Broadway
pleased
its patrons
with popular author.
The
film
is
staccato
with more action compressed
"His
Sweet suit
Home."
the melodrama
Strand Home
has followed
and hasNowbooked
in it than one usually encounters in. a
comedy.
"Between the Acts," Semon's latest complete book. It has been directed
by R. William Neill.
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Exhibitors
Results

in

League
Action

Rochester
of Much

1097
Meeting
Importance

To Picture
Showmen
of New
York State
ve Committe of the MoBy Samuel I. Berman
TrIE Executi
and
democratic
representation PictureofExhibito
Executive Secretary
tion,atreported
on exhibitors'
their
mission.
Their
held ofa
YorkLeague
New rs'
the State
actions
St.
Louis
were
fully
sustained
er
meeting at Rochest on Aug. 5 and 6 up and most carefully considered. The and approved. The committee also
went
rized by great free- officers of the League were empowered
which was characte
dom of discussion and unanimity of de- to introduce and promote legislation on record
ments madeas infully
the endorsing
trade pressthein statereply
ns
im- substantially modifying the present law to Alfred S. Black, who was elected prescision. Many questio
rs of great
ident of the St. Louis meeting.
to exhibito
against the admission of minors into the
beforeof motion
cameState
elsewherein the
New Yorkportanceand
picture theatres.
Detailed
reports
read
the meeting, but one overshadowed all
in
reference
to theirof members
activities were
on behalf
The
officers
of
the
League
were
given
ng
the
protecti
of
problem
the
—
rest
the
of
the
exhibitors
in
the
campaign
for
full
power
to
have
introduced
such
other
exhibitor from unfair competition legislation as was deemed necessary to repealing the film tax. These activities
planed by certain producing interests protect the interests of the exhibitors of have extended over the past two months
which are about to invade the exhibit- the state of New York and also other and have been attended by a good measing field.
not only to the
ure of success in spite of interference.
There were two sessions, each lasting legislationbutbeneficial
The question
the League
to the great mass of mo- received
about ten hours. The keynote sounded exhibitor
seriousof financing
consideration.
The
tion
picture
patrons
will
be
submitted
by every speaker was the seriousness and their adoption urged.
annual
dues
by
unanimous
vote were
of the present situation. It was pointed
fixed
at
$50
per
house.
Indorses St. Louis Action.
out on uresallof defense
sides thatwere
unlesstaken
strongspeedily,
measFinancing the League.
Berman and Hayman, who
the producing interests in question hadMessrs.
the meeting at St. Louis
This amount may be paid in cash or
would soon dominate the exhibiting end and attended
there
defined
and
submitted
plans
an such
agreement
to display
the
of the motion picture field to the great for the basis of a genuinely national by
screen
advertising
matter on
as may
injury of thousands of exhibitors who
be authorized by the League. Several
have developed their investment into
thousand dollars were subschibed for
a paying proposition with their own
current expenses.
money and through their own efforts.
In pursuance of a resolution adopted
The
Exhibitor's
Creed
The meeting was called to order and
by
the meeting, a telegram was sent
presided over by Jules Michaels, of
tive
of co-opera
matter
to
Governor Smith offering him the asTrIE
deal
good
a
occupied
booking
Buffalo, chairman
of
the
executive
comtions
sistance of the Motion Picture Exhibthe
of
delibera
the
of
mittee. The entire executive committee
Executive Committee. On motio.i
itors' League of the state of New York
was present. One of the first matters
the
Buffalo,
of
Crabb,
Earl
of
in
his
fight
against the high cost of livtaken gledupintowas
the advertisements
ing ficial
causedinflation
by profiteering
and ofthe living
artimeeting adopted as its own proper
features
and comedies smugby so
of the prices
many of the producers.
Creed,"to
necessities. The matter of insurance
be sent
is toor's
which"Exhibit
copy oft an
asentimen
was taken up and was referred to a
Camouflaged Advertising.
exeveryYork,
and ofto New
pressState
the tradehibitor in the
committee consisting of the officers of
Numerous instances of the unwarthe League and- Walter Hayes.
theevery
to
possibly
later
and
ranted advertising of certain brands of
The "Exhibitors'
University,"
to be
.as "The
owner onCreed"
the country
atre r's
soaps, groceries, patent medicines,
endowed
by. George
Eastman,
folreads
Exhibito
some attention
at the
hands received
of the
cleaning devices, beers and creams were
:
s
w
o
l
cited. It was plain that the speakers
meeting.
to sendto
"Inasmuch as my livelihood is
a letter toTheMr.League
Eastmanproposes
suggesting
felt pretty warm on this subject, and
wholly or partially 1 dependent
every
point
they
made
was
applauded
him
that the proposed.
upon the exhibition of motion picto the echo.
conducted
institution"Academy"
forin pictures
improv-be
tures, Ifeel it is my duty to supformalthatresolution
was adopted
ing methodsas ofan presentation
port a movement for fair play and
theA effect
the committee
condemnsto
and
not
as
a
commercial
proposition
to
closer co-operation among all my
enter into competition with the regular
the use of the screen by manufacturers
fellowmen throughout the entire
motion
picture
theatres
of
the
City
of
for paid advertising, and that hereafter
Industry.
Rochester.
all members of the League will refuse
"The Motion Picture Exhibitto show film containing paid advertising
Sam Bullock a Welcome Guest.
League of itsthesupport
State ofto New
matter unless negotiated for through
York ors'pledges
film
An honored and welcome guest at
the organization. A copy of this resoproducers
whose
efforts
are
enlution isto be sent to all the prominent
the meeting was Samuel Bullock, the
tirelyfilms
devoted toto the
production
advertisers.
veteran exhibitor and organization man
of better
be sold
at live
from Cleveland, O. He was invited to
How to meet the threatened aggresand
let-live
prices
and
further
sion
of
producing
interests
and
to
proaddress the meeting. He complied readgoes on record as being wholly
tect the exhibitor in the possession and
ily, saying that the St. Louis meeting
opposed
to
encouraging
film
procontrol of his theatre was discussed
was one
of the
saddest
most inlone-all
ducers that are acquiring theatres
some affairs
he had
ever and
attended
thoroughly and earnestly. The matter
in
competition
with
theatres
alhis experience. There were more 100
was finally left in the hands of a comready
established.
per cent, exhibitors at this executive
mitte consisting of Walter Haves. Har"Fair consideration
play is our motto,
and the
meeting than he had seen at the affair
old Franklin, Ira T. Mosher. David
same
is expected
at
St. Louis. He heartily approved the
Picker, W. H. Linton and Sydney S.
from producers whose products
stand of New York at St. Louis.
Cohen. The committee in the preparaweThewill following
use in the committee
future." was
Much applause followed the reading
tion and maturing of its plans will have
of the communication from the Miami
the guidance and legal advice of John
appointed by the Chair to formuValley exhibitors representing theatre
J. Mclnerney, of Rochester, attorney
lateing:plansLeo for
co-operative
bookowners in the states of Indiana. West
for the League.
Brecher, H. Rachmiel,
Virgina,mentKentucky
and intention
Ohio. This ofstateLegislation Is Discussed.
B. Grob, Sydney S. Cohen, Charles
announces the
the
L.
O'Reilly,
Walter
Hayes,
John
Miami Valley men of joining with New
The question of certain remedial and
H.
Springer,
Lawrence
Bologino,
York
in
an
effort
for
a
real
one
hundred
protective legislation to be sought by
William Dillon and Ira T. Mosher.
the League at Albany during the coming
in
per scope.
cent exhibitors' association national
session of the Legislature was taken
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strides made by the company during the
FAMOUS PLAYERS FINANCES ARE GOOD current year, and particularly during the
last
"As always,"
"we quarter.
can best gauge
the futurehe byadded,
the
Semi-Annual Report by Price Waterhouse Shows
past,
and
the
record
the encourages
company's
achievement so far thisofyear
us to anticipate even greater things durProfit
for of'First
Halfhas ofincreased
This proportionately.
Year
Pictures
THE $2,439,337
splendid financial
condition
six months,
and dur-,
Famous Players-Lasky Corpora- In 1918, $582,544 was spent in national, ing ingthethe remaining
years to come.
Our confidence
tion is clearly shown by that com- magazine, newspaper and other adver- in the selective
booking
plan
is best
same of purpose,
dur- shown by our record of investment
in
ing thetising,
firstand forsix the
months
1919, $393,000
prepared&pany's
andhalf-yearly
auditedfinancial
by Pricestatement,
Waterfinished product, and in motion picture
house
Co.
rights
to
great
plays
and
novels.
The
was
spent.
•
first item is in excess of $2,000,000, and
The statement
coversandtheinvestments
company's during
Among the
receipts,
expenditures
past company's
six months,investments
is $500,000 the
second in excess of $300,000. Never
in Libertythe Bonds.
for
the
half-year
ending
June
30,
1919.
before in the history of our business
A comparison with previous statements
Executives Are Pleased.
has the first of July shown any such:
shows a steady and significant growth
In commenting upon the statement, large sums in those branches of the asof Inthethecompany's
sets Column. Usually on the first of
Friend, treasurer of the com- July the
six monthsbusiness.
covered by the re- Arthur pany,S. stated
producing units are only fairly
that the executives were
port, the net profits were also double
the net profits of the entire year 1918. naturally gratified because of the great making way for the fall releases."
During that year they were $1,281,174.
For the six months of 1919 they were
$2,439,337. That this growth is in a Louis Schlichter Resigns Presidency of
steady upward curve is noted by comMaryland League; E. B McCurdy Succeeds
paring with the quarterly report, issued
On a motion by Frank H. Durkee,
March 30, 1919. Profits for the first
HE resignation of Louis Schlichter,
quarter were $956,805, and for the sec- T manager of the Bridge Theatre, manager of the Palace Theatre, at a
ond quarter, $1,482,532.
special meeting of exhibitors which was
Baltimore, as president of the Ex- called
after the meeting of the board
Stock Issues Made.
hibitors' League of Maryland, was ten- of directors,
the president was asked
by him at a which
directors'
meeting
From January 1, 1919, to July 1, the of the dered
to
appoint
a committee
to attend and
the
organization,
was
held
on
tangible assets of the corporation were Tuesday morning, August 5, at their tri-state convention
of exhibitors
increased by $2,500,000.00. Since then, headquarters, 419 East Baltimore street. film men held at Ocean
View,
Va.,
on
25,000 shares of the capital stock of the Mr. Schlichter was elected president of August 13, 14 and 15. Frank A. Hornig,.
corporation were sold to the stock- the Maryland organization in January, manager of the Horn and Royal Theaholders, at$100 a share.
tres, seconded the motion, and it was
it with should
the underIn addition to having reinvested two 1919, andstandihe
ng that thetookassociation
rent agreed that those exhibitors attending
and a half million dollars in the business a furnished
from
Baltimore and Maryland, should
office
to
be
used
as
headout of earnings, the company paid off
the committee and Mr.
quarters inthe downtown
section.
After constitute
$600,000
in
notes,
and
on
June
30,
had
in
Durkee
was appointed chairman of the
he
was
installed
this
was
accomplished.
cash on hand and in the banks a total Other matters have been successfully committee.
An effort will be made by
of $1,082,618.
since he has been in office, the Maryland delegation to have the
Among the tangible assets held by undertaken
tri-state
convention
held in Baltimore
including
the annual moving picture ball next year.
the corporation are stories and rights, held
this year.
still
unused,
at
a
cost
value
of
$301,847.
Applications
for
membership
to the
The action on the part of Mr. Maryland league have been made
It is time evident that there will be no Schlichter
came as a surprise, but it C. C. Wasky, manager of the Idle Hourby
lack oftion.stories
for
next
year's
producNegatives$2,108,332.
completed but not yet is understood that he really wished to Theatre, and Myer Fox, owner of the
released total
give up the office and his resignation Rialto Theatre.
was
accepted.
B. McCurdy,
who
High Renting Profits.
has been
in theEugene
film business
for some
Goldsmith Joins Fox.
Film renting for the half-year total years and is the manager of the Eureka
$11,994,189. For the entire year 1918 and Lafayette Theatres, was appointed
R. E. Goldsmith (Honest Gene), rethey totalled $17,259,904. From all indi- to succeed Mr. Schlichter as president
cently with Pathe, is now with Fox, in
cations, atotal of probably $30,000,000 of the league for the remainder of the the contract and sales department. Mr.
in film
rentals
be reached by the term of office, which will expire Janu- Goldsmith speaks several languages and
end
of the
presentwillyear.
shouldforces.
prove a valuable adjunct to the
Mr. McCurdy was formerly Fox
Advertising of Paramount-Artcraf t first aryvice1920.president
of the league.

Big Strike
frommosquito
"A Lady'shasTailor"!
The tailors
Tailorsnow.Have ButStuuck
Becauseblamethe 'em,
Girls'asBathing
Suits Are Clumsy eomedv
and Laborious.
The s< Scenes
cial unrest
bitten the
you can't
this Paramount-Sennett
shows
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Bitterness

Actors'
noted
has been
that member
unrestover,
TO thetheof
s of the
world
tion,
Associa
Equity
Actors'
their contest with the Producing Man-in
te
agers' Association, of the legitima
ative ueala co-oper
with lle
stage (couple
and burlesq
liance with dvaudevi
magnates), have added a strike that
dented
to develop
bids fair terness
ants;bit-a
between theunprece
contest
spread of the difficulties to all parts of
the country and a struggle that promises to have an effect upon stage thenot months')
weeks (if
atricals for many
with a
began
The strike
to come.
ut"Thursday
York_7.theaNew
at twelve
"walk-otres,
evening. August
Some of the affected attractions have
managedancestogivenpull
performby through
original with
players
plus
substitutes, but in a great majority of
instances, the plays were abandoned
and the theatres where they were running at the time of the strike have
since remained dark. Tuesday evening,
August 12, the strike lost its "local
color"
when "walk-outs"
took placethe-at
two Chicago
theatres.
atrical managers
warded Inoff Boston
a promised
strike by availing themselves of inporaryjunctions
purpose.that served, at least, a temManagers Begin Damage Suits.
On August 12, the Producing Managers'York
Association
tookto full
pagestheirin
roost New
papers
declare
determination to oppose the Equity
issue and to stand by those players who
stood by the P. M. A. in the contest.
Nathan Burkan, a theatrical lawyer of
representative standing, who had been
listed as a life member of the Equity,
association
inwrote
whichthe heactors'
demanded
that hisa letter
name
be expurgated from the membership
rolls, and in that letter (which formed
the greater part of the P. M. A. page
advertisements) warned the players that
the strike and its consequences opened
their association and their individual
members to liabilities under the law to
action in court and the possibility of
collected damages.
Simultaneously the Producing Managers' Association began civil action
iu court against
the Actors'
Association, collectively,
and itsEquity
members
individually for damages. Mr. Burkan,
in his letter to the Equity, cited the
case of the Danbury Hatters, which
established a legal precedent through
the United States Supreme Court for
action that the M. P. A. doubtless intend to prosecute in their damage suits.
Every unit of ittheis Managers'
Producing
Association,
asserted, will
enter
separate suits against the Equity and
its individual members — the estimated
aggregate of these claims running into
many millions.
Ex-Attorney General Retained by Actors.
GeorgetorneyL. General
Wickersham,
formerlyStates
Atof the United
(in Theodore Roosevelt's cabinet), has
been retainedto by
the such
Actors'
Equityas
Association
defend
actions

PICTURE WORLD
Marks

1099
Progress

Equity
International Allithe M. P. A. bring intoAssociation
court. It is to the forefront theStrike
reported that the legal firm that won
ance of Theatrical Stage Employes, emthe Danbury Hatters case will act for
b
o
d
y
i
n
g
a
l
classes
of
stagesuch
mechanics
and other union elements,
as the
asthea Managers'
whole, whileProtective
individual Association
firms may musicians, scenic artists and operators
be expected to retain shining lights in of
moving
picture
machines.
As
all
the legal profession to prosecute their M. P. A. theatres are unionized and
actions.
working under signed agreements: and
as President Shea, of I. A. T. S. E., is
The alliance
the Actors'
As- openly
sociation with oforganized
labor,Equity
through
espousing the cause of the
affiliating with the American Federation Equity, it would take a prophet of
superhuman
definitely
to predict
of Labor via the franchise Harry Mount- what
the finalskill
outcome
will be.
ford and James William Fitzpatrick hold
for the White Rats and Associated
Actresses of America, merged now un- Fox Invites Prince of
der the general heading of Associated
Wales to Visit Studio
Actors and Artists of America, brinss
WHEN
New the
YorkPrince
he ofmayWales
visitvisits
the
Academy
Music.
The senti-is
Screen Players and the
ment
attached toof such
a reception
that when Edward VII, then Prince of
Actors' Equity Strike
Wales, visited New York in the sixties
as
he was
welcomed
DOUGLAS portFAIRBANKS
is
reed to be hurrying East
the "Lord
UnitedRenfrew"
States by
reception
at theto'
old Academy of Music.
to terests
protect
his
property
inendangered by the suits
With this thought in mind. William
that have been entered by the
Fox, who controls the Academy among
his
places of amusement, has sent a telmanagersciationagainst
the
Equity
Assoand its individual members.
egram inviting the prince also to visit
the Academy. Mr. Fox, in the telegram,
Doris Kenyon was due to bewelcomed
the Prince to the new world
come a stage
the management of AlstarH.under
Woods.
The
and extended
him theworkers.
congratulations of motionto picture
He
company
of
which
she
was
a
member quit rehearsals when the strike
then suggested that the prince, being
was declared and Miss Kenyon will
noted
for
his
democracy,
inspect
the
mocontinue to act only for the camera
tion picture building now being conuntil the day of adjustment.
structed byand
the Tenth
Fox interests
sixth street
avenue. at FiftyA telegram has been received by
the Equity Association from the
The message was sent on August 12.
the day the Prince of Wales landed at
moving picture colony at Hollysigned by Edward
Milton Sills,
WilSt. John's,dres ed to Admiral
Newfoundland,
liamwood,Courtleigh,
Connolly,
Halsey and
of H.wasM. ad-S.
Renown.
H. B. Warner, Bert Lytell and
George Fawcett announcing that
It is Mr. Fox's ambition to make the
each of those players was sending
famoustion picture
old building
the center
moS100 individually, and that they
amusements
in New ofYork,
and he believes he has a logical reason
would send $10,000 later on to support the Equity in its efforts.
for this desire. First of all, he is preThere has been no further acsenting the finest picture productions to
tion on the part of the National
be seen at any of the best Broadway
Association of the Motion Picture
houses. Secondly, he is of the opinion
Industry than that reported in last
that Fourteenth street and Irving Place
is one of the most desirable locations
week's issue
Picture
World.
There ofhasMoving
been reported
for a motion picture house. Such a lodissenter to the N. A. M. P. I.
cation not only taps the fashionable
decision to stand by the producing
Washington
tions, but alsoSquare
takes inandtheGramercy
east side secand
managers,vinced thatthetheobjectors
being
conthe Greenwich Village quarter.
stage interests are
Manager
Wuerz
of
the
Academy
has
not terinin which
the present
instance
a
mata representative body
recently installed a symphony orchestra
and
a
jazz
band.
of picture
producers
and
distributors should interfere.
"Impossible Catherine" Completed.
The Helen
Keller film,
"Deliv-at
eraAugust
nce," is scheduled
to open
Virginia Pearson has just completed
the
Lyric,
19.
Pictures
have
"Impossible
Catherine"
her second
probeen shown at that theatre before,
duction through
Pathe, while
her initial
but "The traFive
Million,"
last atoffering,
"The
Bishop's
Emeralds"
ction, was among
the its
companies
still winning praise from exhibitors inis
that was forced to suspend by the
every section of the country.
strike. The advertisements in New
Pathe believes the second picture of
York papers made no reference to
the Pearson series will prove even more
the Equity disturbances, but are
popular
than the first.
"Impossible
straight announcements of the
Catherine"
of the
attraction along regular lines of
drama
type, isanda feature
was directed
bycomedy
John
promotion.
O'Brien.
Lawrence
McCloskey
wrote
the titles.
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POWERS ENTERPRISE CAUSES INTEREST
Rapid Increase in Price of Stock Combined
with Expansion Plans Interest Rochesterians
to have about them all the truth of cold
ROCHESTER
folks to
are things
giving aingood
fact are a cause for worry for some of
deal ofin thought
wind
connection
with P. theA. the thinkers who did not buy Powers
stock when it was for sale. A more or
Powers'are film
It happens
there
a lotfactory.
of persons
in that that
city less accepted theory among Rochester
who cuss hard when they look back to residents was that the Eastman company had the entire film market sewed
the days
was putting overwhen
a filmGeorge
factory.Eastman
The reason
for up tight. However, it seems that Mr.
the thoughtfulness on the part of Powers is not worrying about where he
Rochester residents is that they could will find a market for his product. As
have bought Eastman stock at the time,
and cheaply, too, but they did not. . Now
they are wondering if they will rue the
Read an East Side Tale
day when they passed up offerings of
of Mazie and Her Theatre
Powers'
paper.
There seems to be a good deal of concern comein theof thecity Powers
as to theFilm
eventual
outfind ofonhowpageone 1103
younga
colorful
willstory
YOU
Products
and small woman converted a !
Company. As far as local residents can 1 Chatham
Square
theatre
into
figure out, the thing looks good and has 1 money-making proposition. Maziea
every indication
of being
solid for
proposition. The future
looks a rosy
the | competently displaced two managers, |
concern — but about here the fact looms 1 two doormen and a bouncer. She |
unruly.the intoxicated.
She ejects or And
re- ||
up that the Eastman company has a 1 tamed
fuses totheadmit
good lead in the field and they wonder 1| she
is
only
twenty-five
years
old
— §
how this
eventuallythe will
effectconcern
what- | at least, that is the guess of William
|
ever competition
Powers
11 J.scribes
Reilly,onewhoof the
in his
best
style
de|\
presents.
phases
of
picture
Stock Had Rapid Rise.
i
exhibiting
on
New
York's
East
Side
A few months ago stock in the Powers
he observed it on a recent visit §|
company was offered by local brokers |1 toas that
It is section.
a story that especially will |
at par,tion$10
a share.
atten- |1 interest
was given
to itLittle
untilortheno selling
Mrs. Exhibitor, who, if you |
price began to advance steadily. At $15 | take the pains to ask her about |
and $17
a
share
it
attracted
some
atten1
showmanship
will assure |
tion, and when it went to $20 there were 1 you that the menproblems,
do not know it all. 1
"words"
for
not
buying
before
and
a
rush to get in on the block offered. When
$25 was announced as the selling price soon as he can turn out his expected
those who had thought about buying million and a half feet a week it will
decided not to wait any longer, but to
be taken up by two foreign companies,
their surprise they found that they had one
Switzerland, and the
waited too long. The stock was with- other intheZurich,
Garibaldis of Italy, who are
drawn from nouthe
market,
with
the
anncement that no more was for sale. anxious to take the entire output of the
plant for the foreign trade.
Makes 750,000 Feet Weekly.
May Build Long Island Plant.
The Powers company has been turnWhen the Rochester plant is working
ing out 750,000 feet of film weekly in the smoothly
its peak load, turning
plant recently
from thePlans
de- out all the under
funct Fireproofpurchased
Film Company.
footage that seems practicable
to
expect
of
the plant, it is underare now
being
worked
out
for
the
erection of new buildings which will double
stood that Mr. Powers will build another plant on Long Island. This will
the space occupied by the plant and
probably section,
be located
in the
Corona
greatly cincrease
the installed
output. and
New when
ma- Astoria
and the
present
idea oris
hinery isnow being
turn out three times as much film
this is working in proper shape it is to
there as will be made in Rochester. The
said the weekly footage will double.
These things and others which seem summer of 1920 is given as the time

August 23, 1919
when the Long Island plant will be a
reality, and the idea back of it is to
have
the production
site nearshipping.
the scene
of consumption
and foreign
Future Seems Favorable.
With all these things in the air
Rochesterians are taking their failure
to buy Powers stock quite seriously, especially when it is learned that the company has been paying a 5 per cent, dividend
quarterly
ever issince
it was organized. This
dividend
a reminder
of the
huge dividends paid by the Eastman
company,
and
the
expectation
is
that
will increase with the expansion of theit
company. There are few people who
wish to speak authoritatively about the
Powers boom,
and Powers
themselves
have nothing
to say, officials
but the
feeling in Rochester among those who
have been watching things is that all
signs point favorably for the future of
the Powers company. Unless all of
these signs fail the company has a
bright future. At least that seems to be
the popular belief.
Niles Says Educational
Films Are Missionaries
the
that on
mentCorporati
announce
Lasky
SINCE
FamousthePlayersd a non-theatrical dishad establishe
tribution department for the production
and distribution of pictures to churches,
rical
non-theatgeneral
clubs
schools,
K. Niles,
Davidother
organizations, and
manager of the department, has received
scores of letters from clergymen, educators and officers of women's clubs
commendi
est terms.ng the enterprise in the warmShows Development.
David
K.
in commenting on the
letters, said Niles,
:
"The cators
response
from
clergymen,
eduand others interested
in civic
affairs,mentwhich
has
greeted
the
announceof the non-theatrical distribution
department's
inauguration,
clearly the tremendous
field for shows
development
which the motion picture has not yet
touched. And it also shows the great
demand which exists for the exhibition
of motion pictures by non-theatrical
organizations.
"Onement ofofthisthefieldresults
developwill beof antheimmediate
and vast enlargement of the public that
already attends picture houses. Many
pious people
are ofprejudiced
againstbutany-if
thing savoring
the theatrical,
they ingcanand see
a
good,
clean,
instructive pictureentertainin their
church, they are sure to be counted
among tres.
theThuspatrons
of
the
regular
theanon-theatrical distribution
acts as a great missionary force to
bring
into the could
theatrenever
people
whom
the exhibitors
themselves
New Fox Director Scores.
Director Howard Mitchell has scored
reach." the filming of "The Splendid
heavily
Sin," hisinFox;
first product
a directorpoint
for
William
for all asindications
tothisa picture.
triumph for Madlaine Traverse in
Though rectoriallately
diforces, Mr.recruited
Mitchell toby Fox
his past
work has proved his ability to handle a
st^r ofexpressed
Miss Traverse's
has
himself talents;
as moreandthanhe
happy over the results of his latest work.
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of Big

to'
One
Gets
United
ls ofarethe
officia
THECorpor
ation
ably Artists
elated
r justifi
in which picture
over the manne
showmen have responded to the adof the , "Big
bookin
Four" s inFairba
nksg
the Dougla
its first vancesrelease
y,
an."
e,
Americ
the
Majest
"His
featur
An array of facts made public by Hiram
Abrams in the following citations of
te that
plainly indicaement
contracts would ntial
of
indors
there is a substa
"
policy. d
the "Big Four's
le insales
space
limite
this
possib
It isonly
"give
a few of the high lights ofto
s record
ation'
d
Artist
Unite
e. With
the
releas
booking of itss'firstCorpor
date of the picture set for September
1, the bookings mentioned below are
as of August 1, one month before the
e will be published.
pictur
It is declared
that never before has a
picture
the lengths
run thatbeenhavebooked
been foraccorded
to thisof
Fairbanks'
production.
It
was
learned,
likewise, from the office of United
Artists'of Corporation,
so availmany
prints
the film theatres
would that
bewould
made
able that smaller
be able
to follow the big theatre run closely
enough in order to get full advantage
of
the initial exploitation and advertising.
Opens Broadway's New Capitol.
As was announced some weeks ago,
"His
Majesty,
the management
American" hadof been
selected
by the
the
Capitol
Theatre,
Newopening
York'sattraction.
big new
showhouse,
as
its
The Loew and Fox Circuits are also
booked, and a host of individual houses
throughout
the metropolis have the picture contracted.
In Chicago the Woodlawn, Riviera
and Central Park theatres will play a
simultaneous first run of one week, to
be followed by a second run of two
weeks at the Castle Theatre. In addition, circuit and independent theatres
throughout Chicago have booked the
picture for runs of various lengths.
Philadelphia will open with a two
weeks' run at the Stanley Theatre, to
be followed
by a week's Locust,
run at Lothe
Palace,
gan and Strand,
Colonial Franklin,
theatres, with shorter
runs in a big number of other houses.
Washington will have a one week run
simultaneously
Palace
theatres. at the Columbia and
Boston will open the picture with a
run of at least three weeks at the Park
Theatre. The Clemmer, Seattle, will
also show the new picture for a three
weeks' run.
Pacific Coast Arrangements.
The California Theatre, San Francisco, will run two weeks : the Portola.
Princess and Wigwam in the same city
will run one week each; the California
in Los Angeles will run the picture
two weeks; American, Oakland, one
week; U. C. Theatre, Berkley, one
week; T. & D. Theatre, Sacramento,
one week; Liberty, Fresno, one week;
T. & D. Theatre, Stockton, one week;
Majestic, Portland, one week; Rex,
Seattle, one week; Little Theatre, Seattle, one week; Rialto, Tacoma, ten
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Four

Productions

Weeks'
Three
days; American,
Butte,
one
Imperial, Great Falls,
week.week;
The Stillman
and one
Alhambra
theatres,
Cleveland, simultaneous run of one
week; Majestic, Detroit, two weeks;
Majestic, Columbus, one week ; Dayton
Theatre,
week;twoCitizens'Alhambra Dayton,
Theatre, one
Toledo,
weeks ;
Park, Youngstown, one week; Colonial,
Akron, one week ; Opera House, Canton,
one week; Liberty, Houston, one week;
Rialto,can, Tulsa,
week; AmeriDenver, oneOkla.,
week;oneEmpress,
Grand
Rapids, one week ; Orpheum, Flint, one
week; Franklin, Saginaw, one week.
One to Three Week Runs.
Doric Theatre, Kansas City, two
weeks; Regent, Battle Creek, one
week; Elite, Kalamazoo, one week;
Gladmer,
Lansing,
land, Kansas
City, one
one week;
week; WonderGarden,
Des Moines, ten days; Rialto, Salt Lake
City, one week; Cabrillo, San Diego, one
week; Goodwin, Newark, N. J., three
weeks; U.
Shea'sS. Hippodrome,
Buffalo, two
one
week;
Theatre, Paterson,
weeks; Strand, Syracuse, one week;
Strand, Jersey City, one week ; Palace,
Long atre,
Beach,
; UtahTopeka,
TheOgden, Cal.,
one one
week week
; Cozy,
one week; American, Terre Haute, one
week.
Two weeks
the Birmingham,
New Theatre, Baltimore;atTrianon,
one
week; Criterion, Atlanta, one week;
Arcade, Jacksonville, one week; Modern, Providence, two weeks; Poli Theatre, Hartford,
Bridgeport,oneoneweek
week;
Poli Theatre,
; Palace,
New
Haven, one week; Palace, Springfield,
Mass., one week; Poli Theatre, Waterbury, one week; Empire, Portland, Me.,

"Hey, Mike! Put on the Bacon!"
Declaimsher Doris
Kenyon in "The Bandbox,"
Deitrich-Beck
for Hodkinson.production

Cities
Run
one week; Poliin
Theatre,
Meriden, one
week.
Merrill Theatre, Milwaukee, two
weeks; Circle, Indianapolis, one week;
Majestic, Louisville, ten days ; Midway,
Rockford,111.,111.,oneoneweek;
week; Lincoln
Castle, Square,
Bloomington,
Decatur, enport,111.,one week;
one week;
Garden,
DavPrincess, Freeport,
111., one week; Walnut Street Theatre,
Cincinnati, two weeks. •
Big and Little Cities Represented.
Hoyburn Theatre, Evanston, 111., one
week;
Smith's
Theatre, Woonsocket,
one week
; Auditorium,
Manchester,
N. H., one week; Imperial, Charlotte,
N. C, one week; Opera House, Bayonne,
N. J., one week ; Garden, Elizabeth, one
week ; Rialto, Passaic, N. J., one week ;
Binghamton Theatre, Binghamton, one
week; Opera House, New Brunswick,
X. J., one week; Jefferson, Auburn,
X. Y., one week; Regent, Elmira, one
week; Opera House, Jamestown, N. Y.,
one week; Lyric, Asbury Park, one
week;
week. Baker Theatre, Dover, N. J., one
Victoria Theatre, Wilmington, Del.,
two weeks ; Colonial, Atlantic City, two
weeks ; Colonial, Camden, N. J., one
week; Colonial, Reading, one week;
Regent, Harrisburg, one week; Savoy,
Wilkes-Barre, one week; William Penn
Theatre, Chaster, Pa., one week; Grand,
Pittsburgh, two weeks; Liberty, Pittsburgh, one week; Columbia, Erie, one
week; Lyric, Butler, Pa., one week;
Opera House, New Castle, Pa., one
week; Liberty, Wheeling, one week;
Broadway, Richmond, one week; Liberty, San Jose, one week.
The foregoing are but a few of the
big number of theatres that are all
signed up and ready, one month before
the release date, of "His Majesty, the
American."
throughout
the country inOther
great theatres
number have
signed
the picture for runs that .break away
from the traditional time lengths that
the theatres have operated under heretofore. All in all, this Fairbanks feature will undoubtedly be released to
history.
the most remarkable first run in picture
Triangle to Issue Holmes Plan Book.
Just in proportion to the merit of a
picture should the advertising helps
for same be, believes Triangle. And
that's
this company
increasing
its aids why
to exhibitors
on the isnext
Taylor
Holmes special, the final title of which
has been decided upon as "Three Black
Eyes."
of theis
publicityTheon outstanding
this Holmes feature
production
a twelve-page plan book, which is being published
by the
publicity
department. This will
contain,
in addition
to advance press stories, synopses, reviews and current publicity, reproductions of ad cuts, posters, and many
other promotion and advertising ideas.
There have been prepared additional
vari-colored posters; lobbv cards, including acomplete set of 11 by 14 and
22 by 28; three and four-column ad
cuts,
supplementing
the usual one and
two-column
cuts; and music cues and
slides.
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trade paper articles have been written,
and noted speakers have explained this
subject on various occasions, it rer
mained for Mr. Campbell to give the
most lucid reason for the cash deposit
that
Boston.had been furnished in and around
The honor fell to Dr. Edward Goldman to give a sales talk, and his appeal
to the salesmen was eloquent. It was
evident that he is a thorough student
in the art of salesmanship.
Before the meeting adjourned, it was
evident from the remarks made by
many prominent film men that these
meetings
the
future.would be held at intervals in

MEET
EXCHANGEMEN
ENGLAND
Salesmen
Between
Play
Fair
for
Made
Appeals
and Exhibitors— Grievance Committee Reports
listened attentively to Mr. Mullin,
nd Film Exchange who
THEManaNew
to improve their entire service
gers'Engla
n, resolved
Association, Bosto
in
future
wherever possible.
New Haven, Portland and Banher
toget
"get
Deposit
System Explained.
large
a
held
Me.,
gor,
at Pemberton
meeting" on August 9 assist
Harry exchange
Campbell, and
manager
of theof Fox
manant
ers,
Manag
n.
Inn, Bosto
Boston
chairman
the
the
agers and salesmen traveling out of
committee, always a fluent
different New England exchanges, as legislative
and
enthusiastic
orator,
gave
a
splendid
were present. Fred-- talk on the cash deposit system. While
well as bookers,
Photo
erick B. Murphy, of the Boston the
asdentng ofto order
presi
and
play Company
meeti
called
the
sociation,
ded a hearty welcome to those Story of Censorship in Washington, D. C.
and exten
attending. .
Is Denied in Letter From Police Superintendent
President Murphy outlined the called
pur"Washington, strange to state," the
was
HE
Washington
contingent
attend- article
meeting
the
which
poses
for
read, "has
authorized
ing the convention
of exhibitors
and said that he believed it was the T
of
censorship
for theno silent
drama. board
This
held.
ever
kind
its
of
and
exchange
managers
at
Virgathering
firstconvinced
ginia Beach, Va., were able to carry isthatabout
He
his
hearers
that
the
exthe
only
branch
of
it has escaped thus far the
under'uplift'
the
istence of this association was for the with them the glad tidings that there present
administration. This is probsightappearance
for the Dis-in
express purpose of bettering conditions is no trictcensorship
ably due to the fact that power to
of Columbia.in The
in the New
England
states,
and
for
proplays is a police functecting exchanges and exhibitors from a local paper, editorially antagonistic censor tion,theand film
therefore directly in the
unfair dealers.
to the present police head, of an article capable hands
of the major and
Discusses Salesmanship.
headed, "Nothelonger
menace
moralswill ofa sinuous
movie 'vamp'
fans ;
superintendent."
Police Official Makes Statement.
Secretary William H. Jenner, man- Major Pullman
is
a
censor
now
—
Superintendent of police broadens scope of
ager of United Artists, addressed the
Major Raymond
super-of
gathering on the importance of the his manifold duties to keep bathing
tendent of police W.for Pullman,
the District
salesman, and how necessary he was to beauties and others from having their CoLmnbia, inhas
furnished
the
following
the successful carrying on of the ex- unrestrained fling in the films — Field signed statement to the Washington
change's business. He made a deep im- offers
possibilities
reformer," ofrt*e of the Moving Picture World,
a great
deal of for
consternation
pression whentohe deal
appealed
to the sales- createdgreat
setting at rest any fears of the expresent
absolutely
the motion picture men here.
hibitors of censorship to come:
at all men
times
with exhibitors
and withfairly
the among
men condemn this- story The article
printed in the Washington
exchanges they represent, urging them, andThethefilm
attitude
of
the
paper
as
outliccst
that
Police Department has taken
under no circumstances, to misreprelined in it, for it is a distinct slap in oyjer the the
censorship
films and photoface for the exhibitors. The story dFamas is absolutely ofuntrue.
or their competitors' the
productsent theirto product
exhibitors.
followed the arrest of two men who . Tiiere is no censorship law in the DisHarry Asher, district manager of Fa- were exhibiting a particularly vile film,
tricetnotfiColumbia
and thenorPolice
s not authorized
has Departit tried
mous Players-Lasky and chairman of which none of the film men here Would to do manything
more thanin toforce
enforce
stand
for,
and
does
not
represent
a
the grievance
committee
of
the
assolaw*
and
regulations
for the
the
ciation, in an interesting and able talk, helpful criticism. The entire article is public decency.
went into detail in explaining why the sarcasm, but the film men would much
Happily,
the
moving
picture
men
in
managers had organized, and pointed
had the writer pick some- of
W-ashjngton
out that already benefits were being rather thinghave
exhibitorsareasasI high
knowminded
of, anda group
they
that
had
nothing
to
do
with
their
already exercise a censorship over their
derived vincfrom
the association.
ed his hearers
that the workHeof conthe business.
own pictures which, in the last three
or four years, has reduced the number
grievance
committee
had
abolished
alof complaints to a minimum. Exhibitors
most entirely the many sharp practices
have
co-operated
the violation
Police in ofevery
used by some exchanges and exhibitors.
way,
not onlypublic
to with
prevent
The manner in which the grievance
law against
decency,
but also theto
committee handled complaints of exkeep tionoutof law,filmsmight
which,seemwhileobjectionable
not in viola-to
changes against exhibitors and exhibitsome of their patrons.
ors against exchanges was clearly ex-_.
It is true that officers of the First
plained.
Precinct did raid one man for showing
Mr. Asher stated that it was almost
an
obscene
picture
within the onepastof two
impossible for unfair decisions to be
weeks,
but this
the
rendered
thoseforwho
submit
local
exhibitors
normanwaswasthe notpicture
shown
cases to theagainst
committee
arbitration.
in a motion picture theatre.
He predicted
body wouldendsoonof supplant in the this
distribution
the
Gets Four First Run Bookings in Week.
business the long drawn out methods
now necessary when suits are filed in
J. E. troit
Flynn,
manager
courts. Mr. Asher took particular pains
exchange,
made ofa Goldwyn's
clean-up Delast
to explain that exhibitors had the same
week by booking four Goldwyn pictures
privilege of appealing to his committee
for
first
runs
at
leading
theatres
in Detroit.
because
of unjust dealings
by exhibitors as exchanges
had against
unfair
The pictures shown were Tom Moore
treatment
by
exhibitors,
and
this withm "One of the Finest" at the Madison;
out charge.
Geraldine Farrar in "The Stronger
Vow"
the Washington; Mabel NorSpeaks of Co-operation.
mand inat "Upstairs"
at the Majestic, and
J.
A.
Mullin,
manager
of
Universal's
Madge
Kennedy
in "Through the Wrong
Boston exchanges, in an enthusiastic
Door,"
at
the
Broad-Strand.
Harry
and scholarly talk, proved that he is a
Guest, of the publicity and exploitation
deep and
far-sighted
student
of
condidepartment
of
the
Detroit
exchange,
astions in the trade. He was especially
sisted the exhibitors in putting over
When Peace Is Roaring
eloquent when appealing to the salessome clever advertising stunts in conmen and bookers to co-operate in ad- Paulineof Frederick
unquiet
her Goldwyiin an. "The
Peacemoment pictures. nection with the presentation of thes'e
vancing eachwork.
others Even
interests
in carrying on their
the managers.
of Roaring River."
NEW
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So
We
Met
Amazing
Mazie
She Was— And Is— Everything from Ticket Seller to
Bum Bouncer at Rose Gordon 's Venice Theatre Into
Which Swirl and Sweep All the Tides of Humanity
Mazie, the girl who took the place of
. It is that of
By William J. Reilly
up thisrockpicture
CALL
two managers, two doormen and a
rearing its head up
a rugged
bouncer? Mazie, who turned Rose
out of an angry sea, with the never do such studying) could tell the Gordon's
a house
of despair,
down itsit tales Mazie tells.
foam streaki
water's
a place ofVenice
moody,fromrough,
unruly
crowds
d deepng whence
the trouble
sides towhite
For
it's
a
yellow,
clawlike
hand
that
into
a
decent
paying
proposition
erous
down the six cents this time; and does "Little Mazie" look like? — what
evil undertides,d torrent
came. Treach
s of puts
cur ents, al the torture
the
thing
that
follows
in
the
line
is
a
An Oasis — A Haven.
the ocean seem to lead to it. It is bit of human flotsam seeking an hour
steadfast. The crash of watery power or so of relief from the eternal tossing
The accompanying picture does not
writes mere wrinkles on its brow.
do
her
credit
by any stretch of the
of life's
sea.for Comes
next and
a stalwart
bum
looking
amusement
trouble imagination. She is small, but charged
And Now the Cave.
in the one glance. And following him with more electricity than a dozen. Her
Another picture. It is that of a black is an ancient dweller of the Ghetto, his light hair is bobbed, giving you the idea
cavemouth high up in the side of the admission price half concealed in his that she has not time to bother with a
mountain wall. The dark rift looks whiskers.
mass of locks. And her eyes are
"gent" in man
line great with
across a narrow canyon down which Mazie sizesAndup the
as anextplainclothes
a twinkle that bespeaks at
even before the one cent war tax has blue,
cries at ments.
all Thetimes
the
battle
of
the
eleonce
humor,
sympathy and a fund of
tumult of the air leads to quit tinkling in the cigar box.
understanding.
Her age? Twenty-five,
it. Every wind that blows pours into
aren't you, Mazie?
its maw, visible
as power.
if sucked
in
by
some
inThe
night
we
met
her was a hot night,
It catches the great
in July. We had been in a dozen other
currents and the tiny wisps that swirl
theatresneither
on thecrowds,
East nor
Side,humor,
but we'd
in their wake.
found
nor
And so we come to the picture of
color, and we were blue. Finding Mazie,
Mazie's
theatre.
the
quick-witted,
the
keen-eyed,
the
Down in Chatham Square it sits,
energetic,
was stumbling
into anher. oasis.
where, like the rock, it gets the surge
"How's business?"
we asked
of all the tides of humanity, and where,
"Well, you see how they're coming in
like the cave maw, it catches the ugly,
on a hot night," she replied quickly.
the beautiful,
the simple,
AndHanging
they were
in" byoffice
the fives.
currents
of human
life. the complex
up "coming
in the box
was
It's not Mazie's theatre in actuality.
Mazie's
schedule
for
the
week,
well
balanced program with features, a news
It's
Rose
Gordon's
Venice,
but
Mazie
Phillips
everything
in it the
from tickets
bookreels, comedies, scenics, and serials.
ing thedoes
pictures
to selling
"I give 'em good stuff," she said.
"That's
one big reason why they come."
and throwing out the bums. So we'll
callTight
it Mazie's
theatre
temporarily.
They "Found" Mazie.
and
right
on
the
boundary
between Littlecolorful
Italy and
the tide
Ghetto
Souls" wason
theMazie
nightplayed
of May"Auction
22. Theof crowd
sits. The
Italian
beatsit
so big, inside and out, that the fire
upon its front and the restless Hebraic
department would not allow any more
surge from the crowded Ghetto spins
to enter. And Mazie was handling the
into its lobby.
mob herself, with only two ushers on
the floor. It happened that there was a
Mazie Phillips.
The Melting Pot— The Net.
salesman from practically every exTo
whom
the
life
of
Ghetto,
Bowery,
The Bowery swirls into it gracefully
change in the city at the Venice that
Chinatown is an open book.
with
its
derelicts'and
its
geniuses
from
night. And next day "Mazie, the girl
the cheap lodging houses. Chinatown
at all
the the
Venice
was the mantalk
Every type, every spirit, stalks by of
empties its horde into it. Mazie can
sellersTheatre"
from exchange
Mazie's
window Sheandknows
leavesthem.
its stamp
see
little where
yellowshemensitspad-padding
her mind.
She
agers down.
aroundthe from
at the box on
office window.
you her.
ever have any fights here?"
has a word for each — a rebuke for the we"Doasked
fresh, a wrangle for the pugnacious, a
Mazie's
theatre
is
indeed
a
melting
"Fights?
around a minute and
snub
for
the
femal
octopus,
a
flare
for
pot.It is a net into which stream all the the male of the same species. Her you'll see sixStick
seven,"andwas thethe nearest
retort.
It was an offor night
moods change like the music of a great approach
times of men — and women.
to a battle during our stay
It is a proposition threaded with diffi- composition. Now it's thunder; now was a dispute
with a forty-day wortder
enough to exhibitor.
check the amthe lullaby of the winds.
—would
an intoxicated
bitculties
ion of theharsh staunchest
Yet it's They
Like Life: They Like Her.
not sell aperson
ticket.— to whom Mazie
Mazie
is
taking
Rose
Gordon's
Venice
And
that's
why
Chatham
Square
likes
"I've
only
been
arrested
through the storm. And the ship is her. That's why her theatre is filled she volunteered by way of eight
filling times,"
in the
making money.
the two others on the Square are gap caused by our excitement
over her
Many an exhibitor has to pilot a when
apt
to
yawn
a
little
emptily.
She
is
a
disposal
of
the
Forty-Day
Wonder.
strange craft, but none so strange as dynamo. She has life; and Chinatown,
Mazie's "Bum's Rush."
Bowery, Little Italy and the Ghetto,
Mazie's.she Hers
a phantom
ship:
has isto not
remain
close toflying
the the
"How
donextyouquery.
throw out the bums?"
all loving
life,
come
to
patronize
Mazie
was
our
bottom of things. She has to watch and
her pictures.
human
nature
too
sharply
to
leave
earth
"Oh,
I
just
invite
outside, saying
There's not a ripple of life on Chatham I want to tell 'em a 'em
for the air.
funny story. Then
Square that gets by Mazie. She is in- when
I
get
'em
out,
I
just
twist their,
A Girl Who Watches.
deed
"a
student
of
human
nature."
It
amuses her to see the big sightseeing necks out of joint and send them down
Many a girl who sits in the box office buses filled up at Times Square with
We
turned
to
go.
and sells tickets could tell a vivid story folks from Acorn, Ohio, and Big Town, the street."
of the stream of humanity which goes Iowa, not to mention Albany, N. Y.,
say, do"I won
you bet
on the races?"
by her window. But not one of the "seeing" Chinatown and its co-sectors. she"Ohcalled.
today,if
and I can give
you sixty
some dollars
good tips
kind which does study the folks who Mazie
goes
deeper.
Here
is
the
heart.
And what does Mazie look like? you stick around."
buy tickets (and there are many who
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Rambles
Bone Dry Scenarists
Up Against the Bar
ired and
mourne
up
E rscholift
SINC
their lungs to sing
ingerathe
"Cr
l Bar" atn
theossfun
n theofpuzzJoh
led
Barleycor
scenarist has been facor-t
ing a dea
to legaofllyoppejec
tunityrth
e"
her
oze
osp
"bo
atm
es.
intoe pictur To aid
The Rambler. thos
who are open to
such information
beg to announce
that the following topics are available:
Bar le Due Jelly. Bars of Music.
Prison Bars. Fence Bars.
Bars of Soap. Crow-bars.
Mosquito
Bars.
Candy
Sand-bars.
Barring Bars.
Contracts.
Anthony Paul Kelley was forwardlooking when he titled his story "The
Bar Sinister." — x —
Only the very rich should take vacations.
make when
a poorhe man
too dog-lazy to
go They
to work
— x —gets back.
We could never understand why contraccavation
tors wil pay
man toonwatch
an exgang ata work
the streets
while there are always from ten to a
hundred standing around doing heavy
watching for nothing.
— x—
With 40,000 advisers (as advertised)
Mary Miles
Minter hermustownhaveway.some difficulty in having
— x—
"Cor-nne
is theshe way
Corinne
Griffith
wouldGr-ff-th"
look after
jumped
into
"The Bramble Bush."
— x—
"No man ever acquired international fame
by talkingcontributed
through hisbyhat,"
was Quigley,
one of theat
remarks
Martin
the
last
weekly
gathering
of
trade
paper
editors.
— x—
Taking Apnrf the Bones In
Goldwyn's
Studio Skeleton.
Florence
Deshon
Soon
After
Arrival;
Has Rents
AlreadyBungalow
Won Whole
Studio.
—
News
in
Sub-Title.
She must play a mighty cool game of
cards.
Here's
somefrom"big8 eats"
Breakfast
to 9; at the studio:
Dinner from hand to mouth;
Supper from what's left over.
Shaving back his chair from the lunch
table, Lynde Denig remarked:
"If I don't get back to work, Goldwyn
will have fewer and— xbetter
— publicity."
More
Advertising
Eager always to oblige"Hook-Ups."
we suggest (as
requested)
ing camera publicity
dramas: drives for the follow"The Market of Souls." — Meat and fish
profiteers.
"Ace of the Saddle." — Harness makers.
"Checkers." — General-store politicians.
"Other Men's Wives." — Nothing doing.
"Come Out of the Kitchen." — Cook's
"Easy
to MakeMail."Money."
— Yeggmen.
"The Lyon's
— Animal
trainers.
"Pools and Their Money." — Oil-stock exchanges.
"Black Eyes." — Strike breakers.
"The Uplifters." — W. C. T. U.'s.
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Filmtown

With Walter K. Hill
When Everything Is Lovely
On Flushing's
Daily Times
Onlv
newspapermen
Needtrained
now apply.
The Bunk and the Hokum
We roundly decry !
Once we zvere terrible;
Now we are pure.
Reorganization
Goodit pitiful,
items insure!
Isn't
In a whole city full?
Isn't
full?
Hokumit witty
and Bunk!
Arthur lames.
"A Society Exile" Is based on Henry
Arthur Jones' play, "We Can't Be As
BadTheAscombination
That."
that
was thrown out of— recalls
ax —saloontheforparrot
swearing.
Theodore Deitrich is defying the laws of
baseball.
In producing
countered three"The
strikes.Bandbox" he has enAnd he is still, by no means, "out."
Peteing thatSmith
is ourhas authority
Houdini
become afornounassertand
an adjective since he joined out F. P.Lasky.
Here's
what
"the
New
English
Dictionary" says, says Pete:
"Houdini, N., An expert in extrication."
But here's one Houdini can't do:
Get out of a film after he's photographed.
X
Lee Kugel is the praise agent for "The
Praise Agent," World-Picture.
— x—
Some Cinema Walk-Ups.
"Upstairs." — Goldwyn.
"Upstairs
and Down."
— Selznick.
"The Climbers."
— Vitagraph.
Dave Wark is in tough luck to revive
"Hearts of the World" as an argument
for the
"League
Nations" just
when
the
Senate,
with ofaccustomed
obstinacy,
switches its gab to— xOld— H. C. Living.
Bare —Shoulders
Designs.
Goldwyn Reveal
PublicityCrooks'
Headline.Evil
There's no beating
tattoo
marks.
— x—
Some
Matters
Among
Friends.
We should like to halt Lesmason in his
rapid
long enough
to askforhim52
if a manprogress
who cancels
his contract
weeks of a specified brand of features
would be "Scratching the Service"?
To George D. Gould, of Empy News, we
extend His
felicitations
congratsthanon ours
his
colm.
task will and
be harder
ashavehe tohasregister
only one-third
the
chance
even a smirk a week, weto
say nothing
annual
laugh. of an occasional giggle or
Tom Hamlin wins the middle-distance
straddling competition wi h this opinion
of "The Career of Katherii e Bush," in the
Empy
Snooze:
a picture,in
will
generallybe above
satisf ytheas average
The"Itdraw
should
laboring
class
the
popular,
family
and
will
generally
houses, the
and popular
as a picture
satisfy
and 1 ibor audiences,
but may not so generally £
ily audiences as a picture

An cast
"All-Star
WithExplaining
an all-star
headedCast."
by Ora
Carew, who has been seen recently opposite Wallace Reid, and Darrel Foss,
who
has been
supporting Nazimova. —
Universal
Publicity.
— x—
Some Destructive Criticism.
"
.
.
.
.
shaken
by hilarious
— Tom Hamlin, in Empy
News. laughter."
"
.
.
.
.
rock
any
picture
x — in Thehouse
laughter." — Larry —Reid,
Same.with
Proving that we are all running on a
flat wheel:
"The Photoplay That Will Sweep the
World
from End to End." — From an Advertisement.
— x—
a little thing as an acflowEven: in such
countant's statement the "bunk" must
".
.
.
—
that company's
yearly
financial statement,
prepared half
by Messrs.
Price, Waterhouse 6k Co., one of the
foremost certified public accountants in
the world." — F P-L— xPublicity.
—
The
child
with
the
was heard to say: sand-pail and shovel
"Mamma, where — isx — Rex Beach?"
The Appalling Dearth of Titles.
(Pathe).
William Russell, in "A Sporting Chance"
Ethel Clayton, in "A Sporting Chance"
(Paramount).
— x—
Herrin,
111.,
Hippodrome
To Have Spacious Annex.
Sounds
like— Tradepaper
a fish story. Headline.
x — superstitutlon :
Some
titlesDown"
that— defy
"Thirteen
(Essanay).
"The Thirteenth Girl" (Vitagraph).
"The Thirteenth Chair" (Pathe).
"Mystery of '13' —" x (Burston).
—
Backwash of a Maine Vacation.
Seated
on
the
hotel
a native
asked the visitor whenceveranda,
he hailed.
"New York," was the truthful answer.
"Don't you hate," said the native, "to
live so far away?"
a commentary
on the
enforcement
ofin AsMaine
prohibition
the movie
picture
are tight
as a drum,
on theatres
Sunday.
Another hotel, another native, lane
"rusticater," same question and answer.
"My wife's got a cousin that works
down back around — that
x — way somewhere."
The producer of one of those disease
cinemas has a grouch against the censors:
"Theyhe. cut out the— most
raves
x — essensual scenes,"
"Don't Try to Break Into Wilsonville.
Neb.,
It Simply
Done,"
declaresBecause
the Trade
ReviewCan't
in aBeheadline.
in Very
that well,
same then.
state. We'll try Opportunity,
— x—
The striking actors are fixing a Broadway
run forsticks"
"A Sage
Brush Hamlet" — of whom
"the
are full.
— x—
"The Bigger the House the Bigger the
Profits," is an advertising line that must
mean:
"The More You Take In the More Monev
You'll Make."
Not writevery
photoplay
can inspire
a songer— but many
of them
are furnishing
song titles.
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IN the Picture-Play Magazine for September there is
a story that will interest every exhibitor. It is entitled "Are Screen Characters Immoral?" and Rob
Wagner writes it in his own style, familiar to readers of
the Saturday Evening Post. Wagner is, a wag even when
he tries to be serious. Frequently in telling this interesting story he gets right down to bedrock. On another
p?ge we are taking the liberty of reprinting a part of what
he says about Chaplin, and what you find there is a good
example of the remainder of his article. Of matters pertaining tothe screen and its players we recall having no
finer exposition.
O
THE post office department seems to be having its
troubles these busy days, or at least those depending on efficient mail service are having their
troubles. Our subscribers last week noted the absence
of the Los Angeles correspondence. Properly addressed
and stamped envelopes left the Pacific coast at the usual
time, which should have landed them in the New York
office of the Moving Picture World at noon on Tuesday.
Actually athey
delivered,
morning,
matterwereof seven
and a special
half daysdeliver}-,
en route.Friday
The
same week a letter postmarked Rochester — an eight-hour
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express run from New York— 9 a. m., August 6, was
delivered at 5 p. m., August 7. We refrain from printing
what
verbally has ' been uttered in this office regarding
these shortcomings.
O
Empire State Men Follow Cleveland
of the New York state
executivelastcommittee
THE exhibitors
week spent twenty hours in the
discussion of topics uppermost in the minds of
picture showmen. One of the subjects discussed at Rochester was that described by the secretary in his report as
"unfair competition planned by certain producing interUndoubtedl
field."
exhibiting
the theatre
ests about to invade
deepy
is causing
chains
of large
the extension
concern among exhibitors. It is easily believable that this
topic overshadowed others under discussion at Rochester.
The meeting appointed a committee to consider the
question. The members will have the advice of John J.
Mclnerney, an attorney whose prominence is not limited
to "up state." On the committee are Messrs. Hayes,
Franklin, Mosher, Picker, Linton and Cohen. While the
report does not so state, word comes from Rochester
that the plan of organization and booking adopted in the
extreme northwest is under serious consideration.
Another action of importance that was taken had to do
with the question of financing the League. The Cleveland and Pittsburgh plan was adopted — i. e., $50 for each
house, payable in cash or in screen advertising. Maryland
and Kansas also have adopted the screen dues plan, and
other states are reported to be investigating it.
The executive committee also recorded its opposition
to showing on the screen advertising for which the producers had been paid unless such exhibition had been
formally sanctioned by the organization. This is well so
far as it goes. The big question is as to just how much
advertising the screen will stand before its patrons and
supporters rebel, before they throw up their hands and
declare to their respective exhibitors that they are paying
their money for entertainment and do not care for advertisements whether the same be thinly camouflaged or
boldly flaunted.
Screen advertising is a big question. The Moving Picture World believes the industry stands to lose more
through it than can possibly be gained. No serious objection, in our opinion, will be recorded against the showing
of one slide each performance, a slide bearing the imprint
of
the exhibitors'
organization.
by we
thiswill
means
the
picture
showmen may
be financed Ifthen
say the
end justifies the means. But the public have rights in the
matter, and these rights must not be overlooked. All
over again is it the old storv of the goose and the golden
e
»
o
DOWN in Dallas there is a theatre man who finds
time to write to exhibitors in all parts of the
world. So far he has on his list of correspondents
sixty-two men. He has uncovered a Chinaman in Melang.
Dutch East Indies, who does not run Chaplins any more.
"Too many people come to see,"Ohe complains.
Connecticut and Pennsylvania Act
CONNECTICUT
it a subjects
simple matter
class of motion finds
picture
that hasto bar
givena
considerable concern in other states. According
to a law passed this year no one may exhibit or even advertise inthat state a motion picture "in any way relating
to"
the subject
venereal
diseaseCommissioner
without firstofsecuring
a written
permit offrom
the State
Health
for each such exhibition; and no one mav rent a build-
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ing for the purpose of such exhibition until a written
permit has been obtained.
The education director of the state department of
health has this month refused permission to one of these
subjects to operate in Connecticut. The director is quoted
as saying that his action was not based on the existence
of questionable scenes, but because he considered the
picture lacking in educational value, leaving no excuse
for the presentation.
"The capitalization of morbid tastes by the theatrical
box offices is effectively rebuked in the ban against the
"
of the Road,'
End newspaper
of 'The The
state Ledger.
in thisPublic
further
says
the showing
Philadelphia
adds
that the subject was educational in character as is a medicaltionclinic,
just audiences.
as emphatically
unsuitedgoesto onexploitabeforeandmixed
The Ledger
to say
that "the commercial purpose evidenced in presenting the
picture in a theatre open to the general public is of the
type that would, if permitted, make a show out of the
morgue. No one can deny that this institution is indispensable and no right-thinking person can affirm that it
should be used to stuff a showman's pockets."
—O
MANTLE, writing from the Coast to the
BURNS
Evening Mail of New York, discusses booking in
its various phases. He reports a story he has heard
regarding one producer who is said to have in mind the
old
place itofis the
contract
of a three
issuing
nt. months'
argued
of the inscheme
In support
yearly arrangeme
that the exhibitor will have an opportunity to try out the
product for a reasonable time, with a chance to cancel if
the service is unsatisfactory, and the same method also
will guarantee the studio a certain income for the same
period.
O
Exchangemen and Exhibitors Compromise
E"\ XCHANGEMEN and exhibitors met on common
ground at the second convention of the Kansas
State Exhibitors Convention, held at Wichita
August 4 and 5. The picture showmen invited the exchange managers to sit in with them, in order that each
side might hear first hand the viewpoint of the other.
Some of the rules of the Kansas City Film Board of
Trade have not been to the liking of the exhibitors. The
first convention at Hutchinson had appointed a committee
to consider the board rules ; it was the report of this
committee that precipitated the discussion.
There was no attempt on the part of the exhibitors to
minimize the grievances submitted by the managers, and
the latter assured the showmen that any exhibitor who
fulfilled his contracts had nothing to fear from any board
action. The result was the appointment of a joint commit e to take up open problems. These all were solved.
The committee will continue in existence.
O
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an extension of booking practice as important as was the
increase from three days to seven.
The motion picture is like the Irishman's flea. "You
put
your— all
fingerthe ontime
him; and
really is orin
motion
and heit isn't
is notthere."
going Itsideways
backward.
O
TWICE
duringof the
weekPicture
there has
comea device
to the
attention
the past
Moving
World
for increasing attendance at picture theatres which
we are informed by the Postmaster at New York is unmailable under the lottery law. The plan has to do with
the free distribution of tickets to persons who answer
over the telephone certain questions bearing upon the
particular production
on exhibition.
YYe exhibitors
make this who
announcement for the information
of those
may be unaware of the infraction of law involved.
O
The Drama and Educationals
IF review
we may which
judge —is and
we believe
we may
— from
the
printed
on another
page,
William
Fox has made a real contribution to motion picture
lovers
in his "Evangeline."
Educators
country
are clamoring
for subjects that
may be the
shown
with over
real
benefit to the young who look to them for instruction.
Not always is it a simple matter at one and the same
time to create a production that responds to the demands
of the showman for a box office magnet and to the insistence ofthe educator that he be supplied with a picture
that adequately will portray the spirit of a literary classic.
We are told the new "Evangeline" does just that.
"Evangeline"
a story that inhasbooks.
been Ittoldis ina tragedy
all languages that find isreproduction
of deep human appeal — a tragedy of the soul that will
match in its grip on the emotions practically any of its
historic brothers of literature that may be classified as
tragedies of blood. It is constructed of fibre that age
cannot wither. The poem that gave this American story
to the world was written by an American — a revered son
of New England.
So far
we recall
the last previous
reach
the asmarket
was produced
five years"Evangeline"
ago, the workto
of a Canadian company. Many changes in motion picture methods have taken place since that time, and all
in the direction of improvement. The stories may remain
the same, but the motion picture art is plastic. It responds to the advance in human skill and in technical
knowledge.

Congress May Increase Ticket Taxation
at this session, we are informed
happen from
not comes
IT butmayword
Washington that Congressmen have before them, in the Ways and Means
Committee, a measure to increase admission taxes
Enter the Three-Weeks' Run
Specifically there is nothing to indicate that taxes on
ACCORDING to the announcement of the United any total greater than 25 cents will be increased — but
Artists, printed in another column, no longer is there is a prospect. As the general public must pay
the week run the maximum effort of the motion this tax, it might not be a bad idea for picture showpicture manager. The company gives the names of three
men to begin a campaign of education among their
houses that will show its first release, a Fairbanks produc- patrons to inform them of the impending possibilities.
tion, for three weeks, and fifteen that have contracted Within the industry all that might be done seems to
for it for two weeks.
have been done. Congressmen seem to listen when
their constituents speak. Either this year or next it
"the forworld
move."it isWhen
on Surely
a picture
two doweeks
more fifteen
than a houses
tribute putto probably will be again "up to the exhibitor" to defend
the popularity of the player who may be featured in it. his property rights against unjust taxation. Take time
The action marks a change in the habits of the industry, to think and act is good advice.
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Keeping
with the
many yyears
ROSS andfor recentl
LG.Mutual
with Pathe,
d to the Mutual,
•has again returne
ors
now thethusedExhibit
enthan ever to hitMutual,
the NewmoreJersey
trail. Mr. Ross is out for a record
smashing sales campaig
* * *n.
Courtenay Foote has just completed
the lead
in Jackwas
London's
The
scenario
written"Starby Rover."
Harry
Chanlee, directed originally by Oscar
Lund and finished by the scenario
author
and Mr."Doc"
Duringto the
production
FooteWillat.
was obliged
let
his beard grow for fifteen days. The
scenes were done the second time after
he had shaved his beard and again he
had to go unshaven for fifteen days
more. He was unrecognizable to his
most intimate friends. Mr. Foote is rehearsing for his appearance in a newstage production, "Adam and Eve."
Several of the film companies in New
York were seriously affected by the restrike on theTheBrooklyn
Rapidbrought
Transitcentrailroads.
Yitagraph
into play their large furniture vans and
brought their Brooklyn employes over
to 1600 Broadway each morning and
took them back to their home in the
evening.
The Exhibitors
Mutual'sbrought
New
York manager,
\Y. A. V. Mack,
his Brooklyn employes back and forth.
One film employe living in Coney Island
had to pay $3.50 to ride to his place of
business in a fish wagon. He, like many
others, decided to remain overnight in
New York at a hotel, thus escaping the
inconvenience and* the
* * fishy aromas.
The isEighty-first
New
York,
to be takenstreet
over Theatre.
by the Keith
interests on September 1. They will
continue
of pictures and
vaudeville. the showing
* * *
The following were seen in New York
last week : Bob Lynch, manager of the
Philadelphia
Metro office;
B. Amsterdam of Philadelphia;
S. Flax
of the
Liberty Film Exchange of Washington,
D. C. ; B. C. Cunningham, manager of
the First National of Washington ; Jake
Lourie of the Modern Theatre of Boston, and Dave Selznick, brother of
Louis
Boston.J., manager* of* the* Select office at
PaultrolsFennyvessy,
father con-N.
several theatreswhose
in Rochester,
V., was in New York this week on his
return from France. He will be demobilized ina few days at Camp Upton,
when he will return to Rochester to
resume
the
of the Strand
Theatre for management
his *father
* *.
these that
columns
in theG.August
weInstated
William
Schmidt2 issue
had
been appointed manager of the Albany.
N. Y. office of the Exhibitors' Mutual.
This was wrong, Mr. Schmidt is a salesman in the Albany office. Jerome Safron is the manager.
* * *
William A. Brady expects to leave for
Europe on September
* * * 15.
Charles F. Schevein, who owns the
territorial rights in the South for "Unpardonable Sin" and "The Hushed
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Touch
Personal
merly a manager for Fox at Hartford,
By Sam Spedon
and Bob Horsley of the Yitagraph.
* * *
Hour,"
started
Friday,
August
8,
to
visit
Joseph Sullivan, musical director of
the entire Southern territory.
the Exhibitors' Mutual, is the proud faof a newly
weighThe Jesters
Club
of
New
Haven,
comingtherseven
pounds,arrived
born daughter
Monday, August
managers
New York. Her musical register is
salesmenprisingofthe theatre
Connecticut,
will andholdfilma 3,so in varied
her papa walks the floor
carnival at the summer home of S. Z. a'nights listening
to hercoincident
soul-stirring
Poll at Villa Rosa, Woodmond, Conn., tones. Her birth was
with
August 16.
* * *
the completion
of her father's
musical
score
for the Robertson-Cole
production,
W. jectS.salesWessling
short home
sub- "Outter ofare doing
the Night."
manager ("West"),
of the Pathe
well. Father and daughoffice, is citaking
a
much
needed
rest
indental to the series of entertainments
S. Daley, from the head office
given last week for the five champion of Thomas
R.cuitJ.of Halifax,
Macadam's
Cirsalesmen. celebrating their sales
N. S.,Casino
was inTheatre
New York
achievements for *the* month
of July.
this week.
*
Pete Niland, salesman of the CincinMr. and Mrs. S. L. Johnston, of Minnatti Pathe office, was married on Wedneapolis, announce the arrival at their
5. He spent his honey- house of "some boy," born August 2
mo n innesday,
New AugustYork.
weighing
nearly
eightMr.pounds
and was
the
* * *
image of his
mother.
Johnston
Jack Needham. formerly manager of was
for a long time publicity purveyor
the Cincinnatti office of the United Pic- for Universal, here in New York, and
tures Theatres, Incorporated, has joined left that position to become advertisPatheCincinnatti.
as special Mr.
feature
representative
ing inventor and director for Rueben &
at
Needham
is well Finkelstein's
ciniemas in the Twin Cities.
known through this
* * section.
*
Herbert Rumler, recently returned
Ollie Brooks, who prior to entering from
eighteen months service overseas,
the
ArmyhaswasbeenParamount's
manager
at has succeeded his father, Fred R. RumDetroit,
engaged
as
special
fealer,
of the West Warren
ture representative
* *at *Detroit by Pathe. Theatreas manager
in "Detroit.
The retirement
Mr.
Rumler
will
be
regretted
by many,of
Walter Bloss, well known in picture as he has been associated
with the
circles in Detroit, is now one of the moving
for a number
proprietors and acting as manager of the of years. picture magnates
* * *
Arcadia Theatre, which is one of the
Auto City's leading
* * houses.
*
"If you want to appreciate New York
Frank Dallam, of Pathe, has returned just
stayopinion
away offorWalter
a few years." This
is
who
from Washington, D. C, and will leave hasthereturned
after six yearsNewman,
on the West
immediately
for
Boston
to
start
a
pubCoast.
While
in
Los
Angeles,
Mr.
Newlicity and exploitation campaign there
man wrote and directed for Universal,
Mack Sennett and a number of other
on "The World Aflame."
* * *
companies.
He has recently finished
S. W. Smith, the father of A. E. Smith,
Virginia andPearson
"The
president of the Vitagraph, recently suf- supporting
Bishop's
Emeralds"
is now inplaying
red a paralytic
stroke.
He isineightyheavy lead with Dorothv
Dalton
three feyears
old and
resides
Santa inthe"The
White
Rock."
* * *
Barbara.fiveOnlysonsthisandsummer,
Mr. Smith's
family,
a daughter,
with
their families, met on the coast in a Alfred C. Terwilliger, who volunteered
reunion. Mr. Smith is reported to have his services as an engineer at the outbreak of the Sons,
world'smanufacturers
war, has rejoined
improved
in health
rapidly
of or-of
mate recovery
is looked
for. and his ulti- M. Wilke
gans and &orchestrions,
as manager
orchestrion department. Previous to
Ned Finley, who injured his wrist the
Mr. Terwilliger
was many
conlast spring, has been obliged to have his his enlistment.
nected with Wilke
& Sons for
left hand amputated. He is now at Bat years and
became well known among
Cave, S. C.
the exhibitors all over the country. He
* * *
intendsSouth.
making
a business tour of Cuba
William
Russell,
of
the
Fox,
was
bookand
America.
ed to go abroad the first of September
to take part in some Fox European,
The Prudential Service notified the
productions, but he will remain here New
York film exchanges that they
for the present to complete two or three must have
film deliveries at 11 a. m.
pictures already outlined for him. He every
day or the wagons will not wait
is now working
in the is"Deserters"
(tem- for them.
In case of delays this rulporary title), which
not a military
ing would necessitate the deliveries bepicture.
* * *
ing made atconveyances.
the film company's expense
by
special
the
Guscut representative,
Interante, Goldwyn's
Connectifilm distributing companiesTime
to getfor busy
was
seen
on
Fortyservice.
fifth street hauling a load of canned on their proposed* delivery
* *
goods salesmen en route for New Haven.
Among the load we recognized Charlie
James
P.
Brady,
president
of the TorLetts of Realart, Jerry Herzog of Film York ontoallexhibitors'
week. association, was in New
Clearing House, Herman Goldman, forin
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CRANKING A LOOP AMONG THE BALES
Dallas' First Picture Show Was Circular Film
of Corbett Fight Shown in Cotton Warehouse
became a strip of rag. Since
formerly ofe the literally
PUTZ,Motion
RY nity
HENCommu
Pictur Bu- that time I have never quit the picture
stagesparks
freeunder
pic- show business."
Gives Some Statistics.
ture shows reau,
at andthewhoDallas
s of the city administrationn,
Mr. Putz
some interesting
stathe
auspice
n
tistics
on thehasgrowth
of the moving
is the vetera moving picture showma
of Texas.
picture show business in Dallas since
1897, when he opened his transient show
He opened his first show in Dallas there.
He points out that there are in
during warehouse
the summerwhich
of 1897
an oldin
cotton
was in
located
Dallas at present twenty-three modern
what is now the center of the business moving picture shows valued at close to
$900,000, which have a ground space of
section. Says he :
Fire Hazard ?— Pooh !
815,000 square feet and a seating capacity of 10,000.
shows,whichin"The
warehouse
was
filled
with
cotcluding the newSeveral
Hulseylarge
House,
ton samples and lint and we must have
taken our lives in our hands operating will seat 3,500, are either being built or
the
gun, which
for theemploy
immediate
future. These theatres
steadily
madeoldas projecting
much noisemachine
as a machine
gun are contemplated
250 people. They pay $7,500 a week
being fired at full speed. We never even over
various exchanges for their film
realized that the films were inflam- to
mable. Our first show was the Corbett- rentals. Exchange Busines Grows.
Courtney prize fight. It ran round and
The film exchange business in Dallas
round ated inin a asortcircle.
The film
operof endless
chainwasfashion
has
also show.
grown The
rapidly,
Mr. Putz'sof
statistics
annualso business
through
the
machine.
When
the
knockout came we cleared the house. We the Dallas film exchanges which supply
1,500
theatres
in
Texas,
Oklahoma
and
charged ten cents admission. The seats Arkansas, is estimated at $10,000,000,
were mostly on cotton bales.
making
the
industry
one
of
the
most
no music,
saw"There
light was
coming
throughanda when
chink wein important in the Southwest. There are
filmofexchanges
in the
the building we stuffed it up with rags. twenty-six
the first
which waslocated
established
The house was in inky darkness. We city,
in 1907 by J. D. Whelan, now proprietor
ran the
film
for
two
months
and
everyone in Dallas saw it two or three times. of a theatrical supply house. The exchanges employ over 500 people with a
We could get no other film, so we
payroll of $12,500. Fifty of these
started out to tour the state. We car- weekly
ried our own light plant, the batteries employes are traveling salesmen who
Dallas sets
pace forOver
the
of which weighed over 1,800 pounds, see thatSouthwest
in filmthe matters.
and it was some job loading it on the whole
1,400 films are shipped out of Dallas by
train and pthen
taking
it
off
for
transof theFeature.
year.
ortation to towns then far from the express each
Showedday First
railroad by wagon route.
The
first
regular
picture
to open
"We itmopped
on that
film.$216.I in a permanent location inshow
Dallas was
bought
from S.upLubin.
It cost
Theatorium on Main street, which
Lubin, according to his letterhead, was the
was owned by William Mcllhearan.
aatmanufacturing
that time. Weoptician
ran thein Philadelphia
film until it He showed the first feature film called
"The
Chicken
in 1906.Ala.,
It was
sent
from Thief"
Birmingham,
and
made here
an immense
hit.
From small beginning the film and
moving picture business has become one
of the most important in Dallas, and
representatives of these two branches of
the industry have had no small part in
establishing Dallas as a southwestern
trade metropolis.

Mary Roberts Rinehart
Going to the Goldwyn Coast studios to
supervisefor "The
Amazing
Interlude"
Eminent
Authors/

New Orleans Exchanges
Adopt New Rules System
sociation ofNew Orleans
has sent
THE Film Exchange
Managers'
Asthe following letter to exhibitors
in that territory explaining a system of
rules which includes prepayment for
films rented, payment of transportation
charges by exhibitor, and regulations as
to cancelling bookings and holding films :
The formed
film exchanges
of New Orleans,
La.,
have
an association
for the sole
purpose of bringing about a spirit of
good ingwill
and conditions
co-operation,
and industry
bettergenerally
in the
of filmwilldistribution
— andto this,
you will
grant,
mean
much
you.
This association hasadopted trade rules,
of which manager
a copy ishas enclosed,
and eachto
exchange
pledged loyalty
the association,
and
promised
to
be govthese will
trade become
rules. effective
Theseerned byrules
be-

August 23, 1919
ginning
Sunday,
August
are
registering this notice to 17,
you and
so youwe will
be Your
fully attention
advised. is particularly directed
to Rule No. 2, with the request that you
extend
this as inus allyourotherthorough
rules. co-operation in
For thecultiespurpose
ofarise
adjusting
anyexhibdiffiwhich
may
between
itors and exchanges, which
cannot
be
settled satisfactorily
the provided
parties in-a
volved, the Associationby has
to whichin the
you event
will,
atgrievance
all times,committee
have recourse
of misunderstanding.
Give the association your full and hearty
co-operation, and you will assuredly be
the gainer.
Two More Eminent Authors
Off for Culver City Studio

WITH three
productions
Eminent Authors'
Picturesforalready
underway two more of this Goldwyn
group
are
now
en
route
to
the
CulverturCity
studios
the Mary
next two
pices in the
first for
series.
Roberts
Rinehart left Monday, Aug. 11, to cooperate in the production based on her
novel, left
"TheThursday,
Amazing Aug.
Interlude."
King
14, to O.BasilK.
the scenario script of "The Street
Called
Straight,"
the Gertrude
third of
his novels.
Rupert based
Hugheson and
Atherton have already made the jourfrom New York to California in the
new neyenterprise.
When the Goldwyn studio in the East
is made ready it is probable that EmPictures
will befordone
there asinentitAuthors'
is more
convenient
the
authors, all of whom live in the East.
Staging Comedy Film at Lake George.
Mrs. Sidney Drew, John Cumberland
and a company of players are at Lake
George, N. Y., staging scenes for a new
Paramount-Drew comedy entitled "A
Sisterly
Scheme"
the ofV. this
B. K.picture,
Film
Corporation.
The for
locale
which Mrs. Drew adapted from the story
of H. C. Burner, is a summer hotel, a
lake and other vacation time environment.

Basil King
Left this week for Culver City to
supervise
his firstwyn.
Eminent
Authors-Gold
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W. H. Acquires MacManus9 "Lost Battalion" Which
at Hartford
RunMr. Moss
in with
Box-Off
"Mickey"
Beat
for this
other prominent at
officials
who attendedice tion
a city
e canofgotheintosumme
WHEN'
r the showing of the picture in Wash- tion in theatrical construction.
the heat
duringa pictur
ington.
iAnother
point
in
connection
wu the
prelim
t
withou
tely
and absolu
W. H. campaign
is now onpreparing
its exploitatheatre is the fact that it has been
advertisiningthebeatsamethecitybox-of
the picture
and will designed
andficeat make tionsome
record narymade
especially
with
a
view
to the
big announcements in the
ey" at the
e by r "Mick
ofespecially
patrons.by The
innear future as to how the attraction optic convenience
the sameof theatr
terior
was
designed
actinic
acand
season
regula
the
neight
be attention
best putto before
the public,
giv-of experts with a view to minimizing as
, that may ing
companied by heavy exploitation
the
many
angles
tion due to make approach on selling. W. H. will con- far as possible the strain upon the eyes
is anerattrac
picture wherev
it goes.
money
viewers of the screen. The floor
sider requests now from exhibitors for ofof the
the theatre will have angles which
So W. H. Productions figured when showings.
comstiff
of
face
place the seats in such a position that
in the
on Augustpetitio11,
n it acquired the distribution
the optic range is practically the same
in all parts of the house.
"The
for
world
Moss'
Theatre
Now
Building
entire
the
for
rights
production
theA.historic
Battalion,"
Lost
Has
Several
Innovations
MacManus, with
made by Edward
S. MOSS has embodied some new Tom Mix Making Picture in Oklahoma.
Battalion rethe survivors of the inLost
Tom Mix, the SolWilliam
Fox cowparts their famous ac- B. ideas in the theatre which he is puncher
enacting
tion in thetheirArgonne.
gen
erecting at 181st street and eral superistar, and
ident of M.theWurtzel,
Fox Studios
in
Hollywo
Broadway,
New
York.
Among
the
inBeat "Mickey" Run of Week.
)d,
Cal.,
have
gone
to
Ponca
novations which Mr. Moss has intro- the filming to make arrangements for
in hisis new
picture new
and type
vaude-of City, Okla. of a new Mix picture.
"Mickey,"
W. H. Productions
state
villeducedhouse
an entirely
be the best
conceded to handled
generally
Edward J. LeSaint. the director, and
year, organ, which will be in addition to the
rights attraction of the current
members of the Mix company numbercompari-by forty—piece orchestra.
in issuing
so it issonjustified
ing more than fifty
between the
figuresthe made
The organ will be suspended above the horses
havepersons
become with
famousall
stage and will be entirely invisible in the Mixwhich
"Mickey" Conn.
and "The Lost Battalion" in the
pictures,
will
leave
for
Hartford,
but by delicate devices, Ponca City during the week. Dev JenThe Hartford showing was conducted tothe thefullaudience,
graduation
of
tone
will
be
connings,
the
Mix
company
photographer,
by the MacManus corporation, to show
veyed to the patrons of the theatre. with Ace Hunter and Roy Carpenter,
the financial worth of the picture, and This organ
as the vibratorymagnetic
typeis known
and is operated
by giant assistants, and Lee Moore, Tom Mix's
"Mickey"
run.
two-weeks'
a
closed
just
ran only a week and at the end of the electric magnets,
which at the touch trainer, accompanied the star.
first week "The Lost Battalion" figures of buttons controlled from the orcheshad
hurdledweather
the "Mickey"
tra pit, operates
Camp-Fire
Club Club
Likes of"Westerners."
the torrid
and thetotals
fact despite
that it Another
featureitsofmusical
the newchords.
theatre
The Camp-Fire
America has
had been preceded by no campaign at is that access to the balconies is gained placed
its
official
of approval on
all. As Mr. MacManus put it, it was by an inclining runway, up which an "The Westerners," seal
Benjamin
B. Hampcan be driven with perfect
simply
picturization of Stewart Edward
So W."coldH. turkey."
Productions, figuring on automobile
ease from the lobby to the highest White'ston'snovel,
following a showing of
what can be done with the production gallery.
There will be absolutely no the popular Hodkinson release at the
"hot," is congratulating itself on the stairways. De Rosa and Periera, the organization's stamping grounds at
acquisition
of
Mr.
MacManus'
picture.
architects,
are responsible in connec- Camp-Fire, Conn.
Already several big theatrical interests
put houses.
in bids to show the attraction
inhavetheir
To Guarantee Profit.
Lost onBattalion"
put upon
the"Themarket
a state will
rightsbe basis
and
will be sold with a profit guaranteed.
This radical departure is based on the
confidence which W. H. has in the pulling power of the picture.
One of theis the
manyfactassets
Battalion"
that ofit "The
will beLostas
good,
if
not
a
better,
box-office
attraction
years fromwould
now beas thrilled
it is today.
American
today byAnya
reproduction of the battle of Bunker
Hill enacted by the survivors of the
action nutest
withdetail. attention paid to the miAnd any American ten, twenty, fifty
or hundreds of years hence will be
whipped byof patriotic
see the
survivors
the famousfeeling
Lost toBattalion
of the 77th Division re-enact the great
drama of "The Pocket" where "Goto-Hell"another
Whittlesey
and chapter
his boysof
wrote
glorious
American history. Such is the belief
of both the MacManus and W. H. companies.
Big Indorsements.
When Mr. MacManus turned over the
rights
"The Lost
to W. H.,of
he
alsoto turned
over Battalion"
a large number
indorsements from the press and from
'Go-to-Hell" Whittlesey Gets the Plans Which Make "The Pocket" His Objecti
men like General March, Chief of Staff;
The commander
of the Lost Battalion andfeature
Colonel Averell in "The
Secretary of War Baker, Champ Clark,
Lost Battalion,"
distributedthebyM W. acManus
H. Productions. to be
Secretary of State Lansing and many
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AMERICAN - ITALIAN
FILM FIRM
Universal Officials and Garibaldi Brothers
Organize Rome-New York Pictures Corporation
t American and satisfy within 40 per cent the demands
larges
of nthebusine
ONEforeig
ss amalgamations that are constantly coming to us from
this new
corporaof the nfirst those tionmarkets.
ng
formi
and the
we will nowWithbe able
to cover
the
ratio in
American-Italian filmart,corpo
d
effecte
was
the
of
y oon, August 12. ine entire
the histor
The
new
company
will
send
American
field."
Tuesday aftern ny interested in the actors and directors to Italy to produce
American compa
for European and American
Universal and the Italian interests are pictures
distribution. A number of the best acGaripe
Guisip
l
tors
in
Italy
are already under contract
Genera
by
represented
as
known
be
to
is
ny
baldi. The compa
the Italian interests, of which the
es Cor- with
-New YorklizedPictur
new
corporation
has control.
the Roman
000.
$5,000,
at
poration and is capita al officials who
The three Univers
of the Pell Mitchell Added to
were responsible for the forming
H. CochLaemmle,TheR. two
alliance andareP. Carl
Staff of Fox News Weekly
Powers.
A.
ranebaldi brothers, who representedGarithe
is made by the
Known ANNOUNCEMENT
, are two well
Italian interestscountry.
Fox Film
Corporation
adThe Garibaldis
dition to the
force whichof isthebeing
men in their
promibeen
has
that
organized
for
the
production
the
family
are of nentthe
for centuries, Fox News Weekly. Pell Mitchell,of proin Italian history
and General Garibaldi is one of the
minent in national film circles, has been
heroes of the Italian army, having
Herbert
Hancock,
diimportant en- engaged rectoby
the war.
ofrecent
r, to take
entireE.charge
of the
served in many
gagements of the
news
department of this branch of the
company.
Officers of Company.
Mr. Mitchell has been associated as
new corporation editor
The officers of thepresident;
with the Gaumont Weekly series
General since 1914,
are P A. Powers,
is one of the best-known
Ann men in thisand line
Garibaldi, vice-president; Miss Gariin the country.
HeEzio
Captain
began
his
newspaper
fifteen years
Feinman,baldi,secretary;
assistant secretary, and R. of-H. ago on the St. Louiscareer
Times,
where
the of worked his way up to the position heof
treasurer.
Cochrane,
of the board
members Besides
ficers named,
editor.
gen- associate
The manner in which Mitchell became
are Tarkington Baker,
directors
and Dan B. interested
eral manager of Universal,
the motion
pictureforindusLederman, assistant to Carl Laemmle.
try is well inworth
recounting,
it is
of pub- peculiar
director
be
will
in
fact.
In
1912,
during the
Amerigolicity forSerrao
the corporation.
Mexican
Revolution,
some
picture
film
the
to
according
The corporatio
in Mexico City was sent to him
statements
of the n,officials, is to be made taken
by a hefriend
the with
staff asof heCarranza.
the largest of its kind in the industry.
was onto do
wished,
con- This
underUnivern hastimebeenby the
and
he
entered
into
an arrangement
The propositio
some
r
o
f
n
o
i
t
a
r
e
d
i
s
with
the
vaiious
weeklies
to
furnish
sal officials, and the formation of this them with Mexican film. So profitable
American in- did this prove to be that Air. Mitchell
the
enables
n
corporatio
terests of the company to have ofcomhimself with one of the
n the decided toandalignfinally,
charge ofmadethe bydistributio
one month before
the company in weeklies,
Italianpletefilms
the
Great
War
in 1914, he joined the
this country. Besides the releasing of Gaumont forces, where
he remained and
the films made under the American di- from
which organization he left to join
rectors of the corporation, the com- the Fox
staff.
will haveexchanges,
the Univeraccess to asall well
salpanyforeign
as the
distribution in Asia and the Orient
"Hearts of World," Shown
its
own
of
exchanges
which
through
to be established in the near future.are
at Cohan, Is Same Picture
Big Italian Firms Connected.
PROVING
it is stillholda great
picturetatorsandthat
The largest film producing companies
evenstillas can
it did whenits itspecwas
interwith
and
connected
in Italyested inare
first
viewed
in
the
heat
of
war,
D.
W.
this new alliance. The more
prominent of the Italian producers who Griffith's "Hearts of the World" sucare represented in the corporation are
ceeded "Broken Blossoms" and "The Fall
men who were entirely engaged in the of
Babylon" in the repertory program
production of such film successes as at the Cohan Theatre on Monday,
August 11.
"Cabiria,"
Vadis,"plays;
"Guiliothe Cesare,"
and other "Quo
Bertini
successful
The "war stuff" of "Hearts of the
the
Film
Kerenne
Film
and
Company
World,"
in the method of sending over
Company.
gas,
for instance,
science
developedwasbyout-of-dated
the Americansby
The statement was made that special the
and the other Allies in the last six
attention would be given to the Euro- months
of the war. But the picture
pean-Asiatic fielproducers,
d and the Russian
ket. The Italian
even atmarthe is still interesting for its trench scenes,
above
all, is still dramatically
maximum production, have never been and
air-tight.
able
field. to supply the demands of this large
Practically
changes
from the original productionno were
in evidence.
This
"If every
in Italy
closed
and theatre
the entire
outputweregivento beto was a disappointment, as the campaign
on the picture had led to the belief
the near-Orient and Russian fields," that
the League of Nations would be
said General Garibaldi, "we could not
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given considerable attention by Mr.
Griffith. One optimistic subtitle, with
no mention of the League, was the only
approach to the idea, and this, too, was
in the original picture. And the work
of the Gish girls and Bobby Harron is
still as charming as ever.
Unlike "Broken Blossoms" and "The
Fall presented
of Babylon,"without
"Heartsanyofspecial
the World"
was
stage
setting. A prologue of perhaps 200 feet
of film showing D. W. Griffith taking
pictures in the front line area and also
being well-wished by Lloyd George in
London, was the only preliminary to
the screening.
The next offering, opening the evening of August
18,anwillextension
be "The Mother
and
Law,"first
the
modernthestory
related in Mr.of Griffith's production
of "Intolerance."
Prominent
in the
cast will be Mae
Marsh, Robert Harron, Margaret
Marsh, Miriam Cooper, Walter Long,
Vera Lewis, Alberta Lee, Lloyd Ingraham
Tod
"The
Mother andandthefrom
Law"2.30Browning.
willeachbe afternoon
presented
continuously
until 11gram o'clock.
specialF. Gottschalk,
music proarranged by A Louis
composer
of
the
score
for
Blossoms," will be a feature of "Broken
the production.
Mr. Griffith's season, which began May
13. has included 189 performances, divided as follows: "Broken Blossoms,"
137 times; "The Fall of Babylon," 41
times; "Hearts of the World," 11 times.
The success
of "Broken
Blossoms"of
prevented
the showing
of a number
productions arranged for the repertory.
Truex Making Second Two Reel Comedy.
Ernest Truex is making "Too Good
To
Be reel
True,"comedies
the second
of his J.series
of two
for Amedee
Van
Beuren. This production was adapted to
the screen
Page from
the original storybyofMann
Kenneth
Webb.
John
Joseph Harvey is directing the comedy.
To rensupport
Mr.
Truex,
Mr.
Van
Beuhas engaged a player ideally suited
to play the role of the vampire, Vera
Vernon. The young lady in question
has just arrived from Paris where she
recently
completed
work in "Judex," a
Gaumont nounced
serial.
shortly. Her name will be anSwanson Theatre Circuit
Will Extend Into Idaho
NEGOTIATIONS
are Swanson
pending Thefor
acquisition
atre circuitbyoftheseveral
theatres
in Idaho cities. Plans to greatly enlarge the circuit
and being
improvements
the houses
are now
planned byto
W. H. Swanson. Among the houses to
be improved are the American Theatre,
in this city, plans for which are now
being
prepared.contemplates
It is also rumored
that
Mr. aSwanson
the erection
of
new house
here in the
not far
distant future.
The circuit now has three theatres
in Salt Lake City, one at Greely, Colo.,
one at Pueblo, Colo., and one at Grand
Junction, Colo. It owns the franchise
of thecuit forFirst
CirUtah,National
Wyoming,Exhibitors'
New Mexico
and Idaho, and owns moving picture
supplyDenver.
houses in Salt Lake City, Omaha
and
George
Mayneandhasgeneral
just been
electedof
vice
president
manager
the circuit.
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School

Will

1111
Be

One

of ofCountry's
world offers, withFinest
music that will setConcert
such a rapid unfolding Halls
of such intricate
PLANS for
the building
the Eastnew standards in the exhibiting field, and marvelous phases of the activities
man School
Music,
nouncemenof
t ofwhich
was the
made an-to will be shown at popular prices, the that make the park the only place of
the National Association of the Motion box office receipts having no bearing its kind in the world.
Picture Industry in Rochester last week, on the profit and loss of the school,
which will be taken care of by its
are nowtects, asbeing
prepared.
How film is made was revealed. From
mentioned
last The
week,archiare endowment fund.
the cotton being washed in huge tanks
McKim, Meade & White, of New York,
Will
Be
Long
in
Building.
to
its dissolving in solubles to make
and .Gordon & Kaelber, of Rochester,
"dope,"andwhich
spreadthe onfamiliar
giant
Dr. Rhees is authority for the state- the
with Russell B. Smith, Inc., of New
machines
driedis into
ment that the entire building, in design,
York
consulting engineers.
film backing, the process
The asannouncement
of the details of provision for comfort, safety, lighting, transparent
was eagerly watched by the men who
the founding of the school shows that heating, ventilation and other details, use
of the finished product.
this is the largest single gift of George will be the finest that good taste and The sobarsmuch
pure silver used in the
scientific
ingenuity
can
make
them.
No
Eastman to the city of Rochester or date has been set for the time when making of of
the
sensitized coating of the
the public at large. His contribution
to this school will total $3,500,000. He the building will be finished, but it will film were much in evidence.
has made many other large gifts, as, undoubtedly be far ahead.
hugemuch
paperof mill
was another
place
for example,
that of which
the Dental
Dis"Because this institution is a unique thatTheheld
interest.
In one room
pensary in Rochester,
cost about
enterprise,"
said Dr.thatRhees,
"Mr. beEast$.1000,000.
piled bales of cotton rags. From
man has provided
it shall
ad- were
The actual plans of the building are
nistered bybya special
board andof the
di- here on the process of making paper
rectors,minamed
Mr. Eastman
now understood to be about completed,
for photographic use was followed down
detail. In another departbut so far have not been officially ap- trustees of the University of Rochester. to the mentlast
was a mechanical process that
proved, and, of course, are subject to These directors will have the determination of the policies that will control coated the paper with emulsion, then
:hange before being finally adopted.
the
roomstreatments.
in which it was given
One of Finest Concert Halls.
the institution."
hot long
and cold
The smaller auditorium of the school, Notes of the Rochester Visit
which will be known as Kilbourn Hall,
Passing through the great power plant
per- the little, old fashioned two-horse power
in memory
Mr. avenue
Eastman'sside mother,
Eastman
Mr.
Park,
greeted
sonally
each
of
the
guests
will
be on theof East
of the AT ofKodak
engine
which Mr. Eastman used when
on
the National Associati and he started
building. No expense will be spared in
in business was pointed out,
making this one of the most beautiful first
we'comed
them
to
the
Kodak
City.
The
perched
proudly on a small pedestal.
thing on the program at the park In the same
monuments of its kind that human skill
giant motors and
the posing for a group photograph, huge engines building
can devise. Dr. Rhees particularly says awasphoto
generated thousands of
which, by the way, will go down horse power, so
that
Kilbourn
Hall
will
be
"one
of
the
the comparison was
moving picture
most beautiful concert halls in the coun- in the history of the
Said one wit: "If I were Mr.
This hallof will
be largely
devoted industry as remarkable in that the group striking.
Eastman,
I'd
kiss
that
every time I came
to the try."
recitals
the musical
educational
contained
the photograp
industry's hed
celeb-at through here." Mr. Eastman
smiled.
rities thanmore
ever ofwere
department of the school, for which one
time before.
will ersbe available.
engaged the best musical teachAt the research laboratory, Dr. C. E.
. The larger auditorium will be on the
The trip through the park will be Kenneth Mees, the director, explained
and and
the Gibbs
foyer streets.
will be long remembered. As mile after mile the why and how of the laboratory.
atMainthe street
corner side,
of Main
a brief speech, he said that the Kodak
— this is no joke, either — of tramping InResearch
Laboratory was the only one
This hall will be given over to the through the great buildings and grounds
new sights and new wonders, of its kind in the world, being devoted
entertainment department of the school, unwound
which will exhibit motion pictures daily, the enthusiasm and amazement of the entirely to scientific investigation in the
with musical interpretations by a full sightseers increased. Most of them had realm of photography. He said that
come prepared to see things new to the laboratory occupied the same place
symphony
of about
dred pieces.orchestra
The best
films one
that hunthe them, but lew really expected to view that is given to various other sciences

Telling Drama in "Told in the Hills."
Few Opportunities
DownArtcraft.
Hat Turns
Warwick
Robertclean
the second of forRobert Warwick's pictures since his return
in this
much in evidence
spaces inarea Turned-Up
from overseas.
The great
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Builds
House
in
Exclusive
in the great universities of the world.
Sometimes
it doesn't
difference if a man
gets upmakeon much
the right
After his introductory remarks, the
District of Washington
or the left side. Somemembers of the faculty conducted the side oftimesthethere bed
is a wrong side and a right
visitorsments,
through
various
side. If the old adage of getting up A LARGE
explaining inthedetail
many departof the on
motion
picture theatre
among the
improvements
plannedis
the right side means anything,
accomplishments of the laboratory.
for the property at the corner of
George Blair got up on the right side Connecticut
avenue, Seventeenth and L
northwest, Washington, D. C.,
the delegates
In the dining hall, it was soon ap- that Tuesday
He wasmorning
unanimously
declared ar-to streets
parent that the Kodak Park chefs know be the rived.
which has just been acquired by W. T.
champion
smiler
in
the
bunch.
how to prepare appetizing food. Pretty
the Convent
the official steering committee for Galliheration forfrom
the sum
of $800,000.of the Visitgirls, daintily dressed in white, added theAs Eastman
Kodak Company, Mr. Blair
to its attractiveness.
The
park
orThe
property
has
a frontage of 325
chestra furnished music, and between was on the job with a smile — not an feet on Connecticut avenue,
and an area
courses, the diners were given an op- ordinary smile, but a real, hearty, con- of 116,579 square feet. The transfer of
portunity to prove how well they could
tagious sort of a grin that put every- the property, it is declared, removed a
sing. Cigars and cigarettes completed
body else in good humor. George's oflongthatexisting
sectionbarrier
of the tocity.the development
a repast that left a good impression smile
on tothestay,events
too, for
it didn't
off with
of the
day. • The corner
with those who partook of it. The only wear was
of the property is to be
It
even
seemed
to
warm
up
a
whole
thing about the smokes was that they
by a large department store.
died before their time. The dining hall lot as things went along smoothly and occupied
The theatre is planned to face on De
is the only place in the park where everybody was sure that everything was Sales
street,
but with an entrance on
smoking is allowed, and as the party simply sistedgreat.
Mr. Brady,
Blair was
well New
as- Conecticut avenue.
by Richard
of the
passed out, they were invited to drop York
The
property
just transferred is in
office of the Eastman Kodak the heart of the Connecticut
their cigars
avenueof auothers
to be— which
carried were
away.replaced with Company.
tomobile center and on the edge
the
city's
most
exclusive
residential
district.
A theatre in this location, it is believed
would do an excellent business, because
E. J. W. Huber Entertains Film Men Who
the fact that The nearest theatre now
Come from Western New York to Rochester ofis more
than a mile away.
the
job.
There
were
speeches
of
the
in
film
the
of
lights
THEdustryleading
in western New York
variety,trendsomeof the
inThomas Backs Movement.
gathered at Rochester during the usual afterteresting, dinner
but the general
M. Thomas, manager of the Rialto
meeting of the National Association to affair was to get away from speech- in H.Omaha,
is banking the plea of the
take in the many affairs that are bound making and to have a good time. Mr.
to happen on the outside of, but closely Mclnerney put over a few telling shots all
Mother's
runningof slides
asking
those Club
not inby favor
the daylight
linked with,everysuch a ge
gathering. r Prac- on the censorship question, but aside saving
plan
to
sign
the
petition
which
tically
exchan
manage
and
from
that
he
spent
his
time
to
better
n
most of the film salesme blew into purpose in entertaining a bunch who they find in the lobby. He recommends
that exhibitors all over the country get
town to meet their big bosses, who made were tired of talking shop.
Mr. Huber said he was glad to have into the fight by using their screens
the trip up from New York, and to
glimpse the men who make screen stars. the gang with him, a sentiment which along the same lines.
Events were happening for them every a vigorous burst of applause proved
little while and all day long, but the was a popular one. The affair wound
Schenck Engages McCutcheon.
principal one was a dinner given to them up with a rising vote of thanks to Mr.
by Erwin J. W. Huber at the Eggleston Huber
Wallace McCutcheon has been enfor his generosity and •thoughtHotel. This was held at . 11 p. m., on fulness.
gaged by Joseph M. Schenck to play
August gram5,of the
afterNational
the events
on the proan important
role in "The
Bachelor,"
the
second Constance
Talmadge
First
Association
had
Devises
Lobby
Display
with
run their course and the members were
Nationaladapted
Production.
Bachelor"
being
for the"The
screen
by Johnis
packing up for their return journey.
Stock Advertising Matter Emerson
and Anita Loos, from the Clyde
John atJ. the
Mclnerney
was there
the toastfact may
that bean made
attractive
lobby
master
dinner,
and
neverat THEdisplay
Fitch play of the same name.
from
the
was
a doubt that
he was
a success
usual stock advertising material is
well demonstrated
by the ofattractive
appearance of the lobby
the Rivoli
Theatre, Denver, Col., when it showed
H. B. Warner's picture, "The Man Who
Turned White,"
a Robertson-Cole
duction distributed
by Exhibitors proMutual.
A vastwenty-four
sheet
mounted
on
canwas suspended in the dome of the
lobby
ticketgave
booth.
Cut-outs
from above
three the
sheets
a silhouette
effect in the frames on each side of the
lobby.
the backgrounds
interior cut-outs
mounted About
on black
were
placed in frames. Three large cut-outs
from twenty-four sheets were mounted
on cardboard and placed in front.
Signs painted in black and white
served to exploit H. B. Warner to the
fullest extent. There were four in numthe silhouettes and
uniformber, placed
in sizeabove
and lettering.
Danehy to Assist Faralla.
C. C. Danehy, known in accounting
circles of the film world, has been appointed assistant controller of Realart
Pictures Corporation. He will be chief
assistant
to Darie L. Faralla, the conWinifred Westover.
trol er, in tjie management of the com- Leading- woman JanewithNovak.
Plays opposite William Russell In hlB ments. pany's
Hobartpictures.
Bosworth,
accounting and auditing departInce star for Paramount
American, "This Hero Stuff."
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OUTRIGHT
PRINT
CHAPLIN
SELL
and
Practice
Early
the
to
\Y. H. Productions Returns
Will Vend a One-Reel Reissue to Exhibitors Instead
Reserved
of Exchanges— Right of Duplication Only Is other
comedy
has a on
q«r{rpnt thein alw handbe he
ay
Pnoe Ww. &argeiu
Dv fcpes
you?" a little Chaplin tn your
HAVE
welcome
a bU1,which
and
theatre
is
the
newest
version
he
can
make
a
feature
of
this
trom two
of a well-known
trade
phrase
The
experiment
has
not
been
as
wideions
ly
that the W. H. Product
is present
ly heralded as the "fewer and better to four times a year.
to propound, for W. H. is going back
but it may
It will alsoschools
enable and
him church
to lendor"his"
of 1905 and is going to offer to sell topictures"'
be
evenmovement,
more important,
for itprove
is a
sofilm— one film — outright to any exhibitor more radical departure from the present Chaplincietyto entertainments
a projection machine is provided,where
and the
use of
who is willing to pay $150 to have a real methods.
Chaplin film always on hand.
There is no restriction whatever in projection machines is growing more
the sale of these prints. It is not and more common.
It is nearly
fifteen
years s;nce
the
can, to a limited extent, farm out
exchange
system
supplanted
the
old
licensed
territory,
nor lim-It theHe picture
to exhibitors in nearby
order. Back of 1905 all exhibitors had
ited to afortermcertain
of days
or months.
the property of the purchaser towns who have not purchased copies,
to purchase their films. They bought becomes
he can show it in any part of the and in so doing he can materially rea program and took it over the country and
duce the first cost of the film to himself.
world. He can show it every day, or
or
up their
exchanged
can take a personal pride in
the used
film with
some territory,
other exhibitor
and whenever he pleases. He can rent it theAndfacthe that
he is the owner of the
worked the territory all over again. to other exhibitors, sell it again or do
Then the store show came in and there anything except dupe it.
only
Chaplin
film
not tied up to exwas need for a more frequent exchange
Four Stars In One Film.
cnange
use,
andfilmsonewhich
of thechanged
best exampies
of
the
the
of material, and the film rental busiThe purchaser does not even have to entire school of comedy production.
be
an
exhibitor.
He
can
purchase
a
ness
came
into
being."
Since
then
scarcely any film has been offered for copy for his own pleasure, if his inclinaIs
a
Typical
Keystone.
sale to exhibitors, and many companies
tion runs that way, and can brag that
"Some Nerve" represents the old style
have never sold outright a single foot he has
a story in which four of the Keystone
at its best. It is dependent
of
their product for use in the United leading stars
of
the
old
Keystones
disupon
the comedy business for its
States.
port themselves,
for
while
Chaplin
is
laughs,
for
it was produced
before the
About all the film the exhibitor now the featured
player, he is supported by mechanical sensations
were resorted
to,
owns outright is either locally produced
Conklin,all Mack
Swainnowand enjoy
Ma- and it is a decided advance upon the
stuff madp especially for him or some Chester
bel
Normand,
of
whom
old school comedies it displaced. It
old junk carefully held to guard against stellar honors.
shows the Chaplin walk at its best and
the non-receipt of the current program.
"Gentlemen
ofnowNerve,"
or
"Some
offers the many mannerisms
which from
adBut W. H. now offers to sell film direct Nerve"
so rapidly
as
it
is
called,
was
made
to the exhibitor without reservation of at a time when Chaplin had already the ranksvanced ofthe comedian
the Keystone cops.
any sort, and it is a Chaplin film, at gained fame and yet before fame bore
It is anticipated that there will be a
that.
so heavily upon him that he sought to
sale of prints and the success of
prove himself an actor rather than a heavy
this
reissue may result in the release
Film Is Practically New.
clown.
It
is
more
characteristically
of
other
along the same lines;
It will be recalled that W. H. has Chaplin than his later work and shows a return tosubjects
old ideas with modern trimhim at his best in the style of comedy
recently
retitled
and
re-edited
the
best
mings,
for
there
has
now been provided
of the old Keystones. One of the best in which he gained his fame.
of lithographs
and other adof these selected films, known originally
The experiment will be watched with a full set vertising
adjuncts.
interest, for it offers many fascinating
It
is
the
first
time
in
fifteen
as
"Gentlemen
of
Nerve,"
was
not
sent
to the exchanges along with the rest angles. With such a picture on his film has been offered for saleyearsin that
this
but was posaheld
an experimental
dis- shelf a manager is always ready to meet manner, and it will be interesting to
l. It has forbeen
given new titles
note
the
difference
in
sales
between
toopposition
comedian's
written with unusual care, and anyone Chaplain
name in front
of hiswith
own thehouse,
but it
Then manufacturers
who has the price can become the owner is unlikely that he will advertise "Char- lookedday andto inthe1900.
sale of prints for their
ofsubject.
a one-reel print of practically a new
lietionChaplin
time his
opposiprofits.money
The more
sold the
the
thev prints
made. they'
Todav
offers today"
a fresheachChaplin
print.
On more

TO

Don't Tell Anybody, But This Is Madge Kennedy in "Strictly Confidential." And Sh ! It's a Goldwyn Picture!
wouldn't have it known for the"we'll
world,
is justto keep
crazy itforquiet.
dancing in this, her next production, so
leavebutitsheto you
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Goldwyn Selection of Productions for Next
Year to Be Based on Reports from Exhibitors
IN Pictures
EVERY Corporation
possible way isthe trying
Goldwynto has found it difficult to fill out his program as he wished.the replies, Goldwyn
find out exactly what the exhibitor
In considering
wants, which in the final analysis means will give those from the managers of
giving the public what it wants.
small theatres quite as much weight as
Withable the
vast supplythrough
of material
avail- those representing the opinion of exfor Goldwyn,
the works
hibitors cities.
conducting the leading houses
of the Eminent Authors and the large in the larger
number of stage plays, there is no question aboutof Goldwyn's
abilityis into demand
furnish Advance Dates on Warner
any type
photoplay that
— drama, nelodrama, comedy or farce.
Picture Coming in Fast
At the present time, Samuel Goldwyn
and other officials of the organization
of H.onB. isWarner
tyattracti
are sifting out the play scripts that THEa boxpopulari
be-as
seem ties;to butoffer
the than
best that,
screenin possibilited by the again
demonstra
advance
ingoffice
further
order
to
make certain that the stories are of the booking ceivedreports
reGod" ExPaganMutual
"The ors
from the onExhibit
kind that
will findtoa ready
Goldchanges by Robertson-Cole.
wyn is anxious
receivemarket,
expressions
The picture lends itself readily to exof opinion from exhibitors.
. The varioustogether
intrigueswith
and revolutpiloointsatiinonChina
the
Selection Based On Exhibitor Reports.
question, has brought the
When reports from exhibitors are Shantung
Kingdom into the limelight. It
tabulated and an average of opinion isCelestial
these subjects that the picture
struck, Goldwyn will be influenced by is upon
The story of intrigue is laid
it to a considerable degree in the selec- in based.
China
and the production shows an
tion of plays to be picturized during the intimate side
of Chinese life. A special
next year.
It is recognized that tastes differ in book containing
press together
matter and
ploitation suggestions
withex-a
various sections of the country and
even in different theatres in the same generalterial willoutline
oftothethe advertising
mabe
sent
exhibitors.
locality; but the replies will at least
An attractive line of twenty-four
serve as a guide which will assist Gold- sheets,
by Exhibitors Mutual, smaller
wyn executives in supplying a correct
proportion of drama, comedy and farce. postersparedand
for thephotographs
exhibitors. have been preExhibitors are not asked to generalize
about the needs of the motion picture
business; rather each exhibitor is urged
Move Offices of Fischer Features.
to express his individual requirements,
considering the capacity of his theatre,
A. H. Fischer Features, Inc., the comthe neighborhood in which it is located
pany recently formed by A. H. Fischer,
and the opposition that must be faced. B. A. Rolfe and Charles A. Logue, has
In effect, the exhibitor will be given formally taken possession of the Thanstudios, New Rochelle, N. Y.,
an opportunity
to map outto his
pro- houser
lately purchased by Mr. Fischer, and
gram. He is requested
noteownexactly
what style of photoplay he prefers, and has moved its offices there from the forin what line, during the past years, he
mer quarters at 18 East Forty-first
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street, New York. Besides being the
home for the B. A. Rolfe productions, all
ofadministered
the company's
are now
from affairs
the studio
offices.being
The
personnel
of
the
organization
lemains practically intact with the change
of quarters. Charles G. Stewart is studio manager; Carey Wilson, office manager; Harry
Poppe, in charge of advertising aH.nd publicity.
"Love Cheat" Heads Pathe
List for August 24 Week
the list
of Pathe
reANOTHERtion headsAlbert
Capellani
producleases for the week of August -!4.
when "The Love Cheat" featuring June
Caprice sued.andThis production
Creighton Hale,
will befromiswas made
an adaptation of the French comedy,
"Le Danseur
which awas
sensation on the Inconnu"
Parisian stage
few ayears
ago.June Caprice as Louise Gordon and
Creigton cordedHale
HenryAmong
Valvin those
are ac-in
fitting asroles.
the
supporting
cast
are
Edward
Davis,
Alfred Hickman and Charles Coleman.
"The Love Cheat," as adapted by Peggy McCall,romance
comes forth
typical
American
of the aslovea between
an heiress to millions and a poor, struggling illustrator.
A specialmatterline
has ofbeenposters
issuedandby adverPathe
for thistisingsubject.
Fox and Loew Circuits
Book Triangle Classics
welcome anof first
opportunity
THAT thetrespatrons
class thea-to
see good literature transferred to
the screen in picture form is indicated
by the number of large houses that are
playing to big business with Oscar
Wilde's "Lady Windermere's Fan" and
Charles recently
Dickens' by"Dombey
released
Triangle. and Son,"
Among
who Marcus
discovered theirtheboxcircuit
office owners
value were
Loew and William Fox. "Dombey and
Son" appeared on the large electric sign
on Loew's Circle Theatre, New York,
shortly after its release, while "Lady
Windermere's
Fan"
"The inLyons'
Mail" were
seen andlooming
eleclights onsoon
the houses
of the William
Fox triccircuit.
Mayer Engages William Sistrom.
William Sistrom, recently manager of
City, thehasWestbeenCoast
Studios*
ofUniversal
the Universal,
engaged
by
Louis B. Mayer to represent him in the
building
the new for
Mayer-Selig
Studio in Losof Angeles,
which ground
was broken
this
week.
On
the
completion of the studio, Sistrom will become
permanetly affiliated with the production
department
Productions, ofInc.the newly formed Mayer
Announces Second Pearl White Picture.
It is announced from the offices of the
Fox Film Corporation that the second
starring vehicle for Pearl White, which
has just been chosen, is the work of
Hiram Percy Maxim. Mr. Maxim is a
member of the Maxim family which has
produced
Maxim. the great inventor Hudson
Bearing claimed"thethis feature
temporary
title of "Re-by
is announced
the Fox concern
as a surprise
vehicle.
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RUBBERNECKING
IN
* QUIET WEEK, but a week of
f\ delightful weather, caused by the Rubbernecker Almost Loses
Watch — No Hurry in Van
■*■ thoughtful action of a high fog
Loan — Ruth Roland
that acted
fierce
rays. asThea diffuser
fog was toonthethesun's
job
Is Everywhere
every day. and it stuck around until
as late as lunch time on some days.
(All previous unkind things said about
By Giebler
fogs in the department are hereby re- remark about pulling some of the rubber
voked.)
from
the his
Rubbernecker's
Big Figures for Two Bits.
inserted
other hand neck,
in mywhile
pockethe
I took advantage of the weather, a and abstracted the elegant half-pound
trip on the P. E. car and the cheapest gold-filled seven-jeweled chronometer —
to me by the citizens of a
jitney bus service in the country — fifteen presented
in Missouri upon the occasion of
cents
one out
way, totwothe bits
and went
Astraround
studiotrip —to town
my
purchasing
a fifty-cent ticket in a
see Lew Cody make scenes for his first raffle, the proceeds
which ticket
were devoted to buying a of
railroad
for
he-vampire picture.
an
undesirable
citizen
—
while
Cody
held
I wasland not
the
only
big
figure
in
filmwho visited at the Astra studio my arms in a tight grip and hollered
that day. Fatty Arbuckle, whose studio "Shoot 1"
is near, had dropped in for a little call.
Devil Was Pleasant.
Fatty and Lew Cody were having the
I have a good mind not to run the
still camera man shoot them just as
I arrived.
picture
Astra ! was as busy as an ant hill.
"Come on, get in the picture," said Christy Cabanne was directing some
Lew.
And because I am always ready to intensive
close-up
stuffofforthe"The
Pleasanttures,
Devil,"
the offirst
pichelp youngwittingly
and consented,
struggling
unwith Lew,
course, as Cody
the devil,
but no actors,
sooner I had
I assumed my best pose by roaching and Eileen Percy as his leading woman.
back my locks, inserting my thumbs in Pleasant
There is a fine
big Pawn,
cast for "The
— Doris
the armholes of my vest, and crossing Kirkham, Devil"
Jack Mower,
Andrew Kathleen
Robson,
my legs in a nonchalant attitude than Alice Fleming,
Cronk, Madeline
I heard a hoarse whisper that told me Fairchild, Alice Ola
Taafe, and
Virginia
I was the victim of a plot.
well, Frances
Raymond,
Walter,Caldson
Modesty the Worst Policy.
of Oliver
Morosco.
And in addition to the above long
"If we get this bird in the picture, list,
Uhlrich Busch and Mr. and Mrs.
she," meaning the picture, "will be sure
members
the fa-of
to
get in the magazine," said Fatty Sidney mousBusch.
to Lew.
beer and allbevo
Busch offamily
Those who know my retiring manner St. Louis.
and the aversion that I have to seeing
In spite of the fact that these young
my picture in the public prints will people
leaguers so far
imagine with what haste I tried to as actingareinallthebusch
movies is concerned,
escape.
they
are
expected
to
add
much in the
I could menot around
get away,the however.
eclat and social atmoshooked
neck withFatty
his way ofphere verve,
to
the
film.
cane, at the same time making a low
Oh Frenchy, Frenchy !
Taking it all in all. it looks as though
"Pleasant
athedevilish
goodDevil"
film. were going to be
Frank D. Ormston, the art director
who put the esthetic touches to "The
Japanese
and and
otherdecobig
features, isNightingale"
doing the sets
rations,
and
the
big
French
Four,
composed of Louis J. Gasnier, manager:
Christy Cabanne, director; Lewis Cody,
star; and Joseph De Brey, cameraman,
are doing their best to make it nice
and Frenchy and La la, toot suite, Sacre
Bleu, avez vous, Rue de la Paix, sil
vous plait, horse de overs, etc.
I had a long talk with Mr. Gasnier.
and he told me of his ambitious plans
for the Astra corporation. He expects
to have
serialPercy,
headedand bydirected
Warner OlandtheandnewEileen
by Jamestember Home,
under
way
by
1st, and other big thingsSep-to
follow
soon.
building necessary
of the new-to
stages and otherTheadditions
the enlarged
already
under activities
way. of the plant are'
Taking Hurry Out of Home.
After this, H. H. Van Loan, who wrote
Rubber in the Rubbernecker.
Warner Oland serial, took me to
Our Los Angeles correspondent is deeply the
Hollywood in his nice new car, and I
touched
by
the
strong
(arm)
dramatic
discovered
that the appellation of Hurry
work of Fatty
Arbuckle
and
Lew Cody.
Home Van Loan, that has been given
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to this writer because of the double
aitches in his name, is a misnomer.
Van does
or anywhere else innothishurry
car. home
He says
that
anybodys that wants to can pass him
on the road — and they do. When you
ride with Van you get a chance to look
at the scenery, but I enjoyed the trip
more than I did one with E. C. Thomas,
publicity expert of the Lehrman studios,
when he jerked me from the Dome Cafe,
in Ocean Park, to Pico and Alvarado
22streets,
minutes.in Los Angeles, in a Ford in
The
the Vitagraphers, thatnextis, day
the Ifewvisited
of them
who were
at home. Bill Duncan and his company
are still at Lake Huntington ; Antonio
Moreno and Carol Holloway at Truckec.
Rock and the Oak.
Everybody in the Larry Semon, the
Jimmie Aubrey, and the Montgomery
and Rock comedy organizations were out
on location with the exception of Joe
Rock, who was at home nursing a case
of Thepoison
Earleoak.Williams company and the
Bessie Love company were the only
two outfits working at the studio.
Theodore Marston was directing Earle
Williams in his new story, "The Black
Gate
leadingMystery,"
lady, andwithJ. Ruth
BarneyClifford
Sherry,as
Clarissa Selwyn, Brindley Shaw, Harry
Spingler and Parke Jones in the cast.
Chester Bennett was aiding and abetting
Mr. Marston
as assistant,
Pont
was at the
camera. and Max Du
David Smith was directing Bessie
Love, Rosebud Brandenburd and Betty
Clark in a scene on a staircase — and
Dave
of it. was simply having an awful time
Even Used Gum Drops.
Bessie seemed to know her part real
well, but
and ladies
Betty were
cult. All Rosebud
these young
had todiffido
was to come down the stairway wifh-

Gosh! And Yet Ruth Smiles!
Gilson Willetts catalogues the stunts of
Ruth Roland's new serial for Pathe,
but it doesn't
worry Ruth,
not a bit.
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out falling and bumping their noses,
turn to the left and enter a room, but
it required
utmost
ingenuity and athepocket
full ofpatience,
gum drops
to get them to do it right.
I think the manner in which the girls
had to come down the stairway had
something
to do with
difficulty
is so undignified
to sitthedown
on —theit
top step of a stairway and then descend
step by without
step byusing
the thebumpety-bump
process
feet except
as scouts to find the next step below,
and in spite of the fact that Rosebud
and Betty were less than two years old,
they seemed to feel their position keenly.
The Vitagraph plant is growing bigger
and bigger; it has spread out until it
covers all of the big hill where the
first stages were built, and now it has
gone straggling off down the sides of
the hill seeking new lands to cover.
Street of All Trades.
Roy McCray, technical director and
studio superintendent, took me down in
the canyon and showed me one of the
biggest
and most
on
the Coast.
The realistic
set is a street
sectionsetsof
a city street 175 feet long, with two and
three story buildings of brick, real
granitoid
sidewalks
paving
in the center.
Thereandareasphalt
five distinct
buildings,
an
alley,
and
a
bisecting
at the eastern end. The set has street
been
built for comedy locations, but can be
changed so as to furnish atmosphere
for almost any kind of film, and is a
permanent prop.
I closeda call
up the
week's
visiting
making
at the
Horsley
studio,by
where Ruth Roland is making her new
serial,
Miss "The
RolandAdventures
is managerof ofRuth."
the company,
manager
of
the studio,
co-author
with Gilson VVilletts,
of the a story,
and
is directing herself in the action.
She'll Have to Be Ruthless.
I saw
for way,
episode one,fhem
and ifmaking
it keepsscenes
on that
Ruth is going to have quite a few ad-
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the story. ventures before she goes the gamut of
what playing
a namethetoheavy!
make
punsBillywithHuman
if he —were
I could think up a funny crack about
the
inhuman
villain
right now, I'm—
awfully
quick towith
a new-comer
the that
Coast,kindis ofthestuff
leading man.
Actually, however, Billy is one of the
most human guys I've met in a long
time.
He's been
in Texas,
his
native heath,
for thedown
last eleven
months,
working
dramas under the
direction inof Western
Frank Powell.
Billy is tall and wears a soup-to-fish
suit
withanymore
ever
thought
Texansang-froid
could getthan
away I with,
and
predicting
as well aswillhoping,
that here's
Filmland
and Fanland
hear
more of him.
Ruth All Over the Lot.
Miss Roland says she likes being her
own manager, director, chief cook and
bottle washer, and everything else, and
while itiesthemany,work
is hardfeltandmoreresponsibilfree and
unfettered inshehernever
life.
I think she may not feel quite so
skittish
afterstunts
she'sthat
through
the
hair-raising
she andwithGilson
Willetts have doped out, but you never
can tell, a serial star can stand more
punishment than a pugilist.
At any rate, from the looks of things
now, the Pathe program is going to
get a regular sizzer of a serial.
Wichita Protests Tax.
The following telegram was received
on August 6 from H. E. Jameyson, of
Wichita, Kan., by the committee on
legislation and tax of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of America, Inc. :
"Had big
in Wichita.
Fifty
Kansas
townsmeeting
represented.
Appointed
district leaders who are going to put
petitions in all houses of members and
going to put out slides in all theatres
ui quick as they can be made. Want a
bunch of questionnaires quick, also plans
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of campaigns. Are not going to confine
campaign to home town of Congressmen,
but we are going to spread out through
entire district."
Use Varied Advertising
for "Upstairs and Down"
AN illustration
exploitaappliedof toSelznick
town tionis asRockford,
111.a middle sized
First of all, arrangements were made
witli the Simon Drug Company, the
largest
in Rockford,
situated
at
the drug-store
most important
car transfer
point in the town, to devote two of its
windows to Olive Thomas and her picture, especial stress being placed on the
Upstairs and Down sundae, which is
also featured
in this concern's
advertise-of
ments. An autographed
photograph
Miss Thomas, supplied by the Selznick
exploitation department, was given to
everystore.
woman who made a purchase at
the
Secondly, the largest furniture store
in Rockford called its annual August
furniture sale an Upstairs and Down
Sale; which meant that all the windows
and all their advertisements on this
event carried the name of the picture.
Leath's ofalsoMisspresented
autographed
picture
Thomas an
to customers.
Thirdly, the two largest confectionery
and ice cream stores in Rockford featured the Upstairs and Down sundae
and gave every girl who bought one
a picture of Olive Thomas.
Fourthly, co-operation was effected
with
Geoxge of
Kraft's
and in
10 cent
store,
the largest
its 5kind
Rockford.
Kraft's
windows
were
plastered
with
photographs
of Olive
with stills from
the Thomas,
film, as and
wellalsoas
copies
of the
song by
of the
title
which was
inspired
the same
photoplay
and dedicated to the star. Every girl
who purchased a copy of this song was
presented with an autographed photograph of Miss Thomas.
Fifthly, the biggest scoop of all was
arranged
when Ashton's,
Rockford'sto
largest department
store, consented
devotementitssales various
windows
and Thomas
departfor
ten
days
to
Olive
and the film.
Sixthly an Upstairs and Down week
was arranged for Harlem Park, Rockford's
amusement
which was
held August
4 to center,
11. Upstairs
and
Down fox trot contests and the other
amusement
park
co-operative
stunts
which have already been put over in
various cities were featured.
Censors Would Censor Lobby Displays.
A letter received by Mayor Hanson,
of Seattle, last week from Miss Alice
Lord, secretary of the Board of Censors,
stated that the board at its last regular
meeting had decided to request the
mayor to look into the legality of
amending the ordinance regulating the
board's
so as todisplays.
give them
the rightjurisdiction
to censor lobby
The mayor has passed the buck to the
City Council,
who, ittheisrequest.
officially reported, have granted
In Miss Lord's letter to the mayor,
two reasons
werethegiven
the board's
desire
to censor
lobbyfordisplays.
"Wefrombelieve,"
wrote, "that,
not
only
a moralshestandpoint,
but from
the point
of
false
advertising,
some
action should be taken so that the public
may see and enjoy exactly what they
pay their money for."
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Angeles
By A. H. GIERLER

and

Circle C Company, Recently Formed,
Makes Tracks to Montana Location
THE CirclecentlyCorganized
Film toCompany,
re- trip, and he sums up his impression of
make Wild
West pictures, will go to Mon- the Orient by saying: "It is one big
tana, the home of the picturesque cowboy and the long-horn, to make ex- smell."
Bulls-Eye to Have Novel Scenics.
teriors
its company,
productions.
proL. J.LosBurrud,
moters offorthe
E. D.TheUlrich,
left
Angelesof the
thisBulls-Eye
week to studios,
gather
Wallace D. Coburn and Charles M. Bair, material for
series of travel pictures
have announced the name of only one to be calleda "Scenic
Legends."
of their players, Miss Grace Gordon,
will travel with a touring Mr.
car
who was formerly a dancer, but who Burrud
and
a
large
truck carrying cameras,
has recently played minor parts in the equipment auto
and
camping
paraphenalia.
films. The rest of the players will be He expects to cover the larger part of
engaged within the next few weeks,
America, and will take only
after which the company will leave for western
have an historical or legenMontana. The studio scenes will be scenes darythatassociation,
all of which will be
made in a Glendale studio, and the pic- explained in the titles.
Nat H. Spitzer,
tures
will
be
released
through
the
Roof
the
Bulls-Eye
Corporation,
who willto
mayne Superfilm Co.
release the new scenics, expects
have the first films ready for the
market by October 1.
Salisbury to Form Own Company.
Monroe Salisbury, whose contract
Keystone Comedian Dead.
with Universal has about expired, is
Word has been received that Dan
said to be forming his own company
Albert,
former Keystone comedian, and
to produce plays. Stories by well known well known
in the West Coast film
writers are being considered for the
colony, died suddenly at his home in
Salisbury
productions,
and
a
director
who has been connected with the actor Nashville, Tenn. Albert was twentyin his recent pictures will probably be nine years old at the time of his death.
engaged as director of the new company. The pictures will be made in the
Photoplayers Meet.
West, and will be known as the Monroe
The board of directors of the recently
Salisbury Pictures.
organized
League
held a
meeting onPhotoplayers'
July 30 at the
Hollywood
Brentwood Gives Preview.
Hotel to discuss several important
to the league schedThe Brentwood Film Company enter- mattersule. Artpertaining
Kruger,
of the assotained several hundred guests at the
ciation,
presided atpresident
the meeting.
Hollywood Theatre, on the evening of
July 24 with a preview of "The Other
Passes
for
Pacific
Fleet
Sailors.
Half," pleted
which
has recently
been andcom-in
The affiliated motion picture interests
by Director
King Vidor,
Los Angeles are arranging to have
which cipalFlorence
Vidor .plays the prin- of
role.
the motion picture theatres of the city
thrown
the sailors
Pacific
Fleet thatopenwilltoarrive
in the ofLostheAngeles
Iris Theatre Sold.
harbor
on
August
9.
A
central
ticket
The Iris Theatre, at 6508 Hollywood
in Pershing
Square
will
disBoulevard, was sold last week by Frank bureau tribute
tickets
to
the
sailors
for
the
R. Alexander to J. B. Zeller, formerly afternoon and evening shows. Enterof Los Angeles, but lately living in
through this method, will be
New Orleans. The Iris Theatre build- provided fortainment,10,000
men a day. The fleet
ing was erected two years ago by J.
Q. Tabor, and is now owned by Mrs. will remain in port four days.
Isabelle Townsend, and contains two
Tally Goes to Colorado.
small shops besides the 800 capacity
T. L. Tally,
vice-president
of the aFirst
picture house. Mr. Zeller has already National
leaves within
few
taken over the management of the days for Exhibitors,
house.
Colorado Springs, where,, beviewing Pike's
Peak andto other
naturalnesssides
wonders,
he will
busiOrient Is One Big Smell.
connected with
the attend
First National
Circuit.
Edgar Lewis has just returned from
his trip to China and Japan, where he
went five months ago. Mr. Lewis says Kosloff Joins Famous Players-Lasky.
he
got about
10,000 feet nature
of negatives
Theodore Kosloff, noted Russian
of scenic
and educational
on the dancer,
has been signed up by Famous

Vicinity

Players-Lasky
to star within
in two theproductions to be completed
next
five months, beginning August 1. Mr.
Kosloff's first picture will be called "The
Wanderer,"
will prodigal
be founded
the
biblical storyandof the
son.onCecil
DeMille will direct the production, and
an all-star cast will play the leading
roles.
McKim Will Direct.
Robert McKim, famous villain of the
screen, has been promoted to a direcp by Benjamin
Hampton, and
direct atorshiseries
of productions
for will
the
Great Authors Company, of which Mr.
Hampton is president and guiding genius.
Kentucky Exhibitor in Town.
Fred Levy, of Louisville, Ky., is a
visitor in Los Angeles, and incidentally,
at various'
motion picture studios on
the
West Coast.
Gasnier Severs Eastern Connections.
Withnier andthehercoming
of Mrs. Louis
little daughter
from GasNew
York last week came the announcement
that Louis Gasnier had severed all connections in the east and that hereafter
all his activities in film producing would
be confined to the studio at Glendale.
Mr. Gasnier plans to build a home in
Hollywood, and to increase his studio
capacity and facilities to accommodate
three other producing units besides the
Lew Cody company and the new serial
company
by Eileen
ner Olandheaded
and Olga
Grey. Percy, WarPacific Company Starts Serial.
The Pacific Producing Company of
Los Angeles has started work on "The
Radium
an eighteen-episode
serial withRaiders,"
an all-star
cast, this week.
The serial is being filmed at Universal
City under the direction of Robert B.
Broadvvell from a story written by Frederick Bennett, author of the Helen
Holmes serials. The players of the important roles are Cleo Madison, Eileen
Sedgwick,
Ed and
-Brady,theBobstoryKortman
Bob
Reeves,
is laidandin
Northern Montana.
A Burlesque
Production
on a "News"
novel filmWeekly.
attraction
was begun this week at the Bulls-Eye
studio under the supervision of A. Lincoln Miller, short story writer of Los
Angeles and nephew of Joachim Miller,
the poet. The new feature will be only
one reel in length, but will be a humor
ous picturization of news items taken
from current leading newspapers. Only
actors of proved ability will be employed in these comic news items, and
a variety of subjects will be used, ranging from the Kaiser being arrested for
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his wav to Palestine from New York. exchanges on the west coast. Mr. Ochs
trial in London to a New York police- After
the scenes in the Holy Land have will remain in town to meet J. A. Berst,
man having his pockets rifled by a thief.
The series of pictures will be called been finished, the company will return who
days. is expected to arrive within a few
to Los Angeles to complete the film.
"WeaklylivenedIndigestion,"
and
will
be
enwith
entertaining
and
humorous
subtitles.
Walthall Leaves National.
Sheehan Returns.
Howard J. Sheehan, western manager
Henry Walthall, according to an announcement made this week by his manto Bar and
"In Civics
Justice."Club of for the turnedFoxfrom aFilm
Corporation,
has reThe Seeking
Philanthropic
trip through
his territory,
ager, Billy Aronson, has withdrawn from
Los Angeles presented resolutions to which covers California, Nevada, Ari- the National Film Company, and will
the City Council this week urging that
a company of his own to prozona, Oregon, Washington, Idaho and organize
steps be taken at once to prohibit the Montana.
duce pictures.
exhibition of the negro film, "In JusNazimova Buys Home.
Negroes to Make Two-Reel Comedies.
tice," which is in its third week at
Ray's Garden. The resolution reads in
Mme. Alia Nazimova, Metro star, has
Harry Jones, who was responsible for
part :
purchased a home at 8080 Sunset Boule- the organization of the company of
"Present-day
conditions,
as
exemplivard,
Hollywood,
for
$60,000.
The
propfied in the recent race riots in Chicago,
negroes that
erty includes two and a half acres of Justice,"
a playfinanced
writtenandandproduced
directed "Inby
Washington and other eastern cities, improved
grounds and a large residence Capt. Leslie
T. organization
Peacocke, is tonowproduce
prodemand that every community do its
moting
another
architecture.
Mme.
Naziutmost to discourage race hatred and of Spanish
mova
leased
the
property
a
year
ago,
two-reel
comedies
with
only
negroes
in
race injustice and to deplore and con- and upon deciding to make her perma- the cast.
any presentation
calculated
canent home in Los Angeles, she bought
ter todemnand
engender hatred
and tostrife
Movie Dances.
the place outright.
between the races."
Beginning with August 5, a series of
Nat
Goodwin
Cafe
a
Studio.
dances
will
be given at the James
Churches to Produce Films.
The old Nat Goodwin cafe at Santa Mitchell studio in Hollywood. The
The Uplift Motion Picture Company Monica
has
been
transformed
into
a
Bulls-Eye will be the first one reprewill be the title of a new organization
sented at these dances, but other stuwith the Paton Film Company in
with a capital stock of $500,000, which is studio
possession.
Stuart
Paton
is
general
each have a "night" as the seato be subscribed by church people of manager
sondios willprogresses.
and director of the company,
Los Angeles, is an announcement made and is filming
a story which he has
by Charles J. Hall, temporary secretary
Studio Shots
and publicity manager of the new com- written,
calledplayers
"The Sign
the Rat.'
The Claire
principal
in theof
production
pany. The films to be produced by the are
Anderson, Harry
Carter,
Boyd WILTON
TAYLOR,
of New a York
stage
successes,
is playing
prominent
■company
will
be
made
from
stories
in
the Bible and other religious works, and Irwin and Joe Girard.
part
with
William
Desmond
in "The
Prince
and
Betty,"
a
J.
D.
Hampton
proare intended for use in churches, chauduction.
Leonhardt Sells Interest.
tauquaspany willand
Sunday schools.
W. P. S. Earle, who directed Clara Kimbe incorporated
under Thethe comlaws
Harry
Leonhardt,
one
of
the
owners
of California, according to Mr. Hall,
ball Young in "The Better Wife," has been
California Theatre, and producer
and will build its own studio and em- ofof the
the Mack Swain Poppy Comedies, engaged to direct Louise Glaum Iii her
ploy a complete staff of artists ?nd has sold out his interest in the produc- nextLilafeature.
Lee, Lasky
star,
isGusentertaining
her
technicians to produce the pictures.
ing company to William Sherrill, who is sister Peggy,
andYork
Mrs. last
Edwards, who
came
from
New
week.
making
the
two-reel
westerns
with
Off to Palestine.
Texas voteGuinan.
will de-in
Mary Pickford will be the guest of the
all his timeMr.toLeonhardt
the California
John Ezra and Joseph K. Calder, of
city
San Diego,
to help
welcomein that
the
Pacificof Coast
Fleet that
will arrive
the Cosmo Pictures Corporation, left the future.
city on August S.
Los Angeles last week for Palestine,
Lee Ochs in Los Angeles.
William V. Mong is doing a character
where they will assist in making the
in the current George Loane Tucker
Lee Ochs, vice-president of the United part
film,
"Judereal," Jules
a storyRatzkowski,
of biblical times
production
at Brunton.
in
Palestine.
vicehas
arrived
in
Los
AnThe
Metro baseball team won an elevea
president of the company, is already on PicturegelesTheatres,
after making a tour of the United Sunday.
to six victory over the Brunton nine last
Antrim Short, recently a player of boy
parts, has grown into a leading man. He
is playing opposite Viola Dana in "Please
TheMarried."
suit brought by Rhea Mitchell for
Get
$58,000
against Harry Garson has been
satisfactorily
mis ed in court.settled and the case disChilderswithcelebrated
signing
of Naomi
her contract
Goldwyn theby making
amother
flyingandtripto augment
to New York
to
visit
her wardrobe. her
Rex Beach, of Eminent Authors, Inc.,
arrived in Los Angeles on July 30 t»
the filming
atsupervise
the Goldwyn
studio.of one of his novels
Priscilla Dean is said to be forming her
own film producing
management
of H. P. company
Caulfield. under the
Thomas Holdii.g, Edwin Stevens and
Bertram
her
new Grassby
picture. support Louise Glaum in
Harry Houdini, who has completed his
work inleft"Thelast Grim
the Lasky
studio,
week Game"
for Newat York,
from
which city he will sail for Scotland to
openThe hiscastEuropean
tour
in
November.
supporting Ann Little and Jack
Hoxie
inincludes
the National
serial, "Lightning
Bryce,"
Steve Clemente.
Ben Corbett, Walter Patterson.
George Champion,
Slim Lucas, and George Hunter.
Jack Coogan, four years old, and son of
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Jack Coogan. of vaudeville fame, has been
engaged to take part in a coming Charles
Chaplin film.
Arthur Hoyt, former casting director at
Universal City, has just finished directing
a picture at the Lasky plant.
JoeingRock,
comedian,
from a Vitagraph
case of poison
oak. Is sufferLouise Glaum has purchased a home in
Beverly
popular residential
section in theHills,
hillsa between
Hollywood and
the sea.
made a flying trip to
SanMarshall
FranciscoNellan
last week.
Gloria Hope is leading woman for Tom
Moore in the Pinero play that is being
picturized at Goldwyn.
A golf match will be held between playersbersfromof theFamous
Players-Lasky
memBrentwood
company onandAugust
2 and 3.
Robert Wells has taken the company
headed
by Fritzie
Herbert Heyes
and Frank
SchumRidgway,
to the Frontier
Days
Rodeo at Cheyenne, Wyoming, to make
scenes
for
"Winning
The
Bride."
C. A.B. Franklyn
engaged
Louis
Mayer to has
directbeenMildred
Harrisby
Chaplin when she begins working under
her new contract in September.
S. E. Schlager. formerly of the publicity
staff at Universal City, is now personal
representative for Lew Cody.
Lieutenant Colonel Sir Popham Young,
governor
the province
visited theof Metro
studio oflastBombay.
week, India,
while
in
Los
Angeles
on
his
way
through
United States to his home in England. the
Stanhope
Wheatcroft
and leading
Pat O'Malley
have
been engaged
to play
roles
in support
Tsuru Aoki.
new Japanese
star
of the ofUniversal
Company.
James Parrott, character actor, is appearing in Bulls-Eye
comedies directed by
his brother,
Charles Parrott.
William Wickersham, stage dancer, has
been engaged to play a leading role in the
newTomRomayne
Mix leavesfilmthis"Shams."
week for Oklahoma,
where he will visit Miller Brothers 101
Ranch.
Lurline Lyons, who played an important
theD. film
"Ramona,"
is taking
part
inH.roleB.a inJ.Warner.
Hampton
production
starring
Ann Little, Jack Hoxie and Director
Paul Hurst, of the National serial comteriors. pany, have gone to Bear Valley for exHazel Daly, former Essanay leading
lady, returns to the screen after a long
absence in Tom Moore's current picture.
Harry Northrup is playing in the curflower.rent Allan Dwan production for MayGeneral Manager R. C. Nehls, of the
American plant at Santa Barbara, was in
Los Angeles several days last week.
Mabel versaBallin
been Elmo
engagedLincoln
by Uni-in
l to co-starhas with
"The
Combers,"
the direction
of RexBeach
Ingram,
who hasunder
recently
returned
from overseas army service.
Report has it that a new film company
is beingander inorganized
pictures. to star little Ben AlexJ. Grubb Alexander has been added to
the tonscenario
studios. staff at the Jesse D. HampJoecanRyan,
"heavy"
Dunsignedin athenewWilliam
three-year
contractserials,
withhasVitagraph.
Sid Smith, screen comedian, who has
just
returned
from still
France
with ainHunhis
machine
gun bullet
embedded
shoulder, is one of the twelve ex-soldiers
employed at the Bulls-Eye studio.
William Parsons, president of National
for
aFilm
few Company,
weeks andhasto gone
sign upto New
new York
stars for
his company.
Kathleen O'Connor, of Universal, is en-
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tertaining her mother
Al Christie's
Roberts. next
Neal Special
Burns will
and feature
Eddie
ter from Dayton.
Ohio. and two young sis- Edith
Neal Burns is author of the story.
George L. Cox. director for Margarita Barry.
"He Married His Wife," as well as leading
Fisher, was In Los Angeles this week se- man.
for Miss Fisher's new play,
The new Mary MacLaren feature for
"The Roselecting a cast
of Hell."
made from the story, "Auld
Antonio Moreno. Carol Holloway and the Universal
Jeremiah," has been completed and reentire
Vitagraph
serial
troupe
under
the
direction of William Bauman, returned
n
a
m
e
d
"
A
Bonnie,
Lassie."in UniverJames J. Corbett Bonnie
is expected
this week from Truckee, with the final episal City early in September to begl>
sodes of "The Perils of Thunder Moun- production
on a six-reel feature.
Delia Patra, who has arranged
Robert Warwick's next play for Fam- to Princess
makephere under
a picture
with Egyptian
atmosous Players-I>asky will be "The Tree of
of Henry McRae,
Knowledge."
by Margaret
Turnbull.
Wil- has gone to theNewdirection
tain." liam C. De Mille
York for a few weeka
will direct,
and Wanda
Hawley will be leading woman.
of shopping before beginning on the proJack Dillon, former director of Jack duction.
Will Rogers spent the week-end in
Pickford,
and
recently
with
Fox,
has
gone
back to Jack Pickford to direct him in his Santa Barbara last week, making the trip
forthcoming pictures.
motor. MacPherson, Lasky scenario
Jeanie
Warner Oland has arrived in town to by
writer,
will flywelcome
out over thethe Pacific
water in am
take part in the new Astra serial.
aeroplane
fleet on its toarrival
at San Diego. Coast
Miss I. A. R. Wylie, author of "Th«
August
HermitrentDoctor
Gaya,"a Nazimova's
at New 10YorkAttractions
Theatres.
production,of was
visitor at curthe
Metro gelesstudio
RIALTO— "The Peace of Roaring
recently. during her stay in Los AnFrank R. Beal, director of Gladys BrockGoldwyn Picture.
Starring Pauline Frederick.
well turine in just"Thieves,"
that picnineteen completed
days.
River." "Wagon Tracks."
RIVOLI—
Paramount-Artcraft.
Bessie Barriscale's new picture, which
was filmed under the working title of "The
Featuring William S. Hart.
Rose of Egypt," is now called "Her PurSTRAND
— "Choosing
a Wife."
First National
Attraction.
l-u.1i
All-star cast.
e with
production.
Anna.
Xilsson,
of "The
Ward Crane
BROADWAY— "Yankee Doodle in
Sol Lesser Feature.
Mile. Jacqueline Bertillon, noted woraai
With
Sennett Bathing Girls.
lawyer and niece of the famous French
Berlin."
FOX'S
ACADEMY OF MUSIC —
criminal
made
a visit to expert,
several Alphonse
of the westBertillon,
coast studios
"Wolves of Farnum.
the Night."
Fox-William
during her recent stay in Los Angeles.
"The
Woman Michael Married"
John J. Glavey, former scenario editor
Robertson-Cole-Bessie
Barrisat Fox's western studio, has gone to New
York.
cale.
"The
Man in the Moonlight."
Blanche
Sweet hasat completed
WomUniversal-Monroe
Salisbury.
an of Pleasure,"
the J. D. "AHampton
"This Hero Stuff."
studio,
and
will
soon
begin
on
"Cressy."
from a Bret Harte story, with Russell
American-William Russell.
Simpson,
Walter Perry and Frank LanDouble features dividing week.
ning in support.
President Carl Laemmle, of Universal,
with his son and daughter, is spending a
Lila Lee will go east with Mrs. Gus Ed- few
days at Catalina Island.
wards
for
a
short
vacation
before
starting
Harryof Mann
started atwork
on a
work in a Cecil De Mille production.
eccentrichascomedies
Universal
Eugene Gaudio, former cameraman for series
City.
He
is
directing
and
playing
th«
the crank
Nazimova
features,
i? now grinding principal role as well.
the
for Bessie
Barriscale.
Thomas
Santschi
will
take
part
in
a
big
William C. Dowlan, who has recently feature to be filmed soon at the Americam
completed "Loot," for Universal, is mak- studiotion ofinBurton
Santa George.
Barbara under the direcing preparations
to film
Reforms,"
by Mildred
Considine,
with"Betty
an all-star
cast.
Luther
A.
Reed,
of the Ince editorial
The Inceon Aviation
is in San Francisco to attend th«
dedicated
Sunday, Field
Augustat 3.Venice was forces,
final
rehearsals
and
the initial presentaThe new Brunton baseball park was
tion of a play he has written.
Antonio Moreno will be starred in a new
openedMetrolastandSunday
with nines,
a' gameMetrobetween
the
Brunton
win- serial
dealing with the Secret Service, &oo»
ning with a score of 11 to 7.
to bewill
started
byleading
Vitagraph.
Pauline
Curley
lady and
Brinsley
Ruth
Clifford
is
Earle
Williams'
new
Shaw
the beheavy.
leading woman.
Robert Brunton is converting two of the
"It Pays astostar,
Advertise,"
with Crisp
Bryamtas
Washburn
and Donald
open-air
stages
Bruntona newlot open
into director,
dark
stages,
but cover
heon istheIS,building
starts production next week with
stage
that
will
000
square
feet
of
the
first
scenes
to
be
made
in
a
soap
factory.
floor space.
Clara Kimball Young and her company
Enid
Bennett
is
spending
her
vacation
in Topango Canyon.
have returned from San Francisco, wher«
Anna Q. Nilsson, who was invited a few the opening
scenes forformally
"Eyes taken
of Youth"
filmed,
weeks ago to become the head of her own were
ses ion of theandnewhaveGarson
studio. posproducing
company,
has
decided
to
remain with the Allan Dwan organization
Charles Spere is playing the leading rol«
for the present.
opposite Bessie Love in her new VitaJoseph W. Engel. treasurer of Metro,
graph feature.
left last
New
York.week for a six weeks' stay in
READ PAGE 1090 AND
Andrew MacDonald, technical director
YOU'LL, READ 10»1
of Bulls-Eye comedies, has perfected a new I
type of movable reflector for taking stills.
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priate for various reasons. The curtain
WILL RELEASE CHAUTARD PRODUCTIONS raised disclosed four soldiers in a rest
billet. Here the prologue caught the
atmosphere of the picture at the start.
Realart Contracts with Mayflower Corporation
As the curtain went up the four solto Distribute Pictures Made bv Prominent Director
sang "At the End of the Rainbow
that reason I know that these pictures There'sdiers Happiness,"
te Emile . will
distribu
to
is
while this Army
numART
REAL
have
the
best
market
for
release
to
ber was in progress anda Salvation
d productions. A contract
Chautar
to this effect was closed this week
lassie
passed
around
doughnuts.
Next
one
of
the
men
rendered
a
solo
while
by Arthur S. Kane, president of Realart exhibitors."
ion, and Isaac Wol- Kinograms Contain Scenes
Pictures Corporat
following
this the girlnumber
sang "Bubbles"
t of Mayflower Photoplay
and the concluding
then folper, presiden
which was a ballad
rendered
by
Corporation. Six pictures are to be
Confiscated from Turkey all five lowed
of the singers.
made under the terms of the agreement.
its latesttherelease
AMSto thein exhibitor
The first of these, "The Mystery of the KINOGR
most
offers
e story,
will
a detectiv
Room,"
Yellow
interesting list of subjects so far Helen Keller Picture Is
d within
few days
the next
be complete
presented by this news weekly.
and released early this fall.
The most prominent feature of the
Booked in New York City
Mystery from
of thea Yellow
issue is "With the Turks at
was"Thepicturized
novel byRoom"
the current
Gallipoli."
These
pictures
have just
French writer, Gaston Leroux. As a been
will,
the blind
the deaf
PROVING
that, may
wheresee, they
have may
the
released
by
the
Allied
censors
and
result of its wide popularity, it was
from confiscated archives
hear and the dumb may talk, Helen
translated into English and published in ofwerethe taken
enemy to show the operation of Keller's motion picture, "Deliverance,"
this
by Brentano's and the Turks on this famous peninsula, will open at the Lyric Theatre, New
later country
by Grossetfirst& Dunlap.
where if the Allies had only known it, York,
Aug. 18, for an engagement of
"As a result of the contract with May- twenty-four
hoursof more
would have indefinite duration.
flower," said Mr. Kane,
"we areof able
the capture
Constantinople.
Missress inKeller
herself appears
actassure exhibitors
of a series
featureto seen
this picture.
That a asgirlan born
Another
subject
is fur-of
attractions. Mr. Chautard is a prominished by interesting
Canada where
pictures
deaf,
dumb
and
blind
should
add
acting
nent director and one who has pro- one thousand
interned German seamen
accomplishments will not astonducedtoplays,
some offrom anthe artistic
most successful
citizens are put aboard ship and to herish those
as well aspho-a and
who know inof science
Miss Keller's
sent back over seas from the port of amazing
achievements
and litfinancial
standpoint."
erature
and of her triumph in learning
Emile Chautard has an international Quebec.
The est.strike
in
Brooklyn
offers
interto
speak.
reputation. He was born in Paris and
The entire phase of this labor
The picture does not merely illustrate
his career
includesandmany
years'
shown. All the different meth- Miss
rience in stage
screen
workexpe-in troubleods ofistransportation
deliverance
from the darkareinteresting
being em-to
nessKeller's
she was born.
feaParis before coming to the United
ployed
and
they
are
very
tureiniswhich
but incidental
to a This
dramatic
States. As an actor, Mr. Chautard was say the least.
photoplay which is believed to meet all
leading man at the foremost theatres of
the
present-day and
requirements
for screen
Paris. He also was a well-known stage
entertainment,
which enlisted
the
"Oakdale Affair" in Cutting Stage.
director, supervising the production of
Oscar Apfel has finished directing the services of a large company of profesmany of the plays in which he apsional
actors
and
hundreds
of
superpeared.
production
ofBurroughs'
"The Oakdale
Affair,"
numeraries, many episodes being of a
Will Feature No Star.
Edgar
in whichRice
Evelyn
Greeley mystery
is the star.story,
He spectacular nature.
Though unusually retiring and not is now at work cutting the picture to
Aside
from
revealing
(MissoverKeller's
very communicative, Air. Chautard was get it down to a length that makes it almost superhuman
triumph
diffiinduced to make a statement regarding desirable for use by exhibitors. He is
culties
which
would
daunt
ordinanbeing assisted in editing the picture by spirit, there is a contrasting the
his present
affiliation
and
his
forthstory
showLee cutters
Dougherty,
one asof thethe oldest
best known
coming productions.
how a young
girl, possessed
of alla
her ingfaculties,
has difficulty
in getting
as well
in the common
"I went with Mayflower," he ex- film
industry.
education.
"because I pictures
was promised
free
George Foster Piatt, who produced
hand to plained,
produce
in my a own
"The Bluebird" 'for Winthrop Ames at
way without interference from any Los Angeles First Sees
the New Theatre, directed the picture,
source. The company has lived up to
its promise to the letter, and I am
severalMissmonths
"The Misleading Widow" which required
happy to Productions
be able to aresaythethatresult
Emileof
pletion. Although
Kellerforwascom-a
Chautard
most
responsive
actress,
taking
of
THAT
the
fine
words
said
about
the
new pictures to be released by the Mr. Piatt's directions by means ofmany
sound
my direction,
and mine supervision
only. Every from
deFamous
Players-Lasky
corporatail has my personal
vibrations,
progress
was
necessarily
water when put to the
slow.
the preparation of the story until the test, tionhaswill hold
been proven by the record somewhat
finished picture leaves the studio, com- made by the
Dr. Anselm Goetzel has written a compre-release exhibition of
plete in every respect.
musical setting
"Deliverance"
Misleading Widow,"pictures
one ofof the
the full for
symphony
orches"My butproductions
will forfeatures
one "The
first Paramount-Artcraft
the and trawillplete
star,
the players
each nopicture
duringdirect
the engagement.
season. Through special effort of
will be the best obtainable for the va- new
the
Los
Angeles
exchange
the
picture
rious roles. Please emphasize this for was booked at the Kinema Theatre, Los
Eddie Polo Popular in England.
me: My productions will be 'photo- 27.
According to advises reaching this
novels'
ratherthatthanthey'photoplays'!
By Angeles. California, for the week of July
that I mean
will be in the
This was an unusually hot week and country
form of a book brought to life on the
rial starfrom
now England,
headingEddie
the Polo,
companysescreen, rather than a series of scenes the record that the picture made at the which is producing "The Thirteenth
was unusually gratifying. The Hour," a Universal picture, is being reinterspersed with sub-titles. Also theatre
please have it understood that these manner in which Mr. Kehrlein staged
ceived open heartedly by the Britishers.
the picture is interesting from the point The report
'photonovels' will be no longer than is of
says thatappearances
Mr. Polo isatmakshowmanship. The whole program
necessary
to
tell
the
full
story."
ing
personal
the
Speaking of the arrangement he had ture.
for the week was pivoted about the fea- Britishmanypicture
houses
and standing
room
is
the
usual
announcement
at such
made with Mr. Kane for distributing
Polo is scheduled to visit
the Chautard photonovels, Isaac WolConsiderable capital was made in news a house. Mr.
Lancashire and Scotland soon
per, president of the Mayflower cor- stories of the fact that the picture had Yorkshire,
with his company.
poration, had the following to say:
been masecured
for
pre-release
at
the
Kinethrough a special dispensation. The
is veryofgratifying
to knowProducthat
Thirteenth Hour" is the "around
the"Itdisposal
Emile Chautard
Angeles critics also called attention the"Theworld"
and countries.
scenes willJohnbe
tions will be under the jurisdiction of Los
to this in their reviews of the picture.
made
in
fourserial
foreign
To lead off the feature Mr. Kehrlein P. McGowan
is
directing
the producMr. Kane,"
said
Mr.
Wolper.
"His
company is bound to be one of the biggest
tion. Peggy O'Dare is the leading
an "Overseas
factors in the photoplay world, and for staged
Revue" what
which hewastermed
particularlyappro- woman
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The World Aflame" Shown to Prominent Persons
at the Auditorium; Picture Was Warmly Received
ust 3. This is a Cosmopolitan Production,
Chicago directed
, Pathe's
K
FRAN
by Allan Dwan, and released as
for an imposing
arranged
manager,ROGERS
a
Paramount-Artcraft
The
of "The Worldy management
invitation showing ium,
of OrchestraSpecial.
Hall states
the Auditor
Aflame"
it
did
extraordinary
business
during
ons were that
8. InvitatiThursda
afternoodn,at August
extende to the Chicago Chamber of the week.
Commerce, the Association of Com- is Elsie
Ferguson
in "A beginning
Society Exile"
the next
attraction,
Sunmerce, the University, Hamilton and Roday, August
10.
Princess
tary Clubs, political organizations of the soprano,
has been engaged asWa-su-la,
soloist
City Hall, Superior and Municipal Court for that week.
Judges, to the officials and professors
of the Chicago and the Northwestern
universities, the Chicago Woman's Club, Owner of Gem, Madison,
the Woman's City Club, the WorkingGuilty of Stealing Films
to represen
Men's Social
press.
andandtrade
dailyetc.,
tatives of theClub,
GAUKELS,
recently
The main floor of the spacious build- MARTIN
owner and
manager until
of the
Gem
ing was well
filled
shortly
after
the
apTheatre,
Madison,
Wis.,
is no
pointed hour and there was a fair longer an exhibitor. E. C. Eckhardt,
sprinkling of interested visitors in the division manager for the Fox Film Corboxes.
poration in Chicago
As there were no programs to guide
ered that Gaukels
had territory,
a number ofdiscovfilms
those present, Dr. Sam Atkinson made of various
makes
stored
in the
a brief address outlining the story and cellar beneath the theatre away
and
made
purpose of the picture, and was warmly hurried trip to Madison, where he se-a
applauded.
warrant. He found six
There are many stirring scenes in picturescured aofsearch
the Fox make, including two
"The World Aflame" and some that hnd comedies and four features, in the Gem
cellar.
their ingway
toreception
one's heart
strings.
Judgof its
by the
asProsecution of Gaukels was immesembly at the
Auditorium,
themixed
picture
begun in the Superior Court, at
promises a successful run throughout Madison,diatelybefore
Judge A. C. Hoppman,
the country.
with District Attorney Roman Heilman
It
is
not
a
great
picture;
but
it
hits
in
charge
of
the
case. Gaukels was
the mark aimed at. It will be released found guilty and sentenced
to one year
through Pathe Exchanges, Inc.
at hard labor in the Dane County prison.
Suspension of the sentence was then
made by Judge Hoppman, on the
"Dark Star" Plays to Big Business.
"Theof Dark
Star,"by adapted
fromChamthe grounds
that this
the prisoner's
first offense.
Mr. was
Eckhardt,
for his
story
that
name
Robert
W.
bers, with Marion Davies in the stellar company, concurred in the ruling of the
role, was the chief attraction at Orches- Judge.
Gaukels had about 20 stolen films in
tra Hall for the week of Sunday, Aug-

the cellar, among which were several of
Famous Players-Lasky make; but, immediately after his arrest, he returned
them to the owners. He also sold the
Gem soon after the stolen films were
discovered.
Exhibitors Mutual Will
Reissue Chaplin Pictures
ST.fourSTEPHENS,
who theforposition
the pastof
years has filled
* field
executive
for Exhibitors
Mutual, arrived
in Chicago
Saturday,
August 2, from Indianapolis. Mr.
Stephens
on a tour ofthetheentire
company's
exchanges isthroughout
country, andWest,hadCincinnati
already visited,
in the Middle
and Indianapolis.
After Chicago he will visit, in order,
Detroit,
Milwaukee,
ha and Denver,
and Minneapolis,
then Pacific Omacoast
cities.
Mr. Stephens is devoting his energies
to an increase of sales by Mutual. He
announced that a re-edition of the
Chaplin classics will be offered during
the fall campaign, beginning October 4.
The
series bywilltheinclude
the twelve
Chaplins made
Lone Star
Corporation
for Mutual, when John R. Freuler was
president.
filmsnecessary
will be theredressed andThese
wherever
subtitles will be changed for the bettained.ter, but the original titles will be reA new issue of printing will be made
for these Chaplin classics, including
stands and three and one sheets, also
new photos.
displays,
attractive type forNewlobbies,
have ofalsoanbeen
While in Indianapolis, Mr. Stephens
prepared.
appointed
C. W.there,
Tylerto manager
of the
Mutual office
succeed Samuel
Saxe, resigned.
Mr. Stephens advised the writer that

The World Was Ugly and the Woman Was Beautiful; and They Met in Goldwyn's "The World and Its Woman.
Geraldine Farrar and Lou-Tellegen
featured
this bigthe Russian
picture
meet and inarewhich
womanin decides
fate of the
world.in which world and woman
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his observations inclined him to the
lief that business was not at all
creased by the hot spell, and that
exhibitor is prosperous. He was
pressed by the
that many
theatres have
beenfact
remodeled.

bedethe
imold
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"A House Divided." which recently
showed for an entire week at the Riviera, Chicago, is another popular favorite all through middle western territory. He also
informed
me that
"A
Dangerous
Affair"
is inrelease
great
demand
already,
although
the
date is
September 1. Herbert Rawlinson, FlorBillings androle,
Stuart
in a ence
prominent
are Holmes
popular— each
with
picture fans.
Beach Party in Honor of
Mack Sennett Bathing Girls
Mack
in honor wasof given
A BEACH
s party
Sennett'
Bathing
at Wilson
Beach, Girls
on the North
, August
Side, Tuesday
by the, management of the
Ziegfeld12,Theatre
The
entire company and employes of the
house were conveyed in taxis to the
Beach, where a banquet, dancing, music
and a marshmallow roast marked the
occasion. Prominent officials of the City
Hall and representative:; of the Chicago
dailies were invited.
Manager Havill, of the Ziegfeld, states
that ing
"Yankee
in Berlin"
is havremarkableDoodle
success
and that
the
reservation of tickets has been discontinued
owing
to
the
crowds
at
the
box
office.

August 23, 1919
featureageratGrauman
the Ziegfeld
a run. Mansays thatfor bookings
are
being made heavily on this feature also.

Crown Added to Circuit of
Ascher Brothers Theatres
Chicago Union Musicians'
THECrown
AscherTheatre,
Brothersat Division
have addedstreet
the
Wages 25 Per Cent. Higher
and Ashland avenue, to its circuit
of picture houses. The Crown was forAmuse-in
of theion Allied
A MEETING
was held
ments Associat
merly a vaudeville house, popular and
W.
Adams
19
Hall,
Fraternity
successful, as the neighborhood is a
street, Tuesday, August 5, to consider
thriving residential quarter, where the
the new union scale for musicians empeople are fond of amusements. With
ployed in picture theatres, as demanded
the growing popularity of the silent
by the Chicago Federation of Musicians.
drama, vaudeville
waned,
the Ascher
Brothers
secured the
houseand about
seven
The demands for a 25s per cent,g raise in
the salarie of member workin in such
weeks ago. Since that time the Crown
has
been
remodeled
and
redecorated,
y
s
Fedby
the
made
recentl
was
theatre
eration.
and now seats 1,500 persons.
Dr. Sam Atkinson (in the absence of
It was opened Saturday, August 9, and
President M. A. Choynski) presided, and
the
attendance filled the house to overPresident Winkler of the Federation,
flowing.
"Wagon comedy
Tracks," and
withtheWilliam
who was present, explained the new
S.News
Hart, formed
a Pathe
Pathe
the opening
program.
wage
scale ofclearly.
He showed fixed
that the
the
new scale
the Federation
Lynne Hazzard, who has been orchestra
minimum weekly salary of any of its
leader in several of the big Ascher
members at $36 and that it called for a
houses, is leader of the Crown orchestra,
raise of 25 per cent, on all salaries paid
and Jack McConnell is organist.
its members, the new scale to take effect
Charles M. Darrell, who at one time
August 1, 1919.
was advertising manager for John H.
Kunsky,
in Detroit,
later manager
The newhibitorsscale
was
passed
by
the
exof the Alhambra
and and
the Adams
in that
date named. present, to be effective from the
city, has been appointed manager of the
Crown.
He
has
planned
for
the
staging
Premiere of "The Brat" at
twice a week, that will conthe Ziegfeld September 1 of a veytableau,
Reports Business Brisk
to the spectators a general outline
of
the
story
of the photoplay about to
with Film Clearing House
Chicago office,
has beenr ofveryMetro's
busy
IS.
•for GRAUM
the lastAN,threemanage
weeks contracting be screened.
traveldistrictwest
J. LAVIN,
THOMASing auditor
in the middle
for for "The Brat," Nazimova's next big
, in territory controlled by his
Film Clearing House, Inc., was feature
seen last week just after finishing a office. The demand has been persistent Chicago Back to Normal
and Showmen Are Smiling
trip of two months. He pronounced and interest is growing more intense
business good, despite the hot weather, daily. The Chicago premiere will be
and referred to the strong demand for given at the Ziegfeld, Monday, Septem- CHICAGO
its normal
conditions.hasTheresumed
race riots
passed
1, a run of not less than three
ge of heChance,
"The Willard,
Challenwhich
starring
into history and the affected disJess
assured" me
had weeksber and
is looked for.
t
r
i
c
t
i
s
quiet.
The
troops
have
been
without
been
booked
solid
through
his
ter"The Baggot,
Man Whowill Stayed
with
drawn and sent to their homes, and the
ritory.
King
follow attheHome,"
Nazimova
customary
police
force
is
on
duty
in
the
colored zone. Picture theatres have
opened
again
and
business
will
soon
reach its former volume.
Ideal weather conditions are contributing to the revival of overflowing houses
throughout the city and exhibitors are
beginning to wear their wonted smiles.
The
cessation
the tie-up
the city's
railways
and theof ending
of theof roits
have
created a spirit of thankfulness for the
happyenjoying.
change which Chicagoans (are
now
The Playhouse Leased by
Archie G. Spencer, of Metro
ARCHIE
SPENCER,Chicago
on the office,
sales
staffleased
ofG. Metro's
has
the Playhouse on South
Michigan avenue, for a period of five
years.sons The
600 perand it isPlayhouse
now beingseatsredecorated
for the opening, which will take place
Labor Day, September 1. Harry M.
Smith, at one time manager of the
Adams Theatre, Detroit, one of the
Kunsky houses, will be manager.
The house will be devoted to the first
showings of big productions of various
makes,
and the shortest booking for
ClarathisKimball
Discusses
Youth" Picture
With Her
Cast. Albert any picture
one week.
Left to right,
group Young
which
willPaulino
make "Eyes
the firstofSamEquity
is: Director
mission willwill
be 55be cents
to any The
part ad-of
Paker,
Vincent
Serrano,
Stark,
Sothern,
Edmund
Lowe,
Miss Valentino,
Young, Gareth
Hushes,
WilliamLewis
Courtleigh.
the house, war tax included.
MiltonGarson,
Sills, producer.
Ralph
and HarryRudolfo
A symphony orchestra of fifteen pieces
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and a Kimball pipe organ will play the DISTRICT
EXHIBITORS
MAKE DEMANDS
accompanying music. It is promised
that the presentations at the Playhouse
Since Exchangemen Have Tightened Up System
will be thoroughly up to date, with
respectturetoatmosphere.
music, stage settings and picof Payment, Efficiency Is Expected from Them
ment and in his account book shows
WITH thesuingexchange
a program managers
that callspurfor another date.
increased
efficiency
on
the
part
Carelessness in the shipping departRiviera Bill Draws Patrons
of the exhibitors in the territory comment is also
going to hurt
pocketthe exchange.
The theexhibitors
prising the District of Columbia, Mary- book of
from All Parts of City
land, Virginia, North Carolina and feel that they will be justified in putto
there is very likely to be a
CHAIR"s atwastheshown
ting in a claim when the shipper sends
13TH
THEexcelle
nt busines
Riviera Delaware, upheaval
in the industry. It
perfectly good reels but it is later
for the week of Monday, August 4. complete
will all grow out of the latest demand of five
found,
at the theatre, that
the film men that shows be paid for three ofonthereceipt
"The
Womanattract
Thou
reels belong to one feature
ion Gavest
the main
at this Me"
housewilldur-be in advance.
and
two
belong
to
another, when a
ing the week of August 11.
Several hundred letters were recently full five reel feature was booked.
Balaban & Katz are presenting their
to these exhibitors telling them of
attractions so successfully that patrons sent
Nor
will
they
put
up
the continued practice of sendingwithuninspected
operation
the agreed
pay-in-advance
have come to the conclusion that a week the
regulation.
Theyofhave
to abide films. They
are
going
to
kick
when a
is none too long for each of them. The by
this regulation, for the most part reel comes to them "all chewed up."
excellent musical accompaniment and
good
grace,
but
they
are
going
to
the artistic stage settings and atmosphere with
Tuning Up Accounting System.
make a few demands in return. It will
provided
each feature
be incumbent upon the bookthis
house fora Mecca
for lovershasof made
high hereafter keeping
There is not a department in the exdepartments
of
the
exchanges
but that will have to be on the
class pictures. Patrons from all parts to send bills for service and advertising lookout change
to prevent mistakes at all times.
of the city pay at least one visit weekly matter
to
the
theatre
men
in
time
to
ento see the Riviera program.
department
will thehavemailsto
able the latter to send their checks to The oncashier's
the job early
and watch
the exchanges in advance of shipping get
closely.
not forbe any
advisable
At the Randolph Theatre.
date as required. A request to this let
checks Itliewill
around
length ■ toof
time
without
entering
them
and
letting
effect
has
been
made
by
several
exhibi"The
Hushed
Hour,"
which
showed
to
good business at the Randolph Theatre tors.
the shipping department know that it
is all right to send the film along. It
Exhibitors Have Some Kicks.
last week,
has
been
held
over
for
anis sometimes difficult with a hundred or
other week. It will be followed by GrifExhibitors are not going to stand
checks coming in every day to have
fith's "The Mother and the Law."
for repeaters and there is going to be a so
them entered quickly. Now if they are
It was first intended that this ^picture kick
that
will
go
somewhere
when
a
would follow
"Broken
Blossoms"
at the substitute show is sent. Exchange man- not cared for immediately and are perIllinois
Theatre,
but the
latter proved
mitted to lie around until after shipagers are warned to be careful that
so successful
that
its
run
will
be
some particular show, the
tinued at that house in the Fall. con- they do not double book a feature — in theatreping dateforon which
it is intended may
other words, sell the same picture to be compelled to remain
and the
two different theatres for showing on exchange will have to paydark
the bill.
Pre-Showing
of
"The
Miracle
Man."
same date when there is only one
Aninvitation showing for the trade of the
Not One-Sided.
print to take care of the obligation.
George Loane Tucker's production, "The
It is not going
to be a have
one-sided
booker'sWoejobtowill
notif hebe makes
much ofa proposition.
Miracle Man." adapted from George M. a The
sinecure.
him
The exchanges
been
Cohan's
play Hall,
of that
name,11. was given mistake in a contract and his system is compelling the
exhibitors to change
at Orchestra
August
such that the contracts reads one date many of their practices, and rightfully,
and his order on the shipping depart- too, for the moving picture business
Texas Exhibitor Visits
is growing up and getting out of its
swaddling clothes. No longer will they
West Coast Studios
permit exhibitors to retain shows for
indefinite periods of time, when the
the
of
etor
propri
S,
CORNE
RF.Palace and the Dreamland theashows
are rented
for recognize
a single day's
showing.
do not
bicyville,
has
Texas,
Farmers
of
tres,
•
cling filmsThey
as legitimate
and demand
been spending three weeks in West
payment for extra service every time
Coast Filmland, going the rounds of the
they catch an exhibitor at it, and no
studios, getting acquainted with the
one can kick at that. They are not
" himself
otherwi
stars,theandmanner
s of theup
s seand"wising
method
to
standing for short-time cancellations
and they cannot be blamed for that. But
rs.
produce
they make many mistakes themselves
Charlie Giegerich, of the Western
Vitagraph studio, saw Mr. Comes just
and blethey
are going
to be held responsito a like
extent.
LINZ.
as he was about to enter the gate of
the Vitagraph studio, and took a shot
at him with his trusty Graflex.
Kathlyn Williams in Artcraft Film.
The fact that Mr. Cornes carries a
Playing one of the leading roles in
copy of the Moving Picture World in
his hands is not a coincidence; it is
Marguerite
Clark's new Paramounta habit peculiar to most progressive
Artcraft starring vehicle, "A Girl Named
exhibitors. Mr. Cornes, who by his own
Mary,"
is
Kathlyn
Williams.
Miss Williams
has
appeared
in many Paramount
admission has been a regular reader of
and
Artcraft
pictures
in
the
past and
the World for years, says that business
her work.
is good in his theatres, which again
Wallace MacDonald plays opposite
isresult.
not a mere coincidence, but a direct
the star as leading man. Aggie Herring
has an important character role, as does
Charles Clary, and Lillian Leighton.
Announce New Capitol Comedy.
Pauline Pullimart is excellent as May
Laguna and Eddie Sutherland does Mr.
The tionGoldwyn
Distributing
CorporaPeavy. The role of Mona Molloy is
announces for early release the
portrayed by Helene Sullivan.
latest "Smiling Bill" Parsons picture,
The picture is based upon the novel
"He Didvolvesand
He
Didn't."
The
story
rethe attempts
man itwhoin
by Juliet Wilbor Tompkins. Walter
R. F. Cornes.
has lost allaboutinterest
in life ofto aleave
Edwards
directed. Alice Eyton wrote
Owner of theFarmersville,
Palace and Tex.
the Dreamland, the scenario.
the most painless way possible.
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entire situation comes back to the
Bayard Veiller, Playwright, Decries Methods
author.
to exhibitors
is to forget
Pursued in Exploitation of Motion Pictures the"Mywildadvice
exploitation
of pictures.
Go
with
real
stories.
Then The
expicture industry felt spending his good money putting on get pictures
the
when
JUST
ploit your author and his story.
secure in its belief that the ex- wonderful prologues, striking musical
ploitation ofphotoplays had at last
of 'The
Chair'
and most attractive lobby dis- producers
a fortune
with Thirteenth
the play because
become an art, along comes Bayard scores plays,
when, after he gets his people made
they exploited it as a great mystery
Veiller, author of "The Thirteenth into the theatre, he's going to send them story.
best away dissatisfied. He isn't making a
of the
one ts,
Chair" and
"Exhibitors can well take a leaf
the assertion
with country's
playwrigh
known
stand.can A getbushawayleague
of the advertising system pursued
hip is far one night
rical company
withtheatthat out
showmans
picture
motion
that
by the
Harris'obtained
in promoting
play,
inferior to what it should be.
kind of hokum, but the motion picture for
the
results the
by their
theatre owner who has to do business methods,latter
"Don't think for a minute," said Mr. 365
and
there
is
no
reason
why
days
in
the
year
must
furnish
the
Veiller, who is now in the business himevery
exhibitor
playing
'The Thirteenth
self through "The Thirteenth Chair," goods.
Chair'
in
screen
form
shouldn't
get
the
"And
he
can't
furnish
the
goods
unless
which Pathe is distributing, "that I look
upon
the screen
with picture
disdain.theI greatdon't. he has a good story. That's where the same results."
1 consider
the
motion
est source of amusement in the world,
and it.give it the full measure of praise Charles Ray Gives Boxing Exhibition in
due
Which Prominent Fight Figures Take Part
"But more
I do consider
business
needs
showmen that
who theknow
how
went up fessional
against
proboxer in an
the experienced
big scene. Some
to stage motion pictures and give them CHARLE
every might contend
in almost
star, has appear
H. Ince's
RAY, icedThoma
that
the
film
is
a
the fitting exhibitions they demand.
roles during his too
kind Sof athlet
strenuous for the women. Not bita
"Andship in the
theremotion
won'tpicture
be good
showmanbit of it, Famous Players asserts. For
"The
comes
Now
in pictures.
business
until career
," thestudio
Ray pic-is the fight is just the climax, not the
latest
full recognition is accorded the author. Egg Crate
s, which
from Wallop
the Ince
More every day the legitimate stage is sechedture
uled for September release under whole thing by any means, and the
giving the author his just deserts.
reasondonsWhistlin'
Jim isKelly
the selective booking plan.
the gloves
because(Charles
he is
Does Not Exploit Author.
The fight scene, which serves as the Ray)
fighting
to
protect
the
girl
he loves
climax
of
the
picture,
was
staged
at
from
disgrace
and
to
retrieve
his
own
"Yet the
picture the
exhibitor,
Ince studio at Culver City, and 300 honor.
matter
how motion
well known
writer noof the
fight fans were invited over from
the play might be, subjects him to the Vernon,
The cerns
story,
by Julien ofJosephson,
the scene of many a big battle
ignominy of no mention at all, or to
the adventures
a young conman
good old days, to act as extras
such little mention as to be worthy of inin the
the country who meets adversity
the various capacities of trainers, from
no attention.
inthehisfacehomeand,town,
looks
it
squarely
advisors
and
seconds.
There
was
a
real
going to the big city,in
"The day
isn't far— when
off — thethe public
referee, DeWitt Van Court, trainer and fights his way through.
realized
it already
authorhasis instructor
Chester Lyons,
at
the
Los
Angeles
Athletic
going
to beefforts
supreme
pictures.
has worked with Director Jerome
who had a hand in teaching who
It is his
whichin motion
first insure
the Club,
Storm in all the recent Ray pictures,
Corbett,
Jeffries,
Britt
and
a
lot
of
production
a high class
motion pic-to others how to fight. George Williams, was the photographer. Playing oppoture. Whenof directors
are educated
is Colleen Moore, in the
manager of the Vernon fights, and Fred role siteofthe star
the
point
where
they
will
appreciate
country
sweetheart,
and
Mpore, his assistant, were there to see character the
that the author knows what
he is that
roles
are portrayed
by Jack
things were technically correct.
writing about, and follow out his idea,
Connolly,
J.
P.
Lockney,
George
Wilrather that their own, the first step in
Giebler, our Los Angeles corresponthe right direction will have been made. to thedent,World,
in a full-page
story which
he sent others. liams, Otto Hoffman, Ed Jobson, and
and which
was published
"Then
the
exhibitor
must
reach
the
talked with Al Kaufman,
point where he also realizes the value inonea ofMaytheissue,
Forest Fires Destroy Theatres.
known heavyweights in
of
author'she name.
He
canexploitspend the country, best
and quoted him as follows : Forest fires raging in the mountain
all the
the
money
wants
wildly
ing his pictures, but unless he lets his "Charlie — say! there's a great kid.
eastern
Washington,
public know the name of the author, 'Course, I wouldn't take him away from districts
ern Idaho,of and
western
Montana, northhave
he is going to miss out on the best the movies, but I'd like to train him already
burned
several
towns
lumand manage him in the ring. Can he
bet he has for advertising purposes.
ber settlements, destroying theandmotion
"The
star
helps,
but
what
does
the
picture
theatres,
which
are
always
to
fight?
Can
—
he
—
fight!
Say!
that
boy's
got an awful wallop. I know, I been found in the smallest settlements, andbe
star avail if there is no story?
working out with him. Ask Al Kauff- many
"The
American
public
knows
a
good
are threatened.
story when it sees one, and in these
The others
Mission
Theatre, St. Ignatius,
Ray trained consistently for the four- Mont.,
days
they
don't
want
bunk.
was
destroyed
and with
" "What is the sense of an exhibitor round bout for many wee'cs, and he it several reels of film.lastTheweekmotion
picture hall of the Manly Moor Lumber
man."
Company at Fairfax, Wash., was also
burned and in it Paramount lost a feature, onehasof Hayakawa's,
and athecomedy.
The fire
been bad around
Coeur
d'Alene district in Idaho, but it is
thought
it is the
now safety
under of sufficient
trol to insure
the town. conTHE
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I Wasn't
Turkeyhe instarted
the Barnyard"
"So Sam "They
GoldwynKnowed
gave me
Peggy the
WoodBestfo Lookin'
ks when
me on 'Almost
Husband'," says Will Rogers as he shifts his Spearmint and donates a grin.

Addition Made to R. & F. Chain.
Ruben & Finkelstein, owners of the
First National franchise in the Minneterritory,chain
have byadded
a new theatreapolis
to their
purchasing
the
Lyndale, at Lake street and Lyndale
avenue, Minneapolis, from Jack Martin.
This
makes
the twenty-second
underPaul.
their control
in Minneapolistheatre
and
St.
The New Garden, in Minneapolis, is
temporarily
closed for repairs and general improvements.
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Publicist Puts Over
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vice on that road. W ith every prospect
of the strike spreading, Goldwyn made
immediate tomobile
arrangements
a fast audelivery of filmsfor throughout
the New England territory.
Although W. E. Davis, manager of
the Boston exchange, had no warning
of the impending strike until Thursday
of last week. By the following day he
had arranged
transportation
facilities that would forassure
an uninterrupted
service in his territory.
Because of the unsettled labor condin all parts
of the
wyntions iofficials
at the
homecountry,
office Goldhave
advised the managers of the twenty-two
Goldwyn exchanges to keep a close
watch en developments in the territories
they are inserving
makemayplans
advance
order and
that tothere
be noin
interruption
in
the
delivery
of
films
to
exhibitors.

Novele oneand
"Nutty"
Announcement
tional is an
assertion indicating carebouof that
CAN youquet ofimagin
lessnessto somewhere.
s whose
shrinking violet
are
warned
be on Picture-showmen
the lookout for
ng dispositions so approretiri
—
who.
incidentally,
has
ly fit them for the genial job of "Lovelace"
e
t
a
i
r
p
picked
out
a
rather
pretty
name to send
keeping the expectant public familiar himself along.
with the open secrets of photoplay production having the temerity to place before a trade paper editor — a nut? Now
ate that a trade Goldwyn's Boston Exchange
insinu
meanis atonut,
don't
we
say that
but would
paper editor
the publicist placed a common ordinary
Meets Transit Emergency
garden variety of nut before said editor,
and this by way of a "nutty" stunt.
a critical situation
week when
GOLDWYN'S
Boston lastexchange
met
And
happened.
' Yes,y sir,
shop employes of the New
sting
in- York, 25.000
tale ofwho
intere
anreally
hangsthisventiveness.
thereb
New Haven & Hartford Railroad
The Brave
Hero
pulled this one is publicist for Sidney walked out, seriously crippling the serReynolds, president of Supreme Pictures.
Attached to the nutshell was a tag
with a legend generously credited to
'Sahara" Is Booked by Hodkinson for Two
Shakespeare:
"I could
nutshell and call
myselfbe abounded
king of inin-a
Weeks' Presentation at Detroit Majestic
finite
space
—
did
I
not
have
bad
dreams,"
and the a following
and enlargement,
same Marcus
attracH. MILES
and forces
Manager
without
credit line:modestly appended CHARLES
tion. During thewith
samethe week
Director Tom
Eland, the
beLoew's
Stillman,
Cleveland,
offers
hind
Detroit's
popular
Majestic
"It's all in a nutshell, seek and ye Theatre, booked the J. Parker Read, a single attraction after a campaignit asof
shall find."
exploitation covering three weeks, the
Hypnotist Not Feminist.
Jr.'s
Glaum run
production,
"Sahara,"
for aLouise
twoof weeks'
at the
that first
houseUnit-in campaign having been handled by Jack
Letting valor get the better part of advance
the
release
of
Keuhn, managing director of the theaprudence and curiosity overcome less
ed Artists Fairbanks picture for which tre.
weighty
scruples,
we
(editorially
speakOnly in those cities where the film has
the
Majestic
hold
the
franchise.
Manaing) pried open said nutshell, which had
ger Eland and
has his
ordered
sets will
for had its downtown first runs has
been cleverly halved and then glued to- the house
musicalspecial
director
it
reached
smaller with
theatres.
Sevgetherbutandanfound,
not an infernal
eral thousandthecontracts
the smaller
the film with a special prelude
chine,
informative
story to mathe offer
houses will go into effect for playing
requiring
two
weeks
of
rehearsal
before
effecting a serial
that J.forRobert
Pauline,
now ismakdates
by the first of September in such
localities.
Supreme
Pictures,
not rendition.
Announcement
is made
by theofHoda woman but a man, and not a portrayer
kinson
organization,
distributors
this
The
of the inextra
polof feminine parts, but a hypnotist and production, that it has been booked for
waseffect
noticeable
New protection
York, where,
vaudeville headliner, being none other the Miles Detroit circuit and will have aftericy the
Strand's
period
of
protection,
than
pupilP. ofA.Dr.further
Charcot,informs
of Paris,us quick second-run presentation after the the 81st Street Theatre, now a Keith inwho asaid
stitution, did the heaviest business of
Majestic in the Miles Regent.
"Used mental suggestion instead of anthe summer
William
Fox cirAnother theimportant
run presencuit and U. B.andO. the
circuits
demonstrated
film was first
arranged
for the
anesthetic
in performing
operations."
The cat being
out of the bag,
or rather week oftation of August.
new
summer
levels
of
patronage.
18
when
Robert
Larthe kernal being removed from the nut,
Neighborhood houses like Sydney S.
of B. F.Harris,
Keith'shis Boston
Theatre,
we heaved an audible sigh of relief, and sen,
and Charles
right hand
ally, Cohen's Empire Theatre, the Bronx,
then and there decided that we would booked
protected against simultaneous
for season.
the period that inaugu- again
rates itthe fall
showing, and paying only a slight sum
bestow
between the
broad
shouldersa gentle
of this"pat"
wide-awake
producer,
for
such
24Picture on Reopening Bill.
for his enterprising publicity novelty;
sheets in itsprotection
patronage carried
radius andfifty
played
so, Sidney, you can consider yourself
Simultaneously in Providence, Charles to the house record for the summer.
H. Williams is offering the film at the
"patted."
Strand,
Edward
A. ZornToledo,
is reopening his and
Temple
Theatre,
after
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
being closed sixty days for renovation best used as press work in your papers.
Don't Pass Him Through
Your Theatre Turnstiles
OUT iningKansas
represent-of
himself asa person
representative
First National is practicing the
cheap
of "crashing
gate" theat
picture game
theatres
on a card thebearing
name of "H. W. Lovelace." Information
to this effect comes from Louis B. Mayer, who has discovered
"Lovelace"in
istherepresenting
himself
asthatconcerned
Anita Stewart
attractions.
pass"Lovelace"
an eveningmayby simple
working bean trying
old gameto
— but Mr. Mayer is concerned because
of the possibilities of further complications. It is hard enough, according to
Mr. Mayer, for an accredited representative to keep showmen in good humor,
without the possibilities of an imposter
butting in to further disrupt conditions.
No further financial depredation have
been reported from the trail of "LoveFeeling Blue? Then Take a Look at Billie Rhodes in "The Blue Bonnett"
than hiswithout
successexpense.
in seeingThata few
reels oflace" film
his
Broadway cafe in this feature distributed by
card bears the trade-mark of First Na- Billie's seen at the left outside a famousHodkinson.
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Jimmy Kelly, Knight of Pen and Roads,
Says This Is Strictly First Run Stuff
JUST
below,
ladies
and gentlemen,
is a since
first-run
B. Kelly, Dallas, Texas,
prohibitionist
July picture
1 of thestarring
current James
year,
author of the snappy film salesmanship stories you've
readrealin road
the Wman,irld and
under
the
name
ot
"Smiling
Jimmy"
Kelly,
Jimmv was born in Boston in 18 — (died in Texas 19 — ), and has already
lived fully a hundred years, according to his
we'll guess
he's
nearer
twostory,
score.but What
he really
means is that he is good for another
sixty years.
You read the first of his series —
TreathethetookRoada nifty
Boys wallop
Roughly"at
—"Don't
in which
the exhibitor with the hard-boiled disposition andThen
the bull-dog
the box-in
office door.
he turnedat around
"When Ribbon Clerks Peddle Film"
and
said you
often ofcouldn't
exhibitor
because
some blame
types theof
salesmen
the exchange manager sends
on
the road.
Several weeks
he heaved
overboard
into theagotroubled
waters oilin
his third story, "Grief Measured by
Golden Rule."
Exchange please
managers,
hibitors and operators,
write!exThen there was that good story two
issues
back about Jefferson's ministerexhibitor.
Jimmy has done everything from
starring in musical comedy to managknows from
the
road.ing film
Lookexchanges.
for futureHearticles
("Smiling Jimmy") Kelly. the
typewriterPicture
of "Smiling
the Moving
World. Jimmy" in
Famous Players Announces Names of Those
Engaged for Enlarged Field Exploitation
weeks the later became manager for Thomas
past few
G thePlayers-L
DURIN
asky Corpora- Dixon's "Fall of a Nation." His most
Famous
recent work was the management of
tion has been engaging showmen
of proved ability to handle the field "Fires of Faith" during its New York
on
-Artcraft
presentation.
exploitati
of
Paramount
pictures to be released under the selective
McClellan Is Philadelphia Head.
booking
plan starting
1. It
d thatSeptember
is now announce
ten of these
In Philadelphia, Fred A. McClellan is
d at the in charge of exploitation. Mr. Mcexperts
are
already
establishe
various district centers and have started
Clellan for eight years was booking
activities. By the first of September, manager of the New York Hippodrome
every territory, regardless of size, will and Luna Park. He was general manhave at its disposal the services of an
ager of the
coast for
tourstwoof years
"Cabiria;"
manager
for
exploitation man who stands ready to business
go into the theatres to help the man- "Birth of a Nation" and "Intolerance;"
ager in putting on Paramount-Artcraft production manager, Mid-West, "Hearts
pictures.
the World;" and manager, "Yankee
At the head of the field exploitation of
DoodleYork.
in Berlin," Broadway Theatre,
department is Claud Saunders, whose New
At Pittsburgh, William H. Robson
engagement by the corporation was anweeks
ago. Mr.
Saun- is in charge. ~ Mr. Robson is an exders is onenouncedofofseveral
thethe
bestamusement
known
all-around
ploitation man of wide experience covershowmen
world.
ing a period of fifteen years, during
During his twenty years in the show which time he has given publicity to
business, he has been actively engaged both legitimate attractions and pictures.
in every cluding
branch
of this enterprise,
in- His recent work in the interests of
motion pictures,
the legitimate
"Mickey,"
in the merit,
Pittsburgh
district,
drama, vaudeville and burlesque. In of
exceptional
as was
also was
his
addition to this, Mr. Saunders has been effort in behalf of "Fires of Faith."
in charge of film exchanges and knows
Walter L. Hill, known to every exhibitor in the territory handled by the
the problems
branch
of thetheatre
business as well ofasthisthose
of the
Chicago office as a live-wire exploitation
manager.
man, has been placed in charge of this
At the New York exchange Wayland work here. His service to ParamountTaylor has already commenced activ- Artcraft exhibitors has received commendation from many managers and
ities. Mr. Taylor was house manager
of the Colonial Theatre, Chicago, for his long training with the Famous Players-Laskyman
Corporation
over a year, and handled "The Birth him an ideal
for exchanges
the work. makes
of a Nation,"
tour with
notable success. For twoon years
he handled
the
In Los Angeles, Al Price, formerly
exploitation of "The Birth of a Na- exploitation
representative at Grauman's
tion" and "Intolerance" on tour, and Theatre in that city, has already set a
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fast pace atMr.the Price
Famous
Players-Lasky
exchange.
is another
man of
wide experience in this particular field,
and in a few weeks, has established
himselftory as among
terrione of exhibitors
the foremostin his
showmen
in those parts.
Winston Leaves for Denver.
Charles L. Winston, another expert
with an established record for unusual
accomplishments as a promoter of entertainment, left New York last Saturday for Denver, where he will take
charge of exploitation. His work in
connection
Keith's man
National
tre, Boston, with
as publicity
; two Theayears
at Colonial Theatre, Haverhill, Mass.,
as manager; and many other similar
posts, is well known in the amusement
world.
Lester Thompson has been selected
for Boston. Mr. Thompson was publicity man with the Ringling Brothers
Circus for three years, and advance man
for many legitimate attractions, including "Turn
to theplays,
Right,"
Lady were
31,"
as well
as film
among"Oldwhich
"Cleopatra" and "Daughter of the Gods."
J.publicity
P. McConville,
Players-Lasky
man at Famous
the Boston
exchange,
will work with Mr. Thompson. Mr.
McConville's
accomplishments
are well
known to exhibitors in that district.
H. Wayne Pierson, another prominent
manager of legitimate attractions, and
who has been branch manager for one
of the mabig
film organizations,
nd in Atlanta.
Mr. Piersontakes
has combeen
advance agent for Cohan and Harris,
John Cort, D. W. Griffith attractions,
and has been exploitation and publicity
manager for a number of big theatres.
In Kansas City, John P. Goring has
started activities. Mr. Goring was
owner and manager of dramatic stock
organizations for a number of years,
and has handled road attractions with
considerable success. For the past
three years
was manager
William
Penn heTheatre,
Pittsburgh.of the
Record Heavy Pre-Release
Bookings on "Checkers"
the release
ement onby
the ofannounc
top ofFox
ON William
August 31 of the spectacular mos
picture version
Blossom'
of Henry
tion"Checker
s," comes
that
theon news
play
ase
s
feathis
booking
the pre-rele
ture threatens to set a new high mark
for the Fox program.
This is regarded as a direct outgrowth
of the now well-established Fox policy
on all big features which enables the
exhibitor to see the "goods" before purchase, in order that he may know exdiences.actly what he is getting for his au"Checkers" has extraordinary merit
as a picture.
It wasI. made
direction
of Richard
Stanton.under the
"Checkers" as a play was a great
thriller,thrill
but asin its
stageonversion
it never
could
it does
the screen.
Big scenes, commodate,
whichhave been
no stage
could
accrowded into
this
production
—
for
example,
a
genuine
train wreck, a sensational rescue by
seaplane,
vivid
scenesa atbigthegambling
race track.house, and
A National Knockout!
Pages 1090 and 1091
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cabaret
set
alone
is
said
to
be
the
bigRIVOLI AND RIALTO START OPERA SCHOOL
gest one ever built on an inclosed stage.
Into
this
spectacular
scene
of
revelry
are thrown all the characters of modern
Two of New York's Greatest Picture Houses
life, and here is worked out a dramatic
climax that gives rise to the title.
'Will Feature Singers
andbe Dancers
They
Train
assured
of
a
public
appearance
as
Supporting
Miss Dalton
a cast inJosiah
and
XFELD
RIESEce the organization soloists either at the Rivoli or Rialto
O announ
HUGZuro
cluding H. E. Herbert,
Philo isMcCullough,
Dorcas Mathews and Donald McDonald.
theatres, and it is my intention to give John
of a school of opera and ensemble, scenes
S. Stumar filmed the picture, and
from operas with them at the
which will be operated in conjunction
Joseph De Grasse handled the direction
with the Rivoli and Rialto theatres, now
under
Mr. Ince's supervision.
on
eld.
under the directi of Mr. Riesenf
Zuro Has Had Long Career.
Mr. Zuro will be the director and will Rivoli."
Mr.
Zuro,
who
will
be
at
the
head
of
have complete charge of the school,
well known
Exhibitors Make
which will be located at the Rivoli the school,
in Newis York
as well inas inoperatic
other Seattle
Theatre. He will be assisted by a circles
South
Sea Lobby Display
parts
of
this
country,
having
held
the
staff of prominent artists. Foremost position of musical director of grand
among them is the well known stage opera
JENSEN
and
von Herberg,
of the
as
well
as
of
light
opera
companLiberty Theatre,
Seattle, are
exdirectortanJacques Coini, formerly of the ies.
hibitors who realized the exploitaManhat
Opera House and Century
Messrs.
Riesenfeld
and
Zuro
have
amTheatre, where he was responsible for
tion
possibilities
in
Martin
H.
Johnson's
bitious
plans
for
their
school
of
opera,
Southing ofSeaeachIsland
pictures.
the showa number of original productions in
of the
picturesAt they
paid
French and Italian. Mr. Coini will act which will be opened late in September. especial
attention to the lobby display.
tor
asen stage
instruc
and
teacher
of
mise
In
connection
with
their
recent
showscene.
ing of "Captured
by Cannibals,"
they
of the Boston "Market of Souls" Has
Joseph Littau, formerly
constructed
an unusual
and attractive
now one of the
Opera
Large Cabaret Setting display of card-board and cut-outs from
s at theandRivoli
Theatre, and
conductorCompany
the various sheets.
Hans Stiner, of the Metropolitan Opera
INCE'S byinitial
production to beH. released
the Famous
Much ingenuity was use.d in getting
House, will coach the pupils in the THOMAS
Players-Lasky
Corporation
next
the desired effect, a section of a South
works
under the new selective booking Sea
island. The entire back of the
tory. of the Italian and French reper- month
plan is a Dorothy Dalton vehicle en- lobby was used to give a panoramic
Will Teach French and Italian.
effect of the island with the waters
titled,
"The
Market
of
Souls,"
from
the
Lynch, prepared for the lapping its shores. This was brought
Luigi Albertieri will have charge of story by John
C. Gardner
Sullivan, the fa- about by the artistic use of colors and
the ballet classes and Amedeo Grossi. screen mousbyThomas
H. Ince writer.
late of the Costanzi Theatre in Rome
sectionsand ofa adarkened
twenty-four
sheet.
horizon
gavePalm
the
and San Carlos in Naples, will be the
tonouncement,
theDorothycorporation's
an- trees
Dalton, in this
desired effect. Life-size cut-outs of
teacher of Italian as well as of diction. newAccording
film
play,
established
a
high
standfrom theof twenThe faculty also will include a teacher
quality as the Thomas H. Ince figures ofty-fourcannibals
and thecut display
large
of French. The secretary of the school starterard of for
the new season. As the title cardboard sheet
cut-outs
of
in
will be M. M. Hansford, to whom all indicates, the
offers Miss Dalton menacing attitudes placedcannibals
about
the
communications may be addressed at an exceptionallystory
dramatic part and one lobby gave the effect of life.
the Rivoli Theatre.
demands much of great artistry.
Palm trees and tropical vines hung
"Our purpose of founding a school of thatHelen
Amies, Miss Dalton appears
the ticket booth added a touch
opera and ensemble," declares Mr. Ries- As
in
the
role of a nurse who is atro- ofaround
Effective use of still photos
e
n
f
e
l
d
,
"
i
s
to
enable
young
singers
to
maligned by the brother of the andrealism.
obtain a complete operatic training man she ciously
signs
brought
loves, but who, by a surprising
ures
of
the
pictures.out the salient featunder roomthehas best
auspices.
A
large
classbeen reserved for the use of development, ultimately finds love and
the pupils at the Rivoli Theatre, where happiness.
An idea of the size of the production
the stage will also be at their disposal
for rehearsals. Promising pupils will can be had from the fact that the "What Every Woman Wants"
Lent Itself to Big Publicity
THAT
successful
may
be carried
out asexploitation
well in a small
town as in the cities is once more
proven. In a town of about a thousand
inhabitants, Vicksburg, Mich., Manager
Koons, of the Wonderland Theatre, secured the full co-operation of all the
merchants in the exploitation of "What
Every Woman
Wants," feature
the GracedistribDarmond,
uted Robertson-Cole,
by Exhibitors Mutual.
woman
wants"menwasonmade
the"What
sloganevery
of the
business
the
day that the picture was shown. Every
merchant in town arranged his windows
and held special sales on articles which
were believed to answer that question.
If certain things did not appeal to the
feminine heart, she was advised to go
next door for they might have "what
every
lastly,
the
ladies woman
were allwants."
advised And
to go
to the
Wonderland Theatre for it positively
hadThe"what
ever}' woman thewants."
local newspapers,
Semi-Weekly Commercial played up the story on its
front page. Advertisement covering
two full Wants"
pages, captioned
Everyof
Woman
contained"What
the ads
Along Came Marie Walcamp. Marie Called for Volunteers. Then the Line Formed. twenty-two merchants, suggesting that
Marie Walcamp is seen here with the baseball team which she organized and supports they had the answers to "what every
at the Universal studios. She manages the games from the dugouts.
woman wants."
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no'unced
for
release
August
18. Ina role
this
production Hale Hamilton has
described as very similar to George
Randolph
Rufus Wallingford,
whichChester's
the light J.comedian
created
in the international stage success, "GetRich-Quick
Wallingford."
Besides which
providing
Mr.
Hamilton
is saida torolefit for
him like
the proverbial glove, the production will
serve to bring Miss
back Stonehouse
to the screenhasRuth
Stonehouse.
the
leading feminine part of Suzanne
Brooks, an energetic and resourceful
stenographer.
Filmingpleted lastof week
the production
was com-is
and the picture
going through the process of cutting
and
numberon oftheexcitinR
horse-of
scenestilling.
were A made
last day
production.
"The Four Flusher" is an original story
from the pens of Izola Forrester and
Mann narioPage.
wovenof into
sceby A. S.It Lewas Vino,
the aMetro
scenario staff.

PREVENTS "PEG 0' MY HEART" RELEASE
Winsome Character Will Remain in Storage
Until Screen Rights Ownership Is Determined
PENDING the pfinal determination of film company against any loss which it
by release
reason of thethepicture
postthe ownershi of the motion pic- may sustain
ponement in the
turebyproducing
rights of Court
''Peg O'in and announced
that the ofbond
will be
Heart"
My
Supreme
the
or the stay vacated if the
the litigation
J. Hartley
Man- increased
plaintiff is responsible for unusual delay
ners, author between
of the play,
and Oliver
in obtaining a hearing and decision in
Morosco, the producer, Judge Knox, in the
Manners-Morosco suit.
the United States District Court, on
August Corporat
9, enjoined
Playersion thefromFamous
Lasky
releasing
the
photoplay for exhibition.
Metro's Last Star Series
Judgetion thatKnox
upon the will
assumpthe acted
film company
not
Film Released August 18
be greatly damaged if the release of
the photoplay is delayed for a short THE
FOUR
FLUSHER,"
time until the Supreme Court has an
Hale All
Hamilton,
whichprogram
is starring
Metro's
last
Star Series
picopportunity
to
pass
on
the
Mannersture
and
the
precursor
of
the comMorosco case which will finally decide
pany's
"fewer
and
better"
productions
whetherducer owns
thetheplaywright
or
the
profilm rights to the play. policy to begin September 1, is anNothing to Do with the Irish.
think Iitself
am safe
in saying
that Advertising Convention Will See Film
the"I picture
will not
deteriorate
Showing Possibilities in Screen Publicity
in thethatmeanwhile,"
said
Judge
Knox,
New Orleans. The best talent in the
"and
the
demand
for
it
at
a
later
SCREEN
advertising
is making
toat the
occupy
the center
the ready
stage into
date will be quite as urgent as it would
screenthemen's
film. organization is being put
convention
of theof Associated
be if the picture were to be released
The prelude will portray the history
in September. I am not particularly Advertising Clubs of the World in New
impressed by the contention that inas- Orleans, September 21 to 25. To give of advertising. According to the sceof advertising fields an imnario editor's way of thinking, the late
much as Peg
Heart andtouches
somewhat
upon O'IrishMy affairs,
that this newest
part at planned
the convention,
a pro- first
Mr. Stonehatchet
became
the world's
advertiser when
he covered
the
there is now more or less discussion
gram isportant
being
by the Screen
of questions affecting the relationship Advertisers Association, which is the walls of his cave with chiseled drawings
to
let
posterity
know
that
as
a
motion
picture
division
of
the
assoof Irelandfendantand
Great
Britain,
the
deciated ad clubs. Harry Levey, manager
will be seriously damaged if
he ' was some guy. The first
the picture is not now released. If of Universal's Industrial and Educa- hunter
scene
of
the
prelude
will
be
a
close-up
this picture will not succeed upon its Screen tional
Departments, Association.
is president of the offirstthead oldcopy.boy grinding out the world's
Advertisers
merits aside from any possible appeal
The screen advertisers will present
it may have to partisans upon the
The tionprincipal
theme
of theadvertising
conventhis fall will be how
political question of Ireland, it has, I
this picture to the associated clubs, and
men
can
help
bring
capital
and
labor
after
the convention it will begin a tour
think, small chance of success."
closer together and how to help in- of the world, to be shown at all the
Plaintiff Ordered to File Bond.
crease production in order to bring ad clubs affiliated with the international
the cost of living and at the
Counseltended thatforthetherights
film company
had con- down
same time add to workers earnings. organization.
of the playwright
Officers of the Screen Advertisers AsThe trump card of the screen men will
would leasenot
be
injured
by
the
early
ren are now President
holding Levey
bi-weeklyon
motion picture based on the conferencessociatiowith
of the photoplay as he could sue be
same a topic.
for
damages
in
the
event
that
he
finally
the
subject
of
a
program
of
films
which
established his claim that he owns the
President Levey is determined this will depict the development of motion
picture
shall
earn
the
applause
of
permotion roscopicture
rights
un.der
the
Mopicture
advertising.
It
is
planned
contract.
haps the most exactingly critical audi- exhibit films of this program from to11
Judge Knox directed the plaintiff to
ence ever to be assembled — the 17,000
10 p. m. daily in the Red Room
file a bond for $25,000 to indemnify the advertising experts who will gather at ofa. m.thetoGrunewald
Hotel.

Thi» Is Emmy Wehlen in "A Favor to a Friend." Will the Friend Kindly Step Forward and Receive the Medals?
If he can make Emmy Wehlen, charming Metro star,
do these
medals
and thethings
flowers.for him in her newest picture, he's entitled to the
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tion the serial is being produced, is responsible for a serial starring Houdini,
START WORK
PRODUCTIONS
WISTARIA
the handcuff king. He announces that
production
Serial Starring Ann Luther and George Larkin
about fifteenwork
weeks.will be completed in
Commenced— Will Also Enter Field of Comedy
Included in the supporting cast are
ingenue "find";
PRODUCTIONS, INC.,
who will be re- Ruth Dwyer, a recent
WISTARIA
of the
screen's
a newly formed corporgation screen, LloydmemberedLonergan,
as the adaptor of Tan- William Betchel,
actors andonePeggy
Shanor
who
with Lynn S. Card headin the hauser's "The Million Dollar Mystery." character
will rorportray
a
vampire
type.
Producexecutive staff as president; Frank G.
King
Is
Serial
Director.
Studios.
tion
was
started
August
11
at
the
Miral
her,
man,
Gallag er; New York financi
Mr. King, under whose personal directreasur Thomas de Vassay, secreary,
and Burton King, director general of
ions, has launched forth on fhe Prominent Players Support Constance Binney
productndent
field and announces as its
indepe
tion activity, a serial cofirst produc
in "Erstwhile Susan/' Her First Realart Picture
g
Luther and George LarAnn
starrin
kin.
will Mrs. of
name, vehicle
which served
of theceplayers
names
THE
Fiskethe assame
a starring
a few
Mr. Card, who has been identified
Binneywhoin her play
support Constan
seasons ago. Miss Binney will play
with th,e
motion
picture
industry
in
vaion
"ErstRealart,
for
product
first
Barnabetta
the
pathetic
little
slavey.
rious executive capacities for a number some ofwhiletheSusan,"foremos
with
linked
have t been
and screen
The part originated on the stage by
of years, has mapped out a production stars in theatrical andstage
photoplay suc- Mrs. Fiske, Juliet Miller, will be porcampaign that calls for extensive activof
picSuch
day.
present
the
cesses
ities. According
to Productions,
Mr. Card's Inc.,
announcement, Wistaria
stagetrayed toby Mary
act inAlden.
pictures,Since
Miss leaving
Alden
tures as "The Birth of a Nation," "The the
has been in many popular productions.
will not confine its efforts to the pro- Unpardonable Sin," "The Lion and the She
was
for
a
long
time
affiliated
with
Romanthe
of
Fall
"The
duction of serials, alone; a separate de- Mouse,"offs" and
contain the names of actors
who I). \\ . Griffith in the old Biograph and
partment will devote its energies ex- will be seen
.
Several
Binney
Miss
with
Reliance-Majestic
days,
and
she
had
a
clusively to the making of light come- of these players have been associated
prominent
part
in
"The
Birth
of
a
Nadies
with
one
of
the
screen's
most
popincludstage,
the
of
lights
leading
with
ular light comedians.
ing Mrs. Fiske, Henrietta Crossman and
Jere Austin Is Leading Man.
Production Has Started.
others.
Jere Austin, a veteran actor of the
With the organization settled in its "Erstwhile Susan" marks Miss Binnew quarters on the fifth floor of the ney's
debutin asonlya screen
star. Sheup hasto stage
leadingandmanscreen,
in thewillrolebeofMiss
JudgeBinney's
David
two photoplays
New York Theatre building and the been seen
His latest screen appearance
production forces under the personal the present. Her first appearance on Jordan.
tion."
was in "A Perfect Lady" with Madge
direction and supervision of Director the screen was in Maurice Tourneur's Kennedy.
King, at work in the Mirror Studios, production of "Sporting Life" and later
Barnabyabetta, Dreary,
the father ofbyBarnGlendale. L. [., the initial steps have she was John Barrymore's leading
will beAfter
impersonated
Anbeen tiontaken
producing
"The Test picture.
of Honor," She
a FamRandolf.
a long stage career,
that aimsby toa stand
as oneorganizaof the womanousinPlayers-Lasky
has duringders which
he
played
with
William
foremost producers in the industry.
lately been appearing with marked suc- Farnum and Henrietta Crossman, Mr.
The working title for the first serial has been
cess in "39 drawing
East," thecrowded
stage play
whichin Randolf joined Vitagraph and remained
houses
with that company four years.
isin "The
Lurking
Peril,"
to
be
released
fifteen episodes of two reels each. New York for several months.
Hickman is a name familiar
The serial team of Luther and Larkin, Made from Stage Play of Same Name. toAlfred
theatregoers and picture patrons.
recognizedformers, ashave been
a daring
pair
of
serial
perHe
has
been
a well-known figure on
given a story by one
the stage since playing Little Billee in
photoplay
of the original serial writers for the whiThee Susan'
was adaptation
made horn ofthe "Erststage "Trilby." On the silver sheet, he has
had many parts in support of leading
stars, being especially well remembered
for his Czar in "The Fall of the Romanof s." Mr. Hickman will play Barrett.
Leslie Hunt in Teacher Role.
Leslie edian,Hunt,
well Abel
knownBuchter,
as a comwill enact
the
school vaniateacher
of
the
little
Dutch town, which is thePennsyllocale
of the story. The stage saw him lately
in "Penrod" and the screen with Mabel
Xormand
"Peck's Bad Girl."
The twoin stepbrothers
of Barnabetta
will be played by Bradley Barker and
Georges Renaveht. Mr. Barker will be
seen as Jacoo Dreary and Mr. Renavent
as his younger brother, Emanuel.
John S. Robertson is directing the
filming of of
"Erstwhile
Susan" with the
assistance
Shaw Lovett.

Collectivebuyers
Bookers
Biggest
Contract
Fairbanks'
Northwest
sign Sign
for three
weeks Northwest
on First United
Artistsforrelease.
Lef to First
right
L. J.W. C.Thompson,
Seattle H.United
Artists Seattle;
manager; Fred
H. T.Mercy,
Moore,Yakima;
Tacoma;
Stille.
Portland;
B.
Wright,
C.Clemmer
E. McKee,
Everett;the W.the G.contract.
Ripley, Opposite
Aberdeen. him James
is signing
is JackQ.
Rantz of Bremerton.

Earle Williams Not in Title Role.
Earle Williams occupies the peculiar
positionfeature
in "The Wolf," his
latest inVitagraph
an-a
other than the intitlebeing
role.starred
The Wolf,
character from which the drama by
Eugene Walter takes its name, is as
vicious and tneaking a man as is the
animal for which he was nicknamed. He
hardly would do as the hero of a popular
nlay. Mr. Williams, instead, is seen as
Inles Beaubien, a splendid French-Canadian trapper, who runs down the Wolf
and makes him pay with his life for the
havoc
women. he wrought by preying on young
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Saddle," has written another story for
Carey.willThebe new
story, following
"A Man
ofHarry
Wrath,"
produced
the completion
of
"The
Hillman."
Form List of Plays for Fall.
This group
of dramasvehicles
and plays
stitute the Universal
for conlate
fall and early winter. Besides these
thirteen productions named, the scenario
department has on hand a number of
other screen stories which are being
considered.
Manyment queries
regarding
the announcethat Universal
was willing
to pay
$25,000 for screen stories suitable for
Dorothy
Phillips
have
been
received
the Universal offices. Many of theat
queries are from authors other than
those who are listed in the Authors'
League.

Carl Laemmle Purchases Thirteen Stories
for Universal Production to Start Soon
Universal especially for Harry Carey, entitled "The
the late
LE,
LAEMM
CARL
last Hillman." He
president, announced
prepared the
for has
the recently
production.
week the purchase of thirteen continuity
Allen Holubar writes many of the
stories. Heading the list are two by stories
feature his wife, Dorothy
. They are "The Ped- Phillips.which
Henry dler"C. andRowland
Mr. Holubar has written a new
"The yPeddler"
"Germaine."
titled "Ambition," and work on
is to appear soon in the Saturda Even- drama
ing Post magazine. Rowland, a well- the production is scheduled for the near
known author, also wrote "Auld Jere-l future.
"Betty Considine,
Reforms," ais story
miah," which was produced at Universa
Mildred
to bewritten
producedby
of "Bonnie
the titleSalisbur
under
City
a
carefully
selected
cast
under
y willBonnie
" Monroe
prob- with
Lassie.
direction of William C. Dowlan. the
ably be starred in "The Peddler."
Frederick
J. Jackson,
nu"No
Experience
Required,"
a
story
by
Frank R. Adams, well known short story
merous screen
plays andauthor
dramasof and
writer, which was published in the Blue who was first listed as a Universal auBook, has been purchased for a feature
thor when he wrote "The Ace of the
production to be directed by Paul
Powell.
Mary MacLaren is to be starred in Four Seriously Injured When Lobby Collapses
the new story from the pen of W. Carey
Wonderly,
"Myself,
Becky."
Won-of
the Cellar
derly is a titled
writer
of short
stories
of HermanOuts"
Volker, Into
who leased
it about
LARGEDropping
crowd waitingTwenty
to see a "Stand
adventure
and
romance.
caused the floor of the six weeks ago from Charles Marqua, the
A picture
To Serialize Novel.
lobby of the Mars Theatre, 3326 owner. It is about twelve years old, having been used at different periods for
to col"The byStrange
of Cavendish,"
the Montgomery
lapse and crashRoad,
into Cincinnati,
the basement,
ten
novel
RandallCaseParish,
is to be made
shows and
other meetbelow, carrying with it more than movingings of apicture
neighborhood
character.
The
into an eighteen episode serial starring feet
a score of persons. Four were seriously seating capacity is 299, and the house
Kathryn
O'Connor
and
Jack
Perrin.
The
hurt, and twenty suffered bruises and was packed on the night of the accinew serial will be directed by Reeves other
minor injuries.
dent, apanic being averted only by the
Eason, who was assistant to Allen Holubar.
cool-headed work of the ticket seller
The Mars is a suburban house, patron- and
several persons in the audience.
largely by residents of Walnut Hills The management
"Wits and the Woman," a novel which and ized
the house was held
Evanston, used during the summer blameless after anof investigation
has just& Company,
been published
Small,
Maynard
is alsoby to
be made
only when fthe
weather
prevents
per- cause of the accident was made, ofastheit
ormances in the
airdome
connected
into a chaptered melodrama.
J. G. Hawks, author of the Monroe with it. About sixty people were in the was impossible to discover the state of
the timber
exteriorbut examinafor admission
production,
isSalisbury
the author
of the "Sundown
new vehicleTrail,"
for lobbytre waiting
tion. In fact,fromthe anbuilding
recently
when the joists
holding upto the
the theafloor,
which had been weakened by rot, gave was declared safe by the building inspecElmo Lincoln. This story is "The Beach way
tors'
office,
it
is
said.
and
precipitated
many
of
them
into
Comber."
the cellar with the heavy concrete floor.
After discovery of the cause of the
Steck Writes Story for Carey.
of the patrons, two women and accident, George E. Rendigs, building
As has already been announced, "The oneThree
man,
sustained
fractured
legs,
while
commissioner,
issued an order prohibitBreath of theMcCall,
Gods," thebeen
Oriental
story one had several ribs broken. Darkness
ing the construction of vestibules or
by
purchased
as aSydney
vehicle for Tsuruhas Aoki,
the
dainty caused by the breaking of the gas mains lobbies exposed to the weather. Rain
electric wires, seriously interfered seeping through the concrete, and inJapanese
star. started.
Work on this produc- and
with the work of rescue.
tion has been
sufficient ventilation, caused the supThe theatre is under the management
ports to rot, Rendigs said.
H. Tipton Steck has written a story
W. A. Brady Will Soon
Commence British Picture
BRADY ionwillinshortly
IAM ceA. product
WILLcommen
England. This will be a picturizathe
of
one
Cheer,"
Boys,
"Cheer,
of
tion
melomost successf
to
claimed
whichDruryis Lane
dramas anduloneof the
sucopportu
offer excepti
ce tonities
transferen
the forscreen.
cessfulonal
hthoroug
London
famous will
of andthebuildin
Many fares
bewillused
be astakenlocations in the film.gs Scenes
the
along Rotten Row, in and about
ly Circus man,
spots
and other
Savoy,
but which
to every English
familiar Piccadil
to many Americans are merely names.
Mr. Brady also will shortly start work
on the first of the six motion picture
productions to be made in Paris in asannounced.sociation with the Film D'Art, recently
George theCowldirection
will sailof for
dertake
this Paris
picture,to unthe
story of which has been written by
Henry
theappear
Frenchin
dramatist.Kisitemaeckers,
Fannie Ward will
this
picture,
as
yet
unnamed.
This
duction will be followed by one frompro
'The Highwayman Came Riding" in th e Person of H. B. Warner in "The Man
story written by Henri Bernstein i
Who
Turned
White."
which will appear another American
Showing the dashing
"mounted"feature
lobby distributed
used by theby Rivoli
Theatre,
Denver, for this motion
Robertson-Cole
Exhibitors
Mutual.
picture star.
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rooms and apparatus for carrying on
any kind of high class entertainments
Good Music Promised.
The policy of the Brooklyn Strand,
like the Manhattan Strand, will be a
continuous performance daily, from
noon to 11:30 p. m., presenting a varied
program of classical and popular music
and feature photo-dramas. Besides the
large pipe organ, an orchestra of twenty-five soloists will render compositions
of past and present masters of music.
Concert singers of note will deliver
favorite operatic arias and ballads, and
well-known instrumental soloists of exceptional artistic ability will also be
heard.
Alois Reiser, former assistant conctor of the Strandhassymphony
orches-as
tra, induManhattan,
been chosen
musical director of the Brooklyn Strand.
John Loveridge, who is at present managing the Bushwick Theatre, in Brookwill be the tomanaging
director.
firstlyn, feature
be shown
on The
the
screen of the new theatre will be the
operatic star, Geraldine Farrar, in "The
World
Buchanan.and Its Woman," by Thompson
This is a Goldwyn picture.

BROOKLYN STRAND OPENS THIS MONTH
Lobby Done in Pompei ian Style with Elaborate
Frieze Work Indicates Lavishness of Interior
THE recently built Strand Theatre is cut off from the balcony mezzanine
in Brooklyn, situated at the cor- by an ornamental iron and leaded glass
ner of Fulton street and Rock- screen, which has the effect of throwing the balcony and mezzanine into
well Place, and one of the most luxurithereby giving an unusual and
ous photo-palaces of its kind in the one,
country, will open its doors on Satur- beautiful effect to the lobby.
day noon, August 30. The premiere,
Will Accommodate 3,500.
which will take place on Friday eveThe auditorium will seat 3,500 persons,
ning, August 29, will be witnessed by
an invited audience including persons every seat giving perfect vision to the
prominent in the motion picture field stage. Its decorations follow the lobby
and celebrities of every walk in life in beauty with mural paintings and
in the metropolis. It is promised to be ornamental plaster in white and gold,
one of the most representative first carrying out the Georgian style of archinights in the history of the Borough
tecture. The theatre building will conof Brooklyn.
tain all modern conveniences. A smokNo effort or expense has been spared
ing room containing everything in the
to make the theatre, like its prototype way of comfort for the men has been
in Manhattan,
one ofinstitutions
the most imposthe rooms
womenon will
acing and impressing
of its provided, while
com odated inrest
each befloor.
kind. Every modern device for public Another feature is the semi-circular
comfort and safety has been provided. mezzanine, forming a lounge for all the
Its imposing entrance is a Greek facade, patrons of the house. A stage eightytwo
of granite
terrastories
cotta inwithheight,
flutedbuiltcolumns
and five feet by thirty-six feet has been
entablature. Over these pillars rises an provided with all necessary dressing
elegant frieze ornamented with colored
scrafnto
lower with
story ticket
con- Universal Plans Large Poster Display for
tains thepanels.
entrance The
vestibules
and
information
booths;
the
upper
story
"The Right tostands,
Happiness"
holds the executive offices of the theatre.
showing theExploitation
contrast of the
poster roles which
Miss Phillips portrays in
of the
GOOD , part
A contract
the largest
to belarge
claimed
Has Pretentious Lobby.
ever signed for in this country, thisOneproduction.
page of the booklet is devoted
Students of architecture will take in- which Universal-Jewel recently made, is to the wording
of special invitations to
ttainerestandin thefurniture,
lobby withrepresenting
its marble founn
"The
on
campaig
the
in
used
be
to
be
used
in case the exhibitor wishes to
in a Right to Happiness." The entire Unigive a tion.private
showing
producgeneral
way
the
patio
of
a
Pompeiian
ent,
publicity
inwhich
departm
versal
from ofCarltheLaemmle,
house. The wall decorations are ot
y men in the concludesA statement
are to be at booklet. the arrangement of this
Canada, ors.
and publicit
Statestwenty-six
painted Pompeiian ornament, artistically United cludes
All of
blended in a scheme of red and yellow. the service of the exhibit
The written opinions of a number of
y experts
The many wall columns are of black these exploitation and publicit
best dramatic critics in the United
and gold marble with bronzed caps and have been asked to contribute ideas for the
States
will be given to the exhibitor
tion
and theto for publicity
drama over
bases. cony,
Thetwelvegrand
the bal-at the
be turned
ideas are toof this
best exploita
purposes. Many disinterfeet staircases
wide, are toplaced
ested individuals have viewed the proeach side of the lobby and are built the exhibitor.
duction at pre-release showings, and
of white Vermont marble. The ornaAlthough
the
plans
of
the
poster
demental iron work and light fixtures are
partment are tentative, the minimum their opinions will be made public. A
finished in Pompeiian green antique number of posters to be used is as special edition of the press book is now
bronze. The upper part of the lobby follows : 10.000 twenty-four-sheets 15,000 in the press.
six-sheets, 19,500 three-sheets, 75,000 onesheets. This is claimed to be the largest poster campaign ever attempted.
The plans now call for nine, separate
designs divided between the one-sheet
and ranging up to the twenty-foursheets. Two separate twenty-foursheets,
threeone-sheets
three-sheets,
and three
are oneto six-sheet
be used.
Awindow
large cards
assortment
of
have beenhalf-sheets
planned and
for.
Book of Helps for Exhibitors.
The advertising department has designed aStarting
forty-page
Aid
Booklet."
with "Exhibitors'
a foreword,
booklet, which
is twelve
inches by this
six
inches in size, contains a photograph
of Dorothy Phillips, the star, and Allen
Holubar, the director. Scenes from each
of the reels are shown in about ten of
the pages
; two entire
devoted to explaining
the pages
sellingarepoints
to the exhibitor; two pages are devoted
to exploitation plans ; two pages are
given over to the reproduction of ads,
and four single column cuts are reproduced, as well as three two-column and
one four-column cuts. A special complete musical score is included, and sevWallace Worsley.
eral pages
are devoted
to the reproduction of novel
lobby displays.
One
Just added Rupert
to the Julian.
staff of Goldwyn
New director at the Goldwyn Coast
directors.
studios.
of the displays will be two five-foot
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sistant Manager and City Salesman,
John
Dacey,
of theexchange
biggest
'A Bonnie Bonnie Lassie/' "The Eternal
sales J.ever
madeandbyis aonePathe
on a single picture.
Savage" and "The Trembling
Hour"
Completed
FINIS" tionwas
stamped
on thedramas
produc-at around
written. which the mountain ranger was Wilkerson Transferred to Kansas City.
of three
six-reel
W. R. Wilkerson, one of the best
Universal City last week. They
Harry Mann has started work at Uni- known
film salesmen and exchange
City comedies,
on a series
of eccentric
were "A Bonnie Bonnie Lassie" starring vt/sal acter
the first
of whichchar-is managers in New York City, has been
Mary
MacLaren
;
"The
Eternal
Savage,"
transferred from the New York office of
with Harry Carey in the title role; and called
"Some
Job."
Mann
is
directing
Universal
to be manager
"The
featuring Helen as well as starring.
sas City Universal
exchange.of the KanEddy Trembling
and KennethHour,"
Harlan.
Mr. Wilkerson was formerly mana"A Bonnie Bonnie Lassie" is the Two Big Circuits Book
ger of the New York Jewel exchange
name given to a story by Henry C. RowPathe's "Thirteenth Chair" before it was combined with the Uniland, well known author, which apHe has
peared in Ainslee's magazine under the THEhas New
Pathe
ted withversal
theexchange.
Universal
officebeenfor associaseveral
just York
closed exchange
two of theof biggest
title
"Auld Jeremiah."
Butlerin
years and has made many friends
and ofSpottiswoode
Aitken David
are seen
contracts
ever
signed
for
a
moamong
New
York
exhibitors.
Mr.
tion
picture
in
this
territory
when
the
Miss MacLaren's principal supporting United Booking Office and the Fox Cirkerson prior to his association with Wilthe
Universal
company several years ago
Kathleen O'Connor is seen for the first AcmecuitPictures
booked "TheCorporation
Thirteenth special,
Chair," the
of the He
exploitation
of sevfor was ineralcharge
time as Harry Carey's leading woman a total of 110 days.
road pictures.
left for Kansas
in "TheinentEternal
Others Sherry,
promin the castSavage."
are Barney
These
contracts
were
closed
by
AsCity
August
12.
Harry van Titus. Carey wrote the story
in collaboration with Jack Ford, his
director.
Nazimova, as Adapter and Star, Spent Five Months
"The Trembling Hour," originally
titled
"Who
Knows?"
was
written
by
on The Brat;" Six and
Weeks Bryant
Devoted
to Filming
Kenneth B. Clark. Supporting Miss
elaborated
upon the
Eddy and Harlan are Henry Barrows, xF\yAZIMOVA'S
and let-up
thoughtwere
for stage Mr.
version and turned their working
five months time
without
Willis Marke, Clyde Hopkins, Edna
synopsis
over
to
June
Mathis,
of
Shipman,
to the production of "The Metro's scenario department, tohead
be put
Walthall. Gertrude Astor and Anna Mav Brat," devoted
the Russian star's latest seven- into
continuity
form.
part picture de luxe, which Metro PicScenes Rehearsed Many Times.
To Start Work on "Betty Reforms."
Corporation
for releasetures
the first
of theannounces
coming month.
William C. Dowlan, who recently finBeginning
and continuing
"The Brat" is to be the first of Metro's until
April 3, Fe'bruary
Nazimova 20devoted
six solid
ished Arthur Somers Roche's mystery
weeks to the actual photographing of
and latter
better"partspecial
productions.
melodrama "Loot," is soon to start pro- "fewer
From
the
of
January
until
ducing
"Betty
Reforms"
by
Mildred
the
production.
Every
scene
reConsidine.
part inof thelastmaking,
month, and
the now
pichearsed at least a half dozenwastimes,
ture has been
Preparations are being made by Rollin the latter
with
Herbert
Blache
directing.
Sturgeon, director, to start shooting it is in its final completed form for
The first scenes taken were incidents
inspection in the Metro projec- transpiring in New York's night court,
within the wee'< on "The Breath of the criticaltion rooms.
Gods,"
the
well
known
Sydney
McCall
"the brat" is haled on a trumpednovel, which is to be used as the first
Actual filming began at the Nazimova whence
starring vehicle for Tsuri Aoki (Mrs. studios in Hollywood on Thursday, Feb- up
the charge
streets. of accosting a stranger in
ruary
20;
but
Nazimova
and
Charles
Sessue versal
Hayakawa)
under
her
new
UniFor these scenes, M. P. Staulcup, specontract.
Bryant had, prior to that date, spent
cial art director for the production, had
Monroeturned fromSalisbury
re- three wee vs madng their adaptation provided
a setting that was an exact
Pine KnotandInncompany
in the Bear
of
Maude
Fulton's
play
which
was
proreproduction
the Jefferson
Lake region of the San Bernardine
duced on the stage by Oliver Morosco
whereof drab
creatures Market
of the
Mountains where under Douglas Ger- for a season's run in New Yor.< and tribunal,
city's
dar'.<ened
alleys
and
white-lighted
more than a year on tour. Nazimova
rard's
direction
the
majority
of
scenes
highways
puppets in some of life's
have been taken for "The Divorced
most
sordidaredramas.
Wife," an F. McGrew Willis adaptation
Much
Time
Spent in Cutting.
of the Elliott Peake story "The Altar
The last scenes were photographed
on Little Thunder." Alice Elliot is SalThursday,
April
3. In Bryant
the afternoon,
isbury's
leading
woman.
It was announced late last wee tha!
Xazimova and Charles
made a
Elmo Lincoln is to be starred in a sixtrip
out
into
San
Fernando
Director Herbert Blache toValley
take with
the
reel feature which Rex Ingram is to profinal
"iris out"
in thewhich
play.is constructed
That night
duce from the story "The Beach
the
studio
entrance,
Comber" by J. G. Hawks.
along the imposing lines of a courthouse
Becauseaviator
Lieutenant
O. L. Loc'dear,
or other official building, was used for
daring
who changes
planes thein
mid-air has engagements to fill in the
theThelastweek
remaining
shot.'
before scene
had tobeenbe devoted
East early in August, Director Jacques
to photographing a series of scenes in
Jaccard is working his company night
and day on the production of "The
the
"Nazimova
Theatre,"
complete
playhouse
constructed
on thea Nazimova
Winged dramaTrail,"
the first
aerial
melo-of
stages
and
named
after
the
star
because
filmed.
Jaccard
is
the
author
the story.
of her assistance in designing it.
With the filming completed, Nazimova
Powell Selective Cast.
spent the rest of the five months given
to the production in personally consult"No Wonderly,
Experience hasRequired,"
by W.
Carey
been purchased
ing with Director General Karger in
by Universal and is to be produced as a
the detailssemblingofthe picture.
cutting, titling and assix-reel feature. Paul Powell, who is
toin direct
the
production,
is
now
engaged
selecting the cast.
Apex Wants Comedy Scripts.
Director Robert Wells, with the twoDirector Cortlandt J. Van Duesen, of
reel western company headed by Fritzie
the Apex
Corporation,
Indianapolis, andPictures
the scenario
editor announce
Ridgway, scenes
is still for
at Colorado
' Springs,of
that they will be glad to read comedy
shooting
"The Ranger
"I
Could
Do
This
Forever"
Pike's Peak." After filming "Winning a Says Gloria Hope, but, alas, she must take scripts. The Apex studio is in full blast,
Bride"
the
company specializing
two stick
reel
at the went
up Carey
leadingin roles,
time Universal,
with Harry
Cheyenne,
the company
to the Wyo.,
famous Rodeo
Colocomedies
no inslap
his this
newest
methods willinhavewhich
any place.
rado peak to seek the actual locale
"The Rider of the Law."
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macadamized automobile roadway windBALTIMORE
WILL
HAVE
LARGE HOUSE
ing up to the entrance.
Technical Director Myers searched
over a large part of Los Angeles County
Six Elevators, Ample Roof Garden and Sixty
but could
discover
the right range
locaPiece Orchestra Are Most Prominent Features
tion. not
Sometimes
the mountain
in Balti- drawn by John J. Zink, architect, who would be of the right sort, but there
be built
A THEATmoreREwhich ismayto vie
automobile
road any
with the New has offices in Baltimore and in Wash- wouldn't
thanbe fivean miles
or so. Sometimes
ington. Work probably will be started nearer
York Hippodrome for capacity and
the right kind of a road was found,
beauty. As mentioned in the Moving on the structure in thirty days.
but the mountains would be off somePicture World several weeks ago, the
where in the purple distance. Messrs.
new playhouse will be situated behind Will Build and Burn Hotel
Ince and Myers put the proposition up
y known as 18 West Lexthe propert
to
Director
General Maxwell Karger.
street,
ington
which
will
be
used
as
for Viola Dana's New Farce
the entrance of the structure.
"Why
men,
there's right
a place
scenes
for
location
This new edifice will be built and A SUITAB
ing that description
over answerin the
the burning of a hotel in
showing LE
operated by the Century Company,
hills
back
of
Hollywood,"
said and
Mr.
"
Oliver
the
Married,
Get
"Please
which has filed papers of incorporation Morosco farce comedy that Viola Dana Karger. The search was continued,
with the State Tax Commission of is using as her first starring vehicle for the location found.
Maryland for approval. The incor- the "fewer and better" pictures series
"Why didn't we find the place beporators include
Charles
Classics, Inc., caused Director
fore?" saidmountains
Myers in rear
surprise.
hurst, president
of the
GardenE.andWhiteNew ofJohnScreen
an
ideal.
The
up from"It'sa
Myers
Amos
Technici
and
Ince
Theatre companies, and F. William not a little worry the other day.
broad
plateau,
and
right
in
Bolgiano and H. Webster Smith, also
them is a broad auto road. front
It looksof
Finis Fox,partment, inofmaking
the Metro
scenario
de- as
connected with the Garden Theatre
though
someone
had
built
the
the
screen
version
Company. According to the charter, the of the comedy by James Cullen and just for our purpose. All we haveroadto
capitalization is to be $600,000 8 per cent, Lewis Allen Browne, called for a loca- do now is build a hotel to burn down
preferred stock and $10,000 common
tion for the hotel with mountain ranges — and that's going to be easier than
stock of no stated par value. The showing
in the background and a broad finding the blamed location."
project has been underwritten by a syndicate formed by Stein Brothers, bankers, 217 East Baltimore street, and they History of Army Medical Corps Recorded
will do thethe structure
financing.willThebe ground
which
built coston
in Seventy-five Thousand Feet of Film
$350,000. The building, not including the
corps acTHOUSAND
feet of torial history
decorations and fixtures will cost ap- SEVENTY-FIVE
tivities during ofthethewar.medical
He carried
his
moving
pictures,
and
10,000 still
proximately $1,000,000, it is figured.
tures covering all phases
of picthe work right
up
to
the
front
and
was at-in
Louis A. DeHoff, the present man- medical service,
t
a
c
h
e
d
t
o
the
26th
and
79th
Divisions
comprise
the
history
of
ageragerofof the
photoplaywillman-be the activities of the Medical Department action on the Meuse-Argonne campaign.
the New
Gardenand Theatre,
Army during operations overseas.
Interesting Battle Pictures.
the managing director of this theatre. ofThisthe pictorial
history has just been
Will Have Six Elevators.
turned over to the Surgeon General by
As many as seventy-nine photographers were engaged at various times in
Robert Ross, who was in charge
According
to the will
plansbe as24 now
out- ofMajor
this work and who has just returned this work. An interesting collection of
lined, the entrance
feet wide
from
overseas.
pictures
were those taken at the front
on Lexington street. This will open on
showing field hospitals and evacuation
Major Ross,in civil
who life,
was enlisted
a motionin pica square rotunda, where a fountain will
the hospitals receiving and removing pabe running and luxurious fittings and Medicalture expert
tients, medical supply depots, medical
at the Walter Reed
lounges will add to its comfort and General Department
Hospital in Washington two officers and men working in the field,
appearance. Six elevators will take years
ago,
and
was
later
assigned
to
the
and
the
equipment they carried, showguests
picture department organized at
ing the sonnelcontrast
between
what camps
the per-in
theatre. to the large roof garden and motion
in training
the
Medical
Museum.
About
a
year
ago
The ground
whichmeasures
the main 178audi-by he was commissioned an officer and sent this countryare taught
and how they actually work
torium is to beon built
on a battlefield. The pictures show,
120 feet, and it is estimated that this overseas with seven men to make a pic- also,
will accommodate
3,750
persons.
Fifaid
ofregimental
men strickensurgeons
on the going
field. to the
teen lots are included in the property.
As a number of soldiers went overLarge Roof Garden Planned.
seas without seeing the film 'Fit to
Fight,'
the Photographic
The
plansbe built
also oncalltheforroofa totheatre
some motion
pictures scenesSection
to theadded
film,
which will
have
making
it a picture within a picture and
a seating capacity of 2,500 persons, thus
a
new
title
was
given
it
:
'Fit
for
Amermaking the total seating capacity of
Work Commended.
the two theatres 6,250. The New Amsterdam roof garden is to be copied to
Among the men in the unit who were
some extent by the roof theatre on the
new structure. There will be a movable
engagedgeantin William
the work
were Hospital
F. Wagner,
who Serwas
*stage, which can be moved into place
cameraman for Famous Players and
when the curtain rises, and which is
World; Master Hospital Sergeant
to be set in the wings.
Henry Morris,
formerly
chiefsurgeons,
photoThe mentmoving
projection andequipgrapher with Mayo
Brothers,
ica.'
will includepicture
six machines,
the
Rochester, Min.; Sergeant, first class,
director of the theatre will be able to
Harold toriMuller,
who ;hadand hisSergeant,
own laboracontrol them all by a device which will
es in New York
first
be installed. This will insure guests the
class,
Leighton
Davies,
who
had
best presentation of screen dramas.
his own studio and who is stillalsoa color
Orchestra of Sixty.
photographer and laboratory expert.
The photographic unit worked under
The music will be furnished by a
direct orders of General Pershing and
great pipe organ and an orchestra of
the Chief Surgeon of the American Exsixty pieces. The ventilation of the
theatres will be done by a refrigerating
able mentionpeditionary
for Forces,
its and
work.received favorplant which will be installed in the
Calvert
theatre. A special arrangement for Experiences Catherine
a
sense
of
approaching
evil
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
purifying the air will also be installed:
in "The Career
of Katherine Bush,"
a Paramount.
The plans for the structure have been
written from the screen — not Press books.
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will give the new owners plenty of time
Ward Traver, Portrait Painter, Enthuses Over
to begin making pictures before the
summer season ends. I have been aphed by one firmfixtures
that wishes
the Artistic Merit ofkane, at"The
Gray
Horizon'
bid
on the proacelectrical
alone, butto
the
sale,
August
20,
have
asGray
"The
in
artisticis detail
sured
Receiver
Fred
K.
McBroorh
that
THEHorizon"
I
have
been
instructed
to
sell
the plant
considered to be so
are accepted
they will plant
congood that an artist, Ward Traver, if theirtinuebids
to operate
the Minnehaha
D.
Wellington
Plater,
who
was for-in
was asked to pass criticism on it. Mr. as a Spokane
as it stands."
merly connected with the company
industry.
Traver is a noted portrait painter, and
"The
court
has
set
the
minimum
price
many ofhibitedhis
beenlarge
exthe
making of the
is organizing
the picture,
Plater "Fool's
Photo Gold,"
Plays
in Newpainting
York s andhaveother
at $25,000,"
Mr. McBroom,
cities. .
have
receivedsaidassurances
that five"and
firmsI Corporation and expects to have the
organization
in
such
shape
that
he
can
at
least
will
present
sealed
bids.
The
"'The Gray Horizon,' the Robertson- court requires that the $25,000 be paid submit a bid. In case the Plater comCole itors
production
distributed
by
Exhibin
cash
as
soon
as
the
sale
is
confirmed
pany
gets
the
plant,
it
promises
to
have
Mutual, proves that a picture may
halve sufficient artistic merit to attract by Judge Oswald in superior court. a picture turned out in one month.
Spokane is watching the outcome.
and even give suggestions to artists. This will require about five days and
Some of the scenes showed remarkable
lighting effects, artistic and true in every
detail," commented
Shown
to Judge of Interference
gestions along these Mr.
linesTraver:
are oftenSug-of Film of Strikers' Actions
in Theatre
as Evidence
coliM'kuabk- value t>> the artist.
izers, the only way to do so was by
iOURT was held
picture
thea- the use thof
is theshowed
work anof
a projection machine.
Wayne,in aInd.,
last week,
an"• 'The
artist"J^r'ay
The Horizon'
art director
intimate
knowledge
of pictorial
values C whiletre at Fort
Realizing
that
a projection machine unsiderable
time andit would
expenserequire
to erectcon-a
m photographing
nature's
beauty.
Proreeled
the
unerring
evidence
of
photogductions of this order do much toward
r
a
p
h
y
t
o
the
studious
gaze
of
the
judge.
install a projection
machine
educating the public to the real value The incident is believed to have been screen'
in the and
courtroom,
Ballou
conand beauty of art.
o -move courtJudge
to the
Transfer
the first in the history of American Theatre,sented twhich
is
situated
only
Says It Is Work of an Artist.
jurisprudence that a motion picture the- distance from the courtroom. a short
atre 4ias be err -used --as—a "courtroom: —
-"The" caTrrera—
is "irr manyas instaTices""
capable
of expression
the brush.as" The use of the pictures was a part
Though it cannot bring out life colors of a hearing on a petition for an injunction asked by officials of the S. F. Lotz Becomes Select's
other than in graduated tones of black
Los Angeles Branch Head
and white, it is especially sensitive to Bowser
& Company
Oil Tankabout
Works
for a court
order to restrain
750
light
rays,
and
the
clever
manipulation
of them on interior sets has led to employes on strike from interfering with
has
Pictures,representative for Select Pacific
formerly
LOTZ,
HE.• been
some really astonishing and beautiful men at work in the company's plant.
manager of the
appointed
effects.
exchange.
Los Angeles
Court Adjourns to Picture Theatre.
As Pacifictimerepresentative,
Lotz
has always
desire totaken
see
Following a brief session in the Allen divided
the"Itrising
sun in been
motionmy pictures
between the Mr.
branches
Courttoroom,
the
hear- at Denver,his Salt
naturally rather than with artificial Countying wasSuperior
Lake City, Los Angeles,
adjourned
the
Transfer
lights, and it is especially pleasing to
and Seattle.
Judge William N. Ballou took SanMr.Francisco
know that this has been successfully Theatre.
Lotz has been associated with
a seat well to the front, the voice of
done tainin peaks
'Thelapped
Gray Horizon.'
The
mounthe
bailiff
proclaimed
to
those
present,
the
motion
picture
industry
for himself
a numby misty gray clouds
of years. He first
affUiated
with the sun gradually appearing above "hear ye, hear ye, the Allen County with ber Select
as
manager
of
the
Denver
the horizon cannot help being a sight Superior
nowthein screen
session,"a long
and exchange. At the time of the Selznickthere was Court
flashedis on
that will be enjoyed and fully appre- reel
Select Convention in Xew York last
of
motion
pictures,
purposed
to
ciated. Theitsartist
can beauty,
paint the
Mr. Lotz was appointed to the
rise in all
radiant
but sunthe tell the plaintiff's story of alleged inter- Spring,
Pacific representative.
ference bythe
strikers.
the show-in position
since hisof association
with Select, Ever
Mr.
camera
alone
may
register
its
motion."
of the
picture,
courtAfter
reconvened
Sessue Hayakawa is starred in the the ingregular
Lotz
has
been one of the shining lights
courtroom.
picture.
organization,
and
the
officials
At the instance of the S. F. Bowser ofthe thehome
office look to him for evenof
Company,
motion
pictures
been greater things
taken
of the
activities
of thehavestrikers
in the future.
Agree to Run Minnehaha
near has
the been
company's
Plant as Spokane Industry attheandstrike
on. plant
When since
the Changes
Management
TwelvefourTimes.
times in the past
years
tions
organiza
five bids
wished to introduce these pic- theTwelve
THREEwhich ofwill thesubmit
Dream
Theatre,
at
Cliftondale,
Mass.,
for the attorneys
tures as evidence of grounds for a tem- has gone under new management.
It
porary injunction order being issued
property of the Washington Moving Picture Company located in Spo- against the strikers and their sympa- is open again with lucky thirteen.

of "The 13th
Power
Then Match ItAt Against
Mysteries
the Complex
for into
a Staunch
HaveThreeYousharp
many
whoseChair."
MacDermott.
the left istheMarc
thehis Pathe
ofLife?
mysteryofwith
the suspended
insight
angles ofHeart
friends
will be pleased
work feature.
in this production.
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of the the
operators'
cal asationanof an aidofficial
in getting
operatorsloSTRIKE
PROBE
INVOLVES EXHIBITORS
back to work. One of the prosecuting
lawyersment wasthen
argued that
agreeWinnipeg Theatremen Who Co-operated with
tantamount
to a this
censorship
Agitators Accused of Usurping Power of State
of pictures and in this the strikers had
usurped the power of the state as to
on of riot leaders durIN theing prosecuti
tre, secretary
Asso-a censorship.
ciation, sworeofthatthe heExhibitors'
had written
theniprecent
eg, anumberlaborof troubles
interestingin Winfacts letter as secretary of the association in
This dence
wassubmitted
practically
of thewhich
eviat the allhearing
affecting the operation of local moving which he had pledged that the exhibitaffected the Winnipeg exhibitors. The
picture theatres during the strike period
ors
would
not
show
"inflammatory
picof six. weeks have been brought out by
result of the hearing has not been antures," but that he had done so on his nounced.
the investigating commission. In the own responsibility
and with the co-operearly
days
of
the
disorder,
a
"strike
e"
s that
committe
the exhibitor
they would benotified
permitted
to reopen their
theatres providing they displayed cards Universal's Screen Magazine Has Hitchcock,
in the lobbies
whichstrikeconveyed
inGalli-Curci and Schumann-Heink as Contributors
formation that the
committeethe was
the New
permitting the opening of the theatre. AS Screen
thatnovelty
indicat
an
e, the
Magazinion
film Galli-Curci,
Senor Falconi,Madam
Dame Schumann-Heink,
Curtsey, Senator
In this way, it has been argued, the
released by Universal is obtain- J. Hamilton Lewis and S. Zalud.
ringleadersnt.usurped the authority of the
Governme
This was one evidence,
ing a firm
foothold
on
the
picture
pubThe
fame
of
Russell,
Hitchcock,
Gallilic, Hal Hodes, editor, stated the week
and Schumann-Heink
is broadcast.
according to the prosecuting attorneys,
August 10, that the patronage of Curci
that the members of the strike com- of
Dame
Curtsey
is
an
authority
on
etimagazine has increased 100 per cent,
mittee are guilty of seditious conspir- the
quette andparhas
conducted
magazine
desincefall.it was put under his guidance
acy. Public
t
m
e
n
t
s
o
n
the
subject.
Zalud
is
one
last
Showed Resentment.
of New York's leading designers of
A
campaign
has
been
begun
through
women's clothing and is known throughGeorge W. Graham, manager of the
Avenue Theatre and an official of the the advertising columns of the newsout the country. He is also the originator of the costumes
used in many
papers
for ideas
— ideas'
that for
can thebe
Manitoba
Exhibitors'
Association,
testiworked
into
suitable
material
productions, including
scoresthe-of
fied
that
he
had
placed
one
of
the
perand persons submitting suggestions Broadwayatricalsuccesses.
mit cards in his lobby when he reopened, film,
Formerly he dethat
are
found
to
be
of
the
sort
rebut that he had taken it down when the
signed al theproductions.
costumes used in the Winter Garden
quired are being paid handsomely for
public showed
Graham
de- their efforts.
The effect gained in the Futurist
Suggestions are pouring Movies
clared that he resentment.
understood that
the obis
striking
and the subject has
office from both exmuch comment both in and out
ject of the strike committee in "permit- into the hibieditorial
tors and patrons. Furthermore, Mr. ofexcited
the
motion
picture
craft.
ting"
the
reopening
of
theatres
was
to
just returned from a trip to
keep the people off the streets as much Hodes haswhere
Another exclusive New Screen Magahe bought $65,000 worth
as possible. The strike committee had ofChicago
zine
process
is
the
device
by which
film comprising subjects suitable for distant objects can be photographed.
also given him a slide reading "Working Screen
Magazine purposes.
inbut harmony
with
the
strike
committee,"
The tion
immense
possibilities
Takes Over Coytesville Studios.
he had not screened it. Graham dephotography
were seenof atslow
once mo-by
clared that a number of the operators
the compilers
of
the
magazine
adThe leaserequirements
of
this
single
rewho had gone on strike a second time,
vantage has been taken of theanddevice
have grown to such proportions
had not been given their old jobs back. during the
future issues of the film.
last few weeks that the in Mr.preparing
Government Made Threat.
Hodes, as editor of the magazine,
motion picture studios at Coytesville,
Benjamin Bloom of the Dominion N. J., have been taken over by the is combing theresentativesworld
his that
repfor unusualthrough
subjects
magazine,
are
being
thoroughly
overTheatre
swore
that
the
strikers'
cards
had been removed from his theatre when
hauled, and when completed will be will interest patrons of the film. Among
latest examples of this kind are
the provincial
had threat- one of tories
the andmost
reposi- the
views of a monorail road in Ballybunion,
to cancelgovernment
the provincial
motionup-to-date
picture film
workshops
for theened theatre
unless
he did so. license
When in the country.
Ireland, one of the few of its kind in
Arrangements have also been made the world.
the age
cards
had been
increased.
Bloomremoved,
declared thethatpatronsome with prominent persons to contribute
John W. Krafft, formerly a newsof the people looked upon the cards as interesting bits of material. Included
paragrapher,
jokesmith
and colin the list of contributors are Lillian the release.
umnpaper
conductor,
is writing
the titles
for
a joke.
M. C. Ferguson, of the Colonial Thea- Russell, Raymond Hitchcock, Madam

Bush.
PTheA Drama
Fear, fiendish
Mystery, forDespair
inview
Theseat Four
Views testifies,
of Corinne
Griffith
"The Brambl
the right
Corinne
has intriumphed
in her latest
bramblesof were
a whileand Joy Seenthe
Vitagraph feature.
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Applications for the above memberships werecitation, asignificant
received without
e Clark's Next
feature special
being solithat
Proxy/' Marguerit
Widow ByParamount
Is Her First on Selective Booking several applicants
were
not
directly
concerned in the motion picture trade.
showed
that
a
consistent
growth
in
vehicle
support was given, they declared,
WIDOW
zed company members had been maintained Their
which BYhasPROXY,
just "beenis thepicturi
of theto service
of the and
Na1917 the total was sev- in recognition
rite Clark, Paramount each year. enIn
by
Margue
Association
its members
t
y
t
h
r
e
,
i
n
1918
eighty-two,
and
in
comedienne, for her next Paramount 1919, ninety-three. The twelve new from a tional
feeling
of
sympathy
with
its
genoffering. This production will be her memberships
eral aims.
during July are due to a
first offering under the selective book- growing realization
The following tabulated statement
on the part of the shows
ing plan.
the Association membership
industry
of
the
accomplishments
of
the
Catherine Chisholm Cushing, a well- National Association for its benefits. which includes
93 companies :
known playwright, was the author of Here
Producer, Class A, 25; Producer, Class
are the new members: Realart as
Proxy"
by
B,
5;
Producers,
C, 17; Exhibitors,
"Widow
which
from
play
the
is an adaptation. The original play bore producers and distributors, Burton Hol- Class 2, 1; SupplyClass& Equipment,
Class
the same title as the picture, and is
mes, Edgar Lewis, Les Films Albert Du- 3, 14; Distributor, Class 4, 15; IndepenDe Vry Corporation, Carconsidered tribone
the author's best con- las derierParis,
dent Exchanges, 3; General Division,
utions totheof drama.
Engraving
Corporation,
Poster
Ad72; Publications,
Corporation, Nicholas Kessel Class 5b; Individuals,
Julia Crawford
wrote asthe one
adap-of Laboratory,vertising
7; Bill Posting Companies,
tation. Mrs. IversIvers
is known
Capital Film Company, Cel- 5;1; Exporters,
Studio Directors, 1; State Right Buythe successful scenarists.
ebrated
Players
Film
Company
and
Uniers, 1.
ty Photoplay Company.
Walter Edwards handled the megaphoneduction,
duringwhilethe
filming
of
this
proHal Young and James
The Other Half Soon Will Be Released by
C. Van Trees are responsible for the
photography.
Robertson-Cole as Its Third Superior Picture
The story is delightful. It concerns
does it reach the stage of being a
the adventures of a young bachelor maid
HALF" will be re- preachment.
characters,
two repwho, as a favor to her friend, a young T HE OTHER
leased tbryiRobertson-Cole
and
disresenting theFour
one half,
the classes,
and
buted by Exhibitors Mutual as
widow,
widow'sto mourning
the other half, the masses, are
and wentdonned
under her
her name,
Penning- a Superior Picture. In six months, only two
linked
together,
the
girls
by
natural
two Robertson-Cole productions have feminine sympathy, and the men by
ton Manor,oldthemaid
homeaunts,
of theto widow's
husband's
collect been
designatedis Superior
Pictures. "The the bonds of steel and blood of the
the
supposedly
dead
man's
share
of
his
Other
in
that Half"
category. the third to be placed trenches.
uncle's estate,
featured, but each player
longed to the which
widow. now rightfully beSuperior Pictures are productions that fitsNo hisstaror isher
though made
A strong
cast supports
star. Barrie.
Play- meet with a rigid standard as to story, for it. The workpartof asZasu
Pitts, the
ing as leading
man istheNigel
detail,
direction
and
general
appeal,
Kid,
is
unusual.
Florence
Vidor,
Others are, Brownie Vernon, Gertrude established by critical officials of the Jazz
Charles
Meredith
and
David
Butler
have
Norman,
GertrudeandClair,
Jack Marstini.
Gilbert, Robertson-Cole and Exhibitors Mutual
Al
W. Filson
Rosita
prominent parts.
organizations.
Fred torRobinson
picture isdirected
the third
RobertsonThe production
was written
and di- ColeThisproduction
Edwards. was assistant to direcby King
Vidor.
rected by King Vidor
for Brentwood.
It is another one of those examples of
Gets
Greatest
Number
of
Contracts.
camera
drama
which
reflect
the
realiN. A. M. P. I. Increased
ties of life. Its universal appeal and LesteritorsS.Mutual
Tobias,
for Exhibin thesalesman
Connecticut
and
are other factors which aided
Membership During July timeliness
New York State territories, received
in its selection as a Superior Picture.
word this week from the home office of
arising
The
production
is
based
on
a
simple
tangiblesm result
NOTfromthe theleastenthusia
and general drama of life, the underlying theme of his firm, that he was declared winner
publicity attending the third an- which is brotherhood. In this simple of a contest that
held the
by Exhibitors-Mutualwasthroughout
United
meeting
of
nual
National
the
Associawhich fundaStates and Canada
branches
for
the
tion of the Motion Picture Industry
was tale of lovementallyandexistsroyalty
even
between
the
ip during "classes" and the "masses" there are greatest
in
made
jump
the
membersh
amount
of
contracts
secured
last month. Twelve new members were situations as absorbing as any that may during June.
received into the organization during be found in the eternal triangle plays.
Mr. Tobias, has been with Mutual for
Class Distinction Is Theme.
July,
a record
the past five years in Connecticut and
n. since the inception of the
associatio
The theme turns upon the subject of set about to uphold the New York exAt the Rochester meeting Executive class distinction, the gap between the
change for pep and efficiency, and his
Secretary Frederick H. Elliott's report capitalist and the laborer, but never reward will be a handsome check.

Loneliness and the Man Who Fought It Up on the World'* W hite Roof in the Fox Picture, "Wolves of the Night.'
His arms ached to hold his own baby, and that inmoment
is almost
in his grasp at the right. Showing "William Parnum
his newest
feature.
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THE

ANTI-TAX
MACHINE
Chairman Blumenthal
Repeal Is Now Backed
week by
receivedal,thischairman
REPOR
of
LouisTSF. Blumenth
the committee on legislation and
tax of the Motion Picture Exhibitors of
America, Inc., show that the organizae's d.fighting machine
of thecent,
committe
complete
is 90 tionper
From California, Nebraska, Oklahoma,
Michigan, Indiana and the states of the
Northwest came reports that meetings
of exhibitors in those states resulted in
the adoption
of theofcommittee's
plan al-of
action.
Hundreds
petitions have
ready
reached
Washington
and
will
continue to pour in. In most of the states
the necessary funds to carry on the
fight are being provided, the Cleveland
plan of financing having been adopted
in many cases.
Movement Receives Impetus
The movement received fresh impetus
onresentating
August 11,allwhenlinesan organization
repof the industry,
following the lead of the motion pictures exhibitors, wrote to President Wilsoning andfor every
member
Congress
aska repeal
of allof the
war time
taxes. The need of an immediate repeal of the taxes is now recognized by
leading members of both parties.
A definite date when the Ways and
Means Committee of the House of Representatives wilnot
take been
up thefixed,
motionas picture taxes has
the
committee
has
many
other
matters
under consideration. Chairman Joseph
Fordney of Michigan, chairman of the
committee, has been personally intern the Gleichman
campaign through
foretssteodf iPhil
of Detroit.the efMust Substitute Revenue.
Until this hearing takes place it is
important that exhibitors continue to
circulate petitions
and write
their congres men. A number
of congressmen
and
senators
have
inquired
as
to what
sources of revenue will be substituted
for those
if the motion
picture taxestaken
are away
repealed.
They have
been informed that the injustice of these
taxes is as grave as the soda water and
ice cream taxes and operates against
the same class of people — the masses
and the men who provide the entertain-

MOVING

PICTURE WORLD

NEAR COMPLETION
Reports Movement for
Almost Ninety Per Cent
ment for the masses — and that the same
means for making up a deficit caused
by the repeal of the soda water tax
shouldenuebewhichemployed
bringby inthetherepeal
revwould beto lost
of the motion picture taxes.
United Pictures Join Movement.
Every member
of the will
United
Theatres
of America
knowPicture
this
week that there is a campaign on.
Through
co-operation
J. A.pageBerstof
and MiltontheGoldsmith
the offront
the United Exhibitor sent out to each
membervoted toofthethetaxorganization
decampaign. Awasletter
personally signed by Mr. Berst appeared
on the front page of the publication
and another letter to the employes appeared on page
three. was advised on
Chairman
Blumenthal
August 11 that the exhibitors of California were solidly back of his committee. The following telegram shows what
is going on out there :
"Harry
Leonhardt
appointment as state
director accepts
of tax campaign
and would likerangements instruction
regarding
arto take care of incidental
expenses. H. H. Bosley. president theatre owners'Leonhardt
association,support
is enthused
and
promises
of sevenfive theatres, co-workers and attendants
andThisbelieves
can Pacific
raise money."
lines uphe the
slope states.
Last week the Northwest exhibitors executive committee selected a state director in Washington, Montana, Oregon
and
underIdaho,
way. and the local campaigns are
No time was lost by Harry Nolan of
Denver in
getting
from the conexhibitors of his
state.action
The Colorado
gressional delegation has always treated
the exhibitors
of Colorado
utmost consideration
and Mr.with
Nolanthe and
his colleagues
believe
their
national
lawmakers will aid them in this fight.
Every Colorado Congressman received a
wire asking
confer and
withunite
his as-to
sociateshim
from theto state
repeal the taxes.
New Jersey Exhibitors at Work.
Under the direction of Dr. H. Charles
Hespe of Jersey City, the exhibitors of

1139
that city are carrying on an intensive
campaign and have heard from all their
congressmen.
The theNewcampaign.
Jersey newspapers have aided
One hundred per cent, organization
and efficiency is reported by Percy Wells
of North Carolina, in whose state the
campaign has been actively under way
for
month.
C. H. Bean
of NewhisHamphire a has
completely
organized
state.
Eugene reW.
Clarke
of
New
is dicting the fight in LouisianaOrleans
and taking
a keen interest in the adjoining states.
R. H. De Bruler of Georgila has been
active
tion. in the campaign since its incepHow to Use the Petition*.
Exhibitors who are in doubt as to the
most effective
method
titions are advised
that oftheyhandling
should pe-be
placed in the most accessible parts of
the theatre where patrons are sure to
passthem
them.on Attention
called
to
the screen.should
Whenbe twelve
or fifteen names have been affixed a
petition should at once be sent to the
congressman representing the district
in which the signers reside. Bunches
of petitions are not to be sent in one
consignment as the committee desires
them to have a continuing effect upon
Congress.
Neilan Selects Personnel
of "The Eternal Three"
MARSHALL
soon
start work onNEILAN
his initialwill
independent production for First National Exhibitors' Circuit, "The Eternal
Three," an adaptation from Randall Parbook, "BobwillHampton
Lewisish's Stone
play the ofpartPlacer."
of Bob
Hampton
Marjorieof Daw,
woman for a ;number
stars,leading
will portray
the leading feminine role; Mahlon Hamilton, who played the title role in "Daddy
Long
Legs," Wesley
will be Barry,
the third
side of
the
triangle;
the brought
frecklefaced youth who
was recently
into nation-wide favor on account of
his
workbadin man
"Daddy
will be
a little
armedLongwithLegs,"
six-shooters
nearly
as
large
as
himself.
Al Green will be assistant director to
Mr. Neilan ; Tony Gaudio and Henry
Cronjager will attend to the photography; Ben Carre will be art director;
"Buc'<" Ewing, light director; Joe Eller,
superintendent of laboratory work, and
Ferdinand Pinney Earle art titler.

A Simple Dorothy
Story IsPhillips
"The Right
That TakesherYoulatest
to the
Rock for Bottom
Emotions.
reachesto theHappiness,"
heightpreparing
of But
her toOne
power
feature
Universal,of Human
whose forces
are
give Init this,
a great exploitation.
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Colorful and Spectacular Episodes to Be Part
of First Rolfe Picture for Fisher Features, Inc.
International Alliance of Theatrical
THEthe element
of the
gorgeous
spectacular
achieved
by and
the Stage Employes and Moving Picture
Operators of the United States and
employment
of
large
ensembles
and of massive scenic investiture will Canada, with headquarters ' in St. Louis,
would bersarrive
in the Exchange
city to assist
membe evident inmadethe forfirsttheB. new
A. Rolfe
of the Film
Employes
production
firm ofpro-A.
to
reach
a
satisfactory
settlement
H. Fischer Features, Inc. The subject, Union
with the film exchanges.
tentatively
titled "The
Shining Band,"
Just what activities Mr. Canovan has
isThanhouser
now in process
at the
studiosof inproduction
New Rochelle
attempted are not known, but so far
under the personal supervision and di- as the exchange managers are conreercattiioonn ooff B.
A. Rolfe
with the co-opcerned, they claimor that
theyandhavethatnothChester
DeVonde.
ing to arbitrate
adjust,
the
situation from their viewpoint is at
Based on Robert W. Chambers' story, present
eminently
satisfactory.
It
is
"The
which A.wasLogue,
adapted
for theShining
screen Band,"
by Charles
the known that many of the former emsubject has to do with fifteen rich clubployes
have
made
application
for
their
men who set out to build a fence around old positions under the conditions existing before the union was formed, and
aa little
own, stirring
f&ud world
with allantheir
eccentric
characterup some of them have been reinstated upon
their
declaration that they had resigned
named
O'Hara,
who
is
spurred
on
by
Munns, the leader of the Shining Band. from the union.
However, there are still many of them
The chief setting is the exclusive and
and the managers
firm in their
luxurious Sagamore Club, conducted out,
not to arerecognize
any
solely bybers. and
for the
clubclub
mem-is determination
union or to treat with their former
The main
roomfifteen
of the
represented in a setting occupying 35 employes except as individuals. All films
feet by 70 feet of the studio floor space are being shipped on schedule time, they
and
every luxury that vast say,
wealthcontaining
can command.
usual. and business is going along as
Mr. Rolfe, accompanied by forty
people, members of his cast and technical staff, spent ten days in the Adiron- Reynders Is Appointed a
dack Mountains producing some of the
exterior scenes. The engineers in the
Westinghouse Manager
party were employed to build the dam
which was destroyed.
UR B.of REYNDE
ARTHdirector
ion offormer
the
productRS,
house
and ManuElectric
Westing
Cincinnati Film Workers
h,
facturing Company at East Pittsburg
been made works manager
Strike Is Thing of Past ofhas itsrecently
ld
ReynMr.
plant.
Springfie
East
ders was graduated from the University
WHILE the strike of union em- of Tennesse
e as a civil engineer in 1895
ployes which has
in Cincinnati
for been
severalgoing
weekson and as electric engineer one year later.
past is as dead as the proverbial mack- In 1899man heon switchbo
as draftsacceptedarda position
ard
and switchbo
chance of any isserious
troubleerel, so far
or aseventhe inconvenience
con- apparatus with the Westinghouse Comcerned, the union officials still are makn
since
promotio
his
time
which
pany,
ing desperate efforts to save their face. has been steady.
During the week Edward Kirsch, busiThe new East Springfield works will
ness agent of the Moving Picture Oper- manufacture small power motors and
automobile
starting,
ators' Local Union,
announced thatofWiltion equipment.
Mr. lighting
Reyndersandis igninow
Jiam Canavon,
first vice-president
the

August 23, 1919
busy supervising
the plant.
installation of machinery for the new
Mr. Reynders is a member of the
American Institute of Electrical Engine rs, the Engineers
of Western Pennsylvania
and Society
the Association
for the Advancement of Science.
A. E. Kaiser, who has been assistant
to director of production since 1912, has
been appointed director of production.
Devises Novel Advertising
Stunt for "Red Lantern"
NAZIMOVA'S
spectacular
production ofleased
"Thethrough
RedMetro
Lantern,"
rePictures
Corporation, is now available for booking in Pennsylvania. The Keystone
commonwealth is the last of the big
Eastern
Lantern" states
invasion.subject to "The Red
Robert Lynch,
of Metro's
Philadelphia
branch,manager
with offices
at 1321
Vine street, has been successful in cooperating with the McCarthy and Fisher
Music Company, in the Keith Building,
in
booming
Red This
Lantern"
song
along with
the"The
picture.
musicwith
company
has
an
automobile
truck
Nazimova record on it, approximately,a
ten feet in diameter, for an advertising
stunt to work in conjunction with the
showing delphia
of the
Phila-in
exhibitorpicture.
has to Alldo the
is get
touch with the music company, and the
truck is placed at his disposal. Moreover, a $500 Victrola, with a special
"Red
Lantern"forrecord,
lent theto
the exhibitor
the timewillhe bebooks
picture. This also is free.
Will Enforce Playing Dates.
Exhibitors in District of Washington
territory
not to bybe them
permitted
to exhibit filmsarereceived
in advance
of play date
without
first
securing
mission from the exchange handling perthe
films. In many cases, it is necessary to
ship films to distant points two and
three days ahead of the date for which
they are booked to be exhibited. The
theatre men, it is reported, some times
take advantage of an opportunity to
show the films for two days, instead of
one, or on a day other than the date
booked.

The Torrent of Life Was Dark in "The Other Half" Until the Cheeriness of Zasu Pitts Made It Sparkle Once More.
Zasu I'itts, Florence Vidor and Dave Butler
are the featuredthrough
players Exhibitors
in "The Other
Half," a Brentwood production distributed
by Robertson-Cole
Mutual.
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When they have finished it is obvious
for the
exMUTILATION OF FILM IS NOT FAIR PLAY that there
hibitor whoishaslittlemadeleeway
no study
of the
subject
to
cut
at
his
own
sweet
will.
Practice of Cutting Feature to Make Room for
I hope it is unnecessary for me to
Extra Reel Constitutes Unwarranted Sabotage
again
the possibility
drastic suggest
action being
imperative ofonsome
the
By Jesse L. Lasky
part
of
producers
to
prevent
these
unfair
methods
on
the
part
of
certain
tions
for
Parsmount-Artcraft
we
strive
imwas
I
on
occasi
s
ON a previou
The public must be proeverything
thatwomen
is not who
ab- exhibitors.
pelled by force of circumstances to eliminate
tected. Any wholesaler would insist
solutely essential.
Men and
to inveigh against the pernicious
retail customers
or jobbersgoods
behabit on the part of some exhibitors are experts devote their time and draw on hising restrained
from mutilating
for the purpose of prepic- their salaries
of a motion
certain
of cutting
paring accurate and succinct titles, etc. before selling them to the consumers.
a greater
to crowd
so asparts
ture feature
variety into their program. I pointed Editors prune these to the last degree. The cases are parallel.
this proout at that
oredeviltoofshow
that
endeavthe
cedure and time
there was no more fairness in this than Hunt Stromberg Resigns from Goldwyn to
there would be if a dealer in books cut
Direct Service and Exploitation for Selznick
out a number of the pages and sold the
volumes to his customers as perfect
theatres
heightening they
theirserve.
importERG, entwho forfounded
STROMBdepartm
HUNT
ance in theandcommunities
copies.
the
service
GoldI believe
the previous
argumentsinstance
that I had
adA systematic
survey
of territorial
wyn Pictures Corporation,
and conditions
and
the
individual
needs
of
vanced in this
the past fourteen months
some effect ; there has, I understand, who was forchief
Select-Selznick customers will precede
of its service and ex- the
been a notable decline in the cutting director in ploitation
work of this department.
divisions, has resigned from
of pictures. But I have just noticed the Goldwyn organiza
to become
diAn exhibitor-organ and a new, imanother phase of the same thing which
tion for
rector of service andtionexploita
proved style of press book are included
infair.a way is hardly less injurious or un- Selznick Pictures, effective Aug. 18. in the early
plans, full details of which
rg
erman,
Strombe
is
a
former
newspap
will
be
announced later. Stromberg
Not Playing Game.
on
and prior
to
his
affiliati
with
Goldwill
also
co-ordinate
with the advertiswyn was owner of an advertising
Exhibitors who for one reason or anr
ing and publicity departments, with the
other, generally for the purpose of agency executing national merchandis- purpose of allying the exploitation of
individual pictures with the general
campaigns rs.
for a number of prom- work
shortening
so as character
to get in an-on ineneting advertise
other reela offeature
different
conducted by these divisions.
The
Selznick
home
office
and
field
their program, eliminate the main titles,
Devised Illustrated Lobby Displays.
exploitation
forces
will
be
further
enthe credit
titles,
etc.,
and
start
the
piclarged, with increased facilities for the
ture with the first subtitle of the story,
Stromberg
the originator
of illus-in
are hot playing the game.
accomplishment of many distinct innotrated lobbyisdisplays
which show
vations in local and national exploita- chart form
It
may,
-at
first
thought,
seem
less
how
to
prepare
and
arrange
detrimental to the photoplay if merely
tion.ment,An exhibitors'
lobby exhibits and stage settings at
fouded along service
practicaldepartlines minimum
expense
and
effort.
He
is also
the
introductcTy-Trratter
isremoved,
but
adapted
to
the
wishes
and
requirements
one has only to reflect that by cutting
responsible for the introducof showmen, will be among the first ad- said totion of be"editorials"
these titles,
the
spectators
are
frebooks, the
ditions to Selznick co-operative service- purpose of which is into press
quently left in the dark as to the names
review the picof characters, the very title of the play
Increase Popularity of Theatres.
tures
from
the
exhibitors'
own
angle
itself, the players, the director and
set forth the box-office possibilities
This department, operated by experi- and
others. They strive, through the first
and exploitation angles minus all forms
encedvisionandof skilled
men
under
the
superreel to get head or tail of the thing
Stromberg, will conduct an of exaggeration. During his association
and lose much of the enjoyment. It is intensive campaign
service, with Goldwyn, he staged many of the
equivalent to seeing a stage drama directing its effortsofnotpersonal
only for the most, successful national exploitation
without a program.
promotion of individual Selznick and drives, including several which broke
on the first page of the leadAnnoys Film Patron.
Select poseproductions,
but also
a pur-of into ingprint
of strengthening
the with
prestige
newspapers.
There is this, also, to be considered :
The director of a picture in these days
means trmuch
inveterate nofilmdoubt
paon. It wouldto bethe surprising
to know just how many people go to see
a picture, not alone because of the star,
the cast in general, or even the story —
but because so-and-so has directed it.
The author of the modern photoplay
deserves
the To
'consideration"
the exhibitor surely.
eliminate his6T name
is to
destroy one of the elements of appeal,
particularly where the author is a noted
one in literary, dramatic or photoplay
circles. Indeed, every name mentioned
in the introductory titles is of importance, means something to somebody in
the audience and sometimes a great
deal to a great many.
Frequently there is an introductory
title following the main title which gives
a sort of argument or synopsis of the
story, setting of the play, so to speak,
and in many cases this is indispensable
tothatthefollows.
proper understanding of the plot
Experts Should Do Cutting.
Producers of pictures are in this day
and age supposed to be capable of determining what is essential to a pic- He Wouldn't Hire Our Soldiers — The Plotter Sinister in "Everybody's Business.1
ture. They are not anxious to add unThe hero
has tracked
his assistant
and the hour of
retribution
is near inthethisplotter
pictureandreleased
by W. H. Productions.
necessary footage. In our own produc-
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Twelve Chaplin Reissues Will Be Released
at Six Weeks' Intervals dising,
Commencing
October
does not apply to the
Chaplin
ANNOUNCEMENT
is madeof byExhibiWil- Classics. No
exhibitor who buys the
liam J. Clark, president
tors
Mutual
Distributing
CorporaChaplins
a 'catwill
in the
the twelve
Chaplin Classics
The newbuysedition
be inbag'."de-luxe
will betion, thatreleased
at intervals
of six form,
with artistic new main titles and
weeks, commencing October 5. These subtitles. The titles under which the
classics are the twelve Mutual-Lone productions were originally released will
Star linspecials,
Charliecontract
Chap- be retained that the exhibitor may capunder his produced
$670,000 bya year
italize upon the popularity of the titles
with Mutual.
complete line of new adNegative rights to the series of two themselves.vertisingA material
will be issued includreel comedies were acquired late last
ing posters, lobby displays and slides.
springtion of bywhichthe Mr.
Clark-Cornelius
CorporaClark and H. C. Corn- Goldwyn Forces Certain
elius,are vice-president
of Exhibitors
tual,
the principal
owners. MuThe
Rogers Is Screen Success
productions will be sold under series
.booking, with special pre-release and SAMUEL GOLDWYN, Rex Beach,
president of the Eminent Authors;
protection
to theContracts
larger theatres
in larger centers.
have already
Rupert Hughes and others in the
been closed in more than twenty-five Goldwyn organization now located at
Culver
City, viewed a completed print
cities
for
exclusive
pre-release
presentation.
of Will
week.Rogers' "Almost a Husband,"
The schedule of release follows : last
is an extract from a wire sent
October 5, 1919, "The Floorwalker"; No- byHere
Goldwyn to Gabriel L. Hess at
vember 16, "The Fireman"; December the Mr.
home
office, the day following the
28, "The Vagabond"; February 28, 1920,
"One A. M."; March 15, "The Count"; showing :
May 2, "The Pawnshop"; June 13, "Be- certain
"Saw heRogers
picture
today and
will create
a sensation.
Every-am
hind the Screen"; July 25, "The Rink";
one, including Beach, very enthusiastic.
September 5, "The Immigrant"; October 17, "The Adventurer"; November
in a class
by himself."
chief question
was whether
the
28," The Cure"; January 9, 1921, "Easy HeTheis absolutely
Street." Outlines Selling Policy.
Follies
comedian
could
"get
across"
when robbed of his clever monologues.
audience of directors
The sale of the series is under the The most critical
Mr. Goldwyn
could as-in
supervision of S. J. Rollo, director of and writers
semble on thethatcoast
was unanimous
sales and
of Exhibitors
Mu- its declaration that the "actor who
tual, whoexchanges
outlined the
selling policy.
act" haswithout
solved the
the loss
problem
The twelve productions will be sold in doesn't
screen comedy
of anyof
of
his
laugh-getting
power.
series,
on
a
definite
six
weeks'
release
schedule.
"The pictures have a definite value
Shriners Liked "Sahara"
from
the exhibitors'
view. picHe
Eugene Roth, the power behind the
is thoroughly
familiarpoint
withof every
California
Theatre,
Francisco,
returetionof the
series.
The
principal
objecceived a letter
fromSanHarry
Maundell,
against the series plan of selling
as a matter of motion picture merchan- recorder of Islam Temple, which had

"Parasols and Pippins" or "The Hardships of Being a Movie Star"
Gloria
in Cecil B.of life
DeMille's
Artcraft,
"Male Cruz
and Island.
Female,'
doesn'tSwanson,
mind theleading
terrorswoman
and difficulties
on location
on Santa
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chargetion in the
of the recent metropolis,
Shriners' celebrathank-of
ing Mr. RothCalifornia
for his special showing
"Sahara,"
J.
Parker
Read,
Jr.'s
Hodkinson Temple.
release starring Louise Glaum, at
the
"Right to Happiness" Will
Open at New York Park
Holubar production
featurTHEAllenRIGHT
HAPPINESS,"
the
ing Dorothy TOPhillips,
is to be given
its premier eastern showing at the Park
Theatre on Columbus Circle, New York.
The opening will be held on September
1. This announcement was made by
Tarkington Baker, Universal's general
manager.
The production is the largest one Universal has offered since the "Hearts of
Humanity"
The new picture.
production will be given an
extended run in the Park Theatre. According to Mr. Baker, the picture will
be widely advertised and exploited in a
number of the New York daily newspapers,
and into
exploitingandplansother
will advertising
soon be put
effect.
greatest lovetitle
storyof ever
is "The
the exploitation
the told,"
film,
which deals with the experiences of a
young lievesRussian
revolutionist
who
the world will only listen be-to
force and thatarms.
The Majestic Theatre in Boston will
receive a four weeks' run of "The Right
to Happiness."
The Majestic is one of
the
Boston.largest theatres in the city of
"Mothers of Men" Not a War Story.
Because of misunderstandings and
misprints on the subject, Edward Jose
wishes to announce that "Mothers of
Men,"FilmtheSpecials
first Edward
Jose Production
for
Inc., although
adapted
from the novel of the same name, by
Henry William Warner and DeWitte
Kaplan, will not be a war picture. The
war element in the book has been eliminated, save only when necessary to
give background and atmosphere to
events which happen to have occured
during war times but which would have
the same dramatic value as a story
during any period of life and history,
and in any locale. The story is divided
into two sections, the first part dealing
with German episodes and the second
part with French.
Christies Enlarging Stage.
Al E. Christie and C. H. Christie are
enlarging their stage at the Christie
Studio in order to accomodate the number of big productions now under way
and planned for the near future.
Since starting his two reel Christie
Specials, Al E. Christie finds he has not
enough space to accomodate the large
casts andchased alot
sets,atandthe a back
few weeks
purof the agopresent
studio. A new prop room and new
dressing rooms are also under way.
Lange Arranges Fox Luncheon.
Another Fox luncheon was given
Tuesday, August 12, by the heads of the
different departments
at the LafayetteBrevoort.
These luncheons
are given
every two
weeks.
This
one
was
arranged
by
F.
W.
Lange
head
of the
foreign department.
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"Better Times" cards. These were cirEllen Tetry Will Appear in Character
culated by Newton Levi, Exhibitors
Mutual's
Pa_cificmanager
coast supervisor,
and
Part Not Calling for Youthful Makeup L.
Wingham,
of Exhibitors
Mutual Seattle branch. This advertishis "over there"
act.
It
was
a
free
THE usual difficulty met by pro- entertainment
given by the War Camp
ing not only
carried
the toconvention's
ducersstagedesiring
present
estab- Community Service.
message
but also
served
bring atlished
starsto on
the screen
without forcing them to play roles too
tentison-Cole
on to "Better
Times,"
the Robertfeature.
youthful for their present age, has been
Get-acquainted remembrance cards,
overcome by those responsible for the "Better Times" Cards Are
elaborate Ellen Terry feature soon to
Times'—
Distributed in Seattle reading "Yours
member me — we for
met 'Better
at Seattle,
July Re-16,
be offered by Triangle Film Corporation.
17,
18
and
19"
—
were
distributed
THE
Seattle
convention
of
the
"Her Greatest Performance," in which
Northwest Film Board of Trade the delegates and visitors. These among
cards,
the "greatest actress on the Englishby Mr. Levi and Mr. Wingham,
tvas
advertised as a boost for "Bet- signed
speaking
stage"
will
be
presented
to
were
sent
to
all
who
signed
the
register
Times"
convention.
All
of
the
hoscreen audiences, is written around a
tration book.
tels, stores and display windows carried
retired actress who has won the love
of a tremendous following and is enjoying
her years
of successfulthestagefruits
work ofwhen
her only
son, Famous Players Has Special Press Bureau to Bring
whose career as an actor promises to
to Public Notice Its Educational Department Films
rival
that
of
his
celebrated
mother,
accused and convicted of murder. Heis TO enlist the active support of the comic cartoon, and the "So This Is
large section of the public that America!" series, a group of one-reel
thinks that he is guilty, but in spite
of his mistaken idea of the circumis interested in educational pic- subjects to be released monthly, which
tures and to tie this up for the direct picture various places in America in
stances of innocence
the crime,andhisdevotes
motherevery
believes in his
benefit of exhibitors, John C. Flinn, di- humorous and distinctly original manrector of advertising and publicity of ner.
energy to saving him.
Nathan H. Friend, general manager
This role enables her to play upon the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation,
the screen the part of a woman of has established a special educational of the educational department, in speakexactly her own age and position, while publicity bureau, the purpose of which
ing of the appeal which these pictures
people
at the same time placing her in situa- will be to acquaint the general public have for
tional work,
said: interested in educaproduceddepartment
and distionstionalwhichacting.
call Inforthis
mostmanner
powerfulthe emoby the educational
love with thetributedpictures
which audiences naturally bear for Ellen and the non-theatrical distribution de- Will Allay Alleged Adverse Criticism.
the corporation.
Terry should be strengthened by the
"Numerous clergymen, leaders of
This workpartment ofwill
be under the direction women's
sincere sympathy and intense interest
clubs
and industry,
educators,have
sincebeen
the
of the
awakened by the lovable character she of Charles E. McCarthy, well known beginning
decrying the alleged bad influence which
in motion picture publicity work.
is interpreting in the drama.
Already an elaborate campaign has they say many motion pictures have,
These conditions give Ellen Terry
an opportunity to make the most of been inaugurated to bring the support not only upon children, but also upon
Without going into this quesher splendid talents without the handi- of women's clubs, schools, churches and adults.
tion— which has many angles, and
cap of being miscast, which has had other organizations to the theatres that
to be overcome by so many stage stars book the pictures produced by the Edu- which never will be settled satisfaccational Departments.
who have appeared in pictures. The
torily for everybody — I believe that the
plot develops naturally without the star
pictures produced
educational
deKind of Pictures.
partment wil proveby ofthe immense
benefit
being called upon to rise to occasion
that call for the slightest stretch of
It is believed that in the pictures pro- to exhibitors in allaying this criticism.
duced by the Educational Department,
her audience's imagination.
Educators Will Co-operate.
these organizations have subjects that
These pictures are types approved
are not only consistent with their ideas
Soldiers Shown "Shoulder Arms."
of the educational value of pictures, but by women's clubs, clergymen and educators, and the theatre showing them
Community dancing on the paved also are primarily entertaining and appealing to the general public. These is bound to win the support of these
streets of Minneapolis came to a happyclimax for returned soldiers, sailors and pictures are the Paramount Magazine, people. It is merely up to the exhibitor
weekly release,
com- to acquaint the leaders among his
marines Chaplin
when comedy,
"Shoulderwas Arms,"
bines the cleverest
epigramswhich
appearing
Charlie
thrown the
on a one-reel
withpictures.
the fact Ifthatthehe critics
is show-of
the screen at the Washburn Fair Oaks in the Smart Set Magazine, and those patrons
ing these
mansion.
the
motion
picture
are
sincere
in their
New York Evening World writMore than 1,000 returned service men in the
ten by Helen Rowland, with an animated attacks,
they cannot fail to co-operate
watched the famous screen comedian in technical
drawing and an animated with exhibitors showing these pictures.

Variety? Judging from These Views of Tom Mix's Latest, Tom's Going to Raise "57 Varieties" a Few Points.
'Rough Riding Romance" is the name of this Fox production, and it's filled with riding, romance, and the Mix brand of "roughness."
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Goldwyn Working Out Plan
Obtain Pictures Most
IN accordening with
the policy
strengththe service
idea inof every
department, Goldwyn is perfecting a
plan whereby
the
sales,
exploitation,
advertising and publicity departments will
act in the closest harmony, not only in
putting over a picture after it has been
booked but in aiding exhibitors to get
films peculiarly
adaptedthattoa their
theatres. It is recognized
production
may go big
in
one
town
and
be
disappointing in another because of different
conditions
and in spite of exploitation
aids.
Goldwyn salesmen are being instructed
that their duty goes further than merely
booking a picture. They are expected
to know the special requirements of
the exhibitor with whom they are doing
business, and see to it that he receives
the Goldwyn picture most likely to make
money in that particular theatre.
Must Know Conditions of District.
Salesmanship of this type demands a
thorough knowledge of conditions in
the territory
and Goldwyn
officials figure covered,
that it pays
in the long
run, even if the salesman consumes
considerably more time than is customarilycaliallotted
to covering
certain
loty. In weekly
talks at a each
of the
exchanges, salesmen are impressed with
the point that they are building up for
the future market of Goldwyn pictures,
as well as working for immediate sales,
and that an important phase of their
task is placing the right picture in the
right place.
Gets Aid of Service Department.
After haibitor ifilm
has been
the ex-of
s assured
of thebooked
assistance
the service department in arranging the
most effective sort of exploitation. This
is a part
tem and ofa Goldwyn's
factor in co-operative
building up systhe
confidence which is so essential to the
maintenance of cordial relations and
the conducting of business on a mutually profitable basis.
But it is recognized that the salesman
is the forerunner of the exploitation expertheandmust
that supply
to be apictures
successfulthatsalesmake manthe
exhibitor successful.
Thiswillis
where the need for a careful study of a
territory comes in, that the salesman
may assist
the exhibitor
finding
tures especially
adapted toin the
tastepic-of
his particular clientele. The Goldwyn
program is so arranged that films of all
types are always available.
Jack White Engaged to
Direct Lehrman Comedies
whose engagement by
JACK
to directs forthcom
HenryWHITE,
Lehrman Comedie
has just
ingLehrman
been announced, is the youngest motion
— and his
the country
picture
by
enhanced
fame isin further
claim todirector
been dialready
he hasyears,
the fact rectingthatfor three
he
or since
was eighteen years of age. Closely
following his twenty-first birthday he
of the filmcharge Comedy
to takeLehrman
was ingselected
of the initial
for
s' Circuit,
Exhibitor
National
First
the
prepacast
his
and is nowto selecting
ratory beginning work under Mr.
s supervisi
on. motion pictures
Lehrman'
entered
Mr. White
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plant in New Rochelle, New York, which
Whereby Exhibitors Will
property he
recently
purchase,
to be acquired
the homeby ofout-B.
Suitable for Their Clientele A. Rolferight Productions.
five years ago as office boy for Mack
The improvements take in everything
Sennett, and rose successively to various from floor to roof. The old floors of
other positions, until he had eventually the studio have been torn up and new
taken
part instudio.
every branch of work in ones laid, and the glass roofs have been
the Sennett
covered with paint to permit the best
results in photography with artificial
Thanhouser Plant Rebuilt
light. A large amount of new lighting
equipment
inal layout. has been added to the origfor B. A. Rolfe Productions
The
of the property rooms and
BA. ROLFE
produce equipped
his pic- scenic stocks
tures in a willperfectly
departments have been greatly
enlarged.
The
dressing rooms have been
• studio,madeas over
A. H.the Fischer
has
practically
Thanhouser
largely refurnished.
Arline Pretty Is Engaged to Star in the
Williamsons' Serial
"Ain Woman
Greyan
addition toinbeing
GEORGE
WILEY, president
the SericoH. Producing
Company, ofa ductions
established
actress
of
the
"legitimate"
new organization, formed recently
has appeared
numserialJones
successes
as well inas aspecial
to produce the novels of well-known stage.ber ofMr.
features.
authors cluded
in negotiations
serial form,
this
week
confor the appearance
of Arline Pretty in the leading feminine
"Oh, Boy!" to Open New
role in fethe
first ofintheGrey,"
company's
rings, "A Woman
by C. N.of-&
A. M. Williamson.
$200,000 St. Louis House
The selection of Miss Pretty as the
star of the new type of serial promised THEin St.newLouis,
Grand-Florissant
built at a costTheatre,
of apby the Serico company, was made, acproximately $200,000, will throw
c
o
r
d
i
n
g
t
o
the
officials
of
the
organizaits
doors
for
the
first
time
on
tion, in response to the demand of a open
Labor Day night.
large
number was
of exhibitors
As the opening attraction, Manager
a canvass
conducted.amongShe whom
won
thousands of friends through her ap- Goldman has selected "Oh, Boy!",
pealing characterizations as the heroine Capellani's film version of the musical
comedy, which Pathe is distributing.
of Vitagraph's serial "The Secret King- The
is a picture,
tribute
dom," and Pathe's chapter picture, "The to theselection
drawingof "Oh,
powerBoy!"
of the
Hidden
by the time itit iswillduehaveto played
open thein
A castHand."
of players well known in the for
Grand-Florissant
serial field has been engaged for the a number of other St. Louis theatres.
picture. Henry G. Sell, leading man
The Grand-Florissant is considered to
for Pearl White in several Pathe serials,
be one of the most beautiful theatres in
appears
oppositeMiss
Pretty.
Other
St.
Louis. It was designed with a view
principals are Fred Jones, Margaret
Fielding, James A. Heenan, Arm Brodie, to the artistic and is a combination, in
Violet de Bicari, Mrs. Adelaine Fitzal- model, of several of the finest theatres
len. Miss Fielding has appeared in im- in theman will
United
States.manyManager
introduce
noveltiesGold-to
portant roles in a number of Fox pro- his St. Louis
patrons.
Newman Theatre Robbed.
For the fourth time, a Frank Newman
theatre has suffered from burglary. The
Regent City,
Theatre,
on Twelfth
Street,
Kansas
was broken
into recently,
the thief
hammering
off
the
combination to the safe and getting $980, it is
reported.
is quoted ofas his
relating thatMr.
eachNewman
of the robberies
theatres
has
occurred
on Monday
mornings,
when theandaccumulated
ceipts of Saturday
Sunday are re-in
the
safes.
The
Regent's
was
$900 onandMain
the Street,
Royal, previous
one robbed
of loss
his
theatres
was
twice,
the thieves getting about $2,000
each time.

Arline Pretty.
"WhoE. stars
in '-'AMasters
Woman production.
in Grey." an
Lanning

Governor of Bombay Visits Metro.
Lieut.ernor ofCol.
Sir Popham
Young, India,
govthe province
of Bombay,
paid
a
visit
to
the
studio
of
Metro
Pictures Corporation in Hollywood on
his way home to England last week.
Col. Jasper E. Brady, head of the
Metro reading
Colonel
Young department,
through the escorted
studjb,
showing him the big dark stages where
the
Screen Classics, Inc., productions
are filmed.
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Exhibitors Point Out Drawbacks to Open
Booking in Letters to World Pictures
r of letters are agree to pay it on the spot he knows
numbe
E
A LARG
coming into the offices of World that I will have to come around and
Pictures every day from exhibit- see him with my hat in my hand and
y relafor it or keep my house dark. The
countrappear
of the that
parts article
orstive tofromtheallrecent
ed beg
program policy made it possible for me
get
the financial aid necessary to
in the theMoving Picture World concern- to
ing new sales bait held out to secure a house. I could get a lease on
owners and managers of motion picture showing my contracts for a regular
theatres to induce them to swallow the steady showing of pictures at, a price
convinced the banker that the loan
g
ve
itionbution
lat- that
— the. The
selecti
was one with a minimum of hazard. I
e distri
in picturpropos
est thingbookin
tenor of every one of these letters is can't go now to a banker and show him
ainty
a proposition that will check up as I
line— esuncert
the rsame
alongnumbe
that theyaswillto have no certain figures of cost of film
of pictur
the
be able to secure this coming season service or how many pictures I will get
and the boosting of prices.
Even though exhibitors have hardly
a year."Dislikes Percentages.
become acquainted with the new in "Another
new bait," said another corscheme, which is only a few weeks old,
respondent, "is to play goes
me on percentstill sufficient time has elapsed for the
age. Thetributorfirst
and thenmoney
we share. toI the
have dis-to
industry
that the
the sinews
"goat" tois take the price
the
man tothatrealize
supplies
of
service
for the film
keep the producers going. Just as the at the value set on it by the
World Picture official said who conturer. Ihave nothing to say manufacabout it.
tributed the article, "It is the same old The
He
can't
lose anyis his
wayandin iftheanything
world.
first
money
bait
with
a
new
hook,
line
and
sinker."
What the exhibitor is asking himself, else comes in then we share. (If there
according
to thesemail,letters
that are
comeswriting
in)." from Chicago
ing in by every
is, Where
do Icomget is Ananything
exhibitor
off?
says :the"This
like
man selective
who comesproposition
to you andis
Program Was Certainty.
says
:
'I
want
to
make
you
a presentof
"With
the
program
I
at
least
knew
of a beautiful enlarged portrait
that berI ofwasfeatures
going and
to getthey
a certain
would numcost your mother. It won't cost you a cent.'
been born in Missouri I said:
me a certain set price," writes one Having
prominent
exhibitor.
selec- 'That's very kind of you, but where do
tive booking
with its "With
specials,the supers,
The picture
answer frames,
I get is :and
'Well,of
itinerants and other fancy appellations you
you get
see, off.'
we sell
for the coming releases I will have to course you will want a handsome gilt
stay awake at nights figuring how my frame and a silk cord to hang the picbooking sheet may be filled at prices
ture with.'
star ofpicture
that make it humanly possible for me but you
haveYouto get
take a a bigbunch
shelf
to pay my rent, light, heat, employes, warmers to get the big picture. With
film service and have enough to buy the program I got them as they came
and all at a set price. If I thought they
food and clothes for my family.
"The distributor can quote a certain were no good I could get rid of the
price for these selectives, and if I don't contract by giving reasonable notice."
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McShane Visits New York.
E. L. McShane, branch manager of.
the Washington
C.) Exhibitors'
tual, was in New (D.York
last week. MuHe
reports that special train service frort>
bone-dry
Washington to Baltimore has
been
discontinued.
Boosting Attendance by
Old but Effective Scheme
which toan attract
patronage
HERE'S
effective
manner thatby
be familiar
to manybutexhibitorsmay
throughout
the country,
which
is so simple and so inexpensive that it
may have been overlooked in the rush
for big exploitation schemes that are
so much in demand these days. A representative ofthe Famous Players-Lasky
exploitation department had occasion to
visit the Van-Kelton Open Air Theatre.
New York City, recently, and noticed
that hundred
out of thewere1,200empty.
hundred seats some
two
The representative suggested a simpje
scheme to Manager B. K. Kyler which
took form in the printing of blotters
advertising the airdome. At one end
was a coupon, admitting a child free of
charge,
was brought
along aspsjjfViding
guardian.an adult
The stunt
proved
effective. Several hundred of the blotters were distributed by newsboys while
they were also given out at the airdome
itself.
According to Mr. Kyler, the scheme
operatesso
aappealed
chain toof Sidney
housesCohen,
in thewhoBronx,
strongly that he lost no time in adapting
the idea to his houses. Considering the
cost of the blotter stock and the printing
the stunt can be adapted to any house,
large or small.
"Where Bonds Are Loosed"
Will Soon Be Released
release ata
its program
date Son will
PICTURE
WORLanD early
"Wherey
entitled
picture
reel
five
"
Bonds Are Loosed. This photopla
Watson's
L. Grant
was
d among
the
numbere
was E.
that from
noveltaken
the auMr.enWatson,
six best
who attracted
Englishm
thor, is ansellers.
attention from book reviewno little
when his
book
a writer. as this
effortwasas published
was ershis first
Locale on Prison Island.
The scene of his story is two prison
islands off the west coast of Australia
and his subject is the reaction of the
individual to the loosening of the bonds
of civilization. Mr. Watson is a scientist who took honors at Cambridge and
went to Australia as zoologist with an
ethnological expedition, in the course
of which he spent eight months on an
island with only two other men. His
experience
not yield
muchhe zoology as it diddidhuman
nature,as and
has
embodied
reflections
a tense andhisswift
story. on the trip in
The picture was directed by David G.
Fischer, who also played the principal
role. He was supported among other
well known film players by Dixie Lee
and Arthur Behrens. The tropical scenes
were filmed on an island which belongs to the group geographically
known ofasFlorida.
the Dry Tortugas, off the
coast
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Gentry Suit to Recover $45,000 from Educational
on Coal Picture Held for Complaint Amendment
in- published
action nal
film, and
beBEFORE thestitutedtrial
fore the reviews
Educationof the
Division
of the
againstofthetheEducatio
Films Corporation of America by United States Fuel Bureau, the film has
, Inc., to re- never been exhibited to the public.
the Gentry
Company
cover $45,000Film
damages
for alleged
breach
of contract had proceeded very far in
Ford's Show House Construction.
the United States District Court on
The latest Ford Educational Weekly
August 13, Judge Hutcheson dismissed
be released
by Goldwyn
"Home
the jurypanieupon
of both
com- to
Made."
It is a story
houseinisbuilding,
s to allowthetheconsent
plaintiff
to amend
and
dramatizes
every ofdetail
the conthe complaint.
struction of houses. The picture reContract Signed in March, 1918.
vealsterials
the source
of all ma-of
which enterof insupply
the building
The
Educational
Films
Corporation
of America entered into a contract with our living quarters ; shows how they are
the Gentry Film Company, Inc., in obtained and how used.
March, 1918, which was later modified
Ollett Joins American Cinema.
by the mentsexecution
supplemental
to produce ofand
distribute agreea film
Arthur Ollett, for two years business
showing the development of the coal manager
of Sanger & Jordan, and sevindustry
whichconditions,
was intended
to poreral Shubert attractions, has been aptray mining
the home
life
pointed comptroller of the American
of the miners, the safety of operations, Cinema Corporation.
Mr. Ollett
will 18.assanitation, rescue work, and the educasume his duties on Monday,
August
tional,
amusementto and
facilities afforded
the recreational
miners by the
Smith Joins Selznick's Staff.
operators.
Previously the Gentry Film Company,
Myron Selznick,
president
Selznickas
Inc., had entered into a contract with Pictures,
R. Cecilof Smith
the coal operators of West Virginia to the latest announces
acquisition
to
the
Selznick
produce and distribute an educational scenario staff. The engagement of Mr.
film of this character for a considera- Smith
was effected while Mr. Selznick
tion oftracted
$30,000
the company
con- was in California.
with the and
Educational
Films CorMr.
Smith began his career as an
poration of America to produce the
film at an expense of $25,000 and distribute the film — on a fifty-fifty basis.
Chaplin Greatest Artist
Complaint Not Complete.
the Screen Has Produced 1
The complaint in the action failed to I Rob Wagner in "Picture-Play Magazine" I
allege that the Gentry Film Company,
was toliable
return the^payment
ANDthe the
truth artist
is, Chaplin
is ||
greatest
that the
ofInc.,$30,000
the tooperators
in the event
screen has produced, pro- |
that the film was not distributed, and
when Hobart S. Bird, counsel for the 1 claimed so even by his compa- |
triots.
Have notTree,Sarah
Bern- |1
company, sought to introduce evidence
hardt, Beerbohm
Mrs. Fiske,
on this phase of the case Harry G.
Rostand, and Yvette Guilbert ac- 1
Kosch, counsel for the Educational
knowledged him the master pan- \
Films Corporation of America, objecttomimist of the age? No second- |
ed that there was no allegation in the
pleadings demanding damages from the
rater ever
became such
a world's
cham- ||
pion,
and when
a champion
defendant in connection with that liability.
arises the intelligent thing to do |
is to seek the reasons for his |
Attorney Bird then moved to amend
greatness rather than deplore his 1
the complaint to incorporate a demand
for the recovery of that sum from the 1 Olympian achievement.
defendant which Judge Hutcheson | stick
If theand deplorers
slap- ||
vulgarity see inonlyChaplin,
granted, and upon the motion of At- 11 how
can they stand Shakespeare, |
torney Kosch a juror was withdrawn and
for he was even gross at times? |
the case was declared a mistrial. Coun- 1I What
the superficial critic does 1
sel for the defendant said he was not
prepared to meet the new issue raised in 1 not see is that Chaplin under- |
the case and desired a reasonable time
stands
the' human
sensitiveness
such asheart
only with
geniusa 1|
to prepare a defense.
:
attains.
Neither
do
they
see
what \
Distribution Big Issue.
the greatest dramatic figures of |
The case was placed on the foot of the
the
age
have
detected
—
his
amazcalendar and will probably be tried the
ing dramatic values. And being §|
latter part of the month. The comprofessional deplorers, therefore |
parative results in distributing films on
lacking in a fine sense of humor, 1
a state rights basis and on a national
they
see
his subtlest
com- |
basis is expected to form an important
edy cannot
which and
transcends
issue in the trial of the suit, as the
boundaries
makes all
him local
the
defendant
contends
symbol of fun the world over.
ing to dispose
of thethatfilmit onwas thearrangstate
When theon world's
rights basis when the litigation began.
statesman,
the eve foremost
of the
greatest event in history takes |
The Plaintiff's Contention.
time
before
he
sails
from
affairs \
The plaintiff contends that the deof state to request a preview of |
fendant has failed to perform its con"Shoulder
Arms,"
it
suggests
that \
tract to distribute the film, alleging that
President or Wilson's
taste is are
de- f1
while the film was completed last De- = plorable
that
the
deplorers
cember, when a private showing was
possibly
missing
something
too
held which was attended by representfine for their perception.
atives of the trade publications, which
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actor several years ago with a Western
producing firm. The scenario end of
the business appealed to him and he
soon found work writing continuities.
As his scripts were produced, Mr. Smith
gained
in prominence.
Mr. Smith
arrived in New York early
last
week
and is inalready
at work in the
Selznick studio
the Bronx.
Film Author's Name Is
Featured on Broadway
STARS
or players
in the screen
who have
been wondering
just world
what
would be their share of the publicity and opportunities in what is unstakably an "authors'
found
the answer milast
week at year,"
the Eastern
premiere
of
Stewart
Edward
White's
"The
Strand. Westerners" at the New York
This first of the Benjamin B. Hampton-Great Authors' productions did a
business throughout the week of record-breaking proportions, and up to
Thursday night was running ahead of
any summer attraction at the Strand
in the past four years. On that night,
the actors went on strike, closing thir"legitimate"
theatres,
the
Strandteen ofinthecommon
with other
picture
housessons atturned
away thousands
of per-in
all remaining
performances
the week including matinees.
For the first time in the history of
Broadway
picture
the
name ofmotion
the author
of a institutions
novel took
the
big
place
in
the
electric
the sidewalk street canopylightsof over
the
Strand. Managing Director Jack Eaton
billed
his oflights
on the "The
up andWesterners"
downtown insides
the
canopy as "A Famous Story," Stewart
Edward
White's
"The
Westerners,"
and
directly over the wide entrance to the
Strand under the big canopy where the
central attraction announcement is always placed for the theatre were the
electric words: "'The Westerners' by
Stewart
Edward ofWhite."
The name of
the
the author
title of was
his story.equal dimension with
Frohman Company Finishes
Ninth Texas Guinan Film
ion of
ation announces
the complet
ent Corporn Amusem
THE Frohma
ninthn ofproduct
twothe series
ions of
reel the
wester
starring
Texas Guinan, and that although but
five have been released as yet, it is
d that the thirteenth will be
expecte
finished before
the end of October.
The final three stories of the series of
sixteen have been completed.
In commenting on this achievement,
the Frohman Amusement Corporation
calls attention
countered. Firstto itthe
was difficulties
necessary en-to
create an entirely new producing organization, as theitscompany
hadto heretoforeWhile
confined
activitiesappears
fea-in
tures.
Miss Guinan
each as a woman of the West, the
stories have been so selected as to
make her characterization in each
widely different. This necessitated
each story being written especially for
the star.
Of theno nine
productions
alof theandauthors
residedreadyinfinished,
the sametwostate,
three
were
personsbefore.
who had never
writtenwritten
for theby screen
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Smiling Jimmy Kelly Breaks Some News About
Those with Whom He Met in the Tall Grass
is a general
Met J. B. Dugger, recently appointed
as if there
S to ofme Arkans
LOOK
as exhibitors to manager of the new offices of the
exodus
New York and other points, and Metro and First National, at Little
and he reports business
although I appreciate that they must Rock, Ark.,
Believe me, this Dugger boy is
have a vacation sometime or other, there good.
hustler.
is no use their all going off at the some
note that Pathe has opened an office
the at I Little
up Film
"gums
it simply
for
same time,
Rock and that Fox and several
odden
downtr
poor
a
of
works"
others
doing the same,
Peddler trying to victimize someone which willcontemplate
make that city quite a bookinto givinga his Special Feature Proing
centre,
and
proves
my assertion that
ductions try-out.
Among those whom we found missing this business is expanding even more
were :
rapidly than we realize. A day is coming will
when anything
looks like a office
"key
Mr. andPine
Mrs.Bluff,
O. C.Ark.—
Hauber,
Hauber's
city"every
haveexchange
a that
representative
Theatre,
at New
York of
film
in existence.
City,
Coney
Island
and
other
Inland
Although a trade was rumored at
Points.
error. A. L. Stinson
J. P. Belaski, owner of Royal Theatre, Fordyce, it was asin proprietor
and manHot Springs, Ark. — in Chicago and other will continue
ager
of
the
Lyric
Theatre
at that point.
points
Sergeant
W.
P.
Florence
has
E. C. (Business?).
Robertson sold out his Mission from
overseas after a stay ofreturned
nearly
Theatre, Eldorado, Ark., to Clarke & two years,
and immediately assumed
Dale, and
has
hied
himself
to
the
mounreins of his popular little theatre,
tains (Fayetteville, Ark.). If there is the
Brown, at Stamps, Ark. Florence
another exhibitor in Fayetteville, lord the
is county chairman of his county in
help manhim,and has
for aRoby
bank isroll.a regular show- the American Legion.
Ward Van Hook, formerly of the
Miss Lottie Gulledge, the charming
little proprietor of the Royal Theatre, Mission Theatre, Eldorado, Ark., will
Arkedelphia, Ark., has just returned assume the position of assistant manager of Ark.theVanVictory
from
a month's
stay Wharton,
in New Jersey.
ville,
Hook Theatre,
had severalFayetteother
Manager
H. D.
Pastime
manage
shows
other them
secTheatre, Warren, Ark., motored through offers tionsto of the
but in
refused
to Little Rock and other points north, in order to bestate,
with his old friend,
securing new ideas for his theatre.
W. ages
E. oneSpencer,
man- E. C. Robertson.
of the who
finestowns
littleandtheatres
Praises Woman Manager.
in Arkansas, at Monticello, has recently
Spent a day at Texarkana with that
acquired the Lyric Theatre, at Lake popular
and extremely efficient general
Village, Ark., and will continue with
both theatres under his management.
managerments atofthatSaenger
Brothers
Amusepoint, Mrs.
Eva Vernon.
C. H. McChroskey, proprietor of the
little lady has three big theatres
Allied Theatre, at Dermott, Ark., is draw- This
the Saenger,
ing up plans for a 600 capacity theatre, under her management,
and Royal, and she handles
which he expects to have open by fall. Hippodrome
with that expert technique of
Business is exceptionally good at this them
showmanship that can only be found
point.
in the born showman. She has been
Theatre Construction Active.
connected with the Saenger interests
one
E. A. Baredel, Palace Theatre, McGhee, for many years, and is considered
employes.
Ark., will remodel in the fall with the of MettheirDavemostReed,efficient
formerly
manager
of
idea of obtaining more capacity.
Dallas,
Tex.,
who
is Film
now CorconElmer W. Harrell has opened his New Metro, nected
with
the
R.
D.
Lewis
Grand Theatre, Beardon, Ark. (375 caRoad work is a novelty to
pacity), and is running feature plays Dave, but poration.
he says he likes it o. k.
three days a week. He contemplates "Novelty"
is right. You tell 'urn, Al.
spooling reels nightly after November
first.
Watch for my next one labeled, "The
Movie No meant
Longer for
a Side
It is
Roy Gammill, formerly manager of especially
the Line."
small town
the
Amuse hisU house
Theatre,
Ark., exhibitors. And still another one on
has turned
overMillville,
to the Ladies
Aid Society of that village who are "Mush, or What the Fans Don't Want."
only projecting one night a week, name- Two More Houses Added
ly Saturdays. Millville is an extremely
quiet city; both of the residents work
to Allen Chain in Canada
in the village saw mill.
of August
10 added
two
The Airdome, at Thornton, Ark., is THEmoreweektheatres
to the
large and
running nightly with the best shows
growing chain of the
obtainable under the able management Allen rapidly
Enterprises with the
of J. W. Meadows. This show belongs openingTheatre
Allen's the
Danforth
Theatre
to the Stout Lumber Company.
Toronto, ofCanada,
home city
of thein
E. M. Oslin, who manages the shows circuit, and the reopening of the former
Theatre, Peterboro, Ontario, as
of the Grossett Lumber Company, at Royal
Grossett, Ark., has moved into his new the Allen.
The Danforth is the first of the new
summer theatre, built for him by the
company. This town of Grossett is series of suburban or neighborhood
theatres being built in Toronto by Jule
the
"Garden atSpottheof show
Arkansas,"
and the
patronage
is fine;
the & Jay J. Allen, there being five others
of erection. In the Danforth,
admission is low, as it is a company inthe course
Aliens claim to have set a new mark
project and is run for the benefit of
their employes.
in neighborhood theatre construction,
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for the somesbuilding
of the allhandt in Toronto isandonepossesses
the
beautytownand
attractiveness
of a downhouse.
The Danforth seats 1,800, with all but
600 seats on the lower floor, and every
one of them in front of the balcony,
so that every spectator, no matter where
sitting, has a full view of every portion
of the house. There are three rows of
loge seats in the front of the balcony,
which occupies the portion of the house
above
the isfoyer
and lobby.
A ten-piece
orchestra
supplying
the music
at the
Danforth, which is located on Danforth
avenue,
just eastTheatre,
of Broadview.
The Royal
Peterboro, has
been completely
refinished
and over
redeco-by
rated since having been taken
the Aliens. Seats have been rearranged
and
many isconveniences
supplied.
An
orchestra
to be featured
regularly
at this theatre.
Dietenfass Produces a
Blackface Comedy Series
THERE
shortly
appear oncomethe
screen will
a series
of two-reel
n which ofthe thecharacters
be blackfacedies, iartists
genuine will
old
minstrel type. They are being produced
by Mark M. Dietenfass at his studios
in Jacksonville, Fla. The first four are
already completed and the fifth nearly
so. They will be released monthly, the
first in September.
Mr. Dietenfass made a test a short
time ago before paying audiences who
did not know they were acting as
referees, whose decision meant success
or failure to several people. For purof comparison,
two
reels ofposes blackface
and and
two asreelsa test,
of white
face were shown in prominent motion
picture theatres to regular audiences.
Not only did the audiences show greater
appreciation and enjoyment of the blackface reels,
the committee
of exhibitors whobutattended
was unanimously
in favor of the blackface as having
greater value and possibilities. Mr.
Dietenfass
plans,whiteface
however, for
to alternate
blackface and
the first
several
releases
until
he
secures
a still
wider verdict.
The principal parts are taken by
Bobby Burns, Edna Reynolds, Jobynia
Ralston,
Filberts. "Skinny" Renfrew and "Fatty"
Clifford Bernard Kept Busy.
Clifford Bernard is kept busy by the
number
of "Yankee
in Berlin"
shows playing
in the Doodle
East. Two
weeks
ago when Fred McClellan resigned to
go to the Paramount staff. Cliffford
was called in from Redding, Pa., to take
the
nation.vacancy left by McClellan's resigLast week, Clif was ordere to Philaelphia to straighten
out severalto matters, dafter
which he returned
New
York to resume the management of the
Broadway Productions.
H. G. (Hank)
Cassidyof ofRichmond,
the Feature
Amusement
Company
Va.,
purchased
the
rights
of
Sol
Lesser's
"Yankee
Doodle
in
Berlin"
for
the
states of North and South Carolina,
Georgia, Tennessee and Alabama. A
company of Mack Sennett bathing girls
will appear in person in conjunction
with the picture in the larger towns.
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Eight Houses Planned to Cost $5,675,000
HIGHER and higher mount- the figures representing the investment in new
motion picture theatre projects. This week's list shows the huge total
of $5,675,000
as against
last week's
of $2,400,000
for nine.
Page the for
maneight
who houses,
said that
the motion
picture roster
is losing
its hold
on popular favor.
Aurora, 111. — Aurora Theatre Company will erect Silvan Dell Theatre store
and office building, 120x140 feet, to cost $150,000.
Des Moines. — Grove Court Company will erect motion picture theatre at
northwest corner of Nineteenth street and Cottage Grove avenue, to cost $600,000.
Chicago. — United States Theatre Company has plans for theatre to be erected
at 701 West Sixty-third street, to cost $450,000.
Cleveland. — Joseph Laronge, 214 Williamson Building, has plans for brick,
stone, terra-cotta and concrete theatre, to cost ^3,000,000.
Dallas. — Interstate Amusement Company, 190 North State street, Chicago,
plans to erect theatre here, to cost $450,000
Wichita
— Dye,
Ford ofand1,500,
Rogersto cost
plan $125,000
to erect one-story motion
picture
theatreFalls,
withTexas.
seating
capacity
Minneapolis.
—
Twin
City
Amusement
Trust
Estate
has
plans for motion picture theatre to cost $400,000.
St.
Louis.
—
Marcus
Loew,
1493
Broadway,
New
York,
has plans for theatre
to cost $500,000.
Paramount-Artcraft Pictures
Receive Enthusiastic
office of the Famous
AT THE home
Players-Lasky Corporation,
Walter E. Greene,
vice-president in
charge of distribution, stated last week
that reports
from all parts of the country indicate tremendous business for
the exhibitors booking Paramount-Artcraft pictures under the 1919-20 plan.
u'Underhibitorthe
new tobooking
exs are invited
see theirpolicy
pictures
before they book them," said Mr.
Greene,
the year
qualityhasof our
product
for the "and
coming
excited
the
rnost favorable comment from exhibitors everywhere, who have already seen
some of these offerings. Our confidence
in the merit of these productions makes
it most desirable for us to allow exhibitorsthem,
to seeandtheirthatpictures
before rent-is
confidence
well ingfounded
has beenthisevidenced
most
effectively during the past few weeks,
ever since our exchanges began showing the new product to managers."
System Pleases Crauman.
Mr. Greene indicated j.s an example of
how the new booking arrangement is
being received
communication frombySidexhibitors
Grauman, a whose
Million
Dollar
Theatre
in
Los
Angeles
has become established in the trade as
one of the most successful institutions
of its kind. 'After having exhibited
'The Third Kiss,'" writes Mr. Grauman,
"the
first plan
photoplay
booking
to beunder
playedthe byselective
Grauman's
Million
Dollar
I am
thoroughly convinced Theatre,
that Famous
Players has taken a vital step for the
betterment of the picture industry, in•cluding producer, exhibitor and the
photoplay public. The picture was a
-complete success as an audience attraction, and from a box office viewpoint it
•proved
per Mr.
cent."Greene has countless
On his100desk
messages of a similar nature from exhibitors in both large and small districts who have already viewed Parajnount-Artcraft pictures for 1919-20.
Daily Speaks Well of Sheme.
In addition to these reports from exhibitors, Mr. Greene has a number of
newspaper clippings from cities where
advanced showings were held in theatres and at which time all motion pic-
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was evidenced yesterday morning and
afternoon, when leading exhibitors had
the pleasure
of being of
gueststhe atselective
the initial trade showing
booking plan."
David Fischer Will Direct
"Dad's Girl" for World

s ofRES
DavidhasG. Fischer
the service
secured
PICTU
WORLD
the picturization of
to direct
success
has
which
play
a
"Dad'sfullyGirl,"
been toured for many years.
Mr. Fischer before he took up screen
work was an actor of prominence in
many productions that had long runs on
Broadway. He was leading man with
the late Mabel Barrison in "The Blue
Mouse;"of with
Henry
"Brown
Harvard,"
stageWoodruff
manager forin
Julia
Marlowe,
and
also
Virginia
Harned. He made dramatizations of Myrtle
Reed's
novels,
"Lavender
and
Old
and "The Master's Violin." TheseLace"
two
plays were
profitablemanager
investments both unusually
for the producing
as well as the author.
He also dramatized
Hough's
novel
Rawn"After
inEmerson
which
Edmund
Breese "John
starred.
four years
as
leading man with the Bush Temple
Stock Company
in
Chicago
he
was
engaged by the Essenay Company in 1908
to direct maining
Warren
After for
rewith thisKerrigan.
organization
several years he joined the forces with
the American
Company
where
remained for three
and one
half heyears
as director and star.
Mr. Fischer has also produced special
features for the Premier Company,
American
ducers. Commercial and other pro-

for Coming Season
Comment from Exhibitors
turecent critics
weretheatre
invited.trade
The showings
most reof these
was held at the Forsyth Theatre, AtFerguson
in "The
Witnesslanta, Ga.,forwhenthe Elsie
Defense"
and Wallace
Reid in "The Valley of the Giants" were
put on. The presentation of these pichandledat in10.30a high-class
mannertures
and wasstarted
in the morning
until noon, the showing being resumed
at 2 o'clock.
A reportPlayers
from the
Atlantaat
office
of the Famous
received
the home office expressed enthusiasm
over the
tions weremanner
receivedin bywhich
the the
trade.producThe local
newspapers
voiced
the sen- Plan Airplane Landing
timents of all present in their favorable
comment concerning the films. As an
on Roof of Fox Studio
example, Robert Moran, of the Atlanta
Constitution, started his two-column
feature isFoxcontemplatednovel
for the William
builddisplay story about the affair as fol- ANOTHER
ing— one of the largest motion
lows: "That the mountnew
bookinganyof inPara-Artcraft wil surpass
the picture plants
under
one
roof
—
which
history of this great distributing firm, now well on its way to completion atis
Tenth
Fifty-fifth
to Fifty-sixth
streets,avenue,
New York.
William
Fox has
discussed with his architects, William
Fried and the firm of Carlson & Wiseman, the practicability of erecting on
the roof of the new building the first
airplane landing platform for passengercarrying planes in this city.
In accordance
with
Fox's sugges-altions,teratdraftsmen
are Mr.
engaged
ions in the original
plans upon
to allow
for the addition of this structure, permlation
it ing the passenger
landing planes,
of at least
two
reguwith hangars
for even more. The platform is to be
made of an all-steel frame-work, and
is to be so designed in relation to the
roof proper that it will not interfere
with the lighting facilities which are to
be
the outstanding feature of the
newmade
studios.
Upon the completion of the upper
story and roof of the building, it is
planned to continue the erection of this
platform,the sotimethatschedule
it will on
be which
completed
within
the
contractors are working — the building
to be ready
for 1.formal
opening ceremonies October
To accomplish
this,
the contractors will engage a special
crew of workmen for the airplane platDavid G. Fischer
form alone, and work will be pushed
with
all on
speed,
Who Girl"
has signed
to direct
for World
Films. "Dad's
to finish
time.regardless of expense,
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to
permitlease
the and
purchaser
to cancel the
theatre
thus dispossess
the
"
"Anne
's
lessee
and
permit
the
new
owners to
omery
Montg
of
Four
nses
Realart Conde
Minter
appropriate
business.
Books Into One Picture for Mary Miles
It is allegedthethat
notwithstanding the
permitting a cantime, it is said, in the James Whit comb Riley's "Old Sweet- clause incellationtheafter alease
they first
FORhistor
certain time upon payheart of Mine." These will be the three
of the motion picture busiment
of
$10,000,
the
private agreement
has ob-in first pictures
compalny books
aproducing
the owner
and theshall
present
. The made
be dones between
studio byworkMr.willChappell'
company
to severa
tained thenes ,rights
Boston.
in
see
is
that
such
option
not les-be
t
Realar
re.
pictu
one
make
order esto Corpo
exercised
except
upon
certain
condiration recently bought
Pictur
tions and that the lessee should be
seM. Montthe four -Anne" books bye L.Mary
Elliot Dexter Is Reported
cured in its full term of ten years proMiles
provid
to
n
i
order
y
r
e
m
o
g
vided by the lease.
Minter with a suitable story.
It is further alleged that the owner
"Anne of Green Gables," one of the Recovering from Breakdown proposes
to sell
the premises
for $140,photobeen
the
of
has
title
the
who
be
000
in such
manner
as to permit
the
R,
group,play will
DEXTE
OTT
ELLI
series
ill forvousseveral
ner- purchaser
and the stories told in the
to disregard the private
n broughwith
t ona from
breakdowmonths
have been
condensed
into
one
conthus
enabling
him
to
cantinuity by Frances Marion.
overwork, is now rapidly recovering, agreement,
the lease, dispossess the present
"This is to be our first Minter pic- and according to physicians in charge lesseecel and
appropriate the business now
ture," Arthur S. Kane, president of will be toberable
to
resume
work
about
Ocestablished
profitable basis.
1. He will begin work at this Improvementsandto onthea extent
Realart,
explains,
"and,to ofmakecourse,
we
of $50,000
al
ng
have
been
very
careful
a
selectime
on
his
first
person
starri
vemade
by
the
lessee
as
specified in the
tion that would surpass the established
hicle, details concerning which are complaint, show that the
theatre
was
ed shortly.
standard of our star. In 'Anne of promis
rebuilt and made one of the
Mr. Dexter
has for several years been practically
Green
Gables'
she
has
opportunity
to
finest
motion
picture
theatres
in
the
bring to photodramatic life all the joys so much in demand that he had had downtown district.
and sorrows, the smiles and tears, of practically no vacations, and he is such
an extremely conscientious and careful
young
sweetofsixteen.
wanted girlhood
to use and
features
all four Weof worker that in portraying every role New England Exhibitors
has given himself wholly to it, with
to Hold Picnic at Dedham
the Montgomery books — 'Anne of Green he
that his strength was gradGables,' 'Anne of Avonlea,' 'Chronicles the result
EDHAM, MASS., will be the Mecca
ually broken down.
ofandAvonlea'
and
'Anne
of
the
Island'
—
of New England exhibitors on
hence it was necessary to make
At the conclusion of "For Better, for
four ably
purchases
insteadbeenof able
one. toProb17. more
From around
a disDexter started on a vaca- stance Sunday,
of fiftyAugust
miles or
we might have
pad Worse,"tion,Mr.
to takehisa next
two-months'
one story into a passable photoplay, rest beforeintending
beginning
picture. Boston they will assemble at Dedham
but such is not our policy.
He was recalled, however, to take the for a big picnic, the features of which
include the filming of several scenes
"After we bought the books we en- place of Monte Blue, who has been will
for a photoplay, luncheon, games and
gaged Frances Marion, author or adap- taken
ill,conclusion
in "A Daughter
of picture
the Wolf."he the
At
the
of
this
meeting
Mary Miles
tor of manyvehicles,of toMary
Pickford's
sucMinter,of assisted
by herMinter.
company,
photoplay
toll for his years of strenuous, is Miss
version.cessfulThe
four make
storiesthe have
been paid
to be the hostess of the occasion and
continual
work
by
collapsing
comfreely utilized to show as much of the
will be
present sent
in out
repletely.between
For several
weeksdeath.
he was lin- the exhibitors
story as possible of the beloved little
sponse to invitations
personally
gering
life and
by
thein Realart
star.
Miss three
Minterweeks
has
orphan
girl."
been
Dedham
for
about
According to the publishers, more Twelve New York Houses
than 700,000
of theProduction
four "Anne"is
making
scenesthefordirection
"Anne ofofWilliam
Green
books
have copies
been sold.
Gables," under
Taylor.
Show "Wolves of Night" Desmond
reported
to bereturn
proceeding
rapidly.to Miss
Minter will
this week
her AS William Farnum arrived in New
The
picnic
is
the
result
of
visits
York from the Pacific Coast, exhibitors have made within thewhich
last
New York studios from Dedham, Mass.,
twelve metropolitan theatres were two weeks to the location where Miss
where the exteriors are being filmed.
Minter is working. Practically all of
showing
"Wolves
of
the
Night,"
featurthe exhibitors who have been in Boston
ingance
him. records,
to packed
The attendalso, houses.
which followed
the on business recently have made the sixPoems from "Heart Throbs"
initial
showing,
established
new
marks
trip to Dedham, and, in addition, a
Will Be Filmed by Editor for several of these theatres — which in- mile
exhibitors
have
and Brooklyn, the large
been number
guests ofof Boston
the Minter
company.
THE book bearing the title of "Heart Academyclude in Manhattan
of
Music,
Audubon,
Bayridge,
The
interest
thus
manifested
suggested
Throbs"
grew
out
of
an
inspiration of Joe Mitchell Chappell, the
Crotona, Folly, Jamaica, Ridge- to Miss Minter the desirability of giving
Boston Magazine editor. He sent out Bedford,Star,
the Nemo. Comedy, jap Garden and theThepicnic.
tens of thousands of letters to people wood,
star also, in response to pressing
all over the world requesting them to
This record is considered chiefly re- invitations from leading theatre mansend him the name of a short story or
agers, has visited Boston theatres.
s
p
o
n
s
i
b
l
e
f
o
r
the
sudden
rush
of
expoem that gave them their biggest heart
hibitors in the vicinity for first and
she made seven perthrob. The response to these inquiries second-run bookings. These demands Thursdaysonalnight
appearances. Four downtown
the exhibitors also include straight photoplay houses
furnished
Mr. book.
ChappellThe with
and three Inin the
terial for the
salestheof mathis from
district were included.
eachBackcase
booking on the whole series, the next bay
novelty ran into hundreds of thousands of
which is to be "The Last of the the star made a short address.
of copies.
Duanes,"
from
one
of
Zane
Grey's
popuHolds No Terrors for Leland.
Mr. Chappell has gathered from
lar novels, followed by "Wings of the Thirteen
The activities of the Leland Theatre
"Heart
eighteen
storiesnumber
that Tracy.
Morning," based on the book by Louis Supply
he will Throbs"
convert into
the same
House,
Simplex distributors
for
Maine, New Hampshire
and Vermont,
of two-reel pictures that will be disare reflected in the report received at
t
r
i
b
u
t
e
d
b
y
the
World
Film
Corporation. In order to get a consensus of
the Simplex factory, showing thirteen
Atlantic Garden
opinion as to which of these was the Bowery's
machines sold in that territory
Is Center of Lease Suit Simplex
during the month of July.
most popular, Mr. Chappell sent letters
The
theatres
in which these machines
of inquiry to the most notable captains
Supreme
the
in
filed
been
of industry, leaders in art, education, SUIT
Court,has New York County, by New were installed are Rex Theatre, Norscience and literature, the outstanding
way,
Me.;
New
Priscilla, Lewistoh, Me.;
AlInc., of which
Garden,is president,
Atlantic
figures in politics and diplomacy. The
through
bert S. Goldberg
Browne's,
Me.; Albert,N. Bervotes of these men and women were its attorney,
lin, N. H.;Limestone,
Queen, Manchester,
H.;
enjoin
to
Bird,
S.
Hobart
about equally divided for first choice the Atlantic Garden Realty Corpora- Star. Newmarket, N. H. ; Park, Lebanon,
the
premises
theatre
the
of
owner
tion,
N. H. ; Upera House, Fairhaven, Vt, four
between Julia Ward Howe's "Battle at the Bowery and Canal street, New of
these theatres
Hymn of the Republic," Oliver Wendell York, from selling the premises so as machines
each. having installed two
Holme's "The One Hoss Chaise," and
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Eight Houses Planned to Cost $5,675,000
HIGHER and higher mount -the figures representing the investment in new
motion picture theatre projects. This week's list shows the huge total
of $5,675,000
as against
last week's
of $2,400,000
for nine.
Page the for
maneight
who houses,
said that
the motion
picture roster
is losing
its hold
on popular favor.
Aurora,
111.
—
Aurora
Theatre
Company
will
erect
Silvan
Dell
Theatre
store
and office building, 120x140 feet, to cost $150,000.
Des Moines. — Grove Court Company will erect motion picture theatre at
northwest corner of Nineteenth street and Cottage Grove avenue, to cost $600,000.
Chicago. — United States Theatre Company has plans for theatre to be erected
at 701 West Sixty-third street, to cost $450,000.
Cleveland. — Joseph Laronge, 214 Williamson Building, has plans for brick,
stone, terra-cotta and concrete theatre, to cost $3,000,000.
— Interstate
Amusement
Company, 190 North State street, Chicago,
plansDallas.
to erect
theatre here,
to cost $450,000
Wichita
Falls,
Texas.
—
Dye,
Ford
Rogers
plan $125,000
to erect one-story motion
picture theatre with seating capacity ofand1.500,
to cost
Minneapolis.
—
Twin
City
Amusement
Trust
Estate
has
plans for motion picture theatre to cost $400,000.
St.
Louis.
—
Marcus
Loew,
1493
Broadway,
New
York,
has plans for theatre
to cost $500,000.
Paramount-Artcraft Pictures
Receive Enthusiastic
home office of the Famous
AT THE s-Lask
y Corporation, WalPlayer
vice-president in
ter E. Greene,
charge of distribution, stated last week
of the scounparts
all
from
reports
that try
indicate tremendous busines
for
the exhibitors booking Paramount-Artcraft pictures under the 1919-20 plan.
"Underhibitorthe
new tobooking
exs are invited
see theirpolicy
pictures
before
they
book
them,"
said
Mr.
Greene,
the year
qualityhasof our
product
for
the "and
coming
excited
the
most favorable comment from exhibitors everywhere, who have already seen
some of these offerings. Our confidence
in the merit of these productions makes
it most desirable for us to allow exhibitorsthem,
to seeandtheirthatpictures
before rent-is
confidence
well ingfounded
has beenthisevidenced
most
effectively during the past few weeks,
ever since our exchanges began showing the new product to managers."
System Pleases Grauman.
Mr. Greene indicated ls an example of
how the new booking arrangement is
being received
communication frombySidexhibitors
Grauman, a whose
Million
Dollar
Theatre
in
Los
Angeles
has become established in the trade as
one of the most successful institutions
of its kind. "After having exhibited
'The Third Kiss,'" writes Mr. Grauman,
"the
first plan
photoplay
booking
to beunder
playedthe byselective
Grauman's
Million
Dollar
I am
thoroughly convinced Theatre,
that Famous
Players has taken a vital step for the
betterment of the picture industry, including producer, exhibitor and the
photoplay public. The picture was a
'Complete success as an audience attraction, and from a box office viewpoint it
•proved
per Mr.
cent."Greene has countless
On his100desk
messages of a similar nature from exhibitors in both large and small districts who have already viewed Paraxnount-Artcraft pictures for 1919-20.
Daily Speaks Well of Sheme.
In addition to these reports from exhibitors, Mr. Greene has a number of
newspaper clippings from cities where
advanced showings were held in theatres and at which time all motion pic-

August 23, 1919
was evidenced yesterday morning and
afternoon, when leading exhibitors had
the pleasure
of being guests
the initial trade showing
of the atselective
booking plan."
David Fischer Will Direct
"Dad's Girl" for World

s ofRES
DavidhasG. Fischer
the service
secured
PICTU
WORLD
the picturization of
to direct
success
has
which
play
a
"Dad'sfullyGirl,"
been toured for many years.
Mr. Fischer before he took up screen
work was an actor of prominence in
many productions that had long runs on
Broadway. He was leading man with
the late Mabel Barrison in "The Blue
Mouse;"of with
Henry
"Brown
Harvard,"
stageWoodruff
manager forin
Julia
Marlowe,
and
also
Virginia
Harned. He made dramatizations of Myrtle
Reed's
novels,
"Lavender
and
Old
and "The Master's Violin." TheseLace"
two
plays were
profitablemanager
investments both unusually
for the producing
as well as the author.
He also dramatized
Hough's
novel
Rawn"After
inEmerson
which
Edmund
Breese "John
starred.
four years
as
leading man with the Bush Temple
Stock Company
in
Chicago
he
was
engaged by the Essenay Company in 1908
to direct maining
Warren
After for
rewith thisKerrigan.
organization
several years he joined the forces with
the American
Company
where
remained for three
and one
half heyears
as director and star.
Mr. Fischer has also produced special
features for the Premier Company,
American
ducers. Commercial and other pro-

for Coming Season
Comment from Exhibitors
turecent critics
weretheatre
invited.trade
The showings
most reof these
was held at the Forsyth Theatre, AtFerguson
in "The
Witnesslanta, Ga.,forwhenthe Elsie
Defense"
and Wallace
Reid in "The Valley of the Giants" were
put on. The presentation of these pichandledat in10.30a high-class
mannertures
and wasstarted
in the morning
until noon, the showing being resumed
at 2 o'clock.
A reportPlayers
from the
Atlantaat
office
of the Famous
received
the home office expressed enthusiasm
over the
tions weremanner
receivedin bywhich
the the
trade.producThe local
newspapers
voiced
the sen- Plan Airplane Landing
timents of all present in their favorable
comment concerning the films. As an
on Roof of Fox Studio
example, Robert Moran, of the Atlanta
Constitution, started his two-column
ANOTHER
feature isFoxcontemplatednovel
for the William
builddisplay story about the affair as foling— one of the largest motion
lows :"That the mountnew
bookinganyof inPara-Artcraft wil surpass
the picture plants
under
one
roof
—
which
history of this great distributing firm, now well on its
way to completion atis
Tenth
avenue,
Fifty-fifth
to Fifty-sixth
streets, New York. William
Fox has
discussed with his architects, William
Fried and the firm of Carlson & Wiseman, the practicability of erecting on
the roof of the new building the first
airplane
carrying landing
planes inplatform
this city.for passengerIn accordance
with
Fox's sugges-altions,teratidraftsmen
are Mr.
engaged
ons in the original
plans upon
to allow
for the addition of this structure, permlation
it ing the passenger
landing planes,
of at least
two
reguwith hangars
for even more. The platform is to be
made of an all-steel frame-work, and
is to be so designed in relation to the
roof proper that it will not interfere
with the lighting facilities which are to
be
the outstanding feature of the
newmade
studios.
Upon the completion of the upper
story and roof of the building, it is
planned to continue the erection of this
platform,the sotime
thatschedule
it will on
be which
completed
within
the
contractors are working — the building
to be ready
for
formal
opening
ceremonies October 1. To accomplish this,
the contractors will engage a special
crew offormworkmen
for thewillairplane
platDavid G. Fischer
alone, and work
be pushed
with
all on
speed,
Who Girl"
has signed
to direct
for World
Films."Dad";
to finish
time.regardless of expense,
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to
permitlease
the and
purchaser
to cancel the
theatre
thus dispossess
the
"
"Anne
's
lessee
and
permit
the
new
owners to
omery
Montg
of
Four
nses
Conde
Realart Books Into One Picture for Mary Miles Minter appropriate the business.
It is alleged that notwithstanding the
clause in the lease permitting a cantime, it is said, in the
thev first
FORhistor
Riley's
cellation after a certain time upon payof Mine." bThese
will "Old
be theSweetthree
of the motion picture busi- James heartWhitcom
ment of $10,000, the private agreement
obhas
ny
compa
ing
a
produc
,
s
e
n
Chappell's
Mr.
by
made
pictures
first
in
between
the
and theshall
present
l books
company.
tained the rights to severa
see is that owner
such option
not les-be
Boston. The studio work will be done
t in
one picture.ly Realar
order to makeratio
bought
n
exercised
except
upon
certain
condirecent
Pictures Corpo
tions and that the lessee should be
sethe four "Anne" books bye L.Mary
M. MontElliot
Dexter
Is
Reported
c
u
r
e
d
i
n
its
full
term
of
ten
years
proMiles
to provid
gomery in order
vided by the lease.
le story.
Minter with
a suitab
It is further alleged that the owner
"Anne of Green Gables," one of the Recovering from Breakdown proposes
to sell
the premises
for $140,photoofin the
hasa been
title
who
the
be
000
in such
manner
as to permit
the
R,
group,play will
DEXTE
OTT
ELLI
series
the
told
stories
ill
for
several
months
with
nerthe
and condensed into one convous breakdown brought on from purchaser to disregard the private
have been
thus dispossess
enabling him
cantinuity by Frances Marion.
overwork, is now rapidly recovering, agreement,
the lease,
the topresent
"This is to be our first Minter pic- and according to physicians in charge lesseecel and
appropriate the business now
ture," Arthur S. Kane, president of will be toberable
to
resume
work
about
Ocestablished and on a profitable basis.
1. He will begin work at this Improvements
Realart,
explains,
"and, of course,
we
to the extent of $50,000
al starring ve- made by the lessee
have
very careful
a selectime onhicle,hisdetails
firstconce
person
specified in the
tionbeen
that would
surpass tothemakeestablished
rning
which are complaint, show thatas the
theatre was
ed shortly.
standard of our star. In 'Anne of promis
practically
rebuilt
and
made
one of the
Mr. Dexter has for several years been finest motion picture theatres
Green
Gables'
she
has
opportunity
to
in the
so
much
in
demand
that
he
had
had
bring to photodramatic life all the joys
downtown district.
and sorrows, the smiles and tears, of practically no vacations, and he is such
an
extremely
conscientious
and
careful
young
sweetofsixteen.
wanted girlhood
to use and
features
all four Weof worker that in portraying every role New England Exhibitors
has given himself wholly to it, with
to Hold Picnic at Dedham
the Montgomery books — 'Anne of Green he
that his strength was gradGables,' 'Anne of Avonlea,' 'Chronicles the result
EDHAM, MASS., will be the Mecca
ually broken down.
ofandAvonlea'
and
'Anne
of
the
Island'
—
of New England exhibitors on
hence it was necessary to make
At the conclusion of "For Better, for
four ably
purchases
insteadbeenof able
one. toProbDexter started on a vaca- stance Sunday,
17. more
From around
a disof fiftyAugust
miles or
we might have
pad Worse,"tion,Mr.
to takehisa next
two-months'
one story into a passable photoplay, rest beforeintending
beginning
picture. Boston they will assemble at Dedham
but such is not our policy.
He was recalled, however, to take the for a big picnic, the features of which
include the filming of several scenes
"After we bought the books we en- place of Monte Blue, who has been will
a photoplay, luncheon, games and
gaged Frances Marion, author or adap- taken
in "A Daughter
the Wolf."he for
At theill,conclusion
of thisof picture
theMiss
meeting
Mary Miles
tor of cessful
manyvehicles,of toMary
Pickford's
sucMinter,of assisted
by herMinter.
company,
make the photoplay paid toll for his years of strenuous,
version. The four stories have been continual work by collapsing com- is to be the hostess of the occasion and
freely utilized to show as much of the
the
exhibitors
will
be
present
in out
repletely.
For
several
weeks
he
was
linsponse to invitations personally sent
story as possible of the beloved little
gering between life and death.
by
the
Realart
star.
Miss
Minter
has
orphan
girl." to the publishers, more Twelve New York Houses
been in Dedham for about three weeks
According
than
of theProduction
four "Anne"is
making under
scenesthefordirection
"Anne ofofWilliam
Green
books 700,000
have copies
been sold.
Gables."
Desmond
Taylor.
Show
"Wolves
of
Night"
reported
to
be
proceeding
rapidly.
Miss
Minter will return this week to her
New exhibitors
The picnichave
is themade
resultwithin
of visitsthewhich
Farnum
Williamfrom
Pacific inCoast,
the arrived
last
New York studios from Dedham, Mass., AS York
twelve metropolitan theatres were two weeks to the location where Miss
where the exteriors are being filmed.
Minter
is
working.
Practically
all
featur- the exhibitors who have been in Bostonof
of the Night,"
"Wolves
showing
him. records,
The attendto packed
ingance
the on business recently have made the sixwhich followed
also, houses.
Poems from "Heart Throbs"
showing, established new marks mile
trip to Dedham, and, in addition, a
Will Be Filmed by Editor initial
in- large number of Boston exhibitors have
which
—
theatres
these
of
for several
n and Brooklyn, the
been guests of the Minter company.
THE book bearing the title of "Heart Academyclude in Manhatta
of Music, Audubon, Bayridge, The interest thus manifested suggested
Throbs"
out ofChappell,
an inspiration of JoegrewMitchell
the
Folly, Jamaica, Ridge- to Miss Minter the desirability of giving
Crotona,
Boston Magazine editor. He sent out Bedford,
Star,
wood,
tens of thousands of letters to people the Nemo. Comedy, Jap Garden and theThepicnic.
star also, in response to pressing
all over the world requesting them to
This record is considered chiefly re- invitations from leading theatre mansend him the name of a short story or
agers, has visited Boston theatres.
e for thevicinity
sudden forrushfirstof and
expoem that gave them their biggest heart
hibitsoprosnsiinblthe
she made
perthrob. The response to these inquiries second-run bookings. These demands Thursdaysonalnight
appearances.
Four seven
downtown
from
the
exhibitors
also
include
straight
furnished
Mr.
Chappell
with
the
maphotoplay
houses
and
three
in
the
Backterial for the book. The sales of this
on the whole series, the next bay district were included. In each case
novelty ran into hundreds of thousands booking
of which is to be "The Last of the the star made a short address.
of copies.
from one of Zane Grey's popuHolds No Terrors for Leland.
Mr. Chappell has gathered from Duanes,"
lar novels, followed by "Wings of the Thirteen
The activities of the Leland Theatre
"Heart
eighteen
storiesnumber
that Tracy.
Morning," based on the book by Louis Supply
he will Throbs"
convert into
the same
Simplex distributors
for
Maine, House,
New Hampshire
and Vermont,
of two-reel pictures that will be disare reflected in the report received at
t
r
i
b
u
t
e
d
b
y
the
World
Film
Corporation. In order to get a consensus of
the Simplex factory, showing thirteen
Atlantic Garden
opinion as to which of these was the Bowery's
machines sold in that territory
Is Center of Lease Suit Simplex
during the month of July.
most popular, Mr. Chappell sent letters
The
theatres
in which these machines
of inquiry to the most notable captains
in the Supreme
filed County,
beenYork
of industry, leaders in art, education, SUIT
by New were installed are Rex Theatre, NorCourt,hasNew
science and literature, the outstanding
way,
Me.;
New
Priscilla, Lewiston, Me.;
AlInc., of which
Garden,is president,
Atlantic
figures in politics and diplomacy. The
through
bert S. Goldberg
Browne's,
Limestone,
Me.; Albert,N. Bervotes of these men and women were its attorney,
lin,
N.
H.
;
Queen,
H. ;
S.
to
enjoin
Bird,
Hobart
about equally divided for first choice the Atlantic Garden Realty Corpora- Star. Newmarket, N. Manchester,
H. ; Park, Lebanon,
owner of the theatre premises N. H. ; Upera House, Fairhaven, Vt., four
between Julia Ward Howe's "Battle at thetion, theBowery
and Canal street, New of
these theatres having installed two
Hymn of the Republic," Oliver Wendell York, from selling
the premises so as machines each.
Holme's "The One Hoss Chaise," and
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Universal 's General Manager Says Short Subjects
Are Gaining in Popularity; Report Big Bookings
THEhas popularity
the short
subject
production
to thehitsspoken
of the was
greatest
of the drama
season.—
increased oftwo-fold
within
the one
last season and in many cases a This sterling play by the late Charles
is just as vital and timely today
short subject has been exploited as Klein
it was when it was the sensation of
much
statementBaker,
was as
New York several years ago. Love,
made asthisa feature."
week by This
Tarkington
jealouy and political ambition we always
Universal's
generalthe manager.
have with us and the fourth, and most
In discussing
success of Univer- important
motive in the play, high and
sal's shortthe
subjects
"We frenzied finance,
is rampant just now
find that
large Mr.
and Baker
small said:
exhibitor
through the unusual interest in oil stock.
have great need for the shorter subject. And
it is gambling in the street, and
The large exhibitor to round out his not with
or dice, or horse racing,
program and the smaller one to feature that givescards,
the drama its title.
several short subjects. It is only proper
to point out the fact that during the
past few months the large Broadway
theatres have booked and presented Hampton Del Ruth Directs
manying theUniversal
subjects,
Fox's "Sunshine Comedies"
Western short
pictures.
This includis an
unprecedented action, and proves con- AMOTION
director
six picture
directors
and directkeepclusively that the short subject is deously
inging five other
companies
simultane
sired
by
the
public."
Perhaps the greatest series of short in action is Hampton Del Ruth, supersubjects ever produced is the Stage
visingOnlydirector
for Fox
dies.
a few
yearsSunshine
ago Mr.ComeDel
Women's
ReliefThisseries
Universal
Ruth made his debut in motion pictures
is releasing.
is thewhich
highest
price in
an editorial capacity, stepping soon
series
of
short
subjects
ever
offered
to
exhibitors.
into the managerial end of the film inWithin the last six months, heavy
dustry, and distinguishing himself
s he imbookings of the famous Bluebird brand
y bythe field
new ofdeparture
introdmuecdeidaitnelthe
film comedy.
of short subjects has been recorded.
The Eddie Polo Cyclone Smith series
Mr. tors
DelunderRuthWilliam
joined Fox,
the staff
of
direcand became
have been extensively shown and the
supervising director of the humorous
"Spur
and isSaddle
known
as
Fox SunWalcamp
being Series"
booked starring
heavily. Marie two-reelshinepictures
Comedies. In standardizing
the
New News
Screenreels
Magazine
theUniversal's
International
are two andof method of production for Sunshine
Mr. Del Ruth has imparted a
the most heavily booked short subjects Comedies,
great deal of his peculiar talents to his
released by Universal.
six sub-directors. This fact is making
itself evident in all the productions.
"The Gamblers" Nearing Release.
Vitagraph is confident that "The
Employ Street Cars for Serial.
Gamblers,"
Harryrelease,
T. Morey
feature whichthe isnewnearing
will
Work is progressing rapidly on "A
be to motion pictures what its original Million
Dollars Reward," the serial being
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produced at Ithaca, N. Y., by Grossman
Pictures, Inc., for the Pathe program.
Lillian Walker is the star of the serial,
which is the work of Arthur B. Reeve
and John W. Grey.
Last week H. Grossman and Director
George street
Lessey railway
took overlinesa part
of thein
Ithaca
for use
certain scenes, and several trolley cars
were requisitioned.

Cincinnati Realart Branch
Takes Permanent Quarters
latest development
being
REALARTsion, thecontinues
its rapid expanthe announcement by Arthur S.
Kane, the president, of the signing of a
long-time
lease ofcovering
the
fifth floor
the Filmone-half
Exchangeof
Building, Broadway and Pioneer street,
as permanent
quartersTheforterms
the Cincinnati branch office.
of the
agreement
were
settled
at
a
conference
in New York this week between
Max
Goldstein of Chicago and Mr. Kane.
Possession will be given on October 1.
Realart's Cincinnati exchange is temporarily quartered at 910 Mercantile LiBuilding Goldman.
and is underThethelatter
managementbraryof Mark
has
advised Mr. Kane of the installation of
telephone service and the completion
of preliminary field organization.
Mutt and Jeff Start on
Globe Trotting Spree
MUTTCaptain
and Bud
Jeff are
on a world
tour.
Fisher
takingworld.
his
brain-children
aroundis the
According to Fox advices, they are having some very extraordinary experiences.
Captain Fisher, already in Europe, will
have Mutt and Jeff visit Paris, London,
and all the chief capitals of the world.
In each they will travel around town,
see everything that is to be seen, and do
everythingsonallythere
to do.tourIn the
this famperconductedisworld
ous cartoonist expects to find fertile
fields for his inimitable pair.
Arrangements have been made whereby the original sketches of this world
tour will be forwarded to this country
without
the slightest
delay— and the Fox
studios will
do the rest.
Mogler Re-elected for Third Term.
Joseph Mogler,
manager
the Mogler
Theatre,
Ninth street
and ofBremen
avenue, St. Louis, was re-elected president
of thethirdSt. consecutive
Louis Exhibitors' League for
the
ing held there last week.term at a meetOther oacers are Fred Wehrenberg,
vice president; Joseph J. Walsh, and
W. O. Reeves, secretaries; A. D. Pappas,
treasurer; B. Powhatton, sergeant-atarms; Board of Governors, John H.
Genter, Louis Hehl and Max Sigeloff.

The Invisible Face Looms Up, and, Looming, Meets the Artillery.
A rocky moment in the S-L.-K serial, "The Fatal Fortune," starring Helen Holmes.

Dazey on Scenario Staff of Beck.
After purchasing the serial story of
"The
Jewels," T.to Dazey,
be released
Pathe, Isle
fromof Charles
the wellby
known playwright, Arthur F. Beck further availed himself of the brain products of this author by adding him to his
scenario and continuity department.
Mr. Dazey is now busily at work on
a special story to be produced by one
ofMr. theBeck.
companies recently organized by
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of this special, and it will be presented
at the Poli houses early in September.
The setting up of the race-track displaytion will
personal todirecof F.be A.under
Holt,theassistant
Mr.
Clancy. It will be an exact reproduction including paddock, grandstand, clubdetailsandcomplete,house,withstables
the and
horsesall intheaction
the
whole place turfed.
Virginia Hammond Is Made
a Star in Her Own Right
meritorious
reward
AS co-starr
Love work
offorMontagu
ina support
ed with
e andin
Earl Metcalf
"
elehas
Pictures
World
"The Battler,
vated Virginia Hammond, late leading
woman for E. H. Sothern in many of his
most prominent stage productions, to
the position of a full fledged star in
picture
her own inright.
aboveto thebe
is billed
she first
which Her
released
picture is "Miss Crusoe of
title of the ake."
the
ugh It wasthe written
tyby
continui
S. Sensaba
Roy Chesape
n Miller
ed by J.andClarkso
furnish
was
Frank Crane has been selected as
and
her director.
In order that nothing shall be lacking to give Miss Hammond every opportunity to please both exhibitors and
patrons
theatres,
a castTheof
unusual of
meritpicture
has been
selected.
most prominent of the actors in the
picture are Rod La Rocque, Albert Hart,
Irving
Nora and
Cecil,Richard
Edwin Taber.
Sturgis, W. Brooks,
R. Randall
"Miss
Crusoe
of
the
Chesapeake"
will
be released
tember 29. on the World program Sep-

Hinton, of Transatlantic Flight Fame,
Flies with Bathing Girls Over New York
Mr. Goldwyn celebrated his arrival at
TENANTd WALTER HINTON, the
LIEU
Culver City studios by giving a
who
NC-4c flight,
acrossmade
the
ic in itsthehistori
Atlantpilote
luncheon Authors,
attended by
of Goldwyn's
RextwoBeach
and Rua trip over New York Sunday, August Eminent
pert Hughes, others associated with the
Jane Allen and Vir- organization,
11, with the Misses Mack
and
staff
representatives
t
BathSennet
the
of
Fox,
appeare,ing in person of the trade press and the local newswhowayare Theatr
Girls,
ing ginia
at the
Broad
New York,
as passengers.
Mr. Goldwyn expressed himself as bepapers.
ing made
highlyonelated
the progress
beBefore starting the flight, both handLieuing
new over
productions
at Culver
girls were
the
and
tenant
Hinton
where every foot of studio space
ed messages by E. M. Asher, which he City,
received from Mack Sennett, whom he is being utilized to its fullest capacity.
represents.
Thetonflight
promptlystarted
at 10 from
a. m., Port
and Washingthe route Plan Horse Race on Stage
over Manhattan included Wall street,
the circling of Times Square several
for Fox Special, "Checkers"
times, up to Seventy-second street, LOBBY decoration and display which,
in point of magnificence, measures
Riverside Drive, and back to Port Washup to the production, is forming a
ington. While circling Times Square,
the girls distributed 150,000 minature goodly
portion
of the exploitation
the
Poli chain
of theatres
in connection of with
photos
of
the
bathing
girls.
The machine used in the flight was the presentation of the William Fox
aIncidentally
Curtiss flyingitboat
150 horse-power.
feature, "Checkers," taken from
wasof the
christening special M.
Blossom's
melodrama stage
success of the
same name.
flight of this machine, which is the Henry
property of Major Sidney E. Parker and Poli
While
"Checkers"
is
at the
Palace in Hartford,showing
a racetrack,
Captain
G. Tabbot
the Royal
Air Forces.
EarlyWilcox,
Mondayof this
boat, complete in every detail, will be constructed in the lobby.
piloted by Major Parker and Captain
Besides this novelty, Manager James
Wilcox, started a tour of the United
States for the purpose of making air F. Clancy is planning for an actual horse
maps and flying routes of the United race on the stage of the theatre, with
Statesest in waterways,
racing
a tread-mill
conaeronautics. and awakening inter- the horsesstructed
especiallyon for
this purpose,
In addition to carrying passengers which will be set up at the point in
and giving demonstrations, the pilots the picture in which "Pert" Barlow rides
to victory when she takes the
will givecludinglectures
on aerial
in- Remorse
their experiences
at thetopics,
fighting
place of the blinded jockey.
fronts, the urgency of the establishment
"Checkers"
will be shown at all the Blackton Begins Third
of flying fields, commercial possibilities eighteen theatres
on the Poli circuit
of New Company Pictures
covering
New
England, as well as at the
of aviation,
and
will
take
motion
pictures of their entire flight.
Poli
houses
in
Wilkes-Barre
and
ScranFOLLOWING
the announcement
"My Boy" has
been definitely that
seLieutenant William Russell, director ton, Pa. August 31 is the release date
lected as the title of the first proof aero communication of the Ameriduction of the J. Stuart Blackton Featcan Flying Club, placed a wireless teleure Pictures, Inc., and that Mr. Blackon the plane
and installed
specialphonereceiving
apparatus
equipped a with
ton
has completed
filming
"Dawn,"
Film and Stage Start
the second
in the series,
comesof the
news
an amplifier on the telephone at the
that he begins work this week in his
Held Simultaneously
flying club with a direct wire to Los
Brooklyn
studios
on
the
third
producA telegraphic
despatch
from
Argus
EnAngeles,
and
by
these
means
Lieutenterprises,World,
Cleveland, received
tion for the new organization of which
ant Hinton was in constant communicaMoving Picture
follows : by the
he is president and director general.
tionnett atandhisspoke
Mack while
SenThe
story of this third picture is an
homedirectly
in Loswith
Angeles
l
theatrica
the first
FORhistory
original one from the pen of Stanley
film
stagein and
the time
flying over New York.
Olmstead, who has also written the
premiere of the same play
Not only was it the first time this
continuity. The title has not yet been
took place simultaneously when
has ever been attempted, but it was the
in Cleveland on the evening of
selected and probably will not be defirst flight the Misses Jane Allen and
way.
cided upon until the film is well under
Virginia Fox ever made.
August 11 "The House Without
McRobert
by
Children," Lauaghlin,play
The
plot has been developed around
had its first stage preSamuel Goldwyn at Coast
the personality of Sylvia Breamer, who,
first pub-of
sentation inone, andin itsanother
film
showing
lic
with
Robert
Gordon, will again be featGives Luncheon to Authors
ured. The supporting cast has not been
d's leading legitimate theClevelan
atres.
completed.
of
president
,
L GOLDWYN
SAMUE
on,
stage premiere
the Goldwyn
Pictures Lee
Corporati
which
now includes
theTheShubert
Colonial was
withheld
Claraat
Shubert
Mildred Harris Chaplin Recovered.
and A. H. Woods on its board of direcJoel in the important feminine role,
Mildred Harris Chaplin, wife of the
and the film premiere was held at
tors, arrived at the Culver City studios
the
Klaw
&
Erlanger
Opera
famous
picture comedian, has entirely
last weekduringafter a cross-continent jourHouse. Richard Travers, who
recovered from her serious illness folney, which he read half a dozen
lowing
the birth and death of her first
starred
in
the
photoplay,
is
playts
play manuscrip with a view to seborn.
ing the same role in the stage vertion. lecting several for immediate producMrs. Chaplin is going to Catalina
sion,
and
making
personal
apIsland off the coast of California to gain
The plays now being considered by
pearances in connection with the
Mr. Goldwyn include a number of the
the complete
for thein picshowing
of
the
film.
Both
theture work sherestis necessary
to undertake
the
outstanding successes of the Shuberts,
atres are doing a capacity busiFall under the management of Louis B.
A.his H.decision
Woods asandto the
Selwyns,
and
soon
ness,
and
so
successful
has
the
exthe first ones selected
Mayer.
She
will
make
the
trip
from
periment proved that the duplex
Los Angeles to the Island on one of the
from thewillvastbe store
of manuscripts
plan of presentation
to becities.
imavailable
announced.
mediately extended to isother
air ships tablished
of her
husband's recently esaerial line.
A wire from the coast states that
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Record Breaking Runs Listed by Fox Corporation
On Its Special Features for Season of 1919-1920
activities
thewill beunderstanding
nominabooking
TS atof thethehome
REPOR
equivalent tothat
appointment
received
offices of Fox with tions
the plan
president.
Fox Film Corporation on the latest byThis
of allowing each company
special productions distributed through to pick the men
it wishes to see as its
the Fox exchanges throughout the coun-s representatives
on each important
comtry are setting records for continuou
mittee,
was
initiated
and
runs and big business.
worked so well that it haslastbeenyear
decided
Telegrams
and
special
delivery
letit. To the committees have
ters are flooding the booking offices of tobeencontinue
a greatand part
of theefforts
work
the producer from theatre owners and of theintrusted
Association
to their
managers
all and
sizescities
and which
classes
theatres in oftowns
rangeof a substantial portion of the concrete
accomplishment of the organization
in population from 5,000 to 5,000,000.
Springfield, Ohio, a city which has during the past year must be credited.
up to this time been known as a three
for
has demanded
stand,week.
adaywhole
In Fresno "Checkers"
Cal., "Wolves Variety of Subjects Given
of the ance"Night"
and
"Rough
Riding
Romin Holmes Travelogue
solid davs.has been closed with Fox for five
five
marks theTravof subjects
TY
VARIE
on Holmes
Paramount-Burt
Erber, has
of Erber's
at East
St.Mr.Louis,
closed Theatre,
with Fox
for
which
PlayersFamous
the
elogues
twenty straight days booking on all the Lasky Corporation will release during
special
productions
for this William
season, September. The mysterious beauties of
while downtown
in Cleveland,
the Orient are mingled with the bustle
modernity of the Occident, so that
Farnum in "Wolves of the' Night" and and
five subjects next month will form
the
Tom contracted
Mix in "Rough
RidingweekRomance"
are
for a whole
to run a month's
give exprogram d that
list ofwillreleases.
hibitors adiversifie
at the same time.
The mark which has been set in The first travelogue to be released
Washington when Harry Crandall, of will be "Ayudhya, the Siamese Venice,"
the Metropolitan Theatre in that city, a strikingly beautiful picture showing
closed on all Fox specials for a solid the famous Siamese city in various
week run of each is the greatest phases. This picture will be released
achievement of the season for Fox.
August 31.
"Paris, the Magnificent," which will be
Ascher Circuit Booked Solid.
7, has unusual
inThe entire Ascher Circuit throughout released
tereofst aSeptember
tthe
this millions
time because
reof menof the
of the
the Chicago territory has booked up A. E. turn
F.
solid for all the Fox productions with
In the release scheduled for Septemoptionsfromforthree
extensions
runs which
varv
days to onfourteen.
ber
14,raphers
thejump Burton
Holmesagain,
photogThe American Theatre at Oakland, C.
to the Orient
this
W. Midgely, who formerly played the time shooting scenes in the Philippines
finest of his pictures for only a half for the interesting picture, "Up-to-Date
week, has closed for all Farnum and Manila." This picture shows better
what the American GovernMix productions for one week each. than words
ment has done in raising the .state of
Keith's Boston Theatre, with a capacity
of over 4,000 persons, is doing likewise, the Filipinos.
followed by Akron, Ohio, with the
"The Doughnut That Did It" is the
same length of continuous run with the engaging title
of the
fourth program.
Septemon the
travelogue
same stars. Chicago, at the Rose It isbera release
picture of the famous Salvation
Theatre. Farnum is booked for from Army doughnut
and the part it played
seven to ten days and Mix for a solid in the war by maintaining
morale
week.
of
the
A.
E.
F.
From thetheSalvation
Brendinger's
at Ft.areWayne,
Richmond
and theatres
Terre Haute
closed Army the program jumps, in "Taihoku,
for extended runs on Fox specials and known
Metropolis
partsofof Formosa,"
the Orient. to the least
Blank's houses
in Omaha
and long
Des
Moines
have secured
all for
periods.
Hodkinson Managers Receive
Mikeatre atShea,
Hippodrome
Buffalowhose
has long
been a TheFox
First "Pesert Gold" Prints
stronghold, has of course closed up
some time since for each of the spec- BENJAMIN B. HAMPTON and Elials for long runs, and other theatres
tinge
Warner's Inc.,
first productions,
of the Zane
Grey F.Pictures,
in the same district are seeking to
Gold,"
has
stimulated
exhibitor
close dates which they have been hold- "Desert
interest
the point
wherecities
powerful
awaiting
the ofgeneral
run tofactors
from other
have
on theing open
valu<i
and merit
these opinions
specials. first
Everywhere records are being broken come to New York to see it instead of
and new ones established by the Fox waiting till prints reached the Hodkinson managers in the Pathe branches.
special productions for the season of
1919-20.
Prints of "Desert Gold" are now being completed
New York
atories and willin betheshipped
duringlaborthe
National Association Nominates.
present week to the thirty Hodkinson
William A. Brady, president of the managers.
Through
the
medium
of
showings made in New York ad-at
National Association of the Motion Pic- exhibitorvance request
first runs have been
ture
Industry,
has
requested
the
member companies to nominate executives booked on this production in a dozen
for service on the various committees or more of the larger cities of the
of the Association for the coming year, country and Zane Grey's most power-
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ful picture will be matched against the
biggest
pictureof those
of other
the majority
citiescompanies
for a showin
down test of power and popularity with
the public.

Gladys Leslie Has Serious
Role in "The Girl Woman"
with Gladys Leslie
inGirltheWoman,"
leading
VITAGRAPH'S
role, serves to "The
introduce
the star
in a type of character entirely foreign
toMissanything
she has
attempted.
Leslie won
her hitherto
success and
earned
her stardom through her clever work
in plays in light vein comedies and the
lighter dramas. In this film, however,
she has a highly emotional role. The
play lingisof afunserious
with scenes.
just a sprinkin theoneearlier
takes isitsbutname
fromin the
factThethatplayBelinda
a child
the
earlier scenes, and then becomes a
woman. The change takes place in the
few minutes it takes for her to put up
her hair and don a long frock. Her
foster father had wished to keep her
a little girl, happy with her dolls and
pets. But as she was nearing eighteen,
BelindaMiss
madeLeslie
the does
change
While
not for
have herself.
a dual
role,
always
playing
the
same
character,
there is such a vast difference
in the
little
woman
almostgirltoandthe thesame
thing.that it amounts
The
supporting
company Morrison,
includes
Maurice Costello, Priestly
William E. Lawrence, Joe Burke, Frank
Norcross,Horton.
Julia Swayne
Gordon
Walter
Tom Mills
was and
the
director.
Farnum Ready to Begin
Work on "If I Were King"
been
cameras
assigned
fire onFoxhas
thescreen
first
BATTERY
A scene
of totheofopen
William
n of Justin Huntly McCarthy's
productio
immortal next.
story, William
"If I Were
King."is onto
Monday
Farnum
star in this production under the direction of J. Gordon Edwards.
A strong cast will support Mr. Farnum
in this story and every facility is to be
afforded Mr. Edwards to make the picture worthy
of the completion,
book. A wealth
costumes
is nearing
designedof
especially
for
the
picture
and
Fox
art and technical staff promisesthemany
suprisingly beautiful interior settings.
Were ofKing"
be thevehicles
fourth
of "IftheI series
eightwillstarring
scheduled for William Farnum by Fox
for the season of 1919-20.
Rolfe to Picturize Chambers Stories.
B. A. Rolfe announces that he has acquired aseries
Robert into
W.
Chambers
whichof hestories
will byconvert
picture
form
for
the
new
firm
of
A.
H.
Fischer Features, Inc.
The first story he will put on is "The
Shining
Band."for The
adaptation
the
printed text
screen
use hasofbeen
made by Charles A. Logue.
The production will be made at the
Thanhouser studios in New Rochelle,
N. Y., under the personal supervision
and direction of Mr. Rolfe, with the cooperation of Chester DeVonde. The
cast is now being selected.
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"A Yankee at King Arthur's
by William Fox
Twain's
Mark
rights"A ofConnec
THEgreatfilmsatire,
ticut Yankee atsed
King Arthur's Court," have
abeen tion,
purcha
Fox tions
Film with
Corporthe
after long bynegotia
Mark Twain estate. It will be used
for a Tom Mix picture.
The technical and art departments of
the Fox studios are gathering memoranda and period date — the purpose being to productions
make thisever
one staged.
of the most
accur-of
ate
The time
the story is 600 A. D., in the reign of
King Arthur
of England,
grounds for this
setting areandtothebe backmade
picturesque and accurate.
Sumptuous
plans
are
being
made
for
the tournament scenes wherein Mix
will have many chances to display his
equestrian
skill into
and thebring
tricks
and stunts
midst cowboy
of the
array of armor and lance; also for the
many scenes in which the hero travels
with the king in disguise.
The film will go into production at
the Fox studios in Hollywood immediately after completion of the picture
Mix now is engaged in making, and it
is expected that it will follow in the
order named, his productions of "Rough
Riding"TheRomance,"
and
Daredevil.""The Speed Manias"
Famous Players Promotes
Distribution Section Men
N, general manager
AL.of LICHTMA
the Famous Players-Lasky
on's several
depart-s
distribution
Corporati
promotion
ment, has made
A.
Oscar
Dent,
L.
Louis
whereby
more
gan and Allan S. Glenn move up to Morimportant positions in the organization.
R. E. Bradford, well-known exchange
manager in Chicago and other districts,
engaged to take charge of the
been office.
has
Atlanta
Louis L. Dent, who has been in charge
of the Atlanta office, has been appointed
special representative at the district
manager's
office, succeeding Dan Michalove, resigned.
Oscarager ofA.theMorgan,
until recently
Washington
office ofmanthe
Famous
Players-Lasky
Corporation,
has
assumed the duties of assistant sales
manager, replacing L. F. Guimond, who
has been transferred to the advertising
and publicity department. Mr. Morgan
has been with the company four and
a half years.
Allan S. Glenn assumes charge of the
accessory sales and promotion department under the supervision of S. R.
Kent, general sales manager. Mr. Glenn
became affiliated with the Famous
Players-Lasky organization about two
years ago. as advertising manager at
the Philadelphia office.
Both Mr. Morgan and Mr. Glenn are
stationed
at the home office in New
York.
Deputy Censor Bill Vetoed.
Bill 510 in the Pennsylvania Legislature, which provided for a deputy
censor of Pennsylvania, with offices in
Pittsburgh, and which was some time
ago passed by the House and Senate
only to be recalled and the words
deputy censor changed to chief inspector, was again passed, but killed by the
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the third member being Harry Millarde,
who is directing the picture. This same
trio
of Young,
Hobartfeatures
and Millarde
created
successful
under once
the
Kalem brand.
Mr. Young has just returned from
eighteen
months'withservice
overseas Ex-as
first
lieutenant
the American
peditionary Force. He began his career
as a writer with the old Crystal comMovies in Road-Making
pany, just after he was graduated from
University inwith
1914.Mr.Mr.Young
HoCamps Avert Labor Trouble New York
bart, who collaborated
when the two were together at the
vast Kalem
ent of
developm
WJTH
through
road the
building
projects
studios, entered the service from
t the labor situaSouthwes
has become
critical.
Contractors the Famous-Players staff.
tion the
find it hard to secure laborers or to
keep them at their work once they have
Will Be "Chambers Series."
TheA. productions
by B.Inc.,
A. Rolfe
engaged them.
H. Fischer made
Features,
from
Robert C. Stubbs, Dalhs road build- for
ing contractor, used his imagination. stories written by Robert W. Chambers,
as
the
Robert
W.
ChamAs a result, the crews at his road build- will bebers known
series. Work has been started on
ing camps
and arepicture
satisfied. Hestay
useswith
freehimmoving
the first subject, based on Mr. Chamshows to keep his workmen from wanbers' story,for"The
adaptation
the Shining
screen byBand,"
CharleswithA.
dering into town
ing to come
back oneachtheevening
job. and fail- Logue.
of the series is in charge
At his road camps Stubbs has in- ofTheMr. direction
Rolfe with Chester DeVonde as
stalled both dancing platforms and free
moving picture show outfits. Every associate director.
evening he gives brand new picture
shows. They are mostly of the wild
Wylie Goes to Wilkes-Barre.
west variety since the workmen are
GeorgeProducing
H. Wylie.Company,
president left
of the
mainly Mexicans and negroes. After Serico
for
the
nightJy
picture
show
there
is
a
dance. Some of the workmen who hail Wilkes-Barre, Pa., on Wednesday, August
from the southern side of the Rio 5, with Director James Vincent and
Grande strum on their guitars while the Arline Pretty, who is to be featured in
negroes do an old fashioned hoe down. a fifteen-episode serial, "A Woman in
Grey,"Serico
by C.studios
N. andare A.located
M. Williamson.
"If itI would
was not
for the freethepicture
at Wilkesshows
be experiencing
same The
barre, where part of the scenes will be
labor
Stubbs trouble
says. as are other contractors," produced.
New York. The rest will be portrayed in'
Antonio Moieno Completes Serial.
Bud Fisher Makes English
Tour for Mutt and Jeff
Vitagraph's "Perils of Thunder Mountain" has been completed and the fifteen
chapters
ready thefor hero
the ofexhibGREAT
things
areFisher,
promisedthe bywellexitor.
Antonio are
Moreno,
the
Captain
Bud
known comic artist and creator many daring
and
thrilling
situations
with which this serial is replete,
has
of
"Mutt
and
Jeff,"
who
is
on
a
tour
of
the world in the interest of Fox Film started East cn a vacation, the first trip
Corporation, for whom he is making to the Atlantic Coast he has made in a
exclusive original drawings of these long time.
characters
for the Fox weekly issue of
Manyshown
of the
episodes the
already
have
Animated Cartoons.
been
throughout
country.
quest and
of brand-new
material
for
theIn Mutt
Jeff animated
cartoons,
Announces Foreign Sales.
Mr. Fisher recently arrived in Europe;
Mr. Wortham, of Bech, Van Siclen &
and the results of his visit to London
and other cities in England have con- Company, announces the sale of "Wild
vinced him that he is well on the way Honey," "Calibre 38," "Twilight," "Inn
the Blue Moon," "Street of Seven
to
providing
exhibitors
in the
States
with funnier
cartoons
thanUnited
ever. of
Stars," "Romance of the Underworld,"
Every assistance is being lent by Eng- "Marriage," "Out of the Night," "Marriage for Convenience"
for France,
Bellishmen themselves in the way of sideHolland, Switzerland,
Germany,
lights on British humor and interna- Austria,gium,Hungary,
Poland, Czecho Slotionally interesting incidents.
vakia, Jugo Slovakia,
mania, Greece
and Turkey.Bulgaria, RouH. I. Young and C. D. Hobart
John L. Johnston Now a Daddie.
Join Fox Scenario Staff
"Challenges
the world."
Lowell
of
received
a small
card Cash
this
HOWARD
IRVING two
YOUNG
and C. weekUniversal
with
that
inscription
which
anDoty
Hobart,
well-known
scenario writers, have been added
nounced the arrival of a son on August
to the Fox Film Corporation staff to 2 at the home of John L. Johnston, in
make the film adaptation of the first Minneapolis. Mr. Johnston was forWilliam F. Russell production, entitled
"chief scribe"
the NewmerlyYork
office, andfor leftUniversal
New Yorkat
"Sacred
will be last
made fromSilence."
the New This
Yorkpicture
stage success,
springRubin
to become
publicity manager
for
the
and
Finkelstein
theatres
"The
pens ofCarter.
Alice in Minneapolis.
Anna Deserter,"
Chapin and from
Robertthe Peyton
The
new
Johnston,
Jr.,
has
the
This addition to the Fox forces re- wishes of the entire Universal office best
and
unites atrio well established in the production branch of the film industry — the many friends of his "Dad" here.
Court" Is Bought
to Make Tom Mix Picture
Governor's
veto. ofThetheattitude
the
present members
board isof said
to be responsible for the Governor's
action.
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Novel Ideas Embodied by Burston Films, Inc.
in Exploitation
for
"Mystery
of '13'
intitleevery
episode,
ion at the offices Matter
in preparat
NDWof Burston
to stand
that.and it takes a strong
Films,
Inc.,
for
the
exploitation of the latest Burston
"13" Played Up in Paper
production, the new Francis Ford se"The '13' in the new Ford Mystery serial, "Thehibitors'
Mystery
of
'13',"
is
"The
Exname by gang
which istheknown,
inner and
cirBook" which will contain full
clerialofis the
a nefarious
color miniature reproductions of un- as they
supply the hero, Francis Ford,
usual paper, both episode and stock, in his favorite
of Phil Kelley,
in addition vertising
to andthe
complete
line ofready
ad- with antagonists,character
you may be sure that
y matter
publicit
the '13' isin hammered
away
in everyno
prepared for the use of house managers. episode
a manner that atpermits
The paper is the embodiment of the
advertising views of Mr. Burston, who fan to forget it. I have followed the
supervised
the multisame quotations
plan in thejustposter
designs.
'13'
as I use
it in the
reel feature,thein production
that the one,of three,
and with
six-sheets specially made for each instal ment are taken from still photographs of actual scenes in the various
episodes. "I believe in giving the pubOn the Opposite Page
lic what I know it wants," says Mr.
Burston,know"andthatI believe
in letting
them
I have further
produced
it for
an attract
will find
YOUof views
Pickfoiverd setin
of Mary
them afterwards. For that reason, while
I have had prepared a very striking
al, "The
Nation
First
next
her
and mysterious looking six-sheet and
m," which you can use in the
Hoodlution
twenty-four
stand,
using
the
theory
of
lobby.
your
of
decora
color-vibration to secure weird and alThis art page is the third of our
most
are forto publicityuncanny
and to effects,
attract these
attention
the
series and just one more of our
oddity of sibilthe
title
and
the
mystic
posmany features.
ities itpresents.
Watch for this artistic page every
Posters Made from Stills.
week. It will help advertise your
the ones,willthrees
which
pictures and your theatre.
the"Forexhibitors
use and
with sixes
the showing ofgraph
eachartistsepisode
I
gave
the
lithowarning to lay off the
flights of fancy and to draw from the
stills of actual scenes which I have been title is kept prominently in the foreable to supply from the abundance taken
ground in every scene.
during the filming of the serial. After
"This gives the exhibitor a real opporseeing these on the boards a serial fan
t
u
n
ity for his
advertising,of and
judgwill encounter the same scenes and siting from
theowndiscussions
exhibitor
uations in actual photographs used for matter supplied by the producers so
lobby displays. Thus he will know he much in evidence lately, the fact will
isButgoing
see the toshowthe 'astruth
advertised.'
appreciated."
With apeople,
cast ofheaded
principals numbering twelve
this tosticking
is only be
by Francis Ford and Rosemary Theby,
part of my general scheme.
"The big feature
is thatmade
I havein followed
of '13'" is nearing the
suggestions
I, myself,
the col- The viMystery
stage, shortly.
and a New York reew is expected
umns of the trade press some months completion
ago regarding serial advertising. My
suggestion was— that the production To Begin Work Soon on Cole Comedies
should constantly hammer home the significance ofthe title, not once in awhile,
Necessary changes in the studio
or once in an episode, but many times leased
by the newly formed Motion
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Picture Producing Company of America at Dongan Hills, Staten Island, will
be completed within two or three
weeks, when the company plans beginningKingwork Cole
on theComedies,
first of the
forthcoming
in which
Sammy Burns, the comedian, will be
featured.
Beatriz Michelena Speaks
in San Francisco's Favor
son-Cole star whose pictures
are
BEATRIZ MICHELENA,
the Robertdistributed by Exhibitors Mutual,
is an ardent supporter of the movement
to boost San Francisco as a moving
pictureance producing
center. sheIn recently
furtherof this movement
drove to the San Francisco city hall
from her studio at San Raphael, in a
coach drawn by six horses, and offered
Mayor Rolph the use of her big studio
at San Raphael for any producer to
make his first picture produced in the
San Fancisco
Miss Michelena said thatBayall Region.
of her efforts
would
beCommittee
to assist the
Supervisor's
in their
campaign.and Mayor's
The San Francisco Bulletin states:
" 'Just Squaw,'
Michelenaat
production,
whichtheis Beatriz
the attraction
the Rialto, is another practical argument in favor of this part of California
as a producing center. The picture, a
revelation of scenic splendor and beautiful tirety
photography
filmed in its
enin what iswascustomarily
termed
northern California. It is claimed that
not an artificial lighting device was
used in the course of the picture's proIn connection with the premiere of
"just
Squaw"madein San
Francisco,
Beatriz
Michelena
a personal
appearance
duction."
at the Rialto Theatre.
Moreno in New York from Coast.
Antonio Moreno, a Vitagraph serial
star, is in New York and stopping at
the
Lamb's
on here
West from
Forty-fifth
street.
He Club
reached
Vitagraph'swood,West
Coast
studio
at HollyCal., on Saturday, August
9, and
will remain but a week, notwithstanding that it is his first visit East in more
than a year. Then he will go back to
the Pacific coast and begin another se-

Charles Ray in "The Egg Crate Wallop" Packs a Punch That Would Make an Ostrich Kick Feel Like a Tender Caress.
It isn't all fight stuff, this Paramount- Artcraft, but
the fight
at the climax and it's a knockout because Charlie is
fighting
for the comes
One Girl.
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Two-State Statements
By Nat Bregstein
City last week.
I WENT
I went to byNewwayYorkof Albany, Troy,
,
ga,
elphia
Philad
Sarato
saw
Bethlehem and Allentown. I evenEaston,
sburg,
ctady,
Phillip
and
Y.,
N.
Schene
Pa.
The open booking bug has been flying
about so much lately that I thought it
might
not the
be aexhibitors
bad idea onto the
get some
views of
same
bird.
So
I'm
giving
below
the
opinionsto
of some of the showmen who wanted
be quoted on the subject.
Naturally, theyevendidn't
allso talk
booking.
farbathing
asopento
talk aboutSome
baseball went
and the
beauties. Exhibitors are human. I
found nessthem
all enjoying a a particularly
good busiand anticipating
good finish for the current year.
A. E. Milligan, Broadway, Saratoga,
said: "Open booking doesn't appeal to
me. It is an excuse* *for* boosting prices."
Fred Elliott, Clinton Square Theatre,
Albany,
and only
an oldfortimer
book-If
ing is good
the :big"Open
houses.
the pictures are good, exhibitors will
never cancel." * * *
Sam Suckno, of the Regent and sevother Albany
: "Open
ingeralis not
so bad.houses
But the
pricesbookare
out of reach of 95 per cent, of the theatres." As to running two feature picdaily; it.
Mr. The
Suckno
said: should
"I am
opposedtures to
producers
stop it. It kills the goose that lays the
golden egg." * * *
Jerome Safron, Albany manager of
Exhibitors
Mutual,
good,
especially
withsaid:
the H."Business
B. Warneris
and Bessie Barriscale
* * *pictures."
Charlie Halligan, manager of the Rex
Film Exchange, sub-branch of the Uniexchange,
got
a storyversalforBuffaloyou.
Who said
were: "I've
the first
subscribers to the Moving Picture
World? Answer: Adam and Eve. They
were
the beginning of the world." Sure,
we laughed.
Managing Director Fenniwessey of
the Rand, Strand and Trojan, owned by
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the Hall
interestsMr.in Troy,
reportedbetbusiness excellent.
Fenniwessey
on
Jess
spoil his good
humor.Willard. That* *didn't
*
Lee Langdon,
manager
of the
Gardiner Syndicate, Albany,
handling
"Mickey,"
was
engaged
in
a
dispute
with
the
expressman
on a The
C. O. D.expressman
bill when
called
on him.
weighed 257, so the dispute didn't last
long. "Anyhow," said Lee, "'Mickey'
is still going strong."
* * *
Managera Proctor
Wheeler,house
of the
Griswold
Theatre,
in Troy,
is a
very
young,
very
energetic
chap.
And ina
bug
for
harsh
criticism
of
pictures
the trade papers. * * *
C. C. Charles, manager of the Albany
Theatre Supply Company, is trying to
bat 1.000 on Simplex installation. He
recently installed two Simplexes in Senator Brackett's Congress Theatre in
Saratoga.
* * *
Pathe has opened a new Albany office
with a whole building by itself and B. N.
Moran as manager. "Good past, good
future," said Mr. Moran concerning
Pathe's Albany prospects.
* * *
Running through Philadelphia, I found
a great many of the exhibitors out of
town and the place quiet. Quiet? What
else could I say? I live in the Bronx.
The exhibitors through the Philadelphia
sector, however, are waiting to see what
the producers do on the open booking
proposition
system starts
in the fall. when * the* new
*
Up in Allentown, the Strand, owned
by Gernert and Stuckert, is supplying
sweet music with its new $12,000 pipe
organ. It hath charms for the wanton
nickel, say Messrs. Gernert and Stuckert.
* * *
Ten their
theatres
Allentown's 75,000
folks
moviegive
entertainment.
Manager DeKnorr of the Pergola has been
running his house and reading the M. P.
World for eleven years. George W.
Bennethen has two, the Hippodrome
and the Victoria, both managed by
Walter Reinbold. The Victoria is only
aa 170-seater,
but ithouse.
is makingMr. money
like
million-dollar
and Mrs.
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B. S. Emmett own the Regent, a clever
little theatre seating 450. They also
own
a drug
and first
run store.
drugs. First run pictures
* * *
E. Woehrle,
resident Company
manager
forHarlan
the Third
Street Theatre
in Easton, Pa., had a good angle on the
price-raising
question.
He said:
boost
your prices
for a special,
and "You
then
lapse back to the usual scale. After a
while your public says : 'He isn't raising
his prices on this picture. It can't be
big, I'm for the permanent increase."
C. D. Bass, manager of the Strand,
Easton, likes the star series best. He
owns the newest *theatre
* * in town.
S. Keyes owns the Fourth Street Theand the inCentral
Hotel.in He's
the
oldestatre man
the game
Easton.
We're
not
running
his
picture,
but
he's
been a subscriber to the World for a
long time just the* *same.*
J. L. Sletor, of the Colonial, Easton,
isexhibitor
a young service
manager,stripes.
out forGood
a bunch
luck! of
* * *
Father and son enter the Hyberger
combination which controls the Lorenz
Theatre of Bethlehem and the Lehigh
Orpheum of South Bethlehem. Father
Hyberger
Hyberger — Hy and
Dry,
would and
you Son
*say?* *
Phillipsburg is still on the map across
from
to getEaston.
the folksAndup they're
the hillstillto battling
see the
pictures.
Folks
have
the ideabutit'sexhibit"over
the hill to the poor house,"
ors say, "T'aint so."
Arbuckle Moves to New Studio.
Arbuckleof with'his
equipment and
theFattymembers
his organization
left
the
of Glendale
this occupying
week for
Culverprecincts
City, where
he is now
a new and modern studio, which will be
the
of his infuture
Paramount-Arbucklesceneactivities
California.
With the facilities afforded by the
new studio, Mr. Arbuckle believes he
will be able to surpass even his former
efforts in production and every possible
means is being employed to render his
Paramount-Arbuckle comedies more enjovable all the time.

Dorothy These
Phillipsare Hasbits Made
ManyfromFineherPictures.
Universal
"The Right
Is Her Best.of action
latest Big-U
feature, Says
a production
directedto byHappiness"
Allen. HoJLubar.
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Ray C. Smallwood Selected
to Direct Drury Lane
RAY C. SMALLWOOD will direct
the first ofdramastherecently
Drurypurchase
Lane melod in
Londondent of Metro
by Richard
A.
Rowland,
Pictures Corporation,presifor
n
productio
Classics, for
Inc. this
Selection by
of Screen
Mr. Smallwood
task was made and announced by Maxwell Karger, director general in charge
of all Screen Classics, Inc., production.
It was anfidence in Mr.
evidence
of Mr. who
Karger's
conSmallwood,
has been
associated with Metro and Screen Classics, Inc., for two years — first as cameraman and latterly
as supervisorwork.of photography and all laboratory
Mr. Smallwood, one of the early Imp
directors and later an independent producer, has had long and varied experiduction.ence in every phase of picture proBecause of his thorough knowledge
of everytures,technical
angle Karger
of motion
picDirector General
decided
that Mr. Smallwood was the logical
choice to direct the big Drury Lane
plays in their translation to the silver
sheet. The productions will be made
under the "fewer and better" standard
adopted lative
by quality
Metroin and
supercastwillandbe oftechnical
presentation.
Much attention is to be given to the
photography for the English melodramas,
which is plannedandto execution
be of superartistry and
in conception
novel
decorative camera effects.of
Mr. Smallwood, in this connection, has
to his credit the invention of a number
of novel photographic effects, developed
after exhaustive study and laboratory
experimentation.
Mr. Smallwood is already laying plans
for production of the first of the Drury
Lane melodramas, work on which will
start within a month at the Screen
Classics, Inc., studios. Metro has not
yet announced the selection, but it will
be
of the five just purchased by
Mr. one
Rowland.
Cinema School in Kansas City.
Great ofSouthwest
Film Company
andTheSchool
Motion Picture
Arts has
opened headquarters Aug. 1 at Thirty-
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by Maxwell Karger
Dramas for Screen Classics
'first
Holmes
The and
director
and streets,
general Kansas
managerCity.is
Jean Fison, who has had considerable
experience
in directing,
distribution end, and
in camerain thework,
with
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Pathe and Universal; and with the C. &
F. Film Co., of Indianapolis. Students
in moving picture dramatic art are to be
received,ductionand
of the
proend of the
the personnel
business will
be made
Up fromcializethem.
The
company
will
speon short comedies and dramas,
and will also, it is announced, make
commercial films.

Saal Exhumes a Prehistoric Vehicle and
After Winding It Up Starts Publicity Tour
in co-operative advertising
TLLIAM SAAL, press representa- coveringfested itself
a full page in The Timestive for the Hulsey Theatres, reW
Herald.
"Better
Times" was linked up
cently exploited
"Betterdistributed
Times,"
the Robertson-Cole
feature
lines of merchandise. "Betby Exhibitors Mutual, at the Old Mill with terbetter
Times,"
better
cigars, better
servTheatre, Dallas.
ice, better foot comfort,
and similar
phrases
were
used
to
advertise
the
As the Dallas Times-Herald ex- local
merchants.
pres es it:
The
Ford
Dealers
illustrated
their
dug Dallas
up an junk
antiquated
'Tin was
Six' with a picture of the famous "Betterad
at "Saal
an East
yard which
.
an exact replica of the flivver driven Times" car.
by Zasu Pitts in the picture. He figured
that if he could make it run far enough
to violate a few traffic ordinances, he Use Colored Jazz Band
would be arrested and thereby gain
much notoriety. Such is the nature of
with "Uncle Tom's Cabin"
a press agent.
branch
manager
"Just how
upon Itthe wasageda HENRY
of SelectSIEGEL,
Pictures'
New York
ex'Lizzie'
could henotstumbled
be learned.
change,
who is always
on the
1902 model Ford— a wierd-looking bird alert "to pull a new one" when the op— a side winder with more jumps and
portunity presents itself, struck virgin
hops in it than a grasshopper. The gold with his
stunt in putting over
wheels and body were still intact, though Select Pictures'latest
"Uncle
Tom's that
Cabin."there
they showed the ravages of the ages,
Manager
Siegel
got
and the engine retained a shadow of ought to be some wayan ofideasuccessfully
its former uncertain cough.
reissuing this Select Picture and make
"'Twist her tail,' shouted Saal, taking use of the prints which were "rusting" in
astart
determined
grip
on
the
wheel
at
the
the
vaults. Most of the houses had
of the famous tour.
played
thosehadthatoutlived
hadn't
their and
patrons
"Jean shows,
Finley, gave
publicity
man crank
for thean claimed thethatpicture
Hulsey
the side
the "Uncle Tom" days.
accommodating twist — and lo ! the relic
In the past few weeks Manager Sieof by-gone days came back to life with
gel has added totwenty
"Unclereceipts,
Tom's
an ear-splitting crash that threatened Cabin"
regular
and therechecks
are more his
to follow.
to scattergerous lurch
its itoccupants.
Withgeara danbanged into
and
Here is the dope. Manager Siegel is
went
"Uncle ofTom"
to John
down clattering,
Elm street jerking
toward and
the snorting
business renting
McEvoy, themanager
the print
Park Theatre
in
Corona,
Long
Island,
and
Mr.
McEvoy in turn is booking the prints with
section." Couldn't Get Arrested.
theatres, including in the contract
"I tried to get arrested," he explained other
a colored jazz band which he has hired
afterward. laws
"But with
I couldn't
break any for
automobile
this relic.
the occasion. Wherever Mr. Mcthe cops didn't realize that
Evoy books "Uncle Tom's Cabin," along
it "You
was ansee,automobile.
goes
the darkey jazz- band with it— and
The phrase, "Better Times," mani- the picture goes over with a bang.

Neverbench,
Knowon What
Nazimova's
Going toin Do
Next. garb
Witness
TheseRabbit
ThreeDance
Remarkable
Views from
On You
the park
the runway
in the theatre,
fantastic
for her
this wonderful
actress"ThefindsBrat."
much
wherein to show her talent in this big production, which leads off the Metro "fewer and better" schedule.
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Independent
Conducted by C. S. SEWELL

■-- —

Producers

First Six Units of System of Co-operative
Independent Exchanges Announced by Pioneer
ert Smiled,"
for General
SouthernCinematograWisconsin ;
six links inesthe chain of to the
firstdent
TIEindepen
Sociedad
exchang which the
executives of the Pioneer Film Corphic
"Her
Aviator"
and
"The
Last Conporation havea been
cert" for Argentina, Uruguay and Parahave become
reality.engaged in creating,
guay; to the Southeastern Pictures CorWith and
the Pioneer's
own Greater
offices in Stars
New reel Northwoods
poration, Atlanta, dramas
"Blazed for
Trail,"
twoGeorgia,
York
Buffalo, The
North and South Carolina, Louisiana
Productions in Chicago, The Eastern and
Mississippi, Alabama and Florida;
Features Film in Boston and the M. & R.
Exchanges in San Francisco and Los to the Exhibitors' Film Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., The Hank Mann comedies
Angeles handling the entire Pioneer
"Fools'
Gold," Lewis
the six-reel
feature
output,widethe
links in organizations
the country- and
starring
Mitchell
and Florence
chain first
of releasing
Turner, for Western Pennsylvania and
have been forged.
Within a few months it is expected West Virginia.
that a prominent independent exchange
in each territory will be added to the Heavy Bookings Reported
chain, forming a federated unit, each
link free and independent, yet joined
on "A Birth of a Race"
to the other
mutual
interest.exchanges by the bond of HJ. Renco
of the
, tChicago,
presiden
FilmDS,Company
REYNOL
In order to keep the exchanges well
• reportshasthatbeen
a very
large
number
supplied with attractions, Pioneer, in of bookings
received for the
addition to continuing its policy of pur- feature photoplay "A Birth of a Race"
chasing the notable productions on the from exhibitors in all parts of the counmarket, is carrying on negotiations
try. In Chicago alone many houses
n,
with a view to forming a chain of inde- have arranged to show this productio
including the Ascher Brothers, Lubliner
pendent
producing
units,
to
make
pictures on subjects which have first been circuits.
& Trinz and Jones, Linick and Schaefer
submitted
for approval
to the exchangemen
handling
Pioneer productions.
Theretion ofisthepractically
territorial
United noStates,
says secthe
A body to be known as the Pioneer
General Staff, composed of men behind Renco Company, in which rights to this
the Pioneer
Film
Corporation,
the
offihave not been sold to promcers of the exchanges and the producing production
inent independent buyers, and an exunits will be formed. The powers of
this body will be purely advisory, but all
matters of policy, both of production
and
exploitation will
submitted to it
for consideration
and bediscussion.
Hite Attractions Buys
Many Films from Arrow
Atd C.Inc.,C. ofHite
forme
THE newlytraction
Company,
ted a dealCincin
with
nati, have comple
Arrow Film Corporation for rights to
The Lone Star Western Dramas, starand
June Keith
Myers
ring Harry
m; , Arrow
Comedies;
Graha
Charles
es;
eer":
Profit ious
"The Myster
Hank
a," and "The
Arizoncomedi
"Miss Mann
Mr.ThisBrowni
dealng."
was closed by J. C. Jossey,
Arrow's
special representative
who is
now in Cincinnati
and who is expected
back in New York next week.
Arrow also reports the sale of the
Western serial "The Masked Rider" to
Harrvard Feature
Charnas,
StandFilm president
Company ofof the
Cleveland,
for Ohio,tucky.Michigan,
Indiana
and
KenOther sales reported by Arrow
are: to Bee Hive Film Exchange, Chicago, Nealand
Hart"The
in "When
the Desert
Smiled"
Mysterious
Mr.
Browning" Distributing
for Illinois and
Indiana Min; to
Mid-West
Company,
neapolis, Neal Wart in "When the Des-
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tensive campaign to assist exchangemen
and buyers in putting over the picture
is being worked out.
"The ofBirth
a Race,"
according
plans
the ofRenco
Company,
will beto
presented
simultaneously
throsghout
the United States about the middle of
September, deavoriand
are en-in
ng to havethethisproducers
picture shown
each territory with special music and
stage settings.
Kremer Back in New York
After Closing Many Sales
AFTER
trip, during
which ahethree
visitedmonths
practically
every
film zone in the United States and
Canada, Victor Kremer is now back at
his offices, 105 West Fortieth street.
In addition to the sales which we j
have already reported, Mr. Kremer
made ainentnumber
of others.
To a prom-he
film exchange
in Minneapolis
sold
rights
to
the
three
Broncho Billy, Snakeville, andseries
Georgeof
Ade fables as well as ten Essanay five
reelanother
re-issues,
for that
territory,
and
to
exchange
in the
same city,
rights to seven features which are not
re-issues, including five Shorty Hamilton's, and "Strife" with George LeGuere lion"aswithwell
"Stripped for a MilCraneas Wilbur.
In Seattle, Mr. Kremer was equally
successful,
entire out-the
put to two disposing
different offilmhisexchanges,
re-issues
another. to one and new subjects to

Janitors and Plumbers Always Did Make Out Well, but This Janitor —
Oh, What's
the
MilburnWife."
Moranti
BullsUse!
"Don'tfeature.
Chase Your
whichplayshasthetheJanitor
Morganin the
Dancers
asEyean comedy,
interesting
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Dorety Completes Third Comedy.
The third comedy by Bulls-Eye featuring Charlie Dorety will be ready for
release Sept. 15th. It is said to have
ornate interiors and a large cast of
makeof this
clevertionpeople,
the most which
expensive
the attracseries.
The scenario was written by Jay Mulhauser, one of Bulls-Eye new scenarists.
Film Market Reports Sales
on "The Spoilers" Reissue
ROBERT W. PRIEST reports the
following
salesh onThe"The
e throug
re-issu
FilmSpoiler
Markets",
Inc.: New England to Goldstein Bros,
of Natsam Feature Company, Boston,
through their General Manager Edward
Klein; Missouri and Kansas to Crescent
Film Company, Kansas City, through
General Manager A. L. Kahn; Indiana
to Motion Pictures Products, Chicago,
through Mr. C. W. Lawter.
A planin ofjustbooking
"The Spoilers"
once
a year,
one theatre
in each town
as theatrical
managers
book
their
regular stage attractions has been evolved
and approved by practically every buyer
who has acquired the re-issue rights to
this Rex Beach story of the Alaskan
goldfields.
"The Ne'er Do Well" will be released
by The Film Market, Inc., on the same
plan early in the fall, as soon as the
remaining territories, three in number,
are disposed of on "The Spoilers."
New State Rights Exchange
Operating in Kansas City
exchange, the
W state
ANEKansas
Film Company, has
Cityrights
been incorporated and opened
offices in the Gloyd Building. Kansas
City, to buy and distribute independent
, lJr.,manager
ions.treasurer
is presi-,
C. S.andEdwards
productdent,
genera
while Merle E. Smith, formerly of the
esident,
George Kleine forces, is vice-pr
and John E. Wible is secretary.
Mr. Edwards reports that he already
has 400 reels of both new and reissued
subjects in circulation in his territory
and is arranging to secure additional
productions. "We will specialize on
short stuff with occasional big features."
says tionMr.but that
Edwards.
is no short
quessome of"There
the earlier
subjects
have
a
strong
hold
of
the
public, just as the classics of literature
which are so widely read.
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E.K. Lincoln Signs With American Cinema
to Appear in Four Special Features a Year
ports the consummation of a deal by
Cinema
an that
signed- which Apex Pictures, Inc., of 414 Penn
it hasCorpora
tion announces
THE Americ
avenue,
Pittsburgh, secures the rights
,
r
the popula star, E. K. Lincoln
for a series of productions. The story to "Colonel Bridau" for western Pennsylvania and West Virginia.
for the first has already been selected
and the actual work of filming will be
begun within a short time. Coupled Swain Comedies Booked
with this statement comes the interfor Rivoli and Riatlo
announcement that this commade
has
field,
the
in
newcomer
pany, aesting
a large increase in its working capital. THE Frohman
Amusemen
Merit
that t theCorporation announces
Mr. Lincoln is one of the most popuFilm Corporation controlling the
lar of thepeared inyoung
male
stars,
having
apa large number of program rights for this territory has entered
and independent feature productions. into a contract by which the Mack
comedies
Regarding
thisAmerican
latest addition
the Swain single
theRivolibe preand will
sented at thereelRialto
ranks of the
Cinema tostars
atres.
and
the
development
of
the
company's
This
is
but
one
of
the
unusually
large
production
Niebuhr,
president of the plans,
company,Mr.states
:
list of bookings
which
I. E. Chadwick's
secured
series
"The acquisition of E. K. Lincoln is organization
in Xew York.hasMore
than ontwothishundred
in lineder with
plans
which
have
been
unbookings
have
been
seconsideration for some time, and and sixty-five
including B. S. Moss, Loew and
we expect to present him in four big William cured,
as well as a large
specials a year based on established number Foxof circuits,
prominent independent
houses.
play and
fiction King
successes.
The popularity of Mollie
and Louise
Huff
On account of his success with the
present series, Mr. Chadwick has taken
an option on any additional Swain
comedies that may be made after the
completion of the twenty-six now
scheduled.
Photoplay Supplies Reply
to U. S. Senator's Remarks
INmadeconnection
the Myers
statementof
by U. S.with
Senator
Montana in opening his address in
favor of a resolution to bring the cost
of
undercampaign
control of("There
has
beenliving
a sinister
Bolshevism
conducted openly and in secret for many
months. The network of this destructive propaganda has been thrown over
the entire replies
world"),: W. H. Productions
Company
"'Everybody's
Americanism that willBusiness'
destroy isthetheinsidious
web of Bolshevism, and everybody will
want to see this thrilling one hundred
per
melodrama." comThis
is thecent.
text American
of the above-mentioned
pany's
advertisement
in
this
issue.
The W. H. Productions Company furtherpointstatesthe subject
: "From matter
a propaganda
standofto this
photoplay
is
of
vital
interest
everybody.
Walter F. Niebuhr
It will help solve the most serious
President of American Cii
problem facing the nation today. From
a
photoplay standpoint it possesses the
Corporation.
Thayer Completes Feature
successful
elements
and
It will ofbe mystery,
released onthrills
the
for Art-O-Graf Company and the demand for their pictures openromance.
market,
and
this
company has
prompted
us
to
increase
our
working
, Director of the capital fivefold, and we will now begin utilized every possibility for exploiting
B. THAYER
OTISArt-O-Gr
af Film Company of Dencomprehensive campaign which will this production."
ver, has finished a seven reel fea- aembrace
every avenue of effective ad"The
Pioneer Films for Simlec
with
Street,"
Wall
in
Wolves
ture
includingCity.
a billboard camEdmund Cobb as leading man and is
paign in Newvertising,York
now at Steamboat Springs with the
"The first of the Mollie King specials, THEhas Simlec
bought Company
the rightsofforPittsburgh
western
company filming another big western
Than Love,' has been sold to
Pennsylvania and West Virginia
Range,"in 'Greater
Openfinished
the be
Last of will
feature it"The
the Trojan Film Corporation, a com- to three additional Pioneer Film Corexpected
is
which
pany under the management of A. B.
about four weeks.
"Virtuous
Sinorganized to finance and
The Art-O-Craf Film Company with Samuelson,
ners" with poration's
Wandaproductions
Hawley,
"The Sins
exploit
this feature. The remaining
Mr. Thayer as director is specializing
will be released by us direct under of the Children," with Alma Hanlon and
in western features, with the mountain afivedistribution
Stuart Davison
Holmes, and
and Conway
"Atonement"
plan which is being per- Grace
Tearle. with
scenery
Colorado
and
will ofstart
anotheras exterior
western settings
feature manager.fected by Holmes C. Walten, our sales
The Simlec company is located at 100
Fourth
Avenue.
Earl
Simmons,
the
immediately after completion of "The
head of atrical
theman, company
is anbeliever
old-timein theLast
the Open Range."
ArrowFilm ofCorporation,
CandlerTheBuilding,
and is a firm
the
Apex
Gets
"Colonel
Bridau."
The Entente Film Corporation, of 247
New
York City, is selling agent of these
of continually
with
features.
North Eleventh street, Philadelphia, re- policy
exhibitors
in putting co-operating
over their shows.
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Bulls Eye Announces New
Also a Weekly
CORPORATION
FILM
EYE
S
BULL
has begun work at its Hollywood
studios on a decided film novelty.
This will be a weeklyerone-reel release,
starting about Septemb 1, to be known
as It"Weekly
will be Indigest
a comicion."
news weekly satirizing
current
events. A.Miller,
Lincoln
ler, nephew of Joaquin
the Milpoet
of the Sierras, conceived and will direct
the weekly. About eight news items
will be pictured in a humorous manner
in eachzine articles
reel, ofonlynational
newspaper
and magaimportance
will
be burlesqued.
A cast of high class players will be
used, and great care will be used to make
the setting exact duplicates of the orused. iginal locations. Novel subtitles will be
Legends Couple Wild Beauty.
Following the announcement that
L. J. Burrud has started on a trip
to film some of the many scenic beauties
of the West coast for Bulls Eye Film
Corporation, this company now advises
these pictures will be released in onereel lengths, under the title "Legends
of the Wilderness,"
commencing about
October
1
According
to
Milton
L. Cohen,
dent of Bulls Eye, these
subjectspresiwill
showica, the
wild
beauty
of
western
Amerand the various places photographed
will be those around which are aboriginal legends, the gist of which will be
incorporated in the subtitles.
Mr. Burrud will film the pictures,
while his father, N. J. Burrud, will certify
to the genuineness of the legends, by
data which
his re-A
search workheoncollected
Americanduring
history.
year will be consumed in this trips
whichmilesis expected
to cover
about and
20,000
in the Pacific
northwest
Canada. Then the Burrud party will
go into Asia, crossing Behring Sea on
the ice if possible.
State Rights Buyers View
Latest Abramson Picture
newest photoON'S
ABRAMS
IVAN
shown
was recently
feature
dramatic
ative body of exto an represent
of whom
in New York, many
changeme
came from far distant points, and are
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Series of Scenics
Burlesque of Current Events
said to have expressed themselves as
well pleased with this production which
is Among
titled "Someone
Must Pay."
those present
was Charles
Rosenthal, Jr., of the M. & R. Feature
Film Exchange of San Francisco and
Los Angeles,
who addressed the ofgathering and spoke
Mr.
Abramson
and hisenthusiastically
work.
Mr. Abramson has completed the
scenarios for his next five productions,
and plans are being perfected for a reguschedule of productions
bi-monthly through
releases theof
Ivan larAbramson
Graphic Film Corporation ; it is also
announced that a unique plan of marketing these pictures is- being devised.
Herbert Lubin to Make
Trip to Pacific Coast
the execone of will
f S-L Pictures
leave
HERBERT utives oLUBIN,
New York on August 18 for a trip
which will bring him to the Pacific
Coast in three weeks. He will stop en
at Chicago, Kansas City, Houston
routeDallas.
and
Mr. Lubin expects to return to New
York in September, and announces that
circumstances
importance
in connection with S-L ofPictures
necessitated
this
trip, and he expects to be in position
on his return to make important announcementsactivities.
regarding his company's
future production
ArthurturnedH.from Sawyer,
just will
rea vacationwhoin has
Maine,
be in charge of the affairs of the company during Mr. Lubin's absence.
Player
in "FatalInjured
Fortune"
Painfully
by Fall
FLOYD
appearing
the S. L.L. K.BUCKLEY,
Serial featuring
Helenin
Holmes, "The Fatal Fortune," is
laid up owing to an accident while stagscene.later episodes calls for a
Oneing a fight
of the
rough and tumble fight between Jack
Levering, leading man, and Buckley.
Both fully
menbuilt.areLevering
over sixpicked
feet, and
powerup Buckley
and hurled him across the room. In
landing, Buckley's arm was in a cramped
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position under him and something
snapped. He jumped up and started
again. A Texan by birth and a product
of
he paid tono work.
attentionWithto
his the
arm ranches
and continued
a broken wrist he took part in a number
of scenes, seven of which were fight
scenes and, although the accident happened at two o'clock in the afternoon,
he continued
toAnworkX-ray
until nine o'clock
that
night.
showed that three
bones of hisphotograph
arm and
wrist were broken.
Mr. Buckley will be remembered as
havingace,"taken
"The "The
Silent House
Men"Pearl ofpart
the inArmy,"
of
Hate"
and
in
"The
Master
Mystery"
instunts.
which he was called upon to do many
Renco Gets World Rights to
"Mother Love and the Law"
South
Film Company,
Chicago, of29 which
Salle street,
THELa Renco
H. J. Reynolds is president, ant
i
s
e
c
n
u
world's
the
o
over
taken
has
n
rights to the sensational photoplay
Law." by George
Love and
"Mother
This picture
was the
directed
A. Siegmann
and
produced
for the
tal Photoplays some time ago.
It isCryssaid,
however, to be particularly timely just
now, as the case on which it is based
is being reopened and the mother is
making a last stand for her baby.
Featured in the production is Dolly
Ledgerwood Matters, and the story
deals with her own fight for her baby,
which, because of the unusual angles
involved, was given a large amount of
newspaper space a couple of years ago,
the
babyto inMissquestion
awarded
Matters having
and to been
the
other claimant alternately several times.
This story, founded on real life, is
said to rival the fiction of noted novelbecause sensational
of its seemingly
twistsists,and
angles.impossible
An elaborate line of lithographs has
been prepared
by the Renco Film Company for this production.
Jossey Has Successful Trip.
J.
S.
representative
for
Arrow, Jossey,
is nowspecial
in Cleveland.
He will
finish up a long eastern trip with a visit
to Detroit. Mr. Jossey has been very
successful on this trip, having sold
many features as well as short subjects.

W' 1

Helen Holmes Is on the Fire in the Center, but Jack Levering Is Also Having a Hot Time at the Left.
Characteristic views from "The Fatal Fortune," the S-L-K serial. At the left. Lieutenant Levering
modestly "declines to be interviewed."
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Advertising
for
Exhibito
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT

Work the Schools.
WITH the schools opening up, it is
aschool
good business.
time to Ifstartyou after
work theit
carefully, you can make the schools good
feeders
your business.
knowthat the topictures
leave a Teachers
deeper impress
upon
the
child
mind
than
any
other
ofworkinstruction.
They theatres
would bealong
gladform
in with the
theto
right
lines.
They
will
send
their
to see dramatizations of the classics;pupils
not
merely any screened novel, but those
stories which, in the passage of time, have
been accepted as literature, but they will
respond more fully to the travel and news
pictures, if the matter is presented to them
properly.
Most exhibitors
can get
old
prints
of form
scenes
lands which,
the
moment,
the ingeography
lessons,at and
by
in withcanthebe teachers
theseworking
lines,tointerest
developed along
thatof
will
lead
the better establishment
the motion picture, and not alone that, but
it will give emphasis in the mind of
parentsangleto the
value that
of thein apicture.
This
is soreal
valuable
small
town it would pay the live wires to give
special
exhibitions,
a
few
minutes
after
school closes, to which only the pupils
are admitted,
and
at
which
only
the
specialwhen
geographical
or science
films
are
shown,
the
teacher
may
give
a
brief
talk
to
her
class
on
what
they
have
just
Been. Then add the current news reel
and announce that this will be shown in
the evening. If you have any feature of
especial interest in the news reel, the
home talk of the children will bring in
enough extra night business to pay for
your
Try give
it sometime
— right
is thetrouble.
time
— and
it a fair
trialnowof
several
weeks.
More Cut-Out.
TV". land,
B. Ore.,
Armstrong,
the Strand,
Portused
threeof cut-outs
of Harry
Carey
for
Bare
Fists.
Two
of
these
are
three-sheets and the other is taken from
the
big
sheet.
The
large
face
is
the
most
telling display. The photograph shows the

McCormicks.
S. Barrett
that the
local
attractionMcCormick
is worth knows
more than
the
best
film
he
can
get,
and
this
two
shows how he played up a section sevens
of the
overseas band of the local regiment
through banks.
theThe week,
aboveof Fairlatter raising
got the itbest
it in
the Sunday display in that he rode at
the top, but after that he was a second

Rainbow
Saxophone
Sextette

"Doug"
Fairbanks

A Two Sevens in which the Local Attraction Gets the Showing.
choice and the band took the lead. It
is not very courteous to show them with
their backs to the enemy, but perhaps
the band
so far
they
had
to turngot and
waitupforfront
the that
regiment
to
catch
up.
That
it
was
a
good
drag
is apparent from the following Sunday
advertising, which shows them held over
for a second week. These displays are

1 f/>£> rjmi

twelves and fourteens across three columns, and both give considerable space
to the band. The smaller advertisement,
onIf the
the right,
Is a proof
not ina clipping.
cuts came
out asandwell
the run
against
that
black
background
McCormick
was
lucky,
but
they
get
pretty
good
press
work sometimes in one of the papers.
The
selling
line
runs,
"Puckers
is
her
name,
and she'sandThe Perfect
Pest, a sort
of Mickey,
Sis Hopkins
36 rolled
into
one. Of course there's love and romance
in the story,
of all,fun."
it's Mabel
Normand,
and butthatfirstmeans
That
should
could. have sold the story if anything
Hooked Up Right.
In advertising Bolshevism on Trial the
Family, Buffalo, ran a line telling that he
play
taken infromsix-point
Dixon'sitalic
Comrades,
and inwasa corner
added
"Book
of
the
play
on
sale
at
Otto
Ulbrich's,
386
Main
street."
This
is
the
right
sort
of hook-up,
for it tomakes
for
the bookseller
make ita worth
window while
display. In other words, for the cost of two
lines ofplayadvertising
they
got
a
window
worth the cost of several inchesdis-of
space. Try it that way.
Mr. Bleich's Hook-Up.
George A. Bleich worked an unusual
hook-up
when
played inDaddy
Long
Legs. He had thehe picture
Owensboro
for four
days, Sunday
startingtheonpaper
a "Wednesday.
The
previous
carried a
full
advertisement
a new boy
mineral
water,pageoffering
to giveof every
and
girl under fifteen, who would draw a
picture of Daddy Long Legs, a free ticket
to the Thursday
only put
requirement was thatmatinee.
the childTheshould

Kiddies, Draw- a Picture of Daddy Long Legs
T
a FREE
fand
rigTICKELegs
E^dU^^GetI^o

The Devonian Mineral Spring Company
How the Strand, Portland, Ore.. Used
Cut-outs for Harry Carey.
entire lobby display for the attraction,
which was doubled up with a tabloid minfitrel show. Carey gets much the best of A Three Twelves and Three Fourteens
it, for he recently made personal appearances in town and built up a following.
by S. Barret McCormick.

A Medicinal Water Hook-Up with
George A. Bleich.
its name and address on the drawing,
which, of course, supplied the newly
formed
company
with however,
a mailing that
list theof
real value.
We hope,
kids did not vertitake
the
advice
of
the
adsement and remark to cross parents
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that
they needed
dose of the
The same
cut wasa trimmed
downwater.
and
used doby not
Mr. know
Bleich just
in hishowownthefour
nines.
We
deal
was
swung, but Mr.out Bleich
got hea half
page
advertisement
of it, and
had every
kid in town talking about it, and if he
gave the tickets to the company without
charge,
he was
still ahead
of the
The
second
cut shows
how the
half game.
page

Daddy

|Long
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11seehelpfromthethese
effect,examples
but eventhatat
lying
exactlyThatsafe.on Take
the
•evens.
instance.
The attractorthe isright
the

BOLSHEVISM

"cTODAV

Legs

I 7RIAL|»»^"H
Two Samples
from the Hulsey Theatres,
y OHDallas, Tey»s.
same cuttisingused
the trade
adver. In the inoriginal
it ispaper
an unusual
photograph,
but
the
half
tones
are
lost
between the fine screen, the poor stock and
the ink. The type portion gets over
strong,
but
much
of
the
space
is
wasted
How a Half
Page a Cut
Tr
because the cut sinks into the paper and
Fit into
FourWasNines.
is gone. On the left the reverse cut prints
in spots and a poor black at
layout was trimmed to give a four nines abest.dullA grey
good
strong
blackdown
wouldin have
come
apparently
made
to
order.
There
is
little
out
well
and
thehavefigure
the lower
you
can
tell
Mr.
Bleich
that
he
has
not
corner
would
stood
out
plainly
already found out about advertising, but contrast, but it is almost lost throughin
the failure of the ink to print black enough,
we think this hook-up
same print
way well
the reverse
On the isJob.something new. and
hurt.in Itthe will
enough work
in theis
The
Seattle
Times
had
a
front
page
because our own press work
editorial on traffic conditions In the city, isreproduction
good, cuts
but itunless
is seldom
to trust doto
and happened to mention the corner on reverse
your safe
newspapers
was located
the this
Liberty
notably
good
printing.
In
the
cut
J.which
W. Sayre
saw it and
two Theatre.
sixes is the
example on the right, for second
Nazimova,
shows up well. We have seen that double

A Contrast Between Half Tones and
Good Line Work.
figure cut used in more than a hundred
papers, and not one of them came out
poorly. It is printer proof. Not even the
smallestsult. Thetown
otherpress
cut incanthegetsamea poor
space re-is
more or less a blotch, while the frame on
righttheis figures
almost cut
as poor
reverse.
Itthe has
from asstills
and
LIBERTY THEATRE
First and PikS
pasted on a benday background, but in
the
newspaper
reproduction
the
name
the star is sunk in because the black hasof
An Ad that Really Helps a House.
little more color value than the benday.
We think interested
it would payin line
Mr. Finley
to getgo
the
onlyjobclean-cut
work and
work,result.
but ItItisisa notpretty
as well,press
and inhis forartist
single
big
attractor
figures
rather
we think
that
the
smiles
this
alert
comecuts infrom
Half tones
back brought were worth the cost of a than small
be done
Dallas,stills.
apparently,
and
page of space. It is the alert use of such cannot
they canot, it is better to trust
material that gets results, and Mr. Sayre since
more to the type. He writes such good
surely is on the job.
copy that it is a shame to spoil the effect
Cuts and Press Work.
with poor presswork.
also
Jean
Finley,
of
the
Hulsey
theatres,
sends
Sunday Mr.
IssuesFinley
to show
Dallas, Texas, sends in a bunch of stuff what heincansome
do with straight press work.
for
comment.
He
gets
good
copy,
but
he
is
More
than
once
he
has
captured
a
special
trying to do what so many others seek half page cut layout for his stories and
to accomplish.
tryingto use
to perform
morephotoplay
than hispage
shareandof sometimes
the menthe
impossible. He
He iswants
cuts in he getson the
newspapers
printeda hogs tionnparly
the
whole
space.
So
that they willwhich
not are
showso up.poorly
So large
oressman should know that good
almosta
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straight
type
is
about
his
salvation
in the advertising pages. only
He also
gets
out a little four page weekly that is
somethinggram. It has
moresomethansnappy
just astuff
houseto hold
prothe reader.
Steve Stunts.
Steve Farrar, down in Harrisburg, 111.,
Is not
advertising
his and
Orpheum
heavilyaway
during with
the summer
lets theassoGrand
get
large spaces
as he
gets thethe business.
Lately long
the
Grand booked in The Heart of Humanity
and
Steve
hustled
up
a
couple
of
real
vaudeville acts, taking four eights against
the Grand's three twelves. Several times
-^ORPHEUM m » GRAND
hIrmohds
La Belle France
Ftogel
^DALTON
"QUICKSAND"

A Four Eights and a Three Twelves in
Arthur*
lately Steve hasOpposition.
turned to vaudeville. We
hope
that
he
does
get the
but
times have been slownot down
In thehabit,
mining
district with the pits closed down and
something had to be done. For Mickey
Steve did not take unusual spaces, but he
press agented
This butthreehe
sevens
is aboutindustriously.
the best he did.
ORPHEUM I
The Coolest Spot in Tow
'Mickey'
They Have Gone Wild
llormana

It's the Picture You Will Never Forget
Miss PauIineStarr
A Three Sevens for Mickey.
must have stirred the town, for the humorous column remarks, "Now that Mickey
has
comeaddsandthegone,remark,
let the"We
song made
go, too."
Steve
the
town andsickmust
of it."
used plenty
ofwhole
readers
have Heworked
out a
couple of phonographs, but he is taking it
on space and seems to be doing about
aseasywell.
Novelty Pieces.
Ed R. Moore, of the Oneonta Theatre,
Oneonta, N. Y., sends in some novelties.
One of these Is the old reliable "coat
which
most managers
ishanger,"
a small
nail aswrapped
tolighter.
concealknow
shape.
variant
is a iscigar
Likeits
the
coat A hanger
this
enclosed
in small
printed
up:
manlla "pay" envelopes and the top ie
"Safetyin Cigar
Lighter"
May be carried
the pocket
without fear
of exploding.
This
is
a
match
and
should
be
match and not the friction type. a "safety"
A third
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exhibit is another dip into Picture Theatre displays he uses his own selling talk In
.Advertising. He puts out 2,000 envelopes preference
in thepersonal
press
book, and tohe that
strikesgiven
a more
weekly printed
We dareup you to hand
note,
though
he
sticks
pretty
close
the Arthur James copy for Eye for Eye.to
This to your wife
UNOPENED.
Inside the enclosure recites the bill for
She
pausedpoised
in hermaddeningdance
the
the week. It does not, however, take
blowsatire
to her lover!to strike a death
up
the
essential
part
of
the
catch
and
The next inmoment
start off with an invitation to the lady
tabbing
his arms!the lay
to go to the theatre, which is the real meat
of this stunt. This novelty stuff is espeWhich
?
useful that
in summer
ness,ciallybut for
matter itto Isjazz
goodup atbusiany
Woman's Love or
time in the year.
In Style.
Woman's Vengeance •N«mOVAmTrC«w CYC
A. H. Blank, of the Des Moines Theatre,
Des Moines, la., did things up in style
when he opened his house July 10. He sent
out engraved
invitations monogram
on a die-sunk
NAZ1MOVA
card
with an embossed
on a
! DRAMA THAT Is FASCINATING ,
turn-over.
Accompanying
this was
a
smaller
card
to
serve
as
a
ticket
of
admis ion and a return post card to be filled
Eye for Eye"
In as to velreservations,
all inanda correct
heavy enope. It wasturnas out
formal
Tiffany could
and if he runs hisas
house theHewaycould
he started
off hea better
has a
Wednesday
winner.
not haveIt had
Po^trrefy No and
AJruu Thursday,
m Price*- 10 udilkuMayLW1 28-29
start.
Here's One.
A Three Sevens, Mostly Press Book.
Now that the long winter days are com- For this he uses a three sevens, which
better
proportioned
space,
but
novelty
can clean
with.ing on,Ithere's
comes a from
Will youJ. Glaser,
of theup gives
the cutofawasthe
tooMetro
fine
and
blotchy.
Grand, Faribault, Miss. The front and back Most
stuffcameIs inout line
and
pages are shown In the cut. They read: unusually
and Mr. Glaser
should
kickgood,
sending
=n □
jj make
him a ahalf
toneto the
that exchange
will not for
work.
But
the business endisofthemostspecial
of Mr.talk,
Glaser's
advertisements
and
Ithe isdoesn't
home get
grown.that from the exchange.
Here's a New One.
H. A. Albright, who has succeeded A. C.
Raleigh at the American, Butte, sends in
some stufftisement is pretty
and remarks
that book,
one advermuch press
but if
the press book is good he sees no reason
for
not
using
the
lines.
He's
right.
Where
the press book stuff Is good, there is no
reason why
be press
originated. No onea innewButtelineevershould
saw the
book advertisement,
andapt when
ita represents
good
work
it
is
to
be
better
line than men can think up in a hurry.
The Front and Back Pages of a
The trouble is that so little of the averNovelty Advertisement.
book hisis fit
use. The
sevensage press
is more
ownto work.
The three
tiger
The Inside reads:
medallion wasvertisement in acopied
from
another
adTurn Off the Lights
trade
paper,
for
Mr.
AlClose Up Your Home
bright is a pen and ink man and sign
Take the Whole Family to See
The name
and
selling
talk
for
the
atPerhaps
use wouldtractionbe follows.
to save
it fora more
wintertimely
and
use it to tell how to economize on coal. A NEW HELP FOR MANAGERS
That is going to be the big idea. Mr.
Glaser is strong for cuts In his displays
and
gets uses
good cuts
effects,
though
now often
and then
of too
fine hea Picture Theatre
screen for newspaper work. In the Pickford advertisement, he drops Into dialect,
Advertising
but everyone will agree that Miss Pickford "Ban some Yane." In most of the
By EPES WIXTHROP SARGENT
Conductor olMoving
Advertising
Exhibitors in the
PictureforWorld
MARY&>■> SomePICKFORD
Yane in
Wm. s7r\RT
TEXT BOOK and
AND a Aguide.
HAM) It BOOK,
compendium
alla
about
advertising,
aboutpaper,typehow
andtells
typeCould
setting,
printing
and
to
run
anewspaper
house program,
how to framehowyourto
advertisements,
You, n
write
form
letters,
posters
or throw-an
aways,
how
to
make
Jean?" BI
advertisement,
howschemes
toyourget house
matineehot
business,
special
for
Lak Hal Ban for Uckshun
weather and rainy days. All practical
•she bam regular shicxew
because it hasBy helped'
others. It$2.00.
will
help
mail,office.
postpaid,
Order you.
from nearest
GRAND
"Blue Blazes Rawden" MOVING PICTURE WORLD
|K£.mSa. "FEDORA"!
516 Fifth Ave., New York
Building, Chicago, 111.
A Pair of Two Eight and a Half* with Wright &Schiller
Callender Building, Los Angeles, Cal.
Press Book Cuts and Original
Selling Talk.

painter. He gets a good effect for the
space and uses it to an advantage. He
says
a lot,big butlineshe seemingly
handles his
that the
get type
all theso
display,
and
bring
the
eye
down
the
lesser details. The reproduction doeato not

A Three Sevens from H. A. Albright.
give thementfull
suggestion
the advertisebest ofofeffect
from the because
white itsmargin
aboutis angained
Inch
in whichnature athe
"starts
today"
andthanthe a sigr
e
run.
It
gets
better
inch effect largely through this use 21-of
margin. He does not do so well with a
single
saves thesevens,
space.andWe only
think thethattiger
when head
Mr.
Albright
hits
his
gait
he
is
going
to show
us some good work.
From Pernambnco.
One of the cleverest novelties we have
seen of late comes from Pernambuco. The
card is by 5 inches and the curve of
the
newsboy's which
arm is isdiea cut
to let insheet
the
"newspaper,"
four-page
214
by
3M>
and
when
opened
announces
the
bill. The top is in imitation of a news-

CINE-THEATRO MODERNO
O
A Clever Novelty from Pernambuco, J
paper.
is printed
up,
but the Only
four the
pagesfrontcouldpagecarry
a weekly
program insiderable ofminiature.
It must
be cona Job to fold
and stuff
the
papers,ble. Thebutbackthe ofeffect
is worth the trouas a private
mailingthecard.card Is printed up
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Projection
Department
Conducted
by
F.
H. RICHARDSON
r
Projectionist Stars
FRED tion
SCHAEFER,
of theNewEastern
MoImportant Notice
Picture Company,
gives credit
where credit
isYorkdue,City,as
OWING
to publication,
the mass ofit matter
follows:
awaiting
is impos ible toless
reply than
through
theor
"Possibly
I have
discovered July
the 11,
starI
motion
picture
projectionist.
department
in
two
was
in
Hartford,
Conn.,
with
a
production
three
weeks.
In
order
to
give
prompt
which was shown to a private audience
service, those sending four cents,
at the Princess
of thatnamed
city.
stamps (less than actual cost), will
Projection
was by Theatre,
a projectionist
receivementcarbon
the departG. W. Sailer.
When
I
went
up
to
the
proreply, by copy
mail, ofwithout
delay.
jection room to get the reel I discovered
Special
replies
by
mail
onto matters
him rewinding and inspecting the film to
which
cannot
be
replied
in
the
locate
mis-frame, which same he did
department,
one dollar.
locateto aand
Both the first
and second sets of
film
me. correct before returning the
questions
are now form,
ready and
in neat booklet
the printed
second
considerthe this
treatment hadof noa reel
film"I which
projectionist
reasonof
half
being
seventy-six
in number.
to believe he would ever have to project
Either
booklet
may
be
had
by
reagain as remarkable, I cite this incident
mit ing 25 cents,
moneyforor 40stamps,
as in testimony
that it reallyI will
doesbetsometoCannot
the editor,
or both
cents.
times happen. Incidentally,
this
use
Canadian
stamps.
Every
man bats 100% day in and day out as a
live, progressive operator should get
a copybe ofsurprised
these questions.
You
projectionist." You Do Well.
may
at the anumber
you
cannot answer without
lot of
study.
Friend
Schaefer,
you
do
well
to
give
Brother
credit,firstespecially
Lens Charts for Framing.
the fact Sailer
that you
did him ina view
wrong,of
and the further fact that you hand yourThelensDecember
28 issue,
containing
self
a
bank-handed
wallop
in
so
doing.
the
charts, was
exhausted
very
For while it was creditable to Sailer to
quickly.
The
demand
for
lens
find and correct the mis-frame, which was
was so great that we have charts
had a
limited
number
printed
on
heavy
purelyoverly
an exchange
NOT
creditableinspector's
in you tojob,handit was
him
paper, amperage
size 11x17,
that sort of lemon to project. Very likely
Covers
25 tofor60 framing.
A. C. or
when
that
mis-frame
went
D.bi-convex;
C, and Plano-convex
or meniscus
in the audience thought it through
was the many
fault
also
gives
necessary
proof the projectionist, hence you injured his
jection lens diameter to avoid waste
reputation to that extent. Glad you have
and distance of revolving shutter
thus set the matter straight. Yes, it does
from
aperture.
Every
progressive,
sometimes happen that a projectionist
up-to-date
shouldto have
one.
Price, projectionist
50 cents, postpaid,
any
takes
care more
of theoften
filmsthan
intrusted
to himthat—
very much
it happens
part
of
the
world.
Send
U. S. °-cent
he getsject.films
in
perfect
condition
to
prostamps
or
money
order.
Quite recently a projectionist said
toa reel
me: of"Richardson,
if I should
ever getI
film in condition
to project
I haveface advocated
exterior
would faint from the shock."
dead black. painting
It does noitsharm
and surcuts
out the light nuisance. I am not sure that
all
tubes
accumulate
a
coating
with
age,
The Wise Man and the Fool
so.
Walter Munn, Pueblo, Colo., orders two but(2)think
There
is
nothing
an
"operator"
lens charts and asks the following ques- could possibly do. Even the competent
tions:
could chromatic
do nothing.aberration
An objec-is
tive which giives
"(1) One
of the
rectifierstophere
has projectionist
formed
a black
of tube
a mighty good bit of equipment to lay
which
looks
likesubstance
oxide ofto mercury.
It carefully
and
quickly
on
the
scrap
does not interfere with action of tube, but but are you sure the trouble is withheapthe—
surely
something
objective? Do you class yourself as a
there. isPlease
tell uswhichwhatdoesis not
its belong
cause; mere
machine "operator"? Why not a
also, can it be avoided.
projectionist?
"(2)
Is
there
anything
an
operator
can
do to correct chromatic aberration in a
Has a Steady Are.
projection lens?
(3) I have held a steady arc with solid
"(3)
Your
handbook
says
the
negative
electrode should be solid. We have tried negative long years before we had the
perfect
carbonsMunn,
we now
several brands of solid negative carbon, comparatively
have. The trouble
is, Brother
you
but
the with
only kind
had any
success
is theweSilver
Tip.degree
We useof have been used to using a cored lower
45Could
to 55 not
amperes
from
a
Wagner
converter.
and
feeding
the
arc
semi-occasionally.
hold a steady arc with solid The cored lower gives a heavy gas stream
whichinefficiency
makes for ina very
steadyilluminating
arc — also
carbons." No Way to Prevent It.
for
screen
power.
Thehence
solidthenegative
carbon
gives
less
gas,
arc
is
less
(1) Rectifier tubes gradually accumulate meaning that it will require verysteady,
much
a coatingvancingsuch
as
you
describe
with
admore attention. But if the projectionist
age. There
no way very
to prevent
on the job beside his projector, where he
it. I have seen
a tubeis coated
nearly isshould
be
every
second
thai
the
projector
black,
Where room
the operation, and feeds his carbons a littleis atin
rectifieryetis operating
located inperfectly.
the projection

a time and OFTEN, as he should, he will
have no trouble with an unsteady arc.
I Am Not Roasting You.
Nowfriend
don't Munn.
imagine Nothing
that I am
roasting
you,
of the
sort.
IIf amtheysimply
giving
the
facts
as
they
are.
appear to criticize you, why that
is goodful, reason
you out
shouldthebe road
thank-to
because itwhypoints
improvement, and certainly you want to
improve. That is proven by the fact that
you have the enterprise to write asking
about that
you did notorquite
understand. Thewhich
non-progressive
thefearcoward
would not
have
done that for
some
one
would
get
the
idea
that
there
was
something in the world he did not know.
He would rather remain in ignorance,
blundering along as best he might rather
than seek
information at the risk of posknow. sible exposure of the fact that he did not
His Head Is Square.
His head
ishissquare,
his dome Fool.
near-solid
ivory
and
front
You
have been brave
enough name
to tell the world
that you do not understand the three
things that
named.again,
You and
won'tyouhavewould
to everbe
admit
amazed
number andof
men whocould
will you
read know
those thequestions
then fulgulp
downwere
the answers
whole,the thankthatmation
they
able toknowing
get
inforwithout
their
former lack
of it.anyTheonewriter
oftenof freely
admits
that
he
doesn't
know
something,
and asks help from his readers. Umph!
What of it? Have you ever met the man
who really knows it all about any one
thing?
Certainlyto you
met butplenty
who CLAIMED
knowhaveit all,
DO
THEY? They do NOT, and neither do you
or Moral:
I.
Ask questions about that which
you don't
and thus fool
get would
really
wise.
Noneunderstand,
but the ingrowing
sneer at you for admitting lack of knowling ite.dge, if the admission is by way of acquirTesting for Grounds Simplified
JohnteurAuerbach,
New
York the
City,following:
an amaprojectionist,
submits
"You will
find enclosed
a sketch
of a
little contrivance, very easy to make,
which I believe should prove useful in
every projection room. It is an apparatus
for"Thetesting
lamphouses
grounds.
laws the
in most
states, I for
believe,
provide that such a test be made before every
performance.
How
often
is
it
actually
done? One reason why it is neglected is
it is necessary
for the
tothatdisconnect
the ground
wireprojectionist
from each
machine before testing, and to re-connect
them after the test, and consequently the
projectionist
take than
a ehance
everything
is isO.apt
K. torather
toofgothat
this trouble.
The
advantage
theto
scheme
I
propose
is
that
with
a
simple
turn of the wrist, first to the left and then
to the right, the following results take
place:
1. The ground wires are both discon-nectd.
grounds.
for grounds,
tested for
No. 21 isis tested
Machine No.
- 3.2 Machine
and on reversing the revolving, switch to
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ator
sets
with
which
absolutely
the neutral position the ground wires are results in screen illumination
may perfect
be had
again
in operation.
Beforeput using
the tester see that Main atthisallscore
times,
including
change-over.
the Westinghouse and GeneralOn
Switch
and
Machine
Table
Switches
are
Electric
motor
generator
sets
made
to
Closed and Carbons separated.
operate the which
two arcs
the
A isancea incandescent
socket inbulb.
which is a low resist- transverter
doesin theseries,
sameandthing,
on par asas toto efficiency
performance,
B is a switch with inside contacts in are
have essentially
excellent records
and
are all very well made.

Testing for Ground Service.
which
the interior
is revolved while
the outside
part is part
stationary.
C & D are the ground wires leading to
theE two
projectors.
is wire leading to permanent ground.
When switch is in normal position,
ground
Wire
C makes
with
through
contacts
F H connection
L,with
M. and
groundE
wire D makes
contact
E through
contacts andG JP Lcomes
M. into
When contact
switch with
is reabroken
test is made for lamphouse
ground inF,
projector connected
with itwire
If in-a
candescent bulb lights,
showsC. that
ground volving
exists
in
that
lamphouse.
Restill further
P comes intoswitchcontact
with toG. left
the when
same
test is made in the other projector. Reverse switch to right back to normal position, then ground wires are again cond which
to ground."is submitted to our readAll ers.ofnecteSeems
to me neighbor Auerbach has
made his idea quite plain
enough
reswitch tocould
quire no elaboration. Theto any
conveniattached
made,
be easily
would, as Auerbach says,to
ent point and very
make
him fortesting
the idea. easy. Many thanks
Change-Over with Rectifier
P. E. Morris,
sissippi, wants toManager,
know: Cleveland, Mis"Please
advise
as
to whether
is practical to use two projectors
withit only
one
mercury arc rectifier, without a slight
reel."
new
a
of
beginning
the
at
darkness
proyou couldwouldrun betwoto wire
The only
jectors from way
one rectifier
the two lamps thing)
in whatmultiple.
is knownWhen
as paral el, or (same striking of the second this
arc
is done the
lly puts out the one burning.
automatica
I am merely staing a well known fact
when
that, while good
resultson may
berectifier
hadI bysay
it is hard
the
tubethisandmethod,
it is impossible
to bring
the
cold crater up to normal brilliancy instantly.
A perfect
change-over,
in socanfaronly
as re-be
lates to screen
illumination,
made ablewith
an
apparatus
which
will
enboth arcs to be burned for a sufficient
spacelampof time
to bring
the crater over
of the.
idle
to normal
incandescence
its
entire ratusarea.
Also only
whenoneusing
anmayappa-be
with
which
lamp
burned
one must
burn inis
craters aton anewitmecarbons
whileeither
the show
off or ation
elsewhilesuffer
from
poor
screen
illuminit is being done.
Do Xot Misunderstand Me.
Please do not misunderstand me. It is
quite some
possible
to getwith
verylamps
good wired
results,in
after
practice,
parallel, provided craters be burned in
in advance,
results at changeer— no, isit but
Jus_t_perfect
-Sim
And ovthat
what
you Ply_asked.cannot be done.
Both the G. E. and the Westinghouse
make rectifiers for projection work. Both
these companies also make motor-gener-

No Apologies Required
Our old friend, C. J. Kaho, who will be
rememberedtributorbyquite some
department
conwhile fans
ago,as isa here
again
with
an
interesting
letter:
"You will remember that some years
ago I mentcreated
quitefour
a ripple
by welding
pointsin onthe thedepartstar
of an intermittent.
I
have
been was
a department
reader
ever
since
there
one;
also of the several articles from your pen
appearing
you ofhadthea corner
of your
own. Have before
been out
projection
end
ofin things
for some and
yearstwisting
now, but a amcrank,
still
the business,
though
it
is
attached
to
friend
camera
now.
The Poor Cuss.
articlewherein
headed you'ThesaidPoorthe Cuss'
in "Notice
recent issue,
man
(cameraman)
had
made
apologies
forNow,
being
in
the
other
end
of
the
business.
Brother Richardson, maybe that gentleman
did
apologize,
but
here
is
one
who
will
not
because the man who starts at the bottom
ofdepartment
the ladder toanddepartment,
climbs to the
top,
from
has no need
to apologize. Instead he is, in my opinion,
deserving
of
applause.
I
used
work for
other
people,
peopletothework
for
me! But
I amnowstillother
twisting
crank;
also
I
fully
intend
to
push
same
around
some added thousands of times before I
quit. Since last I wrote I have been in
many corners of this old globe, have seen
many I varieties
more
see of itoftheprojection,
better I and
like the
the
camera. Am now located in Ft. Worth,
making a specialty
of
oil
field
work."
Now With Anko.
Friend Kaho is now connected with the
ANKO Motion Picture Corpoartion and is
making films of oil properties. That a
move from projector to camera is a move
upward
cannot be denied,
becauseandthehe artis
of the cameraman
is admitted
paid accordingly.
Moreover,
the responsibility of theThiscameraman
recognized.
is becauseis admitted
the resultandof
ignorance,
carelessness on his lack
part ofis judgment
immediatelyor apparent.
The employer must pay out good coin for
making another
"take."
The ignorance,
carelessness
or lack
of judgment
of the
projectionist
is thenot end
so immediately
apparent,
though
in
it
is
just
as
But the difference lies in the factcostly.
that
there is no way of checking it up, because
the loser (employer) cannot know what
receipts at the box office would have been
for
a given
period hadon hethehadjob.competent,
careful
projectionists
When
the
timehavecomes
that projectionists, as a whole,
the respect
their
profession
that cameramen
have forfor them,
and aid this department in its endeavors
to impress upon the industry the fact that
lack of high class men and high class
work in projection rooms means great loss
in money, then the cameraman will no
longer be able
to looka down
upon
prost as being
rungwetheinhave
the
ladder. Asjectionithe
matter lower
now lies
a percentage
of
projectionists
who
even
resist the endeavor to give to them a name
having some dignity, in place of the nonde"operator." though
We script
also meaningless
have aterm
considerable,
rapidly ionistslessening,
percentage
projectwho
sneer
at
there
beingofofany
possibiltiy of art or the application
expert,
high
clas
knowledge
in
their
profession
—
"trade"
call it. andUntilsentthisback
element
entirely they
eliminated
to theis
truck or farm, where they rightly belong,
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there can be no general recognition of the
projectionist
employers
other than
an
unimportantby cog
of the asmachine,
and
the unimportant
cog gets darned little attention from anyone.
Proper Re-Winder Pulley Train
John Griffith
the dope
winder,
and othergivesthings,
thusly:on the re"With reference to your comment, July
26in error
issue, inas supposing
to crater that
diameter,
you were
I thought
that
crater diameter increased rapidly with increased current. My argument was designed tosiderable
showincreasethatin there
could orbecrater
conamperage
area
with but very little increase in crater
diameter.
"With reference
the dope:
six-minute feet
rehere tois the
of filmwindonproblem,
a standard
1.75 inch 1,000
hub has
approximately 660 layers of film, hence
that many
revolutions
of the reelarmature
are reto re-wind
runningquired1,750
R. P.it.M. Awillmotor
make 1,750 x
6 = 10,500 revolutions in six minutes. The
proportion
to one,in
if the reel therefore
is to makeis as660 sixteen
revolutions
six minutes, and that is altogether too
much for a straight drive. A countershaft
is, therefore, necessary, and it should be
as per attached
sketch.
referenceproblem
to thesuggested
one and one-half
to With
one shutter
by R. E.
Hitchins, of Kentucky, when computing
the
proportion
of
light
same
passes,
it is
the same with an ordinary shutter, speed
having no effect. The method I use is as
follows:
x 2 through
= 208°, which
which light
is the.is
number of104°
degrees
cut
off, light
and 360can — pass
20S the
equalsshutter.
152° through
which
Hence,
360:100::152:X, the latter representing
percentage
of lightThetheabove
shutter
passes.
figures
42%.
applies
to anyIt
sort
of outshutter
obstruct
the light.where the blades totally
Effect of Intermittent Speed.
"But
wherearethedifferent
relativethere
speedarises
of cam
and shutter
another
problem
as
to
the
necessary
cut-off
value of shutter blade. If the shutter
travels
one
and
one-half
times
while
the
intermittent actuating cam makes one
revolution,
so
that
the
necessary
obstructing value of the shutter blade is reduced
in540:360::104
proportion,to weX, then
the out
equation
which have
figures
69.33
degrees
(the
'540'
represents
1.5
times
360is
degrees
— Ed),it socompletely
that while
the blade
104
degrees
crosses
the
axis
while the cam is turning through 69.33
degrees.
"It therefore
if friend
Hitchins
can furtherfollows
trim histhatshutter
without producing
travel
ghost
the
Baird
termit ent is surely speedy. In so far in-as
applies to flicker it will compare with an
ordinary
three-wing69.33shutter,
which measures
degreeseachandbladeeachof
opening 50.66 degrees, when run at normal
-J'—. Proper Speed.
SavinK Through
There is now no reason why you all
canot
have
your
run at a sixspeed." speed, whichrewinder
minute
is ample for all pur-V
ILL
.Ley'

Proper Rewinding Pulley.
poses.
If
you do so a daily film damage
amounting
avoided. to thousands of dollars will be
three-wing
the one
halfAs toto onethe shutter,
what vs.Griffith
says andwitha
regard to light cutting percentages seems
to be all right, as far as I can see. I am
not very
that
kind. goodBut atI working
am unableoutto problems
agree withof
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his conclusion that speed has no bearing
on the matter, if I correctly interpret his
meaning thewithblade
regard
to that,
because
enables
to cut
the beam
muchit
quicker, which, especially under some circumstances, interrupter
enables the use blade.
of a materially narrower
Cannot Agree as to Flicker.
As to the relative value of the two types
of shutter in flicker elimination, I am also
unable
to agree
because, while
figures
may
be scientifically
correct,Griffith's
I have
time
andone
again
ofhastheconvinced
and mea witnessed
halfit is,to with
one demonstrations
shutter
which
a reasonably
rapid
intermittent,
the
equal
of
the
60-50
three-winger.
I shall ask Robert Emory, of the Baird
Company,
review also
Griffith's
and
give us histo views;
I wouldfigures
welcome
discussion of this matter, which is an Important
one,
by
such
of
our
readers
as
may
competentto tomy tackle
With feelreference
failurethe tosubject.
agree
with
Griffith's
comment
thatquitespeed
has
nothing
to domistaken
with
it,hisit ismeaning
possible
that
I
have
in
that
item.
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stiff enough so that a man must have a
good
working
operating,it
BUT munt
not beknowledge
as you sayof because
would
prevent
men
from
earning
living would
and such
an examination
as their
youof
want
be a violation
of our laws
liberty and freedom. Remember there
are
the United
States,thousands
and mostof ofoperators
them arein progressive
men, all striving to get ahead and do betterence,work,but how
gainedmanyfromcould
their own experiexamination
as you propose?passJustsuchthinkan
it overlieve youa will
bit, seeMr.thatRichardson,
and offI be-on
you are away
somo of yourAnswer*
ideas." in Detail.
T shall answer Untermyer in detail because terest.
the points hewillhas pass
raisedoverare theof reinmarks aboutFirst,mywe being
the Almighty
One
asthe being
unworthy
of the whatever,
author of
letter.quiteI make
no claims
but
my work
during Iftheyoupast
twelveas
yearsletspeak
for itself.
discard
ridiculousmouslytheadoptedtermby "projectionist"
(unanithe Society of Motion
Picture Engineers), why name your calling as cahine iprofession.
Surelythough
operating
a ma-a
s no profession,
placing
high tigrade
result
on themost
screen,
and put-Is.
n
g
i
t
there
efficiently
decidedly
It is just that which makes and constitutes
the
projectionist,
asa differentiated
from also
the
mere
operator
machine.
I might
ask why,
if theofterm
be ridiculous,
it has
been
generally
adopted andby high
all over
this country
Canada.class men
Stiff Examinations No Bar.
Today there
is, so far as I know, Tnat
just
one
projectionist
is in real
British
Columbia. examination.
When it was first
sprung
on none
the British
practically
ofmajority
them Columbia
were very
ablemen,
pass.
In
fact
the
came
farto
from it. Naturally an awful howl went
up.
who failed
permitted
work Those
a specified
timeunless
onwere
permit,
with
theto
understanding
that
they
qualified
within that time they could no longer
work tioninwasBritish
Columbia.
even stiffer
than The
I haveexaminaadvocated,
though
no
more
difficult
should be. AT THE END OF THE than
TIMEit
LIMIT PRACTICALLY EVERY BRITISH
COLUMBIA
WITH to FLYING COLORS.MANThat PASSED
is the answer
your
"deprive
them
of
right
to
earn
a discovliving"
cry. eredThetwo things:
British(a)Columbia
men
very profession;
much they
did NOT know aboutHow their
(b)
That
they
were
able
to
perfect
so.
knowledge when they were obliged totheirdo
Where Untermyer Is in Error.
friendthatUntermyer
is in error is
in Where
assuming
the man (projectionist)
is the only one who has any vital interest
at stake. You forget that the selfish in-

An Untermyer Biff
Boston,g
Untermyer,
FROM
usetts, comes
the followin
MassachHerman
letter. I am printing it practically as
written, because friender(I think he reallyy
so obviousl
my friend)
ishonest
what
thoroughly isbelieves
and so Untermy
he writes that even though we be unable
interare
they
views,
his
to agreeesting aswith
from what
He says:false premmay reason.
ises a man showing
"Mr.
F.
H.
Richardson,
Sir: For
heaven's
sake please cut out knocking
the different
moving picture
laws
and
also
the
nations. Any one would think youexamiwere
the Almighty One in this business, and not
only thatmakersbutand others
let me know
tell you
that law-as
something
well as yourself. According to you an
operator (please, understand I wont use
your ridiculous
creationlens'projectionist')
should
be else.
an optician,
maker and
everything
"If examinations were conducted <ccording aminer
to your
ideasto Ibebelieve
everyRichexwould Remember
have
a second
ardson.
that
no
law
or
anyelse hasby thesuchrightexaminations
to deprive asa man
of his thingliving
you
urge. We all don't know everything, and
most
of
us
are
willing
to
learn.
But
don't
carry that kind of stuff too far or your
supposedly large following may get less.
Already your projection department* is dry
and
out of date. beautiful
It gets on one'sraynerves.
Especially
put
forth byyour
you and Griffithlight
has long dope
ago
reached
a
point
where
neither
of youIn
know what you are talking about.
yourright,
handbook
lenses is
all
but whenwhatyouyoucomesay toofexplaining
light
rays
and
their
action
you
don't
what you are getting at, and myselfknow
and
Projection Experience
others can't aminmake
or tail offarce
it. Exations are not head
the howling
you
MOTION PICTURE
have said, but are conducted so as to determine an applicant's
HANDBOOK
motion picture
outfits. fitness to handle
Calls It a Profession.
For Managers and Operators
as wecontinuous
go along, labor
and
By F. H. RICHARDSON
most"We of allus improve
improve with
at our profession
and come
by studying
the your
different
problems that
to usfor and
help
is
appreciated
by
us
all,
we
need
helpvisit
oncehundreds
in a while.
Tou are in rooms
a position
Therethisisn'tcarefully
a projection
tothe
of projection
and
which
compiledroomhookin willthe notuniverse
save itsin
different
machine
manufacturers, and
purchase price each month.
to get their
views
on
different
things
pertaining to ourat least
line and
thoseof things
Buy It Today $4 the Copy, postpaid
appreciated,
by most
us. £>re
"You who
can'thave
dispute
scientists
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
lenses,
made great
a study
of it foron
516 Schiller
Fifth Avenue.
York CityIII.
years.a right
I can'tto.see Certainly
where youtheandlargeGriffith
have
lens
Building.New Chicago,
manufacturers
know andmorelightthanrays.you will
Wright & Callender Bldg.. Los Angeles. Cal.
ever know of lenses
To save time, order from nearest office.
Examinations Should Be Near Stiff.
"As for examinations, they should be ?im«iimiiimiiiiiffNiifflntiiiiiniffllli«
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terest of the individual is as nothing when
compared to the interest of the motion
picture rectlyindustry,
which isscreen
dependent
diupon theDo finished
result the
for
its success.
you honestly
think
man who
is deficient
knowledge has the
right to ingo technical
into a projection
room, toratus, take
charge
of
valuable
costly productions, expensive appafilms
and
proceed ofto all
"learn
experience"
the expense
theseby things
and trieal
expense
the audience?
think
he shouldofprenticefirst
be made
to Don't
serve you
as anpas.3
ap-a
until such
time
real examination?
Do a asbithe ofcanthinking
yourself, Brother Untermyer.
Lens Manufacturers Know Lenses.
Neither Griffith or myself have ever set
up
our knowledge
of lenses
against theAs
knowledge
of the lens
manufacturers.
you say,
they will
knowknowmoreor ever
aboutwant
lensesu
than
we ever
know, BUT we do set up our knowledge of
the
optical
system
of
the
projector,
as a whole, against their knowledge,taken
and
have
amplytheproven
our position.
overlook
fact that
we, too, Don't
have
studied that end of things for more than
twelve
If, asrayyouaction
say, aswe appMed
know
nothing years.
about light
totheories
projection
It
is
rather
queer
that
work out so wonderfully well ourin
practice,
it isnot?
If Griffithhowdoesdo you
not
know whatforis hethe
talking
account
fact
thatabout
In at least nine
cases out of every ten the lens charts he
has created, which same are based on a
theory which
the lens men6hortdisputed,
absolutely, acomparatively
while ago
(they don't
dispute
it
NOW)
work
perfectly? You see, Brother Untermyer, your
argument is so full of holes it will not
hold hay, much less water.
Why Department Seems Dry to Untermyer
The you
department
Is not It"dry"
sense
that
mean. That
is notin the
Is amply
proven
by toitsyear,
correspondence
increasing
from
year
instead
of
falling
Moreover, when another man made off.
the
same
remark competent
some whileprojectionists,
ago, I wrote andtc
one hundred
out
all theWhat
replieshasnothappened
one agreed
with
that ofview.
to make
you think it is dry is fully explained by
yourSomeownyears
letter.ago everything was very
elemental.
It required
no effort
stand everything
published.
But toand
weunderhave
advanced
faster than
have you,
now
much of the matter published is beyond
you—
light
ray
action,
for
instance.
We
cannot
go ondown
forever
holding elementary
the whole
department
to simple,
matters. Others
advance,
if you do not.
Others understand what we are talking
about
when itweis discuss
lightto ray
even though
still Greek
you. acti-jn,
Not Progressive Enough.
Perhaps, as you say, the great mass of
projectionists
in a way,
but they arearenotprogressive,
nearly progressive
enough. Let me ask you this: Does it
sound sandlike
to placemachines,
a thoudollarscommon
worth ofsense
projection
six hundred
dollars
worth
of reproduction
motor generator,
valuable
films
and
the
ofof adollars
photoplay
in thecosting
handstensof ofa thousands
man who
merely
has
a
"good
working
knowledge"
of
"operating?"
Don't
you
honestly
think
that he should be a thoroughly competent
projectionist. In all that term implies?
Reverting
toliving,"
your "deprive
them approve
of a rightof
torailway
earn acompanies
would
you
employing
tent locomotive engineers merely incompebecause
refusal topetentdos of theso right
deprivedto the
saida incomearnUntermeyer.
living?
Think
it
over.
Brother
Think it over deeply.
"TURN, BOYS, TURN!"
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Ihe

3ncompava!hU

NAZIMOVA

THE

BRAT
J

^presented hy Richard
A.HlcnOland S° Maxwell
liavc/ev in Setfen &l
ectvifijing Acts.

6evt (ytells Vehicles v)ill B8
Justify the confidence that has
been reposed by &\hihitors in this brilliant acton 6ach is of the quality
that guarantees eVen greater popularity for* this vemav}{ahle artist.
His first feature Will he
LOMBARDI,

LTD.

Ji screen Version of Oliver Morose os hig stage success by the famous
co-authors
Frederic

and fanny

v Jt mi bef Mowed bj another gr>eat story SOMEONE

hattojst
mflwHOUSE

by LARRY EVANS.

la

ewer,

iQuey^^ —

^^euc/j

•

ANA

VIOLA

Ulola^UCLUCLS youth, beauty, and£SSS& great populapity With all classes
of picture^ goers ma\es her a surefipe box-office attraction. Hep name, coupled
With the famous 'Broadway stage successes she is screening will insupe pacfa
ed houses. Her first supep feature is
PLEASE

GET

MARRIED

cA sparkling BpoadWay comedy success in Which she is at her fetching best.
Jts another JVLovosco hit hy
JAMUiSf

CUIJL&N

and IJ$WI$

ALl&N

c/fc? sensational Cohan and Karris fantasy THE WILLOW

TREE

BROWNE}
will be*Wr next.

4

MAY

ALLISON

eZeifaftow, to se\>en fcilBII ^egl deluxe features has caused great
rejoicing among Cxhihitors because hep name is a mighty drawing card wh^reVer pictures ave shown. She celebrated Broadway stage successes selected Jor her are Worthy
of her rare talents, dhejirst one lOill he
FAIR

AND

WARMER

the famous SefoOyn stage comedu of temperament and temperature. Which
swept two continents With a hurricane of laughter Jft is hy
AVEJRY
HOPWOOD
%is hr>eezypla$ will he followed

Frederic & fanny Hattons THE WALJ&Offl$ another Morosco lO-strik?
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WILL BUILD BIG BUFFALO HOUSE
Magnate Is Arranging for the Erection of a
Theatre Seating Four Thousand Five Hundred
IN a special wire from the home of local
Famous Players-Lasky
branch,at has
been appointed
assistant manager
the
*■ Marcus ceiveLoew,
Far Rockaway,
National office. Mr. Siegel was
d in Buffalo,in Saturday,
August re-9, First
formerly associated with C. A. Taylor,
the theatrical
magnate
confirmed
the
rewhen
the
latter
was
manager
of
the
Bufport that he intended to enter Buffalo on
falo Metro office.
his theatrical map. He said that he is
making arrangements for a new theatre,
Wilkinson Opens Realart Office.
and theeral months
negotiations
been startedin sevThe local Realart office was formally
ago by had
his associates
the opened
Friday,
August received
8, when local
Manager
company known as Marcus Loew. Ltd.. of Henry E.
Wilkinson
exToronto. Mr. Loew said that the comh
i
b
i
t
o
r
s
a
t
221
Franklin
street.
The
pany would build a theatre with a seat- was beautifully decorated with flowers office
and
ingturescapacity
of
4,500
for
both
motion
picferns,
many
attractive
floral
offerings
beOwinglaborto he
the could
high
ing received from friends in local film
prices forand vaudeville.
materials and
circles. Sunday evening, August 10, Mr.
not
say
what
the
total
expense
would
amount to, but believed that it would be Wilkinson left for New York for a week's
one of the most costly theatres of its kind
Sunday Shows at Academy.
in this end of the state. It is interesting
It is reported that when the new
to note that the seating capacity is 1,000 Academy
Theatre opens under the new
more
than
that
planned
for
Shea's
new
management
Metropolitan now being built.
film shows putthere
on bywillthe beold special
owners Sunday
of the
Michael Is Victoria Manager.
theatre.
This,
it
is
said,
is
made
Walter Hayes, representing the Mitchel by an arrangement entered into possible
at the
H. Mark estate, has appointed J. H. time
of
sale.
The
Academy
Sunday
screen
Michael, former manager of the Academy shows have been very popular for the past
Theatre,
of streets,
the big theVictoria,
years.
West
Ferrymanager
and Grant
house several Bockhurst
"Shoots" Knights.
being built by the late Mitchel H. Mark.
John A. Bockhurst, International Film
Mr. Michael has for the past several years Service
cameraman, was in Buffalo to obguidedatre,the
policies
of
the
Academy
Thetain the screen views of the Knights of
which was recently sold to Levy and Columbus
peace convention. He got some
Herk,
a burlesquein excellent views
house. ofMr.Chicago,
Michaelforisusealsoas interested
of Admiral Benson, Secrethe
Regent
Theatre
at
Main
and
Utica
tary
of
War
Baker, Assistant Secretary
streets,
which
he
will
continue
to
direct.
Mr. Michael succeeds Bruce Fowler at the
Victoria. Mr. Fowler took the place made
vacant agerwhen
L. Hyman,
now inman-St.
of thetheEdward
Fox
Liberty
Theatre
Louis, left
Victoria
to become
director
of the Liberty
Theatre
Camps,
Division.
Mr. Michael
will enter
uponFilm
his
new duties Monday, August 18.
Warsaw Theatre Under Xevr Conditions.
The arrangement
which a committee representing under
the guarantors
has
been operating
thetheFarman
Theatreyearsat
Warsaw,
N.
T.,
for
past
several
has been terminated. As a result
of heavy
taxes, war time conditions, cost of fuel
and other
mittee has operating
found itselfexpenses
with a the
deficitcom-of
$300.tors Instead
of
asking
the
fifty
guaranto pay the has$6 decided
each to tosettle
the committee
makethea debt
new
lease in their own names. Those who
have signed the new document are C. H.
Greff,
Fred A.J. Rice,
C. A. Van
Fred
Sparrow
and Arsdale,
LevisomeA.
Cass. Norris,
The new W.
lessees
contemplate
changes in the management of the house.
Better and bigger pictures will be booked
and a permanent orchestra obtained.
Saunders Goes to Gotham.
C. P. Saunders, former manager of the
Film Clearing House in the Palace Theatre pointed
Building,managerMainof the
street,
apNewhasYorkbeenoffice,
and
has
entered
upon
his
new
duties
there.
He is succeeded in Buffalo by William
Ruth Stonehouse.
Finckeisen.
Whose
attractive
the role
Siegel at First National.
of leading
womanpersonality
with Hale fills
Hamilton
Otto C. Siegel, former salesman for the
in his Metro, "The Four-Flusher."

Franklin D. Roosevelt and other distinguished visitors, had the film printed
in Buffalo, and was all ready to show them
to the Knights in the Hotel Statler, when
heof was
because
hotelinformed
workersthat the
unionof the'strike
operators
wouldwere
not notb.> shown,
permittedbut totheoperate.
The
films
country
will
see them soon.
Children's Hatlnees Popular.
Manager
"Eddie"is Wineberg,
of thesuccess
Elmwood
Theatre,
having great
with hiskiddie
children's
matinees district
on Saturday.
Every
in the Elmwood
looks
forward to these special film shows, for
which Mr. Wineberg arranges with great
care.
Baltimore News Letter
Miss Presstman Vim a Censor.
NEWS
of the appointment
Miss
Marie
as the ofwoman
memberH. ofPresstman,
the Maryland
Censor
Board, hashibitors ajust
been
received
by
the
exnd film men of Baltimore. Miss
Presstman, who has been acting as clerk
to the Censor
Board, succeeds
guerite E. Harrison,
who hasMrs.beenMar-in
Europe forsentative of The
eightSunmonths
as the Sun,
repre-of
and Evening
Baltimore. Mrs. Harrison went to Europe
when
Wilson made and
his first
trip
to thePresident
Peace Conference
obtained
leave of absence from the state officials
without pay. Miss Presstman has been
appointed
for aappointed
two-year toterm.
No one
has yet been
succeed
Presstman
as clerk to the
Board. Miss
The
other members of the Board are C. T. I.
Gould, Republican, and Charles E. Harper,
Democrat.
Goodman Takes Over Patterson.
The Patterson Theatre, 1202 Laurens
street, a colored moving picture theatre,
has been taken over by Julius Goodman,
managerin ofHampden.
the Ideal The
Theatre
and Airdome
property
and
building in which the theatre is located
was
sold
to
a
company
which
Mr.
Goodman
represents for $14,800.
The seating capacity will be increased
and
playhouse costthoroughly
at an the
approximate
of $3,500.renovated
Herman
Weinberg
act attend
as houseto manager
and
Mr.
Goodmanwill will
the booking.
Personals of Baltimore.
J. C. Cahill, manager of the Opera
House
recently. at Centreville, visited Baltimore
M. Courtney in"Plain"
Jenkins,
representative
Baltimore,
has World
come
back to this city after having spent three
weeks at Ocean City on a vacation.
Jacob Theatre
W. Hook,Company,
vice-president
theCol.Parkway
is now atof
the Marlborough-Blenheim, Atlantic City,
on Alterations
a vacation. are to be made soon in the
Wilson Theatre. 418 East Baltimore street,
of O.which
Guy L. Wonders
is the manager.
who formerly
acted as
WorldA.filmKinman,
representative
in Washington,
has joined the Vitagraph forces and is
covering
the Maryland
territory, exceptthe Washington
office.
L. ingN. Baltimore,
Insley, from
of Bethel,
Del., is reported
as contemplating
opening
a
moving
ture theatre in Baltimore. Mr. Insley ispic-at
present operating the Casino at Ocean
City.
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inpulled
the death
grip
of
the
and
when drowned.
only drowning
a few feetlad from
AND NOW IT IS UP TO TWENTY -FIVE
shore. down
Both were
Tovio Laurikanen, who was sixteen
The Same Being the Present Number of Theatres
years old,tives. Hislived
in Minneapolis
mother
and father with
residerela-in
in Minneapolis and St. Paul Controlled by R & F
Michigan, where the body was sent for
but aselected.
name for the the- burial.
IH. RUBEN and M. L. Finkelstein have Hammatre hasBuilding,
Former New Garriek Manager Back.
not yet been
just concluded several deals through
Exhibitor Makes Hit with Kids.
Sergeant Lowell V. Calvert, formerly
*
which
they
hope
to
meet
the
needs
ofactivities
Minneapolis
and
St.
Paul.
Their
latest
manager
of the Minneapolis New Garriek
John Bergstrom, Jr., owner and man- under Ruben
include:
and Finkelstein, has reager of Minneapolis Nicollet Theatre, made
Taking
over
of
the
leases
of
both
Shut
u
r
n
e
d
t
o Minneapolis
fourwith the the"kids"
ofof his
the playhouse
neighborbert
in Minneapolis and St. Paul a big hoodhitby donating
teen months
overseas inafter
the serving
army. While
use
from theatres
D. N. Scott.
in France
Sergeant
Calvert
had
supervito their
cause,
the
raising
of
money
for
Purchase of the Como moving picture their
movingthe picture
entertainments.
Loring Park Circus fund.
theatre, University avenue, St. Paul, from
He willsioninofrejoin
fund Park
enablesneighborhood
the poor children
Angus
Cameron.
the Twin Ruben
Cities. and Finkelstein
theThisLoring
to takeof forcesAnother
Decision
to resume showing of moving trips
Film Soldier Returns.
to the country and to picnics.
pictures
Minneapolis
Unique,company
which
Proceeds from the showing of MarguerJ.afterLund
has returned
Minnehas been atthethe home
of a stock
ite Clark in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage withArthur
apolis
serving
oneService.
year tooverseas
for a year.
the
Field
Remount
He
was
a
one-reel
Harold
Lloyd
comPlan jetostic, a moving
convert picture
the St. theatre,
Paul NewintoMa-a Patch"edy at and
the Nicollet were turned over to formerly a camera man for the Lochren
the fund by Mr. Bergstrom.
Film Corporation and was at one time conburlesque house.
Children
Give
Solos.
nected with the Friedman Film CorporaRubenat and
Finkelsteinandplan
showtion of Minneapolis.
The regular show was augmented with
stock
the Shuberts,
A. showman,
G.to BainJohnston Hands Out Cigars.
special numbers, which included a violin
bridge,
well-known
Twin
City
has been selected to organize and have duet dand
violin solos given by chilJohn Leroy
artist
and adverren of thetwoneighborhood.
-charge
the companies.
managerJohnston,
for Ruben
and Finkelstein
were sold for fifteen cents each, in the tising
These oflatest
acquisitions give Ruben & andTickets
Twin
Cities,
is handing
out the
the house was packed with both cigars these
Finkelstein
control
of
twenty-five
theatres
days,
for
he
is
the proud
and grownups.
in Minneapolis and St. Paul. G. N. Briggs youngsters Realart
father of a seven and one-half pound boy,
Office Moves.
and J.lingL.advertising
Johnston,and who
have
been
handborn theSaturday,
August
Mrs. Johnston
publicity
R. & ofF.
and
infant are
both 2.reported
getting
of the Realinthe Minneapolis
havefortheatres.
charge
along well. The first present received by
artTheFilmMinneapolis
Corporationexchange
has removed
from John
same work alone,
for the now
St. Paul
Leroy Johnston, Jr., was a check for
the Filmduce Exchange
Building
to
801
ProHarry L.exchange,
Hollander,is $25 given by I. H. Ruben.
Unique Goes Back to Pictures.
manager ofExchange.
the Minneapolis
Jack Martin Quits League.
The comeMinneapolis
UniqueAugust
will -28,
againwhen
be- pleased
with his new quarters.
Jack Martin, former manager of the
a picture house
Universal
Employe
Drowns.
of a Race."
controlled
Lyndale Theatre,
resigned Protective
as viceTovio Laurikanen, employed in the pos- president
of the has
Theatrical
bv"TheJohnBirthR. Elliott
in thefeature
Minneapolis
terterversal
department
ofdrowned
the Minneapolis
Uni-27, League.centlyThe
Lyndale
Theatre
was
r
i
t
o
r
y
,
w
i
l
open
for
a
ten-day
run,
followexchange,
Sunday,
July
purchased
from
Henry
J.
Hoy re-by
ing an advertising campaign of two weeks.
a vain attempt to save the life of his Ruben and Finkelstein.
The St. Paul New Majestic will on Au- intwelve-year-old
cousin.
Huesman Joins Vitagraph.
gust 24 becomeandtheheadquarters
new Gaiety, the home
The totwobathe.
boys The
wentcousin,
together
to Cedar
burlesque
Art Huesman, formerly manager of the
who could
not Minneapolis
onof the
American Burlesque Wheel.for shows Lake
exchange of the General Film
swim,
got
beyond
his
depth.
The
young
The New Majestic terminated its career
employe struggled desperately Company,
has
joinedasVitagraph
is covas a picture house at the end of last week. Universal
ering
Minneapolis
city salesandmanager.
to
save
him,
but
was
seized
by
the
throat
Amusement Basement a Feature.
An amusement basement occupying
Seattle News Letter
practically the entire floor space of the
Among Those Present Were.
building
be a feature
best theatre andwill
business
block inofthethe northwest
to be constructed on the Mannheimer site,
of film comtives
the representa
AMONG
and allied
industries
Sixth,
Seventh and
St. PeterHamm,
streets,
St.
towhobe
San Francisco
came uppaniesfrom
Paul,
according
to
William
owner
were
convention
Northwest
the
at
present
of the site.
manager
district
Wobber,
Herman
Revised plans have just been completed
asky ; Newton E. Levi,of
Players-L
Famous
calling
outlay ofalone.
more than $1,250,division manager for Exhibitors Mutual;
000 for forthe anbuilding
ng the ControllM. E. Fimmem,
The general contract will be awarded
Myrson,
A. Franklyn
Company;representi
ograph
within
30
days,
after
which
construction
I. H.
China";
in
Life
"Reel
handling
will be launched immediately. The work
in, representing the andWestern
Lichenste
of partially structrazing
the present
is planning to eswhoSeattle.
Poster Company,
ure to conform
with thesteelplanssuperfor
n
a
h
s
i
l
b
a
in
office
t
theRuben
theatre& Finkelstein,
building is already
way.
Herman Hertz came up from Los
who are under
associated
Angeles,
and ofPatthe Dowling
publicity
with Mr. Hamm in the project, will have
department
Christie ofFilmthe Company,
charge of the theatre. They expect the
accompanied
Fay
Tincher.
Dean
Colbuilding
to
be
completed
by
May
1,
1920.
lins, manager of the publicity and service
The structure will be 90x100 feet, six
departments
of
the
Universal
for
the
stories above ground and two basements.
Northwest, came up from Portland.
T. C. Mattox Seriously III.
Exterior ot Terra Cotta.
T. C. Mattox, veteran film man, who reThe eledamusement
basement
will be mod-in
along theIt lines
of a similar
cently handled
showNational
of "Thein Unpardonable Sina" forroad
the
Milwaukee.
will have
a large one
dance
Pacific
Northwest,
isFirst
seriously
ill at the
floor, cafe, cafeteria, a billiard room with
Providence
Hospital
in
Seattle.
Little
fifty tables, and other amusements. The
hope is entertained for his recovery.
basement,
will bea barber
withoutshop.
parti-A
Pat Dowling Recovers from Appendicitis.
tions, will which
also include
grand
stairway
leading
from
Seventh
Pat came
Dowling,
publicity
man for with
Christie,
street will be the means of entrance.
who
up tostricken
the convention
Fay
The exterior of the building will be
Tincher,
was
with appendicitis
constructed
of
a
soft-toned
terra
cotta,
while
here
and
was
operated
on.
He
is
Mr. Hamm having ordered a change in the
recovering
original
plans from brick at an added cost
will be out rapidly
before atthisa local
gets hospital
into print.and
of Mr.$35,000.
Victor Kremer Visits Seattle.
Hamm leased the site on which the
Sober for a Drinking Scene.
Victor Kremer, of the Kremer Film
old
Paul Cathedral
stoodforfrom99 MayTooAllison,
Director
Henry
Otto
and
Euthe St.Catholic
diocese formerly
of St. Paul
Company
of New
and California,
gene Pallette going over the famous
spent several
days York
in Seattle
recently,
years at an annual rental of $30,000.
"cocktail scene" from "Fair and
during which time he closed a contract
The theatre, which will be on the SevWarmer,"
May's
first
under
with
the
Greater
Films
Company
for
handenth
street
side,
will
have
a
seating
capacMetro's "fewer
banner.and better"
2,200structure
people. will be known as the
lnig
film, including
the
Shorty a series
Hamiltonof hisFeatures,
some with
Theity fornew
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DENVER BARS ADVERTISING ON SCREEN
Exhibitors Will Show Only Announcements of
Civic Interest and Those of Coining Pictures
eleven months
DENVER
exhibitors
eliminated
tionary Forces. with the American Expedithe
advertisinghave
plan.
Inexcept
the
futurescreen
no advertising
matter
Ellison
Gets Out House Organ.
that pertaining to future pictures will be
The Ellison
MovietteThehasnewmadeleaflet,
its ap-to
flashed upon
the performance.
screen prior toThethe only
bep
e
a
r
a
n
c
e
i
n
Denver.
gin ing of each
be
distributed
weekly
at the Rialto
and
slides,
besides
coming
attractions,
now
Princess
theatres
by
Manager
Homer
Elexhibited are those appealing to employers
lison,
contains
notices
of
coming
attracto
hire
returned
soldiers
and
warnings
tvoted itoonmovie
s. In laterstars.
issues space will be defrom the U. S. Forestry Service to tourists
to guard against starting fires in ColoBen Cohen Returns to Select.
rado's mountain parks.
Ben Cohen is back in a Denver exchange
Cheyenne Admission Rise.
been" engaged
as manager
Word has reached Denver that in the again,
by the having
Select corporation
to succeed
O. J.
future twenty-five cents will be the price Woody. Cohen was formerly with the
of admision
to
all
Cheyenne
moving
picSelect
and
later
went
to
the
film
clearing
house.
ture houses. This will include the war
tax.
of the
Personal Items.
Amuse;Managers
Manager Ray
Todd,andof Nye,
the Princess
Joe Goodstein, exchange manager of the
and Lyric; and Manager Bradley, of the local
offices
of
the Arrow Photoplay ComAtlas, are now charging the new rate.
York City.
pany, is back after a busines trip to New
Picture Men Back on the Job.
Braly, former Vitagraph manager
A wave of illness which swept through in H.LosW. Angeles,
Denver last
Wanda Hawley.
thewasFilmin Clearing
House.week
Denver'sthose
moviewhofamily
has
subsided,
and in interest ofOnt-of-Tonn
With Robert Warwick in his Artcraft, among
have
returned
to
their
\otes.
"Told in the Hills."
offices are Homer S. Ellison, manager of
the Rialto
andforPrincess
William
The Lyric Theatre, at Loveland, ColoSeib,
booker
the Pathetheatres;
exchange;
Crane
Wilbur,Greater
and one
featuring
Georgere- Herbert
temporarily been closed pending
Krause.
assistant
manager
at and
the interiorrado, hasrepairs.
Lie Guerre.
Features
has also
cently
purchased
the
Northwest
rights
local
Famous
Players-Lasky
exchange.
During
the showing of the film "The
for Gaumont
Life andTheatre
immedi-in
Ghost
of Slumber
Mountain,"
at the Rex,
Iris Is Renovated.
ately booked itPictorial
to the Clemmer
in Trindad,
Colo.,
the
management
t
i
s
e
d
a
reward
of $1,000
to any personadverwho
Seattle. The Clemmer now is showing the
Extensive
exterior
renovations
have
first run
in Seattle
of all Features.
the short sub- been completed at the Iris Theatre. The had
everin the
"seenmythical
any ofpicture.
the live animals"
jects handled
by Greater
location of the ticket office has been shown
At the close
a regular
changed,
the entrance
exit aisles
Bridal Couple Among Delegates.
ce on a ofrecent
night, pictures
Managerper-C.
been rearranged
and and
the house
has have
been Runyon, offormanthe
Stars did not receive all the attention repainted.
Star
Theatre,
Holly,
Coloon theto Bremerton.
trip of the There
convention
delegates
rado, gavea anwoodexhibition
producing
Swanson Buys Out Nolan.
over
was a real
bride
music from
saw and of
bicycle
pump.
and groom,
a
youthful
pair
in
whom
evthreatens to patent his rural muW. H. Swanson, owner of the Swanson Runyonsical devices.
eryone displayed a keen interest. They Moving
Pictures
Company,
were L. T. Ruffner and his wife, who was now
exclusive
ownerTheatres
of the First
Nationalis Manager Novotny, of the Gem Theatre,
formerly
Miss
Nellie
Adamson
of
EdmonExhibitors Circuit franchise for Colorado, on.
Durango,
as installed
an orchestra,
ton, Alberta.
spite the 11 let
that the summer
season de-is
Wyoming,recently
Utah and
Mr.
Swanson
boughtNewout Mexico.
the interest
Exchange Personals.
B. R. Keller was called in from the road ofchise.H. T. Nolan, of this city, in the franReviews in Moving Picture World are
become office.
assistant manager
Mort Cohn Is Back.
ofthistheweek
Seattleto Select
written fro n the screen— not press books.
Hugh Rennie, Seattle manager for SeMort
Cohn,
former
booker
for
the
Paramount exchanges, and brother to Milt
land. lect, recently spent three days in Port- Cohn, manager
of the Denver exchange
ofis the
Famous
B.
W.
Copeland,
for
the
past
six
months
back from Players-Lasky
France where Corporation,
he served
Seattle representative for the American
Film Company, is leaving for Spokane to
Thirteen,"
a
serial.
Practically
the ofwhole
take
charge
of
that
territory
for
Hodkinson.
town participated
indramatic
the making
this
Now
several
features
are
George P. Endert, Seattle manager of serial.
to
be
made.
Famous
Players-Lasky,
is
confined
at
home with a slight case of small pox.
Adrian Opera House to Reopen.
J. A. Kraker, Mutual salesman out of Bob Cood. who recently leased the Opera
Seattle,land has
been
transferred
to
the
PortHouse
Adrian, the
with theatre
his associate
exand toL. salesman.
M. Walton, booker,
pectsinto reopen
with high
has been territory,
advanced
class
pictures
about
Sept.
15.
It
will
take
The two brothers, N. F. Haas and J. A. about $10,000 to put the house in first class
Haas, theatre managers in Seattle, have condition.
left for a visit to their family in New
Short Notes.
York.
M. Simons, of the New Family
service N.in F.the wasarmy.recently released from andElwyn
Garden theatres, Adrian, says that
plans
are practically
allwhich
completed
for his
new theatre,
work ondays.
will probably
Detroit News Letter
start
within ninety
Fox Takes Over Washington Theatre.
The Strand Features, Detroit, have
the Michigan rights to all film
WLLIAM FOX
takesDetroit,
over thetheWashington Theatre,
first oftakenthe over
-Capital
FilmwithCo.,Al which
includes
week
in
September,
he
having
leased
the
new
releases
Jennings
and
the house for five years. The theatre for Neal Hart.
the
past
five
years
has
been
under
the
The
Fuller
Thtatre,
under
the
managemanagement of John H. Kunsky. Mr.
of Lew Barnes and associates, will
Fox has not yet announced his manager, reopenment early
in September
pictures
road attractions.
Will with
Marshall,
for
policy,
he is specials.
certain to show- and
there alletc.,of although
the big Fox
twelve
years
with
the
Butterfield
Circuit,
Howell Is Excited.
is to manage for Mr. Barnes.
Mildred Reardon.
W. S. Butterfield
for
Howell, Mich., is all excited these days
theatre in has
Flint,broken
Mich.,ground
that will
over the fact that motion pictures are be- hisseatnew1,700.
DeMille's Artcraft, "Mai
ing made there. The first was "Mysterious
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MONTREAL HOUSES MUST STOP CROWDING
Exhibitors Are Notified to Supply a Seat
for Each Patron and to Keep Aisles Clear
during the general strike of six
MONTREAL
picture
theatres Manitoba
weeks last
spring.shipments
Rural exhibitors
have summer
been moving
doing
big business
to secure
of reels were
from
this
that asuch
number
of them unable
are in danger of losing their city licenses the Winnipeg exchanges, so they decided
to
"swap"
pictures.
This
swapping
process
unless
their
managers
prevent
overcrowdbecame so entangled that a number of
ing.
releases disappeared completely. On a
Having
received ofcomplaints
that were
the couple
of occasions
the
aisles
and passages
local theatres
film
wandered
home, recently
but the some
senderof was
being crowded
with
standees,
the
Adminisunknown.
trative
Commission
directed
Joseph
GauA
feature
of
the
situation
was
that
the
vreau, chief inspector of public buildings, outside exhibitors who swapped the reto enforce the municipal by-law which
did not remember to pay any rental
prohibits
the congestion of public amuse- fees toleasesthe
exchanges owning the reels.
ment houses.
exchanges
therefore,
Notices have also been sent to the The
bit themselves.
of bookinghave,
revenue,
as welllostasquite
the
owners of the theatres that they must afilms
supply
a
seat
for
each
patron
admitted
Returned Soldiers Must Pay.
and that temporary seats in the aisles are
not
permissible.
Announcement
was madeby
Returned soldiers are no longer enthat
after Monday,
11, offences
titled to admission toQuebec,
moving without
picture thethe exhibitors
wouldAugust
be punished
with a
the
fine of |40 and costs or two months in paymentatres of Montreal,
of the special admission tax
which
is
imposed
on
admission
tickets by
jail
for
the
first
violation
and
a'cancella-tion
of
theatre
license
for
a
second
violathe city. The city neglected to make
tion.
official announcement regarding the
Receives Thanks of Citizens.
change in the regulations,
result
confusionwithhas theresulted.
Manager Frank Warnicker, of the thatOne considerable
of the new regulations requires the
Regent
Theatre,
Montreal,
conducted
a
novel stunt recently that resulted in a ticket-taker to tear the tax ticket in
one section
in thetochopbig jump in attendance for a week. halves,per anddepositing
giving the
other half
the
Warnicker
the annual arranged
field dayforofthethe"shooting"
Strathconaof patron
as
a
"receipt."
This
system
has
aroused the ire of the exhibitors
because
Academy
and
the
public
schools
of
Outreit causes
muchplandelay
at the entrance.
mont, a suburb of the city. Views were Under
the old
the ticketman
merely
also titaken
of the lawn
associaon of the centre.
These bowling
were made
into dropped the whole tax ticket into the
chopper.
aas single-reel
special
which
was
presented
an added feature at the theatre. The
Three Veterans with Pathe.
picture drew surprisingly well, and, in
N. W. Davidson, formerly Vancouver
addition,
the
citizens
of
Outremont
held
branch port,manager
the Specialty
Imawasmeeting,
when a which
resolution
of thanks
Limited, ofof Montreal,
has Film
returned
a request
to Canada
afteris now
serving
with tothethe Royal
made passed
to haveanda atspecial
showing
of was
the Air
Force.
He
attached
head
featurette
after the reopen- office of the company at Montreal.
the immediately
schools
in September.
Nelson Potter, who served with the
Theing ofreel
was
prepared
with the help of heavy
the Canadian
the Specialty
Import,
Limited, Mon- France artillery
for two ofyears,
has also Forces
returned,in
treal, CanadianFilmPathe
distributors.
and istionnow
engaged
with
work
in
Trying to Trace Lost Films.
with the release of the PatheconnecNews
in Canada.
areWinnipeg,
still tryingManitoba,
to trace exchange
a numbermanagers
of films
Frank Sutton, another new employe of
which wandered around the province of the Specialty Film Import, is also a

It's a 241-Year-Old Orchestra, but It Puts the Jazz in Jazzebel.
The Henry
jazz "babies"
Feet Four" get their instructions from Director
King. for
The American's
harmonica "Six
wizard
guitar iskid74,88.the violinist virtuoso 84, and the
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veteran of the war. He is in charge of the
advertising department of the Montreal
headquarters.
Paper Wants Picture Opinions.
The moving picture editor of the Winnipegment "Telegram"
created
for moving haspicture
fans.a new
It hasdepartbeen
decidedatre patrons
to publish
the "criticisms"
of theregarding
current attractions
under
heading Criticisms
of "Whataredidto yoube
honestlythe
limited
to think?"
one hundred
words,thatif they
possible,
and announcement
is made
will
be
publishedNames
in the
order that they
received.
of contributors
will are
not
be published unless desired. The criticisms
will
appear
in
the
regular
Saturday
(.ditions.
|
Montreal Men Change Places.
A. Gorman, formerly of the General Film
Company,
has been branch
appointedof the
manager
the new Montreal
Exhibi-of
tors' Distributing Corporation, of Toronto.
H. Hooper,
with has
the Exhibitors'
Distributing Corporation,
left the employ
of the
company. W. A. Sault, former Montreal
managerciated ofwith the
the Montreal
Mutual, has
become
office of the assonew
General Film Company in Canada.
Announcement is made that the Exhibitors' Distributing Corporation
will
start trealreleasing
pictures in Monon August Mutual
25.
Not Restricted to Stockholders.
The
Exhibitors'the Exchange
Company,Canadian
exchangeLimited,
controlled byToronto,
the Moving new
Picture
Exhibitors'
Protective that
Association,
of On-of
tario, has announced
the releases
the company will not be restricted to the
use of association members. The stockholders of the company will have first
preference in the matter of runs, however.
The
company's
are located
temporarily
in theheadquarters
club quarters
of the
Ontario
suitable
offices willassociation,
be securedbutin more
the fall.
The
present
Toronto. address is 143 Yonge street,
Special Price for Soldiers.
arrangingTheatre,
a new Lethoridge,
policy for prices
theIn Empress
Alberta,at
the
management
has
decided
to
admit
returned soldiers with adult relatives allat
reduced
Soldiers
or exj-warriors
wearing mittedprices.
thefor 25overseas
button
adcents, and
the wrll
same beprice
will prevail for relatives, with 10 cents
for children.
the gen-10
eral public isThe35 admission
cents and forchildren
cents. For all matinees during the summerrenvacation
the admission
chilis 5 cents.
Programs price
are for
changed
twice dweekly.
Stephenson Goes to Regal.
Charles Stephenson, Western general
manager
the Exhibitors'
Corporation,of with
headquartersDistributing
at Winnipeg,agerhasfor been
made
Western
general
manRegal
Films,
Limited.
son had only been in the CanadianStephenWest
for a few weeks when he changed his position.Manuel Brown, formerly with the Exhibitors' Distributing Corporation
Stephenson inas Torthe
tory. onto, hasin succeeded
manager
charge of the Western terriOttawa Valley Company Expands.
The Ottawa Valley Amusement Company
is creating
quitein a eastern
string ofandmoving
picture theatres
northern
Ontario. chaseAnd in Pembroke,
important Ontario,
site has been
purwhere a
theatre next
to seatJanuary.
1,200 people
be erected
before
The will
company
will
also build new theatres at Arnprior and
Almonte.
Will Pay New Music Scales.
Toronto exhibitors agreed without a
struggle
argumentfor toa new
the demands
the local ormusicians
wage scaleof
to startof ontheSeptember
1. Theforminimum
wage
new
schedule
picture theatres is $36 a week. moving
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NORTHWEST
CIRCUIT
HOLDS MEETING
More Than Thirty Exhibitors Attend Spokane
Convention
Discuss
Objects
theAssociation's
executive
of the Boy Scouts
m ORE than
thirty motionandpicture
ex- and
the chambercouncil
of commerce.
1VJ. Empire
hibitors met
from intheSpokane
town ofAugust
the Inland
6 to direction
The picture
will
be
produced
the
of Al G. Trada, studio under
manager
learn cuitabout
Northwest
Exhibitors'
and to the
secure
membership
in it. Cir- for the Alexander Company. Mr. Trada
The meeting was in charge of James Q. produced several similar films for a Toledo
Clemmer, sofociation, aSeattle,
the as- firm a short time before coming to Spond a brotherpresident
of H. S.ofClemmer,
kane. "Movie t'astle" Swept Clean.
of H.Spokane.
As the crowning climax of a series of
Wright,
Seattle, general
managerB.of the
circuit,of explained
the purpose
petty robberies
committed
at thenear"movie"
of the association and occupied the morn- castle"
eminence
Wright,an Spokane,
owned Fortby
ingsionands of theafternoon
sessions with discus- George capping
film industry.
the
Titan
Motion
Picture
Company,
van-of
The circuit comprises the states of
dals
have
swept
the
chateau
cleanmade
Washington, Idaho, Montana and Oregon all valuables, according to reports
and it is the object of the circuit to bring to the sheriff's office by J. Don Alexander,
into tion
membership
exhibitor of mo- president of the Titan Company, which
pictures in theevery
district.
planned Stole
to produce
there.
Plate pictures
Glass Intact.
Among
the
theatre
men
present
I. E. ton,Edmonson,
O. W. wenNew-B.
Thieves have chopped through the walls,
Hillyard; J. E.Grangeville;
Hurley, Davenport:
rippeddooroutknobs,
electrictornlighting
fixtures, fixtures
broken
S.H. Bingham,
Tekoa; J. S. Nelson,
Colfax;
out plumbing
S. Klinger,
Browm, off
and
removed every
saleable
article Plate
from
Waterville;
H. L.Connell;
Wright, N.FortP. Lapwai;
the
structure
to
be
sold
as
junk.
H.
S. Graham,
Winchester;
A. H. Walter
Hilton, glass windows have been removed in their
Lewiston;
C.
P.
Scates,
Oroville;
entirety away.
and many of the heavy doors
A Set of Champions.
Wenatchee; Mrs. S. A. Klinger, carried
Douglas Fairbanks, Charlie Chaplin and Kastner,
Connell;
J.Charles
Reynolds,Storch,
Pasco;Republic;
F. P. Egan,
The structure was originally erected as
Ritzville;
Mr.
Jack atDempsey
pyramid
their
bets
•
the home of a mining operator in the
the Fairbanks studios.
Ratke, Mansfield; Fulton Cook, St. Maries; constructed.
Coeur d'Alenes and was expensively
E.Kettle
J. Wurman,
Alena Asotin;
M. Weegelt,
Falls; G.Sprague;
J. Rogers,
G. J. Washington Tickets Paid $1,000,000 Tax.
Loomis, Rosalia; J. C. Brown, Keller;
The ten per cent, tax on motion picture
Hays McSpence, Marcus.
Kansas City News Letter
admissions
broughtfrom$1,000,000
to theduring
Federal Government
Washington
St. Joseph Will Have Xew House.
Hippodrome
Goes
to
Vaudeville.
the
first six months of this year.
SAINT
JOSEPH,
MISSOURI,
is
to
have
a
last year paid
up to into
June the
30 thenational
state
The HippodromeJulymotion
new
theatre,
a seating
Washington
30, to picture
reopen theatre
August of "This
of about
3,000,witherected
at thecapacity
corner closed its doorsrenovation
and
remodeling
of Sixth and Charles streets. The build- as30, afollowing
coffers
$30,000,000
from
taxes
of
all
kinds,"
said J. leM.ctor of the
Moore,
Tacoma,
field department
deputy colvaudeville house.
ing, which will be a combination picture
internal
revenue
Clemmer
Lambach,
con- for Washington
and vaudeville house, will be a fireproof,
and Alaska.
ducted the &theatre
as a who
motionhavepicture
brick
and
steel
building,
four
stories
high.
$1,000,000 alone came from the
house,
their Crews,
lease andof aWalla
new ten"Ofperthis.
Nate Block is the builder.
cent, tax on moving picture admisone in relinquished
favor of Doc.
Fire Damagres Film Storage House.
was made out. Vaudeville will be
The losses in the recent fire in the mov- Walla,
Copeland
With Hodkinson.
ing picture storage house at Seventeenth staged at the remodeled theatre.
M. Copeland,
owner August
of the
RexB. Theatre,
returnedformer
to Spokane
street and Highland avenue, operated by
Boy
Scouts
to
Be
Filmed.
4sions."
and will make it headquarters for the
the firm
of King Theand damage
Goldman,to are
CampkaneDee-Light,
in
Idaho,
and
the
SpoW.
H.
Hodkinson
Productions,
feature
ated at $7,500.
the estimbuildfilms.
spending the summer
ing was $4,000.
$3,500 and the damage on the there, areBoy toScouts
becomeWorknational
contents,
in
the
film
world.
has beencharacters
started
Crawford Leases Topeka House.
on
a
1,000-foot
film
showing
the Boy
and
I*. M. Crawford has leased the Grand Scouts at their summer encampment
Theatre, of Topeka, Kansas, to A. D. will be used as a propaganda picture in
Birch and J. C. McCaffery. Mr. McCaffery the interests of the national organization
will be the active manager. Mr. Crawford of Boy Scouts. The movement for securthe picture isprominent
being backed
financially
is disposing of his theatrical interests, and by aingnumber
recently sold his house at Lincoln, Ne- and has been ofsanctioned
bySpokane
the Ad people
Club,
braska, and one in El Paso, Texas.
Film Fire Causes Damage.
A film being shown in the Grand Theatre ond and Main streets, Fisher, Oaklahoma.
Miami, Oklahoma, caught fire in the pro- The house is being built by W. D. Winehooth, July
31. atTwo$300moving
pic- land, of Webb City, Misouri, and will be
turejectionmachines
valued
each were
by October 1.
badly damaged, and seven reels of motion completed
A new moving picture theatre was
picture
films,
valued
at
$200
each,
were
practically destroyed.
opened
in
Simpson. Kansas, August 26,
Strand Company Acquires Two Houses. under the management of W. L. Huffman.
The Orpheum Theatre, of Fredonia,
The Strand Amusement Company, an Kan.,
been leased for one year by
organization
in Kan-of H. J. has
Ally,andwhoremodeled
will havein time
the building
sas, has takenoperating
thetheatres
management
to open
the Princess
andoverGrand
theatres
in Au- repainted
20.
rora, Missouri, and placed them under August
A. F. Nixon has opened a motion picture
the direction of A. G. Hughes and Mrs.
Hughes. The new management is con- show in the Woodridge Theatre, Woodorchestra. sidering the installation of a pipe organ ridge,
The Missouri.
work on the store, which is being
Short Notes.
remodeled for the new theatre in PittsJosephchasedPeet,
of
Kansas
City,
has
purburg,
Kansas,
Novemthe Wilson and Weldon interests
housewillarewillbeW.becompleted
ial.1. TheTheowners
H.called
Daly,theA. ColonBesse,
in the Gem and Monita theatres in Olathe, and berBert
Kansas.
Klock.
C. H. Gilliam is buying supplies for his
The
Electric
Theatre,
of
Edina,
Missouri,
Prohibition Eva.
has
been ofsoldKirksville,
by H. G.Missouri.
Gillespie The
to F.newH. new theatre, the Happy Hour, in TishWarden,
imingo, Oklahoma, which is nearing com- Anita Stewart is frowned on by her diowner tooktemplates
possession
August
1
and
conrector, Marshallduring
Neilan,an an
antipletion.
remodeling the house.
prohibitionist,
interim
The Electric Theatre of Atwood, Kansas,
in the First
makingNational.
of her new
is being equipped with modern machinery.
contract
for theat $14,000Thetheatre
whichhasis been
to beleterected
Sec- E. W. Eggleston is the owner.
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IT COSTS SIX THOUSAND MORE TODAY
But the Advance Over Last Year's Prices Does
Not Deter Sam Gould from Improving His House
Theatre Company.
Mr. Kater
the Gould had somepolitanextensive
GOULD,
remodeling
done, has
and
SAMTheatre, East proprie
street,o£ Northside, the
Ohio tor
house
now
presents
a
far
more
Pittsburgh, let the contractngrecently
ful appearance,
both
inside7. and out.beautiThe
of his opening
enlargion Monday,
ing andstarted
for the andremodel
day
was
August
work was
house,
Universal Has Two Publicity Men.
improve
of the more
cost $6,000
total just
August ments4.will beThe$26,000,
thanHerman
Stern,
year.
the price would have been last
the
has Pittsburgh
established manager
in the localof
used ina officeUniversal,
willthebe Gould
storeroom
adjoining
The
a
Publicity
and
Advertising
Service
giving
house,
the 50 x 100 feet and a seating Department in charge of P. A. Mansfield
enlarging
floor space of650.
and
C. B.andFrost.
The willservices
of disMr.
continue
will
Business
of
Mansfield
Mr.
Frost
be
at
the
capacity
room
uninterruptedly while andthe itadjoining
p
o
s
a
l
o
f
all
exhibitors.
necesbe
will weeks
d about two
is beingsary to transforme
Good Projection Equipment.
in
only
close
the
partition Itbetween
theremoved.
when
The
projection room at the Famous
September
expected
is
be
will
rooms
two work will be completed about the first 1018
Players-Lasky
Corporation's
Forbes
street,
Pittsburgh,newhas home,
been
the
of October.
equipped
with
Power's and6B Cameragraphs
Excellite
Equipment
two Hallberg
Geiger Succeeds McKibbin.
four
in
one
Current
Regulators.
C. McGeiger willof succeed
MauriceKib in as manager
the. Film C.tClearing
Lebby With First National.
House.
* M.VLebby Exchange
has resignedandhishasposition
the theEd.Quality
been out of took
who has six
Mr. Geiger,
acceptedwitha
months,
past
the
for
game
film
similar
position
with
the
First
Monday,
reins
l
manageria
the
of
hold 4.
Exchange. He started in on his National
new job
August
Monday, August 4.
"Moe," as he is familiarly
known
to
an
for
Rutter
With
Goldwym.
the same territory
covered
his friends
Corporation
Players-Lasky
the Famous
E. Rutter,
representative.has andE. First
as special
National,formerly
is now ofin Paramount
charge of
forC.twoC. years
former manager,
McKibbin,
the
publicity
department
of the Goldwyn
New
at
office
home
the
to
promoted
been
Exchange,
Pittsburgh.
supervision
his
under
and will have House branch offices
York,
Dinsmore Buys Simplex.
the Film
to the Atlantic Coast.
BuffaloClearing
from
W. A. chasedDinsmore,
of Patton,
Pa., hasfor purtwo new Simplex
Projectors
one
Corapolis Star Changes Hands.
of
his
houses
there.
Craft
the ruling
manager, ofis the
Berger,Pittsburgh
Morris
Kelly
Is
Recovering.
Film Exchange,
T. P. gradually
Kelly, former
Paramount
n organized for the
corporatio
spirt in ofa buying
recovering
from a saleslong
and conducting a string illness,man, isand
is again up and around.
motion picture theatres.
ofpurpose
Personal
and
Business
Notes.
The first house
the
new
company
purCorapolis,
Theatre at This
LyricBaughman.
chased is the and
James B. Clark, Pittsburgh exhibitor,
from Kaszer
firm accompanied
by his wife, is spending a
also owned the Star Theatre in the same
vacation
inMisses
AtlanticGertrude
City. His
daughThe
closed.
been
has
house
the
but
town,
ters,
the
and twoMary,
are
Lyric is accordingly owners
the only took
house charge
in the spending the summer camping
in Canada.
new
The
town.
M. W. Wasson is the owner of a new
August
1
and
is
already
doing
a
good
business.
picture
opened inPa.the course
of a few theatre
weeks toat beDriftwood,
Feitler Takes Over American.
Charlie Freeman, of New Castle, was in
The- Pittsburgh recently, and stated that the
of the Elmore
formerlyPittsburgh,
Feitler,
M. atre
Centre avenue,
has taken
over the American at 1510 Fifth avenue,
new
Harris theBrothers.
owned
first of TheAugust,
owner bytookthecharge
y
refor
house
the
closed
but immediatel
modeling and renovating. The reopening
took place Saturday, August 9, to big
business.
McCartney Remodeling Opera House.
W. atA.re, Oil City,
McCartney,
of the Princess
ThePa., is remodeling
Opera
House there, converting
it into the
a modern
picture theatre, and expects to open about
includes
23. His equipment
6BAugust
Cameragraphs,
Gold Fibre
Film Power's
Screen
and
a Hallberg Generator.
Simplex Order Was Repeated.
Several months ago Mrs. A. Benedix
purchased
Simplex avenue,
Projector
her
theatre on aMcClure
Northfor Side,
Pittsburgh,
from
Hollis, onSmith,
Morton
Co.
She
put
the
machine
trial,
and
so well satisfied with its performance thatis
she purchased another.
Finkel Is Back on Job.
William Finkel, manager of the Glob»
Exchange,
agair.,
after a fewPittsburgh,
days spentis onin thethe jobhospital,
having undergone a slight operation.
Kater Takes Over Metropolitan.
E. T. Kater has taken over the Metro- Louis B. Mayer and William L. Selig
politanformerly
Theatre,controlled
Centre avenue,
Pitts- Talk over future picture plans at a meetburgh,
by the Metroing of no little significance.
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new
theatre
which
his
company
building
will represent an investmentis of
over
$250,000.
Robertburgh Shrader,
manager
of
the
PittsPathe branch, is back on the job
after
two weeks'
vacation spent at his
formera home
in Indianapolis.
E. G. Kelly, of the Supreme Exchange,
Pittsburgh,
vacationHe touring through isthespending
Eastern aStates.
says
it's the first vacation he has had in five
years.
Harry F. Grelle, of the Supreme Exchange,triphas gone
a three weeks'
vacation
to Mt.on Clemens,
Michigan,
where hement. Hewill
take a three byweeks'
treatis
accompanied
his
mother
and sister.
Harry Meyers,
manager
the Palacea
Theatre,
Homestead,
Pa., isof spending
vacation at Atlantic City with his family.
Kansas City News Letter
Equitable Film Expands.
THEexpanding
Equitable FilmandCorporation
is
has secured
larger space,again
now occupying
a large
part ofing.theThe removal
fourth floor
of
the
Ozark
buildfromledthisthefloorEquitable
of the
Film Clearing House
to get the additional space.
C. G.hasBard,
returned
from the Equitable,
war servbecome
attached
and ice,will
blaze the
way into the
new territory
asbraska.
special representative in Iowa and NeNow Handling De Vry Projector.
The Equitable
Corporation
handling
the De VryFilm
portable
projector inis
Kansas City territory, through a special
department. This company enters quite
logicallyjector,into
promotiona nice
of the
proit the
hasforalready
business
in special sincefilms
schools and colleges.
Itpictures
is supplying
several
institutions
with
in Kansas
City and
towns. The
distribution
of thesurrounding
projector
enables it to increase its contacts witn
commercial institutions, and to extend its
activities
to the individual,
who may
desire the entertainment
of moving
pictures
in the home.
Exhibitors Mutual Moves.
The Exhibitors Mutual Is intsalled in
new quarters on the second floor of the
Gloyd
building,quarters
occupying
most of this
floor. These
are temporary,
the
exchange being one of the first to contract
for space in the new film exchange buildingagersoonof theto beexchange,
erected.succeeded
E. McAvoy,
manin moving
the
"plant"
without
any
disturbance
of
service
exhibitors.
A projection
will be toinstalled
shortly;
and thereroomis
plenty
ice. of space for other details of servUnited Artists Opens Offices.
D. Buckley,
formerly
manager
of Henry
the Columbia
Theatre,
St. Louis,
has
opened the Kansas City offices of the
United
Artists,
occupying
the
second
floor
at 922 Oak street. The exchange will later
occupy quarters
in the
proposed
Film ExchangeKansas
building.
A.City,W.
with Pathe,
is Day,
office formerly
manager
of the teUnited
Artists.
Mr.
Buckley
atnded the convention in Wichita, and then
went on a short tour of the teritory.
New Quarters for Film Clearing House.
Marty House
Williams,
managerCity,of isthemoving
Film
Clearing
at Kansas
into
the
first
floor
quarters
of
the
Paramount-Artcraft
building,
South Broadway.
The
first floor
the The
largest
for
film uses
in thehascity.
new vault
quarters
will
provide
sufficient
space
"to
move
aroundment toin,"
equip-be
take andcareimprovements
of service, canin now
provided.
Wiohita's Regent Is Improved.
O. K. Mason, owner and manager of the
Regent, Wichita, has reopened the theatre, after redecorating
and ofgeneral
improvements. A new
feature
the street,
buildi
n
g
i
s
a
canopy
extending
over
the
which provides an artistic opportunity for
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an electric sign. Mr. Mason introduces a
full orchestra, tewith
the resumption
enrtainment. The lobby
has been ofgiven
an attractive appearance, with easy chairs
aandrestother
room.equipment, and will be used for
Short Notes.
Fred Williams, of Neodesha, Kansas, has
Bold the Princess Theatre to S. A. Davidson,atresowner
of the Liberty
at Cherryvale,
Kansas.and Royal theJohn Bartholomew has purchased the
motion picture theatre in Perkins, Oklahoma,prietorfromintends
J. A.to Hert.
The new proand to purchase
new remodel
equipment.the building
be opened
in Athemoving
Walkerpicture
Operatheatre
House will
in Greenfield,
Oklahoma,
by
Fred
Lowe
and
Raymond
Banes, under
the firm
Banes.
The new
housename
will ofbe Lowes
called and
the
"Happy Hour."
The Blackwell Regent Theatre Comf Blackwell,
Oklahoma,Thewasmembers
charteredpany, owith
$20,000 capital.
are: J. C. Harmon, J. T. Stout, C. Roberts.
The Empress
Theatre, ofby Tulsa,
Oklahas beenthe taken
Orpheum
Circuit homa,and
name over
will be thechanged
to
Orpheum, at nouncement
once,
to anmananmade byaccording
W. M. Smith,
ager of the Empress.
Clay Center,
have Schultz
two newis
motion
picture Kansas,
theatres.is toFloyd
planning
to
build
a
two-story
building
with a forty-eight-foot front, fireproof
and modern
in
every
way,
on
the
site occupied by the Airdome.
F.
H.
Myers
is
begining
the
erection
of
acostbuilding
on Lincoln avenue,
which will
$20,000.
The
buildingbetween
will be$17,000
strictlyandmodern.
Contractsstruction of ahave
let for the- house
con$9,000been
In Arma, Kansas.
Themoving
buildingpicture
will be of
pressed concrete blocks and will be 50x125,
The owners of the building are Neely &
Fatchi, of Cross, Kansas.
San Francisco News Letter
Coliseum Features Music.
THEand Coliseum
Theatre,one Ninth
Clement street,
of theavenue
finest
and
largest
residential
picturein palaces on the Pacific coast, will
the
future offer
to residents
of thesections,
ParkPresidio
district
and
adjoining
musical and screen entertainment of the
very
highest andorder.
SamuelTheH. orchestra,
Levin is
both owner
director.
an ensemble of artists, already well known
to the residents of the district, and directed by Giovanni
has beenthematerially
increased in Coletti,
size. Among
new
membersviableislocalBruno
Colletti,whoa cellist
of enreputation,
is a brother
of the director.
New Movie House for Berkeley.
J. Martin Haencke, architect in the
Humboldt Bank Building, San Francisco,
is preparing
plans for a fifteen
class Ahundred,
motion
picture
which
istheatre,
soon to seating
be erected at Berkeley,
at a cost of $125,000. The structure will
be of re-inforced concrete and is to be located
University isandbeingShattuck
nues. nearThe enterprise
financedave-by
San Francisco
capitalists.
New Manager at Strand Theatre.
George Thornton, former manager of a
dozen
picture playarea,houses
in the popular
Greatermotion
San Francisco
has
returned to Berkeley after an absence of
severalment ofyears
and
has
asumed
managethe Strand Theatre, College and
Ashby
avenues'.andThisKrahn
house circuit
is one houses
of the
many Beach
and following
and re-decorating, whichtheis overhauling
now in progress,
only
the highest class photoplays will be
shown.
Blaze Threatens Film Plant.
Four hundred dollars worth of films
were destroyed in the San Raphael studio
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MIDWEST
HOUSE
BUYING
IS EPIDEMIC
Never Before Have so Many Theatres Been
Opened During Summer in Nebraska and Iowa
at Red Oak, Iowa. Lotta and Youngclaus
A"L. Greeley,
HEPP hasand opened
a new antheatre
her starts
item atof bought Hans
place bought
at Harlan,
FrankLarson's
Butterfleld
out
red-hot interest to those accustomed Iowa.
toHeppkeeping
their
earsmany.
to theNever
ground.
Mr.In William Klossner at Humbolt, Iowa.
is
but
one
of
before
Spelts
and
Nobel
bought
Guy
Rolph's
at Fullerton, Nebraska. W. A.
Nebraska and Iowa have so many theatres theatre
bought
the Hartington,
been opened in the summer months, and Bowker
from Robert
Easley. Nebraska,
Herman
never before have so many people been theatre
Pierce bought
theMrs.theatre
at Eddyville,
trying to break into the show game. It is Nebraska,
from
May
Smith.
M. C.
a W.
regular
epidemic
in
the
middle
west.
H. Jones of Merna, went over to Freed sold his house at Lyons, Nebraska,
Broken Bow, and opened the Star, which to John Sheers.
had been closed.
Let's see right
some here
more inhouses
which ofwere
re-opened
the middle
the
A. F. Furnace is running a motion pic- hot
spell:
turemen areshowbusy
in a tent
at Tilden,
work-a
day and
night, while
finishing
There's
the
Rex
at
Walthill,
the
Empress at Nebraska City, the Crystal at
nice, big new theatre building for him.
R. A. right
Eaton inopened
theatrepartin ofPleasFrank Houston's house at Tekaanton,
thehadhis
hottest
the Wayne,
mah,
C.
H. Lyman's place
at Spencer,
summer,
after
it
been
closed
some
H.
Trewitt's
at Sidney,
the RexE.
time.
at Orchard, andtheatre
the Overland
at Nebraska
The Thurman, Iowa, Motion Picture City, all In Nebraska.
Co., has opened a show in that place.
Lukkow Has Summer Opening.
Oregon Film
NewsMen Letter
O. N.ture Lukkow,
opened
a motion
picWeil-Known
in Town.
house in the150,hastown
ofinMasco,
Nebraska,
population
right
the
middle
of
the summer. Old timers are telling about PORTLAND'S
Film from
Row theatre
was recently
favored
by
visits
and exwhen the town of Antioch, Nebraska, popchangeindustry.
men of more Among
than usual
promi
n
e
n
c
e
i
n
the
these
was
ulation
ten,
cleaned
up
$800
when
"The
Kaiser" was shown.
S. Morton Cohen, former owner of the
Portland Strand Theatre and pioneer
A house
calling
itself
"The
Motion
Picenterprises.
Gus Metzger, disture Theatre"
been built
at Valley, amusement
Nebraska,
and has
has opened
its doors.
trictweeks
manager
infortheUniversal,
Rose City.will spend
H. Lightfoot
Laurel.
E. L. bought
Hunter thehasAuditorium
bought outat several
C. A. Nathan, representing the Stage
Crew Brothers at Weeping Water. Harold Women's
Relief Series,
sevHalstead
boughtC. the
show from known
H. W.
eral days War
in Portland
before spent
continuing
Mershon athasCook.
J. Hutchison,
his journey to San Francisco. Mr. Nathan
has exploited
series fromfromNewSeattle.
York
as
"Hutch,"
former the
ownerPercyof atheatre
show atat west
and came histo Portland
Crete,
has bought
Geneva. R. L Doherty bought out C. S.
New
Theatre
for
Klamath
Falls.
Jencks at Humphrey. Joe Winkler bought
has been started on the
out Otto Wolfe, of Madison. Fred Jones newConstruction
theatre being
H. Poole
is the atnew
owner of George Allgaier's at Klamath
Falls. built
The for
houseW. will
seat
house
Nelson.
1,800 and ticular.willThe building
be modern
in every ispar-of
Do You Want Some More? All Right.
construction
reinforced
concrete.
Owen Hawkins, just back from fighting
Mr. Poole is the present owner of the
in France, has bought out F. A. Waldron
Liberty Theatre. He expects to have the
new theatre ready about the first of Noof Leon F. Douglas, inventor and exploiter vember.
ofthecolored
motionhot pictures.
completing
New Mutual Road Man.
task the
towel wasOn laid
on the
Jack Kraker has been selected as travelfilm rack,
igniting
the
films.
Several
original cameras, perfected by Douglas when
ing
representative
for Mutual, taking the
he first began experiments, were destroyed place of W. H. Bachmeyer,
who
went
East.
Mr.
Kraker
hails he
fromhasrecently
Seattle
New Theatre at Napa.
San Francisco where
been
R. B. Blumenfeld and John Knox, of the and
affiliated
with
the
Mutual
organization
Empire
Theatre,
have
purchased
the
some
time.
He
is
an
ex-service
man
Brown Hotel property at Napa, and will for
France.has been in the active fighting In
shortly
commence
thehouse,
erection
ofa seating
a $40,- who
000
motion
picture
with
World
Office
Opens.
capacity of 1,500.
With George E. Jackson as manager,
Trade Briefs.
Nye
F.VidaDobbs,
booker and
cashier, and
Miss
Cunningham,
stenographer,
the
Brown's
Opera
House
and
also
the
new
theatre to be erected by Brown at Salinas, Portland
branch
of
the
World
Film CorCalifornia,
has
been
leased
by
Turner
and
poration
began
business
on
August
1
Dahnken.
390 Burnside street in quarters subleasedat
Oregon Film Company.
The Blue Star Amusement Company has from theUniversal
Traveler Injured.
been incorporated at San Francisco with
a capital stock of $100,000 by A. H. Groves,
News has come to Portland that E. B.
J. B. Joyce and W. C. Creveling.
Remington, road man for the Universal
Film Company, sustained a broken arm
Thetal stock
Calimade
Pictures,
Inc., incorporated
with a capi- and
other injuries when the automobile
of $25,000,
at San
Francisco
by has
R. W.beenTaylor,
E. Inge inWeston,
which Oregon.
he was riding overturned near
and F. E. Boland.
E. L. Perry, manager of the Oaklana T.
& D. Theatre, is a member of the East
Semon Preparing: for Next Two Reeler.
Bay committee
welcomeandto thePresident
Semon. who directs and plays in
Wilson,
Secretaryof Daniels
Pacific hisLarry
ownsive tour
-comedies,
has California
been on an looking
extenFleet.
throughout
Charles
M.
Pincus,
of
the
publicity
staff
for
his
next
Vitagraph
of the California and Portola theatres, is up locations
dy. His next picture calls for big cometrees,
spending
a vacation
camps, Hedeeptraveled
ravines around
and mammoth
The Turlock
Theatreat Cazedero.
Company has been lumber
a few
incorporated at Turlock, California, with a machinery.
miles, found some locations and
capital stock of $100,000 by H. S. Crane. thousand
says that his new comedy will be the
C.J. H.E. Geer,
Warner.D. F. Lane, T. B. Whipple and funniest ever.
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Farewell to Robert Mclntyre.
Evelyn Greeley presents Mr. Mclntyre,
manager
ofdiamond
World's ring,
Peerless
studios,
withfrom a the
a present
stars and employes
of
the studio, as he leaves for
a position on the Coast.
Cleveland News Letter
Alvin Grossman Drowns.
ALVINGrossman,
GROSSMAN,
of Joseph
owner sonof the
Strand
Theatre, was drowned, on the night
of The
July young
26. man was In bathing at
Beachland,
on LakeAn Erie,
when
suddisappeared.
was he
sounded
and adenlythorough
but alarm
ineffective
search
made.
the body was found in
theTwolake,daysnearlaterCollinwood.
Alvin Grossman was 19 years old and
was a student at Case School of Applied
Science. He had many friends among the
film
peopleintoof business
Clevelandwithand hiswasfather.
soon to
be taken
Increase for Musicians.
The Exhibitors League of Cleveland held
a meeting, August 1, to consider the demands of the musicians' union for an
increase
$12
a week.in salaries ranging from $4 to
The league decided to offer the union
a This
flat increase
$2 a week.
has beenof taken
under advisement
by the union officials, who, however, are
not inclined to accept it.
The tureorganists
play inan moving
theatres, arewhoasking
increasepic-of
$20 per week. Notes.
Paul Gusdanovic,
of aHomestead
string of
Cleveland
houses, hasowner
sold his
Theatre,
a
neighborhood
house,
to
Schwartz
and Son,
recently from
New whoYork.came to Cleveland
A new deal between the owners of the
Euclid Theatre, Cleveland, and the owners of the Lennox Building adjoining,
provides
acquiring
and
after forJulythe1, latter
1910, the
Euclid control,
will be
closed
and
a
new
sixteen-story
building
erected on the site.
Anita of Kins
In "One stars
Against
One
the brightest
in theMany."
firmament of female players is Anita King.
"One tiAgainst
Many,"
her
latest
producon, Is scheduled by Triangle for release on August 17. The story tells of a
society girl, who, becoming disgusted with
her
schemes
daughter
makemother's
a wealthy
match,to have
leavesherhome.
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HURT

BUSINESS

Unlicensed Money
Uplifters
Swallow at the
Season's
Amusement
Appropriation
One Big
Gulp
ard
Mapes
and
L.
A.
Todd
as officers and
THISin Oregon.
is open With
seasonsuch
for celebrities
Chautauquasas directors.
William Jennings Bryan, Billy SunOregon
Briefs.
Ida Tarbell,
barnstorming
the
Harry Oviatt will have charge of the
lyceumday andcircuits,
which include
St. Johns,
Vitagraph
interests
in Portland
and vicinOregon
City,
Newberg
and
scores
of
other
vice R.Lake
F. Hill,
recently
transferred
Oregon towns of three thousand and less the ity,Salt
territory.
G. A. Faris,to
population,
the
lone
picture
theatres
are
manager for the company, was in
having hard sledding these warm summer Seattle
Portland arranging the details of the
days.etteInValleyfact,
several
of the
townsin the
picture
showsWillamhave transfer.
been ingcompelled
to ofshutthedown
entirely durThe nesssales
corner ofgivesa prominent
rise to theAstoria
rumor busithat
the presencelicenses
the municipal
mustChautauqua,
still be paid.but Jensen and Von Herberg, Northwest
theatre
magnates,
will
erect
a
$100,000
pic"Palpably
unfair,"
is
the
sentiment
exture theatre here.
pres ed by C. C. Ferguson, Baker Theatre,
Newberg,
Oregon.
Breezy
feminine
adagents cajole
the staida goodly
small town
Indiana News Letter
citizenryvance into
guaranteeing
sum
toguarantee,
the lyceumtheandtownspeople
then, to makeare good
the
Clinton Will Have a Theatre.
begged
little mining town
of Clinton,a
and urged to buy tickets for each and THEIndiana,
every
performance.
The resultto isspend
that the
handsomeis soon
new going
motionto have
picture
money
a family
A
group
of
Terre
Haute
capitalamusements
duringhasthesaved
next two or threeon theatre.
ists
have
just
purchased
a
lot
on
months disappears during the Chautau- street and in a short time will beginMain
the
qua's stay in the village.
erection of a theatre building.
Brown's Car Back Fired.
A Non-Licensed Uplift.
Being promoted
as a civic pays
and uplifting
Brown, ofgenial
enterprise
the Chautauqua
no town filmFloyd
department
the H.manager
Lieber of
Co., theof
licenses but the picture show license runs Indianapolis,
which has the First National
Circuit
franchise
for Indiana,
on just
same, evenweek.
thoughOregon
closedexhibdur- Exhibitors'
is making
one
do theof work
of twoa
ing itors
the the
Chautauqua
as arm
a result
cranking
that taken
severalfrom
thousand
un- these
cranky days
auto.
,
taxedmaintain
dollars are
the small
communities annually and that little, if
Khoades Buys Two Houses.
any, of the money is ever returned locally.
Ezra Rhoades,
owns the
and
McMinnville Theatres Sold.
Castle
theatres who
in South
Bend,LaSalle
has just
the
Venetian
and
Family
theatres
Maude Munson has sold the Rainbow atbought
Elkhart, where he several months ago
and Grand theatres, McMinnville, to purchased
A. M.
George
Dickinson,Washington.
formerly a business
Pechoral wasthe theOrpheum
owner oftheatre.
the Venetian
man of B.Raymond,
By the and
Sarantos Brothers owned and manpurchase
of
both
theatres
here,
Mrs.
Munthe Family.
son has controlled the business for the owned agedthe
JeffersonMr.at Rhoades
Goshen, formerly
but sold
past two years. She has kept one house his
interest to Oscar Hansen.
closed except for special occasions.
Free Film for Gary.
Universal
Buyers' Week. home
Educational films have been contracted
To the
serve
the Has
exhibitors
by the school commissioners at Gary,
from
Seattle
convention, coming
the Portland for
for
exhibition
free of charge
on the lawns
Universal
office declared
a buyers'
week.
of
the have
Froebel
Emerson
This
was
arranged
by
Dean
Collins,
new
been and
erected
over theschools.
main
director of Universal publicity for the Screens
entrances of. both buildings and the films
Northwest. A number of newly released will
be shown
week. Theof Arthur
films willL.
subjects were shown.
be shown
underoncethe a direction
Film Exchange Incorporates.
Smith, director of the vocational work and
The M. & T. Film Company, Portland, in supervisor of the night schools there.
which L. A. Todd recently purchased an
Alma Rubens in "Paradise Annie."
interest, izathas
incorporated
with a capital-do
n of $50,000
Almabe Rubens,
Annie,"Carson
will
released inby "Paradise
Pathe. Daniel
business iounder
theandnamewillof hereafter
the Oregon soon
Film Exchange with Jack Tillman, How- Goodman has written the story.

™The baby
> u VI°la
Baby Pirate
andhera blandishments.
Baby Vamp AllScenes
in a Day.
at .the Danas
right isa cold
stone to"Please
on location for
Get Married."
Viola'sas Metro,
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Reviews
and
Advertising
Aids
Conducted by Edward Weitzel, Associate Editor Moving Picture World
,
Sidelights and Reflections
D. W. Griffith's celeA REVIVALbrated warofpicture
"Hearts of then
attractio
current
the
is
World"
. It is
Theatre
at the George M. Cohan
d
presente as the third of the Griffith
Repertory season, the first being the
Blosvery successful tragedy "Broken
soms," which was followed by "The
"
be
to
proved
which
Babylon
of
Fall
short lived.
These three productions demonstrate
vividly the versatility of Mr. Griffith,
dealing as they do with entirely differentent themes
and types,
even with
differraces, the
first being
a Chinese
story, the second laid in Babylon during
its period of greatness, and the third an
epic* of the World war.
"Heartsviewed in our
of the
issueWorld"
of Aprilwas20, fully
1918, reon
page 369,
and
we
therefore
do
not
sider it necessary to again reviewcon-it.
We are glad, however, to quote the following from the New York Times, comparing its previous presentation at the
Forty-fourth
Theatreof when
this
country was inStreet
the throes
war, with
its present
engagement
under
contrasting conditions, and to say that we fully
agree with "The Times" critic:
it came in April,
1918,
was"Thea picture,
powerfulas instrument
of propag
a
n
d
a
.
I
t
stirred
the
passions
of
a
people at war. Its dramatic and human
character
was
overwhelmed
by
its
patriotic fervor for most of those who saw
it, such was their state of mind and so
completely
did the picture fill their
hour.
"Butlastthenight
'Hearts
the World'a work
that
came
was of
a photoplay,
of dramatic interest and human appeal.
People have not forgotten the war, but
the issues are no longer boiling within
them, and this has not been shown
more strikingly than in the reception
of the picture last night. The spectators applauded its spectacles regardless
of their military meaning, they laughed
more freely and easily at its spontanenous comedy, they were held by the
story and the people of the story, rather
than by the war in the film. 'Hearts of
the
had. World' had not changed, but they
this isThat
testimony
Mr."AndGriffith.
he couldto the
makework
a warof
film in the midst of war, and at the
same time a photoplay for today and
the future, more in fact for the future
than for today, means another remarkable achievement to his credit."
SEWELL.

IN THIS ISSUE.
The
to Happiness
WagonRightTracks
(Art craft).(Universal)
House
Without Children (ArgusFilm Market).
The Thirteenth Chair (Pathe).
Evangeline
(Fox). (Fox).
Cheating Herself
Home
).
A Favor (Universalto a FriendJewel
(Metro).
Destiny
(
UniversalJewel
).
The
AlaskaMan(World).
The Girl
Midnight
(Universal).
Choosing a Wife (First National).
A atres).
Man's Fight (United Picture TheLove Is Love (Fox).

Adverti
RAMand and
PROG
sing sing
AnAdverti
Phrases
pictures reviewed
gles for the ent
are based on
in this departm
the productions as shown on the
d adandfromarethe notpressprepare
screen vance
books. inThey
ently
and
correct
are consequ
resent each and every picturerep-in
its completed form, just as it will
appear in your theatre.
"The Right to Happiness"
Universal Presents Dorothy Phillips in
Big Timely Story of Industrial
Unrest.
Reviewed by A. H. Giebler.
Los Angeles, August 12.
,
l Jewel ,"production
THEThe eight-ree
starringby
to Happiness
Right Phillips
and directed
Dorothy
Allen Holubar, is a story of industrial
unrest and the attempt of the Russian
ts amongto spread their false docBolshevistrines
workers of this country.
alongit with
moves and
The story
one
how pershowsalmost
fect continuity,
man solved his labor problem by giving
his employes honest wages and proper
working conditions, and of another who
told his workers to go to hell when they
came to him with their grievances.
The film,
nighttheat ordinary
the Californiashown
Theatre, islastnot
capital and labor story. However the
stories of the two employers are merely
incidental to the theme, which is the
biggest thing about the picture and used
as pegs upon which to hang the fabric
of thesacrifice
doctrinealone
that will
love,make
understanding
and
the world
a better place to live in ; a sort of
idealistic socialism that does things with
mental rather than physical levers.
Dorothy Phillips plays the dual role
of twinated in childhood
sisters whoandhavebrought
been separup in
different atmospheres. One of the girls.
Sonia, is a fiery-tempered, bob-haired,
cigarette-smoking Russian radical, who
is sent to this country to spread the

seeds of Bolshevism: a girl with a heart
of gold, but carried away by impractical
dreams. And the other is the petted
daughter of a rich man.
Miss Phillips does great credit to her
record in both characters and because
they are so dissimilar in type and do
not oppose each other in the action,
there noticed
is none inofdualthe role
dispelled
often
stories.illusion
Miss
Phillips as Sonia, a soap box oratoi,
carries
her
theories
into
her
father's
factory and leads a mob to the door of
his mansion and there the story ends,
as she dies in saving the life of her
sister, but not before she realizes that
violence is not the road to "The Right
to Happiness."
photography
excellent and theThesupporting
cast is very
capable. Henry Barrows portrays the
father
the two
girls,Anderson
a hard-boiled
factory ofowner.
Robert
has a
sympathetic part as the foster brother
of the radical sister. He does not believe in her theories, but loves her
enough to follow her into whatever
danger her beliefs may lead her.
Winter Hall is an employer who applies
shearing
to his islabor
problem.profit
Stanhope
Wheatcroft
a society
fop. Hector Sarno, as Sergius the fox,
the free lover, furnishes considerable
comedy to lighten an otherwise heavy
part. man,
William
Stowell isthea factory
forewho in winning
other sister,
keeps the story from being in the unhappy endingis class.
The story
timely and big and handled in a big way. It will cause considerable discussion, and with proper exone of the talkedof subjectsploitaoftion may become
the season.
Cast.
Tom
Hardy
WilliamAnderson
Stowell
S'l
Doroth>phimPs
Paul
Robert
Hardcastle
Barrows
Forrester Henry
Winter
Hall
Mother HardyStanhope
Margaret
Mann
Monte
Wheatcroft
Lilly
Alma
Sergius
HectorBennett
Sarno
Story by Allen Holubar.
Scenario by Olga Linich Scholl.
Directed by Allen Holubar.
The Story.
Two
baby
daughters
of a rich
in Russia become separated
in theAmerican
course
ofof aa pogrom
in the Jewish
quarterup
Russian held
metropolis.
One grows
in the hotbed of radicalism and is sent
to America at the age of nineteen years,
to spread the revolutionary doctrine. The
other daughter
is brought
up the pampered daughter
the millionaire.
The
two sisters
meet ofwhen
the revolutionist
sister storms the home of the millionaire,
at the ofheadtheoflittle
an angry
mob. Thecauses
big
heart
revolutionist
her to sacrifice herself for the wealthy
girl, whose life is threatened.
Program
Exploitation
Catchlines:
Unusually and Forceful,
Dramatic,
Well
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THE
AND

Acted anddustrialWell
Unrest. Directed Story of InHighly
Dramatic
Story Dealingto with
the
Attempt
of Bolshevists
Spread
Their False
Doctrines Among
Our
Workers.
A Picture Which Teaches That Love,
Understanding
and Sacrifice
Will Make This World
a Better Alone
Place
to Live In.
Wonderfully Talented and Clever Star
of "The Heart
of Humanity"
in an
Unusually
Dramatic
and Entertaining
Story
of
Industrial
Unrest.
Advertising Angles: Make all you can
ofa Miss
make the
trailerPhillips,
to the butstar.don't Boom
the story
play
strongly,
starting
in
advance
with
tered trailers ringing the changes onscatthe
title
"Haveetc."you Then
the right
"Who as has,
work tointohappiness?"
this with
awhen
big "WE
have TheyourRightfirstto display
Happiness"
you spring
advertisement. Play up the Bolshevik angle
and
advertise
it
as
"A
play
that
honest
men
will indorse
any event
offerproblem
thisandas others
onlymust."
realTake
so-In
lution to the
ofthe unrest.
plenty
of
newspaper
space
and
then
back
it up with lithographs and banners. Spend
extrathemoney
get extra back.
crowds. You'll
get
extra toinvestment
William "Wagon
S. Hart in aTracks"
Well Constructed
Artcraft Picture of Pioneer Days.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
well
picture,author,
FAIRLYtedgood
A construc
by theHarttalented
,
conand
logical
Sullivan
Gardner
sistent throughout, but dark in mood,
presenting Hart in a vindictive and recharacter, although
he is Amervengefultendern
ess for women
and
ican in his
children. The motives of revenge, so
well suited to Continental audiences, are
beuse here,
not socausemuch
e in cheap
they havein been
overdonpossibly
melodrama, somewhat looked down upon
by manly Americanste of today, unless
there is a delibera and deep injury
involved, which is not the case in
"Wagon
There isTracks."
a killing at the outset, but it
is more or less a matter of impulse during agambling quarrel. A story founded
on revenge for such a killing is bound
to lack strength of theme, especially, as
in. this case, there is little else of interest presented.
are many
compensations,There
however, some
wonderful
atmosphere in prairie scenes and those
along the Missouri River, really impreseffects, heightened
by greatselection
accuracysiveof costume
and admirable
of types.
Aside
fromrespect,
Hart's honors
performance,
artistic in every
go to Robert
McKim, the most impressive of all genvillains in motion-picturedom.
Jane Novaktlemanly responds
most capably to
the
demands
of
role, and The
the
balance of the her
cast tragic
is excellent.
story held attention at the Rivoli
through structed
interest
Hart, inthe well-constory and inthrough
effective
atmosphere which gave it the illusion of
reality.
Cast. William S. Hart
Buckskin Hamilton
Jane
Jane McKim
Novak
DonaldWashburn
Washburn Robert
Guy
Merton
Lloyd
Bacon
Billy
Leo Pierson
Brick Hamilton
Muldoon
Bert
Sprotte
The Captain
Charles Arling
Story
by C.by Gardiner
Directed
Lambert Sullivan.
Hillyer.
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ADVERTISING
AIDS
(Continued)
The Story.
dernes for the Weak Are the DomiThe wagon tracks leading to Westport
nant Traits.
Exploitation
Make light
your onadverLandingward bound
areduring
those days
of emigrants
westtising hinge on Angles:
Hart, going
the
of
the
gold
rush.
story
other
than
making
it
plain
Buckskin
Hamilton,
a
desert
guide,
comes
storythisto
down to meet the steamer on which he is his newest offering. Tell the that
gain interest and make a bid with the
expects aboard
his young
brother Billy.
On go- settings,
he learns
which
unusually
westWith area Hart
story,goodhowever,
killed,ing the
story
being that
that hehe has
was been
shot Hart ernisstuff.
the big selling point, so work on
by Jane Washburn in self-defense. He
credits part
of
the
story
—
it
is
inconhis
popularity.
ceivable that she deliberately shot him,
but
he suspects
her gambling
brother
Donald,
and his that
confederate,
Merton,
had
"House Without Children"
something to do with the killing. These Six-Reel
Film Market, Inc., Production
people
accompany
a
long
wagon
train
in
Grapples WithMarriages.
Theme of Childless
the charge of Buckskin. On the desert
one
wagonsandcarrying
watertrainfallsis
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
over ofa the
precipice
the entire
put
on short
so much
tenderallowance.
considerationBuckskin
for the shows
weak
n, entitled
Film purpose
Market behind
productiothis
six-reel
and helpless at this time that Jane is THE"The
Without Children," is
deeply
moved
and
confesses
that
the
manis in line with House
the anti-race suicide propakilled
had
not
annoyed
her.
Buckskin
now certain she did not do the shooting.
da of pastchildless
years. marriage
It is a frank
ofganthe
themehandand
Hebindscaptures
them toDonald
a lariatandand Merton
drives atthemnight,
out is a ling picture
intended only for adult
on the desert to walk until one or the audiences.
other confesses. They become half crazed
It would seem to the reviewer that a
thoroughly successful production of this
delicateably higher
type tone
wouldthan
require
a consider-in
is employed
this tersubject.
There
is
but
one
of importance to this storycharacwho
commands sympathy, or perhaps two,
the wronged girl and the husband. The
wife and her brother are so thoroughly
besmirched by the degrading situations
in which they are found that it lowers
the level of the entire story. The wife
in particular suffers — first by her trick
in adopting
the illegitimate
deceive her husband
and laterchild
whento she
encourages Florence to marry another
man, knowing as she does that her
brother is father of the child. It is almost impossible to feel that anything
like happiness can come to Richard and
his wife, yet the final reel, in which
this is brought about, does something
to soften the unpleasant effects of the
previous events.
The wardpresentation
outoffense, except isin free
the from
suggestive
bedroom
Florence's
story,itself
and isscenes
in one
one oforpicturing
two sub-titles.
William S. Hart
plot
doubtful
appeal, The
and
With the wagon that makes such
lacks essential sincerity
at
times.
Cast.
lot of drama in "Wagon Tracks."
Richard Walker Richard Travers
Margaret,Phillips,
his wife
Gretchen.George
Hartman
bybeingthirstfinally
and accuse
other, theA guilt
their butler.
Fox
fixed oneachDonald.
band Manley
Florence
Wesley
Helen
Sell
of Indians near has demanded of the emi- James Cranston Henry G.Weer
Dr. Blythe
grants the murderer
of oneBuckskin
of their num- Lawrence
Branford Henry
Jack Powell
Lewis
a man.
Donaldber, a man
the for
alternative
of going togives
the Dolly Farnsworth
Indians or of shooting himself. Donald Archibald Ponsonby Edith
GeorgeStockton
Hayes
attempts
captured Theby Adapted from play by Robert McLaughlin.
the Indianstoandescape,
taken but
to theis torture.
Directed byThe Samuel
Brodsky.
Story.
wagon train goes on now unmolested. On
reachingto its
Jane, to who
has
Richard Walker and his friend, Jim
learned
love destination,
Buckskin, seeks
restrain
House Without Chilhim from
going her.
over She
the fondly
trail, buthopes
he de-he Cranston,dren," areinjust"Thesetting
out Richard
for a year
cides to leave
asMargaret,
the story have
opens.
and
will come back some day. He regretfully abroad
his
wife,
no children,
and
says "mebbe" and returns to his duty.
the husband expresses disappointment to
family physician over this fact.
I'roKrnm
William and
S. HartExploitation
in a DifferentCatrhlines:
Kind of theWhen
the two men have departed, Richa Role, But One That You Will Surely
ard's
confesses
to Mar-to
Like.
garetchild.
thatniece,sheFlorence,
isShein also
trouble
and that
about
have
a
admits
Jim
Unusually
Dramatic
Story
of
a
VindicWho Was
who wronged
is Margaret's
brother, atis
the Soultive ofand Revengeful
Tenderness Man
to Woman
and Cranston,
the
man
who
her.
Margaret
first recommends that Florence have a
Children.
Absorbing Photodrama Based on an criminal operation performed, but since
the
unwilling,
determines
Early
Settler's
Long
Search
for
the
Murderer of His Brother.
passgirltheis child
off asfinally
her own,
thinkingto
William S. Hart in Stirring Story of the such a course would please Richard.
The
two
women
go
to
New
England,
Days of the Early Settlers, Wherein where the boy is born, and it is brought
Brotherly Love, Revenge, and Ten-
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home
as Margaret's
Margaretsecretary,
learns
that
Lewis, Florence
herbaby.
husband's
wishesJackto marry
and encourages
the girl to accept him, but Florence refuses.
Richard and Jim return in due time from
their trip abroad, where they learned that
Florence
has come
a rich made
inherit-by
ance through
some into
inventions
her father.
Jim,Florence,
who hadnowformerly
ref
u
s
e
d
t
o
marry
renews
his
suit
and
she
weds
him.
Later
she
learns
of the fortune and knows he married her
for it. She casts off Jim and informs
Richard that the baby is her own and not
hisRichard
wife's. and Margaret quarrel, but become reconciled and are pictured in later
years Lewis
living forgives
happily with
two and
children.
Jack
Florence
they
are married, the baby having died.
Program
and
Exploitation
Catchlines:
Dramatic
Built on the Theme of
ChildlessStory
Marriage.
Unusually
FrankAdapted
Discussion
of a Modern Problem
from Stage
Play
by
Robert
McLaughlin.
Richard Travers and Gretchen Hartman
inof Frank
Story Based on the Subject
Race Suicide.
TheMotherhood
Story of and
a Woman
AvoidedOff
Sought Who
to Pass
Another's Child
as Her
Own. be best
Exploitation
Angles:
It
would
to limit attendance to adults, no matter
what probably
your local laws may be.warning
The title
will
those who objectbe to sufficient
sensational plays, butto
you might add that it is a story and not
a propaganda. advertising.
Don't try to get sensathat it tisional inayour
frank tale of real Merely
life and tell
let
your patrons draw their own conclusions.
"The Thirteenth Chair"
Pathe Releases Six-Reel Screen Adaptation of Famous Mystery Play.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
to and
interesti
SOME
tions ngof additions
the original play
amplifica
have been made in this six-reel
n of "The
th onChair,"
adaptatio
and
Corporati
PicturesThirteen
by Acme
made
realphotoplay
The
Pathe.
by
released
ly profits by its ability to cover more
ground than the stage performance,
building a more substantial foundation
for the mystery.
Creighton Hale and Yvonne Delva are
cast in the roles of hero and heroine
and are supported by a strong cast.
Marie Shotwell makes a striking figure
of Madame LaGrange, the clairvoyante.
Marc McDermott and Walter Law also
make much of their police department
roles.
of the
"Thirteenth
Chair"
isThe
one story
of the
gripping
melodramatic
type. Its stage success was well deserved and the picture will also without
doubt be well received. It contains
many creepy moments and the appearance of the clairvoyant gives a supernatural touch to many of the scenes, particularly, ofcourse, the seance itself, at
which the second murder takes place.
The visit of the inspector, discovery of
the knife and subsequent apprehension
of the guilty person are all swiftly and
convincingly pictured. It makes an excellent number of the mystery type.
Cast.
Helen
O'Neil
Yvonne Delva
Willy Grosby
Creighton
Hale
Madame LaGrange Clairvoyante,
Marie Shotwell
Mrs.
Mason Suzanne
ChristineColbert
Mayo
Helen Philip
Trent
Edward Wales, Banker. .Geo. Deneubourg
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yourchairstheatre
to havewindow
thirStephen Lee
Marc McDermott near teen
placed arrange
in the show
Inspector Donahue Walter Law
FromandPlayAdapted
by Bayard
VeilliersPerret. with posea thiscardmeans?
reading,A ticket
"What todo the
you supDirected
by
Leonce
The Story.
Theatre
for the
first answer."
this
before you
announce
the title.Do Later
can take the thirteen chairs into your
The
story
of
"The Thirteenth
opens with the events
leading up Chair"
to the you
lobby,
using
doll
furniture
if
your
space
murdera man
of Stephen
a bank president
even hanging them from the
and
of lowLee,character.
He had is limited,
of the entrance. You can also hook
stolen the love of a married woman, Mrs. arch
up
with
the
globe or any other
Philip Mason, and induced her to risk her stuff of similarcrystal
Pound angle
on theusemyshusband'scommits
fortunesuicide
in a andbad Leestock.
angle. Forkind.
the
story
the
Mason
turns Mrs.
his singleteryparagraph
of
the
seance,
attentions to the wife of Braddish Trent, with the discovery of the murder stopping
and the
who
had
written
him
some
silly
letters
before her marriage. She sends her friend, apparent absence of a weapon.
Helen
O'Neil,Leetoandregain
theareletters,
and
it is the
while
struggling
"Evangeline"
that
former is Helen
murdered.
Edward Wales is a friend of the dead Five-Reel Fox Production of Famous
man and also an acquaintance of Willy
Longfellow
Poem Reveals UnsusGrosby,takes towho
loves
Wales andunderpected Drama.
down Helen,
the criminal
en-to
Reviewed by Robert
C. McElravy.
gagestrace
Madame LaGrange,
a clairvoyant,
help him. The latter recognizes Helen as THE reviewer in watching this fiveher daughter, not knowing that Wales
reel Fox geline"
screen
portrayal
of "Evansuspects Grangeherdesiresof totheshield
crime.
Lacould not
help wondering
HelonMadame
at all costs.
what the gentle,Longfellow
gray-haired would
poet Henry
During the
seance
held
by
Madame
LaWadsworth
Grange, Wales is mysteriously stabbed, thought could he have seen it. have
almosthue is called
as Lee andhadconducts
been. Inspector
Dona- besides the exquisite poetical flavorForof
an examination
of all the guests. The suspicion falls the original and a surprising fidelity
to the times and characters depicted, the
adapters have wrought out of this beautiful, sonorous poem, which every school
child knows, a surprising amount of
real drama. It quickens the heart and
suffuses the eyes with tears in numerous places. And this drama, it may be
added, is attained without any apparent striving. The lulling quality of
Longfellow's
lines seems
have
hidden the intense
feelingalmost
in the todepths
of the narrative.
From a scenic standpoint this production is sublime. It drops the spectator gently
and leads
him inintothe a "forest
fairylandprimeval"
of surpassing beauty.to The
Pre is revealed
him, village
lying inofitsGrand
quiet
vale, surrounded by charming pastoral
scenes. The characterizations are excel ent— Benedict Bellefontaine, Father
Felician, Basil the blacksmith, and his
strapping son, Gabriel, are all portrayed
to the life. And Evangeline herself is
beautifully
portrayed
Miriam
Cooper,
who
visualizes
in formby and
features
the
chasteing castpurity
of
the
girl.
The
supportis unusually large.
The original poem is quoted frequently
and often
haveeffects,
been such
utilized to bringsingle
out lines
striking
The Beginning of the Seance.
as
"When
she
passed
it
was
like
the
The spiritualist in the big scene which
ceasing
exquisite
music."
The accomadaptopens the mystery of "The
ers mustofplishingbe
given
credit
for
ararely artistic thing in this
13th Chair."
screen production. It is certain to have
first upon one and then upon another, tremendous
in picture
and will make appeal
a fine addition
to thehouses
film
until ethe
murderer
red, in a real
dramatic
way. is finally discov- libraries of schools and colleges.
Program
and
Exploitation
Catchlines:
Cast. Miriam Cooper
Remarkably Clever Murder Mystery Evangeline
Story That Will Thrill You.
Gabriel
Albert Roscoe
Bayard
Veiller's
Great
Play
Transferred
Benedict Bellefontaine. Spottiswoode
Aitken
to the Screen, Filled With Thrills, Basil
James Marcus
Mystery
and
Romance.
Felician Paul Weigel
Gripping Melodramatic Mystery of a Father
From Poem by Henry
fellow. Wadsworth LongMurder
at a Clairvoyant's
Seance, Committed
With a Startling
and Clever
DirectedTheby Story.
R. A. Walsh.
Solution.
Who Was teenththeChair?"Occupant
of thethe "ThirHow
Was
MysThe village
Pre,valley,
in "Evantery Cleared Up? This Absorbing
ine," lies in ofFrench
a Grand
peaceful
popuPhotoplay Will
You. hard on the
lated bygelhappy
Arcadians.
There
Exploitation
Angles:Tell Play
is
much
rejoicing
when
the
engagement
fact that this play is a stage success which of Evangeline, daughter of the wealthiest
farmer
of
the
region,
to
Gabriel,
son
of
led toteryaplays.subsequent
of crime store
mysIf there flood
is a furniture
Basil, the blacksmith, is announced. The
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wedding
a holiday
for all thepreparations
residents offurnish
the village.
While the ceremony is in progress, the
peaceful
is startledThebybride
the invasion
of Britishvalesoldiers.
is torn
away
from her
youngto husband
and Theall
are ordered
deported
the South.
bride
and isgroom
are but
reunited
the
sea shore
reached,
again when
separated
as
boats.the good folk are hustled into the
Gabriel is taken, with one party, to the
lowlands of Louisiana, and Evangeline is
landed elsewhere. The hearts of both
are torn by this enforced separation and
each mourns
for
other.
Evangeline
attracts otherforget
men thebyGabriel,
her rare
but
she cannot
and beauty,
he in turn
will have nothing to do with other women.
Evangeline
learns that
been
seen
in Louisiana
and Gabriel
she goeshad down
the river in a boat, arriving at the spot
where he landed on the evening of the
her. Gabriel
to search forescapes
very day he left and
with
barely
westward
goes
massacre. Their
Indian
an
from
life
his
wandering continues for years and atwhere
last
inof anthealmshouse,
are areunited
they
dies
pestilence,
victim
Gabriel,
in the arms of Evangeline, a nurse.
supplehas been
The original
and epilogue,
prologue
briefstorycharacters
d by a same
appear.
in which mentethe
on onCatchlines:
Program
of Henry
Visualizati
Beautiful andScreenExploitati
Wadsworth Longfellow's Immortal
Poem.
^
All the Exquisite Poetic
Beauty as Well
as Oft Unsuspected Funds of Stirring
of America's
Drama Sublime
Most
Story. Master Poet's
Screen Portrayal from
of
A AllMasterpiece
Scenic.Angles, Poetic, Dramatic, and
Longfellow's
Beautiful,
SonorousFidelity
Poem
Visualized With
Wonderful
to the Times and Characters Depicted,
Surroundings.
Staged Amid Exquisite with a poor
Exploitation Angles: Even
story to adcould sell this and
production vantayou
, but withof director
should
the story asyoucameraman in the gespirit
Start in soon itsas
make big business.
play to announce
booked the the
you have Don't
overcoming.
a really ofartistic
that it is mistake
booming. Tellof make
Henry
by
poem
famous
the
presentation
That will get
Wadsworth Longfellow.
can send them awayof
them in and you with
excellence to
than pleasedMake a the
more production.
special effort
the
churches
societies,
interest the literary
interGet thegivelocalyoueditors
and schools.
space
extradrag
should
ested
They
on this. Work every possible with dig-to
worked
be
get them in thathavecan an effect far beyond
the day nity.ofIt will
showing.

velops into the real thing, that she
brings them to her ideas of true simlicity. By the time
this is accomplished, Pat pherself
has somewhat
changed
her ideas.
The
story
takes
rather
a
farcical
turn
at times and inclines to be preposterous,
but in spite of this is quite amusing
throughout. The settings are attractive
and the photography excellent. The
production makes the most of its rather
thin plot material.Cast.
Patricia Hilton Peggy Hyland
Hale
Thompson
HarryMcConnell
Hilliard
Mrs.
Daniel
Hilton Mrs.
Molly
Caroline
Hilton
Jack Mulhall
Dugan
Dan Hilton EdwinWilliam
Booth Elmer
Tilton
Magnus MacDonald Edward Jobson
Story
by
Charles
Mortimer
Peck.
Scenario by Ruth Ann Baldwin.
Directed byTheEdmund
Story. Lawrence.
Patricia Hilton,
of "Cheating
Herself,"
a girl should
whoheroine
livesdo the
life
and thinksis others
the simple
same. But
her parents, her Aunt Caroline and her
lover, Hale, refuse to give up their fondness for luxuries.
"Pat"in attires
herself
in overalls
and works
the hayfields,

"Cheating
Five-Reel
Fox SubjectHerself"
Features Peggy
Hyland in Amusing Light Comedy.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
five-reel Fox subof thisg Hersel
THE plot
prettyof
slight,ject,but"Cheatin
it has the f,"
advanistage
t, with a gen-y
a natural,erouseasy
ng ofopmen
scatteridevel
effective
comed
touches. Peggy Hyland plays gracefully
in the leading role and is supported
by a pleasing cast.
The heroine, Patricia Hilton, is a girl
who believes
in the
insists that others
live simple
in the life
sameandway.
The Hiltons reside in a country home
and this makes it easy for Pat, as she is
called,
to pitch
with the
and
chickens
and hay,
wear play
overalls.
But pigs
she
has no authority over her aunt Caroline
or her parents, and it is not until she
has temporarily lost the family fortunes
in a make-believe burglary, which de-

Is interruptedPeggy
just Hyland
as she was in the
act of "Cheating Herself."
when she feels like it. She also makes
pets
two an
suckling
and she
throwsbrings
her
home ofin.into
uproarpigswhen
them
The Hiltons are kind-hearted people and
the butler
their employ
an ex-burglar, whosein services
were isrecommended
byis disappointed
a society interested
in
reform.
because she cannotPatricia
make
her people believe in her theories and she
finallyable ifdecides
more money.
tractthey didthey
not would
have sobe much
So shetary,conspires
with
father's secrethe her
burglar-butler,
blow openDugan,theandfamily
safe and steal toa
packet
of
securities.
The safe-blowing is successfully accomplished, but the disappears.
packet Patricia
of securities
myswake up teriously
in the morning
and andfindDugan
they
have glar
beenestablishes
chloroformed.
The butler-bura perfect alibi.
But later
events prove that the latter individual
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really planned
the theft
that After
the se-a
curities were stolen
by hisandpals.
long chase and an exciting struggle the
paperscides tare
recovered.
Patricia
then
of her petCatchlines:
ideas. deProgramo giveandup some
Exploitation
Peggy
Hyland,Providing
Star of Attractive
Comedy,
Excellent Light
Hot
Weather Entertainment.
Delightful Photoplay Showing How An
Up-to-date
YoungWhichLadyTurned
Planned
Fake
Out toa
Be theRobbery,
Real Thing.
She Believed in the Simple Life and
Adopted Novel Means to Convert Her
Family
to HerYou.Views. The Outcome
Will Interest
HowPut Was
Who
Her She
Wise?"Cheating
Did SheHerself?"
Then Change
Her
Will Views:
Tell You.This Attractive Photoplay
Exploitation
Angles:
up the sim-as
ple life angle with
such Play
catchphrases
"Lead the simple life with Peggy Hyland."
"See
'Babies'
wouldprob-be
anotherPeggy
line Hyland's
to interest.
You " can
ablyplay,getandfarmerettes
to form
a street
discan
follow
this
up
by
borrowing
garden tools, etc., with which to dress
your lobby.
"Home"
Six-Reel Jewel Production
Features Mildred Harris inStory.
Strong Clear-Cut
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
A REMARKABLY
story
has been producedentertaining
in this six-reel
MildredJewel
Harrissubject,
has never
had a"Home."
better
entitled
role
'she is provided
with in theof
part than
of Millicent
Rankin, daughter
a small town plumber and his wife. The
effectiveness of the production is largely due to the fact that it is entirely
true to life. Many girls with social
aspirations have been seized with false
pride like that which afflicted this parheroine,Inthethispride
that her"goeth
before aticular
fall."
instance
il usionment came so quickly
that disshe
was able to save herself from an unhappy fate and enabled to return to
her home and family, duly chastened.
The scenes of the number are laid in
a typical
home,country
and later
the
midst small-town
of an attractive
estate.in
There is an admirable contrast of conditions and the characterizations are
good. The various types are true to
life and the action of the story runs
with delightful smoothness.
A picture of this sort is certain of
universal appeal, because it carries a
natural plot, based on real life. It is
unusually free from artificial situations
and moves to a rising
Cast. climax.
Elmer Lacy
Frank Elliott
John Deering
John Cossar
Mrs.
Deering
Clarissa
Millicent Rankin MildredSelwynne
Harris
William Rankin William Critgenden
Mrs.
William
Rankin
Lydia
Beatrice Deering Helen Knott
Yoder
Tom Wallace
Al Ray
Directed by Lois Weber.
Story and Scenario
by Lois Weber.
The Story.
At great sacrifice to her parents, Milliheroine
"Home,"
has story
been
sent cent
to Rankin,
a school
for ofgirls.
As the
opens
she town
is justforreturning
home
in a small
the summerto her
vacation.
Millicent is an attractive girl and has
made many friends at the school, one at
them ily,being
daughter of a wealthy famBeatricealike
Deering.
Millicent,
many other poor girls
with aspirations for a social life, has
learned to put her best foot a little too
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far forward. She has even gone so far
as to invite Beatrice to visit her. giving
the impression that her people have
money. As a matter of fact her father
is a plumber
and they live in very moderate circumstances.
When she extended her invitation, Milllcent siblythought
could surprised
not poscome, but Beatrice
she istogreatly
on her arrival
home
learn that her
friend
on the
way.should
Millicent ishasinwired
terrorshelestis her
friend
discover her poverty. At this juncture
her younger
fever
and
Millicent sister
decidesdevelops
to takescarlet
her friend
to a hotel.
But
Beatrice's
woman
panion interferes with this and both comgirls
gois into progress.
Beatrice's home, where a house party
Millicent meets with many experiences
while on this visit. She attracts unwelcomeintoattentions
a male and
flirt,isstumnumerousfrom
scandals
generallvbleshumiliated.
She
returns
home
completely
awakened
to
what
her
real
home
and mother mean — also her country lover.
Program and Exploitation CatchUnes:
Clever Story of a Simple Country Girl,
Who
Was Duly
Her False
Pride.Chastened Because of
Remarkably
Human theStory
Girl Who Learned
Valueof of aa Poor
Real
"Home" perience
AfterWith Wealthy
an Unfortunate
Friends. ExA Story Thatstrings,WillRevealingTouch
the Your
ValueHeartand
Beauty
of
a
Real
"Home."
Mildred Harris in Entertaining Photoa Plumber's
Who
Learnedplay, as the
Folly of Daughter
Social Aspirations.
Exploitation Angles: Sell the star on
her name and popularity. It can be done
even without recourse to the "Mrs. Charles
Chaplin."
Use plenty
ofaslithographs
and
photographs
welllightly
portrait
cuts.
Touch
on the asstory
as the story
ofwas a best.
girl who found in time that home
"A Favor to a Friend"
Metro Production Features Emmy Wehlen in ofEntertaining
Mistaken Comedy-Drama
Identity.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
complication forms the
amusing
AN basis
of the five-part Metro proa Friend,"
duction, "A Favor
ro!e.
in thetoleading
with Emmy Wehlen
its charand
made,
well outlined
The picture isacterization
The
effectively.
East Side Jews, for instance, who took
a year on a Broadway production and
lly well
preare especialf
"went broke,"
by Hugh
outlined
sented. Danny Abbott,
Fay. is also an effective character.
Emmy Wehlen and Jack Mulhall as the
give incentral figures of the picture
teresting impersonations, and Joseph
Kilgour, Harry Todd and Jack Miller,
Jr., are particularly realistic as the unio who envy
scrupulous trinheritan
ce. Mary Worthington her
The picture is an attraction which
will be liked by the average audience.
It has good comedy touches and has
interesting story Cast.
qualifications.
Mary
Worthington
Wehlen
Robert Garrison Emmy
jack Mulhall
Danny Abbott
Hugh Fay
Mark
Gloria Arnold
Morning Joseph
Effie Kilgour
Conlev
Sam Arnold
Jack Harrv
Miller.ToddJr.
William
Z.
Williams
Star Tenor
Fred H. Warren
Story andDirected
Scenarioby byJohnLuther
Ince. A. Reed.
The Story.
The story
of "A ofFavor
to a identity
Friend"
treats
of a matter
mistaken
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in which Mary Worthington, an heiress, one
Favoron toBroadway
a Friend.'is "always
The putting
a good
is kidnapped in place of her friend, a in 'Aover
appeal
out
of
town.
pretty
young
actress.
As
the
story
runs,
Mary
is
locked
in
her room to make up her mind to sign
"Destiny"
a paper through which her guardian, her
lawyer,
and her
nephew figure
on relieving
her guardian's
of her inheritance.
Mary, Dorothy Phillips Featured in Six-Reel
a strong willed young woman, finds a way
Jewel Production
of making exit by way of her bedroom
Strength.of Dramatic
window,bile, arrives
and at
haling
a
passing
automoReviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
the apartment of her
friend, takenGloria
in time to be mis- IN this six-reel Jewel production, enfor the Morning,
little actress.
titled "Destiny,"
has
As It happens, Danny Abbott, Gloria
been pictured
on thea new
story angle
of human
Morning's
press
agent,
in
trying
to
save
development.
In
place
of
following
the
the show,
Purple Pagoda,"
with
Robert"TheGarrison,
a wealthybargains
young career of but one person from childhood up to later life, the narrative traces
man of his acquaintance, to kidnap her
and
keep
her
for
a
day
at
his
lodge
the careers of an entire family, with
the mountains. In the meantime Dannyin two
brothers
and a sister as the prinis to fill the papers with the news of
The general
of the drathe kidnapping,
inon anticipation
ofnight
rematiccipals.narrative
is veryplan
interesting,
and
suming
the
show
the
following
it covers a broad scope, the scenes
to a crowded house. Garrison has never while
have
been
nicely
held
down
to
essential
seen Gloria, and arriving on the scene as
Mary Worthington is alighting from the high lights of strongest appeal.
Phillips is cast in the part
automobile
to enter her
her for
friend's
ment, he mistakes
Gloriaapartand of Dorothy
the sister, Mary Burton, a role which
carries off the wrong girl.
she fills with attractive ease. William
During
her
stay
at
the
lodge
Mary
and
Stowell and Tom Ashton appear as the
Garrison form an attachment which ends brothers,
Hamilton and Paul Burton, and
it is really the former of these that
dominates the story. Hamilton Burton
even as athat
boy isshows
the overweening
ambition
one day
to bring him
to extreme power in the financial world,
a power which he wields with a brutal
disregard for any who cross his path.
But one will is strong enough to cross
his own. that of his sister, Mary, who
insists upon marrving the man of her
choice
spitetwoof Hamilton's
Therein are
endings to opposition.
this powerful
story,
one
tragic
the other,
which is the real one. and
a happy
close!
This has been brought about in novel
fashion
"dream" without
finish. recourse to the familiar
The tensesubject
interest. as a whole is one of inCast.
Mary(TheRurton
Hamilton
Burton Dorothv
AntrimPhillips
Short
Boy)
Hamilton
Burton
William
Stowell
(The Man)
Boy)
Paul (The
Burton
Tom Ashton
Paul (The
Burton
Stanhope Wheatcroft
Man)
Thomas Burton TValt Whitman
Mrs.
Burton
Wright
Jefferson
Edwards Nanine
Harrv
Emmy Wehlen
Len Haswell
AllanHilliard
Sears
In ainvery
"unfavorable"
moment
Loraine
Haswell
Gertrude
Astor
"A Favor to a Friend."
Hamilton's
Secreta
ry
Edgar
Sherrod
Directed by Rollin Sturgeon.
From novel byTheCharles
in their
betrothal.
The are
incidents
pertainStory. Neville Buck.
ing
to
the
complication
amusing.
Prosnim and Exploitation Catchlines:
Burton family,
A With
Humorous Story of Mistaken Identity a The
mountainous
district,in "Destinv."
where the live
threein
Mary, Hamilton
and Paul, attend
Role. Emmy Wehlen in the Stellar children.
a
country
school.
Mary
is
a
gentle
girl,
HowPublicity
a Clever
PressBut Agent's
approaching womanhood, and the boys
StuntTheatrical
Missed Fire
Ended have
dreams of the future. Paul is poetin a Delightful Romance.
ical,ticalandforce.
Hamiltonlatter
a ladisofconsumed
intense pracAmusing Dilemma of a Girl Who in
Seeking
toIsEscape
fromforUnscrupulous
ambitions to The
become a great
man. with
Relatives
Mistaken
Her
Actress
Friend.
In due time the Burtons sell their farm
move to New York. In the course
Emmy Wehlen in Delightful Comedy In- and
of ten years. Hamilton becomes known as
volvingUnscrupulous
Mistaken Identity.
Kidnapa power
on Wallwhostreet,
a figure
of ruthping.
Relatives,
and
a
strength,
crushes
foes like
"Bright" Press Agent.
insectsless when
they cross
his hispath.
Exploitation Angles: Boom the star Mary
and
his
parents
live inPaul,
his
and hook her up with the story in its luxurious apartments, as allpensioners,
but
high
points
such
as
"She
was
abducted,
is thewhoonly one who does not fear
but when her rescuers came she joined Mary
him.
Paul,
is
studying
her abductor in fighting off her would- keeps out of his -brother's way.music, merely
besmalldeliverers."
the
In the course of time Mary falls in love
town wouldA good
be "Seeanglehowforthose
'successful Broadway runs' are engineered with Jefferson Edwards, whom she had
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once tain
seenhome.on Hamilton
his vacation
moun-to
takesat atheir
dislike
Edwards, who is also a financier, and when
Mary
persists
in her choice, threatens to
crush
him.first ending
In
the
the ruins
story Hamilton
carries out his threatof and
Edwards.
Later, Mary deserts Hamilton and he Is
finally
hurled
from
a
high
window
by one
of his enemies. The second ending reverts
to a certain phase of the story at the
beginning and brings a happy close.
Program
andPhillips
Exploitation
<':it Unusual
oh lines:
Dorothy
Picture Based
on Starring
Dramaticin Story
of
Human Development.
Unique
Story
of
the
Career
of
an
Entire
Family Made into Highly Dramatic
Story
of Intense
Interest. Financier,
HeBut
Became
Unscrupulous
There an Was
One With Strong
Enough
Sister. Will to Cross His Own — His
Absorbing Chapter from Life Showing
Revealed
in the with
Case
ofWhatan "Destiny"
Entire Family,
Portrayed
Two Endings, One Happy, One Tragic.
Exploitation
Angles:
Play
up
the
and hook up with her work in Heartstarof
Humanity. Play up the fact that it is
taken
from Buck's novel,
and hammer
on
the
appeal
the story.
Get strong
after thehuman
general
publicof with
such
approaches
as, "Would you
like
be a
multi-millionaire?
ever torealize
the responsibilities Did
thoseyoumillions
would
entail.
See 'Destiny'
your present
lot. Thereand isbenocontent
joy in with
suddenly
amassed
wealth."
You
can ifprobably work the sermon stunt on this
you
will
the detailed
story in theMakepressa
book take
to some
local minister.
strong
and you will_pay for
the
extracampaign
advertising.
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The Apex Pictures Corporation
is in the market for snappy, up-todate, high class, clean COMEDY
plots and ideas for two reel productions.
Prompt reports and payment on acceptance
SCENARIO EDITOR
223-225 NORTH NEW JERSEY STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
Motion

Picture

Projection Lenses
and Stereopticon Lenses.
Our lenses give the greatest
brilliancy combined with a flat
field.
Best quality at lowest prices.
ANY DESIRED FOCAL LENGTH
Western Optical Works, Inc.
CHARLES CITY, IOWA
For Color Effects
Use ^eee Hoods
C«Ura Are
Beautiful, Brilliant
and Permanent
Hoods Slip Over the Bulb

'The Girl Alaska
Five-Reel World-Picture Tells Simple
Story in Wonderful Alaskan Setting.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
MAGNIFICENT in its crudity is this
five-reel World-Picture, entitled
Alaska."
It is actually
said to
be the"The
firstGirlmoving
picture
taken in Alaska and is a subject not to
be overlooked by exhibitors who want
to give their patrons something new
and informing. The film has shortcomings in the way of occasional patches
of photography that is not quite clear
and a simple story of loose development.
But there is something about its scenic
grandeur
and ofthe thefactspectator
that it lays
before the eyes
the real
Alaska
that
makes
one
forget
the
weak
features.
It is well to remember in a story of
this kind, which spreads out to view a
man and a girl traversing perilous

Write for our up-to-date prioe list.
Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealer* to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers BMg.
5 South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILUKOfS
Dealers
InPicture
Monograph,
Standard
and Simplex
Moving
Midlines,
National
Mlnusa
Screen*ON andTHE
Everything
for the Cartons,
Theatre
WE SELL
INSTALLMENT
PLAN

Standard Motion Picture Co.
Get acquainted
our prices
and
facilities forwithhandling
your
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
All Work Guaranteed
Address:— Service the Best
1007 Mailers Bldg., Chicago— Phone: Central 2347

EXHIBITORS
a realby picture
writeIf youus. want
Endorsed
biggest organist
exhibitorsorEastpianist,
and
W(»t.
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
of PICTURE PLAYING
Strand Theatre Los AngelM

TYPHOONS
TYPHOON FAN COMPANY
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gorges,
and vast
wastes, crumbling
that these glaciers
scenes were
hard icyto
get
and
that
it
is
another
triumph
for
the camera to get them at all.
Lottie Kruse and Henry Bolton play
the part of the intrepid lovers, who
risked life and limb to get. certain of
the scenes in this story. The plot is
very simple, the heroine masquerading
as a boy until the moment comes when
she is ready to reveal the truth. This is
incredible, but once the premises are
accepted the yarn develops considerable
heart interest. The old Sourdough and
other Alaskan characters are appealing;
also the typical mining camp so often
seen under more glorified
Cast. conditions.
Mollie McCrea
Lottie Kruse
Phil
Henry Bolton
Remainder The
of cast
Story.not available.
Mollie
McCrea, inman"Thewho Girl
Alaska,"
is
the
daughter
departed
before
for theof aAlaskan
gold
fieldsyears
and
has nevertreated by returned.
The
girl
is
misthe woman with whom she
lives and so determines to leave. She
attiresa herself
boy's clothing
onto
steamer insailing
to Alaska.and slips
The washing
stowawaydecks
is discovered
and upput theto
work
and polishing
cabins. She meets a youth, named Bell,
who has come to Alaska to make his fortune and they gold
depart fromTheir
Skagway tois beset getbyher for the
real perilsfields.
all along thepathway
way.
They comejustto asan Phil
old Sourdough's
eventually,
is taken 111.cabin
The
Sourdough gives them a home and they
help
work
his
placer
claim.
Later
the
old
man dies and just before his death reveals
thePhil,
fact still
that believing
he is Mollie's
Molliefather.
a boy, starts
back
the states
toon claim
his sweetheart,
but
istothrown
thehimtrail
almost
frozen.
Mollie outrescues
andand restores
him to health a second time. Later some
newspapers
from the has
stateswedcarryanother.
news
that his sweetheart
Phil is heart broken until he learns
that Mollie is a girl and he loses no time
in calling upon a minister to unite them in
marriage.
Program
and Exploitation Filmed
Catchlines:
Entertaining
Alaska Amid Photoplay
Its Scenic Grandeurs. in
A You
Photoplay
That
Is
Different
from That
Any
Have Ever Seen, and One
Will Please You.
SeePerilous
the HeroGorges,
and Heroine
Traversing
Crumbling
Gorges
and
Icy
"Wastes
in
This
Stirring
Story
of Real Alaska.
Romantic Story
of
a
Girl
Who
Masas a Boy,Stirring
Goes Adventures,
to Alaska,
Meets WithqueradesMany
and Finally Finds Romance.
Exploitation Angles: Use the names of
such
of thebutcastmakeas areyourfavorites
patrons,
big playwithon your
the
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturers
MectrioSoldPicture
TicketdirectliningatrMachines
forof Moving
The-or
es and Restaurants.
inroughNATIONAL
your dealer. ELECTRIC
TICKET1511REGISTER
COMPANY
St. Louis.NorthMo..Broadway
U. S. «.

POOL*
VENTILATE
W B»o^ti^UT- W 281 LEXINGTON AVE., NEW YORK
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fact thatandthis shows
picturethewasrealactually
Alaska
locale made
of thein
story. Play up the fact that this is the
first tocantbeupon made
in thatfeatures.
territory Itandwould
desthe scenic
probably gestpay
to give
yourparticularly
lobby the until
sugi
o
n
o
f
snow
stuff;
the cold weather sets in, offering a trip to
Alaska and even printing tickets good
from your town to Dawson.
"The Midnight
Man"James J.
New Universal
Serial Features
Corbett in Stirring Melodramatic
Reviewed byEpisodes.
Robert C. McElravy.
serial, "The MidTHIS newnightUniversal
been g concocted
the perwith a viewMan,"tohasexploitin
ity and physicalJames
l
a
n
o
of the ex-In
prowess
s
J. Corbett.
champion pugilist,
of the heroof Mr.
the role
assuming
beingCor-an
the handicap
bet is under
older man than is usually seen in such
he does much to overa part, though
come this disadvantage by performing
feats that would prove impossible to
has a winman. He way.
many ninga smileyounger
and a pleasing
The serial has a plot that is interesting and lucidly set forth. In general
construction it leans heavily toward
melodrama such as was found in serials
some years ago, and the episodes thus
far seen by the reviewer have none of
the imaginative quality or scenic beauty
that have characterized more recent serials. The chief appeal to the interest
is found
in theandpersonality
of Mr.
Corbett himself
in frequent
sparring
contests of an impromptu sort, somewith as many
as two
a dozen
opponents atimes
t a time.
The first
instalments
are
full
of
"punches,"
both
literal
and
figurative.
The third
instalment
contains some stunts
that bring
real thrills.
There can
no doubt
this production wilbeappeal
greatlythat
to fight
fans
and the sporting fraternity in general,
but its wider appeal will have to be determined by the way
holdsbe upreviewed
in future instalments,
whichit will
from time to time.
Cast.
Bob Gilmore James J. Corbett
Nell
Morgan
O'Connor
Henry
Morgan Kathleen
Joseph
Girard
John Gilmore
Frank W.Jonasson
Martha Oilman Georgia Wardthorp
Hargraves William Santer
John Zafara Orral Humphreys
Foringthepicturefullest
and latest
news Britain
»f the movindustry
in Great
and
Europeing British
— fortechnical
authoritative
articles
by leadmen—
for
brilliant
and
strictly
impartial
criticisms
of
all
films,
read
THE BIOSCOPE
85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen on Application
FILM

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set.
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
movinging. picture
work current,
and theatre
lightSmooth,
no flicker.
Portable
type steady
with cooling
radiator
all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. M
Universal Motor Co.
wise.

SPECIAL
ROLL
TICKETS
every
roll
guaranteed.
Coupon
Tickets 6,000.
for $3.00.
Prize
Drawings:
Prompt
anlpments.
with
theSesdorder.diagram
Get for
theCashsamples.
Reserved
Seat
Coupon Tickets,
serial
or dated.ment regulation
All ticketsand mustbearconform
to Governof admission
and tax paid. established price
SPECIAL
TICKET
PRICES
Five
Thousand
$1.50
Ten Thousand
3.00
Fifteen
Thousand
4.00
Twenty-five
Thousand
6.00
Fifty
Thousand
8.00
One Hundred Thousand 12.00
National Ticket Co., Shamokin, Pa.
GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 25,300: by States, Per$3.6*.M.
1,500manufacturers
film exchanges
$5.00
313
and studios
2.00
368 machine
and supply
dealers 1.00
Further
Parttealars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W. Adams St.,Ohicago
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The Story.
Bob Gilmore, a young clubman, is called
by telephone
to
his home,
whereparty.
his parents are giving him
a birthday
He
overhears one of the men guests make a
slurring remark
about histo mother's
appearance, and proceeds
punish him
then and
there,
throwingLater
the inentire
gathering
into
an
uproar.
the
evenhe assumes
guiltforged
for a bycheck
had ingbeen
in reality
his which
foster
father, ings,in butorder
to
save
the
mother's
feelobtains a written confession
from
the guilty man for future use if
necessary.
Learning that he had been adopted from
a foundling asylum in infancy. Bob dees to gohisto real
New name,
York towhich
see ifhe heundercannotcidlearn
stands
begins
with
"Mor."
He
disguises
himself and enters many homes, attired in
evening clothes, and is soon known to
the
police as he
"ThehasMidnight
the meantime
come intoAlan."
contactIn
with members of the White Circle gang,
and has many close physical encounters
with them.
Publicity Points.
This serial features as its hero James J.
Corbett,
ex-champion
whose fame
asCorbett
a fighter
no pugilist,
further eulogy.
Mr.
has needs
had considerable
experience
on the stage and this melodramatic serial
offers
him
many
chances
for
increasing
his following as an actor. Kathleen
O'Connor,
Girard andcast.Noble Johnson are in Joseph
the supporting

"Choosing
First National
Presentsa Wife"
Unique Story
Interpreted by English Cast.
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
of narrative
dramatic
A STORY
whichto aleads
by thecrisis
routeof
high intensity,
"Choosing
a Wife"
is admirably
typed
by
English
performers and presents something quite as
pathetic as it is unique, in the plight of
a woman tragically mistaken as to a
man's matrimonial intentions.
The woman is yet in the prime of life,
but
spinsterhood supposedly
because sherelegated
has passedto the
time
when
youth
charms
men
into
matrimony.
A sweet and refined creature of noble
physique, she is quite resigned to her
position when a terrible mistake occurs.
She is led to believe that a middleaged explorer is in love with her. His
written proposal, not intended for her,
brings about elaborate preparations for
PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold King Screen
10 Days' Trial
Try
before
you supply
buy. Sold
all
the leading
dealersby
throughout
the country.
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

DEVELOPING
CORPORATION
Phone: Union 4800 . .
LABORATORIES
216-222 WEEHAWKEN ST.
WEST HOBOKEN, N. J.
HARRY HOUD1NI, Pres. ALFRED DAVIDSON. Sec. & Treas. THEO. W. HARDEEN. Vice-Pres.
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marriage, the general announcement,
costly presents from friends, and even
ringing of that
wedding
bells; beforewereit
isthe discovered
his intentions
meant for her niece.
On this remarkable situation, which
brings acter,
out interest
the largely
woman'sdepends.
nobility There
of char-is
a powerful
contrast
her conduct and that
of thebetween
man when
the
crisis is finally reached, but it is attained
through scenes of unnecessary footage
and lengthy
The picture
shown
at the sub-title.
Strand depends
upon theas
novelty of its main situation and upon
the acting of its leading woman for its
value to exhibitors in general.
Cast.
Not available.
The Story.
In choosing
a wife, ofan addressing
English explorer
makes
the mistake
Dolly
Blossom,
the middle-aged
maiden aunt
the Miss Blossom
he has concluded
to wed,of
and sends
a proposal to Miss
Blossom because
name Dolly
onMissa handkerchief hedroppedsawby that
the niece.
Dolly
Blossom
has passed the
when s-he
can
but totime
shebe decides
accepthopewhatto shemarry,
believes
a proposalto
to herself, and makes preparations for the
wedding while her supposed fiance is away
exploring
Africa.
All is readyHe foris theso
ceremonyby inwhen
he returns.
amazed
the mistake
that he confesses
toandMissintentions
Dolly Blossom
that her
his niece.
attentionsIn
concerned
this pitiful situation she releases him, but
the
niece is The
engaged
youngto man
her choice.
explorerto abegins
realizeof
that Miss Dolly Blossom is really a noble
creature,
and returns
to her. Shea splendid
will not woman,
be an object
of pity,
so she refuses him. In a crucible of experience
both
bitter
and
sweet,
the
explorer and Miss Dolly become reconciled
and
the wedding bells have not been rung
in vain.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Remarkable
With
a Dramatic Narrative
Climax ofPhotostory
Unusual Intensity.
Pathetic and Unique Romance of a
Woman
Has Passed
Period ofWhoYouthful
Charm. Beyond the
Clever English Photoplay, Interpreted by
an All-English
Cast, Theme.
Built Around
Unique
and Interesting
See How posalAnof Marriage
Explorer's to Written
ProWoman Nearly Wrecked HertheLife,Wrong
But
Finally Brought Happiness.
Exploitation
Angles:
This
play
is
English production with a cast unknownan
to pictujreYou lovers
on choices.
this side Youof can
the
water.
have two
feature the fact that you offer the cream
of the English
stagefavorites,
to be contrastedcuriosity,
with out picture
American
and
capitalize
or
you
can
the
cast in favor of the play. Theignore
former
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"NEWMAN" Brass
Frames and Rails
A FEW REASONS
METAL
FRAMES
why
"NEWMAN"
have been
chosen
by allcuitsthe
big cirand
best
of theatres. class
1— Because
stant exposurethetocon-all
sorts
of tions
weather
cannot condiaffect
"NEWMAN"
NONCORItOSIVE
METAL
FRAMES.
2
—
Because
of
their
richness
in beauty
design, they
liven andthethe
entrance
and
render
lobby
than anymore
other inviting
kind of
frames.
3— Because
they wood
will
outlast
a
dozen
frames. They
areun-wear-ontpractically
able.
INSISTWHEN
ON THE
NAMEFRAMES
"NEWMAN"
BUYING
Write
for
New
1918
Catalogue
We manufacture
the
frames
in
various finishes
which do not require polishing.
The Newman
Mfg.
ESTABLISHED 1882 Co.
717-19
Sycamore
68 W. WashingtonStreet,
Street,Cincinnati,
Chicago, 111.O.
CanadianTheatre
Bepresentative
— J. T. Canada.
Malone. Bialto
Bldg..
Montreal,
Pacific
G. Ralls,
A. Metcalfe,
SanSigns,
Francisco, Cal.
Frames, Coast—
Easels,
Grilles,
Kick Plates, Door Bars Chopper*,
lran^rteK
Automatically
such voltage
arc requires. Nosupplies
waste ofonlycurrent
in ballastas
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
West 114th Street, Cleveland. Ohio
THE CINEMA
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
30 Gerrard Street
W. I. London, England
Has
the quality circulation
ofDominion!.
the trad*
inAll Great
and the
Official Britain
Notices
from are
the
ASSOCIATION
to and
its News
members
published exclusively
in
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WEEKLY,
$7.25
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would seem to be the better course. The
title has lent itself well to big advertising
inchoose
its pre-release
on the dolinesyouof choose
"How to
a wife,"
wife?"
and
similar"how
pertinent phrases, buta
the
Blossom"to
is toostage
well play,
known"Theto Elder
make Miss
it advisable
ignore the original title. With this play
you can extend your appeal to a class of
personstures as who
profess to regard theIf picyou
have suchunworthy
a class, ofmaketheira notice.
special appeal
to them
and
you
may
win
them
for
regular patrons.
"A Man's Fight"
Dustin Farnum Appears to Advantage in
United Picture Theatres Feature
Based on Timely Subject.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
THEPicture
subjectTheatres
on which
the United"A
production,
Man's Fight,"
is based,
suggests
the present labor unrest, as well as
visualizing the struggle of the individual
against the odds of a tarnished name.
Dustin Farnum in the stellar role portrays well the character of a man of
nobleage,impulses,
indomitable
who not onlyandsacrifices
himselfcourfor
another, but rises above the difficulties
encountered
by
the
ex-convict
to
the
attainment of a master position.
It is a question whether or not the
dual aim of the production weakens its
entertainment
value.
Thomas toN.a Heffron has succeeded
in covering
large
extent the defects of a story that lacks
somewhat instruction.theThe picture
technicalities
of
conhas, however,
sufficient human interest to hold the attention of the spectator. It is also a
clean picture with action of a stirring
quality,
and should prove a good box
office attraction.
Barney
Sherry,
Harry VonforMeter
andJ. Lois
Wilson
are noticeable
their
Cast.
good work.
Roger Carr
Carr Dorothy
Dustin Farnum
Ethel
David Carr
J. Barney Wallace
Sherry
Norman Evans Wedgwood Nowell
Jarvis
Harry Von Meter
Mary
Wilson
Oliver Tompkins
Dale
MilesLoisMcCarthy
Avis Dale
Betty Bouton

Human
Life
Visualized
At
Last
PORTER installs LARGE TYPE S SIMPLEX PROJECTORS arid ROBIN TIME and SPEED INDICATORS at the GEO. M.
COHAN THEATRELIVESfor onD. the
W. SCREEN.
GRIFFITH'SEvery
GREATEST
TRDU should
MPH, "BROKEN
PRACTICALLY
EXHIBITOR
see it. BLOSSOMS." This MARVELOUS PICTURE
For machines and accessories and perfect projection consult PORTER, the man who made installations for all of
D. W. GRIFFITH'S BROADWAY PRESENTATIONS OF "THE BIRTH OF A NATION," "INTOLERANCE," "HEARTS OF
THE
WORLD" and "BROKEN BLOSSOMS." THE MASTER PRODUCER ALWAYS DEMANDS THE MOST PERFECT
EQUIPMENT.
B. F. PORTER, 729 Seventh Avenue at 49th Street, NEW YORK
THE ONLY DISTRIBUTOR OF SIMPLEX FOR NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
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Logan
Dick La Reno
Mrs. Murphy
Aggie Herring
Callahan
Bert Appling
Story by Tom J. Geraghty.
Directed by Thomas M. Heffron.
The Story.
Fight"former
coverssocial
two and
themes
a "AfightnessMan's
tostanding,
regain
busi-—
and
the
question
of
capital
against labor.
Rogerof Carr,
the sontriesof toa influence
wealthy old
family
New York,
his
sister Ethel to discourage the attentions
of Norman Evans, a drunken unscrupulous
society parasite.
disregarded by Ethel, His
and warnings
one eveningareEvans
assaults
her
in
her
father's
drawing
room
and is shot dead in a mysterious manner.
Roger hurrying to the scene, picks up
the revolver
lying forbeside
and
shoulders found
the blame
the Evans
crime,
The
which he believes his sister has committed.
He
is
arrested,
tried
and
sento ten yearsto indrown
prison,
Ethel
enters atencedconvent
her and
sorrow.
On his release from prison, Roger,
spurned
his father,
strikeshimself
out forin
Colorado, bywhere
he interests
mining and becomes the leader of the
New
Independents
amongto succeed
the mine hisowners.
When
he conditions
about
fight
for better
for the inminers,
the
opposing parties send a representative
east
to investigate.
The news
Moving
has done
time for murder
arrivesthatat Canthe
same
time
with
a
confession
fromwhich
the
former butler of the Carr household,
states that he and not Roger Carr was
• the murderer t>f Evans.
The love
Carr and vein
his stenographer story
supplies aof romantic
to the
production.
Picture
Program and Advertising Phrases: The
Story of a ManCourage,
of NobleWhoImpulses
and
Indomitable
Sacrifices
Himself for Another.
Dustin
Farnum
in Remarkable
Photodrama
Industrial
Unrest Interest.
Presented
With a ofWealth
of Human
How an Ex-Convict Rises Above InnuProjector
merable inDifficulties
and Attains
ter Position
the World
of Men.a MasAbsorbingrifice,Photodrama
a Man's SacHis ofFight
OverwhelmingBased onOdds,
CouplesAgainst
With
Timely Theme of Labor Unrest.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Farnum
as your chief point, but bear hard on the
Will
labor gestangle,
not aso labor
hard story.
as to sug-To
that thisthough
is purely
that
end
make
your
big
talking
point
the
situation in which Carr finds himself when
Positively
he attempts to shoulder what he supposes
to be his sister's crime.
Be Introduced
"Love Is Love"
William Fox Presents Albert Ray and
Elinor Fair in a Realistic Story of
On Sept. 8th,
a Weakling's Regeneration
Through
a Girl's
Reviewed
by Louis
ReevesLove.
Harrison.
1919
REALISTIC in theme and treatment,
"Love
Is
Love"
accurately
portrays
a type of boy who weakly yields to
'Ml influence in spite of his better ideals,
md clearly depicts that form of material instinct which even young girls show
n their sympathetic solicitude for the
veak, which enables them to forgive so
nuch as wives and mothers later on in
ife. The boy, morally frail, incapable
MASTER
if resisting evil influence until trained
>y hard experience, is admirably played
>y Albert Ray. The girl, vigorously im•ersonated by Elinor Fair, represents
Machine Tool Co.
'udding motherhood; she resents the
INC.
oy's
lack
of
manhood,
but,
loving
him,
ghts for him with tigress-like ferocity
rhile trying to inspire him with cour2638-2640 Park Ave.
geccount.
to act for his better self on his own
Phones Melrose 362-363
The trend of this story is humaniNEW YORK
arian, the treatment sympathetic, and

1183
the cast is so good that its purpose is
enforced. Besides the two leads, who
are engrossed in their roles throughout,
fine work is done by William Ryno as an
old
crook, by Howard
Mack asmajesty,
a humanby
representative
of his satanic
John Cossar as a handsome and kindly
captain
police, andThebyplayHarry
inson as ofa detective.
is of Dinkmore
than
average
interest,
a
good
number
for any program.
Cast.
Gerry Sands
Albert Ray
Polly Ann Kerry
Elinor Fair
Nick Barket
William Ryno
"Red"
Devlin
Howard
Mack
Dave Wilson
Captain
of Police HarryJohnDinkinson
Cossar
Story
by Richard WashburnRoach.
Child.
Scenario
Directionby byJ. Anthony
Scott Dunlap.
The Story.
is Love"
and Kerry,
very much
in "Love
the heart
of Polly
who more
tries
to make
man of ofGerry
the
weak a catspaw
an oldSands.
crook Hewhois
terrorizes
him with
into Red
opening
divides the loot
Devlin,safeswhoandplans
the
In spite
of Polly's
efforts,
Gerryrobberies.
yields
until
he
comes
upron
an
admonition from Hamlet while at his thievHe makes
but ingthe work.
crooks
will notanleteffort
him —tohereform,
is too
valuable for them. They frame him at his
new
job,
then
Red
Devlin
provides
bail
for
his release, only to tempt the boy again
until he runs away, leaving town on a
freight train to start a new life elsewhere.
During
his absence
the girl
becomeswhoso
active that
she exposes
the crooks
have hounded Gerry into crime. In this
she istain,aided
by a clear-headed
police cap-to
who becomes
very much attached
the brave
Now that
justice is done,
Polly
seeks girl.
to reopen
communication
with
Gerry, butbroken andallsick.
"in vain.
heart-he
Far She
awaybecomes
from her.
learns of her illness and resolves to face
punishment in order to aid her. When he
is at tlast
face himself
to face onwithprobation
the police
capain, he finds
— unless
he marries
Polly in twenty-four
hours,
he
will be sent up for ten years. He finds
her
at
the
last
moment,
after
a
desperate
search, and thereafter his steps will be
guided
girl combined
whose lovein was
of wife byand themother
one. that
Program
andStoryExploitation
Cntchlines:
Absorbing
of
a
Boy
Who
Yields to Evil Influence, But IsWeakly
Saved
by a Ray
Girl'sandLove.
Albert
Elinor Fair in Realistic
Story of the a Ennobling
Boy's Regeneration
Through
Girl's Unselfish
Love. Power of a
HowTriumphed
the LoveOverof the
a True-Hearted
Forces of EvilGirlin
the Face of Enormous Obstacles.
SeeGirl's
How Noble
the Unselfish
Wonderful Power of a
Love Saved a
Weak
Forces ofBoy Evil.from the Tremendous
Ksploitation AnKles: Play up the star
but
hard on the story, as well Give
the work
high points
of the plot instead of the
full story and offer
it as "the story of a
weak man and a strong
love." Work this
along the lines of the criticism
in telling
of the mother instinct which makes
women
forgive
so
much
in
thev
This should be your best those
selling pointlove
Bessie Love's \ewest Reaches Here.
Besie Love's newest Vitagraph feature
"Over
GardenAs Wall,"
reacheda winthe
Easterntheoffices.
Peggy hasGordon,
some young woman, who falls in love
with the wealthy man on the other side
of theMisswall,Lovebelieving
that heof those
is a chauffuer.
sweet
characters
that has
haveanother
made her
a favorite
throughout the country. Her new leading
man, Allen Forrest, plays admirably to
the star. David Smith directed the picture.
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WANTED
BY THE

LYMAN

H.

HOWE

LABORATORIES
WILKES-BARRE,

PA.

An experienced negative and positive developer
and a capable color man. K Must be an expert
in producing artistic tones and tints. H You
must be thoroughly experienced. H We want
those who have a proven record of ability and
yet be willing to learn our special methods and
follow them. K We have established a reputation for superior film printing, specializing in
scenic and educational pictures with artistic
colors.
H We are enlarging our staff and will be pleased
to hear from experts in all branches of laboratory work.
f Give complete details immediately by letter, stating
age, salary expected, etc. Photos returned.
ADDRESS
The Lyman H. Howe Laboratories
175 W. River St., Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

H

H

August 23, 1919
A Few "Aislelite'
Users
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Light

Where

You

Need

It

THE question of adequate aisle lighting in motion picture
KNICKERBOCKER .. Cleveland
theatres has been answered. For more than two years we
LIBERTY
Cleveland
METROPOLITAN .... Washington
have been equipping theaters, from Maine to California,
LIBERTY
Akron
with our device, that does away with fumbling for seats,
KEITH'S
Atlanta
stumbling or collision in the darkness.
PALACE
Hoboken
PALACE
Wichita
THE
MAJESTIC
Mansfield
PARK
Johnstown
LIBERTY
Youngstown
OLYMPIC
Pittsburgh
LIBERTY
Kamas City
DORIC
Kansas City
makes every inch of the aisle a clear, plain pathway of diffused
HIPPO
Buffalo
light, down which your patrons can walk quickly and confidently
WILSON
Baltimore
to the seat of their choice.
BROADWAY
Baltimore
T. & D
Sacramento
REGENT
Kansas City It does away with the need of overhead or side lights, with their
ROYAL
Kansas City glare and eyestrain, yet reflects a soft, pleasant light over the
ORPHEUM
Leavenworth entire auditorium without detracting from the best screen effects.
CATARECT
Niagara Falls
HIPPO
Sacramento
THESE ARE
GARDEN
Baltimore
PHOTOGRAPHS
LIBERTY
Fresno
RIALTO
Omaha
OF THE RESULTS
PALACE
Cincinnati
ACCOMPLISHED
CALUMET
Chicago
WITH THIS
ALHAMBRA
Cleveland
RIALTO
Tacoma
LITTLE FIXTURE
REX
Racine
KEITH'S
Washington
EMPIRE
San Antonio
ROYAL
San Antonio
i
PRINCESS
San Antonio
STILLMAN
Cleveland
NEWMAN
Kansas City
DES MOINES
Des Moines
EUCLID
Cleveland
/
PATENTED
O'DOWD
Florence
^
STRAND
Boston
/
METROPOLITAN .... Chicago
Many unsuccessful attempts have been made at aisle lighting, /
VICTORY
Providence but there is only one absolute sure method — Ask any
✓
the
SCHUYLER
New York Aislelite User.
/ brookins
After long study and experimental work by engiALLEN THEATRES
/
Cleveland,
COMPANYo.
neers, the Aislelite came into prominence, and its S f
OF CANADA
sound reputation is based on the results it
✓ PLEASE send YOUR
latest illustrated
/
actually accom
es.
MADE plish
BY
/ / CATALOG TO
ON ACCOUNT OF LIMITED SPACE
IT IS IMPOSSIBLE TO PRINT THE
THE BROOKINS CO. A > NAMES HERE OF ALL THEATRES
CLEVELAND, OHIO
/
EQUIPPED WITH AISLELITE S,
DISTRIBUTORS ✓ *> Address
WHICH NUMBER MORE THAN
AMERICAN SEATING CO. <r
* Manager
M
TWO HUNDRED AND FIFTY.
WESTERN THEATRE EQUIP. CO. /

THE
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what the LIGHTNING
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Changing

CHANGER

does

IMPLY press a button and — Presto — the change comes jingling out
into the metal cup, where it is easily scooped up by the patron.
Compare that with the old way — digging several coins out of a drawer
— counting, handling them — pushing them across the counter to be scraped
up by the purchaser with the risk of dropping them, keeping the line
waiting — to say nothing of delays caused by mistakes which must happen
when change is not counted mechanically.
The Lightning Changer counts and delivers change mechanically, at
the touch of a button — saving brain work, mistakes from fatigue, arguments and delays. It will.,, make, change
,
,
,
for
1 ,500 patrons an hour,
without error.
It takes no skill to operate; takes less experience
than the old way. Takes little space — 9% x 12 x 13
inches — and weighs only 20 pounds — easily carried.
The magnificent new State-Lake Theatre, Chicago,
recently opened to crowded houses, has installed
two Lightning Changers after careful comparison
with other machines.
Write for descriptive circular G to Theatrical
Division. You need a Lightning Changer
right away if you want to keep in the front rank.
Write Today
LIGHTNING COIN CHANGER CO.
34-36 Lake Street
Chicago

August 23, 1919
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The Fotoplayer is especially designed for motion pictures ;
it provides a piano, organ tones and orchestral effects.
The Fotoplayer is a marvel of simple, sturdy construction — designed to
withstand the wear of continuous use — and requires little skill for operation.
The Fotoplayer may be played by hand or roll.
The patented double tracker device controls the use of the two rolls — providing an
instant change to fit the mood of the picture.
The perfect tonal qualities of the Fotoplayer interpret the crashing melodies of a band or
the power and variety of a symphony orchestra — -expressed in a real human performance.
Continued testimony from keen exhibitors reveal Fotoplayer installation an artistic and
economic success.
"Write for "Your Profits" — it solves the problem of your orchestra pit.

The American
Pholo
Chicago
New York
62 West 45 St.
64 6 JdcksonBlvil
The only musical instrument registered
and protected and knewn as the
"FOTOPLAYER" is made by us
tf*tf

Player Co.
San Francisco
J09 Golden Gate

WW,
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List

of Current

Film

Release
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Dates

lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllM
miniiiaililllll i ili ili li li l l li i ili l lil l i i iui
Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
BENNISON STAR SERIES.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES.
Sandy
Burke
of the
U-BAR-U (Betzwood).
Mar.
23
—
Speedy
Meade
July
13—
Nugget
Nell
(Dorothy
Gish).
Fox Film Corporation
The
Road
CalledPockets.
Straight(Betzwood).
(Betzwood).
July
1320—— The
Love (Vivian
Burglar Martin).
(Wallace Reid).
Aug.
15
—
High
July
Louisiana
July
of the Chance
River (Lila
Aug. 203 —— ARoseSporting
(EthelLee).Clayton). Oct. 1— Lord Jim.
BIG TIMELY PICTURES.
GOLDWYN SPECIALS.
Aug. 3 — FiresCatherine
of FaithCalvert).
(Eugene O'Brien and
Queen
of the Sea (Annette Kellerman).
The
The Bosworth
Border Legion
(Blanche Bates and
Aug. 10—
10— The
Bill Henry
(Charles
Ray). Bennett).
The Land
Prussianof theCur.Free.
— Six Parts).
Aug.
Virtuous
Thief
(Enid
Drama).
For
the
Freedom
of
the World (Seven Parts—
Aug.
17
—
Love
Insurance
(Bryant
Washburn).
STANDARD PICTURES.
Aug.
24—— The
NobodyHeartHomeof Youth
(Dorothy(LilaGish).
May
AMy Woman
There
Was
(Theda
Bara).
For
the
Freedom
of
the
East (Lady Tsen Mei —
Aug.
24
Lee).
Seven
Reels).
May
SisterRanger
(Evelyn(William
Nesbit). Farnum).
The Eternal Magdaolene.
The Little
Lone Star
ARTCRAFT PICTURES.
Aug. 21 — Checkers.
CAPITOL COMEDIES.
July 20— Wagon Tracks (William S. Hart).
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
Reels Each)
Aug. 17 — A Society Exile (Elsie Ferguson).
4— The (Two
Sea Woof.
Aug. 10— Wolves of the Night.
June
18
—
Circumstantial
Evidence.
Haven)
.
TOM MIX SERIES.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS.
a Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
July 1— In sons).
Aug. 24 — Roughriding Romance.
July 6— The Firing Line (Irene Castle).
15—
A
Wonderful
Night
Bill ParTHEDA BARA SERIES.
July 13 — The Career
of Katherine Bush (Cath- July
June 29— Hheir Day of Rest(Smiling
erine Calvert).
(Mr and Mrs.
Sept. 14 — La Belle Russe.
Carter
De
Haven).
Aug. 3— The Dark Star.
Rainbeauz (Parsons).
EXCEL PICTURES.
Aug. 1327 —— Chasing
After
the Bawl (Carter
(CarterDeDeHaven).
Haven)
PARAMOUNT-FLAGG COMEDIES.
July 20 — Roseverse).of the West (Madelaine Tra24
—
Honeymooning
23—
The
Potum
Mar. 6— The Midnightof Swat.
(Two Reels Each)
Aug.
3—— Cheating
Herself(Ray(Peggy
Hyland).
Alarm.
Apr.
Aug.
17
Love
Is
Love
and
Fair).
29 — The "Con" in Economy.
Sept 14 — Theverse).
Splendid Sin (Madelaine Tra- June
July 27— The Immovable Guest.
Pure FORD
Havana.EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY.
June29 — At the Crossroads.
SUCCESS SERIES (REISSUES.)
VICTORY PICTURES.
July 13—6— School
Fable ofDays.the Olive and the Orange.
July 20—
6— The
Wilderness
Trail Brockwell).
(Tom Mix).
July
Frederick).Farrar).
July
July
Sneak (Gladys
July 136—— Sapho
Maria (Pauline
Rosa (Geraldina
July
20—— Sweetness.
The Town of Up and Down.
Aug.
3— The
The
Seventh
Person
(George Walsh).
Walsh). July
20— The Clown (Victor Moore).
July
27
Aug. 10—
The Winning
Stroke (George
July 27 — Esmeralda (Mary Pickford).
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
Aug. 3— MissClark).
George Washington (Marguerite
May
25
—
Virtuous
Husbands.
W. W. Hodkinson
June
156—— Dabbling
in Society.
Aug. 10 — ThePickford).
Dummy (Louise Huff and Jack
July
Merry
Jailbirds
(Two
Parts).
July
G — Her
Mery First
Jail Kiss.
Birds.
Aug. 17 — The more).
Lost Bridegroom (John Barry- Distributed Through Pathe Exchange, Inc
Aug.
31—
Sept. 14 — Dabbling in Society.
SERIES.
Parson of Panamint (Dustin Far- The Best Man STAR
MUTT & JEFP ANIMATED CARTOONS. Aug. 24 — Thenum).
(J.Glaum).
Warren Kerrigan).
Sahara
(Louise
May
11—
Sir
Cidney.
The Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes).
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES.
May 2518 —— The
Left Shell
at theGame.
Post.
May
A White Man's Chance (J. Warren Kerrigan)
July 6 — Up the Upper Parana.
June 81—— Hands
Oh, Teacher
!
June
Up
!
July
13
—
The
Cataracts
of
the
Iguassu.
in America.
June
15—
Sweet
Papa.
Ashley Miller Made
Productions
— One Reel — Patrloti
July 20 — American Women in France.
June
2229 —— APetsPrizeand Fight.
Pests.
July 27 — The Miracle of Montcir.
June
No.
3,
"The
Rookie."
No.
4,5, "Victory
Army
in the Making."
July
6
—
Look
Pleasant,
Please.
Aug.
3—
Bangkok*
the
Royal
City:
No.
"Building
the
Soldier."
July 1324—— Downstairs
and inUp.London.
Aug. 10 — Going Down to Buenos Ayres.
No.
6, "Overseas
"The Hatedto Victory."
K. P."
Aug.
Mutt
and Jeff
No.
Aug. 17 — In Siamese Society.
Aug. 31—
The Frozen
Xo.8,7, "Forward
— Always Forward."
Sept.
7— Mutt
and Jeff North.
in Paris.
Aug. 24 — The Salvation Army on the Job.
PRODUCTIONS.
THE GREAT NINE.
The VolcanoARTO
(Thomas-Leah
Baird).
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
Feb.
DarlingBlindof Paris
Bara).
Feb. 1623 —— The
Hoodman
(William(Theda
Farnum).
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY.
Desertton Gold
(All-Star Cast — Benjamin B. Hamr
July 13 — Salvaging
Torpedoed
Production).
Known New
York (1)Millions;
; Cartoon.Little
Salome
(Theda
BaraBara
— Eight
Parts).
Cleopatra
(Theda
—
Eight
Parts).
GREAT
AUTHORS PICTURES.
July
20—
Science
and
Your
Camera;
The
New
Les Miserables (William Farnum).
York Curb Market ; Cartoon.
The Hampton
WesternersProduction).
(Roy Stewart — Benjamin I
July 27— Little
Known
New
York
(2)
;
Gem
Cutting and Polishing; Cartoon.
Famous Players-Lasky | Ang. 3— Respectable
Criminals;
son in Thrift
; Cartoon.A Little LesPA RAMOU NT-SEN NETT COMEDIES.
Aug. 10 — NewPeoples—
York theThe Stupendous
; Our Pagan
Independent Sales Corp.
(Two Reels Each.)
Steam Engine. Laguna Indians; The
July
6—
Trying
to
Get
Along.
Aug.
17
—
Lake
Mohonk
;
Weaving
;
Cartoon.
July 20 — Among Those Present.
(Releasing Through Film. Clearing House.)
Aug. 24 — Salvagingling forTorpedoed
Millions;
AngAug. 173—— Treating
Chinook Salmon
; Cartoon.
SPECIALS.
Aug.
A Lady's 'Em
Tailor.Rough.
When
MyDivided
Ship Comes
In. Rawlinson and Sylv
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
A
House
(Herbert
Breamer).
(Two Reels Each)
Goldwyn Distributing Corp. J The Cassidy).
June 1— A Desert Hero.
Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes and Ell<
Thto Challenge of Chance (Jess Willard).
PAR \ >M>I VI < om EDI .
STAR nedy).
SERIES PRODUCTIONS.
SERIES.
Aug. 10— Oh ! Judge, How Could You.
July 6— Through
the Wrong Door (Madge Ken- Life'sTEN-TWENTY-THIRTY
Greatest(Steger).
Problem (BBlackton).
DREW COMEDIES.
Mistake
July 27 — TheFrederick).
Peace of Roaring River (Pauline Her
(Two-Reel
Comedies)
ASuspense
Woman's(Reicher).
Experience (Bacon-Baker).
June
Aug. 17 3—— Heartease
Upstairs (Mabel
Normand).
July 241513——— ASquared.
Bunkered.
(Continued on page 1190)
Aug.
Sisterly Scheme.
Aug.
(Tom Moore).
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ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSI Fl ED NS
SITUATIO
FOR
WORD
3*.C PER
5~ *» COMMERCIAL
PER WORD FOR ADS.
ALL
AND HELP
WANTEDMINIMUM,
MINIMUM, $1.00
$0.50 WANTED
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO 0000 0 0 0
ooooooooooooooooo oooooooo
represents a saving of at least $30.00. Only one
SITUATIONS WANTED.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
of eachment,kind
hand !quickly.
To avoid200disappointSALE. complete.
— Two Power's
Cameragraphs
PUBLICITY
MAN,
wideageawake,
progressive,
send youron order
ft. U. S. withFOR lenses
Motor6-Adriven.
Theatre
keen
executive,
married,
26,
varied
career
(Compact
Model)
Prismatic
and
Direct
finder,
sold
for
Inandoffice,
magazine,Formerly
theatrical,
free lance
Pa. business. Victoria Theatre,
& Lomb.
lc.
F :3.5
Tessar,
com- Frackville, other
publicity.
assistant
editorwriting
large 50 M.M.plete withBausch
carrying
case,
$83.50
;
200
ft.
Special
magazine,
handling
for apublicity
promi- M. P.sar,complete
50 M.M. reconstructed
B. & L. F :3.5 U.Tes-S.
nent publicnowservice,
desirespublicity
connection
$67.00 ; 200 with
ft. entirely
EQUIPMENT WANTED.
Voightlander
F :4.5 Heliar
staff
theatrical or motion picture company New- Teakwood
WANTEDscriptio:n and Opera
chairs.
number, deYork
$89.00.Cabinet—
DAVID
STERN
COMPANY,
1027
L. H.,GiveRoom
City. or vicinity. Keen, care M. P. World, N. Y. W.lens—Madison
street, Chicago, Illinois.
jestic
Theatre price.
Building,F. Chicago,
111. 1702 MaIF
ITS
MOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAS
write
FIRSTment.CLASS
ORGANIST
desires engage- at once for our latest complete catalog, listing
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
Experienced.
Reliable.
everything
used cameras,
featuring
musician.
Fine
picture
playerandandAccomplished
recitalist.
FILMS
: them.
If it's moving
picture
films youdramas,
need,
the famous inU.newS. and
COMPACT
PROFESSIONAL
Splendid
library.
Pipe
organ
good
salary
we
have
Features,
QUALITY
cameraThefitted
withUNIVERSAL
50 M. M. 200
Tessarft. Chaplins. reasonable.
essential.
Arthur Maryland.
Edward Jones, Hotel Dag- lens,
Let Films,
uscomedies,
know
what 45th
you
mar,
Hagerstown,
at
$92.50.
NEW
want.
We
have
it.
Manor
141
West
capacityautomatic
at the rock
bottomshutter
price ofdissolve,
$367.00, orat St., N. Y. City.
EXPERT MOTION PICTURE camera and with
internal
BARGAINSS. Rosenfelde.
IN FILMS: careFor Kleanwell
sale features,
laboratorvF. man,
10 years'
experience.
Willing 111.to $467.00.
line ofA few
used specials
motion : picture
travel.
N., 4925
N. Tripp
ave., Chicago,
cameras inLargest
the world.
400 ft, comedies.
Film
capacity
SIMPLEX
outside
magazine,
complete
Co., 126 W. 46th St., N. Y. City.
with
case,
Tessar
F:
3.5
lens,
at
$175.00.
400
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.
FOR SALE—
Five and six Hammonc1
reel features : "The
ft. capacity
ERNEMANN
MODEL fourB, magazines,
fitted with Discard,"
: A interest
first class
3 3/8 inch
and and
6 inchfieldlenses,
ErntakeWANTED
controlling
in newbusiness
theatreparty
costingto two
est MaupinEssanay,
; "The Virginia
Havoc," Essanay,andBryant
a perfect
studio
camera,CINES,
specialfittedat
about p$75,000
for
building
anc'
real
estate
com$500.00.
400
ft.
capacity
PHOTO
Washburn
and
Gladys
Hanson
; "ThePeril,"
Net," FavMutin centralhouseIndiana
city
which willreturns
supporton with Tessar F : 3.5 lens, complete at $145.00.
ual,
Bert
Delaney
;
"The
Nation's
aInvestments.
firstlete,class
with
reasonable
S DELUXE
CINEMATOGRAPH,
orite, al starGladvs
cast :Hulette
"Other; "Overalls,"
People's Money,"
Parties answering
be ableNo Uas listed
for $900,000,
price $425.00. complete
DEVRY Thanhouser,
Mututo standor investigation
to schemers
their must
abilities.
al, RheaEaton
Mitchell
;Harry
"At Piney
Ridge,"
Selig.of
PROJECTORS,
latedelay,
models
slightly
used.for$100.slickers
get
rich
quick
need
apply.
(XI
each.
Don't
but
send
today
our
Bessie
and
Lunsdale
; "RoseDare
For
further
information
address
Moving
Picture
the
Mountain
Trail."
Photoplay,
May
catalog
which
means
money
and
satisfaction
to
World, Suite 917, Schiller Bldg., Chicago, 111.
vou
BASS
CAMERA
COMPANY,
CHARLES
"Soul's
Cycle,"
Mutual.Purl,Margaret
Gibson;Federal
"Sac- ;
City.
r
i
f
i
c
e
o
f
Pauline,"
Eve
Burch.
BASS,
PRES.,
109
NO.
DEARBORN
STREET,
Feature
Exchange,
Inc.,
145
W.
45th
St.,
N.
Y.
CAMERAS, ETC, FOR SALE.
CHICAGO, ILL.
SPECIAL BARGAINS : 200 ft. Universal brand
CAMERAS,
ETC.,
WANTED.
THEATRE
WANTED.
new regularfacturers,
equipmentUniversal
as furnished
by manuWANTED — A complete Bell & Howell motion
WANTED
TO LEASEfifteentheatre
and all equipSimplex Precision$357.00;tripod,
$87.50;tripod,
U. S. $97.50;
heavy picture
camera andand tripod
with
lenses.
t in a town
thousand.
State cash.
description
price.extra
pay wire. menSam
weight gtripod,
$G7.50.
Three
other
genuine
bar- spot
Schlup,overCambridge,
Ohio. Write or
ains in motion picture cameras. Everyone
N. D., care lowest
M. P. World,
N.Will
Y. City.
THEATRE MANAGERS
GIVE A SQUARE DEAL TO THAT
CAREFULLY SELECTED PROGRAMME

MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOK

700 Pages
300 Illustrations

"Picture
Theatre
By EPES
WINTHROP Advertising"
SARGENT
300 pages of live wire advertising schemes. One successfully pulled stunt will pay the $2.00 cost many times
over.
ORDER TODAY!!!
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY

Substantially
in Red ClothBound
Authors - Photoplaywrights
If you are not one of the 5,000 Managers
or Operators who swear by the "HANDBOOK" you should ORDER TO-DAY!!!
Sent Postpaid for $4.00
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
WrightLos & Angeles,
CallenderCal. Bldg.
Schiller
Building
Chicago, 111.

"SCREENCRAFT"
OR
THE MAKING OF A PHOTOPLAY
By LOUIS REEVES HARRISON
A ofmostphotoplay
comprehensive,
treatment well
of theas
art
writing.arethought-provoking
The
the aesthetic problems
dealtpractical
with asquestions
only oneas with
the
author's knowledge and experience could handle them.
$2.00 POSTPAID
SEND FOR YOUR COPY TODAY ! ! !
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIFTH AVE., NEW YORK CITY
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Release
Dates
i ini i.S
Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 17.
FIRST ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM.
12—— The
Wood
of
Fair
Water
(Scenic).
The SixWorldParts).Aflame (Frank Keenan — DramaThe
Last
Hour
(Novelty
with
Music).
34—— AFalseThought
Gods (Dramatic
Feature).
The Chasm"
Great Gamble
(Episode No. 3, "Into the | Triangle Film Corporation
Equity (Epigram).
— Drama
5— Wild Flowersof (Comedy).
Photoplays,
Inc.). — Two Parts — Western
ChopReel—
Suey Rolin).
& Co. (Harold Lloyd — Comedy — One
TRIANGLE PRODUCTIONS.
Pathe Review No. 16 (Educational).
July 20—
13 — Mistaken
Muggsy (Jackie
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 16 (Topical — Literary July
IdentitySaunders).
(Anita King).
Metro Pictures Corporation
July 27 — TheWestern
UnbrokenDrama).
Promise (Jane MillerPathe
News No.
No. 6968 (Topical).
(Topical).
Pathe News
Aug.
3
—
The
Lyons
Mail
(Henry
Irving).
METRO ALL-STAR SERIES.
Aug. 1017 —— Fruits
of Passion
(Alice B.Mann).
Aug.
OneTerry).
Against
Many (Anita
King).
June
Bride
FOR WEEK OF AUG. 24.
June 169 —— Some
FoolsWehlen).
and (Viola
their Dana).
Money (Emmy TheRELEASES
Aug.
24
—
Her
Greatest
Performance
(Ellen
Love
Hale
Five Cheat
Parts—(June
ComedyCaprice,
DramaCreighton
— Capellani.)
Aug. 31— Black Eyes (Taylor Holmes — Special).
June 23 — OneLytell).
Thing at a Time O'Day (Bert The —Great
Gamble —(Episode
4, "In the Inc.).
Law's
June 30— The Uplifters (May Allison).
Western No.Lloyd
Photoplay's,
HeapGrip"—
Big —Drama
Chief
— One— ReelJuly 147 —— God's
(Francis
Bushman).
Comedy
Rolin) (Harold
.
July
in HisOutlaw
Brother's
PlaceX. (Hale
Hamil- Topics
of the Day No. 17 (Topical — Literary j Universal Film Mfg. Co. j
Digest).
July
ton").Microbe
July 2128 —— The
TheWehlen).
Belle of(Violathe Dana).
Season (Emmy Pathe
CENTURY COMEDY.
Pathe News
News No.
No. 7071 (Topical).
(Topical).
Aug.
4— Easy
to MakeFlusher
Money(Hale
(Bert Hamilton).
Lytell).
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
Aug.
11—
The
Four
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY.
July 30 — A 03842.
Lion Special (Animal Comedy) —
Aug. 18 — A Favor to a Friend (Emmy Wehlen).
(Released through Pathe Exchange, Inc.)
Aug. 27 — Lonesome Hearts and Loose Lions
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS.
(Mr. and Mrs. Dan Russell— Two
Parts).
ter). from Paris (Mary Miles MlnThe Great Victory,
or the Kaiser, the July 13 — Yvonne
Fall of theWilson
Hohenzollerns.
Sept. 3— A Jimmy
Village Adams)
Venus — (Edith
27 — Four
The Tiger
Lily (Margarita
Six Feet
(William
Russell). Fisher).
03893. Roberts and
Why GermanyParts).Must Pay (All-Star Cast— Six July
HEARSTL-KO.NEWS.
10— This Hero Stuff (William Russell).
The
Hellion.
The Great Parts).
Romance (Harold Lockwood — Six Aug.
Issued
Every
Monday.
The Other Side of Eden.
Suspicion
Lockwood).
The Dangerous Talent.
AShadows
Man of ofHonor
(Harold(Harold
Lockwood).
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
The Man WhoSevenStayedParts).
at Home (All-Star Cast —
July 9 — A Orient)—
Pair of Deuces
03809. (Charlie from the
July 16 — Two-Gun
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
Russell)—Trixie03809.(Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Exhibitors
—
Mutual
July 23 — Brown
Eyes Pacoand andBankBob Notes
Toys
of Fate
(Seven Parts
Neilson,
Brownie)(Lois—
Eye
for
Parts—— Drama).
Drama).
Out ofRed
theEye
Fog(Seven
(Seven
03831. Love Panic (Lois Neilson and
The
Lantern
(Seven Parts).
Parts).
Aug. 6 — A Puppy
ROBERTSON-COLE FEATURES.
Caroline
July
CountryMichael
(Alma Married
Rubens). (Bessie Aug. 13 — Sirens
of theWright)—
Suds (Mr.03952.and Mrs. Dan
July—— ATheMan'sWoman
Russell)—
03862.
Barriscale).
the Hero (Chai Hing, Hughie
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
July— Man's Stone).
Desire (All-Star Cast with Lewis Aug. 20— Charlie
Mack, Claire Alexander)— 03872.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTION.
mond).
August—
A
Sage-Brush
Hamlet
(William
DesRELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 20.
July 14 — A Little Brother of the Rich (Frank
Pagan Horizon
God (H.(Sessue
B. Warner).
May
August—— The
The Gray
Hayakawa).
The Pistol's
Tiger'sPoint"
Trail— Two
(Episode
No.Drama
14, —"At
the August
Parts)—and
03814.Kathryn Adams — Six
Parts
—
Astra).
July 21— TheSixSpitfire
of 03826.
Seville (Hedda NovaAt the— Comedy
Old Stage
Door
(Harold Lloyd— One Reel
STRAND COMEDIES.
Parts)—
—
Rol
in
)
.
July 28 — TheSalisbury—
Man in Six
the Parts)—
Moonlight03836.(Monroe
Pathe Review No. 14 (Educational).
Comedies.)
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 12 (Topical — Literary July 13 — Fancy(One-Reel
Aug. 4— A Laren—
Petal onSixtheParts)—
Current03848.(Mary
MacFooling Father.
Pathe
News
No.
GO
(Topical).
July
2027—— Jimmie's
Doggone
Luck.
Aug. 11— A Little Brother of the Rich (Frank
Pathe News No. 61 (Topical).
July
Winning
Him
Back.
Mayo
and
Kathryn
Adams
—
Six
Aug. 103—— Good
Betty Gracious
and the Grace.
Boys.
Parts)— 03858.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 27.
Aug.
Aug. 18 — The—Six
Ace Parts)—
of the Saddle
(Harry Carey
Aug.
17
—
Meet
the
Wife.
3868.
Our Drama
Better — Selves
Astra). (Fannie Ward— Five PartsAug. 25— The03877.
Trap (Olive Tell— Six Parts) —
OUTDOOR SUBJECTS.
The Face"
Tiger's— Two
TrailParts
(Episode
15, "The Tiger MarROTHACKER
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE.
— DramaNo.Lloyd
— Astra).
16 — In Pyramid Land.
NeverComedy
Touched
Me
(Harold
—
One
Reel
—
Issued
Every Friday.
Mar.
Sahara's Sands.
— Rolln).
Mar. 30236——— AMid
Glimpsing
INTERNATIONAL NEWS.
TopicsDigest).
of the
Day No. 13 (Topical— Literary April
PalestineGondolas.
Pilgrimage.
Issued
Every
Wednesday.
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6362 (Topical).
(Topical).
JEWEL.
Pathe
July 7— Home (Mildred Harris— Six Parts) —
Select Pictures
RELEASES FOR AVEEK OF AUG. 3.
03806.
Sept. 1— Forbidden
■ Harris — Six
The Gamble"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.Drama1, "The
Great
Parts)—
03891.(Mildred(Dorothy
—
Three
Reels
—
—
Western
Sept.
1
—
Paid
Advance
Phillips —
Photoplays, Inc.).
•
Six inParts)—
03892.
July— His Bridal Night (Alice Brady).
A Jazzed
Honeymoon
(Harold
Lloyd—
One
Reel
Comedy Series — Tico Reels Each.
— Comedy
—No.Rolin).
July — The Way of a Woman (Norma Talmadge). JulyJoe Martin
7—
Monkey
Stuff—
03807.
Pathe
Review
15
(Educational).
stein). Cousin (Elaine Hammer- July 21— The Jazz Monkey— 03827.
July — The Country
Pathe
(Topical).
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL FEATURE.
Pathe News
News No.
No. OS64 (Topical).
July — The Spite Bride (Olive Thomas).
Cyclone
Smith.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 10.
July — Everybody's Sweetheart (Elsie Janis).
(Drama — Each
Episode
in Two Parts — Eddie
-03771.
Polo
Featured.)
The Doom"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.
2,
"The
Clock
of
SELZNlCK
PICTURES.
—
Three
Reels
—
Drama
—
Western
June
16
—
No.
6,
"Cyclone
Smith Plays Trump"
Photoplays,
Inc.). (Harold Lloyd — One Reel — (Distributed Through Select Pictures CorporaCountComedy
Your —Change
June 30—
23— No.
7, "Down,
"The Missing
03783.
tion Exchanges.)
Rol
in
)
.
June
No.
8,
but
Not Bullet"—
Out"— 03794.
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 15 (Topical— Literary Upstairs and Down (Olive Thomas).
July
7
—
No.
9,
"Cyclone
Smith's
Partner"—
Love or Fame (Elaine Hammerstein).
Pathe
(Topical).
July 14— No.
10, "For onLife"—
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6766 (Topical).
(Continued
page 03825.
1192)
The Perfect Lover (Eugene O'Brien).
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"FEWER
AND
BETTER
PICTURES"
The Slogan of the Moving Picture Guild
The scenario writer, the director, the photographer and
exhibitor must join hands with one, Mr. Projectionist.
The better picture is judged by the masses — the great moving picture public which
demands a clearly defined and "eye-easy" II Iin presented on the screen.
Leave it to the judgment of th projectionist and the satisfaction voiced by the
audience to realize the quality of
Columbia -Silver tip Carbons
White A. C. Specials
for direct current projection.
for alternating current projection.
FLICKERLESS

QUIET

ARC

BRILLIANT

NATIONAL

CARBON
COMPANY,
Cleveland, Ohio
Manufacturers of Photographic Carbons for Studio Lighting

Ten

Minutes

LIGHTING

Inc.

to Change

This Sign's Reading
It takes less than ten minutes to change the
reading of this sign — just take out one set
of letters and put in another. No wiring
to change.
The letters are of snow-white, raised glass
standing out from a dark background.
This gives you an excellent day sign as
well as an electric night sign.
If you will tell us something of your needs
— the wording you want in fixed letters
and in interchangeable letters — we shall be
glad to send you a sketch showing how
your sign will look.
The Flexlume Sign Co.
Canadian Distributors
Pacific Coast Distributors
The Electric Products Corp.
The Flexlume
Sign Ont.Co. Ltd.
Toronto,
Los Angeles, Cal.
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Film

Release

Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five
The Red Glove.
Bushman and Bev(Drama — EachWalcamp
EpisodeFeatures.)
in Two Parts — Marie
LARRY
SEMON
COMEDIES.
June 23 — No.03780.
15, "The Mysterious Message" — The Star Boarder (Two Parts).
His Home
Home (Two Parts).
July 14—
7— No.
No. 17,
"The RopeEarth"—
of Death"—
SimpletheSweet
Life
July
18,
03815. 03802. The
Between
Acts. (Two Parts).
Elmo"Runthe toMighty.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES.
June 16 — No. 1, ta"The
in"— 03769.Mystery of Mad Moun- Tootsies
Parts).and Tamales (James Aubrey — Two
June
23—
No.
2,
"Buried
Alive"—
03781.
Healthy and Happy.
June
307—— No.
3, "Flames
of Hate" — 03792.
July
No.
"A Fiendish
— 03803.
and Hokum (Two Parts).
July
14—— No.
No. 6,4,5, "The
"The
PhantomRevenge"
Rescue"—
03816. Harems
Flips
Flops (Montgomery
(James Aubreyand
— TwoRockParts).
July
21
Puma's
Paws"—
03828.
Zip Parts).
andand Zest
— Two
Juiy
28—
No.
7,
"The
Masked
Pursuer"—
03837.
Aug.
4—
No.
8,
"The
Flaming
Pit"—
03849.
Yokels (James Aubrey — Two Parts).
Aug. 11 — No. 9, "Thetures"—03859.
House of a Thousand Tor- Yats andPerils
of Thunder Mountain.
Aug.
18— No.
10,
"Victims
of the Den"—
Sea"—03878.
03869.
(Drama — weekly
Fifteen— Featuring
Episodes — Antonio
Two PartsMoreno,
Each
Aug.
25—
No.
11,
"The
Burning
released
with Carol Hollaway.)
Sept. 1— No. 12, "Lashed to the Rocks"— 03886.
The Midnight Man.
Spear ofTrap."
Malice."
(Drama — Eighteen Corbett.)
Two-Part Episodes — James No.
No. 2,1,3, "The
"The
Bridge
No.
"The
Teeth
of Steel."
Sept. 1—
No.
1,
"Cast
Adrift"—
03887.
No.
4,
"Cave
of
Terror."
SPUR NAD SADDLE SERIES.
No.
Cliff ofof Treachery."
No. 5,9,6,7, "The
"The
Torture."
(Two-Part Western — Marie Walcamp.)
"The Tree
Lightning
Lure."
Sept. 1— No.—03889.
1, "Tempest Cody Hits the Trail" No.
No. 10,
8, "The
Iron
Clutch.'
Prisoner
of theSacrifice."
Deep."
No.
11,
STAGE WOMEN'S
WAR
RELIEF
SERIES.
"The
Flaming
No. 12, 'In the Ocean's Grip."
(Monthly Release.)
"The
Rushing
Horror."
Sept. 6— A All-star
Star Overnight
(David Balasco
and—
"The Hunt
River ofof Disaster."
Dread."
cast—
Two-Part
Drama)
03898.
"The
"Fate's
Verdict."
Major
Allen's
Animal
Hnnt.
June
30—6 — Trailing
the Leopard—
08847.
Aug.
Bear Trapping—
Trapping
(One
Aug. 13—
Lion
03864. Reel) — 03954.
World Pictures Corp. Ashley
SPECIAL.
July 28 — TheReel).
Heart Punch (Jess Willard — One July 7 — The American Way (Arthur
Green).
July 28 — Hiding
Holland (The Crown Prince July 14 — Dustand ofDorothy
— One inReel).
(Ruby
DeRemer).
July
2128—— ABringing
BroadwayDesire
Saint
(Montagu
CURRENT
EVENTS.
July
Up
Betty
(Evelyn Love).
Greeley).
Issued Every Friday.
Aug.
4
—
Coax
Me
(June
Elvidge).
Aug.ll — The Dorothy
Praise Agent
(Arthur Ashley and
Okeh Komedles.
Green).
Aug. 11— Too Tired (Neal Burns)— 03860.
Aug. 18— The Clouded
Girl AlaskaName(Lottie
Kruse).
Aug. 25— Billy's
LowellKeller)
with .
Gerber Hat— One(BenReel)Wilson
— 03879.and Neva Aug. 25 — TheCorene
Uzzel and(John
Edward
STAR COMEDIES.
SUPER-SPECIAL
RELEASE.
(One-Reel Comedies,Lee featuring
The Ghost
of Slumber
Mountain
(One Reel).
Moran.) Eddie Lyons and Little
Orphant
Annie (in
all territories
except
Buffalo).
July
21—
All
Bound
'Round—(Jack
03829.Dillon)— 03838.
July
28—
The
Tea
Hound
Aug.
4—
Waiting
at
the
Church—
03850.
HOUDINI
SERIAL.
Aug. 18—
The Master Mystery.
Sept.
1— APenny
Dog Ante—
Gone 03870.
Shame — 0388.
(Drama — Fifteen Episodes — Two Parts Each.)
WESTERN (Two
AND Reels
RAILROAD
(In Salt
Omaha,
City,
St Louis,
Denver,
Each.) DRAMAS.
Lake Kansas
City,
Francisco,
Los Angeles,
July 11 — To the Tune
Minneapolis
and San
Seattle.)
son)—03813.of Bullets (Pete MorriJuly 19 — The—03824.
Jaws of Justice (Pete Morrison)
JUDGE BROWN SERIES.
July 1411 —— Shift
the Gearof Freck
July
Magic
(Pete Morrison)—
03835. and Aug.
The Demand
Dugan (One
(One Reel).
Reel).
Aug. 26—2 — Gun
NeckMagda
and Lane)—
Noose
(Peter
Morrison
03846.
CHAPLIN.
Aug. 9— A Western
Wooing
(Pete
Morrison
and
Triple Trouble (Two Parts).
Magda
Lane)—
03957.
Aug. 16 — TheandFighting
(Pete Morrison Police
PartsParts
— Reissue).
The
Bank(Two
—(Two
Reissue).
Magda?)—Heart05867.
Aug. 23—
Hidden
03876.
AShanghaied
Night
at(Two
the(TwoShow
Parts — Reissue).
Aug.
30 — The
TheJosephine
Four BitBadge—
Man
(Jack
Perrln
and
Parts
— Reissue).
Hill)—
03885.
SPECIAL
RELEASE.
Sept. 6— TheandFighting
(Pete Morrison
Magda Sheriff
Lane) — i>a97.
Conquered Hearts (Seven Parts).
Vitagraph
VITAGRAPH FEATURES.
The Wolf.
Hornet's Nest.
The
The
Man Woman
Who Won(Gladys
(HarryLeslie).
T. Morey).
The Bramble
Girl
The
Bush
(Corinne
Griffith).
The
Gamblers
(Harry
T.
Morey).
Over the Garden
Wall (Bessie
Love).
VITAGRAPH
SPECIALS.
The
Third
Degree
(Alice
Joyce
— Seven Parts).
The Painted
Shadows
of theWorld
Past (Anita
(AnitaStewart).
Stewart).

KINOGRAMS.
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
(Topleal).
Catalina Islands. PRIZMA.
"Skyland," awith
Tale Prizma.
of the Northwest.
Everywhere
Trout.
Kiddies.
Model Girls.
China.
Birds andRevelations.
Glowers.
Alaskan
Glacier
Hawaii. Park.
The Apache Trail.

Dates

'Gators.
Reel Dramas
Old Faithful.
Grand Canyon.
Pineapples.
Feature Releases
CAPITAL FILM COMPANY.
Indianapolis, Ind.
(Two Reels Each.)
Running byWild.
Struck
Lightning.
Secret
Service
Dan.
Faithful Unto Death.
Escaped Convict.
The Square Gambler.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
A Cheerful
Liar.
Cupid's
Holdup.
Lobster
Dressing.
Love
—
In
a
Hurry.
Reno — All Change.
His
Master's
Voice.
Home
Brew.Escape.
Her Bear
Christie Specials.
Rowdy Ann.
Mary Moves In (Fay Tincher — Two Parte).
FIRST NATIONAL EXHIBITORS.
Sunnyside
(Charlie
Chaplm — —Three
Parts).
Mary Regan
Six Seven
Parts).
Daddy
Long
Legs(Anita
(MaryStewart
Pickford—
Parts).
Whom
the
Gods
Would
Destroy
(Seven
Parts).
Auction of Souls (Eight Parts).
June 25 — BillSixApperson's
Parts). Boy (Jack Pickford —
Aug.
BurglarHoodlum
by Proxy(Mary(JackPickford).
Pickford).
Sept. 2581——— AThe
Sept.
Temperamental
Wife (Constance
Talmadge)
.
Sept. 15 — HerStewart).
Kingdom of Dreams (Anlt*
LESSER.
Yankee Doodle inSOLBerlin
(Five Parts).
EDWARD A. MACMANUS.
West Forty-Seventh
Street. and
The General
LostTwoBattalion
(Lieut-Col. Whittlesey
Alexander).
MACAULEY PHOTOPLAYS, INC.
When Bearcat Went Dry.
OUTING-CCHESTER PICTURES.
Distributed
through Denver,
First National
Exchangee
(except Omaha,
Boston, Pittsburgh,
Chicago
and
Detroit.)
Here Comes the Groom.
PikingOuting
After Climbs
Pizarro.Aboard.
Mr.
June
GettingGrow
the Cassiar's
June 2922 —— They
Everywhere.Goat.
July
6— AA Haitian
Night'sJourney.
Tale.
July
13—
Hair
Raising
July 2720—— Put
Your
Cares
on Ice.
July
Mr.
Outing
Instructs.
Aug. 3 — The Ghost Coast.
LEONCE1402 FERRET
PRODUCTIONS.
Broadway,Cassinelli).
New York.
A Soul Adrift
(Dolores
PUBLIC
HEALTH
FILMS.
Fit to Win.
ROGERS FILM CORPORATION.
(A Series Jane
of Two-Reel
ComedyLee.)
Playlets With
and Katherine
WILLIAM
L.
SHERRY
SERVICE.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Features.
The Troop Train (Six
Parts).
ARTISTS
Sept.UNITED
1— HisFairbanks).
Majesty theCORPORATION.
American (Douglas
UNITED PICTURE THEATRES.
June 8— Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon).
ZION FILMS.
Khavah.
(Coitinued on page 1194)
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Stories
3

What would yon think of a merchant
who did not make good use of his show
windows? Are you making the most
profitable
yourLobby?
show window
your
House useFrontof and
Are they—
attracting new patrons every day?
How to get an income from your
front and lobby
Our travelling
experts
can showincome.
you howSim-to
make
them
youyou a areregular
ply writewill
us paythat
interested
and one
ofobligation
them
call
upon
you.
No
for plans and advice. expense or
Menger, Ring &
Weinstein, Inc.
Largest Manufacturers of Display
Frames and Wall Cases
306 42nd Street, Near Eighth Avenue
NEW YORK
REPRESENTED BY
Hollls-Smlth-Morton
Co., Pittsburgh, Mich.
Pa.
Your Front and Lobby Worth $10 to $100 a Day
United
Theatre Equipment.
Dwyer
Brothers,
Cincinnati. Detroit,
0. City. Mo.
United
Theatre
Equipment.
Kansas
This is a low estimate of what your Front and Lobby attractively
Kansas
City
Machine
&
Supply
Co.,
Kansas
City,
Mo.
United Theatre
Equipment.
Cleveland,
0.
fitted up with M. R. & W. Display Frames and Wall Cases will
United
Theatre
Equipment.
Chicago,
III.
United
Theatre St.
Equipment.
Omaha, Neb.
add to your daily receipts. We have proven it in hundreds of
Erker Brothers,
Louis, Mo.
Equipment.
theatres. Write today.
J.United
Slipper.Theatre
Milwaukee.
Wis. Minneapolis, Minn.

The Essential Requirements
FOB
Improved
SPEER

Projection
CARBONS

Speer Alterno Combinations
for A. C. Work
AND
Speer Hold-Ark Combinations
for D. C. Work
Produce Incomparable Results
Wri e to-day for descriptive folders.
Read the unbiased opinions of operators.
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone Audubon 3716
ERBOGRAPH CO.
G. B. STREET.
E RB, President
203-211LUDWIG
WEST I46TH
NEW YORK
S^ASre-?:-:. - : -TT-;— y-

Place an order now with your Supply House
'The Carbons
with a BTGuarantee"
MANUFACTURED
SPEER CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.
,
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State Right Releases
1476HIRAM
Broadway,ABRAMS.
New York.
HeartsDrama).
of Men (George Beban — Six Parts
AMERIC 6227A X Broadway,
FILM COMPANY,
Chicago. INC.
Damaged Goods (Richard Bennett — Seven Parts).
ARROW
Times FILM
Building,CORPORATION.
New York.
Ten Each).
J. Warren Kerrigan Reissues (Two Reels
Four
Allison-Lockwood
Reissues.(One Reel).
Thirty-two
Unique(Crane
Comedies
FingerProfiteer
of Justice
Wilbur — Six Parts).
The
(Alma
Hanlon).
The
Miss Commercial
Arizona. Pirates (Mile. Valkyrien).
Mysterious
Mr. Browning.
WhenWebtheof Desert
The
Intrigue.Smiled (Neal Hart).
Human
Shuttle.
Fires
of
Hope.
The Shadow of Fear.
Hearts of Love
(Six Parts — (One
Drama).Part).
Twenty-six
Hank Mann Arrow
ComedyComedies
Series (One Reel
Each.)
Young America.
(Series of Twelve Two-Reelers.)
Lone Star Dramas.
(Series of Two-Reel Westerns.)
The Masked Rider.
(Serial — Featuring
house andHarry
Paul Meyers,
Panzer.) Ruth StoneAYWON
FILM
CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, New York City.
The Kolker).
Eternal Penalty (Christine Mayo — Henry
Roses
Thorns
(Lenore Ulrich).
In thePaysand
Days(Julia
of Daring
She
Dean). (Tom Mix).
Justice
(Cecil
Scott).
Guilty Woman (Marie Empress).
WILLIAM A. BRADY.
Playhouse,
Stolen
Orders. Forty-eighth Street, N. Y. City.
BULLS729 Seventh
EYE FILM
Avenue,CORPORATION.
N. Y. City.
(Two-Reel ComediesGaleevery
two weeks, featuring
Henry.)
The
Wild
Woman.
Stung.
(Series See
of One-Reel
Monkey Comedies.)
As Others
Us.
Their
First
Flivver.
Dreamy
Chinatown.
Film
Fairies.
Stopping
Bullets.
Caught ofwith
the Goods.
Perils
the Beach.
The
Deserter.
Behind the Scenes.
BURSTON
1476
Broadway,FILMS
New INC.
York.
The Mystery of 13 (Francis Ford— Serial).
JACK
AND
HARRY
1600 Broadway. N. Y. COHN,
City.
("Hall Room Boys" Comedies— One Reel Each.)
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.
Westof Forty-sixth
N. Y. City,
The 126Heart
Texas(Margaret
Ryan. Street,
The
Chosen
Path
Leslie).
Series of Tom Mix two-reel reissues.
THETimes
FILMBuilding,
MARKET,
403
N. Y. INC.
City.
The dition).
Wonderland of Peru (Capt. Besley ExpeThe Scott
Undying
Story
of
Captain
Scott (Capt.
Animal LifeAntarctic
inExpedition).
the Expedition).
Antarctic (Capt. Scott Antarctic
The House Without Children.
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Dates

HARRY RAVER.
FROHMAN AMUSEMENT COMPANY.
1402 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Times Building, N. Y. City.
The
Master
Crook.
Once to Everyman.
The Liberator
"Maclste").
Western Dramas.
RENCO(Serial
FILMStarring
COMPVNY.
(Twenty-sixTexasTwo-Reelers
Featuring h
29 South La Salle Street, Chicago.
Guinan.)
Birth of a Race.
SouthSheof Wolf.
Santa Fe.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILMS.
The
Marsh-Strong Building, Los Angeles.
Poppy Comedies.
Me
and
Gott
(Five Parts).
(Twenty-sixSwain
One-Reel
Sage-Brush
— WeeklyComedies
Release.)Featuring Mack The baseball
comedy).League (Five-Part Western
Ambrose's
Day
Off.
L. PICTURES.
Daddy Ambrose.
1476 S.Broadway,
N. Y. City.
FILM SPECIALS, INC.
Virtuous
Men
(E.
K. Lincoln— Seven Parts).
130 West Forty-sixth Stret, N. Y. City.
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
Selig- (Tom
Masterpieces.
Brown of Harvard
Moore).
(Helen Holmes Fifteen
Serial Episodes.)
"The Fatal Fortune" —
HARRY GARSON.
SOLITARY SIN CORPORATION.
Aeolian Building, N. Y. City.
The wick,
Solitary
Sin Curley).
(Jack Mulhall, Helene ChadThe Hushed Hour (Blanche Sweet).
Pauline
The Unpardonable Sin (Blanche Sweet).
SOUTHERN1476 FEATURE
GAUMONT
COMPANY.
Broadway,
N.FILM
Y. City.COMPANY.
Flushing, L. I.
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton— Six Parts).
Gaumont
News
—
Released
every
Tuesday.
WILLIAM STEINER.
Gaumont Life.
Graphic— Released every Friday.
Pictorial
220 West Forty-second Street, N. Y. City.
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION.
Sky
Eye
(Seven
Parts).
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
TERRITORRIAL
SALES CORPORATION.
Ashes
of
Love.
1600
Broadway,
The
Month.)N. Y. City.
Some Echo
One ofMustYouth.
Pay.
(Jester Comedies — Two Reels — Issued Twice a
Tenderfoot.
ATheMexican
Mixup.
The Wisest Fool.
J. FRANK HATCH.
Gee
Whiz
!
912 Longacre Building, N. Y. City.
MAURICE TOURNEUR PPODUCTIONS.
Tempest and Sunshine.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
The
Silent Mystery
(Francis
Fordstarring
Serial).William Sporting
Life States
(throughand Famous
in United
Canada).Players-Lasky
Twenty-eight
Triangle
reissues
S. Hart,banks andNorma
Talmadge, Douglas Fair- The
Woman.White Heather (through Famous PlayenFrank
Keenan.
The Battle
Wrath ofof Gettysburg.
the Gods.
Lasky in United States and Canada).
The
Broken
My Lady'sButterfly.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
Romany
Rye.Garter.
JANS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
And
the
Children
Pay.
(Forty Single-reel Tom Mix Westerns.)
Your
Wife
and Mine
Stingaree
(Serial—
Fifteen
Episodes).
Human Passions
(Six (Seven
Parts). Parts).
Series of Ham and Bud reissues (One part).
The
Red
Viper
(Garrett
Hughes— Six Parts).
JUVENILE PHOTOPLAY
DISTRIBUTION
COMPANY.
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
71 West Twenty-third Street, N. Y. City.
Mickey of(Seven
Parts). two-reel Mack Sennett
Boys' Life Screen Review.
Series
twenty-eight
VICTOR KREMER.
Keystone
comedies.
105 West Fortieth Street, N. Y. City.
of twenty-six
and two-reel Charlie
Chaplin
comedies. one
(Shorty
Hamilton Series — Five Part Comedies.) Series
The
Ranger.
Seriescomedies.
of twenty-four
single-reel Fatty Arbuckle
Denny
from
Ireland.
The
Pen Vulture.
Seriesstones.
of twenty-eight single-reel Liberty KeyThe Snail.
Ten
George
AdeBillyFables
(Essanay
Reissue).
Seriesstones.
of twenty-eight single-reel Eagle KeyTen
Broncho
Dramas
(Essanay
Reissue).
Ten Snakeville Comedies (Essanay Reissue).
Seriesdramas.
of fifteen two-reel Union-Kay-Bee Western
"Skinner" Series (Essanay Reissues).
SeriesWestern
of fifteen
OLIVER FILMS, INC.
Dramas. two-reel Columbia-Kay-Bee
308 West Forty-eighth
Everybody's Business (Special).
The Carter Street,
Case. N. Y. City.
Brand.
A Serial
in Fifteen Episodes of two reels each, Custer's Last FightTower
(Three
Parts). (W. S. Hartfeaturing
of Manhood
Marsh. Herbert Rawlinson and Margaret May 15— His TwoHourParts).
Parts).
No.
1—
The
Phosgene
Bullet.
June
1—
Jim
Cameron's
Wife
(W. S. Hart— Two
No.
2— The
Vacuum
No.
Terror.Room.
No. 3—
4— The
The Air
Dungeon.
WALDORF PHOTOPLAYS.
229 West
PIONEER FILM CORPORATION.
Where
Bonds Forty-second
Are Loosed. Street, N. Y. City.
130 West Forty-sixth Street, N. Y. City.
WARNER
The
Boomerang
(Walthall).
Virtuous
(Wanda
220 West Forty-secondBROTHERS.
Street, N. Y. City.
Sins Holmes).
of theSinners
Children
(AlmaHawley).
Hanlon and Stuart Open
The Kaiser's
Finish.
Beware.Your Eyes.
The
Long
Arm
of
Manister
(Henry
Walthall).
The
of theNowhere
Dugout (Cleo
(Al Jennings).
LLOYD WILLIS.
The Lady
Girl from
Madison).
Broadway, N. Y. City.
Atonement
(Conway Tearle-Grace Davison — The Greater1600Sinner
Five Parts).
(James K. Hackett).
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ROCK

FILM—

The Quality Raw

=

Stock

Right photographically.
Will not go to pieces in
the projector.

CLEAR

and

PERFECT
PICTURES
are obtained only with

Made by
The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing Company
Verona, New Jersey

Xinarko
CARBONS
"Made specially for particular

EASTMAN
FILM

is so safe -guarded in its manufacture, so carefully tested
at every stage, that it never
has an opportunity to be
anything but right.
Identifiable by the words "Eastman" and
"Kodak" on the film margin
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

operators"
One Trial —
Is the Answer

Tell us the current, A. C. or D. C. amperage, size carbons, upper and lower,
you are now using — and we'll prove our
case.
While you are writing mention your
dealer's name.
Carbon Imports Co,
Robt. W. Kiewert, Gen. Mgr.
110-112-114 West 42nd St.,
NEW YORK
The Perkins Electric Co.
Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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-t M(f1USA
COLD FIBRE SCREENSr
The crowning triumph of constructive excellence and maximum clear, soft toned reproduction.
The cardinal essential in attaining the full
charm of ideal projection.
Distributors from Coast to Coast
Samples and Information Upon Bequest
MINUSA CINE SCREEN CO
WORLD'S
MOVINGLARGEST
PICTUREPRODUCERS
SCREENS. OF
Bomont and Moi-alar. .
■St. Louis, Mo. l&Ta^'M

August 23, 1919

COMMERCIAL LABORATORY WORK
In all its branches, receives INDIVIDUAL attention.
Has the QUALITY and PUNCH which SELL prints.
RELEASE WORK
Specially equipped for QUANTITY production.
Uniform SUPERIOR QUALITY such as only
EXPERTS with scientific supervision can produce.
SPECIALTIES
If you have work requiring EXPERT SCIENTIFIC
knowledge, we are BEST qualified to do it.
Empire City Film Lab., Inc.
345 W. 40th St., New York City
Bryant 5437
Bet. Eirhth and Ninth Ares.

Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty
PATENTS
William
N. Moore
PATENT ATTORNEY
LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The first
Important
step ofis your
to learn
whetherwithyou(5.00canandobtain
a
patent.
Please
send
sketch
invenUon
I will
examine
the
patent
records
and
Inform
you
whether
you
are
entitled to a patent, the cost and manner of procedure.
Established 25 Years
Personal Attention
SAVE— T\yf O R E
IVlONEY
T— Exhibitor—
For the GMotionE Picture
How to do it with
PANNILL PICTURE SCREENS
Pannill Screens Mean Better Pictures
Better ofPictures
BetterandSatisfied
Patrons—
and morethat ofwillthem.
The entire
absence
glare,to evemean
strain
is soften
a feature
these
perfect
screens
everyone.
Pannillirritation
Screensmovement,
andexpression
tone downandcommend
thedetailpictures,
yet
bring
out,
clearly
and
distinctly
even'
with
aas marvelous
fidelity
in
reproduction.
It
makes
the
front
row
seats
as
desirable
any Inarethenot.house.
Cuts down
lamp
expense fully
ONE-FOURTH.
Pannill
files
Screens
experimentsthey
are
established
favorites
with
motion
pictti
exhibitors even-where— thousands of letters of enthusiastic praise
TEST THEM ON OUR 10-DAY FREE TRIAL
full details
andWritetake foradvantage
of it ofNOWthis 1 liberal offer, samples and descriptive matter—
Pannill Picture Screens Co. Petersburg, va.

arn$25
00aWeerT
BECOME iol
A PROFESSIONAL
PHOTOGRAPHER
The
opportunity
foran theassured
man
seekingveryaGood
good
salary and
future.
paying
positions
open
everywhere;cinating rapid
advancement;
range of fasoprwork.
tunities fGreater
or high
business of poyour
own salaries
than in oranya
other
line.
Three
months'
course
covers all branches :
MOTION PICTURE— COMMERCIAL— PORTRAITURE
Practical instruction with modern equipment. Day or evening classes.
Easy
terms. The
Recognized
Superiority.
'Phone orat write
for complete
catalog;Schoolor, ofbetter
still, call
and investigate
once.
NEW YORK INSTITUTE OF PHOTOGRAPHY
Department 25
141 West 36th Street
SIMPLICITY— that new Aluminum
Paper Screen put up in rolls
It costs
almost brilliant
nothing compared
with every
the high
priced
screens
and
gives
pictures
with
detail
being
fully
brought
out;mostityour
increases
the andlightcut
wonderfully
andcurrent
will allow
you
to
reduce
current
your
electric
bill.
SIMPLICITY
is
the
brilliant,
economical
and
lasting
screen
that
will not positively
tarnish. Ittheproduces
pictures
that areyou chalky
white
and
lifelike,
biggest
improvement
could
invest
your
moneyyardsin.long;
Priceeach.$4.00rollperweighs
roll of2 pounds.
72 square Used
feet by% some
yard
ofwide,the 16BEST
THEATRES.
Will
100 pertakecent,2. medium
more lightonesthan3. large
any white
Small givecurtains
4 rolls.ordinary curtain.
Can taeasily
be hungbe byapplied
any paper
ins only, cannot
to roll hanger.
or drop Made
( for wall or stationary curWALTER G. PREDDEY
SAN FRANCISCO. CAL.
187 Golden Gate Av

In Answering Advertisements, Please Mention the MOVING

La Cinematografia Italiana ed Estera
Official Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLISHED ON THE ISth AND SOth OF EACH MONTH
Foreign Subscription: 20 francs per annum
B1i.„re,.a., Since., Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

PICTURE WORLD

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you
30% to in50%anyha territory.
postage, etc.Includes
Reachesnameall orof
selected
list from
of theatres
exhibitorlicityasmediums
well desiring
as the theatre
Inpicture
address.news.A list
of pubmotion
exchanges
looking asfor such.
features.
Supplywithhouses
thatUnaffiliated
arestudios,
properly
characterized
Producers
address
of
laboratories and offices. InformaUon in advance of theatres
being
or
to
be
built.
W74
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
80 Fifth Avenue, New York
Phone: Chelsea 3227
Addressing M ultigraphing Printing Typewriting
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An Announcement
OUR ACTIVITIES for the past year have been
nearly 100 per cent, devoted to war production
of vital importance to the government, compiling us to discontinue regular manufacture in
practically all of our lines.
rhe cessation of hostilities has now enabled us
o begin the readjustment to a peace production
oasis. While this adjustment must be gradual,
are pressing it with all possible speed in order
o tatisfy the requirements of our normal trade at
an early date.
We appreciate the patience and understanding
*ith which our patrons have reacted to the situation
and trust they may continue to exercise such consideration until our manufacturing facilities are
mce more on a pre-war footing.
Bausch & Ipmb Optica'.©566 St PAUL STREET ROCHESTER, N»t
Chicago
New York
Washington
San Francisco
aeadtng American Makers of Microsoopes, Projection Apparatus
(Baloptioons) , Photographio Lenses, Ophthalmic Lenses and
nstruments, Range Finders and Gun Sights for Army and Navy,
torchlight
roduots. Reflectors, Binoculars and Other High- Grade Optical

At last — a Simple, Practical,
Economical and Complete

PICTURE WORLD
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' MATICKET
■ THE AUTOWAY
There is only one way to operate your g
business and that is — efficiently. JI.
That
selling
show means
values,giving
and rapid
realizing
everyservice,
dollargood
of ^=
receipts from your business.
The New Perfected

=
==
^=1
=s

Automaticket Register
enables you to sell tickets faster, registers
every ticket sold, gives you a check on cash =^
receipts,
makesoff taxfigures.
accounting a simple |g
matter ofandtaking

The Qnly^ay

Get these advantages and save money.
Write us today for important box office
information.
THE AUTOMATIC
TICKET SELLINGS' g
CASH REGISTER CO. S

The
New Premier

MAZDA

OUTFIT
that will give more light
on the screen than any
outfit on the market at
the present time. It will
save you considerable on
your electric bill and
does entirely away with
carbons.
We furnish
lamphouse and
everything
complete for §150. Easily
attached to any machine,
does entirely
away with all
« rj your old arc
o equipment,
giving
even,a better,
steady
carbons. No feeding or trouble.
L
* A rugged, dependable outfit for
1- •'• f A lars
theatres. Write distance,
for circulars and give
particu^^^^H
picture,
Uses regarding
900 watt lamp, givingsizegoodof light
at 90 etc.ft.
with big saving in current over arc. Makes operating
easier.

Flickerless
'Safety
Motion Standard"
Picture
Projector
Will runby thethe "Safety
Standard"
rfarrow-width,
slow-burning film,
adopted
Society
of Motion
Picture
Can befireusedor byinsurance
any one,
any time
and Engineers.
any where, without any
danger,
restrictions.
Labeled
bv Underwriters,
"Enclosing
Booth case.
Not Required."
Weighs
23 pounds.
Fits in T-i
a small
from
any
light onlv
socket.
The towonderful
lampillumination
(just Operates
perfected
for
us)
gives
from
three
four
times
the
formerly
obtainable.
Uses
less
than
100
watts
in
lighting
12-foot
picture
at 75 feet. Motor drive and rewind at variable speed.
TT C rnnlfA
lllarkc |f Pathescope Negatives
positive.
\\Ta
Prints fromfromany any
negative.
Send for S2-page convincing catalog.

WALTER G. PREDDEY
187 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Pathescope Co. of America, Inc.
Dept. M.W.
Aeolian Hall, 35 West 42nd Street, New York
Agencies and Service Stations in Principal Cities

scope
Pathe-
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SIMPLEX
DISTRIBUTORS
IMPORTANT LINKS IN THE CHAIN OF SIMPLEX SERVICE
ARGUS THEATRE SUPPLY DIVISION
of the
NORTHERN
ARGUS LAMP & APPLIANCE CO. OHIO
815-23 Prospect Ave.
CLEVELAND, OHIO
BOSTON TUREMOTION
SUPPLY CO.PIC- MASSACHUSETTS
RHODE ISLAND
54 Broadway
CONNECTICUT
BOSTON, MASS.
BRECK PHOTOPLAY c NORTHERN
SUPPLY CO.
CALIFORNIA
WESTERN NEVADA
98 Golden Gate Are.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL. OREGON
J. SLIPPER & CO.
SOUTHERN
728 South Olive St,
CALIFORNIA
LOS ANGELES, CAL. and
ARIZONA
Selling Agents
DWYER BROS & CO. SOUTHERN OHIO
631 Walnut St.
and
KENTUCKY
CINCINNATI, OHIO
EASTERN MISSOURI
NORTHEASTERN
Madison ARKANSAS
I Counties
St.
Clair j\ Illinois
in
Monroe
EXHIBITORSSUPPLYCO. ILLINOIS
(ExceptandMadison,
845 South Wabash Ave. Clair
Monroe St.
CHICAGO, ILL.
Counties)
ERKER BROS.CAL CO. OPTI608 Olive St.
ST. LOUIS, MO.

EXHIBITORS SUPPLY CO.
157 North Illinois St.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND.
EX,TLTT
SUPPJrJCO'
SOUTHEASTERN
204 Manhattan
Bldg.
WISCONSIN
MILWAUKEE, WIS.
WEST
HOLLIS-SMITH-MORTON
and VIRGINIA
COMPANY
1201 Liberty Ave.
WESTERN
PITTSBURGH, PA.
PENNSYLVANIA
LELAND THEATRE
PLY HOUSE SUP- MAINE
NEW HAMPSHIRE
97 State St.
MONTPELIER, ■VT. □ — VERMONT
Carolina Alabama
LUCAS THEATRE S.N. Carolina
Louisiana
SUPPLY CO.
Tennessee
158 Marietta St. Georgia
Florida
ATLANTA, GA.
MississippiSouthern
Virginia
MICHIGAN MOTION
PICTURE SUPPLY CO.
63 East Elizabeth St.
DETROIT, MICH.
LUCAS THEATRE SUP- TEXAg
ARKANSAS
DALL
in0S, SOUTHERN
6MaTEX.
181AS,

ALBANY THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
4 Clinton St.
ALBANY, N. Y.
Selling Agents

EASTERNNEW YORK
York
(ExceptCity)
Greater New

AUBURN FILM CO.
AUBURN, N. Y.
Selling Agents

CENTRAL
NEW YORK
STATE

BECKER THEATRE
SUPPLY CO.
184 Franklin St.
BUFFALO, N. Y.
Selling Agents

WESTERN
NEW YORK
STATE

GREATER NEW YORK
NORTHERN NEW JERSEY
Dutchess
Putnam
B. F. PORTER
Orange
729 Seventh Ave.
Suffolk
NEW YORK, N. Y.
Sullivan
Rockland
SEATTLE STAGE
ING CO. LIGHT- WASHINGTON
21 Madison Block
OREGON
and
SEATTLE. WASH.
LEWIS
1327 M.VineSWAAB
St.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
SWANSON-NOLAN
EQUIPMENTSt. THECO.
1514ATREWelton
DENVER, COLO.

DELAWARE
EASTERN
PENNSYLVANIA
SOUTHERN
NEW JERSEY
EASTERN
MARYLAND
WYOMING
COLORADO
MONTANA
NEW MEXICO

SWANSON-NOLAN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO. NEBRASKA
423OMAHA,
South 15th
NEB.St. SOUTHERN IOWA
SWANSON-NOLAN THEATRE EQUIPMENT CO. HJ.AH
132 East Second South St. IDAHO
SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH EASTERN NEVADA
WEBSTER ELECTRIC WASHINGTON, D. C.
COMPANY WESTERN
WASHINGTO
MARYLAND
D. C. N0RTHER$
IRGINIA
719 9th St.,N.N.W.
WESTERN MISSOURI
YALE THEATRE
PLY CO. SUP- KANSAS
OKLAHOMA
201
Sheidley
Bldg.
NORTHWESTERN
9th and Main Sts.
ARKANSAS
KANSAS CITY. MO.

THE
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MEN

WHO

KNOCK

THE

SIMPLEX

(And How Some Knockers Can Be Cured.)
There are two kinds of men who do not
like the Simplex Projector.
One is the man who has never used one and in many cases
has not even seen one. This man, however, after honestly investigating our claim for superiority will agree that perhaps he
was mistaken — after using the Simplex a day or so he will invariably confess that he never dreamed a motion picture projector better
could be so
good — and he'll fight if you even infer that
there are
projectors.
This has happened in thousands of cases.
The Other Is a Different Type
He is the man who has some other kind of projector to sell.
His likes and dislikes of projectors are created by the amount
of profit which he makes or loses. This type of dealer has been
accustomed to the trade coming to him for his projectors and
he regarded the Simplex first with amusement then tolerance and
now alarm. For with the finest material, workmanship and
appliances, the Simplex is the leader among projectors, it being
used by the majority of studios, producers, directors, and highclass exhibitors.
So with the Simplex being installed all around them, many of these competitive dealers are becoming desperate and have resorted to the telling of
libellous tales of "How the Simplex is being made of cheaper material," and
"How they
the Simplex
downrushin the
big popular
houses," Simplex.
etc., thinking that by so
doing
can stopisthefalling
onward
of the
The first type of man we can convert as we always have. If you meet the
other type of man and his story, send us his name and address and a copy
of his statement and even though we are working day and night at the
Simplex factory, we still have time to attend legally to the man who in order
to sell his own make of projector, is willing to malign the product of another.

|l ThePrecisi6¥Machin£
317 East 34th: St- Now (5.Tnc7
York |
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Price
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WOHID
Founded

by J.P.Chalmers

THE
THE

in 1907

GREATEST PERSONALITY IN
HISTORY OP THE THEATRE

NAZIMOVA
IN HER LATEST & GREATEST SCREEN
CLASSIC BASED ON MAUDE FULTON'S FAMOUS BROADVNAY SUCCESS
THE
BRAT
RELEASED SEPTEMBER FIRST
1ETRO

PICTURES
• CORPORATION
PUBLISHED EVERY FRIDAY BY
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY, 516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK
Subscription
Price: Entered
Unitedaa States
Possessions,
and Cuba,
$3 a year;
year;theForeign
(postpaid),
•4 a year.
second andclassitsmatter
June 1919.
17,Mexico,
1908,
Post Office
at NewCanada,
York, N.$3.50Y., aunder
Act of Countries
Mareh 3, 1879.
CoDyrizht.
by theat tbe
Chalmers
Publiihina
Comnany.
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PICTURES

BELA

gf

KUN
ancC

BUDAPEST
under

the

BOLSHEVIKI

FILMS

JUST

OFFICIAL
ANOTHER
FOREIGN

RECEIVED

OVERSEAS
BIG

AND

EXCLUSIVE

FROM

SOURCES—
NOTABLE
IN

NO.

59

KINOGRAMS
THE
VISUAL
NEWS
OF
ALL
THE
WORLD

Issued by KINOGRAM
Distributed by WORLD

PUBLISHING CORPORATION
PICTURES

Josoph M,Schenclc
F

presets V

FATTY
PARAMOUNT
AUBUCKLE
COMEDIES
Beginning the New
Season

LE Comedies
ARBUCK
MOUNT-FATTY
PA
l RA
be released on the Selective
wil
Booking Plan during the season
1919-1920. Bigger, better, funnier, more popular than ever,
they will vie with the biggest
features, in their power to
attract money to the box-office.
The first feature comedy,
"Back Stage" written and
directed by Fatty Arbuckle
will be released September 7.
Buster Keaton, Al St. John and
Molly Malone are in the cast.
See it at your exchange.
You'll want to book it.
No "better picture season "
can start right without Fatty
Arbuckle.
Produced by
Comique Film Corporation
Released
Exclusively
Through
FAMOUS PLATERS -LASKY CORPORATION

llllllllllll

» v HI NWI

Jesse L.Lasky presents
R

o

b

e

r

t

VARMCK
Told in the Hills
Directed by George Melford
jd Q>aramount^JrtcraflQ>iclure
the famous story by MARAH ELLIS RYAN
iario by WILL. M. RITCHEY
A story of the romance of the great
hills, m the days when the Indians
ruled the plains. Love and thrills told
in a picture that thousands will want
to see.
Released September 21
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oF Whirlwind Two Peelers :
IMPEST

<§DY HITS THE TRAIL
\

Already three of this surefire series of powerful
two-reelers featuring the wonderful Waleamp are ready for
your screen, one release a
week. Every one is a knockout for drama and whirlwind
action. See the first of this
great Series now at your nearest U. Exchange.
UNIVERSAL
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histrionic triumph for
Phillips andetea sceniwrc
for
the
Repl Dram
with
NOReye.
A whic
hTHEtheRN
bits
finisheda acl
stablofe.this all-star ca
esse
actr
unforget
A picture as
ty snow
asdramitsa migh
clutches
at -fie
the lds,
hear 1
t
.
gian hand

Productions
KbOO Broddvdy" 'Ne-&/'M>rk
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^

in the frozen North

Pla/ed b/ an
ALL .STAB CA9T
Including
Dorothy Phillips
Pfiscilla Dean
William 9tove(l
Lon Chane

TO

all those who played Dorothy
Phillips
Humanity"
the valuein in"ThethisHeart
great ofpicture
with
its huge cast and big scenes will be immediately apparent. To all others we
say, simply — Dorothy Phillips has become America's foremost emotional actress. See "PAID IN ADVANCE" and
you'll know the reason. See it today at
your nearest Universal-Jewel Exchange.
O
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INTERNATIONAL
ALL

COMPETITION
REAR

BY

AGAIN

LEFT

RELEASING

IN

THE

THE

FIRST
PICTURES
FROM
GERMANY
NOSKE'S GUARD PARADING ON THE INTER DEN LINDEN
SINCE

THE

SIGNING

PEACE

OF

THE

TREATY

IN
HEARST
NEWS
No.

35

AMERICAN DOUGHBOYS VIEWING THE FAMOUS WOODEN STATUE
OF VON HINDENBURG
Produced

by

INTERNATIONAL

Migust 30, 1919

THE

MOVING

PICTURE

FIRST

AS

THE

COMPANY

WORLD

AGAIN

USUAL

THAT

LEADS

WHERE

OTHERS

FOLLOW

The blazing of a news trail into a rejuvenated Germany is strictly in keeping with its past record.
Wherever and whenever an event of importance happens, an International camera reporter is there.
AS

ANOTHER

EXAMPLE

Exclusive pictures showing scenes incident to the
founding of the new Republic of Poland are now
appearing in the International News No. 34.

BOOK

THE

BIG

HEARST
UNIVERSAL

THREE

NEWS

CURRENT

INTERNATIONAL

EVENTS
NEWS

AND
GET

THE

NEWS

Released

by

WHILE

IT

IS

NEWS

UNIVERSAL
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A 0 ne -Reel Fairy Story for Bitf
Peopie and Little People. Aded
entirely by a {Treat Cast of
Marvelous Child Plavers whose
avera^ asfe \s only Nine Years

"He spied anerfrf laid by a Roc „
that covered Talf a city block !"

«

.

..Li
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WITH HIS
H"
Mo°H\
BEITS
JOTITE

Tke N'e\V J\rt Film. Company

Dorothy

jorese*6s

GISH

== Photographed
by JOHN LEEZER, Scenario 6y LOIS ZELLNER,
Asst.Divectov LEIGH E.SM1TH
I
^"NOBODY
HOME
|
Directed by ELMER CLIFTON
jtf CJhfivnountCpictur&
|H
H
A Dark Man
===
rTI~iUS
she
read
echoed
1 her dream book,theher stars
magicthatcards,
her
horoscope and her heart. And the
=
blond man gnashed his teeth! A

August 30, 1919

is Coming!
story
of newlyweds'
and burglars.
Dorothy love,
Gish bad
\n a signs
role
that exactly suits the screen s leading
comedienne.

I \M< H's I'l WERS-I XM^ ( l iKl'illall
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Triangle Special Presentation
TAYLOR
Three
Written and directed
by Charles Horan

HOLMES

Black

Eyes
Released by the
rriangle Distributing Corporatk

7

TRYING
TO

ESCAPE

Crowds of people are trying to do that— to escape
from world worries and
every day monotony. That's why they
pay you to entertain them.
Heavy dramas don't pull very well
these days. People want pictures that
will drive away the blues- So folks
are partial to Taylor Holmes features. They're
health-promoters, joy-generators, success-makers and life-savers. Remember people like nonbut particularly
Tavlor sense,
Holmes
kind. — sensible nonsense — the
When you exploit this attraction, tell your people
that the star has surrounded himself with a bevy
of beautiful girls including Louise Orth. Clara
Moores and little Diana Allen of the Follies.
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lniOi<

Jaylor]]o

LOBBY CARDS WITH
A PUNCH
That's the kind you always
wish to display. But particularly whenHolmes
you're putting
a Taylor
feature. over
Well, here they are, a complete set of llxl4's.
In the sepia originals, these
have a humorous snap that
does justice to the star. There
are also 22x28's and a dandy
portrait of Mr. Holmes available at your local Triangle
Exchange.

BUCKEYES
^ "THREE

'? "THREE BLACK EYES"

Taylor Ho!n

THE MOVING PICTURE WORLD

August 30, 1919

One's a Disgrace,
Two's Out of Place,
But Three!— Well"THREEis a BLACK
reel comedv. EYES"
A real reel comedy with a real reel star
TAYLOR
HOLMES
Past-master of facial expressions, he has the rare ability
of emphasizing laughter that becomes all the more impres ive bythe enforced silence of screen presentations.
The best tonics in the world are hope, joy, cheerfulness
and mirthfulness.
Holmes
in generous
doses. That's
why the administers
Holmes habitthese
is happy
and profitable.
"Three Black Eyes" is full to overflowing with the unique
Holmes acrobatic
prohibition
cocktail. dialogue. It's a rumless-punch — a
Are you profiting financially on the happiness of others ?
Book "Three Black Eyes" now. It's released by the
TRIANGLE DISTRIBUTING CORPORATION
1457 Broadwav
New York.

TRIANGLE

DISTRIBUTING

CORPORATION
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Ideas are what count in any business.
The Realart Pictures idea was born two months ago.
No steps then had been taken toward organization ; nc
stars had been engaged ; no offices had been leased, no
studio arrangements had been made; no branch managers had been employed, none of the mass of details
connected with launching a great commercial enterprise
had been approached.
Today, Realart Pictures Corporation is a reality — one
of the livest organizations in the motion picture business. It has engaged three great stars. It has five
pictures in work. It has established branch offices and
installed branch managers in twenty of the principal
cities of the country. It has under way an extensive
advertising and publicity campaign, rivaling that of
concerns which have been in the business for years. In
short, it already has bridged the big gap between anticipation and achievement.
That's the enormous driving force of the Realart idea.
That's why Realart today is able to announce on the
following pages eight great productions by one of the
master directors of filmdom.
And

Real

REALART
To

Release

Allan

Dwan

Productions
¥ou know Allan Dwan —
Dwan, director of many Douglas Fairbanks successes;
of William 11. Crane in "David Harum;" of Clara
Kimball Young in "Cheating Cheaters;" of Marguerite
Clark in "Wildflower"—
Divan, who has contributed so generously to the
profits of the photoplay exhibitor!
This genius of motion picture technic is to make eight
productions for Mayflower Photoplay Corporation,
Isaac Wolper, President, to be released through
Realart. And his first picture will be

1

SOLDIERS
OF FORTUNE
By RICHARD HARDING DAVIS
the novel that has been read by new thousands every
year for twenty years — the novel on which AUGUSTUS
THOMAS based a stage play that has survived nearly
two decades of changing tastes and incessant competition— a story famed for its rippling style, its swift dramatic action and the hypnotic power of its love appeal.
This new Dwan masterpiece is
destined to be a triumph
of the coming season.

S

M

^Productions

Our

Missionaries

in the Field

la

REALART
branch
are itspersonal
missionaries
the field. 'SThey
comemanagers
into intimate,
contactin
with the Exhibitor. We believe you will agree with us
that they are a fine, representative body of men, who can
he trusted to tell the truth about any proposition they may
ha handling Realart trusts them.
Get acquainted with Realart ideas and ideals at any of the
following addresses:
EXCHANGE ADDRESS
Atlanta Room146 305
HirschStreet
Building,
Marietta
Joseph
Walter L.R. Marentette
Scares
Boston 5 Isabella Street
Buffalo 221 Franklin Street
Henry E. Wilkinson
Chicago Room220 South
1204 Consumers
Building,
State Street
Harry Goldman
W. Willard
Cincinnati Room 910 Mercantile Library Bldg. Mark
Cleveland
Room 200 Bangor Building,
James
B. Reilly
942
Prospect
Avenue,
East
Dallas
Diaz RCallahan
1905
Commerce
St. (Temporary Addresf) Bert
Denver
Latz
1742
Glenarm
Street
Detroit
Room 607 Joseph Mack Building C. G. Kingsley
Kansas City Rooms
509-10
Republic
Building,
Cor. 10th & Walnut Streets
John MacMeekin
Los Angeles SuiteBank839-840
NationalSts
Bldg.,Merchants
Sixth & Spring
Oren F.L. WoodyMinneapolis
801 Produce
Harry
W. Hollander
Adler
New
York Room
729 Seventh
Avenue Exchange Bid I.ester
B. A. Lucas
Omaha ] 214 Farnam Street
Philadelphia Southeast Corner 13th & Vine Sts. Jay Emanuel
Pittsburgh 1018 Forbes Street
Nat Barach
San Francisco To be announced
Ralph B.W. Quive
Albert
Eden
Seattle
Room
216
White
Building
St. Louis
3626 Olive Street
J. C. Ragland
Washington Rooms
806-820
Mather
Building,
William H. Rippard
916 G Street, N. W.
J. S. Woody, General Sales Manager Ben F. S mpson, Field Manager
REALART PICTURES CORPORATION
ARTHUR S KANE, President
112 West 42nd Street
New York City

5
10
I

i

SURPRISE

PICTURE

THE SPECIAL
REPORT
OF THE NATIONAL BOARD OF
REVIEW OF MOTION PICTURES
ON "THE BIRTH OF A RACE"
Entertainment Value: EXCELLENT.
Educational Value: EXCELLENT.
Artistic Value: Dramatic interest of story GOOD.
Coherence of narrative: CLEAR. Acting: Fine.
Photography : BEAUTIFUL. Technical handling :
GOOD.
Costuming: Fine. Atmospheric quality — Scenic
setting,
MERIT. VERY GOOD. Historical value, HIGH
General Comment: AN UNUSUAL PHOTOPLAY OF EXCEPTIONAL MERIT, WELL
CONCEIVED AND WORKED OUT WITH
MANY BEAUTIFUL
SEMBLE EFFECTS. SCENES AND FINE EN-

it
b 3 MONTHS
IN CHICAGO
WEEKS AT THE
TOP
BLACKSTONE
PRICE
6
5
Chicago's Most Exclusive Theatre, at
ASCHER
LUBLINERJONES,
& TRINZ,
BALABAN
&BROS.,
KATZ
LINICK
SCHAEFER
HAVEAND BOOKED
IT OVER&
K>
THEIR ENTIRE CIRCUIT OF THEATRES
AT A HIGHER PRICE THAN THEY HAVE
O
EVER PAID FOR A PICTURE BEFORE.
)
Don't
mistake
"The Measured
Birth of bya Race"
for justit anis
ordinary
feature.
any standard,
the one great production of the year.
> BOOK "THE BIRTH OF A RACE" AND ITS
§ BOX
OFFICE RESULTS WILL SURPRISE
YOU, TOO.
o
FOR TERRITORY DElim
AVAILABLE WIRE If LRLLI

CI! M
lILPI

thfe YEAR
RELEASED THROUGHSAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Sol.zona).L. Lesser,
All-Star Nevada
Features
Distributors (California.
and AriMINNEAPOLIS, MINN.
Jack Elliott, (Minnesota).
Pres., Elliott Film Co.
WASHINGTON, D. C.
H. If. Crandall, Exhibitors Film Exchange
NEW YORK CITY, N. Y.
Nathan
Pres.,andAywon
(New Hirsh,
York City
New Film
Jersey).Corp
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
W. S. Butterfield,
Bijou Theatrical
Enterprise Pres.,
Co. (Michigan).
PITTSBURGH, PA.
Birth of a Race
Show Co., Empire Bldg.
(Pennsylvania).
DAVENPORT, IA.
Blanchard Amusement Co. (Iowa).
BOSTON, MASS.
Herman Rifkin,(NewEastern
Feature Film Co.
England).
CINCINNATI, OHIO
Fine Arts Filmtucky andCo.Southern
(West Virginia,
Ohio). KenBUFFALO, N. Y.
T. R. Gardiner,
Mgr.,NewGardiner
(Northern
York). Syndicate
CHICAGO, ILL.
Si. Greiver (Cook County).
CLEVELAND, OHIO
Ohio Film Classics (Northern Ohio).
SEATTLE, WASH.
M. R. Rosenberg (Washington, Oregon,
ASK YOUR EXCHANGE
FOR CAMPAIGN BOOK

$'

THE

TFI
LU.

29 So. LaSALLE ST.
CHICAGO-

STATE AND FOREIGN RIGHTS ALREADY SOU) _

What

Is

the

With

Washington?

and

Oregon

Matter

Are the exhibitors hide hound and steel riveted to programs or
don't they book independent productions that every oilier theatre
in the United Stales are clamoring for —
Or Are There No Independent
Territory That

Why

Can

Exchanges

Supply

In That

Them.

Is Every Other Territory in the World — United States
and Foreign — Sold on

THE

TEXAS
MACK

GUINAN
SWAIN

TWO

REEL

WESTERNS

AND

SINGLE

REEL

COMEDIES?

Why has every exhibitor either booked or endeavored to book
these productions including the Rialto and Rivoli in New York,
the California in Los Angeles, the William Fox and Marcus Loew
Circuits in New York; Crandall in Washington, 1). C, and we
could name them indefinitely,
LET

US HEAR
THE

THE

FROM

B'LD'G

EXHIBITORS

STA TE RIGHT

FROHMAN

310 TIMES

THE

AS

WELL

AS

EXCHANGE

AMUSEMENT
WILLIAM L.SWERRILL, Pres.

CORPORATION
NEW

yORKCITy

Qfa FiKl Defease o[

UNITED

AR

UPORATION

DOUGLAS

FAIR5ANKS
in

Wis

Majesty,

the American

Bein$ booked {or ivo and ihree weeks runs
by leading fhealre? the country over.

1

PICKFORD

CHARLIE CHAPUM

DOWLAS

FAIRBANKS

DNV GRIFFITH

UNITED
ADTISTS
CORPORATION
<wi-*.-V
-.
720 Seventh. Avenue . Nev\brk City
JCAnA.PClCE,Ptcsi<fefff
y HIRAM ABDAMS?. General Manager

6i)ety

one

COCKOO
One

every

month

"Bobb*-

Mark

M.

a bird

COMEDIES

with

beginning

Juliana
and
In
and

Ralston

clever

tu/o

reels

September

supportof cteaa

\j)KoU$om&^uti.

first four of the
THE
COMEDIES
CUCKOO
are now completed. Several
of the leading organizations
are negotiating for the release. I will shortly announce the distributing
company finally
selected.

Dintenfa$$
NewYovlC

MOTHER

BIG

KNOCKOUT
mm

5ERIE

NOW

READV

AriOTHER CMAMCE FOR INDEPENDENT
EXCHAMGE5 TO GET MONEy MAKING
SERIES OF TWELVEWE5TERN PICTURES.
EVERy STORy COMPLETE.
EVERy 5T0Ry A TWO PEELER.
EfERy STORy LAID IN THE WEST.
PLAy ED By WESTERNERS : STRONG.
VIRILCHARACTERS THAT BREATHE
THE VERy ESSENCE OF THE GREAT
PLAINS OF THE GLORIOUS WEST.
THERE'S A THRILL IN EVER1/
MOVE. A REASON FOR EVERy
-ACTIOM--A STORy THAT HOLDS
yOU TILL THE END — AMD
THEN yOU WISH FORMOHE.
DISTRIBUTED By
ARROW
FILM CORP.
W.E.5HAUEHBERGER. Prest.
220 W. 42^51
NEW yOR.K.

apply to
INTER-OCEAN
FILM
218 W. 42nd. ST. NEW

CORP.,
YORK
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KREMER
FEATURES
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ARE
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DRAMAS

NEED

OF

THE

HOUR

Here are the Five Best to be obtained — thrilling action, tense
situations and dramatic settings. They will be snapped up at
once by every exhibitor.
JACK

GARDNER

"Open Places"
"Land of Long Shadows"
Red-blooded stories of the open spaces, God's great Out-of -Doors, with its wonderful scenery and rugged men, who obey no law but their own code, and who
settle their feudal battles with rope and gun.

'The Range Boss"
"Men of the Desert"

RICHARD
"THE

MAN

C. TRAVERS
TRAIL"

A gripping drama of the logging camps of the great
Northwest — the story of a
Man Hunt, where the Red
Slayer stalks his victim with
the relentlessness of the
gaunt timber wolf.
VICTOR

KREMER

FILM FEATURES
1333 Argyle St., Chicago
105 West 40th St., New York

*

STATE
NCW VOf*K

RIGHT
CHICAGO

PICTURES
$AH DtCCO
LOS ANGELES

f

OW

TO

IDEAL
PLAIN

PUT

AN

INTO

PRACTICE

the
of tests—
the most
NOWgreat arises
into plain
is to be put
ideal difficult
distribution
practice.
The producers built up the beautiful idea of no
iron-bound contracts; no program; no automatically produced-and-accepted films. But instead,
a newer, cleaner, finer way. See a picture and
then book it or not, as discretion dictates.
The announcements and promises were spread
across the prints and newspapers of the industry.
Goldwyn decided on this process of booking, fixed
the method as the goal of the institution, sent forth
the promises and policies of the new season.
Now to the test — the first Goldwyn pictures under
the new system are in the Goldwyn Exchanges
throughout the country. You will certainly not
take them unless you are convinced of their excellence and the possibilities they hold in exploitation
methods, to fill your theatres and please your
patrons.
In point, let it be spread broadcast —
The new Capitol Theatre and the Strand Theatre
did book the pictures of this group which they

You see these
Ooldwijn
Picture s
before ijou
book them

GOLDWYN
PICTURES CORPORATION
r . 5am u el Goldwyn Present

1

YOU SEE THIS GOLDWYN
— BEFORE YOU BOOK

PICTURE
IT

-his powerful

story

Traduced /»/under
ihe direction
Vitected
Reginald
'Barkerof
Goldvyzjri

THE
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THIS is the classic of modern
comedy-drama — once a successful play,by now
celebrated
praised
everya critic.
(Justfilmseen—
and booked by the Strand, N. Y.)
Will atit make
money ? Youbet!bet !DoesWill ititboost
win
you
first sight?
Tom Moore
to higherYouhonors?
You bet!
It's a story ofin "You
bet, no you bet!" Racing
excitement
story
of a fetchingan old
sort. English setting. Love
Will it?the majority
over
You bet! of your audience go mad
SAMUEL GOLDWYN
PRESENTS

By" R. C. Carton Directed by H. Beaumont
It is anticipated that this picture will
attain firstertoire. place
Tom that.
Moore's repBut you indecide
See it first.
GOLDWYN PICTURES
CORPORATION
Samuel goldwyn president

■

-Am i res In VjfieV&ry §oi4 qfPiclure
&\ v/y6odij c/Jelcevec/ Shed
&veiilua!lij 7ia\ re

Samuel

Qokbrfyn

BjJ Thompson Buchanan

Directed 2$ Frank Lh$3

IT is the greatest feature of Farrar's
career, the best picture in Goldwyn's
history, the outstanding drama of the
screen year.
It
is far tobeyond
the advertising
writer's
power
represent
the magnitude
of
the picture. The title barely suggests
the bigness of the production.
It is Goldwyn Supreme
See It If You Can

%h>

If You

Married

Could

Get

WithoutALicense

Here'switha funny
thing— noface.license
wealthyyouEvaknowfindsthe herself
man
the funniest
It wasrequired,
at the party—
kind of married
games. to the ugliest
Suppose "no license required" went into effect? What all might happen? Think it over and
you'll begin to realize a fraction of the fun that bubbles all through this picture.
Samuel Goldwyn
Preseti Is

Wei
An Actor

Who NeiSer Ac ts
IN

Almost
A Husband
fly" Opie Read
Directed fly" Clarence C. Badger
Wherrthis picture
first selected, there was just one man in the world who could play the
principal
and that man was Will Rogers, an actor who never acts, who makes you laugh,
lust to lookrole,at him.
If human nature is the same as it used to be, then WilT Rogers is the one of all comedians before
the film public today who will carry off first honors! A plain looking man to be sure, he gets the
'ain people by his sympathetic manner and the bigger folks by his dry humor.

GOLDWYN

PICTURES
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IT

Hov)'s

Your

Pedigree ?
Was your grandfather a butcher?
Did your great-aunt do washing
for a living? Let's hope you
aren't burdened with an ancestry
that includes coats of arms and
relation to royalty.
How's yourof it?pedigree?
ashamed
What do Are
you you
say
about it?

rid
Hi
cbnfMeiitia
Directed by Clarence G. Badger
By Jerome K. Jerome
Madge Kennedy was never better placed or better played. This
is the fascinating idea in Goldwyn's own favorite picture.

of the andtwenty-two
local
press
men, placed
right onoutservice
your
territory,
to ofcarry
instructions
wholetheto
home staff : and thefurther
act withtions you
in all situaneed him. arising
Here where
is a listyouof
the men and their managers.
Find
your
and
have
him see youmanat your
convenience.
ATLANTA
Lucas, Exploitation
Manager
N.Arthur
L. Royster,
BOSTON
Howard
M. Davis,Exploitation
Manager
A, A. Lionaia,
BUFFALO
Geo.
A.
Hickey,
Manager
A. Rittenburg, Exploitation
CHICAGO
I.BenVonGaraten,
Ronkel, Exploitation
Manager
CINCINNATI
CLEVELAND
H. A. Bandy,y,IT, Manage!
Manager
Exploit)
DENVER
H.W. Bradley
Manager
L. Gullett,Fish,Exploitation
DETROIT
J.ri, E.R. Flynn,
Guest, Manager
Exploitation
KANSAS
CITY Manager
P.R. A.C. Bloch,
Gary, Exploitation
LOSMaurice
ANGELE8
Wolf, Exploitation
Managei
J. W. Rankin,
MINNEAPOLIS
L.Max E.Doolittle,
Davia, Manager
Exploitation
NEWS. Eckman,
YORK Jr., Manager
Exploitation man later
PHILADELPHIA
PITTSBURGH
Geo.
Smiley,Exploitation
Manager
E. E. W,Rutter,
SANG. C.FRANCISCO
Parsons,
Manager
Exploitation man later
ST.C. LOUIS
E. Maberry,manManager
Exploitation
later
SEATTLE
J.E. A.M. Koerpel,
Manager
Taylor, Exploitation
WASHINGTON
J. H. Gihon, Exploitation
OMAHA
E.MiasJ. Hamry,
Maclvor,Exploitation
Manager
SALT
LAKE
CITY
E. Banford,manManager
. It W.Exploitation
later .
iiiHk^

Twenty-Five

of

Best

Promotion

Selling

Men

Right

FILL

YOUR

on

Hand

the

to

THEATRE

HEN a Goldwyn picture is booked for your house,
W then every force to fill your theatre during the
showing of that film is called into action.
Every publicity idea which human ingenuity can devise is set
at work.
The best brains are employed.
The most successful advertising and publicity men are on
the job.
However, you are not concerned with what is done in other
parte of the country. You care only about your own
immediate section. Under the Goldwyn plan, you have
working immediately for you, these twenty-five crowdgetters. Twenty-four are in New York, but they are expressing themselves to you and understanding your needs through
your local Goldwyn press and service in your immediate
territory all of the time. Thirty -seven men are on the job—
twenty-five of them are concerned directly with you.
The outlet for all the extraordinary crowd-building efforts is
your theatre.
The inlet for all the results is your theatre.
GOLDWYN PICTURES
Samuel Goldwyn PrtMent
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DUNCAN

" SMASHING
BARRIERS
A Serial For Every
Theatre
VITAGRAPH
ALBERT E. SMITH, President

"
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A First National Attraction

YouVe
actors

never had so many well-known
on your screen at one time.

That is a mighty big fact to advertiseall you've got to do is advertise it.

LOUIS B. MAYER presents
The Fans All
Know them
Anita Stewart
Spottiswood Aitken
Frank Currier
Mahlon Hamilton
Thomas Holding
Kathlyn Williams
Fred Huntly
Edwin Stevens
Anna Q. Nilsson
Robert McKim
Herbert Prior
Thomas Jefferson
James Neill
Wesley Barry
Thomas Santschi
Tully Marshall
Mrs. J. W. Wade
Ralph Graves
Harry Ham
Edwin B. Tilton

ANITA

STEWART
in

"Her

Kingdom
Directed by of Dreams"
Marshall Neilan

Released September 15th.

ROBERTSON-

COLE

PRODUCTIONS

JESSE D. HAMPTON

MB

mm

e

h

<

0

IUPEOIOR.
IPICTU RES

THE creator of "Jimmy Valentine" play
lone hand in the interior of China matches
wits with the mighty tongs of the Howery Kingdom. As Mandarin and beggar he scores bigger
than ever before on the Stage or the Screen. Dirtributed by
Exhibitors Mutual

ROBERTSON-

S

E

COLE

S

PRODUCTIONS

S

U

DUCTIONof
APROthe
most gorgeous
beauty, pronounced by
great artists a masterpiece of photography.
The splendor of the settings isequalled only by
the powerful dramatic
intensity of the theme.
Produced by
HAWORTH

Distributed by
Exhibitors Mutual

ROBERTSON

-COLE

PRODUCTIONS

""J~HIS
can success."
well be classed an
King Vidor
other feature
"It
what many
of the appeal.
current offerings
lack,hassincerity
and genuine
"Mr.
Vidor's
direction
is
untheatrical and it is natura distinctive, it is
Agnes Smith,
N. V. Morning Telegraph
"One ofmonths.
the best pictures produced for
several
'They will like this picture so much that
they will continue coming."
Tom Hamlin,
Motion Picture News
Distributed by
EXHIBITORS

MUTUAL

ROBERTSON- COLE

PRODUCTIONS
Jesse D. HarnpFon

THE- PRODIGAL. LIAR

presenhs

C In six consecutive successful productions
William Desmond Kas achieved unique distinction among the screen artists of lqiq.
His rollicking, dashing, daring personality
has captivated the devotees of the silent
drama, and he is without a peer in his
favorite field.
Ct, As the carefree bachelor in
Funny Proposition"; masquerading as a bandit in "The Prodigal Liar"; and as the smiling American
in "Whitewashed Walls" he
has scored
heavily.
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immediately

and

Ford§nBuyer

'he Pacific New
Coast
Studios.
- 6100
BTvd,Los/J$eles
York
Office
1600 Sunset
Broadway
II
announces
the coming of:

lerial

Ever

ALL
h Madison

Made

STAR

of The Three of Hearts

leen Sedgwick of The Lure of lhe Circus
!Brady StarHeavy of the best Pictures
)b Peeves

Champion Uorseman

CAST
Bob Katman The Daredevil of the Screen
Jeff Osborne
famous Character Man
Gordon McGregor
Super Villain
Robert Gray
almost as mean

Director Robert B. Bibadwell. formerly with Wm.S.narr
Author Frederick Burnett of Helen Holmes 5erials, etc.etc.
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Street
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GUY
CROSWELL
SMITH,
Ltd.
j. j. McCarthy,
guy croswell smith,
theodore mitchell,
Vice-President President and General Manager
Secretary and Treasurer
807 LONGACRE BUILDING
42nd STREET AND BROADWAY, NEW YORK
Telephone: Bryant 5293
Cable Address: Crosmith, New York
OF GUY CROSWELL SMITH, LTD., is the selection of the best
American motion picture film productions for distribution in
foreign countries only. Mr. Smith, the President and General
Manager,
has
recently
returned
from
a
three
tripandaround
visiting thecountries.
Orient, Russia,
Finland, France, Switzerland, Scandinavia, Greatyears'
Britain
all of thethe world,
South American
The reason
for this tour was to learn first hand the kind of films of greatest appeal in each territory. The confidence
of foreign distributors has often been impaired by receiving from American exporting agencies films of
no use in their countries. The only film productions distributed by GUY CROSWELL SMITH, LTD., will
be such as have been carefully selected with a view of their particular fitness in the various foreign countries. The personal knowledge that Mr. Smith brings to this organization will assure a service to foreign
distributors that has not before been extended to this most important branch of the American film industry.

THE

PURPOSE

IN KEEPING WITH THIS POLICY
GUY
CROSWELL
SMITH,
LTD.
ANNOUNCES THE PURCHASE OF THE WORLD RIGHTS
(EXCLUSIVE OF THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA) TO
D. W. GRIFFITH'S
BROKEN

LATEST

SENSATION

BLOSSOMS

Adapted from Thomas Burke's Famous Limehouse Night Stories
Griffith's development of the waif heroine in "Broken Blossoms" becomes a classic of the screen that
will
of Dickens'
Nellsame
and sympathy
Bre ! Harte's
M'liss.
is theas same
the
worldlive,overalongside
and hearts
will go outLittle
in the
to this
little Human
girl fromnature
Limehouse
they did
when Dickens brought forth his immortal child and Bret Harte touched the kinship of the world
with M'liss's smile and homely philosophy.
"BROKEN BLOSSOMS" recently completed an engagement of over 150 performances at George M.
Cohan's
Theatre,
for orchestra
seats.New York, at the highest prices ever paid for a motion picture production — three dollars
"BROKEN
BLOSSOMS"
will he presented in London for an extended engagement at one of the largest
dramatic theatres
in the Fall.
ANNOUNCEMENTS OF THE PURCHASE OF OTHER IMPORTANT PRODUCTION WILL BE MADE SHORTLY.
GUY CROSWELL SMITH, LTD., operates independently and has no affiliations with any producing concern. Therefore, the selection of productions will be influenced solely by their merit and fitness for
foreign distribution.
For detailed information regarding available territory and terms, address
GUY
CROSWELL
SMITH,
807 LONGACRE BUILDING

LTD.
NEW YORK

CITY

.
Qj
it
e Vo^^o \x r\o'
Ey

Open%urEye
totfie
MostImportantProduction
1

Of

The-

Season

// WfflJbe

PICTURES
EQUITY
CORPORATION
RK.Somborix,
Jos.Schniizer
PRESIDENT •
THIRTY-THREE

WEST

FORTY-SECOND

STREET-NEW

YORK-

Plug

Up

J&

H OLE

In>bur Program
MtA t/le

TcnBi^Perfeci

Productions

Four Productions with
Clara Kimball young
Four Productions with
ANOTHER IMPORTANT STAR
Two Productions
SURPRISE SUPER SPECIALS
Tfiey wil/Jbe

EQUITY
PICTURES
CORPORATION
Jos.Schniizer

H.K.Sombortx,
PRESIDENT •
THIRTV~THRE,E

WEST

FORT^SECOND

STREET-NEW

YORK

EQUITY
PICTURES
CORPORATION
H.K.Somborrv.
Jos.
Schniizer
PRESIDENT-r REASURE^THIRTY-THREE
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FORTY-SECOND

STREET-NEW

YORK-
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message

to those Exhibitors who chose to book "Daddy Long
Legs"
individually instead of the series of three Pickford
Productions:
It is fair and equitable that First National Exchanges
should ask you higher rentals for "The Hoodlum" than
for "Daddy
Long Legs," which in the majority of cases
was
undersold.
We made no statements regarding the quality of "The
Hoodlum" until enough of our members had seen it to
make us entirely certain that it would prove the equal, if
not
the superior of "Daddy Long Legs" as a Box Office
Attraction.
We prefer that you do not attempt to book it until it has
had its first run at a First National Theatre in your
territory.
We prefer to show you
what "The Hoodlum" will
do at the Box Office before
you take a chance on it.

The Hoodlum
in Cotton

55 555? ?5
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Those Exhibitors who were far-sighted enough
to book our Pickford Series will have no one
but themselves to blame if they do not take
bigger money with "The
with "Daddy Long Legs".

Hoodlum"

than

The picture is "there" strong.
Just watch

"The

Hoodlum"

at our theatres.

Our grateful acknoivledgments to
MARY

PICKFORD

S. A. FRANKLIN, the director,
CHAS. ROSHER. the photographer,
and
the entire cast as well as the technical
staff for
parts a inPerfect
the makingwhat
we their
consider
Motionof
Picture.
We consider "The Hoodlum"
the greatest — yes, greatest,
character study of Miss Pickford's entire career.
The Hoodlum
in Trousers
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LOS ANGELES TIMES: 'The Blue Bonnet' takes
Billie Rhodes many steps forward as a star. You will
feel that you have been stimulated and seen something
new under the Kleigs. Colorful, sympathetic, vivid.
What a wonderful scene is that when Jan, the returning
soldier, finds his sweetheart wronged by another, forgives her and accepts her child through the influence of
the Salvation Army.

BILLIE

t

RHODES
The

Blue

Bonnet
By E. Macjnus Ingle ton
Directed by Louis Wm. Chaudet
LOS ANGELES EXPRESS: As a little
girl of twelve who dons trousers, becomes
a newsboy and later accepts the uniform of
the Salvation Army, Billie Rhodes is wonderful in "The Blue Bonnet." A charming
picture indeed.
LOS ANGELES EXAMINER: Something
refreshingly new in pictures is ' The Blue
Bonnet." Miss Rhodes hasn't forgotten
that she first won the hearts of the public
with the gamin pranks of a tomboy girl.
The picture has dignity of theme and
direction.
W.HODKINSON CORPORATION
527 Fifth Avenue. New York Gty
Distributing through PATHE Exchange, Incorporated

A Whirlwind

of Action

!

A Story of Love, Romance and Adventure
A Cast that includes the most Fearless
and accomplished Players
A
Featuring
ANN
LITTLE
Late Paramount Star
JACK HOXIE
\\i l rv . — ~
western L/yii«ainu
Directed by
PAUL HURST
the Master Serial Director
AT I CAST TUDCC UAID.
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EXCEL
PRODUCTION
directed by
'Jiowa.rd
H'JkitekdL-
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MADLAINE

TRAVERSE
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JN the crowning
accomplishment
of her career
WILLIAM
FOX

tfHEDA

BARA

BelleRusse

BELASCO
By DAVID
cA Super BayaProdnctioyi
Directed by ChavlesJ-Byabiyi
ENTERTAINMENTS
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BREATHE
AND
LIVE
THEY
YES,
by Modesty
Screened
are
Mutt and Jeff are Actual Men who
From all parts of the world William Fox has received communications asking if MUTT and
JEFF are really living persons or FICTITIOUS characters.
Believing YOU, as a READER of THIS PAPER, are entitled to the frank TRUTH regarding Capt. Bud Fisher's best friends, we will REVEAL a SECRET.
Mr. Mutt in everyday life is Archibald J. Mut t. He is a BOILER MAKER, 43 years old,
with the slight afflictions of Rheumatism. He LIVES at 427 Piccolo Avenue, The Bronx.
Mr. Mutt is employed by the New York Centra 1 Railroad, and in the recent strike was spokesman for the Nut department of the boiler divi sion. Mr. Mutt has TEN children and ONE
wife. He pays $17 a month RENT and takes a Turkish BATH every four calendar WEEKS.
Among his FADS are having his shoes SHINE D and having his hair CUT on each Friday
falling on the 13th.
As for Jeff, he is Edgar Horace Jeff. He is 51 years old, TIMID and BASHFUL, and through
years of faithful SERVICE as a tender of bar his only physical AFFLICTIONS are small
corns and LARGE bunions. In his dancing shoes he measures 4 feet 10 inches.
THE MEASUREMENTS
MR. MUTT
MR. JEFF
Height
6 feet 6 inches
4 feet 10 inches
Weight
118 pounds
118'^ pounds
Chest
22 inches
49 inches
Hat Size
6%
7%
Mr. Jeff, an advocate of the Rooseveltian theory, is directlv RESPONSIBLE for a family of
12 children, but, UNFORTUNATELY, he is a WIDOWER.
In the best social circles of the Bronx it is ASSERTED that Mr. Jeff is engaged to marry the
FASCINATING widow, Mrs. Katrinka Kaltenblatz, who is the happy mother of 8 children,
all living.
Mrs. Kaltenblatz presides over one of the mos t ATTRACTIVE delicatessen shops in the
Bronx, the AROMA of which RIVALS that of the CELEBRATED perfume factories of
France. Recently this social leader broke her RIGHT arm while HANGING out the family
wash. She fell THREE stories.
Capt. Fisher advises that Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff have both received MEDALS for having
SHOT a film salesman after a DESPERATE e ncounter.
Mr. Jeff RESIDES at 1474 Unconscious Aven ue, The Bronx, a HOME he selected because it
was near the Pinochle parlor at 2555 Webster Avenue, where nightly he PLAYS for modest
stakes with Mr. Mutt, on which FREQUENT occasions he is usually OUT of luck.
Always are they Captain Fisher's guests.
It is of interest to KNOW that Capt. Bud Fish er first met Mutt and Jeff at the UNITED
FIREMEN'S BALL, in Canarsie, where they were RIVALS for dancing HONORS.
We must ADD that Mr. Mutt and Mr. Jeff are BOTH very SERIOUS men.
They live their lives QUIETLY but with SPEED.
They are CAREFUL, saving, and yet generou s, and none may say they ever denied ASSISTANCE to a needy FRIEND.
If YOU, as a reader of THIS newspaper, desire more information regarding these INTERESTING gentlemen, you are invited to see the m in their MASTERPIECES of comicosity.
The next releases at Fox Exchanges of Mutt a nd Jeff cartoons are "Sound Your A," "The
Frozen North," "Hard Lions," "All That Glitte rs Is Not" "Everybody's Doing It," "Mutt and
Jeff in Spain," "Honest Booking Agents," "New York Night Life," "Bound in Spaghetti," "In
the Movies," "Window Cleaners," "Confession s of a Telephone Girl," "The Plumbers."
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THE FIRST AND ONLY PHOTOPLAY
EVER MADE
ON ALASKAN
SOIL

"It is a feast for the eye. Punctuated with notes of
gentle pathos.-' — Motion Picture News.
"Melodramatic interest well developed. Views of the frozen
North not only magnificent but the real thing. Unique production."— Exhibitors Trade Review.

A series of thrilling adventures
Clipper
that will please —anyTheaudience."
Magnificent-not to be overlooked
by exhibitors who want to give
M.
patrons something new."
— P.
World
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Founded by J. P. CHALMERS 1907
Congress Passes Daylight
ACTOR-MANAGER
FIGHT
STILL RAGES
Saving Repeal Over Veto
Equity Gains More Houses in New York Through
to 19e thetheSenate
a vote 20of 57overrod
BY
August
veto onof
Sympathetic Strikes — President Shay Keeps Cool
t on the daylight savthe
Presiden
Picture Industry, called a meeting of the
. Thisthefollowed
has upset thete busi- directors
ingilarrepeal
which ing
simTHE strike
action measure
in the House
day before,
of that body to consider the
of conduct
nessatres
legitima
223 members voted for the repeal
and presenting
plays theand questions raised in a letter he had re- when
only 101 voting against it.
ceived from P. A. Powers, of the Uni- with
musical pieces in Newy, York entered its
When the vote was announced there
versal. Mr. Powers took exception to
third week Thursda August 20, with
the Producers and Dis- was wild cheering from the representaincreasing signs of a long and bitter the actiontributorsofin their
resolution
of
August
tives of the farming interests.
struggleion,between
President Black Makes Statement.
Associat
on the the
one Actors'
hand, andEquity
the 6, declaring his opposition to any stand
on
the
part
jf
motion
picture
men
other
ion on that
It is undoubtedly extremely gratifyProducingNewsManager
Associat
the than that of outright neutrality.
other.
cames' from
Chicago
ing to you one and smaller
all, especially
the
The matter was referred to the meet- exhibitors
Wednesday evening every legitimate
cities and
ing of the two divisions which had towns, that inthe the
theatre there, save one, had been made
daylight saving law has
the resolution of August 6,
dark through sympathetic movements adopted
repealed
overeffort
the President's
scheduled to be held the following day. been
of stage hands and musicians.
possible
oncommittee
the partveto.
was held at that time, but it ourEvery
officials
and taxation
hasof
The exception was the Olympic, where Ais meeting
reported
that
no
action
was
taken
10 per cent, of the gross goes to the due to the absence of a quorum.
been
given
to
help
bring
about
this
Equity Association as a substantial
result.
At St. Louis I pledged results, not
President Shay Conciliatory.
mark of ment.
sympathy
for the
Here in New
Yorkactors'
the movestage
This is the first result of our
S. B. Newman, assistant to President promises.
efforts.
If every exhibitor in the United
hands and musicians started their sym- Shay,
of the International Alliance of States will
his efforts
pathetic actions last Saturday night, Theatrical
Employes, states that the eliminationredouble
of taxation
we haveuponan
when musical plays that had been pro- at present Stage
is no intention on the exceptionable opportunity to acomplish
ceeding with non-Equity casts were ren- part of the there
of the organization result No. 2. If you haven't already done
dered unpresentable
the walk-out of to take any officers
musicians
and stagebyhands.
actionthe precipitating
situ- so wire immediately your congressman
a
t
i
o
n
a
s
regards
operators anda their
and senators and circulate the petitions
Long and Bitter Contest Predicted.
Inc., them at once to Washingemployers
unless
it
shall
be
caused
ton. forward
All this week theatres have been action of the motion picture interests.by and
President Shay was seen later and
Motion Picture Exhibitors of America.
added to the list of "dark" resorts in
the statement of Vice PresiNew
York's scheme
dent Newman.
on Thursday
morningof amusements,
there seemedanda confirmed
ALFRED S. BLACK, President.
possibility that the sympathetic move- giiiliiiiiiiiiffliiiiiii in iimnm mi iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ti minimi iiiiimiimmii imimiiiiim minimi iimmm imimmiimiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiimmim mmiiimi mining
mentlesquemight
extend
to
vaudeville,
burand, possibly, the moving picture
theatres with union men thus substantiating their supportIt ofis well
the Actors'
Equity movement.
under- | William Fox Invests a Million in
stood that the stage hands and musiFour Denver Picture Theatres and
ciansceeding
claim solely
no ongrievance,
but are
sympathetic
linespro-in
Another New York Picture Palace
support of unionism.
Wednesday
playwrights
tempted to effectseveral
a compromise
betweenatIs Forcasted In Closing the Deal 1
managers and players. The authors assert that they are "innocent bystandN a $1,000,000 cash transaction four Curtis street moving picture houses — 1
theirthey
bank-rolls
are onbeing
the Rivoli, Isis, Strand and Plaza — have been acquired from L. B. Brown 1
I and
depleteders," andwhile
must
deA. F. Megahan, present owners, by the William Fox Circuit of Thea- 1
fenseleas.
The Equity
made look
a statement,
tres Corporation. The deal becomes effective September 1.
declaring that it would not exact the
John
Zanft,
regional representative for Mr. Fox, and C. S. Levin, general |
"closed shop";
madeHe-a
manager of the Fox Circuit, recently arrived in Denver to close negotiations i
statement
citing the
the managers
fact that the
that have been pending for some time. Some of the theatres have been 1
brew-actor of the duly chartered labor
bought outright and others have been leased for a period of twelve years
branch of the acting profession deMr. Zanft announced that under the new management many improve- j
manded a "closed ofshop"
— even to theas
ments will be made including organs costing $25,000 to be installed in both §
forced employment
grandmothers
the Strand and the Plaza. The present staff of employees, 106 in number, with §
chorus girls. The Equity retorted that
a $4,000 weekly pay-rool, will be retained, but a new general manager may §
'.he
caseswere
of the
Eauity
not Hebrew
analagous.union and the
be Itappointed.
is understood that Messrs. Brown and Megahan will enter into a $4,000,000 j
The activities of the playwrights
came to naught. Meanwhile Governor
theatrical enterprise at Broadway and Forty-fifth street, New York City. j
Smith, of New York, had intervened
to the extent of conferring with repreThe only available corner at Broadway and Forty-fifth street is now |
sentatives of both sides — but nothing
occupied by a building housing a theatrical hotel and the publication offices I
had eventuated up to our press time.
of Variety.now The
the corners
Astor Theatre
Loew's
New corner
York ||
However, it is possible the Governor
Theatre
hold Hotel
down Astor,
the other
effectually.and The
Variety
■may
have plans he has not yet anhas from time to time figured in previous rumors of a theatre at that point. j
nounced.
There is good reason to believe this is the property indicated in the tele- 1
The Moving Picture Angle.
gram from our correspondent.
President William A. Brady, of the
National Association of the Motion
^immiiimii;"
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Many Prominent Men Attend Funeral of
James E. Mac Bride, Who Was Fox Official
E. MacBride, to the public is to be met from profuneral ofoftheJames
THEchairman
ce ds of sales no expense to the.Governexecutive commitis involved.
It isbillhoped,
there— tee of Fox Film Corporation; ment
tore, that
the proposed
may receive
marked bered
theamongpassing
of
a
man
who
numhis friends many of the an early and favorable consideration by
most prominent men in New York.
Senator
Wadsworth has acceeded to
committee."
The services, held at the Funeral your
Church, Broadway and Sixty-sixth the Secretary's
and thehasauthorintroduced abill desired.
givingrequest
the latter
street, were
attended by ofmanyNewcity York
offiity
LINZ.
cials, representatives
newspapers,
and
other
personal
friends
of the deceased.
Cleveland Managers Grant
Among those present were Mayor
Increase to Musicians
John J. Hylan, Winfield R. Sheehan.
generaltion; R.manager
Film Corporatheatre managers,
LAND
A. Walsh,of Fox
the motion
picture CLEVE
through the committee
the Exdirector, and his brother George Walsh,
League, have ofanswered
Fox star; Arthur James, director of the demands ofhibitors
the
musicians union for
advertising for Fox; Justice Robert E. increased wages ranging
from $6 to $12
Wagner, of the Supreme Court; John
week by offering them an increase of
Tyrone Kelly, Ewing Justice, Martin afrom
$2 to $6 a week.
Green, William Orr, George Henry
The increase offered by the exhibitors
Payne, Tax Commissioner; William amounts
per cent, increase for
Willis, Daniel Lyon, John J. Delaney, all classesto ofa 50musicians
those
Public Service Commission; Louis J. who play afternoons and except
nights, seven
Lang, Maurice Deiches, Charles F. days a week, who are offered
an
Hand, Axel Warn, James J. Montague,
equivalent todemand
33% perforcent.the newinFrederick Norton, Patrick L. Francis,
The crease
musicians
George Cook and Henry A. Heitman.
scale was made three weeks ago and the
Scores of floral pieces were sent to
were given until September
the church, and required several coaches exhibitors
1. It is possible the union will accept
the
offer.
to transport
them
to
Woodlawn
cemetery, where the body was interred.
Heart
diseaseoccurred
caused Mr.his MacBride's
Houses
•death,
which
home,
West End
Avenue, Newat York,
after 949an Inspect Cincinnati
as Result of Accident
•illness
of
several
months.
He
had
only
recently returned from the Adirondacks, IN connection with the recent colwhither he had gone under orders of his
lapse of the
Mars Thea-no
tre,
Walnutlobby
Hills,of the
Cincinnati,
physicians,
and where
had been
ing in the open.
This, hehowever,
did livnot permanent disabilities are expected. The
improve his condition and he returned accident has led to inspections being
to tne city about three weeks ago.
theatres where a like acciHis wife and one child, Beattie, four made dentof mightall occur.
years or age, survive him.
The plan used for these inspections
was to bore through the concrete, wood
and steel in an effort to determine the
exact condition of the floors and supWar Department Plans
ports. This method of inspection was
Sale of Films to Public determined upon by Commissioner
George
Rendigs. One theatre, the VicTHE War Department is asking for
legislation to permit the Secreof War,prescribe,
under such
regulations as he tarymay
to produce
for sale and to sell duplicate negatives
and prints . of such moving pictures and
prints, lantern slides and enlargements
of such still pictures as may be in the
possession and control of any branch
of the War Department at actual cost
of
production as nearly as this can be
ascertained.
In a letter to Senator Wadsworth,
of New York, chairman of the Senate
Committee
Affairs, Secretary Baker onsaysMilitary
the department
is in
possession of more than 800,000 feet of
motion picture negative and more than
47,000 official still pictures, much of
which would be of great interest to
the public.
"There exists an urgent demand from
many sources," Secretary Baker de"and these
ing.clares,There
is no demands
agency are
otherincreasthan
the War Department that is in position properly to safeguard this material
and yet give the public access to it.
With the passing of the present emergency nearly all of the technical picture men are leaving the service. It
therefore appears necessary to employ
The Late James E. McBride.
-civilians As the cost of this service

toria, oiirWest ^fth Street, was ordered
clewed
after antheinspection,
as the that
inspector"i,n,formed
commissioner
the
floor*' and lobby were unsafe, claiming
that ihe wooden, supports were affected
by dry inrotmany
and that
cracked
places.the concrete was
The Victoria is a fair sized house, and
it is believed that necessary repairs will
be made so that it may reopen. Isaac
Frankel is the manager.

THE

MOVING

Brace of Telegrams That
Relate Their Own Story
nt ofis thein
presideors,
NewEYYork
State, Exhibit
S. COHEN
SYDN
receipt of two telegrams from A. F.
Kinzler, secretary of the Miami Valley
,
n
Exhibitors'
sessio
ton, W.League
Charles
Va. Thein first
messageat
reads :
"Meeting largely attended. Greatest
gathering
of exhibitors
ever Many
assembled
in this section
of country.
new
members enrolled. Exhibitors of this
section awakened
to needenthused
of real oyer
exhibitors' organization,
New York plan and her affiliation
with Miami Valley League. Are against
any organization officered or controlled
distribuby manufacturers,
in anytors orway
a hibitors'
trade
We indorse
excreed.paper.
Co-operative
booking
plan. Berman makes greatest address
on organization ever heard by exhibitors and receives
great from
applause."
Another
telegram
the same
source
"New reads
York: letter to Congressmen
used by exhibitors of Ohio, Kentucky,
West Virginia and Indiana, and S. I.
Berman of New York sent to Washington to personally present petition
and facts to representatives."
Sunday Picture Becomes an
Issue in Jersey Politics
men
pictureweeks
is centeri
on motion
the closing
EST ngamong
INTER
gn the
of the
campai
Exhibitors'
League
of New
Jersey
is waging
for
g measure by
passing of the enablin
which Sunday exhibitions of film plays
may be voted in any community in the
state.
Dr. H. Charles Hespe, president of the
League,to islegislators
working theovertime
bring
home
fact thatto public
opinion, wherever it has had a chance
to be heard, is overwhelmingly in favor
of the fident
referendum
he isofconthat this yearlaw,theandefforts
his
organization, backed by the support of
the National Association of the Motion
Picturetory forIndustry,
will result in a victhe measure.
Local labor bodies have gone on record as in favor of Sunday motion pictures and it is understood that a number
prospective
for state
offices ofwill
come outcandidates
on the same
side.
Before the September primaries it is
possible that one or both of the party
platforms
will opening
contain bill.
a plank advocating a Sunday
Argus Film at Gaiety Theatre.
Robert W. Priest, sales agent, anthat Argus'Theatre,
Enterprises
has
leased thenouncesGaiety
Broadway
and Forty-sixth street, New York, for
two weeks, and that the Robert McLoughlin Children,"
photodrama, "The
House
Without
be presented
thereust 24.beginning Sundavwillafternoon,
Aug-
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Adopted

When

Exhibitors
Convene
in Virginia
Action of Washington Exchangemen in Abolishing
C. 0. D. System Is Resented; Refuse To Side
Against Striking Actors; Petition President on Tax
in convention at Ocean View, Virginia,
convention of the rsAffiliated
THEMotion
By Sam Spedon
do hereby petition President Wilson to
Picture Exhibito of Virreconsider his position in the Daylight
ginia, North Carolina, District of
Saving Law, and that he lend his asColumbia and Maryland was held at Maryland,
District
of
Columbia,
Virsistance to the repeal of said law which
ginia
and
North
Carolina,
do
hereby
go
Ocean14. View, Virginia, on August 13 on record as opposing the action of the is very detrimental
to our business.
and
"Further that this resolution be conThe first session, held at the Casino, National Association of the Motion Picveyed
to
each
of
our
congressmen and
ture Industry, which does not represent
was called to order bv the presiding
theatres of this country in any senators in our respective statesr and
officer, Jake Wells, at 11:30 a. m. A the
manner
or
sense
in
their
action
of
that
said
representatives
be urged to
letter sent to the exhibitors from the
have repealed,
the present
films,
wartheandfilmcapacityalligning
themselves
with
the
Producers'
Exchange
Managers'
Association
of
tax
or
at
least
rental
Washington announcing that films must
and federal capacity tax, the latter being
be paid for in advance and the C. O. D.
especially
unfair
to
the
small
town
house
practice be eliminated was read. This
which is made to pay as much tax as
broughtsion, andabout
a great
of discus-ta
a OnhouseAugust
of similar
size
in
Xew
York."
,'t was
founddealnecessary
14, the session
of theby concall in R^iert Smeltzer, president of
vention was occupied
principally
the
the
Exchange
exhibitors of Virginia. The committee
explain
it. HeManagers'
said : Association, to
appointed to confer with the Exchange
"We
wish
to
do
business
on
a
cash
Managers'
basis, to do away with any bad accounts
they
had beenAssociation
successful inreported
securing that
but
andAftereliminate
all delayed payments."
a slight modification in the ruling as
much interrogation,
he repeated,
set forth
in
the
letter
read
the
prevery decidedly:
"We
insist
upon
payvious day. Mr. Smeltzer was invited
to address the convention and announce
from thements in advance."
convention. He then withdrew
the
decision
the Smeltzer
Exchange said:
Managers'
Adopt Resolution.
Association. ofMr.
The following resolution was thei»
"Payments
for
film
must
be
advance. We will trust exhibitors forin one
offered and adopted by the convention :
shipment for one week. If they do not
"Resolved:
That
this
body
of
exsend their checks within the week they
hibitors accept this letter as presented
will receive no more films until that is
as too drastic and are against it. At
paid and thereafter they must pay cash
the same
time,
we
promise
every
possible assistance, but must insist upon
inan advance."
In otherpaidwords,
the usual C. O. D. We heartily agree
exhibitor keeps
up, heas long
will beas
to the payment in advance of films,
trusted one week to allow for delays
but oppose the elimination of shipments
in mail transit, elements, train wrecks,
telephone and telegraph deliveries. In
by C. O. D."
case of such delays, the matter will be
Managers' Association Approached.
taken up by the joint committee of
The Exchange
Managers'
exhibitors and exchangemen at Washaccordance
with their
letter, ruling,
does notin
ington, and adjusted equitably.
take effect until August 31. In the
Discuss Cost of Pictures.
meantime, the grievance committee will
endeavor to adjust the matter.
The subject of the high cost of picwas decided
to appoint
tures was taken up by the convention
of It three
exhibitors
to meeta committee
with the
and resulted
in the following resolution :
Exchange
Managers'
Association,
who
also were in session at Ocean View, to
"Resolved
by
Virginia exhibitors,
get some modification of their rulings
assembly intheconvention
at Ocean
Maryland's
Pretty
Mascot.
E. Dresner,
mascotView
forconvention.
Maryland in
as set forth in the letter. The con- Selma
View,
Virginia,
August
13 and 14, 1919,
exhibitors
at
the
Ocean
vention then adjourned to meet at
representing
practically
90
per
cent, of
2:30 p. m.
the theatres of the state, having reManaging Association in their fight with
Disagree with N. A. M. P. I.
ceived notices from the producers and
distributors that prices in general would
The afternoon session was called to the Actors' Equity Association."
The secretary was directed to send be three or four times higher than at
order
at
3
o'clock,
Louis
F.
Blumenthal
copies
of
this
resolution
to
Hugh
Frayne.
and preferring not to further
requested the privilege of the floor to of New York ; Frank Morrison, of present,
read a telegram he had received from Washington, of the A. F. of L.; and increase our price of admission.
"Resolved,
unless these demands
Xew
York
stating
that
the
action
of
A. Brady, president of the are modified, that
we, the exhibitors of Virthe Xational Association of the Motion William
Association.
ginia, would either be forced to close
Picture Industry in affiliating with the Xational Petition
our theatres in the near future or deny
the President.
Theatrical about
Producers'
Associationstrike
had
brought
a threatened
A vote of indorsement was given to the public those pictures."
against the motion picture industry, Louis F. Blumenthal for his efforts as
Arrange for Competition.
which might affect the motion picture chairman of the Law and Legislative
The subject of unfair competition of
exhibitors by the unions calling out committee of the Motion Exhibitors exhibitors
the same community was
their operators.
de- of America, Inc., to repeal the admis- discussed atin length
as was the possiclined to give the Mr.
nameBlumenthal
of the sender
sion
tax.
bility
of
these
exhibitors getting toof the telegram. The reading of this
The following resolution was offered
gether
and
co-operating
to prevent each
the
and
unanimously
adopted:
telegramsulted increated
quite
a
stir
and
reraising of prices and outbidding
this resolution :
"Be it resolved, that we, the exhib- other
on
established
programs.
It
was
itors
Carolina, Dis"Resolved:
That we,
the representatives of the motion
picture
theatres of
trict ofof Virginia,
Columbia Xorth
and Maryland,
now finally decided to appoint a committee
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of Paramountto frame a plan whereby this might be of the convention that it served him Film
Drew Corporation,
Comedies, makers
have combined
their
accomplished, which would submit its
name was
are now occupying the enthe opinion
was mentioned,
not personal.there- officestire and
plan to the different communities so right.fore No
fourth
floor
of
the
Palace
Theatre
that ifthisso desired,
committeearbitrate
could with
co-operate
Nick Weems, of Baltimore, covered Annex at 1562 Broadway, New York
and,
them.
himself with glory as an interpreter City. The Timely organization removed
The following were appointed on the of
Broadsongs and a demonstrator of from the Longacre
committee: Chairman, Jake Wells, of the coon
the V. B.Building,
K. forces1476from
the
shimmy. But as a beach attraction Candlerway, andBuilding.
Xorfolk; E. T. Crall, of New York; J.
The new telephone
L. Pryor, of Danville ; C. Moss and Dan with
in a Abe
bathing
suit,
he
didn't
compare
of
the
firms
is
Bryant
5363.
Dresner.
O. Treiker,
Parkersburg.
Theto meet
con* * *
ventionofonadjourned
at 1to p.be m.announced
If Eddie Sanders, of the Metro, needs New Process Adopted for
at Richmond
a date
a
witness
to
prove
his alibi, we can
by the secretary.
Filming Mutt and Jeff
testify to the same landslide, which
Immediately
after
adjournment
exoccurred
on
the
New
York,
Philadelphia
hibitors, exchangemen and their guests
Railroad,
delaying
our
reattended a luncheon arranged by Jake & Norfolk
poration, from London,Filmof Corthe
WITH
turn home. Hope he will return the
and Otto Wells at the Ocean View
firsttheof receipt
the newby Fox
series of Bud
Hotel. During the repast, Mrs. Char- compliment.
Fisher's
motion
picture
cartoons
of
lotte Eddie gave two or three delightful
"Mutt
Jeff"a based
on their
the-worldand tour,
new plan
will beroundtried
soprano solos, and Nick Weems enter- A. W. Eden Takes Charge
the Fox organization for anitained with several
selections.
of Realart Northwest Staff out by mating
Edwin Sherwood
was "Coon"
at the piano.
The
these funny little characters on
complete list of names of exhibitors ALBERT W. EDEN will be in the screen.
charge of the Northwest territory
The technical staff of the Fox comwho attended the convention, and exchangemen who gathered at Ocean View
pany for some time has been occupying
for Realart Pictures. His appointduring the convention,
is as follows :
ment as branch manager with headquar- itself with a plan aiming at perfect regisThose Present.
ters at Seattle followed a visit of J-. S.
tration of these drawings with a limitaHenry Randall, F. L. Greenhalgh, W. W7oody, general sales manager, who is
tion bysandtgauge
of less
five-thouhs of an inch.
This than
will insure
the
E. Smith, J. L. Reardon, Billv Ballinger, touring
ing
the
West,
establish
exMr. and Mrs. H. C. Wales, Percy Wells, changes.
same evenness of motion and continuity
Mr. Paradis, C. E. Gepghegan, Jake
After reading law, Mr. Eden turned his of line as is found in regl-'',!ar motion
Wells, Otto Wells, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
pictures of living characters. .Mutt and
Rogers, Harry Bernstein, Mr. and Mrs.
Jeff"
in and around
Abe Dresner, Mr. and Mrs. Hoover, F.
in a will
seriesbe ofseenincidents
which London
are exC. Weber,derson, E.H.B. I.McCurdy,
Coleman H.A. E.W. Coffee.
Henpected to produce uproarious laughter.
Process
Is
Mechanical.
S. Mitchell, Thomas Goldberg, F. H.
The cidednewon is process
which has
deDurkee, Arthur Price, Guy L. Wonders,
a mechanical
one been
of such
S. Feldstein, Mr. and Mrs. Jean Crandall,
construction that it is entirely fool-proof
Harry Reddish, Frank Harris, Nat
and can be operated by hand, with the
Glaser, L. M. Day, R. Berger, J. L.
subjects in full view at all times.
Young,
Robert
Smeltzer,
Leroy
BreitWhile this foreign adventure of the
barth, Mr. and Mrs. J. U. McCormick,
little co-star comedians is being preL. H. Bell, B. S. Aronson, Sam Spedon,
pared here for the screen, their creator
Louis Blumenthal, Milton Goldsmith, E.
is on his way to Paris, where he has
L. McShane, Morton Lew, Philip Miller,
planned
to embroil Mutt and Jeff in
Mr. and Mrs. *Hal Hodes, A. M. Van
many thrilling adventures in the Latin
Dyke, S. E. Kent, Edwin A. Sherwood,
Quarter
and
other sections of the French
Sam
Jac'< Mrs.
Levy,LeeD. Brown,
F. O'Don-C.
nell, Berman,
Captain and
capital.
Eisman, Benjamin Caplon, Mr. and Mrs.
R. A. Steele, O. D. Weems, A. C. Loeffler,
War Department Appeals
W. F. Hayner, W. D. Owens, Fred Klein,
Edward Sanders, W. H. Rippard, G. F.
for Discharged Soldiers
Fuller, George Lennahan, E. T. Crall,
James L. Hart, John E. Pryor, F. T.
AS
the
best means
bringing picture
to the
attention
of theof motion
Ponton, Mr. and Mrs. Cohen, Mr. and
companies a plea for assistance
Mrs.
Davis,
Charles
Somers,
Mr.
Main securing
positions
for discharged
honey, S. E. Harris, W. S. Bennett, M.
ficers and men,
the National
AssociationofM. Collins,
J. F. Sanderof the Motion Picture Industry has made
son, Arthur Dan
Lucas,Treiker,
Billy Bush,
Eugene
public the following letter from Arthur
Wilson, C. Champion, William Gordon,
Woods, Assistant to the Secretary of
John Naustrian, R. C. Overbey, C. P.
Albert W. Eden
Senning, Mr. Porter.
War:
Appointed Realart branch, manager
"Theredealsis with
a department
office
which
the finding ofof mypositions
Seattle.
Convention Sidelights
for discharged officers and enlisted men
of selling bonds who are qualified for positions of the
Sam aroused
Berman'sconsiderable
appearancespeculation.
at Ocean attention to the business
View
higher grades. On its list, are lawyers,
which he be-of mechanical,
came interestedfollowing
in the promotion
civil and electrical engineers,
He was on his way to Charleston, W. and mortgages,
men with executive experience,
V., and stopped off to see the boys. photoplays
from
a
business
standpoint.
He was with Fox for four years, during doctors,
clerks,
salesmen,
etc. These men are
He wastion ofintheattendance
upon
the
convenMiami Valley exhibitors, which time he was in charge of the Den- anxious to get back into industry.
August 18 and 19.* * *
"It
may
be
that
if in some- of your
ver, Saltchanges.
Lake
City
and
Seattle
exhis long experience with meetings you brought
up the subject,
Where were the salesmen and the Fox, Mr. EdenAfter became
many
of
your
members
would find that
Northwest
manexhibitors when the lights went out
they
had
openings
for
just such men
ager
of
Select,
leaving
this
latter
organiThursday
night?
We
would
hate
to
as
these,
or
that
they
would
know of
tell where some of them were. Most
positions
for
which
these
nun could
Mr Eden is'said to have visited every
of them went to the dance. It was too
qualify.
dark to play African
"In orderneces arythat
there ormaywastebe .ofno time
un* * *golf.
Northwest0quaintedand
to "Me every
personally
acwith practically
exhibitor
lost motion
in that territory. He has opened offices to the employer,
we
should
appreciate
During ventthe
closing
session
of
the
conion it was announced that an ex- in Suite 216 of the White Building.
it if you would sendforin the
the position,
full require-so
hibitor in Virginia had been penalized
Timely Films and V. B. K. Together. that we mentsmaynecessary
$250 by itorstheand joint
committee
of exhibpick
a
man
with
similar
exchange
managers
for
Timelv Films, Inc., producers of
bicycling. It was the unanimous opinion "Topics of the Day," and the V. B. K. qualifications and refer him to the open1262
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Interstate

Delivery
During
Railway
Strike
Twenty Automobile Trucks Are Pressed Into Service by New England Film
Distributors and Sent from Boston as Center Into Six States While
Salesmen Organize to Supervise Loading and Transportation
made up a pool and stood the
A FLEET
of
automobile
wor' ers threatened
the wholeup exchanges
Loose endsto tie
wereup picked
difference in the cost of delivery. As
ed with films
scurryingtrucks
overloadthe country.
the strike tied up Xew England for
network of highways across Xew and the plan put into operation.
England to and fro from the central
over a week, the total expense to the
Hire Automobiles.
station in Boston, exhibitors coming
exchanges
ran handled
up into the
the work
thousands.
Fifteen men
in the
from various surrounding sections to
Twenty automobile trucks were hired
meet the trucks when they reached by the association. The large offices Boston station. Each exchange furnished a designated quota and these
their destination and taking the films of the World Picture Corporation was
to and from the theatres, exchangemen selected as the Boston station. Twenty- various crews worked in relays, often
intothethework
night.in Forty
looked
in Boston working with might and main two of the twenty-three Boston ex- far
varioussalesmen
zone stations.
changes came into the plan. The only after
to keepmen inthe
sales-at
In addition, there were forty truck
the deliveries
outlying moving,
stations and
busily
exception was the Mutual Company, drivers,
so that nearly a hundred men
work handling the deliveries and re- which was not a member of the associa- were engaged
each day.
turns we|£ the scenes enacted in Xew
tion and made its deliveries and returns
England • when 35,000 railroad shopmen by parcel post. The Boston exchange;-,
Trucks
Had Long Run.
sent their films for delivery to the cenwent on strike
the transporAll the trucks had long runs, but the
tral station. Here they were checked,
systems' crippling
oflines.
the district's
three
principaltationrailroad
truck
traveling
between Boston and
sorted andof runs
loadedwasonmade
the out
true'fors. theA Fastport, Maine, had
schedule
a particularly long
Association Acts Quickly.
the states of Massachutruc's. InXewthe England
When the strike came out of a clear zones.
center ofwaseachdivided
zone into
was haul, crossing
setts,
Xew
Hampshire
and MaineThere
before it reached its destination.
distributing center, in most cases in
sky, the Xew England Exchange Man- aa theatre.
The automobile true -s took were a few slip-ups here and there,
agers'
Association
of
Boston
stepped
into the breach. And it was the united the films to the zone stations. Here ex- but it was an exception when an exefforts of every man in the association
hibitors met the trucks, turned over
hibitor failed to receive the film orreturn packages ami went back
that put into operation a system of de- their
dance.ered iAtn time
for his
matinee
one time
things
laggedperforma little,
liveries and returns that prevented the to their theatres with the new reels.
closing of moving picture theatres and Salesmen from the various Boston ex- owing to a misunderstanding and the
changes were in charge of the zone high tension under which all were workaindustry
general intie-up
of
the
moving
picture
the six states. Quick action stations, two salesmen to each of the
ing in Boston, but the loyal officers of
by the association prevented hundreds twenty stations. Some of the exhibit- the exchange managers' association kept
wheels moving.
from
being
thrown
out
of
employment
ors
brought
the
films
to
and
from
their
and a financial loss that would have
it was found that there
by automobiles
trolley, were
but inused.most in- wasThe nofirstonenight
to receive the films at a
mounted into many thousands of dol- theatres stances
lars.
Massachusetts
zone
sales-in
Special Charge Made.
man was summoned station.
from hisA bed
When the word went out that the
The zone stations were located in the his home in the suburbs of Boston and
New York, Xew Haven & Hartford,
the Boston & Maine, and the Boston & following cities : Xew Bedford. Spring- made the midnight ride on the motor
field. Worcester, Pittsfield, Provincetown city.
truck to the station to superintend the
Albany railroads were so seriously crippled they must declare freight embarin Massachusetts; Au- distribution of the films in the far-off
goes and curtail passenger and baggage and Plymouth
gusta,
Roc'
land,
Bangor
and
Eastport
Maine; Providence in Rhode Island;
trains, a special meeting of the ex- inManchester,
As vicewaswas found
expected,
automobile more
serFran Iin and Keene in
to betheconsiderably
managers' association
Express change
companies
announced wasthatheld.all Xew Hampshire; Rutland in Vermont ; expensive than the railroad method of
London, Xew Haven and Hartford delivery. For instance, it cost around
packages
to de-a Xew
in Connecticut.
lay. Fromwerethe accepted
archives subject
was taken
$12 to get a shipment of films through
plan of distribution evolved in 1916
Exhibitors were charged $2 for the from Boston to Springfield. This figure is compared to $2.50 by train.
when a nation-wide stri :e of railroad deliverv and leturn of the films. The

Yep, "Nobody who
Home." the nobody in "Nobody H
Dorothy Gish. at the right, is looking
featurefor onthetheesquire
Paramount putprogram.
•
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LOUIS
HOUSES
INCREASE PRICES
Majority of Managers Feel That Increased Cost
of Production Warrants New Admission Scale
Harris risonandwill also
other assume
managers.
fans of inSt.the Louis
the Mr.
dutiesMor-of
MOVI
willNGhave picture
a new interest
high
studio manager, working in
ber 1, assistant
cost of living after Septem
with William Fischer, who
for it will take several additional pennies association
been appointed studio manager,
for many of them to visit their favorite has
having
been
promoted from the posipicture shows after that date.
tion of purchasing agent for the comWith the cost of production on the
pany
to
his
present
engagement
increase, the exhibitors of the city have
in he has
charge
of thewherelarge
concluded it will be a choice beteen in- studio
of theentire
company.
creasing the price of tickets or going
broke. hasAlthough
no motion
house
announced
what thepicture
new
schedule will be, the majority of the Stage Women's Two-Reelers
managers admit they will be compelled to
Booked for 86 First Runs
advance prices next month. Some are
planning to put the new schedule into EIGHTY-SIX
of the largest
bestattended theatres
in theandUnited
effect September 1, while others will
States have booked the Stage
wait until September 15.
War
Relief
series
of
two-reel
Managers of picture show houses Women's
features which are being released by
which now ask 15 and 25 cents admit- the
Universal Company. H. M. Bertance are considering 20 and 30 cents as
general manager of the Universal
the schedule. This does not include the mann,
Exchanges, reports that the increase is
war tax. Some, however, are planning to astounding.
ask 25 and 30 cents, including the war
tax. Theatres in the outlying districts, the"Shortly
we sent
the prints
first six after
of these
productions
to theof
which have held the old price of 10 cents,
will, in most instances, increase the exchanges the booking records started,"
Mr. Bermann
said. "There
price to 15 cents, exclusive of war tax.
been
in my knowledge
such a never
record hasin
$1.50 for the Family.
the booking of two-reel dramas.
Fans who fear that the price of street
or no toeffort
urge
exhibitor
buy was
this made
series.to They
car fare may be put up to 8 cents this the"Little
themselves. I have received many
fall have been doing some figuring as to sold
just how much it will cost for the entire letters from exhibitors stating that they
pleased with the producfamily to go to a movie. The figures are moretions andthan
that they expect to break
show that for a father, mother and two
children to see one of the highest priced some records for attendance when
it will take at least $1.50 — almost as showing
them."
Some of
the best theatres in the
much
drama. as formely cost to see legitimate country have booked the productions.
E. H. Brient, manager of the West End The records show bookings for the Capitol, New York; Circle, Indianapolis;
Lyric, who formerly was associated with Walnut,
Cincinnati; Stillman, Cleveland;
the who
Paramount-Artcraft
and
is considered one Film
of theCompany,
best in- Strand, Louisville; Adams, Deluxe, and
formed men on motion picture matters, Ferry Field, Detroit; Rivoli, Denver;
Franklin, Minneapolis; the Stanley cirexplained the situation as follows :
cuit in New Jersey and Pennsylvania;
"In the
past ofproducing
companies
figured
the cost
their production
for the Mammoth and seven other Philadelphia houses ; the Palace and Erbers, St.
a year in advance and would sell the films
on that basis. They set a certain price Louis; Parkway, Baltimore, and the
Strand, Olympia, Camerophone and Arand iftainitrights
was toimpossible
for
them
to
obcade, Pittsburgh. These are part of a
a good story and sell it
at that price they would ignore it.
"Now
the
companies
have
changed
their methods to meet changing condi- I August 17 Attractions
deAt New York Theatres
mandstions.betterThe motion
pictures picture
and the public
companies
11 RIALTO—
Henry."
have to chasing
produce
them.
They
are
purParamount"BillPicture.
the rights to produce famous
stories and plays at enormous expense. 1 Starring Charles Ray.
Society Exile."
"As an example
of thisI was
the Paramount
Artcraft "AAttraction.
Company,
with which
associated, Ii RIVOLI—
formerly spent no more than $30,000 for 1 Featuring Elsie Ferguson.
any one picture, including the scenario. | STRAND— "Upstairs."
Recently this company paid $75,000 for |1 Starring
Goldwyn Mabel
Picture.Normand.
theBrient
right said
to produce
My Heart.'"
the cost'Pegof o'producing
and | BROADWAY— "Yankee Doodle
buying motion pictures has increased
| Solin Lesser
Berlin." Attraction.
more than 200 per cent, in two years.
1 With Sennett Bathing Nvmphs.
1
FOX'S
ACADEMY OF MUSIC—
Priestly Morrison Joins World.
"Rough Riding Romance."
Robert Mclntyre has resigned as | Fox-Tom Mix.
casting
directorLee.at the
World Filmin Stuof the Past."
dio at Fort
A successor
this |I "Shadows
Vitagraph-Anita
Stewart.
position has been secured by the en- 1 Paramount-Marguerite Clark.
gament of Priestly Morrison, who has | "Girls."
been an actor of prominence in com- 1 "A Petal On the Current."
panies under the management of Charles 1 Universal-Mary MacLaren.
Frohman, Klaw & Erlanger, Liebler & | Double features dividing week.
Company, Messrs. Shubert, Henry B.
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group of first run houses that have been
booked for the Stage Women's Series.
Stanley Buys Philadelphia
South Broad Street House
WITHStreet
the Theatre,
sale of thePhiladelphia,
South Broadit
was announced that the Broad
will continue as a place of the highest
quality of amusement. The Stanley
Company of America has purchased the
property,
and, starting
withhouse
the will
end
of
the coming
season, the
become part of the chain of theatres
now
in the controlwas ofmade
this with
organization.
The transaction
the Fox
Estate and the price agreed upon was
not made public.
The Broad was the home of the McCaull Opera Company, which brought
to notice some of the brilliant lights
of the operatic field, such as DeWolt
Hopper,
Lula Glazer,
Bella Fox.Francis
Some Wilson,
of the foremost
stars
of the legitimate have scored their
greatest achievements in this city at
this house, while the list d- high class
attractions
covers the booked
. entire' byfieldKlawof
exclusive amusements
and Erlanger.
President Mastbaum, of the Stanley
Company,
of theBoard,
new house
: "We
will bring said
to the
immediately
upon release,
every
picture
of
lative merit, and keep it just assuperlong
Immediately upon our taking possession,
as the public evinces a desire to see it.
we will begin the work of renovation
and improvement. We will install an
orchestra to render musical programs
which,tureofof the
course,
will be a notable
feaentertainments
each day.
We will also place reserved seats on
sale in advance so that regular patrons
may be assured of having their preferred locations at all times."
Pearl White Withdraws
as Candidate for Assembly

recently
canstar, aswho
PEARL WHITE,
y a from
for theFoxherself
didate announced
Assembl
Queens
County,
New
York
City,
has
withdrawn from the race. In a letter to
an
the Republic
of Queens,
White
states thatleader
she will
be unableMissto
an
run on the
Republic
at the prins
maries because
of the ticket
great obligatio
imposed by her motion picture work.
"I believed at first that I would be
able to go on the Republican ticket and
that I would be elected on a platform of
'lower the cost of living,' says Miss
White ever,
in tremendous
her letter.
"Since then,
obligations
have howbeen
imposed on me. I will have to work
daily
in
the
Fox
studios
for
the
next
six
months. I could not abandon this work
without violating my contract; and this,
from
do. motives of pure honesty, I cannot
"It is my sincere desire to see some
other woman
run only
for this
important office.inI Queens
intend not
to vote
at the next election, but to use all the
influence at my command to help elect
a woman candidate if she runs."
Crawfishing?
Not the M. P. W.!
Page 1377
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Information

And
Secures
Plays On
Trip Abroad
are going to go in with fresh capital
GLOWING tunities
accounts
of
the
opporEuropean's
interest
in
our
products
and
picture depicting our people and and modern ideas and reap a golden
American
mo- intheirthe habits
tion picture awaiting
producers
in Great
will have an appeal even harvest, unless the French beat them
Britain, France and other European more potent than has been the case
countries were brought back by Richard in the past."
The British picture men Mr. Rowland
dawn of peace marked the dawn found most cordial and enthusiastic over
A. Rowland,
president
Pic- of The
a new era for the art of the cinema, American photoplay products, notwithtures Corporation,
whenof heMetro
returned
Mr. Rowland's
opinion. areHe doing
said that
day after
"boycott"
talk in
to it." standing the recentfrom
ofthe theotherforeign
field. a ten weeks' survey inEuropean
picture
theatres
treLondon.
mendous
business.
The
only
fly
the cable
That the proposed League of Nations ointment
France dispatches
it was the same way,
while theIn
is the lack of theatresin and
shouldtionprove
a
great
boon
to
the
mogreatest
eagerness
and
optimism
two
picture industry; that Europe is the scarcity of American films of the manifested in Italy and Belgium, were
hungry for American photodramatic newer and better class.
other
countries included in the Rowland
itinerary.
productions ; that there is a dearth of
Foreign Tastes Are Improving.
picture theatres abroad (especially in
his trip, Mr. Rowland looked
with some advance knowledge theDuring
France), and that Europe offers a most of Itthiswassituation
ground over thoroughly, with an
went
fruitful field for the American picture abroad last May,thatandMr.it Rowland
was to meet especial
view Screen
to the reception
ofInc.,
Metro's
proproducer's
enterprise, were some of Mr. it that Metro planned its
policy of forthcoming ductions.
Work onClassics,
three of
these,
Rowland's
The Metroobservations.
president returned with Screen
"fewer Classics,
and bigger"
productions
by
Inc., based on the. "Fair and Warmer," Selwyn & Co's
the manuscripts
Drury Laneto
stage success:
which ;
melodramas
which ofwillfive
be converted
Oliver
Morosco "Lomba-di,
produced onLtd.,"
the stage
and prose writings,
literature. both in dra- and
the screen and produced by Screen world's maticgreatest
"Please
Get
Married,"
another
The Metro president found unmistak- Morosco success, is under way at Metro
Classics, Inc., of which Mr. Rowland is
able signs of an improved public taste studios in Hollywood, with May Allialso president, with adequate casts and abroad.
He found that old-fashioned
numerous companies, to be released by
son, Bert Lytell and Viola Dana as the
loosely-conMetro under its recently announced photodramas,
stars.
structed
storiesmade
lackingfromin the
dramatic respective
"Fair
by the way, was
policy
of
"fewer,
bigger
and
better"
unitiestheirand day.
even plausibility itself, have enjoyingandtheWarmer,"
screen specials.
second
of its stage
had
run
in
London,
while year
Mr. Rowland
was
Brings Drury Lane Melodramas.
"In the matter of theatres," said Mr. several
there,
and
he
saw
the
performance
times.
These Drury Lane plays are, "The acute.
Rowland,In France,
"the situation
is
positively
instance, there are
Best of Luck," "The Hope," "Hearts something like 1,000for theatres,
Forecasting Some Metros.
large and
Are Trumps," "The Great Millionaire" small,
throughout
the
Republic,
where
The
Drury
Lane melodramas
.purand "The
Marriage
of
Mayfair."
Before he left the British metropolis, Mr. moving pictures are shown. These are
chased
by Mr. Rowland
will be screened
in conjunction with the stage plays and
always
crowded
to
the
bursting
point,
Rowlandchase ofalso
negotiated
for
the
pura sixth of these big stage
that some of the Amer- novels — thirty-six in all — which the
dramas, the title of which will be made notwithstanding
Metro president announced prior to his
ican pictures shown are month old.
public when negotiations are completed.
departure for Europe. They include
France
Short
on Cinemas.
"From hibitors
myand other
talks with
European
ex(besidesand"Fair"Please
and Warmer,"
"Lombardi,
amusement purvey"There is room for easily 5,000 or Ltd.,"
Get Married")
the
houses, forwithall anof assurMr. Rowland,
common 6,000 photoplay
W.
Savage
production,
"Along
beliefors,"issays that
the spirit"their
of universal
ance of good business
them. Henry
Came
Ruth
;"
"Someone
in
the
House,"
brotherhood
arising tofrombe areflected
League ofin Of course, we cannot expect to see new a drama by Larry Evans ; "Tess of the
Nations is bound
theatresof spring
up over-night. The D'Ubervilles," by Thomas Hardv: "The
increased,
world-wide
interest
in mo- havoc
in France. war has been too thorough Walk Offs," by the Hattons; "The Right
tion pictures.
of Way," Sir Gilbert Parker's great
"The left
reconstruction
will bein slow,
for novel;
"They picture
reason, speaks
quite properly,
that the Fritz
"The Hermit
Doctor
Gaya,"
nothing undone
the way
motion
in the language
"The Native
Born" and
"Theof Temple
of the universe ; and with the United of complete devastation. But the field of
Dawn,"
by
I.
A.
R.
Wylie;
"The
States the keystone of the League, the s there, and some shrewd Americans
Yellow Dove," by George Gibbs.

Little Bird Just Flew in; So Here Are Two Bird's Eye Views of the New Metro Studios in Hollywood.
At the left
a pairopenof stages,
"lots," the
building,
the art
and serve
two large
one are
of the
withadministration
canvas diffusers
to soften
the staff
rays headquarters
of the sun and
as a"dark
wind stages";
break. at the right ia
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The testsin
(The Rich
Jean-Joseand fire
"Shore Acres," James A. Heme's me- Riche"
Henri Man)
Dupuyby Mazuel,
wereextinguisher
made near compound.
fire headquarters
morable stage success of thirty years' Frappa andInnocence,"
Bristol street, Boston, and attracted a
by
H.
Austin
standing; "Vosemite," a play by Charles "Wholly
author of the Xazimova stage large crowd. The compound resembled
A. Taylor and Asa R. Cassidy; "The Adams,
frothy chocolate
creamacidandgasis (carbon
said to
Heart of a Child," Frank Danby's novel; success, "'Ception Shoals," which the dioxide).
much carbonic
•"La Maison des Danses," by Xoziere and same star produced on the screen under contain
Muller, French dramatists ; "L'Homme the title, "Out oi the Fog."
The naughty films burned fast and
furious guisher
despite
thethem.
gallons
ofofextinturned onwere
box
films
inwitha the
wiresamecage
alsoAflames
touched
off
Cast of "Soldiers of Fortune", Allan Dwan
effect. The
sizzled
Production, Includes Well Known Actors but kept on burning although 329 gallons of carbonic acid gas bubbles were
acted in the former capacity and James
s whohas have
TWOand player
ent Hogan as assistant. The cameramen brought into play.
one who
been been
prominstars
Fire
by gasoline, however, was
were
H.
Lyman
Broening
and
Sol
Polito.
in dramatic art for a quarter cen- assisted by Clyde Cook, Bennie Ray and quicklysetextinguished.
Chief
Peter
ed
are
tury,
includ
in
the
cast
of
"SolWalsh,
of
the
Boston
Department
James
Palmer.
diers ofduction,
Fortun
an Allan
proand former deputy
chiefFire
George
J. Kuss,
whiche,"
is now
being Dwan
completed
of the nessed
Newthe tests.
York Onlookers
fire department,
witat Hollywood.
The picture is based on
at one time
the Richard Harding Davis story which Rights to Ohio Sales on
came too near the blazing films. Wedusmade Thomas dramatized and iswer
August
beFrohman
Short
Subjects
ger, inplained
putting
the crowd
exing by Mr. Dwan for Mayflo
that gas coming
from back,
the films
laythrough
ation,
Photoplease
Corpor
H, own& GRIFFIT
e Film
D Exclusiv
Ex- is highly explosive when confined and
ers of the
. which will re- GREENWAL
Realart
that
the
fumes
are
dangerous
to
human
,
f
o
e
g
n
a
secured
h
have
c Cleveland
"In thisthere
production
follow,
will be andno the
one ones
playerto from the Frohman Amusement Corpora- life if inhaled in any quantity.
Texas Guinan
to
tionernsrights
starred,"
said
Mr.
Dwan.
"I
will
deand Mackthe Swain
for
ComediesWestvote my entire energies to presenting big
stories in a big way and in engaging •Ohio, and also an option for the same Manager of Spokane Liberty
territory on all future Frohman state
players.
I
will
employ
the
best
available
actors who are fitted to interpret the right productions.
Opens Pathe Helena Branch
Mr. Greenwald announces that after
various roles."
a
careful
survey
of
the
situation
in
Liberty
of the has
manager Wash.,
HOUCK,Spokane,
Kerryoriginated
will play on"Clay."
This Ohio, he and his partner, Mr. Griffith, JW.
rewasNorman
the part
the stage
to ,become
that position
signedof from
• Theatre,
by Robert Edeson. Mr. Kerry was decided to reorganize their exchange. manager
Exchange
Pathe
the
prominent in the support of Mary The policy of the company has been to be opened in Helena, Mont. FredsoonC.
Pickford in several of her productions, altered and activities will be confined Quimby, Pathe's Director of Exchanges,
productions that are considered to
stopped in Spokane on his trip
among them being "Amarilly of Clothes- to
be out of the ordinary. No reissues will recently
from New York to Seattle and then ofline Alley" and "The Little Princess."
be handled.
Melbourne McDowell Leads.
fered Mr. Houck the job he later acThe Exclusive Film Exchange will
In. the
the beWallseenStreet
finan- exploit the Guinan and Swain subjects cepted.
During the time that Houck has been
cier, part
Langham,ofwill
Melbourne
at the Liberty the business has shown
as special attractions.
MacDowell, who has a record of twena
great increase. He came from the
ty-five years on the
American
stage.of Films Blaze Well Despite
Famous Players-Lasky Corp., in Seattle,
He is remembered
for his
delineation
and opened
"flu"
ban was the
lifted.house as soon as the
"Black Jack" in "The Flame of the YuUse of Fire Extinguishers
About
a
year
Houck married
kon,"
in
which
Dorothy
Dalton
was
starred.
Lila Barboui, ago
a Spokane
girl, Miss
well
film known
feet ofsetts
Y edTHOUSA
condemn
by theND Massachu
Pauline Starke, star and leading lady TWENT
in
musical
circles.
Mrs.
Houck
censors were put under fire by has been doing a great deal of singing
in a number of Triangle pictures, plays
Hope Langham. Miss Starke was a Walter L. Wedger, state chemist, in in Sopkane and has appeared at the
several times.
member of the cast of "The Fall of trving out before fire officials a new Liberty
Houck has the distinction of being one
Babylon,"
D. W.finished
Griffith's
which
recently
a run production,
at George
of
the
very
few men ofina the
business to beto manager
largefilm
M.
Cohan's will
Theatre
in New York.
Alice
Langham
be portrayed
by Anna
and also
become manager
of theatre
a film
thirty.
Q.
exchange before reaching the age of
of Nilsson,
the screen.one of the beautiful women
President Alvarez will be impersonated by Wilfred Lucas, who was starred
To Play "Breath of the Gods."
in some of the best pictures made by
Tsuri
JapaneseHayakawa,
actress, isin topriv-be
Triangle-Fine
ate life Aoki,
Mrs. Sessue
ization was atArts,
its when
height that
underorganthe
surrounded with a cast of prominent
guidance of D. W. Griffith. He was one
players for her first Universal superof the leading players in "The Westfeature,
"The Breath
the Gods,"fromwhich
which was
the
Rollin Sturgeon
will ofproduce
the
Strand inerners,"New
Yorkthetwofeature
weeksat ago.
novel by Sydney
McCall.
Stanhope
Herald Lindsay will appear as Madame
Wheatcroft
will
be
seen
as
her
French
Alvarez.
lover.
Wallace Beery, who first gained screen
Ethel Shannon will play the American
fame
as
a
comedian
in
the
"Sweedie"
comedies, will play the villainous Mengirl; icanPatgirl'sO'Malley
will play
the will
Amer-be
lover;Hagane,
Arthur
doza. ediesMac'<
Sennett's assistance
Keystone ofcomseen as Prince
aCarewe
Japanese
pohad the valuable
Mr.
tenSkinner
tate the Japanese
girls' Todd.
father; with
Marion
as
Mrs.
Beery's
comic
capers
for
a
time,
after
which he turned his attention to more
serious efforts. In support of Mary
Louis U. Congrove Dies.
Pickford,hanna heEnlists."played the Colonel in "JoLouis U. Congrove, fifty-five years old,
The other principal members of the
died
during
the past week at his home in
cast are: Ward Crane, Frank Wally,
Cincinnati. He is survived by his widow
Fred
Kohler,
Philo
McCullough,
and
and
one
son,
Clyde A. Congrove, of the
Ogden Crane.
Mutual Moving Picture Company, InMr. Dwan had an associate and an
d
i
a
n
a
p
. Mr. Congrove
connectassistant director in the production of
ed wih the C. olisCrane
Lumberwas Company,
of Cincinnati.
J. W. Houck.
"Soldiers of Fortune." Arthur Rosson
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MOINES
THEATRE
IS BLANK'S
BEST
Latest in Western Chain of Houses Costs $1,000,000
— Seats 2,500 — Has Large Cafeteria in Basement
and Private Projection Room — Opening Is Elaborate
troduced with the Des Moines Theatre
AT a cost of $1,000,000 A. H. Blank, house in Nebraska ; he owns the Casino,
leading exhibitor of Iowa and Ne- Garden and the Family theatres in presentation of the silent drama.
braska, has finished the triumph Davenport, la., the Strand in MarshallGround
Floor Seats 1,500.
of his string of theatres, the new Des town, la., and the Garden and Palace.
There are over 1,500 roomy, upholsterMoines house in Des Moines. The thea- Des Moines is his eighth and best house.
seats, finished in real leather, on the
tre seats between 2,500 and 3.000. It is Attractive private offices for Mr. Blank firsted floor.
The woodwork of the chair
fitted up on the second floor is of mahogany
the principal feature of a new big build- ofhavethebeen
finish inofharmony
with
new theatre building.
ing,mentwithand aspace
large forcafeteria
in
the
basethe
interior
woodwork
the theatre.
Mr.
Blank
owns
the
franchise
for
office rooms above.
seats are 34 inches from back to
The theatre far outclasses any other First National Exhibitors' League re- The
back, which affords ample room for
Iowa,Kansas.
Nebraska, and parts of persons
motion picture house in Iowa and Ne- Missourileases inand
to pass one another without
raska. Its beauty,
its pracrising
tical bperfection,
wouldas well
arouseas comment
Arthur G. Stolte Is Manager.
The from
walls their
of theseats.
theatre have been
from a confirmed Los Angeles theatreArthur
G.
Stolte,
another
Iowa
modivided
into
panels
withshades
ornamental
degoer.
sign,
finished
in
rich
of tan and
tion
picture
phenom,
is
the
manager
of
Newspaper Men Attend.
the new house. Stolte commenced in
Mezzanine an Innovation.
Waterloo, la., as the editor of a motion
The opening of the house was an in- picture
on the Reporter. His was
The panel effect is worked with strips
terstate event. Two score motion pic- the firstpage
movie
page
in
Iowa,
started
in
blendedmirror
with doors
gold.areThree
ture leaders from Omaha, Xeb., exgold.orangeFrench
Stolte knows motion pictures from of
beautiful
also
changemen, exhibitors, newspaper men 1912. street
to back of the screen, and noticeable on each of the walla and form
and others, led by Manager H. .M. the
their humble beginning to their a novel effect. The crowns or planqueThomas, of the Rialto. Omaha, Xeb. — from
present prominence. He managed a nits extending out over a section of the
another Blank house — invaded Des theatre
in Waterloo, la., for a while,
Moines. The delegation was led by a
are
draped andwithgreen.
heavy velour valces of orange
big brass band. It paraded through the then started following "Hearts of the chairs
The anmezzanine
floor of the theatre is
streets and wound up at the opening World"
about*
the
country.
He
went
to
see it nineteen consecutive times when an innovation in Des Moines. Comfortshowing at the theatre.
at his house. He landed in
The house was filled to overflowing it was where
able, upholstered reed chairs — over 400
he accepted the position in number
for the first shows. Since its opening Omaha,
make the
section,
of
manager
of the Strand, a big house has
been —divided
intologeboxes
alongwhich
the
it has enjoyed record prosperity.
which
A.
H.
Blank
had
taken
over.
He
side
and
back
of
the
theatre.
Back
A. H. Blank Big Theatre Owner.
of the balustrade will be found the
made
a
definite
success
in
Omaha,
keepA. H. Blank, the owner, had his first
ing the Strand well up among the promenade. On the west are the teleexperience with the Casino, Des Moines, leaders.
boothsthe
and men's
the woman's
and his home has been in that city all
Gives
Continuous Performance.
At the phone
east,
smoking parlor.
room,
the time. He later acquired the Star,
Des Moines announces shows at manager's
office
and
drinking
fountain.
Des Moines, and later built the Garden, 1, The
The promenade has been carpeted
and
3,
5,
7
and
9
p.
m.
The
prices
are
considered
Iowa'sof most
with
flower baskets and spa20 cents, evenings 30 cents, and furnished
until the advent
the Desbeautiful
Moines.house
He matinees
cious
arm
chairs.
reserved
arm
chairs
in
the
loges,
50
at present controls the Strand and the cents. The theatre has an orchestra
Has Large Chandelier.
Rialto, in Omaha; the latter, which he
N. E. MitchFrom the center of the ceiling in the
built, is the largest and most beautiful of twenty-five
ell as directorpieces,
of thewithorchestra,
and dome
hangs
the largest chandelier ever
Ralph Mason Aix, organist. It has a
gigantic Kimball organ.
The entrance to the theatre is finished in white terra cotta ; the lobby
has been finished with Gravina and
Tokeen marble. The ceiling is of ornamental
shadedThiswithlobby
orange,
lighted design
with gold.
is 26highfeet
by 50 feet long.
Big Auditorium.
At the end of the foyer will be found
the auditorium of the theatre; this
rangesnade from
100 feet
on the prometo 75 feet
at thewideproscenium
arch
and is 141 feet in length from the screen
to the auditorium wall.
The promenade is separated from the
auditorium
beautiful
Scaglilo columns and a bymarble
balustrade.
Ceiling Is 55 Feet High.
The ceiling of the auditorium is 55
feet high and one of unusual beauty,
with a dome that is 40 feet wide and 60
feet
long,with
donegold.
in robin's
egg blue
and
trimmed
The ceiling
is paneled and divided into semicircled sections marked off with ornamental mouldin orange, high-lighted
withhighgold.in
The ingsproscenium
arch is 45 feet
the center and 75 feet wide. The upper
part of the arch is glass illuminated from
Arthur G. Stolte.
A. H. Blank.
behind and forms the basis of the wonOwner Des Moines Theatre.
Manager Des Moines Theatre.
derful lighting effects that will be in-
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These showmen, like Mr. Miller,
"The
first of theDoris
Louis Kenyon,
Joseph have to geles.
please unusually hard audiences.
VanceBandbox,"
series, starring
After seeing this great screen version
now nearing completion, will be ready
for release in the latter part of Sep- ofin Maude
Fulton's
stellar
role,play,
theywithare Nazimova
declared
tember, preceded and followed by a to the
have agreed unanimously that it
heavy advertising and exploitation cam- was
the biggest box office attraction
paign and by book publisher link-ups. the great
Russian star has as yet given
Supporting
Kenyon prominent
in "The to the screen.
A report of this showBandbox"
are Miss
the following
ing
was
contained
in a telegram from
players
: Alexander
Hartman, Walter
McEwan,Gaden,
HelenGreta^
Montrose,
Arthur
B.
Lamb,
Maggie Weston, Edward Keppler, Lo- Los Angeles branch.manager of Metro's
ganliamPaul,Brotherhood.
Lorraine Harding and WilUpon receiving a telegram of congoodCalifornia
will fromTheatre,
Manager Miller,gratofulation andthe
W.
E.
Atkinson,
general
manager
of
Los Angeles Showman Uses
Metro, said that he was sincerely apFilms Without Screenings
p
r
e
c
i
a
t
i
v
e
o
f
the
confidence
the
California exhibitor has placed in Metro
FRED
MILLER, Theatre,
presidentLosof Anthe releases; and that Mr. Miller as well
new H.California
as
the
many
motionso willingly
picture showgeles, has booked without previous
men who wereother
voicing
their
screen examination the first four, of enthusiasm
over the new "fewer and
Metro's
thirty-six
productions
made
by
better" productions, could rest assured
Nazimova and Screen Classics, Inc.
would do everything humanThe turesexacting
pic- that lyMetro
possible to justify the confidence
to be shownrequirements
to audiencesforwhose
placed
in
its
productions.
daily life is so intertwined with the
manufacture of films that only the DeHavens Emphasize Teamwork
exceptional
elicits
has heretofore caused
Mr. enthusiasm,
Miller to insist
upon
Throughout the theatrical and screen
first
seeing
pictures
before
booking
them careers of Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
for his theatre.
Haven they have depended largely for
His contracting for "The Brat," the their success upon their understanding
latest Nazimova picture; for "Please of each other's talents and their wilGet Married,"
the Classics,
first of Inc.,
the pronew
ngnes to subordinate
ities to lithe
ensemble their
work individualin which
Viola
Dana Screen
they engage.
d
u
c
t
i
o
n
s
;
f
o
r
"Lombardi,
Ltd.,"
in
which
Bert Lytell is starred; and for the
"In our early dancing acts," said Mrs.
Haven,perfect.
"we tried
each
screen
and Warmer,"
with Mayversion
Allisonof in"Fair
the stellar
role, may De
movement
As weto aremake
of about
same
height,
we
achieved
something
be regarded as convincing evidence of the
the confidence Mr. Miller places in that had never before been seen on the
vaudeville stage, a perfect co-ordination
Metro's "fewer and better" pictures.
of movement. As we grew in experiBooks for One and Two Weeks.
learned something
The been
bookings
for these
ing,enceweandfollowed
the same about
plan; actand
have
for from
one togreattwopictures
weeks by never
attempting
to
do
things
apiece, thus justifying the assertions of lay beyond our abilities we neverwhich
had
Maxwell Karger, that pictures will make to strain ourselves to get the response.
"And
now
on
the
screen
with
William
more money
for
the
exhibitor
and
producer when
are capable
exhibited
for they
extended
runs. of being Parsons' Capitol Comedies, we follow
principle."
This
action
on
the
part
of the presiMrs. Carter
Deis released
Haven's
dent of the California Theatre
came theMr.sameand
Announce "Bandbox" Release.
toGoldwyn,
Nature,"
W. W. Hodkinson Corporation, dis- shortly before the showing of "The "Close
through
awhich
burlesque
on the
tributor of all future productions made Brat" to a large audience of exhibitors inconveniences tois which
vacationists
by Deitrich-Beck, Inc., announces that in the Metro branch office in Los An- submit at summer hotels.

constructed for any building in this
section of the country. It is 18 feet long
and over 12 feet wide, weighing over
two tons, supported by heavy cable from
the iron braces on the roof. This chandelier carries the three-way lighting
system which will be used throughout
the theatre, colors being red, white and
blue. Over 4,100 watts come into play
when all lights are on.
The orchestra pit is 18 by 40 feet, and
can comfortably seat 25 men. Directly
off the pit will be found the sound proof
tuning room, where the musicians may
tune their instruments without annoying the patrons before coming into the
pit.
Back will
of bethe found
grill awork
the
first floor
room onwhich
has
been
given
the
musicians
for
a
club
room.
The organ is one of the largest of the
Kimball organs in this section of the
state, being built in two sound proof
concrete chambers. The echo organ is
speciallyand constructed,
mana
chimes. with the vox huHas Private Projection Room.
Within the projection room are two
projection machines. The switch board
which controls the lighting system and
from which
effects are
is located in thisall room.
The worked,
switchboard
weighs over two tons.
Directly back of the operating room,
leading
the manager's
officeroom
will
be foundfrom
a small
theatre. This
ispictures
called are
the first
"try-out
room"
where
all
ager and musical viewed
directors.by the manThe ventilation system of the Des
Moines Theatre is most complete; 60,000
cubic feet of fresh washed air are
forced into the theatre every minute
by
large fan
the atheatre.
The from
fresh the
air isbasement
taken fromof
the outside of the theatre forty feet
above ground, then forced through
spraying
through into
the
fifteen wallwater
and and
floorthenventilators
the auditorium. There are also nine
ceiling ventilators and outside air ducts.

Left — Looking from the Mezzanine Floor Toward the Stage;
and Right — A View from the Stage of the New Des Moines
Theatre.
The A. H. Blank Enterprises have in the nessDes
Moines
house
a
picture
palace,
whichin forthe thecountry.
artistry of its decoration and up-to-dateof its equipment, is unsurpassed
by any
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Despite Vladivostok Officials Who Turn Off the
Water and an Invasion of Chinamen, G. S. Bothwell
Is First to Successfullv Introduce Film in Russia
a light-proof box. About 2,500 feet of
situation in the Siberian
A CURIO
movingUS picture field is brought By L. B. N. Gnaedinger titles were made in this way each day.
Found Vladivostok Was Dry.
the
to
made
reports
by
light
to
on Public Information and sulate. signs from the American conCommittee
Although the British consulate had
statements made in an interview with officials
acted
as third party in the leasing of
by G.n S.
Picture
the Moving
"Whilefrom
we were
getting theconsul,
officiala their laboratory, the civic government
r of World
notice
the
American
of
Divisio
Film
Bothwell, Directo
still
did
all it could to make life as
this committee. Mr. Bothwell, who has wealthy resident who lived close by,
as possible for the film men.
just returned from Siberia, tells of the moved a lot of Chinamen in and took joyless
and drains are
mysgreatest obstacles being placed in his possession," says Mr. Bothwell. "Never- Runningteriouswater
things in Vladivostok.
the
we pasted the official consulate film men installed
plumbing atAftera cost
govern
way by vothe
stok in hislocaleffort
plant notice onthelessthe
found ofa Vladito ment
doors.
It
was
torn
down."
of
25,000
rubles,
and
although
their
aran
films could have Ruswhere Americ
rangements complied with local laws,
Again the Rent Profiteer.
sian titles inserted and in other ways
for the
threewater.
weeks The
the excuse
city would
not
turn
The Americans were refused military on
made suitable for Russian audiences.
for this was
Yet when these difficulties and others aid, and just as the civil authorities that the Americans had no water
which seemed to be the resultants of seemed to be relenting, they scored which was natural since such a meter,
thing
ted,
ce
official influen had been surmoun
another coup by announcing that the
Vladivostok was at that time almost
house had been rented over the Amer- inunknown.
s,"
n
"moujik
Siberia
the
that
itaswasthefound
s
tural
class
member of agricul
icans' heads to the Italian forces which
A meter
finally obtained,
are called, were so earnest in their were aiding in the occupation of Siberia.
and thewaslaboratory
had water. howBut
desire to view American films that they It finally ended by the film men having it was ever,never
known
when
the city would
would send deputations on foot from to give in and resume their hunt.
become
playful
and
turn
off
the
supply.
six miles distant in order to have a
Rent profiteering was met everywhere,
Of the thirty members of the Russian
show given in their village.
since the city was 400 per cent, over- working
staff, only one had seen a movpopulated,
arrangement
American Films Licked.
ing picture film before.
finally made butwithanwhat
claimed towasbe
Appreciation Finally Comes.
The opportunities for American moving pictures in Siberia are great, acMr. Bothwell would give no reason
to Mr. Bothwell.
The moujiks'
for this antagonism on the part of the
thirst forcordingknowledge
is astounding,
and
officials,
although he mentioned that
their icanpreference
the cheerful
he had heard that a film trust, with
film over thefor morbid
RussianAmervaheadquarters
at Moscow, had up till
this
timefield.practically controlled the
marked.riety they have been used to is very
Siberian
Mr. Bothwell left New York on AuAfter
experiences
like this,films
the mangust 2,ment.1918,
withthistenparaphernalia
tons of equip-to
ner in which
the completed
were
He took
received
by
the
general
public
of
Siberia
Vancouver, via the Canadian Pacific,
was
somewhat
startling.
It
is
on
the
on purely a bluff, he says, for he had
enthusiasm with which the American
no customs papers or export license.
films were greeted, once they could be
By a judicious pulling of strings, he
made suitable for Russian audiences,
arrived in Yokahama on August 28.
that Mr. Bothwell bases his claim that
where he met Ambassador Morris and
there is the greatest of futures for
many Japanese officials.
United States moving pictures in this
Had Remarkable Journey.
territory. Persons in authority had told
him that the Russians would not care
Of the next stage in his journey,
for his films, but apparently they were
which brought him to Vladivostok, he
very much mistaken. For he says:
says :
"We found that business improved 25
"We
left
Japan
on
the
Hozan
Maru.
per cent, when American productions
second class, and it was hell. If I live
were used in the picture theatres. We
to be one hundred years old I will not
discovered many German propaganda
be able to forgive the Committee on
films in Siberia, so much so that many
Public Information for this second-class
of the moujiks thought the Kaiser was
trip
on
a
ninth-class
steamship.
It
was
quite a good fellow. But we had no
unnecessary, as we could have had first
difficulty in replacing these pictures with
class passage on the Russian Volunteer
American-made ones.
Line."
Communes Send Deputation*.
Mr. Bothwell's
troubles
were
only
begin ing. At Vladivostok no assistance
British company. Operations were
"When we sent our shows out to the
was forthcoming from any quarter for acommenced
this company's building,
the people would not allow
the film men, and their work soon re- mainly with inmaterials
from villages,
the operators,
the oflecturer
who ex-or
solved into the Vladivostokian pastime Japan; and although purchased
materials
were
p
l
a
i
n
the pictures,
owing to local merchants being the managered the meaning
of "insforandtheouts."
the idea
of theto game
to make payment for their
being
filmsters
to try
enter scarce
nearly
all
sold
out,
a
film
was
finished
and lodging. These people do
into a home and for the city authorities six weeks after space for the laboratory board
their business by the commune
to keep them out.
had been obtained. Previously, attempts all
method.
A deputation would travel on
had
been
made
to
manufacture
Russian
Trouble Continues.
miles tooverhavethe the
snow-covered
by the British at Archangel and foot
hills many
in order
apparatus
In one case, after ten negotiations films
the Y. M. C. A. and Red Cross at visit
them.
The
equipment,
which
for the use of a building to be used Vladivostok. All had failed.
s
i
s
t
e
d
o
f
a
gasoline
generator
and conlate
as a laboratory had come to nothing,
model
projector,
weighing
in
all 1,000
Expedients
Forced
upon
Them.
the party put down 1,000 rubles and had
pounds,
they
would
drag
on
sleds
the owner of a piece of property sign
An example of the expedients Mr. miles, in order that a show might for
be
a comprehensive agreement. So sure Bothwell's
forced
use isa given amid their homes.
were they that their search had ended, their havingstaffto were
titles to with
"They
would
send
me
many
telegrams
that they had pasted on the building Power's projecting print
machine inclosed in
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this place
ofaboutthanks,
and ma'ande numerous
inquiries accident.ratory)I believe
would run itself.
And ^the
it islabowell
agriculture
mining machinery.
Also, they would want to know how to remember all were inexperienced
to grow tall corn such as they saw in when
we
started."
Mr. Bothwell is representing in the
our American news pictures.
United States and Canada the Russian
Titles Were a Problem.
firm of Alexieff Donatello & Co., of
"The wording
titles areis extremely
the Sibzemgor (Cineimportant
if theseofpeople
to be met Vladivostok, and
Department)
the cen-M.
sympathetically; they are inclined to matagraphic
tral
body
of
Zemstvos
of ofRussia.
be very critical in that respect. They
is
a
pioneer
in
the
do not use slang, and in this connection J. Alexieff
ing picture business in the Far movEast.
we encountered many knotty problems. He was
a diploma and silver
For instance, try to explain to a Russian medal by awarded
the
Russian
Government,
duraudience in -a short snappy title who
ing the tercentenary of the Romanoff
Jeff Davis, king of the hoboes, is.
dynasty,
for
his
films
of
Russian
fish"RussianOurpictures
haveAmerican
always been
eries. He is building a large paper facmorbid.
cheerful
pictory, the only one in the Far East.
tures were a surprise and a delight to
them. Events have changed wonderfully since the revolution, and the
the Day" Books
moujik has been doing some thinking "Topicsforof Orpheum
by Pathe
on his own account the last four years.
The people like pictures and go to see
t conimportan
most
s in the history of Pathe,
was
them every chance they have. In fact, ONE of tractthe
closed last weekion when "Topics of
Iworld
don't where
know any
country
in
the
whole
the people are more so- the
Literary
the
by
a
compilat
Day,"
ciable or fun-loving. Every place you Digest of the brightest and timeliest
go they will give you food and drink booked
was
newspapers,Circuit,
sayings ofoverthe byworld's
the Orpheum
and sing some of their folk-songs in the biggest
e theatres
ofthevaudevill
chain
order
to
please
you
—
and
believe
me,
middle
far
South
and
and
the
in
they are tuneful.
West.
Opportunity for America.
Beginning August 17, the first of thirty
"There
a wonderful
for Amer-as theatres
in the Orpheum chain will beican filmsis and
apparatusfield
in Siberia
the exhibition of "Topics of the
soon as they settle their political Day,"gin which
troubles. Given an adequate backing, Films, Inc., andareby produced
Septemberby21,Timely
every
our producers will do a profitable busi- house in the circuit will be showing the
ness
in
that
country."
popular
short
feature.
By the time the Vladivostok laboSomebooked
weeks inago,every"Topics
Day,"B.
ratorycordingwasto Mr.
working
in full1,500swing,
theatreof the
in the
Bothwell,
reels ac-of were
F. Keith chain in the East, and with
film, mostly
beingThese
cir- the Orpheum Circuit taking the feature,
culated in thedramatic,
Siberian were
theatres.
its exhibition will extend across the
pictures
were
rented
to
the
principal
in the biggest vaudeville
exhibitors for the term of two years continent
houses in the country.
at the rate of three rubles and twentyfive kopeks per meter. They were sent
by courier from town to town and were Goldwyn Promotes Howard Dietz
worked
'continuously.
Howard department
Dietz, formerly
of Goldwyn's
and more
recently
In addition,
the Russian army schools publicity
and civilian schools as well as the assistant advertising manager, has been
Russian Y. M. C. A. were supplied by made tionmanager
of
Goldwyn's
exploitaand service department, a branch
the Film Division.
organization designed to be a
Speaking of his Russian laboratory of thehand
to exhibitors and one that
and other workers, Mr. Bothwell re- right
promises
toDietz
assume
increasing
ports :
ance.
Mr.
assumed
his new importduties
"They
all
deserve
considerable
credit.
week.
Their intelligence, loyalty and industry thisDuring
a comparatively brief career
will never be forgotten by me. Barring

August 30, 1919
with Goldwyn, Mr. Dietz has shown an
exceptional aptitude for grasping the
problemsinatingofideas.theHisbusiness
for work
origoutline and
for the
of the mentexploitation
and
service
departincludes a number of innovations
which are expected to be of distinct
benefit to Goldwyn exhibitors.
Songs for Exploitation on
Four F. P.-L. Film Features
seabooking asky
son of the e Famous
the new Players-L
TO inaugurat
Corporation the company has arwith
ranged
a
firm
of
music
publishers for three special songs, adapted
ion ofof these
to thepictures.
exploitatTwo
Paramoun
craft
are t-Artnamed
s
after
photoplay
released
early
theselective booking season, these inbeing
those written around "The Miracle Man"
andThe"The
the Giants."
thirdValley
musicalof number
is the Paramount-.Artcratt march by George W.
Beynon, an inspiring number written
especially
to boost
Paramount-Artcraf
Week
in the
theatres
throughout thet
country. This announcement again calls
attention of exhibitors to the exploitaed tion
song. possibilities that lie in the publishThe publicity campaign planned by
Famous Players-Lasky in connection
with the song, "When A Feller Needs
atheFriend,"
which was written
Paramount-Briggs
Comedies,around
was
launched
of the song.this_ week with the publication
TWO NEW "PENSY" THEATRES.
Millvale and Sharpsburg, Pa., are to
have new moving picture houses soon.
The Western Pennsylvania Amusement
Co. announces that work is progressing
rapidly on both houses.
The Millvale theatre will have a seating capacity of 700 and will be ready
for opening,
it is expected,
ary 15. The Sharpsburg
houseabout
will Januhave
a capacity
of
600
and
will
likely
be finished about February 1.
Both theatres will be modern in every
detail of theatre construction. Seeburg
organs,
especially
for these houses,
are now made
in course
of construction.
The Western Pennsylvania AmuseCompanyFifth
now. avenue,
conductsPittsburgh.
the AvenuementTheatre,

Left — The Cosmopolitan Staff of the Film Printing Laboratory in Vladivostok; Right — Their General Working Room.
le difficultiesThe
met and overcome in educating and entertaining Red Russia
films arein told
in thein accompanying
Americanthrough
picturesAmerican
were re-titled
Russian
the room
H ■ staff at the left
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"From
Artist
Such Morgue
Might Be Titled Roma
nee of J. R.to
Bray,Humorist
Pioneer
in Animated Cartoon, Whose Job as Cub Artist Led
Him
to Morgues for Ske tches of the Unidentified
Fort Sill, Okla., and with him Max
THEand candle
By William J. Reilly
almost flickered,
went out. gutted
The mansmokily
bent
Fleischer, head of the Brav production
closer to his work. The morgue matched by a corresponding output of staff.Leventhal and Fleischer Succeed.
seemed more ghostly than ever. AW pictures.
around him were figures under their
Working
in School
co-operation
the
officers
of the
of Firewith
at Fort
Bray Races Himself.
white sheets and even the fingers of
shadow from the candle seemed afraid
Sill,
Leventhal
and
Fleischer,
by
means
When
J.
R.
Bray
invented
the
basic
to touch them.
processes by which all films of animated
drawings — translated into picUnder the light of the lone candle the cartoons are now made, he started some- of their
tures at the Bray
demonstrated
the studios
working in ofNewthe York
Lewis—
man was sketching. His model was the
thing
which
had
so
many
angles
of
application that he has since been engaged and the Browning machine guns, the
face of one of those figures under the
sheets, a figure indicated by the night in a marathon with that long distance rifle grenade, the reading of military
star. Production.
and the difference between the
watchman as "It."
The announcement last week that the maps
Springfield and the modified Enfield
Grim Humor.
Bray Corporation recently increased its riflles.
The instruction by the Bray methods
The man was J. R. Bray, today the
from $10,000 to $1,500,000 is anpresident of Bray Studios, then the cub capital other
triumphant
in theas race.
In- extended until they showed how a subartist of the Detroit News Tribune, out
stead of one
reel lap
a week,
formerly,
dives, how a depth bomb operon
his first assignment from the night the Bray organization will produce nessed.ates, andmarinehow
an artillery horse is hareditor.
weekly
three
separate
1,000-feet
releases
The Drawing Superior.
His task was the job most abhored for the Goldwyn program, besides
Practically all of this instruction was
features from time to time.
by
the whole
that of sketching
accident
case staff
for— identification
in thean special
done through the animated drawing
Old Colonel Needed More Room.
alone.
The ordinary picture failed when,
following
The Pictograph idea had expanded so for instance,
attempted generated
to show that
So it wasmorning's
that J. paper.
R. Bray became a rapidly
that one reel a week could not the action ofit the
by
humorist. Finding himself night after take
of the product. Old Colonel the explosion of thegases
powder
charged in
night in the rear room of some eery Heeza.care
the original Bray animated the Lewis machine gun was responsible
morgue in the slums, sketching an eery cartoon,Liar,
had taken on so many traveling for each successive operation of the
needed permore
hesuicide
found model
that heunder
soon thehad candle's
taken inlight,
his companions
In the
animated
man
room
andthatmorehe trains
week.Pull- piece.
with their
crossBray
sections
of thedrawings
weapon
allotment of the gloom of life. So he
The enlargement of the Bray Studios and
turned to the business of creating smiles, with
with
the
action
of
the
gun demonits
increased
capital
has
permitted
strated
from
all
angles,
an
understanding
rejuvenating the joy wrinkles of the hu- Mr. Bray to associate with himself as of the Lewis principles was to be had in
man face and awakening the hum of hu- Vice-President in charge of sales Jam- ten minutes.
ison Handy, formerly general manager
mant. mor in the pulse where it had lain dorSo far ahead of any other method of
the Keeley-Handy
Syndicate
the instruction is the animated drawing that
The cartoons of J. R. Bray brought of
Chicago
Syndicate.
Jam andHandy
the Bray Studios are swamped with
him to New York in 1902, when he began has for Tribune
industrial orders at all times. The Bray
someentertainment
years schemed
to contribute to Life, Puck. Judge and
moted
featuresandforpro-a organization
has made sales pictures for
the McClure Syndicate. From that
metropolitan news- practically every big concern on the caltime on it was a race with himself, a chain ofpapers,forty-odd
including
the
Seattle
Times,
San
race to see whether the productive ca- Francisco Chronicle. Pittsburgh Leader, endar.
pacity of his pen and mind could be and the Chicago Herald. His experience
Recently its Pictograph demonstrawill be anlarizingimportant
influence
in
poputhe Bray educational product
effective
Goldwyn. with the new releases through
War Started Big Things.
It was the war that proved to Mr.
Bray and his associates that there was
an immense open field ahead of the
animated drawing. On our entry into
the war, Mr. Bray, struck by our need
of officers and the necessity of sending
them into the field as rapidly as possible, hit upon the animated drawing as
the great medium of quick instruction.
Accordingly, Mr. Bray went to West
Point and made a series of films illustrating, by a combination of actual pictures and animated drawings, the infantry drill of the soldier, squad,
company
and battalion.
So successful
were the pictures that
the Government placed them in practically every training camp in the countrytion toandcontinue
instructedits work.
the Bray organizaWith a thoroughness that surprised
even the most optimistic of the Government's
Bray Corporationengineering
took up the experts,
work. Production,
although
technical
and
difficult,
was carried on at a rapid rate. J. F. Leventhal.
J. R. Bray
Dr. Rowland Rogers
head of the Bray technical department,
Headaugmenting
of educational
President
of
Bray
Pictures
Corporation
then
a
lieutenant
in
the
Signal
Corps,
branchdepartment,
of Bray fast
whose idea,
Cartoon,
is
ever
racing
with Production.
was placed in charge of the work at
Corporation.
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ting the action of the gas engine woke
up the automobile trade to the selling
possibilities behind a Bray reel. J. F.
Leventhal,
made isa responsible
vice-president of therecently
corporation,
for the development of these technical
pictures,
which works
he termswithTecknagraphs.
Max Fleischer
him as the
head of the production department, and
together they will turn out "Industrial
Romances"
in co-operation
Waldemar
Kaempfert,
editor with
of Popular
Science Monthly.
Going into the Schools.
It may be seen readily that to carry
the instructive picture into the school
and university was but a step in the
placingsible to give
of theentire
studio's
output.
is poscourses
in anyIt science
by means of the Bray Pictograph, and
Dr. Rowland Rogers has recently been
added to the staff as educational director. Dr. Rogers, nephew of H. H. Rogers,
the late Standard Oil magnate, not only
will
plan
the Bray is"courses"
see
that the product
placed in butthe will
lecture

courses of our great educational system."The Short Reel Masterpiece," the productive goal of the company, has been
reached, according to Mr. Bray. Several
novelties
be placed
public on thewillscreen
and inbefore
every therespect
the Goldwyn-Bray Pictographs will be
"more
noveltyin eagerly
awaitedandis better."
the comicOnecartoon
colors.
Another is the first animated tragedy
and another the first animated fantasy,
both offectedwhich
perthat the show
figuresprocesses
on the soscreen
appear absolutely
lifelike.
Highly Trained Staff.
The Bray Corporation is fortunate in
having
a
developed runs
exparts, and staff
throughof highly
the organization
a strong
spirit
of
co-operation.
Besides the officials named in the
above account, should be mentioned E.
Dean Parmelee, head of the technical
department;
Mrs. department;
Margaret Gove,
of
the scenario
JohnheadJ.
Mehlem,
Jr.,
assistant
to
the
president,
and Ben Turbert, director at the studios.
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Diana Corporation Will
Make Pictures in Japan

been
placedERzation
at the
head been
of Na incorporat
newhasorganiLORIM
ed
whichJOHNSTO
has
in Los Angeles under the name of Diana.
Two of the leading actors of Japan, who
are located at the Imperial Theatre,
Tokyio, Japan, Sojin Kamiyama and
Uraji Yamahawa, arrived in the United
States last month to study motion picture- production
America.
Lorimera
Johnston
at once inplaced
them under
long term contract and they will be
featuredtures,inwhilespecial
features.
These pic-of
a large
number
American
andusing
English
actors,
will be
produced in Japan.
A
company
of
sixteen
people
the direction of Lorimer Johnston, under
who
is president and director-general of the
Diana,ber andwill
leaveinforJapan
JapanandinChina
Septemremain
for
the
takingof ofthesixAmerican
feature actors
pictures.
At
the head
in the
company
is
Edward
Coxen,
who
will
be
co-starred with the Japanese.
The corporation consists of Lorimer
Harry Crandall of Washington hot Worried
president
and director-genBy Rumors of Producers Buying Theatres Johnston,
eral;wardCraneCoxen
Wilbur,
vice-president;
Edcreased, although producers will have a
second
vice-president;
first run pictures
to
ERENCE
INDIFF
and lack of worry concerning the smallernot secure
numbersufficient
of bookings.
They
canJudge
Lewis
R.
Works,
secretaryoutlet for their treasurer.
-owned theatres product if the exhibitors
rumors of producer
increase the
d by Harry Crandall,
were expresse
owner
of three times
more houses in time of their runs and vary their makes
; and I look for fifty per cent, Auto Trucks Employed
Washington than any other exhibitor, ofof pictures
the exhibitors to increase the length
to a ture
represent
World. ative of the Moving Pic- of their runs from three to four days
in New Jersey Exploitation
week. It will be a good thing if the
"I have never had a first run picture aproducers
show theirTheownexhibitors
pictureswillin
inam any
of
my
theatres,"
he
said,
"and
I
himself
their
own
theatres.
who N.endeared
Hill,
J., picture
loversto
MR. Union
not booking any first runs for 1920.
lastROSE,
year during the Jersey street
People become tired of seeing the same get away from old faces and will be car strike
by
carrying
his
patrons
to
the
faces overgardles and
again.
Hence, are
re- able to show new ones."
theatre in motor trucks, used the same
of whatoverother
exhibitors
n
"Reclaimed"
Is
Pearl
White
Film.
vehicles
in
exploiting
the
Hodkinso
redoing, I am booking a varied program.
I believe that there is, and is going to
When Pearl White has completed
"Sahara."days prior to the opening
lease
three
be, plenty of good pictures of different "Tiger's Cub," the second of the series of For
Pastime and all during the run
makes in the market. ,
of eight big pictures which William Mr.theRose
had two trucks parading
Asked for his opinion concerning the Fox has planned for her 'will be await- around
town, both depicting scenes from
acquiring
of
theatres
by
producers,
Mr.
ing
her
attention.
This
second
starCrandall said :
ring vehicle, known for the present as the C. Gardner Sullivan story with one
was written
by White.
Hiram of Union Hill's fairest girls, looking not
am not buying
disturbedtheatres.
by all Ithis
Percy Maxim especially
for Pearl
of "Iproducers
pay talk
at- "Reclaimed,"
unlikeofLouise
Mignon.Glaum, playing the star's
stress is laid on the fact that part
tention to my own business. By Sep- Special
tember Iwill begin running all features this big dramatic work was created
Four
days'
was Mr.on
weekly in my four leading theatres.
Rose's rewardcapacity
for hisbusiness
big stunt
after the author's protracted personal "Sahara."
studv of the star's work.
"Production has not materially de-

Five Reasons Why Bray Pictographs Have Had a Remarkable Growth and Why They Will Continue to Develop.
Lett histo name;
right the
reasons tire:director
Max Fleischer,
production
manager,Gove,
whosescenario
"Out ofhead;the J.InkF. Well"
cartoons
have added !
the corporation;
studios;
Mrs. and
Margaret
Leventhal,
"Tecknagraph"
artistBenandTurbert,
vice-president ofat the
E. Dean Parmelee,
head of the technical
department.
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United Artists Productions-

Lazarus Seven-Word "Paper" for First Is Revolutionary
into the
each printed four times, and fundamental. There are no suggesthe bunk
whoss put
THEfilmchap
busine
is being
hounded to press stories,
separate
thetions about hiring green ostriches for a
his lair. His tracks are plain and are inatrea manager
does booklet
not haveandto themangle
setting,
and
Mr. sorely
Lazarustried,
deserves
a plan book to get at his stories for the stage
to
be
thanked
by the
over
'
Artists
United
before
not n,belong
willratio
itCorpo
"helped"
exhibitor.
newspapers.
through Paul N. Lazarus,
REILLY.
Similarly, newspaper advertising
ising manager, will
ityncing
public
and
advert
be annou
that the villain has about helps, with suggestions for borders and
e get away as the fox ■ an explanation of the use of each, are
as muchhaschanc
that
been toholed
in the annual put into a four-page leaflet and the Augustus Thomas Begins
same is done with the posters, program
ng
Thank
Hunt sgivi
Club. chase by the Creek County aids, and star cuts for newspaper use.
Adaptation of "The Capitol"
Posters Sold at Cost.
No "Presenting" Whatsoever.
al "The
Capitol," aplay THOMA
of politic
and social
STUS
AUGU
United Artists, in preparing its press
All these
are which
mailed makes
to the you
exWashin
whichS'on
scored
disa ay,
successgton,
hibitor in ahelps
carton
tinct
for a season
Broadw
and exploitation
aids Fairbanks
and all its "paper"
more eager to open and explore has been selected as Leah Baird's next
for
the first Doug
picture, feel
has taken a number of steps forward, a than the box of food you drew with screen starring vehicle by Artco Producfew
of them nothing short of revolu- fair.
some girl's name in it at the church tribution.tions, Inc., for W. W. Hodkinson distionary.
Mr. Thomas is now at work on the
In the first place, no one is going to
The posters
Majesty not
the screen
version, which will be brought up
American"
outon are
of"His
the
"present"
United lineArtists'
releases. only
becausearethere
just ordinary,
seven words to date and will reveal many angles of
The
all toothefamiliar
in advertising
on
each,
but
because
they
are
made
up
on the billboard, on the screen, "John on a high grade of paper and are sim- the present political situation at WashThe story, laid
in the society,
atmosDoe Presents—," has gone where the
phereington.
of exclusive
American
artistic.
woodbine twineth. The posters on "His
Theple andprice
of the posters is the most teems with sensational episodes. Miss
Majesty
the
American"
tell
no
harrowing tale of who directed the picture, original thing about them, since they
work on the new prowho was the head plumber, who the are being sold at absolute cost. One- Baird willductionbegin
after a brief vacation followboss carpenter, and who the important sheets are listed at 7 cents, three-sheets the ingsecond
the
completion
of "Theof Volcano,"
in
her
series
Augustus
at 21 cents, six-sheets at 42 cents, and
personage
manipulated
board for that
the final
fade-out. the switch- twenty-fours at $1.68. No attempt is Thomas-Artco productions.
Mr. Lazarus figures that when you go being made by United Artists to cash
Arthur F. Beck, head of Artco Prointo an established ice cream emporium in on posters or lobby display photos.
Inc., isto now
engaged
asOne of the salient points about the
seductions,
mbling a cast
support
Miss inBaird,
for a platematerial tooryouso who
of icedrove
creamto it's
impasture "paper" on "His Majesty the Ameri- aided by the author, who will also lend
his knowledge of dramatic technique to
the cream
cows that
supplied
milkcrank
for theof
that a danger
ice
or who
turnedthe the
throwncan" is the
beforefactexhibitors,
warningsignal
themis the production of "The Capitol" as he
the.
freezer
or
who
drove
the
delivery
did when "As a Man Thinks" and "The
not to use inthethe"nightmare
truck.
mentioned
. publicity incident,"
material.
Volcano" were being filmed. George
The
incident was eliminated
from
the Irving
will be in charge of the producSeven Words on All Posters.
picture at the last moment in order to tion.
the production down to length, but
Accordingly, only seven words ap- get
the press matter had already been Bessie Love in "Over the Garden Wall."
Artists'
slides pearandon the
lobbyUnited
displays.
Thoseposters,
seven printed.
of Vitagraph's
fall releases
will
beOneBessie
Love in "Over
the Garden
words are : "Douglas Fairbanks in 'His
"Warning" Unusual.
W all." The name of the winsome star
Majesty the American'." As Poe had a
fit in well
with the
Accordingly, instead of "letting it appears
habit of saying, "Only this and nothter of thetoMiss
pictures
in which
she characusually
as many a press agent has done. figures.
ing more." departure from the conven- slide,"
Love
portrays
Peggy
Another
Mr. Lazarus
had
a
"warning"
insert
tional is the fact that United Artists printed
which he inclosed in the mailer Gordon, a sweet but determined young
going to all exhibitors, heading them woman who goes after life with her
has done
away
with
the
plan
book.
Instead of combining everything between off from using the nightmare for a sleeves rolled up. Allen Forrest plays
the covers of a book, Mr. Lazarus has lobby display or for advertising.
opposite
her other
as thesidelover
whomtjarden
she
on the
of the
made tionallaids hisseparate.
press helps
exploitaEverything about the paper for "His finds
For and
instance,
his Majesty
the American" is simple, direct wall.

ThisWe Istell"Strictly
You between
and Me thethegirlPrimof theDamsel
the Center
you thisConfidential,"
because thereSoisJust
such Between
a difference
center inpicture
and theIsgirlMadge
of theKennedy.
views
left and right. They're all Madge in her next Goldwyn, "Strictly Confidential."
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Rambles
If You Know the One
Word Needed— Shoot!
mis ioned by
nBeacottymroethmebee
E Jehav
W
g
in
to do some
that
fm^^m ., is har- d 1to atdo. thatJerrystuffis
Hfi
himself that he seems
■J^r;"'^^L
tohe think others should
u-^Xj-^^^
— — ' For
instance, if Jerry
has a word to- spell he
The Rambler, spells
it correctly and
lets it go at that. The Underwood
(advt.) we use is the rottenest speller
in the office, and as a consequence we
are forever using synonyms, because
we
how touse.spellMr.theBeatty
word
we don't
shouldknow
properly
writes thusly :
He W orks in Brand Name Twice.
want Picture
to renderIndustry,
some service
to "IftheyouMotion
please
dig
a wordare which
meansat aa body
peopleup who
looking
picture.of
Accordingversity oftoKansas,
all my attraining
in theKansas,
UniLawrence.
ita Paramount-Artcraf
is wrong to say 'at huge
audience
saw
Picture.'
"An audience, I believe,
only hears. It
of course,
say, 'a large body t
ofis correct,
spectators
saw a toParamount-Artcraf
Picture,'
but
what
word
are youa lump
going—
toin use
describeto spectators
otherto words,
convey theinidea
of an
audience that sees rather than hears?
"I wish you -would do something about
this."
Taskmusty
in Hand.
WeApproaching
emerge fromthe the
Funk &
Wagnall's
with
these
trophies:
Audience . . . "gathers to listen to
something."
"The liberty
the press anis our
only
resource;
it willof command
audience
when every honest man in the kingdom
is P.excluded."
— Junius
S. — Getthehepp
to theLetters.
remarks!
Nowadays
honesty
ofslurring
a newspaperman
isTHEnever
questioned.
Great
Captains
industry allow men of the press ofto
sit
coolingon their
from ofi/2the
to y±glassof
an hour
the O.heelsP. side
door — so porter!
much
do
they
trust
in
reknowthethere
is nothing toThe Great
steal Captains
in the waiting
room
except copies of the tradepapers.
P. P. S. —thinkAndtheyit are
makesreally
the Great
what Capthey
think tains
they are.
More Dope from the Itiu Book.
. . collecting
"action or into
process
of Congregation
congregating; . the
one
mass, body or assembly ... an ass
e
m
b
l
i
n
g
o
f
people
or
things."
"Uponwhose
the heath
a handful
fagots,
bright blazed
flame danced
merrilyof
among a motly congregation of pots and
kettles." — Longfellow.
Synonymsmeeting,
include collection"
"throng, —multitude,
assembly,
the that
last
word giving
matters
should
be used
whena religious
reference turn
is made
to Some
films shown
on
Sunday.
inventive person sticks the word
"optionee"
press picture
copy when
referring
to attendanceinto upon
theatres.
But
it, is a fact that the fillum-fans do more
than
"optic"
—
they
invariably
hear
music,
even though the orchestra may be reto theandtraditional
three pieces
piano, duced
stool
cover. (Vintage
of —47
B.
C.)
"Optience"
may
not,
therefore,
be considered
the
contest. a very likely candidate in
Plunging boldly into compliance with
Mr.Filmgregatlon.
Beatty's request, we offer:
What, dear reader, is your suggestion?
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Filmtown
Round
columns'carefully,
length. He listed noeverything,
With Walter K. Hill
looked
provision
had been made forandthefound
press department.
Further
inspection
of
the
blue-prints
disclosed
Here We Have H. T. Snowden
boiler a andspacethe tencoalfeetbins.square between
With His Quips and Jests. the"This
be it,"
Tamar.who
Ezra Slocum, former owner of the
"That'smust
right,"
said murmured
the architect,
Nickelo Theatre, Bean Blossom, Ind., he
had drew
previously
gained
national
fame
when
elaborate plans for a theatre
is back from France suffering from without • providing
for any dressingshell-shock.
rooms.
While singing for a company that
was
he waseggs.greeted with a
—
William H. Hart— xshould
know which
showerbilleted
of cowardly
of his photofeatures would go best in
Wagon
Wheel
Gap,
Colo.
PUT-OVER.
— x—
For ADVERTISING
Helen Holmes Serial:
Have a few
boys from the railroad shops come to
If
syrup
is
used
to put
our favorite cigarettes,
whatthekind"sweet"
of "fat"in
your
theatre
for the first
episode
assemble
a locomotive
on the
stage. and do they put into some
— x — others?
"Our reviews are absolutely uninfluBarle; the
He'sfinished
Finished.actor, in
Earle Poor
Williams,
by advertising,"
says a writer in
a— "Rogue
Romance"
at
the
Lyda
tomorrow.
a
circusenced and
carnival weekly.
Daily Independent, Grand Island, Neb.
If moving picture reviews are referred
there can be no disputing the claim
Our Own Ever
Time Saving Strip. —to when
one searches in the same issue
Main Heady.
Title Henlaeement
for advertising.
Complaint
having
been
duly
entered
by
F.are P.knifing
Lasky, theand many
others,details
that that
exhibitors
pilot
you Selznick.
Hunt Stromberg you'll find
photoplays into view, we have arranged himIf with
this Standardised Film Introduction:
The
Theatre
Where
You
Now
Are
Horace Judge, we are told in tradeScreens the Film You Came to See
With the Star We Promised.
paper headlines, "Sees Possible Benefit
Author
—
As
Advertised.
to(among
Industry
in Dispute
Now Raging"
Director — In the Orchestra.
legitimate
One benefit
might actors).
be that they would
Now Cast
Comes— Read
What theYouSub-titles.
Paid to See:
buy tickets to the cinemas.
(If they did not ask managers to
Lee Kugel Defines Hard Luck.
1. — The actor coming around after the "recognize the profession.")
picture
madescene
to gethe awas
"still"in discovers
When Nat Bregstein, Moving Picture
that theisone
has been
World's
asked booking,
an Ohio
cut out.
exhibitorsubscription
his opinionscout,
on open
answered:
2. — The
who hasplate
gonetoin provide
"hock" the"I Buckeye
with
.all actress
the family
never close this place. I run it
wardrobe for a five-reeler finds that the
backer has been attacked by pecuniae summer and winter."
contractus and all— isx — off.
Unless changed again by the filmJoe Lee, in high commendation of a titlers,
Elsie Sweetheart"
Janis, after
being advertis"Everycertain publicist, said:
body's
great
"He's —theif you
greatest
presskeepagenthim inaway
the
ing expense)
should (at
delight
in the less
business
can only
promiscuous caption, "A Regular Girl."
from the safe." — x —
Fame Is Indeed Fleeting.
Angel, Ohio, should be a good place
to get backing for that film venture.
Dante Alighieri was in town last week,
running
tryingHe tonever
get gotan behind
interOne film title that has been overlooked
view witharound
producers.
by"The
everybody
but
the
pufflicist:
a
single
glass
door.
Final Analysis."
As a toconsequence,
Alighieri
has
form his ownMr.company
to give
— x — that when Rose decided
This is to prove
his "Inferno" an adequate production.
Shulsinger,
press toagent
for Zit's film
attractions,
Higby's
Big
It would be well in boasting of
Moose Lake, goes
N. Y., she
takes Camp,
her occu"Broadwayvertising
runs"
specify inN. the
adpation with her on vacation.
whether toBroadway,
J., Mo.,
Paul Gray, who introduced us to H. N. C, Ohio, Pa. or Va. is referred to.
T. Snowden, our star contrib, has come
Striking a note of triumph:
from the Dayton Theatre (near ChilliAuthors Gain Respect of Press. — Morncothe, Ohio) to help on Wid's Dailv,
ing Telegraph Headline.
Wid's
Weekly, Wid's Year t Book, 'n
everything.
When
Dorothy Haver, one of the
The back
First toLiework
We'veafter
Printed.
Called
only one Mack Sennett Bathing Beauties, entered
dressing
room at Moss'
Broadway
week
his fortnight's
vacation
had her
elapsed,of Earl
Hudson, the
optimist,
Theatre
she discovered
she
had "strike
left hernight"
pocketbook
in her
blythely chortled:
limousine.
"Half a loaf is —better
than none."
x
—
She
had
to
telephone
home
and
have
her chauffeur bring it to her quickly.
Have YOU A Press Department?
The purse contained - her stage
Tamar Lane was given the plans of costume.
the Selznick Studio to praise at many-
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disinclination to aid picture companies, a disposition
to handicap them. Recently there has been a diminuthe number
and frequency
of these "pin
pricks."
MOVING
PICTURE
Theretion inhas
been evidence
of a recognition
of what
the
motion picture studio has done in the way of boosting acommunity that dearly loves to be boosted, loves
that sort of thing in a way no eastern municipality
WORLD
Founded by J.P.Chalmers in 1907
comprehends.
"trek"
northward on theVery
part likely
of sometheof threatened
those who fill
the
Entered at the General Post Office. New ^ ork City, as Second Class Matter lots
with high and low priced actors will further stimPublished Weekly by the
ulate the Los Angeles authorities to ameliorate any
existing irritation.
CHALMERS PUBLISHING COMPANY
O
516 FIFTH AVENUE, AT 43D STREET, NEW YORK CITY
(Telephone, Murray Hill, 1610, 1611, 1612, 1613.)
You Can't Beat a Yankee
J. P. Chalmers, Sr
President
it to the Yankees for getting out of a hole
J. F. Chalmers Vice-President and General Manager LEAVE
digged by striking- railroad men. The Boston
E. J. Chalmers
Secretary and Treasurer
exchangemen were told train service would be
James L. Hoff
Assistant General Manager
George Blaisdell
Editor
we'llanddo astheusual.
next best
A. MacArthur, Jr
Advertising Manager crippled.
thing,
but All
the right,
snows they
will said,
go out,
And
The office of the company is the address of the officers.
the
shows
did
go
out
—
by
automobile
truck
or trucks
CHICAGO
OFFICE—
Suite
917-919
Schiller
Building,
64
West
Randolph
St., Chicago, 111. Telephone, Central 5099.
rather, twenty of them. The exhibitors got their
PACIFIC
COAST
OFFICE
— 610-611
Wright4649.andO.Callender
Building,
Los programs- It cost a good bit more money for transAngeles,
Cal.
Telephone,
Broadway
P.
Harleman,
Business
portation charges, and these the exchangemen
Representative.
fathered, but it was a good investmentSUBSCRIPTION RATES.
United States, Cuba, Mexico, Hawaii, Porto
Rico and Philippine Islands
$3.00 per year
Keep the Screen Out of It
Canada
3.50 per year
Foreign Countries (Postpaid)
4.00 per year FEARS are expressed in the picture industry that
Changes ef address should give both old and new adddresses in full
the screen will be drawn into the battle raging
and be clearly written. Two weeks' time should be allowed for change.
between the Producing Managers' Association
ADVERTISING RATES.
and the Actors' Equity Association. Perhaps it will.
Classified
3 cents; 5 cents
a worda word
for Help
Positions stick
But itto won't
spokesmen
for the
Wanted, Advertising
minimum 50— cents
for allorcommercial
their ifowntheside
of the fence,
the motion
motion picture
picture
ads., minimum $1.
side
;
in
other
words,
if
they
remain
independent.
Display Advertising Rates made known on application.
The president
international
ization isquoted ofasthesaying
that the operators'
members organof his
NOTE — PICTURE
Address allWORLD,
correspondence,
remittances
andForty-third
subscriptions
to
MOVING
516
Fifth
Avenue,
at
Street.
body
do
not
anticipate
taking
any
action
involving the
New Yerk, aad net t» Individuals.
motion picture theatres unless it shall be precipitated
the monthly
Spanish
the Moving
Plo- by motion picture interests. That is fair enough.
tureCINB-MTJNDIAL,
World, is published
at 516 Fifth
Avenueedition
by theof Chalmers
PublishLet the motion picture interests meet the operators
reaches the$2. South
Americanratesandon Spanish-speaking
market.ing Company.
Yearly ItsubscrlpUon,
Advertising
application.
on
this common
ground
— andto keep
of other
squabbles.
We have
reason
believeout they
will domen's
this
most necessary thing.
Saturday, August 30, 1919
The Squirrel Proved It Genuine
San Francisco May Get Studios
IN their efforts to modernize Indians in Northern
Ontario,haverepresentatives
many attempts it now looks as though
AFTER
invited the red of
menthefor Ontario
the first Governtime to
San Francisco is to have a motion picture studio. .look uponment the
motion
picture.
As
a
starter Chaplin
Our correspondent at the Bay City sends word
that twelve independent producers will send com- comedies were tried. "Shanghaied" was greeted with
although
was
panies there as soon as facilities are provided for them "spontaneous
marked timidityappreciation,"
at the beginning
of thethere
showing.
and that some even have arranged to work with tem- Shouts of genuine approval followed the flash of a
porary plants.
red squirrel. Pictures of the animals in the New York
Marshall Neilan is quoted as saying he will be pro- Zoo
them. After all, the red man and the
ducing pictures in San Francisco within two months whitedelighted
are not so far apart when it comes to
and that if a studio is built he will take it on a long screen man
matters.
lease. Otherwise he will build a structure that will
accommodate seven or eight companies- The young
Self-Explanatory
producer is also quoted as saying there are many independent companies in Los Angeles who will move
north as soon as their leases expire.
hereafterconcerning
will accept any
neither
advertising r or publicity
picture
How these statements will be received in Los An- THIS publication
dealing with venereal disease or sex hygiene
geles is not difficult to imagine. For years the residents of the Southern California city have rested se- which is intended for commercial exploitation in the
cure in the conviction that no other place possibly theatres of the United States before mixed audiences
could attract from their community the picture com- in the manner of dramatic productions.
panies already situated there.
We believe that such pictures may well be exhibited, for the good of the community, at certain times
At various times municipal action has indicated a
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in certain places and under certain auspices. But the
place for them is not the motion picture theatre, the
time is not the accepted hour for theatrical entertainment, and the proper auspices are not those of
the exhibitor of the industry. The responsibility for
showing such pictures in a beneficial manner belongs
exclusively to medical or public authorities.
All this has been fully proved by the damage the
motion picture industry has sustained in its reputation before the public, as a direct result of the public
exhibition of such pictures in motion picture theatres.
As a representative trade journal of the motion
picture industry we decline any longer to give countenance to the presence of these productions in the
ess.
O
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that it is probably true more thought, labor and painstaking care are lavished on a two-reel comedy than
on the average dramatic feature of more than twice
its length; that always it is something new, and always it must be either funny or thrilling.
Speaking from experience, Mr. Lehrman says all
wild animals,
or lions, star,
are more
temperamental than be
the they
most flies
intractable
and that
this
fact only adds to the woes of the man whose business
it is to be funny. But read for yourself Mr. Lehrman's talk on comedy-making.OIt's worthwhile.

Do People Get Tired of "Faces"?
HARRY
CRANDALL,
ownerthatofhemany
the capital
city, remarks
does theatres
not believein
in showing the same faces over and over again
in the same theatre, that people get tired of them, and
"Deliverance" an Unusual Picture
hence he is booking a varied program. Every theatre
story
the
,"
"Deliverance
picture ofis Helen
AN of unusual
the education
Keller, born deaf, manager knows best his own patrons, but we are skeptical as to picturegoers getting tired of the "same
blind and dumb. No longer is she dumb, but
she would have been heard by millions even if she faces." Of course, if these faces are those of "ornery"
players
it well may be that patrons don't care for the
never had mastered the art of speech. This remark- appearance
of those who bear them. But if they beable woman, easily the greatest of her century — many
long to good players, of those accustomed to being
will say the greatest of any century — possesses a dis- cast in good stories, there is no reason why they
tinctive literary
stands out
from style
'.he should be responsible for fatigue on the part of
mass or from
the style,
few. one
We that
see examples
of that
anyone. The earliest exhibitor successes were
in some of the sub-titles, and every one of them is founded on the showing of screen favorites, unidentiworth rereading and study.
fied by name in many instances. The stories were
Too much cannot be said in praise of the message short, the companies were few, but the crowd went to
to humanity which "Deliverance" gives to the world. see the pictures — many persons going six and seven
Familiarity with Helen Keller's marvelous life story nights a week.
throughtionalthe
page shown
only enhances
the inspiraMr. Crandall is undisturbed by talk of exhibitors
force ofprinted
the lesson
on the screen.
This buying
theatres. He says he will continue to pay attention to his own business regardless of it. The
is thewords
message
as told in this wonderful woman's
own
:
Washington exhibitor says he looks for fully a half of
"If I, Helen Keller, could overcome the greatest those picture showmen now running three or four days
obstacle that ever challenged a human being — lack of a week to increase to seven days.
O
sight, speech and hearing — and go through college,
master science and literature, learn seven languages,
and even conquer speech, although never having heard WE have had an advance peek at "The Hoodlum."
If you-all who saw "Daddy Long Legs"
a word uttered or knowing what sounds mean, why
thought Mary Pickford had in that subject
can't you, who have all your faculties, overcome the reached her top notch you may find in store a pleasant
lesser obstacles that confront you?" The impressive surprise.
manneris ainsignal
whichtriumph
"Deliverance"
drives this message
home
for the screen.
As to the dramatic quality of the picture we well
Daylight Saving Is Repealed
may leave that angle within the province of the re- THE House of Representatives and the Senate
viewer. Nevertheless the writer, speaking from the
have passed the Daylight Saving Repeal bill over
viewpoint of the picturegoer and personally, feels that
the veto of President Wilson. The action is a
rarely has any screen subject so deeply stirred him as tribute to the power of organization, a demonstration
did "Deliverance."
Thethree
grip sections
was particularly
what may be accomplished by co-ordination of
during
the first of the
into which tight
the of
forces. A part of these forces were the exhibitors of
picture is divided, that portraying the beginning, the the United States, who found the change in the clock
first reaching
the education
that in its
the summer
serious handicap in the successful
ment was to beouttheforwonder
of the worldIt isdevelopnot an in
conduct
of their abusiness.
easy matter to stop talking or writing on this subject,
The exhibitors will be happy over the outcome of
once fairly started, but it is a picture every exhibitor the efforts to have the measure repealed. It will help
should see.
n and please those of their patrons who prefer to
O
*6e the "first show" rather than wait until later. In
fact, the opportunity to get out of picture theatres
Comedymaking Is Not Easy
earlier than has been possible under the operation of
HENRY LEHRMAN says that to the superficial the daylight saving law will be one reason why many
observer the creation of film comedy appears to will look with less antagonism on the action of the
constitute the easiest branch of production en- House and Senate. There can be no question that
deavor. The producer points out that this division of aside from the amusement and agricultural interests
screen activity is the most serious business in the film the measure that ceases to operate this year was one
world. Which statement calls to mind a remark of of the most popular that has come from the hands of
the late John Bunny, who said the identical thing in Congress. For that reason alone its upsetting constitutes an achievement.
very much the same words. Mr. Lehrman points out
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Keeping
in Personal
Touch
New Jersey
former
,
studying
the construction
of ontheatres
FRIED
SE.manag
By
Sam
Spedon
er of Universal, is now
in this section
to get an angle
their
entative tors
general
arrangement
and
equipment.
• sales
repres
in
Long
Island territory of Exhibi
Mutual. heavily on his hands he decided to ac* ♦ *
cept a part in the Blackton picture, Exhibitors
Fred G. Sliter,
branchat manager
of theis
He says he has signed up the E-M outMutual
Pittsburgh,
and Shadow," and afterput withforthetheKings
Exhibitors'
s in "Sunshine
League
year.County
The
theatre
visiting
New
York.
Before
returning
to
wards
was
engaged
for
the
Huff
feahis territory play eighty per cent, of the ture.
the Steel City he will visit at Schenec* * *
E-M pictures. * * *
tady, N. Y.
* * *
F. C. Quimby, director of Pathe exFriedman & Gross, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
The Janic Theatre, Flushing, L. I., has
changes, haon
s justthereturned
Paley.
have taken over the Grand Theatre weeks' tour
sold by Mr. Christmas to Mr.
Coast. from
He is aupsix-to been
from the Ridge Corporation, the former his
ears in work and refused to be interviewed.
* * *
R.' Champion,
branchexchange,
manager wasof
Washington
A.
S.
Bailey,
with the theE. Pathe
Joan
Cally,
formerly
a
teacher
in
the
National Cathedral School, Washington, Independent FilmwhoCo.,started
recently
approached
by
two
afterwards with the
street in the Capital, whonegroes
asked onif
General Film, Alco and Metro, is now
and head of the department of eco- the
Pathe branch manager at Salt Lake he wanted to see "Shorty" — which is annomics
and
political
science
at
the
Denother way of asking if he would like a
nison College, Granville, Ohio, is now City. He is well known in the Western
where he has always been drink of bootleg whiskey. Mr. Chambooking cially
economic,
educational
spe- territory,
pion
replied indrew
the negative,
engaged.
selected pictures
for and
colleges,
*
*
*
one of them
a revolverwhereupon
and shot
schools and other institutions where
off the end of the third finger of Mr.
such pictures are in demand.
The incesexhibitors
of
the
Maritime
Provof Canada will hold their annual Champion's hand. If he had seen
Miss Cally is not connected with any
distributing company. She is booking convention at St. Johns, N. B., either "Shorty" he would have been minus
fifty cents, while now he is a finger
independently and placing the rentals September
19. There
is an un-in short.
usual amount15 ofor interest
manifested
where able.
suchShe issubjects
selected
are inavail* * *
a staunch
believer
the this convention on account of the many
Mr. Ullman has started to break
work she has undertaken and confident drastic laws enacted by the Canadian
she will build up a strong clientele, who Government that challenge the atten- ground at Jamaica, L. I., to build a new
tion of the exhibitors.
theatre seating twenty-five
hundred.
will depend
upon the
her judgment and fit* * *
ness for making
* * *proper selections.
While at Washington last week I met
Secretary
to
the
Mayor
of
Chicago
E. Auger, general exchange manager says: "The attitude of the city councils J. P. Morgan, general manager of the
ofthistheweek.
Vitagraph,
the South
theatres. He was just startHe willleaves
visitforAtlanta
and is rather favorable to the elimination of Crandall
ing his rounds to make his collections
other Southern exchange
the tax on motion pictures."
of
the
day's
for later
the several
* * * points.
When receipts
we saw him
alightE. Ouimet, of Montreal, was in houses.
J. Haas, the well-known Seattle ex- NewL. York
ing from his Rolls-Royce with the bags
early
part
of
this
week.
He
of
coin
he
sure
did
resemble
his
distinh
i
b
i
t
o
r
,
i
s
in
New
York
taking
a
survey of general conditions in the film said : "Most of the houses in Montreal
guished namesake.* * *
center and visiting different theatres have increased their prices of admission. The larger
houses,an like
Loew'sof
in contemplation of opening a house in and Imperial,
At the corner of Ninth and F streets,
have made
increase
this locality.
ten
centshouses
on previous
prices
and
the Washington,
* * *
I stepped
smaller
have
made
an
increase
politan Theatre
and into
therethemetMetrothe
E. K. Lincoln will be featured in a
genial
and
capable
young
manager,
five cents is
on previous
prices."
new production to be portrayed at the of Business
booming,
too.
Mr.
Fayette, interests.
another trusted
employe
old Mirror studio at Glendale, L. I. He Ouimet produces the British Canadian ofJohnny
the Crandall
He conducted
will start work on* it* about
the theatre, which was at* September 1. Pathe News Weekly and says he is me through
tired in summer draperies and covermakingto a Canada.
scoop of He
the isPrince
of Wales'
Charles Carroll, formerly manager of visit
ings. It did look cool and inviting, and
following
the
the Strand Theatre, Jersey City, has Prince's itinerary right along the line. with its Typhoon fan system it was
twenty degrees cooler than it was in
accepted a partment
position
in
the
auditing
deof the Exhibitors Mutual
the open. I hated to leave the theatre
Walterperial at St.
Golding,
the Im- and
Distributing Corporation.
hated to leave Johnny. He cer* * *
John, N.manager
B., was ofappointed
tainly made it pleasant for me.
by the city authority
and
Provincialas
* * *
Rapf & Ruben Co., of Brooklyn, has Government
of
New
Brunswick
taken over another theatre. They now
L. M. Daly, who for several years was
control the Montauk. Plaza and Park in committee
"charge de toaffairs"
of the
the Prince
receptionof branch
manager
at Washington for the
welcome
the Bath Beach *section
Metro, is now engaged in the gas and
Wales on his arrival in Canada. The oil
* * of Brooklyn.
industry as treasurer of the Langley
motion
picture
industry
should
feel
W. R. Sheehan, general manager of
Oil & Gas struck
Co., Heitssays:
Fox, made a trip to Buffalo and Wash- proud
Golding.of the honor conferred upon Mr. company
first "In
gas 1917
wellthisin
ington the early part of this week.
Pennsylvania and is now drilling a secThereter onarefootsomewithweighty
ond. The company has purchased and is
Casey, who twelve years ago left now drilling
the Foxcampaign
interestsmat-in theJackHearst
its first
* * oil* well in Texas."
papers to go to Paris, and
these cities which demanded Mr. Shee- while
there
fought
in
the
Foreign
LeFrank
B.
Rogers,
manager for
han's personal attention.
* * *
gion, is now engaged in the Pathe art Pathe in Chicago, isbranch
in New York this
department in New
York.
week.
"Silent"
Bill
Haddock
is
connected
*
*
*
*
*
*
with the Community Film Co., New
William Farnum, who will produce
"Chuck" Reisner, the song writer, auYork, making plans for the production
of some special *subjects.
thor of "Good-bye Broadway, Hello "If
for summer
Fox, is taking
* *
briefI Were
vacationKing"
at his
home ata
France,"
and
well
known
in
local
film
is again associated with the Bar Harbor before starting the picture,,
Van Dyke Brooke, formerly director circles,
Charlie Chaplin production staff on the which will be made
with
the Vitagraph,
playing
* * here
* in the East.
in a feature
in which isLouise
Huff a ispart
the Coast.
Gilson Willetts, manager of the Pathe
lead, at the old Mirror studio at Glendale, L. L Mr. Brooke retired from
Manager Gardiner, of the Alhambra scenario department, is on his way from
pictures about two years ago, direct- Theatre, Toledo, Ohio, is in New York. Los Angeles, where he has been engaged writing the scenario for Ruth,
ing entailing too much of a demand He is planning the building of another
upon his energies. But time hung so house in Toledo, and while here he is Roland's next serial.
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Pittsburgh's Blackstone Theatre
ly Modern Ideas
Embodies Extreme
of the screen throughout house.
e, the ed Itview
Theatr
tone
Blacks
New contri
THE latest
was the aim of Mr. Guckenheimer
bution to the list of
and
his
architect, W. E. Snaman, to
urgh's
es,
n
moder theatr crePittsb
all of more than usual
erable amount of com- able. TheynewareBlackstone
a veryamongconsid
atedment
the most sanithe theatre-going public of make tarythetheatre
possible
to construct. The
the city when it opened its doors with entire floor of the auditorium
is of vitr
7.
August
Rich,"
the
of
Brothe
Little
"A
» <(
Isaac Guckenheimer, proprietor, is one
of the veteran exhibitors of the Steel 'The Battler,
presenting the new theatre
His Father's
public he was actuated through
the In
toCity.
e tive
e
g the theatring
purpos
the
The Oakdale
accord oneto
style and,
with a distincof makin
m for
progra
s ber
includes
Septem
month ofPicture
he has suc- THEthe World
n
l opinio
the genera
five releases in, which June El-,
. It ishere,
faultless struca
admirably
ceeded
Early Metcalfe
vidge, aEvelyn Greeley
ture, its color schemes are exceedingly Virgini
Hammond, Arthur Ashley and
ful to the eye, while
ng and
pleasiventil
ationrepose
Dorothy Green are cast for the stellar
be improved roles.
could not
the
upon, a new process ofled.exhausting thee
Beginning September 1, the World
This featur
air having been instal
the audiences in which
lias particularly impressed
"The Earl
Battler,"
a five-reel
picture
Metcalfe
and Virginia
that have been present in the theatre. offers
The entrance lobby of the Blackstone Hammond are seen to advantage. Supporting these players are Harry C.
is one of the most symmetrical in pro- Brown, known
to the legitimate stage
portion and unique in design that could
grace the entrance of a theatre. It is as a creator of interesting roles in
many Broadway
successes,Irving
EdwinBrooks,
Dencertainly
an achievement
that line.
Frank Hageny,
Mr. Guckenheimer
wished toin reflect
the nison,
Florence Malone, last seen in New
beauty
of
the
interior
by
an
exterior
that would strike the eye with its color Stewartinand"The
Masquerader,"
Al anH.
others.
The story was
and at the same time be in harmony with York
onewas created
by Frank byHalsey.
The
conthe interior arrangements of the theatre. original tinuity
Harry O. Hoyt.
One of the binationunusual
is the comof the features
dome ceiling
and Frank Reicher directed the production.
marqueetinues and
"His Father's Wife" Completed.
out to the
the tile
curb.floorThewhich
lobbycon-is
designed along French lines, eliptical in The next release is scheduled for
form, and decorated in two tones of September
8 with
"His isFather's
in which June
Elvidge
the star.Wife,"
Sam
brown
and gold,
the interior
colorwhich
scheme.is a replica of Hardy, late with Charles Dillingham's
production
of
"The
Canary,"
is
featured.
Good Safety Appliances.
Mr. Hardy has appeared in pictures
The auditorium of the new theatre is some years ago ; his most notable
appearance was made in "Judy
designedcause of its
in the
detail,Adams
lendsstyle
itselfwhich,
easily be-to screen
Forgot." Miss Elvidge is supported by
delicate color combinations. The entire W. T. Carleton, Virginia Valli, Ann Egfloor of the auditorium is of tile, with
marbleized
wainscoated
the ivory
general decorations
being in walls,
old rose,
and gold, surmounted near the ceiling
with a night sky and landscape.
The lighting scheme affords splendid
lighting throughout
without
interference with the
showinghasglare
ofbeen
theofpaid
picture. Particular
attention
to the acoustics, which will bring out to
the full the beautiful tonal quality of
the magnificent Hilgren-Lane organ,
presided
the well-known organist, Prof.over
E. G.bvKlapshake.
The new theatre possesses the acme
of safety, there being eight exits, more
than apply to many theatres seating
over two thousand persons. Audience^
enter and are discharged through these
exits on a level with the sidewalk on
both Fifth and Oliver avenues. The extensionoughfafrom
Pittsburgh's
thorre to Oliver
avenue busiest
is of. value
in the functioning the scientific ventilating system which has been installed,
which makes unnecessary the use of
fans or the opening of doors, for the
airTheis changed
everytheatre
45 seconds.
air for the
is obtained
from
a
point
above
the isbuilding,
that the dust of the streets
eliminated.so
The seats could not be more comfortwidth, beautifully upholstered in brown
Isaac Guckenheimer.
leather, with carved backs: The aisles
Owner NewPittsburgh.
Blackstone Theatre,
are the widest in the city and the seats
so staggered as to afford an unobstruct-
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rious tile with marble base on all the
walls,
arrangedout that
auditorium
can be socleaned
with thea hose
every
night,tion ofthereby
all dust preventing
and germs. theThe collecseats
are in the center of the auditorium, with
the aisles next the walls, to further promote cleanliness. Ultra-modern retirrooms are atandthe enjoyment
disposal of patrons.
The ingcomfort
of the
patrons
have
been
kept
in mind at all
times.
Wife/' and
Affair" on World Program
gleston, who was in the original production of "Old Lady 31," David Davies, remembered for his performance in support of William Gillette in the original
production
Holmes";
Marion Barney ofand"Sherlock
other players
of screen
reputation.
Frank
Crane
directed
Father's Wife," which was written"Hisby
Helen Christine Hoerle. The continuity is the work of Phil Lonergan.
On September*
and
Dorothy
Green will15 beArthur
seen inAshley
the third
of their series of pictures for World
Film
in "Forest
a taledirected
of the
Canadian
woods. Rivals,"
Harry Hoyt
the picture. Jack Drumier, Kempton
Greene, Clay Clement, Frank Montgomery, are the best known of the supporting cast.
Apfel Produces "Oakdale Affair."
September 22 marks the presentation
ofGreelev
an Apfelis the
production
in whichbears
Evelyn
star, which
the
title of "The Oakdale Affair." This
story was written by Edgar Rice Burroughs, who is remembered as the author of "Tarzan
ofof the
This
production
is one Pictures
the Apes."
most
pretentious that World
has made
in
the last two years. Miss Greeley was
supported by a cast which included
Reginald
MaudeCorinne
TurnerUzzell,
Gordon, BenDenny,
Johnson,
Charles
Mackay,
Eric
Dalton,
Albert
Hart and two score more.
Virginia Hammond makes her second
appearance on the World Program in
September when on September 29 she
will beinal story
seenby inRoy"MissS. Sensabaugh,
Crusoe," an origwith
aMiller.
continuity
J. Clarkson
Frankcontrived
Crane isby the
director.
The cast includes Rod La Rocque, a
screen actor who has earned his popularity by good
supportingOthers
the
best known
starswork
of thein screen.
in the cast are Nora Cecil; Albert Hart,
W. R. wardRandall,
Sturgis. Irving Brooks and EdDuring the month Kinograms will
offer on its De Luxe News Reel eight
releases. Prizma will also be represented by - several wonderful natural
color subjects.
Chinatown Locale in Beck Serial.
Frankie Mann, the star of Arthur F.
Beck's fifteen episode serial, "The Isle
of
has Several
just been
introduced
to Jewels,"
Chinatown.
scenes
of the
episode
now
being
filmed
call
for a
Chinese locale and the entire company
spent several days in that sector of
New York's foreign quarter.
The Book of Numbers
—12,200—
Page 1377.
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Pointedly

About
Business
of Comedy
Making
the
always
it
must
be
either
funny
or
ous
'stunts'
in
an effort to secure a few
of
r
produce
AN,
LEHRM
Y
HENR
oming Henry Lehrman breathlessly thrilling. In these days of seconds of satisfactory action on the
. forthces
Comedi for the First National the sophisticated audience it is not suf- screen.
ficient to do the unexpected. The film
"Since the province of the motion
Exhibitofors'theCircuit,
and creator
for many
s inyears
one
foremost
the fan is constantly expecting the unex- picture is to amuse and entertain, the
comedy must be accorded a high posipected,
and
it
becomes
necessary
to
cap
field of motion
picture
comedy,
gives
in
an interview this week an interesting the unexpected action with some further ownertion inhas
the seen
film world.
a good -Many
comedya theatre
bolster
ion of the changing ties
ies laugh.of humorous by-play to induce a
ofexposit
film humor,
and the difficul tendenc
which bit
up
a
weak
feature
and
literally
'save the
confront those whose task is to make
show.'
And
I
am
starting
production
"And
a
film
comedy
is
not
simply
a
two laughs flourish where only a smile motion picture with some laughs in it. on the new Lehrman Comedies on the
possibilities of future decomedy
must beresulting
a con- basis that the
n- A successful
n's ising
grew before.
Mr. yLehrma
unconvethe
velopment are unlimited, and that fustant succession
of laughs,
tional originalit
in superv
ture
years
will
see a motion picture
either
from
purely
humorous
action
or
ne
Henry Lehrman Sunshi Comedies
on the part of the performers ; judged not upon its length, but on the
within thedoubtedlypast
two years
has un-in speech
rable factor
been a conside
from the prompting of humorous quality of the entertainment which it
thought on the part of the audience; or
the progress which has been made.
from the depiction of thrilling situation
"To the superficial
ob'server,"
says
Mr. or
action which culminates so disastr- Lake George Gets Thrill As
Lehrman,
"the
creation
of
film
comedy
appears to constitute the easiest branch
otator
usly or somust laugh
miraculously
thatvery
the force
spec- offers."
from the
of production endeavor. The novice in
Nat Misses a 1-Inch "Putt"
scenario writing almost invariably be- of pent-up emotion.
THISbreathless
is a taleadventure
of stunts,by thrills
and
the placid
gins edies,
by dashing
a succession
comWhen Laugh Follows Laugh.
leaving theoff more
serious ofstories
shores of Lake George— at Hague,
for treatment after he shall have acbe exact, where Nat G. Rothstein is
"There
continuouslyandascending degreemustof bethea ludicrous,
never to
quired a certain facility of expression
vacationing. Nat dropped his tools in
in the language of the screen, and a a lag in the tempo of the action, once Universal's advertising department a
more
so- the place is established. It is difficult few days ago, and clashed north in his
called accurate
mechanics knowledge
of the art.ofThethecomFord-Royce,
24 cylinders.
edy director is often looked upon as
He gave a crashing
look overonhisall left
shoulder
having failed to reach the pinnacle of
as he was passing Lake George and
artistic accomplishment occupied by his
suddenly
decided
to
halt.
"Here's
where
brethren of the drama, and the idea perIfrom
.givethe'emgrain-bag
a thrill,"under
said theNat.seatAndhe
sists that 'anyone can make comedies.'
pulled his golfing togs. He hid behind
Comedy Production Serious Business.
a bush while adjusting his plaid cap,
r.
and green-and-red knickers
"Nothing
could
be
further
from
the
—shinandguards
then emerged.
actual ediesfacts.
The production
of com-in
is the most
serious business
The
fish
in
the lake stood still or
the film world — even as it is the most
backed water and forgot to breathe.
interesting
—
and
involves
the
exercise
Thousands
of
the
war-wealthy gathered
of the utmost in resourcefulness and
around as Nathaniel swung his bat above
ingenuity. It is probably true that
his
classic
bean.
When
the gallery was
more thought, more labor and more
at petrified attention, Nat let fly with
painstaking care are lavished on a twoall the venom Joe Martin puts into
reel comedy
on the than
average
his ha.tred of actors — and muffed a one
atic feature than
of more
twicedramits
inch
with the longest stick he
had in"putt"
the rack.
length. Indeed, in the case of Lehrman Comedies, this comparison applies
They
led
Nat
to the best place to
as well to the time consumed in producfish, showed him where he might dive
picturesofof ten
two-reel
into the lake without hitting any
requiretion, sincean myaverage
weeks length
each
broken bottles, taught him the high
for filming.
jumps in tennis, introduced him to
"To
these
facts
can
be
attributed
much
ping-pong
own
of the progress made in film comedy
Henry Lehrman.
motor-truck— andas let
far him
as hedrive
couldhis climb
during
two years
an advance
into Vermont. But they kept him off
which hasthe farpastexceeded
that— made
in the
the golf green because he obstructed
dramatic field within the same period,
laugh onfromlaugh,
an audiand has wrought a complete change in enoughence,tobut towring
pile a laugh
and traffic.
When everything in his regular line
the standards of humorous productions.
up for forty minutes, re- at Universal gets all gummed up beWhile producers of film drama have to keepquires notitonly
a
thorough
understandcause he is .not there to gently stroke
given scant evidence of progressive
ingtionof the
pictured ac-of the works and coo to the printers and
and thepossibilities
ingenious ofapplication
thought, pictured comedy has shown a
engravers
— thentell will
Nat return
constantly
such knowledge, but unlimited patience vacation and
a different
story. from
method and changing
execution. improvement of and
hard work. I once spent more than
But
the
foregoing
represents
the facts.
three weeks in securing a few short
Eggs and Pies Are Obsolete.
close-ups of a pair of flies in the bowl Dexter Coming in "The Prince Chap."
and considered
myselfthefort"The forciblewithcontact
of the visage
common of a spoon,
ElliotttheDexter's
first starringt vehicle
chicken-egg
the
in finally
obtaining just
ac- under
Paramount-Artcraf
tradetion Iunate
desired.
now in distinctly
bad human
odor, whateveris
the age of the egg. The custard pie as "All wild animals, be they flies or celebrated
mark will play
be "The
Prince Peple,
Chap,"which
the
by Edward
lions, are more temperamental than the was produced some
a weapon of defense is more than apt most
ago in New
intractable star, and this fact only York, and has been years
to prove offensive. No longer can the
popular
kick inthe comedies
be registered entirelv adds to the woes of the man whose busi- on the road and in extremely
ever since.
with
feet.
ness it is to be funny. The constant Mr. Dexter is now on stock
the
rapid
road to
demand
for
thrills
has
made
the
produc"New lines of 'business' or action must
recovery from his recent breakdown,
tion of comedies the most dangerous and
be constantly
devised, new
'gags' inwill probably start work on this
troduced, new situations
contrived;
al- branch of film work, and has necessit- picture
around the first of October.
ated the tedious repetition of hazardways it must be something new — and
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| Chinese Manager Dislikes Chaplin;
Charles Crowded Houses Too Much
| T? J- RENAUD, of the Washington Theatre, Dallas, has a hobby for
|1 P # ness
letter writing.
letters and
to folk
in themany
moving
pictureworded
busiall partsHe ofwrites
the world
receives
quaintly
| letters for hisin pains.
|
One of the latest epistles received by Renaud was from L. Chang, moving
pictureexhibiting
exhibitor at Melang, Dutch East Indies. He says he runs the only
g| show
American
the state.
His vocabulary is a little
I limited, but he gives
a goodpictures
idea of inbusiness
conditions.
~ "We buys
don,t something
like vou Americans.
is wrong.
11 Chinese
he like to seeYour
it. ticket
So our plan
tickets
are madeWhen
out ofa
g wood eleven inches long and four inches wide."
1
Chang says he does not run Chaplin films any more. "Too many people
| come to see," he writes. "They trashed up my place with many dirtyness."
In Chile,
correspondent
that Pickford,
the natives for some unII known
reason Renaud'sa dislike
posterswrites
of Mary
which
pasted
m over the town took
of Valparaiso. toThey
threw mud and
stones at the hepictures
I§ he says.
From Ladysmith, South Africa, a Boer exhibitor writes to ask if the'
| Washington
Theatre in Dallas is still owned by George Washington.
Hj; makeIn him
Sotteville-la-Rouen,
a picture
showman which
asks Mr.
Renaud tois
a good picture France,
of the Statue
of Libertv,
he supposes
H within walking distance of Texas.
in many different corners
g| of theRenaud
world. hasHe sixty-two
replies to correspondents
their letters andlocated
is constantly enlarging his chain
1 of foreign friends.

f
|
fi
=
I
I
|
Ii
I
iI
I
I
Ij
|
11
|
I
I§
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have been introduced into China. When
you stop to consider that not a quarter
of the population can even read their
own names, it will naturally be asked,
'How
theycan,understand
Not all can
of them
but they arepictures?'
gradually learning, and those who cannot are
at least becoming imbued with a knowledge of customs and ideals of countries
other than their own. In this way the
motion picture is unconsciously broadening the scope of native vision and so
has become
of the greatest
tional factorsonein modern
China. educaForeign Locales Liked.
"Pictures with Chinese locales do not
interest the people. They want to see
pictures laid in other countries and the
more picturesque and beautiful the settings the better they like them. In this
way they are educating themselves.
"I believe that the Robertson-Cole
policy of ducvarying
the dolocale
protions wil not only
moreof toitsinsure
their popularity, but they will have an
educational value which the producer
probably never even considered.
"The demise of a Chinese producing
company which was recently formed
may be attributed almost exclusively to
the fact that the public did not wish
to see the things with which they were
familiar. This has naturally led to almost complete control of the motion
picture industry by foreigners and the
naturalnesefriendship
and has
likinginofnothe small
Chifor Americans
measure contributed to the firm foothold that the American film industry
has secured in China.
Native Theatres Improving.
"Native theatres are found in all the
large cities. Many of them are built of
brick and contain wooden, seats. These
are gradually taking the place of the
old stockade or open air house, built of
bamboo and without seats, the audience
sitting
the earthenthefloor.
In theof
smaller oncommunities
old type
theatre is very much in evidence and
more of them are being built. They at
least serve their purpose in gradually
introducing western civilization into the
provinces.
"Virile men stars and the beautiful
women have a certain appeal to the naThey allandlike-fight
men their
who way
get into
a good tives.
scrap
out,
such as Warner, Desmond and Stone."
"Nobody Home" Is Dorothy Gish's Latest
Dorothy Gish's next Paramount picbe released
Augustture,24."Nobody
The Home,"
story iswill
an original
one
by Lois Zellner, a prominent scenarist.
In this, Miss Gish plays the role of
Frances Wadsworth, a young girl who
believes implicitly in the influence and
the
of all of thesuchwell-known
signsmeaning
and superstitions,
as black
cats, walking under a ladder, looking at
the moon under the clouds, etc. The
picture was directed by Elmer Clifton.
RalphmondGraves,
VivianFawcett,
Montrose,Rodolph
RayCannon, George
Valentino,chester,Vera
McGinnis,
Emily
ChiNorman McNeil, Porter Strong
and Kate V. Toneray completed the
supporting cast.

CHINESE
PREFER
AMERICAN PICTURES
Aversion to Scenes of Their Own Environment
Combines with Liking for the United States
tive talent answers the demand. These
IT is upturetodemands
America
supply theAmerpic- theatres,
of theto Orient.
the scenic railways and other
ican-made pictures have all the ele- amusements, patterned after our own
ments which appeal to the Oriental Coney Island, are always packed. By
mind, action, locale, dramatic situations, packed, I don't mean after the American style, for five Chinamen will crowd
and indirectly,
educational
value,"reprede- themselves
into a space that one Amerclared Warren Heath,
formerly
ican would consider uncomfortable.
sentative ofthe Chinese-American Company, when questioned regarding the
Movies
Have
Educational Value.
picture statusresentative oinfRobertson-Cole.
the Far East by a rep"Aside
from
the
amusement
among viewpoint,
the most
Mr. Heath is well qualified to speak motion pictures are
on the subject, having lived more than beneficial of Occidental inventions that
a year in China and Japan. Business
took him to Pekin, Kiau Chau, Shanghai and other principal cities and
brought him into close touch with native
business men and industries.
element
demands
action
and"Thehighnative
dramatic
values.
Melodrama
particularly appeals to them. Westerns
such as some of the recent William Desmond, Robertson-Cole features are also
marked popular. In fact, the more trouble the hero or heroine gets into, the
more pleased is the audience. This naturally leads to a consistent demand for
heavy
dramas. dramas and good fast comedyChinese Like Amusement.
"Americans
look upon the
a stolid, serious-minded
race;Chinese
they areas
just the opposite. True, they do not
openlyever, itisexpress
hard totheir
find emotions.
a race that Howloves
amusement more than the Chinese. They
will go to almost any lengths for it.
"Shanghai supports two amusement
parks, 'TheBoth
New ofWorld'
and 'The moOld
World.'
them
tion picture theatres,
opencontain
air with a
large screen and rows of wooden
BeckF. Buys
Capitol."
Arthur
Beck, "The
president
of Artco
benches on which the natives swarm,
and brick buildings furnished after the
Productions, Inc., announces the purTelling
the
Pathe
Rooster
About
It.
manner
of
the
old
Bowery
five-cent
chase of the Broadway success, "The
Roland tells Bird Chanticleer all
houses. Sometimes a violin and piano Ruth
Capitol," vehicle
by Augustus
about
Ruth," her
starring
for LeahThomas,
Baird. as the
own "The
serial Adventures
for the Patheof program
.
furnish music and at other times na-
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Here Are Ten More Theatres to Cost $2,460,000
HERE are ten more theatres announced since our last issue, each one to cost $100,000 or over, and
representing an aggregate investment of $2,460,000. Xot as much as last week, but enough to show
that there is no diminution of confidence in the future of the motion picture as a form of popular
entertainment.
Pine Bluff, Ark. — Saenger Amusement Company, of New Orleans, has plans for theatre to cost $160,000.
Robinson,
Robinson
Theatre
has been incorporated with $150,000 capital, to erect moving
picture
theatre 111.at— corner
of Main
and Company
Madison streets.
Cumberland,
Md.
—
Cumberland
Amusement
Company
has Avenue
been incorporated
with $250,000 capital for the
purpose of erecting theatre at the intersection of Pershing
and Liberty Street.
Brooklyn
—
Levy
Brothers,
189
Montague
street
will
erect
theatre
at
Twelfth
avenue
and Fifty-second street,
to cost $500,000. with seating capacity of 2,500.
Lockport,
N.
Y.
—
Victoria
Theatre
Corporation
has
been
incorporated
with
$150,000
capital for the purpose
of erecting theatre at Main and Elm streets.
New York — Marcus Loew, 4192 Broadway, has plans for brick theatre with steam-heating and electric
lighting system, to cost $500,000.
— Schwind
and Dayton
will cost
$100,000. Realty Company has let contract to rebuild theatre after fire. It will be 250x100 feet,
Springfield, Ohio — Sheehan Engineering Company, 403 Public Safety Insurance Building, has contract to
erect three-story theatre, store and office building, 60 by 200 feet, to cost $250,000.
Toledo,
O. — $300,000.
H. Bailey, proprietor of the Princess Theatre, has let contract for erection of a motion picture
theatre
to cost
Astoria, Ore. — Jensen & Von Herberg have purchased site at Bond and Fourteenth streets on which they
will erect fire-proof theatre to cost $100,000.
Rochester Picture Showmen Take a Day Off
Play and Eat, Meal Following Meal
houses are and that the show would go if he had
ERS s ofsaidmovie
MANAG
to be a clannish to
sometime
be the whole cast. The thin men
cult, sticking closely (sometimes) chorused valiantly and the battle was on.
to one another to fight the battles of
Ball games
like this
can'treason
be de-a
scribed in words,
so foronethat
the screen and jealous of other kinds
of showmen who would intrude upon movie camera was set up to record the
their field. Be that as it may, movie stirring scenes. As a preamble, or sort
those of prelude or curtain-raising act, the
freelyof with
managers
the houses
the destinies
controlmingled
who
two teams were lined up to pose for
devoted to the speaking stage at the the movie cameraman. The latter
told stories and even swore
annual outing, picnic and get-together whistled,
an effort to get the crowd to look
l Managers' in
Theatrica
the Rochester
of
on at Manitou
Beach.
Associati
pretty, but so many of the managers
All the big guys were there. We were thought they should be starred that it
about to say all the little guys, too, was a tough job. Finally, the camerabut who ever heard of a theatre manO'Neil, man,
of theso
Gordon,man said
wasthat
the John
best looking
ager admitting that he was such; cer- he
took the front row post of honor.
tainly not in Rochester, where all the
palaces of the histrionic art, canned One manager (name deleted by censor)
and vocal, are making more money than had to be exeluded from the group,
John Fennyvessey, of the
the
in. forward
The joyousto, because
Family, who was directing the picture,
eventpackers,
had beenpackin
long 'em
looked
the association having taken time from said that Mr. Eastman would have to
the discussion of censorship and tax make better film to record such a likeness, and no known lens was sufficiently
evils to give careful thought to the plans.
strong to stay uncracked under the
Even the committee in charge said that strain.
a capacity crowd was on hand, and the
S. R. O. shingle was gaily waving to
No Adding Machines; No Score.
the breeze (press agent stuff) from the
some parading and high stepping
start, but the gang was always willing forAfter
the camera, the ball game got under
to squeeze a few more in. This squeezing stuff was particularly noticeable at way,
it
being announced that the film
the dinner table, owing to the fact that would be shown at the evening meal;
a number of the fat men made a rush that is, the regular meal, as there were
for the end of the table nearest the some every few moments. The teams
kitchen door. Right here the censors lined up as follows : Fat men, Farren,
got in their fine work, it being decreed p; Sarr, c; Shannon, 1st b; J. H. W.
Fennyvessey, 2d b; Paul Fennyvessey,
that first.
all food be "passed" to the far 3d
end
b; Herb Kelly, ss; Yale, rf; Simpson, Sr., cf; A. A. Fennyvessey, If. Thin
Fat Men and Thin. Contend.
men, Corris, p; Greenstone, c; Calihan,
Strikes and rumors of strikes did not 1st b; Will Kelly, 2d b; Finn, 3d b;
seem tountilhavethe any
part inwas thereached.
day's After
Wolff, five
rf; innings
Simpson,of Jr.,
If; O'Neil,
strenuous
activityrf.
events
ball game
Then Jack Farren, manager of the Vic- it was said on doubtful authority that
toria Theatre and captain of the fat the game was won by the fat men, but
men, served notice upon William R. as there were no adding machines present, the score was not announced. As
Corris, Jr., of the Lyceum and captain
of the thin men, that some theatrical a matter of fact, the scorekeeper got
cold feet and was afraid to keep any
strikes
were
about
to
put
him
and
his
cohorts out of business. Mr. Corris said score.
Jack Farren was declared the winner
that he would fight to the last ditch,

of the fattestamen's
as thereaching
other connts sat downrace,before
the
finish. Paul Fennyvessey, just out of
the army,somestwasIrishmandeclared
to
be
the
handin the show business.
Jules Greenstone was put out of the
races because he was caught wearing
roller skates. Charles Yale was forto make
untruthful
predic-he
tionsbid enabout
the any
beautiful
choruses
is to have next season. Micky Finn
opined that he could make a good act
out of the gang, but was told that they
preferred
join Mack
beauties at theto Family
this Sennett's
week.
Martin E. Wolf, of the Lyceum, presided at the principal gastronomic event,
served
the large
diningAfter
roomtheof food
the
Manitouin Beach
Hotel.
had gone its way it was announced that
.the pictures
earlierAfter
in thea heated
afternoon would betaken
shown.
argument it was decided to take a
chance and show them without waiting
the action of the censor.
But, manalasforgot! Sad
to relate,
the camerato put
any film
in the
camera.
"Other Half" at 81st Street Theatre.
Announcement has been made of the
booking of "The
Otherdistributed
Half," theby Robertson-Cole feature
Exhibitors Mutual for the Eighty-first
Street tureTheatre,
New
York,
the
first
picto be booked for that house by
the B. F. Keith management.
"The Other
Half,"
a Brentwood
duction, has been
booked
four days, proand
this will mark its initial Broadway
presentation.
The Eighty-first Street Theatre is one
ofIt New
finest amusement
houses.
is inYork's
the heart
of the residential
section, atrical
a few
blocks
north
of
the
district. September first, it thewill
come under the B. F. Keith management,
forming
part
of
the
U.
B.
O.
circuit.
—12,200—
THE GREAT 12,200!
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her
studio
ai
San
Rafael
to any proSAN
FRANCISCO
WILL
BUILD STUDIO
ducer skeptical of the climatic or scenic
advantages
of
this
section.
She states
that she never found it necessary
to go
Twelve Independent Producers Promise to Start
further south than Santa Cruz to seWork When Plant Is Completed — University Helps
cure the settings desired. For historical
now being seven or eight companies. There are data the University of California has
NGEMedENTS
ARRAcomplet
y area group of San a number of the big concerns who have thrown open its doors to her comwhereb
Francisco capitalists will erect a built big plants at Los Angeles and
Clara Kimball Young visited San Franlarge leasing studio in this city. Twelve have investments there that preclude a panies.
city,producers
but are
manyplanning
of the in-to
early in and
August
with Albert
Parkindependent moving picture producers move to thisdependent
er,ciscodirector,
a company
of thirty.
ies
will bring
their
compan
to
San
Frand for make the change as soon as their ex- Scenes for "Eyes of Youth" were filmed
cisco as soon as studios are provide
them and several have arranged to work
E. Popeexpressed
estate atsurprise
Hillsistent leasesMichelena,
will permit."who has been on the George
borough. Mr. Parker
Beatriz
with temporary plants. Joseph A. Elia- making
around San Francisco that progressive
producers
had
not
esson, who has a studio at Page and Stan- Bay for pictures
tablished studios here.
the past five years, has offered
, where
e producyan streets
Chines
ed to
tion is being
filmed,a has
arrang
s, who STRIKE
sharefeature
space with
THREATENS
EASTMAN
PLANT
will
Max Dayton
Asher inReynold
Golden Gate
comedies.
Head of Great Film Works Sends Letter to His
The Motion Picture Welfare Commitis holding a meetings
Employees When Bausch & Lomb Have Trouble
has teecollected
fund of regularly
data for and
the
NCIPIENT labor unrest in Rochester
ber out, but it is thought that the combenefit of producers who may desire
has been suddenly fanned in a blaze
to work here.
pany's figures An
of a effort
much has
smaller
correct.
beennumber
made
committees Three
have been important
appointed sub-by I that threatens to be a serious men- are
by organizers to organize the employes
chairman Joseph Mulvihill, as follows :
ace
to
the
photographic
and
allied
industries. So serious is the situation of the Eastman Kodak and other comfinance committee, C. A. Day, chairman,
panies. In some plants the efforts of
that on August 15 the Mayor issued a
Chamber Donald,
of Commerce;
C. McBuilding Trades Frank
Council,
and proclamation warning all citizens that the organizers have been at least partially successful, resulting in numerous
Frank Carroll, Downtown Association. immediate
precautionsenforcement
had been oftaken
for
the
the sternest strikes and walkouts. Eastman emInvestigating Committee, George W.
ployes have remained loyal, the force
Gerhard, chairman,
Civic T.League
of Im- measures, if such should be necessary.
provement Clubs ; Percy
Cumberson,
Next day George Eastman, head of the at the camera works even adopting resoRotary Club, and Edward H. Brown, Eastman Kodak Company, made a perto the effect
that they
fidenluttioofnsgetting
a square
deal were
from conMr.
sonal appeal over his signature to each
Home Industry
mittee, William T.League.
Potter, Publicity
chairman, ComSan of his employes, urging them to stamp Eastman upon any occasion.
Francisco Advertising Club; Edward H. out
the
rearing
head
of
Bolshevism
and
Police Raid Oakland Theatre.
Brown, Home Industry League, and John anarchy.
Acting on a tip that obscene moving
The trouble, as it affects the photoA.
O'Connell, San Francisco Labor
Council.
graphic industry, started in the plants pictures were being shown at the Globe
Marshall Neilan, director and pro- of the Bausch & Lomb Optical Company, Theatre, 1422 Twenty-third ave., Oakland, Cal., to an audience of men and
ducer,
was
here
recently
on
a
brief
vathe
only
concernfor inmotion
this country
cation and announced that he would be
ing lens glass
picture makand
that*city
raided thethispolice
houseof and
arrestedrecently
three
producing pictures in San Francisco other cameras. Organizers from out-of- boys,
are alleged to have induced the men, seizing the film as evidence. When
within two months. "Coming to San town
plant to walk out, de- the police reached the theatre, followFrancisco is not a new idea with me," men in themandingglass
the regular performance, they found
of a hastilyincrease
organ- the ingdoors
he said. panies"I herehave
bringing
com-a
ized union andrecognition
a considerable
for been
location
workmy for
locked. Upon forcing an
number of years, and as long as two in wages. The company issued an an- entrance, they secured a glimpse of the
on the screen and hurried up the
years ago took up the matter of locatswer to these demands, signed by Ed- film
to the operating room, where, it
ing a studio here with the city adminward Bausch, vice-president of the com- stairs
istration. Ifa private corporation will
pany, stating
than is alleged, an effort was being made to
and that
I. W.nothing
W.ism less
was back
build the proper sort of a studio I will Bolshevism
destroy
thewerefilm
by fire.
The manager
men arrested
Harry
Thomas,
enter into a long time lease for space, of the trouble and that it would not
but if not I will build one myself, for I treat with outside troublemakers.
of theator;theatre;
Walter
T.
Asay,
operand Earl Attelsey, said to be agent
am determined to bring my enterprises
The company employs about 5,000
here. If I build a plant it will cost hands. The Amalgamated Optical for the films. The manager was released on $500 cash bail, the others $200.
about $600,000 and will accommodate Workers claim to have half of this num-

According to "Them" Nazimova in "The Brat" Is Bold, Nay, Brazen. But to "Us" She Is Bewitching, Aye, Beautiful.
The talented Russian star is almost reckless in the emotional extravagance of her rrioods in her first picture on Metro's new
program.
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RUBBERNECKING
IN
movis
y
Rubbernecker
Takes
Slant at
Industr
Y, in theits usual care-free
OUTWARDL
ing along
but the ear that hugs the
manner,
Elastic Subject — Rubber Is
ground hears a low and ominous sound,
the buzzing of a fly in the ointment.
Theme but
He Doesn't
Those of us who hold the movies close
Stretch
to our vests can see a little rift in the
lute. The movies, heretofore the chic
By Giebler
topic of conversation in every store,
Barker, who was dishop, office, boudoir and garage of our enough, rectingReginald
the
scene,
fair
are being out-talked by the it all over again. would make them do
Rubbercity,industry.
Reggie
had There
considerable
An Elastic Subject.
that
scene.
were atrouble
numberwithof
mountain
canaries
used
as
atmosphere
Evergan thesince
the ofGoodyear
people
be- that would not stay put, and a camel
erection
their three
million
insisted in raising his voice and
dollar thing
tirebut rubber.
factory, no one talks of any- that
saying things in camel language at the
most inopportune time.
Of
course
a
great
many
things
can
be said about rubber. It is an elastic
Camels Would Yodel.
subject, but it can be stretched too far.
Miss Farrar said the camel was singThe
Movies
were
here
first
—
Rubber
must remember that. We refuse to be
Maybe it was, but it didn't sound
me. a ing.happy,
rubbed out by Rubber. We are not like
care-free camel's voice to
goingber totoerase
sit supinely
by
and
allow
Rubnervous about camels ever since
us from our rightful place a Idayam three
years
ago at the Fox studio
in the talk of the town and the press.
We should say not ! We have shaken off in Fort Lee, when J. Gordon Edwards
•our reticence, our dander is up. We are was
Flags."thatThere
was making
a camel"Under
in thatTwopicture
got
going to show Rubber that we know temperamental
and made things pretty
something about space stealing.
hectic
around
there
for
It
Mary Pickford has applied for the tossed Stanhope Wheatcrofta time.
over its
first
tire
to
be
turned
out
by
the
newhead,
made
the
entire
company
seek
factory. This got a nice stick full of shelter under some Arab tents, and
type on the front page, and will be caused
a well known star to lose her
good
is made.for a column when the delivery dignity entirely.
We have ordered the first rubberneck
The Apt Student.
to be released,
That camel made the same kind of
ourself
if need be.and we'll write it up
noise
that
this
one did before it began
Playwrights Stretching Out.
acting up. It might have been the
same
camel,
for
all I know.
Other wrightsthings
be indone.
PlayAt any rate, after that ship of the
can locatecanstories
the Rubber
factory and grab off a lot of space that
got to "singing"
that I pretty
knew frequentall there
way. Billy Wing might write a serial desertly, I concluded
andWecallhave
it "Blow-Out
Bill."
had the Inner Shrine, the
Inner Man, woman, soul, conscience, etc. | Something Rubber
What's
matter red-blooded
with H. H. Van
Loan
writing athestirring,
tale about
Can 't Erase —
red rubber and calling it "The Inner
Tube?"
wants to. Herb can do it all right if he
story,
r- f
may
but
it's
a befacta "rubbe
that r""Rubbe
S
THI
Otherwise, things are moving along
nd"
n
i
g
n
i
k
c
e
n
Filmla
by
our
in the colony about as usual. Everyown Giebler, the Ozark Mountain |
body is busy,
and andeveryextras.
lot is boiling | wizard,
is the most up-to-the-minute f
over with
actors
1 West Coast page in the business.
Atmospheric Egypt.
I dropped in at Goldwyn one day and I Not only that, but it's so darned ;j
saw Geraldine Farrar and Lou Tellegen | Missouri-esque funny that we sit in
each week
working in a big scene that looked as If fear
has grabbed
him tooff hear
to editthatthe "Life"
sheet. ||
though it might have been picked up
in Egypt
and
set
down
on
the
Gold|
He's
been
"Rubbernecking"
for a |
wyn lot.
and his dope is just as human, f
My knowledge of Egypt is confined to 11 year,
clever,
and
entertaining
as
when
he |
what I have gleaned from looking at 1 first started to conduct our readers
f
picture postcards and smoking Egyptian
cigarettes, but I know this was Cairo, | through the West Coast studios. |
Egypt,
because
Lieut.
Col.
Gordon
McGee, late of the British military forces | Things may be stretched too far, but |
Gieblerwillbrand
of "rubbering."
in Egypt, superintended the building of || notThetheusher
give him
the flowers ||
the set and saw to it that every last
little thing, from the roofs of the houses 1 as he goes out. But if your face is a |
to the rags of the beggars, was correct. 1 stranger to a grin then read this §
Miss Farrar was a tourist in a carriage
And there's another one like |
and was being besieged by beggars, and || yarn.
it here every week.—THE EDITOR.
Mr. Tellegen, as a picturesque Sheik on
a fierce Arab steed, rode into the scene
and
said they
"Begone"
the begone
beggars,quick
and
because
wouldto not
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•
was to know about that scene — I am a
very quick study at times — and I said
good-bye and went over to see how they
were getting on at Tom luce's studio.
There was
littleondoing
at luce's.
erybody was out
location,
I only Evgot
to see Edwin Stevens, who played the
"Devil" on Broadway so long that they
called inhima Chinese
the "cut
up," and
Louise
Glaum
costume,
and Hobart
Bosworth, who is going to star in Ince
pictures. Jess on the Mat.
I also had the
a very
fine visit with
J. S. ■
Woodhouse,
ambidextrous
publicity
expert and scenario writer, and made a
date to go back the night Tom Ince
shoots some of the big scenes for
"Americanism
vs. Bolshevism."
After Ince I dropped
off where Henry
Lehrman's
new
studioHenry
is going
three blocks away.
took up,me only
out
on one of the big stages — a whooping
big
stage
it
is,
a
hundred
feet
wide
and
two hundred and fifty feet long.
Roscoe Arbuckle, who is going to
produce at the new Lehrman plant, was
just
moving
and had
one set already
dressed
and inready
to shoot.
I paidthe anext
visitday,
to Jesse
D. Hampton's
place
and found
only one
company on the lot.
"Look
here,
Jess,"
I
said,
"why
don't
you have a lot of stuff going on when
I come around
The ?"1850 Hair-Cut.
"Listen,"
"We tohavekeepout-at
grown this said
place.Jess.
We have
least one company out on location all
the time
we can't
get along.
We had
the
wholeor outfit
working
here one
day
last week and the actors were so thick
on
the lot
stick.
Go you
on couldn't
out on stir
the them
stageswithanda
hunt up the H. B. Warner company.
They are working on 'Maruja,' a Bret
Harte story. You'll see some good charI went out on the stage and found
acterizations."
the Bret Harte set. Joseph Franz was
working
in the Marin
interiorSais,
of anwearing
old-timean
western home.
1850 coiffure, was in the scene. She
and an old man were working out some
of the action of the story.
Meet Mr. Wiggins.
I
didn't
old man.
Just
one of the recognize
many old theactors,
I thought,
old chaps who either love the busiquit, from
or have
to keepness so much
on to they
keep can't
the wolf
the
door. I felt sorry for the old fellow
as he moved about in the scene, but at
the same time I found fault with him
because jusheting itbefore
wore ahe wig.
adcame I insawthehimscene.
was ita good
knewnothowbe
to Itwear
so wellwigthatandit hecould
detected even by the camera, but I knew
it was there, and it irritated me. Why
did he wear a wig? The man was old,
any
could his
see halting
that; his
and
bent one
shoulders,
step,spare
his grey
face,
all
spoke
of
the
unkind
marks
of
time.
Wig-Wagging.
he didn't
a wig his
— unless
heSurely
was vain
enoughneedto have
hair
dyed. I watched his acting. There was
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genius in the ancient's work, wig or no
wig.
"Who ^swhothe was
old man?"
Violet
Schram,
standingI asked
by waiting
her
turn.
The Early Bird Himself.
"Why,
don't youI could
know?"saysheanything
asked.
And
then
she ran overbefore
to Rita Stanwood
and told
her something, at which they both
laughed.
I started talking to Hector Sarno,Then
the heavy.
to Sarnoaboutis like
opening Hean
oldTalking
book written
the movies.
is one of the real early birds of the
game and teresting
has reminiscences.
a wonderful lot of in"I
was
on
the
in Italy
for seven years regular
before stage
I joined
the
movies,"
said
Mr.
Sarno.
"My
first
picture work was with Vitagraph when
they had their studio on Nassau street
in New York. I played heavy leads
and helped the stage carpenters. A saw
and hammer was as necessary as a
make-up
box inthe those
helped around
studio.days. We all
"Florence
Turner
the woman
wardrobeof
woman as well as the was
leading
the
company,
and
she
also
draped
the sets and acted as cashier ofalltheof
studio. Five dollars a day was a good
salary." The Wig Secret Out.
"Would you like to go back to the old
days?"
I asked. his shoulders in his exHe shrugged
manner,lookand in— I'll
there waspressiveaItalianwistful
hisswear
eyes
when he answered:
"No, but we were very happy in those
days."manHe was
turnedtalking
to the toset, Miss
where Sais.
the
old
"There's a good actor," he said.
he?" Schram,
I asked. but
"I tried
to find
out"Who
fromis Miss
she seemed
to Hector
think itlooked
was aat joke."
me in astonishment.
Then he laughed.
"That's a mighty fine compliment for
Mr.AndWarner,"
it was.he Isaid.never saw a better
make-up or a better characterization in
my
life. ofWarner
didn't for
seemwhen
to think
anything
it, however,
Rita
Stanwood, who is Mrs. H. B. Warner,
led me over to him and said: "This
man
didn't hands
know — you,"
he only
and shook
and even
at thatgrinned
close
range he still looked the old man whose
part he was taking.
Canadian Law Arouses
National Association
the distributor
the
AT divisionmeeting
of theofNational
Associa-s'
tion of the Motion Picture Inheld on August
12, thoses adopted
attenddenounced
ing dustry
the regulation
by the Province of Ontario in relation
to the operation
and projectors, broughtoftotheatres
their attention
through a letter from the Department
of Commerce at Washington, in reference to the new law in Ontario, Canada,
providing that only citizens of Great
Britain could be licensed to show motion pictures or operate motion picture
machines.
The American Consul at Toronto
states that permits are now being issued to American operators of motion
picture machines for the present year
on the understanding that they must
take
nationalization
papers if they
expectoutlicenses
to be continued.
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Considerable indignation was expres ed by the
meeting
and it was
decided
that ofthedistributors
Provincial
ruling was of sufficient importance to
refer it to the State Department at
Washington, so that complaint might
be made ofcrimination
an against
obviously
disAmerican unfair
film men.
The subject was referred to Chairman
Charles C. Pettijohn, of the Committee
on Taxation, who, in turn, through the
offices of the National Association, presented the subject to the State Department.
Paramount Nature Series
Will Release in September
MARKING
adventof toscenic,
the screen
of a newthetype
three
Paramount-Post Nature Pictures
will be released during September by the
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation.
These pictures, running a single reel,
have been taken in various parts of this
country and Canada and are photographic expressions of nature in her
most charming moods. Critics who have
seen them declare they are the most
beautiful examples of nature photography yet shown on the screen. Every
scene is toned or tinted, and the photography isofbeen
the highest
character,
no
scene having
made unless
weather
conditions were perfect.
The first release will be "Come, Watch
With ture,
Me which
the won
Passing
Night." Thiswhen
piccommendation
shown at the Rivoli Theatre, New York,
was made in the West, the scenes having been shot in Washington, California, Oregon and British Columbia. The
picture was five months in the making, sometimes as much as a whole week
being required to obtain 100 feet of
the kind
of photography
Several of the
scenes were desirable.
photographed
during
the
early
morning
hours
before
dawn.
The Post Pictures
tographers, W. A. VanCorporation's
Scoy and H.pho-C.
Shimeld, went to New England to get
the scenery for the second ParamountPost Nature Picture, "A Voice of Gladness."
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"Her Purchase Price" Is
Bessie Barriscale's Latest
B. producHERBarriscale's
PURCHASE
Bessieas
tion, which islatest
to PRICE,"
beB. released
a Robertson-Cole feature and distributed
by Exhibitors Mutual, is said to be a
new
typeBarriscale
of picture plays
for the
it Miss
the star.
part Inof
"Sheka," who has been reared from
childhood by a Bedouin bandit posing
as a silk merchant, in an atmosphere
of culture and luxury for the slave
market. She is sold at a Cairo slave
auction to Sir Derek, played by Albert
Roscoe, and taken by him as his wife
to England.
The mystic atmosphere of the East
pervades
part Egypt.
of the story
which is thelaidgreater
in Cairo,
The
natural picturesqueness of the Orient is
fully
reproduced.
Considerable
pains
have been taken to make the street
scenes and interiors perfect in every
detail. The interiors of the harem is said
to be a scenic gem with all its draperies.
Shelbyville Showmen Will
Fight for Sunday Opening
PROPRIETORS
of motionInd.,
picture
theatres at Shelbyville,
are
getting ready to test the Sunday
opening question in the near future by
opening their
showsas for
exhibitions. As soon
the Sunday
report that
the shows would soon open on Sunday
was
ministers
servedcirculated,
notice the
on Shelbyville
the exhibitors
that
they would not approve of the opening
and
that
affidavits
will
be
filed
against
the owners.
The motion picture men got busy and
hired an attorney and intend to fight
the matter through the courts. The
exhibitors argue that they have just
as much right to open and operate on
Sundays as the Chautauqua, which was
open there on the last two Sundays,
and which attracted big crowds. The
picturesideshow
men cancontend
that if out-to
attractions
be permitted
operate on Sundays there is no reason
why those at home should be stopped.
Find Relic in Strand Excavation.
Through the Mitchel H. Mark Realty
Corporation, owners and operators of
the Strand Theatre, New York, who
now have under construction a new
playhouse in Albany, the State Museum
is
of a togiftmeltof lead
a large
casttheironrecipient
kettle used
for
bullets for the Colonial troops in the
Revolutionary War. The kettle, which
is 4 feet, 6 inches in diameter, 16 inches
deep and from V/2 inches to 2 inches
thick, weighs over 1,000 pounds. It was
discovered cavatingbyfor workmen
who were
extheAlbany.
foundation
of the
Strand Theatre,

Miles Ships Home Northern Views.
Herbert L. Miles, as director, with
Jack Young, cameraman, already have
shipped
backfilm11,000
scenicin and
educational
fromfeettheirof trip
the
yacht Carmen to Newfoundland and
Labrador. J. R. Miles, 220 West Fortysecond street, will soon hold a trade
showing of these subjects, which will
include views of beautiful Muskrat Falls,
Hamilton River, so far as known never
Marguerite De La Motte.
before caught by the motion picture
Supporting
H. B.B. Warner
Bill Des- camera.
mond in Jesse
Hampton andproductions.
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Angeles
By A. H. GIERLER

and

Vicinity

man studio. Arbuckle & Olin have
Strike Not Likely To
formed a partnership
the manufacturing of the new whereby
combination
brace
Extend To Los Angeles Colony and scenery clamp will soon be started
by
a
San
Francisco
firm.
The
new
deintimation
vice entirely eliminates the use of nails
who have been put under conrengis no
ALTHofOUa GH
the actors of playerstract
strike theamo
with
the
Hampton
interests.
Ederectingmanager,
sets. LouwillAnger,
ward Sloman is director. Productions inbusiness
have Arbuckle's
charge of
the Los Angeles theatres and
motion entpicture studios, a number of will continue to be filmed at Brunton. the marketing of the brace.
the
West
Coast
rs
min
acto
pro
Mayer Takes Over Selig Zoo.
The "Argonne" a Memorial Studio.
have made voluntary contributions to
The studio soon to be erected by the
a fund that is being made up for the
Louis B. Mayer, head of the Anita
benefit of Eastern actors who are left Bulls Eye company in Hollywood will Stewart and the Mildred Harris Chapknown as the Argonne Studio, a
without work or means during the be
has acquired the old
sort of memorial to the men of the SeliglinZooproductions,
strike.
with itsintowell-appointed
studio,a
who sacrificed their lives and will move
the plant within
W. T. Wyatt, manager of the Mason, infilmtheindustry
few
days.
Argonne
Forest.
The
comedies
one of the leading local dramatic houses,
produced in the new plant will retain
Mrs. Chaplin,
who recent
has not illness,
entirely will
resays that
he refuses
covered from her
cause it looks
to himto get
likeexcited,
purely bean the name, Bulls Eye.
Eastern scrap.
not begin work the first of September,
Morris Invents Safety Switch Box.
Cecil B. De Mille, of Lasky, says:
as was announced, but will take a few
E. V. Morris, head of the electrical more weeks to rest and recuperate be"The argument seems to be between
department of the Henry Lehrman duction.fore starting on her first Mayer prothe Eastern
producersandandcomparatively
the Actors' studios
in Culver City, has invented a
Equity
Association,
few members of the motion picture in- new switch box and connection board,
Preview of Beach Feature.
dustry are included in the Equity. There the
and invention.
has applied for patents covering
A
has been no dispute between the moThe device consists of a metal box feature,
tion picture producers and the screen
preview
ofGirl Rex
Beach's
l was
From
Outside,"
est
18 by 27 inches, in which the switches given at "The
actors, and no talk of a strike, sym- are
the Kinema
Theatre,
on August
enclosed, and which must be closed 12, to representatives
p
a
t
h
e
t
i
c
o
r
otherwise."
of
the
trade
maga-to
Seymour Hastings, secretary of the and locked before the current can be
zines
and
the
local
newspapers,
and
turned on. The unlocking of the door local exhibitors.
Motion Picture Players' Union of Los automatically
turns off the current and
Angeles,
thus live
prevents
film playersdeclares:
will not "The
go outLoson aAngeles
strike with
Van Loan a Busy Photoplaywright.
parts. any accidental contact
in sympathy
with
the
New
York
movement unless ordered to by the American
Cables from the studio lamps enter
H. H. Van Loan, author of nine photoFederation of Labor, with which they the box from the bottom, so that these
successes, and the Astra-Pathe
are affiliated. This organization is in joints are protected. The new appli- serial, play
"The Third
Eye," now
in course
of production,
has agreed
to write
four
to bebe known
as
the
Benjamin
sympathy with all performers who are Switch, ance,will
used in the Lehrman and stories for the Selznick Pictures Corp.,
working to obtain better conditions, but other West Coast
three
for
Norma
Talmadge,
three
for
studios.
is not affiliated with the Actors' Equity
Earle Williams, one for Anita Stewart
or James
the White
Rats."
and
one
for
Bessie
Barriscale
during
Fatty
Backs
Olin
Stage
Brace.
Neill, well known in the picture
fraternity, and at one time a prime
Roscoe Arbuckle, motion picture pro- the coming year.
ducer and baseball magnate, has become
mover tion,insays the
Actors'
Equity
AssociaGrauman Orchestra Featured.
that the actors have a fair the financial backer of the Olin stage
and just grievance.
brace, recently invented bv Earle Olin,
Sid Grauman is planning to present
technical
director
of
the
Henry
Lehrhis big symphonic orchestra, with ArHampton Organization Incorporates.
Benjamin B. Hampton, motion picture
producer, has organized a company
which has been incorporated under the
name of "Federal Photoplays of California," and which includes the Zane
Grey Pictures,
Great Authors'
tures and theThevarious
Benjamin Pic-B.
Hampton productions. George W. Yates
has been appointed Western manager
and treasurer of the Hampton interests.
Associated with Mr. Hampton are
Eltinge F. Warner, publisher of Field
& Stream and other publications, and
Hawlings Mumper, a Los Angeles attorney. Charles
A. Weeks,
generalin manager of the
Hampton
interests
New
York, has been in Los Angeles for the
past three weeks consulting with Mr.
Hampton, but has now gone back to
New York, where he will continue to
"Nazimova" Sums Up All We Could Say About These Views."
manage the Eastern end of the business.
The nameemotion
of Metro's
Russian instar"Thestands
forandthe"ThewholeHermit
range of dramatic
Roy Stewart, Marguerite de la Motte
as expressed
Brat"would
and Noah Beery are three leading
of Gaya,"
so brilliant words
be for naught.Doctor
Equity
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of friends, left Hollywood this week for
thur
Kay, Theatre
director, ason athefeature
stage ofof the
Grauman
the a month's tour of the state, by auto.
"Wanda Hawley,
now playing
"Beauty"
regular program beginning August 18.
"Every woman,"
entertaining
The selections to be played for this first inher Lasky's
Mr. isandfrom
Mrs.Seattle
Robertfather
Pittack,andwhomother,
have come
concert will be Liszt's Hungarian Rhap- to visit
their daughter.
sody
No.
2,
Dvorak's
Humoresque,
and
Strauss' Pizzicato.
ThetionMotion
Picturein Directors'
Associaa smoker
room
Film Experts Leave for Australia.
the gaveAlexandria
Hotelthe onassembly
the evening
Mrs. Snowy Baker leaves this week ofof August
14.
for Australia, taking with her Wilfred
was
begun studio
on "The
Third
Lucas as director, Bess Meredyth as Eye"Production
the Astra
last Eileen
week,
with serial
Warnerat Oland
as the heavy,
scenario
writer,
as leadPercy as the heroine, Olga Grey as the
ing woman,
and Agnes
several Vernon
cameramen
and vamp,
Jack Mower
the reporterJames
and
technicaltraliandirectors,
Aus- Mark Strong
as theas detective.
Bush pictures, toin produce
which Snowy
Home is directing.
Baker will star.
print of "The Right to film
Happiness,"
J. D. Hampton Leases 100-Acre Tract. was
theA latest
feature,
sent to Holubar-Phillips
Carl Laemmle at Catalina
for
Jesse D. Hampton, motion picture pro- his inspection
and
approval
before
the
ducer,
has
leased
a
100-acre
tract
in
film
was
shown
at
the
California
Theatre
Beverly Park, a splendidly wooded piece on August 11.
of ground two miles north of Beverly
Sol M. Wurtzel, Fox studio superintendHills Hotel and directly north of Dougent,pany whoto Oklahoma,
accompaniedwherethe Tom
Tom Mixmaking
comlas Fairbanks' new home. The new
his new
picture, returned
to Losis Angeles
property will be used for picture pur- this
week.
poses.
House Peters will star in the first Monte
Mary Hoists Pennant.
Katterjohn
film intoGlendale.
be produced at the
Mary Pickford visited the dreadnaught Garson
studios
Lois
Weber
and
Phillips
Smalley
reTexas
during
the
Fleet's
stay
in
Los
Angeles Harbor and hoisted the George
turned to Los Angeles last week,
but will
Washington pennant that the sailors rest a few weeks after their long stay
of that ship won for the highest sub- in the East before starting on the Lois
Weber productions
scription to thechosen
Victory
'Loan.for Miss
program. for the ParamountPickford was
sponsor
the Artcraft
Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven have
Texas, and was introduced to the crew returned
to work
the t National
studio
and officers as the "Little Sister of
uui.
several
w at .ae;i
the Navy" by Secretary Daniels. Little after
Hale Hamilt
tro,
will
return
,f
-M.
Mary
the mencupof and
"her" 70,000
ship to the stage th
first Theatre,
appearancein
with apresented
silver loving
toOakland,
take place
arty
cigarettes.
Cal.
of
the
Wm. S.
Roy productio
Stone, 1
past two years.
Hart
Studio Shots
hasThegoneCarlyle
to N«
TI7ILLIAM STOWELL, leading man for charge of Dire
rd.scenes
has
VV Dorothy es es, Phillips
in herto Cape
screenTown.
suc- gone to Lagui
is on hiswillway
for the new B
South Africa, cwhich
be headquarters
The Secret
new AnS«
for
game hunting pictures to be made "The
for big
Universal.
week at Vi
Louis Sherwin, of the Goldwyn editorial this
forces, is suffering from a sprained wrist. ley. Brinsley S
Marshall Mackaye has begun his second
two-reel comedy-drama for Alkire, entitled "Five Yards of Lace."
Tom Geraghty and Louis Weadock are
writing the continuity for Doug Fairbanks' next picture for United Artists.
George Elwood Jenks is writing a new
story for Blanche Sweet.
Louise
Lovely,
Bill Farnum's
most
recent leading
York near
for
the first
timelady,in will
her visit
life New
in the
future.
Orral last
Humphrey,
retired afrom
the
screen
spring who
to become
farmer,
is
supporting
Marguerite
Clark
in
"All
of a Sudden Peggy."
Jesse L. Lasky left August 14 for New
York.
Ann Schaefer, a pioneer of the West
Coast
colony, has just purchased a
home infilmHollywood.
Louise Lester, of Calamity Ann fame,
has been engaged by Allan Dwan for a
character part in "The Luck of the Irish."
Jack aCunni
;enarist,
1 Canyon. has purchased
horn
Henry
Lehrman
returned
from Colorado Springs, whereon heAugust
attended12
the
convention
of
the
First
National
Exhibitors.
Thomas Holding is playing opposite
Louise Glaum in her new picture.
Jackie Saunders
CarlhisLaemmle,
with
son and president
daughter, ofandUniversal,
a party
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Wedgewood Nowell is supporting J.
Warren Kerrigan in his current feature.
Mary toRoberts
Rinehartthe isfilming
expectedof this
week
superintend
her
first production for Eminent Authors.
Clara Kimball Young was the guest of
Admiral
Hugh' Rodman
thethe flagship
Wyoming
stayonofwaters.
Pacific
Coast
Fleetduring
in Los theAngeles
Charlie Amador, former scenario writer
for Larry Semon, of Vitagraph, is now
acting in Bulls Eye comedies.
Gloria Hope,
Georgesupport
Hernandez and Myrtle
Frank Owen,
Lanning
Carlyle Blackwell in his new picture.
E. V. Durling, photoplaywright . and
publicist, has gone to New York.
Myrtle
Robert roles
McKimin will
play two Stedman
of the and
important
the
new Rex Beach picture, "The Silver
Kathleen Kirkham and Henry Miller,
Jr., have been added to the supporting
cast
Tom Moore's
Horde."
beingof made
from a new
playGoldwyn
by Sir feature
Arthur
Wing
Pinero.
Vera
Stedman,
of
the
Sunshine
bathing
beauties, will play the leading role in a
coming Sunshine comedy under Frank
Griffin.
Monte Campbell, a promising juvenile,
has been engaged to play a part in a
coming Ben Hampton production.
The Mitchell Lewis company, having
just returned from the North, left almost
immediately
for aValley.
three weeks' location
trip
to Big Bear
Lila Lee will play opposite Wallace Reid
inthe hisU. coming
production,
"Hawthorne
S. A.," with
James Cruze
directing.of
Gareth Hughes Plays as
"Eyes of Youth" Male Lead
, whoin supports
HUGHESYoung
TH Kimball
GARE
Clara
rough
theEquity's
of Youth,"
"Eyeslead
Isle
Emerald
from therode
seas that
to the Statue of Liberty. Hughes was
born in Ireland and not so many years
ago at that, of rare old Irish stock, and
nothyear spoke
up toing buthishisfourtee
He expects
nativenthGaelic.
to remain in Los Angeles in pictures
least a year, following his presfor atent work.
He began his career in England and
played in the big productions from
the very first. Some of his New York
stage successes have been : Ariel in
"Caliban," the Page in "Salome," the
Lieutenant in "Moloch," Everyman in
"Everyman," Benjamin in "Easter," Gaston in "The Guilty Man," Roger in "The
New World," Otto in "Margaret Schiller," Juan in "The Judge of Zalamea,"
Gwilym
"Change,"
in "Darkin
Rosaleen" in and
Michael Corny
Flannigan
Hughes made his first appearance in
pictures playing opposite Marguerite
Clark in "Mrs. Wiggs of the Cabbage
Ford Weekly Shows Ausable River.
The Goldwyn
Pictures
Corporation7,
announces
for release
on September
"The ly, Anglers,"
Ford
Educatioual
fishing onWeekthe
Ausablea story
River ofin trout
the Adirondacks.
The
country about the Ausable is among the
most beautiful in the Adirondacks, and
contains in its piney woods the most
elaborate bungalows in New York State.
The ingdistrict
summera place
recuperatresort of isthe the
wealthy,
where
they
may
enjoy,
in
their
finished
homes
in
the
woods,
the
freedom
from
city
conventions which the outdoor man
knows the year round.
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Film Clearing House Appoints
Flaherty Western Sales Manager
J. FLAHERTY, who has been
FRANK
Chicago manager of the Film Clearing
was opened House,
by himInc.,in since
Decembether, office
1918,
returned
August
11,
after
a week's
stay
zed himin New York,
where
he
familiari
self thoroughly with the new policies
governing the coming fall campaign, in
consultation with Frank G. Hall. During his stay, Mr. Hall appointed him
western division sales olis,
manager, covering Chicago, Minneap
St. Louis,
Kansas City, Denver, Los Angeles, San
Francisco and Seattle, and the territory controlled
Flaherty
rth bybe each.
will hencefo
on theMr.road
most
of the time, operating from Chicago
which will remain his headquarters.
As Chicago manager of the Film
Clearing House, Inc., and of the Independent Sales Corporation, Mr. Flaherty
brought the office to the front in a
short time, and it has steadily grown
in importance until it is now rated
among the leading exchanges in the
city.
Appoints Assistant Manager.
On his return, Mr. Flaherty appointed
W. S. Altland assistant manager of the
Chicago office. He will have charge
when Mr. Flaherty is on the road. He
has been city salesman since the office
was opened, and is referred to by Mr.
Flaherty as "an able and high-class
man."
Frank andJ. Flaherty
a thorough
Chicagoan
is proud ofis it.
He was born
inreceived
the cityhisthirty-four
years
ago,
and
education in the public
schools, graduating from high school in
the commercial course, in which he
took special interest.
Opens Theatre.
He made his first start in the film
business in 1910, when he became owner
of the Lyceum Theatre, now a thing
of the past. He ran it successfully for
about a year and then sold out.
Mr. Flaherty has stuck to Chicago
ever since he entered business in 1910,
notwithstanding many changes. In this
respect he bears the distinction of being
the only exchange manager in Chicago,
at the present time, who never left it
during all his changes. He is known
by every exhibitor in the city and in
the territory adjoining, and he is
known favorably.
Frank Cook Now Manager of
Strand Theatre, Milwaukee
FRANK COOK, who has been with
Saxe Brothers
Enterprises
in Milwaukee since 1906,
will terminate
his long stay with that firm in the near
future. He has been offered and accepted the full management of the
Strand Theatre in the Cream City, which
I understand is controlled by the people
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who own the Merrill. The Strand seats
1.400 personssection.
and is well located in the
downtown
Frank has been with Saxe Brothers
since the days of the Hale Tours, and
showmenForin years
Mil• is one ofwauke ,the
if not oldest
the oldest.
before he entered the Saxe service, he
was advance
road and
attractionsman
throughoutforthemany
country
always bore the reputation of a hustler.
He has managed the Princess for the
Saxe Brothers for years, and has won
awellfine asreputation
for hismethods.
up-to-date,Theas
conservative
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servance leads to immediate loss of
patronage.
The makes of pictures booked in these
houses
include Select, Paramount-Artcraft,
Picture Goldwyn,
Theatres, Metro,
Mutual, Pathe,
UniversalUnited
and
Yitagraph. The best features (second
run) are shown for two days at each
house, and the others are changed daily,
with the exception of some which have
striking merit.
The admissions at the Sillman houses
are 11 cents for children and 17 cents
for adults, the war tax included.
Rights to "Yankee
Bought byDoodle"
Linick-Jacoby
THEwhichLinick-Jacoby
Enterprises,
control the Ziegfeld
TheDoodle" theis
now having atre,
its where
run, "Yankee
have purchased
state rights for that picture to Missouri,
Kansas,sota,Louisiana,
Wisconsin andMississippi,
North and MinneSouth
Dakota. They will present the picture
in this territory on a percentage basis
and on the straight rental plan.
Martin,in who
"Hearts
of H.theO.tory,World"
Middleexploited
Western
terrias representative
for
Sol Lesser,
has been appointed general manager of
the Linick-Jacoby
have
charge
of theEnterprises
bookings andin will
the
territorv
mentioned.

Harry Rice, Publicity Man of
Universal, Hurt in Auto Crash
THEthismany
friends much
of Harry
Rice toin
city were
shocked
learn from a New York dispatch
that he had suffered concussion of the
brain in an automobile accident, on
Augustpants 7,of thewhencar one
the and
otheranother
occuwas ofkilled
seriously injured, the accident taking
place near Mount Yernon, N. Y. A later
Frank J. Flaherty
dispatch conveyed the news that Rice
was not injured as seriously as was at
writer has known him since 1909 and first reported, but confirmed the news
his companions.
wishes him the greatest success in his concerning
It was learned later at the Universal
new position.
office here that Rice had sustained a
slight fracture of the skull, with no reJ. H. Sillman of Milwaukee
sulting pressure on the brain, and three
Talks of His Enterprises severe fractures
of the pelvis. He is in
the
Mount
Yernon hospital and is now
of
manager
general nt Enter- out of danger,
JH.theSILLMAN
but the pelvis fractures
Sillman, Amuseme
confined to his room for
prises, of Milwaukee, was in the will keep
time him
to come.
city last week. His organization owns some
The
writer
was
shocked by
the Downer, Liberty, Astor, Murray the news, as Rice is greatly
an exemplarv young
and Miramar, all neighborhood theatres man,
of
great
promise
in
his
chosen
ely,
950, 800, 800. He was recently promoted from the field.
and seating, respectiv
750 and 700 persons.
of Universal, where he ChiMr. Sillman reports that business has chargecago ofofficethe
publicity department, hadto
been somewhat slow this summer, owing take general charge
the publicity in
to the heat, but that he has done fairly the various Universalof offices
well. He borhood
sayshouses,thatwhere
in Milwaukee
out the country, with headquarthroughters in
the patronsneighare Lniversal
He had
chiefly family people, pictures of the made a 'sgoodNewstartYorkwhenoffice.
the accident
lighter, brighter,
clean
type
are
precame.
ferred. Sex pictures must be carefully
The accident was caused by the skideliminated and a breach of this ob-
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ding of the car at a dangerous turn, and
an instantaneous crash into a high wall
of solid masonry.
onerated ofall blame.The driver was exAsher Brothers to Build
Theatre in Minneapolis
the week of August 11,
G
DURIN
on a large
work ernwas
is. modtheatrebegun
The
in Minneapol
site is at the corner of Eighth street
and Hennepin avenue, on the old T.
B. Walker homestead, where a great
modern structure is being built to house
the famous Walker art collection of
paintings, etc. This building will cost
inthe theatre
$1,500,000,cluded inand
it isbesaid,
theatre, will
it. The
will cost about half a million dollars,
and is being built for Ascher Brothers,
of Chicago.
J. E. O. Pridmore, of Chicago, is the
architect in charge of the construction
of the theatre. He is the inventor of
the cantilever balcony, which does away
with supporting
Mr. toPridmore has devoted columns.
much study
the
plans of this theatre, which he expects
will set a new mark in the construction of modern picture theatres. The
architectrativehaslighting
justsystem,
perfectedwhich
a new will
deco-be
used for the first time in the Minneapolis novation
house.willHeprove
believes
that this in-in
revolutionary
picture theatre lighting. The new
theatre will have the largest seating
capacity of any picture house in the
Northwest.
"The Mother and the Law"
Opens at the Randolph
THEat the
Mother
and the
opened
Randolph
for Law"
an indefinite
run, Saturday morning, August 16.
This Griffith production has been talked
and written about for a long time, even
before
first episodes
shown. ofIt
is based"Intolerance"
on one of thewasmain
that fulgreat
production
and
has
a powerstory of suffering and injustice,
with
right triumphing in the end. It has all
the force
and charmwillofbeGriffith's
and
the Randolph
altogethergenius,
too
small to accomodate the waiting crowds
that already (at the time of writing)
are eager to enter.
Mae Marsh, Robert Harron and one
ofare Griffith's
select supporting companies
in the cast.
Elsie Ferguson Popular
Starring in "A Society Exile"
THEFerugson
week ofweekAugust
10 was Elsie
at Orchestra
Hall,
the popular star appearing in "A
Society
Exile."
During
the
week's
run
it was noticeable by anyone familiar
with the gatherings at this house during
the regular orchestra concert season,
that manyyoungofandthe old,
city'swere
most out
refined
peoin force
to seeple,their
favorite screen
actress.
Many admirers of Miss Ferguson
wonder when she will be given the lead
in a story that will bring out the best
of her fine talents as a screen star.
Some day it will be found and then she
will come into her truly own. Many
hope it will be soon.
Princess Wa-Su-La, a soprano of
merit, was a big favorite in the songs,
"Far off I hear my lover's lute" (Mor-
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gan) and "Will you remember?", from
Romberg's
"Maytime."
Walace Reid,
in "The Valley of the
Giants,"
adapted
B. Kyne
story, will be thefromchiefa Peter
attraction
for
the week of Sunday, August 17.
"Canada and United States
Booming," Says W. K. Howard
traveling,
, special
tative
HOWARD
for Universal
WK. represen
city
the New
• spentHe several
fromin the
starteddays
last week.
York office recently and visited Boston,
Montreal, Toronto, Buffalo, Cleveland,
olis and Minneapolis
IndianapChicago.
Detroit,reaching
before
Mr. Howard reported that business in
Canada is very good and that exhibitors
there look forward to a very prosperous
fall. In nearly every city visited a new
picture theatre was going up.
On the American side he found proseverywhere.
have have
been innever
the
businessperityeight
years"I and
seen anything like it before" was Mr.
Howard's way of expressing it.
Fox Fall Prospects. Look Bright.
Division Manager E. C. Eckhardt, of
the Fox Film Corporation in Chicago,
returned from a short visit to New
York, August 14, where he conferred
with department heads on business
matters generally.
encouraged to learn He
that was
the much
Fox fall
policy is making splendid headway
throughout the entire country. He had
opportunity
New York
to view
aan number
of thein future
releases
and
became more convinced than ever that
the going will be easy.
While in the Metropolis, Mr. Eckthe semi-monthly
eon ofhardt
the attended
executives
of the home lunchoffice,
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which was an enjoyable incident of
his visit.
Vernon R. Day, Mayor of Culver City.
Vernon R. Day, who has many friends
in this city and who, for several years,
had charge of the export department
of the Essanay Company, is now mayor
of Culver City, and has been for some
time past. A copy of a special issue
ofat "The
Culverlast
Cityweek,
Call" and
was itreceived
this office
shows
that a great boom is on in the little
Western city, where Mayor and Mrs.
Day have a beautiful home.
Among the prominent contributors to
this special issue are Mayor Day and
a list of other local notables. Quite
an article is devoted to the Goldwyn
studios cently
in purchased
Culver from
City,thewhich
were Film
reTriangle
Corporation.
Kansas City and Territory Booming.
Paul H.
who has
been Universal^ Bush,
branch manager
in Detroit
and
Kansas City, in succession, for over a
year
and prior
manager
in St.to that
LouisGoldwyn's
for the branch
same
period,
was Hein left
the New
city York,
severalAugust
days
last
week.
16,
where
he
has
had
several
offers
from distributors.
Mr. Bush stated that Kansas City
has had the greatest summer business
ever ture
experienced
in the history
picbusiness. Exhibitors
in everyof town
and hamlet in tributary territory have
the same story to tell, notwithstanding
the great demand for labor and the
splendid way in which it has been met.
"The Gumps" Animated Cartoons.
J. F. Friedman, president of Celebrated
Players Film Corporation, has purchased
the
States Smith,
rightstheforChicago
"The
Gumps"United
from
Sidney
Tribune
cartoonist.
These animated
cartoons will be produced in Chicago
at a local plant, and each will be of
500 feet length and released weekly.
Banks Winter Joins Rothacker Forces.
Banks Winter, who has been managing a road show for Universal with
"Heart of Humanity," has been appointed iroadsing bysalesman
for R.animated
adWatterson
Rothacker.
He left for vertthe
southland, August
19, and
will cover
the states
of Mississippi, Alabama, Florida
and Georgia.
Mr. Winter is widely known as a
showman, song composer and singer of
his own compositions. He is best remembered by "White Wings, They Never Grow Weary,"
whichyears
won ago.
national
popularity
about thirty
W. R. Wilkerson Succeeds Paul Bush.
W. R. Wilkerson passed through the
city, August 15, on his way from New
York to Kansas City, where he will succeedversal
Paul Bush
the Unioffice. Mr.as manager
Wilkersonof has
been
manager of the Jewel office in New
York for a year, and prior to that was
New Yorkization forrepresentative
of the
organtwo years. This
is not
his
first visit to the Middle West, as he was
manager
Triangle's
about
threeofyears
ago. Dallas office

—"And She Had a Little Curl"—
in "The Brat," at Ziegfeld.
Mary Miles Minter, however, goes the little Nazimova
"Yankee Doodle" entered the fourth
f?irl about
better inforher Realart.
own curlyheadedfive pictures
week of its spectacular run at the Zieg-
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feld. If the house had twice the capac- MAYER BUYS TWELVE GURWOOD STORIES
ity many would be turned away.
Beginning September 1, Nazimova in
Will Produce Them on Four-a-Year Basis Without
"The
will holdhasthealways
screen proved
for a
run. Brat"
The Ziegfeld
Interrupting His Plans for Exploiting His Stars
far too small to house the patrons who
flock to see the screen's greatest star. ONEby ofLouis
Miller White; 'Danger,' by H. H.
transactionsof Grace Loan;
the B.important
Mayer, producer
'Watch Your Wife,' by E.
Anita Stewart, Mildred Harris Van
Mason
Hopper; 'They'll All Bear
Buisness Fine at the Riviera.
producMayer
B.
Louis
and
Chaplin
Watching,'
by
Roberts;
'The Judgtions, since he came from the Coast,
The Riviera did splendid business durof Men,' Alice
by Mabel
Keightley
and
was the purchasing of the world motion Leigh mentGordon
ing
the
week
of
August
11,
with
"The
Giltner;
'Foolish
Youth,'by
rights of twelve of the best by Louise Winter; 'The Bitter Cup,'
Woman
Thou atGavest
Me." ItPark,
repeated
this success
the Central
the picture
known James Oliver Curwood stories. Edith Sessions Tupper, and 'The Yellow
other fine house owned by Balaban & The amount of money involved in the Typhoon,'
by Harold MacGrath."
Katz, the same week. The attraction at Mayer-Curwood transaction is not made
the Riviera for the following week is public, but it is understood to be close
figures.
six
to
on
Grauman's,
Los Angeles,
"TheingWoman
Michael Married," featurBessie Barriscale.
Features Classic Dance
Curwood's
in the literary
profes-is
sion has beenrisenoteworthy
and there
an increasing demand for products of
geles, almost broke the Losbiggest
W. 0. Hurst Invents New
his pen.
are material.
in great de- GRAUMANN'S
Anmand for His
motionworks
picture
week's recordTHEATRE,
of the house, held
His first story to be picturized was by De Mille's "Don't Change Your HusType of Animated Cartoon
band," duringMartin
the week
August in4,
and the
Woman,"
device that is expected to "God's ducedCountry
ANEW
was ofpresented
by Vitagraph
a few
years proago. when Vivian
methods in the prorevolutionize
Third Kiss."
duction of animated drawings for Some of his best known and most wide- "The
Sidger ofGraumann,
and for
manathe screen has been invented by W. O.
ly read stories are "Yellow Back," "Nothe house, proprietor
who is noted
his
North,"
"Goldenand
Snare,"
n manager
edu- "Back madstoof theGod's
of the
Hurst, productio
original and artistic conceptions in the
-Country"
the
Famous
of the
cational department
way
of
adjunct
acts,
created
and
staged
"River's
End."
Players-Lasky Corporation. It already
arousedandmuchhelped
enIn speaking of the Curwood deal, Mr. a dance number
ng num- Mayer
in forthcomi
employed
has been
siasm in the that
patrons,
t Magazine,
said:
"I consider
myselfthese
ex- greatly in thuthe
the
Paramoun
bers of the
tremely
fortunate
in
securing
presentation
of
the
film.
new weekly one-reel subject being pro- stories of James Oliver Curwood. I Linne's classical dancers were used in
t
departmen
educationa
possiblewaysdi- a cleverly arranged allegory, repreentl of
Nathan un-H. shall engage
derducedtheby themanagem
rector and I theshallveryin best
all other
senting youth, love, art, rythm and frivFriend.
spare
neither
expense
nor
in
olity. The dancers were clothed in apBy the device evolved by Mr. Hurst it making the picturized productenergy
entirely
propriate Grecian costumes, and color
is possible to show animated drawing worthy
of the author and the stories.
effects, attuned to the significance of
simultaneously
with actual
photographic
subeach dance, were played upon the figures
Will Not Neglect His Stars.
jects. Thus when
photography
as they movedabout the stage.
will lend greater clarity and atmosphere
In addition to the classical dances,
wish to emphasize, however, that Helen
to an animated drawing it will be used the"I making
Scolder, the cellist, who has just
of
these
four-a-year
spewith the drawings.
cials
will
in
no
way
interfere
with
the
finished
an Orpheum tour, gave a musMr. Hurst hit upon the method during plans I have made for the productions
ical
number, and an Afro-American
the production of "Forty Minutes to in which Miss Stewart and Mrs. Chap- woman, billed
as the ebon Galli-Curci,
France."
is oneofof the
the Paramount
subjects in
appeared
in songs.
lin will bechased forstarred.
I
have
already
purthe
secondwhichrelease
them
several
of
the
best
Magazine, September 14. This picture selling books of the year, in addition
treats of the route, construction and
Charles Spere Is Leading Man.
some widely circulated magazine
operation of the long-discussed tunnel to
stories.
Charles Spere, a clever young juvenile,
between
Dover,
England,
under
the
Engbeen engaged by Vitagraph to play
are 'The Fighting has
lish Channel to Calais, France. One of "Some of them
the leading male role opposite Bessie
byEleanor
Caroline
Lockhart;
the scenes in the picture shows an ani- Shepherdess,'
Love in her next feature, which was
'Old
Dad,'
bv
Hallowell
Abof a tunnel
pass-it
bott; 'Who Am I?' by Max Brand; written by Gerald Duffy. Mr. Spere is
ing mated
throughdrawing
French
landscapetrainafter
'Pollyop of the Storm Country,' by twenty-two years old.
has emerged
from
the
tunnel.
In
ordinary animated subjects the landscape
would be drawn by the artist ; but in
this
subject
the artist-drawn
train French
passes
against a background
of real
scenery.
The drawings for this film, it is declared, were made under the direct suervision of a been
world-famous
engineer
who long phas
identified with
the
project
of
constructing
the
French-British tunnel. He outlined the plans for
the picture,
drawn
in detailandhe after
went they
over had
them been
and
checked up on all details to insure absolute accuracy.
Gypsy O'Brien a Vitagraph Player.
Gypsy
O'Brien isin the
latest recruit
from
the legitimate
picturedom.
She
has just been engaged by Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, for a picversion and
of "The
by 0. ture
Henry,
this willDaybe Resurgent,"
her maiden
attempt on the screen. Vitagraph has
been very succesful with the O. Henry
stories. Jean Paige, Agnes Ayres and
Edward Earle appeared in most of the
pictures
tributed. which already have been dis-

ClassicTheDancing
Numberhouse
Presented
bythatGrauman's
"The Third Kiss."
Los theAngeles
thoughtsome
the chap Theatre
who hadthisformerely
third
artisticreached
bit forkisstheneeded
Vivian Martinassistance,
Paramounthencefeature.
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and that was four
"Thetimes.
Silver HeHorde."
This wastinuityrewritten
went
Rex Beach Says Insufficient Time
West ario,with
the
third
edition
the short.
scenand the staff said it wasof too
Is Given to Preparation of Continuities
He and Frank Lloyd dictated version
of the Goldwyn pro- number four.
BRIMFUL
energyfrom
and the
ideascoast.
Rex and qualification
Beach isof back
duction staff. |Her second picture will
Frank
Lloyd, who just
will gone
direct north
"The Sil-to
way, for which she plans
ver Horde,"
"Half the trouble with motion pic- tosoonbe bein under
Island, has
near Bellingham,
Wash.,
tures is that they don't give enough winter. California a good part of the Lummi
with
the
company
which
will
take the
to workingHisoutownthe experience
continuities,"bearshe
Besides conferring on the continuities pictures for the next Rex Beach picture.
istime
convinced.
him out. and what he has to tell about for Rupert Hughes and Gertrude Ather- Mr. Beach had a good deal to do in sethe Eminent Authors in the studio is an
lecting the cast with Mrs. Beach.
ton, Rex Beach worked on a third coneyeTheopener.
whole truth can now be told for
the first
time, Authors
and that were
is thatnotsome
the
Eminent
at allof Governors and Labor Chiefs Concur After
taken with the idea of author-director
co-operation.
They didn't
the
SpecialXewScreenings
of "The
Aflame'
Goldwyn organization
meant believe
what they
of the industrial
England a peace
celebrationWorld
and military
parade
said about the author going into the T WOstates
have
placed
approval
on
and
the
Governor
had
for
his guests
studio. Only Rex Beach knew, and
"The
World
Aflame."
This
sancmembersAflame"
of the parade committee.
"The
after
considerable
tion follows the indorsement given to World
his word
for it. hesitation they took the picture
Island executivealsoas impressed
evinced bythea Rhode
letter
in Washington, where it he
has written to the Pathe office in
Rupert Hughes balked at the first sug- was
recently shown at a private view Xew
York.
the theatre in the Department of
gestion. "I don't mind making more in
Interior Building before an audience
money
out of mya stories,"
"But comprising
Shown to Colorado Laborites.
this re-working
story intohea said.
continuity
Cabinet
officials,
chiefs
from
after you have once finished the plot the Department of the Interior, ComBut the Eastern section is not the
merce and Labor, members of the House only district to witness and pass upon
and all, well hardly!"
committee
on
m
labor,
members
of
the
"The
World where
Aflame."
Organized
Hughes Accepts Scenario Changes.
in Colorado,
organized
laborlabor
has
committee on immigration, and had
Rex Beach reports that Rupert Senate
some of its most intense struggles,
Frank
Morrison,
secretary
of
the
A.
F.
Hughes was a regular demon for work of L., and Messrs. Stone and Lee of acknowledges the potential influence
at Culver City the past weeks. There the Railway Brotherhoods, who were of the Keenan film.
Through the activities of Mr. Parfet,
were daily conferences on the produc- in Washington conferring with the Presof the Pathe exchanges, Denver, the
ident on the high cost of living.
of Fury"
Rupert
Hughestion of "The
sat in Cup
on every
one ofandthem.
He
delegates of the annual convention of
The
showing
in
Boston
gave
to
"The
made and accepted many changes in World Aflame" the distinction of being the State Federation of Labor, held in
the scenario. He conferred with Hugo the first film to be screened in the State Fort Collins, were enabled to see the
Ballin on the art direction, and went
picture at an entertainment given in
shown for
benefit ofwasthenotcensors.
All spethe their honor in the Empress Theatre.
out himself and chose locations, espe- House,cial which
cially for the shipbuilding scenes. He papers commented on the unusual calibre The private view evoked endorsing res
olutions by the convention.
helped select the cast. At a big meeting of the audience of prominent persons.
of the editorial staff Rupert Hughes also
Everyone present expressed outbroached the subject of his next picture.
spoken
enthusiasm
over
the
picture.
Gladys Leslie Has Emotional Role.
And finally, in leaving California for the Governor Coolidge, Mayor Ford, and
were so pleased they tele"The
Gray Towers Mystery," made
East, he said, "I'll be back here early for Mr. Curley
congratulations
Frank KeenthatRex next
the working title of "Fate in the
Beachpicture
was !"surprised, but no one an in Losgraphed
Angeles.
The toGovernor
then under
Balance," has been completed at Vitamore than Rupert Hughes himself. From added even to this expression of ap- graph's
W. No-of
indifference toward the motion picture,
proval by writing a concise letter of
ble, whoBrooklyn
recently studio.
joined John
the staff
especially as an author, Rupert Hughes appreciation to the Pathe office.
Yitagraph
directors,
was
fortunate
changed in two weeks to one of the "Little Rhody's" Governor Approves. having splendid weather for the out-in
side locations and took the final scenes
hardest
studios. working artists in the Goldwyn
The day after the Boston projection much sooner than was expected. This
the
film
was
taken
to
Providence
for
was
gratifying to Gladys
Gertrude Atherton Back in New York. a private showing before Governor Leslie,particularly
the star, as it permits her taking
Gertrude Atherton has also returned Beechman, a special engagement hav- a well-earned
vacation.
The subject afto New York from the studios, very
ing been made by wire. The day hapfords Miss Leslie her second opportunfavorably impressed with the script of
ity
to
show
what
she
could
do with a
penedidentoce, bethe afternoon
a semi-holiday
in
Provbeing given to dramatic role.
"Perch of the Devil" and the efficiency

'Things Are Coming
My action
Way," snaps
Says Billie
RhodesBluein Bonnet,"
Center View
She Waits
Three good
That Funny
Fello^Topportunitv
from "The
Billie'sas next
feature totoInterview
be distributed
by Hodkinson.
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J. J. McCarthy

Enter
Foreign
Field with
Guy
Smith
kept
in
one
theatre
for even longer
Guy
by
is made
NT Ltd.,
"We our
propose
to selecthasthetaught
featureus films
NCEME
ANNOU
experience
will runs than was customary with regular
of the first which
Smith.
Croswell
the strongest appeal to foreign theatrical attractions.
plans of this new organization for make
film patrons and to demonstrate to the
Mr. Mitchell left newspaper work to
enlargement of interest in American distributors
that we can supply them take a business position with Klaw &
on
feature
market. film producti in the foreign with material that lends itself to special Erlanger and for seven years handled
promotion and is going to make new some of the best known stars and bigforeign market.
of the cinema houses abroad by
gest productions of that firm. He was
Guy Croswell Smith, the president and patrons
increasing favor with the patrons of the also New
York representative for Oliver
general manager of the corporation, has picture
houses
in the different countries Morosco before that manager estabjust
returned
from
a
three
years'
trip
outside
of
Canada
and
the
United
States.
lished
headquarters
in over
New
to
the
principal
countries
of
the
world
York. He personal
left Morosco
to take
outside of America. Associated in the Will Appeal to Foreign Film Patrons.
new
enterprise
are
J.
J.
McCarthy
and
the
lease
and
management
of
the
BandAmericawhere
is pretty
Theodore Mitchell, who have been in"Though
box Theatre, one of the first of the toy
all countries
, the well
moviesknown
are
theatres in this city, esprominently
withever
the since
big prothe social life today, the meth- and highbrow
ductions of D.identified
YY. Griffith
the a partods ofpursued
tablishing that field to become assoin this
country
byandbiga prociated
with
Mr.
McCarthy in the camAmerican
director
began
his
larger
operducers
like
D.
W.
Griffith
few
ations.
others are still unknown abroad, and Nation"paigntowhichthe
introduced
"The Birth
ofhasa
world
The panyfirst
purchase
made
by
the
comopens
up
a
virgin
territory
for
this
been associated with inhim1915.
everHe since
and one which is a patent of what
sensitized
form
of
introduction."
in
the
Griffith
and
other
enterprises
they intend to do in the matter of highly
Mr. McCarthy has handled the gen- which they have promoted.
handling American subjects for foreign
distribution is the world rights, outside
All three men had their early training in legitimate theatrical fields and
of- the United States and Canada, to D.
have
had a special training in expert
W. Griffith's remarkably successful and
picture selection and promotion. Their
artistic production of "Broken Blosassociation in Guy Groswell Smith, Ltd.,
soms,"
taken
from
the
original
stories
of
isfactor
sure into the
makefilmthatworld.
new organization a
London by Thomas Burke.
Will Work on Large Scale.
It iswellfurther
announced
that Guy
Smith, Ltd.,
will present
his Croswork
Spiritualist Will Exploit
in the European and Asiatic field upon
the same elaborate plan that has marked
"The Thirteenth Chair"
the handling of the Griffith pictures in
this country by the men who are now
TAKING
of the by
exploitation advantage
possibilities
offered
"The
closely panidentified
with athespecial
Smithservice
comThirteenth
Chair,"
a Milwaukee
y. It is in reality
exhibitor,
planning
along
the
lines
sugcorporation formed to do big things in
Pathehisexchange
the foreign market based upon expert
ager,gestedwillby theturnlocalover
theatre maneach
study offerentvarying
in with
the difmorning during
week's seances
run tofora
sections of conditions
the new field
an
spiritualist
who willtheconduct
idea of enlarging the scope of American
all interested. Spiritualism is directly
productions and establishing closer and
associated with the picture, for it is a
more satisfactory
relations
clairvoyante
really which
solves the
tributors of the old
world. with the disder mysterieswhoaround
the murplot
revolves.
During the three years that Mr. Smith
Another exhibitor in Milwaukee has
spent in the foreign markets he had the
opportunity of studying first hand existmade
ing conditions
that field of
and features
is preto givearrangements
an exhibitionwithof ahermind-reader
skill just
pared to make in selections
prior
to
each vaudeville,
showing. but
Thisit stunt
borders on the
will have
whicheignareconsumption.
especially designed for fora lot of drawing power and is bound to
Guy
Croswell
Smith.
To Seek Fuller Outlet.
add interest
to the showing
of the
picture. This manager
figures that
at least
carefulin consideration
of conditions
management of the great Griffith five out of every ten persons will seek
we"A found
Europe and the
Far East, eral
features from the first day that the to learn the identity of the murderer of
together with South America," said Mr. epoch-making "Birth of a Nation" made Stephen Lee and Edward Wales, but he
history and broke all records of the will carefully guard against the exposure
Smith, "prompted us to create this pres- film
ent organization."
that suc- of the secret.
cess, whichtheatre.
is still Following
a big moneymaker
"Our aim will be to satisfy the mar- American
ket,"
continued
Mr.
Smith,
"and
at
the
same time make a fuller outlet for the and one of the greatest picture attrac- Claim Record with "Yankee Doodle"
tions, he directed the campaign for "InAmerican producer of the big things
tolerance" and had a close touch upon
"Yankee Doodle by
in Berlin,"
which inis
that have a cosmopolitan appeal. The
Sol Lesser,
war has unquestionably opened up a the plans sational
which made "Mickey" the sen- being presented
with the Mack Sennett
greater interest in the right kind of picture field. success of last year in the conjunction
Bathing Girls, is hanging up a record
American subjects. The success of our
that will be hard to beat. The comMcCarthy One Time Exhibitor.
undertaking depends entirely upon the
bined bookings for this picture — Bathing
Prior
to
this
work
Mr.
McCarthy
was
matter tofures. Asjudicious
selection
of filmgrows
feathe American
producer
the manager of the Chestnut Street Girls show — is said to be 600 weeks.
more cosmopolitan in his viewpoint Opera House in Philadelphia. Two
there is sure to be a finer variety from notable successes in his early ventures
which to choose subjects for the for- there were runs for "The Spoilers" and Bulls Eye Changes Comedy Title
The Bullsnounces Eye
aneign trade. Also the matter of neces- "The Christian."
operait
that theFilmtitleCorporation
of the third
over into which
a big made
successtheafter
sary financial adjustments to meet pre- house
had been a loser for several seasons and Charlie Dorety feature comedy has been
vailing
conditions
abroad
will
be
a
decided factor in the future suocess of this incidentally demonstrated that pictures changed from "The Sweet Shop" to "A
enterprise.
could be presented at higher prices and Scented Romance."
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INTRODUCE THEATRE TAX REPEAL BILL
House Considers Measure, but There It Is
Thought Majority Members May Duck the Issue
men on questions of taxation now in the
KAHN,a billof inCaliCONGRESSM
the
introduced
fornia, hasAN
of Representatives. The ComHouse of Representatives for the House mittee
has demanded a substitute provision for each tax law that is rens
sub1001,
and
906
800,
repeal ofsectionsectio
5,of the Revenue Act of 1918.
quested
repealed. He has an offering
g
This would mean the wipin out of all, to make for the repeal of the motion
the taxes now imposed upon admissions picture impost.
rentals and seating capacity, although
"If we are going to continue to imin his bill Mr. Kahn refers to the sec- Rainey pose
Mr.
to consumption
the Movingtaxes,"
PicturesaidWorld
tions named as "relating to the tax on
es." referred to the representative
admis
Washington,
"those
Thissions
bill tohastheatr
been
taxes ought toin apply
to everything.
House Committee on Ways and Means. There are only two things that should
There is a decided movement for the be exempted from taxation — foodstuffs
repeal of the admission taxes. This and medicines — and no levy should be
campaign
has majority
many friends,
said that the
membersbutofittheis made upon the amusements of the peoAdvocates Cheap Amusements.
committee
are
"ducking
the issue"
and
for political purposes will
not bring
"Give
the people
plentyamusements
of cheap food
about the repeal of any of these taxes. ple.
plenty
of cheap
and
This means that they are willing to and
can get along pretty well, even if
have the taxes hang on and the people you
have to have large military and
become more and more disgruntled, and you
naval establishments
requiring
the ex-in
place the blame on the Democrats.
penditures of huge sums
of money
May State Case in Fall.
their support. The political leaders of
Just now the motion picture men ancient Rome understood this and furknow no politics ; all they want is to
nished the people with bread and cirbe relieved of some of the burdens that
they were and
able expensive
to maintaincusesthe free,
mostand oppressive
have been heaped upon them. It is un- military
system the world has ever
derstood
that
early
in
the
fall
representatives ofthe industry may be given known, and advanced the Roman eagle
every section of the then known
an opportunity to appear before the to
Ways stateandtheir case.
Means Committee and re- world while they were doing it.
"I
do not see why amusements should
There seems little likelihood of any be taxed.
more being
made
to
increase
the
ad"At
present classed
we haveascertain
articles
luxuries
and
mission taxes; that would prove too of apparel
unpopular, and every Congressman taxed; motor vehicles, jewelry, cameras,
many other commodities subject to
looks to his political future and is al- and
consumption taxes. If we are going to
waysuents.willing
his constitThere tohas listen
been toa rumor
afloat maintain these we should tax everythat such a step was in contemplation.
thing else sold over the counter, treatThis
probably
centered
aroundanda
ing everybody and everything alike. We
bill towas
increase
the tax
on cabarets
could
impose a tax of one cent on each
has nothing to do with straight out dollar and raise the billion dollars we
now get from the consumption taxes
motion picture shows.
far
Committee Member Favorable.
not more
object. easily and the people would
If Congressman
Kahn
can
secure
consideration of his rental measure he will
Suggests Tax Substitute.
find
one man favorable
on the Ways
and
"The gressadoption
of my the
proposal
Meansat least
Committee
to him.
would eliminate
need byforConthe
upon the movies, and the new law
That is Congressman Henry T. Rainey tax
of Illinois, one of the best informed would be much easier of administration.
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It would not fall heavily upon the poor,
for purchases of less than one dollar
would be exempt, as would foodstuffs
There
are said to be other plans in
and
medicines."
the making
and these will be announced
as soon as the opportune time arrives.
Friends of the measures now are hesitating advancing plans that call for
new taxes, because of the rather heated
discussions of the high cost of living.
They do not want their proposals to fail
for want of support. LINZ.
"Blue Bonnet" Chosen for
Los Angeles Fleet Week
WHAT
Emil Kehrlein,
and proprietor
of the manager
Los Angeles Kinema, thinks of the first
Billie Rhodes production for Hodkinson release,
"The ways
Blue Bonnet,"
was past
revealed in two
during the
week. One was by his cancelation of a
Pickford picture to open a week for the
immediate presentation of the film on
August 10 and the other was by means of
a letter to William Parsons, president
of the National Film Corporation of
America, the producer.
The week of August 10 in Los Angeles
was Fleet
Week.
AdmiralinRodman's
flotilla swung
at anchor
San Pedro,
the harbor of Los Angeles. Troops from
Southern California and the adjacent
southwestern states also took part in
the celebration, and the number of enlisted men of the army and navy then
participating was estimated at 60,000 Visitors to the number of 250,000 congregated from California, Arizona and New
Mexico, lationinof the
addition
city. to the 400,000 popuManager Kehrlein prepared two
interpretative numbers as an introductory andmentedinterlude
for greatly.
the film, and
his orchestra
He augalso
increased his newspaper advertising appropriation tothe extent of $2,000 more
than has ever been spent by his theatre
in any planes
one careened
weekabove
in itsthehistory.
paradersAir-on
the dayouts, andofa the
celebration
dropping
cutbillboard campaign of heavy
dimensions was an accompaniment of
this presentation. Similar presentation
of the film has been arranged during
Fleet Week in San Francisco and in the
cities of the North Pacific coast.

Some of Her Idols Fall Crashing into Bits, but Commandments."
the Great Things of Life Remain for Gladys
. Brockwell in "Broken
The sea of her life was smooth, as seen at the left, but the storm fell upon her in this, her next Fox feature.
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Lasky

Sees

Prosperity

East and
, first vice-president
LASKY
JESS
of EtheL. Famous Players-Lasky Corn
i
,
n
o
i
t
a
r
o
production,
charge
p
from
arrived in New York onofFriday
California, where for the past few
singarsupervi
months he has
of the
activities the
the Fall
rangements forbeen
s. After
carefully ob-y
Western studiocondition
s
in the industr
serving
y, Mr.headqu
reLasky
countrYork
throughout
arters
turns to histheNew
full of enthusiasm over the prospects
for the coming vear and states that the
season of 1919-20 will be the greatest
since the inception of the business.
Noticed Theatre Boom.
In this connection, Mr. Lasky said:
and I from
"Durin
have
have tomade,
that Itrips
Coastmany
the Westg the
ce pointing tonever seen suchve evidenement,
progressis advanc
not
ward
ing
at the studio but in the exhibitonly
field as well. I hardly passed througayh
a town but that there was underw
the building of a new and beautiful
motion picture theatre or that the renements
and improv
theold ion
ovations not
able. ofFormat
notice
atres were
of new theatre organizations were apeverywhere, and t everyone is preparent
season in the
paring for the bigges
history of motion pictures. This theatre
activity is a good sign. In all parts of
y they reportr capacity busithe countr
heat.
the summe
, and the
es despite
that
fact More
are needed
theatrness
this is appreciated in practically every
locality shows that everyone is alive to
the new year's prospects."
Will Discard Sub-Standard Pictures.
Regarding the West Coast studios Mr.
ers have iesalLasky readystated
started onthattheirproduc
autumn activit
. "At
all
are
studios
the
that
and
ve
selecti
our studios in California theactive
g plan ation
s PlayersdFamou
the
of
bookin
has been receive
Lasky Corpor
with great enthusiasm. Productions are
now being staged withouiot a time s limit.
Stars, directors, scenar writer and
in fact everyone connected with the producing branch realize that the new sea-
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Everywhere;

West
Have
Equal
Claims
act as the working center for European
son's
plans
give
them
exactly
what
they
subjects.
have been most desirous of having.
makes eachofperson
connected
with
Praises "Male and Female."
the"Itproduction
a picture
responsible
a case in ofpoint
I might mention
for his or her individual work to a de- the"Asproduction
an elaborate
version
gree never before attained. Likewise of The Sea Wolf,'
arangements
itis allows
for
proper
credit
where
credit
aratory for the production of whichprepare
due. Restrictions are removed and now under
To do this subject
our only order is : Good pictures. We properly thereway.is only
one
locale
that
are sparing
time orcanexpense
to at- could be used. The Golden Gate, the
tain this end.no There
be no excuse
ferryboats peculiar to San Francisco
for a thing
poorwrongpicture.
If
we
find
some- Bay and other landmarks which play
after a picture is started,
an important part in the film can only
even if itcarded. Ifnecessary,
is nearly finished,
it is disobtained onthetheproducing
West Coast."
we will retake
and be Regarding
activities of
rebuild an entire picture, if through his own organization
in California stusome accident or error in judgment it
dios, Mr. Lasky said: "Just before I
is Mr.
not Lasky
up to was
standard."
B. DeFemale.'
Mille's new proasked about the much- left I sawduction,Cecil
'Male aand
not
talked-of movement on the part of pro- like to repeat
bromide and Isaydo that
ducers to foresake California for East- it is the best yet,
but
it
is
true
neverern studios, and contrary to the usual
theless that this production absolutely
statement favoring the East or the West
the crowning achievement of Mr.
said that in order to be complete a marks
De
Mille.
The art of De Mille occupies
motionhave
picture
producing
a prominent place in motion pictures,
must
studios
in bothorganization
East and but
in
this.film
he will positively register
West
greatest accomplishments.
as the and
other.that one was as important his"Another
product ion that will make
its mark as one of the foremost achieveEast Is East and West Is West.
mentsthe
in the famous
cinema play
art is 'Every"To
my
mind
it
does
not
seem
logical
woman,'
to say that the East is better than the
H. Melford
and whichstaged
is nowby
West for producing purposes, or vice George
finished. Mr. Melford has been given
versa,"turesaid
Mr.
Lasky.
"To
do
a
picthe
greatest
opportunity
of
his
career
properly, it all depends upon the in this subject and has proved himself
production.
If
the
story
is
laid
in
the
one
of
the
most
capable
directors
of
East it should be done in the East. the industry by his results.
If it has the West for its locale the
Mr.
Lasky
stated
that
he
would
make
producer should have at his disposal his headquarters in the East for several
the organization of a Western studio. months. He will probably stay on here
producing
organization,
the new studio is opened in Long
to "Therefore,
be complete,a must
have both
Eastern until
Island, after which he will return to the
and Western studios. It is for this rea- Coast
take up arrangements for furson that the
Famous
Players-Lasky
Cor- there toproducing
plans for the studios
p
o
r
a
t
i
o
n
w
i
l
always
have
studios
both
there.
on the West and the East Coasts. Our
new studios now progressing rapidly Lawrence Houses Increasee Admissions.
on Long Island will take care of our
Theatre managers in Lawrence, Mass.,
Eastern production and will be the announce
that hereafter the admission
headquarters
of all
be 15 cents instead of a dime. This
craft producing
unitsParamount-Artthat require will
means
an
increase of six cents to the
Eastern atmosphere. The same rule moving picture
an extra pennyapplies to our Western studios. In war tax will alsogoersbe asadded.
England we will have a studio that will

We Don't
Know Whether
Pitts which
Is "Thedo Other
Not; sheButwinsat inLeast,
She Is a production
Mighty Clever
Half.
:Zasu
pits herself
against theZasupowers
not likeHalf
smilesor and
this Brentwood
releasedBetter
by Robertson-Cole through Exhibitors Mutual titled "The Other Half."
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i 'si, !'>i!'
;| umiiim,^ geles attorney, who is a member of the
i'Ni!'. !; : :!: ! ! !: -, :!■: ,:
Los
Angeles firm of O'Melveny, Millikin
& Tuller.
Hugh Ford of Famous Players Predicts a
At present, three players, Roy Stewla Motte,Mr.andStewart,
Noah
Rise in the Status of Photoplay Authors
Beeryart,areMarguerite
under decontract.
11 ducersDeclaring
that
better
days
are
coming
to
the
authors
of
photodramas,
and
that
proj
former
Triangle
star,
took
the
role
of
earningcomes
to agree
it ispicture
to see theatre,
a play and
a one-person-star-performance
I that an aref.udience
to a that
moving
HughnotFord,
now in a supervising ca- ;j "Cheyenne Harry" in the all-star cast
I pacity with the Famous Players-Lasky Corporation's theatrical activities, says :
of "The Westerners."
|
that ofhassome
discouraged
authors from
writ- j\
ill XEing offorthethefactors
screen inis the
the past
practice
of the producing
companies
|
of revising a manuscript after it has passed into their hands. In other | Clarke Irvine Is Editor
]1 hewords,
they the
regarded
ended as soon
of Goldwyn House Organ
received
check the
for writer's
his work.interest
Some inofhisourstory
mostas prominent
authorsas j[
j will have nothing to do with motion pictures on that account. They will not [ CLARKE
threeMoving
years
in
Los IRVINE
Angeles wrote
the
|1 risk
Picture
World.
Heforwent
into the
peredhaving
with. their
And names
they areconnected
dead right.with Thescreen
only stories
just waythatis others
for the have
authortarnto jj
I be considered as an active partner of the producer while his work is being j navy and did an eighteen months' cruise".
1 screened. As the man best acquainted with the story, his co-operation j From Key West, Galveston, and Panama
| should be enlisted by the director. A more perfect production will be the j he sent stories about the theatres, which
were published in this paper.
j result, and author, producer and the public will be better satisfied.
When he got back into civilian clothes
|
Moreover, I am convinced that motion picture stories, as well as stage j
| plays, will in the future be purchased payable on a royalty basis. In the j he wrote stories for Willis & Inglis.
Then Samuel Goldwyn advertised that
|1 past,
stories,
bought
outright
for
a
song,
have
made
fortunes
for
producers,
j
while many others, for which enormous prices were paid, have lost money, j it was a Goldwyn year, and Irvine
the impulse, so now he is writ1I The
plan, adopted
by company
Famous Players-Lasky,
assures that
everyselective
motion booking
picture produced
by that
will be sold absolutely
on j obeyed
ing publicity and press matter for that
I its own merits. Why not a return to the authors of the stories on the same
company
at its
City company
studios.
Shortly after
he Culver
joined the
|I basis?
Should story
they innotits share
the profits
exceptionally
written screen
motionin picture
form? from
We anintend
to try it. well
We
decided
to
publish
a
weekly
house
organ.
I believe it will lead to more and better stories.
Irvinefeetgotand"Theeach
Studio
on toit
HUGH FORD.
its
weekSkeleton"
sees that
gets off the press. The other editor is
Norbert
Lusk, andand J. Louis
G. Hawks,
Thompson Buchanan
Sherwin
act
as
associate
editors.
B. B. Hampton's Interests Consolidate Into
Clarke has a large number of player
and exhibitor friends in the motion
" Federal Photoplays
California, Inc.
Benjamin
B.ofHampton
who onwelcomed
ON'Shas entire
cerns, having
been made producing
treasurer conand picture
HAMPT
back
frombusiness
his cruise
one of him
our
AMINing B.organi
zation
BENJmoved
produc
been
to the west coast. Charles western general manager of all Mr. fighting ships, and they all wish him
success.
Hampton's
film
interests.
Mr.
Yates
has
A. Weeks, of New York, general man- been
at work for several weeks arager of the Hampton interests, has reranging the preliminary details of the
turned to New York s,
from a three weeks' organization.
Production
be con- J. W. Houck, of Spokane,
visit to Los Angele
where he cont
i
n
u
e
d
at the Robert
BruntonwillStudios.
on
ferredciates.withMr.Mr.
Hampt
and
his
assoGoes to Montana Exchange
Besides
those
already
mentioned,
Weeks will remain in the
are associated with Mr. Hampton
East, where he will conduct theon east- there
in
his
new
organization,
Eltinge
F.
erty Theatre,manager
Spokane, resigned
ern officeterestsof. At thetheLosB. Angele
the LibB. Hampt
in- Warner, publisher of Field and Stream, JW. HOUCK,
s meeting,
*Pathe
Augustin Montana
7 to open. aFrednewofC. exchange
Smart
Set,
and
other
magazines,
of
New
for
Quimby,
akings
the scope
of
undert
was
broadened considerably, arrangements for York, and Hewlings Mumper, Los An- sales manager of the Pathe company,
was here recently on a visit from New
extensive producing equipment,s added
York and engaged Mr. Houck for the
forces, and more great author being
considered for the Hampton photoplays.
new position.
A California corporation, the Federal
Mr. Houck opened the Liberty after
Photoplays of California, has been orit had been
closed Sam
during
"flu"
g
a
n
i
z
e
d
b
y
Mr.
Hampton
as
a
producepidemic,
succeeding
W. the
B. Cohn.
ing corporation for his various interests,
Since then the Liberty has been enjoyincluding Zane Grey Pictures, Inc., Great
ing the best patronage in its history,
it was announced. Mr. Houck came to
Authors'
and the various
Benjamin Pictures,
B. HamptonInc.,productions.
Mr.
the Liberty from Seattle, where he was
Hampton's ofplanonlyis for
slow, limited
with the Famous Players-Lasky corproduction
the agreatest
works
of the
greatest
novelists.
Mr.
HampGrombacker Succeeds Houck.
poration.
ton is now preparing two more of Mr.
A year ago Mr. Houck married a
Grey's novels for production, "The
Spokanein girl,
Misscircles
Lila Barbour,
well
andof "The
U.epicP. Trail,"
known
musical
here.
\sWheat"
novel
thatWest
period
Mr. Houck will be succeeded in the
the
East and
the
become
I by threads of steel.
management by Ray Grombacker, who,
W. Yates, who has been in
for several months, has been with the
the
financial
end
of
the
HampLibertyagingAmusement
companytookas upman-his
>rations, has moved with his
director.
Air. Houck
new work
on August
9.
Los Angeles. Mr. Yates, for
ars, was controller and audiThompson Writes Story for World Film
Mr. Hampton was vice
Hamilton man,
Thompson,
newspaper
publicityprominent
man, andas" ata
that corporation.
Mr.
present
scenario
writer
associated
with
cial
and busine
ong whichin
William Pictures
Fox's organization,
has sold
are the Repub
World
an original story
whichto
,ah<> atories
New York, owned by himself
and his
bears taintheKidd."working
title
of "Miss asCap-an
brother, Herbert Yates.
It will and
be produced
George Yates has now retired from
Clarke Irvine.
Apfel
production
distributed
by
active participation in all other interests Editorially "shakes the bones" of "The World
Pictures. Evelyn Greeley will
be the star.
to devote his entire energies to the
Studio Skeleton" for Goldwyn.
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MACHINE SENDS FILMS TO SCHOOL
Projector Lately Invented Solves Educational
Problem and Gives Impetus to Important Plans
replace
machine
company,
conPICTU
ON ks
MOTItextboo
schools and projector ferences
the may
in RES
with Harry
Levey,aftergeneral
colleges of the United Statesg manager of the educational department
within the next few months, followin
of Universal, have placed at the disthe announcement of a detailed camposalchineof the
projection
mawhich schools
can be a used
anywhere
ated
eduend inaugur
paigncatorstoofthis
in conjunctionby with
the East
without
the
protection
of
a
booth.
Thenew projector, according to Mr. Levey,
films.
producers ofrangementseducati
ed, itAr-is is light, compact and fully capable of
have been onal
complet
projecting
standard film.
inof
method
this
declared, bystructionwhich
wil be installed in schools
"Lack of a suitable projector has held
and universities of America during the back
the
progress
of instructional mon.
campaig
course
tion pictures
in the E.
Xew Grady,
Vork schools."
That ofthetheeffort
is a sincere one, and declared
William
district
that the interest of educators of the superintendent of the Xew York Board
of
Education,
when
discussing
the
nation is centered upon the success of
the movement, is evident in the fact project. "Not more than thirty are
that the entire editorial facilities of a now showing regular picture programs,
publishing house, which is among the and these follow no definite system."
Mr. Grady approved the project and
largest producers of school textbooks
his support in the work among
in the country, has been placed at the promised
the Xew York schools. In outside cities,
disposal of those in charge.
education, educational comVisualization of the contents of text- boards mofit e s of civic
organizations, and other
heretoforemental
absorbed
the student books
only after
effortby and
con influences have b&en enlisted.
centration, is part of the plan. Such
"visatures"
will embrace
geographical,
"Common Property" Features
scientific,maticaleconomical
evena mathesubjects. Thereandis not
branch
Bolshevism in Russian Life
of the average school or University
work, it is declared, but that can be A Clawson
SIX-REELdealing
dramawithby theElliott
recentJ.
translated upon the screen in a more
nationalization of woman in Rusimpressive manner than by means of
sia,
has
just
been
completed
by
Director
the printed word.
Anatomical studies, historical themes Paul Powell at Universal City, and is
and scientific subjects particularly lend now being cut and titled. Its main title
"Common
themselves
«'ie advantages
of the is The
story Property."
deals with the Russia of
screen.
Schoolto executives
are convinced
today,
with
particular
emphasis
laid onof
that visualizing
the
relations
of
elethe
barbaric
Bolshevistic
doctrine
ments, rather than a digestion of them regarding all women
as
common
propfrom
the
printed
word,
will
leave
them
erty. A poor Russian peasant boy comes
in the mind of the scholar with far
becomes moderately wealthy
more impressiveness and li celihood that toandAmerica,
returns to his native land with an
they will
be remembered, ' than by any American girl as his bride.
other
means.
A
child
is born to them and for many
Onetion ofofa the
for the
inauguralive Then
in peace
conschoolreasons
campaign
is the
recent years the tentthree
ment in Russia.
the and
Bolshevdevelopment of a portable projection
ists
come
and
seize
the
wife
and
daughmachine
which meets inthevarious
requirements
ter, and a thrilling story of the darkest
of
fire underwriters
states. of black
Russia unravels itself under
Motion pictures have long been con- clever
direction.
sidered as instructional media, but
Well Cast and Produced.
leaders in the film industry have held
A notable cast was secured by the
back until a suitable projector was
developed.
Universal to make this picture. Robert
Engineers and experts of a noted Anderson, the Paul Patricia in "Heart
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of
is seen
the appears
role of
PavelHumanity,"
Pavlovitch.
Xell inCraig
as his wife. Colleen Moore, star of
"Little Orphant Annie," interprets the
role ersofin theTatyona.
Othcast are Pavel's
Arthur daughter.
Maude, Frank
Leigh,
Johnnie
Cooke,
of
"The
Weaker
Vessel" fame, Richard Cummings, Arthur Jasmine and Robert Lawler.
Russian
expertstowere
consulted andon details in regard
production,
the
Russian village built at Universal City
for this picture was vouched for by
Robbi Goldman, a noted Russian.
Goldwyn Engages Artist
to Push Fan Publicity

t and
of theof
most brillian
original
R, one
GROPPE
WILLIAM
group by
of America
artists, the
has younger
been secured
Goldwynn
to make impressionistic sketches of the
Goldwyn stars— Geraldine Farrar, Madge
Kennedy.
Pauline Frederick, Mabel
Xormand. Will Rogers and Tom Moore
— as they appearacterizatiinons. Thetheir
different
se sketches
have charbeen
made a part of the publicity service
which Goldwyn is furnishing newspapers
and fan magazines throughout the
country.
The branch of the Goldwyn publicity department devoted to increasing
the fame of Goldwyn stars and pictures
by keeping them constantly before the
notice ofmined effort
the topublic
supplyis making
somethinga deterfresh
and of a character that publications
really want.
Mr. Gropper is allowed a free hand
in
and asinkhe impressions
the giving
Goldwynpen stars
sees them onof
the
screen.
"Virtuous Men" Presented
at Poli's in Washington
e,ous Washd produc
Theatr
at Poli's
opene
Mm''
"Virtu
THEnite
Augusttion10th
indefifor E.an
ington,ding
run.S-LAccor
Coffey,
to H.
e Film Distributof thengEmpir
ManagingerCo., handli
the picture for this
ory.
uous
played andto
"Virt
territ
performance
capacity at the opening Men"
is attracting large crowds. Considerable
presPoli which
the ign
is said to enbetation dumanife
e to thested
big incampa
heralded the production.

Five of the Line of Authors Captured by Metro for Contributions to Its Schedule of Fewer and Better Pictures.
Left
toJ. right;
I. A. R.on Wylie,
whose story,
HermitDay.Doctor
of Gaya" will"Along
be Nazimova's
next:in Harrison
with
H. Hatton.
Benrimo
"The with
Willow
Tree": "TheHolman
whoriramat'zed
Came Ruth"
which MayRhodes,
Allisoncollaborator
will star:
Frederick
co-author
Fanny
"Lombardi,
Hattons,Hatton
whose ofplay
scored aLtd.":
laugh Bert
everyLytell's
twelve next:
seconds.Fanny Hatton. the better half of the
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In presenting moving pictures, he arthe church
would
not bebe "pandering"gued,to the
but appetite.
would
meeting
a normal
andworld,
natural
Mr. Bartlett virtually admitted that
the church in Toronto proposes to enter into competition with the theatres
in
order to provide entertainment and
instruction.
The announcement
establishment ofthe new regarding
departmentthe asks
why his
Satanic
Majesty
should
monopolize the moving picture and intimates
that an effort will be made to use "this
modern
means" to secure a hold upon
the people.

PICTURES
RESCUED
FROM
THE DEVIL
Toronto Methodist, Believing That All Profits
Should Not Go to Monopolists, Purchases Films
He said that one French firm had made
ement thatto "movWITH aning announc
pictures belonged
them some very beautiful moving pictures on
Bible
but as yet no firm had
or wordsof found subjects,
the devil,"
much theas toMethodis
t Church
it advisable to cater to the needs
to that aseffect,
Toronto has undertaken to encourage of the churches. In his opinion, the disthe use of moving pictures in the
tributors wil not supply the wants of
in- the churches with their best pictures beSchoolsOneandof other
churches, Sunday
the first
stitutions of Ontario.
cause
they
think it will injure the patsteps in this direction has been the esronage of the moving picture theatres.
tablishment ofa "photographic departdeof thisspaces
headquar
ment" andpartmenthe
t are located
two store
in ters
Other Hair" and "The Purchase Price" Rounds
in the Wesley Building on Queen
. The Rev. S. T. Bartstreet, Toronto
Robertson-Cole's
List of Summer Pictures
lett, ex-secretary of Sunday Schools and
ITH theOutclosing
of the summer
Half," the
a third
Superior
PictureIt
, has been ap- W season in the next two weeks, Other
Societies
Young People's
to complete
summer
program.
manager
Robertson-Cole
believes
that
it
departnew
the
of
pointed
is another King W. Vidor picture by
ment.
will have released through Exhibitors Brentwood without an individual star.
Occupy Two Stores.
high class produc"BetterthatTimes"
enjoyed
summer
Moving picture projection machines, Mutual consistently
Twelve pictures have been record
has been
most agratifying
stereopticons, cameras, slides, films released tions.
and
the
entire
program
will
be
to
Robertson-Cole
officials.
Exhibitors
and other equipment for the mak- completed with "The Other Half," a throughout the country extended their
ingried iorn stock
presentation
pictures
is car- successor to "The Turn in the Road," runs on it, and many theatres such
and will ofbe sold
to churches
The Rose,
and "Her Purchase Price," a Bessie as
and schoolsnounced.atMr. Bartlett,
cost price,
it
is an- Barriscale
it. in Fayetteville, N. C, repicture.
1 pictures is the booked "Snow"
the manager,
The
release
of
these
Pictures Popular.
is an expert photographer and has made result of a definite policy to test out
lantern slides for use in Sunday schools the summer market and provide ex"The sire,"Mints
of
Hell" pictures,
and "Man'sproved
Defor a number of years.
two fine "snow"
hibitors with means to increase their
excellent
attractions
for exhibLikes Scriptural Films.
summer patronage. The results more to be itors,
and the. snow atmosphere apMr. Bartlett declares that he has al- than proved the soundness of this policy.
parently acting as an antidote for the
ready received inquiries from pastors Reports from exhibitors booking the summer heat.
in outlying stations for moving picture Robertson-Cole feature through Exhibitors Mutual were not only favorable
outfits so munities
thatmay enjoy
the people
in rural com-of but numerous.
Two Beneath,"
Hayakawaa productions,
the advantages
dramatization"Theof
One of the many of Man
city
life
in
one
respect
at
least.
In
a
Edmund
Mitchell's
story,
similar S.tenor
recent interview he declared that one played
Horizon,""The
one Nigger,"
of the
R. O.states,
for the'"Better
first timeTimes'
this and "The
artisticGrayproductions
ever
released
difficulty in supplying this demand is summer in Columbus," Fred Mason, most
by
Robertson-Cole,
were
among
of the Picadilly Theatre, sent productions that proved a boon to the
that the moving picture "is in the hands manager
exthat information.
of "These
monopolists."
Barriscale,
men are exploiting moving picSchedule Was Diversified.
Threads" hibitors.
andBessie"The
Womanin "Tangled
Michael
tures for the purpose of making money,"
Married," established the fact that she
The program was considerably varied has
said Mr. ofBartlett.
"Theytheyare have
makingno
millions
dollars and
just assummer
'great asa hold
on a picture
only as to types of stories but also
in winter.
thought of anything else in producing not
to their locale. Among the summer public inWesterns
Not
Waning.
pictures.
releases were two Superior Pictures, a
Church Not Pandering.
the popularity of good Westerns
class of productions meeting an excep- isThat
not waning has been more than
tionally rigid standard established by
"Some
very
conservative
people
obRobertson-Cole and Exhibitors demonstrated by the heavy bookings
ject to the dramatization of scriptural critical
stories on the screen, especially those Mutual officials. These two pictures are on William Desmond's pictures, "BareMan Who Turned White" and Fisted Gallagher" and "A Sage-Brush
dealing with the life of Christ," he con- "The
"The Pagan
God," productions
whichB. Hamlet." "In Search of Arcady," with
tinued, "but, personally,
do not ofseea Jesse
D. Hampton
presentsin H.
the difference
between a Ipainting
Alma Rubens,
"A
scriptural subject and a presentation by Warner. The success of these produc- Billie
Man's Rhodes,
Country,"andcomplete
the list ofin the
tions has led to the scheduling of "The Robertson-Cole summer offerings.
moving pictures."

Tom Mix
Wastransition
So Lonesome
Thatto He
See Whether
He'd arrested
Get Himself
As the
from left
rightTossed
shows, UpTomto was
famous and
all atArrested
once inOrhisr amous.
newest
Fox feature, "Rough Riding Romance."
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Edward Healey Upsets Small Town Precedent of Cheap
Pictures and Poor Equipment by Building the Rialto,
with First-Glass Films, Ventilation and $3,500 Organ
to characterize
nt to
"Theness reason
the motion
picture
busi- is determined
of a gmoveme
beginni
THEdemand
tion of his theatre
in this way.the operahas not been
successful
in small
recognition
theng admirin
in
my
opinion,
is
because
the
of the motion picture theatre in towns,
"The
comfort
of
my patrons will be
environment around the theatre has not my own comfort," Mr.
towns of less than 5,000 population is been
Healey declares.
inviting. The house has not been "When it is warm in Winchester,
every
now progressing successfully under the comfortable
device
known
for cooling a
and in many cases not practical
Edward Healey, homen ad- clean. The pictures
direction ofWinchester,
not been well theatre will be used. And in the winter
Tenn., showma of selected because thehaveexhibitor
dress,
unwitwill worth
be uniformly
ten years' experience.
$350,000
of good warm."
roads are
tingly failed to realize that the small- myOverhouse
Allotting $6 per capita as the indibuilt in and around Winchester,
town
public
is
just
as
critical
asthe being
vidual investment of every citizen — men, audiences which attend the metropolitan
and
Mr.
Healey
is
of
the
opinion
women and children in Winchester — in
the automobile will enable hundredsthatto
the Dixie Theatre, Healey is building a
visit his theatre when the right attrac$12,000 structure in this city of 2,000 houses."Small Towns Are Critical.
tions are provided. He intends to bill
persons which has never before taken
"But do you
think you need
high the surrounding country with his exa motion picture theatre seriously.
for conducting
your astheatre
ploitation and the use of novelties in
Mr. Healey is one of the first men ain standard
advertising.
a town of 2,000 as you do in a big
to conceive the remedy for the sickly city?"
Mr. Healey was asked.
part
of
the
motion
picture
body,
as
it
"I do,"
"there who
is no live
differ-in Omaha Exhibitor Uses
were. He has found out that the small
ence he
betweenreplied;
the people
towns are failing to take either the
Buttons to Advertise Film
proper interest or the proper confidence
in the motion picture theatres operating
in their respective cities, and he has
Omaha, introduced
the
GF. Theatre,
THORNBERG,
of the Comfort
found out the "why and wherefore."
"The Great Gamble," in a novel
Analyzes Reasons for Failure.
way that packed his theatre on the night
of the first episode and assures good
Hence he has undertaken to revive
patronage during the rest of the serial.
the most fallible feature of the busiIt was hot weather, and Mr. Thornberg
nes — the establishing of a successful
realized
the difficultystart.
of giving the picand appreciated theatre in a town of
ture a satisfactory
two thousand. His procedure is based
He had 500 buttons made at 1 cent
on an analysis of the failure of small
each. On the top of the buttons, in a
town theatres. And his reasoning leads
red strip, was the name of the theatre.
him to believe:
In
the center, on a white strip, was a
(1) Small-town
number. At the bottom, on a blue strip,
sufficient
frequency theatres
conductedare onnota with
high
wa*s
title, "Therepeatedly
Great Gamble."
plane. In too many case the exhibitor
He theannounced
that on a
aims to secure the cheapest pictures,
certain
night
buttons
would be given
with the cheapest presentation.
away
admitting
the
wearers
to
the show
(2) Small-town
theatregoers
free of charge. On the night mentioned,
regard
the exhibitor
in most too
casesoftenas
the
theatre
was
filled.
The
buttons
bore
a catch-penny
and have been
ainstances
series oftwotwelve
numbers.
In many
known
to scoffmerchant
at his offerings.
of the
numbers
were
(3) In aremany
instances, small-town
identical. Each button wearer was to
theatres
uninviting.
notice the buttons worn by others he
met on the street, in an effort to find
Theatre Well Equipped.
the number corresponding to his. When
And that is the reason why Mr.
he
found the wearer of the correspondHealey will build the Rialto Theatre
ing number,
two episode
could getof athefreeserial
adon the site of the Dixie Theatre, known
mis ion to thethefirst
Healey.
for its many losses of money and lack Builder of aEdward
if they went to the theatre together.
$12,000
house
in
a
town
of
of patrons.
The Comfort is a neighborhood house.
2,000 people.
As for the equipment of the Rialto,
Everybody in the neighborhood, it seems,
wearing one of the buttons, and
it will include two brand new Power's the woods and the inhabitants of the was
machines,
a rotary
leather- big cities so far as the motion picture everyone was looking at everybody
cushioned seats
and aconverter,
$3,500 photoplayer.
else's
"Thein Great
Gamble"
advertising
this way,
and got
the
Courteous attendants will be employed. is concerned. There are more of them much button.
Awillmost
attractive
screen
and
stage
set
serial
had
an
auspicious
start.
in
one
place
than
the
other
—
but
they
be built. The house will seat 500 are the same kind, and they want and
demand and will patronize none
Simplex Distributor in Town.
persons,
one-fourth of the population will
of Winchester.
but the best of motion picture attracGeorge Webster, of the Webster Elections. And the sooner the small-town
"There
is
not
the
slightest
doubt
in
the world that my theatre will be a exhibitor realizes this, the better for
tric Company, better known as "Electric Webster," distributor
for Simplex
success,"
said toMr.stand
Healey.
"My inshows
in Washington,
D. C, western
Marywill
be able
favorably
the himself."Has Had Long Experience.
land and northern Virginia, paid a brief
light of any big time presentation. And
visit
to
the
Simplex
factory
this week.
as for attractions, the first thing I did
Mr.
Healey's
enthusiasm
for
his
new
He reports that contrary to previous
is not that of a beginner in a
was book First National Exhibitors' Cir- project
new industry. His experience dates mid-summer seasons, the present large
cuit series
star productions.
in- back
into the time when he was con- number of Simplex sales are uninterstance, myofofferings
will includeForthree
large Government order from
nected with the Signal Amusement Com- the officerupted. Aof
of Mary
Pickford's
productions
the United States Signal
pany,nooga,
which operated
theatres
incities
Chatta-in Corps has resulted
First
National,
four Anitar
Stewart from
picKnoxville
and
other
through Mr. Webtures beginning with her 'Virtuous Tennessee. He is most thoroughly apster's
activities.
And he reports that
Wives,' three Jack Pickford pictures,
p
r
i
s
e
d
o
f
what
forceful,
efficient
manfully
eighty-five
per
cent,
of the District
'Choosing
a
Wife,'
and
Charlie
Chaplin's
agement will do for a theatre and he of Columbia is now Simplex.
pictures from First National
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THE

UNIVERSAL
CITY IS
Many Companies Working
for Distribution Early in
THREE
feature tophotodramas
which six-reel
are expected
be among
best productions
have
been Universal's
put into production
at the West
Coast studio. Elmo Lincoln, star of the
"Elmo under
the Mighty,"
has commenced
work
Director Rex
Ingram on
"The
Beach
Comber,"
from
the story by
J. G. Hawks.
Mabel Ballin, seen as the feminine
lead
in "The
Whiteproduction,
Heather," will
a recent
Maurice
Tourneur
play
opposite Lincoln. Others in the cast
are
Harry
van
Meter,
Ethelyn
Irving,
Dick La Reno and Frank Brownlee.
Frank Mayo, who recently completed
"A Little Brother of the Rich" and
"The Bnite Breaker" under Lynn Reydirection, has ofstarted
on "Lasca,''
a screennolds'adaptation
that poem
of the
Rio Grande. Norman Dawn is directing the feature, and Edith Roberts is
playing
opposite Arthur
Mayo.Jasamine,
The supporting cast includes
Lloyd
Whitlock and Viola Harry.
Ambition for Dorothy Phillips.
is thewhich
title William
of a storyC.
by "Betty
MildredReforms"
Considine,
Dowlan has started producing. Ora
Carew, Forrest Stanley and Charles
Clary are the triumvirate of leading
players.
Other activities of Universal City include the start of the super-feature,
"Ambition," which is to be Dorothy
Phillips'
next cinedramatic vehicle. Allips. len Holubar will again direct Miss Phil"Ambition" will show the star as a
small comtown
ambitions
e a great girl
operawithsinger.
She istofrobe-be
surrounded
with
the
same
type
of supporting players as were seen with
her
in "The Heart of Humanity" and "The
Right to Happiness."
Filming "Aviation" Feature.
Director Jacques Jaccard is taking the
finishing
scenesmelodrama
for "The ofWinged
Trail,"in
the first big
the skies,
which Lieutenant 01. L. Locklear, the
only man changing planes in mid-air, is
starred. for
The eastern
lieutenantflying
has engagement
returned 'to
Chicago
and Jaccard
is nowthe shooting
the not
sequences in which
aviator does
appear. Francelia Billington and Car-

MOVING

PICTURE WORLD

VERY
BUSY SPOT
on Films of Various Sort
the Forthcoming Season
men Phillips have the principal feminine
roles in the production.
Four companies are at work on tworeel western dramas. George Holt is
makingring Marie
"Tempest
Cody'sin which
Expose,"she starWalcamp,
has
a new leading man, Frank Braidwood,
late"Dynamite"
of "The Heart
oftitle
Humanity."
is thePete
of the isnewest
western in which
Morrison
starring with Josephine Hill. After finishing
"The
Crow"
with
"Hoot"
Gibson
and
Mildred Moore, Director Reeves Eason

August 30, 1919
has started on the filming of "Shameless
Saunderson," with the same pair of
players.
Robert Wells has returned to Universal City to take the final interiors
for "Winning a Bride" and "The Ranger
of
Pike's
productions
for
which the Peak,"
exterior two
locations
were shot
at Cheyenne and Colorado Springs, reFritzie Ridgway
of these twospectively.
short
features. is the star
Florence Turner has started on a new
comedy,
"The $10,000
Threat," inemulatwhich
she inginterprets
eight thecharacters,
Henri de Vries,
protean artist of
vaudeville fame. Eddie Lyons and Lee
Moran
are comedy
producing
"Solid Comfort,"
a one-reel
uries of home
life. dealing with the lux-

L, C. Haynes of Robertson-Cole Praises
Film Showing Results of War on Young Men
two classes of life, the aristocracy and
producer
THE of great
motiondrawback
pictures tois,thein my
opin- 'the other half,' the masses, who have
buddies through trench life and
ion, the lack of direct connec- become
tion between those who actually pro- resume their former stations of life.
course,
they ishave
their sweethearts
duce the picture and the ultimate con- Of
and the lesson
so strong
that it not
sumer— the picture public," states L. C. only
breaks down the barriers between
Haynes, president
of
the
Brentwood
Picthe
two
girls
but
demonstrates
that
Corporation
tures
now making Robertson-Cole features for distribution by there is no real human barrier between
s Mutual.
Exhibitor
due to capital and labor.
the
success
of our two"However
recent, Robert"It ingis thea same
King W.optimism
Vidor picture
breathson-Cole features we have in a sense
and cheerful
established a contract with the public,
uplift Turn
that inpervaded
'Betterwhich
Times'
and
the Road,'
he also
and giving
'The the
Other
I believe
are
publicHalf,'
just what
it wants.we 'The
wrote and directed," concluded Mr.
"The market has been surfeited with Haynes.
eternal triangle and grimly melodraLila Lee in Next Reid Picture.
matic
and the demand
appears to bephotoplays
for wholesome,
sane and
It has just been announced by the
constructively optimistic pictures," said Famous Players-Lasky Corporation that
in Paramount pictures,
Mr. Haynes.
"Pictures presenting
ralness and truth-to-life
in story natubuilt Lila Lee,herstar
appearance will
in another
Cecil
on a strong
theme andof importing
cheer- pending
B. DeMille Production
be featured
fulness and thoughts
practical benefit
in
the
next
Wallace
Reid
Paramountare a panacea for the general unrest Artcraft offering, "Hawthorne of the
following the war.
"'The Other Half is a clean and U. S. A.," as chief support of the
star.
wholesome
fromonesensationalities andpicture,,
touchingfree,upon
vital popular
Harold Lloyd Puts on Skates.
subject so pertinent to social unrest,
Harold
Lloyd does some tall and fancy
the effect of the war on our young
men
roller skating
in his comedy,
"Don't
lasting.and whether those effects are Shove,"
which
list
of Pathe releasesis forincluded
August in31.theLloyd
"The film sjhows that one of the never aspired to roller skating honors
great lessons learned is brotherly love before, and he probably never will again
and the breakig down of class barriers. after his experience in the filming of
It does not attempt to moralize nor is "Don't Shove," which offers the comedian in one of his ludicrous roles, regisit a preachment. It is a simple appealing story of two young men, from the
tering principally on the floor.
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Starts for West Coast

To Acquire First-Hand Information
New Hampshire.
down from
of 'TheMoore
City appeared.
of ComNG King,
COMIBasil
rades' inpicture
which
Tom
one of the Eminent Goldwyn
Cowl
and Ethel
Barrymore
have
Authors, stopped in New Yoik Jane
each
been
featured
in
a
photoplay
taken
for a sday on his rnia.
way to the Goldwyn from two novels of mine. I am not
studio in Califo
What was he movie fan because my eyesight is bada
going
do out motion
there? pictur
What es?
was Did
his and I do not see much of what is shown
attitudeto toward
But I believe the mohe believe the established writer would on thetion screen.
picture is the great medium for
write directly for the screen?
These were some of the questions that the expression of ideas and ideals in
Basil King was asked to answer as the theBesides
future."the motion picture Mr. King
fourth of the group of Eminent Authors
whom Samuel Goldwyn and Rex Beach will
do novel
in California,
he will journey
"hatch"
another
onHe thefeelsfour-day
have persuaded
to co-operate
in the to the Coast.
that he is at
studio
on the production
of photodramas
the top
of his creative
from their famous novels.
fied to handle
subjects power
he has andlongqualihad
sellers."he in mind.
"beststory
a writera ofgreat
Kinginis mind
HeMr.has
e
wants to contribut directly to the
Working on Story for Next Year.
screen, and goes West to consult about
In confidence he related the general
that as well as to okeh the scenario scheme
of the story he would like to
" He put over next season, and it may be
Calledhis Straight.
for "The
own scenario
ready Street
was
to write
said
that
promises a new departure
when the call came to go at once to in motion itpictures
on a subject of the
and
Goldwyn
City,
Samuel
where
Culver
widest
King's contribution
Rex Beach now are.
to the appeal.
screen isMr.undoubtedly
a gift of
spiritual insight and imaginative power.
Realizes His Limitations.
He isglesa of master
of
portraying
the
strug-in
the good and evil instincts
"When I tackled the scenario _ form
I realized at once my limitations," said a man and woman that lead to their
Mr. King. "It was like trying to write regeneration.
Born of an American mother and
aI story
a language
you didn't orknow.
English father on Prince Edward Island
didn'tsoin know
the grammar
the in
idiom,
to speak.
I am the more
the St. Lawrence river, he belongs
delighted to make the journey to see to three countries. He has also lived
just how the continuity is developed. a good deal in France. He was there
I shall require assistance. I see that,
first novels were being pubbut I should like to have the last word when his
lishedtoanonymously
in America,
came back
find himself
famous. andSincehe
on the script.
"I
have
had
several
of
my
novels
done
his
daughter's
marriage
out
in pictures. The best work was the States, he believes that he inwillthetakeUnited
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his nationalization
papers
here,
and
continue to live tor the most part in
Cambridge; Mass., where twenty years
ago he was a clergyman.
Houses Extra
Give Days
"Sahara"
of Playing
is made
cement
announ
on
HER
W. Hodkins
W.
the
by
week
this
FURT tion
of the success of J.
Corpora
Glaum of proLouisesection
Jr.'s,
Parker Read,
the
in every
duction "Sahara"
imof the this
listing
a
by
United States
portant theatres that have played
for additional days over and
specialthose
above
contracted. for which exhibitors at first
The film is claimed to be a most unusual success and again to indicate the
perversities
of theatrical
motionof picture judgments.
Feeling andassured
the
powers
of*
audience-attraction
of this
splendid story, written by C. Gardner
Sulli\»an and supervised by Allan Dwan,
Mr. Read,
the producer,
met with a series of rebuffs
and discouragements
when he brought the picture into the
New York market. The board of directors of a big circuit by an overwhelmingly negative"Sahara."
vote decided
not to disdistributortributenesting
inAnother
the thickproduceroi the
business
likewiseorganization
voted "No" was
and
apicture
third
distributing
lukewarm.
The W. W. Hodkinson organization
unanimously and instantly expressed its
complete belief in the production and
began an unprecedented campaign to
have the film re-establish Louise Glaum
at
point onof popularity
from merits
which
shetheshould
her distinctive
never have departed.
Reviews in Moving Picture World are
written from the screen — not press books.

Lionized.
Gloria Swanson as she appears in a tempestuous moment from "Male and Female," Cecil B. De Mille's coming Artcraft..
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U. S. Films Shown to Italian Soldiers Have
Given Them Taste for American Quick Action
styles in Italy Theatres at Mishawaka, Ind., having
PICTURE since
N
MOTIO
the war
have changed
interestForof the
his partner, Edward A.the Yost.
past
brought American films to the just purchased
soldiers of that country. As a result eleven ciated
yearswith the
Mr. two
Senger
has
been
asso-is
enterprises
and
ion
of the showing of American rapid-act
widely known among theatre men in
film in Italy, producers in Torino, "the, the
northern part of Indiana.
vineyards
of
land
the
of
Angeles"
Los
are aiming to eliminate the characteristic screen "posing" of Italian players Large and Typical Cast
and to replace it with American "pep"
for Next Lila Lee Film
andSo "jazz."
declared George H. Payne, an
THE
castture,for"The the
Lee picartist of
Springfield,
Mass.,
who
reHeartnew of24,LilaYouth,"
turned to New York on August 12, after
be released
August
is made upto
eight
months'
service
with
the
Italian
of
typical
players
from
five
to
fifty.
troops. ducersPayne
states that
pro- Most of the roles are character interhave discovered
thatItalian
the public
p
r
e
t
a
t
i
o
n
s
a
n
d
from
the
youngest
juvethere, as in America, wants swiftly
oldest character men, every
moving film stories and are turning their playernile toisthewell-known
back on the actors who "pose and strut." and a clever actor. to screen patrons
"I had
the theentertainment
Tom Forman gives strong support as
work
in ourcharge
districtof for
Y. M. C. A.
man to Miss Lee.
and found that the American film made leading
There are two families in the picture,
them laugh more and sent 'em away and it so happens that a large number
smiling,"
Payne.to "Of
course,
the of children were required to play the
titles
weresaidchanged
Italian,
so they
all ofarewhich
are imporcoulding onunderstand
exactly Often
what was
go- juveniletant.roles,
Among these
Gertrude
Short,
upon the screen.
we had
Cameron
Coffey,
a
well-known
youthas many as 3,000 Italians in a Y hut
ful swimmer and actor, and Lewis Sarviewing American films.
the lad who played the title role
"INeapolitan
was ablebandmaster,
to get intoandtouch
with in thegent, Paramount-Artcraft
picture of
aneither
although
of us could understand
each Mark Twain's immortal story, "Huckleberry
Finn,"
Buster
Irving.
other's
language,
managedshows
to select
Charles Ogle and Guy Oliver are the
the music
for thewe movie
and respective
heads of the two families.
other entertainments without much diffi- Others
are Fanny Midgley, Lydia Knott,
culty. We were the greatest of pals Fay Lemport,
Vera Sisson,
Ashand enjoyed
each
other's
company,
al- ton, Robert Brower
and Ed Sylvia
Alexander.
though
we
did
have
to
resort
to
gesticuRobert
G.
Vignola
directed
the
piclating to make our wants known.
ture.
"The
Italian
likes
our
American
fun.
The
popular
Italianmost
soldiers
was anactor
Italianamong
comedianthe Italy Is Greatest Buyer
who imitated our American 'Happy
of U. S. Unexposed Film
Hooligan' of 'funny paper' fame."
EXPORTS
of motionof picture
film dur-a
Senger Buys Out Partner Yost.
ing the month
June reached
George L. Senger is now the sole
total of more than $900,000, accordowner of the Century and Lincoln
ing to a report which has been secured
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by the Washington Bureau of The Moving Picture World from the Departmentposedof Commerce.
Shipmentslinear
of unexfilm totaled 14,461,001
feet,
valued at $279,554, and of exposed film
11,977,556 linear feet, with a value of
$641,820.
By ican
far unexposed
the greatest
Amerfilm importer
during theof month
was Italy, which took 13,885,137 feet,
valued at $238,378. The next largest
shipment, to Canada, totaled 348,939 feet,
valued at $12,748, but the 42,339 feet exd to England,
the re-a
port,portewere
far moreaccording
valuable, tohaving
total of $21,040. Cuba took 64,749 feet,
valued at $2,433, and Venezuela 36,171
feet, valued at $1,212, these being the
only other exports in excess of 25,000
feet.
The most
important
markets
for exposed film were
England
and Canada,
each taking over a million feet, while
France, Spain and Australia, as shown
by the following table, each took more
than three-quarters of a million :
Countries.Not Exposed.
Lin. Ft. Exposed.
Lin.
Ft.
Denmark
400,816
France
10,366 791,536
Italy
13,885,137 69,662
Malta, Gozo,
and Cy-Is
prus
13,600
Norway
441,685
Portugal
44,200
Spain
16,400
Sweden
15,000 755,896
130,000
England
Scotland 42,339 1,889,352
29,909
Bermuda
62,000
Canada
348,939
1,248,010
Guatemala
5,000 4,600
Panama
224,000
Mexico
5,000 327,232
Newfoundland and
Labrador
258,211
Trinidad and Tobago
29,000
Cuba
64,749 523,110
Danish
West
Indies
40,000
Dominican Republic.
20,000
Argentina
553,825
Brazil
9,600 535,705
Chile
9,800 181,699
Peru
96,300
Uruguay 36,171 200,641
Venezuela
48,793
China
8,000 363,007
225,908
British
India
4,500
Straits Settlements
242,233
Dutch East Indies
223,484
Japan
391,296
Russia
in
Asia
84,000
Australia
761,024
New Zealand
140,674
Philippine
454,260
British WestIslands
Africa
122,988
Egypt
48,900
Total
14,461,001 11,977,556
Marguerite Clark to Come East.
On the completion of her present
Paramount-Artcraft picture, "A Grrl
Named Edwards,
Mary," under
the direction
Walter
Marguerite
Clark, theof
Famous Players-Lasky star will start
work
A SuddenwillPeggy,"
when onthis"Allis Ofcompleted,
leave and
for
New York to resume production in the
eastern studios of the organization.
Miss Clark has now practically completed four pictures in the West. The
exact
date of her departure has not
been announced.

CorinneTheGriffith
Stores chest
Awaythinks
a Few Brambles
in "The
Bramble
oldtoo treasure
Corinne
knows Bush."
much about
thorns in it's
this,seaherweed,
newestbut Vitagraph.

SylvianextBreamer
Play Sylvia
in "Sunset."
The
picture towhich
Breamer
will be engaged upon at the J. Stuart
Blackton
studios
will
be
"Sunset,"
which
was
stead. written for her by Stanley Olm-
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BLUFF
IN PINE
"BLUFF"
THE
PUT
Barnum's
T.
P.
from
Leaf
Hauber, the "Go-Getter," Took a
Guide to Victory, Read It Carefully, and Put Into Most
Successful Practice the Lessons of Good Showmanship
first of the following month came
By James B. Kelly
story in the old,
start
will
WE old way. this
around. In fact, he figured out exactly
Once upon a time.
what it would take to finish the theatre
("Smiling Jimmy")
nianv, many years ago a little
complete,
and had every stick on the
" kid with only
andslicka those eighteen hundred iron men. He ground before
tow-headed
of the did
month.
very
a feet
withts bare
andpocke
dirty face,
When
the
first the
of first
the month
roll
the
ached
appro
wanted
to
build
at
least
a
twentyhis
dime in
thousand dollar edifice, and the taking all
around
friend "O. C." had
to call uponin
P. T. Barnum Us on
mammoth tentsonofEarth
his
resourcefulness
and
diplomacy
of
a
partner
or
borowing
money
my,
,
and
Show
est
Great
from a bank had never entered his stalling off the enterprising bill collecd to see that mind.
boy wante
that only
my! how
However, he had made up his
had this same slick
tors. To shorten a long story he "got
show I But he writer
very
away with it;" finished his theatre,
knowing this dime mind what
he wanted
and "O. C." gen- and
dime, and the es that
"informs
the writer that on the night
erally
gets
what
he
wants.
this
even
believ
same boy,
He made it boys, and although I he opened he didn't have enough money
was glued to his pocket. as quickly as
in
his
jeans
change"a friend
and had
story
my
into
recommend his policy to every- to borrow a to"ten"make
To get
dirty wouldn't
le, this very same little show
in order to getspot"
his from
box office open.of
one (that is,
you'veoffgotourplenty
possib
of nerve),
we unless
must take
hats hisRight
faced bov, managed to get intoto the
the start the New Hauber
to him as being a genius in the art of Theatre from
the elebring hewater
was a huge success. Friend
g andtowhen
bv helpinphants,
the obtaining
insides and
gotpeanut
"open
credit"
in
a
strange
"O.
C."
had
contracted for only the
town.
Here
was
his
method
in
the
ng
peddli
job
tent, landed a
very highest
class
words possible.
lemonade, with the result that when per-he fewest
thing
that
was
new ofto pictures
Pine Bluff)(someand
He rented the building he wanted, instead of charging
two
had seen
he circus,
the
usual amount
quit that night,
addi"i
and
taking
out
a
five
year
lease
with
an
the
f
o
s
e
c
n
a
m
r
o
f
of
ten
cents,
he
made
his
prices
ten
dime, he had one option of a longer period, drew up his and twenty and gave his patrons more
his very
dollartion toand
eightyslick
cents.
plans,
donned
a
suit
of
overalls,
hired
for
their
money
than
they
had
ever
had
his
On the day that this kid madea seed a gang of coons and started to "gut" before. He got his creditors together,
the building all by his lonesome. No explained his position and every cent
debut with the Barnum Show, money
"Get elythe no limit. contractors or architects for "O. C." that came into the box office for a long
of
that hasandabsolut
sown nship
Now about
please twelve
bear inhundred
mind that
only time (with the exception of actual exwas showma
some day to O.walkC. had
cart hewheels
The writer expects
penses) wenthetp has
theseoneself-same
credsee the name big left— for he had to pay the landlord $500
down Broadwav andlights
of the finest
over some
in advance and about a hundred theatresitors.inNow the
Hauber in shining
state, that would cost
and more
for Hauber
ent—closely
amusem
for
living
expenses
and
other
deofwere
palace
of $50,000 if built
related, as
very
tails. The first month he only ordered innow,theandneighborhood
the kid
it's
fullyHauber,
paid for
about a thousand dollars worth of lum- belongs
they were both one and the P.same.
to
O.
C.
Esq.andIt ittookall
BarnT.
what
ber, supplies, accessories, etc., and on
Some of vou know
nerve
to
"put
it
over"
but
"0. C." good
had
and
the
first
of
the
following
month
he
paid
was,
Public"
the "Poor
ofI will
the
nerve
that
has
characterized
idea
urn's
say that Mr. Hauber
every bill presented in cash, thereby clean up-to-date American showmanalthough
patrons their establishing
his
credit
broadcast.
always tries to hegivestillhisremembe
ship
all
over
the
world,
and
my
prers the
money's worth of Barnum, the dean
diction of seeing his name on Broadway
He Springs a Surprise.
ot
sayings
popular
in the near future is not any too far
in the
all showmen, and his a success
Xow comes the coup. On the follow- fetched.
example
living
is
field
ing
month
he
ordered
between
fifteen
motion picture
Full of Coin Getting Ideas.
sixteen thousands dollars worth of
folks didn't believe in and
that Barnum'
raising
crazys children.
material, and made sure that it was all
Mr. Hauber has many little schemes
and
ideas
that make his theatre the most
delivered
to
his
building
before
the
Headed
for
Broadway.
H«
About five or six years ago this self
same O. C. Hauber blew into the city
of Pine Bluff, Ark., liked the town and
decided that this would be his next
his ambitions;
in accomplishing
step
and believe
me, boy, he is well on the
way
towards
their
accomplishment.
the time of his arrival in Pine Bluff weAt
understand
his bank ofroll_eighteen
registered in the that
neighborhood
hundred
berries,
but
he
didn't
let
anyone know this, in fact through manipulation,
"front,"
and
the
gentle
art
diplomacy and publicity he allowed it ofto
be noised around the "berg" that a
"Mr. manO. fromC. Chicago,
Hauber, the
had successful
arrived at showPine
Bluff and contemplated erecting a $50,000Of'Movie'
show."
course, everybody said he was
crazy,
as theinonly
P. show
had
ever been
thatM.town
was that
a little
old
"store
show"
of
the
usual
'variety.
But Hauber was looking into the future,
and being a showman in every inch of
body,day realized
ofhis that
were onlythatin the
their "movies"
infancy
and thatwould
the daycomewouldtrue.arrive when his
This Canadian Lobby Not Only Encouraged Hissing, but Cordially Invited It.
dream
The Eialto
Theatre,
Toronto, Canada,
played up the
Universal attraction "Hiding in
Holland"
and tocheerfully
"O.
C."
spread
his
propaganada
on
welcome offered
the Clownto provide
Quince ofautomatic
Germany. hissers with which
thickly, for remember he only had
HE
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popular one in Arkansas, but one of the
not
Those ofknowus that
who tohavebe
studied"fans."
the business
a success, we have got to get the people
inandthewe "habit"
of coming
our showto
must devise
meansto known
showmanship to attain this end.
Earns Annual Vacation.
I
stoped
oft in Pine
other
day, but Friend
HauberBluff'andthe Friend
Wife were sojourning at Atlantic City
for a few weeks, with his theatre in
charge of Professor C. A. Johnson.
Pretty soft, eh boys? But "to the vicbelongs the
to a man
like torHauber,
who spoils"
knows and
the show
bui-
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ness from A to Z, and who has worked
as hard as he has for the past few
years, and
accomplished
somebig, hereally
isvacation
certainly
a nicethingrestful
to deserving
fit him forof
the battles that he will engage in durthe coming
Mying hat
is off toseason.
men of his stamp who
put new
life
in thisbuildthe itgreatest
indus-to
try in existence,
up, aspire
greater things, and are continually improvingtainment,
their theatre,
nature of and,
enter-in
projection appliances,
fact, always being just one jump ahead
of the rest of the pack. Hauber also
controls the booking of a number of
other theatres in Arkansas, under the
name of the Hauber Circuit.

United Booking Office, B. F. Keith and
Keith and Proctor
Book "The Westerners
the New where a picture can be brought back
successtheat first
to its during
G Strand
OWIN
York
week later to other theatres for secondary or
One
of the instrikin August, Benjamin B. Hampton's repeating performances.
many first
contracts
the
first production for Greaters"
Authors' Pic- Denver features
zone ofis that
run theatres
Inc.,
tures,
"The
Western
by
Stewart Edward White, has been booked have booked repeat date engagements
for the new 4,000 seat Brooklyn Strand for "The Westerners" in the identical
as one of the opening attractions in theatres
where first presentations are
that house, the largest theatre in Brook- made.
lyn.The United Booking Office, B. F. Keith
and Keith & Proctor interests, which re- Realart Sign Will Be
cently swung J. Parker Read, Jr.'s.,
Largest Booming Films
Louise
production,
through Glaum
their chain,
signed "Sahara,"
contracts
Company is authorfor October,
"The Westerners"
for covering
Septemberin THE ityC.forJ.theGude
elecand
playing dates
tric sign tostatement
be erectedthatfor theRealart
excess of seventy days across their New Pictures Corporation
on
the
Hermitage
York and New Jersey chain of theatres. Hotel, New York, will be the largest in
In conjunction with the presentation the world for the exploitation of photoplays. Construction of the sign is now
of the film as one of the first attracin the Gude labortories and
tions of the Brooklyn Strand, the pub- init isprogress
expected the work of wiring and
lishers
of
Stewart
Edward
White's
setting up will begin within the next
novels will give that theatre the benefit week.
of a city-wide
The skeleton of the sign now towers
partment, book window
and drugdisplay
stores, inas de-in twelve
stories above one of the busiest
the Manhattan campaign.
More than a score of the important corners of the world, Broadway and
first run theatres of the country that Forty-second Street. This skeleton is
72 feet high and 104 feet wide, and
have signed contracts for "The Western- when
completed will have close to six
ers" havefirst
heldor back
its week
playingin dates
thousand
Thereandaresteel
morein than
for
the
second
Sepfifteen tonslamps.
of iron
the
tember.
framework. The builders state that
W.
W.
Hodkinson's
Denver
manager
is the first of the Hodkinson men to there is only one other electric display
make a clean sweep of his territory by in New York containing more lamps and
closing contracts for every first run that does not pertain to amusements.
key ed city
or town
in hisforterritory,
had to payis
rental theof amount
this sign,we $108,000,
up with
contracts
subject backruns for"Ofthecourse,
in every community in the territory enormous," said Arthur S. Kane, presi-
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dent of paredRealart,
when spent
comwith the "particularly
sums heretofore
on such advertising
by producing
companies.
But
the
photoplay
has
made
such tremendous strides within the past
few years and competition is so keen
that
most unusual explotation is essential.
$65,000 House Planned
for Napa, California
d theP.
acquire
recently
Knox
and John
FELDproperty
BLUMEN
MAX"Brown
, First
Hotel"
and Franklin streets, Napa, Calif., also
the vacant lot just east of it. The entire
property measures 120x125 feet.
The hotel
be converted
ments, andwilladjoining
this, into
theyapartwill
erect a theatre 80x125, seating 1,400 and
costing with equipment about $65,000.
Work will be begun as soon as the plans
are completed. The theatre will be of
re-enforced concrete, of handsome design and with all modern appliances.
Mr. Blumenfeld is owner of half interest in the Empire Theatre in Napa,
having disposed of his interest in the
Broadway
Theatre, with
San Samuel
Francisco.
He
is also associated
Gordon
in a theatre which is now in the course
of erection in San Rafael, which will
seat 1,400, and be ready about October
15. A $10,000 Seeburg Smith organ has
already been purchased for this house.
Fox Letters Included in
Mail Carried by Seaplane
Adriatic15drew
from her
ON liner
the away
trans-Atlantic
pierAugust
in New
to South-by
ampton.
Plans hadYorkbeenbound
perfected
the New York post office by which the
United States Government was to inaugurate aregular seaplane foreign mail
service. Long after the steamer had
passed from view of New York harbor
athespecial
"hopped
Foreignseaplane
post office
stationoff"on from
the
North River front carrying with it the
first bag of mail to be dropped on the
deck of the liner.
In the bag munwere
many official
ications, but, besides
these, comwere
two letters from Fox Film Corporation
— the first letters ever sent overseas by
a motion picture producer via the seaplane mail route. The letters, which
were identical, were addressed to Mr.
Reed, in charge of the Fox London office,
and Abraham Carlos of the Paris office.
Fay Tincher Works on New Comedy
Fay Tincher,
returned
to the
Christie
studios having
after her
tour of
the
northwest, will soon start work again
under other
Al comedy
E. Christie's
direction
anof the western
type.in The
latest Christie Special in which she
appears,
"Dangerous
Nan McGrew," willentitled
be released
this month.
Change Name of Janis Film.
Announcement comes from the Selznick offices that the title of the big picture ElsieGirl."
Janis This
is making
"A
Regular
replacesis tothebe title
of
"Everybody's
Sweetheart,"
which
has
previously been announced for the forthcoming presentation on the screen of
the the
Elsieother
Janis side.
who entertained millions
on
Miss Janis is fitted with a story which
was Edmund
written for
her by Frances Marion
and
Goulding.
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Select

To Form Partnership With Empey
publicity director quick to act upon his conception. And
M. MOSES,
AN Select
VIVIfor
Pictures Corporation he always has the courage to back his
since its organization, will leave very ardent convictions. I am happy
to be lieveassociated
him,going
and toI be-do
y shortly to associate tion
that selfcompan
that togetherwith
we are
with Guy Empey
in the produc himl pictures. Mr. Moses has some
of specia
interesting
things."
Mr. Moses, who entered the moving
handed his resignation to Lewis J. picture
as a scenario writer,
ent of Select,
ac- was for business
Selznick, corpresid
many years a magazine writer
nt justand,made,
ding to announceme
will leave that company so as to join and editor, and served on the staff ot
prominent magazines, inEmpey by September g1. He will im- many ofcludingthe
the Cosmopolitan,
Metbegin workin edupon a forthLiterary DigestHarpers,
and others.
production
project by Empey. He was forropolitan,
comingmediately
years on the staff of the
"Viv" Moses started with Select on New York Times,
the Tribune and other
the day that corporation opened its metropolitan dailies.
doors, in the summer of 1917. Taking
under his charge publicity, advertising
and exhibitors'
service,department
he built which
up a G. B. Seitz Directs Himself
compact
and efficient
in "Bound and Gagged"
slowly expanded
and grew
withofSelect's
steady
success, some
measure
which
scemay be attributed to his work.
T SEITZ,
GEORGE narioBRACKE
writer, director
and proa dozenis ornowmore
sucHandled All Select's Publicity.
cessful Patheducer ofserials,
working
For the better part of two years,
Moses personally wrote and designed on the fifth episode of "Bound and
all the advertising put out by Select, which
de Pathe
serial of
star, director
and producer.
wrote or inspired all the publicity, and Gagged,"he isa ten-episo
directly handled the very large traffic
Mr.
Seitz's
first
efforts
as
a
director
were for Astra, for which he directed
of correspondence
hibitors and branch and
offices.service to ex- "The Fatal Ring." He wrote the scenaHe also took complete charge of the
rios for many of Pathe's puzzling mysproduction
of lithographs,
selecting subtery serials, among them being "The
jects and passing
upon all sketches.
His Shielding
Shadow," "The Iron Claw,"
record at Select has been one of clean, "Pearl of the
Exploits Heof
Elaine" and "TheArmy,"
Perils"The
of Pauline."
business-building
industry,
and
has
gained
him
a
fine
reputation.
directed
"The
House
of
Hate,"
and upon
Mr. Moses states that his association the formation of his own company,
with Empey will be somewhat in the George B. Seitz Productions, Inc., wrote,
nature of a partnership, and will afford directed and produced "The Lightning
him the broadest scope for the abilities Raider." "The Black Secret," Pearl
he possesses. Xot only will he take White's latest Pathe serial, was also
managerial charge of the business end directed by him.
of the Empey productions, but he will
Vitagraph Comedians Busy.
also take part in the preparation and
production of the photoplays.
Vitagraph
unPleased with His Prospects.
usually busy comedy
just now companies
at the WestareCoast
"I have great faith," said Mr. Moses, studio. Jimmy Aubrey, under Noel
"in
Guy Empey's
abilities.
a man Smith's direction, is working in a big
of many
ideas, a born
builderHe ofis stories,
street"
set, especially
constructed
with a strong sense of dramatic values "city
for him.
It plays
an important
part in
and no mean knowledge of photoplay his next comedy and is one of the largest sets ever constructed for a comedy.
technique. Above all, he is a man of
Montgomery and Rock are finishing
action, a creator — quick to conceive and
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their burlesque of artist colony life
and are rapidly whipping their comedy
into
.shape. It
beingPratt.
made under
the direction
of is
Gilbert
Larry
Semon,
who
is
his
director, is working on a sort of own
companion
piece
to
"Between
the
Acts,"
which
laid in a vaudeville theatre. Most wasof
the scenes of his new comedy will be in
and around a circus tent and promise
novel entertainment.
Allan Holubar Producing
"Ambition" for Universal
the
supervisi
AFTER
premierpersonall
of "They Right
to ng
Happiness," his first super-production
," which
since
"The
Heart
of
Humanity
took place recently at the California
Theatre, Los Angeles, Allen Holubar is
,"
to startwith
uponDorothy
"AmbitionPhilanownewpreparing
feature drama
star. will be seen as a country
Misslips as the
Phillips
girl whocome theisgreatest
fired with
operaambitions
singer ofto bethe
age. How she finally discovers that
worldly
success
is
made
a
hollow
mockery by the sacrifices one has to make
to attain it. furnishes the punch.
The
Director
Holubar story
and iswasbeingwritten
put intoby continuity
by Olga Linck Scholl, who has been
Holubar's authorial assistant on "The
Hearts of Humanity" and "The Right to
Gaden Returning to Pictures.
Happiness."
After an absence of almost a year
from motion pictures, Alexander Gaden,
is. returning as leading man for Doris
Kenyon in the Louis Joseph Vane superfeature, "The Bandbox," which is being
produced
for his
release by
throughDeitrich-Bec'\,
Hodkinson. Inc.,
During
absence from the screen, Mr. Gaden has
been on tour with his own company in
vaudeville.
Mr. Gaden was born in Montreal in
1883 and made his first appearance on
the ingstage
the agehe ofhasfifteen.
his longat career,
played Durover
five hundred parts on the legitimate
stage. His last engagement on the legitimate stage was with Henry W. Savin "Madam
he hadage'stheCompany
leading
male role.X," in which

Very Peaceful Views from a World Picture, the Name of Which You'll Be Surprised to Learn Is "The Battler."
Earl Metcalfe and Virginia Hammond are co-starred infor this
production.
Dorothy
at the left.Perhaps the "battling" element conies when Earl asks
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More and Larger Studio Opportunities
For Metro's
Better Films
the Fewer
tracks, andand
the elaboration
of the
A completed
SECOND "dark"
has been
at Screenstage
Classics,
Inc., switching device was perfected by three
Metro men — Clifford Butler, business
studios
in
Hollywood,
and
is
already occupied by settings in which manager; Walter Grams, chief electrician, and John Fisher.
Viola Dana is making scenes of "Please
The estimated value of the big stage
Get Married," and Bert Lytell is busy building
is $43,000. The frame work is
on
"Lombardi,
Ltd.,"toboth
picturizationsby of Oregon
ofMetro.
stage
successes
be distributed
pine, sealed inside and
painted
with
paint.
On
coats of rough
plaster
The new studio building is 150 feet the exterior fourfire-retarding
long, and is placed south of the first finished in Belgium green have been
dark stage built by Metro in the West. shot on with guns. The entire building,
It exceeds the earlier building in area in spite of its size and the scientific
by 6,000 square feet. The first building care used in its design and construction, was finished by a working force
(finished six months ago) is in active
varied from forty to seventy men
use by Nazimova with scenes for "The that
twenty-six days.
Hermit Doctor of Gaya" and by May in The
stage is 195 feet long,
Allison with settings for "Fair and but onlyfirst70 dark
feet in width. It has been
Warmer."
proven sufficiently spacious to permit
The
90-foot
span
of
the
roof
of
the
newest photoplay workshop is bridged six companies working on roomy sets
by thirteen enormous trusses that weigh to play at once without interference,
two tonsselves areapiece.
in them- but with the greater scenic and setting
one of The
the trusses
most interesting
effects called for by Metro's "fewer,
details of studio construction. They bigger
and
better"indoor
pictures
policywasa
greatly
increased
floorage
are
of
the
Howe
model,
standard
rightangle construction, and designed to necessary.
carry the entire load on the upper beam.
A ing$10,000
room and
unit additional
of buildadjoins dressing
the building,
Tons of Weight Provided For.
dressing
rooms
are
under
construction.
The architect who designed the trusses
feet,
been stage,
erected110on bythe150 Metro
based his figures upon the maximum Ahasnewalso"light"
weight the roof would be called upon lot in preparation for the new Screen
to support. The weight includes 89 Classics feature pictures being made.
banks of Cooper-Hewitt lights aggre- The stage was constructed in twelve
ting a downward
tons, to gasay
nothing ofpull
ten ofheavytwenty-six
switch^ working days by a large force of carboards installed under the roof, the hun- penters.
Many Hands Make Quick Job.
dredsand
of "hard"
lights suspended
from
beams,
the
swarms
of electricians
and other
workers
active
over the men"We will
workdo onmore
the principle
work inthat
one three
day
actors'
than a one
man
will
do
in
three
With heads.
the designs for a beam that said
Metro official in sending outdays,"
this
would suspend this maximum weight in
announcement.
"We've
provenin that
their hands,
Metro studiobyofficials
mul- principle
all of
the this
way entire
through
the
tiplied each requirement
two before
institution
actually building the big spans. The construction
thirteen beams were constructed by a for"Ifpicture-making.
ita stage
were innecessary
force of seventy men at various places
one day,orwedesirable
could andto
on the lot. A special derrick was con- build
would
do
it
—
by
using
a
large
enough
structed on the stage floor itself to force of men. That sounds like
the
lift the trusses into place.
story
of
Aladdin
and
his
geni-built
Metro Men Fast Workers.
The 90-foot width of the big stage
building
is augmented
running the
entire lengthby on20-foot
eitherwings
side.
While taking much of the strain from
the roof, these wings make the total
floor area 20,000 square feet, available
for working use.
The stage building has a clearance
under the beams of six inches over 30
feet. The value of this height was
it was
todemonstrated
construct an when
elevator
shaft necessary
and four
floors of an apartment house for scenes
in
May
Allison's
"Fair
and
Warmer."
The floors were the regulation distance
apart, and by utilizing one of the six
concrete
on the
stage,
the
full
was"cellars"
constructed
without
skimpingseton measurements.
Has Overhead Trolley System.
Another feature of the big stage building is the overhead trolley system by
which
heavy lights
banks are
of Cooper-Hewitt
mercurythe vapor
swung to any
desired position. Eight lines of steel
tracks extend the length of the build"Kiss
Me,
Brute,in Kiss
Me."
ing, side by side, and numerous switches
jysBryant
the Washburn
modishYou maid
permit the cebanks
be shifted
in his moonlight
Paramount,
"Love Insurance."
ntrated at any topoint.
The andideacon-of

palaces,it come
but perhaps
make
true. some day we'll
"As doora stage
matter
new outhas ofbeenfact,so this
constructed—
with 490 cement piers in the foundation, for example — that if it is ever
necessary a third dark stage 90 by 150
feet can be erected in nine days."
Paramount Magazine Starts
First Issue in September
four numbersSeptember
of the new
BEGINNING
7 the Parafirst
mount Magazine will be released
weekly during September, it is announced by the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation. The first release will contain a short subject entitled "On with
the
in which
Rasch,Dance,"
premiere
danseuseMile.of Albertina
the Metropolitan
Opera
House,exposition
gives a ofbeautiful and entertaining
the
evolution of the dance, from the ancient
dance movements down to the present
day. Mile. Rasch shows the favorite
dances tional
of dance.each country that has a naCarries Smart Set "Niftys."
This will be followed by "Three Minutes
and Wisdom,"
selection ofin
the bestof Wit
epigrams
that havea appeared
the Smart Set Magazine.
The epigrams will be followed by
"Riders of the Sand Hills," an interestingvianpicturization
the famous
Perucavalry goingof through
evolutions
on the slopes of their native mountains.
Some of the most thrilling rough riding
ever shown on the screen is claimed to
be pictured
in these views of the Peruvian horsemen.
Besides these three features the first
number of Paramount Magazine will
also carry an animated cartoon of Bud
and
Frank Susie
Moser.in "The Jam Makers," by
Goldwyn Makes Its Start
on Advertising Campaign
in the naS first gmovecampaign
C>y OLDWYN'
deadvertisin
tional for
the benefit of exhibitors
signed
showing Goldwyn Pictures is the placing
of billboards in all parts of the counBy Augustwill15 behundreds
conpositionof to;Goldwyntry.tractsbillboards
call for a large inaddition
the
number by September 15 and ensuing
months will bring a steady increase in
the
cover has
that asis planned
display
the
it never tobefore
States
United
organizaproducing
a
by
covered
been
tion.
Elaborate Billboard Paper.
Each billboard will show the likeness
ofRexoneBeach,
of theGertrude
seven Eminent
Atherton,Authors
Rupert—
Hughes,
Mary
Roberts
Rinehart,
Gouveneur Morris, Basil King and Leroy Scott
— and one Goldwyn star, Geraldine Farrar, belMadge
Normand,Kennedy,
or Will Tom
Rogers.Moore, MaCare has been taken in securing adlocations inand every
borho d, avantageous
nd the press
serviceneighmen
of each ofchangesthewill make
twenty-two
Goldwyn
a special point ex-of
showing
exhibitors
with
the
billboard
publicity.howAs tothetie-up
billboards
are increased
in number,
tions will be studied
so thatlocal
theycondimay
be placed where they are most needed.
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fronting the exhibitor is how much of an
increase will his patrons stand. Usually
Looks Like a Strong Story This
five cents is the increase put on all seats
by
neighborhood
but willto
increase houses,
be sufficient
Goldwyn Tale by Louis Sherwin suchthea small
take
care
of
all
the
increased
expenses
she
loves,
and
indirectly
harming
the
for
ies
possibilit
still
are
the exhibitor.
THATnovelthere
twists in the treatment of little boy whom they both worship, by of Comparatively
contracts have
allowing
theknown.
deception of the mother been signed for thefewcoming
the
eternal
triangle
is
convincseason, as
to
become
ingly illustrated by Louis Sherwin in
practically
every
exhibitor
is sitting
his first Goldwyn story, a drama replete
back and waiting for film rentals to
with heart interest, in which the star, Rise in Prices Likely to
come
down.
However,
exchange
manaPauline Frederick, has every opportunity
gers say there
will bearenojustified
stepping bydown
to reveal her powers as an emotional
Follow Rental Increases as their
increases
the
actress. The picture is entitled "Bonds
increased cost of production and general
overhead
expenses.
of
Love,"
and
is
in
the
fall
series
list
RAISING
prices
is
one
feature
of
the
picture
business
that
right
d
announce by Goldwyn.
now is having the serious attention
In his writings as the dramatic critic
for the Globe, Mr. Sherwin constantly of Detroit downtown and neighborhood Massachusetts Is Locale
protested against the banalities of many exhibitors. In fact, a slight increase in
stage place and the average run of prices is absolutely
exhibifor ARY
"Anne
of Green
to cope necessary
with the ifsituation
photoplays. When Samuel Goldwyn duringtorsthehope coming
MILES
MINTER Gables"
and her
season in the way of
engaged
him
to
go
to
the
Coast
as
a
M
increased
film
rental,
increased
cost
of
supporting
company
went
to Dedmember of the scenario force at Culver
ham,
Mass.,
to
film
the
exteriors
help and
everything that centers into
City it was with the expectation of their
business.
for her first Realart production, "Anne
bringing a fresh viewpoint to bear on
Greenof the
Gables,"
because
"location
Every exchange manager in Detroit ofscout"
screen stories, and it was understood
company
foundthethere
what
that Mr. Sherwin should not be ham- has told the resMoving
pondent that higherPicture
film World
rentals corare is said to be almost a duplicate of the
pered by screen conventions.
house
described
in
the
"Anne"
books.
because
of
inDirector Reginald Barker found in absolutelycreasednecessary
is the Fairbanks House, one of
cost of productions and the theThisoldest
"Bonds
Love" lines
a scenario
strikesup fact that their
in New England.
companies are going to It was built landmarks
out
alongof new
in the that
building
1636, weathered the many
for stories, scenarios, direc- Indian warsin and
of a story of love, jealousy and senti- pay more
the
and
tion,
etc., during
the new sea-do still stands strong andRevolution,
ent— the kindit ofis founded
sentimentonthat
sturdy in the
son. Onsettings,
the other
hand, exhibitors
true mbecause
traitsringsof
quaint
little
New
England
town.
not seem to object paying more for
human nature.
Many of the best scenes of Miss MinMiss Frederick finds herself in the film rental providing the increase is ter's
first Realart release were taken
unenviable position of a second wife within reason.
before
large
audiences, inandthe especial
"But
when
an
exchange
expects
us
to
whose
ever-present
rival
is
the
first
wife
terest
was evidenced
filming in-of
them
100
perworld
cent, ismore
for film the "Elaine"
as she lives in the memory of her pay
episode,
said
to
be one of
rental
how
in
the
the
exhibitor
husband, who has never ceased to rescenes in the photogard her as the perfect woman. Very going to meet such a condition," said the mostplay. Inbeautiful
this, "Anne" (Miss Minter)
cleverly the story is advanced to an one
exhibitor.
"Should
raisecome
pricesif becomes "Elaine,
100 per
cent? Will
the wepeople
incident
revealsof the
to Miss
Fred- the
spectators gatheredthe onLilya Maid."
bridge The
and
exhibitor should advance his price watched
erick thewhich
true nature
wife whose
the
filming
of
action
on a flowfrom
20
to
40
cents,
or
from
25
to
50
fidelity had never been questioned. As cents ?
er-bedecked
barge
as
it
drifted
down
the
a matter of fact, she had carried on a
stream. The crowd rewarded the star
Overhead Is Increasing.
clandestine affair with another man,
with
applause.
evidence of which is contained in a
was expected back in
"Operatorsarewilldemanding
cost 25 perancent,increase;
more; NewMissYorkMinter
letter found by the second wife.
on Monday of this week but
Here Air. Sherwin introduces a fine musicians
and everything else has gone up. The inclement weather delayed work on the
bit of emotional ccinflict, beautifully exhibitor will certainly have to give his
so the company will remain in
interpreted by Miss Frederick in ex- business serious thought to make a suc- picture
New England a little while longer.
pres ing the feelings of the woman conUpon
her
Miss York
Minterstudios
will recess
of
it
this
coming
season."
It is true that business will be better
sume work return,
at her New
on
fronted by the necessity of sacrificing
herself or deeply wounding the man than ever his fall, but the problem con- the interior scenes.
August 30, 1919

Wouldn't It Make You Want to Go Through 16 Episodes If He Had a Perfectly Good Secret and Wouldn't Tell It to You?
That's the way Pearl
about itto indivulge
her latest
"The episode
Black ofSecret."
center,White
is seenfeelsrefusing
the Pathe
secret inserial,
the first
the chapterWalter
play. McGrail, in the
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SERIALS AND FEATURES FOR WISTARIA
Works of Harold MacGrath and Samuel H. Adams
Secured bv Lynn S. Card for Film Presentation
sum has been offered by a group
rights to five of great
motion picture
THEHarold
of scientists.
th's stories
best known
and mostMacGra
popular
have
Thefer andyoung
then graduate
follows declines
a series the
of ofated a byProduct
been dentpurchas
Lynn ions,
S. Card,
tempts on his life by the scientists, each
of Wistari
Inc.presiThe
seeking to obtain his destruction
works of this popular writer of fiction, one
in order that they may obtain the brain
ed fortes,"
purchasCandida
filming"Mr."The'Shifty'
Best Man,"
"Two
Sulli- for analvsis.
van," "The Place of Honeymoons" and Cincinnati Will Have
t and Company
"Parrot
In addition
to the ."MacGrath Stories,
Theatre Made of Glass
Mr. Card also purchased the motion picture rights to Samuel Hopkins Adams' CINCINNATI
in the way isof toa have
picturea novelty
theatre
novel,
"The into
Secrettenofeditions.
Lonesome Cove,"
which went
ofonglass.
This ofglass
It will be remembered that Harold theatremadewillentirely
be
built
the
roof
the
MacGrath wrote the serial story of Orpheum Theatre, Waluut Hills,
which
"The Million Dollar Mystery," from was the first suburban house built in
Cincinnati. Managers I. M. and J. M.
Lloyd Lonergan's
scenario,
Thanhauser
produced
that from
popularwhich
se- Martin announce that the present "Sky
rial. Mr. Card in his purchase of Mac- Theatre,"
garden can
of the
Grath's works was influenced in a good
pheum,orwhichroof
at present
only Or-be
measure tenbytion of adapting
this fact, these
for it works
is his for
in- used in warm and fair weather, will be
entirely inclosed with glass, so as to be
special
fpr use the year around.
write thefeatures.
scenarios. Mr. Lonergan will available
The cost of the improvement will be
MacGrath's
name
is
a
valuable
asset
approximately
and the theatre,
to a screen production, according to when completed,$30,000,
will be the largest in
Mr. Card's statement, and in closing the city devoted to moving pictures. Its
this deallieves hefor
author's works
capacity will be 3,100.
has theunsurpassed
materialhe befor seating
The walls, in effect, will be a series
screen productions.
casement windows, sheets of
Samuel Hopkins Adams is one of ofwiredFrench
glass being set in steel frames so
America's
best
known
authors
and
his
that
they
can
outward. The glass
works have served as the basic plot roof also will swing
be made to swing upward,
material for some of the screen's most so' that in warm weather the whole
successful dramas. His "The Secret of theatre will be virtually as open as it
Lonesome
Cove," according
Lloyd is at present. In cold or wet weather
Lonergan, scenario
editor for to
Wistaria,
all these sections of glass can be closed,
provides
excellent
material
upon
which
forming a solid wall and roof.
to build a drama of tense action.
The plans for the improvement were
made by Bert Baldwin, of Cincinnati,
Busy Now on Serial.
made the plans for the OrBurton King, vice-president and di- who also pheum.
Contracts already have been
rector-general ofWistaria Productions,
for the work, md it is announced
is now at work on the first serial pro- let
that
construction
started in
duction, co-starring Anne Luther and October. The policywillof beshowing
feature
films
will
be
continued.
Smoking
George
L'arkin.byTheMr. idea
for and
the story
was suggested
Larkin
from
these suggestions Mr. Lonergan wrote is permitted in this house.
the working script.
Film to Y. M. C. A. Conference.
"The Lurking
Peril" The
has story
been tells
an- Shows
As one of the features of the session
nounced as the title.
of the narrow escapes of the hero, a Saturday, August 16, of the industrial
the Y. M. C.at A.Silver
at itsBay,
ancollege .graduate
is pro-a department
nounced abnormalwhose
and brain
for which
nual summerof conference
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Lake George, N. Y., David K. Niles, general manager
the non-theatrical
distributionof department
of the Famous
Players-Las^y Corporation showed two
Paramountcoming release
subjects. OnenewwasParamount
a forthMagazine, whichofisthebeing
produced by
the Educational Department of Famous
Players-Lasky, and the other was a
photoplay,
"The Winning Girl," starring
Shirlev Mason.
Equity Progresses with
Clara Kimball Young Film
where advices
Clara Kimball
and
DAILY
from LosYoung
Angeles,
her associates are at work on the
first feature picture to be released by
the newly organized Equity Pictures
Corporation indicate that it will be
ready for the market about the time
originally
15. of the
Herbert planned,
Somborn,October
president
Equity,
is
now
in
the
West
engaged
closing franchise contracts, and
Josephin
I. Schitzer, treasurer of the company, is
at the New York offices of the company
in Aeolian Hall. Mr. Schitzer said recently that had
while already
most of been
the company's
franchises
.arranged
for there still remained considerable
choice territory which is available for
distributing
agencies ofwhich
are in type
the
market for pictures
the better
andThearefirst
equipped
to
handle
them.
of the four big pictures per
year which Miss Young will make for
the Equity, as a part of their ten pictures a year
product,
is Max Marcin's
"Eyes
Youth,"
which
running
on theof legitimate
stageis still
successfully
both in this country and abroad.
"Jimmie" Sticks to John Cumberland.
Cumberland,
who plays
in John
support
of Mrs. Sidney
Drew"Jimmie'
in her
latest Paramount-Drew comedy, "A Sisterlypictures
Scheme,"during
has played
in threeand mo-by
tion
his career
coincidence in each one his character
has been called "Jimmie." His first
screen Madge
appearance
was inand"Baby
Mine,"
with
Kennedy,
his second
role
wasGayin Old
Hobart
Henley's
production
ofin "A
Dog."
It
was
his
work
the latter picture which Mrs. Drew
adapted
from
Edna
Ferber's
story,
convinced the famous delineatorthatof
"Polly"mie" role.of his adaptability for the "Jim-

ConstanceThereBinney
Makes fund
Her ofDebut
Realart inPictures
as the
Little Mrs.
Pennsylvania
"Erstwhile
is a great
humanin interest
this story
in which
Fiske gave Dutch
a fine Slavey
portrayalin on
the stage.Susan."

fHE

EXHIBITORS

Qhey
Will
Suppass
M

Otheps

BEST

BETS

THE RIGHT OF WAV
hy Sw (jilbevt Pur>){er>
TESS OF byTHE
{ThomasD*URBERVILLES
Jiardy
THE TEMPLE OF DAWN
by 3.JLflSlDylle
SHORE
ACRE 5
by
(fames JL.Jienne
AND
WARMER
hy JlVevy JiopWood
THE YELLOW DOVE
PLEA5E by peovge
GET yibb.<
MARRIED
hy ifamea Cidlen £° QiCis JLUen Jdwu'»i«
LOMBARD I, LTD
by frpeder>ic and tfianny 'Hatton
THE
WILLOW TREE
hy 3. Ji. ftenviwio fi" Harvison 'jtyiodes
SOMEONE
IN THE HOUSE
buijamy
60ans
*YO
SEMITE
hy Chas.A 9aylot> and Jlsa Cassidy
THE HEART OF A CHILD
by &r>ank. Qanby CMvs.&wanXau)
WHOLLY INNOCZNCK
■ by Jt.MiStin. JLdcuns
THE NATIVE BORN
FAIR

LA MAISby dJLJL'lDylie
ON DE DAIVSE
hy Jfozjtwe and Ch\ Muller
THE BRAT
hy Maude Stilton
ALONG CAME RUTH
hy HoVwian
eDay,Ji>ovnDOCTOR
tkejkench ofOF
Urbason.GAYA
&V)Uhelep
THE
HERMIT

cyoup
Schedule
Open

by SJL.1l:Wylie
L'HOMME RICHE
by Jeanjose THE
Pvappa WALK
and Jienm
'Dupuy-Mazziel
OFFS
by Sfcedevic and tPanny Jiatton
AND FIVE WORLD-FAMOUS,
DRURY-LANE MELODRAMAS!

he produced by Scr>een Classics, Jne.,
undep

the supervision
ofJ\IUlXW&lLj7lMg£>'R,
(Q'wectov
Cjenepal, and
distributed by
METRO

they

Sensational
as booty and plays «
Will amaz^
the World on the screen!

vcme

rvemiev

Jivvisv

oj me

stage &> screen

AZIMOVA
in

HE

BRAT

ck Nazimo'Oa

Production

, Done in a mighty screen story Joy J^ATJMOYJi herself &> Chas. Bryant, from
^Sl Maude ffiiltons popular* Oliver Morosco stage success, directed by Jkvhert fila
Scenavio hy June Mathis.

T

R

O

IB
EVERT
BANK

EXHIBITORS

ACCOUNT

FY TO THEIR

VIOLA
_

WILL

DRAWING

comedy hy the brilliant
Hattons, Frederic and

DANA

\pLSAS£, getMARRim
first picture,
Miss
is an Dana's
adaptation qP
(fames Culleris and lewis
Mien ftwWnes hig Broad?
Way comedy success,
Which Oliver JVLorosco
produced With such great
success.

TESTIPOWER

MAT

ALLISON
franny, is packed With
opportunities for the
s dVery
the famou
%op
CUJAHJ16JI
K and
engaging personality £plI
Wood SelWyn hit which
of'BertQtell
has broken all records

as farce comedy on the
stage in JVeW yorK and
Jondon, is charming
cJliaxvJeU U{avger
Vivectov general.

METRO

<Maij Mlisons first
Vehicle.

ATiDNALlx£tTK-pN
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Paramount-Artcraft
Stars
^ARTCRAFT
Elsie
Ferguson
*Wllliam
S. Hart
DouglasPickford
Fairbanks
Mary
Enrico
Caruso
George
M. Cohan
Fred Stone
Geraldine
Farrar
"CecilW. B.Griffith
DeMille
•*D.
PARAMOUNT
•Enid Barrymore
Bennett
John
Billie Burke
Marguerite
Clark
Lina Cavalieri
Ethel
Clayton
•Dorothy
Dalton
Dorothy Frederick
Gish
Pauline
Lila Lee
Vivian
Martin
Shirley Mason
•Charles
Ray
Wallace
Reid
Bryant Washburn
COMEDIES
Paramount-Arbuckle
Paramount-Mack
Seunett
Paramount-Flagg
Paramount-Drew
SHORT FEATURES
Paramount-BrayPictograph
Paramount-Burton
Holmes Travelogues

August 30, 1919

Motion Pictures and Prosperity
Have you ever noticed that prosperity and Paramount and
Artcraft pictures go hand in hand?
— and that the theatres showing pictures featuring these
internationally known stars are always crowded with enthusiastic patrons?
Thousands of American theatres have eliminated their
business worries by showing Paramount and Artcraft pictures regularly — many of them exclusively.
""Thousands of communities have been made better and
brighter and more prosperous because Paramount and Artcraft pictures — the world's best — are shown regularly in the
leading theatres.
The home life of every man, woman and child has been
made broader and happier, for Paramount and Artcraft bring
to their doors the world's foremost artists in the world's
greatest and most popular stories.
Why not join the prosperous Paramount-Artcraft Family ?

^paramount*"*

Qrtcraii

"
(pictures
FAMOUS
PLAYERS
-LASKY
CORPORATION
M
ADOLPH ZUKOR Tns JESSE L. LASKY Via Pres. CECIL B. DE MHJJE Dinar Ben

Copyright Underwood <£ Underwood, N. Y.
De Beers Diamond Mines, Kimberly, South Africa, and a Flash of Port Elizabeth, Cape Colony. Throughout South Africa
Moving Pictures Are Bought "in the English Language"
INTERNATIONAL SECTION
AUGUST 30, 1919
from the first scene to the last, upon Its
dramatic merit.
INTER-OCEAN LINING UP SPECIALS FOR
FALL CAMPAIGN IN FOREIGN MARKETS
Bech, Van Siclen Company
Announce Foreign Sales
London Manager, John H. Taylor, and J. Roson, Paris Representative,
Recent sales of European territory have
Here to ofAssist
in Selecting
— "Long
announced by Bech, Van Siclen & Co.,
Because
Its Striking
Foreign
AppealArm of Mannistor" Heads List been
Inc., as follows:
forward through situation
The Inter-Ocean executive staff, headed film moves
"Wild Honey" and "Calibre .38," for
situation of engrossing intensity.
by President Paul H. Cromelin, is busily after
England;
"A House Divided,"
for England,
The
production
has
not
only
been
France,
Switzerland.
Holland,
viewing productions in the recently com- mounted with the greatest of discrimina- Germany, Belgium,
Austria, Hungary,
Poland,Turkey;
Roupleted projection room at Inter-Ocean
tion,
but
its
settings
are
on
a
striking
mania,
Bulgaria,
Greece
and
Building. 218 West Forty-second street. scale of richness and beauty. The action "Wild Honey." "Calibre .38." "Twilight,"
New York.
In attendance
pro- of the story takes the audience from the "Inn of the Blue Moon," "Street of Seven
jections are London
Manager atJohntheseH. Taywastes of the scorching desert, over
"Romance of the Underworld,"
and J. Rosen. E.Paris
Inter-Ocean
head. vast
oceans, through cities of crowded squalor Stars,"
"Out of the Night" and "MarGus lor,Schlesinger.
H. Kaufman
and Louis
and
heartless
idleness to sumptuous pal- "Marriage,"
riage for Convenience" for Spain and PorBrock, divisional sales managers, and
aces.
"The
Long
Arm
of
Mannister"
is
tugal.
Ricardo Castro,
head
of
the
Spanish
deThe
features
just named as having been
the
result
of
a
sincere
effort
on
the
part
partment, complete the list of inspectors. of its producers to make it a picture of sold for Portugal
addition,
It is expected that the subjects decided foreign
as
well
as
home
appeal,
a
picture
House
Divided,"
haveand,alsoin been
sold "Aby
upon for world release can shortly be
announced. It is already known that the that will hold and impress an audience the same company for Chile.
first of these subjects is "The Long Arm
of Mannister,"
thal as star. which has Henry B. WalMOVING PICTURE "INVASION"
"We know what we can do with Wal- AMERICAN
EXCITES WIDE DISCUSSION IN ENGLAND
tdent
hal inCromelin,
foreign "for
fields,"
explained
Presihim in Paralta Plays Inter-Ocean
with much released
success, Even Religious Weeklies Use Space to Tell of "Admitted Superiority of
and
this is by farhastheeverbestviewed.
WalthallThatpicture
American
Plays" — Interesting News Budget That Reflects
our committee
was
Activities ofPicture
the Trade.
their unanimous opinion. But we are not
village
pump to the
of the heavens,
offering this film primarily as a Walthall
have entered
intomercy
comparisons
with
feature. The plot makes it a special feaJ. B. Sutcliffe of the
LondonBy Correspondent
praiseworthy
zest.
ture,
and,
of
course,
Walthall's
fine
acting
Moving Picture World
helps. But what made us top the list of
Even the religious weeklies have ponInter-Ocean fall specials with 'The Long
London, Aug. 7.
deroussuperiority
pronouncements
upon thepicture
"adof American
Arm
Mannister' was the special nature
Controversy upon controversy, direction, plays." mitted
of theof theme."
Perhaps Chronicle
next week'swilleditorial
analysis
and
review
upon
the
British
and
the
Undertakers
afford
so-of
"The
Long
Arm
of
Mannister"
is
an
lace in the news that the film invasion
adaptation of a novel of the same name Americanments film
discussion,facts
from toboldabstract
state- nightmare
has
been
duly
and
finally
of
inaccurate
byappeared
E. Phillips
Oppenheim,
which
originally
in serial form in the Saturday treatises involving the ethics of psychology buried. the main issue on one side for
Evening Post and then as a book went are the "riot" of the hour in the daily a Leaving
moment I see that A. E. Newbould, M.
through
twelve
editions. No story
press. There
is more
and deeper
reason
than ever
attended
the discovery
American
or English
theby lastanin involved
P., president
of the
Exhibitors'
Associaseveral years
has had writer
greaterin vogue
Sunday
has been
of
the
philosopher's
stone
while
in
its
ingtiothen, in areasons
whypaperBritish
films tabulatare One
not
foreign countries than this of Mr. Oppen- paleto thethelimbo
European
war
is disappearing in- acceptable
of
the
forgotton.
to
American
audiences.
heim's, according
to Inter-Ocean's
infor-to
ofcharacter
these, andof afeminine
novel one,faces.
is theTheordinary
mation, and that impelled
Mr. Cromelin
Under
the
careful
tutelage
of
its
sponstage
sors, the issue has now grown before the
put the feature to the fore of his fall
and screen,
not
exportations.
In theof both
shape theof good
a swift- public as a battletheroyal
between
womensayswithMr.theNewbould,
aristocraticdo type
British
film the
and Amthe attract
moving
melodrama
bad passions
and desires
of the heart, andthe journalsericanoffilm and
(Continued on page 1318.)
the countryside, leaving the
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The

Margaret
Gentz
Furman

ish had
has been
the war
in moving-picture
shut wrought
to the world
T conditions in that
. section of
put on the screen? y been able to satsify its patrons with the grade of productions they have
'■ for film offerings in the amusement marts of "Mittel-Europa" greater
Hcture World is conscious of rendering real service to the producing
industry
in the presentation
of theduring
accompanying
■nches
,iri„rr of, i, the
millions
in so-called
Middle Europe
the years monoof its
andconduct
the prospects
forhitherto
an American
invasion
ofworld
that offield,
which
it is
• a.
>ons
on
a
scale
unknown
in
the
film
enterprise,
above
propounded
are
answered
in
the
conclusive
manner
of
one_
ritative
knowledge.
,
_
..
poxsrssi
il
"I
The Mv
Hcture World is indebted to Margaret Gentz Furman for the article,
Margaret
G
a sisterthrough
of WilltheT.columns
Gent-., ofproduction
Her story i
inhtrman
lo Ilicis uorlil
the dailyeditor
press,ofandUniversal,
it is a
graphicassumit!
one.
soon which
to be presented
throughplayed
the camera's
eye, with
the heroine
hcrself
role
she so bravely
in the drama
of acute
actualities.

August 30, 1919
Present
— A n hi

The motion picture theatres — or kinos,
as they are called in Berlin — attained the
greatest financial success in the history
of the animated screen in Berlin and Germany during the dark days of the great
world war which has so recently ended.
Never since the cinemas have become a
factor in the entertainment of the
German theatregoing public could the
theatres look back on an attendance such
as they have been having the past two
This prosperous state of affairs was due
years.
partly to war-time prohibition of dancing
and other forms of entertainment bordering on the frivolous, but even after the
armistice was signed and the dance halls
and cabarets were again in full swing no
diminution in the attendance of the
movies was noticeable.
The lifting of the blockade by the
Allies has put a great fear in the hearts
of the film manufacturers, and the flooding of the German market with American
films is anticipated. To guard against
such an invasion there is talk of a heavy
import tax to be levied on films. The
German producers know that the American film has )ost none of its former popularity with the German public, and the
remark often heard in Berlin among
cinema patrons, "Thank God, we shall
soon have American films once more," best
portrays the sentiment. The breezy Wild
West play, with its show of splendid
hor&emanship and adventure, was always
well liked. It has been greatly missed
and its reappearance is looked forward to.
Picture-play palaces have sprung up
like mushrooms, and in Berlin, especially
the west side, known as the Zoo district,
abound elegant theatres devoted exclusively to screen drama, which vie with
each other in offering their clientele
luxury, music and comfort.
Beginning with the Nollendorf Platz,
one finds two large theatres conducted
by
the U.SaalT. and
(Unionthe Theatres)
the
Mozart
other the— oneformer
Cines. The Cines is a unique structure,
probably
the only
one of ititsiskind.
house
windows"
called "The
— an
edifice without
of exceedingly
artistic architecture,
built
of
gray
stone,
and
its
front
adorned
with two immense mosaic glass panels
extending from the roof to the floor,
which are illuminated at night and lend
greatly to its outer appearance.
In the same neighborhood — along TauDamm —
entzien street and Kurfuersten
are the Tauentzien Palace, Marmorhaus
of
(Marble House), several big destheatres
Westens,
the Union chain, a large Kino
theatres.
smaller
of
quite a number
andDowntown
one finds the popular and
(Chamber of
pretty Kammerlichtspieleseveral
B. T. L.
Bavaria,
Plays),
Shadow
Union
theatres (another circuit), and the
Berlin.
in
theatres, which are omnipresent
These larger theatres all have a seating
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Pulse

timate
Monogram
Direct
From
Berlin
capacity of five hundred to two thousand,
and their admission fee ranges from
was Margaret
GentsforFurman,
in Mayandof British
79 IS, was
sentenced
to betoshot
Mk. 1.80 (approximately forty-five cents)
the ItGerman
Government
aiding who,
American
prisoners
of war
escapeby
to Mk. 6-6 (approximately $1.60 to $2) for
from tlie qreat central prison camp, Doberitz, near Berlin. She was official censor of Engbox seats — prices that obtained only in
lish mails at thethatGermans
great military
were theimprisoned
— a position
entrustedcompotind.
her with where
after .".".000
refusingAllied
her soUliers
egress from
country
the so-called legitimate theatres formerly.
on the grounds
that, overcame
being married
to shea German,
she was awithGerman
subject.
Home-to
s
i
c
k
n
e
s
a
n
d
disgust
her
and
herself
decamped
a
party
shethathelped
Aside from these are numerous smaller
liberate,
onhr
to
be
betrayed
and
captured
at
Hamburg,
in
sight
of
the
ocean
spelled
theatres, scattered throughout the city,
Freedom
and
America
to
her..
The
armistice
saved
her,
but
did
not
come
soon
enough
to save
her from
frightful prison
experiences.
which seat from two hundred to five
Directly
on
completion
of
the
picturization
of
her
experiences
she
will
fill
lecture
hundred. All told, there are several hunthroughout beside
the country.
Sheon has
inownpreparation,
for a syndicate
a series
ofonengagements
interesting
not onlyservice
her
unique conditions,
individual
experiences,
but
dred moving picture theatres in the heart
the manifestations
German articles,
censorial
andeconomically
secret
systems,
prison
food
control that
and
of the city, and they are all doing a
other
of
an
isolated
but
scientifically
sustained
empire
crumpled almost over night from a complication of chronic Kultur and Kaiser.
rattling good business.
Strange to say, although numerous
open-air amusement places prosper in
war. but it is a fact that male stars enjoy
Berlin, there is only one open-air movie Teddy Heidemnnn Starring
lion'sof share
public infavor
in Berlin,
theatre in Berlin — and a very pretty one. A la Charlie Chaplin.
athestate
affairsof leanings.
much
contradistincnestling under the trees of an old park —
A linseries
of
comedies
a
la
Charlie
Chaption
to
American
I
understand
have
been
running
for
the
past
two
which has done very poor business.
justify myexceeding
procedure.
after the popular Max Linder — and atithus
n a measure
that Admirheaped
With few exceptions the grade of plays years or so,
longercomedies
procurable.
The on the on iaverage
feminine favorite
of the
shown during the war has been poor. comedies
hero of were
these nonew
is Teddy
German screen is therefore heaped on
Withinabletheimprovement
past year,hashowever,
a
remarkHeidemann,
a
dress-suit
comedian
who
Von
Winterstein,
Veidt.
Jannings
and
been
discernible.
quite a favorite.
These names also are household
Productions with a trend of healthy hasStillbecome
a place
on thedetective
Berlin Kraus.
words with the patrons of spoken drama
humor are rare, and it is their absence screens retaining
is
the
veteran
Joe
Deebs
a most offorceful
commentary
that is felt most by the public. Here, series — a Teutonic product which purports —thesurely
versatility
the German
actor, onas
also, the American play is missed.
to visualize American detective methods methods
of stage and of screen portrayals
and
the
action
of
which
is
supposed
to
The plainferior
quality
of
German
photovary
so
widely.
ys is due to the aeconomy
practiced
by take place for the most part in America.
Hennyroines ofPorten,
one inof Germany,
the original
hethe
policyonlywhich
one remains unconvinced that
the before
cinema
is still
meansmanufacturer,
has been in force
duringby theno However,
Hamburg
dock
regions
constitute
a prominently
thedivide
public,
although
war period. The lavishness with which the
good
substitute
for
the
Bowery,
or
that
jv
honors
money
is spent
on American
Friederichthe Strasse
for Broadway
Negri,
arere Polo
Poloespecially
Negri, aa heavCasis unknown
in Germany,
and productions
always has where
lights will
are pass
brightest
and the her.
tilian Among
beauty, these
who scored
been.
buildings highest.
ily
in
the
screen
version
of
"Carmen"
proMax
Landa
impersonates
Joe
Deebs
in
duced some months ago; Anna Morena,
WITHOUT POLICE CENSORSHIP
thismuchpseudo-American
sleuth
cycle.
Of the dancer,
who
hasOrska,
proventhea wonderful
"find" for
STARTLING LIBERTIES ARE TAKEN.
adetective
higher
grade,
however,
are
the
the
movies;
Maria
impersonations of Ernst Reicher, star of the Meinhardt & Bernhauer forces,
At the present time no police censorship
of Emmanuel
Reicher. who
fa- theatrical owners and producers, whose
exists, and plays of the most astounding who ismousaBerlinsonactor
and stage director,
on theachievements,
screen have and
duplicated
impossibility
are
shown.
No
moral
reby no means an unknown in New York successes
strictions hold the producer in leash, and isstage
her footlight
Maria
annals.
Alvin
Neuss,
too,
has
profFein,
another
legitimate
actress
(of Max
offerings,
filthy,
fetid
and
far-fetched,
go
ited by the ofpublic
leaning
toward
this
the limit in frankness and realism. Sex ramification
Reinhardt's
Deutsches
Theatre),
whose
films — in fact, rather recent debut in shadow drama has
problems and medical topics, such as the more materially so,adventure
than are
his guma most auspicious one.
ravages of venereal diseases, are very
as perhaps,
his pictures
made beenOthers
who have built up a distinct
definitely set forth on the screen — "to in hisshoeowncompeers,
plant.
screen
following are Fern Andre (who
exert
influence
over Naturally,
young people,"
Successor to the beloved Waldemar hails from
the United States) and Mia
as thea moral
programs
put it.
pan- Psylander,
who
died
in
the
early
days
of
May.
A recent
arrivalhasingone
Berlinintofrom
dering to the curious and the sensationand
mysterious
cirAmerican
shores
the
loving proportion of the masses — which the war undercumstances, is tragic
Bernd Aldor, a Norwegian movies with goodwhosuccess
is Margarete
is the predominant proportion — such films residing in Berlin.
He
is
the
reigning
Christians,
daughter
of
the
director
of the
have
great
box-office
value
and
prove
good
matinee
idol
type,
with
Viggo
Larssen
investments for producers.
York, bulalone to a degree encroaching
on hisa vein
pre- Irving warkPlace
of GermanTheatre,
drama ininNew
America.
A markedly scoresirresponsible
charLarssen mixes
ofshown
pictureson strain
ofthegayBerlin
life of comedyserves,in although
Most of the studios, such as those
his
characterizations,
which
which areacterizesbeing
owned byandtheDecla,
Unionare chain
foreign toamong
the Aldor
locatedof intheatres,
or near
screens. Seldom is a great moral pointed, is Greatest
these, conceptions.
and outranking Bioscope
Berlin. This conserves expense as to
as a deterrent to emulation of such ruin- every
possible rival, is Paul Wegner, who, traveling
ous
and
unholy
existences
depicted
as
and
the
shipment
of
film.
aside
from
his
screen
supremacy,
is
leadbeing led by some of the leading figures
a number of theplants.
stars control their Quite
own
manufacturing
ingmost
man repertory
of the house
Deutsches
Theatre,
forein these plays. Obviously, although not
of Berlin. As on
designedly,
represent nothConditions Prevail
screen, so is his repute in the spoken "Inion"
ing more norsuchlesspictures
than propaganda
for the
drama as wide defunct
as were German
once theEmpire.
boun- Throughout the Industry.
that elementof which
weaknesses
society. profits through the One of dariestheof thegreatest
productions
he
has
The motion
picture" The
playersFilmof Bourse
Berlin
"Prostitution"
a recent
organized.
builded
on these islines
which production
was srill of which
seen hadin was
"The
Golem."
the plot are
(film fully
exqhange)
looks
after
their
interto
do
with
the
well-known
running when I left Berlin less than been
ests.
It
is
more
than
an
employment
two months ago. Possibly, to mitigate Hebrew legend. This was the production bureau, inasmuch as members must
which
"put
over"
Wegner
as
a
screen
facthe
miasma
of itsorname,
this with
playbefore being placed on the liststor of the highest dynamic power, and qualify exchange,
does implied
end with
a moral,
at least
when a membership card
while the production is by no means a ofis the
the producer's
to be new
issued stoentation at all
them,parleys
insuring
repre-is
one
it
is
still
talked
of
today
in
Berawhat
moral.
The woman mind
who conceived
erred in "Proswherethem
casting
lin
with
every
visible
evidence
of
delight.
titution"
paid
the
piper
by
falling
into
undertaken
Members
of
the
exchange
Appearing
on
the
screen
as
his
leading
the
of a ferocious
"Jack nature
the Ripper."
and must
have par-to
his wife, Lydia Salmova, once must be professionals
whosehandssatiation
of a bestial
is set awoman
ticipated in at least three
productions
Russianwas dancer.
forth
win admittance. Actors of the legitimate
ences. fully for the edification of the audi- Male Stars Most Popular
stage may enroll on submitting contracts
Contrasted
class ofsomefulsoir.eiy
in proof of their past histrionic activities.
frank
drama, toandthisoffsetting
of its With fierman Audiences.
The film exchange afternoon
conducts from
an employunhealthy effects, are many clean and
It
may
seem
strange
that
I
give
prefer5 to 8
ence
to
the
male
stars
in
this
monogram
highly ofinteresting
dramas, based on the on kinetic conditions in Berlin during the o'clockmentinbureaua every
centrally located downtown
works
favorite authors.
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cafe (Cafe Koenigsfest in Friedrichs themselves with garnering this additional
street), admittance to which is granted
and some of them make a rule
only on presentation of membership cards. revenue,
of giving
children'safternoons.
performances regularly
on
Saturady
The nature
of
the
organization
in
its
functioning partakes strongly of a club, except
A feature
of former years which has
not
quite
died
out
is
the presence of a
that rivalry
excludes
every
vestige
of
sociability from the proceedings.
"commentator"
at the performances
in the
cheap
houses
patronized
by the laboring
The lished
producers
themselves
have
estabthe film exchange, and thither the people. The "commentator"
isIn America,
quite an
directors hie themselves every day in institution
in
these
theatres.
he would be looked on, more or
search
of types forin "extras."
virtue noless,doubt,
of the exchange,
view of theA big
directors,
as a pest, and his functions soon
isamateurs
that it obviates
their
wasting
time
on
abrogated,
some hardy innovator
in making their selections of here try outshould
the
idea.
players.
It
has
also
attracted
scores
of
Considering
the
poor
of film plays
legitimate actors out of employment or turned out in Germany grade
on the average, it
who have come to Berlin from the prov- may be that the "commentator" serves
a
useful
purpose,
in
the
purview
of the
inces
without
making
connections
—
a
resultinterpretations.
redounding greatly to the benefit of producer and exhibitor. He is sufficiently
screen
distracting
to
deflect
attention
from
the
The standard wage of players before
and inconsistencies of the play and
the camera, as fixed by the exchange, is flaws
its
interpretation
—
or
at
least
to
keep
the
60 marks a day for those assuming small mind from revolving such observations.
will seize on any situation to extract
roles,for35 overtime.
marks for "extras" and double aHe laugh
pay
satiricalon comment
and will
pounce withby avidity
any title that
will
Continuous Performances
lend
itself
to
a
pun
—
all
this
regardless
Unknown in Berlin.
ofor the
psychological
import
of
the
offering
the mood it is supposed to invoke. He
performances"
are unknown
in "Continuous
Berlin. There
are no afternoon
shows is, possibly, the modern incarnation of
the buffoon
who
dayslaugh,
of royalty
ramexcepting onformances, oSundays.
The
evening
perpant made
the fullinkingdepressing
under
the
f which there are two, begin
and
in the
knowledge
respectively at 6 and 8. At 10 the theatres goad
of forfeiting his head should he fail to
are empty.
The
same
evening
hours
preAnd perhaps Berlin, emancipated
vail on Sunday. The extra afternoon show dofromso.Kaiserism,
toleratedlease
him onandlifeper-in
onunder
Sunday
runs from
6. Allare children
mitted him an extended
fourteen
years 4 ofto age
barred that same
monarchical spirit,
from the performances, but may attend knowing fullhilarious
well that sooner or later he
an
occasional
children's
arranged
for anspecial
afternoon.
It isshow
the
choke up — without recourse to the
smaller theatres only which concern will
executioner's blade.
What

Advertising
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the most progressive cities in the whole
of Australia. It has its own water supelectric light,
that ply,
resemble
a cityandparkbeautiful
avenue roads
more
than a country town which is over 500
miles from Sydney and 300 from Melbourne.
William M. Vogel Sails on
Long Tour of Europe
William M. Vogel, of the William Vogel
Productions, Inc., has left New York for
an extended visit to Europe, with Copenhagentaursninhis
destination.
Before
g to thefirst
United
States,
plans re-to
visit Holland,
Belgium,
France,he England,
and possibly
a few more
in addi-to
tion to Denmark.
The countries
trip promises

Accomplished

• in One Small Australian Town
The country districts of Australia, and advertisement
it gave ofthem,future
and also beclater
ause of theevents
promise
particularly New South Wales, are very which
prove it broughtbusiness,
them.
sparsely
populated,
and
even
in
some
of
Undoubtedly
it
was
a
great
way
of getting
the larger towns there is no competition
to speak of as far as amusements are a house organ mailed to guaranteed readers in a ditcheap
wholewasexpenconcerned.
average
show-is
urore on the$35.method,
part of asthetheshow
just
man thereforeThethinks
that country
advertising
largely a waste of money, as his patrons overThis£7,was
not the only stunt put over,
come regularly to his show not having
any other place to go to. Of course, the as for the "Surrender of the German Fleet"
fact thatattractions,
he might ifgetthey
bigger
for aerected
calicoandsign
feet inlong
was
made fifty-two
a big splash
the main
special
werehouses
properly
advertised, does not strike him at all. street.
For the was
"Romance
of Tarzan"
animal parade
held and
the wholean
Therefore,
any
new
idea
in
country
advertising is seldom
met with.
pharmaHowever,
a theatre
in the town of Leeton, town cistflooded
and other with
stores"snipes";
all held the
window
disN.new S.management,
W., was recently
taken toover
by
a
plays of photographs,
while
in— the
cafe
who
decided
try
a
bit
the
main
center
of
the
town
the
whole—
of advertising. Leeton is a town of about window was done up like a miniature
with toy figures of elephants,
5,000 tion
population,
the irriga- jungle
area taken thein center
by theof Government
tigers,
lions,Asetc.Leeton
This isdisplay
night.
one ofwasthelitfewup
scheme
rumbidgeewhichDam.controls the gigantic Mur- atinland
towns
that
generates
its own elec-of
tricity, the Globe had the advantage
The Globe management secured the doing things
electrically, so to speak.
services
for
a
few
weeks
of
Hal
H.
CarleTheday new
Saturton,
assistant
of Union
afternoonmanagers
matineesinaugurated
with considerable
Theatres,
Ltd., publicity
who foundmanager
the takings
for
the week preceding was something under schools
success,
and
by
circularizing
the
children's
secured
a
goodly
number
of
juv£40 — rather
poor,three
considering
enile patrons,
account
of the night
long
were
presented
nights athatweek,pictures
with
were who,
seldomon able
to attend
skating on Tuesdays and Thursdays. The distance,
screenings.
first thing done by the publicity man was
Printing was also liberally used. The
to
secure thethe co-operation
of Irrigator.
the local
newspaper,
beforeoneCarleton
arThis
paper has a Murrumbidgee
circulation of about
2,000 supply rivedusually
was two taken
one-sheets,
three
and
six-sheets.
Carleton started
off with,
and agreed at once to the scheme put for- two
and continued
24-sheet, four
Finally asides,
half-page
supplement,It sixes,
six threes toanduse,eightoneones.
printedmadeward.
on both
was published.
was
up like a regular
newspaper
Mr. Carleton
was
in charge
of theendpub-of
l
i
c
i
t
y
f
o
r
three
weeks,
and
and contained
advertisements
and
publicthat time returned to resume athistheduties
in
ity
regarding
the
current
and
coming
attractions at the theatre. An extra two Sydney. But that time served to put the
thousand
was
printed
in
addition
to
the
business
on
a
satisfactory
footing,
and
as
usual circulation, and the whole 4,000
is now taking anything
mailed to every householder within ten afromresultfiftytheto owner
seventy-five pounds per week.
miles. The paper readily agreed to print
Leeton
(which
is
situated in generally
a "dry"
area) is a soldier
rich townsettlers
comprising
extra incopies
post them
out, oftaking
and Is one of
athe share
the andexpense
because
the returned

William M. Vogel
consume the next two months. With him
he is carrying
some printsChaplin
of the First
National "Million-Dollar"
comedies,
the
exclusive
foreign
rights
to
which
are
in his control, as well as some samples
of Chester-Outing pictures and other independentname
productions.has been much in the
Mr. Vogel's
forefront
of American
motion picture men
interested
in
the
branchweeks,
of theduring
business within the export
past few
whichtic Cinema
time his
connection
with
the
AtlanCorporation, newly organized
to distribute
American
photoplays
through-In
out
Central
Europe,
announced.
behalf of this
latterwasorganization,
Mr.
Vogel is carrying some extra trunks which
contain a sample production of each of the
following brands: Goldwyn, Select, Selznick, dentTriangle,
Metro
and
otherproperty
indepen-of
productions
which Corporation
are the
the Atlantic
Cinema
for the
territory in which they do business.
Mr.
Vogel's
trip
to
Europe
at
this
time,
it is expected,
have picture
an important
bearing
upon thewillmotion
export
trade in general
he rightfully
reutation
of doingas things
in a bighaswaya
and handles pictures of first quality.
Gillespie Bros. & Co.
Have S. L. K. Serials
Co. have
purchased
theGillespie
entire Bros.
foreign& rights
to the
serial
productions
of
the
S.
L.
K.
Corporation
and J. M. de Aragon, manager of their
film
has already
sales department,
campaign which
is expectedlaunched
to placea
the pictures
on
exhibition
in
the
seas fields at inabout
the same time overthey
are released
this country.
The
S.
L
K.
are
already
serials, the first of which planning
is well onthree
the
way to completion. Helen Holmes is the
star,
and the first Itserialis isbeing
entitled
Fatal
made"Thein
fifteen Fortune."
two-reel episodes.
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^MOVING Conducted
PICTURE byYVORLD*^
F. G. Ortega and Randall M. White
A special department of the MOVING
PICTUREon of moving
WORLD pictures
devoted to the exploi-the
English tatilanguage
is used in wherever
trade.
A partonceof a the
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD
month
In
the
Issue
of tue
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD
published
the
Saturday
nearest
the
first
of the
month
and
bearing
date
of
the
Saturday
nearest the fifteenth.
Theappear
next INTERNATIONAL
SECTION
will
In the Issue
of the
MOVING
PICTURE
WORLD
dated
SATURDAY,
SEPTEMBER 27, 1919.
Advertising 1(5,forms
SEPTEMBER
1919. close, Tuesday
Production Caldron
Boils the World Over
Paramount to produce in Great
Britain.
Fox in France.
Universal in Italy, a combination
having just been formed with the Garibaldi brothers and their interests.
An announcement from Metro of a
similar trend is expected at any moment.
Yitagraph is again paying special attention to its Paris organization.
A French company will soon be sending pictures over here.
Argentina, Chile, Cuba, Brazil and
Mexico are producing pictures — some
companies even attempting serials — and
selling exhibition rights outside the
countries of origin.
About eight producing companies are
kept busy in Spain and their pictures
are beginning to find markets outside
the old Peninsula.
Insistent rumors of renewed activity
are coming out of Scandinavia, which, if
confirmed, will mean not only Scandinavian pictures in the markets of the
world, but also the attempt to introduce
abroad, under different trade names,
the German article.
Will the international film program
soon become a fact?
One thing is certain. Resumption of
trade relations rapidly approaches the
peace-time basis, and the moving picture industry is found, as it should be,
in the van of the reconstruction forces.
Is ' 'Prohi bitive ' ' Do liar
Hurting Film Business?
Discussions are going on in moving
picture circjes regarding the effect that
dollar exchange is having on international film transactions, and some operators are inclined to take, in our opinion, an over-pessimistic view of the

Res, Non Verba
New York City.
To the Editor,
Moving Picture World,
516 Fifth Avenue,
New York City.
Dear Sir:
I am interested in
comedies for Mexico, Spain and
Portugal and have made four or five unsuccessful attempts to get in touch .
with Mr
, who is handling the foreign rights.
He simply will not see me.
Do you think I could obtain an audience through the good offices of your
publication
What is? the matter with Mr
, anyway?
Here is another thing.
Inmentyour
Spanish
edition,
CINE-MUNDIAL,
practically
every advertiseends the same way.
"We are here to serve you."
"Will you let us co-operate with you?"
"Nothing will benefit you so much as a personal call at our office when in
New "DoYork."
you realize, Mr. Foreign Buyer, that we lay awake at night trying
to solve
And soyouron problems?"
and so forth.
It seems to me that these statements are on a par with the one we use
Spain about
your Anown."
You know Irish
what eviction
would happen
ifin anybody
took"mythishouse
offer being
literally.
old-fashioned
would
pale into insignificance.
Naturally, I took these printed announcements about "service" and the
"solution
of myby problems"
of salt;
but, still,
I never
to be treated
a man withwithwhoma grain
I wanted
to place
an order
as ifexpected
I were
the bearer of a contagious disease.
Yours for co-operation, etc.
This letter
reveals
one weak
foreign thebusiness.
There
are still
somethedealers
who point
have innotourrealized
value of common
politeness.
In this particular transaction, the pictures referred to had already been
placed in the territories mentioned, but the exporter had other lines of
product for sale, and why he should absolutely refuse to meet the represen, tative of a reliable firm trading in two important markets is beyond comprehension. There is nothing the matter, as far as we know, with the
unapproachable gentleman in question — outside of a swelled head.
This case, of course, although not an entirely isolated one, could not in
justice be taken as a typical example.
But do we really live up to the flowery promises that stand out so
prominently in our written and printed matter?
One of the axioms of American business life is that advertising pays;
and the strength of American advertising in general lies in the use of polite,
solicitous, tactful language — its psychological appeal, in short.
Would it not also pay to practice this same politeness in the personal
relations with foreign film buyers?
situation. It is quite true that it seems
almost impossible to sell film to Central
Europe
the present
depreciated
of
the atmark,
but similar
conditionstateis
encountered in their trading with other
film producing countries and the fact
remains that we did not sell these countries anything during the past four
years. The claim that we are losing
those markets on account of the high
price of the dollar is, to say the ieast,
hyperbolical. We cannot lose what we
never had. Dollars command a higher
value in Italy at present than at any
time after we entered the war, but we
are sending as much positive film to
Italy
were.France
We and
are
in the today
same as
boatweas ever
regards
Great Britain. Additional proof is furnished by the neutral countries, where
dollars became cheap during American
intervention in the war, and, naturally,
it was found favorable to buy here. That

advantage
disappeared
and valuable
the dollar is againhas about
the most
monetary unit in the world, but the
nations alluded to have not reduced
their purchases. The case of Spain offers
a clear example that the dollar exchange
has had very
film
business.
Whilelittle
the effect
war wason on,theSpain
could place her orders here at a very
great
advantage,seventy
but didpernotcent,
do so.
At
this moment
of the
pictures
shown
throughout
the
Peninsula are of American manufacture.
Well Worth the Reading
Every Issue of the
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
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the
big
superfeature.
"Sporting
TRADEMARKS NEED PROTECTION
spite of the adverse conditions Life."
owing Into
the
••flu."
good
houses
are
the
rule, as
FROM FAR EAST FILM PIRATES practically
with racing without
interest exception,
always gophotoplays
big here.
Suburban
showmen
are
very
enthusiastic
Joseph R. Darling, of Fox Company, Found Dishonest Practices Particuregarding
which "istime.
bookedPres-up
for a the
very film,
considerable
larly Common in Dutch Indies — Exhibiting Business Prospering in solid
ent appearances indicate that "Sporting
Territory He Visited — Australian Notes.
Life"
will
share
the
success
of
"Mickey"
Whip,"
which throughout
have been
phenitelycountry.
— a practically
thing in and "The nomenal
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drawing cards
Austhis
Owing theatres
tounknown
the poor
THOS. S. IMRIE
ances at the picture
severalattendcity tralia.
old pictures and
g Special Correspondent Moving Pic- | houses are onlyso torunning
No local pictures have been released for
do films
till "pre-flu"
| ture World, Box 269, G. P. O., | will continue
tions
return.
Among
listedoriginally
forcondicur- some
time, though
several are
waiting
for
rent
screening
are
several
|^ atfi n*i ifi ifn i ifi fSydney,
N.
S.
W.,
Australia
pre-influenza
conditions,
to the
ri ni i i itfHfiJi i iEifi irfi i tri iuMi t i iFi i tri j iu imi 1urn imi u 1Jin iuiui i im iim^P released two or three years ago and in- present poor attendance
atowing
theatres
all
Sydney, N. S. W., Australia, July 15.
over
the
country.
It
is
understood
that
clude Triangle's
"Peggy." area the state no new productions are at present under
Outside
the metropolitan
During
last
month
Joseph
R.
Darling
is far from
The thea- way, but something in this line may be
returned the
to Sydney
a long
trip of affairs
tres in several
big promising.
N. S. \V. townships
through
Far Eastafter
in the
interests
Of the Fox Film Corporation. In the have been closed owing to severe visita- expected during the next few weeks.
course
of
this
journey
the
Philippines,
tions of theforms.
"flu" in both the pneumonic
milder
China. Straits Settlements and the Dutch andRestrictions
The American Picture Theatre, one of
enforced in Brisbane.
East Indies were visited, and agencies or Queensland, forwere
city houses, has been taken over
several weeks, but these bythe a older
branches were established in Manila, have since been lifted.
new company,
who making
are effecting
large
Yokohama,
Tokio,
Shanghai,
Hong
Kong,
structural
alterations,
practically
In berMelbourne,
Victoria,but cases
still numSingapore, Batavia and Sourabaya. In an
a new theatre. The whole interior has
about 100 daily,
conditions
are been
interview Mr. Darling said that as a gen- gradually
removed, leaving only the four walls
getting back to normal.
eral rule hecondition
found filmandmatters
a very
standing. A new dress circle is being
flourishing
prices ofin admisSpecial
Music
Attracts
built, without
supports
the
sion
very
high,
with
a
tendency
to
charge
In
Large
Theatres.
center
of the stalls
to maror thepillars
view inof the
extra on the presentation of any special
AlecTheatre,
Lorimore,is director
of the Haymarscreen,
as
was
the
case
in
the
old
theatre.
ket
giving
patrons
of
that
attraction. As an instance "A Daughter of house an added musical treat by the enA new screen is to be installed, while
the Gods"
was ofshown
in Shanghai
accommodation will be entirweek
at prices
admission
ranging for
froma
gagement offrom
well-known
singers,
who each
ren- the elyseating
renewed with that
upholstered
seats.
one to three
dollars.
For
a
Farnum
proder
pieces
their
repertoires
in futuretip-up
this house
duction $1.25 was asked — and the house afternoon. To date these include the cele- Itwillis beannounced
known as the "Shell Theatre."
filled.
At
the
time
of
his
visit,
owing
to
brated
Belgian
baritone,
Albert
Goossens,
the embargo on exports from the United
artists,
Fred ColStates, there was a great shortage of film. and also
lier, bass,the
and Melbourne
Elsi Treweek,
soprano.
The
The Lyceum Theatre, which was the subIn
Yokohama
he
found
that
the
majority
innovation
is
very
popular
and
ject of several
last year,
parof films shown were crudely manufactured, many music lovers who are not attracts
in
the
ticulars of whichlaw-suits
have already
appeared
of Japanese make, and the presentation of usual way regular picturegoers.
in
these columns, was again mentioned in
American
superf
eatures
was
very
popular.
Another
interesting
musical
item
is
the
court this week, when
the Chief
Justice
Talking about conditions in Japan, Mr. engagement of Henri Verbrugghen and his delivered
judgment
on demurrer,
barling remarked
that thewere
European
and Conservatorium Orchestra by Union Thea- in respect reserved
of the theatre.
American
manufacturers
only now
tres,
Ltd.,
to
give
recitals
in
the
Kings
The action against
was thatCosens
of Hoyt's
Propri-in
getting
the country,
and soof Cross Theatre. Verbrugghen is perhaps tary,
Spencer,
far had a The
notfooting
had inany
measure
the most famous and certainly one which Ltd.,
the plaintiffs sued
the defendant
to
success.
work
of thegreat
Japanese
manu- ofonetheof cleverest
of
present-day
conductors,
recover
£10,000
compensation
for
an als most crude,
although footthey and his state orchestra is giving very
leged
breach
of
agreement
in
connection
produce andfacturers idistribute
an enormous
successful concerts regularly. The recit- with the lease of the Lyceum.
als atwaysthemeet Kings
Cross success.
will no doubt alexpressed
Mr. Darling mentioned the matter of
with great
thatThe toChief
allowJustice
the lease
in this thecaseopinion
to be
trademarks
and
said
it
was
imperative
altered lationin assented
substance
by
any
verbal
stipufor
producers
to
register
their
brands
of
to
during
the
course
of
the
trademarks in foreign countries. He said
Notes of the Trade
previous negotiations, would let in all the
that
in some
countrieshadthe been
most pirated
prominentby
mischief which the rules of evidence relatbrands
of
features
Fred A. Hughes, of the Fox Film Coring to written contracts so carefully
eome of the lowest types of film thieves,
poration, has resigned from the manage- guarded against.
and when
anwithaccredited
representative
ment of this firm'swhoaffairs
in Australia.
The court
judgment
on the FerdeCame
along
films
to
sell
he
was
H.
E.
Ross-Soden,
has
been
manager
mur er for thepassed
defendant,
Mr. Justice
turned down and told that he could not for the Melbourne district of the same
guson
dissenting.
sell his films in that particular district, organization,
has accepted the Australian
It is stated
the ofeffect
ofdefendant
the deas theteredoriginal
producer had not
management, and is now at the head office,
murred being inthatfavor
the
his trademarks,
the regispirate
merely
determines
a
plea
in
the
cause,
had. Giving
an instance,but itthat
is stated
that 305 Pitt street, Sydney.
and the claim for £10.000 by the plaintiffs
in the Dutch
Indies a thecounter
laws protect
this
may come
on a for
determination
in due
Paramount
pictures
hasseason
securedto thepresent
Pal- course
tpiratage,
provided
registration
ace
Theatre
for
a
short
before
judge
and
a
jury.
for the trademark is not filed within nine
monthstion forof registration.
the original fraudulent
applicaDarling
says that he found many Mr.duped
copiesalsoof
Fox
knownproductions,
brands. as well as other wellH^e willdiately, bnot
America
imme-in Real "Spirited Brigands"
ut will return
tour theto Fox
branches
Taken From
Real Life
people
are,
it
seems
strange that
neither
THEan following
paragraph of
culled
from Mr. Madan nor Mr. Ducasse
has thought
Calcutta
shouldAnglo-Indian
interest thedailyAmerican
film of training a troupe of these gentry for
manufacturers:
some kinema show. As Calabrian brigands of the largest size they would sim"Afghanistan
is represented
Calcuttaby
mtinuously for three weeks kept
indeed, throughout
Bengal, inchiefly
ply upbe it.much.
They. They
wouldn't
even
havewalkto
die indoors and brought about a and,
could
simplybeing
its financiers — the hulking gentlemen who dress
the them
stage, from
the only
trouble
to
irm of the "flu," which rapidlv swagger about with baggy trousers, big onto
prevent
walking
off
sticks,
bushy
beards
and
a
general
air
of
truculence which is obviously much too after the performance. But as real,withspir-it
ited, romantic brigands they are much
pronounced
to beremarked
altogetherthatgenuine.
Sidney Smith once
nobdy could
60sameper time,
cent, and
of itso:
away at the possibly
lessI agree
successful."
with who
the above.
be
so
wise
as
a
certain
philosomanufacturers
are on theAmerican
lookout film
for
pher looked, and in the same way it may
yhassmall
per- be conjectured
escaped,
centage
of
the
pi
that
nobody
could
possibly
"spirited
brigands
■•
should
import
a dozen
consternation
This has naturallj
be
so
fierce
as
the
Kahulis
would
like
or
two
Kahulis
Dy
way
of
experiment,
and
among the theatre-owners, and several people to think them.
I daresay they will not be disappointed.
"legit" houses have closed down indefi- "Considering how enterprising the film A fortune awaits the pioneer.
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The

Best

Pictures

PLUS
The

Best

Accessories

Ask the people whom Inter-Ocean has served, to learn how
Inter-Ocean does serve. Ask if stars like June Elvidge, Louise
Glaum, Montague Love. Henry B. Walthall, Bessie Barriscale,
Evelyn Greeley, J. Warren Kerrigan, Alice Brady and the others
we have supplied in World, Paralta and Plaza Pictures DID or
did not get the money for their purchasers. Get a line on what
our great specials like "Wives of Men" with Florence Reed;
"Hearts Across the Sea" with Arnold Daly; "The Victim" with
Robert T. Haines, and its companion picture, "The Transgressor"; Ince's "Whither Thou Goest"; "Inside the Lines" with
Lewis S. Stone; Selexart's "Honor's Cross," "Blue Blood" and
"Social Ambition" starring either Howard Hickman or Rhea
Mitchell — on what they have EARNED their purchasers.
Or if you can point out a buyer of Inter-Ocean Accessories
who has not re-ordered, you have discovered a rare bird!
Send us a trial order for SPEER CARBONS, FULCO ACCESSORIES. (Carbon savers, carbon adapters, lugs, 2-in-l film
cement, bench rewinds, enclosed fireproof rewinds.) GARDINER SCREENS, GLOBE STEEL REELS, UNIVERSAL
CAMERAS, UNIVERSAL PROJECTORS, WESTINGHOUSE
MOTOR GENERATORS, UNIVERSAL LIGHTING EQUIPMENT, WOHL LAMPS AND STUDIO EQUIPMENT.

\INTERr

OCEAN

FIIvAl

SPECIAL! I want every foreign reader of this publication
to turn immediately to pages 1224-25
[SIGNED]
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The

Big

Serials

The First of the S. L. K.

the

FATALl

With

the Inimi

HELEN!
Supported

Lieut. JACK LEVERING
FRANK WUNDERLEE
LESLIE KING
WILLIAM BLACK
Direction

DON

Helen Holmes is a specialist in serial photoplays.
Throughout the civilized world her name has come to stand
for perfection in this favorite type of screen entertainment.
She needs no introduction to audiences anywhere.
Everything a serial star should have is hers — diversified
histrionic ability, beauty, strength, and daring.
Complete
Two

in Fifteen

Other Big Serials by the Same
We

Are

GILLESPIE
FILM DEPT.
220 West

Forty-second

Street,

of

the

CORPORATION'S

Year!
Productions

"

E
RTUN
table
Daring
FO

HOLMES
FLOYD

BUCKLEY

SIDNEY D'ALBROOK
LILLIAN WORTH
HELEN LINDROTH
\LD

MACKENZIE

rhe S. L. K. CORPORATION have chosen the serial type of
)hotoplay as their special line of endeavor.
THE FATAL FORTUNE," their first story, is the pick of
nany submitted — selected because of its novelty of plot and
apidity of action.
Sach episode is being given a "feature production" dress.
rwo-Reel Episodes
Company

Will Immediately

Follow

Celling the
EIGHTS
f
BROS.
&
CO.
J. M. DE ARAGON
few York

City
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cial
footing
by
providing
a
handsome
(Continued
from
page
1309.)
of beauty. Omitting such occasional film suite of Lonodn offices and paying the
players as Bernhardt, Terry and Pavlowa, expenses of their maintanence for five
there tionis which
certainly
something
the asserapplies
equally
toin films
J.MustD. Take
Walker,
countries.
But
what
he
does
not ofallowallin years.
LongIII,Rest
for In his criticisms is the difference
The ericamoving
industry
of Amwill,
I
am picture
sure,
learn
with ofthe
intentional
ideals
of would
fa~cialenrapture
charactersa foundest regret
and
beauty.
What
of
the
illness
J.pro-D.
Spaniard
may
be
loathsome
to
the
Briton
Walker,
until
a
year
ago
agent
on
this
and American and vice versa.
side of andthe other
pond for Famous manufacPlayersAnd Now English
Lasky
Discovering
Actors Mutes
Swear
turers. Mr. Walker well-known
has been ordered to
a long rest in the country, and it may
Henceforward the photoplayer will have take
toemploy
curb hiswords
expletives
the camerathanor be some time before he will be seen back
morebeforeinnocuous
at his independent exchange — J. D. Walker's Pictures (191S), Ltd.
"damn."BoardComplaints
have reached
the
British
of Film Censors
from mutes,
Butcher and Williamson
who, versed . in lip reading, have been Amalgamate
Accessory Interests
appalled at occasional expressions used
The oldcessoryestablished
apparatusandandSons,
acby players of repute. The censors have
houses of W. Butcher
issued nophemy,edict
yet
upon
the
studio
blasand the Williamson Kinematograph
but have positively banned even Ltd,
have Company
joined hands.
the use of its milder forms in sub-titles. Company,forth, theLtd.,
will beHenceIn(president)
a letter torecords
film makers,
T. P. O'Connor,
distributorsButcher
throughout
the world
of sole
the
an increase
in sub- cameras,
projectors,
printing
machines
and
titles
bearing
such
sentences
as
"Damn
general
kinematograph
apparatus
manuyou,"
"Go film
to hell,"
etc., and willcouched
in future
factured by theof Williamson
Company,itself
the
pass
with
staff
the latter confining
these noterms.
Their sub-titles
repetition, avers Mr.in original
to
the
technical
development
of
the
O'Connor,
gives
a badto add
tone totothetheimpreswhole business.
story,
failing
Joe Donati,
New
York buying
represenProves
Prolific
in
sivenesswhile
or force
of the script.
As it is July
tative for the
Sud American
Cinematografica,
one
of the
mostcovering
important
Latin
impossible
make itsan use
arbitrary
limit ofit Formation of New Companies
American
exchanges,
Argentina,
the extent toto which
is advisable,
has been a fairly prolific month Uruguay, Paraguay, Chile, Peru and
is though that the only course is to rule in July
thetureregistration
of
new
moving
picBolivia.
Mr.
Donati
is
at
present
on
his
a telling reflection of
out entirely all such language and ex- the kinemaundertakings,
to Buenos
returnbackto New
York byAires
the and
middleexpects
of nextto
boom. Somerset House regis- way
pressions.
October.
companies
Dublin
Censors
duringtry shows
the some
month.sixty-five
Torquay newon the
southDisposition
to BeShowFinicky
west
coast,
to
which
the
appellation
"the
T.
P.
O'Connor,
the
chief
censor,
is
an
British
Los
Angeles"
has
been
given
"Sorrows ofanother
Satan"company
(Marie
Irisman finitely
and poorera for
man losing.
Ireland Itwould
be
inreal estate agent, has bya first
Corelli)release
and anticipate
is rather a an imaginative
working
by October.
Nearly
allbrought
artiregistered
capital
half
a
million
pity that the Dublin Corporation cannot company,
dollars,
for
the
production
of
photoplays
ficial
lighting
effects
have
been
repose
him the
confidence
district. The remainder are princi- over from the States.
city and inhamlet
in Great
Britainthathas every
done in the pally
theatres, capitalized nominally from American Film Men
in his unquestionable ability to discrimin- fifty to one
and fifty
ate between
bad inhave
film its
producforhundred
the erection
of newthousand
build- Visiting in England
tions. But good
Dublinand must
own dollarsings ineach
Great
Crosby
(Liverpool),
C. H. McGowan, Universal, is in London
censoring
body,
from
members
of
the
City
Northampton, Whitehaven, York,
Long
Trans-Atlantic
Co.'s manager
office.
Council. They recently met in solemn Stafford,
Eaton
(Nottingham),
Newcastle, Sheffield, at L.theRoach,
a former Film
publicity
conclave to pass weighty judgment on St. Helens, Ripley (Derby),
Golders
Green
for
the
Trans-Atlantic
Film
Co.,
Ltd.,
Martin Johnson's "Adventures Among (London) and New Brighton (Liverpool). Cibrairo
left for &NewCo. York to join the staff hasof
after three
views
ofCannibals"
the film and
suggested
one orprivate
two trifling
"Experts"
A. H. Sowerbutts,
United
Ad NauseamFilmin England
and
modifications.
particularas Volunteer
Photoplays,
is on a ofshort
visitKingdom
to the
film minor
has been
everywhereThisacclaimed
Nothing amuses the foreign visitors to States
in
search
of
new
productions.
the
contribution
of
the
year
to
education
London's
film
land
more
than
the
haphaEddie
Polo,
during
his
stay
in
London,
by
kinema
and
received,
with
the
single
zard system of film marking by individual personally visiting theatres showing theis
exception of Dublin, in its entirety.
reviewers.
Scores of these self-styled
ex- Universal serial "The Circus King." The
mail worry
order
Strong
enthusiasm of movie fans in the East
course perts,
($5 having
downdulyandtaken
$5 a aweek),
Among Organization
British Stage Forming
Employees
End of London was of such a boisterous
to re-is nature
Withing laborevery
section
of industry
employ-of exhibitors
that the police had to prong the
view his filmswithfor persistent
him. If theoffers
exhibitor
to any
extent
on the verge
off his car with a hoe. Eddie says
acanbusysee man
he may
succumb
forthenotrade.
man urchins
upheaval,
with
the
railway
men,
coal
all
the
films
shown
to
he
has
already
got writer's cramp signing
autographs.
miners and police already out on strike, And likewise if the budding Belasco be
with
the Kinematograph
Operators'
Union also a busy man and beguiles the leisure Charles Rock, Photoplayer,
affiliating
with the powerful
Electrical
moments when he is not reviewing at a Claimed by Death
Trades'
UnionAssociation
and the ofreinforcement
Mile not
End grumble
Road, theif exthe
National
Theatricalpicture
Em-of pork shophibitorinsurelytheshould
death took place a fortnight ago
the of The
ployes
with
members
from
moving
one of the very first of English photosent him are not to the pleasure players,
exhibitors, the industry cannot be blamed pictures
Rock, bywhohiswillgoodbe work
perof
his
patrons.
For
yea,
are
there
not
for taking precautionary measures to cope people on the earth to whom the rehaps bestCharles
remembered
with any
abnormal orwithprecipitate
situawith the
Lincoln
Film Co. Mr. Rock was
motest
wiff
of
frizzling
bacon
is
nausea?
tion. In conjunction
the last named
Such a nuisance did the indiscriminate really a close adherent of the legitimate
association, a joint Industrial Council has reviewing
stage had
upon been
whichspent.
most Heof transferred
his fifty-three
productions become in Leeds years
been
it is hoped,andwillis that the ofYorkshire
exhibitors
and firm
ex- affections,
obtainconstituted,
Governmentwhich,
recognition,
however,
when
the
London Filmhis
change
men
associations
have
taken
composed of thetwenty-four
members,
came into being and remained with
and concrete action by appointing three Co.
representing
moving picture
theatres,six capable
that
company
for
about
five
years.
adequately salaried reviewers,
six dramatic
vaudeville ofthea-all the jointandnomination
ofThebothchoice
interests
— ■ London Hippodrome to
tres and six theatres,
theatricalsix employes
renter
and
exhibitor.
of
cathree classes.
The Council industry
aims at asrep-a
Show News Reels Only
resenting the entertainment
pable men,paid
one byis athewell-known
association local
and
whole in all matters affecting its welfare journalist,
Albert de Courville, of the London Hipupon
a
fee
for
his
work
and in particular in reconciling capital onnot onedependent
podrome, has taken
over Terry's
hand and fear of being excluded in the Strand
and intends
to retainTheatre
it as
and labor interests. For example, in a from trade
shows
on
the
other,
accords
movingHe picture
theatre,
buthe upon
novel
case oftion, thedispute
in theat issue
movingwould
picture
sec- them status and authority, which, if not alines.
announces
that
will
show
questions
be
conthe confidence of the nothing but news reels or "topicals" as we
fined to that section and not concern the abused, willand,enjoy
to say the least, the re- call
them over here. He is, in addition to
others unless a deadlock threatened, when exhibitors
spect of the renter.
the
bi-weeklyin London,
editions organizing
of the foura large
news
another section could be called in to adreels
F.
P.-L.
Company
judicate. By this means it is rightfully British
Busy on First Release.
staff ofissued
his own cameramen
to contribute
anticipated
that
strikes
and
extreme
measAdmittedly
a
long
winded
name
of
the
original
subjects
from
different
provincial
ures can be Stoll,
avertedhimself
shouldan they
arise.
Sir Oswald
exhibitor,
A full program of news pictures
incorporated
F. P.-L.is Co.
produce centers.
renter and proprietor of dramatic and newly
high class
screen plays
this tocompany.
is a boldture thatbutother
enterprising
and closely
a venmanagersstepwill
variety theatres, has munificently started and
AlbertstaffA.areKaufman,
production
director
watch.
already hard at work on the
the Industrial Council upon a sound finan-
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COMBINED

IN THE

AUTOMATICKET

SYSTEMS

Adds — beauty and prestige to your
theatre.
Adds — security to your revenue.
Subtracts — delays at your boxoffice.
Subtracts — all possibilities of defalcations.
Multiplies — your patronage,
through quick service.
Registers — every ticket sold and
at every price.
Totals — your sales to your satisfaction and that of your government tax collector.
As necessary to the box office as a typewriter to a business establishment.
Used all over the world — from Kamchatka to Terra del Fuego. Get yours NOW
at your dealer or cable order at our expense, stating number of price tickets
used and voltage of electric current.
MACHINE INSTALLED AND READY FOR OPERATION
Trans-Regional
Trading
Corporation
INTERNATIONAL MERCHANTS
Executive Offices:
Bryant Park Building
47 West 42nd Street
New York City
Phone: Vanderbilt 1409
Cable Address: 'TRANSREGO," New York
Exclusive territorial sales rights are available to representatives capable of exploiting this
system to its greatest capacity. Send us your proposition.

C
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LILLIAN WALKER
These

Three

Beauteous
ARLINE PRETTY

JUANITA HANSEN

Maidens
in Distress

and

Three
Dashing
Photoplay
Heroes
Constantly at Hand to Save Them from Disaster
Provide

We

a

World
in the

of

Thrills

Three
Are Now

$1,00
With0,000
Lillian Rewa
Walker rd"
By Reeves & G
Carter
Case"
Serial). Producei

New
Serials
Offering Foreign Buyers
"The
LostHansen
City"
"A Woman in Gray"
With Juanita
and
With Arline Pretty and Henry Sell
George Chesbro
Frederick Chapin. Produced by
From the book by the same name by By
Wm. N. Seligcollection
and featuring
most
C. N. & A. M. Williamson. Produced remarkable
of wild theanimals
in captivity.
by the Serico Producing Co.

Each Serial Complete in Fifteen Two-Reel Episodes

729 SEVENTH AVE.,
NEW YORK CITY
CABLE ADDRESS:
"EXIMFILM*" NEW YORK
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For the Purpose
—of ESTABLISHING even closer
business relations with the overseas
motion picture market
— of CLOSING important contracts
which have been in negotiation for
some time
—of PERSONALLY PRESENTING
to the overseas trade the opportunity to judge the calibre of American productions which his company
exclusively controls, including the
Chaplin "Million-Dollar" Comedies,
which are still open for Holland,
Belgium, Germany, Austria, Hungary, Czecho-Slovakia, Jugo-Slovakia, Poland, Russia, Servia, Roumania, Bulgaria, Greece, and Turkey.
Mr. William M. Vogel, of
William Vogel Productions,
Inc., left New York on August 21 on an extended tour
of Europe, with Copenhagen
as his first destination, and
with Amsterdam, London,
Paris, Brussels and Zurich
on his itinerary.

WILLIAM M. VOGEL
PRODUCTIONS, INC.
1476 Broadway,
New York City.
Cable Address: "VOGELFILMS, New York"
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Quality

"The
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Trail
Wilson

Serials

of the
Featuring
and
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Octopus"

Neva

Gerber

Boiled in the caldron of the expert American manufacturer of
photoplay romances, the mysticism of the Orient and the cold,
calculating, and heartless commercialism of the Occident have
been blended to produce a story that grips and holds from the
main title to the final flash.
Because of its diversity of characterizations and locale, "THE
TRAIL OF THE OCTOPUS" is of exceptional value to overseas
motion picture operators.
FIFTEEN

TWO-REEL

EPISODES

"The
Mystery of Taxi No. ?"
A story of clever law-breakers and the more nimble minds that
apprehend them. A detective tale that suggests A. Conan Doyle
and Edgar Allan Poe.
ACTION!
MYSTERY!
SUSPENSE!
TWELVE
Sure

TWO-REEL

EPISODES

Fire for All Foreign

Markets

Foreign Distributors for All First
National Productions (Excepting
the Chaplins) and the Biggest and
Best of the American Independent
Productions.
David

P.

Howells
729 Seventh Ave., New York City

obertson

- Cole
P
SINGULAR

SERVICE

' I 'HE extent of tKe offer of Robertson Cole service to
A responsible firms throughout the world is limited only
by the needs of such business houses. It places the prestige, the financial standing, and the services of specialists of
an organization second to none at the command of all reliable concerns identified w>ith the moving picture industry.
A cable message will immediately grJe you, through
Robertson - Cole, personal representation in any film
business transaction no matter how large or important.
In no other film organization
factor of banker and exporter been
in the Robertson -Cole Company.
tion with any phase of the motion
receive prompt attention

in the world has the
so fully developed as
Inquiries in connecpicture industry will

To be represented by Robertson -Cole in any transaction iscertain to afford you the highest standing. They*
are offering this service to those firms in e^ery country
who merit such confidence. Will you not carefully consider the advantages of this service? It represents the
hand of co-operation extended across the seven seas.
Carried to its natural conclusion it means a saving beyond
price in time and money and an assurance of dignity and
integrity" in international film relations.
mpany
Robertson-Cole
Co
.Ail
1600 Broad way, Mew York, U. S.
5 Bishopsgate, London, England RANGOON
SAN FRANCISCO
. Jt . SYDNEY
SINGAPORE
LOS ANGELES
CALCUTTA

y

Robertson-Cole

Productions

ROBERTSON -COLE productions are made for
tke people of every nation and e\>ery clime
and the narrowness of single national theme is designedly avoided. Wherefore the v?orld favor of
the stars.
Bessie Barriscale, in her series of plays produced
by B. B. Features and directed b>) HovJard Hickman, has had settings in America, France, Italy and
South America. The people of these countries particularly recognize the wonderful perfection of her
performance.
H. B. Warner is the principal in a series of
eight pictures produced under the direction of Jesse
D. Hampton, each one laid in a different part of
the world. His first two, "The Man Who Turned
White" and "The Pagan God" ha\>e met with
universal approval.
BESSIE BARRISCALE

Sessue Hayakawa is known the world over for
his remarkable interpretations of the Oriental in the
Western atmosphere. His unusual artistic plays produced by Haworth Pictures Corporation and his
real merits as an actor have gained him millions of
followers.
Bell & Howell Cinemachinery is handled by
Robertson-Cole. It is in use in practically ev'ery
laboratory in the United States and the most
modern laboratories in Europe are rapidly being
equipped with it.

Robertson-Cole
1600 Broadway, New York, U. S. A.

SESSUE HAYAKAWA

Company
5 Bishopsgate, London, England

SAN FRANCISCO
SYDNEY
BOMBAY
LOS ANGELES
CALCUTTA
SINGAPORE

RANGOON
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INTEROCEAN

FORWARDING
COMPANY,
Inc.
M. MORAS", General Manager
2 Bridge Street, New York, U. S. A.
TELEPHONE: BROAD 5545
Over
of thethrough
import us.and export shipments ot" moving picture films and accessories of the United
States T.Vt
are made
Besides shipments, deliveries and securing export and import licenses, our service offers to act as
bankers in foreign transactions, if so desired.
We have the facilities to attend to not only 100% of the shipments of the moving picture trade, but also
of any other kind of merchandise that is to be exported; and we would be pleased to take care of
your requirements.
BRANCH OFFICES
LONDON
SYDNEY
SAN
FRANCISCO—
310
Sansome
St.
CHICAGO—
30 N.Rambla
DearbornSantaSt. Monica No. 29
PARIS—T
Boulevard
Denain
BARCELONA—
COPENHAGEN— E. A. Bendix & Co., 28 Amaliegade
CHRISTIAN!
A — Sjorfartsbygningen

They

Speak

With

Authority

— the Various Publications of the
CHALMERS
PUBLISHING
CO.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
CINE MUNDIAL
Our Text Books on the Industry Are Standard

A.
F. GOMEZ
Established in the film leasing business in Argentine
Republic since 1906.
Founder and Managing Director of the Cinematografica
Sud-Americana, until April 19th, 1919.
At the present time
Managing his new organization
MUNDIAL
MONTEVIDEO 17

FILM
PLAZA DEL CONGRESO

is open to accept offers for the acquisition or representation of all kinds of productions, especially extraordinary
specials with exclusive rights for Argentine and other
South American Republics.
Also projecting machines and any other moving picture
material.
References: —
Banco Frances e Italiano
Ruenos Aires
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a certain artist. Such successful artists
are often invited to lend their ideas in
Paramount Advertisement Designing Department
co-operation with the art department.
In the past few years many artists
Staff
Small Beginning; Now Has Specialist
Had ARTCR
national reputation have contributed.
AR AMOUNTAFT pictures
vision is a department in itself and the ofAmong
pictures
RAFT
NT-ARTC
PARAMOU
them we find such names as
vertised
extensively,
not
alone
diis
departments
all
of
pressure
full
alone
extensivelv,
are
Aaron
Burton Rice, Mon
the
give
to
—
target
one
the
at
rected
npwmnprs
tr^A„
.„in theadvertised
trade papers and newspapers exhibitor the best of publicity art work Randall, Ackerman,
Wendall Phayer, R. Van Buren,
but also in the magazines of national
Harold
T.
Wetterson,
Albert Halpert,
available.
reputation — and these advertisements
Studio, Ralph
The Ethridge
Ofttimes the nature of some special Rosenbaum
are not just merely an arrangement of
c
i
a
t
i
o
n
o
f
Artists,
Deienenger,Asso-A.
work
requires
the
services
of
outside
type! Artists
of
national
repute
are
reIsherwood,
F.
W.
Hammell,
Norman
sponsible for the attractive appearance be makingA certain
creation
a hit in artist's
the outside
world;maya Jacobson,
Lanuza. F. J. Edgars and Peter L.
of these advertisements. And this is artists.
magazine
may
be
featuring
the
work
of
only
the artist'sof work.
The part
art ofCorporation,
department
Famous both
Play-in
ers-Lasky
complete
talent andginning,equipment,
had
a
humble
be- Universal Stages $5,000 Illumination for
with Vincent Trotta in charge
and doing all the work. That was with
"Theof the
Winged
In theincenter
field thereTrail"
was a
TVE
dollarsNight
was oneScenes
Paramount Pictures Corporation. It
ni thousand
grand beacon, four immense covered
was a one-man department, Mr. Trotta
electric
light
bill
when
Lilight's
holes
in
the
earth
with
arc
lights
glowO. L. Locklear, the aviator
doing all the
workengraver
from mounting
pho- who ,ieut.
ing to guide the intrepid birdmen in
changes planes in air, staged a landing.
tographs for the
to designing
sensational aeroplane battle at night for
and drawing color covers.
500 Flares Ignited.
Today he directs the creative labors the Universal cameras.
Locklear is starring in "The Winged
of artists stofruction of advertisements
national reputation
in
conAt a signal from Jaccard the battery
and layouts Trail,"
a
serial
photodrama,
under
the
devices
burnedanda threw
lumifor all the trade papers, press books, direction of Jacques Jaccard. The of light-giving
nous swath in the
darkness
and other publications. He also directs story required that a fleet of aero- the glow
of
daylight
over
the
field.
planes,
engaged
in
carrying
United
the
art work
aids and States mail, give battle to an equally Five hundred flares of various colors
whatever
other forworkexhibitors'
of this character
were
ignited
by
the
aviators
high
in
the
large
fleet
of
pirate
ships.
The
battle
that may be required for the advertis- was to occur at night. ]
air and used
as sosignal
rockets.
Re-of
ing and publicity department.
sembling
nothing
much
as
a
flock
V
The Universal City Fflying
I field is 2,000 comets flying duck fashion after a
feet long by 1,000 feet
wide. It was
Department's Growth in Five Years.
thetheplanes
In a period of a little more than five necessary to illuminate this field so leader,
air. described parabolas
years (since 1914) this art department that it was equivalent to sunlight. ofAtfirethein sounding
of a signal cannon
Brown, City,
chief was
electrical
has expanded from a one-man plant to Harry
long line of ships straightened out
at Universal
allowedengineer
three the
a department numbering a score of ef- days
and,
at
regular
intervals,
flew through
in which to accomplish the job.
AmongCoester,
Mr. Trotta's
white speed.
gates of the field and landed
assistantsficientaremembers.
Theodore
Elmer
At one end of the far-flung field a the
at terrific
Lapp, Will Schaeffer, Saul Schiavone, United
States
aerial
mail
post-office
was
The lighting effects, made possible by
Rudolph Schwarz, Louis Gordon, W. erected. It was outlined against the Universal's
under Harry
darkness
by
500
sixty-watt
lamps
12
oneBrierly,
Eugene
W.
Barnett,
H.
HookBrown,
chiefelectrical
electricalstaffengineer,
were
field, C. Ross and Lillian Stevens.
thousand-watt lamps, 25 seventy-five
The department is divided into three ampere arcs, and one two-hundred am- recorded by a battery of cameras.
pere searchlight. At intervals along
divisions, under the direct supervision
of the tofieldwhich
were were
placedattached
twelve
of Mr. Trotta. They are production the edge towers
Clergy Like "Auction of Souls."
photo art work under Mr. Coester; trade 20-foot
compressed air blowers to throw the
paper advertising, Mr. Lapp; and Prog- light
Preliminary
to the showing of "Aucfrom
300
flares
high
and
wide.
res -Advance, Mr. Schiavone. Each diAurora Mardiganian,tion of ofSouls,"
whichstarring
First National
Exhibitors'
Circuit
is
the official
at the Strand Theatre,
Canton,distributor
Ohio, an
advance showing of the film was held
before city executives and the ministry
of that city. High praise directed toward the apicture
Mayor C. appeared
E. Porrman and
score by
of ministers
in thefice Canton
press
with
good
box ofresults for the Strand.
Courtleigh Has Big Role in Young Film.
William Courtleigh will play the role
of Paolo Salvo, the Italian impresario
in Clara Kimball Young's forthcoming
production,
Youth."
The role
of
Salvo is "Eyes
one ofof the
best character
parts to which the screen has fallen
heir intion in several
was a sensathe Newyears.
York Itproduction
and
Mr. Courtleigh should afford excellent
support
to
Miss
Young
in
his
portrayal
of this part.

Yes, There
study in police shadow
and Came
innocenta Tapping.
sunshine, with Elsie
Ferguson in "A Society Exile," her next Artcraft."

Loew Books "Gray Horizon."
"The Gray
Horizon,"
Hayakawa's
Haworth Sessue
picture,
duced latest
as a Robertson-Cole
feature proand
distributed by Exhibitors Mutual, has
been booked as a Saturday attraction
for
New York
Theatre.
This will
markLoew's
its initial
showing
on Broadway.
The theatre is located in the heart of
the theatrical district, Broadway and
Forty-fifth street.
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by Pathe on "The Thirteenth
RESTRICT
SCHOOL
HOUR ATTENDANCE issued
Chair."
ble matter,It contains
publicity among
material other
to bevaluaused
before and during the run of the picture.
Pennsylvania Acts to Discourage Flaying Hooky
Pathe
admits
that
"this
sheet
is
comin Law Exhibitors Declare Is Discriminatory
mostly facts
of facts,
aimed at ticket scalping also went fancies.posedThe
are but
real with
facts,some
and
be- bills
childr
A LAW prohib
down to defeat during the legislature the fancies are written with an appeal
en enyears
tween eightiting
and all
fourte
session at Harrisburg.
ing
of
age,
from
attend
motion
picture theatres in Pennsylvania, during
believes this press sheet will
to Pathe
your readers."
school hours, unless accompanied by
help to counteract the opinion which
their parents or other responsible adult "Thirteenth Chair" Press
motion
picture
have gained that
Sheet Is Specially Made press matter fromeditors
or holding
permitsapprov
signeded bybytheir
teachNew York is written
or
ers, has been
Govern
merey to fill space, and not with the
EXHIBITORSnouncing press
whosheets
have of been
deWilliam C. Sproul, and signed.
late that
be- view
editor The
information
cause they contained material
interestof giving
to his the
readers.
sheet wasof
Any person
violating
of the must
pro- was not fit for
visions of the act,
a copyanyof which
publication in newspapers, men.
edited
by
newspapermen
for
newspaperbe posted in a conspicuous place near are referred to the special sheet just
the entrance of every theatre will be
liable to a fine of $10 for the first offence and $25 for the second and every
subsequent offence. In default of the Manager Perry of Minneapolis' Strand Does Big
payment of fines and costs, such persons
Business Through Exploitation
"NuggetwereNelV
shalleach
be committed
jail for
and otherofattendants
garbed
Theatre has been ca- ushers
for
dollar of theto fine
and one
costs.day THE Strand
as westerners with broad hats and guns
t
e
r
i
n
g
t
o
Minneapolis'
fashionable
again. That was during the strapped at their sides. Even the darky
The Comerford interests of Wilkes- week circles
of August 10, when Dorothy Gish porter was turned into the proudest of
Barre and Scranton have protested to
and wooly cowboys.
in "Nugget Nell" was the screen attrac- wild
the governor, calling attention particu- tion.
The house was filled all week, while
larlyment itos directed
the fact exclusively
that the entire
instruother
theatres in the city were doing
against the
By talking fast and furiously Manager
Charles Perry induced Miss Stella only a mediocre business.
motioning vaudeville
picture theatres
thereby
excludmember of a Minneapolis riding
This measure is and
one other
of the playhouses.
few of the Baker,
academy, to impersonate Dorothy Gish Southern Exhibitor Uses
Each day of the showing Miss Baker,
score or more of bills affecting the motion picture industry introduced during
Heavy Ads Successfully
in the regalia of a real western
the recent session of the legislature that dressed
type, with broad-brimmed hat, sixpassed and was approved. Other bills shooter,
boots and spurs, rode a mag- THEPathecampaign
beingsmall
conducted
by
educate
nificent pony through the business and
that passed finally and reached the govtiontopicture
exhibitors
intownthe mouse
residential
districts
of
the
city.
On
ernor
were
the
measures
requiring
adof
bigger
and
better
newspaper
advertisvance deposits from distributors who the pony was a small banner with the
ing is bearing lucrative results. The
collect advance guaranty payments from words,
"See Dorothv Gish in 'Nugget manager of the Rose Theatre, in High
exhibitors,
which
was
vetoed;
increasat The Strand."
Point, N. C,in has
Pathe's
ing the state fee for examining films Nell'
the followed
minutest out
detail,
and
Society gasped, applauded and turned instruction
from $1 to $2 a reel, and creating the
which reached the home office
place of deputy chief censor with an out."It was lots of fun," remarked Miss inthisa letter
week
he
tells
of
the
success
he
has
office in Pittsburgh.
gained like
thereby.
High
Point
may
not
Baker, commenting on her experience. sound
much
of
a
town,
but
it
is
one
But the exploitation did not end with
Among the bills that went down to
defeat were those requiring changes in Miss Baker's rides through the city. of the livest centers in the South. It
Persons from all walks of life passing has a population of 12,000, and a drawing
theatre construction,
the at- the
Strand could not resist the desire population in the county of about 35,000.
tendance of children prohibiting
at motion picture
dozen big manufacturing
theatres unless accompanied by adults, to see the attraction within after a There
freely. inarethea town,
plants
and money circulates
glance at the lobby display.
placingatres,
a tax
upon
the
profits
of
theprohibiting standees in theatres,
Theernlobby
real westThe Rose management recently played
picture was
with turned
scenesintoof amountain:*,
placing a state tax of $1 a square foot
Pathe's "Oh Boy" for two days. Four
on billboards, providing equal rights for valleys and creeks in the background, days
before the opening date, the Rose
negroes and others at theatres. Four while the ticket sellers, door women,
Theatre started its newspaper advertising campaign on the picture. Three
column ads were carried in the News,
Reviewpapers.
and theThis
Republican
three
campaign— thewastown's
continued until the closing day of the showing. Campaign book aids were freely
used.
This was considerable campaign to
wage on a single picture. Yet the Rose
management reports to Pathe that the
results were more than gratifying. It
was impossible to get into the theatre
after the beginning of any performance,
despitethetheboiling
thermometer
registering
above
point.
Goldwyn Making Jewish Holiday Picture
How great a strain the faith of an
orthodox Jew will bear has been revealed in Madge Kennedy's Goldwyn
photoplay,
"Daughter
of Mine,"
picture particularly
suitable
for the a coming
Jewish
holiday
season.
The
story
is a reaffirmation of the blind faith
of an old East Side trousers presser for
the religion of his fathers; and his
faith remains true and firm, even when
his only child falls in love with a
Gentile. Many characteristic humorous
Strand.
Minneapolis'
at during
"Nugget theNell"
Ove' attract
Put helped
and Wooly
Wildwestern
The
lobby Belles
with itsHelped
foothills
crowd
the
presentation
touches abound in "Daughter of Mine."
of this Dorothy Gish Paramount.
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Select Provides Free Insurance for Employes
in A mounts from Two to Five Thousand Dollars
AS an expression of appreciation for are ready to be set in position. The
the loyalty and co-operation of its opening
this ceremonies.
"film city" will be
employes
announcescompany
an ar- marked byofformal
rangement withSelect
an insurance
The
massive
one-piece
truss used in
whereby every member and employe will the Fox building is a new creation in
be provided with free life insurance.
the world of architecture and is espeThe transaction
has already
concially
adapted to this
construction. Its adoption
meansformthatof the
entire
summated and policies
will bebeenmailed
to the various employes within a few top floor, which will be utilized exclustudios, will be free from posts
days. The action is voluntary on the or othersively forobstructions.
part tionofof any
Selectkindanduponimposes
no obligaJust as soon as the trusses are in
the ofemployes.
Three forms
or classes
insurance position and the roof completed, work
are named in the contract. Class A will be begun on the proposed aeroplane
landing platform. Its installation will
provides
that everywhoemploye
in the Se-in not
interfere with the original plans of
lect organization
is designated
the structure or with the occupancy of
this class automatically will become in- the
building at the scheduled time. This
sured, after six months service in the
is the first landing station of its kind
organization, for $1,000. The amount actually
considered and constructed in
automatically increases $500 every six
the city of New York. It is probable
months, until the amount of insurance that
platform will accommodate two
will have reached $5,000. It is retro- of thethe largest
new passenger planes of
active and past services will be included.
Class B provides for $1,000 insurance the most modern types.
after service of six months, the amount
automatically increasing $250 every six
months until the amount reaches $3,000. Exhibitors Interested in
In Class C employes are insured for the
amountvice, theofamount
$500 after
six months'
serVitagraph's "Daring Hearts"
automatically
increasthroughoutinterest
the coun-in
ing $100 every six months until the total EXHIBITORS
try are displaying
reaches $2,000.
"Daring
because
its joint
stars, Hearts,"
Francis not
X. alone
Bushman
and
Beverly
Bayne,
have
not
been
active
Steel Work Is Installed
before
the
screen
of
late,
hut
because
for Fox New York Plant of the general excellence of the picture,
madereels.
by Vitagraph which is shown in
motion- six
Fox Avenue,
Willia
newplant
THEpicture
at m Tenth
fth and Fifty-sixth streets, as "Daring
Hearts" has
Worldof War
Fifty-fi
beingtherather
the
is nearing completion. With the four war thethanbackground,
in it. The locale is in Alsace,
walls finished and the roofing under way,
g
the
buildin
should
be
opened
as
per
near
the
German
border
and
the
beginschedule on the first of October. Twelve
ning andginningendand endof ofthethepicture
bewar. are
The theaction
giant dredbowstri
trusses,
one tons,
hunng five
feet longng and
weighieach
begins the day war was declared be-

August 30, 1919
tween France and Germany and the
final signed.
scene comes the day the armistice
was
The play was written by Albert E.
Smith, president of Vitagraph, and Cyrus
Townsend Brady. The authors took
every
opportunity
beautiful
and unusual
settings toandprovide
the cameraman
took advantage
of
the
opportunity
provided. While the scenes of necessity
were made in this country they are replete with the atmosphere of Alsace.
Scarcely two scenes were taken in the
same place, but the general effect is one
of perfect continuity.
English Writer and Social
Authority Ends Film Work
last
for ofthewriter
been
has
who HAY
BEITH,
IAN
MAJOoffewRnote,
Cecil
a member
months
B. DeMille's staff, in the production of
nt-Art-.
" a Paramou
and Female,
"Male Special,
d to England
has returne
craft
Major Beith arrived in New York a few
sailing from Los Angeles
days before
he has been assisting Jeannie
where
MacPherson, author of the scenario of
the new DeMille production.
As ishansocialauthority
matters
Britcustom upon
and life
the ofEnglish
author has
been
of
assistance
in
producing the correct atmosphere. Miss
MacPherson's scenario is founded on
Sir JamesmirableM.Crichton"
Barrie's
"The porAdand theplay,greater
tion of the story deals with the inhold. timate home life of an English houseMajor chargeBeith
unableArmy
to getupona disfrom thewasBritish
his
departure from England some months
ago, and was forced to be content with
a generous leave. An extension of time
was granted by the military authorities
to enable him to complete his work with
the film production.

The Big Fox Headquarters at Fifty-ninth Street and Tenth IsAvenue
On. Is Being Pushed to Rapid Completion. Part of the Roof
This view shows the building as it stands today. William
Fox
is
planningdelivery.
an aeroplane landing on the roof, looking forward to
the day of aeroplane
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various companies. Among the legitiDINTENFASS SIGNS NOTED COMEDIENNE
mate shows he took part in was Chauncey Olcott's
presentation
of "Edmund
Producer of Cuckoo Comedies Outlines Plans
Burke."
Incidentally,
be noted
that in that
productionit may
as well
as in
others for long afterwards the young
for Studio Expansion — Will Work in the South
this
ville
actor
used
his
original
name
—
Jackson
from the Xew York run of "Parlor, Bed- Smith." It was not until some "Jack
leaving for
OX week,
he will
where
room and Bath"interested
to his Portland
home, later that Jack definitely adopted asyears
his
becoming
in the motion
and later
storiesopporthe take
tunity to go over
picture
business
while
on
a
visit
to
Los stage name that already taken by his
insecond
the
of
productionstal medetails
sister. "Pickford" was not a coined
nt of the Cuckoo Comedies se- Angeles.
Before assuming one of the leading monicker
lationship. but sprang from a family reries, Mark M. Dintenfass gave out a
statement bearing on the forthcoming roles in "The Winged Trail" the Universal aerial feature with Lieutenant Lockdirechis
under
made
be
to
releases
tion.
lear,
the "sky-satan,"
jumps from
aeroplane
to aeroplanewhoin midair,
Rip- Rotary Club Official Likes
the Cuckoo
Comedy
productions
ley hadplays,only
appeared
in
two
photoI "For
have tract
been
fortunate
in
closing
a
conKeenan's "World Aflame"
one with Walker Whiteside in
whereby we will secure for the
comedy series the artistic services and "The Belgian" and the other with Theda THE Rotary
CityClub,
is heartily
branch,
its Okla-byin
taught
lesson
the through
accord homawith
marked ability of one of the best known Bara in "Under Two Flags."
Aflame."
World
"The
Keenan's
Frank
comediennes
of
stage
and
screen,"
said
most
Club, comprised of the
The Rotary
Mr. Dintenfass.
"Becausehasofstill
the some
fact Jack Pickford Signs Long
ded
the
of
men
business
level-hea
that
this young artiste
Contract with Goldwyn during its International Conventination,
on in
little periodexpired, Iamof her
present
contract
unnot at liberty at this
Salt Lake City in June, went into with
has Goldwyn
signed a long
time to announce her name, but when JACK
great detail the very questions dwelt
term PICKFORD
contract
with
tures. The talented
brotherPic-of on in the film. According to Leonard
the time shortly arrives for that to be
done exhibitors will recognize in it
H. Bailey, president of the Oklahoma
twenty-third
birth- City
one of the foremost feminine exponents Maryday oncelebrated
Club, who recently viewed the
August 15 his
by linking
his fortunes
of clever
comedy
with
a
well
establishup
with
those
of
Geraldine
Farrar,
PaulparticubeClubs
Keenanlarlypicture,
ed name both. on screen and speaking
interesting "it
and
Rotary
to should
you
and I assure
similar organizations,
stage.
take
to
happy
too
only
be
I
shall
that
t
"I am leaving
Florida andsuperthe
advantage of all opportunities of interDintenfass
studios for
to personally
vise the several comedy productions
it." praise
WhileestingMr.such clubs
Baileyinwasseeing
bestowing
shortly to be put in hand, following the
on the film the following tribute was
four two-reelers
now
completed.
Adaccorded
the filmofbytheWilliam
C. Mcditions and improvements will be made
Intyre, manager
Rose Theatre,
to the plant to cope with the larger proFayetteville, X. C, in a telegram, dated
ductions we have determined upon.
August 12, to the Pathe home office:
"A highly gratifying
to the
"Frank Keenan's 'World Aflame' a
announcements
recentlyresponse
made through
most wonderful picture. Men on strike
the trade papers regarding the Cuckoo
praised
it very highly. Cloudy all day.
Comedies has already come to hand in
Raining sonaltonight.
Goodthisbusiness.
Perthe form of a really large number of
y Ithink during
strike period
applications and inquiries from exhibit is the biggest picture in the world.
itors for the comedies, the details of
release and channel of distribution of
Teaches
a great was
lesson."
This message
dated August 12.
which
will beto announced
shortly.
I am able
state that very
considerable
competition exists for the releases, several of the leading distributing firms
Alice Is
Brady
Says "Sinners"
being in the market for them. XegoImproved
by Screen
tiations are at the point where a decision can be made within a few days.
SIXNERS,"
photoplay,
is a producbetter,
bigger andthe more
gripping
"We are specializing," Mr. Dintention than "Sinners," the stage play,
fass
adds,
"in
two-reel
comedies
of
a
according
to
Alice
Brady,
as
expressed
superior
and ourthatfirsttheconsiderathrough Realart Pictures Corporation,
tion willgrade,
which will release the picture.
Comedies
bealways
clean be
and wholesome.Cuckoo
The
"L was the star of both productions
difficult search for stories that shall
and ought to know," Miss Brady says.
Jack Pickford
appeal to all classes is being pursued
"Of
course,
I am the
not financial
consideredoutcome
comwith good success, and with such for
Who has
signed a pictures.
contract to star
petent to predict
in Goldwyn
the underlying basis of the comedies
ofI dotheknow
release
of
the
new
'Sinners,'
but
and the notable comedians we have sethat my father made a great
cured, with Bobby Burns in the lead, we ine Frederick, Madge Kennedy, Mabel
deal
of
money
from
the
stage
version."
have every confidence of succeeding in Xormand,
Moore and Will Rogers,
"Sinners" was written for Miss Brady,
carrying out our purpose to provide all of whom Tom
are now stars under the Gold- her role being that of "Mary Horton,"
superior comedies that will form a notwyn emblem. Two days after signing an
innocent girl who is .plunged unexable feature in the exhibitor's playbill his new contract, Mr. Pickford left New
pectedly into an unhealthy environment.
instead
of
merely
acting
as
fillers."
The
first public performances of the
York
for
the
studios
in
Culver
City,
CaliMr.ida Dintenfass
is
to
remain
in
Florfornia,
where
he
will
begin
work
at
once.
stage
play
were given at Wilmington,
several weeks.
The latest Goldwyn acquisition has
were followed by the Broadhad a remarkable career. Although only Del., wayandopening,
the Playhouse,
Jan.
7, 1915. The atNew
York run on
reached
twenty-three, he has been a motion pic- 243
and the success was
Ray Ripley, Broadway
ture actor for ten years, while his com- such performances
that the following season three
experience
al- companies
Star, Joins Universal
were sent on the road.
mostpletefromhistrionic
the time
he begandates
to lisp.
Owen
Davis, who has to his credit
RAYfavorite,
RIPLEY,is anowBroadway
dramatic Mr. Pickford was born in Toronto, Canwith Universal.
ada,
his
father
dying
when
he
was
only
stageauthor
successes,
wrote stage
"Sinners."
He is the
of two other
plays
The former leading man for such eleven months old. Soon he and his many
sisters, Mary and Lottie, both little girls, in which Alice Brady has appeared to
New York successes as "Parlor, Bed- were
called
upon
to
help
solve
the
situaroom and Bath," "Kindling," "Lavender
"The which
Familymarked
Cuption left by the early death of their great advantage,
board," and thereturn
drama
and
Lace" andto"The
Third Degree,"
her successful
to the stage
last
is a Oldnewcomer
pictures.
On the
With Mary and Lottie Jack played in season, "Forever After."
death of his father he was called away parent.
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St. Louis Managers Find That Prohibition
Results in Better Attendance at Their Houses
PROHIBITION has increased the one and two reel pictures when this
nightly crowds at moving picture was the limit of length for motion picshows and theatrical performances
ture stories, but directed scores of one
in St. Louis. Managers say that many and two reel subjects. For the last two
years
has been connected with the
men
who
formerly
spent
their
evenings
around bars and cafes now seek the spokenhedrama
and has appeared in a
theatre as a retreat.
number of productions, both in New
' Hot nights
do notover
showthatgreatly
in- York
and toon make
tour. hisIt re-entry
is Mr. August's
creased attendance
of July,
intention
in picbut when a cool night comes around all will
tures aassociated
s a director, with
in which
capacity
be
the
World
Filmhe
theatres are crowded to capacity. Many
men who formerly gave their children Corporation.
money and sent them to shows alone,
now are
along to enjoy the pic- Realart Appoints Emanuel
tures andgoing
vaudeville.
"Attendance is better this month than
to Philadelphia Exchange
we expected
with somanager
much hot
weather,"
says
J. M. Dubbs,
of the
Shen- JAY EMANUEL, who has been active
in photoplay circles for the past ten
andoah Theatre. "I attribute this to
years, has been appointed manager
prohibition."
the Philadelphia
Charles P. Skouras, manager of the ofPicture
Corporation. exchange of Realart
West End Lyric, Downtown Lyric,
To accept his present position, Mr.
Pageant, Lyric Skydome, and Olympia
theatres, declares that while the heat Emanuel resigned from the city sales
has prevented heavy attendance, there management of the Philadelphia branch
are manyat his
new houses.
faces in the nightly of World Film Corporation, after two
crowds
service in this capacity.
Arthur Moskowitz, manager of Marcus years'
Emanuel's
theMr.motion
pictureprevious
industryconnection
were as anin
Loew's Garrick,
says
there
has
been
increased attendance at both matinee and exhibitor. He was engaged in the busievening performances there.
ness of showing pictures to the public
years prior
to joining
World.at
While not in favor of prohibition, for eightEmanuel
is located
in offices
Harry R. Wallace, manager of the Grand theMr.southeast
Opera House, believes that the depart- Vine streets. corner of Thirteenth and
ure of the tendasaloon
will greatly add to atnce at theatres.
"It will
hurt thesomesaloons
persons
help "The Thirteenth Chair"
others
to have
go," and
he says.
Booked by House Chains
"I
believe
the theatrea great
is oneincrease
businessin
that
will
experience
receipts.
SUCCESS
for the screen
"The Thirteenth
Chair"version
is fore-byof
casted in a statement
issued
Pathe this week, to the effect that the
Engage Rothapfel to Stage
New York
exchange quota
has already
exceeded its maximum
of playing
"The Right to Happiness" dates on this production. This record
ALTHOUGH
premier was made two weeks before the picture
showing of the
one Eastern
of the greatest
was scheduled to have its premier showphotodramas of the year, namely
"The
Right
to
Happiness,"
has
yet
been held, many prominent personsnot have
expressed high
regardHolubar.
for this latest
achievement
of Allen
The production is to be given its first
Eastern
showing on
August 30, at the ParkSaturday
theatre evening,
on Columbus Circle, where the run is to be
indefinite. Of more than unusual interest is the fact that Samuel Rothapfel
has bee'nductiengaged
to present
the proon at the Park.
Mr. Rothapfel
producer and manager, will include in
the presentation many of his successful
iicai and stage settings.
In addition
opinion
this the
experienced exl
nay be ofadded
opinions of t
Angeles photoplay
and dramatic
who witnessed the
Western pro
)wing of the production held
Angeles recently.
World Purchases August Story.
orld Pictures has purchased from
in ^August the screen rights to his
d "The
Pen,"
which will bt
tito
storyPointed
form immediately, so a
make it possible for
the coming month,
production d
i for many years a
' Mr. Augus
familiar
figu
?ure
in
the motion picture
business He not only
acted in manv

Jay Emanuel.
charge ofbranch.
Philadelphia Realart
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ingust 3in1. the Metropolitan district on AugThe film, which was produced by the
Acme Pictures Corporation, under the
supervision of Leonce Perret, has been
booked by the U. B. O. and Fox cirPoli's hasNewbooked
it for all acted
their
theatres.cuits. The
York exchange
for the Boston office in booking the Poli
theatres in Hartford, Worcester, and
Springfield.
to thisin the
entire
David InV. addition
Picker circuit
the
Bronx was closed. Altogether, in New
York suburban territory, the mystery
play has abeen
placed
theatres,
record
that inwillseventy-three
be a shining mark for other Pathe salesmen to
shoot at.
In Chicago, Salesmen Peters and Rogers, in the opening week of their campaign, booked the
production in fortyfour suburban
theatres.
Complete First Run Plans
for Paramount- Artcrafts
andopening
the selective
booking
WITHformtheson of
of the new
distribution
by seathe
Famous Players-Lasky Corporation the
week commencing August 31, the comannounces that
been pany
completed
for arrangements
the first runhaveof
Paramount-Artcraft Pictures in practiall of the major cities in the
United callyStates.
Walter E. Greene's Statement.
account," insaidcharge
Walterof
E. "Taking
Greene, into
vice president,
distribution,
"many
of
the
statements
recently published and attributed to
theatre managers that they did not approve of the selective booking form of
distribution, our experience in dealings
with hundreds of accounts during the
last six weeks, and particularly the major
first run accounts in the leading cities,
has convinced us that the selective booking method is not only the best and
most progressive that can be devised,
but because of its felibility it is adaptable towhlocal
in any city
anyere in the conditions
country. Selective
booking,
as we interpret it, means the selection
of one of several ways for the exhibitor
toselective
arrange booking
for his season's
The
combines product.
all the best
that any other methods of distribution
contain, with the additional benefit that
it permits the exhibior and ourselves to
come to an understanding of service
under whatever plans seem best suited
forAl each
individual
theatre."
Lichtman,
general
manager
of dis-a
tribution, who returned
recently from
visit to some of the leading cities in the
East and Middle West, declares that
everywhere the exhibitors are pleased
with
the selective booking form of distribution.
Salesmen Go After Bonus.
continuing
forBeginning
the next this
five week
weeks and
Universal
film
salesmen in the New York office will
receive a bonus on their gross sales for
the week. This is in keeping with the
activitiesversalofexchanges.
several of the other UniAccording to Sam Zierler, exchange
manager, ofwhobonusannounced
the plan,
the
amount
the salesmen
receive
is up to them entirely. The bonus system willweeks
probably
continued
after
the five
havebeelapsed,
although
a different plan will be made.
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BLACKTON PICTURES
Distributing Contract Just
Blackton and Paul Brunet
KTON has signed
RT actBLAC
J STUA
whereby he will rea contr
stuthe Inc.,
in s,
madection
works,
his
• diolease
of the Blackton Produ
nge,
UnInc.
Pathets,Excha
the gemen
throuderghthe arran
Mr. Blackton will
ummumof six
l feaproducetures,aandminim
ten, during
of specia
a maxi
e
probe
will
pictur
Each
the year.
duced from stories with a present-day
appeal.
In announcing the contract between
Pathe and Mr. Blackton, Paul Brunet,
vice-president and general manager of
Pathe said 'The acquisition ct Mr.
Blackton*s
productions
in line
with
the
Pathe policy
of givingis the
exhibitor
the finest type of feature productions
available.
reputation
Mr. insures
Blackton and hisThesuccess
in the ofpast,
the class of pictures resulting from the
Pathe arrangement with him.
Paul Brunet Gives Assurance.
"I can assure the exhibitors booking
through Pathe that the series will maintain the high standard previously established by Mr. Blackton."
Before making
his final choice of a
distributor, Mr. Blackton made a thorough investigation of the distribution
field — a real, not fancied, investigation.
Pathe eventually was selected because,
inreleasing
his opinion,
it is essential
reorganization
be inthatno a way
associated with the actual production
of motion
pictures — that
the manufacture and distribution
of motion
pictures
should be entirely disassociated.
Pathe, being
a releasing
ganization,purely
impressed Mr.
Blackton or-as
the organization with which to align
himself and his productions. There
were other considerations, however.
in Paris,
Mr. BlacktonMany
met years
Charlesago,Pathe,
founder
of the
organization bearing his name. The
industry truly was in its infancy in
those days, and Mr. Pathe and Mr.
Blackton were devoted to the task of
bringing the cinema to the perfected
stage it has now attained. Through the
years Mr. Blackton watched the growth
of
Pathe's
now
he Mr.
regards
it soorganization,
highly that and
he now
places
tion. his product there for distribuCommodore Blackton's Statement.
Mr. Blackton made an explanatory
statement
: "Thewillseries
of productionj
I have planned
be the
best examples of the screen craft it is possible
for me to make. I have already purchased "Dawn.' by Eleanor H. Porter,
author of 'Polyanna,' which she has just
sold. I consider 'Dawn' even better picture material than 'Polyanna.'
Breamerin and
Gordonas
will"Sylvia
be featured
this Robert
production,
well a? in several of the other pictures
I will make. Fanny Rice, who has been
a favorite in musical comedies, will alsc
have a prominent part, and there are
suitable characterizations for Eddie
Dunn and Gus Alexander, whom I consider the best comedians of their type
in motion pictures."
Since organizing his own producing
company, Mr. Blackton has made "The
Common Cause." "The House Divided."
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GO OUT VIA PATHE
Signed Between J. Stuart
Provides for Ten Pictures
"Missing" and "Life's Greatest Problem." It is his desire to surpass these
achievements.
"Bigger and Superior" Pictures.
Mr. Blackton promises that his pictures distributed by Pathe "will be bigger
and superior"is toa anything
he has
yet
done.
when it is This
considered broad
that instatement
the list
of his works are "The Christian,"
"Island of Regeneration," "The Battle
Cry
of Peace" Blackton
and "Womanhood."
Nevertheless,
assurance that his Mr.
promises will gives
be fulfilled.
All
of
Mr.
Blackton's
productions
directed personally,
underwillhisbe are
ar-no
rangement with Patheandthere
change in ductions,
thisInc., has
policy.
Blackton
Proits own studio in
Brooklyn.
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alike to the tired business man and
the student of the allied arts.
Two ballads will remain to revive
memories of the Griffith repertory seaare Griffith
"White Blossom,"
music son;bythese Mr.
and wordswithby
Charles
and "Brokenby
Blossoms,"Hanson
writtenTowne,
and composed
Robert Edgar
Long.
Each
of these
positions contains a melody
from comthe
score that added materially to the enjoyment of "Broken Blossoms."

Christies Enlarge Plans
for Projected Increase
increase
care ofof theproducti
order toandtake scale
onsd
INvolume
which
undertaken and have
mappedalready
out forbeen
the coming
twelve months, the Christie Film Comy
found
it necessar
elaboratepanymenontshasofthe
recently
planned gtoimproveits property
occupyin
the city
blocks
lvwood. at Sunset and Gower street. HolThe program of enlargements which
is called
for productions
by the demands
the twoGriffith's New York Season
reel
special
now ofunder
way
and
for
the
regular
schedule
of
Christie
at Cohan's Theatre Ends comedies includes three new stages,
the
THE at D.theW. Geo.
Griffith
season largest of which will be one hundred
M. repertory
Cohan Theatre,
eightv-six
by
eighty
feet
in
dimensions.
New York, ends on Sunday eveoccupynewthe buildings
center of will
the
ning, August 24, with the final show- This
studio"stage
space,willwhile
ing of "The
Mother and the Law," the be erected around it. The second newfourth
offering.
stage will be one hundred fifty by sixtyMr. began
Griffith's
first ofMayits five feet, while the third will be one
kind,
on season,
Tuesday theevening.
by sixty-five
the threewith
to13, and reached a total of 204 perform- hundred gether
furnishing thefeet,Christies
ances,
divided
as
follows
:
"Broken
more
stage
room
than
any
other
comBlossoms," 137; "The Fall of Babylon,
edy making organization.
A new property building with floor
41;
the World,"
"Therevival
Motherof "Hearts
and theof Law,"
13. 13; space fifty by seventy feet, and a dressing room building for the leading memThe success
"Broken
prevented
Mr. ofGriffith
fromBlossoms"
showing
bers of the company, including twentyfour dressing rooms, each with furnishseveral paredproductions
that
had
been
prefor the repertory. These, it is
ings
complete, are among the new imannounced, will be shown during the
provements; also an eight-room buildcoming winter season, when it is planned
ing to house
scenario,
art and
vertisingthedepartments,
together
withad-a
to re-open the repertory for a brief general administration
office
building
period at a Broadway playhouse.
and another structure for stock scenery.
Mr. was
Griffith's
achievementin inthe New
York
an advancement
art
of the cinema and an expression of
his talents in their maturity. His season Harry Carey's Latest Is
was a combination of motion pictures
"The Gift of the Desert"
and theacter speaking
stage, and the
charof the entertainment
appealed
d fromOFa story
adapteGIFT
by PeterT."B.
THE
THEKyne, has been
put intoDESER
producsal
at
tion
Univer
City
as
Harry
Carey's
newest Western drama. It is being
directed by Jack Ford, from a screen
script prepared by H. Tipton Steck.
The story originally appeared under
the
Three ofGodfathers."
and title
deals ofwith"Thea trinity
tough old
desert rats,
who
find
love foranda babe.
understanding in their affection
Carey will play one of the godfathers,
with aldJoeplayingHarris
and others.
J. Farrell McDonthe two

J. Stuart Blackton

Make
"ThetheClimbers."
CorinneExteriors
Griffith, forunder
direction
of Tom Terriss, is making rapid progon "The ofClimbers,"
screenressversion
the famousVitagraph's
play by
the lateteriorClyde
Fitch.
Many been
of thetaken
inscenes already have
at the Brooklyn studio and early next
week the entire company will go to Bayshore. Long Island, where the major
portion of the exterior scenes will be
made.
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"for
"Week
Advertised
Nationally
Paramount-Artcraft
Draws
Near
sheet has also been prepared.
changes
will
supply
the
full-pages
and
exfrom
ns
retur
to
ING
Special
trailers
have
already been
to the newspapers
far
ACCORD changes tabulated at the home half-page
advance adsas possible,
as was doneas last
placeding thewith
all These
the exchanges
office of the Famous Players- inyear,
week.
are
to
be announcattached
with
the
names
of
the
theatres,
n up to August Unite
Lasky Corporatio
9,
apto
all
prints.
They
bear
an
animated
d
plays
and
stars.
the
es
in
proximately 1,50 theatr
In
the
smaller
cities
the
copy
will
run
booked Paramount- about seven columns wide by ten inches drawing of the one-sheet used in this
alrea
Statesafthadpictu
resdy solid
Artcr
for the entire deep, thus allowing about two inches campaign, followed by these titles: "A
National Paramount-Artcraft Week, across
Drive for Better Motion Pictures" and
seven columns for listing theatres "Beginning
Motionof Pication did
This
t.
6.
t
31-Sep
Augusinclude any reports tabul
ture Seasonthein Greatest
the History
the
same relative space as in the
not
from the St. inlargethecities.
All
newspapers
using
this
Screen."
Two
slides
also
have been
Oklaand
otte
es,
Charl
Louis, homaLosCity Angel
advertising
are
instructed
to
co-operate
offices.
issued,
one announcing
the announcing
"big week"
exhibitors and are requested in
advance
and the other
Furthermore, the figures submitted in withgetthetie-up
matscities
used ininwhich
all exhibitor
that the theatre showing them is cosome instances came from exchanges so toadvertising.
The
Famous
far distant from New York that they Players-Lasky Corporation will adveroperating in the drive.
George W. Beynon has written a
represented
bookings
National Paramount-Artcraft Week special
from three toonly
ten those
days prior
to theclosed
date have tisebeen
music number to be distributed
listed
in
recent
trade
paper
above mentioned. It therefore is evi- advertisements.
free to exhibitors for use as an overdent from these figures, which repreSpecially designed postcards will be
ture during the week,March."entitled
"Para-of
sent only the business done at the very supplied
The with
cover
exhibitors in towns of less the music is a mount-Artcraft
outset of the campaign, and from the than 10,000to population.
direct
tie-up
These
postcards
Theatres will also be enabled theto
record of last year's successful achieve- will be given free of charge, to be sent week.
sell
copies
at a profit.
ment,tember
that when
the
first
week
of
Separrives it will find that the to exhibitors' mailing lists.
Special Playcuts
A large array of special accessories
and Famous
number of theatres booked solid for will also beers-Lfurnished
for exhibitors to assist them
asky wil co-operate in every way isin provided
Paramount-Artcraft Week runs high up with the exhibitors,
making the week a financial success.
in order to make These
into the thousands.
also are distributed to exhibitors
Paramount-Artcraft
Week
as
great
a
The bookings reported by the various financial success for them as it will be free of charge. The list includes calendar cuts in three sizes and styles, to be
exchanges
the home
officeasandfollows:
tabu- for the exhibitors in the larger towns
lated up totoAugust
9, were
cities, in direct proportion to their used in the exhibitor's advertisements.
Boston 50; Portland, Me., 89; New and
There
will also be furnished electros
and seating capacity.
Haven, 51; New York, 200; Buffalo, 52; population
of special program cover designs in one
Special Forms of Advertising.
Philadelphia,
132;
Washington
28;
Pittsto be given free to all
burgh, 54; Cincinnati, 56; Cleveland, 67;
A special one-sheet will be furnished or two colors,them.
Free cuts for adverChicago, 132; Minneapolis, 105; Detroit, free of charge to all exhibitors. The who willtisinguse
and
programs
will also and
be sup56; Kansas City, 58; Des Moines, 30; colors are orange and black, as in last
plied,
announcing
the
the
Omaha, 31; Atlanta, 23; New Orleans, year's advertising. A special 24-sheet presence of the week. coming
Special adver17; Dallas, 12; Salt Lake, 55; Denver, will also be given free of charge to all
t
i
s
e
m
e
n
t
s
w
i
l
also
be
designed
for
ex23; San Francisco, 128; Seattle, 50; exhibitors who will use it, and a sixhibitors upon request.
Portland, Ore., 47.
Week Widely Heralded.
The nation-wide advertising that has
already announced the coming of the
new season and the extensive national
advertising and publicity campaign that
isefforts
being will
put directlyNational
behind the week's
Artcraft
Weekmake
for 1919 set a Paramountnew record.
"drive
for better
it Inis this
called,
posters,
slides,pictures,"
magazines,as
newspapersployed. Suchandwere
otherthemedia
will
be emresults obtained
from the advertisement placed with the
Saturday Evening
in announcing the week Post
that last
the year
first formal
announcement will be made to the public thiszine. year
through thewillsameappear
maga-in
This advertisement
the issue of August 30, on the news
stands August 28.
Theing callsschedule
newspaper
for a fullof page
in each advertisof about
ninety newspapers in as many cities. A
large blank space appears in this copy
which will carry the names of the
theatres co-operating in the drive, as
was done
This year's incampaign alsolast
callsyear.
for advertising
375
other newspapers, covering every city
in America of more than 10,000 population, in which there is a theatre to pretures. sent properly Paramount-Artcraft PicAdvertising In Pages and Halves.
In the larger
advertisements wil be cities
carried,half-page
with space
for
listing the co-opera-ting theatres. Ex-
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versity of Rochester, later spending two
years in the scientific school at Yale
University.
Uponthe hisemploy
returnoftotheRochestermanhe entered
," Ready for Showings and
Kodak Company,
but in later Eastyears
had devoted
most
of
his
timeinterested
to the au-in
First "Big Four" Offering
tomobile
business.
He
was
basis that would impose no burden on several such companies.
the exhibitor whatsoever. Through this
innovation, showmen are going to be
enabled to get greater exploitation out
of their advertising expenditure than
has been possible heretofore.
"Her Kingdom of Dreams"
Is Now Ready for Release
Gladys Brockwell Appears
produc-"
RT'S thousa
m latest
"Her many
STEWA
tion,
Kingdo
of nds
Dreams,
ANITonA which
in "Broken Commandments" been spent by the producer, LouishaveB.
INhasonebeen
of the
Mayer, has reached the finishing stages
her most
good dramatic
fortune toroles
enactit of
cutting and assembling. It is now
in
pictures,
Gladys
Brockwell
will
ready
be submitted to the acid test of
make her bow in her September release the boxto office.
under the William Fox expanded scheme
The ablepicture
isrespects,
declared butto bechiefly
remarkof
productions forwill1919-1920.
"Brokenon
Commandments"
be released
causein many
of the cast
which includes bethe
September 21.
of featured players — more, it is
The picture tells a story that is full of names
said
than
were
ever
before
brought
tothe pathos that make up the every-day
gether in a single production.
life
of
every-day
people.
It
is
full
of
"The
Kingdom
of
Dreams"
was
protragic incident and tears, yet it is a
duced under the direction of Marshall
story turesbeautiful
It picNeilan, who brought to it the experience
the sorrow and
and uplifting.
the suffering
into gained
in directing spent
many inmasterpieces.
which an unexperienced girl plunges Three months
its making,
herself and two others by the breaking during which were
time
the camera man
of
one
commandment
—
a
sin
caused
by
out 186,000 feet of negative film.
two of that triangle, impulsive with ground
The production is declared to outrank
youth, ously
being
into carries
peril- anything
in Miss Stewart's career, and
close thrown
contact.together
The film
of "great
those three
through the fire of purifi- exemplifies
star, great the
play,Mayer
greatpolicy
director
and
cation and sacrifice.
cast."
Billy
Shea,
who
supervised
William Fox has demonstrated not great
cutting and assembling, declared
only his faith in Miss Brockwell as an the
that toit reduce
was thetohardest
ever
actress, but the more practical fact that saw
the six picture
reels inhewhich
she has proved a good investment, by it will finally be shown.
launching her in this first of a series of It was so full of splendid material that
he was at a loss many times to know
great
being pictures
filmed. — the second of which is what to discard and what to keep ifi.
But the result has been six reels of action, without a single foot of pad. The
Henry Griffin Strong Dies.
production will have its first showing in
Henry Griffin Strong, son of the late New York
tember 15. at the Strand Theatre, SepHenryman A.KodakStrong,
president
Company,
and theof the
man Eastwho
financed George Eastman, died in Los
Hank Mann Comedies Sell Well.
Angeles last Wednesday. He had been
The Hank Mann comedies, that are
seriously ill in the coast city with pneumonia for some time, and a few days now being advertised by the Arrow Film
previously
members
his family had Corporation, have been sold for every
been summoned
to hisof bedside.
state with the exception of four. This
Mr. Strong was born in Rochester in selling campaign has been accomplished
July, 1876, and was educated at the Uni- within a period of three weeks.

IN NEW

"His Majesty, the American
Booked for Long Runs as
first
ks' CorDouglas
S for
PRINT
release
through
UnitedFairban
Artists
poration, "His Majesty, the American," have been distributed to all of
's
n branch
the company
offices,
ss for
and
everything eightee
is in readine
release date, n"
September 1. "His Majesty,
the
America
will
be
released
in
eight
reels. The picture is 7,900 feet long and
is the most ambitious undertaking in
Fairbanks' screen career.
The record breaking first run bookings, embracing runs of two weeks, three
weeks and even longer periods, forecasted a production of unusual magnitude.
It has been known for many week that
Fairbanks was going at the making
of Mr.
his picture
with likewise
longer runs
in mind.the
Fairbanks
realized
responsibility that was his in being the
first of theduction"Big
to release
a prothrough Four"
the new
organization.
It has been an open secret in California,
ever since production began, that the
big star
of energy, was
ingenuityputting
and all every
of the bitresources
of his company back of United Artists
Corporation's
release. of United
It is felt byinitial
the officials
Artists Corporation that the extraordinary booking record made so far by
"His
American,"
the
most Majesty,
powerful the
testimonial
that iscould
have been accorded Fairbanks. They
claim in this a new high water mark
in the rental of films, likewise, an endorsement of single picture bookings.
The leading theatres of the country
have taken hold of this single picture
with a determination to exploit, as is
evidenced by the lengths of the runs,
such as ifeshas
ever, beenThisman-is
ted in therarely,
show ifbusiness.
the "Big Four's" claim.
All ofis inthethecompany's
mathands that
ofexploitation
the
exchanges.
The terannouncement
United
Artists
Corporation would sell all of its accessories at cost has been greeted with approval by picture showmen everywhere.
Departing from tradition in this instance, as in many other things, the
"Big
Four" has
to puton itsa
exploitation
aids endeavored
and accessories
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Life Is a Great Commons and Those Who Live on It Are Entitled to an Equal Share of Happiness
Such .s the opinion expressed by Robert Anderson in "Common Property," the Universal attraction in which he'stars.
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H. E. Hancock, Director of Fox News, Makes
Known Personnel and Organization of His Staff
recent appoint
the United
Artists'Boston
Corporation.
the Howard
WITHErnest
son asof Jenner,
Culbertment
formerly
manager Mr.
for
editor of the feature department, the Goldwyn Company, is now manager
Herbert Ernest Hancock, director of of the tists.
Boston
depot
of
the
United
Aris widely known
es
Fox News,
his ents
staff ofis in and outMr. Deof Carlton
theatres throughout the
ve andannounc
executi
heads ofthat
departm
New England states. For years he was
complete.
and, carrying the same
Fox News is divided into two distinct a stage favorite
manner he exhibited on the
sections— a feature department and a pleasing
stage
into
the
moving
business,
news department. As announced in last has won for himself in picture
New England a
week's
World,
Pell
Mitchell,
formerly
host
of
friends.
in charge of the Gaumont weekly, is
Mr. Hancock's
news ateditor,
while end
Mr.
Culbertson
presides
the feature
of the reel. At present the Fox News Jackie Saunders Engaged
force is made up, outside of the offices
to Appear in "Dad's GirP'
mentioned,
of over
sixtyandstaffan cameramen here and
abroad,
editor, WORLD
PICTURES
announces
the
engagement
of Jackie
Saunders
Eugene
Castle,
for
a
special
Pacific
for the star role in its forthCoast edition.
comingis production
of "Dad'sin Girl."
Miss.
An innovation is announced by Mr.
no newcomer
the picture
Hancock in an affiliation of the Fox Saunders
industry.
She
began
her
career
with
News with the United Press, which will
Company,to aswhich
ofgive its service exclusively to Fox News the
timesBiograph
been referred
the has
mother
beginning September 1. In addition to of stars. Her first picture engagement
this regular news service the United was shortly after she graduated from
Press has instructed its thirty-five St. Joseph's Convent in Philadelphia, in
branch managers
work cameramen
in close con-all which city she was born in 1892.
junction with Fox toNews
Successive engagements followed with
over the world. This arrangement will Pathe,
Universal and Balboa. Her most
apply
not
only
to
current
news
events,
prominent
successes were made in
but also to news features. This is the "Shrine of Happiness,"
"Flirting Bride,"
first time that any deal of this kind has "A Bit of Kindling," "Betty
Be Good,"
been attempted between a film weekly "The Wildcat" and "Grip of Evil."
Miss
and a newspaper organization.
Saunders has had success as a writer
of
scenarios
and
has
also
taken
a hand
Mr. pertMitchell's
staff
consists
of
six
exat
directing.
cameramen for local news, a corps
of assistants, title writers and cutters,
David G. Fischer will direct the proand a librarian whose duty it is to
duction and work will begin this coming week.
maintain
an
elaborate
card
index
system on all negatives. Assisting Mr.
Culbertson is Don Hancock, who is a
Into Films Via Paris.
brother rienced
of filmthe
and newspaper
an expeCyprian Giles, who plays the role
man director
and former
Vera
Vernon,
the Vampire, in support
writer. Mr. Culbertson also has cameramen exclusively assigned to him with of Ernest Truex in "Too Good to be
special
photographic
outfits
for
feature
True,"
his
second
comedy
the
management of Amedee
J. Vanunder
Beuren,
work.
recently
arrived
in
America
from
Paris,
Mr. Culbertson began his career on
the Washington Times, and later was
special writer on that paper and on the
Washington Star. Subsequently he has
been with Doubleday, Page & Co., and
for a brief period was a writer on the
staff of Smart Set. He made his entry
into the motion picture game with the
establishment
Screenof
Magazine. He of
was Universal's
associate editor
this for two years and most of the important features which appeared in it
during that time were conceived and
produced by Mr. Culbertson. Followthis he and
joinedassisted
Universal's
staff,ingwrote
in the scenario
productiontureof "Heads
Win,"
the
five with
reel picproduced in co-aperation
the
International Correspondence Schools.
He also is co-author with Kilbourn
Gordonpresented
of "Enemies
war
play
on the Within,"
road last aseason
by William A. Brady, and is author of
the
bookmusical
for "Kisscomedy,
Me," awhich
rollicking
tabloid
peared at the Palace
in New York ap-in
June and was one of the hits of the

where she appeared before the camera
for Gaumont
serial called
"Judex."
Miss
Giles is anin aAmerican
by birth,
the
daughter of a New Jersey clergyman.
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De Carlton Joins United Artists.
George
Carlton, New ofHampshire
and VermontDe representative
the Goldwyn Pictures Corporation, has resigned
to take a place in the Boston depot of

THE
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E. H. Culbertson
ature department of Fox News.

Universal Serial Players
Start "Case of Cavendish"
playedKathlee
oppositen James
who
O'ConnoJ.r,Corbett
WITH
"The Midnigh
as the
on of ta Man."
star, thein producti
serial version
of Randall Parish's
novel "The Strange
Case of Cavendish" was launched this
week at Universah"l City. "The Strange
Case
will appear
form ofin Cavendis
eighteen episodes
of twoin serial
reels
each.
William Pigott and Joe Brandt
adapted the "Strange
CaseKarlofCoolidge
Cavenfilms, whileJack
wrote dish"thefor thecontinuity.
Perrin will
be Perrin,
seen inwhile
the principal
masculine
comparatively youngrole.in
the picture game, has made rapid strides
in Universal two-reel westerns. He will
play the
part of Jim Wescott, a western
mine
owner.
The supporting cast includes Barney
Sherry; Robert Walker, former leading
man for Viola Dana ; Gertrude Astor,
blonde villianess of Universal pictures,
and torHenry
Barrows.
Jack Wells,
direcof numerous
Universal
productions,
will have charge of the filming.
Hodkinson Exchanges Have
Prints of "Desert Gold"
theN producers
tinge
and El-,
B. HAMPTO
MINF. Warner,
BENJA
e
"Desert
Grey's
Zane
announc
s
accompathe whip
withwill
Gold" tonyingexhibitor
declaration that
any
proother
any
that
other ducerbighas orpicture
thinks he has.
Shipment of prints to all Hodkinson
managers is now being made and during
the forthcoming
this production will be shownten todays
exhibitors
in all
the first run cities of the country. To
date no contract for this production has
been signed outside of New York with
any oftractsthehave been
country's
runs. Consigned first
for certain
local
cities in the United States because the
owners of the leading theatres in those
cities came to New York and there asked
for screenings of this unusual production.
The film was directed by T. Hayes
Hunter, former stage director for David
Belasco, and sponsor for many cinema
successes. The photography was in the
hands of Abraham Scholtz and A. L.
Todd.
Work on Vitagraph Serial.
The fifteenth and final episode of
"Perils
in New ofYorkThunder
on the Mountain"
day that itsarrived
star,
AntonioCoast
Moreno,
West
studio left
to for
beginVitagraph's
work on
the serial written for him by Albert E.
Smith,
presidentBrady.
of Vitagraph and Cyrus Townsend
W illiam Duncan is now busy in the
mountains of Upper California, in the
neighborhood of Lake Huntington,
making
Barriers."hisTenepisode
of the play,
chapters"Smashing
already
have rialbeen
sewill be completed
finished andandthethefirstentire
episode
readyentforMorenorelease
time theits presserialbyhasthe played
final
chapter at the first-run theatres.
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CASH IN ON LEE
KIDDIES APPEAL
Lou Rogers Preparing lo Co-operate with Exhibitors
Who Book Two-Reel Comedy Playlets with Tiny Stars
series
the new
we haveAnother
alreadypoint
reSHO
s in which ing applications
y playlet
ceived for play dates.
comedng
two-reNel booki
of WME
to us by theis interest
maniLou Rogers is shortly to present made clear
fested
by
exhibitors
that
the
Lee
Jane and Katherine Lee are to have offerings are in no way limited to women
for a thory afford
every oughfacilit
tationed, them
local exploi
according to the and children in their appeal. This is
g with the class of especially
gratifying,
are conproducer. tsIn keepinising
ourselves that for
thesewe youngsters
matter that is attract fident
the plavle advert
not
only
their
fellow
youngsters
anticied
in
prepar
being
is release and a thorough but, by a peculiar psychology that obhigh grade
pation of the
tains in the amusement world, the
billing and press campaign is promised.
As a start the Lee comedies are be: grown-ups as well."
ing advertised through the medium of
attractively beautiful inserts in Mov- Blackton Lists Cast for
ing Picture World of a class not usually
found in the explanation of short subHis Third Production
jects. These inserts are so planned that
their appeal extends not simply to the
l of. t president
exhibitor, but so that they may be of J and
enera
direc
BLAC
ARTtor-g
STUkton
uresKTON
Stuartis
Pictu : J. Lnc.
Feat
Blac
attractive interest to the ultimate consumer—the public. To that end their making rapid progress the production
of the third feature tc e presented by
design creteis guidesuchfromthatthethey
afford
a
conpoint of view of his new organization,
wording and design for the exhibitor to which was begun und< his production.
adapt to his use in his local advertising. direction at the Blai on
Mr. studios
Blackton'sin
Considering
visit- Brooklyn last \\ :ek, bears the working
ing center forNewso York
many theof great
the public
title story
of "Sunset,
and Olmsted,
presents who
an origialso
who eventually form the audiences nal
by Stanley
throughout the country, plans are un- wrote the continuity.
t
Gordon,
company,
der way for
keeping
the
Lee
Kids
atSylvia Breamer and Rober
traction prominent in attention by
Blackton stars, head the
means of specially selected electric sign the
the supporting cast includes Warren
locations. This aid will be given to the and
Chandler,
Eddie Dunn, Fannie Rice, May
exhibitor by direct advertising to his MacAvoy and
George Pauncefort. Eddie
ultimate public. Tie-ups with national Dunn, a regular with the Blackton
advertising commodities are also prom- forces, and Fannie Rice, comedienne,
ised, together with a billboard cam- will both be seen in "My Boy" and in
paign.
"Dawn,"company.
the first George
two productions
of theis
new
Pauncefort
Mr. Rogers Makes a Statement.
also
retained
fromcomes
the "Dawn"
roster.
"In eral
story
selection,
direction
and
genWarren
Chandler
to
the
Blackton
treatment of production no pains studios from Yitagraph, where he has
or expense are being spared," says Mr. just
completed work in a forthcoming
Rogers,
"to make
of the and
Lee different
playlets
an
attraction
as unique
Mr. tions
Blackton has
just most
closedimportant
negotiafrom the general class of comedy as special.
of the
the young principals are themselves distributingwith one
in the industry for
unique among motion picture stars. In the releases mediums
of
his
features.
this age
of specialists
we Lee
do notchildren
hesitate to claim
that in the
we are offering an entertainment in a
Mayer Replaces Rice.
class by itself.
Joe H. Mayer, former publicity managerversal
and exploitation
man at has
the been
Uni"Our mandexpectations
a popular
defor the playletsof are
being well
exchange at Cincinnati,
borne out by the large number of book- appointed acting director of exchange

publicity during the absence of Harry
Rice, who was injured recently. Mr.
Mayer arrived in New York last week
and took up his new duties immediately.
He was at one time editor of the Billboard and has a wide experience in the
theatrical field.
New York Recognizes Worth
of Larry Semon Comedies
ing into Semon
their own
in Neware York.
THE Larry
comedies
comAlways popular throughout the
country,vironsblase
New
York
and
its
enhave now awakened to the fact
that Vitagraph was offering something
unique in the comedy line and that Larry
Semon with his funny face, acrobatic
stunts and clean, clever stories was one
of the great screen funmakers.
Following the showing of the last
Semon
comedy,
"Between
Acts,"withat
the Strand
Theatre,
where theit met
large
success,
the
management
of the
Strand signed a contract with Yitagraph
for the first
run
showing
of
all
the
succeeding Semon comedies.
The Strand Theatre, one of the most
pretentious in Brooklyn and soon to
open, also has contracted for the Semon
comedies as a regular feature. The new
Brooklyn motion picture theatre is under
the same management as the New York
Strand.
New York is not alone, however, in
adding the Semon comedies to its regular program. Bookings are coming in
from all parts of the country for "Beween the Acts."
Earle Williams in "The Wolf."
Yitagraph's
picturization
"The
Wolf,"
the famous
play Walter,
of the of
Canadian
Northwest
by Eugene
bids fair
to be one of the most popular features
ever
by Earle
scenicmadeeffects
were Williams.
obtained Unusual
in the
mountains of Upper California. The
early bookings indicate that the Mr.
Williams'
following
to see himpersonal
in different
type isofanxious
characters
from
which
he
is
so
closely
identified and one that takes him
far away
from society and club life. Jane Novak
has
leading feminine role, that of
HildatheMcTavish.

About
Only Thingas Mabel
Normand
Doesn't
"Emptypermits
Paradise" Is Grow Raspberries on a Glue Tree.
Her the
imagination,
displayed
in the
view inatDothis,
theinher
right,
calendar
next Goldwyn.her to do everything on the do-able
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them
to
show
suitable
pictures without
Success With Pictures Causes Cincinnati
being forced
to isto indicated
his such
consistent refusal
establishbyany
His further confidence in
to be Unafraid of Theatrical Actors' Strike censorship.
the
city'sin showmen
Valli,
Drumier,
that ther sumcement
Phelos
particularin isgeneral
shown and
by Mr.
the
THE announ
ClaretteJackClare,
Edwin Walter
Denison,Horton,
John letter
mer season
at the
received
by
Mr.
Phelos
which
cinnati theatres
wouldregula
close Cinthe don.
Davidson, Carl Sauerman and Eva Gor- follows
:
week of August 17 seems to have been
I wish to take this opportunity to exsomewhat premature, at least unless the
to you ourby appreciation
for war
the
strike of the actors now in progress
service pressrendered
you during the
comes to an end. The managers of the Robson Enters Pittsburgh
period.
We
feel
that
the
pictures
shown
Grand and the Lyric, which, during the
Service of Famous Players during- the campaign had much to do
winter months are devoted to the legwith the splendid results obtained. The
ve ar- CLAU
exploitation
now community
playing a very
imitimate shows,
have
made
tentati
RS, Players,
D SAUNDE
manager
of Famous
has picture show
part inis our
life, and
rangements to keeps these houses open
appointed as his representative in where aportantfeeling
ofofficials
co-operation
exists
with feature picture in case the strike the Pittsbur
between
the
city
and
the
men
gh
district
William
N.
Robes.
mers
of perfor
continu
son, a native of the erstwhile smoky shown
conducting
as was
Interest in first class pictures has city.
in ourthecitybusiness,
during such
the past
two
been
so
great
during
the
summer,
that
years,
we
are
unable
to
measure
the
good
Mr.
Robson
had
remarkable
success
no financial loss would be incurred if
that can be accomplished.
it became necessary to continue with the his
in the
exploitation
of
"Mickey."
One
of
Thanking
you
for
your
help
in
the
past,
stunts in connection with
film shows. It is really a question as thisbestwellknown
wishing you the very
best truly
of success
known production was his and
yours, in
to whether or not it would be better newspaper
supplements.
and the future, I remain
ASAPH R. JONES,
policy to continue the summer seasons double pages of newspaper Pages
tie-ups
are
for two or three weeks longer, even if seen occasionally, but whole suppleMayor of the City of Elyria.
the regular
shows weeks
were ofavailable.
Ofments running as high as eight pages,
ten the opening
the regular
all
exploiting
one
moving
picture,
were
season have drawn comparatively small heretofore unknown. They ran all the Vitagraph Preparing New
audiences, and the pictures at these
Serial for Antonio Moreno
from big cities to small towns and
houses this summer have almost in- way
showed the exhibitor a new way to tie
variably played to capacity.
up with the merchants.
E. SMITH,
presidentthatof
Vitagraph,
has announced
Mr. Robson was recently re-elected ALBERT
In speaking
of theofsummer's
business,
Antonio Moreno, who has been
Manager
Aylward,
the Grand,
said: president
of the Jesters Club, of which
"We have had the most successful sum- he was the first president. The Jesters visiting in the East, is to be starred in
mer season in the history of this thea- Club is the social organization of the a new serial. Mr. Moreno recently fintre. Several engagements were tre- amusement men of Pittsburgh.
ished "Perils of Thunder Mountain," a
Vitagraph
'Mickey' gave
a flying
successful. serial which was immensely
start and wemendous.
followed
it upusthroughout
Like "Perils of Thunder Mountain"
the summer." Present plans call for the Despite Clergy, Mayor of
Barriers,"
the episode
closingturesofafter the
season
of picElyria Bans Censorship and
play "Smashing
on which William
Duncan
is now
one Grand's
more week
of "Checkat
work,
the
new
serial
was
written by
ers,"
and
"The
Eyes
of
the
World"
for
ELYRIA,
Ohio,
furnishes
an
example
a week.
Mr.
Smith
and
Cyrus
Townsend
Brady.
of co-operation between an exhib- Both, have made an exhaustive study
itor and the city fathers. Accord- this particular form of motion pictureof
ing
to
a
report
furnished
the
Moving
Creighton Hale, Serial
entertainment and are convinced of the
Picture World by Melton Phelos, of value
of the chapter play as a form of
Elyria Theatres Company, it seems entertainment.
Actor, Joins with World the
They declare that the
church officials of that city several
CREIGHTON HALE has been billed that
possibilities
the serial are unlimited
times
petitioned
the
mayor
to
appoint
as a star by World Pictures, which them a body which would view and and promise ofmany
new thrills in their
next effort.
had for some time been looking
upon
everypublic.
film They
before also
'it was
for a young actor who had a following. pass
Pauline
Curley
will
play opposite Mr.
shown
to
the
deHe was the type that the scenario deMoreno in the new serial and Brinsley
manded a local censor board.
partment had visualized to create the
Shaw
will
play
the
heavy.
casting
That
the
mayor
of
Elyria,
Asaph
R.
principal role in this story of Ravmond Jones, believes in the integrity of ex- for the new serial is beingThedone
by
C. Hill, which bears the title of "The
hibitors to the extent of relying on Director William J. Bauman.
Black
Circle."
The
continuity
was
the
work of Giles R. Warren.
Blanche Sweet Takes Rest.
Creighton Hale was born in Cork,
Ireland, and received his education in
Blanche
Sweetheris taking
a muchworkneed-in
ed rest after
strenuous
Dublin and London. He came of a the"A Woman of Pleasure," a seven reel
atrical family and his debut on the
stage was made when he was a small
melodrama,
filmedThisby story
JessewasD. written
Hampton for Pathe.
child. After appearing in a number of
by James Willard and presented upon
London productions he was brought to
the stage at the Adelphi in London.
Americapearedbywith her
Gertrude
It will be several weeks yet before
in NewElliott
York and
and apon
the film will be ready for showing. It
tour. He scored hits in several New
is being carefully edited by Mr. HampYork successes
before
going
into
picton and his corps of film editors, worktures. His screen career is associated
with the history of the development of
son. ing under the direction of K. E. AnderFamous Players, Eclair, Pathe and Metro. While with Pathe he appeared as
the featured player in a number of the
One Serial to Follow Another.
most noted of the serials put out by this
Burton Productions.
King, director-general
company. Lately he was most promiWistaria
Inc., announcesfor
nent in the cast of "The Thirteenth
Chair." He is also remembered by his
that
the
first
episode
of
"The Anne
Lurking
Peril," a new serial in which
Luperformance
in theShot."
feature, "The Womther
and
George
Larkin
are
co-starred,
an the Germans
has been completed. Mr King expects
"The
Black
Circle"
will
be
directed
by
to have production completed some time
the Lasky
Frank
late with
in November
which serial.
he will comassociate
but now
Company,Reicher,
d with
mence work onafter
a second
World Pictures. This feature will be
released by World Pictures some time
during the month of October.
There is a matter of interest to all of our
readerssue. presented
Supporting Mr. Hale the following
Turn to it. on page \377 of this isMelton Phelos.
actors have been engaged: Virginia
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studio manager at the new film plant.
There are six companies in the National organization, all actively producmg. The
listcompany,
includes with
the Paul
"Lightning
Brice"
serialthe
Hurst
directing;
Henry Walthall
company,
with Bertram Bracken as director; the
Billie Rhodes
company,
the the
direction of Louis
Wm. under
Chaudet;
"Smiling
Bill"
Parsons
comedies,
which
are directed largely by Mr. Parsons
himself; Carter de Haven and his wife,
directed by William Seiter ; and the
Flannigan and Edwards combination,
makingdies under
the Harry
"Hall Edwards.
Room Boys" comeJo Brandt, one of the most widely
known film executives in the film industary, whopointedhasgeneraljust
recently been
representative
of apthe
National organization, is now in the
East sive
carrying
out
plans
for
the
intenexploitation of National subjects.
Mr. Parsons
saysteam
the growth
of National is due to
work and
cooperation and by keeping the fingers of
both hands on the public pulse, both
ears ingvery
closeoftofilms
the ground,
and want.
makthe kind
the people

"Smiling Bilty" Parsons Houses Progressive in
Newly Enlarged Quarters from Modest Start
rapidlay fewin
That
unvery Stick
NGS rn grow
THISouthe
til lastsmall
monthgarden
the grew
two and
filmgrew,
farmers
California.
seeds in the ground, turn on the were forced to add another plot of
another group of buildings
sprinkler, and before you can say Jack ground andholdings
in order to satisfy
Robertson, there you are — a squash, an to their
demand for their products.
egg plant, succulent salsify, a rose, a theToday
the National Film Studio is
um,
ng,
gerani
a
bean
—
anythi
in
fact.
Flowers and vegetables are not the numbered as one of the important organizations ofthe West Coast, and the
only things
culiar to the that
gourdexhibit
of the the
late traits
Jonah pe-in recent acquisition of the studio formerly
occupied
Wm. H. Clifford
the growing line, however.
evidence that theby management
has nois
Take the film plant, for instance.
You stick a cinema seed in the intention of standing still.
ground, irrigate it with good judgment,
New Studio in Commission.
co-operation
and hardandwork,
fertilize
with sound finance,
it will
bloomit The New studio is being used for the
makingLittle
of "Lightning
Brice,"serial
headedstars,by
and burgeon like unto the green bay Ann
and Jack Hoxie,
tree Gabriel
for speed,
San
for and
size. the grape vine of at present, but as soon as the plans for
expansion — which are now unAbout two years ago William Parsons further
der plete,
way thebynewtheplace
management
and Isadore Bernstein ploughed a small
will be —as arebusycom-as
piece
on the
Santa the parent plant. Mr.
S. Goldaine is
Monicaof ground
Boulevard
and corner
Gowerof street,
Hollywood, and started a garden for
the cultivation of the drama, comedy
and other varieties of household and Fargo Manager Uses Airplanes to Exploit
domestic movies.
From One Stage to Many.
Show by Which Sunday Laws Are Evaded
When the National was first started,
bombed with cut-outs and small
there was but one stage; and a private FARGO Fair week proved a prosper- Fargo
of Louise Glaum, the ammuniresidence that stood on one corner of
ous period for Samuel Cornish, pictures
tionmentbeing
withperformance.
the announceowner and manager of the Strand
the lot, housed the offices and scenario
of thebacked
special
department. The entire establishment Theatre. Cornish's newest exploit took
The special event proved a tremendous
was not so large, but either one of the place Sunday night, or rather, 12.01 a. m. success,
Cornish voicing the regret
bosses could stand at an upper window on Monday, and took the form of a spe- that his Mr.
house could seat but one-third
cial midnight performance of J. Parker of the crowd
of the office building and hold comthat clamored for admis" starring
Read, Jr.'s",
"Sahara,ed
'munication
any part of the plant Glaum
sion. Monday's Fargo papers gave Mr.
and distribut
by the W.Louise
W.
without usingwitha megaphone.
Cornish's
novel
stunt high praise in
A year later the plant had spread all Hodkinson Corporation.
over the place and the entire lot was
Cornish's method of announcing their news columns.
filled with stages and new buildings for hisMr.special
midnight presentation of
"Sahara"
was spectacular.
c vnerto Blazed Trail Productions
property rooms, dressing rooms, tech- of
the Strand
reached his The
decision
Commenced in Northwoods
ments. nical, mechanical and electrical depart- give an extra performance just twentyA few months after this an adminis- four hours before the event. Too late
tration building with ample office space, to catch the Sunday newspapers for a WRAYthe Arrow
Film treasurer
Corporation,of
JOHNSTON,
and a reception room as big as a lodge half-page advertising flash on the event,
• hasthegone
to the ofAdirondacks
hall, with rugs on the floor, deer horns Mr. Cornish bethought himself of en- supervise
finishing
the first twoto
listing the aid of a dozen or more avi- Blazed Trail productions produced by
on the wall and a picture of "Smiling
ators who had been thrilling the popu- J. L. Russell. Incidentally Mr. Johnston
Bill" the
over place
the fireplace,
wasresidence
erected of-to
take
of
the
old
lace
with loop-the-loops and nose dives will endeavor to obtain a vacation while
fice building.
during Fair week. Mr. Cornish had all in the Northwoods.
The productions are two reel pictures
made in the Northwoods, starring Join.
Lowell, George Crossman, son of Henrietta Crossman, and Fay Wheeler. Joseph J. Barry
is directing.
The promRoyal
Northwest
Mounted
Police figure
inently in these pictures.
There will be twelve of these two
reelers in this series, all with the same
stars and director. They will all be released on a state rights basis through
the Arrow Film Corporation. The first
of these pictures is titled "When Big
Dan Rides"
tember 15. and will be released SepLarkin Returns to Stunts.
George Larkin, recently signed by
Lynn S. Card, president of Wistaria Productions, Inc., to co-star with Anne Luther in a serial by Lloyd Lonergan, is
declared to have been tne first actor to
do "stunt" work before the camera. His
daring performances in Kalem Company's
popular one-reel serial, "Grant, Police
Reporter,"
represent
his earlier
New Studios Recently Added to the National Film Plant in Los Angeles.
work.
Larkin
hassomebeenof placed
under a twoMr.year
contract.
Bill with
Parsons'
producingneeded
interests,
serial line
Joe Brandt,
more particularly
studio space, those
hence inthetheaddition.
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SHOWMAN

GAME

Managei- of Rochester Rialto Had Long Career
with Pictures and as Executive Musician
generally by many of the old
years of known
than eight
R more
AFTE
time showmen throughout the country.
ble success
remarka
as the man- One
of
his
claims to fame is as
er's bestA. a musician, principal
one ofpicture
Rochestpalaces,
having been identified with
known downager oftown
music for many years and in
N. Wolff has. quit the show game, tem- theatrical
many toplaces.
Born with
in Geneva,
N. Y.,andhe
porarily at least.flashed
Whenon the
"Good came
Rochester
his family
Night"
the screen
of
the slide
RialtowasTheatre
on August
16, took up the study of music. His first
engagementof the
was oldasGrand
a violinist
in the
his last show had been presented in that orchestra
Opera House,
housesaying
and ingoodhis bye
capacity
"boss"
Family Theatre, in Rochester.
was
to the asstaff
of em-he now the Goes
with Minstrels.
ployesmanshipwhomduringhe hishadtenure.
trained in showtraveling companies next claimed
A . showman of the old school, Mr. Mr.TheWolff,
he was on the road for
Wolff was in the game long before the many years and
as musical director for Barcoming of the movies and not only
low
Brothers'
Minstrels,
Haverly Minwatched their growth, but had a part
strels and many other was
prominent
indevoted
the riseto tothepopularity
located or-in
silent art.of the
He theatres
was the St. Paul, whereganizations.forLater hefourteen
years he
first Rochester
to lift thestage,
pic- directed a large orchestra which durture house fromexhibitor
the nickelodeon
ing the summer months gave public conand for this alone he should have a
certs inseason
the city
parks.
Duringdriector
the the-at
monumental place in the history of the
atre
he was
musical
screen in Rochester. Mr. Wolff dared the Orpheum
Theatre.
to raise his admissions above the five
Helped Sunday Opening.
cent price
acceptedwhich
institutionhadwithbecome
the an
picture
Since
Rochester andhis hesuc-is
cess hascoming
continuedto unbroken
houses of those days. But the higher
especially
well
remembered
his ac-in
price was
not
all,
for
in
its
wake
foln the campaign which for
resulted
lowed higher class shows, music and Sundaytivity iopening.
other thing.
In retiring from the field Mr. Wolff
Active in Organizations.
says he has no plans other than to rest,
perhaps for a long time, although when
announced his intention of getting
In theMr.early
exhibitors'
leagues
Wolff days
was of
active.
When he
out of harness he received a number
of
flattering
offers to become associated
the
Rochester
Exhibitors'
League
was
formedfice which
he was
chosenfor president,
he held
four years.an ofHe with big city houses.
was also for two terms president of the
Jean Paige Is Morey's Leading Woman.
state
exhibitors'
that office
a yearleague,
ago. resigning from
"Out Vitagraph
of the Dark,"
Harry
latest
feature,
has T.beenMorey's
comMr. nessWolff's
career
in
the
show
busihas been a varied one and he is
pleted and the star and his supporting
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company are taking a vacation before
•beginning a new picture.
Much occurs
of thein action
"Out and
of theto
Dark"
a lumberof camp
get thepals, proper
atmosphere
the
Paul Scardon, the director,princiand
the cameraman, went to the lumber
camps in the White Mountains. Real
lumberjacks not only willingly got into
the picture, but they saw to it that it
was perfect in every technical detail,
so far tomsas werea concerned.
lumber camp and its cusConstance Binney Supported
Well in "Erstwhile Susan"
THE cast stance
of players
supporting
ConBinney in her
first production
for
Realart,
"Erstwhile
Su-contains who
the names
of several
famoussan,"actors
have appeared
in
photoplay.
this film
will
make herIn debut
as a Miss
screenBinney
star.
Miss Binney made her first appearance
on the screen in Maurice Tourneur's
production of "Sporting Life" and was
later John Barrymore's leading woman
in "Theappearing
Test of with
Honor."
She success
has latelyin
been
marked
"39
East,"
the
stage
play
which
been
playing to crowded houses in NewhasYork.
The
photoplay
adaptation
of
"Erstwhile
Susan"
stage Mrs.
play
of the was
same made
name, from
whichthe served
Fiske as a starring vehicle a few seasons ago. The part originated on the
stage by Mrs. Fiske, Juliet Aliller, ErstAlden. while Susan, will be portrayed by Mary
Jere Austin, a veteran actor of the
stage
leadingandmanscreen,
in thewillrolebeofMiss
JudgeBinney's
David
Jordan. His latest screen appearance
Kennedy.
was in "A Perfect Lady" with Madge
Barnaby Dreary, the father of Barnabetta,
Kandolf.will be impersonated by Anders
Alfred Hickman has been famous on
the stage since playing Little Billee in
"Trilby." Leslie Hunt, comedian, will
enact Abel Buchter, the school teacher
of the little Pennsylvania Dutch town,
w inch is the locale of the story.
John S. Robertson is directing the
filming
Susan" with the
assistanceof "Erstwhile
of Shaw Lovett.
Mix Goes to Oklahoma,
Former Stamping Ground
yet been
a permanent
TOMnot
next given
picture,
has
title,MIX'S
but which,
accordingwhichto Fox
Film Corporation, is another of those
big smashing Western stories like
"Rough
"The
Daredevil."Riding
is nowRomance"
in work and
at Ponca
City, Okla.
A large
companyof cowboys
of supporting
principals and scores
and horses
have been transported to this location
to secure the exact atmosphere and true
local color for this picture, which is
promised, as the most sensational thriller in which
the Fox
banner.Mix has appeared under
No better location than Oklahoma
could ture,have
for a Mix picfor thisbeen anselected
old stamping
ground
of the cowboy isstar.
The House of 12,200 !
Page 1377
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TO THE LIST
ANOTHER SERIAL ADDED
'The Radium Mystery," Featuring Cleo Madison, Eileen
Is in West-Coast Production
Sedgwick and Bob Reeves,
ing Company an- serial "Trey of Hearts" and since then
THE PacificnouncesProduc
their new serial, "The Ra- has been plaving leads in several subjects. She will do most anything, from
now in
dium Mystery," which is en
epi- jumping off a bridge to riding a buckwill bein intheeighte
the making
cast : Cleo
sodes and.willIt have
ing
broncho.
ed to movEileen Sedgwick has been cast for the
just return
has Reeves
who Bob
Madison,pictures;
,
rider
She is aanddaredevil
ingenue
Sedgwick,whoalsowilltoplaybe and
the inglead; Eileen
keepspart.
her director
manager on
featured; Ed Grady, Bob Kortman, Jeff needles
and pins, refusing to be
McGregor and Robert "doubled" in many of the breakneck
Osborne, Gordon
.
Gray.
stunts. She plays the part of Eileen
The testory
is
promised
of in-as Marston, heiress to the billions.
rest to both the boy on tothe bestreet
As speedy as his riding is the rise of
well as the man in college, because it "Bob"
From
an juvenile
"atmosphere"
will deal in various forms of radium cowboy Reeves.
leading
serial in rider
a fewtoweeks
is his recordin asa
and explain
an
interesting
part
of
radium. It will contain humor, science a screen actor.
He has been cast for the part of
and mostly out-of-the-ordinary thrills.
The mysterious outstanding character Jack Turner.
will
be
that
of
a
"baby
tank"
which
seemingly comes from nowhere and dis- Devotees of Vaudeville
appears into space.
The serial
will also embody some
crack horsemanship by Bob Reeves and
Like "Topics of the Day"
Bob Kortman, who are experts. The
director is Robert Broadwell, who has SCRE
of
"Topic
humor,
ofbeen
gems
the
haveTheatr
bys the
ENDay"
been directing for William S. Hart and
e. booked
-Lake
State
Chicago,
acrecently
completed
a
Helen
Holmes
nt
nceme
o
t
g
n
i
d
r
o
c
an
annou
made
by
serial.
Films, Inc., the producers. This
The nett,story
was written
by Fred
Bur- Timely
g
popular attraction has been scorin
whose novels
have been
published
e, Newa
big
succes
the Palace Theatr
and have met with favor. He has cre- York, ands inat other
ille
vaudev
theatre
ated some hair-raising stunts for the allied with the B. F. Keith Booking Of-s
players in this serial.
fices. This showing in Chicago is conStory Has Scattered Locales.
sidered a"feather in theLakecap" for the
ers,
produc
as the devote
State-d to vaudevi
is among
The
opening
of
the
story
is
laid
in
lle
the
finest
northern Montana. After the three in America houses
is the pride of the Orepisodes it will be taken in the Barbery pheum Circuitand
.
Coast, San Francisco, and then to
These graphstimely
and the
humorous
tropical climes.
selected from
press ofparathe
The theme is the impending loss of
one of the greatest fortunes on earth, world by the Literary Digest have be"headliners"
and the mysterious disappearance of the of vaudeville.
come one of the Inrecognized
fact, the vaudeville
heirs. It bristles with mystery, accord- officials are strong
their commendaingdletoname.
promise, and suspense is its midtion of this screen insubject
because it
always puts the audience in good huSome of the big stunts are done by mor.
Bob Kortman, who for years played
Motion picture theatre managers are
opposite William S. Hart. The first
also
having
three ishedepisodes
are
expected
to
be
finrequests
for success
bookingswith
are "Topics"
piling upandin
by September 1.
the offices tributofors of this
Pathereel.Exchanges, the disCleo
Madison
will'
play
the
lead
in
this serial and will be known as the
Countess Xada, which will be the mysScardon to Direct for Crest.
terious character who holds the soluthe Radium
general manager of
She tion towas
the star Mystery.
in the Universal theCarloCrestE. Carlton,
Pictures Corporation, an-

of theBob Stars
for "The Radium
Mystery," betheseenPacific
CleoThree
Madison,
in thisSerial.
chapter
play Reeves
made byandtheEileen
PacificSedgwick
Producingwill Company.
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Emmett J. Flynn
Who will direct William Russell
pictures for Fox.
nounces that he has engaged Paul Scardon totions.
direct
his forthcoming
producMr. Scardon
has been identified
with Vitagraph,
for
whom
he
superintended the direction of approximately
thirty-nine feature pictures, one of his
most recent being "The Gamblers," by
Charles Klein. Mr. Carlton's first feafilm is whose
to be "No
Children
Edith tureDay,
success
in theAllowed."
musical
comedy
"Going
Up,"
was
last
season's theatrical events, one
will ofappear
in the play, surrounded by a distinguished cast of players. Mr. Carlton is planto produce
six fea-by
films
with allfrom
star four
casts toheaded
Miss tureningDay.
E. J. Flynn Will Direct
William Russell for Fox
the
to ion
addition
Fox Film
Corporat
THEstaffmostof recent
directors is Emmett J. Flynn. He
is a director of reputation in everyn
branch of motion picture productio
from two-reel
comedies
tures and lengthy
serials. to special feaThe first picture which Mr. Flynn will
direct is a William Russell production
of thelow,Victory
series,
and itplans,
will folaccording to
present
the
first of the Russell pictures, "Sacred
Silence,"
now nearing
completion
der the direction
of Harry
Millarde. un"Eastward Ho!" is the name of this
picture.
It it ofan theadaptation
known novel
same nameof the
fromwellthe
pen of William McLeod Raine, which
appeared between the covers of Munsey'sofMagazine
one
the West recently.
and East, The
with story
a thril-is
ling plot revolving
around toa William
central
character
which
suggested
Fox an ideal role for Mr. Russell.
Mr. N.Flynn
has Roy
gone Somerville,
to Lake Hopatcong,
J., with
of the
Fox staff, to prepare the scenario for
the production, which it is expected will
be completed about the time Mr. Russell has finished "Sacred Silence."
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ROBERTSON-COLE'S HAS BIG FALL FILMS
September Arrangements Prepared and Announced
with All Their Stars Listed for Effective Work
sequent demand. On the September proFIXE features of announced class
gram are four of our best stars — H. B.
will mark the offerings,
September Robertd
Warner,
Barriscale, Sessue Hayason-Cole
distribute
by
Exhibitors Mutual. Two of them are kawa andBessie
William Desmond. This insures awide range in the variety of the
adaptions of noted books and three are productions
as each of these players is
from original stories.
The casts will include stars of box a specialist in especial types."
We further
office value. "In fact," declared one of authority
: quote the Robertson-Cole
the
officials,from
"it isevery
the
finestRobertson-Cole
series of pictures
Naming the Attractions.
viewpoint that we have ever released
" 'The House
of Intrigue'
is onewrote.
of theIt
in any one month.
thrilling
tales Arthur
Stringer
"The Robertson-Cole
romance,
mystery
and
suspense,
thoroughly
alive to theorganization
fall situationis carries
which contribute to an ideal
and the keen competition that will face elements
motion picture. This story received
exhibitors. These pictures were pro- wide
publicity,
a Sturday
Evenwith an and
especial
view towillprospecserial isfirst
andan aslater
in bookasset.
form.
tiveduceddemands
showmen
find in This inginPost itself
invaluable
them ficeproductions
of consistent box ofvalue.
"The Bessie Barriscale picture will be
PurchasestoryPrice,'
a picturization
are questions.
answers to Robertson-Cole
both the star 'Her
an original
written
especially forof
and"They
the story
Miss Barriscale by M. B. Havey. It is a
features
released
throughout
the
sumstory of
land
mer through Exhibitors Mutual proved where
the Egypt
East andthatWestpicturesque
meet.
their value to exhibitors.
"In Cairo, the girl Sheka is raised by a
Maintains a High Standard.
Bedouin bandit, posing as a silk merthe meritwe andhaveclassin both thechant.Orient
She is' raised
in the
culturethatof
of"Notwithstanding
these summer offerings
and the
Occident
no way permitted them to detract from she may bring a higher price at the slave
auction.
aestablished
consistent improvement
which
we
have
in our fall releases. We
"The riscalrole
Shekashe offers
Missbefore
Barhave
raisedalone
our isalready
high standards
e apart ofwhich
has never
and this
assurance
of better attempted.
It gives her opportunity for
Robertson-Cole features.
acting and to year Oriental
"It has not been the Robertson-Cole emotional
creations. It is a novel part and one in
policy tionstoand withhold
the better
produc-is which Miss Barriscale should be esperelease them
when there
'Her Purchase Price' is
the greatest demand. Instead, it is our anothercially'B.popular.
produced under
endeavorsible andto release
make thethem
best according
pictures pos-to the directionB.ofFeature,'
Howard Hickman."
Going on with his statement the Robschedule.
official says :
"Exhibitors Mutual
the ertson-Gole
Robertson-Cole
stars reports
have boxthatoffice
"The Hayakawa picture is a Haworth
value and that their pictures are in con- production, produced under the direc-

"What Ho! The Guard! A Sardine Off the Starboard Bow!"
Sings Louise
Glaum, release.
star, to J.While
Parkercruising
Read, off
Jr., Catalina
producer Island.
of "Sahara,'
a Hodkinson

August 30, 1919
tion of William Worthington, who has
been having conspicuous success in
handling this star. The story is one of
the few novels that are adaptable to
Hayakawa's
use. ofThisHayakawa
will be the
first
oftures.
the new series
productions to be released as Superior PicWilliam Desmond's Newest.
"Jesse D. Hampton will present Wilin 'Dangerous
based liam
on Desmond
an original
story by Waters'
George
Elwood Jenks. It is a society drama
founded on the developments of an
Olympian
revel held
members offorNew-a
York society.
The bycharacters
timetheassume
the rolesThisof various
Gods'
of
Pantheon.
is a unique
touch which gives opportunity for picturesqueness.
"H. B. Warner will also be presented
bylaidJesse
Hampton
in a colorful
in a D.foreign
country.
It is the drama
story
of an English army officer, stationed in
India, who risks everything for the
woman he loves."
William Farnum Commences

Work on "If I Were King"
Grey's
Zane William
versioned of the
FoxNGScreencomplet
HAVI
of the
Last
"The
novel
great
Duanes," and Louis Tracy's book of
" andat
Morning,
adventur
vacation
enjoyedof athebrief
having e,also"Wings
home,
L. L,star,summer
Harbor, Fox
Sag Farnum,
his
has returned
William
to the New York studios and begun
McCarthy's famous
HuntlyKing."
work
Were
storyrolein"IfofJ.I the
poet dreamer.In this he has
the
On August 18, Mr. Farnum stepped
before the cameras in the first scenes of
this don
storyEdwards,
underandtheworkdirection
J. Goris now ofswinging
along with fine progress.
The cutting and titling department
have nearly completed their part of the
work on
"The Last
Duanes,"in
which
it claimed
will beof a the
revelation
artistic titles the tone of which will be_
in perfect harmony with the action of
this colorful tale of the West — a subject
of which no writer has a greater knowledge than Zane Grey.
The cutting and joining departments
are busywas onfilmed
"Wingsat extraordinary
of the Morning"
which
expense, itis claimed. J. Gordon Edwards
directed both "The Last of the Duanes"
andIt "Wings
was the ofaimtheofMorning."
William Fox to put
into "Wings of the Morning" the most
startling
shipwreck
ever Edwards,
attempted for the
screen; scenes
and Mr.
having satisfied himself on this score, is
interesting himself in the cutting and
joining of these particular scenes.
"Oh Boy!" Does Well in Detroit.
"Oh Boy," the Albert Capellani special,
distributed
for anwhere
entire week atbythePathe,
Adamsplayed
Theatre,
the filmusical comedy had its first run
showing in Detroit. The house was
crowded at every
performance.
More
out-of-town
exhibitors
were attracted
to Detroit to view this unusual feature
than have attended a production there
in months. Bookings on the feature
have already been extensive, with the
De Luxe, Stratford, Ferry Field andRegent leading the field in Detroit.
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pion, illustrates the shots which bring
gasps shipfrom
spectators
champion"cess.
billiard the
matches.
Mostatpeople
who
play billiards believe they know just
why
thev
make
every
move,
but
they
can learn much about their favorite
sport by seeing the evolution of their
shots by means of the Novagraph proOther features include "France, the
Picturesque,"
showingof the
quaintenhanced
towns
and
pastoral spots
France
by
the
Pathecolo
process;
"Big
Game
Fish," action pictures showing the catching
of
Tarpon;
"Old
Capers
of
Animals,"
showing striking pictures of baby eleand "Crocodile
scenes inphants at play,
Pathecolor
of a huntHunting,"
and the
killing
the giant Saurian.
Theseof references
indicate to picture
showmen
Reviews. the effectiveness of Pathe

'Should a Wife Forgive" Is Completed;
Nature of Story and Cast Is Announced
has completed her
changes; O. F. Bower, of Goldwyn; Gus
IRENE CASTLE nt-Artc
raft ' produc- Muller, of Standard Film Service, and
second Paramou
R. W. Rowland, of Metro. All of the
?"
.
tion,
"Should
a
Wife
Forgive
for
the Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation, Cincinnati representatives expressed
and with her husband, Robert
Treman,
well pleased with the results of the asconference.
has gone to her home in Ithaca, New themselves
e
York.man Since
her
marriag
to
.
Mr.
Treshe has had little time to enjoy Novagraph Shows How
any of the pleasures of home life.
Billiard Shots Are Made
The scenario of "Should a Wife Forgive?" istaken from the novel by Sophie THEdifficult
other
masse isandexposed
of the shots
secretbilliard
Kerr, adapted
"The Seeit Saw."
Charles theMaigne
in the Pathe Review 17, released
both
and directed
duction. The Taughannock
Fallspro-at on August
in which the Novagraph
Ithaca, the highest east of the Rocky slow motion 31,process
shows
Mountains, were used as the setting for
ies inof the
the intricac
the minutgreat
the scene in which an automobile indoorest details
pastime. Alfred G. Cutler, at one
plunges over a cliff.
time the national three-cushion chamIs Play of Divorce.
Huntley Gordon plays the part of
Harleth Cressey, a spoiled and strong Levey Invites Screen Advertisers to Submit
headed man who marries Marcia (Miss
to Advertising Convention
Samples of Films production
Castle), tempts
a girl
with him.
high ideals
atof a lengthy feature film
to reform
Harlethwhoflirts
, of the which will exploit
LEVEY
Y
HARR
T
IDEN
with Leila Templeton, a dashing and PRES
s'
n
ation,
tiser
Associ
Adver
Scree
tion,
and
which
willthelendparent
much associato the
ng
am
showy girl. His wife remonstrates to
which is planni nda great progr
entire venture. The hisno avail and finally gets a divorce. to offer
l thousa of the biggest successtory of ofNewthe Orleans
severa
provides much in
Leila forces Harleth to marry her and men in the advertising field at the conromance,
and tradithen treats him in exactly the same
Associated Advertisings, the way
on of theWorld
tion whichof can
be usedlegend
as a setting
for
at New Orlean
ofventithe
manner'
as he had
treated
a reallyand delightful
story.
Scenario
Mr. Gordon
his Marcia.
first engagement Clubs
memwriters
directors
have
already
been
other
asked
has
21-26,
bers of the association to forward to
upon the stage with Ethel Barrymore September
at work,
studyingport.the history of
him films they wish shown during the placed
in
"Our with
Mrs. Miss
McChesney."
the famous
Louisiana
played
Barrymore Hein also
the five days of the assemblage.
President
Levey
is particularly
screen version of this play. He has been
ous of having other
companies desirbring
Corporations and motion picture proleading man in a number of Ralph Ince
indus- or send films to the convention and will
have made
companies who films
trialducing
and advertising
are eligible
productions.
assist
in
making
suitable
arrangements
to have their pictures shown during this
ClaireGeorge
Adams Majeroni
is seen asisLeila
Templeton.
Wasson
the convention, according to Mr. Levey, who to that effect.
chauffeur. Helen Green plays Imogene, is determined to show representative
the maid. Warburton Gamble plays Otis advertisers of the country that the films Goldwyn Is All Set for
compose an almost ideal medium for the
Vail.
FlemmingWard appears
Jennings.
Ida Waterman
plays astheCurtis
role exploitation of products, ideas and
Big Anniversary Drive
of Mrs. Cressey.
themes. Mr. Levey, as president of the EVER since the announcement of the
enlargement of Goldwyn Pictures
Mr. tionMaigne
was
assisted
in
the
direcassociation,
has
made
complete
arby A. Dorris and F. H. Dean was films.
rangements for the showing of these
by the million
increasedollars
of the and
capital
the cameraman.
stock Corp.
to twenty
the
The most important -thing, however, affiliation of the Shubert, A. H. Woods
Selwyn
interests,
Goldwyn
under Mr. Levey's supervision is the and the change
Cincinnati Exchangemen
men have been preparing ex-to
Represented at Cleveland
make Goldwyn's anniversary week, September 8-14, surpass all records.
New England Will Soon Have
Associated Film Exchange
THEManagers
Every member
the twenty-two
exCham-d
of the Cincinnati
Several More Film Houses
changes is out toof make
the six days
was represente
ber of Commerce
memorable.
They mark and
the even
third anniby six of its members at the conference
v
e
r
s
a
r
y
o
f
Goldwyn,
more
ing.
ng
busin
pictureENG
movi
of exchange managers held at Cleveland
LAN
than that they stand as the beginning
nt
ictessD'S
NEW
prese
is isatboom
distr
This
during the past week. The principal
of a new era in the life of Goldwyn
ds for
er
kingtres
numb
the
recor
brea
subjects discussed at the meeting had
on.
Pictures Corporation, which now has
ructi
r
const
unde
thea
of
for increasand meansbetter
to doing with
unequaled resources in capital, play maHere are some of the new projects
businessways
service,
and affording
terial, stars, directors and authors.
under way in New England :
and also the question of transportation
Immediately after word of the ShuA $250,000
theatre Mass.,
now bybeingA.
the exchanges
of films
and
bert-Woods-Selwyn
deal had beenmeetings
wired
built
at Springfield,
withinthe a returnsonable
their use.
timeto after
to the exchange managers,
Goodside, of Portland, Maine;
The 1 • subject probably received
were
called
at
the
exchanges
that
the
theatre
at
Bangor,
Maine,
being
itn
the gre
entire selling force might be made
erected by A. S. Black; another at
discussi(
thoroughly
familiar
with
the
meaning
Portland,
Maine,
being
built
for
point
offorthethenewfuture
line-upof andGoldwyn
what it Pictures.
signifies
Mr. Black; photoplay house being
more orof 'Terless
vice whoi
:come
the°abuse1s
constructed in South Boston for
prevalei\ Atendpla f action was adopted
Several exchange managers suggested
which
James
Powers,
proprietor
of
the
that a sales drive be made on the
the declare
"bicyCongress Hall Theatre, Boston ;
hedecrease
managers
strength of the expansion of Goldwyn,
cling"
Scenic Theatre, Providence, R. I.,
nination
to eradicate
it is theo
and
anniversary week, coming at the
the Cincinnati assoopens;Westminster
Keith's vaudeville theatre
launching
the falltime.
season, was seon
Proviati already
a greatmade
deal inof prolected as aofsuitable
dence, is remodeledstreet,
for moving
been
this
gress
ha:
The
sales
force
has
supplemented
the
direction.
pictures;
Theatre, Manchester, N. H,Park
is renovated;
also the
slogan, Is"This
Is a Goldwyn
Year"For with
Representatives from Cleveland, BufCodman
Square
Theatre
and
the
"This
a
Goldwyn
Week."
six
Pittsburgh,
Detroit The
and Cincinnati
days every salesman is going to drive
were falo,
at the
conference.
Cincinnati
Magnet
theatres
in theandDorchester
District
of
Boston
a
score
home
the
line,
"Don't
Book
Goldwyn
Association
was represented
by Presiof smaller theatres in the six New
Picturesexpresses
Until Youthe Have
SeenofThem,"
dent Jack Stewart,
of the Distributing
which
keynote
GoldEngland states.
Corporation; Secretary C. V. Zimmerwyn's new booking policy.
man; Lou Baum, of the Universal Ex-
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Five of Paramount- Br iggs Comedies Will Be
Released in September; Show Childhood Scenes
SEPTEMBER will see the release of and Mrs. Malloy, and have a wonderthe first five of the Paramountful time generally. They come to grief,
subjects however, when Buck, as leader of a
basedBriggs
on theComedies,
stories toldone-reel
in the cartoons
parade,
pokesin the
a staff
the roof,
rain through
in a flood.
The
of Briggs in the New York Tribune and which lets
picture ends with Skinny placing a
nearlyout the5(X)
other
newspapers
throughcountry.
The releasing of these comedies will geography inside that part of his troube coincident with the completion of a tection.sers where it will give the most procomprehensive array of publicity and
The fifth Paramount-Briggs release
advertising aids for exhibitors. The
month is "Fotygraft Gallery," an
first of the comedies, to be released on next
amusing
picture of the old-fashioned
August
is "Newby Folks
Town."in photographer's
shop,
with its methods.
horribly
Skinny is31; played
Johnnyin Carr,
stiff
poses
his torturing
whom, it is said, screen fans will find The cast is and
a
large
one,
including
bea new comedian of a unique type.
the three Carr children, Myra
In support of Johnny Carr, are his Brook, sidesLynn
Hammond, Hilda Darron,
brother, Stephen Carr, who plays the Clarence
McGinty, Henry Gerold. Anita
Brown,Maurice
GeorgeLaYigne.
Murphy, Dorothea Allen
role ter,
of Rosemary
Buck, Skinny's
and his
sis- and
Carr, who pal,is seen
as Her,
the new little girl. Lynn Hammond is
Mr. Malloy, Skinny's father, and Myra
Brook plays
role ofareSkinny's
Others
in thethe cast
Hilda mother.
Darron, Kniskern Made Supervisor
of Contracts of Realart
Skinny's
sister,
Mary,
Robert
Armstrong
and Mary Carr.
been s apERN ofhascontract
"Skinny" Helps Dear Teacher.
LEWIS KNISK
pointed supervisor
The second release will be "Skinny,
Realart Pictures
Corporation. Heof
and Scandal,"
in whichwhile
Skinny,
new film producing and
bySchool
overhearing
a conversation
rid- comes totingthecompan
y with a business
ing on the back of the carriage of the distribu
ting
record
aggrega
fifteen years.
chairman of the school board, uncovers
a plot to have his teacher removed and
After verbeing
graduated
from the went
Unis
i
t
y
o
f
Syracuse,
Kniskern
have the
chairman's
put over
the into the mail order Mr.business
and was
class
in her
stead. niece
The cast
is pracfor four years office manager of the
tically the same as that of "New Folks Kansas
a mail order
in
Town,"who with
Phil house. HeCitythenbranch
becameof associated
with
Robson,
plays the
the addition
role of theofschool
board chairman, Deacon Appleby, Helen a Pittsburgh mail order firm as an
efficiency
manager.
Following
his
exCooper,
is seenMcGinty,
as thewhodeacon's
e in the business of selling
niece, andwhoClarence
plays through theperiencmails,
Mr.
Knishern
became
the role of Fat, one of Skinny's friends. sales manager of the West Yirginia
"S'prise
Partythird
'n' Ever'thing"
is the branch of an adding machine company.
title
of the
Paramount-Briggs
Comedy release. In this picture are He stayed there five years.
scenes which are expected to carry the
It was at that time that the photospectator back to the days when chilplaylished iindustry
began way,
to become
dren had surprise parties, and played
n a business
and Mr. estabKniskern joined the old Famous Players as
postoffice. and drop-the-handkerchief
office
manager
of
the
Pittsburgh
branch,
and
ate
cake
and
ice
cream
and
everything.
later holding the same position for Artcraft in Pittsburgh. Then the consoliIn "A Rainy Day,"release,the
fourthandParahis craft and
dation of Famous
Players,
friends are seenmount-Briggs
in the Skinny
attic. After
his
Paramount
took Lasky,
place Artand
Mr. Kniskern became Pittsburgh branch
hour
of
organ-practicing
is
up,
he
and
the others go into the attic, where they manager of the affiliated companies, a
dress in the cast-off garments of Mr. position which he held until last fall.
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Mr. Kniskern's
film career in Pittsburgh
lasted
three years.
In addition to his experience as a
business executive in film circles. Mr.
Kniskern has been an exhibitor. He
resigned
Famouson Players-Lasky
to becomefront
affiliated
a partnership
basis with the Nathan-Friedberg Company, which operates a chain of seven
photoplay theatres
in Pittsburgh
Cleveland.
Mr. Kniskern
supervised and
the
management of the Pittsburgh houses.
This was
Mr.
Kniskern's
last
connection before joining Realart. In his
present
capacity, Mr. Kniskern handles
all
matters
exhibitors. relating to contracts with
How Loew's New York
Theatre Heralded a Warner
sive
aattractivedisplay,
and inexpen
tive, IYE
conserv
AN EFFECT
York
with itsNewshowing
connectbyionLoew's
Theatrewasin used
of H. B. Warner's picture, "The Pagan
r PicSuperio
Robertsbyon-Cole
God,"turea distributed
Mutual.
Exhibitors
B. Warner"
"Thein Pagan
in"H.letters
twelve and
inches
heightGod"
are
in a rack of bronze moulding above the
ticket booth and covering the space of
both entrance and exit. The letters are
of a white opalescent material lighted
from within and they catch the eye
just as quickly in daytime as at night.
They are set in a bronzed background
and rack.
block
away. They are easily readable a
The remainder of the display consists
of photographs and well printed signs
announcing
bare facts,now
"H. B. Warin 'Thearethe
Pagan
The nersigns
placed God'
in frames playing."
on each
side of the entrance. Covering the wall
on the left of the ticket chopper are
the
photographs
mounted
dark
background
and with
plentyon ofa space
surrounding each picture in order not
to detract from its effectiveness.
Pathe Review Becomes Weekly
Complying
with the Pathe
requestsannounces
of hundreds of exhibitors
that beginning October 19, the Pathe
Review will be issued every week, instead of semi-monthly. Contracts under the new arrangements are now being circulated.

"Checkers" TheMoves
So FastStrutter
That inIt the
Has center
Slippedputsby some
the Seventh
Inning
Before
You'veracingThought
Darktown
stableJeanjazzAcker.
into this
big Fox
special ofwithStretching.
Tom Carrigan and
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Advertising
for
Exhibitors
Conducted by EPES WINTHROP SARGENT
House Programs.
HOUSE programs are little or no good
unless tionthey
properto distribu. It doeshave
no good
print up
a couple of tothousand
then trustboys.
the
distribution
a few and
irresponsible
In our home territory, our house is supposed to betheatres,
covered
by the twice
two neighborin three
monthshoodhave
weyethadonly
both programs
the
same
week,
and
often
we
get
Both houses trust almost entirely neither.
to the
distributed
They get
window cardsadvertising.
or poster paper,
and outdo nono
advertising work. One house does put
up an oilcloth
mostto used
elevated
station;sign
the near
other thetrusts
the
house front sign, which gives the three
best plays of the week. Apart from this
they must depend upon custom and the
programs,to see
and that
yet the
theyprograms
make no getspecial
efforts
into
the proper hands. It is more than a
waste oftunity to work
money in— itsuchis aa slipshod
waste offashion.
opporItwhowould
better toupon
hire toolderget boys
can pay
be depended
the
programs into every home.
McCormlcbs.
Naturally S. Barret McCormick made
much of the Sennett bathing girls, as
these
shows cuts
the will
dual show.
use ofThe a first
cut example
layout.

A Five Fifteens and a Four Twelves
Using What Is Practically the
Same Cut Copy.
Apparently
the
first
used, without thelarger
Kaiser design
and thewassoldier.
Then a spray design was worked in on
the strip,edge
doingandaway
with thecutlower
straight
the second
was
made, saving
much
art
work.
Mr.design
McCormick
often
cuts
down
a
large
to work in a smaller space, but here he
gets practically two drawings at little
more than
the cost
The larger
space
was also
used offor one.
the colored
advertisement, with the upper white space
inshirt
orange
and
the
uniform
and
the
soldier's
in blue with a blue lower portion
and
of theredfigure
with thethedraperies
red. Both
and pointed
blue wereup
employed
to
touch
up
the
draperies
of the
girls. The right hand cut in the second
example is pretty much along the same
lines,
which seem
to be favored,
a black
belt
cutting
space device
into
twoin
portions.
Thistheis talking
an excellent
that it gives two distinct spaces and allows two big talking points to be

Open and Attractive.
This is worth more than twice as much
as the same space without some sort of diHere is an unusually good four nines
vision, for the two halves of the display from
Harry
each carries
its appeal
and has vir- Montreal. ThePommeroy,
more you oflookthe atHolman,
it the
tually the effect
of twodirectadvertisements.
better
you
like
it.
It is as neat and atThe
Sunday
displays
carry
the
time
table
for the
the girls
personal
appearances
of Browne
and
and the
later announcements
Complete
CostumeStartand Today!
Scenic
Performances
MACK SENNETT
BathingRevueBeauties

TODAY. LAST TIME - MAE MURRAY it "THE BIG LITTLE PERSON"
SUNDAY
Dorothy Phillips
"DESTINY"

A Three and a Four Elevens for the
Bathing Beauties.
still further elaborate by giving each act
a time table, though one follows the other.
The displays were cut down to two three
and
by Wednesday.
last cutof
showsa halfs
one of
these smallerThespaces,
which several were used, for the copy was
not
McCormick
big
splashrepeated.
with the
Saturdaymakes
and his
Sunday
papers
and
after
that
cuts
down
to
what
is a small space for him, though it would
be regarded
as a splashrates.
in many
towns
with
similar advertising
He knows
that advertising pays and that larger
spaces
than cost.
small Ifones
proportionpayto better
their extra
he canin
spend
an
extra
twenty-five
dollars,
through this sell thirty dollars worth andof
tickets, he is not only five dollars ahead,
Come on in, the Water's Fine, But
Start Early if You Expect to Get In!
The BigSplash of Joyous Entertainment
Bathing Beauties Revue
ANKKK DOODLE IN BERLIN"

A Double Three weekandAnnouncement.
a Halfs for a Midbut he has also impressed every one of the
patrons and not merely this extra thirty
dollars' worth.
moralentire
effectclientele,
of big
advertising
runs The
for the
though
it
may
not
influence
much
greater
business.
advertisers This
are aptis tosomething
lose sight that
of. small
They
do not figure that moral effect, yet It Is
powerful and far reaching.

I
J MT*
THEMEF}®D^S
S5TS4 s JOHN
Other Holman Attractions.
An Exceptionally Good Four Nines from
Harry Pommeroy.
tractiveham gown.
as a Nothing
pretty girl
in a freshandgingis crowded
yet
there is plenty of selling
talk, one of the
panels
being
devoted
to
the
production
and the other to the story, but the big
facts of star and play as well as playing
date
fairlyis yell
Even theBut house
signature
betterat you.
than usual.
here
is virtually the same copy, cut to two three
and a halfs, and the effect is by no means
the same, though the printer could have
HOLMAN
SUNDAY TO WEDNESDAY
Dorothy Phillips
The Star of "The Heart of Humanity"
"DESTINY"
Frenzied Finance is the Theme
ffSSS. °TKJohn T. FIDDES *3£ ind
The Si Copy SetHalfs.
in Two Thi
done rather better than this even in the
smaller space. As it stands the title is
faded in favor of "Frenzied Finance is the
Theme."
though the case
type face
is thegives
same.
Using the
letters
blacker
and lower
therefore bolder
effect. Thea
finance line could have been taken down
six
whicha better
could have
the points,
title with
resultbeenall added
around.to
Here's Cobb Again.
A. H. Cobb, Jr., who used to send in very
good
stuffin from
Hartville,
S. C, sent
a bunchthe ofTemple,
recent stuff
from
the Strand, Marietta, Ga. None of the
stuff
will
reproduce,
for
it
is
all
on
colored
stock, but we are going to try and get a
copy of his program on white paper, for
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itandlooks
particularly
nice
with
boxed
dates
an
.envelope,
at
the
which was
desert ifscene
with bottom
a lot hadofofcamels.
We
arrangement
of type. inHewhich
also awonder
the decoration
any bearing
sendsa inneata couple
of throwaways
the
drought.
They
were
about
the
he uses the stock cuts. The two and three- on
only event.
house to make capital of the big
column cuts vfrom
ready-made
ad- news
ertisements in thethepress
books work
Another ProRram.
better paper
as columns
throwaways
than Few
in the
newsvery often.
managers
Annabel
Davidson,
Strand,program
Brockcare to pay space rates on these cuts, but
ton,
Mass.,
has
addedof atheweekly
they canaways.afford
them outto onusethrowadvertising string, a sixteen pager
and Mr. toCobbput appears
them towithits pages
4%
by
6.
The
cover
regularly. For throwaways he uses a
except that the fool artistdesign
had
light stock, but of good quality and a light tois neat
muss
up dothe not
housebelong,
name spoiling
with some
yellow
in
tint.
They
make
very
sightly
lines
which
the
sheets from
as hehisgets
unusually good press solid effect of the white letter. No one
work
printer.
What Sold.
Nat L. Royster, who has taken hold
THE
of thelantapublicity
the Goldwyn Atoffice, sends endin anof advertisement
for
the Strand in that city and says that it
must have pulled because the house had a
big week. It is a four fourteens with
§trak[)
THEATRE V

A Four Fourteens from Atlanta, Prepared by Nat L. Royster.
about half a column of press story on
the same page. We think the pull lay entirely inderlined
the withbank
of two
hairline
rule point
just italic,
below unthe
cut. It reads:
The mystic hour of twelve. Roars
of thunder and crashes of lightning
driving
fate's crumbled
knows where.
Then the victims
savage God
imp
of hunger grinning and sneering. A
light
in
a
distant
window
—
just
one
light
that
mystic— inhourthe ofdead
twelve.of night
Like ata beast
of prey he leaped forward. What happened withinthethegreatest
room? thing
Frankin Melford found
life,
the love of a good woman. He was in
the
city
of
comrades
—
and
he won.but the
That
is
capitally
written
copy,
artist was not on the job. He drew what
hehe thinks
probably
a good picture, Inbuta
did not ismake
an advertisement.
fourteen-inch space the S. and D. of the
"Strand" are four and a half inches deep.
The "Tom" is a quarter inch letter and
the
five-eighths.is crazyThe proportiontitle is a
scanting"Moore"
half
and we inch.
think This
that Mr. Royster wrote
the copy and did not ride hard on the
artist.
was turn
afraidhis hebackwouldon
kill him Possibly
if he didhe not
the botch, human
for it isinterest
an awfulstorymess.
greatest
ever "The
put
pictures"
is aa good
line,backbut
itintodoesmotion
not
show
against
hatched
ground, and a house signature nine times
as large as the play title is a capital crime.
Aletter
two-inch
for the signature
title wouldandhavea three-inch
been bettinger.point
As it isstands,
the matter.
only effective
sellthe
type
got a chance he killed Wherever
the stuff.
Itthe isartist
terrible.
What Does It Mean;
in thoseStreet
dreadful
days Easton,
around July
1, Back
the Third
Theatre.
Pa.,
sent out its June 30-July 5 program in
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out a page of trade advertising and use
it to promote the popularity of the house.
The Newman Theatre. Kansas City, Mo.,
uses an unusually elaborate house proram, a 32-page
formandwithgoldcover,
the both
latter gprinted
a solid
blue inandbluea tint.
The topagesget are
6
by 9berinches
and incutstheof front
areto bea numof
full
page
stars
seen
shortly, while the back pages carry a lot
of readable
notesIt about
players in general.
makes plays
a veryandsightly
issue andronage odeserves
the
very
liberal
patwhich
it receives.f theIt outside
carries advertiser
the usual device
ofprogram
advertising
scattering
properprograms
over as ofmany
pages theas
possibleferredtoposition,
givebutallit advertisers
a preovercomes the
objection to this scheme by making a special frame for the program. This is gendone bydrawn
usingdesign
heavy is rule
border, buterallythis
moreordeslr-

A Very Effective Frame for the Program Announcements.
sirable
is made intheevery
extra way.
electrosOnceare the
not design
costly
and
they
give
a
finish
to
the
job
worth very much more than the cost.thatTheis
program devotes a full page to a complete
roster price
of theschedule
house staff
and anHIGH-CLASS
FEATURE
PHOTO-PLAYS
Change VAUDEVILLE
of Program on andMondays
andJ J,Thursdays
other to the
and early
house
inCAHILL. Bmw
formation. Away back
in the
days
the Tenth or Twelfth street theatre (we
A Program Front Page in Which Lines forget gram,which)
had anotvery
probut we have
seencomplete
one of them
SpoilLetter
the Solid
the White
in years. Kansas City seems to be strong
in theEffect
Houseof Name.
on good programs.
knows just icwhy
usually men
imCutouts.
al, but allantheir
overartist
the iscountry
Here is onewe ofhave
the had
mosttheeffective
who should practknow
business
indulge in
pleasurecut-of
this same stunt of mussing up good work seeingout displays
lately.
It
devised by Thomas
with fussy, mussy touches. The remedy C. Grindley, of thewasLiberty,
Astoria, Oreis very simple in this case for the letters
gon, to advertise
Wives beof Men.
sugcan be formed
routed
out knife
or theif operation
gestion that cut-outs
used The
so often
with a jack
necessary, perbut
the artist should not be permitted to err
again.
and right
one-eighth
inches isInside,
used aonspace
each oneof the
hand
pages over
for tothetrade
program,
the rest
given
advertising
saveofbeing
forthea
local railroad time table on one
back pages. This program box is labeled

The Program Space from the Same Issue
at the left with a rather unlovely typewriter type;had.
probably
the handiest
the office
It would
be betterthingto
make boxes of twelve point border. Since
the
space
is
always
the
same,
plan would be to get border theslugshandiest
from
the linotype cut so that mortising is not
necessary. Two 24-em strips for top and
bottom
and
two
7-em
pieces
for
the
will work nicely, then the slugs forsides
the
type matter are set short and cut to fit.
This would
make
a
considerable
improvement, but we think it would pay to cut

A Capital
Effect Devised by
Thomas Cut-out
C. Grindley,
Oregon. of Astoria,
contained in the press books are not meresell paper.
cut-out
willly schemes
attractto several
timesOften
the aattention
that a full sheet would, and if corrugated
paper
used instead
board, with
the
cost isis cheap.
It canof bebeaver
stiffened
ing.
common lath and will last through a showOn White, Please.
you have aplease
specially
or Ifthrowaway,
send good
in a program
copy on
white
paper. Thanks!
Colored stock prevents
reproduction.
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Which f
Suppose that you were a drummer, sitin yourthathotelyou room
day's
work tingand
wantedafterto aseehardadoshow.
Which
of these advertisements
you
think would be most apt to get your
money?
Don't
you
think
that
the
one
oneasethe— would
right — bethe most
one you
with
likelycouldto read
get your
eye
and your coin?
All threedisplay
are good,is soin
their
much styles,
clearer but
that the
even type
without the added
advantage
of
better
cuts
it
is
most apt toto
sell.
read it Itwithout
take aYoufreshcan breath.
is all having
there for
you house
to see name,
and atthea glance
you thecan star.
get
the
play
and
The middle advertisement gives a good
display to the star and title, and you can
puzzle out teresthe
househavenameto iflookyou three
are in-or
ted, but you
four stimes
to
make
out
just
what
deyou with
can seea dragon
that it the
face ofign is before
Nazimova
inis the
the

New Garnet
Three Displays for Nazimova Running
from Three Thirteens to Four Eighteens. Which Type of Display Do
You Think Will Sell the Most Seats?
background in the light supposed to be
radiated from the lantern. It is an exceptionally artisticThat
bit of the
workright
— butis ita
isn't
advertising.
compromise
between theon two;
fantastic
hand lettering
conformlettering,
to the but
conventional idea of toChinese
the
only merit
to
the
display,
as
an
advertisemtionent isa that
it
gives
the
running
attracbetter
becauseAll that
announcement is setshowin type.
of these
displays
were
prepared
by
J.
L.
Johnstone
for the New Garrick, Minneapolis, and all
three are above the average in their class,
but the advantages of the type display
are so much greater for advertising purpoint proves
self.poses,We thatdo wenot think
mean the
to suggest
that typeitshould always be used and reverse never,
but
the more
you
get, the more
apt
are you
to"artistic"
lose
advertising
of theyouspace
are the
paying
for, and value
space
isinchspaceor whether
you cents
pay fifteen
centsLookan
seventy-five
a
line.
those three cuts over and see what you
think yourself.
The Moral.
Here is some smartly written stuff from
an advertisement of the Grand Theatre,
Harrisburg,
111., itfor isHelp!
The story,
said,Help!
dealsPolice!
with
safety fairazors,
the
police
and
a love raafr
.
I
t
is
denied
that
the
safety
zors are introduced to give George a
chance to cut up — the police provide
that opportunity.
However,
it is obthat if itwould
hadn't
the
razors viousGeorge
not been
have forgotten
into so many scrapes. George, it
seems, falls in love with the daughhis dad's
rival.ter ofBoth
fathersprincipal
consider business
this is
athem
strokeis rather
against inclined
the grainto and
assistone theof
police in ticketing George "over the
road."
Thisably ishelp very
and
probto sellwell
theby done
play,
but will
the people
who are
attracted
the advertising
will
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hand
with
pen
and
ink
the serials
wonder what sort of a manager the Grand set in with red ink at theandbottom
of the
has that theraction heknows
nothing
about
the
atbox. The other features are written in
offers,
for
the
story
as
rewith stand
pencil a and
as
the
stock
is
stout,
leased has nothing to do with safety will
number of erasures. It is ita
razors,morala deal
rubberthe being
The
is toin leave
press substituted.
book alone
*
E»e Dixwell The»1re
or at least check up the press agent with
the story as told in Advertising Aids in this L= 0 tj, Feature for Sunday June 8th.
Pi! ^ Sesaue Uayakawa in n The Courageous Cosvard.
paper,
these
being
writtensynopfrom
the film
andusually
notstories
from
thepretty
company
£5 D « \ £ very Tear la a Smile In on Iri.hir.no » Heart
sis.
Fox
runs
close
to
the
[tol
£ °S 2?
*
Ev'ry tear is a smile in anChorus
Irishman's heart
0£
film,
you upcanandbe becertain
isa trail
as biergoof lucky
asthecanraceisbe,he,
H"
AnJ rtie smile on'°r hishis facehearta ishappy
book. butCheck
safe. of no press fijl
S Cg -"J «%
7
Prints His Ovrn.
L. H. Rossiter, of the Dixwell, New g h -5 £ And ,n sorrow or care -he is never .awareeach tear is a smile
Haven, Conn., is the whole works on the I " ?" Sure he's loved all the inwhileeveryforIrishman's
heart.
advertising
in Dantype,Connor's
class in that end.
he setsHe hisis own
but he
goes Dan one better and prints his own A Card on which a Song Chorus Is
displays.
sendsis
Printed to Ensure Preservation.
in a batch Every
of stuff,nowbutandthisthenlastthebatch
mostly on colored stock and difficult to very handy form and better than a book
reproduce.
He
has
accumulated
a
lot
of
since iton shjows:
the sheet
bookings
ornamental stuff lately, but he uses it month
the same
and for
two theor
with
taste. bulletin
His standard
program
can
be
put
in
a
row
is calledgooda pocket
and is ZY*
by 6. three outmonths
inconvenience. From what wewithreMostly this is on colored manila stock, but
member of previous
offerings, Mr. Ross-in
□Q==DQaaaQ mm bhsish aaaaa==aa
iter
has
a decided
handling made
his faces
and he improvement
seems to have
a better selection of type. He puts in
1*4.' :•< , |5. . t!=il'
ten
hours toa getdaythison stuff
another
job and
still
has
up, post
the bills
and time
write the signs.
A New Program.
H. tre,
G. Toronto,
Jennings,
of Allen's Blpor
a neighborhood
houseThea-on
1q
I
□□==□□□□□□ mm □□□□□□==□□ the Allen string, sends in some of his new
which are
A Weekly Bulletin
from the Dixwell, eight-page
in unusuallyprograms
good taste.
The gotten
programup
New Haven.
is a 6 by 9, with white pages printed in
sometimes
a
straight
manila
is
used.
He
a
strong
blue.
We
show
a
pair
of
the inside pages, the coming attractions
has two sorts of border letters with stars the bill
of the facing
week,
to match, and he gets from one to four while thatforforthethefirstlasthalf
three days faces
messages over with this material. The
cards are mailed out in envelopes specially printedtractioupn, and these
for thecoming
next really big are
atalso advertised
by means ofattractions
small cards
which carry the chorus of some recent
.song.
The oncards
are saved
for
the song,It
carrying
their calendars
message.
isandin keep
the same
class with
and
"useful"moreinformation
cards,tobutthe isaverage
apt to
make
of an appeal
picture lover. Mr. Rossiter also does the
house
andThissendsis printed
in one of the
bookingonprinting
blank
acharts.
sheet about
nine by eleven upwithin
35 spaces, like a blank calendar, but with
the days named. The days are dated by
EXCELL LADIES WEAR
A NEW HELP FOR MANAGER!
l he Program oi the Aliens Bioor Theatre, Toronto.
an
answer department. An answers man
Picture Theatre
isknowuseful
on
a
program,
but hesaysshould
the answers. This chap
that
"Charles Clary played the part of Alan
Advertising
Douglas,
Dorothy
Dalton's
husband,
in
Extravagance.
of him
By EPESot Advertising
WINTHROPfor Exhibitors
SARGENTin the
fore in pictures,Never
but heard
remember
him be-in
Conductor
Charles
E.
Blaney's
melodrama
stage
proMoving Picture World
ductions." Evidently
Answers Stock
Man
does not remember
the the
old Essanay
Company. A better feature is a page on
the music leader,
edited inby which
Ernest theJohnson,
music the
for
BOOK, : orchestra
A HAND
AND liliMi'i
BOOKNinl;.
TEXT Klvrrii
a iilr'u^
type ;ind type the current and coming week is commented
upon
in
a
manner
to
interest
the
lay
reader, which is not always the case with
inte lorm letters, posters or thr,
thesely takes
musicthedepartments.
best of the The
spacehouse
and wiseuses
only a genuine inch at the bottom of the
dvertisement° how to" gef 'mati
page
for
the
trade
advertisement.
because it has helped others. It will could do better than this, but it is wellTheyto
help
mail, i liicc.
postpaid, $2.00. err on the safe side. The house needs
Order you.from Bynearest
space, too.
A Slogan.
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
For its uses
program
Brevoort,
516 Fifth Ave., New York
Brooklyn,
a cleverfront
sloganthewhich
runs:
Good
habits
are
easy
to
cultivate;
Schiller Building, Chicago, 111.
the Brevoort a habit.
Wright & Callender Building, Lcs Angeles, Cal. Try Make
your own
a newit onslogan.
Use program
it anyway.if you need
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Projection
Department
Conducted by F. H. RICHARDSON
_ ,
jectives are 6.5 E. F. Gundlach. Condenser
is 7.5-in. aremeniscus
Carbons
% coredbi-convex
upper andcombination.
5/16 Silver
Tip
lower.
Distance
two feet from screen ofto projection
aperture. eightyCenter
of screen one inch lower than center of
o
lens. Picture is eleven feet six inches.
This rather small size is made necessary
by limited height of ceiling. Building is
but
feet wide, so even
that there
is buttwenty-five
front
sideveryseatlittle
twelvedistortion
feet from screen.from
ment re
\\ hat H«- Wants to Know.
which c
Special
"Whatdistance
I want between
to know condensers;
is this: Whatfromis
proper
depart
Both rr
condenser
to
aperture
and
from 40aperture
to shutter? Reason for using
to 50
questior
amperes is that projectionist increases
in neat
amperage
on
dense
scenes.
Use
threehalf
be
had
Either
wing
own least
designdense
and scenes.
get no
flicker,shutter
even ofwithmy the
My
idea in combination
getting 7.5 meniscus
bi-convex
to the editor, or both for 40 cents.
condenser
was
to
get
arc
back
Cannot use Canadian stamps. Every
far enough
to alleliminate
lensperhaps
breakage.
live, progressive operator should get
Have
done
that,
right,
but
have
a copybe ofsurprised
these questions.
You
weakened my optical train and am wasting
may
at the anumber
light.tureHave
several
on motion
picyou
cannot answer without
lot of
study.
projection,
but books
not your
latest volume,
but
you
will
find
enclosed
check
covering its cost, with fifty cents added for
Lens Charts for Framing.
28 issue,
containing
lens chartThat's
for framing."
What They All Say.
theThelensDecember
charts, was
exhausted
very
quickly.
The
demand
for
lens
charts
Without
intending to cast the least
was so great that we have had a
doubt
on
the
excellence
of your present
limited number printed on heavy
screen results, I would say that film salespaper,
size
11x17,
for
framing.
men
(judging
by
what
projectionists
and
Covers amperage 25 to 60 A. C. or
managers tell
me)
seem tothey
tell every
proD. C, and Plano-convex or meniscus
j
e
c
t
i
o
n
i
s
t
a
n
d
manager
meet
that
bi-convex;
gives tonecessary
prothey have the best screen result. It seems
jection lenalso
s diameter
avoid waste
to be a part and parcel of their superior
and distance of revolving shutter
line
Sort humor
of a "jolly"
to get
all
from aperture. Every progressive,
handsof tively
inbunk.
a good
tospins
listen
up-to-date
shouldto have
while
the salesman
hisrecepweb
one.
Price, projectionist
50 cents, postpaid,
any
off.e-c-t-l-y
lies aboutw-o-n-d-e-r-f-u-1
the (according to (?????)
him) p-e-rpart
world. order.
Send U. S. "-cent
prostampsof the
or money
duction he is selling. But, nevertheless,
I have ducing
no doubt
that
you
are
really
proexcellent results, because you are a
Department Has Proven Invaluable meniscus
progressive.
You saycombination.
you have a 7.5-inch
bi-convex
By this
P. E.tana, Irving,
manager,
Forsyth,
Monyou
mean
that
both lens
lensescharts
are
orders a handbook and lens chart; I7.5suppose
focus. The handbook and
also he esting
makesremarks,certain
pertinent
and
interwill answer
your
question.
Condenser
as follows:
lenses
must
be
spaced
so
that
their
apexes
"Dearment hasMr.
Yourattention,
depart- come within not more than l/16th of an
alwaysRichardson:
had myto close
inch ofoneach
charts are
and has
proven
itself
be invaluable.
the other.
E. F. ofThelenslenscombinations
I have, covering
however, conditions
not noticedexisting
anythingin based
spaced
that
way.
To
space
them
exactly
only alters the results obtainedfurther
from
my theatre, hence take the opportunity of anotgiven
but also wastes light belaying my sidproblem
before
you
for
contweenline-up,
the two lenses.
eration and possible solution. Before
*lide Your I.nmp Post.
becoming a theatre owner I was a projectionist, hence fully realize the imFor 50 amperes you should have a 6.5
p
o
r
t
a
n
c
e
o
f
projection
and
am
willing
New Carbon Adapter
meniscus
and
an 8.5fortybi-convex.
will
to stand back of my projectionist in be right for both
and fifty This
amperes,
The Al-Bro Company,
Cleveland.
Ohio, any
calculated to promote but for fifty the distance
from
center
better undertaking
screen results.
manufacturers
of
projection
specialties,
condenser combination to film is nineteenof
have propose
sent in aplacing
new carbon
Has Fine Screen Results.
inches,Youwhereas
it is totwentythey
on theadapter,
market.which
We
could with
easilyforty
arrange
slide
have examined the adapter and pronounce have
"I amprojection
told by equal
film tosalesmen
thathavewe one.
any
they
itpowerful
good. The
parts
are
strong,
the
grip
your
lamphouse
back
and
forth
when need
altering
amperage,
though
you
might
there
is
room
for
imand the contact ample. The seen, but I think
to
have
the
Power
Company
supply
longer
provement. These results are the fruits
whole
is coppered
and then
of practical experimentation, as I have rods. The diameter of your objective can
in orderadapter
to prevent
the carbon
from nickled
stick- not
specialized in optics, etc. We have a be obtained
from from
the lens
The dising and the metal from corroding. The
tance of shutter
lens ischart.
of importance
fireproof
projection
room, finished
adapter will be advertised presently. Its large,
dull black
inside.
Same complies
with only as enabling you to trim down your
inventor
is
a
working
projectionist,
and
interrupter
blade
to
its
lowest
possible
anowcorking
good
one
too.
His
adapter
is
underwriters' requirements. Have value, thus utilizing the greatest possible
being
used the
in many
Cleveland
the- all
two Power's
Six-Bs, transverter
motor-driven,
aa percentage of light.
atres. It has
approval
and comHertner
50-50-ampere
and
mendation of this department and its Minusa screen, especially designed for the
How Does the Handbook Compare?
editor.
house. Use from 40 to 50 amperes. ObYou have "several books on projection."
One Armed Projectionist
Manager
Business
G. Kingston
says: n: Our
Union 181.
Local Howard.
Baltimore
Richardso
Brother
Dear
"My
granted a
Board of Examiners tohasa just
who has
man below
license
ist
projection
the
amputated
arm
left it is true this man has had
had his While
elbow.
as
working
experience
years
six
or
five
assistant to a projectionist, is of proper age
ry exa satisfacto
and doubtless
of projection,
knowledge
amination as topassed
opinion, is a one-armed
still, in your
ist man
to license
entitled
nces? asLetprojection
you
us hear fromunder
circumsta
anv
department."
on thisOne-matter
Armedin the
Men Xot Capable.
speaking,
I would incapable
say no. suchof
a Broadly
man would
be entirely
handling certain situations that may arise,
for instance,
in
case
of
a
film
fire,
anything like cases
a satisfactory
way. handicapped
Thatin there
are
rare
where
thus
a manthathashe trained
himselfincredible
to such
ansuchextent
can do almost
things,
rivaling
the
average
performance
of men with both hands, does not alter the
fact that a one-armed man would under
ordinary circumstances be incapable of
performing
the duties merely
of a projectionist.
The exception
provesrooms
the
rule.
Situations noted
arise in projection
where it puzzles a man with a quick brain
and two
good seen
armstheto time
handlewhenmatters.
have
myself
I would I
have
given at least
a week's
hav. a
been possessed
of a third
good payhandto for
brief space. What would have happened
had I possessed but one, God only knows!
Maybe the Examiners Thought.
Maybe the examining board of your city
has been so accustomed to passing men
handicapped by insufficient knowledge
that it thought the added handicap of
one
missing
wouldn'tprojectionists
matter. I have
myself
seen armlicensed
who
had
no
head.
True,
they
something
which looked like one, but ahadglance
at the
screen showed it to really be some sort of
anhardly
imitation.
Howard, I under
could
imagineNo.anyBrother
circumstances
which I would, if an examiner, issue a
license to a beone-armed
For one
thing
afraidif hethatman.
burned I towould
death, and
didheit might
would getbe
I who would have to shoulder the burden
of the guilt of his death, because I would
know that neither
hetheor room
the property
within
wallsbe ofsafe.
he had
charge ofthewould

Important Notice
WING to the mass of
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All right;
by now have
the
tion of thepressionyouhandbook.
May
I itaskthird
an ediexfrom
you
as
to
how
compares
in actual value to the other books you
have? A reply on that point will be apprey the way,
havewillaboutprobably
a 6.5inch E. F.ciated. Blens,
whichyousame
have
athan
working
distance
(backI think
focus) theof
more
four
inches,
so
meniscus bi-convex will be best, as it
disgreatermakes
two toinches
voufrom about
gives tance
condenser
film,
hence
aperture,
beyond
ray
of
divergence
less
for
which, in its turn, enables an objective of
less diameter to collect the light,
and the
less the objective diameter you can have
without waste the better and— there you

An Excellent Working Agreement
Local Union 509, Duluth, Minnesota,
sends us copy of a most excellent working
is headed,with"Working
as it Scale,"
,andor, Wage
agreement
request
Contract
which
of any changes
them
advise
I
that
better.
the
for
made
be
might
There is little to criticize, except
in
the
might better
name or title
heading.
be "WorkingThe Agreement
(or contract) and
that is preMINIMUM Wage Scale." Fora "wage
scale"
is NOT of MINIMUM
it is. Ita schedule
but whatmerely
at all, cisely
but
less,more.
man canmayaccept
No union
wages. any
acceptout, the
man
surelyI have union
repeatedly pointed
As
words "wage
of the
mind impresin thea false
to fixcreates
sion It tendsscale"
wages,in
ofstrive
standard
single
one
employer
should
man
union
every
whereas
to raise himself
legitimate
every the
minimum wayscale. In the Duluth
above
a day'sof awork,
day
hourshasconstitute
seven man
scale every
the privilege
and
Perte.
substitu
union
a
ng
off by supplyi
De
sonal y I believe every man should
off.
obliged to take one day inforseven
Drive.
Twenty-five Per Cent, Hands are
used
Where hand-driven isprojector
added to the scale.
twentv-five per cent,
necestime
include
must
hours
seven
The sary for care of equipment. Drunkenness,
nation andof
flagrant insubordi
incompetency,
chargescomd, but
are prohibite
smoking
offense
day
on
made
be
must
same mitted and must be accompanied byis comto reimlocalanyagrees
proof. The for
film destroyed
the employer
bursepetent
of anyis
ency
e Theor incompet
negligenc
through
payment
of
rate
.
members
of its
foot, but guilt must
to be five cents per
findthe local.
of law,
in a becourt
be establish
on the
binding
ing of whichedshall
as a whole, very
t is, taken than
The agreemen
that
someranges
better scale
very much
The minimum
have$30seen.
Igood—
$50 for
topictures.
theatres
evening
for
from
running
y
theatresonnotandregularl
carry a
Afterno
minimum
scale ofevening
$37.50. houses
New Film Cement
, South Carolina,
G Griste, Florence
new film cement whichinis Wthe inventor of a to
claim, Hean asKs
his
makes, accordi
us and smoothtest joint.
stantaneong
and give
same
and
examine
we
that
the department.Past experiour opinion in unable
do.
to
are
we
Thisence has taught us the lesson that while
all thata
may besample,
film cement
sample of claims,
one
the next
its inventor
different,
bethe quite
may
later,
months
few
fromdays wesamewereidentical
madeearly
even thoughIn the
fooled
formula.
believe itlotsto beof
this.
on
times
many
different
e weinWepromised
to s.differenc
due
ourselves
Anyhow that we would
chemicaltwo years
never
about
Mi.
again recommendago a film cement. secthat
in
theatres
twenty
Gristetion aresays
now using his cement and like it
verv much. Very likely it is just what is
needed,ownbutrisk.all I can say is: Try it out — at
your
Economizer Connections
V. Plew, projectionist, Linton,
Ralph
Indiana, submits sketch of his economizer
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Get a Lens Chart.
not tell you without knowing
connections
together with following re- yourCould
marks thereon:
amperage
, since these things depend
amperag
"I am running two Simplex projectors onanswer
a lens chart. That will
alle.yoUrGet question
which take current through a Fort Wayne
s as to optica
A. C. compensarc and a Hallberg econoIf your transformers are twelve years
C6ntS' fr°m ^
SSS
TO LftbW
back to ^rS
the maker
forthatrewindi
ng. them
Youn
time
'"Elatio
'T1
are
wrong
m
saying
ZwpJVV
^
*
d;u
Y°U
WU1
have isthe
tono sen°there
insulatio
n
at
the coils, because
were
the allcaseon there
would be a deadif that
short cirboth >tS
the compens
arc
economizprovided
t0 the
wirin^and
er are
for
same
voltage,
therealways
isthenothing
the the
wiring
which
would
in
least
de-in
gree injure them,
provided you wired them
the waygram you
say
you
have;
but
your
diadoes not show it that way You
have
oned endto of the
secondary
connecte
the twotransfor
lower merbinding
posts
only. When you
throw the switches
to the
other
end
you
would
have
no
current
all.
For
your
drawn theat
correctit. wiring, benefit
as youI have
probabl
y really
have
As youin will
see, when
switch
No.No1 is2
closed
position
open, you would be B,usingandtheswitch
compensarc
on
lamp
No.
2.
With
switch
No.
2 closed
in position C and switch No. 1 open
you
would
be using the economizer on lamp
No.
1.
With
switch
No.
1
closed
in
position
A and switch No. 2 open you would be
using both economizer and compensarc on
lamp No. 2,No.and with switch No. 1 open
and
closed in position C you
wouldswitch
be using 2them
both on
the No.com-1.
You could not, however, uselamp
Diagram 1.
the economizer
2
No.
lamp
p
e
n
s
a
r
c
o
n
mizer. These I have wired in what I on lamp No. 1. By "theor switch
believe to be series multiple, as per dia- mean with its blades in contactopen"withI
gram attached.
or lower
neither
neutral upper
position.
Whencontact
using points
"By this
D T D P onswitches
both —thein
enable
me toplant
use onetwotransformer
either economize
r and compensa
rc thus
this
machine,
or
both
on
one
machine.
With
this scheme I always have a good light. would be in "multiple."
Last night, after a fuse blew, I discovered
that
the primary coil investigation
of the Hallbergshowed
was
Some Stunt— If Possible
shorted,
once in a while we have a queer
that thereandwasfurther
not a bit of insulation
on oneEvery
sprung
on us. Here
the latest.
either of the coils. The transformers are Business Manager
of a islarge
union inThea
both about ten or twelve years old, and I large
Eastern city writes:
thought this to be the reason why the
"Havelikea your
problem
concerning
insulationtrician had
burned
off, but bea local
elec- would
of our which
large
said they
should
wired
to help.
install One
a projection
maI have them.
Is this
true?not Would
ratheras hotels desires
chine, but the auditorium has a row of
large
pillars
down
its
center.
This
wouldTo
L-frMP
To LftM P
not
obstruct
but
wouldonly
interfere
with the
view projection,
of the screen.
They want
to know
ifscreen
it is inpossible,
ins
t
e
a
d
o
f
having
one
center
front wall, have two screens, one at venterof
of section on each side of pillars, and to
project
same picture
screens
one projector?
Owneron ofbothhouse
claimsfromhe
saw
this done somewhere
in Mexico.
drawingof will
make certain
your"Attached
understanding
the matter.
Have
you ever run across such a thing in your
travels? If not, do you think the thing
can be Can
done?"You Climb a Sunbeam?
The accomplishment of such a stunt
would,
in my beopinion,
as possible
as it would
for thebe just
gentleman
who
"saw
it
in
Mexico"
to
climb
a
sunbeam.
It is barely possible that by means
of a
prism
suitably
the
picture oritself
mightconstructed
be split inmirror
half and
each
half
projected
to
a
different
screen.
I am not at all certain that even this could
COMper/stiRC
Diagram 2.
buy new coils myself, even though they
oniy last a few months, as I cannot keep
good using
light them
with theonewaytransformer.
been
I now have Have
them
wired for the past eight months. Am
using
two
6.5-inch
condenser
lenses,
spaced
inch apart,
sixteen one-eighth
inches fromof ancondenser
to with
film.
Distance from lens to shutter, four inches.
Is this right?"
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be done;
it does fornot doing
matter,it. for
there
couldanyhow,
be no reason
What the Mnn Probably Saw.
What can be done and what the man
most likely saw is this: It is entirely
possible to join the driving shafts of two
projectors
together
by means must
of a coupling
rod, so that
the machines
run in
synchronism
with
each
other,
themusing
any
reasonable distance apart setand,
duplicate
films,
project
the
same
picture
two screens. That is often done at theto
Simplex factory. New York City, where
two projectors
are thus coupled for experimental purposes.

with Orders
Companyto Behind
Baird
In response
an inquiry asprojector
to the
Baird
the
of
status
present
and what the company intends
to
thedoHunas
now that
regards manufacturing
received
was
following
the
isfromsquelched,
of the
presidentCompany:
Emory,Machine
J.Picture
Robert
Motion
Baird
"Dear Mr. Richardson: We have not
any stock
been able andto accumulate
yet projectors,
while we are bending
of
withproduction,
increase
to
everyout effort
quality,
decreasing
onbehind
taking chances
and striving
keep us well
orders still
accuracy
know,
you
As
to catch up.
also,
a projector:
is very importantwellin know,
it is not so
aseasvyouto doubtless
get help sufficiently experienced
period oftobreakan extended proposes
excepting in.after
pushto
The
It intends
as possible.
fast company
thingsthe asBaird
positionin
leading
a
occupy
see
with regard to numbers of projectors
Very truly
yours,J. EMORY,
ROBERT
President.
Don't Like the Petzval Type , Lens
Colo.,
projecti
g to onist,
hasV. theDavis,
followin
say: Sterling
"We are trying to get a pairto ofpayextra
for
good lenses
a lens
you advised
ago willing
time are
Some and
same.
car.
where
but
type,
at
anistigm
the
of
to all
? Have written
thev be rsobtained
been able to
of whombutI have
lens-make
they say F.nothing
,
eet the addresses
withI
5.5 E. but
We have Gundlach
doing.
They are good, give
1%-inchthe opening.
a
first Petzval typeoverlenstheto picture.
have
all e help in this
and depth
field
perfect
appreciat
certainly
Would
that it isandabout
It seems tourerme got
matter.
busy n. put
manufact for projectio
time some
No
objective
a real
out
the lens.
let us have
mattersalewhatmightthe becost,limited,
theres areof
The who want the best, but
regardles like
those
would and
Incidentallyn I,offortheone,objective
price.
to see a discussio
in the
ent system
ies for improvem
its possibilit
my lensthe excepdepartment.as Have
with
chart,
per
up
matched
had to
. If II decided
aperture
tion of objective
definition
or sacrifice
light must
lose light
my objective
Have Was
suffer. inch.
that
able to
one
stopped down to loss
reducback through
of theblade width.
gain tisome
That question
on of shutter
be fine."the Possibility.
idea wouldDoubts
the
I doubtbetter
Davis, but
Sorry, Brother
anything
securing
of have
possibility
Friend
time.hallelujah
at this
you now
than
simply raised merry
war just
The Sabo lens
the lens proposition.
with
under certain conditions.
is most excellent
anistigmatic lenses,
recommend my
Yes, I did not
so sure We recommendation
'but
live and learn.
wouldI amfit all cases.
and curvthis depth to,of asfocus
•Here isature what
I now underamounts
ostandf field
the matter. You can judge for
its application has bearfar condition:
how own
yourself
ing on your
figureC. ANowwe allseerays
a flat
andIn lens
fromscreen,
lens CA,willB,
"focus" at the same distance
from
fiat,itob-asis
itself beButthe
ject, provided the inobject
the photograph
ais greater
distance fromprojection.
a point at the top,
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| THE Is PROJECTIONIST
the future moving picture
| showman.
He ingisPicture
a subscriber
World. to the MovHe
is
reading
the expression of ideas to-day
that will
aid |
|
him, as a manager, to-morrow.
bottom or sides of the screen to the object
than it is from a point in the center of the
this difference
asscreen,
we (A)and increase
the size ofwilltheincrease
image,
(B) decrease the distance from object to
screen. Theresented, in exaggerated
difference in form,
distanceby iscurved
repline DE, figure A.
Glance at Figure B.
Now let us glance at figure B. At the
top we use the full aperture of the lens,
projecting toThescreen
represented
by and
the
center
wide one,
if the line.
screen be angle
movedis aahead
or back
to either screen line the focus is very
quickly blurred, as is readily understood.
At
righttheweangle
have is stopped
the
lens,theso that
narrowed.downUnder
this tioncondition
it willso bequickly
seen that
will not suffer
or so definimuch

Figure A.
by alteration of distance from lens to
screen, hence we have "increased depth of
Personally, I believe there would be
gain in high-grade lenses quite sufficient
focus."
to
increasedto mycost.satisfaction,
I have seen
thatjustify
demonstrated
but
I cannot say just what type of lens would
be best, hence oshall
make
no
further
recm endations alonginthishandlineasuntil
I have
conclusive evidence
to exactly
what is what. That there was no actual
loss
by those who
my former
recommendation
as tofollowed
anistigmatic
lenses
I feel surefaction, bbecause
they
all
reported
ut whether that satisfactionsatiswas
due
to the intypequality
of lens
excellence
I door notto increased
know. I
doubt if stopping down the objective will
^IIIIIIWMJBIMIIIHMUWBIIIIIIIIWWMIIlillllllMIIIIIIIIIIIMWMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII1lli™iWII'l»W'tm.^
Projection Experience
MOTION PICTURE
HANDBOOK
For Managers and Operators
By F. H. RICHARDSON
| The recognized standard book on the work of pro- M
Bg jcction.
and instructions
all leadingComplete
machinesdt seandri pt ions
projection
equipment.on B||
Jg which
Therethisisn'tcarefully
a projection
compiledroomIxiokIn willthe notuniverse
save itsin gg
B purchase price each month.
1 Buy it Today
S4 the Copy, postpaid 1
|
MOVING PICTURE WORLD |
I 516 Fifth Avenue. New York City
j| Schiller
Chicago.Bldg.,III. Los Angeles, Cal. I
WrightBuilding.
&. Callender
= To save time, order from nearest office. H
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improvetance of projection
definition very much
when
picturedisnormal size. I haveis long
been and
studying
thisof
particular thing quite a bit of late.
A Perfectly Legitimate Kick
Recently
Roy Howell,
Howell's
House,
Coleman,
Tex., asked
me to Opera
have
some supply
certainbe condenser lenses,dealer
and tosendhavehim them
sure
the focal
lenseslength
were ordered.
of good quality and of
the
I at once sent the order to a supposedto-be
supply house.
Here reliable
is a New
letterYorkjustCityreceived
from
Brother ceived.
Howell:
reTwo of the"Condenser
lenses werelenses
broken
and ofcus lenses
no usewerewhatever.
The
two
menismarked respectively 6Va
and
4*/>. theI dofirstnotnamed
wanted.
hold being
you aswhatin was
any
way
responsible,
but
do
want
to register
a strenuous
kick
against
the
utterly
rotten methods of most supply houses. For
threesomemonths
past Ilenses
have ofbeencorrect
tryingfocalto
get
condenser
length holders.
for my conditions;
also months
"Grippo" I
carbon
In these three
have
a considerable
of money
in thisspentendeavor.
C. O. D.sumparcel
post
and
opened,
been express
found packages,
to containwhen
wrong
sizes,haveor
something
wrong.
in the houses
name
of common elsesense
cannotWhysupply
send what is ordered? I am three months
back fromto "Over
and wasof very
anxious
rebuildThere,"
the business
the
theatre, which had almost ceased to be
since
I
left,
two
years
ago.
The
first
thing
that I tackled was the projection, and it
is extremely discouraging and almost a
hopeless task when one just simply cannot get what is ordered from supply
We Back Up Howell's Protest.
This department has had hundreds, if
houses."
not
thousands,
of kickshouse
on this
thing. If a supply
will particular
not send
proper goods, properly packed, on order
from
the
editor,
what
in
Heaven's
name
will they tionist.
sendTwo lenses
on order
fromandtheoneprojecbroken
lens
two inches out on focal length in an
order for four lenses! Pretty nearly the
limit. The manager of the house in ques-

Figure B.
tion replied to our letter requesting him
to sendwere
the ofgoods
and focal
to belength,
sure theby
lenses
proper
saying
"we
will
do
all
in
our
power
comply with your request and send properto
lenses."
the "power"
of this Almost
supply
house mustWell,be very
weak indeed.
no voltage at all, as it were. The thing
is an outrage! It is a stench! It is an
affront to decency! And the pity of it is
that so many supply houses seem to be
tarred"
with forthe supply
same stick.
is difficult
dealersOf tocourse
alwaysit
send
exactlywhen
the the
focallenses,
lengthas condenser
demanded,
received
from the manufacturers, are not accurate
as to focal length, and there is no very
accurate
measuring
focal
length ofmethod
such aforlens.
But ifthesupply
houses
raised
the
right
sort
of
howl
over
this inaccuracy it would soon be a thing
of thelackpast.
Howellof all
is absolutely
right.
The
of method
too many supply
houses is absolutely without possible ex-
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The very next
a saffron Agitato),
hued. 1:15.Borch.
Dramatic Tension No. 44day (Moderato
In Nanching
again — Vely.
and rendered desperate. 4:15.
Sinister Theme,
If you wish to save her. 2:30. Agitato Misterioso, Langey.
StopSpirits
them! (Allegro
He hasAgitato),
read the Iljinsky.
list. 2:30. Orgies of the
The mysterious impulses of a woman. 2:00. (shots.)
Nipponese
(Oriental
Dramatic), O'Sullivan.
And once
again while
the Mongolian.
:45. Love Theme
(to end).
"The Gamblers.
Released by Vitagraph.
Prepared by S. M. Berg.
Theme — When You are Truly Mine (Ballad Sentimental), Dorothy Lee.
1 — D. At screening. 3:00. Admiration (Novellette Moderato), Jackson.
2 — T. I'm tooModerato),
old to play
Borch.the game. 2:45. Mountain Song (Andante
34—— T.T. My
whatever
do. 2 :00.4:00.Theme.May Dreams (Andante),
Oh, boy,
yes,
success
isyouwonderful.
Borch.
56—— T.T. We've
But today's
got to meeting.
raise the 1:00.
money. Theme.
3 :15. Dramatic Recitative, Levy.
78—— T.T. And
Fatherpromise
is at Darwin's.
3:00.
Simplicity
(Moderato), Lee.
me
that
we
shall.
9 — T. In less than three months. 1 :30.1 :15.
HeavyTheme.
Misterioso, Levy.
10 — T. If we can hold them off. 2 :30. Valse Danseuse, Miles.
11 — T. Do you18 A.knowB. C.thatSeries).
your husoand? 2:45. Heavy Dramatic (No.
12— T. And Series).
I will be— free. 4:00. Heavy Andante (No. 18 A .B. C.
13 — T. What Grazioso),
is the trouble
Wilbur. 3:45. Budding Spring (Andante
Platzman.
14 — D. When Catherine enters room. 2 :00. Theme.
win the2:15.
Butt -Heavy> Allegretto),
Vely. 10 Luz
16-»—— T.T. ItWe isn't
IBirds
signed.rn- 3:15.
Dramatic (No.
Photoplaynote Series).
17 — T. Take your hands off. 2 :45. Dramatic Narrative, Pement.
18 — T. My family,
WilburDeppen.
I couldn't. 2:30. Rememberance (Andante
Moderato),
"The Paganthrough
God.''Exhibitors Mutual.
19 — D. When Wilbur leaves. 2 :00. Misterioso Dramatico, Borch.
Released by Robertson-Cole
20
—
D.
When
Wilbur
enters
No. 29, Andino.
Prepared by Joseph O'Sullivan.
tillo. I have comehouse.for. 2 3:00.:30. Misterioso
21 — T. Catherine,
AncJante Appassionato, CasLove Theme — Premier Amour (Andantino Expressivo), Benoist.
1 — At screening. 1:15. Chinese- Japanese (Moderato), Langey.
perhaps I can get an answer. 2 :00. Agitato No. 49, Shep2 — T. Daniela few
Tanner,
:45. America (Play f 22 — T. Then herd
bars theand U.thenS. Consul.
p).
23
—
T.
Nine
a.m.
and Wilbur Emerson. 4:30. Cradle Song (From Tragic Suite).
3 — T. And in the garden. 1:15. Love Theme.
When men sit at card table. 2:45. Adagio (From Tragic Suite).
i — T. WhileCharacteristic),
a few paces away.
Leigh. :45. In a Pagoda (Chinese 2425 —— T.D. Get
your
affidavits
ready. 3:00. Andante Doloroso, Borch.
5 — T. Tai Hing,
half-caste.
come onforthetheporch.
packet. Watch.
2:15. 1Dramatic
Suspense, Winkler.
(Themethe forslyTai)
(Lento), 1:45.
Deppen.A Japanese Sunset 2627 —— T.T. I've
Get out
:45. Theme.
a cigar lighter. 2 :15. Dramatic Reproach, Berge.
6 — D. Back Meyer-Helmund.
to consul's office. 2:15. Dialogue (Andante). 2829 —— D.T. Get
When
Wilbur
opens
envelope.
:45.
Dramatic
Agitato No. 38,
Minot.
7 — T. But a (Lento
certain Serioso),
high official
Chopin.of his. 3:15. Nocturne No. 13 30 — Take him along. Theme (to end).
8 — T. An opportunity
so promising. 1:00. A Japanese Sunset
(Lento), Deppen.
9 — T. AnotherTea pair
with
little in common.
"A Sporting Chance.'"
Room (Andante),
Langey. 1:15. In a Chinese
Released
Players-Lasky.
Preparedby byFamous
Filmusic
Studios.
10 — D. After fadeout — Warner and consul. 1:00. Dramatic
Love
Theme
—
May
Dreams,
Borch.
Tension
36, Andino.
' Theme.
11 — T. And the
heavierNo. cross.
1:15. Love
1 — At screening. 2:26. Capricious Annette (Andante), Borch.
at the. 5:01. Canzenetta (Allegro), GocJard.
12 — T. At thePicking
palaceMulberries
beautiful (Giocoso),
he worked. Kelley.
2:30. The Lady 2 — T. Meanwhile
3 — T. Look bars).
out! Glass. 4:00. Romance, Frommel (Omit first two
13— T. And only set,at Deppen.
night did he seem. 2:45. A Japanese Sunis indeed. Curgmein.
4:46. Florindo (Allegretto), from "Car14 — T. And while he dreamed. 2:00. Dance of the Mandarins 4— T. Mr. Stripes
("Suite Oriental"), Berge.
5— T. After off.slippingnival inVenetian,"
the back way. 1:49. Adieu (Andante), Kargan15 — D. When the Chinese attack Beryl. 1:00. Nipponese (C)
(Allegro
Sullivan.
Pemela nights
I've engaged.
Inchcliffe. 3:11.4:40. Sweet
LoveBells
Theme.(Allegretto), Gruenwald.
16 — T. But 'there
was Agitato),
one
who Dramatic
looked upon.
3:00. (Watch cue 76—— T.T. Many
for small
gong.)
did you kiss her. 3:56. A Dutch Windmill (Allegretto),
ato Appassionato),
Berge. Agitato No. 32 (Moder- 8— T. But why
Zamecnik.
17 — D. Interior — Tai and Warner. 1:30. A Japanese Sunset, 9— T. Of course,
Series. Inchcliffe. 2 :24. Dramatic Andante No. 24, Berg
Grieg.
18 — T. A full-fledged
Vely. hatchetman of the. 3:30. Sinister Theme, 10 — T. And so the next morning. 3:45. Heart Wounds (Andante),
voices a protest. 1:41. Cossack Lullaby (Andante),
19 — D. Exterior
a Tea— Garden
Garden, scene.
Grey. •(Waterfall effects.) 2:00. In 11 — T. Pamela.liranek.
20 — D. Tai and Warner
entering secret
chamber.Andino.
2:00. Misteri- 12 — D. Fade (Allegretto),
out Miss Clayton
— fade in automobile. 4 :00. Intermezzo
Arensky.
oso No. 3 (Dramatic
Misterioso),
21 — D. Interior — Tai and Warner. 1:45. A Japanese Sunset, 13 — T. Pamela's
distress
grows.
1 :33. Dramatic Ana'ante No. 32, Berg
Series.
enters telephone booth. 2 :16. Dramatic Tension No.
22 — D. When Infernale,
Tong leaders
Borch.enter Tai's room. 3:30. Misterioso 14 — D. Inchcliffe
Herg Series.
23 — T. Sieze, Allegro
the foreigner
torture him. 1:45. Dramatic 15 — D. Miss 44,
Clayton
up telephone
(Agitato),and Falck.
Tension
No.bangs64, Berg
Series. receiver. 4 :20. Dramatic
24 — T. And by the time Wong Fu became. :45. Chinese- Japan- 16— T. Marry Berg
you? Series.
I'm going.
Agitato No.
8 (Allegro),
(Start 2:52.
quietlyAllegro
and increase
to action.)
Carey becomes a mesenger. 3:16. Melodie (Andante),
25 — T. While Chantung
ato), Andino.slept. 1:15. Misterioso No. 29 (Moder- 17 — T. Thus Huerter.
end). takes Miss Clayton's hand. 2:47. Love Theme (to
26 — T. But stolen
must Oriental),
be disposed
Bazaargoods
(Morceau
Leigh.of. 1:00. In the IS— D. Inchcliffe
"It's Easy
Money."
Released
by MetrotobyMake
Picture
Corporation.
Prepared
S. M. Berg.
Theme
(Valse 4:45.
D'Amour),
Zamecnik. Waltz (A La Jazz), Levy.
1 — D. —AtKisses
screening.
That Naughty
23 —— D.T. Yo'
ShoJames
is somelooksShopty.
2:00.1 :15.FluffyKarian
Ruffles (One-step),
Green.
When
at
watch.
Trot), Dulmage.
4 — T. This mann.
is a fine way of treating. 3:00. Taxi(Fox(One-step),
Kauf5— T. Paternal pride. 2 :45. Theme.
6 — T. When erato),
are youLeigh.
going to take up a. 2:30. Mimi (Allegretto Mod7— T. You heard what I said. 1 :00. Agitato No. 37, Andino.
8— T. Good Barth.
morning, Judge. 1:45. Moon Glow (Moderato Intermezzo),
9— T- Winning a betmezzo),from
Zamecnik.dad. 2:00. One Sweet Day (Valse Inter10 — T. Music 2/4hathtime.charms. (Ukalele effects.) 2:15. Popular air in
11 — T. Old man(Allegretto
Slocum knew
he wasRice.
licked. 2 :00. Flight of the Birds
Moderato),
12 — T. Mr. Morgan is here to see you. 2 :45. Theme.
13 — T. Like (Intermezzo
Columbus andCapricioso),
Jesse James.Vely. 4 :00. Birds and Butterflies
14— T. Ethel Wheeler. 3:45. Theme.
15 — T. Did Jimmy lose
erato), Bhis
orch. heart. 3:15. Air de Ballet (Allegretto Mod16 — T. There's(Shadow
a fortune
this water. 4:15. Flickering Firelight
Dance),in Penn.
17—
to pay
my Slocum
depositors.bank. 1 :30.
18 — T.T. I'm
The going
opening
of
the
3:30. Theme.
Hunkatin (Half-tone
one-step), Levy.
19 — T. The thief in the night. :30. Misterioso, Andino.
When Jimmy
bank. burglar.
:45. Agitato
69, Minot.
2120—— D.D. When
Jimmy enters
recognizes
1 :30. No.Theme.
22 — T. Did Jimmy make
good.
3:00.
The
Dance
Queen
(Caprice Moderato), Lodge.
23 — T. What do yougrettomean
by treating.Randegger.
2 :00. Pierrot-Serenade (AlleMolto Moderato),
24 — T. Dad this is the most wonderful girl. Theme (to end).

27 —
28 —
29 —
30 —
31 —
32 —
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growing

BURSTON

presents
FRANCIS

FOPD
ROSEMARY

-d

THEBY
in 1919s Dominant
Serial.

r

If some producers could see the way we have
spent money
on "The
MYSTERY
of bank
13" they
would
holler about
the dent
in the old
roll.
But the result is a constantly growing interest,
and a deeper and deeper mystery that is going
to pull them in as readily in the fifth and the
ninth episode as at the first showing.

\
BURSTON
FILMS inc
1476 Broadway
NEW YORK

►~

The first, biggest and best, really FIFTEEN
WEEKS' SERIAL.

7

Write me for particulars.

^

LOUIS

BURSTON, President,
Burston Films, Inc.
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Tom Gibson Will Direct Series of Hank Mann
Comedies Which Are to Be Distributed by Arrow
one of the strongest works of fiction
Comedy
MannMorris
THE Hank
SchlankCom-is by a modern author, and as a motion
pany, of which
es
picture
it surpasses anyengagethe
announc
head,
the
ment of Tom Gibson as a writer of
thingentertainment,
he has ever achieved.
Mr. McLaughlin is a dramatist of
comedy, to direct Hank Mann in the
series of one reel comedies being made originality, and his works deal with
the struggle of human emotions, with
for The Arrow Film Corporation.
Mr. Gibson is the author of over one the conflicting elements of life, sex,
romance, riches, poverty, love and hate,
hundred and fifty reels of produced and
he is a champion of woman, with
comedies, having written for Eddie
struggles, vices and virtues.
Lyons and Lee Moran, Gale Henry, Wm. herMr.trials,McLaughlin
has several new
Franey, Neal Burns, Jack Dillon, Billie
pieces
under
contract for production
Rhodes,a year
"Bill" heParsons,
over
was a and
staffothers.
writerForat this autumn. • The first, "The Pearl of
Universal City, where he made a record Great Price," will be presented by A.
of seventy-four
reels of produced ma- H. Woods. It is a pretentious alleterial in eleven months.
gorical drama. "Fires of Spring," reLately Mr. Gibson has been confining
his efforts to the drama, having written
"Are You American," "The Wolves of
Wall Street," "The Last of the Open
Range" and others for the Art-o-Graf
Company, of Denver, and "The Other
Half," King Vidor's new Brentwood production.
His first production as a director in
his new connection is "When 'Spirits'
Move,"
and has as since
its theme
the cellar
idea, so interesting
July first.
Hank
Mann plays the part of a detective hired
to run down the thieves. Madge Kirby
again appears as his leading ladv and
his supporting
'Kelly,at
Wm.
Vernon. V.castL. includes
Walker John
presides
the camera and M. MacDermott is asbeing used.sisting. The David Horsley Studios is

Bee Hive Exchange Expands
RC. eralCROPPER,
and Hive
genmanager president
of the Bee
Film Exchange Company, announces that on September 15 his company enters the feature film field. Two
pictures a month, of five or more reels,
are to be released from the exchange
in Chicago, Milwaukee and Indianapolis. The first will be Texas Guinan's
five-reel
She Wolf."
Bee HiveWestern
has also"Theacquired
territorial
rights on the series of two-reelers being
produced
by
Capital
Film
Company,
in which
are
featured.Neal Hart and Al Jennings
Mr. Cropper also announces he will soon
have at least two or more exchanges
in nearby states, which he hopes to
invade with Bee Hive Service just as
soon asas deals
deals areare completed.
completed. He presoon
Robert McLaughlin Is
a Dramatist of Note
ROBERT icanMcLAUGHLIN
is an Amerwho has written himself
into
popularity within a comparatively
short time. His latest creation, "The
House Without Children," is said to be

August 30, 1919

Robert H. McLaughlin
Author of an"TheArgus
Houseproduction.
Without Children,"
cently
givenin aOctober.
tryout, is scheduled for
Broadway
Alfred Butts and J. H. Sacks will
produce in London "Decameron Nights,"
aBoccacio.
dramatization
of theMcLaughlin
"Decameron"play,
of
Another
"Home
Again,"
based
on
the
poems
of
James
Whitcomb
for twelve
weeks Riley,
in New wasYorkpresented
and is
scheduled to reopen in Chicago.
First Burrud Scenic October 15
The premier release of the Burrud
"Legends
the Wilderness"
scheduled ofOctober
15, insteadscenics
of Oct.is
first, as previously announced, according
to a statement issued by the Bulls Eye
Film Corporation, which will market

--is rights
the
"Legends"
on the-who
state's
. J. Burrud,
Leland
filmingbasis.
the
"Legends,"
was
last
heard
from
in thehe
northern American Rockies, where
is picturizing the second series of the
"Legends."
Burston Is Enthusiastic
Over King Baggot Serial
that the new
nouncedPacific
is anCoastKingit Baggot
FROM
serial the
being produced by Burston
Films, Inc., is well under way, the fourth
episode being filmed without injury to
any
cast inthespiteactors
of theportraying
thrilling
scenesof the
in which
leading roles took daring risks.
The title
production hasofnotthisyetlatest
beenBurston
announced,
however, it is stated, it will be one
which will give an idea of the thrilling
story tors'
andstandpoint.
be of value from the exhibiThe theralready
has been
furaugmentedstrong
by thecastaddition
of Rhea
Mitchell, who is well known for her work
in several Thomas H. Ince productions
as Grace
well asDarmond
pictures for
other incompanies.
is also
the cast,
portraying
the
role
of
sister to Miss
Mitchell.
So with
that his
the ideas
finished
meet
as toproduction
excellence willof
photography,
direction
and
acting, Mr.
Burston is in Hollywood supervising
the
work. He recently wired his office in
New York: "Without a doubt, this newserial will prove a revelation. Everything that is needed for a successful
production, we have. It is to be the
greatest serial story ever released, if
I know anything about the serialt
Max Cohen to Make Trip
business."
in Interest of Monopol
l Pictures Compa
ny will
Monopo
the
MAXleaveCOHEN
New ,Yorkpresid
in ent
a fewof days
for a tswing around the country in the
interes of his two state rights pictures,
"Crimson Shoals" and "Alma Where Do
ces
You
and ofannoun
trip
is theLive,"
result
inquiriesthatfromthis state
sed great
rights tbuyers who have expres
interes in the two productions.
"I believe that two present Monopol
attractions have all the requirements
necessary
for
success.
"Crimson
might
termed
a serial
in sixShoals"
reels.
Starringbe Francis
Ford,
it presents
this
popular serial star in an unusual triple
character which will baffle any photosays Mr.
Cohen.element
"The
story playhasaudience,"
a distinct
mystery
and at least six big punches, culminatingdredin apeople
climax
involving
several hunin a big
fight scene.
"In contrast to 'Crimson Shoals,' 'Alma
Where onDo theYouBroadway
Live' is astage
comedy
dramaof
success
abased
few years ago.
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Rolfe Announces Exceptional Cast For
Film "Tid-Bits"
A Bulls
sixth Eye
short tosubject has been added
to the already crowded Bulls Eye Film
"The Amazing Lovers/'
Chambers
Special
playerFirst
who has
earned praise
for his
Corporation's
program.
The
newest
state"recruit"
to
the
Bulls
Eye
banner
is
a
Rolfe's
A.
B.
intelligent
characterizations
on the
with
ce
accordan
IN
that
estabwith
players
only
ment
short-reel attraction of about 300 feet,
lished reputations would appear in screen. For eleven years he was general
stage director for Charles Frohman.
toBits"be on
marketed
underrights
the plan.
title of "Tid- the Robert W. Chamber's series of and
the state
in the picture field has appeared
features which he is producing for A.
H. Fischer Features, Inc., an exceptional in several Cecil DeMille productions,
also
in the support of Julian Eltinge
d
Supercraft Productions
procast is announce for the initial
"The Amazing Lovers," which and Mary Pickford and others.
Locate in Philadelphia is being duction,
Deproduced
John Goldsworthy,
to appear
in "The
orwithserChester
Mr. Rolfe
co-direct
between
RCRAFT PRODUCTIONS. INC., Vonde
SUPE
at Shining
studios
Thanhouwith
the asformer
the stageBand,"
and divided
studio, his
as time
he has
been
a new company of which Fred Bez- at
Rochelle.
New
nt and
r gen-of
presidewill
erril
appearing
in
George
M.
Cohan's
"The
a series
make directo
eral, andiswhich
The cast includes Grace Darling, Ram- comedy
is a musical
favorite, butHe appeared
with
two-reel comedy dramas, has decided on saye
Wallace,
Sallv Crute,
Mc- Royal Vagabond."
Dermott,
E. J. Ratcliffe,
G. v. Marc
Seffertitz,
Calvert in "The Career of
lphiahasas'the
Philadeand
spaciouitss John Goldsworthy, Robert Paton Gibbs Catherine
over totheproduce
takenplace
films
Katherine
Bush"
in pictures,
and also
and John L. Shine, and account of the with
Barrymore,
at Twenty-fifth street and Le- prominence
studioshigh avenue.
more Lionel
and Vateska
Suratt. Ethel Barryof the
individual
players,
no
one
of
them
will
be
featured
over
Richard Paton Gibbs is another wellMr. Bezerril, who is a South American
others in billing.
known stage player. In films he has
producer, and has now entered the theGrace
appeared in Pathe productions and also
Darling
first
came
into
promiNorth American field, announces that all
nence through a transcontinental trip with other companies. The same is true*
of the phiapictures
will beterritory,
made in and
PhiladelJohn L. Shine, who has the role
and adjacent
that in the interest of the Hearst-Selig of
the company has adopted as a trade weekly, which received many columns of a whimsical multi-millionaire in "The
publicity, she then apmark
"photoplays
quality"
and will of newspaper
peared indauctionsseries
of International
pro- Amazing Lovers."
produce
onlv highandof
classJack
pictures.
, and recently
in the features,
Irma Harrison
McLean will
First Year for Bulls Eye
Men"
and
"False
Gods."
be featured in the first production, which "Virtuous
a comparative newcomer to
Closes with Six Series
is well under way. Miss Harrison ap- theThough
screen,
most
of
his
work
having
peared in feature productions with Tay- been on the speaking stage, Ramsaye AT the close of its first year, during
which time its growth has been
Holmes also
in "The
Viper."in Wallace has appeared before the camera
whilelor Jack
McLean
was Red
featured
very rapid, the
Eye Film
as leading man for Norma Talmadge in Corporation
upon Bulls
its second
year
"Hate"'
and
"When
Men
Betray"
and
"The Only Way," Lillian Walker in as a producingstarts
recentlv
played opposite
Grif-a "The
andlength
distributing
organiGrain of Dust," besides playing
fith in Vitagraph
featuresCorinne
and had
zation
for
short
subjects
with
lead Crute
in "ThehasWoman
the Law."in the announcement that it now controls
Battalion."of theSally
been and
prominent
in "ThehasLost
role who
prominent
Lou Marks,
a number
the
right
to
six
series
one
and
two
reel
for a number of years, during features. As this company specializes
comedies to his credit, will write the picturestime
she has played prominent in comedies, four are of this type.
scenarios and co-direct with Mr. Bezeril. which
Others in the cast include Jane Adler, roles in a large number of pictures.
The "big six" includes the Gale Henry
who appeared in a prominent role in Formerly an ingenue, she has more Comedies,
the Bulls Eye master comerecently
been inseen
in "heavy"
roles,
a
"For
the
Freedom
of
the
World,"
and
type
of
part
which
she
will
appear
dies, A Lincoln
Miller's
IndiJohn Altierri, who portrayed a unique in "The Amazing Lovers."
gand
estion" (a comic
news "Weakly
w-eekly),
the
Napoleon
Sally Monkey
Shines, also
character
in
"The
Virtuous
Model."
Marc
McDermott,
like
Miss
Crute,
has
Frank Perugini, formerly with Victor appeared in pictures for a number of "The Legends of the Wilderness" (BurMoore, is the camera man.
novelty.
years. He was a featured player with rud Scenics) and "Tid-bits," a prose
the Edison Company during almost its
According to Milton L. Cohen, presiFischer Changes Name
entire existence, and has been featured
denttionsof Bulls
attracin a number of productions since. In
of Thanhouser Plant this
will be Eye,
added several
during other
the coming
production
he
has
been
assigned
and
built
plant
a
big
character
role.
and
one of which will be a big "scoop."
studio
THEformer
E. J. Ratcliffe. who appears as the year,Song
lyhouseroccupi
ed ation
by theatThanWritten for Fay Tincher
Film Corpor
New
has
filled
many
imporRochelle. N. Y., will henceforth be leadingtant"heavy,"
Thomas Bruce, organist of J. H. Chrisengagements, both in stage and
known as the Fischer studios, after A. screen productions.
In
pictures,
he
has
tie's
Strand
Theatre, Tacoma. has writH. Fischer, who recently acquired the appeared with Marguerite Clark, Ethel around
a song,
"Dangerous
McGrew"of
Fay Tincher
and Nan
the picture
propertyions.to be the home of B..A. Rolfe Barrymore, Florence Reed and Eugene that tentitle,
a Christie Special.
product
O'Brien,
and
in
addition
delineated
the
Mr. Bruce,
whose songfromis aseeing
one-step,
Since purchasing the property, Mr.
received
his inspiration
Fay
Fischer has spent a large amount in late Theodore Roosevelt in "The Fight- Tincher
in a previous Christie Special.
G. ingv. Roosevelts."
Seffertitz is also a former stage
adding equipment and making improvements to accommodate Mr. Rolfe's producing policy,
which callswhich
for the
turization
of specials,
will picbe
based on works by noted authors.
Trade Showing for "The Red Viper"
Tyrad Pictures, Inc., will give a trade
showing
of "The
Red Viper"August
at the26, Ri-at
alto
Theatre
on Tuesday,
10 a. m.fredThe
writtenby byJacques
WiniDunn, story
and was
directed
Tyrol. Gareth Hughes, Ruth Stonehouse,
Jack Harrison
Gilbert, Alfred
Hollingsworth, irma
and Alberta
Lea
are members of the cast. The production is now being sold on a state right
basis. ganda
"Thepicture,
RedbutViper"
a propa-a
is saidis not
to contain
powerful love story showing the right
to happiness of those who understand
and can
appreciate
institutions. the principles of Ameri-
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Argus Company Blazes Way By Producing
Picture Under Direct Supervision of Author
on with announcement? without my immediate supervision. If
INmadeconnecti
recently by some of the large this is the essence of the 'authors' idea,
and the
Argus company
enproducin
d to some
consideration
as theis real
ments hadgbeencompanie
made sby that
whicharrangeworks I'm fortitleit,
of well-known authors would be filmed pioneer of this innovation."
under the actual
supervision of the
authors themselves, attention is called
to the fact that "The House Without Many Screen Hopefuls Pose
Children"ditionswaseight months
producedagounder
theseArgus
conFor Bathing Beauty Roles
by the
Motion Picture Company of Cleveland,
merit that it was an the
old statestunt
and the producers claim that this is the N JNOTWITHSTANDING
and could not be worked again,
first picture to be produced on this
basis.
the management of B. S. Moss' BroadThe dentArgus
company hasa for
its presi- Doodleway Theatre,
New York,
wherepresented,
"Yankee
Robert McLaughlin,
distinguished
in Berlin"
is being
the Sennett Bathing Girls in perdramatic playwright, and coincident with with son,
by Sol Lesser, arranged for an
the preparation of the play he prepared
and itthis
wentaffair
over was
big.
a scenario which his company produced "Amateur
PublicityNight,"
regarding
under his supervision, and the result is carried
in the daily press and three
said to be a vindication of the policy large signs
were placed in the lobby
of having the author actively associated requesting any
girls and
who pose
desired
in the production of the film.
come on the stage
in theto
various bathing costumes, to notify the
Both Film and Stage Play.
management. There was a generous
As kenalready
announced,
the spo-in response.
and film version
were both
presented
After the first performance of the
Cleveland at the same time to capacity
curtain
raised, with
disbusiness and both engagements have evening, closthe
ing a studio
on was
the stage,
been indefinitely extended.
lights, cameramen, dressing tables,
Mr. McLaughlin states that his deci- make-up and all. Each of the girls
who had volunteered had to appear
handle
tion sionofto personally
his own play
was the
the picturizaresult of
the judges, who were prominent
distressing experiences with two of his before
theatrical and motion picture men, and
previous
works,
and
that
one
which
if
found
desired were
should have lent itself admirably to sent to putnearon thethe type
bathing costumes
screen presentaation was handled in such and parade before the camera. There
all kinds of girls, tall, short, large,
a manner
that big dramatic
ties were overlooked,
the storyopportunirevised, were
slender, and otherwise, all of whom laid
and even the names of some of the char- claim to Mack Sennett beauty.
acters changed. The other, which had
a process
of elimination,
seven of
enjoyed
successful Broadway run, met theBy most
attractive
from the audience
the same a fate.
standpoint were selected. Mr. Lesser
With this in mind, the Argus Motion
Picture Company was formed, and the
services of Samuel Brodsky, a young
director of great promise, secured, and
work begun on "The House Without
Children."
Tom Johnson's House Used.
"It happened
Tom
L. Johnson,thatthethelateresidence
mayor ofof
Cleveland, was vacant," say Mr. McLoughlin.
"Thisequipment,
we renteda company
and installed
the
necessary
was
engaged to suit the requirements, and I
wrote the scenario following the play
withouttitles, abit ofsingle
deflection.
subdialogue
from theFordrama
were used.
"We mechanical
engaged capable
actorsprocurable,
and the
best
assistants
and it took less than five weeks to complete this eight reel picture. The result
has exceeded
our mostfromsanguine
tations, and buyers
all overexpecthe
country have hastened to get in touch
with our sales agent, Robert W. Priest,
who is rapidly disposing of territory.
contains
a terrific
in"The
the drama
third act
and that
punchpunch
has
been faithfully transferred to the screen.
There
has
been
no
padding,
and
we
started with our narrative at the same
point where
the
play
opens
and
proceeded directly to our goal.
me
a "This
lesson,oneand experience
so long ashasI amtaught
writing
for the stage, I shall never permit a
play of mine to be made into a picture

"I Don't Believe in Numbers,"
SaysFrancis
Rosemary
co-starserial,with
Ford in Theby,
the Burston
"The Mystery of '13'."
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then offered the girls positions with a
road show in connection with "Yankee
Doodle
Berlin,"theyand will
afterbe a sent
certainto
length ofin time,
the Coast to appear in Mack Sennett
Comedies, under contract.
Hirsch Makes L. I. Barent
Manager of Aywon Branch
NATHAN
president Barent,
of the
Aywon HIRSH,
Film
Corporation
announces
that L. Lawrence
formerly of the Fox Film Corporation
and New Jersey representative of the
Pioneer Film Corporation, has been appointed manager of the Aywon New
York exchange.
Mr. ties,Barent,
in assuming
calls attention
to the his
factnewthatdu-it
has always been his endeavor to treat
exhibitors in a fair and business-like way
and that he will continue to guard their
interests the same as heretofore.
"Besides the six Security Pictures, we
are now releasing in New York," says
Mr.
" 'Beyond
the Law'
'The
Law Barent,
of Nature'
and will
soon andrelease
'The Birth of a Race' in New York City
and New Jersey, in addition we are releasing 'Once to Everyman' and the
new
New Mack
Jersey.Swain Ambrose Comedies in
"We big
are also negotiating
for
whichtime.
we three
hope
toother
announceproductions,
within a short
Runs
on 'YankeegitimateDoodle
in
Berlin'
in
the
houses are now being arrangedlefor through the Aywon Exchange."
Victor Kremer Will Make
Whirlwind Tour in East
turned to New York
a trip
VICTOR
who after
recently
rethroughKREMER,
western United
States and
Canada,wind touris ofpreparing
to
start
a
whirlthe Eastern states, visitand ingthethe various
Atlantic cities
Coast. between Chicago
"I expect that my Eastern trip will
be
satisfactory
as myis Western,"
Mr. asconfident'
Kremer,
"if
such
the case,
assaidI
am
it will
be, from
the number of inquiries received from state
rights buyers, I shall have the domestic
territory pretty well sold. Business is
coming in splendidly from all direcIn addition to three series of Essanay
short issubject
as re-is
ues of Essanayreissues,
feature,asMr.well
Kremer
handling five Shorty Hamilton's which
tions."
are not reissues, "Strife," starring
George
LeGuere
"Stripped for a
Crane and
isMillion."
a comedyby drama
ofWilbur.
a societyThemanlatter
cut
off without a cent, who made good.
Pioneer to Hold Meeting
of Its Affiliated Members
WITHIN
meeting
will betheheldnextin week
New aYork
between the heads of the independent
exchanges
handling
Pioneer
product and the producers who are to make
pictures
Pioneer. under the supervision of
The plans announced last week of
the
Pioneer's purpose
to create
a chain
of co-operative
exchanges
are progressing and it is expected that several other
prominent film men will take their places
at the council table, as members of the
Pioneer's body of co-operative exchange-
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Christie Films with Pacific Fleet
According to first class printer Dooley, Pioneer Opens an Exhibitor's Service Bureau
of theedies
U. accompanied
S. S. Wyoming,
Christie
to Aid in Effective Exploitation of Its Films
the Pacific
fleet onCom-its
cruise from the Atlantic to the West ONE of the results of the tour of containing a strong comedy element inobservation recently made by M. McTammany.terpreted by George Larkin and Ruth
Coast. Mr. Dooley, who is one of the
H. Hoffman, General Manager of
publicity men of the fleet made his first the Pioneer,
decision to reorganize
stop in southern California at the Chris- the policy andis the
"Alma
Do by
You Adolf
Live" Philipp
was writ-in
methods of the publicity
ten for Where
the stage
tie studios
to
meet
personally
the
comedians who made such a hit with the and advertising activities of his concern. musical operetta form. Originally played
sailors on the screen.
Mr. Hoffman is convinced that the big by the producer in a small hall in New
need of the exhibitor is co-operation York
City on a stage twelve feet wide,
from the exchange selling him his pic- it sprang into instant favor, and four
tures, and that this co-operation must weeks after its opening performance
"Hall Room Boys" Are Own
upon continue
the signinguntilof the
the very
con- was purchased by Joe Weber, the faSalesmen, Says Joe Brandt not cease
tract but must
last
day
of
showing.
and placed init ran
Weber's
Theatremousonccomedian,
repren
Easter
JOE BRANDT,sentative ofThespecial
es ful yBroadway,
for more than where
one year. sucTo this end an Exhibitor's Service
National Film Coris being installed at the Pioporation, reports that State Rights Department
Kitty
Gordon
was
starred
in
the
origneer Home Offices, where all informainal stage version. For two seasons
territ
the "Hall
Room
ghBoys"
es ison selling
three companies toured the United
tion,
stills,
press
stories,
and
businesscomediory
fast.
Althou
the
like co-operation
will be
offeredpictures.
gratis States and at the present time the piece
announcement was only made a few
exhibitors
playing
Pioneer
is a favorite among stock companies.
days ago that Mr. Brandt, Jack and to Large
stocks of advertising accessories
The Monopol film version is said to
Harry esCohn would offer the series
of
are
being
collected
in
New
York
from
have retained the charm and humor,
,
comedi to the state rights buyers the
and all the situations are of the
exchanges
handling
the
Pioresponse was so immediate that already whichneerthe
can draw upon for immediate type which will keep motion picture
ry has been closed. use. In output
a great
territofew
reorganization of this branch audiences in a pleasant frame of mind
Withindealtheof last
days Standard of the thePioneer
business several ex- from start to finish. The chorus of the
Film Service, Cleveland, bought the changemen
have
given valuable aid and famous song has been interwoven into
rights for
Michigan,Arizona
Ohio andandKentucky,
while
California,
Nevada practical suggestions. Among them are the picture in such a manner as to
of the M. & R. Ex- cause spectators to hum and whistle the
rights were purchased by Consolidated Chas. Rosenthal,
change of San Francisco and Los Ange- tune.
Film Corporation of California with
les.
Herman
Rifkin
of the Eastern
Feaoffices in San Francisco and Los AnCo. of Boston
and Messrs.
geles. Western Pennsylvania and West Elliot tureandFilm Brockall
of
the
Greater
Star Vigorous Americanism
Virginia have been acquired by Quality Productions of Chicago. These gentlein Film Novelization
Films Corporation of Pittsburgh.
men are handling the Pioneer attractions
Mr. Freedman, of Celebrated Players, in their
respective
territories,
and
will
novelization
C. Witwer
Chicago,
has signed
purchas- have a voice in the formation of the THE based
on the W.byH.H.Production's
ing the rights
the contracts
states
photoplay,
"Everybody's
Wisconsin
and toIndiana
and oftheIllinois,
rights exploitation layout of the Pioneer outn
e
s
,
"
,
i
s
said
to
be
one
of
the Busibest
things that this popular author
has
for eastern Pennsylvania and southern
written.
Mr.
Witwer,
it
will
be
recalled,
New Jersey have been bought by Masis author "AofSmile
the anovels,
"Alma Where Do You Live"
delphia. terpiece Film Attractions of Phila- put.
Minute""Baseballs
and
others,to
Is a Monopol Attraction Boches,"
and is also a contributor
to several
"It has not been a very difficult task
magazines.
to sell rights to the 'Hall Room Boys' IT is believed by the Monopol Pic- popular
Mr. Witwer
written ato30.000-word
comedies,"
Brandt.
films
turesDoCompany,
sponsors
for "Alma novelization,
thehas foreword
which is
themselves says
are Mr.their
best "The
salesmen.
Where
You
Live"
production,
All that it has been necessary to do that this attraction will provide the "Written writh the fervent hope that
will
arouse
a
latent
is to show the pictures to the buyers kind of "comedy special" which many this novel
icanism of every human being whoAmercalls
who were not slow in seeing their value buyers have been seeking. Picturized
from the Broadway stage success of the
and signing up for their territory.
same title, this feature unfolds a story America
Throughout
the
story
there
are
strik'Home.'"
ing passages
which combat Bolshevism
Linnick and Jacoby Close
and breathe
such asand"Bolshevism hasAmericanism,
attacked America
we
Big Deal with Sol Lesser
have got to fight that as hard as if it
inthe few
dealsthein last
was Germany,
fighttake
it tothea finish."
ONE of the largest
"Don't
let theandReds
white
dependent field during
and
blue out ofpatriotism,
our flag." unswerving
"A united,
months
has justandbeenLinnick
closed and
bewhole-souled
tween Sol Lesser
support of our government and one
Jacob}'
Enterpri
lathundred per cent. Americanism will kill
ter for what
is ses,
said towhereby
be a verythe large
Bolshevism surely and effectively before
figure secure rights to the presentation
it fastens
its hideous
on AmerofMack"Yankee
Doodle
in
Berlin"
with
the
ica and crushes
it in tentacles
its poisonous
grip
states. Sennett Bathing Girls for eight
as
it
has
Russia."
Arrangements
are
now
being
made
This territory
Louisiana,
Misby the W. H. Productions Company for
sissippi, Kansas,includes
Missouri,
Minnesota,
the widest possible distribution in conNorth Dakota, South Dakota, and Wisconsin. After seeing this production
drama. nection with the release of this photoat the Ziegfeld theatre in Chicago,
Messrs. onLinnick
Jacob}-,wired
who for
had Mr.an
Bert Ennis Still with S-L
option
these &states,
Bert Ennis denies the rumor that he
Lesser to come to Chicago and the deal
was closed immediately. Two companies
has severed his connection with S-L
Pictures. While he is at the present
will be put on the road.
This completes the sale of territory in
time engaged
exthe United States, as Mr. Lesser will
ploitation workinforhandling
another special
state rights
concern, he is still handling publicity
retain the New York city rights. It is
for the Sawyer-Lubin organization.
announced that due to previous booking for another production, the run oi
Upon the return of Herbert Lubin from
the Pacific Coast next month, Mr. Ennis
this picture at the Broadway Theatre.
announces that he will again devote
New York, will close on August 25, and
E. K. Lincoln
his entire time to the interests of
will
New star of American Cinema
tauk reopen
Theatre onin August
Brooklyn.25 at the MonArthur H. Sawyer and Herbert Lubin.
Corporation.
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Krellberg Says The Story Is Biggest Factor
In Production of Successful Serial Pictures
g, pres- punching cowboys in the nose and riding
of
IN the opinion
ident of the S. L.S. K.L. Krellber
Serial Corpora- cowThenponies
play toChristie
her.
Maiewere
Haveyas child's
wrote what
Fortune
Fatal
tion, producing
serial, starring
Helen"TheHolmes, the story' terms a "knock-out" western comedy,
is the big factor in serial making. "Dangerous
McGrew,"
which The
will
the ChristieNanSpecial
for August.
"When I setr out to produce this serial, be
mv endeavo was not only to make it story presents Nan as the soda fountain
in Dead Dog. She was in love
excel any other serial, but to equal any queen
with Billy, but she got a letter from a
feature
of logic,
ion. situations and New York lawyer saying that she and
excellencein point
of product
cousin, Hezekiah, a New England
"I realized that the story was the big- her
gest factor, and after reading many school teacher, would have to marry in
scripts, began to feel discouraged, as order tosands ofshare
dollars.a bequest
Hezekiahof some
was onthouhis
none embraced all the necessary elements, where the action can never slow way west and because Nan would lose
the money if she turned him down, she
downon situation
for a moment,
where
situation
upmust unfold itself, and each conceived the idea of rejuvenating the
of Dead Dog to frighten poor
episode ditionmust
a counter
ad- wildness
to thehavemaster
plot; plot
in inwhich
Hezey out of marrying her.
romance must blend with intrigue, and
With the scene all set and Hezekiah
each episode
have hair-raising
thrills, duly shocked, Nan made her entry, ridwhere
the characters
should be human
bar. ing her horse up the steps and into the
and each a distinct type.
"I then went into the open market.
In spite of his terror, Hezekiah was
willing to go on with the ceremony, and
This
brought me with
"The theFatal
Fortune,"
I communicated
author,
Waljust
as Nan and he were about to say
ter Richard Hall, and secured the story
his entry
at an unusually high price. With the "Ito do,"
shootBilly
up made
the place.
Thisandwasbegan
too
storyed about
now for
in mya possession,
I
then
lookmuch
for
Hezekiah,
and
he
started runcapable serial director
ning,
caught
the
observation
platform
of
and secured Donald Mackenzie who di- a train starting for the east.
This production was directed by Scott
rected the popular serials, "Perils of
W. Scott Darling prepared the
Pauline." "The Shielding Shadow" and Sidney,
scenario. With Fay Tincher in the cast
"Seven Pearls."
Then
I
secured
such
prominent
playare
Earl
Rodney and Eddie Barry.
ers as Lieutenant Jack Levering, Leslie
King, Frank Wunderlee, Bill Black, Hartford Papers Praise
Floyd Buckley, Sidney Dalbrook and
Nellie
to support
Miss Holmes,
"The Lost Battalion"
and inLindrith
connection
with elaborateness
of setting, am endeavoring to eclipse THE W. H. Productions Company,
any exploitation or advertising camn,"
Battalio
distribu
h box
it willLostestablis
that"The
predictsting
tion. paign ever attempted on a serial produc- office records for years to come, and in
nt
to
refers
stateme
this
of
support
the
enthusiastic comments carried in the
Hartford, Connecticut, newspapers on
Fay Is Wilder Than Ever
the occasion of a recent snowing of
in New Christie Special this picture.
SEVERAL months ago Al E. Christie
The how,Hartford
Courant. saysmanner,
: "Somediscovered the possibilities in Fay
in some miraculous
the
Tincher as a wild western cow- producer and director of 'The Lost
girl heroine, when he produced the Battalion' have caught the glorious
spirit of the American doughboy, and
Christie
"Rowdy is Ann."
that
timeSpecial
Fay Tincher
said toUphaveto in every scene filmed, is reincarnated
never ridden a horse nor donned a box- for history the homely, humorous and
ing glove. So rapidly did she take to noble characteristics of the product of
these forms of sport that in a few weeks the 'melting pot of the nations,' the
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American soldier. In its mightily playing on the chord of human interest,
inpride,
its appeal
to the inindividual's
patriotic
its and
powertears
to produceandtears lastly,
of laughter
that
spring from sight of rows on rows of
tiny white wooden crosses in a graveyard in France 'The Lost Battalion' is
farThesuperior
to 'ThePostBirth
of a "The
Nation.'"
Hartford
says:
film
story of 'The Lost Battalion' brings
back the spirit of 76."
Film and Stage Version
Both Playing to Capacity
phic Clevelan
despatcd,h
telegra
followi
from
reports
HERng the
FURT
published in our last issue, indicate
,"
t
Children
Withou
House
"The
that
which is appearing in film form at the
Klaw & Erlanger Opera House and the
version ate the Shubert Colonial
spoken
Theatre
business. continu to play to capacity
The film version is produced by Argus
Enterprises
under
the direction
of SamBrodsky,Robert
and with
this achievement,
the uel
author
McLaughlin
is said to
be the only author to write for the
stage and screen at the same time and
then produce
both simultaneously aco schedule.
Anothercording tinnovation
is claimed in the
manner in which the film was produced.
Mr. McLaughlin dramatized what he
thought would get over with an audiand thenthe co-operating
with Samuelence,Brodsky
director, rehearsed
the
actors just as they do for the theatre,
atfor the
same
rate
of
speed
or
tempo
the camera as they would before bean
audience in a theatre, speaking the lines
word for word. The result is announced
as
beingto astonishing,
and toof besubtitles.
a step
nearer
the elimination
The sales campaign for "The House
Without trChildren,"
which willmarket,
be dis-is
ibuted on the independent
in the hands of Robert W. Priest, president of the Film Market, Inc., who reports widespread interest among state
rights buyers.
Mr.
alsoofreports
that accountin
of thePriest
success
the innovation
Cleveland
a
number
of
prominent
way theatres in New York areBroadnow
carrying
on negotiations
produc-at
tion, which
will probablyforbetheshown
an early date in one house while the
stage
version is presented simultaneously
at another.

The Waters
Are isEasily
"Crimson
Shoals,"
the Monopol
Francis now
Ford being
in a Triple
The star
seen Troubled
in all threein parts
inon thethe
center
view
from
thisFeature
six-reelwithproduction
put Role.
state rights
market.
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Helen Keller
Has found happiness in this moment from
hershowing
picture,at the"Deliverance,"
Lyric, New York.nowFirst Chambers Special
Is "The Amazing Lovers"
of
producti
of theW. first
THEthe title
s on
series
Chamber
Robert
of stories which B. A. Rolfe is
picturizing fcr the A. H. Fischer Features, Inc., is announced as "The Amazing Lovers." The production is based on
Mr. Chambers' story, "The Shining
with A.adaptati
Band,"
Logue.ons for the screen
Charles
by
Adventure, romance, intrigue is furnished by a group of cynical characters
and an eccentric recluse, his pretty
daughter, and a band of fanatics. The
group
put a fence Inaround
a paradise
in the has
Adirondacks.
the midst
lives
O'Hara,
recluse
and
man
of
mystery,
who guards
holdings
trusion with ahishatred
for allagainst
society. inThe
club
wishes
to
evict
O'Hara
the members of the Shining Band and
determine to try to settle the dispute. Dr.
Land, the leader, a cynic meets Eileen
O'Hara, who
is guarding
her father's
property,
marking
the beginning
of a
romance between two amazing lovers.
Big Poster Campaign for
Two Pioneer Productions
showANEOUSourbillboard
A SIMULT
twenty-f
sheetreleases,
stands
of theing oftwo
next Pioneer
"The Boomerang" and "The Unpardonis nowJersey.
under This
way showing
in New
York ableandSin," New
precedes the first runs of these pictures
by about three weeks.
Bookings on these productions are
now being received in New York and
Buffalo Pioneer exchanges, as well as
at the exchanges
attractions
in other handling
territories.the Pioneer
These two pictures will be followed
shortly bv "The Sins of the Children."
Walthall in "The Long Arm of Mannister,"
and "Atonement,"
which
Grace Davison
and Conwayin Tearle
make their bow as Pioneer stars.
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Fro /una n Corporation Holds Its Annual Meeting
at Which Plans for Coming Year Are Discussed
manager of the Monarch Film Company,
THE annualholders ofmeeting
of the Amusestock- which
is the distributing branch of the
The Frohman
ment Corporation was held at the Allen interests.
In
order
to close this deal and go
office of the company, August 13. William L. Sherrill M.wasH. re-elected
of an extensive exand treasurer;
Scully, of president
Chicago, over the details
ploitation campaign which will be
vice president ; and Jesse J. Goldburg. started next month, Mr. Kaufman visited
secretary and general manager. The New York. During his trip he placed
report of operations for the year ending an order for a large quantity of special
July 31 was submitted by Mr. Sherrill aids, and
also arranged
the per-in
sonal appearance
of GraceforDarling
and
affairs.revealed a prosperous condition of conjunction
with
the
initial
presentation at one of the Allen theatres.
The stockholders elected the followMessrs. Sawyer and Lubin are both
ing as members
Board M.
of Di-H. well
known in the Dominion, account
rectors; WilliamofL.theSherrill,
Scully, of Chicago; William H. Burn, of their former control of the Metro
of Chicago; C. S. Anderson, of Hot franchise there, and it is said that
exhibitors
therefore
parSpringscago;H.; W.Grover
Chi- Canadian ticularly
Davis, D.of Edwards,
Wilmington,of Del.;
interested inarethis
production.
and Jack Sherrill.
Western Canadian rights have been sold
Plans for enlarged operation were to Big Four Limited, of Winnipeg.
discussed, and Mr. Sherrill outlined the
scheme of the further activities wrhich
includes the production and release of S. L. K. Announces Song
thirteen two-reel Western productions ;
Featuring Helen Holmes
twenty-six
either episodes,
one or
two reels; acomedies
serial ofoffifteen
and two special features of seven reels
Holmes
HelenHelen"
around
been writen
has
A SONG of entitled
each.
"The
serial,feature
L. K.
S. "Pretty
the While
"The serial which we are about to Fatal star
."
several
Fortune
produce I shall endeavor to make an actresses have had songs written about
individual example of concentration and them, it is unusual for a song to be
a serial actress. The
specialization,"
Mr. Sherrill.
"The written about
end
of the year says
1919 should
see produced
auRichard
Walter
and released worthy examples of the wordsthor ofare
Holmes
Miss Hall,
in wrhich
the byserial
single,
two
reel
and
multiple
reel
proWilby
is
melody
the
while
starring,
is
ductions.
liam A Sullivan, a popular song writer.
The producers announce that this is
"So manlong
as theCorporation
hand of Theis upheld
FrohAmusement
but
one
ofvertising
thespecialties
strongwhich
and have
novel been
adby independent buyers, so long as the
state right exchanges in the United prepared in connection with this picStates will, through the acquisition of
ture, as Mr. Krellberg is a firm believer
worth while productions, guarantee 100 inexhibitors.
giving exceptional advertising aid to
per cent,
ally myWithin a short time the song will be
self with distribution,
that medium I ofshall
distribution.
placed on the market, and in the hands
of
it is believed
thatsong
large"boosters"
numbers and
of people
will be
Many Foreign Sales on
singing and whistling it soon.
"The Mystery of 13' "
IT was recently announced that the
foreign
rightsFordto serial,
Louis "The
Burston's
latest Francis
Mystery of 13,"110hadWestbeenFortieth
sold toSt.,Jacob
Gluckman,
New
York. Evidence of the popularity of
this film is seen in the fact that Mr.
Gluckman has already disposed of the
Australian territorial rights to Australian Films, Ltd., who also have taken
over the Far East Rights.
Max Gluckman has retained the Argentine and Chile rights and announced
that another distributor has purchased
the rights for Porto Rico, Mexico and
other Central American countries.
Mr. Gluckman had never seen the
serial, butof purchased
rightshe
because
the estimatethe offoreign
its value
had
formed
through
the
reports
the West and recommendations offrom
his
own representatives.
Aliens Buy Rights to S-L
Film for Eastern Canada
S-L PICTURES announces that the
rights
for eastern
its production, have
"Virtuous
Men," byfor
purchased
Jules and Canada
J. J. Allen. been
This
deal was recently completed between
Arthur H. Sawyer representing S. L.
Pictures, and Phil Kaufman, general

Are Woman's
H. B. Honor."
Warner's a hopes
in "For
Robertson-Cole
featureExhibitors
distributed
Mutual.by the
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BUHLER
EXPECTS
HIGHER ADMISSIONS
The Managing Director of Philadelphia House
Says That Exhibitors Must Protect Themselves
the opening of several branches
THERE will be a big change in the supervise
the United Kingdom. A faremotion
picture
business
next
fall," throughout
asserted
Frank
Buhler,
managing
well
dinner
given by his manydirector of the Stanley Company. friends beforewillhis bedeparture.
Morris
Will
Redecorate.
"Owing
to
the
advance
in
the
price
of
films, due to the change in the policy of
S. Morris, of the Hippodrome and the
the large producing
companies,
will be Franklin
theatres in this city, will spend
necessary
for all the
modern it theatres
the summer makingat both
extensive
showing pictures
to raise
of hisalterations
houses.
admissions.
However,
this is the
not price
the onlyof and redecorations
Takes Over Grand Opera House.
reason for the raise of prices, because Denbon
George
Denbow,
manager
of
Fox
todaya week
first-class
are receiving
has taken over the GrandtheOpera
$70
where organists
a fewthatyears
they exchange,
House,
at
West
Chester.
This
theatre
worked
for about
half
sum. agoIn fact,
ran vaudeville and pictures and
the jumped
price of skyward,
supplies, equipment
and helpto formerly
has a seating capacity of over 1,200.
has
in protection
Manhrim Is Renovated.
ourselves
the properandadjustments
will
The Manheim Theatre in Germantown
have
be made."
rumors,to there
will beAccording
an increaseto inrecent
the will be reopened September 1, after having
prices
of
admission
also
by
the
Nixonbeen
thoroughly
renovated
and owner
redeco-of
Xirdlinger theatrical enterprises.
d, by M. Steifel,
who inis also
a large ratechain
of theatres
this city.
Wright Corson Visits Film How.
Fisher Announces Engagement.
formerly
bookkeeper
N. Fisher, the popular booker of single
forWright
the Fox Corson,
and Triangle
exchanges,
who
at the Stanley Company, announces
recently received his honorable discharge reels
his engagement
to Miss Rose Berger, of
from the service, recently paid a visit to New
York.
his old friend,
Bill
Humphries,
of
the
Tri( lark (iocs to Vitagraph.
angle. Sergeant Corson fought in all of
the
principal battles,
beginningand with
the
J. Clark, assistant to Jack Delmar, of
second
of the He
Marne,
escaped
Stanley Company, has resigned to
without battle
a scratch.
states what
he the
accept
position as salesman for the
enjoyed the most was the "Battle of Vitagrapha exchange.
Paris." Harry Kline Returns.
Cleveland News Letter
who washasrecently
outHarry
from Kline,
the service,
resumedmustered
his old
Cleveland Heights Will Get House.
positiontoriaasTheatre
assistant
manager
at
the
Vicof the Stanley Company. CLEVELAND
HEIGHTS,
suburb
Cleveland, will
have its afirst
movingof
Harry was overseas for over one year and
picture theatre within another year.
was ingin fromnearly
all
of
the
big
battles,
startThis
village,
which
is
practically
a part
the second battel of the Marne. of Cleveland, has 40,000 people residing
in
Max Will Go Across.
it
or
in
close
proximity,
and
has
been
Max Milder,
managersail offortheLondon.
Select exbecause
in years
pastSince
an elechange, wil shortly
He theatreless
ment
opposed
Sunday
shows.
the
will be the foreign representative and war. however, a change has come about,
IBB
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and the majority of the residents want
theLouis
shows.Isreal, part owner of the FounHaltnorth
and forJacob
Makoff,tain anda baker,
have theatres,
bought land
the
house,
and
will
build
at
once.
The
theatre
will seat 1,800.
Exchange Boards Meet.
A meeting
representatives
of thePittsexchange boardsoffrom
Detroit, Buffalo,
burghjunction
and withCincinnati
wasweekly
held meeting
in conthe
regular
of the Cleveland board at the Chamber of
Commerce, August 8. This meeting was
called for the purpose of establishing
closer and
relationship
different
boards
with the among
thought the
in mind
that
a more uniform policy among the exin the toCentral
West ofwould
eventuallychangesrebound
the benefit
exhibitors
and exchanges alike.
Forty-one representatives of the exchangeaboveboardswere
in thein different
tioned
attendance.cities menWarner on His Own.
Dave ployWarner,
several
years asem-a
ed by Clevelandfor film
exchanges
salesman,
has
gone
into
business
for stock
himself, and
having office
purchased
of films
fixturestheof entire
the Capitol
FilmMr. Company
in
Cleveland.
Warner also retains his interest in
the Warner and Fox Keystone Bathing
Beauties.
Fox, his partner, is hantheseGeorge
troupes,
on the dlingroad
now. they having four out
No Riot Pictures for Ohio.
Governor Cox has issued orders to the
Ohio Board of Censors to eliminate all
scenes cagoofand race
riots whichor occured
Washington
any otherin Chicity
onto thebe ground
that
such
pictures
are likely
state. detrimental to the peace of the
JoycewhoReturns
to Work.
AliceAlice
Joyce,
has Va„
been
resting
White
Sulphur
Springs,
will
returnat
early
next
week
and
begin
work
on
her
next Vitagraph feature. Miss Joyce
worked
hard
on
her
last
picture,
"The
Winchester
whichtheawaits
earlv
release, Woman,"
and welcomed
vacation.an

m

Which Sister Had the Right to Happiness, the Daughter of Radical Russia or the Spoiled Child of American Society?
Dorothy Phillips
a powerful
dual roleplaying
in herthenewpartsUniversal,
"The ofRight
Happiness,"characters.
in which she does the
finesthaswork
of her career,
of sisters
widelyto separated
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ARE HUSTLING IN MOUNT VERNON
The Illinois Town Is Remodeling lis Plaza
and Will Shortly Build a $20,000 Theatre
Corporation,
headedReidby atMayor
A DEAL chas
beenMount
closedVernon
for the Plaza
pur- mount
Henry Film
W.whenKiel,
Wallace
the
he met
stopped
off in St. Louis
Theatre hase ofandthe all
equipment by
a station
on
his
way
west
to
work
in
the Paramount
group
of
theatre
operators.
The new owners took possession August studios. popular star was badly bruised in
1. Among the principal stockholders in a The
railroad wreck
Lackland,The Mo.,
the
company,Murphysboro.
which also operates
theatres
from St.at Louis.
trainthir-on
in Benton.
Christopher
and whichteenhemileswas
traveling
ran
into
an unotherert neighboring
Illinois
towns,
are
Roblocked switch, two rear coaches turning
Cluster, theatre operator, and Herman
over.
He
was
able
to
resume
his
jourRay.
banker,
of
Christopher:
George
Newwithout medical
some,
of Murphysboro;
H. Camp
Mr.ney Reid.
who is aid.
a St. Louis boy, was
and Delbert
Whittington.Charles
of Benton.
Mr.
tendered
a
banquet
by
local
exhibitors.
Hicks,
who
formerly
owned
the
Plaza,
will
retire from business.
The End
star Lyric.
appeared
King's and
Theatre,
of remodeling
the Plaza,
make West
Lyric atheSkydome
Moit Work
a modern,
fireproof house,
with togallery
zart Skydome,
where
delivered short
talks
to
the
audiences.
and
seating
capacity
of
about
1,000,
has
already begun.
Lyric Will Be Remodeled.
Probably
months will be necesArrangements
complete
sary to makethree
the repairs.
ing
of
the
West for
End theLyric
Theatre,remodelof St.
Will Build a Real House.
Louis,
have
been
made
by
manageInstead of constructing an airdome as
ment. The work will begin the
immediately.
The theatre will be newly decorated and
first contemplated, Aris Zicos and James
Zarkadas have decided to erect a big mod- Apaintings
hung throughout
the house.
water fountain
will be installed
in the
ern
theatre
at
Mount
Vernon.
They
conEmile Chautard
sum ated adeal for the Junker lot 39 by lobby and also in the balcony. It is
140 feet, just north of Main street, on planned to move the orchestra back twelve
Whose productions for Mayflower will
Ninth street, where they propose to erect feet from its present position and place it
be distributed by Realart.
a building costing between $20,000 and on
the stage, instead of in a pit as at
$25,000.
Construction work has been begun and present.
Plans had been made to enlarge the
the
building
is
to
be
completed
in
about
Pittsburgh News Letter
house, but
St. Louis
zoning law
three months.
vented this.theThree
amendments
were prereClarion Will Have n New House.
Movingstitutepictures
and ofvaudeville
will
con- this workcently
added,bewhich
would
have
allowed
THEa small
Orpheum
Theatre,
at
Clarion,
Pa.,
the
program
the
new
theatre,
to
done,
but
the
amendment
house
which
has
been
conwas
too
late.
which
will
have
a
seating
capacitv
of
ducted for several years by Lewis 1,200.
Hepinger,tinued. has
and equipped
disconTrick Photography in New Aubrey Comedy
Fans Meet Wallace Keid.
A new been
house closed
is being
Jimmy Aubrey has just completed a
by Mr. Hepinger on the best location in
A
delegation
of
moving
picture
fans
and
clever
comedyIt for
as yet withthe town,
withas a compared
greatly enlarged
seatmembers of the local office of the Paraouttiona title.
was Vitagraph,
made
ing
capacity
with
the
old
of Noel Smith
and under
is fulltheof directrick
stand, and which he expects will be ready the army and will immediately return to
Asand itdirector
is replete
withtelling
surto open Labor Day. The new theatre will Pittsburgh to resume his position as sales- photography.
p
r
i
s
e
s
,
t
h
e
star
are
not
bewithup-to-date
in
all
respects,
comfortable,
the story until it is ready for release.
man for the Select exchange. This is the They
the
best
of
ventilation
and
beautiwant to keep it as a surprise.
fourth Select man from Pittsburgh to
fully decorated.
return from duty with Uncle Sam and
Miss I.issman Resigns.
completes
the
quartette
who
left
during
Reviews
in Moving Picture World are
Miss burgh
Ida MetroLissman.
at the
written from the screen — not press books.
exchangebooker
for the
past Pittsfour the past year.
years,
has
resigned
her
position
in
order
to become associated (for life) with Henry
Heyman. a member of the 319th Infantry,
recently
service. Theandwedwillreturned
take will
placefrom
in September
the
young dingcouple
reside
in the West End.
Miss
Lissman's
coworkers
at
the
Metro
exchangecentlygave
her ina rousing
sendoff, re-of
culminating
the presentation
a f»ne chest
of Community
silver.
Missman asRose
Liebhardt
succeeds
Miss Lissbooker.
Realart Settles Permanently.
The Realart Pictures Corporation, which
has been temporarily located at 412 Ferry
street,
its Paramount
permanent
home onisthenowsixthoccupying
floor of the
Building,
Forbesto get
street.
Nat
Barachat is1018pleased
into Manager
the new
quarters.
Harvey Acquires Ground for \e« Hoase,
Manager Harvey,
Theatre.a
Woodlawn.
is said ofto thehaveGrand
purchased
large tlot
in
that
town,
on
which
he inends to build a large photoplay house.
Simplexes for Goldwyn and Pathe.
The Goldwyn and Pathe exchanges.
Pittsburgh,
have projection
installed Simplex proin their
The
machinesjectorswere
purchased ofrooms.
the Hollis.
Smith, Morton Co., of this city.
Fourth Select Man Returns.
Manager
F. Levison,
the Pittsburgh SelectA.L. branch,
is in ofreceipt
card from
E. Rosenberg,
aboard ofthea
Finla'nd.
goingbe todischarged
Camp Merritt.
N.U. S.J., S.where
he will
from
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not to advance matinee prices, but for
evening performances the admission will
be35 ten
centsThemorebalcony
for thewill
ground
cents.
be 25floor,centsor
nights,videdwhereas
the
previous
largebalcony.
number of 15scale
centspro-in
the rear forofa the
Indians Like Animal Pictures.
The discoveryrepresentatives
has been madeat bytheOntario
Government
Hudson's BayNorthern
post, in Ontario,
the Temagami
Forest
Reserve.
that
the
Indians like Chaplin comedies. A recent
presentation of "Shanghaied" was received
by the redskins
with
appreion." One ofMisabi,
the "spontaneous
mostfamiliarly
interestedknown
patrons wasciatDan
as
Shunas
(Old
Man),
who
is
said
to be
125 years old.
The Squirrel Was Applauded.
A space was cleared in the store of the
Hudson's
Bay Company
for the
show,the and
the presentation
was Dawson,
made
under
direction of William
director
the Ontaria
Provincial
Motion
Pictureof
Bureau, Toronto. The Chaplin comedy
was
the firstwerepicture
shown.at Athefewstart,of
the Indians
frightened
but
they they
were soon
able toreached
laugh. theTheypoint
werewhere
also
greatly
interested
in
an
official
film,
"The
Making
of
Maple
Sugar,"
and
there
were
real relshouts
of approval
when The
a redIndians
squirflashed into
the picture.
also were
delighted
when
they
saw
picZoo. tures of the animals in the New York
Many dians,questions
Inand some ofwerethemasked
askedby tothehave
the thepictures
repeated.
Thefirstpresentation
of
pictures
was
the
step
in
move
to modernize the natives of the Northa
Country.
Manitoba Will Teach Farmers.
The Government of the Province of
Manitoba
has residents
undertakenwithto teach
farm-of
ing to rural
the help
moving
pictures.
Manitoba
is
the
second
Canadian Province to undertake this feature, Ontario having
already
conwith been
the borrowed
work.madeTwenty
educationalsiderablereelsprogresshave
from
the Ontario Government and twelve moving picture
machines
have beenS.
bought
by projection
the Manitoba
authorities.
T.is Newton,
director
of
Extension
in charge of the new moving Service,
picture
department. Ten reels of pictures have
already
been
taken
in
Manitoba
districts,
and these were recently edited and printed
at Toronto
for immediate
use.in Itmoving
is inended to present
picture ttheatres
andtheotherreelsplaces
during
the coming fall and winter.
Aliens Invade Stage Field.
Messrs.
Jule and
J. Allen, have
the prominent Canadian
film J.magnates,
made
afieldstepas into
the
"legitimate"
amusement
their latest move, according to a
recent announcement. It is reported that
they haveTheatre,
securedOttawa,
a halfwhich
interest
the
Russell
is thein only
"speakie"
the Canadian
The
lease
of theinRussell
Theatre Capital.
was acquired
some weeks ago by James T. Moxley, manAllen's
and heager of has
soldRegent
a half Theatre,
interest Ottawa,
to the
Aliens, it is stated.
The
Aliens,
have
hitherto
confined
their
attention strictly to the moving picture
field, having and
a large
interest inof both
the
distribution
presentation
pictures
in Canada. They have decided to broaden
out, berhowever,
an invasion
numof Americanwithcities
with newof apicture
houses,
and
now
they
have
taken
a
dip
into the speaking stage sphere.
Turned Dorvn Strike Picture.
Jean Arsin, of the Winnipeg Publicity
Bureau, recently approached the city of
Winnipeg
witha moving
an offerpicture
to sellrecord
to theof
municipality
the
recent general
strike disturbances
in
the city. The film is 350 feet in length,
and some of the views are close-ups of
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ALLENS RETURN TO SUNDAY SHOWINGS
Westmount Theatre Changes Policy and Many
Are Pleased with Adoption of the New Plan
New Grand is only a made-over church.
AFTER
weeks
of Theatre,
voluntar;of Something
Sunday several
closing,
the Allen
Westmount,
a suburb
of Montreal,
has templation. more pretentious is now in conTeturned
to its policy
of holding
Sunday
Incidentally, the Aliens recently took
performances.
Programs
are changed
a charter in the Province of Nova
for
Sundays, Tuesdays
and Fridays,
mak- out
Scotia
for the Allen Theatre Company,
ing from
the longTuesdays
run of pictures
during in-a Ltd., with
a capitalization of $700,000.
week
to
Thursdays
This
issome part
of thein plan
to build a handclusive.
new theatre
Halifax.
Music a Special Feature.
Up Go Admissions.
The management of the theatre is also
The high
cost of picture
living theatres
has againof
makingmusic.
a special
bid for patronage
with reached
the moving
good
The orchestra
gives a short
Montreal.
On
Monday,
August
17, pracof theintolocaleffect,
houses
new
recital each evening
at 9 o'clock and spewith putthe aresult
are given
and admissiontical y alscale
Sundaycial recitals
afternoons
at 3 P.onM.Saturday
The theatre
that
theatre
patrons
were
called
upon
to
is also considerable
catering tospace
automobile
show. nickle or dime for admithaving
adjacent parties,
to the producetance tano a extra
theatre which is reserved for private parkmeeting of many local exhibitors
ing. The theatre boasts of the largest wasA first
held to discuss the subject, and
theatre
floor
space
without
balcony
post
it
was
that prices
would reasons
simply
or other obstruction in the Province of have toresolved
be boosted.
Quebec, and a special point is made in for
the
advance
was One
that ofthethemusicians
newspaper
and
other
advertising
to
this
just been
given afactor
healthy
increase
detail.
inhadwages,
andof the
another
was that
the the
reThe Tide Has Turned.
cent ruling
administration
statute
which
forbids
the
admission
When the theatre decided to discon- more people than can be seated would beof
tinue Sunday performances on its own ac- enforced to the letter. It was also pointed
church ofofficials
of the neighborhood
was
sent a count,
letter
appreciation
to the man- out that the
in theCanadian
collectionGovernment
of the 15 cents
ager. The tide has turned, however, with persisting
per
day
reel
tax.
the result that The
a greater
number
ofwaspeople
Adding to Local Tolls.
are
Allenhouse
Theatre
the
only pleased.
moving picture
in Montreal
A number
of Montreal's
tres have been
chargingdowntown
prices upthea-to
which has been dark on Sundays for
25theatres
cents, and
the
top
price
at
large
years.
has been 15 cents orfairly
20 cents.
Plan New Montreal House.
This is very low in comparison with other
large cities, it was pointed
Figuresin
under ofway,
it is announced,
show theout.increase
forPlans
the are
erection
a brand
new Allen were also givenfor tofeature
bookings. SevTheatre in Montreal proper. The theatre rentaleralcharges
Toronto
moving
picture
theatres
in Westmount
erected by the Aliens charging 35 cents general admission, soareit
only
two theatre
yearswasago.
the first
ventureIt ofwasthepractically
Aliens in was decided to add something to the local
the Province of Quebec. The Aliens now tolls.
controltreal, the
New
Grand
Theatre,
At Loew's
Theatre,Millsone decided
of the
in theMontreal
city. Manager
as well as other properties, inbutMonthe largest

It Was
Scene,. Sob Followed Sob. . . . Even the Checkers Were Moved.
"Ski una Moving
without an engraved invitat ion, breaks in on the meeting of the
Cut Plug Club in his Paramount-Briggs, "New Folks in Town."
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the street rioting. The picture was given
NORTHWEST
BOOMS BUILDING
aTheatre,
specialwhenpresentation
it was found• in thatthetheLyceum
views PACIFIC
were
truly
realistic.
Many New Picture Theatres Are Contemplated
The finance committee of the city turned
down the offer, however, on the ground
or Already Under Way in the Seattle Districts
that theestingauthorities
already
had
an
intertheatres being built in Yakima and
record for the archives in the police THE Pacific
motionNorthwest
picture is enthusiastic
industry of over
the new
in Raymond by Fred Mercy and George
court reports and other documents.
the tremendous building activity in Reizner,, respectively. He reported the
Releases Speelal Weekly.
the
territory.
old Central theatre nearly ready, for reThe Pathescope of Canada, Ltd., Toronto,
ing by W. G. atRipley,
of thewhoWestIt is understood
three infine
new- American openTheatre
Sunnyside,
lost
has
brought
out
a Canadian
Weekly,
the theatres
are shortly tothatbe built
Seattle.
first
runs
of
which
are
being
seen
in
the
apoke
of
M.
Barnett,
manager
the
is
to
be
erected
and
operAllen Theatres across the country. It is One ofated bythese
American Theatree a tSunnyside, whoof lost
the
trade
unions.
Plans
of
the
m all-Canadian reel with news and scenic other arenounce as not
far
enough
along
to
ana
leg
six
months
ago
and
is
just
now
reyet.
views along with a collection of editorial
turning to active management of his house.
In the residential districts of Seattle Mrs. Barnett
took
charge
in
his
absence.
jottings
from
Canadian
newspapers.
The
latter feature is somewhat similar to the are also new houses going up. One of
Greater Feature Changes.
is being
builttheby Olympus
Frank Stannard.
"Topicstheofauspices
the Day."
is released
under
of thewhich
Literary
Digest. these now
operates
in West booker
Virgil toAdams
has for
beenGreater
advanced
from
Manager Joe Price, of the Allen Theatre, who
salesman
Features
Seattle,
formerly operated
the and will leave
theatres having
in Wenatchee.
The new allhouse
within
thirty
days
for
Calgary,ture, has
arranged
a
special
local
feawhich consists of a Calgary News is in West Seattle, and Mr. Stannard will extended trip through the territory. Mr.an
close the Olympus when he opens the new Adams was booker for Mutual before he
Weekly. He calls it the "Allen Screen one.
left to enter
army. ago
He returned
Magazine."Talk Over Regulations.
service
threethemonths
and wentfromto
House for University District.
work
recently
for
Greater
Features.
Another
suburban
house
soon
to
be
built
Winnipeg,
Manitoba,
moving
exhibitors
Alfred G. Keighley will take Mr.
were interested in the holding of a joint
in the-now
University
which Adams'
place was
as booker.
the warHe
session of representatives of the theatre H.is one
W. Bruen,
operatingdistrict,
the Majestic
Mr. Keighley
booker forBefore
General.
in
Ballard,
and
his
brother-in-law,
Edward
managers, ernmethe
operators
and
the
City
Govnt, on Tuesday, August 12, for the H. Flohr. will build and operate. They has
seen
a
year's
service
in
France
returned. who was booker and
discussion of details of proposed new will continue to operate the Majestic. The hasR. just
A. Landstrum,
for
regulations
governing
local
theatres.
The
fine
new
house
going
up
in
Wenatchee
will
Greater
Features
to about two months
conference was attended by George A. be completed in a few weeks. It is not ago, when he was uptaken
seriously
ill
with
yet
definitely
settled
who
will
assume
Graham,itors'representing
the
Manitoba
Exhibappendicitis, is now out of the hospital,
Association; V. Armand, representing control.
operation, and is rapidly regainthe
operators' local,
and Ed McGrath, Yakima
Fred Mercy's
housetwoin aftering anhis strength.
the Government
representative.
will be magnificent
completed innewabout
months.
•
This
is
said
to
be
the
finest
Claim Posters Frighten Children.
Tacoma's Victory Changes Hands.
in the country for a city of the size
The Toronto police have been engaged houseYakima.
in a crusade against local exhibitors for of George
The
Greater
Company
of Se°attle
weekTheatres
purchased
the Victory
Reizner's
new
house
Raymond,
the
of lobbyto posters
have which is one of the finest for a small Theatre,this
ofthe Tacoma,
which
has James.
been opernot exhibiting
been submitted
the chiefwhich
of police
ated
for
past
year
by
Ed.
The
town, will also be finished for fall open- house will be remodeled and elaborately
for official
approval.
exhibitors
have
been found
guilty, andSeven
the fines
range
decorated
before
it
is
reopened
as
one
Rogasner Is Optimistic.
from $2 keeper
to who$5hadand been
costs.showing
A localmoving
storeof the chain of motion picture theatres
Emil Universal
Rogasner,office,
salesman
outfrom
of the
operated by Jensen and Von Herberg.
picture
posters
in
his
window
was
also
Seattle
returned
the
eighththehouse
convicted. Two of the exhibitors were Pasco territory this week with news that Thiser makes
Theatres thechain,
othersin the
beingGreatthe
charged with show-ing posters "that might the motion picture business in that local- Coliseum, Liberty, Strand and Mission, of
frighten
children."
Seattle;
the
Liberty
and
Columbia,
of
Portity
was
decidedly
"looking
up."
The
newlee Cream Cones for Children.
Liberty at Pasco, he said, was doing a
land; the Rialto, of Butte.
business under the management
Just by way of little encouragement, the splendid
To Sell Adventurer.
of G. P. Reynolds and Mrs. Reynolds. Mr.
management
of
the
Empress
Theatre,
Calwasbecause
particular
to add
Mrs.
ReyJohn Rantz and H. H. Brownell have
arrangedto forall thechilddistribution
ice Rogasnernolds' name,
cream gary,
cones
patrons atof the
he
said
she
was
a
big
left
for
New
to dispose
the first
making the
a success.
theatre for the matinee performance of helpMr. inRogasner
of theirYork
Adventure
travelof pictures.
was theatre
enthusiastic
over the series
August 12. The cones were on deck until
Besides
being
president
of
the
Adventure
five
o'clock.
Pictures Company, Rantz also operates the
donated
the iceA local
cream iceandcream
cone company
biscuits
two motion picture theatres of Bremerton,
for the purpose.
Washington.
Brownelloffice
was informerly
Old Stones for New Front.
ager of the Mutual
Seattle. manPart of the ornate stonework in the
Realart
Opens.
old
Toronto,has Ontario,
Albert W. Eden has opened the Seattle
whichCustoms
is now Building,
being tornat down,
become
Realart branch office at 216 White Buildan incorporated section of a new front to
ing until a new building issalesmen
erected will
for
the
Colonial
Theatre,
City
Hall
Square,
them
Toronto. The stones, though old, are
soon beon atfilmworkrow.for Two
him. J. S. Woody,
beautifully carved, and, when renovated,
general
who spent
make ing.ideal
material
theatreadded
build-to
last weekmanager,
here before
going several
on downdaysto
An upper
floor forhas a been
San Francisco, will return for a short stay.
the theatre
structure.
James Q. Clemmer and H. B. Wright
recently venleft
Spokane into the
holdSpokane
a contion of theforexhibitors
Write Bushman-Bayne Story
territory
who areCircuit.
members of the Northwest Exhibitors
Especially for the Stars
ALBERT
VitaTwo Managers Visit Seattle.
graph, E.andSMITH,
Cyrus president
Townsend of Brady,
Harry Lustig.
West isCoastin special
who wrote
"Daring
Hearts," which
sentative for Metro,
Seattle reprefor a
Is nearing
its release
by Vitagraph,
took
ten-day stay.
two
of
the
greatest
days
in
history
as
the
time for their story. The action of the
A. S. Aronson, Coast division manager
for Goldwyn, was in Seattle a few days
play
begins byon Germany
the day war
on France
and was
ends declared
on the
day
the
armistice
was
signed,
more
than
Select-ed Notes.
the stirring
play is
offourtheyears
war later.
it is notBut inwhile
it. The
Charles
R.
of sales
for
events in France and Alsace which fell
Select,
after Rogers,
spendingdirector
a week
at the
this week."
between
Seattle
office, left this week for Salt Lake.
the
story. those days have little to do with
Hugh Rennie, manager of the Seattle
Francis X. Bushman and Beverly Bayne
Select curedoffice
announces
sehave the two leading roles. The authors
services
of A. B.thatterritory.
Knoxhe ashassaleswrote
the
play
to
fit
the
peculiar
talents
man inthethe
Washington
Mr.
Ben Garretson
of the joint stars. The play gives splendid
Knox has been for the past three years
opportunities
and service
representative manager
camera work. for unusual scenery and Goldwyn's press
Salt Lake ofCity.the First National office in
in Chicago
exchange.
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NEWARK IS COMING WELL TO THE FORE
With Two New Theatres Building and Additions
Being Made to Others, the City Is Looking Up
known convenience and improvement will
WITH two new
under conthe theatre.
Special atten-of
ruction amade
nd theatres
alteration
ad- be installed
tion will be inpaid
to the convenience
ditionsstbeing
to half and
a dozen
lady
patrons,
even
to
the
point
of having
theatres
already
built,
Newark
is
coming
to the front as a theatrical center. The
where babiesFredmayW. beWentworth.
left during the performance.
two houses under construction are the a nursery
Rialto. at 915 Broad street, under the architect, of Paterson. designed the building, which is expected to be opened in
management
of Max
Spiegel,theandsite theof February.
Branford
Theatre,
occupying
the old Star-Eagle at Branford place and
Fox's Terminal Improved.
Nutria street. The houses, which will reFox's Terminal
Theatre,extensive
84 Park alteraplace,
open after repairs and renovation, include Newark,
undergoing
Fox's tre,Terminal,
S4
Park
place;
Lyric
Theations andis improvements,
preparatory
to
211
Market
street,
Anita
Theatre,
81
in September.
Sixteenth avenue. Carlton Theatre, 138 the opening
mated cost ofearlyalterations,
after The
plansesti-by
Marketmate street,
and
several
of
the
legitiWilliam
E.
Lehman,
architect,
is
$35,000.
theatres.
Henry ark,W.has the
Doremus. 36 Orange
street, Newcontract.
Fox
Rialto Plana Filed.
Film Co., of general
New York,
is theTheowner.
With an authorized capitalization of Manager
Shafer
will
most
likely
resume
$500,000, the
Newark
Rialto
Theatre
Corthe managerial reins of the house.
poration has beenof the
incorporated
Films Figure in Politics.
the construction
Rialto, at to915 finance
Broad
State Controller Newton A. K. Bugbee.
street,
Newark.
Stein,
Stein
and
Hannoch,ton counsellors,
with
offices
at
31
Clincandidate
for ofthe New
Republican
street, are listed as registered agents. for Governor
Jersey, nomination
believes in
The
incorporators
include
Max
Spiegel,
the
advertising
possibilities
of the screen.
William F. Rafferty and Sol Brill. The He will soon be exploited throughout
plans of the new theatre, as filed with the state in a film called "How New Jersey theIs
building
department,
call for
the construcCaring
Its Wards."
one-storyat brick
theatre
building,
Movingfor
photographers
accomwith tianon of a entrance
915 Broad
street,
and
panied Mr.picture
Bugbeeinstitutions,
on his recent
extending
through
to
36-42
Pearl
street.
to
various
state
and visits
took
The estimated cost is $125,000, after plans views of scenes
in which he was featured.
.by Thomas
J.
Lamb,
architect.
Max
SpieThe
pictures
were
taken
under
the
direcgel, who 195
is also
interested
Newark
tion of Dr. L. B. Blan, publicity agent for
Theatre,
Market
street, inandthe the
New the Department
of Institutions and AgenYork mStrand,
will assume active manage- cies.
ent of the Rialto.
Bugbee
Bears Cost.
Branford Has 3,500 Seat*.
The staff correspondent of the Newark
The other theatre now being built, the Evening
News
quotes
filmsasis saying
being
Branford, at Branford place and Nutria that the entire cost ofDr.the Blan
street,
will
be
one
of
the
largest
in
the
borne
by
Mr.
Bugbee,
and
that
the state
state. It is announced that the seating will not incur any expense in connection
capacity
will be 3,450.
new Zucker.
theatre with the film,
which ofwillAugust
be ready
tribution the week
24. for diswill be controlled
by theTheFabian,
Steiner & Co. The building will cover the BlanThe as foreword
to
the
pictures
Dr.
director will be exhibited inbyeach
entire plot at Branford place and Nutria
street,
havinganda afrontage
feet onIt performance as follows:
the former,
depth ofof 148175 feet.
object of well
this picture is to takes
show
the"Thepublic
will betion mostly
one-story,
main Every
por- care
being seventy
feet the
high.
of her how
wards whoNewneedJersey
protection.

For "The Man in the That
Moonlight"
Is Showntheas Los
EverAngeles
Rising. Superba Had a Moon
And a head of the
Monroe
was putfeature.
in the "moon" during
run ofSalisbury
this Universal

August 30, 1919
Due care has been taken not to disclose
the identity of»any patient. New Jersey
jealously guards these wards, and no tender wound
here beof opened."
TakecanPicture
Candidate.
Warren C. King, of Bound Brook, another candidate for the Republican nominationotherforwhoGovernor
New publicity
Jersey, isvalue
anbelieves inof the
of motion pictures. Mr. King recently
gave
a reception residence,
to newspaper
his
at whichmen fiftyat
guestsBoundwereBrook
present.
By ture
previous
arrangement
photographers
were andonmoving
hand,of picand
took views
of Mr. King
also
the
party. These
pictures
will
soon
be
hibited throughout New Jersey in exthe
interests
of Mr. King's
campaign.
New Paterson
Producing
Company.
The Orpheus Photo-Play Company, Ltd.,
the purpose toof which
as motion
containedpictures
in the
charter,
produce
has filed isarticles
of incorporation
the Secretary of State
at Trenton. with
The
authorized capital is $10,000.
The
tered qagent,
Seldon
S.
Gordon,
has regisheaduarters at 305 Broadway, Paterson,
The incorporators include beside Mr. NGor-J
don, George F. Winchester and Alfred B
Robinson.
New Trenton Theatre.
W. E. Slack & Son, architects, with offices
at
the
Trenton, N. J.,St.willRegis
soon Theatre
ask bidsbuilding,
for the
erection
of
the
one-story
100x175 feet, to be built theatre
on Southbuilding.
Broad
street. The theatre will be used for the
exhibition of high class motion pictures.
Garden, Elizabeth, Incorporates.
With three prominent film men as incorporators, the Garden Theatre Company,
with Abe
215 Broadagent,
street.has Elizabeth, N. J.,J. David,
as registered
been
formed
to
take
over
the
Garden
Theatre,at
Elizabeth. The concern is capitalized
$25,000. The incorporators are Herman
F. Jans, David J. Hennessy and Max Gold.
New Police Censor in Newark.
Miss Justina Ellers, a policewoman of
Newark,
been detailed
to censor theapicturetres.
filmshasNewark
exhibited
is onein ofthe theNewark
cities that
takes
pridefilms,
in showing
wholesome
and Miss good,
Ellersclean,
will
have very little occasion to cut or alter
any
films
exhibited
in
the
Newark
showhouses.
Newark State Rights Concern.
The Arrow Film Company of New Jersey,
been formed
28.6
Market hasstreet,
Newark,withto offices
acquireat New
Jersey
state
rights
to
film
productions.
The first acquisition of the new concern
isand"Fool's
featuring Mitchell Lewis
FlorenceGold,"
Turner.
The
personnel
of the new
rights
concern is Otto Marbach,
presentstatemanager
of
the
Appollo
Feature
Film
Exchange:
John Blum, formerly with Greater New
York, Universal and other exchanges. Mr.
Blum
has had end
considerable
experienceAlsoin
the
exhibiting
of thecompany
industry.
associated
in the Arrow
is Harry
E. Gibson,circles.
of New York, well-known in
exchange
Stern Forces on Vacation.
Joseph Stern, head of the Joseph Stern
Theatrical Enterprises, controlling a number of motionis picture
in "Newark
and vicinity,
spending houses
the summer
with
his familyto atrun Asbury
Park. every
Mr. Stern
manages
up to Newark
once
in W.a while
to supervise affairs.
J. Schell,
active charge
the offices
of thewhoSternhas Enterprises
at theof
Ordway
building, of207 theMarket
has
taken advantage
summerstreet,
season,
and
spending
a few weeks
at his was
old
home is town,
Pittsburg.
Mr. Schell
formerly manager of the Grand Theatre,
647S. Springfield
avenue, ofNewark.
Ballet,
Casino
theatresmanager
in Kearney, theN. J.,Grand
spent and
ten
days
along
the
Jersey
coast,
and
has
just
returned
to
the
active
charge
of
the
two
West Hudson theatres.
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days
along
the
Jersey
coast,
and
has
just
returned
to thetheatres.
active charge of the two MISHAWAKA TEMPLE WILL BE ENLARGED
West Hudson
L. J. Lambiotte, Who Purchased the House from
Jerome Krnker in Bleomfleld.
JeromewithKraker.
returned
the Masons, Will Run on Pictures Exclusively
service
the A.recently
E. F.. has
joinedfrom
the
Joseph Stern Theatrical Enterprises, and THE Temple Theatre Building, at the ago for improvements, opens the first
asfieldsoonareasready
the twofor Stern
houses
in
Bloomcorner
of Main street and Lincoln
of newSeptember
it will
business, ofKraker
highway, Mishawaka, Ind., has been part
home.
The
stagebehaspractiassume active management
both. will
The purchased
to a new
addition
at been
the
from
the Mishawaka Lodge of moved cal y aback
two houses
are
the
Empire
and
the
Linby
L
J.
Lambiotte,
proprietor
of
rear,
giving
the
theatre
an
increased
seatcoln. The former will reopen soon, after Masons
the theatre. The consideration involved
ing
capacity
of
about
500.
The
main
floor
being thoroughly
renovated
have been removed and substituted
ated.getherTheaboutLincoln
will forbe and
closedredecoralto- in the transaction has not been made boxes
with new loges. a handsome new pipe
a month
redecorating
Mr. Lambiotte has announced that he organ
public.
is
being installed and a new heating
and
general
improving.
Mr.
Kraker.
the
will remodel the structure throughout and and ventilating
system is being put in.
house
will seating
equip itcapacity
with allofmodern
appliances.
The interior of the place is being redecwith themanager,
Newark wasofficeformerly
of the connected
Universal The
orated.
the
house
will
be
Film Exchange.
doubledpied bybytheutilizing
the room now
occuHcOormlcb Entertains the Orphans.
Film Supply Company Move*.
Three hundred and fifty-two orphans
Company.
TheWestern
theatre Union
will be Telegraph
operated from
The
New
Jersey
Movie
Supply
Company
the various orphan asylums in Instrictly
as
a
photoplay
house.
has moved its offices from the Proctor
of S. Barret
McTheatre
to largerThequarters
\musement Company Incorporates.
cormicdianapolis
k at thewere guests
Circle Theatre
recently,
192 Marketbuilding
street. Newark.
move wasat OhioArticles
of incorporation were filed with just before
theyeighteenth
started for
Riverside
necessitated
because
of
increased
busithe
Secretary
of
State
of
Indianapolis,
a
Park
for
their
annual
picnic
ness. The officers of the concern are M. A. newly organized concern. The capital of
the auspices Mr.of the
IndianLefkowitz, andpresident,
and The
M. R.firmHeslowitz,
the companyare is Frank
given asJ. $25,000
and theof given under
secretary
treasurer.
deals in directors
Rembusch,
who is apolis
an Lodge
Elk,ofwasElks.
unable to McCormick,
get out to
new and used moving picture machines, Shelbyville,
John
R.
Welch
and
David
A.
picnic,
supplies and accessories. They also do re- Coulter, of Indianapolis. The company the
the showso heat invited
the Circlethe asyoungsters
his part toin
pairing Theyand wiring
of boothsmachines
and generwas formed for the purpose of erecting a see
the affair.
ators.
have
installed
remotion
picture
theatre
at
42
West
Ohio
cently in over a dozen Newark theatres. street. Workmen are now engaged in
Lafayette Will Not Get House.
Moorestown to Have Theatre.
remodeling the building at that location
Because of a lack of community interest,
The Criterion Theatre, care of Howard for theatre purposes.
the
people
of building,
Lafayette asare formerly
not to havepro-a
new theatre
Knid, Moorestown.
N. J., isof taking
estiOrpheum Will Be Renovated.
mates for the construction
a one-story
posed,
the
time
of
the
option
site
James
Mich,elstotter,
proprietor
of
on which the structure was to onbe the
erected
theatre posedbuilding,
40x100built
feet.at The
Hammond's
Orpheum
having expired. It was planned by a
the procor- leaving
on his
vacationannounced
that the before
three number
ner of Maintheatreandwill
Mill bestreets.
Moorestown.
of
Lafayette
business
men
to
erect
period will be usedinterior
in reno- a new theatre and apartment building,
The estimated cost of the project is placed weeks' closing
vating and redecorating
at $25,000.
but lack of subscriptions for a fund to
the theatre.
He expects to the
reopen it againof cover
the plans.
cost caused the backers to canFarmer Misses Maehioe Parts.
about August 23.
cel their
Guytre at 392
M. Farmer,
who
conducts
the
theaBingham
Back
from
Vacation.
New
House for Anderson.
Central avenue, Newark, is still
E. E. Bingham, one of the owners of
The Anderson Theatre Company, an
looking
forstolen
the parts
of hisThemotion
picture
the Colonialdianapoliand
Regent
theatres
in
Inmachine
recently.
parts
were
organization
composed of Indianapolis
s, has just returned from a two
valued at about $35.
has Anderson,
closed a deal the
withpurchase
Dr. W.
weeks' vacation at northern Indiana lakes. capitalists,
P.of aHarter,
at
New Film Manufacturing Firm.
Majestic
Will
Look
Like
New.
lot in the downtown forbusiness
section
The
Sen
Jacq
Film
Print
Company,
with
expecton totheerect
Whenwhich
the Majestic
Theatre,
at Evansan authorized capital stock of $100,000, has ville,
theatre
site a innewthemotion
near picture
future.
was closed
a few
weeks and
been formed to manufacture motion picture
films.
The
United
States
Corporation Company, with offices at 15 Exchange
place, Jersey
City, is listedareas Samuel
statutoryB.
agents.
The incorporators
Howard, George V. Reilly, and Robert K.
Thistle.
Lyric, Newark, Reopens.
The Lyric
Market2S street,
Newark,
willTheatre,
reopen 211
August
under
the
management
of
Dr.
R.
The house has been closed G.all Tunison.
summer
and has undergone extensive alterations.
The lobby has been particularly improved,
and
presents
a neattheappearance.
pictures
will share
bill with bigMotion
time
vaudeville.
Anita, Renamed Amsterdam, Opened.
The Anita Theatre, which closed June
30, was
August 16,Thewithshowhouse
vaudeville and opened
motion pictures.
has been renamed the New Amsterdam,
the original name. The theatre, which
has been
entirely atrenovated
and redecorated, is located
83 Sixteenth
avenue.as
Newark.
Jacob Speller
has returned
manager of the New Amsterdam.
Discontinue Sunday Shows.
Although the management of the Sea
Bright airdome. Sea Bright. N. J., had the
permission
of the
mayoron and
it has served
notice
the the
publiccouncil,
that
Sunday performances
would
tinued. The reason was that bethedisconmanagement did not wish to affront any of its
patrons. The ministers of the Sea Bright
churches
day shows.led the movement against SunC. C. Smith at National.
Smith,in an
old-time
has
beenC. C.placed
charge
of theshowman,
management
of thenue,National
Theatre,
182
Belmont
avehouse is Enterprises.
controlled by
the JosephNewark.
SternThisTheatrical
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counsel.
Besides
Messrs.
Whitehurst,
BolMINNESOTA
FIRE
MARSHAL
IS ACTIVE giano and Smith the following
areG. serving
on
the
board:
Julian
S.
Stein,
Edgar
Smith, Charles Ruzicka, Edwin L. Hall,
Official Closes Up Five Picture Theatres for
Howardbert Whitehurst.
R. Smith, Louis Deal and J. HerNon-Compliance with State's Fire Regulations
Stock Sales Ratified.
FIVE moving picture theatres were
theatreMrs.willBrinkman
have a seating
ca499.
isBemidji.
also the
closed forlations byviolating
state fire deputy
regu- owner ber.ofpacitThey ofthe
The sale of 6,000 shares of the preferred
Clyde
Hitchcock,
Grand
Theatre
at
stock
of
the
sharesto ofa
fire marshal of Minnesota, in a recent tour
the common company
stock of and
the 5,000
company
XV. K. Howard Visits Minneapolis.
of inspection made through the iron range
syndicate
of
Baltimore
bankers
was
ratiW. K. Howard, former manager of the
country and southern Minnesota.
fied by theofboard.
The Equitable
Trust
Minneapolis,changes,Vitagraph
and
Metroin exAccording
to
Mr.
Hitchcock
the
exits
in
Company,
Baltimore,
was
appointed
who
recently
landed
the
most of these houses were not clear or the United States after serving in France, was registrar and transfer agent of the combooths were not up to the standard fixed in Minneapolis recently as special reprepany's stock.
by The
law. state fire marshal has extended an
Enlarging Linwood Theatre.
ntative for Universalin handling
sively the seexploitation
the large exclucities
Extensive
alterations and improvements
invitation
to exhibitors of the state to of the Stage
Women's War Relief series of are being made
in the Linwood Theatre,
obtain copies from his office in the state
902 South Linwood avenue, which is under
capitol in St. Paul of the fire laws regulat- productions.Northwest News Notes.
the
management
ofBelnord
Charles andNolte,
who
ing
safeguards
for
moving
picture
theamanages
tres.
S. L. atYoung
has purchased
the
KidD. also
theatres.
The the
playhouse
will notAladdin
close
Theatre
Manhattan,
Montana,
from
Mar Congratulates Perry.
down during the time the improvements
A. Johnson.
made as the The
work building
will be isdoneto
Charles
Perry,feelsmanager
the for
Minne-his
The Palace Theatre in Owatonna, Minne- are
beforebeingperformances.
apolis Strand,
amply ofrepaid
sota,
will
open
this
month
under
the
manbethe extended
back 70offeet,
which
will 45makeby
recent successful attempt to pack his
a
g
e
m
e
n
t
o
f
the
Rochester
Theatre
commeasurements
the
structure
house cby
giving during
away piping
hot pan-of
140
feet.
A
large
marquee
is
being
erected
akes to patrons
the showing
pany.
Chisholm,
Minnesota,
build$200,000.
a munic- on fhe front of the playhouse, the lighting
Marguerite
Clarkfamous
in "Come
Out of
the
ipal recreation
building will
to cost
and
ventilating
.systems
are
being
Kitchen."lighted withThe
star
was
so
deM. Hanson and other business men
ranged and the exterior and interiorrearare
the story of this novel ex- ofM.Williston,
Montana, have completed being done over.
ploitation
appearing
in thehim Moving
Pic- arrangements for
the
erection
of
a
$100,ture
World
that
she
sent
the
followMoving
Pictures
a
Feature.
000 theatre.
ing telegram:
As a feature of the entertainments
GustavewaukeeSchocken
engagedplans
a MilAngeles, Cal., Aug. 9, 1919.
which areY. being
every innight
at the
architect, tohasprepare
for Central
"Charles "Los
C. Perry,
M. C. A.given
building
Baltimore,
the
erection
of
a
$70,000
theatre
at
Wau"Strand Theatre, Minneapolis, Minn.
a
new
series
of
educational
motion
picsau,
Wisconsin.
tures are being shown excepting Mondays.
"Have just noticed your advertising of
G. olisNestle
purchasedtheatres
the Minneap'Come tureOutWorld.
of the
Kitchen'
PicApproximately
one-third
of. the audiences
Cozy andhasAlhambra
from E. which
Please
acceptin myMoving
heartiest
attend
these
entertainments
at
the
plans toor locate
in some small Central "Y" building are former soldiers
thanks for your interest and also sincere E.townHinz,of who
Minnesota
Wisconsin.
congratulations
on
a
splendid
idea
successand
sailors,
and
the
attendance
is
still
fullv carried out.
large.
MARGUERITE CLARK."
Baltimore News Letter
Personals of Baltimore.
Pox Exchange to Move.
Century Elects Officers.
Bernard
Jr., Theatre
supervising
manMax Weisfeldt, manager of the Minne- THE officers
ager of theDepkin,
Parkway
Company
for thewhichnew has
Century
Theaapolis Fox exchange, is making preparainterests,City
spenton vacation.
the last two weeks at
tre Company,
justbuild
beena Atlantic
t
i
o
n
s
t
o
move
his
office
from
the
Jewelers'
incorporated
in
Baltimore
to
Exchange to the Produce Exchange, where $1,500,000 photoplay theatre, were elected
Joseph 1118-22
Brodie, Light
proprietor
Brodieto
Metro,
Realart ofhavethe their
branch Vitagraph
offices. Theand removal
Fox by theing thetemporary
directors, board.
pend- Theatre,
street,ofhasthe gone
election ofboard
the ofpermanent
exchange willcentration ofbring
about
a
further
conAtlantic
City
for
a
few
days'
vacation.
Charles
E.
Whitehurst
was
elected
presfilm colMichael
Wurtzburger
is piloting412theEast
afidenS.t; F. William
Bolgiana, Edwin
vice-president;
practicallytheinallMinneapolis
the exchanges
fairs of the
Comedy
Theatre,
Stein, treasurer;
L. Hall, Baltimore
being ony,located
three
buildings, now
the Julian
street,
during
the
absence
of
J.
secretary;
H.
Webster
Smith,
general
Produce
Film Exchange buildRabinovich, the manager, who is now at
ing a.nd theExchange,
Loeb Arcade.
the ingChurch
Home
and
Infirmary
recoverfrom an operation.
Film Minnesota Lakes.
The Community
Theatre,andHamilton,
which
has been owned
operated Md.,by
Minnesota's
lake
scenes
are
to
be
presented to the public in motion pictures by
Charles B. Eyer, has now been bought
the federal government, according to word
from him by H.Harry
B. Durkee. His ofbrothreceived byciation.theThe federal
Ten Thousand
Lakesareassothe
authorities
inPalaceer, Frank
Theatre, Durkee,
Gay and manager
Hoffman streets,
terested in the movement to develop Minwill
book
the
pictures
for
the
Community.
resource
and have
On t-of-Town Notes.
announcednesota's
theirrecreational
intention
of filming
the
lakes
in the
Extensive alterations are now being
district.andThewoods
national
forestSuperior
embracesforestSt.
made
the Liberty Theatre,
on Mechanic
street,in Cumberland,
which was
recently
Louis, Lake, Itasca" and Cook counties in
Minnesota.
bought by Charles Charuhas, the purchase
Hoof Garden Shows Films.
price
being
$100,000.
This
playhouse,
which has a seating capacity of 700, will
With a stage and motion picture screen
be7. reopened
to the ispublic
September
installedapolis Y. the
garden opened
of the early
Minne-in
A ofnewthe stage
beingabout
installed,
the
M. C.roof
A., which
front
house is being
remodeled,
the
July, hasnesdaybeen
showing
films
every
Wedinterior is being redecorated and repainted
night during the summer.
and
projection
is being bychanged.
The the
theatre
will beroommanaged
Harry
Plan Great Outdoor Theatre.
Emmerich when it is reopened and Julius
Como
Park
in
St.
Paul
will
have
a
great
Byrlawski will book the pictures.
open air theatre with seats for 10,000 and
Frank Fisher, who formerly owned and
standing
room byforPark15,000Commissioner
under plansJ. be-M.
ing prepared
operated the Liberty Theatre, Cumberland,
Clancy.
has
brother,
CharlesTheatre,
H. Fisher,
who joined
operateshis the
Belvedere
and
*1'<UMM> Theatre Fire.
is playing the piano at the latter playhouse.
The Liberty Theatre, owned by H. C.
Higgins,tana. was
destroyedloss atis Moore,
The Victoria Theatre, Cumberland, has
The estimated
$20,000. Monbeen taken over by Thomas H. Burke,
N.-»> Theatre for Bemidjl.
who formerly
the Empire
Theatre. Mr. Burkemanaged
will rename
the Victoria
Mrs. Brinkman is building a new theathe New Empire. The Empire, Mr.
Antonio Moreno
tre tocently
replace
the
Rex
which
was
reold theatre,
be changed
into
Vitagraph serial star in East after aBurke's
destroyed by fire at Bemidji, Minn.
whichis toBerlin
Werthimer,
She expects the new home will be comcompletion of "Perils of
theclothing
formerandstore,
manager
pleted and ready for business in Septemestablish
operate. of the Victoria, will
Thunder Mountains."
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After serving fourteen months overseas
as a member of the A. E. F., John Bush, BIG BUFFALO HOUSE TO SHOW PICTURES
who managed the Grand Theatre, Grafton,
W. Va„sume hishasformer
returned
to that
asduties.
The city
Grandto was
Shea's Vaudeville Theatre Will Give Sunday
managed
Miss
Maudesuccessfully
E. Moore. in his absence by
Screenings with Elaborate Musical Effects
The
Midland
Theatre,
Midland,
Md..
Lockport.F. D.TheMor-InBuffalo
house to build a theatre
corporators are F. E.In Mosher,
which has been closed during the summer SHEA'S
will bebigturned
into vaudeville
a motion picture
ris, C. E. isShearton,
all of Lockport and
months, will reopen in September.
.heatre. But only for one day each the capital
$195,000.
week. Harold B. Franklin, managing diTwo Houses Change Owners.
The Brooklyn Strand Theatre corporaThe Grand Theatre, at Mt. Savage, Md., an elaborate
rector of Shea'smotion
Hippodrome
presenton
tion, of Buffalo, has filed incorporation
picture will
program
and
the
Imperial
Theatre,
at
Brunswick,
during
the
coming
fall
and
winMd., have been taken over by Spates and Sundays
Moe
Mark,
Walter Hayes and Max Spiegel
ter, commencing Sunday, August 24.
Frey,
who
own
the
Palace
and
another
are the incorporators.
A twenty-five
piece
symphony
orchestra
theatre in Frostburg, Md.
will
accompany
the
first
run
features
and
Plans
for Exchange Filed.
a beautiful stage setting will be one of the
Plans have been filed with the Bureau
attractions
the entertainment.
Washington News Letter
Court streetof houses
is one of the Shea's
most of Buildings by the Famous Players-Lasky
for Chippewa
film exchange
attractive houses in the country and will atcorporation
Moore Acquires Lender.
Franklin and
streets, building
to cost
place
for film entertainfilmdom must make anment.ideal
downtownto show
THEagainmapbe ofchanged
One
of
the
innovations
at
the
$60,000.
According
to
R.
local
ac- Sunday show will be the appearance of manager, the building will C.be Fox,
the
ready for
y
b
n
o
i
t
i
s
i
Leader
the
u
of
Moore,
Tom
q
noted
soloists,
who
will
come
from
New
Theatre, on Ninth street. This house was York to give recitals between the differ- occupancy the first of the year.
formerly controlled by George Mann, at
Stops Double Feature Programs,
ent numbers on the bill.
Playersmanageron ofinthethisFamous
one timeCorporati
Elmer C. Winegar, manager of the CenPopular prices will prevail. So enormous
was
city, and
Lasky
Theatre,programs
plans toateliminate
has been the that
Sunday
at Shea's doubletral Parkfeature
with- Hippodrome
Almost
managed
the business
Shea Amusement
his house,all
ostensibly
was closed,
house Sheild.
out notice bythe Corbin
companyto take
decided
toof open
its other who
big commencing September 1. He will substiment
that
announce
the
with
repairs,
for
house
care
the
thousands
tute
better
features
with
new
comedies,
some seek film amusement on the Sabbath.
reopened later.littleForactivity
would be has
itweeks
scenics and
as supplementary news
attractions.pictorials
He also will
be able
Crabb Invents Fire Extinguisher.
been
has
there
the housebeenandvery
around there
to improve
his programs
more or less speculation as to what was
Earl L. hasCrabb,
manager
of the Strand
larged orchestra
will be greatly.
installed Anat enthe
Theatre,
invented
an
automatic
fire
anMoore
Tom
Recently
in the wind.
the program change is made.
nounced he had secured control of it.
extinguishing device for use in connection same time Abandon
Hotel
Idea.
withmanufacture
motion picture
Give Shows in Playgrounds.
To
this projection
patent themachines.
Mighty
of the inDis-a Manufacturing
The tricplaygroun
A. C. Hayman, who and
is associated
Company has been incor- Joseph
t of Columbiad departmen
has just tinvested
others
in with
the
porated withcorpaoratorscapital
of
$50,000.
The
in- building A.of aSchuchert
projection machine and nsit is proposed lto
mammoth theatre
at Niagara
a
r
e
Emanuel
Pappas,
George
educationa
of
exhibitio
nightly
give
Falls,
informs
the
Moving
Picture
World
N.
Chaltas
and
Earl
L.
Crabb.
Mr.
and
nds.
The
films at the various playgrou
that the idea of combining
left Buffalo Thursday, August arepresentative
n Mrs. Crabb
supervisio
givenwhounder
shows
large hoteland with
the atheatre
New joined
York, where
atBunce,
the Astor
Hotel abandoned
of the 14, forwere
is inthecharge
Rhodes,
of Mrs. are
instead
theatre hasand been
ofby
Si
of
Buffalo.
d work, and it is announced as they
playgroun
fice
building
will
be
erected.
A sum in
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Crabb
plan
to
spend
two
her intention to prove tol the public that weeks in the metropolis and vicinity.
excess
of
$3,000,000
would
have
been
rechildren enjoy educationa pictures just as
quired to put over the hotel proposition,
Three Theatrical Incorporations.
dramas,
much atorsashave comedies,
to Mr. Hyman. Work will begin
the
amongOperfrom etc.
been recruited
The Hertel Theatre Corporation has filed according
at
once
on the new theatre building.
papers
inpicture
Albanytheatre
propos-on
and three incorporation
workers in Mrs. Rhoades' office,
Buys Two Theatres.
ing
to
build
a
motion
ed.
estiis
It
volunteer
have
young women
mated that in one week more than 2.000 Hertel avenue. The incorporators are JoJ. Wallingford,
of Keith's Theatre,
has
seph
Gaver,
Moses
J.
Bryman,
and
R.
free
the
viewed
children
and
women
men,
bought
out
the James
interests
O'Connell.
movies.
the Como and
AbbottSavage
theatres
in thein
The Victoria Theatre Corporation has South
Park
district
and
will
open
both
Jazz Band at Metropolitan.
houses September with better pictures
The twenty-five
pieceonorchestra
at was
the also been launched. This company plans and
increased
Metropolitan
Theatre,
F
street,
Theatre
is onadmission
Triangle prices.
street, TheandComo
the
converted into a jazz band during the
Abbott on South Park avenue. Mr. Walshowing
of
"Upstairs."
Jesse
S.
Heitmull
i
n
g
f
o
r
d
i
s
also
dickering
for
several
other
ler, conductor of the orchestra, got in
neighborhood houses in Buffalo.
touch with a number of song writers and
Aliens May Enter Buffalo.
secured a full jazz score to accompany the
picture
and
also
for
a
special
overture.
A
There are rumors in film circles that the
score thewasscenes.
perfected that synchronized
Allen interests of Canada may follow the
with
lead
Barcus Loew
Buffaloit onis
their oftheatrical
map. andTheputAliens,
said,
will
put
up
a
big
theatre
in new
the
Omaha News Letter
Queen $1,500,000
City of the
Lakes.the With
Shea
theatre,
Marcusthe Loew
Ross Joins Select.
house
and
the
Allen
theatre,
not
to
menC. W. Ross, formerly representing
tion the several
the
Pathe out of Des Moines, la., has joined
outlying
districts,houses
Buffalobeing
shouldbuiltbe ina beethe
force and
at will
the travel
Omaha overSelect-Selznick
hive of theatrical construction during the
exchange,
the Eastern
coming
months.
half
has exhibitors
had two andof oneNew Bat a via Theatre.
half ofyearsIowa.
amongHe the
that
part
of
Iowa
and
is
personally
acquainted
Stockholders of the Batavia Construcwith all of them.
tion
Company,
of thestreet,
FamilyBatavia,
Theabuildingtoonowners
Jackson
Tom Arthur Made Good.
have trevoted
build
a modern
theatre on
When Tom Arthur, manager of the Cecil
the site of the present house. The new
Theatre, at Mason City, la., quit playing
building
willFamily
seat 1,450
people.building
The own"legitimate"
at thehis Cecil
started
ers of the
Theatre
are
showing
pictures,
friendsandprotested.
Charles
H.
Honeck,
Raymond
M.
When,
despiteoff thethe fact
Herbert
T. Booth,
WilliamC. C.Corbett.
Casey,Walker,
Frank
three blocks
main that
streetthe ofCecil
Masonis
H.
Homelius
and
James
City, heeling spent
thousands it,ofhisdollars
Increase Prices.
and redecorating
friendsremodsaid
he was too
lavish.
E. O. Wineberg
announces
he will
The Cecil is now rated as one of the
increase
his
orchestra
and boostthatadmission
best money-making
prices
at
the
Elmwood
Theatre
Showmanship
did it. houses in Iowa.
September 1. The Elmwood is oneaboutof
Howard Dietz
Buffalo's most attractive neighborhood
New Equipment Store Opens.
rising Goldwynite, just appointed houses and is now enjoying the best busiSwanson-Nolan have opened a theatre Rapidly
head
of
the
Goldwyn
service
and
ness of its career under Mr. Wineberg's
equipment
management.
street,
Omaha.store at 423 South Fifteenthexploitation department.
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SAID EXCHANGEMEN DON'T WORK
Goldwyn Boston Staff Express Films via Auto
and Can Now Express Views on Transportation
Florence Fennyvessey, who has kept
THE force in the Boston office of the Hiss
Goldwyn Pictures Corporation played the home fires burning right well.
an
important
part
in
the
distribution
More Houses for Batavia.
of films to New England exhibitors under
Stockholders of the Batavia Constructhe auto truck system of the New Engtion
Company,
ofvoted
the Family
TheManagers-for Association.
Batavia,owners
to erect
Danland FilmHorgan
several days had modernatre intheatre
on have
the site
of the
presenta
charge
of
actually
despatching
the
films
picture
house.
The
new
house
will
seat
from Boston and keeping track of them. about 1,500. Harry T. Crosby, a retired
A. A. Lionais, K. G. Wylie and Jack Davis showman,
is
promoting
another
new
house
were
also
on
the
job.
H.
M.
Davis,
the
and says that he has secured $15,000
Boston
manager
of the Goldwyna salesman,
office in there
of a required capital of $40,000.
Boston,
calledforWilliam
Fays to Reopen August 25.
out of bed
a Paul West,
Revere midnight
,-ide
only it anwasauto
to New
and season
Fay's August
Theatre25, will
reopen J.forSarrtheagain
fall
was — aboard
truck.Bedford
Discovery
with
was
made ondistribution
the first night
the at the helm. The
policyFred
will be the same
New Bedford
station that
did not
as
last
season
—
vaudeville
and
pictures.
a supervisor,
Mr. truck.
West rode down The house did a big business last season,
athavemidnight
on theso first
but most of it may be attributed to the
feature pictures which overshadowed the
Elm Company Secures Magnet.
The Elm Amusement Company, owning variety offerings.
and operating
a chainhasof secured
theatres control
through-of
out New England,
the Magnet Theatre, Dorchester, Mass.
San Francisco News Letter
The- Magnet Theatre has been closed temAlhambra Is Being It. modeled.
while a forcewere
of carpenters,
painters and porarily
decorators
busy preparing
on byMarket
Theatreowned
for the reopening. The remodeled theatre THELaemmle,
street,Alhambra
San wasFrancisco,
closed recently
for Carl
the
has every modern comfort and convenience.
completion
of
remodeling
work
that
has
been under way for several weeks. When
Fox Exchange Will Move.
wiil bear
a new name,
seThe Fox Company has outgrown the reopenedlection oitf which
has been
to thethepubBoston quarters in the year and six
lic. The new house
will left
be managed
by
months they have occupied them. So Leo Weinberger
, who has had charge of
Manager
Campbell
has
leased
the
adjointhe
Strand
Theatre
for
the
past
two
years
ing building. AllCampbell
departments areittowillbe and who has been succeeded there by Guy
enlarged.
formerly
manager of the Hippotake about Mr.
$10,000 to put thinks
the office and Smith, drome
Theatre, Oakland.
plant into shape for the fall rush. ■
Girl Workers' Pay Raised.
The California
Industrial Welfare
Commission,
withStateheadquarters
at San
Rochester News Letter
Francisco, has issued orders that girls and
women employes as ushers and attendants
Paul A. Fennyvessey Returns
similar places
amuse-a
twhile at theatrespaidanda minimum
,AULmanager
A. ofFENNYVESSEY
wage ofofto $13.50
the Strand Theatre and week.ment beThis
rule also applies
women
sonesterofpictureAlbert
A.
Fennyvessey,
Rochworking minimum
in photographic
The forhas returned
wage was studios.
$10 a week,
but
overseas servicemagnate,
in the American
army.from manymertheatres
have
been
paying
more
Before assuming the management of the
Strand young Fennyvessey had been with than this for ushers during the past
several manager
film companies
in the capacity
branch
and salesman.
When heot year. Fox News Stall' Organised.
left
to
join
the
service
the
management
Organization of a Pacific Coast staff of
that house was taken over by his sister,of photographers
for the Fox Film News,
WHO

He Murmured Sweet Nothings into Her Pearly Ear.
Charles Maigne whispers softly to Irene Castle that all is ready for a scene
from her Paramount- Artcraf t, "Should a Wife Forgive?"

August 30, 1919
which will make its initial appearance in
October,
has beenherecompleted
and ofworktrained
will
be commenced
a force
workers.
Eugene H. byCastle,
for years
with
Gaumont,
placed Hein will
chargemakeof
the Pacific has
Coastbeendivision.
his headquarters
at San Francisco
and hasa
selected
for his assistant
Bert Moissant,
former Gaumont operator, who returned
recently from
servicewill
in France.
The Losby
Angeles
territory
be covered
Blaine Walker, formerly of that city, but
more recently of San Francisco.
Injured Patron Demands Big Damages.
Mrs. Mary Monk has brought suit for
damages in the sum of $16,244.35 against
the Lyceum
Theatre
Robert
McNeill for injuries
saida and
tokeghave
from
inhouse.
theresulted
dark
aisle ofstumbling
this SanoverFrancisco
She
asks $5,000 on the ground that she will
never befes ion aable
to
again
follow
her
pros a nurse, $5,000 for disabilities
that
will prevent
performance
of usual
household
duties, the$5,000
for the physical
pain suffered, and the balance for doctor
bills.
Changes in Pathe's San Francisco Force.
for several
of E.theO. SanChild,
Francisco
branchyears
of themanager
Pathe
Exchange,
Inc.,
has
been
promoted
studio manager and will shortly leave forto
Los
to assumeat thehis Pathe
new duties.
has Angeles
been succeeded
exchangeHe
by Henri sociated
J. Henrioulle,
who
has
asoffice Meyer
almost J.been
continuously since itswith this
opening.
Cohen,
formerly manager of the local office of the
George Kleine System and more recently
with Solas publicity
L. Lesser expert,
and thehasKehrlein
Cirjoined
the
Pathe cuitstaff
as Western manager
of puband exploitation
with headquarters
in thislicity city.
O. W. Hellwig,
formerly
cashier at the Seattle Office, has been instal ed as inspecting
auditor of the atWestern division,
headquarters
San
Francisco.
Hewithsucceeds
Gilbert Moyle,
who has resigned.
RalphQuive,
Quive who
Goes hasto Realart.
been exchange,
in charge
of Ralph
the SanB. Francisco
Vitagraph
has severed his connection to become local
manager for
Picturesat Corporation. He the
hasby Realart
been
succeeded
the
Vitagraph
office
M.
C.
Wilder,
been connected with this branch who
for has
the
pastexchange
four years.
the Realart
has notA location
yet been forselected.
Vnited Artists Open Exchange.
Under the direction of Louis Reichert,
the United
Corporation
formally openedArtists'
for business
at 100hasGolden
Gate avenue,
in
the
heart
of
San
Francisco's film row. This location was formerly occupied by Sunrise Film Company
and thetact.furnishings
weregeneral
taken manager
over inRalph O. arrived
Proctor,
of this concern,
here recently
for a
stay of a few days and will shortly visit
Select Official Visits San Franciseo.
Charles R. Rogers, sales manager for
Select,
spentDavid
a fewSwing
days inRicker,
San Francisco
recently.
exploitation
manager,
is
making
aWestern
stay at
Reno.
K ah ii and Greenfield Secure Grand.
The Kahn and Greenfield Circuit of
which Louis R. Greenfield is the shining
light,
has purchased the
Grand Theatre Sanat
Twenty-second
Mission
Francisco, one and
of the
oldeststreets,
houses in
the Mission
district,
take posses ion in a short
time.andThiswillconcern
now
controls
two
theatres
in
the
Mission
district
and
two
in
the
Fillmore
section,
havi
n
g
a
large
one
and
a
medium
size
one
each
is also building a largein
house district.
at Santa ItCruz.
Producer Sails for Australia.
Taking
with her an
Americanpictures
company
for
the
of moving
Australia, production
Mrs. Reginald
L. (Snowy)in

August 30. 1919
Baker, wife of the famous athlete, sailed
from San Francisco on the steamer Ventura on Lucas,
August
the party Bess
were MereWilactor12.andIn director;
dyth non,fredLucas,
writer; Agnes
Verlead, and scenario
Robert Doerrer.
cameraman.
Trail.- Uriel*.
A contract has been awarded at $80,000
for
the
remodeling
of the
Building at Oakland. Cal..
the Macdonough
future home
of the Hippodrome Theatre.
A.
J.
Rich
&
Co.
are
preparing
to erect
a theatre at Modesto, at an estimated
cost
of $150,000.
The Turner and Dahnken Circuit is now
making
two changes
of program a
week at but
its house
at Berkeley.
Ben
Brodsky
and
R.
E.
San
Francisco film exchange men,Hasbrok,
are making
a business trip to New York.
Max Berlin has purchased the Cory
Theatre, an old-time San Francisco house.
The
Joaquin Theatre has been opened
V.at Stockton
Clover. .under the management of E.
The Lyceum
Twenty-ninth
Mission
streets,Theatre.
San Francisco,
is to andbe
enlarged
a seatingbefore
capacity
and
will beto reopened
the of
close1,200of
the
year.
The
Bell
Theatre
near
will
be used while alterations are beingbymade.
The
Exhibitors'
Poster
Exchange,
Inc..
has opened
at 134-146 Golden
Gate
avenue,forSanbusiness
Francisco.
The
New
Elm
Theatre
has been opened
at Elmhurst, Cal.
Louis Marks, formerly of the Edison
Theatre,in Sacramento,
house
that city. plans to erect a new
William
Sacramento,
prearing to addWebster,
Fink
s ofTheatre,
Gridley,is Cal.,
to his pcircuit
of houses.
Frank Purkett, formerly engaged in the
newspaper
has
been Fresno,
made manof the business,
Kinema
Theatre.
and
B. A. agerGoodman,
formerly
in tocharge
of this
house
has been transferred
the Kinema
Theatre, Oakland.
Hawkinsofficeis now
of the
SanMurray
Francisco
of thein charge
Consolidated
Film
Corporation
and
H.
F.
Moore,
recently
with the Film Clearing House, is also with
this concern as special representative.
The Hawaiian Island Films Company
has been incorporated with a capital stock
ofbreuil,
$30,000Harryat Honolulu.
E. E. DuSteiner andT. L.H. E.byCapps.
Spokane News Letter
Musician Foresees Prosperity.
THE amusement crafts will experience
the biggest year in their history in
Spokane this season," said Fred
Greene, secretary of the musicians' union
here.
"Never before since I have lived in this
city have siciaIns. Thseen
for muis is duesuch
to asomedemand
extent
the
fact that similar
conditions
exist onto the
coast, and a number of our members have
gone
west
to seek inmore
attractive
posP'ons
than
are offered
Spokane,
but that
does
not
discount
thethisfactfall
thatand things
toamusement
boom
hereline.
winterarein sure
the
"The musicians
recently
asked
an
crease, adopting a new wage scale in-at
noon and having it agreed to by the majority of theSeveral
employers
2 o'clock
the
same day.
of theby motion
picture
theatres have also fallen into line."
New Ordinances Proposed.
Two new ordinances proposing changes
in the operation of motion picture machinessionearers fornow
commistheirbefore
action.the Onecity ordinance
provides
for the operators
licensing byof aallboard
motionto
picture machine
be composed of the city building inspector,
the electrical
the operators.
fire depart-A
ment chief and inspector,
two licensed
secondary license would be issued to a per-
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B. F. ROSENBERG ENTERTAINED FILM MEN
Metro's Salt Lake City Representative Lighted
Red Lantern Banquet
the Ship ('.ale with a the Salt Lake Opera quartet, composed of
BF.
ROSENBERG,
local
manager
for
Dwyer.TheMarv
At. Ship
Metro, cafe
recentlyat gave
a dinnerWhitney
at the Fred C.kinsonGraham.
and Melvin Edna
Peterson.
quartet
Salatar.
has
rendered
choice
operatic
and
up
Young,
personal
representative
of
Naziselections. Frank Gibney is singingto
mova, on tour in the interest of several date
songs. Theatre orchestra will
productions in which the actress is star- popular
American
Flyn, manager
the manUtah be The
increased from sixteen to thirty pieces
Theatrering; A.atJ.Ogden:
Edward P.ofLevy,
beginning
Day.as atIt night.
will be the
Orpheum; G. agency,
A. Clo- same
size forLabor
matinees
ward. agerofof thetheSaltMetroLakeintermountain
Calkins Succeeds Knox.
and several other film men were among
the guests. A feature of the entertainW. A. Calkins, for several years past
ment was the sending o_f a telegram to local
manager for Pathe. has resigned that
Nazimova congratulating her upon the position
and Salt
has Lake
accepted
manage-of
local success of "The Red Lantern."
ment of the
City the
exchange
Sely.nick Opens unices.
Exhibitors'
Circuit,
Coincident with the filing of copies of the First ce National
d
i
n
g
A
.
B.
Knox,
who
will
go
to sucthe
its articles of incorporation in Utah, the Pacific coast. A successor to Mr. Calkins
Selznick company jointly with Select Pic- nounced.
in
the
Pathe
office
has
not
been
antures Corporation
this street.
week opened an
agency
Regent
Gilmonr with Hodkinson.
Robertat A.160 Brackett.
formerly of the
Seattle office of Select, is the local manJ. calB. representative
Gilmour hasforbeenthe appointed
as loW. W. Hodkinager. American Feaiures Music.
son office.
company. He will be attached to the
Pathe
The musical programs at the American
Theatre have been made the more enjoyable thisselections
week atby each
the rendition
of spe-by
cial
performance
News Letter
son operating a machine under a licensed W ritzt Detroit
l ( liuhln i Staj \\vny from Them.
operator.
other ordinance
would permit
the EDWARD
WEITZEL,
associate
editortwoof
the Moving
Picture ending
World, August
spent
useTheof motion
picture machines
in schools,
in Detroit,
17,
to be run by other than a professional on hisweeks
annual vacation. This is really Mr.
operator.
This
is
an
amendment
"
sought
by
the
school
board,
which
plans
to
buy
Weitzel's
home,
as
he
served
for
many
a number of motion picture machines for years on the Detroit Free Press before
the public schools in cooperation with going East. Although coming here for
the home
son,
parent chines
teachers' association. These ma- a rest, staying
not keepat away
from ofthehisexhibtertainments.would be used in social center en- he could
itors and exchange managers, and wherever he went he received a hearty welSimplexes and Other Prosperous Signs.
come. "Yes, I and
havereviews
been reading
your
Cram, has
of the
Theatre
articles
in the World
in ManageWalla Walla,
just Arcade
completed
the special
they
are
fine,"
was
the
expression
installation of two of the latest type of and
that he heard all along the line.
Simplex
the Mazdaprojection
light. machines equipped with
Perry Goes to Paramount.
Manager Cram has also installed a new
Charles W. Perry, famous for the exceland
attractiveoversignthewhich
work he did for Pathe during his two
improvement
old one.is a distinct years'lentservice
with that
now Parapersonal representative
for H.firm,A. isRoss.
mount
local
manager,
who
finds
it
impossible to personally visit every exhibitor in
the territory.
Colonial Ready for New Policy.
The Colonial Theatre, Detroit, is getting
ready for its new policy of pictures and
vaudeville, starting Labor Day. Marcus
Loew will
will comprise
do the sixvaudeville
which
acts. Benbooking,
Cohen,
of the firm of Warren and Cohen, operating the Colonial, say pictures will be
first-run when available and will be shown
a full week. The orchestra will be enseason. larged and prices advanced for the coming
Brooks Goes with Pathe.
J. O. Brooks, for the past year manager
of the Liberty Theatre, Camp Custer,
Mich., and prior to that time salesman for
Fox andchangepreceding
that Paramount
exmanagerforin Pathe
Detroit,
is now features,
special
representative
special
in Detroit and the larger cities of the
territory.
Short .Notes.
E. J. manager
Foley, foratthethepastMadison
eleven Theatre.
months
house
Detroit,
has
resigned
to
become
manager
of the Franklin Theatre. Saginaw, one of
the houses controlled by W. S. Butterfield.
Lawrence J. Jacobs, manager of the
Delft riedTheatre.
Mich., Oliver,
was marAlice Brady
recently toEscanaba,
Miss Marjorie
one
As she appears as Mary Horton in
ofMichigan.
the leading society girls in northern
"Sinners," her first Realart.
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Producers'

Elsie Ferguson Commences
Work on "Counterfeit"
UNDER
direction
of George
mauricethe work
has been
startedFitz-on
Miss
Elsie
Ferguson's
next
picture,
"Counterfeit,"
by OuidaBaker,
Bergere,at based
the
story by Robert
the Newon
York studio ofMr.theFitzmaurice
Famous Players-Lasky
Corporation.
regards th<.
scenarioinaswhich
an excellent
up-to-datewillcomedy
drama
Miss Ferguson
have
the opportunity
of both dramatic and
lighter
work.
Miss ginia
Ferguson
playsdaughter
the partof ofan VirGriswold, theShe
old
Southern
family.
returns
her home
after traveling and studying toabroad
and
finds
her
family
in
dire
straits
for
want
of money. She decides to find some kind
of work With
whichthewillaid support
family.
of an oldherself
friendandof
the family she is put in touch with the
at Washington.
atSecret
that Service,
time working
on a case They
of inteiare
national counterfeiting which has been
tracedport iton a house
Newport.
She
is
placed
at Newwith a Secret Service
man
as David
a butler,
and
is
accepted
in
society.
Powell, as leading man for Miss
Ferguson,
plays
the
part
of
Stuart
Kent,
in love with Virginia Griswold. Helene
Montrose
appears asKentthe asextravagant
Mrs.
Palmer; Charles
Colonel Harrington, the friend of the family; Charles
Girard . as Vincent Cortez, the "master
mind"man asofMrs.theGriswold,
counterfeiters;
Ida Waterthe mother
of Virginia:
Robert
Lee
Keeling
plays
the panas
ofUncle
Mr. Palmer;
Fred
Jenkins
appears
Ben; Elizabeth
Mrs. Robertson
Aunt
Jemima,
Breen asas Marioette, the and
maid.
Assisting Mr. Fitzmaurice is C. Van
Arsdale, who has been associated with Mr.
Fitzmaurice
a number
cameraman isforArthur
Miller.of years. The
Johnston McCulley Breaks
Bullies in Universal Film
THEMcCulley,
BRUTE magazine
BREAKER,"
by Johnston
author,
has been
filmed
a six-reel
feature
Universal City.as Lynn
Reynolds,
best atknown
ashadthecharge
producerof ofthevirile,
outdoor
stories,
production.
Frank
Mayo and Kathryn Adams are featured in
this
drama of thebackground
logging country,
its picturesque
of the with
big
California
forests.
When
Louis
Grantaire,
which
part
played by Frank Mayo, inherited a forestis
principality at the death of his father, he
determined to clean out the lumber camps
around
shroud. which an evil name clung like a
The supporting
cast Frank
includes
Harry
Northrup,
Jack Curtis,
Brownlee,
Charles
LeMoyne,
Bert
Sprott
and
Burwell Hamrick.
Throughout the entire photoplay the
red-blooded
actionas aprevails,
with
the
hearttype
of ofnature
background.
The great
entire
Reynolds
company
of sixty
persons
left civilization
for six weeks
and
buriedests atitself
great Shasta.
California forthe footin the
of Mount
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Nothing Blue About Monte.
Monte Blue
a grin just
after signing a fiveshoots
year contract
mount- Artcraft.with Para"Chasing Rain-Beaux" Is
Booked for Cincinnati Run
OSCAR
F. BOWER,
exchange has
manager
for Goldwyn
in Cincinnati,
convinced Isaac Libson, a prominent exh
i
b
i
t
o
r
o
f
that
city,
that
"Smiling
Bill,"
star of Capitol Comedies, is a sure drawing
card with Cincinnati picture fans. Manager Libson was so impressed with Parsons' workthatin the
comedy, the
"Chasing RainBeaux,"
entire week
athe thebooked
Lyric. Hefilmalsofortookan
the Mr. and Mrs. Carter De Haven comedy,
showing at the Family Theatre, beginning
August 10. Mr.In Libson
common is with
other
exhibitors,
havingmany
in finding suitable
an adequate
ofdifficulty
comedy
material
to hissupply
theatres,
and is
enthusiastic over the type of films being
made by Parsons and the De Havens.
Beautiful
Night Scenes night
in "Thescenes
Bandbox."
Some remarkable
have
been made by R. William Neill, who is
directing
"The
Bandbox,"
the
first
of
the
Louis Joseph Vance series of productions
being
Deitrich-Beck,
starringmade
DorisbyKenyon,
and whichInc.,
willandbe
released by the W. W. Hodkinson Corporation.
As much of the action takes place at
night, a great many of the exteriors were
photographed
aftersecured
dark. by
Spectacular
fects have been
the use ef-of
more
Kliegl lights,
whichin
were than
takena score
to theof various
locations
New tralJersey,
northern
New
York
and
CenPark. Some
wonderful interior lighting effects
Director
Neill.have also been produced by
Work on completion.
"The Bandbox" is rapidly
approaching
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Change but Little Film
Play of "The Gamblers"
Klein,
is one of those
THEsome
GAMBLERS,"
by theplays
lateproduced
Charlesto
years ago which
lends
itself
picturization
without
doctoring
writing to bring it up to date. and
It is re-as
strong,
as virile,as asit pertinent
day conditions
was when tofirstpresentwritten.
The sionadapters,
in
making
the
screen
for Vitagraph, have taken but verfew
liberties
the author's
They
have madewith
jealousy
of his wifework.
the motive
back of thesecution ofrelentless
perthe leader prosecution
of the WallandStreet
gamblers
rather thanby the
his assistant
political attorney-general
ambitions as in
original more
play. inThis
istheindicated
the change,
subtitles however,
than in
the actual
actionkeptof intact
the play.
final
scene
has been
and The
is shown
just as it was played on the spoken stage,
even thethe final
by scene
the heroine
being
same.linesThespoken
is farof
from
conventional,
butclosing
the reviewers
the original
play
agreed
that
it
was
consistent— that noAndother
ending would have
inbeenthelogical.
screen play. so it has been retained
Harry T. Morey plays the role of Wilbur
Emerson,
his business
ciates intowho
a bigleads
financial
deal and assothen
breaksthe
banking
laws
them
from ruin. He has a strongto save
supporting
cast in Charles Kent, Agnes Ayres, Helen
Ferguson, Eric Mayne, George Majeroni
and
rected.George Backus. Paul Scardon diGoldwynner Current Issue
Describes Latest Pictures
THEthecurrent
number of the Goldwynner,
exhibitor-organ
semi-a
monthly by Goldwyn,issued
presents
"close-up"
of
the
eightto super-productions now ready, orfirstsoon
be ready, for
inspection
in the twenty-two
exchanges
country.Goldwynof
As befits throughout
the formal theannouncement
the big productions which will launch
Goldwyn's
is made upthird
and season,
dressed theup Goldwynner
in de luxe
style, produced in colors on special quality
paper
stock.
The
mechanical
make-up
is unlike that of the regular numbers,
eight of the twelve pages arranged in an
advertising
style plot
that synopsis,
gives striking
torial layouts,
cast picand
salient exploitation angles on the first
eight productions, which comprise: Rex
Beach's "Lord
"The and
Girl Lady
fromAlgy,"
Outside,"
Tom
Moore's
Geraldine
Farrar's "The World and Its Women," Will
Rogers' "Almost
MadgeRupert
Kennedy's "Strictlya Husband,"
Confidential,"
Hughes' "The
"TheEmpty
Cup ofParadise"
Fury," and
MabelPauline
Normand's
Frederick's
"Bonds
of
Love."
are soat arranged
thatThe anpages
exhibitor
a glance and
will worded
absorb
every dramatic feature and exploitation
pointer that will serve as a booking guide
and
subsequently
for the preparation
and
execution
of exploitation
and advertising
campaigns.
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EYES"
BLACK
"THREE
EXPLOITING
Snappy Comedy Starts With Rumpus in a Cabaret —
Follows With Fast Moving Fun Aboard Palatial YachtWinds Up With Capture of Burglars and Rescue of Girl
display.
make a good window as well as lobby
TAYLOR HOLMES in his newest farce,
By Epes W. Sargent
"Three angle,
Black
Eyes,"
released
bythanTri-in
The cut-out three-sheet suggested in the
should
be
easier
to
sell
plan book will also make a good
his earlier offerings. The title lends itself press book for publicity work. If you ample
attractor. It can be inexpensively
better to selling, and he has the advantage use sandwich men, try to put them into lobby
done bystead of the
using corrugated
card
inevening
dress,
slightly
mussed.
The
soda
of his previous
successes
under
this
comexpensive
beaverboard
pany. Themany
farce more
itselftalking
is morepoints,
spirited,
fountain tie-up is good for the hot and bracing more
with lath.
Cut-out
to board,
retain
and offers
and weather
and
a
"Three
Black
Eyes
Sundae"
the
legend
at
the
bottom.
can distinctive
be built withdecoration
three blackberries
for
it can be offered with the certainty of the
If you can get hold of some disc life
or even three
pleasing
patron. of a quartet
preservers
round cards
kind),or usestills
themwithas
It dealsthewithaverage
the escapades
chocolate
drops
if
fruit
is
not
easily
availframes for (the
window
offromyoung
men
of
social
standing
who
flee
able.
Letter
the
fountain
mirror
and
winlegends
to the yachting features,
the results of a cabaret escapade
dows with water color and display stills such as relating
"He steered with his feet so he
aboard
yacht of theto hero
concludeshis or one-sheets.
with histherestoration
favorandthrough
A goodthe publicity
stuntdoorkeeper
would be andto could
hold
hands, butway."
he didn't
get 'Three
blacken
eyes
of
your
capture
of
the
burglars
who
are
seeking
Black
Eyes'
He could
sink
to rob the father of the heroine.
ushers the week before the showing. Use canoes withoutthat
even looking, but he didn't
It is rapid in action, with a well marked blue paint, blending into yellow.
care
what
happened
—
he
had
met
theuntilgirl."he
"He
didn't
want
to
rent
the
yacht
story,
and
is
played
by
a
competent
cast.
Hook
up
the
stores
handling
paint
with
saw who the passengers would be, but that
The star is too well assured of his own a display of stills and a card reading
popularity to fear the competition of his
girl! Ohserver toBoy!"
"Neverman.
throwHe a may
life preWe
Keep
Taylor
Holmes'
Remedy
for
a drowning
live
Black
Eyes.
support, rwith
See him at the Blank Theatre in
ounded by a the
good result
actingthatcasthe whois surare
A Marine Angle.
given
opportunity
to
make
their
points.
"Three
Black
Eyes"
to
sue
you."
And Get the Remedy Here.
Society plays appeal more strongly to
Using the yacht angle you can probably
the average patron than do even the Wild
arrange
a hook-up
stores selling
A Lobby Display.
West
thrillers,
and
this
offering
has
many
sailor
hats
and middywithblouses.
Where
of the thrills of Western melodrama with
A good
lobby attractor
be picthere theis any
boatingor you
canstores
also selling
tie up
tures of Holmes,
the formerwould
Kaiser
and with
the more picturesque environment of the Crown
hardware
other
Prince,
each
with.
a
black
eye
and
sociallyiors haveelect,
and
the
settings
and
extersupplies
with
a
display
of
boat
lamps,
been chosen to carry out this the
legendgotof black
"The Kaiser
the anchors and other fittings.
CrownusualPrince
eyes andand lost.
suggestion of wealth and culture.
butcher forshopcuring
mightblack
take eyes.
"Don't They
use
Taylor Holmes got a black eye and won. ourA steaks
The Story.
The story does not precisely follow the See how he did it in 'Three Black Eyes,' are too good. See how Taylor Holmes
synopsis as published in the plan book in here
cured
'Three
Black
Eyes'
and
save
our
Get aHave
whitehimhorse
and burnt-cork
his steaks for interior decoration."
" led through
that theinate thistaxipartridein has
been
cutto out.
Elim- eyes.
the streets
Use
all
the
hook-ups
you
can
get.
your
copy
the
printer
foolish to those who have neverIt
if you tryuse this:
a long synopsis. For a shorter with blankets reading, "I have only two sounds
form
them, but persistence in advertising
black eyes. Taylor Holmes has 'Three tried
Larry Van Cortland, with Harriman, Black
the harder
at theof Blank
(dateeyehere)."
Paint Eyes'
a picture
a blacked
on a is what
mer the counts,
better youand draw.
When you
you hamhave
Castletonwhere
and Stanhope
Payne, visit
a fashionable
Cut out the eye part and a play
cabaret
Shelton,
a wealthy large onscale.
that is likely
tono make
regulars
transparent paper. On the front out
of
occasionals,
leave
stone
unturned
munitions manufacturer, is celebrating paste
paint
a
closed
eyelid
with
transparent
his daughter's
birthday. too
Larry is not wel- paint. Then paint an eyeball on the inner to get them in.
they know
Work.
the lamp,
painting
box
gains a come;table
before him
the waiterswell,can butcheckhe surface and
Go strong Yewspaper
on. your advertising.
There
is a put
flasher
whichoverwilla give
him- When his glance falls upon Yatalie inyouwhich
is
a
three-column
cut
in the plan book
a
winking
eye
effect.
This
should
Shelton, he seeks to gain an introduction,
but
is
kept
away
by
a
friend
who
sees
his condition. But a solo dance fires
Larry'sresult
ambition
and heriotseeksin which
to join thein.
The
is a small
jovial
just aslooking
Detective
Hogan quartet
comes are
uponejected
the scene
for
the young roisterer who has been mussing
up
the
Tenderloin
for
several
days
—
and
nights. Hogan follows Larry home, but
Larry
bundleshimtheup officer
and shoots
to theintotop thefloorelevator
while
he heads for his yacht. The crew promptly
resign when they see his condition, but
Larry presses his friends into service and
gives Hogan the slip. Next morning he
puts into a fashionable summer resort,
where noonthecruiseyacht
chartered
for an who
after-is
by isBaron
Kurakoff,
really
the
head
of
a
gang
of
burglars.
Well off shore he robs his gnests and is
about
escapeLarrywithcaptures
his pals him
in theand yacht's
tender towhen
heads
for shore just in time to secure the rest
ofShelton
the gang,
who
have
been
the
home while the ownerslooting
were out
of the way. Larry turns the gang over
to Hogan,
who decides that Larry has
earned
immunity.
The Cast.
Larry
Cortlandt Taylor
Xatalie VanShelton
LouiseHolmes
Orth
Yvonne Tiffany Clara Moo res
Vida Tiffany
Diana Allen
Mrs. Tiffany
Ida Pardee
"Fatty"
Harriman Marshall
Stedman
Castleton
Gordon Standing
Payne
William Horan.
Bailey
Written and Directed by Charles
Would isYou
a "Three" Sheetthere
for "Three
Taylor Holmes
tryingCallintoThis
had beenBlack
threeEyes?"
or more sheets
Try
These
Hook-ups.
theremember
wind inwhether
his newest Triangle.
There are some good suggestions in the
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thefts in the house. The women are in a
which will bring in more extra business young man about town whose efforts to panic
at the idea of being caught in their
than the additional space will cost. Use speed the parting with John Barleycorn borrowed
finery and promptly strip off the
it,
particularly
the small
This have, brought him under the displeasure gowns, which
lead little
to several
is the
cut of thein star
holdingtowns.
the dancer
of
the
police.
To
avoid
them
he
takes
The
glimpse ofamusing
below
refuge on his yatch with three friends. complications.
in his arms.- Below use such copy as
stairs
is
just
a
sidelight
lively
The
crew
desert
when
they
see
his
condi"He was kissing John Barleycorn goodactions of their employers onto thethepalatial
tion,
but
the
quartet
cruise
about
all
night,
bye,
and
he
wound
up
in
a
swagger
cabin the morning his friends put a For
aret where this little dancer was the star. and
Sale sign on the boat in the hope that yacht.
He
and nearly
broketo someone
will buy it and take them out of - "Never throw a life preserved to a
his broke
head — upbut herthatdance
was— just
a starter
danger.
drowning man" who
seemsare totoobe engrossed
a good rulein
the trouble."
But
this
increases their troubles, for
"He andgrabbed
the alittle
the for the boatonlyis chartered
by a band of theiryachtsmen
guests to pay attention to the tiller.
floor
it started
riot. dancer
When oft'
it was
society
burglars
who
seek
to
get
a
milover the three black eyes needed a sea
"ThreehisBlack
Eyes"yacht
Taylorto aHolmes
lionaire out of the way so that their In
handsome
party
trip; but all's well that ends well, and if confederates
may rob his home. They charters
for the afternoon when he sees that one
you"Even
don't thethink
this
ended
well
see
—
"
hold
up
the
yachting
party
and
bind
the
of
the
guests
is
to
be
the
has
Broadway cabarets have their crew, but Larry gets free and catches vainly sought to meet. When girlshe hecomes
limits.a dancer
It's not offconsidered
goodBut form
to them just as they are going over the side aboard he invites her to the bridge, and
grab
the
floor.
Taylor
in the tender. Then he races to shore they become so engrossed in each other
Holmes could not wait until she had done and
gets the other members of the gang, that they fail to notice several canoeing
her turn, and three damaged optics was turning
over toto thelandveryhim police
offi- parties in their path until after the frail
the"Itprice
he
paid."
cer who them
has sworn
in a cell.
craft have been run down. In each case
was
the
eve
of
July
first
or
even
Incidentally,
he
wins
the
girl
he
fell
life preservers, of course bearing the
Taylor
Holmes
would
not
have
grabbed
with at the cabaret show the nightin yacht's
the star dancer of the Broadway cabaret love
name, are tossed to them, and when
before
and
who
is
a
guest
on
the
yachting
trip.
right
off
the
floor,
but
it
WAS
the
eve
of
the
party
gets up
backto togreet
the dock
the victims are lined
the returning
prohibition
went.doorTaylor
Holmes wentandouteverything
of the front
in a performs
In "Three
Black
Eyes"
Taylor
Holmes
owner
put in claims for damages.
wonderful feats in steering Larry Vanand Cortlandt
decides
it
would
hurry, and he carried a black eye with him. a yacht some
he makesHe been cheaper to have let them drown. have
His friends carried the others — but that love to thewithonlyhisgirlfeetin while
the world.
was just the starter."
Try Throwaways.
runs down a couple of canoe parties
For the two-column cut showing the only
If your patrons respond to throwaways,
a scow,thatbutthetheboatuncomtrio with
theircopy,
blackened
eyes use some- and sideswipes
fortable guests decide
must get outumn cut —one,or using
what similar
for instance:
both. thePlaytwouporthethree-colsociety
be a destroyer and not a yacht.
and
Broadway
angles
inis short
sentences.
The
Broadway
appeal
always
strong.
but"John
TaylorBarleycornHolmes andwashis not
chumsdeadhad— yet
been—
You could
the comes
crew for
de- Try something like
holding
a wake for
a week.
They went
serting when not
Taylorblame
Holmes
aboard
into
a Broadway
cabaret
on unsteady
feetof
TAYLOR HOLMES and his pals got
and
came
out
on
their
heads,
and
three
his
yacht
in
"Three
Black
Eyes."
They
THREE BLACK EYES
see the into
trouble
ahead.
impresses
the four of them had blackened eyes. can
his friends
service
and Hesomehow
the
while being thrown out of a
They
took
the
eyes
on
a
yachting
trip
and
boat
stays
afloat.
Then
they
rent
the
then things did happen.
Broadway Cabaret
and while
one man
"That's what they got for trying to boat
is toldforacts
offan toafternoon
the cruise,
engines
the and took refuge on his private yacht to
break toup break
a cabaret
show-,show,
and attheythat.
didn'tIt other
as runsteward,
and the
owner
elude the police
mean
up the
takeshimtherunprettiest
girl The
on the
bridge andto
Society Thieves
just sort of happened. So many things see
the
craft.
engineer
chartered
the
yacht to permit their pals
happened
after
that
they
didn't
really
also find congenial company and
care. What's a black eye to piracy, bur- steward
it
is
easy
for
the
society
burglars
to
turn
to burglarizebut the
millionaire's
home,
g
l
a
r
y
o
r
love?
They
were
just
a
curtain— well,
see
pirates
and
hold
up
the
craft.
But
they
riser to the real fun."
didn't who
count hason been
the fourth
manpeacefully
of the
THREE BLACK EYES
"No, maits. It was
wasn'tthethenight
nightbefore
beforetheChristsleeping
First party,
at(Date
the here)
Blank
all the and
riot.they
He loosens
bonds
of July, and soLarry
and his that
pals Detective
had been ofthrough
the others,
not onlythecapture
celebrating
industriously
Hogan swore to get them for their pranks. the pirates but their confederates ashore. And you'll enjoy a good laugh and find
out how it all came out.
You couldn't blame Hogan, but you should
have seen Hogan's face when he finally
"Three comedy
Black which
Eyes,"playsthe at new
Taylor A Rollicking Farce in a Society Setting.
met up with them!"
Holmes
the
POSTER WORK.
Or Try This.
next
throws
an warinteresting
sideon the effect
of thewin
uponwaysociety.
For your
poster They
work are
use designed
both three-to
You might
try this to hook up with his Three lightthieves
in plenty.
easily
their
into sheets
earlier
successes.
to two
patrons,
use
the
charmed
circle byinpretending
towarbe appeal
them both
and classes
make a ofdouble
play.so Get
"Taylor
Holmes
doesn't
use
a
'Taxi'
this
Russian
artistocrats
search
of
time.
He's
a
'Regular
Fellow'
who
started
munitions.
They
entertain
a
munitions
at
least
a
couple
of
the
six-sheets
for
postto turn the Tenderloin 'Upside Down,' and manufacturer on a hired yacht to get him
fromcanthe find
house,window
and usespaces
as manyfor
he gotniest'Three
It's the'It'sfun-a out of the way while their confederates, ones ingasawayyou
farce of Black
his
fiveEyes.'
Triangles.
you
cannot
uso
more
individual
posing as detectives, rifle his home, over- where
Bear'
is
'Three
Black
Eyes.'
If
you
have
window displays. Get your advertising
powering the servants, who are celebrat- all
seen the other four see —
over youreffect.
territory
workhelps
for the
their master's
But
theyguests
get cumulative
Each and
display
the
too inggreedy
andwater,
seekabsence.
to rob the
theircrew
It's even 'Three
funnier.Black Eyes' "
while
on
the
binding
and
others,
and
the
more
you
use
intelligently
Type Ad. Suggestions.
the larger the business you can count
locking
the
others
in
the
cabin.
They
overlook one man, and he in turn releases readily
upon. sell
Holmes
is abutfavorite
will
Other type ad. suggestions are:
himself,
make itand
possible
the others,
and theoverentire
gangpolice
are after
cap- for everyone
"If the Police Are After You
to
realize
that
he
is
playing
tured
and
turned
to
the
"Do Ecs.'
as Taylor
Holmessomething
did in else
'Threeto a series of lively and amusing adven- your house on certain dates. This is what
Black
Give
think about.
Just them
go out and capture
a tures.
Advertisement.
gang
of
burglars
and
offer
to
swap
them
Larry Van Cortlandt, the part played
lor your liberty.
Scorpions
Make Screen Debut.
by Taylor Holmes in his newest comedy,
"Broadway Stands for a Lot
Up from
Mexicodelivered
there traveled
a box
"Three
BlackthatEyes,"
runs
true to toform.
"But
it
could
not
stand
four
wealthy
which
was
duly
at the Crystal
He
knows
it
is
customary
cry
rounders when they sought to break up
up
your
hands"
when
apprehendStudios,
where
Arthur
F.
Beck's
fifteen
the performance of the star dancer at a "throw
episode
serial
is
now
being
filmed
as
the
As he has the only gun next big Pathe release, where it was
didn't mutter
that they ingcandeseperadoes.
but
obey,
though
they are disapfloun- very promptly eschewed by Perry Vekroff,
itfashionable
»us the cabaret.
last nightIt before
prohibition.
d
e
r
i
n
g
i
n
the
water
and
promptly
They went out on the pavement with three
Frankie Mann, Stuart Holmes, Wilfred
pear beneath the waves. Their sudden Lytell,
lovely
black
eyes and
the Tenderloin
in fact,were
every scorpions,
one about two
the studio.
one of many
tectlves
just three
But dedid disappearance
Its contents
males,
tions in this isliveliest
farce funny
Holmessituahas two
the detectives
arrestjumps
Larry behind.
Van Cortlandtf
females and a hundred babies.
yet given us.
'I'licy
did
not.
Hogan
just
grinned
and
These "bad actors" had been traveling
joined her lather in saving, 'Bless you,
and day
for a weektheirwithwellthe known
pangs
When Stanhope Shelton goes on a yacht- night
my children.'
of hunger
augmenting
in "Three
Black
Eyes,"
the natural
dispositions
and anZoo,immediate
call
of "What
heart ido yon suppose caused his change newestingantsparty
Taylor
Holmes
comedy,
his
servwas
sent
to
the
Bronx
to
not
decide They
to haveare a enjoying
merrymaking
of arrange for the hotel accommodationsonlyof
"You can find
out
in
'Three
Black
Ejes'."
their
own.
a
feast;
the strange director
troupe, buttheir
alsodebut
to act as
PRESS STORIES.
mistress' best,
whenwomen
three dressed
men walkin their
in, announcing
that supervising
intense scene betweenof Stuart
Holmes in andan
In his latest comedy, "Three Black the
Eyes," Taylor Holmes plays the part of a they have come to investigate a series of Wilfred Lytell.
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Reviews
and
Advertising
Aids
Conducted by Edward Weitzel, Associate Editor Moving Picture World

'
'
panied the picture during its showing
Sidelights and Reflections
IN
this
ISSUE.
at The
the storv
Lyric isTheatre,
York. parts.
of
season
a
„
.,
.
.,
„
.
.
.....
.
divided New
into three
opened
FOX
IAM drama at the Forty-forth
WILLsilent
Delivery ,i..-..,ir,,d-M ler,
childhood,
maidenhood
and
womanhood.
V""k
Street Theatre, New York, Tues"u"»"*ht <Ln|- | i„ the first episodes. Etna Ross is the
day evening, August 19, the program
a remarkblind Helen and
little performance
ya).
consisting of two feature pictures
(Goldw
Upstair*
Babj Marie s ltound-i i» (I'nthe).
able
of gives
the part.
Ann
founded on famous poems. The first
episecond
the
of
Helen
the
is
Mason
(Metro).
Fiusher
Four
The
shown was a screen version of LongThe
Mother
and
the
l.nw
(tirittith).
I
sode,
and
Helen
Keller
herself
appears
,"
"Evangeline
The
story.
the
of
fellow's
with
Miriam
diversion
last
the
i"
).
(Paramount
Henrr
Hill
Cooper in the name part. This picture
Kathieeu Mavourneen (Fox). first sight of her sends a thrill through
d in last week's issue and
was reviewestic
adand
amazement
and
spectator,
the
l).
(Universa
The Trap
the enthusia
report by Mr. McElmiration run hand in hand as the courKaini»o«»
( hasins
ravy wastatorsindorsed
body ofonspec(World). age, intellectual force and achievement
\ame (Fox).
clouded
The
which filled bythethetheatre
the
| of this wonderful woman
arehorseback,
revealed.
opening
poeticoutnature
ride on
her dance,
1| To
n- i •. .
n^^TjAw and> Exploitation
the
theme night.
has beenThecarried
in everyof
PROGRAM
takesee
a
tri
m
a
flying
niachine
with
Catchlmes
and
Exploitation
|
her
brother listen to vocai and jnstrupossible
ands and
the scenic
Angles tor the pictures re- \ mental nlusic through her fingertips,
s reflectt
of
both way,
interior
exteriortreatmen
viewed m this department are | and con(jUct herself with the confidence
great credit upon Director Walsh.
based on the productions as shown § and charm jn the social duties of life
"Kathleen
Mavourneen,"
while
conon the screen and are not pre- | is tQ rece{ve a lesson that should make
taining more physical drama than its
pared in advance from the press | every normal person ashamed of the
companion picture, keeps close enough
books. They are consequently | average weakness of humanity. "Deto
the
spirit
of
Tom
Moore's
famous
song to preserve much of the poetry of
correct
and represent
each and \| iterance"
is presented
bv Edwin
every picture
in its completed
frjed and Francis
Trevelvn
Miller, Leibthe original. It is also plentifully supform, just as it will appear in your |
Cast
plied with scenic beauty. The experiment of putting two pictures of so neartheatre.
|
ACT I.— (Childhood)
ly the gramsame
character onone,the and
sameshould
pro- !„,„„„ ,
Helen Keller Little Etna Ross
is an interesting
,ir.
Anne
Sullivan
EdytheStewart
Lyle
UellVeranCe Captain Keller
Roy
prove
a good
test of the public's desire .Inspiring
. . Picture
w-. * _ Story
Ci ofr Helen
u i Keller,
v ii Mrs.
Kate Keller Betty Schade
for better
photoplays.
Naflja
Liu,e
Tula
BeHe
The blue and red atmospheric backthe Most Remarkable Character Nadja'a Father Tohn Cosgrove
st seen pictures.
in "Broken Blossoms"
in the World.
Nadja's Mother
Mary Tolenski
are used grinounds firboth
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel. Sarah Fuller Edythe Chapman
HELEN
KELLER
is
in
a
class
by
SfSS^SS^. \ \. . . \ \ \ \ \.
EH
Two openings are announced for this
herselt and the picture, Delivmonth at Broadway picture houses that
(Maidenhood)
II.—
ACT
showing her life, itsis also
should awaken a great deal of public unique. Nothingerance,"approaching
Ann Mason
in- Helen Keller
interest.
"The Miracle
Man" andat spirational power has ever been shown
Anne Sullivan Edy*hf Ijf1®
the
B. S. One
Moss isBroadway
Theatre,
on the screen. It is the most astonish
///////////////
/.
//.
joSef
£ Serine
human document ever picturized, The ••old Music Master ' ... Ivan Tchkowski
the other Dorothy
is "The Right
featuring
Phillips,to atHappiness."
the Park ing achievements
ot its central char- uiysees
Herbert Hayes
Theatre. Columbus Circle. Reports from the
'
„, ,m .
those who have seen the Paramount pic- acter being almost bevond belief. The
ture all agree as to its merit, and the world "is familiar with thebecame
III.-<W omanhood) Herse It
of
Helen Keller. .
little Alabama girl who historydeaf,
Universal production has been most fav- the
orably reviewed
the Los
AngelesPicture
cor- who
-. J»J «n ,M ^....Hersel
will powerbut g^ale
mother
Herselff
blind in byherherbabyhood,
and enabled
dumb was
respondentbyof the
Moving
topletely
conquerthat hershetriple
handicap
so
comPhillips
Brooks
Keller.
Helen's
World.
is now one of the
brother
Himself
best informed women of her time. Polly Thomson. Helen's secretary . .Herself
A subscriber to this publication has
It is difficult to convey to those who Ardita Mellinino. . .The regenerated Nadja
written in to inform the proprietor that have not seen the picture an adequate P*r*e Jones
Miller,son
Scenario by Francis TrevelynNadja's
she doestimatenot
always
with the
es- conception of the grip it has on the
put upon
the agree
intelligence
of the
No tale of Directed by George Foster Piatt,
of theheldspectator.
emotions
fiction
ever
more
fascination.
public,ited toastheindicated
crededitor byof the
this reviews
department.
of Helen
book,interest
"Out _.„,,,.
"The Man in the
The communication also accuses him of ofReaders
the Dark,"
know Keller's
with what
, «. Moonlight"
. ■? »
F_ea.tures
Ucm,VTal in.Suc^ec*
lauding to the sky the pictures "that are they followed the story of this epoch- S,x-Reel
Role.
Sinister
Salisbury
Monroe
to
being
simplecept toasremind
children's
fairy
stories."
Exhuman
a
of
struggle
making the light of intelligence; it has Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
the subscriber that sim- reach
reserved for the screen to illus- ^"f~* HE purpose of life is to live —
plicity isoften a great virtue and child- been
trate this struggle with all the vivid I until one is hanged." This is the
ren's fairyandstories
are sometimes very
at itssolely
command.
personal played
philosophy
of Rossingnol,
beautiful
instructive,
Viewed
as an example of mov- theA character
by Monroe
Salisfense the accused
has to offerthe isonly
that dehis force
ing
picture
making,
"Deliverance"
is
bury
in
this
six-reel
Universal
number,
personal
ence his likes
reviewsandofdislikes
a picturenever
and influthat written
equally bysuccessful.
The
scenario
was
•'Trie
Man
in
the
Moonlight."
Francis Trevelyn Miller, and story as a whole is an unusual one The
and
he lays no claim to being able to fore- George Foster
Piatt was the director. exerts quite a strange fascination upon
cast individual opinion on the entertain- Cast, photography
and the general the spectator.
ingous qualities
of
a
photoplay.
That
gloriprivilege is the prerogative of youth handling
of the theme
are music,
all excep-ar- woods,
The scenes
are laid
' North
tionally excellent.
Special
but except
for ain fewthe opening
and inexperience.
WEITZEL. ranged by Dr. Anselm Goetzl, accom- flashes, there is nothing of the ordinarv
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drama of the Canadian fastnesses in
this. The brief prologue, for such it
amounts to, pictures the flight of one
Louis Delorme from his home and
family. He is lost to them for a period
of two years. At the end of this time
news comes that he had escaped prison
with one mRossingnol,
a criminal of rearkable traits.
Rossingnol appears on the scene like
a Fra Diavolo, accompanied by his
henchman,
fellow two
who parts
pretends to bea acomical
poet. These
are admirably
depicted,
and
the
mystery is added to by the mysterious
woman, who loves Rossingnol. Many
of the scenes are taken on a moonlight
night, when Rossingnol induces a young
bride, Louis' sister, to accompany him
asthe guide
overthethetrail
"RoadRossingnol
of Death."meetsAt
end of
with a dramatic end and the bride is
returned to her lover. The story as a
whole is well developed and holds the
interest firmly, though it closes leaving
much to the imagination.
Cast.
Rossingnol Monroe Salisbury
Sergeant
O'Farrell William
Captain
Hendricks
AlfredStowell
Allen
Ferguson
Harry
DuRoy
Pierre
Delorme
Sydney
Franklin
Mother Delorme Virginia
Foltz
Rosine
Colleen Moore
Louis Delorme Arthur Jasmine
Story Directed
and Scenario
by E.Powell.
J. Clawson.
by Paul
The Story.
the opening the
scenes of "The mounted
Man in
theIn Moonlight"
police
the trail Canadian
of Louis
Delorme,
son of are
Pierreon Delorme,
who
is wanted
for
whiskey
smuggling.
Louis is a boy whoHe
suffers from
evil companionship.
escapes
justice, butintois prison
reportedwithlatera
tocriminal
have from
been
namedthrown
Rossingnol.
Two years afterward Rosine Delorme,
a sister of Louis, is preparing to be
married
to Sergeantto O'Farrell.
Two feast,
men
come uninvited
the wedding
one a picturesque
thoughhat sinister
fellow,
attired
in a wide black
and a flowing
black robe.whom The
is a comicalto charthe other
firstwoman
proclaims
be a
poet. acter,
A mysterious
also invades
the Delorme premises, evidently watching
theThetall,wedding
evil-looking
visitor. postponed,
is abruptly
owing
to
the
fact
that
Louis Delorme
and Rossingnol have escaped
prison.
Sergeant O'Farrell is ordered to capture
the
fugitives.
"While
the
disappointed
bride
is removing
her wedding attire, thehe
stranger
announces
istallRossingnol
and
that Louisto isherin that
a cabin
at Hethe induces
end of the
"Roadto ofguide
Death."
Rosine
him over
trail, woman,
and theywhoare isfollowed
bythe theperilous
mysterious
In lovein
with
Rossingnol.
The
dramatic fashion at the latter
close isandkilled
Rosine
is united with her brother and lover again.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
Monroe
Strong Salisbury
Drama withAgain
His Appears
Usual Skillin
Portrayed.
Impelling
Drama of Scenes.
the Canadian North,
Set in Realistic
Monroe Salisbury,
Star
of Many Impressive Screen Successes,
in His Greatest
Achievement.Seen Now
Story
of
French
Canadian
Meets His Just Deserts. Outlaw who
Exploitation Angles: Salisbury must,
by
time, have
a strong
amongthispatrons
of theatres
where following
his pictures
have,
been
consistently
shown.
Booming Salisbury, that much admitted,
will be the logical "out" for cashing in
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on this one. Mention his past successes kitchen of a fashionable resort and stolen
and direct your advertising to the women a glimpse of beautifully-gowned women
—thatforsex.Salisbury has strong appeal for and men in evening dress, dancing to the
music retofe is thrown
a gay jazz
cigain herband,
facewhen
by a a young
man,
who
apologizes
and
tries
to
make
a date with her in vain. His friend, Lem
"Upstairs"
Goldwyn Presents
Mabel Normand in Stallings,
is amused
makes a wager
that byhe the
can rebuff
bring and
the
a Vivacious Farce-Comedy.
girl
on
the
dance
floor.
To
accomplish
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
this
he
exchanges
clothes
with
a
bell
boy
* VERY amusing farce-comedy, the and so wins the little girl that she lacks
ball gown.
provides
it. by
/-\ shows
GoldwynMabel
production,
youngtoChance
heiress,
shadowed
Normand"Upstairs,"
in her onlyAn aeloping
seeks
evade
him
and
gives
element as an ambitious and wholly aherdetective,
costume toArrayed
the disguised
bellboy and
for
irresponsible kitchen maid who aspires the cleaner.
in fine clothes
her olduntil
shoes,she Elsie
the
to join theTheguests
"upstairs"
in their
dancing.
incidents
are swift
and guests
has amingles
chance with
to steal
amusing for the most part, not the least writing
the pumpsdesk.a stout
slips offforatthea
She isladymistaken
so,
attempts
by order
the detective
inrun the
an bright
elevator,young
whichstar's
dashes
up andto elopingduced heiress
t
o
dance
in
to
hold heranduntil
down like a locomotive engine running the arrival of her supposed father.
Meanwild. It is simply a story to call forth
while, Lemm as the bell boy, does his
laughter, none too consistent at times,
to make her aware of the situation.
but obviously intended to do nothing best
She
escapes
by way of the elevator, runmore than amuse. Mabel is vivacious
it herself
up and
down ituntil
forced
tofloors
stop.ningand
Shefinds
crawls
out when
is between
in
her
own
peculiar
way,
alive
every
herself
in the room
next
moment in farcial situations. While she to that of the eloping
heiress.
The and
chauffeur
who expected
meet' the
latter
has followed
Elsie istoinfuriated
by his mistake and attacks the little girl.
She keeps him busy until Lem arrives
and a Thefierce
ensuesof the
between
the
men.
true fight
character
chauffeur
isfather
thus ofexposed,
and
when
the
expected
the heiress arrives he gives the
award
for saving
daughtedof $5,000.00
to Elsie. promised
This places
her inhisa
position
to
stay
upstairs
with
Lem
formore, and
has learned
to admire
her soeverthat
it is heprobable
she will.
Program
Clever and
Mabel Exploitation
Normand in aCatchlines:
Vivacious
and Very Story
Amusing
Farce Comedy.
Laughable
of a Kitchen
Maid Who
Aspired
Join the Guests "Upstairs"
in Their toDancing.
A Jazz,
Ragtime
Romance
with Maid
PlentyWinsof
in
Which
a Kitchen
a Millionaire Bellhop.
Mabel Normand in Her Most Laughable
ComedyShortWritten
One of America's
Best
Story byWriters.
Exploitation
Angles:
Mabel Normand, telling Just
enoughtry toof sell
the
story sheto delights
show thatin. this
type andof
tale
Tell isit the
widely
that
all youtowns
need do. Ifmany
you live thein
one ofis those
business
shops are onwhere
the second offloor,
get
them
to
come
in
with
you
on a page
Mabel Normand
oredition."
half pageRingdisplay,
a specialon "Upstairs
Finds it easy to amuse herself in the
the changes
the title
such as stairs"Mable
upstairs downhotel kitchen in "Upstairs."
this week.Normand
Come is downstairs
and
see her upstairs."
provides the
major
part
of
the
entertainment, the other roles are well typed,
especially
Landis
and atEdwinthe
Stevens. byA Cullen
crowded
house
"Baby Release
Marie's
Round-Up"
Features
Baby Marie
Strand laughed at the farce and at Two-Reel
Osborne
in
a
Characteristic
Comedy.
Mable's
antics.
The
picture
should
win
as an amusing feature wherever shown.
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy.
Cast. Mabel Normand
Elsie MacFarland
Lemuel
Stallings
Cullen
Landis
borne and her with
supporting
company
THOSE
familiar
Baby Marie
OsHarrison Perry Hallam Cooley
will appreciate their reappearance
Detective
Murphy Edwin
Chef Henri
Robert Stevens
Bolder in tabloid form. This two-reel number,
Assistant Chef
Buddy Post "Baby Marie's Round-Up," carries plenty
George
Kenny of humorous plot and moves along in a
Eloise Barrison BeatriceColinBurnham
and entertaining manner.
James Barrison Frederic Vroom speedy
The colored boy, Sambo, and his fat
Mrs. Barrison Kate Lester mammy
add greatly to the comedy of
Story
by
Perley
Poore
Sheean.
Directed
by Victor
L Schertzinger.
the
whichTheis scenes
laughable
quentnumber,
intervals.
are at'frelaid in
Photographed
by George
Webber.
Scenario by Robert F. Hill.
both East and West, Baby Marie being
The Story.
taken to a ranch by her father. She
has been accustomed only to a quiet, re"Upstairs"
Elsie upMacFarland
fined existence, with a governess watchhopes
to go. isShewhere
has come
from the

House^thout
itf Robert

Giildren

AVcLau^Min

Author of The Eternal Magdalene, Fires y Spring, Decameron Nights, The Pearl of Great Price etc

with an All-star Gist Including
RICHARD TRAVERS
GRETCHEN HARTMAN
HENRY GSELL
HELEN WEER
Directed by
SAMUEL

BRODSKY

The Aigus Enterprises Inc.
Robert W. Priest
Cleveland
New York'
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Robert

many her betrayer
( whom she hoses )
to give her child a
name?

ShouldaWife
attempt

to retain

her husband's love
Mm
uponown?
foisting
by
a child
not their

produced
by
CrfU Argus
Sales Jtymt
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Without

Children
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ShouldaMciK
many a girl knowing
her to have been ffte
innocent victim
a libertine?

Should
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a Husband

forgive his -wife
for dewing taw
the child His heart
craves?
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State Rights
Buyers!
This is a Picture that will pack and jam any theatre!
It requires special exploitation because it is a big and sensational subject,
delicately handled. Not smutty! It hns wonderful possibilities for independent distributors who can give it attention.
Presented at the same time in the two leading legitimate theatres in
Cleveland, beginning the week of August ioth: —
— the photo-play at
Klaw 8C Erlanger's Opera House
— the spoken version at
Shubert-Colonial Theatre
and at both theatres to a succession of packed houses!
Address inquiries to
ROBERT W. PRIEST, Sales Agent (The Film Market, Inc.)
Times Building, New York City

Produced

by

The Argus Enterprises Inc.
Cleveland

Foreign rights sold to
International Photo -plav
Distributors Inc.
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ing closely over her, and the new life
opens up a world of adventure for her.
For a two-reel
this number
unusually
well madesubject
and carries
as muchis
plot as many longer subjects.
Cant.
Little Marie Gordon .. Baby Marie Osborne
Marie'sGordon
nurse Margaret
Jas.
JackCullington
Connolly
The foreman Gordon
Sackvllle
Frank
Wilson
Jack
Helen Moore
Zula Carlyle
Claire
Directed by William Bertram.
The Story.
Little Marie Gordon, in "Baby Marie's
Round-Up."
is a tired
"poorof little
rich wellgirl"
•who
grows life.
very
herherquiet,
regulated
She induces
father to
take her with him to his big western
ranch. Here she makes friends with Sambo, who rides
cowboy's
clothes.
Babya burro
Marie and
doeswears
likewise
and
they have great fun, particularly in teasing
Sambo's
colored
mammy.
Cattle stealing is going on upon the
ranch owned by Mr. Gordon and it is Baby
Marie, who finally gets hold of valuable
information
the
thieves. which leads to a round-up of
"The Four Flusher"
Lively
Five-Part
Comedy
Affords
Excellent
ScreenMetro
Vehicle
for Hale
Hamilton.
Reviewed by Margaret I. MacDonald.
waits"
y no "stage
certainl
THERinEtheareMetro
Four
"The
comedy,
."
es
featur
which
Flusher
with
Hamilton. Theentproduction abounds Hale
action consist with the theme; and
while it must be admitted that the precepts of the comedyn are thoroughly unthe situatio on which n theto picthe
and its relatio
ture ismoral,based,
er is amusing in the exmain charact
of the picture is
treme. The comedy
clean comedy, and the characters of
in spiteto
them chooses
one of people,
that decent
fact are
ofthethestory
g
extent.
alarmin
an
to
flush"
"four
requires only an ordinary amount ofIt
Four
to see thatries"The
imagination
of propergo
the accesso
Flusher
setting should
stage "andwithmusical
over big.
Hale Hamilton evidently finds the role
of Lonert Badger,
Withers to hisFitzroy
liking;andand Ralph
RobBell are of Louis
much assistance
in the
cast. Ruth Stonehouse, Harry Holden
and Frederic Malatesta sustain the dignity of the situation.
The scenes in which Romez, the South
American millionaire, is entertained by
Lon Withers afford some interesting
spectacles such as fancy bicycle riding
in a cabaret, horse racing and prize
fighting.
Cast. Hale Hamilton
Lon Withers
Suzanne Brooks Ruth Stonehouse
Josiah Brooks
Harry Holden
Pennington Crane Robert
RalphBadger
Bell
Jimmie
Ford
Louis
Fitzroy
Senor Emanuelo Romez. Frederic Malatesta
Senora Flora Romez Effie Conley
Story by Izola Forrester and M. Page.
Scenario by A. S. Le Vino.
Directed by Harry L. Franklin.
The Story.
Lon Withers, the central figure of the
story,
"The
Four
Flusher,"habits.
is a young
man
of big ideas and indolent
His hour
for coming
worktoin twelve.
the morning
anywhere fromto ten
His issweetheart, Suzanne Brooks, realizing Lon's
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ADVERTISING
AIDS
(Continued)
failings,son. sets
to workto toa Senor
teach him
a les-a space. For larger places use a throwShe writes
Romez,
with athem
glaring
"Don'tthe Buyparticulars
Oil Stock."of
South American millionaire, and has him away advise
to wait
sent a cablegram to Lon, signed by Camp, and
the newing. Phrase
company
Hale
Hamilton tois formgeneral manager for Romez. and friend them
your
advertisement
think the
it isstory.
some real fake stockmake
and
of Lon, stating that his employer will visit then spring
Los
Angeles shortly,
and him
that a ifsplendid
proper
entertainment
is supplied
business
opportunity is likely to open for
his entertainer.
"The Mother and the Law"
Lon enlists the capital of the head
ModernHeartMelodrama
bookkeeper to the sum of two thousand D. W. a Griffith's
Quick-Moving
Story Is
dollars, andwithfiftyancentsadditional
of Wide Appeal.
dollars
from the forty-three
office boy,
Reviewed by Edward Weitzel.
with their services thrown in, takes a
swell suite at the leading hotel, hires an X TONE of the subtle treatment of
automobile
and
chauffeur
and
proceeds
to
theme which characterized D. W.
entertain Romez in princely style.
Griffith's production of "Broken
The sidelights on the finances of "Four Blossoms"
is to be found in "The Mother
Flusher dents.
Incorporated"
formtheamusing
The outcome of
affair inciwith and the Law." The modern episode of
"Intolerance,"
it has been expanded and
Romezis arrested
sharing inby Suzanne's
is that
Lon
the house secret,
detective
for given the benefit
of the atmospheric
obtaining
money
under
false
pretenses
backgrounds
which
were a feature of
from the servants whom he has tipped the latest Griffith picture.
story
heavily, and finally enlisted in the cause is frankly melodramatic and The
have
of Four Flusher Incorporated, and on sus- a wide appeal, its quick-movingwillaction
robbed his employer's and deep heart interest being greatly
safe.Suzannepicion of having
and Romez straighten out the in its favor. The further fact that it
situation and Lon is engaged at a high uncovers the hypocrisy of a class of
"uplifters"
do more
than
salary
as
the
former's American represen- good
tative.
in theirwhoefforts
to helpharm
the poor
Program
and
Exploitation
Catchlines;
and
who
are
only
anxious
to
get
their
Hale Hamilton in a Lively Comedy that own names in print further recommends
Moves Forward with a Zip and a Bang! the picture.
Nearly seven thousand feet of film
have been used in telling the story, and
the two leading characters are taken
from the class of humanity known as
"toilers." At the finish, when the hero
is about to be hanged for a murder
committed
by another
director has not
hesitated person,
to use the
the old
business of the pardon that almost
comestion too
late, butthathandles
so skillfully
it has the
newsituaand
unexpected
thrills.
Mae Marsh as the heroine and Robert
Harron as the hero made their characters convincingly human, and nothing
either of them has done since the production of "Intolerance"
has girl
had which
more
of this valuable
quality. The
Mae Marsh
portrays
is
sometimes
clined to wriggle and twist too muchinin her comedy
everything
indication of deep moments,
feeling is but
the real
and awakens a quick response from the
spectator. The long list of characters
required to tell the story is capably
actedingbycompany.
the members of the supportAs
put
on atYork,
the beginning
George M.Monday
Cohan
Theatre, New
Hale Hamilton
evening,
August
18,
"The
Mother
and
the
Law" was a without
straight moving
picture
entertainment
any sort
of
tableau introduction or other stage
Clever Clean-cut Comedy with Hale effects.
Hamilton in the Role of a "FourCast.
A Flusher."
Typical He Hale
Hamilton
ComedyManin The Little Dear One
Mae Marsh
Which
is Seen
as a Young
The
Boy
With Big Ideas, and How He gets The Friendless One Robert
Miriam Harron
Cooper
Miss Mary Jenkins Vera Lewis
YouAway
Will with
LaughThem.
Heartily at This Clever Arthur
Jenkins, Industrial nateMagSam
de
Grasse
Story Landed
of a a Clever
Who
Big Job "Four-Flusher"
on Unadulter- His Secretary Clyde Hopkins
ated
Nerve.
The
Girl's
Father
Fred
Turner
Exploitation Angles: Play up Hamilton
Musketeer of the Slums. .Walter Long
and then make a splash with the story The
The Kindly Policeman Tom Wilson
The
Ralph Dillon
Lewis
oftime"Four-Flusher,
Inc."
If
you
have
the
ChiefGovernor
Detective Edward
start a teaser, offering stock in a The
Priest
J. C. McClure
new company,
"headed
the popularWatch
mo- The Judge
tion picture star.
Hale byHamilton.
Lloyd Ingraham
Warden
Brown '
this space twofor particulars."
The Kindly
Neighbor William
Max Davidson
separate
threes apart Make
from this
youra The
regular Itdisplay
and run
It atown
couplesmallof The Wife
Alberta Lee '
times.
will
work
in
any
The Brother
Girl... Frank
enough to merit the use of that much Attorney
for ofthe theBoy
Barney Browniie
Bernard '
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f| Luray
Self-Styled
Lucille Huntley
Brown
-{ Mary Alden
"Uplifters"
J Pearl Arthur
Elmore Mackley
[Mrs.
Guest at Hall .
Margaret Marsh
Owner
Carby D. Tod
Story ofandRacing
Direction
W. Browning
Griffith. -,
The Story.
The author
the has
scenario
of "The
Mother
and the
theofcharacters.
Law"
used
few
names
for
The but
heroine
isthe known
as
"The
Little
Dear
One,"
and
hero is "The Boy." The girl's father,
the boy
and mill
the owned
boy's father
are allJenkins,
working
in
the
by
Arthur
at the opening of the story. Mary Jenkins,
sister mentof to the
mill-owner,
heads a ofmoveimprove
the condition
the
poor
of the
community,
at thehis same
time her
brother
refuses and
to grant
men
a raise in wages. There is a strike, and
the boy's
father
killed away
when from
force theis
used
to drive
the isstrikers
mill. The young chap goes to another
city,
and,
unable
to
obtain
work,
becomes
a member of a band of crooks controlled
a leader
known "The
as "The
Musketeer."
Aby
Friendless
whoyoung
knewgirl,the called
boy in his home
town, One,"
falls
into thestal edhands
of the leader and is inas his mistress.
The city.
girl After
and her
to the
same
the father
death ofcome
her father,
the girl and the boy meet and fall in
love.
boy determines
reformThere
but •
the gangThe leader
tries to holdto him.
ismarry
a fight
and
the
boy
wins.
The
couple
and the boy tries to earn an honest
living for his wife. The gang leader
iswifeattracted
former
and triesby tohislure
her companion's
away. His
mistress finds it out and becomes very
bitter
against
him.
A
put-up
job
by
the
gang
leader
convicts
the planned
boy
robbery and he is sent to prison.
Whileof
he is serving
his
sentence,
his
wife
comes a mother. Later on the child be-is
taken
from
under tothe raise
pretext
she
not a her,
fit person
it. that
The
childis dies.
When
the
boy
gets
out
of
jail,
he
goes
back to his wife. In trying to protect
her against thefight
gang with
leader,thethemusketeer,
boy gets
into
duringanother
which the crook
is shot and killed
by his mistress. The boy is convicted
ofhanged,
the murder.
the dayconfesses
he is to herbe
the real Onmurderer
guilt,
but
almost
too
late
to
save and
the
boy. The Governor has taken a train
left
the
city.
A
high
power
car
is
secured
and a mad dash is made to overtake the
train. This is accomplished, the pardon
is signedjustandin the
wifethereaches
the
prison
time boy's
to stop
execution
and
save her husband.
Program anil Exploitation Catchlines:
Typical D. W. Griffith Story with
Quick-Moving
Action and Deep Heart
Interest.
AnandElaboration
of
HighlyEpisodes
Dramaticof
Soul Stirring theModern
D.
W.
Griffith's
"Intolerance."
TheShowing
Story of a Certain
Class of Uplifters
Their They
Hypocrisy
Harmsto
the VeryHowPeople
Set Out
Help.
Highly Dramatic
1
itic
D.
W.
Griffith
Photoinsh All
Headed
and Star
RobertCastHarron.
bj Mi
uaglea: Whatever Griffith
)ne
you, this
nitiesfor where
his one
namewillis
followed
is
works
applauded,
melodrai
satisfy, and in most this
instances
"Reformers"
their
just dese
n they
force theirgetnarrown unwilling communities.
In
the Griffith
picturesto their
over-assertiveness
is followed
extreme
results.
You
can't
make
a
man
or
woman
by
law — that's
the pictured
theoryinjustice
togoodbe
brought
out. And,
again, the
that comes from punishing the innocent
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(without a episodes.
"square deal")
convincing
The nameis ofshown
Griffithin
will
be the best sales-talk the picture
can have.
"Bill Henry"
A Paramount Picture, Thos. H. Ince
PresentsEntertaining
Charles Ray Story.
in a Highly
Reviewed by Louis Reeves Harrison.
Ray theat
A DECIDED
suits him,
role thatCharles
home in a success,
story well constructed by Julian
Josephson from the original by Louis
Zellner, and the direction without a flaw
by Jerome Storm, and the whole superby Thomas
Henry"
H. Ince,the "Bill
ty
opportuni
star exactly
affordsvisedthe
show up
to manliness
he likestating
boy
hearted hesiof athetrueawkward,

Charles Ray
In the derby and old-fashioned
expression of "Bill Henry."
of limited social opportunity. Never for
a moment does he forget to make the
charactertended to be.
convincingly
it issupinIn this hewhat
is finely
ported
by
a
company
of
artists,
all
them marked types. Strongest in hisof
supportBertare Woodruff
Edith Roberts
lead,
in thein the
rolefemale
of a
kindly
and
doubting
old
uncle,
William
Carroll as a villainous young attorney,
and Jennie Lee Courtleigh.
< :ist.
Bill
Jenkins Edith
Charles
Ray
Lela Henry
Mason
Roberts
Burton
Rogers
Wm.
Carroll
Uncle Chet Jenkins Bert Woodruff
Aunt Martha Jenkins
Mrs. Jennie Lee Courtright
E. J. Burroughs Walter
Salesman
WalterPerkins
Hiers
Story byby Julien
Lois Zellner.
Scenario
Josephson.
Directed The
by Jerome
Story. Storm.
"BillwhoHenry"
is anon his
ambitious country
boy,
sets
out
sell
an electric vibrator. He bicycle
meetsto with
amusing
mishaps
and
no
sales
until
lands
athe thehas country
hotel of tohis display
uncle,he
where
an chiefly
opportunity
his
inefficiency,
caused
by
his
falling in love with Lela Mason, a girl

(Continued)

who has spent her last dollar coming to
the
placeunder
to getwater.
an inheritance,
a farmto
largely
She dollars
is induced
sell it for
three hundred
by an
unscrupulous
young
attorney,
Billhas being
the
secret
buyer
with
money
he
won
in a forbidden poker game.
"Bill
Henry"
then
learns
that
the
land
ishundred
wanted dollars,
at a much
figure, fifteen
by anhigher
oil prospector.
He
sells fortorneycash
and
arranges
with
the The
att
o
pay
the
money
to
Lela.
attorney
palms ahimblank
receiptto onswindle
poor
Bill
and accuses
of trying
the girl.
is no method
atThere
the truth,
and Billknown
weaklyof getting
resigns
himself to what looks like disaster and
disgrace.
He
leaves
with
his
old
bicycle,
but Lila follows him, announces her faith
in hisextort
honesty
and inducesfromhimthetocrooked
return
and
a confession
attorney.
This
Bill does with a vengeance,
applying
vibratorconfesses
to such good
effect thathis electric
the swindler
and
Bill
is notfriends,
only righted
inwins
the estimation
of
his
but
he
the little
heiress for good.
Program
and Exploitation
Catchlines:
Charles
Typical
that Wall.
FitsRayHimin aLike
the Ray
PaperStoryon
the
How an ceAwkward
Country
Sucded in Getting the
Best ofBoya Slick
City
Crook.
You Will Enjoy This Amusing Story in
Which
Charlesof Ray
Best Work
His Does
Career.Some of the
See How Charles Ray as the Backward
Country brator toBoy
His Electric
Make Uses
the Crook
Confess. ViExploitation Angles: Make Ray your
big talking point, but link him to the
story andSendtellBillthatHenryit isaround
"a real Rayon
story."
a bicycle with a banner and hook town
up with
the stores parathandling
electric massage
apus. In your newspaper
advertising
hook up with the oil craze.
"Kathleen Mavourneen"
FoxStarring
Production
Tom IsMoore's
Ballad
Theda ofBara
a Romantic
Picture
"OuldWeitzel.
Sod."
Reviewed ofby theEdward
writer
and
director
of
the
William
scenario
BRABIN,
J.
CHARLES
on ofy "Kathleen
Fox
producti
en,"
Mavourne quainted withistheevidentl
well ac-t
school of Irish drama.Dion
ThereBoucicaul
is much
of the pathos and humor of the elder
's
dramatist
work
in
the
picture
whichd
has been inspired by the celebrate
poem
by tTomof Moore.
Director tends
Brabin'sto
treatmen
his subject
idealize it and give the scenes a touch
of poetry that lifts a commonplace
ma. with
story ofabove
merehasmelodra
His
choice
locations
been made
this object in view, and the glimpses
of wood,terial y glen
and waterfall
add mato the charm
of the picture.
"Kathleen Mavourneen" will be a test
of the public taste for romantic drama.
Realism, so called, has occupied the
larger share
attention
fromscreen
the supporters of theof stage
and the
for
several years. If patrons of the screen
are to develop a liking for the sort of
story that gave the Irish drama its
vogue,
Fox production
will be an
importantthisfactor
in the revival.
Theda Bara is the heroine, Kathleen.
If it were possible to entirely separate
her from the class of roles in which
she won her reputation as a screen
actress, it would be much easier to
accept taher
a convincing
tive of theas Irish
peasant represengirl who
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produced
in all its istragic
detail,
and thein
attracts the Squire of Traise and is put
form
of The
Terence
shown
dangling
in the position of being forced to give
the
air.
horrified
Kathleen
awakens
up themother
man sheandloves
see hermembers
father
STUDIO
at this instant and is overjoyed to find
and
the oranimal
herself
her The
own squire
fireplacecomes
and
of the family turned from their home.
Terence inatfront
her ofside.
For
Sale
or
Lease
in to tell her that he has concluded to
Technically her work is excellent, but
marry
the LadyTerence
Clancharty
after toall,make
and
the personality which enabled her to
Kathleen
are free
at Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Heart of
make her vampire roles so effective
each
otherandhappy.
can not be entirely submerged in the
the business center. Immedipresent part.
ate possession. For particulars
The supporting company is all it
"The Trap"
— G. F. M, office of
should be. Edward O'Connor as KathSix-Reel Universal Subject Features
leen's
father
repeats
one
of
those
fine
Olive
Tell
in Dramatic Story.
impersonations of Irish character for
CLARENCE DAVIES
Reviewed bv Robert C. McElravy.
which he is noted. Jennie Dickerson
as the heroine's mother gives a fitting H9th Street and Third Avenue, New York EXCELLENT
skill Universal
has been
employed intechnical
this six-reel
companion picture to Edward O'Connor's, and Raymond McKee is a most
production,
entitled
"The
Trap,"
based on the original play of Richard
likable
O'Moore.Marcia
MarcHarris
McDermott Terence
as the squire,
Hardingman. ItDavis
and
Jules
Eckert
Goodis presented by a large and
as Lady Clancharty, Henry Hallam.as
interest cast of players, headed by Olive
SPECIAL
Sir John Clancharty, Harry Gripp as
Tell, who plays the role of Jean Carson.
Denis
O'Rourke
and
Morgan
Thorpe
The plot complications are innumerable
as Father Flynn complete the cast.
ROLL
and yet have been so carefully woven
Cant.
together that little confusion results in
TICKETS
Kathleen Mavourneen Theda Bara
the mind of the spectator.
The drama remains close to the surKathleen's
O'Connor
Your
own
special
Kathleen s Father
Mother Edward
Jennie Dickerson
Ticket,
printing,
face,
touchingyet theit rises
deeperalways
emoany
colon,any
accurately
Terence
McKee
tions atscarcely
any point,
The
SquireO'Moore
of Traise Raymond
Marc McDermott
numbered
;
every
roll
guaranteed.
Coupon
•to
a
logical
and
effective
climax.
It
Lady Clancharty Marcia Harris
Tickets
for $3.00.
Prize
presents artifice.
as a whole
a high
Sir John Clancharty Henry Hallam
Drawings;
5.000.
dramatic
The first
scenesform
occurof
Prompt
shipments.
Cash
with
Denis
O'Rourke
Harry
Gripp
theSesdorder.diagramGet for
the samples.
in Alaska, where Jean Carson, daughter
Father O'Flynn Morgan Thorpe
of a prospector, teaches school. She
Seat
Coupon Tickets,Reserved
serial
Based Directed
on Tom byMoore's
CharlesCelebrated
J. Brabin. Song.
dated.regulation
All ticketsand mustbearconform
to
Govern
is beloved by three men, one of whom
established price
she marries early in the story, and a
The Story.
of admission
and
tax
paid.
SPECIAL
TICKET
PRICES
second
later, The
whenheroine
the Xewthinks
Yorkherperiod
Theleenheroine
of theis aFoxyoungpicture,
Five
Thousand
$1.50
is reached.
first
Mavourneen."
peasant"Kathgirl
Ten
Thousand
3.00
husband dead, but the villain of the
Fifteen
Thousand
4.00
who
is
loved
by
Terence
O'Moore,
a
sturdy
young
blacksmith
who
can
dance
a
jig
Twentv-five
Thousand
6.00
piece accuses her of bigamy for puras nimbly as can his sweetheart. While
Fifty
Thousand
9.00
of blackmail.
One Hundred
Thousand 15.00
tripping the
it together
Kathleenof
Oliveposes Tell
screens uncommonly well
attracts
attentionat ofa fair,
the Squire
National
Ticket
Co.,
Shamokin,
Pa.
and accomplishes some good work in
Traise. who is engaged to the elderly and
this,
though
a few of
close-upsis
unbeautiful Lady Clancharty. The lady's
seemed unnecessary.
Rod theLaRocque
father
the squire's
fortune isandthehasguardian
it in hisof power
to cut
a highly picturesque and satisfying
villain. Jere Austin and Sidney Mason
off
supply Asof the
cashgentleif he
doesthenot young
marry man's
as agreed.
both
THE CINEMA
roles. appear to advantage in more heroic
man
owns
the
house
where
Kathleen's
family
lives, heTheproves
ais dangerous
rival
NEWS AND PROPERTY GAZETTE
Cast.
tobecome
Terence.
girl
told
she
must
Jean Carson
Olive Tell
the wife of the squire or see
BruceFallon
Graham
Sidney
Mason
30 Gerrard Street
herWhile
parents
evicted.
Xed
Jere Austin
seated by the fire, Kathleen falls
W.
I.
London,
England
Doc
Sloan
Rod
LaRocque
asleep and dreams that she has sacrificed
Helen Carson Tallulah Bankhead
Has Great
the quality circulation
ofDominions.
the trade
her
happiness
to save her
and
inAll
andand the
Henry Fallon
-Carson Joseph
Burke
mother.
Her adventures
at thefather
wedding
OfficialBritain
Notices
Nows
from are
the
Steve
Earl Schenck
ASSOCIATION
to
its
members
and
her
attempts
to
pass
herself
off
as
Story by Richard Harding Davis and
published exclusively in this Jonrnal
acomedy
fine lady
furnish
a
number
of
good
Jules E.by Goodman.
situations. Then matters take a
YEARLYWEEKLY,
RATE: $7.25
Scenario
Eve Unsell.
POSTPAID,
seriousband,turn.
She dreams
her hus-on
Directed by Frank Reicher.
SAMPLE
COPY
AND
finding himself
short that
of funds
ADVERTISING RATES ON REQUEST
The Story.
account
of
his
marriage,
decides
to
get
rid of her and hires a trio or rogues to
Appointed
by AgreementORGAN
Dated OF7|8|14
Jean aCarson,
heroine in the
of "The
teaches
small school
Yukon.Trap,"
She
carry out the plan.
THE OFFICIAL
In trying to save her, Terence shoots
is
beloved
by
Ned
Fallon,
a
young
prosone of the rogues and is convicted of
p
e
c
t
o
r
i
n
partnership
with
her
father.
Jean considers marrying Xed, knowing
murder. The scene of the hanging is
Human
Life
Visualized
At
Last
PORTER installs LARGE TYPE S SIMPLEX PROJECTORS and ROBIN TIME and SPEED INDICATORS mt the GEO. M.
COHAN THEATRELIVESfor onD. the
W. SCREEN.
GRIFFITH'SEvery
GREATEST
TRIUMPH,
PRACTICALLY
EXHIBITOR
should "BROKEN
see it. BLOSSOMS." This MARVELOUS PICTURE
For machines and accessories and perfect projection consult PORTER, the man who made installations for all of
D.
W.WORLDGRIFFITH'S
BROADWAYBLOSSOM8."
PRESENTATIONS
OF "THEPRODUCER
BIRTH OF ALWAYS
A NATION,"
"INTOLERANCE,''
THE
and "BROKEN
THE MASTER
DEMANDS
THE MOST"HEARTS
PERFECTOF
EQUIPMENT.
B. F. PORTER, 729 Seventh Avenue at 49th Street, NEW YORK
THE ONLY DISTRIBUTOR OF SIMPLEX FOR NEW YORK AND NEW JERSEY
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her, but father
while she
he is away
that he lov( ith
>teve.her Steve
Fallonmarries
turns
; and informs her that he
ivife in Seattle. iham,
Later,a after
good
cl, Hrui
New York,
api
with Hem
mini:
tells him
Steve,
had with
later her
disappeared,
herself who
returns
father
states, after a report had been r< 1 1 in t
ofdisconsolate
Steve's death.
Ned
remains
for
in Alaska.
Five
years
later
the
scene
changes
New York City. Here Ned is establishedto
in
own, having
richoffices
in theof farhis North.
Jean isstruck
marriedit
to Bruce Graham and is the happy mother
of two children. She had never told
Bruce
previous
marriage,
refusedof toherlisten
to her
story.forNowhe
comes
the
villain
of
the
story,
"Doc"
Sloan,
who knew
of her tomarriage
in Alaska.
He seeks
blackmailto Steve
both
Jean and Ned. He is shot in a dramatic
manner in the latter's office. The story
ends
happily, Ned marrying Jean's
sister.
Program
Olive TellandStarExploitation
in Original Catchlines:
Story by
the
Late
Richard
Harding
Davis
and
Jules Eckert Goodman.
Story of Alaskan Gold Boom, Filled with
HerThrills
Choiceandof Heart-Appeal.
Husbands Lay Between
Two
Brothers,
She Loved
Them While
Both. She Thought
When Blackmail
Steps
Persecuted One Has a Hard inTimethe— Hiding
the Past.
Shadows of a Dark Past Obscure the
Happiness of Later Love.
Too Many Marriages Give Blackmailer
a Chance — ToAngles:
Be Exterminated.
Exploitation
Olive Tell is a
good name
to
couple
reputation on the screen. with
Her her
namepastis worth
exploiting
and presents
the best offered.
box-office
argument that
may be directly
Rainbows"Presents
Five-Reel"Chasing
Fox Production
Gladys Brockwell
Melodrama.in Real Life
Reviewed by Robert C. McElravy. '
THE action of this five-reel Fox production, "Chasing Rainbows,"
is not
afineddirect
a well-deplot, but narrative,
a series ofwith
excerpts
from
real life,maticpunctuated
at intervals
by dra-It
and melodramatic
episodes.
also hasinterest
numerous
momentstheof interest
strong
heart
and carries
well. It never becomes obvious, but
keeps the attention centered upon a few
characters whose paths cross at intervals, and by this method the effect of a
continuous story is obtained.
Gladys
Brockwell
as the heroine, Sadie.
The girlappears
is a waitress
in a
railroad restaurant in Kansas City, who
learns to hate men because of her unfortunate experience with a married
man, Jim
who West
attempts
to deceive her.Lacey,
Sadie goes
to another
railroad restaurant, where she has many
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Color Hoods
Use
Instead of dipped lamps.
"^.!
Infinitely
' ' more
lastingbetter
and
4 cheaper
in
the longcolored
run.
Made of natural
blown glass.
Do Not Fade or Wear Out
426 S. Tain Ave., Chicago, III.
National Electric
Ticket Register Co.
Manufacturer!
Eoctxlo Picture
Ticket liningandMachineeBettauranta.
forof Moving
atrea
Sold directTheor
throughNATIONAL
Four dealer. ELECTRIC
TICKET■51 REGISTER
COMPANY
1 NorthMo„Broadway
St. Louli.
U. S. A.

arc requires. No waste of current in ]
HERTNER ELECTRIC CO.
Went 114th Street, Cleveland. Ohio
PERFECTION IN PROJECTION
Gold King Screen
10 Days'
Trial
No. 1 Grade,
75c; No.
2 Grade, 60c.
Stretchers
included
Try
before
you
buy.
Sold by
aH
the
leading
supply
throughout the country. dealers
Factory, ALTUS, OKLAHOMA

4 K. W. Electric Generating Set.
60 or 110 volts for stationary or portable
movinging. picture
work current,
and theatre
lightno flicker.
Portable Smooth,
type steady
with cooling
radiator
all
self-contained.
Send for Bulletin No. 2«
Universal Motor Co.
oshkosh, wise.
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experiences to give color to her life.
Jim reappears
on the
complicates matters for
her,scene
but heanddoes
not
succeed in putting an end to her new
tempt. affair, though he makes the atlove
The monpicture
closetimes
to theandcomaffairs ofremains
life at all
the
settings are in keeping with the story.
The restaurant and other settings in
the desert town of Bagdad are good, and
somebeen
pleasing
has
devised.newTheWestern
close isbusiness
rather
abrupt.
t :ist.
Sadie
Gladys Brockwell
Billy
William Scott
Skinny
Richard Rosson
jerry
Harry
Allie
IreneDunkinson
Aldwyn
Lacy
Walter
Long
Mrs. Walters Claire
McDowell
Story
by
C.
Karl
Harriman.
Scenario
bybyR.Prank
A. Baldwin.
DirectedThe
Story. Beal.
Sadie, s,the
heroine ofin "Chasing
" is a waitress
a KansastheRainCityrailroad bowstation.
She has
accepted
attentions of one Jim
Lacey,
and is very
much
in
love
with
him.
Later
it
develops
that Jim is the husband of her landlady,
Mrs.
father heof deserted
the latter's
small Watters,
boy, both andof whom
two
years
previously.
The girl is so shocked by her experience
that she
becomes
With
a bitter
heart asheconfessed
accepts aman-hater.
job in the
restaurant
operated
by
the railroad
pany in a desert town called
Bagdad. comShe
goes
this place
the newto
scenesto and
faces and
aboutin due
her time
do much
soften her
She takespatient,
particular
terest in agrief.
consumptive
SkinnyinMcGregor,
whom
she
saves
from a beating
at
the
hands
of
a
bully.
In the course
timemanager
Sadie becomes
interested
in the oflocal
of the
restaurant, Billy Thompson. Jim Lacey
reappears
in
her
life
and
attempts
to
row money from her. Sadie listens toborhis
story and then agrees to win enough
money
on
a
crooked
roulette
wheel
she
is familiar with to send him East, if he
agrees to remain there. She wins the
money and just as Jim boards the train
learns
that he had tried to shoot BillyThompson.
safe and well.But the latter appears later,
Program
and Exploitation
Clever Series
of Excerpts Catchlines:
from Life,
Punctuated
by Highly Dramatic Episodes.
Gladys Brockwell in Interesting and
Entertaining
Story, With Strong Heart
Interest.
Dramatic Experience of a Waitress Who
Became a Man Hater, But
Was EnShe Found snared by toCupidHer After
SorrowAll. That She
Had Been lus"Chasing
Disilioned, She Went Rainbows,"
West and There
Fate Brought
Its Reward.
Exploitation
Angles:
Hook the star to
the story with such lines as "See Gladys
Brockwell
a hash etc.slinger."
"She
them charity
off theas drive
arm,"
Ifthemyou run
have deals
any
local
railroad restaurant
in on,yourlet lobby
with a signs
for the play. You can work this for two
orsomethree
— andin you
always find
localdays
society
needcanof money.
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"The Clouded Name"
Five-Reel World-Picture Tells Crude
Story of the Lumber Camp Regions.
Reviewed by Robert McElravy.
d scenic effects are
SOME
found splendi
scattered throughout the enlength
tire of this five-reel World, story
Picture
entitled
"The edClouded
Name,"
but
itsmost
is . present
withnt the
utcrudeness
The treatme
cannot
be so easily overlooked as was the case
in "The Girl Alaska," a previous release.
Alaska constit
ude. uted a scenic
ofRealfirst
easy in"scoop"
to such
forget the magnit
weakness ofItthewas story
a case, but it is more difficult in this
instance. This production was made
in a wild and beautiful country, but the
amateurish handling seems due to the
general inexperience of the actors.
The plot is not without a strange
thread of interest, in fact several entertaining complications, which if knit
together with a little more skill would
have put it over in good shape. As it is,
the jerky development and weakness of
continuity disturb the suspense and
render ations
manyineffective.
of the melodramatic situThe story concerns a young man who
calls
himselftruth
"Bill" and does parentage.
not know
the whole
There
is a villainof ofhistheownfamiliar
and
obvious type, a French Canadian who
helps tiveunravel
the
plot,
and
an
attracheroine.
As a whole the number will be enjoyed bybeautiful
people snow
who like
rugged
ery,
effects
and scentrue
pictures
in a lumber tocamp.
But
it cannot ofbe liferecommended
audiences
which demand good acting and a skilfully handled plot.
Cast.
Bill
John Lowell
Bateeste
Edgar Keller
Edith Barnett Corinne
Uzzell
Chris. Larsen Charles Edwards
Joe Pearson
C. A. Roberts
"Slug" Reager
Story by D. Case Russell.J. Cowles
Directed by Caryl S. Fleming.
The Story.
The hero
Clouded
young
man ofwho"The
is first
seen Name"
enteringis aa
strange lumber camp. He meets some
men. applies for a job and gives his name
asone.plain
add a final
As a"Bill,"
matterneglecting
of fact histo mother
died
leaving
the impression
an illegitimate
son. behind that he was
Van Allen, Sr., his son Clyde Van Allen,
and Jasper
and Van
his Allen
daughter,
Edith,
arrive atBarnett
the camp.
and
Barnett are partners who own the lumber
business and their great desire is to see
aEdith
marriage
between
Clyde and
Edith.
But
becomes
interested
in Bill
on first
sight and this inspires jealousy in the
heart of Clyde, who is a potential villain.
Clyde spreads a false story to the effect
Bill by
is thea woman
father ofnamed
a childSlater.
just born
inthatcamp
In the course of the action Bill saves
Edith's life,Bateese,
when French
she is Canadian,
lost in a snowout the storm.
fact that a Bill
is himself the brings
son of
Van Allen, Sr., who had at one time married
his
mother
and
tried
to
cover
up
the
fact. Clyde Van Allen is shot and killed
by a woman
he wronged
his attempted marriage
to Edith.during
Bill refuses
reconciliation
with his father, but wins
the love of Edith.
Program and Exploitation Catchlines:
A Story of a Lumber Camp, with
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t realby picture
Wist.
writeIf youus. want
Endorsed
biggest organut
exhibitorsorBastpianist,
and
PROFESSIONAL SCHOOL
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Strand Theatre Los Angeln
Standard Motion Picture Co.
Get acquainted
our prices
and
facilities forwithhandling
your
DEVELOPING— PRINTING
TITLES— TINTING
All Work Guaranteed
Address:— Service the Best
1007 Mailers Bldg., Chicago— Phone: Central 2347
For thepicturefullest
and latest
news Britain
*f the movindustry
in Great
and
Europeinging-British
— fortechnical
authoritative
articles
by leadmen
—
for
brilliant
and
strictly
Impartial
criticisms
of
all
films,
read
THE BIOSCOPE
85 Shaftesbury Avenue, London, W.
Specimen on Application
AMERICAN
jfotoplaper
(Trade
Registered)for CataUgut
The Musical
MarvelMark
AMERICAN
PHOTOWritePLAYER
CO.
62 West 45th Street New York City
MIRROROID
The Perfect Projection Screen
OVER 12,000 IN USE
Write for Sample and Quotations
H. C. GENTER & CO.
NEWBUKGH. N. Y.

Write for our up-to-date price list.
Amusement Supply Co.
Largest Exclusive Dealers to the
MOTION PICTURE TRADE
300-302 Mailers Bldg.
5 South Wabash Ave.
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
Dealers
laPicture
UoUograph.
Standard
and Carbons.
Simplex
storing Screens
Machines.
National
Mlnuss
and
Everything
for
the
Theatre
WE 8ELL ON THE INSTALLMENT PLAN
GUARANTEED
Mailing Lists
MOVING PICTURE THEATRES
Every State— total, 2S.300; by States. PerM.
$3.5*.
1,500manufacturers
film exchanges
15.00
313
and
studios.:....
2.00
368 machine Further
and supply
dealers
2.00
Particulars:
A. F.WILLIAMS, 166 W.Adams St. .Chicago

Rugged Scenery and Beautiful Snow
Effects.
Romantic
Story of the Love Affair of an
Heiress
Camps. and a Man of the Lumber
He Did Not Know Who His Father Was,
But
Took and
a Hand
and Brought
Both Fate
Romance
Retribution.
How a French Canadian Assisted in
Clearing Bringing
the Mystery
of "TheandClouded
Name."
Romance
Happines to Two People.
Exploitation
Angle*
i
W
ith
a
cast
of
un-to
your environment
best bet willand beease
try to sellknowntheplayers,scenic
on players
and story. Use the stills
tooff back
your argument.
Additional
Exploitation Aids
"A White Man's Chance"
PROGRAM
Exploitationin Catchlines:
J. Warrenand Kerrigan
Absorbing
Drama rienofce in Mexico.
a Young American's ExpeSurrounded by a Mob, and Accused of
Murder,
He
Chance,"
RodeIt."Took
Forth, aandWhite
Won.Man's
See
How
He Did
The Hustlingqueraded asYoung
American
Masa Mexican Aristocrat.
His
You. Exciting Adventures Will Thrill
SeeFinest
J. Warren
Kerrigan inof One
of the
Characterizations
His Screen
Career as a Hustling Young American
and a Spanish Aristocrat.
Exploitation Angles: Play up Kerrigan
for your chief appeal with lithographs in
plenty asandstrong
with onlarge
blackWalker.
letters.TheirGo
almost
Lillian
names
any about
extended
referencewilltosellthe better
play, than
but tell
the
locale of the story and that Kerrigan is
seen as a Mexican of the better class, using such lines
'Greasers.'
" "Seeas "Not
Warrenall Mexicans
Kerrigan arein,
A Review
of this onW. page
W. Hodkinson
was published
1024 of our picissuetureof August
16.
O[ ROGRAM
and Exploitation
The
Volcano' Catchlines:
Forceful
Anti-Bolshevist
etc."
Lovely Leah
Baird in the Drama,
Stellar With
Role.
Unusually
Timely
Story
by
Augustusin
Thomas,
Celebrated
Playwright,
Which
BolshevistAmericanism
Doctrines. Is Victor Over
Highly
Entertaining
of Timely
Interest, Based on Drama
the Bolshevist
Question, Starring Leah Baird.
In Overcome
Which the
Bolshevism
by Americanism,
theRedRed,of White
and BlueIsIn
ofThrilling
Genuine Drama.
Shown
Exploitation
Angles:
up thein your
Bolshevist angle with
strongWork
phrases
newspaper work and lobby display. It
should inpayredto ink
get oroutona red
special
throw-In
away
paper.
your this
newspaper
work written
play on film
the story
fact
that
is a specially
by a icannoted
dramatic
author.
Use
Amerflags for your lobby work.
A Review
of this W.on W.pageHodkinson
ture was published
1024 of picour
issue of August 16.
"The Wolf"
ROGRAM
Thrilling and
FilmExploitation
Adaptation Catchlines:
of Eugene
Walter's
Famous
Play of the Hudson
Bay Country,
'irile
Story of Primal
Northwestern
CanadaPassions
With ina Bleak
Red-
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BloodedWilliams.
Hero Capably Portrayed by
Earle
A Story of the Great Out-Doors, With
a Stirring
ing Scenes. Romance and Many ThrillHowa Particularly
a Red-Blooded
Trapper
Sinister
VillainOvercame
Shown
inPhotoplay.
Highly Dramatic and Entertaining
the star
andExploitation
his support.Angles:
With Work
such aon cast
you
can give
more
space
than
usual
to
ter feature. Give wide publicity theto latthe
author
and
the
stage
success
of
this
play.
Make a little more noise than usual. You
have something you can sell.
\ Review of this Vitagraph picture was
published
August 16. on page 1023 of our issue of
"The Way
of a Woman"
ROGRAM
and Exploitation
Catchlines:
Popular and Talented Norma TalDelightfullighten YoNorma
Talmadge Will Enu.
"The Way
of
a
Woman"
Sacrificedtrtheacted aMan
She Marriage
LovedWhoandWith
Con-a
n Unhappy
Man, for
Her Version
Mother's ofSake.
An Wealthy
Entertaining
Screen
EugeneStarring
Walter's Famous
Play, "Nancy
Lee,"
Ever-Popular
Norma
Talmadge.
exploitation let\iiuJex:
Play
Miss story.
Talher that
carrythisup the
Make usemadgeofand the
fact
is from
a
stage
Eugene Walter, but do not
boom play
it toobyheavily.
A Review of this Select picture was
published9. on page 882 of our issue of
August
COMMENTS
Fox Film Corporation.
THEMutt FROZEN
NORTH,which
(Fox).opens
—A
and Jeff animated
a snow
The and
principal
sceneswithoccur
in a storm.
wine room
constitute an amusing burlesque on the
Alaskan
melodrama.
in numerous
places. This is very funny
HER FIRST KISS. (Sunshine Comedy).
—A two-reel
comic,situations.
filled withThelaughable knockabout
plot
centers
about
the
person
of abaking
girl
named
Minnie,
who
is
first
seen
pneumatic bread and rubber doughnuts.
She inherits a big city restaurant, where
most
the action takes
place, This
containsof considerable
new busine!
of a
funny sort.
Pathe Exchange, Inc.
BE MY WIFE,
(Rolin-Pathe).—
An
exceedingly
amusingand
comedy,
featuring
Harold
Lloyd
Bebe
Daniels.
The scenes are in an office, where Bebe
applies for a job as stenographer. Harold
and his boss get into an active rivalry
inoverthis.her. The knockabout humor is good
THE DRAUGHT OF DEATH, (Pathe).
—Ralph
Chaptersaves5 ofhimself
"The from
Great the
Gamble."
river
into which he leaped, by catching the
branches
of
an
overhanging
tree.
He
later arrives at the house where Nell
and her friends are located. Nell lures
him into
the
house
and
he
is
made
prisoner, but latercloses
affects
The number
with a thedramatic
hero tiedescape.
to a
railroad track before an approaching
train.
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OUT OF THE CLOUDS, (Path*).—
Chapterescapes
6 ofwithin
"Thean Great
Ralph
inch ofGamble."
his life
from pears
thejust approaching
train.
He reapas
Aline
and
her
father
have
been informed of his death by a detective.
Nell and Aline are again confused, once
in anlateramusing
by victim
a male offlirtan
and
Aline ismanner
made the
abduction.
she has
been
carried Ralph,
away inlearning
a launch,thatimpresses
adives.
hydroplane
into
service,
from
which
He boards the launch and freeshe
Aline,
but isis himself
captive.
instalment
thrilling made
and well
made. The
IN
TH1 No. 4 of "TheP,Great
Instalment
Gam(Pathe).
rugged
sceniclively
effects
are—
broughtble."toSomeview
in this
number.
There is plenty of horseback riding and
actionhisgenerally.
In one twoinstance
AW'S
aexicting
man rides
horse between
cliffs
on a fallen tree trunk. Ralph is made
captive
and
about
to
be
hung
when
Aline
saves him. Later he is taken in charge
by the sheriff, but makes a daring escape
and jumps
flowing
river.from a train into a swiftly
HEAP
BIG CHIEF,
(Rolin-Pathe).
—
Another
good
comedyPollard
featuring
old Lloyd.
Harry
and HarBebe
Daniels.
The two former
appearplays
as campers in the
Bebe
the
daughter
of anwilds
Indianandchief.
The campers
are made captives by the Indians, but
prove too much for the redskins and fall
in lovetains a with
numberthe ofIndian
laughs.girls. This conUniversal Film Company.
HEARST NEWS fliers
NO. who
27. — Throngs
in
Ireland
crossed
Atlantic, greeting
gathering of Carranza
troops theat
Juarez, Mexico; classic dancing in England,fereTurkish
delegatesother
at Peace
nce, andincluded
numerous
featuresCon-of
interest are
in this number.
INTERNATIONAL
NEWS NO.
27. — A
diversified
number picturing
the arrival
of the "President of Ireland" at Boston,
scenes
from
California's
vineyards".
King
George
honoring
military
and naval
heroes,
at Ascot,
Cal.;
the
visit motorcycle
of Presidentraces
Wilson
to Belgium,
and other subjects of interest.
A LION
(Century)
30. —
This
is anSPECIAL
entertaining
animalJulycomedy.
A pig, a donkey, a goat and a dog do
some very
in the
scenes,
whichfunny
show stunts
that they
have opening
had no
lack
of
training.
There
is
also
a trained
lion
which
brings
the
comedy
to
its
climax
with
chasingand through
throughmuch
the streets
on the tophouses,
of a
railroad
train.
This
comedy
will
fit
any
occasion.
TO THE TUNE OF BULLETS (WestJuly 11. — and
A two-reel
subject,as with
Pete ern),
Morison
Magda Lane
the
lovers. Cattle rustling furnishes the chief
plot
action,
and
the
hero
aids
the
sheriff
in rounding up the outlaws. There is a
pretty love story, and the number is an
enjoyable one.
CURRENT ofEVENTS
24.— Michigan
Contains
manoeuvers
Culver NO.
Cadets,
Intercollegiate meets, award of medals to
New York firemen.
in In-of
dianapolis and manyShriners
other march
features
A PAIR comic
OF DEUCES
July 9. —theA
two-reel
featuring(L-Ko),
Orient.
Claire Alexander
andCharlie
others. ofSome
of the incidents are funny, and the numamusing.someCharlie's
anticsber oninthethe whole
cabaretis contain
vulgar
touches
which ismight
well bea fairly
eliminated.
The offering
otherwise
good
oneTHEof the"
knockabout
type. (Western),
JAWS
OF JUSTICE
July 19. —turingA Petetwo-reel
Western
releaseTalbot.
feaMorrison
and one
Jane
The
plot
is
a
conventional
in
which
the girl thinks she is the daughter of a
bandit.
but instead
is new,
the but
sheriff's
daughter.
not very
contains some This
good isaction
and is attractive
pictorially.
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is

Copies

first to last cover we have the advertising

support of seventy-five A- 1 reputable manufacturers and distributors of Moving Pictures,
Projecting Machines

and ever}) line of moving

picture accessories.
These

accounts shoxtf an almost ioo per cent,

representation, ranging all the way
one-inch single column

from the

ad. to the big display

layout.
Being experienced
advertising and

and

conservative buyers of

having full confidence in the

value of the Moving

Picture World

as a trade

medium, the men representing the seventy-fiVe
accounts in this issue have bought
113

pages of advertising
in this number

The paper with the largest
net paid trade circulation.
Prove it to yourself.
Investigate I
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Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
BEXNISON STAR SERIES.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES.
Sandy
Burke
of the U-BAR-U
(Betzwood).
July
13—
Nugget
Nell
(Dorothy
Gish).
Mar.
23
—
Fox Film Corporation
The Road Speedy
Called Meade
Straight(Betzwood).
(Betzwood).
July
1320 —— The
Love Burglar
(Wallace Reid).
July
Louisiana
(Vivian
Martin).
Aug.
15
—
High
Pockets.
July 20—
of the Chance
River (Lila
Jim.
Aug.
3 — ARoseSporting
(EthelLee).Clayton). Oct. 1 — Lord
BIG TIMELY PICTURES.
GOLDW YN SPECIALS.
Aug.
3—
Fires
of
Faith
(Eugene
O'Brien
and
Queen
of
the
Sea
(Annette
Kellerman).
Catherine
Calvert).
The
Border
Legion
(Blanche Bates and Hobart
The
Bosworth—
Six Parts).
Aug. 10—
10 — The
Bill Henry
(Charles
Ray). Bennett).
The Land
Prussianof theCur.Free.
Aug.
Virtuous
Thief
(Enid
Drama).
For
the
Freedom
of
the World (Seven Parts —
Aug.
17 — Love
Insurance
(Bryant Gish).
Washburn).
STANDARD PICTURES.
Aug. 24—
24—
Nobody
Homeof Youth
(Dorothy
For Seven
the Freedom
Reels). of the East (Lady Tsen Met—
A Woman There Was (Theda Bara).
Aug.
The
Heart
(Lila
Lee).
My
SisterRanger
(Evelyn(William
Nesbit). Farnum).
Aug. 31 — The Reid).
Valley of the Giants (Wallace The Eternal Magdaolene.
The Little
Lone Star
CAPITOL COMEDIES.
Sept.
14 —— The
ThirdOutKiss(Enid
(Vivian Martin).
Aug. 21— Checkers.
(Two Reels Each)
Sept.
21
Stepping
WILLIAM FARNUM SERIES.
Sept. 28— The Egg Crate
Wallop Bennett).
(Charles Ray). May
4
—
The
Sea Woof. Evidence.
May
18
—
Circumstantial
Aug. 10 — Wolves of the Night.
Haven).
June
1
—
In
a
Pinch (Mr. and Mrs. Carter De
ARTCRAFT
PICTURES.
TOM MIX SERIES.
sons). Night (Smiling Bill ParJune 15— A Wonderful
July 20 — Wagon Tracks (William S. Hart).
Aug. 24 — Rougbriding Romance.
Aug.
17
—
A
Society
Exile
(Elsie
Ferguson).
June 29— HheirCarterDayDe ofHaven).
Rest (Mr and Mrs.
THEDA BARA SERIES.
Sept. 14 — La Belle Russe.
July
1327 —— Chasing
Rainbeauz
(Parsons).
July
After
the
Bawl
(Carter
Haven).
EXCEL PICTURES.
PARAMOUNT-ARTCRAFT SPECIALS.
Aug.
2423—— The
Honeymooning
(Carter
DeDeHaven).
Mar.
Potum
of
Swat.
July 20— Roseverse).of the West (Madelaine Tra- July 6— The Firing Line (Irene Castle).
6— The Midnight Alarm.
Aug.
3— CheatingIs Love
Herself (Peggy
Hyland).
July 13— The Careererine Calvert).
of Katherine Bush (Cath- Apr.FORD
EDUCATIONAL WEEKLY.
Aug. 17—
Fair).
Pure
Havana.
Sept.
14 — Love
Theverse).
Splendid (Ray
Sin and(Madelaine
Tra- Aug. 3 — The Dark Star.
June29 — At the Crossroads.
July 136—— School
Fable of the Olive and the Orange.
PARAMOUNT-FLAGG COMEDIES.
VICTORY PICTURES.
July
(Two Reels Each)
July
20—— Sweetness.
The TownDays.of Up and Down.
July
6—— The
Wilderness
Trail Brockwell).
(Tom Mix).
July
27
July
20
The
Sneak
(Gladys
29 — The "Con" in Economy.
BRAY PICTOGRAPHS.
Aug.
Seventh Person
(George Walsh).
Walsh). June
July 27 — The Immovable Guest.
Aug. 103—— The
The Winning
Stroke (George
(Weekly One-Reel Release Beginning Sept. 7.)
SUNSHINE COMEDIES.
SUCCESS SERIES (REISSUES.)
May
2515 —— Virtuous
Husbands.
July 6 — Sapho (Pauline Frederick).
W. W. Hodkinson
June
Dabbling
in Society.
July 13 — Maria Rosa (Geraldina Farrar).
July
6
—
Merry
Jailbirds
(Two
Parts).
July 20 — The('larkClown
(Victor Moore).
July
6
—
Mery
Jail
Birds.
i.
Aug. 1431—— Dabbling
Her First inKiss.
July 27—
Esmeralda
Pickford).(Marguerite Distributed Through Pathe Exchange, Inc.
Sept.
Society.
Aug.
3 — Miss
George (Mary
Washington
STAR SERIES.
Best(Louise
Man (J.Glaum).
Warren Kerrigan).
MUTT & JEFF ANIMATED CARTOONS. Aug. 10 — The Pickford).
Dummy
(Louise
Huff and Jack The
Sahara
May
11—
Sir
Cidney.
Blue Bonnet (Billie Rhodes).
Aug. 17 — The more)Lost . Bridegroom (John Barry- The
May
18 — The
Left Shell
at theGame.
Post.
A
White
Man's
Chance
(J. Warren Kerrigan).
May
25—
June 81—— Hands
Oh, Teacher
!
Aug. 24 — Thenum).
Parson of Panamint (Dustin FarMade in America.
June
Up
!
Ashley
Miller
Productions—
One Reel — Patriotic
June 2215 —— Pets
Sweet andPapa.Pests.
June
PARAMOUNT-BURTON HOLMES.
No. 4,3, "The
Rookie."
June
29—
A
Prize
Fight.
No.
"Victory
Army
in
the
Making."
July
theCataracts
Upper ofParana.
July
Look Pleasant,
No.
"Building
July
136——— UpThe
thein Iguassu.
July
13246——— Downstairs
and inPlease.
Up.London.
No. 6,5,7, "Overseas
"The HatedtotheVictory."
K.Soldier."
P."
July
20
American
Women
France.
Aug.
Mutt
and
Jeff
No.
July 273—— Bangkok,
The Miraclethe of Royal
Montcir.
•No.8, "Forward — Always Forward."
Aug.
The Frozen
Aug.
Sept. 31—
7 — Mutt
and Jeff North.
in Paris.
ARTO PRODUCTIONS.
Aug.
1017 —— Going
Down Society.
to BuenosCity.Ayres.
THE GREAT NINE.
Aug.
In
Siamese
The
Volcano (Thomas-Leah Baird).
Aug. 24 — The Salvation Army on the Job.
ZANE GREY PICTURES, INC.
PARAMOUNT-BRAY PICTOGRAPHS
PRODUCTIONS EXTRAORDINARY.
July 6— Charting
Sky ; A Fort of Mediaeval
Salome
(Theda
Bara—
EightEightParts).
GREAT AUTHORS PICTURES.
France the
; Cartoon.
Cleopatra
(Theda
Bara—
Parts).
July 13 — Salvaging
Torpedoed
Les Miserables (William Farnum).
Known New
York (1)Millions;
; Cartoon.Little
July 20 — Science
and Your
Camera
; The New
DEITRICH-BECK, INC.
York Known
Curb
Market
Cartoon.
July 27— Little
New ;York
(2) ; Gem The Bandbox (Doris Kenyon— Six Reels).
Famous Players-Lasky
Cutting and Polishing
; Cartoon.
Ang. 3 — Respectable
Criminals
; A Little LesPARAMOUNT-SENNETT COMEDIES.
son in Thrift
; Cartoon.
Independent Sales Corp. |
(Two Reels Each.)
Aug. 10 — NewPeoples
York — theThe Stupendous
; Our Pagan
Laguna Indians;
The
July
Get Present.
Along.
Steam
Engine.
July 206—— Trying
Among toThose
Aug. 17 — Lake Mohonk ; Weaving ; Cartoon.
(Releasing Through Film Clearing House.)
Aug. 173—— ATreating
Aug. 24 — Salvagingling forTorpedoed
Millions; Cartoon.
; AngSPECIALS.
Aug.
Lady's 'Em
Tailor.Rough.
Chinook Salmon
PARAMOUNT ARBUCKLE COMEDIES
When
MyDivided
Ship Comes
In.
A
House
(Two Reels Each)
Breamer) . (Herbert Rawlinson and Sylvia
June 1 — A Desert Hero.
Goldwyn Distributing Corp. J The Cassidy).
Other Man's Wife (Stuart Holmes and Elle»
Thte Challenge of Chance (Jess Willard).
PARAMOUNT COMEDY.
STAR
SERIES
PRODUCTIONS.
Aug. 10— Oh ! Judge, How Could You.
TEN-TWENTY-THIRTY SERIES.
nedy). the Wrong Door (Madge KenJuly 6— Through
Life's
Greatest(Steger).
Problem (BBlackton).
DREW COMEDIES.
Her Mistake
(Two-Reel
Comedies)
July
27—
The
Peace
of
Roaring
River
(Pauline
Frederick)
.
ASuspense
Woman's(Reicher).
Experience (Bacon-Baker).
June
15
—
Squared.
July 2413—— ABunkered.
Aug.
Upstairs (Mabel
Normand).
(Continued on page 1380)
Aug. 17-3—— Heartease
(Tom Moore).
Aug.
Sisterly Scheme.
?
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Save
The

Of

Eyes

Your

Audiences

FINE ART SLIDES
can be enclosed in a letter or
sent separately by first-class mail.
This not only saves postage but ensures
prompt service.
FIXE ART SLIDES are printed on celluloid by a
photo- mechanical process.
Hence,
all breakage is eliminated and absolute uniformity
is obtained.
FIXE ART SLIDES stand up under heat which would
ruin the old-fashioned silver emulsion glass slide.
The colors are absolutely fast at all temperatures.
FIXE ART SLIDES require less light than regular
lantern slides, because of their greater transparency and
their absolutely pure whites.
At any amperage they will outlast the old-fashioned slide.
FIXE ART SLIDES are more attractive than the oldfashioned slide, because, being reproduced by a half-tone
process, the faces show distinctly on the screen and the
white spaces are absolutely clean, clear and brilliant.
FIXE ART NO X -BREAKABLE CELLULOID
PROJECTION SLIDES.
are manufactured solely by
INTERNATIONAL LANTERN SLIDE CORPORATION
229-239 West 28th STREET
NEW YORK

ITake
discardedbinding,
lantern
slides, and
cut
through twothe paper
and remove
polish the cover gla
2 slides,
Take a and
paperplace
mask between
from onetheof the
two discarded
polished
cover
3 Place
the glasses,
Fine- Arttaking
celluloid
the cover
care slide
to seebetween
that it
ismasksquare
with
the
edges
ol
the
glass
and that
is straight.
A Hold the glasses firmly together and fasten
and bottom
to* betopfound
herewith.edges with the gummed strips
5 PROJECT IN THE USUAL WAY
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Release

Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five
FIRST ROTHAPFEL UNIT PROGRAM.
Chop Suey Rolin).
& Co. (Harold Lloyd— Comedy — One
Wood
of Fair(Novelty
Water with
(Scenic).
PatheReel—
Review No. 16 (Educational).
2—31—— The
The
LastGodsHour
Music).
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 16 (Topical — Literary
False
(Dramatic
Feature).
45—— AWildThought
Equity (Epigram).
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6968 (Topical).
(Topical).
Flowersof (Comedy).
Pathe
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 24.
The —Love
Hale
Metro Pictures Corporation.
Five Cheat
Parts —(June
ComedyCapricb,
DramaCreighton
— Capellani.)
The Grip"—
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.Photoplay's,
4, "In the Inc.).
Law's
Drama
—
Western
METRO ALL-STAR SERIES.
Heap Comedy
Big —Chief
Rolin).(Harold Lloyd — One — Reel —
23— OneLytell).
Thing at a Time O'Day (Bert Topics
of the Day No. 17 (Topical — Literary
Digest).
June
30— The Uplifters (May Allison).
July
Pathe
News
No.
70 (Topical).
7^-God's
(Francis
Bushman).
July 14—
In HisOutlaw
Brother's
PlaceX. (Hale
Hamil- Pathe News No. 71 (Topical).
21—
ton").Microbe
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF VI GI ST 31.
28 — The
TheWehlen).
Belle of(Violathe Dana).
Season (Emmy The
Thirteenth Chair (Yvonne Delv» and
Creighton Hale — Six Parts).
Aug.
4
—
Easy
to
Make
Money
(Bert
Lytell).
Aug.
Gamble
Fourto Flusher
Aug. 1118 —— ATheFavor
Death" — (No.
Two 5 "The
Parts —Draught
Drama —of
a Friend (Hale
(EmmyHamilton).
Wehlen). The Great Western
Photoplays).
SCREEN CLASSICS, INC., SPECIALS.
Don't
Shove
(Harold
Lloyd
—
One
Part
Pathe Review No. 17 (Educational). — Rolin).
Why GermanyParts).Must Pay (All-Star Cast— Six Topics
of the Day No. IS (Topical — Literary
The Great Parts).
Romance (Harold Lockwood — Six Pathe News Digest).
No. 73.72.
Pathe News No.
Shadows
of
Suspicion
(Harold
Lockwood).
A Man of Honor (Harold Lockwood).
AMERICAN FILM COMPANY.
The Man WhoSevenStayedParts).
at Home (All-Star Cast —
(Released through Pathe Exchange, Inc.)
NAZIMOVA PRODUCTIONS.
July 13 — Yvonne
ter). from Paris (Mary Miles MinToys
of Fate
Parts
—— Drama).
July
27—
The
Tiger Lily
Eye
for
EyeFog(Seven
(Seven
PartsParts).
Drama).
Aug.
10—
This
Stuff(Margarita
(William Fisher).
Russell).
Out
of
the
(Seven
The
Hellion.Side Hero
The Red Lantern (Seven Parts).
The
Other
of
Eden.
The Dangerous Talent.
J Pathe Exchange, Inc. j
Exhibitors — Mutual
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 20.
The Pistol's
Tiger's Point"
Trail — Two
(Episode
No.Drama
14. —"At
the
ROBERTSON-COLE
Parts—
Astra).
At the— Comedy
Old Stage Door . (Harold Lloyd— One Reel July — A Man's Country (AlmaFEATURES.
July — The Woman Michael Rubens).
Married (Bessie
Pathe Review —No.Rolin14 )(Educational).
TopicsDigest).
of the Day No. 12 (Topical— Literary July— Man's Barriscale).
Desire (All-Star Cast with Lewis
Stone).
Pathe
News
No.
60
(Topical).
August— A Sage-Brush
Hamlet (William DesPathe News No. 61 (Topical).
mond).
August—
The
Pagan
God
B. Warner).
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF JULY 27.
August— The Gray Horizon(H..(Sessue
Hayakawa).
Our Drama
Better — Selves
Astra). (Fannie Ward — Five Parts —
STRAND COMEDIES.
The Face"
Tiger's— Two
TrailParts
(Episode
No.
15,
"The
Tiger
Comedies.)
— DramaLloyd
— Astra).
NeverComedy
Touched
Me (Harold
— One Reel — July 13 — Fancy(One-Reel
Fooling Father.
— Roltn).
July 2720 —— Winning
Jimmie's Him
Doggone
Luck.
TopicsDigest).
of the
Day No. 13 (Topical— Literary July
Aug. 103—— Good
Betty Gracious
and the Back.
Boys.
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6362 (Topical).
(Topical).
Aug.
Grace.
Pathe
Aug. 17— Meet the Wife.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 3.
ROTHACKER OUTDOOR SUBJECTS.
The Gamble"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.
1,
"The
Great
Mar 16 — In Pyramid Land.
— Three
Reels — Drama — Western Mar.
Mid Sahara'sGondolas.
Sands.
Photoplays,
Inc.).
Mar. 3023 —— Glimpsing
A Jazzed
Honeymoon
— Comedy
—No.Rolin15 )(Educational).
. (Harold Lloyd — One Reel April 6 — A Palestine Pilgrimage.
Pathe
Review
Pathe
(Topical).
Pathe News
News No.
No. 6564 (Topical).
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 10.
The Doom"
Great Gamble
2, "The— Clock
— ThreeInc.).(Episode
Reels —No.Drama
Westernof July— His Bridal Night (Alice Brady).
Photoplays,
CountComedy
Your —Change
(Harold
Lloyd
—
One
Reel — July — The Waystein).
of a Woman
July — The Country
Cousin (Norma
(ElaineTalmadge).
HammerTopicsDigest).
of theRolin).
Day No. 15 (Topical— Literary July—
The Spite Bride (Olive Thomas).
Pathe
News
No.
66
(Topical).
July — Everybody's Sweetheart (Elsie Janls).
Pathe News No. 67 (Topical).
SELZNICK PICTURES.
RELEASES FOR WEEK OF AUG. 17.
(Distributed ThroughtionSelect
The SixWorld
Exchanges.)Pictures CorporaParts).Aflame (Frank Keenan — Drama —
Upstairs
and
Down
(Olive
Thomas).
The Chasm"
Great Gamble
(Episode
No.
3,
"Into
the
or Fame (Elaine Hammerstein).
— Drama
Photoplays,
Inc.). — Two Parts — Western Love
The Perfect Lover (Eugene O'Brien).

Dates

Reel Dramas
| Triangle Film Corporation„
TRIANGLE PRODUCTIONS.
July 20— Mistaken Identity (Anita King).
July 27 — TheWestern
UnbrokenDrama).
Promise (Jane Miller—
Aug.
3—— The
Lyons
Mail (Henry
Irving).
Aug.
10
Fruits
of
Passion
(Alice B.Mann).
Aug.
Against
(Anita
King). (Ellen
Aug. 2417 —— One
Her Terry).
GreatestMany Performance
Aug. 31— Three Black Eyes (Taylor HolmesSpecial).
j Universal Film Mfg. Co. j
CENTURY COMEDY.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
July 30 — A 03842.
Lion Special (Animal Comedy) —
Aug. 27 — Lonesome
(Mr. andHearts
Mrs. and
Dan Loose
Russell —Lions
Two
Parts).
Sept. 3— A Village Venus (Edith Roberts and
Jimmy
Adams)
L-KO. — 03893.
HEARST
Issued
EveryNEWS.
Monday.
(Two-Reel Comedies.)
July 16— Two-Gun
Russell)—Trixie
03809.(Mr. and Mrs. Dan
July 23 — BrownNeilson,
Eyes Pacoand andBankBob Notes
Brownie)(Lois—
03831. Love Panic (Lois Neilson and
Aug. 6— A Puppy
Caroline
Aug. 13 — Sirens
of theWright)—
Suds (Mr.03952.and Mrs. Dan
Russell)—
03862.
Aug. 20— Charlie
the
Hero
(Chai Hing,
Hughie
Mack, Claire Alexander)
— 03872.
UNIVERSAL SPECIAL ATTRACTION.
July 14— A Little Brother of the Rich (Frank
May
and
Kathryn Adams — Six
Parts)—
03814.
July 21— TheSix
Spitfire
of 03826.
Seville (Hedda NovaParts)—
July 28 — TheSalisbury—
Man in Six
the Parts)—
Moonlight03836.(Monroe
Aug. 4— A Laren—
Petal onSixtheParts)—
Current03848.(Mary MacAug. 11— A Little Brother of the Rich (Frank
Mayo and
Kathryn Adams — Six
Parts)—
Aug. 18 — The—Six
Ace Parts)—
of03858.
the Saddle
3868. (Harry Carey
Aug. 25— The03877.
Trap (Olive Tell— Six Parts) —
Sept. 8— TheBrunette—
WomanSixUnder
Parts) —Cover
03899. (l?ritzi
NEW SCREEN MAGAZINE.
Issued Every Friday.
INTERNATIONAL NEWS.
Issued Every Wednesday.
JEWEL.
July 7— Home
(Mildred Harris— Six Parts) —
03806.
Sept. 1— Forbidden
— Six
03891.(Mildred(DorothyHarris
Sept. 1 — PaidParts)—
inParts)—
Advance
Phillips —
Six
03892.
The
The Right
Heart toof Happiness
Humanity (Dorothy
(Dorothy Phillips).
Phillips).
Joe
Martin
Coiriedy
Series
— Two Reels Each.
July
7—
Monkey
Stuff—
03807.
July UNIVERSAL
21— The Jazz Monkey—
SPECIAL03827.
FEATURE.
Cyclone
Smith.
(Drama — Each Polo
Episode
in
Two
Featured.) Parts — Eddie
June
23—
No.
7,
"The
03783.
June 30— No.03805.
8, "Down, Missing
but Not Bullet"—
Out"— 03794.
July 7— No. 9, "Cyclone Smith's Partner"—
July 14— No.(Continued
10, "For onLife"—
page 03825.
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oooooooooooooooooooooooo
ooooooooooooooooooooooooo
ADVERTISEMENTS
CLASSIFIED
3r PER
WANTEDWORD AND FORHELPSITUATIONS
WANTED
5r » COMMERCIAL
PER WORD $1.00
FOR ADS.
ALL
MINIMUM.
MINIMUM. J0.50
oooooooooooooooooooooooo
OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
ATTENTION.
CAMERAS, ETC, FOR SALE.
EQUIPMENT FOR SALE.
IFonceITSforMOTION
PICTURE
CAMERAS
write
ANYONEABOUTS of Roland
COMMUNICATING
THE WHEREBARGAINS.—
Two Powers
(>A machines;on lit)
ateverything
ournewlatest
complete
catalog,featuring
listing
Frank Van Velzer.
formerly
direct
current
motors
:
ship
immediately
dein
and
used
cameras,
superintendent
of
laboratories,
would
be
very
p
o
s
i
t
;
balance
after
examination.
Box
8J,
Canthe
famous
U.
S.
COMPACT
PROFESSIONAL
much
ton, Ohio.
QUALITY
cameraThefitted
50 M. M. 200
Tessar
Velzer. appreciated
4<KJ W. 58thbySt.,hisNewwife.YorkMrs.City.R. F. Van
OPERAchines aCHAIRS
from war camps,
booths,at malens,
at $92.50.
NEWwithUNIVERSAL
nd entireWriteequipments
furnished
SITUATIONS WANTED.
capacity
at the rock
bottom
price ofdissolve,
$367.00, ft.orat
original
cost.
your requirements.
J.halfP. with
automatic
internal
shutter
LIVE
WIRE
MANAGER,
expert
booker
and
Redington,
Scranton,
Pa.
$467.00.
Largest
line ofA few
used specials
motion : picture
projectionist,
now care
at liberty.
Superior
cameras
inSIMPLEX
the world.
400 ft.
ences. Successful,
M. P World.
N. Y.ReferCity.
capacity
outside
magazine,
complete
FILMS FOR SALE OR RENT.
Y'OUNG MAN,
age
JO,
dtesires
to
learn
cinemawith
case,
Tessar
F:
3.5
lens,
at
$175.00.
400
tography.
Three
years'
experience
as
projecft.
capacity
ERNEM
ANN
MODEL
B,
fitted
with
tionist, go d knowledge of lenses and elementary weFILMS
: them.
If it's moving
picture
films youdramas,
need, two 3 3/8 inch and 6 inch lenses, four magazines,
have
Features,
comedies,
chemistry.
High
school
education
;
best
referChaplins,We reasonable.
us know
what 45th
you $500.00.
a perfect 400studio
and fieldPHOTO
camera, specialfittedat
ences.Indiana.
Harry A. Krueger. 1J1 E. 4th St., Michi- want.
have it. ManorLet Films,
141 West
gan City,
withS.Tessar
Fft.: capacity
3.5CINEMATOGRAPH,
lens, completeCINES,
at $145.00.
LABORATORY
OR CAMERA MAN. St., N. Y. City.
DELLXE
FOR SALE. — Five and six reel features : U.as listed
Thoroughly
competent
technical
man
in
chemifor $000,000, price $425.00. complete
DEVRY
cal or photographic
end. care
Now with
large
manu- "Sloth," Special, Charlotte Walker ; "She's Qot PROJECTORS,
facturer.
Laboratory,
M.
P.
World,
late
models
slightly
used.
Him
on theDetective."
String," Mutual,
all-star
cast; cast
"The ; 00 each. Don't delay, but send today for$100.Chicago, 111.
Society
Cosmo.
all-star
catalog
which
means
money
and
satisfaction
Mutual. Francelia Billington ; you. BASS CAMERA COMPANY, CHARLESourto
AT LIBERTY'.—
thoroughly furnish
expe- "Strathmore."
d in high-classOrgnaist,
picture
"Texas Steer,"
Selig,
Powers;
"True BASS, PRES., 109 NO. DEARBORN STREET,
excellent riencereferences.
Member work.
A. F. Can
of M. Pipe Nobility,"
Mutual.
HeleneTyrone
Rosseu
; "UntofromThose
organ ionly
Who Sin,"Mutual,
Selig, all-star
cast
;
"Up
theof CHICAGO, ILL.
lton. Ohio. considered. Address Box J90, Ham- Depths,"
Courtney: "Woman
Foote ; in"Voice
PUBLICITY*
is thea live
life wire,
of anymarried,
organization.
CAMERAS, ETC., WANTED.
Love,"
Specil,
Ann
Dearing
Black,"
What
can
you
offer
age
J6,
Biograph.145 all-star
cast. Federal
Feature
Exexperienced in magazine, editorial, newspaper, chpge.
WANTED.
— A and
complete
Bellwith& Howell
West
Forty-fifth
street,
N.
Y.
City.
picturedescription
camera
tripod
extraWillmotion
lenses.
theatrical, motion
picture, free-lance
writing and
FOR SALE.
— Fouracrossoriginal
reels, River
"Battlefromof State
and
lowest
price.
pay
publicity?
Wantsuchconnection
Mexico,"
Rio
Grande
tion requiring
services.withM.,anycareorganizaM. P. Ojinaga,
cash. N.— Motion
D., care picture
M. P. World,
N. Y.in City.
Presido,
Texas, Court,
fought ElbyPaso,
PanchoTexas.Villa. O. A. spotWANTED.
cameras
A-l
World,
N.
Y'.
City.
Bell,
25
Palms
OPERATOR
ELECTRICIAN
expecondition,
suitable for news
field work,
rience, expert AND
onor write
projection,
desires with
first-class
foot
capacity,
with ortripods,
cases, 400etc.
position.
J. A. Rehkopf,
Petoskey,
Highest
pricescomplete
paid.
Address
Fox News,
130
THEATRES WANTED.
Michigan. WireHELP
West
Forty-sixth
street,
N.
Y.
City.
WANTED.
WANTED
TO
LEASE
theatre
and
all
equipin a town
over Cambridge,
fifteen thousand.
EXPERIENCED
director.
Give wire. mentSam
MISCELLANEOUS.
Schlup,
Ohio. Write or
age,WANTexperience
andPermanent
salarycomedy
wanted.
Company
just
organized.
tostreet,
rightMontreal,
party.
WANTED. — Any advertising aids used in exWANTED TO LEASE fully equipped theatre in
Canadian
Films,
Ltd.,
4
Hospital
ploiting
good show
population
Theatreof Myra."
Bldg., N.Write
Y. City.Smith, 624
Canada.
sand'. Jeweltown,
Theatre,
Kenton. sixTenn.or eight thou- Knickerbocker "Mysteries
; MOTION PICTURE
fef*
WHIN 1 FORHANDBOOK.
M/WtfERS AMD OPERATORS

Before building — purchase
"Modern Theatre Construction"
By EDWARD BERNARD KINSILA

^by F.H.RICHARDSON
700 Pages
»Ko II

pu&LlSHED. BY
TftE rtOVl"^1^* WDRLD

300 Illustrations
Substantially
in Red ClothBound

If you are not one of the 5,000 Managers
or Operators who swear by the "HANDBOOK" you should ORDER TO-DAY!!!
Sent Postpaid for $4.00
MOVING PICTURE WORLD
516 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY
Schiller
CallenderCal. Bldg.
Chicago,Building
111. WrightLos &Angeles,

ns,
architect.
ligenttlygoodwithdesigyour
intelSelec
TALK
know that the projection room,
screen and stage are going to be
satisfactory. Have the right lightic decoraproperConsider
ing; tions.
setti, ngs;
aheadartist
of time
the
safety and comfort of patrons. Be
enlightened as to the building requirements, construction laws, etc.,
etc.

This 269-page illustrated work sent
postage prepaid on receipt of $3.00
CHALMERS PUBLISHING CO.
516 Fifth Avenue
917 Schiller Bldg.
New York City
Chicago. 111.
Wright & Callender Bldg., Los Angeles, Cal.
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Dates

Unless Otherwise Specified All Subjects Are Five Reel Dramas
VITAGRAPH SPECIALS.
June 30— No. 3, "Flames of Hate"— 03792.
Jul7
The Painted
Third Degree
(Alice Stewart).
Joyce — Seven Parts).
7— No.
4,5, "The
"A Fiendish
Revenge"—
03803.
July
The
Feature Releases
No.
Phantom
Rescue"—
03816.
July 2114—
Shadows
of
theWorldPast(Anita
(Anita Stewart).
6,7, "The
Puma
s Paws"—
03828.03837. Daring Hearts
Juiy 28—— No.
(Francis
X.
Bushman and BevNo.
"The
Masked
Pursuer"—
Aug.
erly
Bayne—
Six
Parts).
4—
No.
8,
"The
Flaming
Pit"—
03849.
CAPITAL
FILM COMPANY.
Aug. 11 — No. 9, "The House of a Thousand TorLARRY SEMON COMEDIES.
Indianapolis, Ind.
tures"—03859.
The
Star
Boarder
(Two
Parts).
Aug.
(Two
Home
Home
18— No.
No. 10,
"Victims
of theDen"—
Sea"—03878.
03869. His
Aug. 25—
Struck by Lightning. Reels Each.)
11, "Lashed
"The Burning
The
SimpletheSweet
Life
(Two (Two
Parts).Parts).
Sept.
Secret Service
Dan.
No.
12,
to
the
Rocks"—
03886.
Between
Acts.
Sept. 1—
Faithful
Unto Death.
8— No. 13, "Into The Chasm"— 03901.
BIG V SPECIAL COMEDIES.
Escaped
Convict.
The Midnight Man.
Parts).and Tamales (James Aubrey — Two The
Tootsies
Square
Gambler.
(Drama — Eighteen Corbett.)
Two-Part Episodes — James Healthy and Happy.
CHRISTIE FILM COMPANY.
Harems and Hokum (Two Parts).
Sept.
03887.03900.
Cupid's
Holdup.
Flips andand Zest
Flops (Montgomery
(James Aubreyand— TwoRockParts).
Sept. 1—8— No.
No. 1,2, "Cast
"DeadlyAdrift"—
Enemies"—
Lobster
Dressing.
.Zip
—
Two
Love
—
In
a Hurry.
Parts).
SPUR AND SADDLE SERIES.
Reno
—
All
Yats and Yokels (James Aubrey — Two Parts). His Master'sChange.
Voice.
Home
Brew.Escape.
Perils of Thunder Mountain.
Her Bear
(Drama
—
Fifteen
Episodes
—
Two
Parts
Each
released weekly
Featuring
Antonio Moreno,
Christie Specials.
with — Carol
Hollaway.)
Sally's Blighted Career.
STAGE WOMEN'S WAR RELIEF SERIES. No. 1, "The Spear of Malice."
Rowdy
Ann.
(Monthly Release.)
No. 2, "The
Bridge
Mary
Moves In.
Sept. 6— A All-Star
Star Overnight (David Balasco and No.
"The
Teeth
ofTrap."
Steel."
Shades
No. 5,3,4, "The
"Cave Cliff
of Terror."
Dangerousof Shakespeare.
Nan McGrew.
03898. cast— Two-Part Drama) — No.
of Treachery."
No. 6,7, "The
Tree
of Torture."
Major Allen's Animal Hunt.
EQUITY
PICTURES
COBPORATION.
No.
"The
Lightning
Lure."
Eyes
of
Youth
(Clara Kimball
Young).
June
30—
Trailing
the
Leopard—
03847.
No.
8,9, "The
Iron ofClutch."
Aug.
6—
Bear
Trapping
(One
Reel)—
03954.
No.
"Prisoner
the
Deep."
FIRST
NATIONAL
EXHIBITORS.
Aug. 13— Lion Trapping— 03864.
No.
10,
"The
Flaming
Sacrifice."
SPECIAL.
Sunnyside
(Charlie
Chaplin—
Parts).
No. 11,
"In
theRushing
Ocean's Horror."
Grip."
Mary Regan
(Anita
Stewart
—Three
Six— Seven
Parts).
July 28— TheReelHeart
12,
"The
) . Punch (Jess Willard— One No.
Daddy
Long
Legs
(Mary
Pickford
Parts).
No.
13,
"The
River
of
Dread."
Whom
the
Gods
Would
Destroy
(Seven
Parts).
14,
"The
HuntVerdict."
of Disaster."
July 28 — Hiding
Holland (The Crown Prince No.
Auction of Souls (Eight Parts).
— One inReel).
No.
15,
"Fate's
June 25 — BillSixApperson's
Boy (Jack Pickford —
Sept. 8— Sinbad the Sailor (One Reel)— 03904.
Parts).
CURRENT EVENTS.
BurglarHoodlum
by Proxy (JackPickford).
Pickford).
World Pictures Corp. | Aug.
Issued Every Friday.
Sept. 2581——— AThe
Talmadge).
Sept.
Temperamental(MaryWife
(Constance
Okeh Komedies.
July
7
—
The
American
Way
(Arthur
Ashley
Aug. 11— Too Tired (Neal Burns) — 03860.
Sept. 15 — HerStewart).
Kingdom of Dreams (Anita
and Dorothy Green).
Aug. 25 — Billy's
Hat
(Ben
Wilson
and
Neva
July 2114 —— ADustBroadway
of DesireSaint(Ruby
DeRemer).
Gerber
One
(Montagu
Sept. 8— As Reel)
You — —03902.
Were Reel)(Neal— 03879.Burns — One July
July 284—— Bringing
Up(JuneBettyElvldge).
(Evelyn Love).
Greeley). Yankee Doodle inSOLBerlin
LESSER.
(Five Parts).
Aug.
Coax
Me
RAINBOW COMEDIES.
Aug.ll — The Dorothy
Praise Agent
(Arthur Ashley and
EDWARD
A.
MACMANUS.
Green).
Sept. 10— A Monberg—
Roof Garden
Rough
House
(Zip
Aug.
18
—
The
Girl
Alaska
(Lottie
Kruse).
Two
West
Forty-Seventh
Street. and
Two Parts)— 03906.
Aug. 25 — TheCorene
CloudedUzzel
Nameand(John
with . The General
Lost Battalion
(Lieut-Col. Whittlesey
EdwardLowellKeller.)
Alexander).
STAR COMEDIES.
RELEASE.
(One-Reel Comedies,Lee featuring
OUTING-CCHESTER PICTURES.
Moran.) Eddie Lyons and The GhostSUPER-SPECIAL
of Slumber
Mountain
(One Reel).
through Denver,
First National
Exchanges
July
21—
All
Bound
'Round—(Jack
03829.Dillon)— 03838. Little Orphant
Annie (in
all territories
except Distributed
Buffalo).
(except
Boston, Pittsburgh,
July
28—
The
Tea
Hound
Chicago Omaha,
and Detroit.)
Aug.
4—
Waiting
at
the
Church—
03850.
HOUDINI
SERIAL.
Aug. 18—1— APenny
June 2922 —— They
GettingGrow
the Casslar's
The Master Mystery.
June
Everywhere.Goat.
Sept.
Dog Ante
Gone— 03870.
Shame — 0388.
(Drama — Fifteen Episodes — Two Parts Each.) July
6 —— AA Haitian
Night'sJourney.
Tale.
WESTERN (Two
AND Reels
RAILROAD
July
13
Hair
Raising
(In Salt
Omaha,
Kansas
City,
St.
Louis,
Denver,
Each.) DRAMAS.
July 20—
Put
Your
Cares
on Ice.
Lake City,
San
Francisco, Los Angeles, July
27
—
Mr.
Outing
Instructs.
July 11 — To the Tune
of
Bullets
(Pete
MorriMinneapolis
and
Seattle.)
son)—03813.
Aug. 3— Fiddlers
The GhostandCoast.
BROWN SERIES.
Aug.
Acrobats.
July 19 — The—03824.
Jaws of Justice (Pete Morrison) July 14 — JUDGE
Aug. 92 —— Corals
and Onions.
Shift
the Gearof Freck
(One
Reel).
Aug.
11
—
The
Demand
Dugan
(One
Reel).
Aug.
16—
The
Hon.TheyMr. GoJapRubbering.
Van Winkle.
July
26—
Gun
Magic
(Pete
Morrison)—
03835.
Aug. 2— NeckMagda
and Lane)
Noose— (Peter
Morrison
and
Aug.
23
—
Where
CHAPLIN.
03846.
Aug.
30
—
When
It's
Time
to
Retire.
Police
(Two
Parts—
Reissue).
Aug. 9— A Western
Wooing 03957.
(Pete Morrison and The Bank (Two Parts— Reissue).
Lane)—
LEONCE1402 FERRET
PRODUCTIONS.
AShanghaied
Night at the(TwoShowParts(Two
Parts — Reissue).
Aug. 16 — TheMagda
Fighting
Heart
(Pete
Morrison
Broadway,
New
York.
—
Reissue).
andHidden
Magda?) — 05867.
A Soul Adrift (Dolores Cassinelll).
SPECIAL RELEASE.
Aug. 23—
03876.
Aug.
30 — The
TheJosephine
Four BitBadge—
Man
(Jack
Perrin
and
Conquered
Hearts
(Seven
Parts).
Hill)—
03885.(Pete Morrison The
The Unbeliever
Unchastened (Seven
Woman Parts).
(Seven Parts).
Sept. 6— TheandFighting
Sheriff
Lane) — (Jack
oo97. Perrin) —
ROGERS FILM CORPORATION.
KINOGRAMS.
Sept. 13— The03910.
JackMagda
of Hearts
(A Series Jane
of Two-Reel
Comedy Lee.)
Playlets With
Issued every Tuesday and Saturday.
and Katherine
(Topical).
WILLIAM
L.
SHERRY
SERVICE.
PRIZMA.
Trout.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Kiddies.
Vitagraph
Features.
Model
Girls.
The Troop Train (Six
Parts).
China.
UNITED
ARTISTS
CORPORATION.
Birds
and
Glowers.
VITA GRAPH FEATURES.
Sept.
1
—
His
Majesty
Alaskan
Revelations.
Fairbanks)
. the American (Douglas
Glacier
Park.
The Wolf.
Hornet's Nest.
Hawaii.
The
UNITED
PICTURE
THEATRES.
'Gators.Apache Trail.
The Girl
Man Woman
Who Won(Gladys
(Harry
T. Morey).
The
June 8— Playthings of Passion (Kitty Gordon).
The
Leslie).
Old Faithful.
The
Bramble
Bush
(Corinne
Griffith).
ZION
FILMS.
Khavah.
Grand
Canyon.
The Gamblers
Morey).Love).
Pineapples.
Over
the Garden(Harry
Wall T.(Bessie
(Continued on page 1384)
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SIMPLICITY — that new Aluminum
Paper Screen put up in rolls
It costs
almost brilliant
nothing compared
with every
the high
priced
screens
and
gives
pictures
with
detail
being
fully
brought
out;mostitvour
increases
the andlightcut
wonderfully
andcurrent
will allow
you
to
reduce
current
your
electric
bill.
SIMPLICITY is the brilliant, economical and lasting screen
that
will
not
tarnish.
It
produces
pictures
that
are
chalky
white
and lifelike, positively the biggest improvement you could invest
your
moneyvardsin.long;
Priceeach$4.00rollperweighs
roll of2 pounds.
72 square Used
feet by*4 some
yard
ofwide,the 16BEST
THEATRES.
Will
giro
100
per
cent,
more
light
than
any
white
ordinary
curtain.
Small curtains take 2. medium ones 3. large 4 rolls.
Can taeasily
be hungbe applied
by any topaperroll hanger.
ins only, cannot
or d Made for wall or stationary curWALTER G. PREDDEY
187 Golden Gate Ave.
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
Moving Picture Machine Patents My Specialty
PATENTS
William
N. Moore
PATENT ATTORNEY
LOAN AND TRUST BUILDING
WASHINGTON, D. C.
The
first
Important
step ofis your
to learn
whetherwithyou95.00canandobtain
a
patent. Please patent
send sketch
invention
examine
records
Inform
whether youI will
are
entitled tothea patent,
the
cost and
and manner
ofyouprocedure.
Personal Attention
Established 25 Years

PRODUCERS OF
MOTION PICTURE FILMS
COMMERCIAL DEVELOPING
and PRINTING
Telephone Audubon 3716
ERBOGRAPH CO.
G. B. STREET.
ERB. . NEW YORK
203-211LUDWIG
WEST I46TH

A Dependable Mailing List Service
Saves you
30% to in50%anyin territory.
postage, etcIncludes
Reachesnameall orof
selected
list from
of theatres
exhibitorlicityasmediums
well desiring
as the theatre
in
address.
A
of pubmotion picture news. list
Unaffiliated
exchanges
looking asfor such.
features.
Supplywithhouses
that ofarestudios,
properly
characterized
Producers
address
laboratories
andbuilt.offices. Information in advance of theatres
being
or
to
be
W74
MOTION PICTURE DIRECTORY COMPANY
SO Fifth Avenue. New York
Phone: Chelsea 3227
Addressing Multigraphing Printing Typewriting

Pre-eminent in the field of
portable projection — ideal for
screening, etc. —
LetThe
us showDeyou Vry—
how you, too,
can profit by its use. Write to
THE DE VRY CORPORATION
CHICAGO, ILL.
MARTIN" CONVERTER
FOR REAL
SUN-LIT PICTURES
PERFECT REEL DISSOLVING
WRITE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
NORTHWESTERN ELECTRIC CO.
2 8. Haya* An., CbtMOO 1010 Brekaw BM|.. Nmr Ywt

La Cinematografia Italiana ed Esters
OjfUici Organ of the Italian Cinematograph Union
PUBLISHED ON THE 16th AND 30th OF EACH MONTH
Foreign Subscription: 20 francs per annum
Kir."1 Sfffee.: Via Cumiana, 31, Turin, Italy

"WE

NEVER

DISAPPOINT

lLv-m
VKvJr
~tT
omtow
(

? T

^^one

bryant 5576

^es
MWAWmES
STREET
.atoi
A2.12
WEST^b
£5
JFil220
> m T
/mew YO R K
GEN. MGR.

£
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1476HIRAM
Broadway,ABRAMS.
New York.
HeartsDrama).
of Men (George Beban — Six Parts —
Reclaimed.
AMERICAN
FILM COMPANY.
6227 Broadway,
Chicago. INC.
Damaged Goods (Richard Bennett — Seven Parts).
ARROW
Times FILM
Building,CORPORATION.
New York.
Thirty-two
Unique
Comedies
(OneSixReel).
Finger
of
Justice
(Crane
Wilbur—
Parts).
The
Profiteer (Alma
Hanlon).
The
Commercial
Pirates
(Mile.
Valkyrlen).
Miss Arizona.
Mysterious
Mr. Browning.
When
The
WebtheShuttle.
ofDesert
Intrigue.Smiled (Neal Hart).
Human
Fires
of Hope.of Fear.
The Shadow
Hearts of Love
(SixComedies
Parts — (One
Drama).Part).
Twenty-six
Hank Wolves
Mann Arrow
Comedy
Series
(One Reel
Each.)
The
of
Wall
Street.
The Last of the Open Range.
Younc America.
(Series of Twelve Two-Reelers.)
The Masked Rider.
(Serial — Featuring
Meyers, Ruth Stonehouse andHarry
Paul Panzer.)
AYWON
729
SeventhFILM
Avenue,CORPORATION.
New York City.
Roses
Thorns
(Lenore Ulrich).
In thePaysand
Days(Julia
of Daring
She
Dean). (Tom Mix).
Justice
(Cecil
Scott).
Guilty Woman (Marie Empress).
WILLIAM A. BRADY.
BULLS K YE FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
(Two-Reel ComediesGaleevery
two weeks, featuring
Henry.)
The
Wild
Stung. Woman.
Film(Series
Fairies. of One-Reel Monkey Comedies.)
Stopping
Bullets.
Caught
with
the Goods.
Perils
of
the Beach.
The
Deserter.
Behind the Scenes.
\\<-:iklySatirizing
Indigestion.
(One-Reel Weekly
Current Events.)
Billie
West
Out of Tune (Two Parts). Comedies.
BURSTON
FILMS
1476 Broadway, New INC.
York.
The Mystery of 13 (Francis Ford — Serial).
JACK
AM)
HARRY
1600 Broadway, N. Y. COHN,
City.
("HallENTENTE
Room Boys"FILM
Comedies—
One Reel Each.)
CORPORATION,
247
North
Eleventh
Street,
Philadelphia,
Pa.
Colonel Bridau.
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES, INC.
126HeartWestof Forty-sixth
N. Y. City.
The
Texas(Margaret
Ryan. Street,
The
Chosen
Path
Leslie).
Series of Tom Mix two-reel reissues.
THETimes
FILMBuilding,
MARKET,
403
N. Y. INC.
City.
The dition).
Wonderland of Peru (Capt. Besley ExpeThe Scott
Undying StoryExpedition).
of Captain Scott (Capt.
Animal LifeAntarctic
InExpedition).
the Antarctic (Capt. Scott Antarctic
The House
The
Spoilers.Without Children.
The Ne'er Do Well.
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Release

TROHJIAN amusement company.
Times Building, N. Y. City.
Once to Everyman.
Western Dramas.
(Twenty-sixTexasTwo-Reeleri
Featuring
SouthSheof Wolf.
Santa Fe. Gwinan.) l
The
Poppy Comedies.
(Twenty-sixSwain
One-Reel
— WeeklyComedies
Release.)Featuring Mack
Ambrose's
Day
Off.
Daddy Ambrose.
FILM SPECIALS, INC.
130 West Forty-sixth Stret, N. Y. City.
Seligr (Tom
Masterpieces.
Brown of Harvard
Moore).
HARRY GARSON.
Aeolian Building, N. Y. City.
The Unpardonable
Hushed Hour Sin
(Blanche
Sweet).
The
(Blanche
Sweet).
GAUMONT COMPANY.
Flushing, L. I.
Gaumont
News — Released
Gaumont
Graphic
— Releasedevery
everyTuesday.
Friday.
Pictorial Life.
GRAPHIC FILM CORPORATION.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
AshesEchoof Love.
The
Some One ofMustYouth.
Pay.
H. &(Violet
H. PRODUCTIONS,
INC.
Love Wins
Mersereau).
J. FRANK HATCH.
912 Longacre Building, N. Y. City.
Tempest and Sunshine.
HILLER AND WILK, INC.
The Silent Mystery (Francis Ford Serial).
Twenty-eight
reissues starring
S. Hart,banks andTriangle
Norma
Talmadge,
DouglasWilliam
FairFrank
Keenan.
The
Wrath
of
the
Gods.
The
Battle
of
Gettysburg.
Raffles, the Amateur Cracksman.
JANS PRODUCTIONS, INC.
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
(Forty Single-reel Tom Mix Westerns.)
Stingaree
(Serial—
Episodes).
Series
of Ham
and Fifteen
Bud reissues
(One part).
JUVENILE PHOTOPLAY
COMPANY. DISTRIBUTION
729 Seventh Avenue, N. Y. City.
Boys' Life Screen
Review.
105 WestVICTOR
Fortieth KREMER.
Street, N. Y. City.
(Shorty
Hamilton Series— Five Part Comedies.)
The
Ranger.
DennyPenfromVulture.
Ireland.
The
The Snail.
Ten
George
Ade
Fables
(Essanay
Reissue).
Ten
Broncho Billy
Dramas
(Essanay
Reissue).
Ten
Snakeville
Reissue).
"Skinner"
SeriesComedies
(Essanay(Essanay
Reissues).
OLIVER FILMS, INC.
308 West Forty-eighth
The Carter Street,
Case. N. Y. City.
A Serial
in Fifteen
Episodes
of twoandreels
each,
featuring
Herbert
Rawlinson
Margaret
Marsh.
IMONEER FILM CORPORATION.
130 West Forty-sixth
Street, N. Y. City.
The
Boomerang
(Walthall).
Virtuous
(Wanda
Sins Holmes).
of theSinners
Children
(AlmaHawley).
Hanlon and Stuart
The
Long
Arm
of Dugout
Manister(Al(Henry
Walthall).
The
Lady
of
the
The Girl from Nowhere (Cleo Jennings).
Madison).
Atonement
(Oonway
Tearle-Grace
Davison —
Five Parts).
HARRY RAVER.
The Master1402Crook.Broadway, N. Y. City.
The Liberator (Serial Starring "Maciste").

Dates

RENCO FILM COMP VNY.
Birth of29 aSouth
Race. La Salle Street, Chicago.
Mother Love and the Law.
ROMAYNE SUPERFILMS.
Building, Los Angeles.
Me andMarsh-Strong
Gott (Five Parts).
The baseball
Sage-Brush
comedy).League (Five-Part Western
S. L. PICTURES.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Virtuous Men (E. K. Lincoln — Seven Part- \
S. L. K. SERIAL CORPORATION.
(Helen Holmes Fifteen
Serial Episodes.)
"The Fatal Fortune"' —
SOLITARY*
SIN
The wick,
Solitary
Sin Curley).
(Jack CORPORATION.
Mulhall, Helene ChadPauline
SOUTHERN FEATURE FILM COMPANY.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Beyond the Law (Emmett Dalton — Six Parts).
WILLIAM STEINER.
220 West Forty-second Street, N. Y. City.
Sky Eye (Seven Parts).
T E It It I TOR it I V L SALES CORPORATION.
1600 Broadway,
Month.)N. Y. City.
(Jester Comedies — Two Reels — Issued Twice a
The
Tenderfoot.
A Mexican
The
Wisest! Mixup.
Fool.
Gee Whiz
MAURICE TOURNEUR PPODUCTIONS.
1476 Broadway, N. Y. City.
Sporting
Life States
(throughand Famous
in United
Canada).Players-Lasky
Woman.
The Lasky
White inHeather
(through
United States and Famous
Canada). PlayersButterfly.
MyBroken
Lady's
Garter.
Romany Rye.
TYRAD PICTURES, INC.
And the Children Pay.
Your
Wife
and Mine
Human Passions
(Six (Seven
Parts). Parts).
The Red Viper (Garrett Hughes— Six Parts).
W. H. PRODUCTIONS.
71 West Twenty-third Street, N. Y. City.
Mickey (Seven Parts).
SeriesKeystone
of twenty-eight
Mack Sennett
comedies. onetwo-reel
SeriesChaplin
of twenty-six
and two-reel Charlie
comedies.
Seriescomedies.
of twenty-four single-reel Fatty Arbuckle
Seriesstones.
of twenty-eight single-reel Liberty KeySeries of twenty-eight single-reel Eagle KeySeriesstones.
of fifteen two-reel Union-Kay-Bee Western
dramas.
SeriesWestern
of fifteen
Dramas. two-reel Columbia-Kay-Bee
Everybody's
issue).
Some
NerveBusiness
(Charles(Special).
Chaplin— One-reel reTower Brand.
Custer's Last Fight (Three Parts).
May 15— His TwoHourParts).
of Manhood (W. S. HartJune 1— JimParts).
Cameron's Wife (W. S. Hart— Two
WALDORF PHOTOPLAYS.
229 West
Where
Bonds Forty-second
Are Loosed. Street, N. Y. City.
WARNER BROTHERS.
220 West Forty-second Street, N. Y. City.
The Kaiser's
Finish.
Open
Beware.Your Eyes.
LLOYD WILLIS.
1600 Broadway, N. Y. City.
The Greater Sinner (James K. Hackett).
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At last — a Simple, Practical,
Economical and Complete

EAGLE

ROCK
MAZDA

=—

FILM=—

The Quality Raw

Stock

Right photographically.
Will not go to pieces in
the projector.

Made by
The Eagle Rock
Manufacturing Company
Verona, New Jersey

OUTFIT
that will give more light
on the screen than any
outfit on the market at
the present time. It will
save you considerable on
your
electric away
bill with
and
does entirely
carbons.
We
furnish
lamphouse and everything
complete for $150. Easily
attached todoes
any machine,
entirely
away with all
"Q e.'^ tS your old arc
ing a better,
* c. equipment,
giveven, steady
Xo buzzing or noise like
t xQSf
feeding oroutfit
troublefor
Acarbonsrugged, Nodependable
i ;i; 1 lars
theatres.
Write distance,
for circulars
particuregarding
size andof give
picture,
etc.
^^^^ Uses 900 watt lamp, giving good light at 90 ft.
with big saving in current over arc. Makes operating
easier.
WALTER G. PREDDEY
187 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.

The Essential Requirements
FOB
EASTMAN
Improved

Projection
ABE
SPEER CARBONS

Speer Alterno Combinations
for A. C. Work
AND
Speer Hold-Ark Combinations
for D. C Work
Produce Incomparable Results

FILM

is so safe-guarded in it's manufacture, so carefully tested
at every stage, that it never
has an opportunity to be
anything but right.

Wri e to-day for descriptive folder:
Read the unbiased opinions of operators.
Place an order now with your Supply House
"The Carbons
with a BTGuarantee'
MANUFACTURED
SPEER CARBON COMPANY
ST. MARYS, PA.

Identifiable
by theon words "Eastman" and
"Kodak"
the film margin
EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
ROCHESTER, N. Y.
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The
New Premier

thats Coming
iGet All
To YOU

Pathescope

Flicfcerless
"Safely Standard"
Motion Picture
Projector
Will
run
the
"Safety
Standard"
narrow-width,
slow-burning
film,
adopted
byusedthe bySociety
of Motion
Picture
Can befire
any one,
any time
and Engineers.
any where, without any
danger,
or insurance
restrictions.
Labeled only
by Underwriters,
"Enclosing
Booth case.
Not Required."
Weighs
23 pounds.
Fits in a small
from
any
light socket.
The towonderful
lampillumination
(just Operates
perfected
us) gives
from three
four timesT-4 the
formerlyfor
Uses less
wattsat invariable
lightingspeed.
12-foot picture
atobtainable.
75 feet. Motor
drivethan
and 100rewind
Pathescope Negatives
Prints fromfromany any
negative.
We make Pathescope
positive.
Send for S2-page convincing catalog.
The Pathescope Co. of America, Inc.
Dept. M.W.
Aeolian HalL 35 West 42nd Street, New York
Agencies and Service Statioyis in Principal Cities

getting
dollareveryof
ou make every
sure that

You
be
profit can't
youi
dollar
tak
The New

Perfected

Automaticket Register
will strictly account to you for every ticket sold at ea,ch
price, and give you an automatic check on cash receipts.
It has a record for frequently paying for itself in eliminating leaks and losses.
Ifareyour
net profit isn't what you think it should be, you
officeprobably
methods. losing money every day through lax box
Let
send you literature, giving box office facts you
shouldus have.
I,HTHE
I,1 AUTOMATIC
:.: I ''-'I ' . '" .' 1111
TICKET SELLING &
CASH REGISTER CO.
1735 BROADWAY
NEW YORK

Created in Every Picture by

Gundlach

PRODUCED WITH
KINARKO

Projection

Can not be surpassed for critical definition, flatness of field, brilliancy of image and illumination,
and we maintain absolute uniformity of quality.
That's the reason they are used in nearly every
theatre in the United States and Canada.

CARBONS
"A Carbon made specially
for particular operators"
YOUR DEALER
CARBON IMPORTS CO.
110-112-114 West 42d St.
NEW YORK
KINARKO

Lenses

1

Gundlach-Manhattan Optical Co.
808 So. Clinton Ave., Rochester, N.Y.
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UNASKED—
THESE

UNSOLICITED
VOLUNTARY

Simplex
FROM

Tributes
MEN

WHO

KNOW
REACH
August 5th
F. G. FLEISHMAN, Mgr.,
Novelty Theatre, Portland,
Oregon, writes:—
* * * "Am using three of
your machines in two houses
* * * one I bought six years
ago which has been in constant
use THIRTEEN HOURS A DAY
FOR SIX YEARS WITHOUT
ANY REPAIRS." * * •
July 14th
W. L. KEYSER, Pastime
Theatre, Iowa City, la., writes:
« * » "The Simplex we instal ed two years ago last February HAS REEN RUNNING
SEVEN
EVERY AND
DAY A-HALF
IN THE HOURS
YEAR
AND HAS NOT LAID DOWN
ONE SECOND. I am using the
same star and cam that came
in the machine and the picture
is absolutely steady." * * •

Does

US

EVERY

August 9th
G. A. GRIDER, Lyric Thewrites:you—
* * atre,
* "ItStockton,
mayCal.,interest
to know that your machines
No. 1549 and 1550 installed in
1912 haveuously been
since thatrunning
date andcontinare
still projecting a good picture.
THE ONLY NEW PARTS THAT
HAVE REEN PUT IN ARE
SHOES AND NEW SPROCKETS." ** *

August 10th
HARRY E. SMITH, Orpheum
Theatre Company, T o p e k a,
Kans.,
* * *writes
"The:— Orpheum Theatre of which I am the operator has just installed two newType
"S" rebuilt
Simplexmy machines
and I have
old 1913
model Simplex that we use in
one of the other houses. THIS
MACHINE I RAN FOR SEVEN
YEARS STEADY WITHOUT
ONE CENT FOR REPAIRS —
SOME MACHINE!" * * *

July 1st
HERRERT
L. GRAF, D.AlamoC,
Theatre, Washington,
writes
:
—
* * * "We have used your
Simplex
for
over
four
years Projectors
and theI take
pleasure
inhavesaying
that
service
thevRE
rendered
CANNOT
EQUALLED theRY upkeep
ANY OTHER
MACHINE,
of
your
machine
is veryanysmallotherin cost,
smallerchine Ihave
than
ma-on
everI HAVE
workedRUN
and
EVERYI MUSTMAKESAY MACHINE
SO
FAR." * * *

July 30th
SAM SCHWARTZ, Owner,
Aztec Theatre, Eagle Pass,
* * writes:
* "I have
Tex.,
— tried five
other different makes of machines and THE SIMPLEX IS
THE ONLY ONE WITH WHICH
I AM FIEDARSOLUTELY
IN EVERY WAY,SATISNOT
ONLY AS A MATTER OF
ECONOMICAL OPERATION,
RUT OF PERFECT PROJECTION AS POSSIBLE." • • •

their experience
convey

WEEK

with

anything

SIMPLEX

to you?

IhePrecisionMachineCo.Inc.
317 East 34th:St~ NowYork 1

s
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Power'sph
eragra
m
a
C
in the projection room lifts every theatre
out of the ordinary class and, no matter
where they may be located, puts them on
Popular Street.
This projector never followed any one.
It is an originator; and in the perfection
of its service it has always met the
public demand — and kept a step ahead
of it.
0
To keep your theatre abreast of the
times
that's
right. you
You must
alwayshaveget projection
it with

The

Pioneer

Projector

□
P
P
P□
□□ I
□I
□
□
□
□
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